AGENDA FOR
CABINET
Contact:
Direct Line:
E-mail:
Web Site:
To:

Philippa Braithwaite
0161 253 5398
p.braithwaite@bury.gov.uk
www.bury.gov.uk

All Members of Cabinet
Councillors : E O'Brien (Leader and Cabinet Member,
Finance and Growth) (Chair), C Cummins (Cabinet
Member, Housing Services), R Gold (Cabinet Member,
Communities), C Morris (Cabinet Member, Culture and
the Economy), A Quinn (Cabinet Member, Environment,
Climate Change and Operations), A Simpson (First
Deputy and Cabinet Member, Health and Wellbeing),
T Tariq (Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member Children,
Young People and Skills) and T Rafiq (Cabinet Member,
Corporate Affairs and HR)

Dear Member/Colleague
Cabinet
You are invited to attend a meeting of the Cabinet which will be held as
follows:Date:

Wednesday, 21 July 2021

Place:

Bury Town Hall

Time:

6.00 pm

Briefing

If Opposition Members and Co-opted Members require
briefing on any particular item on the Agenda, the
appropriate Director/Senior Officer originating the related
report should be contacted.

Facilities:

Notes:

AGENDA
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Members of Cabinet are asked to consider whether they have an interest in any of
the matters of the Agenda and, if so, to formally declare that interest.

3

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
Questions are invited from members of the public about the work of the Cabinet.
Notice of any question must be given to Democratic Services by midday on Monday,
Monday, 19 July 2021. Approximately 30 minutes will be set aside for Public
Question Time, if required.

4

MEMBER QUESTION TIME
Questions are invited from Elected Members about items on the Cabinet agenda. 15
minutes will be set aside for Member Question Time, if required.
Notice of any Member question must be given to the Monitoring Officer by 9.30am
Friday, 16 July 2021.

5

MINUTES (Pages 5 - 16)
Minutes from the meeting held on 30 June 2021 are attached.

6

MINUTES OF OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held on 20 July 2021 are to follow.

7

PUBLICATION OF THE 'PLACES FOR EVERYONE' PLAN (Pages 17 456)
A report from the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth is attached.

8

THE COUNCIL’S FINAL OUTTURN POSITION FOR 2020/21 (Pages 457 486)
A report from the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth is attached.

9

CAPITAL PROJECT STAGE II APPROVAL, DERBY HIGH SCHOOL,
PHILIPS HIGH SCHOOL - PART A (Pages 487 - 492)
A report from the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth and the
Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and Skills is
attached.

10

BUSINESS GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEPARTMENT (Pages
493 - 536)
A report from the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth and the

Cabinet Member for Housing Services is attached.

11

PROPOSED SAVING OPTIONS FOR ADULT SOCIAL CARE: OUTCOMES
OF THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION (Pages 537 - 672)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Health and Wellbeing is attached.

12

TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY (Pages 673 - 704)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Corporate Affairs and HR is attached.

13

GM CLEAN AIR FINAL PLAN (Pages 705 - 1706)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Environment, Climate Change and Operations
is attached.

14

ADOPTION OF FIXED PENALTY NOTICES (FPNS) FOR FLY TIPPING
OFFENCES (Pages 1707 - 1716)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Environment, Climate Change and Operations
is attached.

15

URGENT BUSINESS
Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair agrees may
be considered as a matter of urgency.

16

DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT SOCIAL CARE INFECTION PREVENTION
AND CONTROL AND TESTING FUND JULY 2021-SEPTEMBER 2021
(Pages 1717 - 1724)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Health and Wellbeing is attached.

17

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
To consider passing the appropriate resolution under Section 100 (A)(4), Schedule
12(A) of the Local Government Act 1972, that the press and public be excluded from
the meeting for the reason that the following business involves the disclosure of
exempt information as detailed against the item.

18

REDEVELOPMENT OF FERNHILL TRAVELLER SITE - PART B (Pages
1725 - 1736)
A report from the Cabinet Member for Housing Services is attached.

19

CAPITAL PROJECT STAGE II APPROVAL, DERBY HIGH SCHOOL,
PHILIPS HIGH SCHOOL - PART B (Pages 1737 - 1744)
A report from the Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Growth and the
Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and Skills is
attached.
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Agenda Item 5

Minutes of:

CABINET

Date of Meeting:

30 June 2021

Present:

Councillor E O'Brien (in the Chair)
Councillors C Cummins, R Gold, C Morris, A Quinn,
A Simpson, T Tariq and T Rafiq

Also in
attendance:
Councillors P Cropper and M Powell
Public Attendance: No members of the public were present at the meeting.
Apologies for Absence:Councillor N Jones and Councillor J Mason

CA.86

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillor James Mason, and Councillor Paul
Cropper was substituting for Councillor Nick Jones.

CA.87

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Quinn declared a personal interest in respect of all matters under
consideration, as both his son and daughter in law are employed by the NHS, his
wife is employed by the Citizens Advice Bureau and he is a member of the trade
union, Unite.

CA.88

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
The following question was submitted in advance of the meeting by a member of
the public, Joanna Mawdesley:
I listened to the online presentation given by HealthWatch this week. £12m to be
cut from the adult social care budget over the next three years, but only three
aspects of the service were discussed - short stay facilities, day care centres and a
possible merging of the service for adults and children with learning difficulties.
There was no mention of home care services - I have a vested interest in this
aspect because my husband has assistance from carers twice a day.
This is a lot of money to shave from a budget, and the repercussions will affect
many vulnerable people in our borough. My question is this - given the severity of
the proposed cuts and the impact it will have on ordinary people's lives, why is the
Council continuing to pursue a feasibility study on the future of the civic centres,
which have all been losing money for years. I am very involved with an
organisation that has used the Elizabethan Suite and the Lancaster and Peel
rooms on a monthly basis, for some years. Those rooms have not been available
to us for 16 months - we have moved on and found alternative accommodation for
our meetings. I'm sure other groups have done the same. Lose the civic centres
and use that money to offset cuts elsewhere.
Councillor Andrea Simpson, Cabinet Member for Health and Wellbeing, responded:
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Thank you for the question. We are committed to transforming ASC by ensuring
our residents have the best opportunities to prevent, delay and reduce the need
for care, by this we expect the number who need care to reduce in the future.
For those who already have care we will continue to work together to ensure that
the care provided is appropriate to their circumstances, improves wellbeing and
maintains independence.
The Council appreciates that savings must be made, and it is for this reason the
future of the civic venues are under review with a decision from the cabinet
members this evening. The cabinet report with the options to co nsider is available
to read on the Council’s website.

CA.89

MEMBER QUESTION TIME
There were no Member questions.

CA.90

MINUTES
It was agreed:
Minutes of the meeting held on 26 May 2021 be approved as a correct record and
signed by the Chair.

CA.91

DISPOSAL OF THE SITE OF THE FORMER BURY FIRE STATION SITE, THE
ROCK, BURY - PART A
Councillor Eamonn O’Brien, the Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for
Finance and Growth, presented the Part A report regarding the sale of the former
Bury Fire Station on The Rock site, the Part B report containing information that is
exempt from disclosure, being later in the agenda.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Give approval to progress the sale of the site to the preferred bidder.
2. Agree a delegation to the Director of Economic Regeneration and Capital
Growth to agree a detailed head of terms in consultation with the Cabinet
Member for Finance & Growth and the Monitoring Officer.
Reasons for the decision:
The sale of the site would:
 Bring forward the development of a key gateway site in northeast of the
town centre.
 Provide a capital receipt for the Council.
 Provide on-going Business Rate revenue.
 Remove the risks associated with holding a vacant site.
Other options considered and rejected:
None – this site was identified as one of the Phase 1 properties in the Accelerated
Land and Property Disposals Programme approved by Cabinet at their meeting on
24 March 2021.
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CA.92

PROCUREMENT OF A DEVELOPMENT PARTNER FOR PHASE 2 OF
CHAMBERHALL BUSINESS PARK, BURY
Councillor Eamonn O’Brien, the Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for
Finance and Growth, presented the report which sought delegated authority to
undertake a procurement process to identify a suitable development partner to
bring forward the development of phase 2 of Chamberhall Business Park.
Decision:
1. That a procurement exercise is now undertaken on Chamberhall phase 2 in
order for a private sector developer partner to be appointed.
2. The disposal be in the form of a Council standard long lease and subject to
a bespoke development agreement to ensure that Bury achieves maximum
benefits from the project.
3. That the Director of Regeneration & Capital Growth be given delegated
authority in consultation with the Monitoring Officer, Section 151 Officer and
the Leader of the Council to consider all of the bids received and to approve
the agreement of the terms of the most advantageous bid in accordance
with the award criteria.
4. That details of the preferred developer and the wider updated development
proposals be submitted to Cabinet not later than December 2021.
Reasons for the decision:
The procurement will ensure that a high-quality sustainable development is
brought forward as well as ensuring best value is achieved for the site.
Other options considered and rejected:
Option 1 - Do Nothing
In this scenario the site will be left vacant.
This option has been dismissed as the Council is prioritising its redevelopment so
as to bring forward new employment land to meet the needs of businesses.
There is also an opportunity cost for not seeking new development in that the
ability to secure a sustainable income flow through new business rates will be lost.
Option 2 - Direct Development by the Council
Under this option the Council would undertake the development directly.
The Council would masterplan the site, undertake all further due diligence work
and secure the relevant planning permissions. The Council would then tender the
works contract and manage the construction of the new units. Once practically
complete the Council would then take on full responsibility for the lettings.
This option would mean that the Council would have to secure all of the funding
for the scheme.
This option has been dismissed as although a lot of this work could be done by
external consultants it would still require significant internal resource from the
Council. Furthermore, the Council would have to bear all the risk associated with
funding a property development of this nature.
Option 3 - Straight land sale through private treaty
The Council could simply market the site and dispose at best value.
Whilst there is likely to be strong interest in the site, this approach does not allow
the Council to have controls over the subsequent development. The risk here
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being that a purchaser could ’land bank’ the site and / or undertake a sub optimal
regeneration scheme.
As such, this option has been discounted.

CA.93

UPDATE TO BURY'S STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Councillor Eamonn O’Brien, the Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for
Finance and Growth, presented the report which made minor technical
amendments to the Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) to reflect the
withdrawal of Stockport from the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework, as set
out in green text in Appendix 1 to the report.
Decision:
That Cabinet approve the proposed changes shown in green text in Appendix 1
and adopt the Bury Statement of Community Involvement (June 2021).
Reasons for the decision:
To ensure that Bury’s Statement of Community Involvement is up-to-date and
reflects the current situation following the withdrawal of Stockport Council from
the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework.
Other options considered and rejected:
None.

CA.94

ACCELERATED LAND AND PROPERTY DISPOSALS PROGRAMME - PHASE 2
Councillor Eamonn O’Brien, the Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for
Finance and Growth, presented the report which identifies the list of sites for
Phase 2 of the Accelerated Land and Property Disposals Programme and sought
approval for the property asset disposals. The Leader advised that although there
was the opportunity for significant capital receipts, this had to be balanced with
social value and, as such, the Disposals Programme included significant
community and Ward Member engagement on the options for each site.
In response to Members’ questions, it was noted that community groups and local
sports associations were working with the Council regarding the options for Philips
Park, and more information on the site would be provided when available. With
regards to how sites would be marketed, it was noted this was dependent on the
merits and specifics of each site, Some would not be appropriate for housing and
local groups might be able to take on smaller plots for community use. It was
reiterated that all options would be reviewed in conjunction with Ward Members
and the local community.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Approve the disposal of the Phase 2 property assets that are surplus to
requirements.
2. Approve the inclusion of additional land to 1 site from the Phase 1 list.
3. Accept that the Brownfield Housing Fund will assist with disposal options for
the sites identified as housing development sites.
Reasons for the decision:
4
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There are limited Council resources to deal with the constant requests from
individuals or third parties looking for opportunities to purchase our property
assets. Phase 2 will continue the programme to bring in the required resources to
comprehensively allow the Council to dispose of its chosen property assets in a
strategic and co-ordinated way, and via a manageable phased approach.
There is a cost to maintain the Council’s assets and failure to manage them
properly could cause a potential health and safety risk, as well as a reputational
risk to the Council as the landowner.
Other options considered and rejected:
None. There is a cost to maintain the Council’s assets and failure to manage them
properly could cause a potential health and safety risk, as well as a reputational
risk to the Council as the landowner.

CA.95

ADOPTING AND IMPLEMENTING THE ELECTRICAL SAFETY STANDARDS IN
THE PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR (ENGLAND) REGULATIONS 2020
Councillor Claire Cummins, Cabinet Member for Housing, presented the report
regarding the adoption of the Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented
Sector (England) Regulations 2020 (referred to as ‘the regulations’).
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Adopt and implement the regulations in order to allow the Council to carry
out its statutory function in relation to electrical safety standards in the
private rented sector;
2. Agree to adopt the same process of issuing and determining levels of civil
penalties for the offences in the regulations, in line with the previously
agreed Civil Financial Penalty Policy adopted by Cabinet on 29th July 2020;
3. Delegate authority to the Director of Economic Regeneration and Capital
Growth to approve minor amendments to the Private Sector Housing
Enforcement Policy and the Civil Financial Penalty Policy to reflect the
additional regulations and statutory duties.
Reasons for the decision:
As a statutory function of the Local Authority, Cabinet must adopt the Regulations
so the Council is equipped to tackle rogue Landlords in the private rented sector
who fail to meet their obligations as a Landlord. The additional provision to impose
a fine up to £30,000 sends a strong message to any rogue Landlord that
substandard property conditions and unsafe electrical installations will not be
tolerated. Any income from the civil penalty can be attributed towards the cost of
the Council taking enforcement action in the private rented sector.
Other options considered and rejected:
Option 1 - To not adopt and incorporate the regulations
As a piece of legislation, we have a duty to adopt and utilise the powers contained
within.
Option 2 - To implement the regulations into the Private Sector Housing Teams
Enforcement Policy and produce an additional civil penalty policy for offences
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under The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented Sector (England)
Regulations 2020
This option is not recommended. In order to issue a fine under the regulations,
the Council must be certain, beyond all reasonable doubt, that a private Landlord
is in breach of their duties under regulation 3 o f the regulations. The existing civil
penalty policy, adopted by Cabinet on 29th July provides a procedure and fining
structure consistent with other GM Local Authorities when issuing fines of the
same maximum financial value and burden of proof. There is no need to create an
additional policy when once has previously been agreed.
Option 3 - To implement the regulations into the Private Sector Housing Teams
Enforcement Policy and produce an additional civil penalty policy for offences
under The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented Sector (England)
Regulations 2020 with a different fining structure to the current policy
This option is not recommended as any alteration to the fining structure would
cause policies to conflict with each other and could leave the Council open to
challenge in the event of any appeal. For clarity and consistency, the fining
structure should remain the same as the current civil penalty policy.

CA.96

APPROVAL OF ACCUMULATED SUMS MONIES (S.106) FOR RETURNING
EMPTIES HOMES BACK INTO USE
Councillor Claire Cummins, the Cabinet Member for Housing, presented the report
which sought the approval of £1m of accumulated commuted sums to bring empty
homes back into use across the borough. Members voiced their support for the
report, and noted it covered 1000 empty properties and 500 which had been
vacant for 2 years or more.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Allocate £1m of accumulated Affordable Housing commuted sums to fund
bringing empty properties across the borough back into use as affordable
housing, in line with housing and planning policies and the rules governing
affordable housing and the use of commuted sums.
2. Delegate agreement and approval of relevant detailed matters to The
Director of Economic Regeneration and Capital Growth and Chief Finance
Officer / S151 Officer in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Housing
Services. Detailed matters include the financial appraisal per property and
other relevant detailed agreements between the Council and Six Town
Housing.
Reasons for the decision:
The commuted sums were secured through Section 106 Planning Agreements as a
result of the Council’s Affordable Housing Planning Policy and must be spent on
the provision of affordable housing within the borough in accordance with the
terms of the legal agreements. Bringing empty properties back into use for
affordable housing is a good fit with the rules governing the use of the ring-fenced
commuted sums and will contribute significantly to delivering the objectives within
both the Council’s Housing and Regeneration Strategies, and commuted sums
have previously been allocated in this way.
Other options considered and rejected:
6
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Option 1 - Do nothing
The terms of the S106 Agreements require the contributions to be spent or
committed within 10 years of receipt. Doing nothing could result in contributions
having to be refunded. By not taking any action to bring the empty properties
back into use, it is likely that they will deteriorate further and generate an
increase in complaints to the Council. It is also a missed opportunity to the ever
increasing demand for affordable housing across the borough.
Option 2 - Do not allocate the commuted sums monies to be used to bring empty
homes back into use as affordable housing
Cabinet pledged to tackle empty homes across Bury by ensuring a specific post for
an empty homes officer was made available. If no money is attributed to a project
to return empties back into use, the post holder will only be able to pursue
enforcement options to bring properties back into use. This can often be a very
lengthy and costly process which, on its own would return few properties back into
use over time. By allocating the £1m, the Council can proactively target empty
properties and enter into meaningful negotiations with owners to bring their
property back into use.

CA.97

APPOINTMENTS UPDATE
Councillor Tahir Rafiq, the Cabinet Member for Corporate Affairs and HR,
presented the report which sets out amendments to the appointments made at
the Annual Meeting of the Council held on 19th May 2021.
Decision:
That Cabinet notes the appointments and amendments to appointments made
since the Annual Meeting of Council as set out in the report.
Reasons for the decision:
N/A
Other options considered and rejected:
N/A

CA.98

BURY LET'S DO IT PERFORMANCE REPORT AND CORPORATE PLAN
QUARTER FOUR DELIVERY UPDATE
Councillor Tahir Rafiq, the Cabinet Member for Corporate Affairs and HR,
presented the second performance report against the Bury Council and CCG
integrated Corporate Plan, which detailed delivery against planned priorities for
quarter four of the 2020/21 Corporate Plan which was published in autumn 2020.
In response to a Member’s question regarding the percentage of Freedom of
Information requests and complaints, it was noted that these had been
deprioritised during the Covid response, but resources were now being reassigned
and the Information Commissioner’s Office was satisfied that measures were in
place to bring these figures back to target.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Notes the progress against the 2020/21 Corporate Plan delivery objectives.
7
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2. Notes the Bury Framework Hierarchy for the Bury Let’s Do It Strategy and
Corporate Plan.
3. Notes the progress towards the Health and Wellbeing Board and System
Board Outcomes.
Reasons for the decision:
To facilitate the on-going analysis and management of the Council’s performance
in delivering the Corporate Plan.
Other options considered and rejected:
None.

CA.99

GREATER MANCHESTER ONE NETWORK PROCUREMENT
Councillor Tahir Rafiq, the Cabinet Member for Corporate Affairs and HR,
presented the report which sought approval for Bury Council, in partnership with,
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA), Transport for Greater
Manchester (TFGM), Stockport Council, Oldham Council and Rochdale Council, to
commence a joint procurement process in the summer of 2021 for Wide Area
Network (WAN) services under the collective title of GM One Network.
Decision:
That Cabinet approves the decision to join the joint procurement exercise and
endorses the use of ICT Capital Investment and Corporate Reserves to fund the
delivery of this work.
Reasons for the decision:
It is recommended that Bury Council proceeds with joining the GM-One
procurement as a founder member and approves a potential £1.3m from the
existing ICT capital scheme for a new wide area network. This will allow a faster
implementation of the next generation of WAN technology i.e., a software defined
WAN, allows us to fully realise the benefits of the investment in the LFFN and the
increased transmission speeds that go with it.
Other options considered and rejected:
Option 1 - Do Nothing – including not lighting the fibre delivered under the LFFN
programme
This option is discounted as each organisation needs effective network services
and wishes to leverage the infrastructure. This option could require repayment of
the DCMS funding for LFFN as a condition of the grant funding is to use the fibre.
Option 2 - DIY – involving each organisation procuring network services separately
across the LFFN infrastructure
The incremental benefits of doing this alone as opposed to collaboratively are
predominantly linked to existing contractual commitments as there are wider
savings to be had from engaging more widely.
Option 3 - Collaboratively light the fibre with other LFFN partners
This option has been pursued on the basis that it represents the most effective
means of lighting the LFFN infrastructure. It is expected to generate service
improvements plus wider strategic benefits described below with additional gains
as other organisations leverage the network, plus it avoids unnecessary
8
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procurement spend and duplication of activities. The network design would still
enable each organisation to manage its services across this shared network.

CA.100

FUTURE OF THE CIVIC VENUES
Councillor Richard Gold, the Cabinet Member for Communities, presented the
report regarding the three Civic Venues, all of which currently operated at a loss
and were also in need of significant financial investment. It was noted that outside
caterers would be permitted at both Ramsbottom and Elizabethan venues.
In response to a question about the dancefloor at the Longfield Suite, it was noted
that options for a new location within the Borough were currently being explored,
but were still in an early stage.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Notes the results and feedback generated from the public consultation in
respect of the Civic Venues.
2. Having regard to the views received from the consultation; approve the
future of the Civic Venues as follows: a) Ramsbottom Civic Hall to re-open once the Vaccination Centre has
ceased, and when covid restrictions allow. Its future to be considered
as part of the current planning process in respect of the Place
Management and Movement Plan for Ramsbottom.
b) The Longfield Suite remain closed and be replaced by a new events
and community space, to be provided by the redevelopment of
Prestwich Town Centre.
c) That the sprung dancefloor at the Longfield Suite be retained and
preserved for future use at an alternative venue in the borough. The
memorial wall to be relocated as part of the regeneration and
development of Prestwich.
d) The Elizabethan Suite to re-open, once the Vaccination Centre has
ceased, and when covid restrictions allow, however, there will be no
catering/beverage function.
e) That the Chief Executive be requested to convene a cross party
working group to consider the options for the future of Bury Town
Hall and the Elizabethan Suite and to report with recommendations to
a future meeting of the Cabinet.
Reasons for the decision:
Ramsbottom Civic Hall
Option 1 - re-open fully (whilst the Town Plan is being further developed) once the
Vaccination Centre has ended, from 1/8/21 (it is feasible that the venue will be
required until 2022)
An ongoing minimum subsidy of £83,596pa will be required although this may be
higher post COVID recovery. The workforce required to reopen (subject to the
implementation of required HR policy and process) would resume in their Civic
Venues posts. It is to be noted that due to the continued impact of covid
restrictions, there would be a continued impact on income.
The Elizabethan Suite
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Option 2 – re-open once the Vaccination Centre has ended, from 1/8/21(it is
feasible that the venues will be required until 2022), however there will be no
catering/beverage function
Some of the workforce would be at risk of compulsory redundancy (subject to the
implementation of required HR policy and process).
Redundancy costs would potentially be incurred at a cost to be determined. The
running costs of the venue would remain (i.e., utility costs), and income could be
lower than previous levels.
The Longfield Suite
Option 2 –fully close
This will generate a cost saving of £125,205pa, but some of this taken account of
in the 21/22 budget, and a further budget saving of £23,000 would occur. The
workforce would be at risk of compulsory redundancy (subject to the
implementation of required HR policy and process). Redundancy costs would
potentially be incurred at a cost to be determined. The venue could remain empty
until demolished. Alternative options exist for bookers to relocate elsewhere. The
memorial wall will be relocated as part of the regeneration and development of
Prestwich. In addition, full options will be explored to retain and relocate the
existing sprung dance floor.
Other options considered and rejected:
Ramsbottom Civic Hall
Option 2 – re-open in part (no major functions or weddings) once the Vaccination
Centre has ended, from 1/8/21 (it is feasible that the venue will be required until
2022)
Re-opening in part will require a subsidy of c£64,000pa. The workforce would be
at risk of compulsory redundancy (subject to the implementation of required HR
policy and process). Redundancy costs would potentially be incurred at a cost to
be determined. The workforce required to re-open in part would resume in their
Civic Venues posts. It is to be noted that due to the continued impact of covid
restrictions, there would be a continued impact on income. Alternative options
exist for bookers to relocate elsewhere.
Option 3 – fully close once the Vaccination Centre has ended, from 1/8/21(it is
feasible that the venues will be required until 2022)
This will generate a net budget saving of £55,500, but much of this has already
been taken account of in the budget process. The workforce would be at risk of
compulsory redundancy (subject to the implementation of required HR policy and
process). Redundancy costs would potentially be incurred at a cost to be
determined. The venue could remain empty for 12 months or more in line with the
development of the Town Plan. Alternative options exist for bookers to relocate
elsewhere.
The Elizabethan Suite
Option 1 – re-open fully once the Vaccination Centre has ended, from 1/8/21(it is
feasible that the venues will be required until 2022)
An ongoing minimum subsidy of £4,592pa + £105,891pa civic chef (£110,483)
will be required. The workforce required to re-open (subject to the implementation
10
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of required HR policy and process) would resume in their Civic Venues posts. It is
to be noted that due to the continued impact of covid restrictions, there would be
a continued impact on income and a higher overspend.
Option 3 –fully close once the Vaccination Centre has ended, from 1/8/21(it is
feasible that the venues will be required until 2022)
This will generate a net saving of £4,592 + £105,891 Civic Chef (£110,483), much
of which is already accounted for in the current budget. The workforce would be at
risk of compulsory redundancy (subject to the implementation of required HR
policy and process). Redundancy costs would potentially be incurred at a cost to
be determined. The venue could remain empty for 5 years or more subject to the
future of the Town Hall. The venue could not be opened up for use internally
without the incurred costs of cleaning /caretaking and the co -ordination of
bookings by another Council team etc. The running costs of the venue would
remain (i.e., utility costs), however the venue would not be income generating.
These costs would have to be absorbed by another Council team due to the
infrastructure of the Town Hall utilities regardless of option.
Alternative options exist for bookers to relocate elsewhere.
The Longfield Suite
Option 1 – re-open fully once repairs to the roof, and other minor repairs have
been undertaken
An ongoing minimum subsidy of £125,205pa will be required. The workforce
required to re-open (subject to the implementation of required HR policy and
process) would resume in their Civic Venues posts. It is to be noted that due to
the continued impact of covid restrictions, there would be a continued impact on
income.

CA.101

MINUTES OF ASSOCIATION OF GREATER MANCHESTER AUTHORITIES /
GREATER MANCHESTER COMBINED AUTHORITY
It was agreed:
Minutes of the Greater Manchester Combined Authority meeting held on 26 March
2021 be noted.

CA.102

URGENT BUSINESS

CA.103

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
Decision:
That the press and public be excluded from the meeting under Section 100 (A)(4),
Schedule 12(A) of the Local Government Act 1972, for the reason that the
following business involves the disclosure of exempt information as detailed
against the item.

CA.104

DISPOSAL OF THE SITE OF THE FORMER BURY FIRE STATION SITE, THE
ROCK, BURY - PART B
Councillor Eamonn O’Brien, the Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for
Finance and Growth, presented the Part B report containing information that is
11
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exempt from disclosure, regarding the sale of the former Bury Fire Station on The
Rock site.
Decision:
That Cabinet:
1. Give approval to progress the sale of the site to the preferred bidder.
2. Agree a delegation to the Director of Economic Regeneration and Capital
Growth to agree a detailed head of terms in consultation with the Cabinet
Member for Finance & Growth and the Monitoring Officer.
Reasons for the decision:
The sale of the site would:
 Bring forward the development of a key gateway site in northeast of the
town centre.
 Provide a capital receipt for the Council.
 Provide on-going Business Rate revenue.
 Remove the risks associated with holding a vacant site.
Other options considered and rejected:
None – this site was identified as one of the Phase 1 properties in the Accelerated
Land and Property Disposals Programme approved by Cabinet at their meeting on
24 March 2021.

COUNCILLOR E O'BRIEN
Chair
(Note: The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 6.50 pm)
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Agenda Item 7
Classification

Item No.

Open

Meeting:

Overview & Scrutiny Committee – 21 s t July
CABINET – 22nd July

Meeting date:

21/22 July 2021

Title of report:

PUBLICATION OF THE ‘PLACES FOR EVERYONE’ JOINT PLAN

Report by:

Cllr. Eamonn O’Brien – Leader of the Council

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

All

Executive Summary
Up until December 2020 a joint development plan document of the ten Greater
Manchester local authorities was being prepared. This was Greater Manchester’s Plan
for Jobs, Homes & the Environment (known as the Greater Manchester Spatial
Framework - ‘GMSF’). The GMSF 2020 had reached the Regulation 19 (Publication)
stage of the process. However, the decision at Stockport Council’s meeting on 3
December to not submit the GMSF 2020 to the Secretary of State for independent
examination following the consultation period, and the subsequent resolution at its
Cabinet meeting on 4 December not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation, in
effect signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the ten districts.
S.28 (6)-(9) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and regulation 32 of
the Town and Country Planning Local Plan Regulations apply where one authority
withdraws from an agreement to prepare a joint DPD. Together they enable a joint
plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the authorities withdrawing,
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provided that the plan has “substantially the same effect” on the remaining
authorities as the original joint plan.
This report presents proposals for the Publication of a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts (Bolton, Bury, Manchester, Oldham,
Rochdale, Salford, Tameside, Trafford and Wigan), to be known as ‘Places for
Everyone’ (PfE).
It sets out some background information in terms of how the plan has progressed
from the GMSF to PfE 2021 within the context of planning law and Regulations,
identifying the key differences between ‘Places for Everyone’ 2021 (PfE 2021) and
GMSF 2020 and setting out an assessment of the necessary proposed changes.
It gives a summary of what PfE 2021 is and why it is being produced before setting
out a strategic overview of what it is planning for across Greater Manchester and
highlighting the key proposals for Bury in terms of homes, jobs, the environment,
infrastructure, Green Belt and other background information. It also describes the
key benefits that the PfE Joint Plan will bring to Bury, examines the implications of
Covid and sets out the likely resource implications. It then describes when and how
consultation on the Publication PfE 2021 will take place.
The text of the GMSF 2020 has been revised following the withdrawal of Stockport.
The impact of these revisions and whether these would have substantially the same
effect on the remaining nine districts and whether to recommend the PfE 2021 for
district approval will be considered by the newly established Joint Committee of the
nine participating districts on 20 July 2021. As such, the recommendations in this
report are contingent on the decision of the Joint Committee.
Assuming that Cabinet approves PfE 2021 for consultation purposes, approval will
also be sought from Full Council on 28 July 2021 to subsequently submit the plan, its
supporting evidence and representations received in response to consultation to the
Secretary of State for Examination.

Recommendation(s)
Subject to the Joint Committee agreeing that the plan has substantially the same effect
and recommending the plan to the districts, it is recommended that Cabinet:
1. Approves the Places for Everyone: Publication Draft 2021, including strategic
site allocations and Green Belt boundary amendments, and reference to the
potential use of compulsory purchase powers to assist with site assembly, and
the supporting background documents, for publication pursuant to Regulation
19 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations
2012 for an 8-week period for representations to begin not earlier than 9
August 2021; and
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2. Delegate to the Director of Economic Regeneration & Capital Growth authority
to approve the relevant Statement of Common Ground(s) required pursuant to
the National Planning Policy Framework 2019.

1

BURY’S DEVELOPMENT PLAN

1.1

Bury’s current development plan is the Unitary Development Plan which was
adopted in 1997 and is now significantly out-of-date. The Council has twice
tried and failed to get a replacement Local Plan in place over that time (2011
and 2014) but these met with significant challenge as to whether these plans
met Bury’s housing needs.

1.2

In the latter case, the prospect of a joint development plan for Greater
Manchester was beginning to emerge and the Inspector undertaking the
examination of the Local Plan in 2014 concluded that ‘…given the potential
significance of the GMSF to Bury, I can see sense, in the current situation, of
awaiting its outcome before producing a plan’ and that ‘…it was likely to be
most appropriate for the Council to consider withdrawing the submitted Core
Strategy’.

1.3

The Council chose to pursue the approach recommended by the Inspector and
focus efforts on the preparation of the GMSF before making significant
progress on a Local Plan.

2

‘PLACES FOR EVERYONE’ JOINT PLAN – BACKGROUND

2.1

The “Future of GM” paper in 2019 set out Greater Manchester’s bold plans for
the future in the face of uncertainty. Despite Covid-19 and the ongoing
uncertainty about the UK’s future trading relationships, the bold and ambitious
vision for the city-region remains unchanged, although the actions prioritised
to achieve some of those ambitions will inevitably have to change. Greater
Manchester’s ambition to continue to be - and further develop our position as a global city-region, with strong and prosperous communities throughout as
well as a thriving and productive economy remains. Without a clear, long term
cohesive set of plans it becomes almost impossible to implement and deliver
initiatives that will achieve this ambition.

2.2

Within this context, the need for a bold spatial plan to provide certainty and
guide development, investment and infrastructure has never been stronger.
Government has sent a very strong message that Covid-19 should not be a
reason to delay either the preparation of statutory plans or the determination
of planning applications through the publication of emergency guidance to
enable local authorities to continue to exercise their planning functions in a
Covid-19 compliant way.
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2.3

Up until December 2020 a joint development plan document of the ten Greater
Manchester local authorities was being prepared, Greater Manchester’s Plan
for Jobs, Homes & the Environment (known as the ‘GMSF’). The GMSF 2020
had reached the Regulation 19 (Publication) stage of the process. However,
the decision at Stockport Council’s meeting on 3 December to not submit the
GMSF 2020 to the Secretary of State for independent examination following
the consultation period, and the subsequent resolution at its Cabinet meeting
on 4 December not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation, in effect
signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the ten.

2.4

S.28 (6)-(9) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and
regulation 32 of the Town and Country Planning Local Plan Regulations apply
where one authority withdraws from an agreement to prepare a joint DPD.
Together they enable a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one
of the authorities withdrawing, provided that the plan has “substantially the
same effect” on the remaining authorities as the original joint plan.

2.5

Consequently, at its meeting on the 11 December 2020, members of the
AGMA Executive Committee asked officers to report back on the implications
and process of producing a joint DPD of the nine remaining Greater
Manchester (GM) districts (Bolton, Bury, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale,
Salford, Tameside, Trafford and Wigan). One of the key issues that officers
were asked to explore was the extent to which the joint Places for Everyone
plan could take advantage of the provisions set out in paragraph 1.4 above
and proceed to Regulation 19 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 Publication stage rather than have to go
back to an earlier (Regulation 18) informal stage of consultation.

2.6

At the AGMA Executive Board meeting on 12 February 2021, a report was
considered setting out the merits of continuing to produce a joint plan of the
nine remaining GM districts, to be known as ‘Places for Everyone’ (PfE).

2.7

The report highlighted that producing such a plan would enable those nine
districts to continue to:
 progress the strategic policies in GMSF 2020, for example net zero carbon
development, affordable housing and space and accessibility standards for
new housing;
 maximise the use of sustainable urban/brownfield land and limit the need
for Green Belt to accommodate the development needs of the nine;
 align with wider Greater Manchester strategies for transport and other
infrastructure investment;
 utilise the evidence base already commissioned and completed, minimising
the cost of producing further evidence; and
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 spread the cost jointly of the independent examination.
2.8

At the meeting, it was noted that each district would be asked to approve the
making of an agreement with each other to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document. Subsequently, each of the nine districts have approved the
establishment of a new Places for Everyone Joint Committee and delegated
the formulation and preparation of a joint Development Plan Document to the
Joint Committee.

2.9

The ‘Publication stage’ is a formal consultation on the draft joint DPD pursuant
to Reg. 19 of the Local Planning Regulations. It is a statutory stage that
provides an opportunity for organisations and individuals to submit their final
views on the content of the plan. The decision to ‘Publish’ PfE 2021 is an
Executive decision for the participating local authorities.

2.10 Submission of PfE, pursuant to Reg. 22 of the Local Planning Regulations, also
requires the approval of each of the participating Full Councils. Assuming that
Cabinet approves PfE 2021 for consultation, approval will also be sought from
Bury’s Full Council on 28 July 2021 to subsequently submit the plan, its
supporting evidence and representations received in response to consultation
on PfE 2021 to the Secretary of State for Examination. Upon completion of the
consultation on the Publication Plan in late 2021, a post-consultation report
will be prepared and then the plan will be submitted to the Secretary of State
for Examination in early 2022.
2.11 The text of the GMSF 2020 has been revised following the withdrawal of
Stockport. The revisions to PfE 2021 (compared to GMSF 2020) fall into 5
broad categories:
 As a direct result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council from GMSF;
 As a direct result of changes to government policy since October 2020 ;
 As a direct result of new evidence/information being made available since
October 2020;
 Clarification of policy wording; and
 Minor typographical changes.
2.12 The impact of these revisions and whether these would have substantially the
same effect on the remaining nine districts and whether to recommend the PfE
2021 for district approval will be considered by the newly established Places
for Everyone Joint Committee of the nine participating districts on 20 July
2021. As such, the impact of the revisions is not an issue to be considered in
this report.
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2.13 Nevertheless, for information, a review of the revisions to PfE 2021 (compared
to GMSF 2020) is set out in more detail in Appendix 1. Leading Counsel has
also confirmed that the relevant statutory provisions have been followed and
endorsing the approach and conclusions that the plan has substantially the
same effect and this opinion is set out in Appendix 2.

3

‘PLACES FOR EVERYONE’ JOINT PLAN – STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

3.1

There is a statutory requirement for local authorities to have an up-to-date
development plan in place that identifies enough land to accommodate new
homes and jobs for a growing population.

3.2

PfE 2021 provides an important opportunity to create the conditions for
inclusive economic growth, provide opportunities for provision of much needed
homes, protect, and enhance the natural environment. The full PfE 2021
document is available via the Combined Authority’s web site at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

3.3

The Plan is not being prepared in isolation. It is supported by the Transport
2040 Delivery Plan, which will outline the interventions required to achieve the
transport vision for the city region and is one of a suite of strategic documents
setting out how Greater Manchester can achieve the ambition set out in the
Greater Manchester Strategy. It sits alongside the Local Industrial Strategy,
Housing Strategy, 5 Year Environment Plan, Digital and Cultural Strategies.
Each of these plans is part of a coherent set of measures that will seek to
meet our overall objectives.

3.4

PfE 2021 is a high level, strategic plan and does not cover everything that a
district local plan would. Bury will still need to produce a Local Plan that will
complement and help to take forward PfE’s strategic policies and also provide
more detailed policies to support the creation of locally distinctive high quality
places/neighbourhoods. Work is already underway on Bury’s Local Plan and
progress on this will run alongside the PfE process. However, the PfE will need
to advance ahead of the Local Plan to provide the strategic basis for local
planning policies.

3.5

PfE 2021 is supported by a wide range of GM-wide and site-specific evidence
that has been prepared to inform and support the content of the plan.
Appendix 3 to this report sets out all supporting documents relating to planwide matters and to Bury’s proposed site allocations. These supporting
documents are also available on the Combined Authority’s web site at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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3.6

This evidence includes a series of Topic Papers have prepared for each of the
proposed site allocations in Bury. These pull together the key findings from the
evidence gathered in connection with each of the proposed site allocations.
The Topic Papers for each of the proposed site allocations are attached at
Appendix 4.

3.7

For Bury, the policies and proposals set out in PfE will replace some of the
current Unitary Development Plan (UDP) policies when formally adopted and
will form part of Bury’s statutory development plan. A list of the UDP policies
that will be replaced by PfE can be found in Appendix 5. The Local Plan will
then provide more detailed local policies, replacing the remaining UDP policies.

Places for Everyone Publication Plan 2021
3.8

PfE 2021 is our plan for sustainable growth in the nine boroughs. In particular,
the plan:
 sets out how these boroughs should develop up to the year 2037;
 identifies the amount of new development that will come forward in terms
of housing, offices, and industry and warehousing, and the main areas in
which this will be focused;
 identifies the important environmental assets which will be protected and
enhanced;
 allocates sites for employment and housing required outside of the urban
area;
 supports the delivery of key infrastructure, such as transport and utilities;
and
 defines a new Green Belt boundary for the nine boroughs.

3.9

PfE 2021 includes a spatial strategy which seeks to deliver sustainable and
inclusive growth through three key spatial elements:
 Significant growth in jobs and housing at the core – continuing
development in the ‘core growth area’ encompassing the city centre and
beyond to the Etihad in the east, through to the Quays, Trafford Park and
Port Salford in the west. The majority of commercial employment growth is
proposed in this area and over 50% of overall housing supply is found here
and in the wards immediately surrounding it;
 Boosting the competitiveness of the northern districts – provision of
significant new employment opportunities and supporting infrastructure and
a commitment that collectively the northern districts meet their own local
housing need; and
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 Sustaining the competitiveness of the southern districts – supporting
key economic drivers, for example around Wythenshawe hospital and the
Airport, realising the opportunities offered by national infrastructure
investment, e.g. HS2, whilst recognising the important green infrastructure
assets in the area.
3.10 PfE sets out the spatial interpretation of the overarching Greater Manchester
Strategy. It is one of a number of inter-linked plans and strategies being
produced at a sub-regional level to help Greater Manchester’s ambitions to be
a world class city region. This includes the overarching Greater Manchester
Strategy and the 2040 Transport Plan for the conurbation, which identifies the
strategic transport interventions that will enable the plan to be delivered.
3.11 Locally, PfE will support and complement many of our own current and
emerging key strategies, including the overarching Let’s Do It strategy, the
Bury Housing Strategy and the draft Climate Strategy and Action Plan. It will
provide a strong policy basis for ensuring that future developments provide
the necessary physical, social and environmental infrastructure to meet the
aspirations of these plans (e.g. setting environmental standards in new
buildings and helping to ensure that the right mix of house types, sizes and
tenures are provided in new housing developments).
3.12 One of the key aims of PfE is to help tackle health inequality across the plan
area, including Bury. To do this, the plan includes requirements for new
development to maximise its positive contribution to health and wellbeing,
whilst avoiding any potential negative impacts of new development; and to
support healthy lifestyles, including through the use of active design principles
making physical activity an easy, practical and attractive choice.
3.13 It should be noted that central to the PfE is the delivery of brownfield land and
regeneration of town centres. Locally, the Council is progressing plans on key
brownfield sites and has secured funding to bring key sites forward in the
short term. We are continuing to work with Homes England on bringing
forward the East Lancashire Paper Mill site, which is a central feature of the
Radcliffe Strategic Regeneration Framework. We are also progressing our
vision for our other key centres including Bury, Prestwich and Ramsbottom,
which will ensure that we make these areas successful and attractive for both
residential development and other investment.

4

PLAN FOR HOMES

4.1

It is important that we plan to provide a range of new homes to accommodate
the housing needs of a growing population, including much needed affordable
homes.
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4.2

Greater Manchester is facing a housing crisis and the impact of Covid-19, with
potential increases in unemployment will exacerbate this. Although the
Greater Manchester authorities have built more houses in recent years, wages
have not been keeping pace with property price increases and affordability
issues have intensified. To seek to address issues around the supply of new
homes, the Government has introduced a standard methodology for
calculating local housing needs to provide local authorities with a clear and
consistent understanding of the number of new homes needed in an area. The
construction of new housing is also an important part of the economy,
providing large numbers of jobs and often securing the redevelopment of
derelict and underused sites.

4.3

Applying the current methodology means that around 10,300 (10,305) homes
are required in per annum, equating to just under 165,000 (164,880) new
homes over the plan period. The plan supports Greater Manchester’s
commitment to deliver more affordable housing - 50,000 units over the plan
period, including 30,000 for social or affordable rent.

4.4

Like Bury, Stockport was a net beneficiary of the GMSF joint plan in that it was
able to offset some of its housing targets elsewhere within the conurbation.

4.5

Initially, it was considered that Stockport’s withdrawal from the joint plan
could have meant that there would be further opportunities to reduce targets
in the other districts and, therefore, a potential to reduce the amount of Green
Belt that was required to be released (circa 5,000 units less on Green Belt
land).

4.6

However, the opportunity to do this was effectively removed with the changes
that were made to the Government methodology for calculating LHN
(introduced in December 2020). These changes included a requirement for
Manchester City Council to accommodate a 35% uplift over its previous
housing target (increased their housing target by over 14,000). This meant
that the increased targets in Manchester no longer mean that it could absorb
some of the housing targets from elsewhere in the conurbation. Consequently,
there is no opportunity for other areas to reduce their targets as a result of
Stockport’s withdrawal.

Plan for Homes – Bury
4.7

For Bury, the Government’s current methodology gives a Local Housing Need
(LHN) target of 9,456 homes over the plan period (591 homes per year). This
is the baseline starting point for a plan to consider.

4.8

The PfE process allows for a redistribution of Bury’s LHN within the
conurbation to reflect the availability of land or to reflect strategic policies. As
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a result, Bury has been able to reduce the baseline housing target over the
plan period to 7,228 homes (average of 452 homes per year).

4.9

This represents a reduction of 2,228 units on the Government’s minimum LHN
for the Borough meaning that the target through PfE 2021 is only 76% of the
LHN.

4.10 Furthermore, Bury’s proposed housing target in PfE 2021 represents just 4.4%
of the total housing target across the PfE plan area, which is the lowest of the
nine districts participating in the Joint Plan.
4.11 However, as a Borough, we do not have enough land within the urban area or on
brownfield sites to meet even this reduced PfE 2021 target. Bury’s housing land
supply assessment identifies that there is only enough land to accommodate
3,776 homes. This supply largely consists of brownfield sites within the existing
urban area, including the potential development sites within our town centres and
other brownfield sites such as the former East Lancashire Paper Mill site and the
former Tetrosyl site at Bevis Green in Walmersley.
4.12 This supply shortfall means that the following Green Belt sites are proposed to
be released through PfE 2021 to meet the reduced target as well as providing
a defensible buffer on top of the supply.
Site
Castle Road, Unsworth (Northern Gateway)

No. of homes within the
plan period
200

Simister/Bowlee (Northern Gateway)

1,350

Walshaw

1,250

Elton Reservoir
Seedfield
Total

1,900
(further 1,600 post plan)
140
4,840

4.13 Together, the baseline supply and the proposed housing within the plan period
on Green Belt sites are estimated to have the capacity to deliver around 8,616
units. This provides a 19% buffer on top of the supply to allow for sites not
coming forward as envisaged over the plan period. Buffers are a standard
requirement in development plans to provide flexibility in the supply and there
is a 16% buffer against the cumulative target for the PfE plan area. The buffer
is not a sign that excess land has been identified but is, in fact, necessary to
demonstrate that the targets can be met, particularly in light of the viability
challenges to some of GM’s brownfield land supply.
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4.14 It should be noted that the PfE 2021 proposal to reduce Bury’s housing target
means that the numerical impact of a buffer has also been reduced (i.e. a
19% buffer on top on Bury’s full LHN would equate to 1,816 units, whereas
the 19% buffer on the reduced housing target of 7,228 equates to o nly 1,388
units – a difference of 428 units).
4.15 PfE 2021 proposals include the release of Green Belt land beyond the plan
period for residential development at the Elton Reservoir site (which has been
the case in the previous two iterations of the plan). This is because the site is
key to delivering significant upfront investment into essential strategic
infrastructure and the site needs the long-term certainty on the scale of
development to withstand the costs. The natural development of this site,
using standard build out rates, will mean that the scale of delivery will extend
beyond the plan period.
4.16 The total difference between a plan that meets Bury’s full Local Housing Need
targets with a buffer and the reduced housing targets in the PfE 2021 with a
buffer, is illustrated in the diagram below. This shows that by participating in
the PfE joint plan, Bury is able to offset some of its targets elsewhere, and
when also combined with a reduced buffer, the net reduction is 2,656 units.
14000
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12000
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10000

Total - 10,216
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Beyond plan period

4.17 Importantly, the reduction in Bury’s housing target in the PfE 2021 compared
to the LHN target, means that the Borough is able reduce the amount of Green
Belt that is needed to meet housing needs (i.e. the plan allows for a significant
amount of the Borough’s LHN to be met elsewhere).
Strategic Sites
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4.18 Not only does PfE 2021 help to reduce the amount of Green Belt needed to
meet the local housing need in Bury, it also means that the sites that are
proposed are those that deliver strategic benefits over the longer term. This is
because PfE 2021 gives Bury a lower housing target in the early years of the
plan which will give us time to bring forward and develop essential
infrastructure in and around the strategic sites proposed (as well as our
limited supply of brownfield sites). This includes a strategic link road through
the Elton site that will provide much needed resilience and extra capacity on
our highway network, as well as public transport and education investments.
4.19 A higher target earlier in the plan period would require additional small sites
that could be brought forward in the short term. However, such sites would
not be able to deliver any tangible new infrastructure provision of the scale
needed.
Type of Housing

4.20 During the previous GMSF consultations there was a general acceptance that
the Borough needs more housing of all types and sizes and across a range of
tenures. Whilst we would like to meet the full housing needs of all of our
residents over the plan period, the constraints of the Green Belt and ability to
deliver infrastructure means that there are significant challenges in doing so.
It is considered that PfE 2021 strikes the right balance in providing new homes
and infrastructure, whilst reducing the amount of Green Belt released.
4.21 The housing sites proposed through PfE 2021 will include a mix of house
types, sizes and tenures. This will include 1 and 2 bedroom properties as well
as 3 and 4 bedroom properties.
4.22 It will also include a significant amount of affordable housing in line with local
policy requirements designed to meet the needs identified in Bury’s Housing
Needs Survey and the Housing Strategy. It is estimated that, in addition to
provision of affordable housing provided on sites within the existing land
supply, the sites identified in PfE 2021 will deliver over 1,200 affordable
homes in Bury during the plan period (25% of the total homes proposed on
sites allocated through PfE 2021).
4.23 New housing will also include provision for special needs housing, such as
specialist housing and accommodation for the elderly.

5

PLAN FOR JOBS

5.1

Economic prosperity is central to the overall strategy. It is essential to raising
incomes, improving health and quality of life, and providing the finances to
deliver better infrastructure, services and facilities. In the face of the
uncertainty wrought by Covid-19, we know that we need to continue to invest
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in our city and town centres to drive our recovery. We need to continue to
develop our Research and Development capabilities underpinned by our
excellent academic institutions as well as investing in strengthening existing,
and creating new, employment locations so that all communities are able to
contribute to, and benefit from, growth.
5.2

The Greater Manchester Independent Prosperity Review: One Year on 2020
indicated that Greater Manchester was the most economically diverse city
region economy with world-class strengths in advanced materials and health
innovation. Yet the Prosperity Review also acknowledged that for two decades
Greater Manchester’s productivity consistently remained at 90% of UK level
and a year on this gap persists.

5.3

There is a growing body of evidence that the worst effects of the Covid-19
pandemic have amplified pre-existing patterns of not only health, but also
economic inequality. This gap is linked to economic inequality with overall pay
levels and salary growth in Greater Manchester lagging behind UK averages.
The growth in employment in low productivity sectors witnessed in Greater
Manchester over the last decade further explains this, as these sectors are
likely to pay lower wages and invest in lower value business models which
perpetuate the challenges. Furthermore, it is in these sectors of the
foundational economy (retail, hospitality and leisure) in which employees have
tended to be hardest hit during the Covid-19 crisis.

5.4

Growing inequalities have a major impact on quality of life for Greater
Manchester residents such as the ability to afford decent housing, good quality
food and services. As emergency support schemes from government are
withdrawn, a greater focus is needed to support businesses in the foundational
economy in a Greater Manchester has the opportunity to lead with the
’levelling up’ agenda helping to deliver a more successful North of England and
aiding the long-term economic success of the country as a whole. This Plan
supports high levels of economic growth across Greater Manchester and seeks
to put in place the measures that will enable such growth to continue in the
even longer-term. However, delivering these high levels of growth means that
Greater Manchester will need to continue to invest in the sites and critical
infrastructure that will make it an even more attractive place for businesses to
invest, bringing high-value, well paid jobs, to the city region; invest in skills
and business development to support the foundational economy, and promote
the continued progress towards a low-carbon economy.

5.5

In pursuit of this, the plan sets a target of at least 1,900,000 sq.m. of new
office floorspace and at least 3,330,000 sq.m. of industrial and warehousing
floorspace across Greater Manchester over the plan period.

Plan for Jobs – Bury
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5.6

Over recent years, the northern areas of Greater Manchester, including Bury,
have seen relatively low overall levels of economic growth compared to other
parts of the city region, particularly in the south of the sub-region. In Bury, a
major contributing factor to this has been an inadequate supply of
employment land which has undoubtedly held back the Borough’s economy
due to the lack of opportunities for attracting new inward investment and for
the Borough’s existing businesses to grow.

5.7

If these disparities between the northern and southern areas increase, this will
be harmful not only to the prospects for the north but also to those of Greater
Manchester as a whole. As a result, a key aim of PfE 2021 is to significantly
boost the competitiveness of and economic output from the northern parts of
Greater Manchester to deliver more balanced and inclusive growth across the
sub-region. As a northern Borough, Bury has a key role to play in achieving
this aim.

5.8

In terms of office development, 40,206 sq.m. is proposed in Bury over the
plan period. This equates to 1.2% of the total proposed within the PfE plan
area reflecting the fact that the majority of office development will take place
in the inner core areas of Manchester and Salford.

5.9

However, it is through industrial and warehousing development that Bury is
well placed to play a more significant role and this will not only help Bury to
contribute towards an improved economic output from the north of the city
region but will also help to address the local issue around the severe lack of
land for industrial and warehousing development in Bury.

5.10 At present, the Borough has by far the lowest existing baseline supply of land
for industrial and warehousing of any participating district with a supply that is
capable of accommodating only 10,231 sq,m, of floorspace - equating to only
0.5% of the total existing supply across the nine districts. This has been a
longstanding issue for Bury that has, without doubt, held back the Borough’s
economy and has led to a number of Bury companies having to relocate
elsewhere due to a lack of opportunity to expand or relocate within the
Borough.
5.11 PfE 2021 seeks to increase the supply of industry and warehousing in Bury
through the proposals for employment-led development at the Northern
Gateway (Heywood/Pilsworth). It is estimated that the full development of this
site across Bury and Rochdale could generate 1.2 million sq.m. of industrial
and warehousing floorspace (including an Advanced Manufacturing Park),
creating a large amount of new job opportunities that would be highly
accessible to Bury residents.
5.12 Of this 1.2 million sq.m, around 491,000 sq.m. is expected to come forward in
Bury within the plan period with potential for further floorspace beyond the
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plan period (based on illustrative masterplans which may be subject to
change). Together with the existing supply of 10,231 sq.m. the addition of the
Heywood/Pilsworth site would give Bury a total supply of industrial and
warehousing land capable of accommodating 501,231 sq.m within the plan
period.
5.13 The total proposed supply of 501,231 sq.m. would significantly increase Bury’s
contribution to 12.3% of total supply of industrial and warehousing floorspace
within the plan period across the nine participating districts.
5.14 The employment proposals at the Northern Gateway represent the largest
proposed release of land in Bury under PfE 2021, accounting for 310 hectares
of the total 519 hectare net Green Belt loss in Bury.

6

PLAN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

6.1

The Plan is not solely concerned with accommodating development. It also
includes a range of policies designed to protect and enhance our many and
varied green spaces and features which are used in many different ways and
afforded many different values by the people who live, work or visit the cityregion.

6.2

The Plan supports the important role of our natural assets by:
 Taking a landscape scale approach to nature restoration;
 Seeking to protect and enhance our network of green and blue
infrastructure;
 Seeking a significant overall enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity;
and
 Seeking to maintain a new and defensible Green Belt which will endure
beyond the plan period.

6.3

Furthermore, the plan supports wider strategies around clean air, walking and
cycling and underpins Greater Manchester’s ambition to be a carbon neutral
city-region by 2038. A key element of this is to require all new development to
be net zero carbon by 2028 and to keep fossil fuels in the ground.
Plan for the Environment – Bury

6.4

PfE 2021’s strategic environmental policies are high-level and generic policies
that will, where applicable, apply to development proposals in Bury. They
cover a wide range of environmental issues, include policies relating to:
 Carbon reduction and energy;
 Flood risk;
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 Clean air;
 Landscapes;
 Green infrastructure;
 River valleys and waterways;
 Lowland wetlands and mosslands;
 Uplands;
 Urban green space;
 Trees and woodlands;
 Biodiversity and geodiversity; and
 Heritage.
6.5

These policies will either replace some of the current local policies contained in
Bury’s UDP and/or provide additional policy support for the protection of the
Borough’s built and natural environments (see Appendix 5).

7

PLAN FOR INFRASTRUCTURE

7.1

PfE will need to be supported by significant investment in the sub-region’s
infrastructure including roads, public transport, energy and utilities as well as
schools and health facilities.

7.2

Future climate change pressures will also require the city-region to adapt to
bigger shocks and stresses, such as increased heat, drought and flood risk.

7.3

The quality, distribution and resilience of infrastructure will be important in
ensuring that PfE is successfully implemented and delivered. Infrastructure is
essential to support the delivery of PfE’s vision and objectives.

7.4

The capacity of the utility network to accommodate increased demand is
considered generally robust. However, an increasing population, economic
growth and changes in technology will increase demand, both for new and
existing infrastructure. Combined with a backlog of capital investment,
historically low levels of investment compared to other countries and
continually growing and changing expectations for infrastructure, requirements
over the next thirty years will be substantial.

7.5

As mentioned, PfE is one of a suite of complementary documents designed to
support long-term aspirations in Greater Manchester. This includes the Greater
Manchester Infrastructure Framework which is a precursor to the development
of a Greater Manchester Infrastructure Strategy. It frames the key issues and
priorities which the Infrastructure Strategy should seek to address.
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7.6

A Greater Manchester Strategic Infrastructure Board has been established
which includes representatives from United Utilities, Electricity North West,
Cadent, Environment Agency, Transport for Greater Manchester as well as
GMCA officers and Chief Resilience Officer. The Strategic Infrastructure Board
will consider and respond to the issues and challenges raised by the
Infrastructure Framework and will help shape the Infrastructure Strategy.

7.7

Importantly, the Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) 2040 and its
Transport Delivery Plan seek to deliver some of the key highway and public
transport infrastructure interventions associated with some of the PfE 2021
proposals and other developments.

Plan for infrastructure - Bury
7.8

PfE 2021 identifies a range of physical and social infrastructure interventions
that will be required to support the new development proposals in Bury,
including:
 New link roads – to improve connectivity and traffic movement and help to
address issues on the existing road network. For example, the Elton
Reservoir site will require the provision of a strategic spine road connecting
Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury Road in Radcliffe in order to provide an
alternative route to Bury Bridge/around Bury Town centre.
 Junction improvements – to improve accessibility and traffic movement,
significant junction improvements and reconfiguration (in and around sites)
are required. Whilst there will be a more obvious requirement for
improvements to directly support and mitigate for the impact of new traffic
associated with the development sites, there will also be a requirement to
implement improvements further afield. Improvements will be required on
both the strategic road network (e.g. motorway junctions) as well as those
on the local road network.
 Public transport – including improving access to public transport, providing
more sustainable transport options through the provision of a new Metrolink
station at Warth to support the development of the Elton Reservoir area and
a potential tram-train operation along the route of the East Lancashire
Railway between Bury and Rochdale to improve access to the proposed
employment development at Heywood/Pilsworth.
 Pedestrian/cycle routes – to allow effective integration between the sites
and their surrounding communities there will be a need for improved
linkages and connections for pedestrians and cyclists.
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 Education – the provision of educational facilities to specifically support
development proposals for Walshaw, the Elton Reservoir area (including the
provision of a new high school for Radcliffe) and the Simister/Bowlee site;
and contributions towards improving capacity at existing schools.
 Flood Risk – the proposed development sites will need to ensure that the
developments would not pose any additional risk of flooding, and where
possible, seek to reduce flood risk. This includes fluvial and surface water
flood risk and sites will need to incorporate sustainable urban drainage
systems to address this issue.
 Healthcare - Additional healthcare provision where required.
 Other infrastructure - Provision for other necessary infrastructure such as
utilities, broadband and electric vehicle charging points.
7.9

These infrastructure requirements will be embedded within PfE’s statutory
planning policies for each of the proposed site allocations and any planning
applications for development on these sites will need to be in line with these
policy requirements for them to be approved. Planning conditions and legal
agreements will ensure that the necessary infrastructure is delivered at an
appropriate stage in the development.

8

PLAN FOR GREEN BELT

8.1

PfE 2021 proposes a limited release of a Green Belt for both housing and
employment. The net loss of Green Belt proposed across the nine participating
districts is 1,754 hectares. This represents a significant reduction from the
4,371 hectares which were proposed for release in the 2016 GMSF. This has
been achieved through:
 Removing a number of sites;
 Reducing the extent of Green Belt release within sites and retaining more
Green Belt within some sites; and
 Proposing a limited number of Green Belt additions.

8.2

The proposals in the Plan would result in the overall extent of the nine PfE
districts Green Belt reducing by 3.3%. The current Green Belt covers almost
47% of the land covered by the nine PfE districts the propo sals in this Plan
would reduce this by just under 2% with 45.2% of the PfE Plan area remaining
as designated Green Belt.
Plan for Green Belt – Bury

8.3

The sites in Bury that have been proposed for employment and housing
development in PfE 2021 have evolved as the plan progressed through its
various stages of preparation. These changes to the sites have been made to
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reflect new and updated evidence and public views expressed in response to
consultation on the previous drafts.
8.4

The changes have resulted in a significant reduction in the proposed net loss
of Green Belt in the PfE 2021 compared to what was originally proposed in the
first draft of the GMSF in 2016 and what was subsequently proposed in the
revised draft GMSF in 2019.

8.5

The original 2016 draft GMSF proposed the release of 1,211 hectares (20%) of
the Borough’s Green Belt. However, the subsequent removal of sites at
Baldingstone and Holcombe Brook; reductions to the loss of Green Belt at
Walshaw, Elton and Heywood/Pilsworth; and a number of new additions to the
Green Belt meant that the revised 2019 draft of the GMSF involved a reduced
net loss of 714 hectares (12%) of the Green Belt.

8.6

Further revisions have been made to the sites proposed in PfE 2021 (i.e.
reflecting the proposals in the GMSF 2020). In particular, the site at Whitefield
has now been removed entirely, there has been a significant reduction in the
extent of the site at Simister/Bowlee which retains Simister Village within the
Green Belt and there has been a minor amendment to remove a small area of
land from the proposed allocation at Walshaw. These additional amendments
mean that PfE 2021 is now proposing a net loss of 519 hectares (8.8%) of the
Borough’s Green Belt.

8.7

As stated previously, the majority of the proposed Green Belt release in the
Borough is for employment development at the Northern Gateway site, which
accounts for 310 hectares of the total 519 hectares net loss.

8.8

Bury’s Green Belt currently covers 5,927 hectares of the total land area of the
Borough (i.e. 59.5%). The proposals in PfE 2021 to reduce this by 519
hectares would mean that 5,408 hectares would remain as Green Belt. This
would mean that 54.3% of the Borough would remain Green Belt land.

8.9

Without an up-to-date plan in place, we would be at serious risk of getting
inundated by speculative planning applications on Green Belt sites across the
Borough. This may lead to a situation where we are ‘planning by appeal’ i.e.
where applicants will appeal against any refusal of planning permission and
effectively have their proposals considered by a Planning Inspector.

8.10 This could potentially lead to a greater loss of Green Belt because these
appeals would be more likely to be allowed by the Planning Inspectorate in the
absence of a plan that showed that housing needs could be met elsewhere
within the Borough. There are examples elsewhere in the country where the
lack of housing supply has resulted in appeals being allowed on Green Belt
land. One recent example involved an appeal by Canton Ltd against the
decisions of St. Albans City and District Council and Welwyn Hatfield Borough
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Council to refuse planning permission for 100 dwellings on Green Belt land at
Roundhouse Farm in Colney Heath. In this case, the Inspector allowed the
appeal and whilst recognising that the proposals wo uld cause harm to the
Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness and harm to openness, it was
concluded that this was outweighed by an acute housing delivery shortage and
affordable housing need. See Reference: APP/B1930/W/20/3265925
(planninginspectorate.gov.uk) for the appeal decision.

9

BROWNFIELD LAND PREFERENCE

9.1

There is a strong focus in PfE 2021 on directing new development towards
sites within the existing urban area, which are often in sustainable locations,
close to facilities and served by existing infrastructure. Maximising the use of
land in the urban area reduces the need to release greenfield and Green Belt
land for development.

9.2

The land supply identified for development in the plan is largely within the
urban area:

Land supply type

% within the
existing urban
area

Offices

99%

Industry and Warehousing

47%

Housing

90%

9.3

There are significant viability issues in parts of the conurbation and there is a
need to continue to press Government for support to remediate contaminated
land, to provide funding for infrastructure and to support alternative models of
housing delivery. The recently announced Brownfield Housing Fund is targeted
at Combined Authorities and begins to help to address viability issues but it is
not enough to enable the full potential of our brownfield land supply to be
realised.

10

SITE SELECTION

10.1 In November 2015, a ‘Call for Sites’ exercise was launched in conjunction with
the GMSF whereby local residents, businesses, landowners and developers
were invited to identify sites that they thought could be suitable for housing or
employment development.
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10.2 Following the ‘Call for Sites’, all sites were assessed against a series of key
principles to determine their suitability as potential sites to be included within
the GMSF.
10.3 The approach to site selection used for the 2016 draft has been reviewed and
refined at each subsequent stage. This was partly in response to comments
raised during consultation on the GMSF, but also because the preparation of a
development plan is, by its very nature, an iterative process that needs to
evolve and be justifiable as ‘an appropriate strategy’ in accordance with
paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
10.4 Furthermore, it should also be noted that, as part of the process of preparing
the drafts of the GMSF, it has also been necessary to consider all the evidence
base to ensure that sites are deliverable. The site selection process is just one
part of that evidence.
10.5 In Bury, PfE 2021 proposes a small number of large sites. In doing so, the
sites are of sufficient scale for them to include the provision of essential,
strategic infrastructure.
10.6 Pursuing an alternative approach of identifying a large number of small sites
would mean that the sites would be unable to deliver the scale of
infrastructure required to support the overall level of development needed
which, in turn, would lead to an unacceptable increase in pressure on existing
infrastructure. As indicated above, PfE 2021 gives Bury a lower housing target
in the early part of the plan period to gives these sites the time to bring
forward the necessary infrastructure.
10.7 In terms of their location, Bury’s sites are largely contained within or wellrelated to the existing urban area which helps to promote ‘inward growth’ as
opposed to urban sprawl. This will enable any development to build on
opportunities to access or improve existing infrastructure.

11

RELATIONSHIP WITH DISTRICT LOCAL PLANS

11.1 PfE is key to creating the foundations for the scale of growth and ambition
across the participating districts and Greater Manchester as a whole. It will be
part of the Development Plan for each participating local authority, but it is a
high level, strategic plan and does not cover everything that a district local
plan would. Appendix 5 sets out the policies in the Bury Unitary Development
Plan that will be replaced by policies in PfE.
11.2 Local plans will continue to be important to take forward PfE’s strategic
policies and interpret these at a more detailed local level to support the
creation of locally distinctive high quality places/neighbourhoods. Following
adoption of the PfE, each district will be updating their own local plans.
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12

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT AND HABITATS REGULATIONS
ASSESSMENT

12.1 As part of the development of the GMSF 2020, an Integrated Assessment (IA)
was undertaken incorporating the requirements of:
 Sustainability Appraisal (SA): mandatory under section 19 (5) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
 Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): mandatory under the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004
(which transpose the European Directive 2001/42/EC into English law).
 Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA): required to be undertaken for plans,
policies and strategies by the Equality Act 2010.
 Health Impact Assessment (HIA): there is no statutory requirement to
undertake HIA, however it has been included to add value and depth to the
assessment process.
12.2 The IA contributed to the development of the GMSF through an iterative
assessment, which reviews the draft policies and the discrete site allocations
against the IA framework.
12.3 Given the conclusion that PfE 2021 has substantially the same effect as the
GMSF 2020 would have had on the nine districts enabling the application of
S.28(6)-(9) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and regulation
32 of the Town and Country Planning Local Plan Regulations, it follows that PfE
2021 should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan as the GMSF, albeit
without one of the districts (Stockport).
12.4 Therefore “the plan” which is being assessed is one and the same. Its content
has changed over time through the iterative process of plan making, but its
purpose has not. In view if this, the environmental assessments carried out at
previous stages remain valid (including their scope). That said, addendum
reports have been prepared to assess the impact of the changes between
GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021 against the IA framework and these are available
alongside the GMSF 2020 IA documentation.
12.5 A Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) refers to several distinct stages of
Assessment which must be undertaken in accordance with the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended) to determine if a plan or
project may affect the protected features of a habitats site before deciding
whether to undertake, permit or authorise it.
12.6 All plans and projects (including planning applications) which are not directly
connected with, or necessary for, the conservation management of a habitat
site, require consideration of whether the plan or project is likely to have
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significant effects on that site. If a proposed plan or project is considered likely
to have a significant effect on a protected habitats site (either individually or
in combination with other plans or projects) then an Appropriate Assessment
of the implications for the site is required.
12.7 As was the case with GMSF, PfE 2021 is regarded as a Plan which is
considered likely to have significant effect on one or more European protected
site and has therefore been informed by an HRA with mitigation measures
identified as appropriate.

13

EVIDENCE BASE

13.1 A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. This evidence base remains the fundamental
basis for the PfE 2021and has remained available on the GMCA’s website since
October 2020. This evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light
of the change to the PfE2021 and, where appropriate addendum reports have
been produced. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are
available on the website, in advance of the formal consultation starting.
13.2 One key supporting document is the Statement of Common Ground. This will
set out the key matters between the nine authorities agreeing on the
distribution and quantum of development contained in the Publication Plan. It
will also deal with any matters with other organisations, including Stockport as
one of our neighbouring local authorities, that need to be agreed to enable the
Plan to be submitted next year. There may be a need for additional
Statements of Common Ground to deal with specific matters linked to the
proposed site allocations and these will be the responsibility of the relevant
local authority to draw up if required.
13.3 It will also deal with any matters with other organisations, including Stockport
as one of our neighbouring local authorities, that need to be agreed to enable
the Plan to be submitted next year. The position between Stockport and the
remaining nine Greater Manchester authorities has evolved from December
2020 when all ten were co-operating on the Greater Manchester Spatial
Framework, to the more recent position where, in March 2021, the nine
remaining local authorities agreed to produce a joint plan (Places for
Everyone) following the Stockport decision to withdraw from the joint plan to
prepare its own local plan.
13.4 In the light of this it has been necessary to ‘reset’ the Duty to Co -operate
arrangements. The outcome of the GMSF work was an agreed approach to the
scale and distribution of development and a number of housing and
employment allocations to ensure that the overall Vision and Objectives of the
Plan were met. Whilst the outcome of the spatial strategy was some individual
districts not meeting their LHN and some exceeding theirs, the extent to which
districts were meeting need was never a defining factor in determining
distribution. No district was identified as having ‘unmet’ needs as overall
Greater Manchester was meeting its collective LHN and supporting the spatial
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strategy. At this point in time, the 9 districts do not have an understanding of
what the Stockport land supply position is, and the assumptions underpinning
Stockport’s assessment of it and until this assessment is carried out it is too
early to be able to have conclusive discussions on potential distribution of
development needs. Duty to cooperate discussions with Stockport continue
13.5 The PfE 2021 and supporting documents can be found at
(https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone).
13.6 This website will be updated following the district approval process and the
consultation portal (GMConsult.org) will become live at the start of the formal
consultation.

14

IMPLICATIONS OF COVID-19

14.1 Covid-19 has had a major impact on the way people live and work over the
shorter term and there remains a degree of uncertainty over its impact in the
long term.
14.2 However, the Government has been very clear that we need to positively plan
for recovery. The Prime Minister made his ‘Build, Build, Build’ announcement
at the end of June 2020 setting a context for England as we continue to live
through the pandemic.
14.3 The need for a spatial plan to provide certainty and guide development,
investment and infrastructure has never been stronger. There is a very strong
message that Covid-19 should not be a reason to delay either the preparation
of statutory plans or the determination of planning applications. The
Government has published updated planning guidance, including temporary
measures for the planning system (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirusCovid-19-planning-update).
14.4 In terms of Local Plans, the guidance is clear that the Government want to see
Local Plans progressing through the system as a vital means for supporting
economic recovery in line with the Government’s aspirations to have up-todate plans in place across the country by 2023.
14.5 The PfE Joint Plan is an essential building block of the city region’s long-term
success and recovery. In short, it will demonstrate what ‘building back better’
means spatially for Greater Manchester.
14.6 To assist in progressing plans, Government has introduced temporary
arrangements through the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) (Coronavirus) (Amendment) Regulations 2020 which change the
requirements to make certain documents available for inspection and on
request. These temporary arrangements are in place until 31 December 2021.
14.7 These regulations make temporary changes to how documents are required to
be made available under regulation 35 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (“the 2012 Regulations”). They
temporarily remove the requirement on a local planning authority to make
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documents available for public inspection at the authority’s principal office and
at such other places as the authority considers appropriate. They also make
temporary changes to regulation 36 of the 2012 Regulations to remove the
requirement on a local planning authority to provide hard copies of documents
made available under regulation 35. Documents are still required to be made
available on the local planning authority’s website.
14.8 Nevertheless, the prime minister’s recently announced plan for “living with
Covid" will be fully considered in informing how we can best undertake
consultation in an effective and safe manner.

15

CONSULTATION ON THE PUBLICATION GMSF

15.1 Following consultation on two previous drafts of the GMSF in 2016 and 2019
and the subsequent withdrawal of Stockport from the process in 2020, it is
now proposed to progress with the Publication of the PfE 2021 Joint Plan which
is effectively the final draft of the plan and that which each of the nine
participating districts consider should be the final plan to be submitted to
Government.
15.2 It is now proposed that PfE 2021 Plan should be subject to a further eightweek period of public consultation commencing not earlier than 9 August
2021.
15.3 This is an important consultation stage in the plan-making process because it
will be the comments made at this stage that will be submitted to Government
and considered by the appointed Planning Inspector(s) as part of the
Examination of the plan. Comments made at previous stages have been used
to inform the production of the plan to this point and these will also be
summarised in a Consultation Report as part of the submitted documentation.
15.4 At this stage, whilst anyone can make a representation o n any point, only
those pertaining to ‘soundness’ will be taken into account by the Inspector(s).
The term 'sound' is used to describe a Local Plan that has been prepared in
accordance with what Government expects of local planning authorities. As set
out in paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework, plans are
sound if they are:
 Positively prepared – providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to
meet the area’s objectively assessed needs 19; and is informed by
agreements with other authorities, so that unmet need from neighbouring
areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and is consistent with
achieving sustainable development;
 Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable
alternatives, and based on proportionate evidence;
 Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint
working on cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with
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rather than deferred, as evidenced by the statement of common ground;
and
 Consistent with national policy – enabling the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in this Framework.
15.5 Inspectors also consider submissions concerning legal compliance issues, for
example the Integrated Assessment, the Habitats Assessment Regulation and
the Duty to Co-operate.
15.6 Consultation will be carried out in line with the requirements of the Statement
of Community Involvement.
15.7 Effective community and stakeholder engagement will be promoted by means
which are reasonably practicable. Government guidance strongly encourages
the use of online engagement methods and the use of the following methods
will be considered as a way of undertaking effective engagement:
 virtual exhibitions;
 digital consultations;
 video conferencing; and
 social media and online chat functions.
15.8 Reasonable steps will also be taken to ensure sections of the community that
don’t have internet access are involved and consider alternative and creative
ways to achieve this. This could include:
 Posting information on request (e.g. particular information on a site);
 Deposit points for the plan (subject to restrictions);
 Engaging sections of the community, that do not have internet access,
through representative groups rather than directly;
 Using existing networks;
 Allowing individuals to nominate an advocate to share views on their behalf;
 Providing telephone information lines; and
 Providing timed face-to-face information sessions for community
representatives (depending on restrictions at that point in time).
15.9 Given the uncertainty around the circumstances with Covid at the time of
consultation, different methods will be developed to respond to situation and
the level of public interaction which may be possible at that time, with the
priority being the maintenance of public safety.

What happens following consultation?
15.10 Following consultation on PfE 2021, the plan and the representations made at
the Publication stage are sent to the Secretary of State – this is called the
‘Submission stage’, pursuant to Reg. 22 of the Local Planning Regulations.
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Upon completion of the consultation on PfE 2021, a post-consultation report
will be prepared and then the plan will be submitted to the Secretary of State
for Examination in early 2022. Submission requires approval of each of the
nine Full Councils of the participating local authorities. Whilst anyone can
make a representation on any point, only those pertaining to the 4 tests of
soundness will be taken into account by the Inspector(s). If major new issues
arise at the Publication Consultation stage there would need to be further
consultation prior to any submission of the plan.
15.11 An Examination in Public takes place at which a Planning Inspector(s) will
consider the PfE Joint Plan and representations made in respect of it and
determine whether it is capable of being adopted, either with or without
modifications.
15.12 Throughout the Examination, the Inspector(s) will explore the potential for
main modifications to resolve the soundness and legal compliance issues he or
she has identified. Section 20(7C) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act requires the Inspector to recommend main modifications if asked to do so
by the Local Planning Authority, provided that the modifications are necessary
to make the plan sound and legally compliant.
15.13 Assuming that the document is capable of adoption, whether with or without
modifications, the ultimate decision to adopt must be taken by each of the Full
Councils of the nine participating local authorities.

16

RESOURCES

16.1 The examination of the PfE Joint Plan will be the largest and most complex
examination into a development plan to date in England and, given the public
interest in the plan, it is likely that representations received will number in the
thousands. Consequently, it is estimated that the examination of the PfE Joint
Plan could run for between 6-12 months.
16.2 This will have financial implications to cover the costs of the Planning
Inspector(s), Programme Officer(s), legal representation, venue hire and the
need for districts to input legal and planning staff resources.

17

SUMMARY

17.1 It is considered that working with the other eight participating districts on PfE
2021 brings a number of important advantages:
 An up-to-date plan – Bury’s current development plan is the Unitary
Development Plan which was adopted in 1997 and is now significantly out of
date. The Council has twice tried and failed to get a replacement plan in
place over that time but this met with significant challenge as it did not
meet housing needs. The Government has indicated that it will intervene in
and potentially take over the plan-making process where local authorities do
not have an up-to-date plan by December 2023 – which could remove local
controls over plan-making. PfE will enable Bury to avoid these sanctions by
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meeting its statutory requirement to have an up-to-date plan in place
covering strategic planning issues.
Without an up-to-date plan in place, we would also be at serious risk of
getting inundated by speculative planning applications on Green Belt sites
across the Borough. This may lead to a situation where we are ‘planning by
appeal’ i.e. where applicants will appeal against any refusal of planning
permission and effectively have their proposals considered by a Planning
Inspector which could potentially lead to a greater loss of Green Belt
because these appeals would be more likely to be allowed by the Planning
Inspectorate in the absence of a plan that showed that housing needs could
be met elsewhere within the Borough e.g. the case at Roundhouse Farm
referred to earlier in paragraph 8.10 of this report.
 A stronger local economy – One of the key aims of PfE 2021 is to
significantly boost the competitiveness and economic output from the north
of the conurbation in order to address the current imbalance in the Greater
Manchester economy. The proposal at the Northern Gateway
(Heywood/Pilsworth) is key to the delivery of this objective. The jobs and
investment generated from this site will help to create a sustained reduction
in inequalities and improve the lives of our residents whilst also helping in
post-Brexit and post-Covid recovery.
 Significant infrastructure investment - In contrast to identifying
smaller, short-term sites, PfE also allows us to bring forward a small
number of large, strategic sites that can pave the way for significant
investment in the physical and social infrastructure required to support
development.
 Reduced impact on the Green Belt - Collaborative working on PfE by the
nine participating districts has allowed for a redistribution of housing needs
to enable more development to be focussed in more sustainable locations,
such as in the inner core areas of Manchester and Salford. This has enabled
Bury to off-set 2,656 homes from our Local Housing Need to other districts
which would otherwise have to be accommodated within the Borough. This
has allowed Bury to reduce the amount of Green Belt land required for
development.
17.2 It is important to recognise that if the PfE Joint Plan did not exist or if Bury
were not a participant in the process, the strategic matters that are currently
dealt with through the GMSF would still need to be covered by the Local Plan.
However, the advantages of collaborative working outlined above would be
lost.

Other alternative options considered
For Bury to withdraw from the PfE process and to only produce a Local Plan – the
implications of this option are set out in the report.
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___________________________________________________________
Community impact
PfE 2021 is about providing the right homes, in the right places, for people across
our city region, including Bury, up to 2037. It’s also about creating jobs and
improving infrastructure to ensure the future prosperity of Greater Manchester and
Bury.
Whilst one of the key purposes of PfE 2021 is to make provision for the homes and
jobs needed across the plan area, it is also about establishing a framework for
reducing inequalities, improving the lives of our residents, and transforming Greater
Manchester into the world-leading city-region for the benefit of Greater Manchester’s
communities.
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
Equality Analysis

Please provide a written explanation of the outcome(s) of
either conducting an initial or full EA.

An Equality Analysis has been undertaken in respect of the ‘Places for Everyone’
Joint Plan and the outcomes of this analysis can be seen at Appendix 6.
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*Please note: Approval of a cabinet report is paused when the ‘Equality/Diversity
implications’ section is left blank and approval will only be considered when this section
is completed.
___________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity
Potential risk to the public and
council staff in holding public
consultation during the Covid-19
pandemic.

Mitigation
In line with government guidance, the Council
will temporarily cease forms of engagement
that involve public gatherings and/or face-toface contact whilst social distancing measures
are in place. In the interim period alternative
methods of engagement will be utilised - for
example holding virtual exhibitions, digital
consultations, video conferencing and utilising
social media platforms. However, given the
uncertainty around the type of local/national
lockdown which may be in place at the time
the consultation, different methods will be
developed to respond to different levels of
social distancing/public interaction which may
be possible.

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
See section on consultation within the main body of the report.
____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
The Places for Everyone Joint Plan will form part of the statutory development plan
for each of the nine participating Greater Manchester districts and, alongside the
emerging Bury Local Plan, will replace the Bury Unitary Development Plan. All
development plans must be prepared in accordance with statutory processes. This
report sets out an overview of the latest publication Places for Everyone Joint Plan,
highlighting some of the key proposals in Bury and seeks approval for the document
to be subject to a formal period of consultation to ensure that all interested parties
have an opportunity to make their views known before these are submitted to the
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Government to be considered as part of the Examination of the PfE Joint Plan. The
formal submission of PfE will have to be approved by the Council as part of the Policy
Framework. There are no other legal concerns at this point, but if the proposal is
approved, further detailed input will be required from the Council Solicitor in due
course.
The legislative and constitutional requirements for the preparation of a joint
Development Plan Document (DPD) are set out in the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 and the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012. These have been complied with and legal advice provided at all
stages.
The joint DPD will now be the subject of two further stages as it will be submitted to
the Secretary of State for independent examination under the 2004 Act, along with
the documents prescribed by the 2012 Regulations and prior to submission to the
Secretary of State, it must be published and representations invited, pursuant to the
2012 Regulations. This will involve, a formal consultation on the draft.
The decision to publish PfE 2021 is an executive decisio n for all of the GM local
authorities and in Bury must be made by Cabinet. At the end of the consultation
period, the plan and all representations received are then sent to the Secretary of
State. It is a Council decision to submit the PfE Joint Plan following consultation a
report to Council will follow.
____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
The preparation and examination of the Places for Everyone Publication Plan 2021
generates a revenue cost for the nine participating local authorities. A substantial
evidence base has been assembled to support the plan which has involved
commissioning of specialist and independent experts. There are no current revenue
implications. Following this consultation, the PfE plan will be submitted to the
Secretary of State for examination. There will be further revenue costs associated
with the examination process, including appointment of a Programme Officer(s) and
the cost of the examination itself, including procurement of a venue, Planning
Inspectors and legal advice. Further reports will be provided to the Joint Committee
as appropriate.
____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Crispian Logue – Assistant Director of Strategy, Planning and Regulation
Email: c.logue@bury.gov.uk
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___________________________________________________________
Background papers:



Places for Everyone: Publication Draft 2021.
Key supporting evidence.

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

Places for Everyone Joint Plan (PfE)

PfE is a statutory Development Plan Document
that provides the strategic basis for planning
future growth and development in nine of the
Greater Manchester districts up to 2037.

Brownfield Land

Brownfield land is land that has previously
been developed. It might be overgrown and
look like a green space, still have buildings on
it or be derelict.

Greenfield Land

Greenfield sites are undeveloped green spaces
found in both urban and rural areas. Greenfield
sites are not all found within the Green Belt. A
park in an urban area, for example, would also
be defined as a greenfield site.

Local Housing Need (LHN)

The minimum number of homes needed in a
particular area calculated using the
Government's standard methodology.

List of Appendices:
Appendix 1 – Revisions to text of the GMSF2020 following the withdrawal of Stockport
Appendix 2 – Counsel Opinion on changes between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
Appendix 3 – Places for Everyone: Plan-wide and site-specific supporting documents
Appendix 4 – Topic Papers for each of the proposed PfE 2021 site allocations in Bury
Appendix 5 – Treatment of existing Unitary Development Plan Policies on adoption of PfE
Appendix 6 – Equality Impact Assessment
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Appendix 1 – Revisions to text of the GMSF2020 following the
withdrawal of Stockport
a) Differences between ‘Places for Everyone’ 2021 and the GMSF
2020
The text of the GMSF 2020 has been revised following the withdrawal of
Stockport. The revisions to the PfE 2021 (compared to GMSF 2020) fall into 5
broad categories:
As a direct result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council from GMSF
Policies relating specifically to Stockport Council’s area have been removed (e.g.
strategic allocations). Housing and employment land requirements and supply
have been recalculated to reflect the withdrawal of Stockport Council, the
change in the Plan period and the outcome of Duty to Co -operate discussions
with Stockport, as has the extent of the proposed release of Green Belt in the
remaining nine districts. The plan period has been updated from 2020-2037 to
2021-2037; and references to ‘Stockport’ ‘Greater Manchester’, ‘Greater
Manchester Spatial Framework’ and ‘GMSF’ have been deleted and/or replaced
where appropriate.
Information presented in the Plan relates to the 9 participating boroughs where
appropriate and possible to do so. In some instances (such as air quality),
information cannot be disaggregated from the Greater Manchester level, or it is
not appropriate to do so as it is referring to the wider Greater Manchester area,
including Stockport. In these instances it is legitimate to present the information
for Greater Manchester.
As a direct result of changes to government policy since October 2020
Government published the revised methodology for calculating Local Housing
Need (LHN) on 16 December 2020. The methodology for all of the Greater
Manchester Authorities other than Manchester City Council was largely
unchanged, however the new methodology resulted in a 35% uplift for the
Manchester City Council area. The revised LHN methodology states that the 35%
uplift is to be met within the district and not redistributed. As PfE 2021 has not
been through the Publication Stage it is not subject to transitional arrangements
and is required to take into account the standard methodology for calculating
Local Housing Need published by Government on 16 December 2020. This
resulted in the Manchester LHN increasing by 914 homes per annum or almost
15,000 homes over the plan period which has been reflected in Manchester City
Council’s housing land target in PfE 2021.
As a direct result of new evidence/information being made available
since October 2020
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The evidence base underpinning PfE 2021 builds on that compiled for GMSF
2020. Addenda have been produced where appropriate to outline the additional
work which has been undertaken to take account of the changes between GMSF
2020 and PfE 2021 and the passage of time.
Clarification of policy wording
This category includes minor changes to a limited number of policies as a result
of ongoing collaboration with statutory consultees, and to provide more clarity
regarding implementation.
Minor typographical changes
This category relates to the correction of spelling and grammatical errors only.

b) Assessment of Proposed Changes
The revisions set out above have been reviewed in order to consider their impact
on the effect of the PfE 2021 on the remaining nine authorities, compared to the
GMSF 2020. The assessment of the effect of the changes is set out below.
As a direct result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council from GMSF
The effect on the remaining nine districts of the removal of the Stockport
allocations and associated references is minimal.
The withdrawal of the Stockport allocations did not result in the need for the
remaining nine districts to amend the distribution of their objectively assessed
housing and employment needs. Therefore, the spatial strategy for the
remaining nine districts will have substantially the same effect as the GMSF 2020
would have had on the nine remaining districts.
The withdrawal of Stockport in December delayed publication of the plan under
Regulation 19. The PfE 2021 plan period has therefore been revised to 2021 to
2037, from 2020 to 2037 (that of GMSF 2020). As a result, the overall (and
individual) housing and employment land targets have been amended and the
ability of the land supply to meet these revised targets has consequently altered.
As a result, whilst a small number of changes have been made to allocations in
Oldham and Salford, the resultant spatial strategy will have substantially the
same effect as the GMSF 2020 would have had on the nine remaining districts.
The proposed Green Belt release in PfE 2021 equates to 1,760 hectares,
equating to 3.3% of the current Green Belt covering the 9 districts. GMSF 2020
proposed Green Belt release of 1,939* hectares, which equated to 3.1%
reduction in the extent of the Greater Manchester (all 10 districts) Green Belt.
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In light of this, it is considered that the revisions which fall into this category (as
a direct result of the withdrawal of Stockport) would result in a plan which has a
substantially the same effect on the participating nine districts as GMSF 2020.
As a direct result of changes to government policy since October 2020
A higher annualised plan figure for Manchester City than in the GMSF 2020
(2,951 vs 3527) has been introduced within PfE 2021 as a result of the revised
LHN. Through this process Manchester City Council has identified sufficient land
in the urban area to meet its increased need and consequently remove a very
small Green Belt housing site. This remains consistent with the GMSF 2020
spatial strategy which concentrated growth in the centre of the conurbation.
Manchester City’s increased LHN, and therefore its PfE 2021 housing target,
helps to maintain a consistent spatial strategy, between the two plans, despite
Stockport’s withdrawal. and results in a Plan with substantially the same effect
as the GMSF 2020 on the nine districts.
As a direct result of new evidence/information being made available
since October 2020
The types of changes that fall into this category have arisen out of the need to
maintain an up-to-date evidence base, despite the passage of time since the
GMSF 2020 and similarly the need to have continuous dialogue with key
stakeholders on matters of strategic importance. The effect of the proposed
amendments on the overall strategy and objectives of the plan have
substantially the same effects on the participating nine districts as GMSF 2020.
Clarification of policy wording
Minor changes have been made to assist in the interpretation of the policies. It is
not considered that these changes impact on the overall objectives of the
policies or specific allocations. Therefore, the effect of the policies on the
remaining nine districts remains substantially the same as they did in GMSF
2020. However, they make the plan less ambiguous, in line with NPPF.
Minor typographical changes.
This category relates to the correction of spelling and grammatical errors only
and therefore result in a plan which has a substantially the same effect on the
participating districts as GMSF 2020.
Cumulative impact of changes
Having considered the impact of the changes above, it is necessary to consider if
their cumulative impact would result in a plan which has a substantially the
same effect on the participating nine districts as GMSF 2020. In this context, it is
important to note that, as with the above assessment, ‘substantially the same
effect’ does not mean ‘the same effect’. It allows for flexibility to address the fact
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that the plan now covers a different geographical area, with consequently
different levels of needs and resulting changes to allocations.
The changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021 are not insignificant in
numerical terms, indeed all sections of the plan have seen some form of change.
However, in determining the cumulative impact of these multiple changes, it is
important to consider what impact they have had on the overall Vision,
Objectives and Spatial Strategy of PfE 2021 compared to GMSF 2020,
particularly for the decision maker in implementation terms.
Conclusions
As set out above, the resultant impact of the changes on the overall strategy of
the joint plan and its effect on the remaining nine districts is limited.
On this basis, it is concluded that the PfE 2021 has substantially the same effect
on the nine boroughs as was the case under the GMSF 2020 and it is therefore
recommended that the plan proceed to a Publication stage (Regulation 19)
consultation.
Leading Counsel has provided a note (Appendix 2) confirming the relevant
statutory provisions and endorsing the approach and conclusions of officers that
the plan has substantially the same effect.
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Appendix 2 – Counsel Opinion on changes between GMSF 2020
and PfE 2021
OPINION
1. I am instructed by the GMCA to consider whether (a) the Places for Everyone [“PfE 2021”]
Publication Plan 2021 draft joint development plan document “has substantially the same
effect” “with respect to the areas of” the 9 Greater Manchester Authorities 1 which have
prepared it, as (b) Greater Manchester’s Plan for Jobs, Homes & the Envi ronment [“GMSF
2020”] Publication Plan 2020 did.
2. GMSF 2020 was prepared by the 9 PfE 2021 authorities and Stockport Council as their joint
plan (a plan for the 10) however subsequently Stockport withdrew from the agreement to
prepare a joint plan. The remaining 9 authorities have prepared PfE 2021 as their joint plan (a
plan for the 9).
3. GMSF 2020 had reached the stage of publication under Regulation 19 of the 2012 Local Plan
Regulations2. The combined effect of Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004 and Regulation 32(2) of the 2012 Local Plan Regulations is that if PfE 2021 “has
substantially the same effect” “with respect to the areas of” 3 the 9 remaining authorities as
GMSF 2020 did for the areas of these 9 authorities then PfE 2021 can proceed to publication
under Regulation 19 without having to go back to an earlier stage in the process.
4. In my opinion, the word “substantially” in this context should be given its ordinary meaning
of “for the most part” “essentially”4 or to put it more colloquially by and large.
5. The report to the PfE Joint Committee scheduled for 20th July 2021 analyses the differences
between PfE 2021 and GMSF 2020 and explains that they arise for one or other of five main
reasons, namely:
1) As a direct result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council from the process;
2) As a direct result of changes to government policy;
3) As a direct result of new evidence / information;
4) As clarifications of wording, and
5) As corrections of typographical errors.

1
2
3
4

Bolton, Bury, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, Tameside, Trafford and Wigan
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
To quote from Regulation 32(2)
OED
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6. The report elaborates and discusses each category of change before concluding that PfE 2021
has substantially the same effect as GMSF 2020 with respect to the areas of the 9 authorities
in question.
7. I have considered the report and the conclusion it reaches in this regard, and I have been able
to compare PfE 2021 with GMSF 2020 for myself assisted by the officers’ analysis.
8. Two points arise. First, in the event that the Joint Committee agrees with the officers’
conclusion (that PfE 2021 has substantially the same effect as GMSF 2020 with respect to the
areas of the 9 remaining authorities) would this conclusion be vulnerable to a legal challenge
by judicial review on the basis that it is unreasonable? I put the question in that way because
whether the two plans have substantially the same effect is a judgment-call for the Joint
Committee, not for the courts. Instead, in the event of a legal challenge the court would
consider whether the Joint Committee’s conclusion is perverse in the sense of being so
unreasonable that no reasonable authority could have reached that conclusion. Put another
way, was the conclusion legally open to the Joint Committee. As can be seen from the nature
of the concept, this is a high hurdle for any would-be challenger to surmount.
9. In my opinion, it is entirely open to the Joint Committee to agree with the officers’ conclusion
on the basis of the reasoning set out by the officers in the report. I fail to see how any such
conclusion could be held to be unreasonable in the sense just explained. In other words, if the
Joint Committee wishes to agree with the officers, it should feel itself legally free and able to
do so.
10. Secondly, in my opinion, not only is the conclusion reached by officers one which it would be
lawful for the Joint Committee to agree with, it is also the correct conclusion to reach. PfE
2021 does have substantially (as in for the most part, essentially, by and large) the same effect
for the areas of the remaining 9 authorities as the GMSF 2020 did for their areas. I agree with
the officers’ reasoning.
1.1
1.2

Christopher Katkowski QC
1.3

Kings Chambers

22nd June 2021
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Appendix 3 – Places for Everyone: Plan-wide and site-specific
supporting documents
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Plan-Wide
Housing Topic Paper
Employment Topic Paper
Green Belt Topic Paper
Carbon & Energy Topic Paper
Natural Environment Topic Paper
Transport Topic Paper
Greater Manchester Transport Strategy 2040 Refresh
Our 5-Year Transport Delivery Plan 2020-2025
Greater Manchester Transport Strategy - 2040 Right Mix Technical Note
Transport Strategic Modelling Technical Note
Existing Land Supply and Transport Technical Note
Transport Locality Assessments – Introductory Note and Assessments –
Cross-boundary allocations
Addendum: Transport Locality Assessments Review - Cross-boundary
allocations
Transport Locality Assessments – Introductory Note and Assessments -Bury
Allocations
Addendum: Transport Locality Assessments Review - Bury Allocations
PfE Integrated Appraisal Report
PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum Report
GMSF Integrated Appraisal Non-Technical Summary 2020
PfE Integrated Appraisal Non-Technical Summary 2021
GMSF Integrated Assessment Scoping Report 2020
PfE Integrated Assessment Scoping Report Addendum 2021
Integrated Assessment of GMSF Growth and Spatial Options Paper
Habitat Regulations Assessment of PfE
Habitat Regulations Assessment of PfE - Air Quality Assessment
PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 1
PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 2: Technical Appendices
PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 2 Allocated Sites
Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 1 - Technical Analysis
Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 2 - Carbon Offsetting
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Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 2 - Fund Size Appendix B
GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 1 Report
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix A Bury Interactive Maps
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix B Sites Assessment Part 1
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix B Sites Assessment Part 2
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix C - Development Sites Assessments Summary
Reports
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix D - Functional Floodplain Methodology
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix E - GMCA Climate Change Models
GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix F - SUDS Techniques and Suitability
GM Flood Risk Management Framework
GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 2 - Report
GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 2 - Appendices
Flood Risk Sequential Test and Exception Test Evidence Paper
Carbon and Fracking Evidence Paper
Economic Forecasts for Greater Manchester
Employment Land Needs in Greater Manchester
COVID-19 and PfE Growth Options
GM Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson Accommodation
Assessment Update 2018
Green Infrastructure Policy Context
Guidance for Greater Manchester - Embedding Green Infrastructure
Principles
Biodiversity Net Gain Proposed Guidance for Greater Manchester
Integrated Assessment of PfE Growth and Spatial Options Paper
Stage 1 Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment (2016)
Stage 1 Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment - Appendices (2016)
GMSF Landscape Character Assessment (2018)
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study - Cumulative Assessment of Proposed 2020
GMSF Allocations and Additions
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study - Cumulative Assessment of Proposed 2021
PfE Allocations and Additions (Addendum 2021)
Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study - Assessment of Proposed
2019 Allocations (2020)
21F. Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Assessment of
Proposed 2019 Allocations – Appendix B (2020)
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Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Addendum: Assessment of Proposed GMSF
Allocations (2020)
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Assessment of Proposed PfE Allocations
(Addendum 2021)
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution Assessment of Proposed 2020
GMSF Green Belt Additions (2020)
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution Assessment of Proposed 2021
PfE Green Belt Additions (Addendum 2021)
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities to Enhance
the Beneficial use of the GM Green Belt (2020)
GMSF 1 Hist Env Assess Summary Report June 2019
JPA1.1 – Heywood/Pilsworth (Northern Gateway)
1.1 Illustrative Development Framework Plan
1.1 Flood Risk and Drainage Report, 2020
1.1 Ecological Report, 2020
1.1 Landscape and Visual Analysis Report, 2020
1.1 Archaeology and Heritage Report, 2020
1.1 Geo Environmental Report, 2020
1.1 Noise and Air Quality Report, 2020
1.1 Initial Heritage Appraisal, 2020
Northern Gateway Utilities Statement, 2020
Northern Gateway - Economic Benefits Summary, 2020
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal, 2020 - Rochdale
Northern Gateway Historic Environment Assessment, 2020 – Rochdale
JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth Topic Paper July 2021
JPA1.2 – Simister/Bowlee (Northern Gateway)
1.2 Illustrative Development Framework Plan
1.2 Flood Risk and Drainage Report, 2020
1.2 Ecological Report, 2020
1.2 Landscape and Visual Appraisal Report, 2020
1.2 Archaeology and Heritage Report, 2020
1.2 Geo Environmental Report, 2020
1.2 Initial Heritage Appraisal, 2020
1.2 Noise and Air Quality Report, 2020
Northern Gateway Utilities Statement, 2020
Northern Gateway - Economic Benefits Summary, 2020
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Preliminary Ecological Appraisal, 2020 - Rochdale
Northern Gateway Historic Environment Assessment, 2020 – Rochdale
JPA1.2 Simister/Bowlee Topic Paper July 2021
JPA7 – Elton Reservoir
Elton Parkland Indicative Masterplan, 2020
Elton Parkland Agricultural Land Quality, 2019
Elton Parkland Air Quality Statement, 2019
Elton Parkland Strategy, 2020
Elton Parkland Phase 1 Habitat Survey, 2019
Elton Parkland Wintering & Breeding Bird Surveys, 2017
Elton Parkland Results of Desktop Scope & Ecological Surveys, 2019
Elton Parkland Great Crested Newts Survey, 2017
Elton Parkland Bat Activity Surveys & Assessment, 2019
Elton Parkland Water Vole & Otter Survey, 2017
Elton Parkland Outline Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy,
2019
Elton Parkland Flood Risk Assessment and Outline Drainage Strategy, 2020
Elton Parkland Reservoir Flood Study - Impact of Development, 2020
Elton Parkland Dam Breach & Flood Inundation Report, 2018
Elton Parkland Phase 1 Preliminary Risk Assessment, 2019
Elton Parkland Initial Heritage Assessment, 2020
Elton Parkland Archaeological & Historic Landscape Character Assessment,
2020
Elton Parkland Noise Screening Assessment, 2019
Elton Parkland Utility Statement, 2019
JPA7 Elton Reservoir Topic Paper July 2021
JPA8 - Seedfield
JPA8 Seedfield Topic Paper July 2021
JPA9 - Walshaw
Walshaw Indicative Masterplan, 2020
Walshaw Masterplan Drainage Strategy, 2020
Walshaw Drainage Strategy Executive Technical Summary, 2020
Walshaw HIMOR Flood Risk Assessment, 2020
Walshaw Redrow Flood Risk Assessment, 2020
Walshaw VHW Flood Risk Assessment, 2020
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Walshaw Phase 1 Desk Study Executive Summary, 2020
Walshaw HIMOR Phase 1 Desk Study Report, 2019
Walshaw Redrow Phase 1 Geo Environment Site Assessment, 2019
Walshaw Vernon Phase 1 Desk Study Report, 2019
Walshaw Historic Environment Assessment, 2020
Walshaw Christ Church, 2021
Walshaw HIMOR & VHW Landscape and Visual Technical Note, 2017
Walshaw Redrow Preliminary Landscape and Visual Overview, 2020
Walshaw Arboriculture Technical Note, 2017
Walshaw Redrow Tree Survey Report, 2019
Walshaw Noise Screening Assessment, 2020
Walshaw HIMOR Utility Feasibility Report, 2020
Walshaw Redrow Utilities Report, 2020
Walshaw VHW Utility Feasibility Report, 2020
Walshaw HIMOR & VHW Ecology Technical Note, 2020
Walshaw Redrow Preliminary Ecology Appraisal, 2019
Walshaw Air Quality Assessment, 2019
JPA9 Walshaw Topic Paper July 2021
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JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth
Topic Paper
PfE 2021
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Section A – Background
Introduction
1.1

In November 2014, the AGMA Executive Board recommended to the 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities that they agree to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document (“Joint DPD”), called the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(“GMSF”) and that AGMA be appointed by the 10 authorities to prepare the GMSF
on their behalf.

1.2

The first draft of the GMSF DPD was published for consultation on 31st October
2016, ending on 16th January 2017. Following substantial re-drafting, a further
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF took place between January and March
2019.

1.3

On the 30 October 2020 the AGMA Executive Board unanimously agreed to
recommend GMSF 2020 to the 10 Greater Manchester Councils for approval for
consultation at their Executives/Cabinets, and approval for submission to the
Secretary of State following the period for representations at their Council meetings.

1.4

At its Council meeting on 3 December Stockport Council resolved not to submit the
GMSF 2020 following the consultation period and at its Cabinet meeting on 4
December, it resolved not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation.

1.5

As a joint DPD of the 10 Greater Manchester authorities, the GMSF 2020 required
the approval of all 10 local authorities to proceed. The decisions of Stockport
Council/Cabinet therefore signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the 10.

1.6

Notwithstanding the decision of Stockport Council, the nine remaining districts
considered that the rationale for the preparation of a Joint DPD remained.
Consequently, at its meeting on the 11th of December 2020, Members of the AGMA
Executive Committee agreed in principle to producing a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts. Subsequent to this meeting, each
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district formally approved the establishment of a Joint Committee for the preparation
of a joint Development Plan Document of the nine districts.
1.7

Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Regulation 32
of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
enable a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the local authorities
withdrawing, provided that the plan has ‘substantially the same effect’ on the
remaining authorities as the original joint plan. The joint plan of the nine GM districts
has been prepared on this basis.

1.8

In view of this, it follows that PfE should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan
as the GMSF, albeit without one of the districts (Stockport). Therefore “the plan” and
its proposals are in effect one and the same. Its content has changed over time
through the iterative process of plan making, but its purpose has not. Consequently,
the Plan is proceeding directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.

1.9

Four consultations took place in relation to the GMSF. The first, in November 2014
was on the scope of the plan and the initial evidence base, the second in November
2015, was on the vision, strategy and strategic growth options, and the third, on a
Draft Plan in October 2016.

1.10

The fourth and most recent consultation on The Greater Manchester Plan for
Homes, Jobs and the Environment: the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
Revised Draft 2019 (GMSF 2019) took place in 2019. It received over 17,000
responses. The responses received informed the production of GMSF 2020. The
withdrawal of Stockport Council in December 2020 prevented GMSF 2020
proceeding to Regulation 19 Publication stage and instead work was undertaken to
prepare PfE 2021.

1.11

Where a local planning authority withdraws from a joint plan and that plan continues
to have substantially the same effect as the original joint plan on the remaining
authorities, s28(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
any step taken in relation to the plan must be treated as a step taken by the
remaining authorities for the purposes of the joint plan. On this basis, it is proposed
Site Allocation Topic Paper – JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth - PfE 2021
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to proceed directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.
1.12

A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. Given the basis on which the Plan has been prepared,
this evidence base remains the fundamental basis for the PfE 2021and has
remained available on the GMCA’s website since October 2020. That said, this
evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light of the change from
GMSF 2020 to the PfE2021 and, where appropriate, addendum reports have been
produced and should be read in conjunction with evidence base made available in
October 2020. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are available
via the GMCA’s website.

Heywood/Pilsworth Allocation Overview
2.1

The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the
M66. It comprises two key sites within the wider North-East Growth Corridor:

2.2

•

Heywood / Pilsworth (Bury and Rochdale)

•

Simister and Bowlee (Bury and Rochdale)

The Northern Gateway straddles the districts of Bury and Rochdale and is
positioned at a strategically important intersection around the M60, M62 and M66
motorways. As such, it represents a highly accessible opportunity for growth in
Greater Manchester with wider benefits on a regional and national level. The central
theme of the spatial strategy for Greater Manchester is to deliver inclusive growth
across the city region complemented by a key aim to boost the competitiveness of
the northern parts of Greater Manchester. The Northern Gateway is one of the key
locations that will help to deliver these fundamental objectives.

2.3

This strategic allocation will enable the delivery of a large, nationally-significant
employment opportunity to attract high quality business and investment, with a
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complementary housing offer on the M62 corridor, where there is strong evidence of
market demand.
2.4

The allocation at Heywood/Pilsworth provides an opportunity for a substantial and
high quality employment-led development. The scale and location of this allocation
will help to rebalance the Greater Manchester economy, ensure the PfE plays its
part in driving growth within the north of England and enable Greater Manchester to
be competitive both nationally and internationally.

2.5

This Topic Paper brings together a wide range of information and evidence in
connection with the proposed strategic site allocation at Heywood and Pilsworth
(JPA1.1). However, it should be read in conjunction with the separate Topic Paper
relating to the Simister/Bowlee allocation (JPA1.2). The paper may be subject to
further technical amendments in advance of the formal commencement of
consultation.

Site Details
3.1

JPA1.1 lies wholly north of the M62 and extends to approximately 640 hectares, 330
hectares of which are within Bury and 310 hectares are within Rochdale. The land is
situated to the east of Bury and to the south of Heywood. Its southern boundary
borders onto the M62, its western boundary follows the M66 and eastern boundary
straddles Hareshill Road. To the north, it borders directly onto Pilsworth Road and
Heywood Distribution Park. The allocation is approximately:
•

3.2km from Bury Town Centre;

•

3.7km from Heywood Town Centre;

•

4.5km from Whitefield Town Centre;

•

6.4km from Middleton Town Centre; and

•

7.7km from Rochdale Town Centre
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3.2

The allocation currently comprises a number of large agricultural fields, a fishery and
a golf course.

3.3

636ha of the allocation is located within the Green Belt.

Proposed Development
4.1

Development within this allocation seeks to deliver a total of around 1,200,000 sq.m
of industrial and warehousing space (with around 700,000 sq.m. being delivered
within the plan period). This will comprise a mix of high quality employment premises
in an attractive business park setting in order to appeal to a wide range of business
sectors, including the development of an Advanced Manufacturing Park. Such
development will have the potential to create up to 17,000 jobs with a further 1,700
jobs created through supply chains and employee spending.

4.2

Around 1,200 new homes will be delivered within the allocation. Around 1,000
homes, coupled with a new primary school, will be located in the eastern part of the
allocation (within Rochdale) to support early delivery of the infrastructure and
provide a planned buffer between existing housing and new employment
development. Approximately a further 200 homes will be created in the west of the
allocation off Castle Road. An appropriate buffer will be incorporated to separate this
part of the allocation from the wider employment area and appropriate highways
measures will be put in place to prevent the use of residential roads by traffic
associated with the wider employment area. The housing is proposed to include a
mix of house types, including affordable housing.

4.3

The design and layout within the allocation will allow for effective integration with
surrounding communities, including active travel links and connections to local
services, employment opportunities and over the M62 to proposed new development
at Simister/Bowlee (JPA1.2). High quality, publicly accessible multifunctional green
and blue infrastructure within the allocation will provide health benefits to workers
and residents as well as creating a visually attractive environment.
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4.4

The site boundary for JPA1.1 or the amount of development proposed within the
allocation has not been amended from that proposed in the 2019 GMSF and the
unpublished 2020 GMSF.

4.5

Appendix 4 sets out the JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth policy wording.

Site Selection
5.1

The Site Selection work had the purpose of identifying the most sustainable
locations for residential and employment development that can achieve the Joint
Plan’s Vision, Objectives and Spatial Strategy.

5.2

This allocation forms part of the wider Northern Gateway allocation and straddles
the districts of Bury and Rochdale. The allocation provides the opportunity to deliver
a large nationally significant employment opportunity to attract high quality business
and investment with complementary residential development.

5.3

The allocation is positioned at a strategically important intersection around the M60,
M62 and M66 motorways. As such, it represents a highly accessible opportunity for
growth in Greater Manchester, with wider benefits on a regional and national level.

5.4

Due to the current undeveloped nature of the allocation, much of the immediate
highway network is not of a nature that could accommodate strategic development
without an appropriate upgrade. Key to delivery of the allocation will therefore be the
provision of significant improvements to highway infrastructure, delivery of improved
public transport infrastructure through the allocation (potentially including Bus Rapid
Transport corridor) and close to the allocation (including potential tram-train on the
East Lancashire rail line between Bury and Rochdale) and the provision of high
quality walking and cycling routes.

5.5

The scale of the development will help to deliver a significant jobs boost to the
northern and eastern parts of Greater Manchester, increasing the economic output
from this area. It will also enable new residential and community facilities to come
forward in what is currently an area with significant pockets of deprivation, low skills
and worklessness.
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5.6

The site selection process considered the entire Northern Gateway allocation when
considering sites for inclusion in the Joint Plan. On this basis the Northern Gateway
allocation was selected for inclusion based on:
•

Criteria 1 (land which has been previously developed and/or land which is
served by public transport);

•

Criteria 3 (land that can maximise existing opportunities which have significant
capacity to deliver transformational change and/or boost the competitiveness
and connectivity of Greater Manchester and genuinely deliver inclusive
growth);

•

Criteria 5 (land which would have a direct significant impact on delivering
urban regeneration);

•

Criteria 6 (land where transport investment (by the developer) and the
creation of significant new demand (through appropriate development
densities), would support the delivery of long term viable sustainable travel
options and delivers significant wider community benefits);

•

Criteria 7 – Land that would deliver significant local benefits by addressing a
major local problem/issue.

5.7

Further detail is provided within in the Site Selection Background Paper available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone. A 2021 addendum to
the background paper has been produced which confirms that as the allocation has
not changed since 2020, the conclusions from the GMSF Site Selection Topic Paper
2020 remain applicable.

5.8

The Heywood/Pilsworth allocation forms part of the PfE North-East Growth Corridor
Policy (Policy JP-Strat 7) and offers an opportunity to deliver a significant mixed use,
housing and employment development which is of a transformative scale and
significantly change the economic growth potential of the wider area. Development
could capitalise on the existing successful employment locations at
Heywood/Pilsworth and further exploit the important connection to the M62 corridor.
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The location of this allocation will make it particularly attractive to the logistics and
advanced manufacturing sectors.
5.9

Development could also contribute towards regeneration of adjacent areas of
deprivation and this would help deliver one the Joint Plan’s key aims of boosting the
competitiveness of the northern Greater Manchester Boroughs and supporting longterm economic growth in Greater Manchester.

5.10

Given this, the allocation is relevant to the PfE objectives of:
•

Objective 1 – Meet our housing need;

•

Objective 3 – Playing our part in ensuring a thriving and productive economy
in all parts of Greater Manchester;

•

Objective 4 – Maximise the potential arising from our national and
international assets;

•

Objective 5 – Reduce inequalities and improve prosperity;

•

Objective 6 – Promote the sustainable movement of people, goods and
information.

Planning History
6.1

In Bury, planning permission has not been granted for any significant uses within the
allocation.

6.2

In Rochdale, planning permission was granted in March 2020 for land within the
north eastern part of the allocation. The scheme comprised a new link road between
Junction 19 of the M62 and Pilsworth Road, approximately 135,000 sqm of
employment floorspace, 1000 new homes, a new local centre and primary school
and associated landscaping and sports pitches. This scheme is currently being
delivered.

GMSF 2019 Consultation Responses
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7.1

345 comments were received in relation to the JPA1.1 Heywood and Pilsworth
during the consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF in 2019. A summary of the key
issues are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Consultation Responses from the Revised Draft GMSF in
2019
Principle / Scale of development
▪ Disproportionate distribution of employment land.
▪ Large scale of site is a concern as it has potential to give rise to traffic impacts
due to it being close to motorways.
▪ No need when existing estates in area are below capacity.
▪ Economic growth should not be at the expense of the community and the
environment.
▪ Considerable impact on local agriculture.
▪ Pilsworth landfill – include within developable area/unsuitable for development
but could be a country park/should remain rural.
▪ Highly accessible and sustainable location for growth.
Housing (inc affordable housing)
▪ Should be set back from motorways and at high densities.
▪ Will be expensive executive homes. Affordable home prices will not be
affordable. Must provide for elderly. Need terraced homes.
▪ Land is available for development. More housing needed closer to the planned
jobs.
Employment and Economy
▪ Over-reliance on logistics and warehouses which have low-skilled and low wage
jobs, needs to attract high technology industries. Will not solve the issue of a
lack of suitable premises.
▪ More detail required on jobs created, investors.
▪ Should expand existing under-capacity industrial estates.
▪ New jobs should be for local residents.
▪ Consider impact of automation and Brexit.
▪ Need to promote business growth in town centres.
▪ Provides significant employment opportunities and new impetus for
regeneration.
Green Belt
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▪ Release of Green Belt disproportionate in this area of the Borough and
compared to other districts.
▪ Will result in the merging of towns and urban sprawl.
▪ Retained Green Belt includes land that is not appropriate such as Pilsworth
Quarry.
Brownfield
▪ Must use brownfield land within the urban areas before considering greenfield
land.

GMSF 2019 Integrated Assessment
8.1

The 2019 GMSF Integrated Assessment (IA) is available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

8.2

The IA reviewed how the draft GMSF policies could impact upon the environment,
the economy, local communities, equality and public health. The IA also
recommended ways in which the GMSF could be improved to ensure that the
policies are as sustainable as possible.

8.3

The Northern Gateway draft allocations were considered together against the 2019
Integrated Assessment objectives. The allocations performed well although a
number of recommendations were made:
•

Ensure that all three allocations refer to a mix of housing types;

•

Make specific reference to energy efficiency of the housing stock;

•

The policy should also highlight the importance of local employment during
construction;

•

Consider feasibility study into requirements and ability of local network to
support development;

•

Benefits such as creation of construction and operational employment, or
improved transport links or increases in the range of community facilities,
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should consider benefits to deprived areas. Where possible such benefits
should be maximised to help bring about long term benefits for deprived
areas;
•

The allocation needs to encourage integration with existing communities and
provision of a range of housing tenures;

•

Ensure any new health provision is accessible to all and that local capacity is
considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Ensure any new community facilities provision is accessible to all and that
local capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Ensure any new recreation provision is accessible to all and that local
capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Seek to minimise the number of trips made by private car to/from the site.
Consider the use of mitigation solutions including green infrastructure,
incentivising electric vehicles and/or masterplan layout which reduces
emissions near sensitive receptors. This is especially relevant to buffer around
the AQMA adjacent to the site;

•

A suitable flood risk assessment may be required and associated mitigation in
order to prevent the flood zone expanding;

•

Appropriate flood risk mitigation should be implemented (in line with best
practice) for all developments that are within or near to areas of flood risk.
This is especially relevant around the areas of flood zone 2 and 3;

•

Make reference to energy efficiency directly and ways that it can be
increased, such as highlighting the benefits of sustainable modes of transport;

•

Consider the listed structures throughout detailed design to reduce the risk
throughout construction and operational phases;
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•

Consider how development of PDL sites could be encouraged as a result of
greenfield development (e.g. by incentives or inclusion of adjacent PDL);

•

Promote sustainable construction methods; and

•

Consider waste and recycling facilities in design e.g. consider location of
waste/recycling facilities in design/layout of masterplans, and how waste
facilities can be located to encourage recycling.

8.4

It is important to note that the IA was focusing on each policy in isolation from other
policies and that many of the recommended changes for the Northern Gateway
allocation policies are already covered in other GMSF (now PfE) policies. However,
some wording changes have been made as a result of the IA in relation to housing
types, electric vehicles, heritage and archaeology.

GMSF 2020 Integrated Assessment
9.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation were required. The 2020 GMSF Integrated
Assessment (IA) is available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

9.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for the Heywood and Pilsworth
allocation had been positively addressed by the 2020 allocation policy itself or other
GMSF thematic policies. However the 2020 IA did recommend a further three
changes in order to further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change - since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the
declaration of a climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this was broadly covered in Policy GME1 and within GM-H3 relating to housing, it was suggested that policies were
strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of buildings
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and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1.
•

Deprivation - whilst this was also broadly covered within the supporting text
within Policy GM-E1, particularly referencing social inclusivity, it was
considered that the policy could be more explicit in terms of inclusive growth
and making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering
deprivation.

9.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

PfE 2021 Integrated Appraisal Addendum
10.1

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the scoring and conclusions reached in the 2020 IA. As there have been no
changes to the allocation since 2020 and the 2020 IA recommendations have been
incorporated into the PfE policy, there has been an overall improvement of the
2021PfE in relation to the IA Framework.
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Section B – Physical
Transport
11.1

The allocation is positioned at a strategically important intersection around the M60,
M62 and M66 motorways. Due to the current undeveloped nature of the allocation,
much of the immediate local highway network is currently not of a nature that could
accommodate strategic development without an appropriate upgrade. Key to the
delivery of the allocation will be the provision of significant improvements to highway
infrastructure, delivery of improved public transport infrastructure through the
allocation and close to the allocation and the provision of high quality and connected
walking and cycling routes.

11.2

The Locality Assessment (https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) concludes that whilst the allocation is expected to give
rise to significant levels of traffic demand over both the strategic and the local road
networks, mitigation schemes have been developed and tested which could be
expected to address the impacts on both the strategic and local road networks.

11.3

The tables below detail the mitigation measures identified.
Table 2. Supporting Strategic Interventions
Mitigation

Description

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor to
Manchester city centre

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor to
Manchester city centre and Rochdale
via Heywood Old Road/ Manchester
Road

Table 3. Necessary Local Mitigations
Mitigation

Description

Permeable network for pedestrian and
cyclist priority to/from/ within the
development

Assumed new or upgraded cycle and
pedestrian access, linked to PROWs
and the Bee Network, providing
connectivity to adjacent local areas and
employment/educational opportunities,
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supported by high quality design for
active travel within the allocation area.

Introduction of local bus services
to/from/ within the allocation

Assumed local bus services to link the
allocation with Metrolink and Rail
interchanges and key local centres such
as Bury, Heywood, Rochdale and
Middleton, supported by permeable
design of future development to support
bus services within the allocation area.

Moss Hall Road / Pilsworth Road
(South)

Replace existing three arm priority
junction with a three arm roundabout.
New roundabout, including a 56m
(inscribed circle diameter) with two
circulating lanes.

A6045 Heywood Old Rd / Whittle Lane

Additional traffic management
measures on Whittle Lane.

Moss Hall Road / Pilsworth Road
(North)

Replace existing three arm signalised
junction with a three arm unsignalised
roundabout.
New roundabout will include a 56m
(inscribed circle diameter) with two
circulating lanes and a left turn bypass
from Pilsworth Road South

Hollins Brow / Hollins Lane

Remove mini roundabout arrangement
and replace with a 3 arm signalised
junction.

Pilsworth Road (Between M66 Link
Road and “3-Arrows” Junction)

Upgrading to dual carriageway standard
– two lanes in each direction with a
central reserve.

Table 4. Strategic Road Network Interventions
Mitigation

Description

M66 Junction 3 / Pilsworth Road

Upgrading to a 4-arm grade separated
signalised configuration including
widened slip road approaches from the
M66 and a 3 lane circulating
carriageway.
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M62 J19 / A6046 Heywood Interchange

Removal of at-grade pedestrian / cycle
facilities at the SHLR arm and adjacent
section of the circulating carriageway
and replacing them with a pedestrian /
cycle subway.

M66 Junction 2 / A58

Addition of a fourth lane to the
circulating carriageway of the
roundabout.

M66 Link Road

Upgrading existing Pilsworth Road
between M66 Junction 3 and Moss Hall
Lane to dual carriageway - two traffic
lanes in each direction, with a central
reservation & cycle/pedestrian
provision.

2021 Locality Assessment Review
11.4

As a result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council and their associated allocations
from the GMSF, the Locality Assessments have been reviewed. The Northern
Gateway Locality Assessment Update Note (2021) confirms that the conclusions of
the GM1.1 Heywood and Pilsworth Locality Assessment, November 2020 remain
robust.

11.5

The 2020 assessment gave an initial indication that the traffic impacts of the
allocation can be sufficiently mitigated, and that the allocation is deliverable with the
proposed mitigation in place.

11.6

These conclusions have been tested again, using updated modelling where
necessary, to reflect recent changes – such as Stockport’s withdrawal from GMSF
and the implementation of the Simister Island Improvements (see Northern Gateway
LA Update Report, 2021 at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone).

11.7

The review has not identified any significant changes and, on this basis, the
conclusions arrived at in the 2020 Locality Assessment are considered to still be
valid.

11.8

However, further work and a full Transport Assessment will be necessary to ensure
that the potential mitigation measures are designed in more details and remain
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appropriate as the allocation moves through the planning process. The allocation
would need to be supported by continuing wider transport investment across Greater
Manchester.

Flood Risk and Drainage
Flood Risk Summary
12.1

The majority of the allocation is located within Flood Zone 1 (i.e. land assessed as
having a lower than 1 in 1000 annual probability of river flooding) and development
should be directed into these areas, if possible.

12.2

The EA Main River Map identifies 3 watercourses within the allocation boundary that
are classified as Main Rivers:
•

Whittle Brook flows from south east to north west within the allocation;

•

Castle Brook flows south to north and has a confluence with Whittle Brook;
and

•
12.3

Brightley Brook flows from east to west through the north of the allocation.

There are areas along the banks of both Whittle Brook and Brightley Brook that are
shown as Flood Zone 3 (i.e. land with a 1 in 100 annual probability of river flooding
occurring). An 8m easement will be employed either side of watercourses within the
allocation, so these areas of Flood Zone 3 do not present any restriction to the
development.

12.4

There is an intricate network of overland flows and ponding throughout the
allocation. These flows are generally of low risk and can be considered as runoff
from agricultural land into the watercourses described above. There is an area at
high risk of localised ponding to the west of Stock Nook Farm.

12.5

There is a localised risk of groundwater flooding at and below ground level around
Brightley Brook, Whittle Brook and Castle Brook and in the south west largely
around the area of peat. The allocation is at low risk of sewer flooding.
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12.6

Future plans for the development will take into account the overland flow routes,
groundwater flood risk and potential areas of ponding. This is a large allocation with
the potential to create significant volumes of runoff if infiltration is not possible.
Downstream areas at risk and additional volumes of water, even if the runoff rate is
controlled, could increase scale or duration of flooding downstream. Development
within the allocation could reduce risk by safeguarding areas for flood storage and
enhancement of storage areas to reduce flows downstream.

12.7

Parts of the allocation lie within areas recommended for tree planting and targeted
tree planting on floodplains, as shown by the Working within Natural Processes
(WwNP) dataset. There are also numerous areas recommended for riparian tree
planting alongside both banks of Whittle Brook and other drains within the allocation
boundary. These WwNP techniques can significantly delay the timing of peak runoff
in catchments and can also provide obstructions to significant flow paths.

12.8

The allocation also includes parts of urban and rural loss improvement areas within
the Irwell Natural Flood Management dataset. Both of these include scenarios where
soil structure is improved, thereby making the land more permeable and thus
increasing the soil moisture storage capacity of these areas. In the urban loss parts,
this also includes an increase in overall greenspace.

GMSF Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
12.9

The Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (GM Level 1
SFRA) was completed in March 2019 as part of the evidence base to inform the
preparation of the joint plan available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone. This SFRA initiated the sequential risk-based
approach to the allocation of land for development and identified whether application
of the Exception Test was likely to be necessary using the most up-to-date
information and guidance.

12.10 97% of Heywood/Pilsworth Allocation falls within Flood Zone 1 with the remaining in
Flood Zones 2 and 3. The GM Level 1 SFRA recommended that the identified flood
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risk within the JPA1.1 allocation could be avoided through allocation layout and
design as part of a detailed flood risk assessment.
12.11 However JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth was included within the GMSF Level 2 SFRA
in order for broad scale river modelling to cover existing gaps within the baseline
information to be carried out. This has meant that additional flood risk assessment
has been carried out in relation to the allocation.
GMSF Level 2 SFRA
Level 2 SFRA Conclusions
•

Over 95% of the allocation lies within Flood Zone 1 and development should
be directed into these areas, if possible.

•

There is additional surface water flood risk across the allocation though
locations are sporadic and in small pockets when compared to the entirety of
the proposed allocation.
A drainage strategy would be required to ensure current onsite risk can be
managed effectively with no increase in surface water flood risk elsewhere as
a result of new development. This will require surface water modelling based
on the proposed layout and investigation into appropriate SuDS techniques.
Infiltration SuDS may be feasible on parts of the allocation, subject to ground
investigation and contamination testing.

•

Development should avoid the 8m no development buffer that the EA requires
alongside watercourses for access and maintenance requirements.

12.12 Building on the conclusions of the Level 2 SFRA, the site promoters for JPA1.1
Heywood/Pilsworth have prepared a JPA1.1 Flood Risk and Drainage High Level
Constraints Review to assess the risk of flooding in more detail available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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12.13 To ensure that flood risk is not increased at the allocation or elsewhere as a result of
the development, surface water runoff from the development will be restricted to the
existing greenfield run-off rate.
12.14 No public surface water sewers have been identified within the allocation, therefore
surface water run-off will be discharged into the ground through multiple infiltration
structures or to the watercourses within the allocation at the limiting discharge rates.
This will require discussion and agreement with the Environment Agency and the
Lead Local Flood Authority.
12.15 Parts of the allocation have been identified as potentially contaminated such as the
former bleach works. It is considered likely that infiltration of surface water will only
be an environmentally safe option if remediation has been carried out in advance, to
a standard specifically to suit infiltration.
12.16 The Review states that the masterplan for the allocation is being developed with due
consideration to the existing topography, watercourses and rivers and development
plots are likely to be located with substantial offsets from these features. This
provides the opportunity to create green/blue corridors adjacent to the existing
watercourses and will not require the diversion of any watercourses and culverted
works will be kept to a minimum and required only where there are highway
crossings.
12.17 The Review states that the proposed drainage system will include a variety of SuDS
features providing green/blue spaces (such as detention basins and swales). These
shall address both flooding and water quality issues and be designed to mimic
natural drainage features within the allocation and provide recreational areas for the
public. Alternate SuDS options, such as wetlands, provide an opportunity to
maximise biodiversity and maximise public open space and will be considered.
Infiltration may be possible across some of the allocation subject to detailed ground
investigations on a localised basis.
12.18 The proposed policy wording for the JPA1.1 Allocation has been informed by the
SFRA work undertaken and ensures that any development within the allocation is
safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all sources. Policy JPA1.1
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requires development to incorporate sustainable drainage systems to manage
surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off, discharging in
accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Proposals to discharge to public
sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are
not available. As a green and blue infrastructure network will provide more
sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should communicate
with the public sewer.
12.19 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Ground Conditions
Site Geology and Hydrogeology
13.1

The GM1.1 Geo Environmental Report, 2020 (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) has identified:
•

Made ground – expected where quarries and sand pits have been backfilled
and around buildings where ground has been disturbed by construction
activities.

•

Superficial deposits - Glacial Till overlain by peat deposits in the south west,
sand and gravel in the centre and north east and morainic deposits (poorly
sorted sand, gravel and clay) in the north west.

•

Bedrock - predominantly Coal Measures which is near surface in the north
east of the allocation where there is potential for shallow mineworkings and
where five mineshafts are indicated on Coal Authority plans.

13.2

Borehole records are available for eight boreholes in the north west of the allocation,
eighteen boreholes to the south of Birch Industrial Estate and one at the golf club. At
the golf club, sandstone bedrock (part of the Coal Measures formation) was
encountered at 17.5m depth. The maximum depth of the other boreholes was 12m
and they were all terminated in the superficial deposits.
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13.3

The superficial deposits and the Coal Measures are Secondary Aquifers. There are
no Principal Aquifers beneath the allocation. Groundwater was generally
encountered in the boreholes in the granular superficial deposits.

Ground Contamination
13.4

The allocation predominantly comprises agricultural land which is not expected to be
significantly contaminated.

13.5

The potential risks from and mitigation for contamination on the allocation are given
in the table below.

13.6

Intrusive ground investigation will be undertaken to establish if any contamination is
present and, if it is, to establish its nature and extent. An initial characterisation
investigation will enable an outline remediation strategy for the allocation to be
developed. More detailed investigation, assessment and detailed remediation design
can then be undertaken on a phase by phase basis as each area of the allocation
comes forward for development.
Table 5. Geo-environmental Aspects and Mitigation
Area of Potential
Contamination

Contamination Risk

Potential Mitigation

Pilsworth Landfill
adjacent to the
north of the site.

Gas and leachate
migration from the
landfill on to the site.

Installation of a leachate and/or gas
collection system along the northern
boundary of the site. Ground gas
protection measures may be
required in new build properties.

Historic area of
Hydrocarbons,
bleach works in the solvents, asbestos,
north east of the site galligu.
Backfilled quarries /
pits

Remediation of contamination and
where possible re-use of the end
material.

Backfill material
Assessment of material and
unknown. May
remediation and, where possible,
contain contamination re-use of material.
especially asbestos.
See also Table 6
below.
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Ground gas

Migration from
mineworkings and
generation from the
peat.

Grouting of mineworkings. Ground
gas protection measures may be
required in new build properties.

Lignite in peat in the
south west

Risk of spontaneous
combustibility.

Placement of lignite at depth if it is
present near surface or removal off
site.

Shallow
groundwater

Contaminated
groundwater. See
also Table 6 below.

Consideration of contamination if
shallow groundwater present in
contaminated parts of the site.

Geotechnical Summary
13.7

Geotechnical aspects to consider at the allocation include mining, compressible peat
deposits, backfilled quarries and pits and groundwater presence. The ground will
also need to be characterised for cut and fill works and for foundation design. The
geotechnical aspects are given in the table below along with potential mitigation
measures. Intrusive investigations will be undertaken to assess these aspects
further. Potential geotechnical constraints and associated standard mitigation
measures have been identified and can be incorporated into the design of the
scheme at the detailed planning application stage.
Table 6. Geo-technical Aspects and Mitigation
Geotechnical
Aspect

Geotechnical risk

Potential mitigation

Mining and
mineshafts

Presence or absence
of mineworkings is
unknown. Mineshaft
locations need to be
confirmed. There are
no treatment records
which indicates that
they have not been
grouted / capped.

Identify presence or absence of
workings and mineshafts. Assess
significance for development and
treat / grout / cap as required.

Backfilled quarries /
pits

Backfill material
unknown. Risk of
unacceptable
settlements / collapse
especially if loaded.

Identification and intrusive
investigation of backfill.
Geotechnical assessment and reengineering of material as required.
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13.8

Slopes

Existing slopes and
new slopes – risk of
instability / slope
failures.

Investigation and assessment of
existing slopes. Reprofiling or
remediation if required.
Geotechnical design of new slopes /
appropriate retaining structures.

Shallow
groundwater

Groundwater in
excavations. Risks of
instability from
groundwater ingress.

Temporary support / pumping
during works if required.

The Assessment has been reviewed by Bury Council Environmental Health
department. They have recommended the following prior to any planning
applications being submitted within the allocation:
•

The Desk Top Assessment is reproduced to consider a residential end use for
the proposed housing development of 200 plots;

•

A Site Investigation proposal. It is recommended that this is exploratory in
nature and undertaken to support any future planning approvals for this
allocation. This will also address the contamination issues highlighted in their
report;

•

A Site Investigation and Risk Assessment Report; and

•

An Outline Remedial Strategy summarising any potential remedial solutions
that will provide evidence to demonstrate how any contamination risks can be
mitigated.

13.9

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Utilities
14.1

It is not considered that there are any utilities constraints, either current
infrastructure or identified need, which will prevent the Northern Gateway sites from
being allocated for development.

United Utilities
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14.2

United Utilities have provided guidance to pre-development enquires and advised
that the anticipated point of connection for the allocation will be the nearest practical
point on the network to the development boundary. This is identified as a 250mm PE
point of connection located on Pilsworth Road and a 160mm PE point of connection
located on Moss Hall Road, with a further connection through the approved ‘South
Heywood’ development to the north. Distribution of water and fire main facility will be
routed along the allocation road network suitably sized for metered connection to the
individual units and residential dwellings.

14.3

No public foul sewers were identified within the development boundary, therefore
foul water is likely to need to be pumped to a new or existing point of discharge
specified by United Utilities, outside of the development boundary. Consultations
must be made with United Utilities to develop a cost-effective strategy for managing
the discharge of foul flows from the development.

14.4

A water main runs through the north western part of the allocation. This will be
diverted or accommodated within the masterplan.

Electricity North West
14.5

Electricity North West in their response to the latest GMSF consultation advised that
they were confident in being able to meet the network capacity requirements for the
investment and growth in proposed in Greater Manchester. Where necessary they
have secured the appropriate regulatory allowances within their ‘Well Justified
Business Plan.’

14.6

Electricity North West have carried out assessments on the proposed areas, which
fed into the GMCA ‘Spatial Energy Plan’ document. This is a high level assessment
of the expected impact of the proposed developments on the electricity network, the
information was presented as a Red/Amber /Green (RAG) indicator.

14.7

The Heywood and Pilsworth allocation presented as red which indicted that capacity
at the primary substation level is likely to be exceeded due to forecast additional
load resulting from proposed developments.
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14.8

Discussions with ENW have identified a requirement for two new primary 33KV
substations to serve the development, and a Point of Connection at Castleton BSP.
From the new 33KV Primary Substations a further network of 11KV substations will
be provided that distribute demand across the allocation. There are optional
connection points via the approved ‘South Heywood’ scheme which could serve an
early phase of the development of the JPA1.1 allocation.

Gas - National Grid Infrastructure
14.9

Cadent Gas have confirmed that the current mains have sufficient capacity to
support the load required for the development without any reinforcement works. The
development can be connected to the existing Intermediate Pressure main located
at the western allocation boundary. There is another Medium Pressure connection
available local to the northern part of the allocation.

14.10 A localised high-pressure gas main runs through the northern part of the allocation
and then runs north-west to south-east across the allocation south of Whittle Brook.
The main and associated easements can be accommodated into the design of the
development, providing an opportunity for a green landscaping corridor.
Telecommunications
Existing BT Infrastructure
14.11 The scheme already tabled and being implemented through the permitted South
Heywood Development scheme to provide BT Openreach communication network
coverage is being developed to facilitate the Northern Gateway Proposals to both
the Northern and Southern areas of the allocation. BT Openreach are presently
developing their network layout and will be installing high speed data & fibre
networks throughout the development.
Existing Virgin Media Infrastructure
14.12 The scheme already tabled and being implemented through the permitted South
Heywood Development scheme to provide Virgin Media communication network
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coverage will be developed to facilitate the Northern Gateway Proposals to both the
Northern and Southern areas of the allocation. Virgin Media are presently
developing their network layout for this area and will be a suitable alternative
network provider.
14.13 It should be noted that spare underground ductwork network facilities are being
provided to enable alternative network providers to invest into the allocation.
14.14 The proposed policy wording for the JPA1.1 Allocation has been informed by the
ground conditions and utilities assessments undertaken to date and summarised
above. The policy requires a phasing strategy relating to the area to come forward in
the plan period which should include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green and blue
infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
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Section C – Environmental
Green Belt Assessment
15.1

The proposed removal of Green Belt in conjunction with the Heywood/Pilsworth
Allocation has been informed by several studies undertaken by LUC available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
•

The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016

•

Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020;

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities, 2020

•

Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE Plan Allocations, 2021

15.2

The proposed allocation would remove 636 hectares of land from the Green Belt.

15.3

In 2016 GMCA commissioned LUC to undertake an assessment of the Green Belt
within GM. The Study assessed the extent to which the land within the GM Green
Belt performs against the purposes of Green Belts, as set out in paragraph 80 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The aim of this Green Belt
Assessment is to provide the GM Authorities with an objective, evidence-based and
independent assessment of how GM’s Green Belt contributes to the five purposes of
Green Belt, as set out in national policy. It also examines the case for including
within the Green Belt potential additional areas of land that currently lie outside it.

15.4

In The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016 Heywood/Pilsworth was
included within Strategic Green Belt Area 15. There were 4 different purposes of
Green Belt that each Area was assessed against and the Area performs as follows:
Table 7.Heywood/Pilsworth assessment against the purposes of Green Belt
Purpose

Performance of area

To check the unrestricted sprawl of
large built up areas

Strong
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15.5

To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

Strong

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Weak-Moderate

Preserving the setting and special
character of historic towns

Weak-Moderate

The summary of findings for Bury in this report stated that most parcels close to
Heywood/Pilsworth, east of M66 make a moderate- strong contribution to checking
the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas. Parcels between Bury and Middleton
play a moderate role in relation to assisting in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment.

15.6

In 2019 LUC carried out an assessment identifying the potential opportunities to
enhance the beneficial use of remaining Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). The
study considered the opportunities to offset the loss of Green Belt through
compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of the
remaining Green Belt land.

15.7

Land lying within 2 km of JPA1.1, Heywood / Pilsworth formed the focus of Green
Infrastructure (GI) recommendations / mitigation to enhance the ‘beneficial use’ of
the Green Belt. There are two proposed additions to the Green Belt west of this GM
sub-Allocation at Hollins Brook and Hollins Brow.

15.8

The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt relevant to the Northern Gateway
Allocations identified in the assessment include:
•

Upgrade the public footpath along Brightly Brook to a multi user route.

•

Create a new pedestrian footpath in the Green Belt north east of
Heywood/Pilsworth to create a local level walk at the settlement edge.

•

Upgrade surfacing treatments and access points along the Rochdale Way.

•

Upgrade surface treatments to create all weather routes.
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•

Enhance pedestrian and vehicle links to football pitches in Heaton Park to
increase usability.

•

Introduce enhancements to local sporting facilities within the retained Green
Belt.

•

Enhance sport and recreational provision at Heaton Park.

•

Introduce interventions which complement the proposals included within the
planning application for development off J19 of the M62 (Planning
application16/01399/HYBR).

•

Restore ditches and field boundaries within the landscape.

•

Review the conservation and management of areas which form part of SBIs
and LNRs to ensure improvement of the key aspects of their designation.
Connect the SBIs of Hollins Vale, Hollins Plantation and Pilsworth across the
M66.

•

Enhance waterways to ensure the management of invasive species and
surrounding vegetation.

•

Support woodland management practices to maintain longevity of
broadleaved woodland stock.

•

Improve the biodiversity value of agricultural land around Birch Service Area,
providing additional habitat creation.

15.9

The potential landscape and visual opportunities identified in the Assessment
include:
•

Create new green wedges and green buffers to prevent settlement
coalescence.

•

Establish planting buffers for increased landscape integration at Heywood
Distribution Park.
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•

Provide additional woodland planting and the reinstatement of field
boundaries parallel the corridor of the M62.

15.10 Some of these opportunities have been included within the policy requirements for
the allocation, for others it is more appropriate for them to form part of the overall
masterplan or subsequent planning applications.
15.11 In conjunction with the assessment of GI opportunities within the Green Belt, LUC
carried out an assessment to identify potential harm to the Green Belt through The
Green Belt Harm Assessment. The Assessment shows that release of the land in
the west of the allocation from the Green Belt would be the most harmful as it has
less urbanising containment and a greater distinction from the urban edge. The
assessment shows that release of Green Belt in the east of the allocation would
have lower harm, as it is more contained by and has less distinction from the urban
edge.
15.12 Following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw from the GMSF and the
subsequent decision to prepare PfE, LUC produced a further addendum report in
2021. This report considers the impact, in terms of harm to the Green Belt purposes
from the release of land, of changes to the proposed Allocation boundaries and
areas of Green Belt release identified in the 2021 PfE Plan. Given the allocation
boundary or the area proposed to be released has not been amended from that
proposed in the 2020 GMSF, the conclusions for Heywood & Pilsworth identified in
the 2020 Green Belt studies remain the same.
15.13 Evidence on Green Belt is only one part of the evidence base that influence any
decision on green belt release. Consequently, where studies have found that high
harm is to be caused by release of the Green Belt, this finding should be balanced
against other important factors that could make up exceptional circumstances such
as sustainability, viability and deliverability.
15.14 The Heywood/Pilsworth allocation is deemed necessary to deliver a key strategic
employment and housing opportunity with supporting transport infrastructure. The
allocation is critical in responding to the spatial strategy in the PfE Plan and its key
themes of ‘Inclusive Growth’, ‘Making the Most of Key Locations and Assets’ and
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‘Addressing Disparities’ It also directly addresses the aspirations set by Policy JP – J
1 ‘Supporting Long-Term Economic Growth’, Policy JP –P 1 ‘Sustainable Places’,
Policy JP – H1 ‘Scale, Distribution and Phasing of New Housing Development’ and
Policy JP – C1 ‘Our Integrated Network’.
15.15 The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt study discussed earlier are not
exhaustive and will require consultation with key stakeholders and may require
further surveys and viability testing to establish costings. However the enhancement
opportunities nonetheless demonstrate that opportunities exist to help offset the loss
of Green Belt which will have a potential positive effect on the beneficial use of the
Greater Manchester Green Belt moving forward.
15.16 The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
assessments on Green Belt in the area to inform the layout and form development
across the allocation.

Green Infrastructure
16.1

The emerging Masterplan for JPA1.1 includes a substantial green/blue infrastructure
network providing a range of opportunities for movement, recreation, biodiversity as
well as sustainable drainage.

16.2

It is intended that the development will ultimately achieve net gains in biodiversity
and central to the development will be a substantial green corridor along Whittle
Brook connecting to Pilsworth Reservoir to the north and other existing ecological
networks off-site.

16.3

Key features such as trees, hedgerows and water features will be retained and
enhanced where possible and site constraints, such as the underground high
pressure gas main, will be used positively to create new green corridors.

Recreation
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17.1

New play areas and sports facilities will be required to support the delivery of
housing at Heywood/Pilsworth in line with Bury and Rochdale’s Local Plan
requirements.

17.2

The consented South Heywood scheme will deliver a range of informal and formal
recreation facilities including the provision of sports pitches next to the new local
centre. Recreation facilities will also be provided to serve the residential
development off Castle Road.

17.3

Opportunities for recreation will also be considered in relation to the delivery of
employment and other uses on the balance of the allocation, as key to ensuring an
attractive business location. These will include a range of recreation activities along
green corridors that connect across the allocation such as walking/cycling routes,
fitness trails, ‘outdoor gyms’ and open spaces for more informal leisure and
recreation.

17.4

Good public transport and cycling/walking links will integrate JPA1.1 with
surrounding communities allowing access to existing nearby sports and recreation
facilities.

Landscape
18.1

JPA1.1 lies within the National Character Area 54, Manchester Pennine Fringe,
occupying the transition zone between open moorlands of the Peaks and the
Southern Pennines. The M62 motorway runs east to west and is the dominant
feature in the landscape. The land scape is mostly farming, characterised by large
open fields bounded by broken hedgerows and field trees. There are woodland
blocks, mainly located along the Whittle Brook river corridor.

18.2

There are several areas which are designated as having Tree Preservation Orders,
with such flora contributing to local character and interest to the area.

18.3

JPA1.1 is surrounded by more densely populated areas located within lower ground,
with ground starting to rise towards the north of the allocation. The allocation rises to
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the east towards Heywood and falls along the river corridors of Whittle Brook and
Castle Brook.
18.4

The following opportunities have been identified to inform the evolving masterplan
process, and ensure the development can be incorporated successfully into the local
landscape:
•

The u-shaped valleys of the brooks and associated vegetation form pleasant
characteristic features in the landscape. Enhancing these natural features so
they become part of the blue and green infrastructure strategy for the
allocation.

•

The zone of visibility of any proposed development.

•

Retention of longer distance views out of the allocation to maintain the
connection of the allocation to the wider landscape.

•

The setting of residential buildings within the allocation and the views
available to the residents of these properties will be considered within any
design evolution.

•

Mature trees, hedgerows and woodland blocks. Where possible these will be
retained and enhanced to create a mature green landscape framework.

•

Tree planting along the motorway corridors. This would serve a double
purpose of enhancing landscape and visual amenity and enhancing wildlife
corridors.

•

A management plan to show how green and blue infrastructure and nature
conservation assets will be managed to provide health benefits to workers
and residents as well as creating a visually attractive environment.

•

Although current PRoWs appear to be underused in places, retaining
established links where possible and creating appropriate new high quality
walking and cycling links will be considered to create a connective landscape
linking to the wider area.
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Ecological/Biodiversity Assessment
19.1

There are no designated Natura 2000 (European designated) sites within the
allocation or within 2km of the allocation boundary.

19.2

There are no nationally designated sites within the allocation or within 2km of the
allocation boundary.

19.3

There are two Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within a 2km radius of the allocation
boundary. Hopwood woodlands LNR, 1.7km east and Hollins Vale LNR, 0.1km west.

19.4

There are ten Sites of Biological Interest (SBI) within a 2km radius of the allocation
boundary. There is one SBI, Pilsworth, which is adjacent to the northern boundary of
the allocation.

19.5

Peat has been confirmed as present on Unsworth Moss and this will require
discussions with Natural England and GMEU to determine whether this is restorable.

Habitats
19.6

19.7

Key habitats include:
•

Watercourses and ponds.

•

Grassland

•

Woodland and trees.

•

Hedgerows

More detailed site-specific surveys, including a full extended Phase 1 Habitat survey
for each area, will be undertaken as plans progress and this will enable detailed
characterisation of habitats represented throughout the allocation.

Protected and Notable Species
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19.8

19.9

Protected and notable species which are or may be present at the allocation include:
•

Great crested newt

•

Reptiles

•

Brown Hare

•

Bats

•

Badger

•

Otter

•

Water vole

•

Birds

•

Invertebrates

•

And other notable species including common toad and hedgehog.

The presence/potential presence of these species has been considered through
information derived from GMEU, the site promoters desk study, data search and
walkover survey. Species-specific surveys will be carried out as plans progress.
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) have advised that a strategy for Great
Crested Newts will be required at an early stage in any development of the site.

Biodiversity Net Gain
19.10 The JPA1.1 Allocation policy sets out that net gain will be expected.
19.11 At the Northern Gateway, opportunities for Biodiversity Net Gain should focus on
enhancing and creating habitat in and adjacent to the areas with existing and
potential value within and adjacent to the site.
19.12 The habitats of most value within the allocation are the ponds, watercourse
corridors, broadleaved woodland and species-rich grassland. Habitats could be
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created to improve value where suitable and appropriate so that a lower value
habitat could become a higher value habitat.
19.13 Site-specific opportunities have been identified by the prospective developer’s
ecologist which could promote and enhance biodiversity, maintain wildlife corridors
within the site and enhance connectivity with the wider landscape. These will be
incorporated into the final masterplan for the site and involve:
•

Creating, enhancing and extending the woodland along the north of the site
by:
-

planting native trees and shrubs of local provenance;

-

creating a buffer along the northern edge with rough or marshy
grassland. This northern edge of the site backs onto the restored
habitats of Pilsworth South Landfill site, which are further connected to
the wider landscape to the north by a series of linked woodland,
grassland and scrub habitats.

•

Enhancing the Whittle Brook and associated riparian habitats of high
ecological value by:
-

Native woodland and shrub planting along the corridor, as well as
within woodland areas which lead off the corridor;

-

Retaining and enhancing the area of good quality semi-improved
grassland with the aim of increasing its coverage to connect existing
waterbodies to the riparian habitat.

-

The creation of a large area of rough grassland to lead from the
riparian habitat northwards. This would link known areas of barn owl
presence, using high value hunting habitat, to the riparian habitat, a
source of further hunting as well as nesting/roosting.
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-

Creating of a buffer zone along either side of the riparian corridor and
species-rich grassland, marshy grassland or rough grassland
established.

•

Developing a management plan for the allocation to provide and enhance
wildlife habitats where opportunities arise. This could include:
-

Enhancing areas of grassland to create native wildflower meadows.

-

Enhancing woodland areas.

-

Ponds on site to be retained and enhanced where possible

-

Strips of rough grassland with appropriate management incorporated to
provide hunting habitat for bird species such as barn owl.

-

Bird and bat boxes of varying specification for different species to be
incorporated into buildings and landscaping.

19.14 Furthermore woodland planting along the motorway boundaries would serve multiple
ecosystem services, including buffering noise and air pollution, strengthening
existing wildlife corridors and provide carbon-offsetting.
19.15 Documents available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
19.16 The allocation is considered to be deliverable although further work will be needed
as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Habitat Regulation Assessment
20.1

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required for the PfE Joint Plan because it
is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature conservation
interest of European Protected Sites. A HRA was carried out on the 2020 GMSF.

20.2

The Assessment first screened European protected sites in the North West to decide
which sites are most likely to be affected by development in Greater Manchester. In
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carrying out this initial screening process the Assessment considered the main
possible sources of effects on the European sites arising from The Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the
European sites. Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is
there likely to be a significant effect.
20.3

Since the Joint Plan is a high-level, large-scale strategic plan where the main
impacts on European sites are likely to be diffuse and cumulative it is considered
that certain potential diffuse or indirect sources will be more likely to result from the
Plan than more direct sources of harm. None of the proposed allocations in the Plan
will result in direct land-take of any European sites.

20.4

20.5

These sources are considered to include –
•

air pollution,

•

diffuse water pollution and

•

recreational pressures.

Taking the above into account, the following European protected sites were
screened into the Assessment:
1. Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
2. Rochdale Canal Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
3. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)
4. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Protection Area (SPA)
5. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
6. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Protection Area (SPA)
7. Rixton Claypits Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
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8. Mersey Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)
9. Rostherne Mere Ramsar / National Nature Reserve
20.6

The GMCA and TfGM are responding to Natural England’s comments on the draft
HRA by commissioning additional air quality modelling to assess the implications of
changes more accurately in air quality on European sites that could potentially be
affected by changes to nitrogen levels arising from changes in vehicle movements in
Greater Manchester or within close proximity of the Greater Manchester boundary.

20.7

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and supported by an
assessment of air quality impacts on designated sites. The following sites have been
screened out at Stage 1 HRA:

20.8

20.9

•

Rixton Clay Pits (SAC)

•

Midland Meres & Mosses – Phase 1 Ramsar

•

Rostherne Mere (Ramsar)

The following sites requires Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment:
•

Manchester Mosses (SAC)

•

Peak District Moors (South Pennine Moors Phase 1) (SPA)

•

Rochdale Canal (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors Phase 2 (SPA)

The GMCA are also responding to Natural England’s comments on functionally
linked land, recreation disturbances, water pollution and in-combination effects.
Details of this are included in the HRA and Assessment of Air Quality Impacts on
Designated Sites report.
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Historic Environment Assessment
Designated Sites
21.1

The GMSF Historic Environment Assessment Screening Exercise (June 2019)
concluded that further assessment of the historic environment was required given
the number of designated sites within and outside the allocation
(https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone).

21.2

There are no World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Registered Battlefields
or Protected Wrecks within the allocation or within the 1km study area. There two
Grade II Listed Buildings within the allocation boundary.

21.3

Brick Farmhouse is a presumed 17th century brick 2-storey building, with front
rendering and 20th century renovation. It is thought to be the oldest brick-built
farmhouse in the area.

21.4

Lower Whittle Farmhouse dates from the 17th century and is a timber-framed
structure with substantial 18th century rebuilding of parts and 19th century
renovations, resulting in rendered masonry walls.

21.5

The Listed Buildings within the allocation will be incorporated into the future
development to preserve the heritage of the area.

Areas of Potential Interest
Meadow Croft Fold
21.6

The archaeological assessment to date of the site of Meadow Croft Fold indicates
that it may be the site of a deserted medieval settlement and iron smelting works.
Records also indicate cropmarks of field systems, ridge and furrow, possible house
platforms etc., discovered by aerial photography and field walking within the
surrounding immediate fields of the Farmhouse. The Farmhouse itself was
extensively fire damaged during the summer of 2019 especially the central part of
the building.
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21.7

The site has the potential to be Scheduled as a nationally important archaeological
site, and as such given protection against unauthorised change. This would mean
that development would not be possible within the designated area of Meadow Croft
Fold.

21.8

However, a programme of archaeological works to better understand the nature,
extent and significance of the area of Meadow Croft Fold is being developed with
GMAAS to inform decisions about whether it might be designated. This includes
geophysical survey, fieldwalking and the potential for targeted archaeological
evaluation excavation.

21.9

Informed by this further work, the Masterplan for the allocation will be designed to
take into account the potential asset at Meadow Croft Fold.

Whittle Brook (Iron Smelting Site)
21.10 A site adjacent to Whittle Brook is suggested as an iron smelting site as a result of
archaeological investigations in 1984. Whilst not conclusive in proving that a
bloomery (a type of furnace for smelting iron) existed here, it is suggested that there
is good potential for such a site.
21.11 The site could have local to regional significance but is not currently considered to
be of sufficient significance to Schedule. Archaeological mitigation for this asset
could be a geophysical survey to potentially obtain the extent of the iron smelting
site, later leading onto targeted archaeological evaluation prior to any development
within or close to the area of the Whittle Brook Iron Smelting Site.
Unsworth Moss
21.12 Preserved organic palaeoenvironmental remains may be present at Unsworth Moss
due to the areas of peat. A watching brief undertaken during the 1990’s at Back o’
th’ Moss Farm, to the north of Unsworth Moss, revealed no sites of archaeological
interest.
21.13 In advance of development in this area, archaeological mitigation for this asset
would be expected to be in the form of palaeoenvironmental sampling, to potentially
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establish the extent of the organic palaeoenvironmental remains and potentially any
archaeological remains of prehistoric settlement sites that may have been preserved
within the peat deposits. This could later lead onto targeted archaeological
evaluation.
Castle Brook
21.14 The earthworks at Castle Brook Farm in the western part of the allocation may be
indicative of a prehistoric camp with the feature situated on a well-drained spur
above Castle Brook. A vaguely oval cropmark with turns defined by differential
growth appears to surround the earthworks. In addition, a sub-circular feature
defined by a dark cropmark, thought to be a possible backfilled pond, may relate to
these earthworks.
21.15 In advance of development within this area, archaeological mitigation for this asset
could be a geophysical survey to determine the extent, character and significance of
the remains. Any further mitigation works would be dependent on the result of
archaeological mitigation.
Historic Hedgerows
21.16 Consultation with the Greater Manchester Archaeology Advisory Service (GMAAS),
alongside the review of historic mapping and the site walkover, indicates a potential
requirement for a Historic Hedgerow survey. A Historic Hedgerow survey would be
undertaken into inform the masterplan as part of the wider assessment strategy.
Summary
21.17 The Promoters have been engaging with GMAAS regarding the proposed
development of the allocation. A programme of further works to inform next steps
and future masterplans has been agreed with GMAAS in the form of a Written
Scheme of Investigation to govern an Archaeological Strategy for the allocation. The
purpose of the Archaeological Strategy will be to identify and characterise areas of
heritage potential across JPA1.1 and JPA1.2 and to support the developing
masterplan for the Northern Gateway allocation, through the assessment of
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archaeological potential and development of tools to ensure the development
responds appropriately to the potential effects of development on the historic
environment.
21.18 The proposed policy wording for the JPA1.1 Allocation has been informed by the
archaeological work undertaken and ensures appropriate evaluation of the heritage
assets within the allocation will be undertaken to ensure the protection of these
assets in the development proposals.
21.19 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Air Quality
22.1

Future development traffic has the potential to increase pollutant levels in this area
and affect levels within the Air Quality Management Area which is along the M62
and M66 motorways. It is expected that a Detailed Air Quality Assessment (DAQA)
will be required at a future planning application stage. It is anticipated that the
provision of the best practice air mitigation measures will be sufficient to mitigate any
predicted reductions in air quality.

22.2

The DAQA will be required to include Construction Phase and Mitigation Measures
Report and a proposal for the DAQA will need to be approved prior to the planning
application stage.

22.3

Any stand-off from the motorways required due to noise constraints for residential
elements of the scheme is likely to be sufficient as a form of mitigation for Air Quality
for any future occupiers of dwellings. Any air quality risks associated with the
commercial aspect of the development are not anticipated. However, where
possible, design phase mitigation will be considered at future planning stage.

22.4

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Noise
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23.1

There are a limited number of noise sensitive receptors within and around the
allocation. Existing high levels of noise are anticipated at some identified receptor
locations, most exposed to the motorway network, with lower levels of noise
anticipated at locations further into the allocation.

23.2

The incorporation of key design measures will protect both existing and future
occupiers and neighbours of the allocation from adverse noise impacts. Measures
may include:
•

Separation distance between ‘noisy’ employment uses and residential
properties;

•

Orientating service yards / access routes away from the properties;

•

Use of localised screening in the form of bunds or fences;

•

Incorporation of a stand-off distance from the motorway, for the proposed
residential dwellings; and

•
23.3

Orientation of residential dwellings to provide screening from noise sources.

Opportunities to improve the environment with respect to noise and air quality
include:
•

Positioning sources of emissions, e.g., spine roads, away from sensitive
receptors where feasible.

•

Provision of green and blue infrastructure network to provide health benefits
to workers and residents as well as creating a visually attractive environment
which provides opportunity for amenity space in a more tranquil environment.

•

Electric Vehicle charging points across the scheme.

•

A travel plan which sets out measures to encourage sustainable means of
transport (public, cycling and walking) via subsidised or free-ticketing,
improved links to bus stops, improved infrastructure and layouts to improve
accessibility and safety.
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23.4

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section D – Social
Education
24.1

This Heywood and Pilsworth allocation is predominantly for employment use.
However, 1,200 homes (1,000 in Rochdale and 200 in Bury) are planned within the
allocation. This would result in a total yield of 252 primary age pupils, and 168
secondary age pupils.

24.2

Since this is area largely undeveloped, there is no existing primary school provision
and therefore a new 1/1.5fe primary school would be required, located within the
allocation. The approved South Heywood development will provide for a new
primary school.

24.3

Secondary school provision in the area is at full capacity with existing intakes
forecast to increase. Therefore additional demand pressures would need to be met
through increased capacity which will need to be considered more strategically,
potentially linked to other proposed developments across Bury and Rochdale.

Health
25.1

Further work will be required to determine whether there is additional capacity within
any local healthcare facilities to meet the increased demands arising from the
prospective occupants of the new development. If additional provision is necessary,
the most appropriate means and location for such provision can be identified
through future iterations of the masterplan. Alternatively, there may be a requirement
to make a financial contribution toward off site health provision through a planning
obligation or condition at the planning application stage.

25.2

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section E – Deliverability
Viability
26.1

The Three Dragons viability appraisal has tested this allocation as two parts: the
strategic employment site of up to 1.2m sq.m. employment floorspace and the
residential site of 200 units at Castle Road. The parts of the allocation with planning
permission (1,000 homes and a proportion of the 1.2m sq.m. employment floorspace
within Rochdale) have not been tested within this assessment.

26.2

The base model appraisal is based on the floorspace without planning permission
anticipated to come forward within the plan period (circa 700,000 sq.m. employment
floorspace, plus 200 residential units at Castle Road).

26.3

The sensitivity test includes all of the proposed development yet to receive planning
permission, including the employment development that will come forward beyond
the end of the plan period. Table 8 provides the key phrase definitions in order to
assist with interpretation of Tables 9 and 10.
Table 8. Definitions for Viability Appraisals
Key phrase

Description

Test Type

Whether the test is the ‘Base’ test or a sensitivity test.

Scheme Type

Housing, employment or mixed.

Total BMLV,
SDLT & Land
acq fees

The total figure used in the testing for land value, includes tax
and fees.

BLV = benchmark land value

SDLT = Stamp duty land tax
Scheme RV (incl
BLV & return)

Scheme value (could also be described as headroom) once all
costs have been accounted for including land and developer
return.
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RV = Residual value
BLV = benchmark land value
Viability measure
as a % of BLV

Description of whether the scheme provides sufficient residual
value in terms of how it compares with the benchmark land
value i.e. if it is 10% or more above the benchmark land value
it is shown as green, if it is within 10% of the benchmark land
value it is shown as amber and where it is less than 90% of the
benchmark land value it is shown as red.

Headroom
(blended return)

The headroom expressed as blended rate of return. The
percentages shown are the headroom available after all costs,
except developer return divided by the total gross development
value for the scheme. If schemes were to go ahead as
described, then this is the total return available to the
developer.

Test result
category

Category 2 - The residual value is positive and the residual
value is above the benchmark by 0% to 10%. Schemes in this
group are viable and should be able to proceed but are more
marginal and should be monitored for any early signs of
significant change.
Category 4 - These schemes are generally not viable with the
measures used in this study and will likely require public sector
support to be developed.

Scheme RV incl
land costs

This is the residual value, including the land purchase and
associated costs.

Scheme RV (less
return)

This is the residual value, including the land purchase and
associated costs less the developer return (profit) in line with
NPPG.

Strategic
transport costs

This is the strategic transport cost provided by TfGM.

Out-turn scheme
RV

This is the residual value, including the land purchase and
associated costs less the developer return (profit) in line with
NPPG less the strategic transport cost. Could also be
described as headroom and is the scheme value once all costs
have been accounted for including land and developer return.

Table 9. Viability Appraisal results
Test
Type

Total
BMLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees for

Total
BMLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees for
for

Scheme
RV (incl
BLV &
return)

Viabilit
y
measur
e as a

Headroo
m
(blended
return)

Test
result
categor
y
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Employme
nt Scheme
Base
Model

Housing
Scheme

% of
BLV

Less
£63,370,000 £2,080,00 0
£16,440,00 than
0
90%
BLV

Sensitivit £106,840,00 £2,080,00 £7,760,000 Within
y Test
0
0
10%
BLV
26.4

7%

Cat 4

14%

Cat 2

The appraisal shows that the amount of development expected to come forward on
the allocation within the plan period would result is a residual value of less than 90%
of the benchmark land value, after all costs including the full strategic transport costs
have been included. The impact of the strategic transport costs is set out in the table
below:
Table 10. Viability with the impact of strategic transport costs
Test type

26.5

Scheme RV
incl land
costs for
Employme
nt Scheme

Scheme RV Scheme RV Strategic
incl land
(less
transport
costs for
return)
costs
for
Housing
Scheme

Out-turn
scheme RV

Base

£81,284,000 £17,283,000 £59,990,000 £76,430,000 £16,440,000

Sensitivity

£126m
*includes
developmen
t post 2037

£17,283,431
£84,190,000 £76,430,000 £7,760,000

JPA1.1 is a very large-scale employment allocation that is well located for the
motorway network and should be able to attract good values for serviced land
parcels. The underlying viability of providing serviced land is strong, with the ability
to provide a contribution to the wider JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth scheme transport
costs. The testing for the combined allocation of JPA1.1 (employment plus housing
at Castle Road) shows a positive residual land value of £98.6m which falls to
£59.99m once developer and contractor returns have been accounted. However,
this residual value is not sufficient to accommodate the strategic transport costs of
£76.4m and, when these costs are included, there is a shortfall of just under £16.5m.
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26.6

The sensitivity test shows that if the whole allocation is considered the allocation
would be viable, but this is reliant on transports costs remaining at the same level
which may not be realistic. This allocation is a strategically important employment
opportunity, both regionally and nationally. Whilst there will be a shortfall in relation
to the development funding the full infrastructure requirements, due to the
opportunity it presents to deliver a large, nationally significant employment led
development, contributing to driving growth within the north of England, this
allocation is likely to secure funding from other sources to support its delivery.

Phasing
27.1

The Northern Gateway presents the opportunity to deliver transformative change in
this part of Bury and Rochdale. Delivering growth of this scale will require a careful
approach to phasing to ensure that as development comes forward, it follows the
established place making principles for the allocation and is supported by the
required infrastructure.

27.2

The policy wording for JPA1.1 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be approved
by the LPA for the allocation, which any proposals must then be in accordance with.
The policy states that this shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an
integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole
development. This should include the delivery of highways, infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure, green and blue infrastructure, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and
ensure coordination between phases of development.

27.3

A phasing strategy is being developed through on-going discussions with key
stakeholders in relation to highways, utilities infrastructure, land availability, as well
as technical work into how the earthworks and drainage strategy for the allocation
can be delivered. The estimated phasing and delivery trajectory for the allocation will
evolve as the plans for the allocation are developed further.

27.4

The first phase of the JPA1.1 allocation is already being brought forward under the
approved South Heywood development scheme. This includes improvements to
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Junction 19 of the M62 and the delivery of a new link road creating an improved
connection between Junction 19 of the M62 and Pilsworth Road and on to Junction
3 of the M66. The South Heywood development will realise improvements in local
infrastructure – specifically in regards to highways and utilities - unlocking sufficient
capacity to deliver an early, second phase of the wider JPA1.1 allocation. This
second phase can therefore be brought forward in advance of any significant
additional infrastructure improvements. These phases will be located in proximity to
the 2 key existing access points, being Junction 19 of the M62 and Junction 3 of the
M66 before development occurs on the remainder of the allocation. The exact extent
of the phasing will be determined by the nature of any end users, both in terms of
size of units and also requirements. It is also anticipated that the 200 dwellings
proposed off Castle Road will be able to come forward as a separate stand-alone
phase without requiring major infrastructure works.
27.5

Further into the plan period, the phasing of the development will be influenced
largely by market demand for specific unit types and sizes and will be brought
forward alongside strategic infrastructure upgrades including the blue/green
infrastructure networks across the allocation. Given the scale of the development, it
is anticipated that approximately 365,000 sqm of the total employment floorspace
will be delivered beyond the plan period phase.
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Figure 1 Heywood/Pilsworth Indicative Proposed Phasing

Indicative Masterplanning
28.1

The Site Promoters for the Heywood/Pilsworth Allocation have produced an
Illustrative Development Framework Plan to show how proposed development could
come forward within the allocation. This provides the promoters indicative vision and
option for the layout of the development, including the location of the employment
and residential parcels, green infrastructure, local centre and key pedestrian and
vehicular access. The illustrative plan also shows an area of land proposed as
safeguarded land for motorway improvements.

28.2

Policy JPA1.1 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be submitted prior to any
planning applications within the allocation. The masterplan must include a clear
phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to
support the scale of the whole development in line with Policy JP-D1 Infrastructure
Implementation. This should include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface
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water drainage, and grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green and blue
infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure. Coordination between phases of development should be
ensured.
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Figure 2. Northern Gateway Heywood/Pilsworth (JPA1.1.) Illustrative Development Framework Plan.
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Section F – Conclusion
The Integrated Appraisal
29.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation was required.

29.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for GM1.1 Heywood and Pilsworth were
positively addressed by the 2020 GMSF policy itself or another thematic policy. A
small number of residual recommendations remained from the 2019 IA, in order to
further strengthen the policies:
Climate Change – since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the declaration of a
climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;
Accessible design standards – whilst this is broadly covered in Policy GM-E1 (now
JP-P1) and within GM-H3 (now JP-H3) relating to housing, it was suggested that
policies are strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of
buildings and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1).
Deprivation – whilst this is also broadly covered within the supporting text and
broadly within Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1), particularly referencing social inclusivity, it
is considered that the policy could be more explicitly in terms of inclusive growth and
making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering deprivation.

29.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

29.4

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.

The main changes to the Proposed Allocation
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30.1

The JPA1.1 allocation boundary, the area proposed to be released from the
greenbelt and the quantum of development has not been amended from that
proposed in the 2019 GMSF.

30.2

The structure of the Northern Gateway GMSF policies has been altered in the 2021
PfE. There is no longer an overarching policy on the Northern Gateway (GM1) but
instead the requirements are included within the JPA1.1 and JPA1.2 policies.

30.3

The 2020 GMSF included additional criteria within the policy requiring:
•

A comprehensive masterplan and phasing strategy for the allocation.

•

The provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband
and electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies;

•

The provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of
green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and
sustainable drainage features;

•

A project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning applications of
1,000 sq.m./50 dwellings or more to be carried out;

•

Provide an appropriate buffer between the development and the motorway
where required to serve multiple functions including air quality, noise and
visual mitigation and high quality landscaping.

•

Protect and, where appropriate, enhance the heritage assets and their setting
within the allocation including the Grade II Listed buildings – Brick Farmhouse
and Lower Whittle Farmhouse and the wider historic character of the
surrounding setting in accordance with the findings and recommendations of a
Heritage Impact Assessment; and

•

Carry out a detailed assessment and evaluation of known and potential
archaeological sites including Meadow Croft Farm, historic landscape features
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and built heritage assets, to establish specific requirements for the protection
and enhancement of significant heritage assets.
30.4

The 2021 PfE policy incorporates the above changes.

30.5

A significant amount of evidence base work has been produced to support the
allocation since 2019 and this has allowed the criteria within the policy to be
expanded upon and be more specific to the allocation.

Conclusion
31.1

JPA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth is considered to meet the site selection criteria and
make a positive contribution to the overall vision, objectives and strategy of the
Places for Everyone Joint Plan. The allocation is considered to be deliverable and
available for development. Further work has been identified to take forward the
allocation through the planning process.

31.2

The allocation provides the opportunity to deliver an extensive range of high quality
employment development opportunities in a strategically important location building
on the strong and established brands of Heywood and Pilsworth to attract a wider
range of business sectors including logistics, industry and high value/knowledge
based employment.

31.3

With investment much of the area is capable of being served by rail for freight as
well as benefiting from the excellent road connections via the M62, M66 and M60
and there is potential to significantly improve connections via public transport.

31.4

The allocation will provide significant new job opportunities for local residents and
enable the north and east of Greater Manchester to uplift its contribution to the wider
Greater Manchester economy.

31.5

The employment opportunities will be supported by new communities as part of the
Heywood/Pilsworth allocation as well as at Simister/Bowlee which have
transformational potential in enabling new housing, community facilities and new
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transport infrastructure to come forward in what is currently an area with significant
pockets of high deprivation, low skills and worklessness.
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Section G – Appendices
Appendix 1 – Policy GM Allocation 1 Northern Gateway (GMSF, 2019)
Development of the area will need to:
1. Deliver a large, nationally-significant employment-led opportunity to attract high
quality business and investment, supported by new housing at Heywood/Pilsworth;
and
2. Deliver new housing at Simister/Bowlee and at Whitefield that is well integrated with
and brings positive benefits to surrounding communities.
Development in this location will be required to be supplemented by a significant
programme of supporting infrastructure to deliver the allocation:
3. Transport; including new and upgraded highway networks and the potential for
provision of a new motorway junction between junctions 18 and 19 of the M62 at
Birch, access by rail freight, improved public transport connectivity including rapid
transit, and routes for walking/cycling which increase connectivity through the area
and to adjoining towns and neighbourhoods.
4. Community facilities; including three new primary schools and a new secondary
school, recreational facilities and local centres.
5. A network of new, upgraded and publicly accessible green infrastructure.
The delivery of the allocation and its associated infrastructure will be expected to be
supported by a comprehensive masterplan to be agreed with the relevant local planning
authorities.
The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the M66. It
comprises three interrelated sites at:
Justification
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The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the M66. It
comprises three interrelated sites at:
▪

Heywood / Pilsworth (Bury and Rochdale) (see Policy GM Allocation
1.1'Heywood/ Pilsworth (Northern Gateway)')

▪

Simister and Bowlee (Bury and Rochdale) (see Policy GM Allocation
1.2'Simister and Bowlee (Northern Gateway)')

▪

Whitefield (Bury) (see Policy GM Allocation 1.3'Whitefield (Northern
Gateway)')

This area straddles the districts of Bury and Rochdale and is positioned at a strategically
important intersection around the M60, M62 and M66 motorways. As such, it represents a
highly accessible opportunity for growth in Greater Manchester and with wider benefits on a
regional and national level. The central theme of the spatial strategy for Greater
Manchester is to deliver inclusive growth across the city region complemented by a key aim
to boost the competitiveness of the northern parts of Greater Manchester. The Northern
Gateway is identified as one of the key locations that will help to deliver these key
objectives.
This strategic allocation will enable the delivery of a large, nationally-significant employment
opportunity to attract high quality business and investment, with a complementary housing
offer on the M62 corridor, where there is strong evidence of market demand.
The allocation at the Heywood/Pilsworth site provides an opportunity for a substantial and
high quality employment-led development. The scale and location of this site will help to
rebalance the Greater Manchester economy, ensure the GMSF plays its part in driving
growth within the north of England and enable Greater Manchester to be competitive both
nationally and internationally.
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This will be supported by new communities at Simister/Bowlee and Whitefield which have
transformational potential in enabling new housing, community facilities and new transport
infrastructure to come forward in what is currently an area with significant pockets of high
deprivation, low skills and worklessness.
To be successful and sustainable, the employment and housing opportunity needs to be
accessible by a range of transport modes and be linked directly to surrounding existing and
new communities via new recreational routes and corridors of green infrastructure which in
turn provide an attractive setting for development. Outside of the motorway network, much
of the area proposed for development is currently served by an inadequate transport
network and this will require substantial investment to improve connectivity, including
investment in rapid transit. The prospective residents will require new community facilities
and these will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of homes.
The opportunities at Heywood/Pilsworth and Simister/Bowlee will need to incorporate
extensive supporting infrastructure and so their full delivery is likely to extend beyond the
plan period.
Appendix 2 – GM Allocation 1.1 Heywood / Pilsworth (Northern Gateway) (GMSF,
2019)
Development at this site will be required to:
1. Deliver around 1,200,000 m2 of industrial and warehousing space comprising a mix
of high quality employment premises in an attractive business park setting in order to
appeal to a wide range of business sectors, including the development of an
Advanced Manufacturing Park;
2. Be of sufficient scale and quality to enable a significant rebalance in economic
growth within the sub-region by boosting the competitiveness of the north of the
conurbation;
3. Improve access into and around the site by making provision for significant
improvements to highways infrastructure, including:
▪

Improvements to Junction 3 of the M66;
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▪

Improved links between Junction 3 of the M66 and Junction 19 of the
M62;

▪

If feasible, provision of a new motorway junction access into the site at the
current Birch Services junction (between junctions 18 and 19 of the M62)
and relocation of the service area; and

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure
acceptable traffic movement;

4. Explore the opportunity to deliver a rail freight spur into the expanded Heywood
employment area exploiting the existing heavy rail connections from the East
Lancashire Railway line which adjoins the site to the north and Calder Valley line to
the east;
5. Support the delivery of improved public transport infrastructure through the site
(including Bus Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the site (including potential tramtrain on the East Lancashire rail line between Bury and Rochdale) to enhance
sustainable connectivity to the wider sub-region and adjoining districts and
neighbourhoods;
6. Provide high quality walking and cycling routes in order to create sustainable local
connections with new and existing neighbourhoods (including the new significant
housing opportunities at Simister and Bowlee and Whitefield) and to connect to new
and existing public transport facilities;
7. Protect and enhance existing recreation facilities where required;
8. Deliver around 1,000 additional homes along with a new primary school in the
eastern part of the site to support the early delivery of the infrastructure and provide
a planned buffer between existing housing and the new employment development;
9. Deliver around 200 new homes in the west of the site off Castle Road, north of
Castlebrook High School playing fields ensuring that an appropriate buffer is
incorporated to separate this part of the site from the wider employment area and
that appropriate highways measures are in place to prevent the use of residential
roads by traffic associated with the wider employment area;
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10. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
11. Make provision for recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
12. Make provision for education to meet the needs of school-aged residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
13. Provide an appropriate range of supporting and ancillary services and facilities;
14. Seek to offset the loss of private open land through the provision of an accessible
and high quality green and blue infrastructure network to provide health benefits to
workers and residents as well as creating a visually attractive environment. This
should include the enhancement of existing features such as Whittle and Brightley
Brooks;
15. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the site;
16. Develop a satisfactory management plan for areas of green infrastructure,
biodiversity features and other areas of open space;
17. Ensure that any development is safe from potential flood risk from any source and
incorporate measures to mimic natural drainage through the use of green
sustainable urban drainage to control the rate of surface water run-off; and
18. Incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation along the M62 and M66
motorway corridors.
Justification
This site has been identified as a large, nationally significant location for new employmentled development within the Northern Gateway opportunity area between Bury and
Rochdale. The scale of the opportunity will help to deliver a significant jobs boost to wider
northern and eastern parts of the conurbation, increasing the economic output from this
area and helping to rebalance the Greater Manchester economy.
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This site benefits from being in close proximity to existing regionally renowned employment
sites at Heywood Distribution Park and Pilsworth and the development of this site will
complement other opportunities in the Northern Gateway as well as other key sites in the
north of the sub-region such as Logistics North.
Whilst the location of this site along the key M62 corridor will be particularly attractive to the
logistics sector, it is important that it provides high quality business premises for a range of
other sectors including advanced manufacturing and higher value, knowledge-based
businesses. This variety will not only provide a better range of good quality jobs but has the
potential to provide premises for new and growing sectors, thus diversifying both the local
and sub-regional economy.
The size of the proposal would also support the provision of an appropriate range of
supporting services and facilities, such as a new local centre, hotel, leisure and conference
facilities. However, it is important that these are of a scale that is appropriate to the main
employment use of the site.
The delivery of such a site will require significant investment in infrastructure if it is to be
successful and sustainable. The site clearly has excellent access to the motorway network
but will benefit from improved linkages between Junction 19 of the M62 and Junction 3 of
the M66. The site would also benefit from the creation of an additional point of access
between Junctions 18 and 19 of the M62 and this could potentially be achieved through the
reconfiguration of the existing Birch Services junction. Furthermore, in conjunction with the
development of the site, there will be an expectation that opportunities are fully explored to
deliver a rail freight spur exploiting the existing heavy rail connections from the East
Lancashire Railway line which adjoins the site to the north and Calder Valley line to the
east.
The site will also need to be served by a wide range of public transport and significant
interventions will be required in order to promote sustainable travel and make the site more
accessible to the local labour pool. This could potentially include rapid transit linking the
expanded Heywood employment area with surrounding neighbourhoods and key locations
helping to maximise the public transport accessibility of the employment opportunities and
to better integrate existing and new communities with the rest of Greater Manchester. This
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will also need to be supported by safe and attractive walking and cycling routes to promote
healthier and more sustainable journeys to work.
It should be noted that the existing Birch Industrial Estate is located within the site. This is a
successful estate that has benefited from recent investment and would be retained as part
of any development. This site will also share the benefits of the improved accessibility of the
area.
The area also includes an existing golf club and school playing field. Whilst the intention is
for these to be retained, they could potentially be incorporated into the wider development if
they were to subsequently become available.
Although predominately an employment site, there is a resolution to grant a scheme to
deliver around 1,000 homes and a new primary school on the eastern part of the site at
South Heywood will help to create a more mixed use urban extension. The new school will
not only provide space to accommodate children from the new development but will also
help tackle a shortage of local school places. The residential development along with
secured public funding is a key element to delivering improved linkages from Junction 19 of
the M62.
The site is also considered to have the potential to accommodate around 200 further
dwellings on land accessed via Castle Road in Unsworth. However, it is important that an
appropriate buffer is incorporated into the development to create separation from the wider
employment development and that appropriate highways measures are in place to prevent
the inappropriate use of residential roads by vehicular traffic associated with the wider
employment area.
Any housing development within the site will be required to make provision for affordable
housing and recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in line with Local
Plan policy requirements.
The land is relatively undulating and the contours do offer opportunities to create an
attractive and interesting setting for the development as well as providing some natural
screening. This should be complimented by the creation of a good quality green and blue
infrastructure network which will provide publicly accessible open spaces to provide
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recreational opportunities to workers and residents in the wider area. Such a network
should seek to maximise the value of existing features and areas of nature conservation
value. There are some existing recreation facilities, ponds, reservoirs and brooks within the
site and any development should seek to retain and enhance such features, where
appropriate. Other opportunities for new blue infrastructure may exist to further enhance
visual amenity, provide SUDS and widen local biodiversity. A management plan will be
required to demonstrate how the retention and improvement of green and blue
infrastructure and nature conservation assets will continue to be managed.
The development of the site will also be required to have regard to flood risk and it will also
be necessary for the development to implement an appropriate drainage strategy in order to
minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off.
Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 and M66 motorways, there will be a need
to incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation measures, such as tree planting,
along the motorway corridors. Mitigation through tree planting could be undertaken in
conjunction with proposals for the Northern Forest.
Appendix 3 – Policy GM Allocation 1.1 Heywood / Pilsworth (Northern Gateway)
(GMSF, 2020)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
relating to the area to come forward in the plan period that has been previously approved
by the LPA(s). It shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to
the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole development in line with
Policy GM-D1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should include the delivery of highways
infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green
and blue infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
Development at this allocation will be required to:
1. Be of sufficient scale and quality to enable a significant rebalance in economic
growth within the sub-region by boosting the competitiveness of the north of the
conurbation and should;
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▪

Deliver a total of around 1,200,000 sqm of industrial and warehousing
space (witharound 700,000 sqm being delivered within the plan period).
This should comprise a mix of high quality employment premises in an
attractive business park setting in order to appeal to a wide range of
business sectors including the development of an Advanced
Manufacturing Park;

▪

Deliver around 1,000 additional homes along with a new primary school in
the eastern part of the allocation to support the early delivery of the
infrastructure and provide a buffer between existing housing and the new
employment development;

▪

Deliver around 200 new homes, which includes an appropriate mix of
house types and sizes and the provision of plots for custom and self-build
housing, in the west of the allocation off Castle Road ensuring that an
appropriate buffer is incorporated to separate this part of the allocation
from the wider employment area and that appropriate highways
measures are in place to prevent the use of residential roads by traffic
associated with the wider employment area; and

▪

An appropriate range of supporting and ancillary services and facilities.

2. Make provision for significant new and improved highways infrastructure to enable
the proposed level of development to be accommodated, including:
▪

Improvements to Junction 3 of the M66;

▪

Improved links between Junction 3 of the M66 and Junction 19 of the
M62;

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure
acceptable traffic movement, including a contribution towards the
mitigation proposed at Croft Lane, Hollins Lane/Hollins Brow

3. Support the delivery of improved public transport infrastructure through the site
allocation (including Bus Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the allocation
(including potential tram-train on the East Lancashire rail line between Bury and
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Rochdale) to enhance sustainable connectivity to the wider sub-region and adjoining
districts and neighbourhoods;
4. Deliver a network of safe and convenient cycling and walking routes through the
allocation designed to national and GM standards of design and construction
and local planning requirements;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
6. Provide financial contributions for offsite additional primary and secondary school
provision to meet needs generated by the development;
7. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local planning
policies;
8. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to local services,
employment opportunities and over the M62 to proposed new development at
Simister/Bowlee (GM1.2);
9. Retain, enhance and replace existing recreation facilities, where required, and
make provision for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the
prospective residents in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
10. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible multi-functional green and
blue infrastructure to provide health benefits to workers and residents as well as
creating a visually attractive environment and providing linkages to the site's wider
drainage strategy in accordance with Policy GM-G 2 'Green Infrastructure
Network' and Policy GM-G 8 'Standards for a Greener Greater Manchester'.
This should include the integration and enhancement of existing features such
as Hollins Brook/Brightly Brook SBI and Whittle Brook;
11. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy GM-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of
Biodiversity and Geodiversity';
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12. Ensure that any development is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk
from all sources including Whittle Brook, Castle Brook and Brightley Brook and
does not increase the flood risk elsewhere. The delivery of the allocation
should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which
ensures co-ordination between phases of development;
13. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where
possible, natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of
ponds, swales and other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be
designed as multi-functional green infrastructure connecting to the wider green
and blue infrastructure network in accordance with Policy GM-S 5 'Flood Risk and
the Water Environment' and nationally recognised SuDS design standards.
Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will need to submit clear evidence
demonstrating why alternative options are not available.;
14. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and
maintenance of areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features and other
areas of open space and sustainable drainage features;
15. Carry out a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning
applications of 1,000 sqm / 50 dwellings or more;
16. Provide an appropriate buffer between the development and the motorway
where required to serve multiple functions including air quality, noise, visual
mitigation and high quality landscaping;
17. Incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation along the M62 and
M66 motorway corridors and local road network if required within the
allocation;
18. Protect and, where appropriate, enhance the heritage assets and their setting within
the allocation, including the Grade II Listed buildings Brick Farmhouse and
Lower Whittle Farmhouse and the wider historic character of the surrounding setting
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in accordance with the findings and recommendations of a Heritage Impact
Assessment; and
19. Carry out a detailed assessment and evaluation of known and potential
archaeological sites including Meadow Croft Farm, historic landscape features
and build heritage assets, to establish specific requirements for the protection and
enhancement of significant heritage assets.
Justification
This allocation has been identified as a large, nationally significant location for new
employment-led development within the Northern Gateway opportunity area between
Bury and Rochdale. The scale of the opportunity will help to deliver a significant jobs
boost to wider northern and eastern parts of the conurbation, increasing the
economic output from this area and helping to rebalance the Greater Manchester
economy. It also includes the potential to deliver a significant amount of new housing
as well as an appropriate range of supporting and ancillary services and facilities.
Planning permission has been granted for a scheme to deliver around 135,000 sqm of
employment floorspace, 1,000 homes and a new primary school on the eastern part of the
allocation at South Heywood and this land is included in the allocation for removal from the
Green Belt. As well as delivering an early phase of the employment development
this proposal will help to create a more mixed- use urban extension. The new school will not
only provide space to accommodate children from the new development but will also help
tackle a shortage of local school places. The residential development along with secured
public funding is a key element to delivering improved linkages from Junction 19 of
the M62. The employment floorspace and homes covered by this planning application
are included in the current baseline supply.
Although the allocation has the capacity to deliver a total of around 1,200,000 sqm of new
employment floorspace, it is anticipated that around 700,000 sqm of this will be delivered
within the plan period (in addition to the 135,000 sqm that has an extant planning
permission at South Heywood). Nevertheless, it is considered necessary to release the
site in full at this stage given that the scale of the proposed development means that
it will need to be supported by significant strategic infrastructure and this level of investment
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needs the certainty that the remaining development and associated economic benefits will
still be able to come forward beyond the plan period.
This allocation benefits from being in close proximity to existing regionally renowned
employment sites at Heywood Distribution Park and Pilsworth and the development of
this site will complement other opportunities in the Northern Gateway as well as other key
sites in the north of the sub-region such as Logistics North.
Whilst the location of this allocation along the key M62 corridor will be particularly
attractive to the logistics sector, it is important that it provides high quality business
premises for a range of other sectors including advanced manufacturing and higher
value, knowledge-based businesses. This variety will not only provide a better range of
good quality jobs but has the potential to provide premises for new and growing sectors,
thus diversifying both the local and sub-regional economy.
The size of the proposal would also support the provision of an appropriate range of
supporting services and facilities, such as a new local centre, hotel, leisure and conference
facilities. However, it is important that these are of a scale that is appropriate to the
main employment use of the allocation.
The delivery of such an allocation will require significant investment in infrastructure if
it is to be successful and sustainable. The allocation clearly has excellent access to the
motorway network but will benefit from improved linkages between Junction 19 of the
M62 and Junction 3 of the M66.The local authorities will continue to explore
opportunities for a new junction at Birch which could provide additional accessibility and
be of benefit to the allocation in the longer term. Furthermore, in conjunction with
the development of the allocation, there will be an expectation that opportunities are
fully explored to deliver a rail freight spur exploiting the existing heavy rail connections
from the East Lancashire Railway line which adjoins the allocation to the north and Calder
Valley line to the east.
The allocation will also need to be served by a wide range of public transport and significant
interventions will be required in order to promote sustainable travel and make the allocation
more accessible to the local labour pool. This could potentially include rapid transit linking
the

expanded

Heywood

employment

area

with

surrounding neighbourhoods
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and key locations helping to maximise the public transport accessibility of the
employment opportunities and to better integrate existing and new communities with
the rest of Greater Manchester. The potential tram-train on the East Lancashire rail
line between Bury and Rochdale should be explored and the allocation will also need to be
supported by safe and attractive walking and cycling routes to promote healthier and more
sustainable journeys to work.
It should be noted that the existing Birch Industrial Estate is located within the allocation.
This is a successful estate that has benefited from recent investment and would be
retained as part of any development. This allocation will also share the benefits of the
improved accessibility of the area.
The area also includes an existing golf club and school playing field. Whilst the
intention is for these to be retained, they could potentially be incorporated into the wider
development if they were to subsequently become available.
In addition to the 1,000 homes with planning permission at South Heywood, the allocation is
also considered to have the potential to accommodate around 200 further dwellings on land
accessed via Castle Road in Unsworth. However, it is important that an appropriate buffer
is incorporated into the development to create separation from the wider employment
development and that appropriate highways measures are in place to prevent the
inappropriate use of residential roads by vehicular traffic associated with the wider
employment area.
Any housing development within the allocation will be required to make provision for
affordable housing and recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
line with Local Plan policy requirements.
The land is relatively undulating and the contours offer opportunities to create an
attractive and interesting setting for the development as well as providing some natural
screening. This should be complimented by the creation of a good quality green and
blue infrastructure network which will provide publicly accessible open spaces to
provide recreational opportunities to workers and residents in the wider area. Such a
network should seek to maximise the value of existing features and areas of nature
conservation value. There are some existing recreation facilities, ponds, reservoirs and
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brooks within and adjacent to the allocation and any development should seek to retain and
enhance such features, where appropriate. Other opportunities for new blue infrastructure
may exist to further enhance visual amenity, provide SUDS and widen local
biodiversity. A management plan will be required to demonstrate how the retention and
improvement of green and blue infrastructure and nature conservation assets will continue
to be managed.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and
drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development.
Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway
surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and
beyond the site boundaries. As a green and blue infrastructure network will provide more
sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public
sewer.
The development of the allocation will also be required to have regard to flood risk and it
will also be necessary for it to involve the implementation of an appropriate drainage
strategy in order to minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off.
Traffic to and from the site is likely to include travel on the M62 which passes close to
designated European sites and, as such, a project specific Habitats Regulation
Assessment will be required for planning applications involving 1,000 or more sqm or
50 or more residential units.
Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 and M66 motorways, there will be a
need to incorporate a buffer between the allocation and the motorway to serve
multiple functions including air and noise mitigation and high quality landscaping.
Mitigation through tree planting could be undertaken in conjunction with proposals for the
Northern Forest.
There are two Grade II Listed buildings within the allocation boundary and known
significant archaeological sites, notably at Meadow Croft Fold. In addition there are a
number of potentially significant archaeological sites, locally listed buildings and
structures throughout and adjacent to the allocation. Any development would need to
consider the impact on their setting through the completion of a Heritage Impact Statement.
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There will be a need to undertake detailed archaeological work including field walking
and evaluation trenching, leading to further investigations and recording and, if
necessary, preserving features in situ.
Appendix 4 – Policy JP Allocation 1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth (Northern Gateway) (Places
for Everyone, 2021)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
relating to the area to come forward in the plan period that has been previously approved
by the LPA(s). It shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to
the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole development in line with
Policy JP-D1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should include the delivery of highways
infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green
and blue infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
Development at this allocation will be required to:
1. Be of sufficient scale and quality to enable a significant rebalance in economic
growth within the sub-region by boosting the competitiveness of the north of the
conurbation and should;
▪

Deliver a total of around 1,200,000 sqm of industrial and warehousing
space (with around 700,000 sqm being delivered within the plan period).
This should comprise a mix of high quality employment premises in an
attractive business park setting in order to appeal to a wide range of
business sectors including the development of an Advanced
Manufacturing Park ;

▪

Deliver around 1,000 additional homes along with a new primary school in
the eastern part of the allocation to support the early delivery of the
infrastructure and provide a buffer between existing housing and the new
employment development;

▪

Deliver around 200 new homes, which includes an appropriate mix of
house types and sizes and the provision of plots for custom and self-build
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housing, in the west of the allocation off Castle Road ensuring that an
appropriate buffer is incorporated to separate this part of the allocation
from the wider employment area and that appropriate highways measures
are in place to prevent the use of residential roads by traffic associated
with the wider employment area; and
▪

An appropriate range of supporting and ancillary services and facilities.

2. Make provision for significant new and improved highways infrastructure to enable
the proposed level of development to be accommodated, including;
▪

Improvements to Junction 3 of the M66;

▪

Improved links between Junction 3 of the M66 and Junction 19 of the
M62;

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure
acceptable traffic movement, including a contribution towards the
mitigation proposed at Croft Lane, Hollins Lane/Hollins Brow

3. Support the delivery of improved public transport infrastructure through the site
allocation (including Bus Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the allocation
(including potential tram-train on the East Lancashire rail line between Bury and
Rochdale) to enhance sustainable connectivity to the wider sub-region and adjoining
districts and neighbourhoods;
4. Deliver a network of safe and convenient cycling and walking routes through the
allocation designed to national and GM standards of design and construction and
local planning requirements;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
6. Provide financial contributions for offsite additional primary and secondary school
provision to meet needs generated by the development;
7. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant joint plan or local
planning policies;
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8. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to local services,
employment opportunities and over the M62 to proposed new development at
Simister/Bowlee (JPA1.2);
9. Retain, enhance and replace existing recreation facilities, where required, and make
provision for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the prospective residents
in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
10. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible multi-functional green and
blue infrastructure to provide health benefits to workers and residents as well as
creating a visually attractive environment and providing linkages to the site's wider
drainage strategy in accordance with Policy JP-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network'
and Policy JP-G 8 'Standards for Greener Places'. This should include the
integration and enhancement of existing features such as Hollins Brook/Brightly
Brook SBI and Whittle Brook;
11. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy JP-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity
and Geodiversity';
12. Ensure that any development is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from
all sources including Whittle Brook, Castle Brook and Brightley Brook and does not
increase the flood risk elsewhere. The delivery of the allocation should be guided by
an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between
phases of development;
13. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible,
natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and
other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multifunctional green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure
network in accordance with Policy JP-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water Environment'
and nationally recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the
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public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative
options are not available.;
14. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and maintenance of areas
of green infrastructure, biodiversity features and other areas of open space and
sustainable drainage features;
15. Carry out a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning
applications of 1,000 sqm / 50 dwellings or more;
16. Provide an appropriate buffer between the development and the motorway/local road
network where required to serve multiple functions including air quality, noise, visual
mitigation and high quality landscaping;
17. Protect and, where appropriate, enhance heritage assets and their setting within the
allocation, including the Grade II Listed buildings Brick Farmhouse and Lower Whittle
Farmhouse and the wider historic character of the surrounding setting in accordance
with the findings and recommendations of the assessment of heritage assets that
forms part of the Plan’s evidence base and any updated assessment submitted as
part of the planning application process; and
18. Carry out a detailed assessment and evaluation of known and potential
archaeological sites including Meadow Croft Farm, historic landscape features and
built heritage assets, to establish specific requirements for the protection and
enhancement of significant heritage assets.
Justification
This allocation has been identified as a large, nationally significant location for new
employment-led development within the Northern Gateway opportunity area between Bury
and Rochdale. The scale of the opportunity will help to deliver a significant jobs boost to
wider northern and eastern parts of the conurbation, increasing the economic output from
this area and helping to rebalance the Greater Manchester economy. It also includes the
potential to deliver a significant amount of new housing as well as an appropriate range of
supporting and ancillary services and facilities.
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Planning permission has been granted for a scheme to deliver around 135,000 sqm of
employment floorspace, 1,000 homes and a new primary school on the eastern part of the
allocation at South Heywood and this land is included in the allocation for removal from the
Green Belt. As well as delivering an early phase of the employment development this
proposal will help to create a more mixed- use urban extension. The new school will not
only provide space to accommodate children from the new development but will also help
tackle a shortage of local school places. The residential development along with secured
public funding is a key element to delivering improved linkages from Junction 19 of the
M62.The employment floorspace and homes covered by this planning application are
included in the current baseline supply.
Although the allocation has the capacity to deliver a total of around 1,200,000 sqm of new
employment floorspace, it is anticipated that around 700,000 sqm of this will be delivered
within the plan period (in addition to the 135,000 sqm that has an extant planning
permission at South Heywood). Nevertheless, it is considered necessary to release the site
in full at this stage given that the scale of the proposed development means that it will need
to be supported by significant strategic infrastructure and this level of investment needs the
certainty that the remaining development and associated economic benefits will still be able
to come forward beyond the plan period.
This allocation benefits from being in close proximity to existing regionally renowned
employment sites at Heywood Distribution Park and Pilsworth and the development of this
site will complement other opportunities in the Northern Gateway as well as other key sites
in the north of the sub-region such as Logistics North.
Whilst the location of this allocation along the key M62 corridor will be particularly attractive
to the logistics sector, it is important that it provides high quality business premises for a
range of other sectors including advanced manufacturing and higher value, knowledgebased businesses. This variety will not only provide a better range of good quality jobs but
has the potential to provide premises for new and growing sectors, thus diversifying both
the local and sub-regional economy.
The size of the proposal would also support the provision of an appropriate range of
supporting services and facilities, such as a new local centre, hotel, leisure and conference
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facilities. However, it is important that these are of a scale that is appropriate to the main
employment use of the allocation.
The delivery of such an allocation will require significant investment in infrastructure if it is to
be successful and sustainable. The allocation clearly has excellent access to the motorway
network but will benefit from improved linkages between Junction 19 of the M62 and
Junction3 of the M66.The local authorities will continue to explore opportunities for a new
junction at Birch which could provide additional accessibility and be of benefit to the
allocation in the longer term. Furthermore, in conjunction with the development of the
allocation, there will be an expectation that opportunities are fully explored to deliver a rail
freight spur exploiting the existing heavy rail connections from the East Lancashire Railway
line which adjoins the allocation to the north and Calder Valley line to the east.
The allocation will also need to be served by a wide range of public transport and significant
interventions will be required in order to promote sustainable travel and make the allocation
more accessible to the local labour pool. This could potentially include rapid transit linking
the expanded Heywood employment area with surrounding neighbourhoods and key
locations helping to maximise the public transport accessibility of the employment
opportunities and to better integrate existing and new communities with the rest of Greater
Manchester. The potential tram-train on the East Lancashire rail line between Bury and
Rochdale should be explored and the allocation will also need to be supported by safe and
attractive walking and cycling routes to promote healthier and more sustainable journeys to
work.
It should be noted that the existing Birch Industrial Estate is located within the allocation.
This is a successful estate that has benefited from recent investment and would be retained
as part of any development. This allocation will also share the benefits of the improved
accessibility of the area.
The area also includes an existing golf club and school playing field. Whilst the intention is
for these to be retained, they could potentially be incorporated into the wider development if
they were to subsequently become available.
In addition to the 1,000 homes with planning permission at South Heywood, the allocation is
also considered to have the potential to accommodate around 200 further dwellings on land
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accessed via Castle Road in Unsworth. However, it is important that an appropriate buffer
is incorporated into the development to create separation from the wider employment
development and that appropriate highways measures are in place to prevent the
inappropriate use of residential roads by vehicular traffic associated with the wider
employment area.
Any housing development within the allocation will be required to make provision for
affordable housing and recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in line
with Local Plan policy requirements.
The land is relatively undulating and the contours offer opportunities to create an attractive
and interesting setting for the development as well as providing some natural screening.
This should be complimented by the creation of a good quality green and blue infrastructure
network which will provide publicly accessible open spaces to provide recreational
opportunities to workers and residents in the wider area. Such a network should seek to
maximise the value of existing features and areas of nature conservation value. There are
some existing recreation facilities, ponds, reservoirs and brooks within and adjacent to the
allocation and any development should seek to retain and enhance such features, where
appropriate. Other opportunities for new blue infrastructure may exist to further enhance
visual amenity, provide SUDS and widen local biodiversity. A management plan will be
required to demonstrate how the retention and improvement of green and blue
infrastructure and nature conservation assets will continue to be managed.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development. Measures such as
rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway surfaces should be
considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and beyond the site
boundaries. Asa green and blue infrastructure network will provide more sustainable
options to discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public sewer.
Traffic to and from the site is likely to include travel on the M62 which passes close to
designated European sites and, as such, a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment
will be required for planning applications involving 1,000 or more sqm or 50 or more
residential units.
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Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 and M66 motorways, there will be a need
to incorporate a buffer between the allocation and the motorway to serve multiple functions
including air and noise mitigation and high quality landscaping. Mitigation through tree
planting could be undertaken in conjunction with proposals for the Northern Forest
There are two Grade II Listed buildings within the allocation boundary and known significant
archaeological sites, notably at Meadow Croft Fold. In addition there are a number of
potentially significant archaeological sites, locally listed buildings and structures throughout
and adjacent to the allocation. Any development would need to consider the impact on their
setting through the completion of a Heritage Impact Statement. There will be a need to
undertake detailed archaeological work including field walking and evaluation trenching,
leading to further investigations and recording and, if necessary, preserving features in situ.
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Section A – Background
1.0 Introduction
1.1

In November 2014, the AGMA Executive Board recommended to the 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities that they agree to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document (“Joint DPD”), called the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(“GMSF”) and that AGMA be appointed by the 10 authorities to prepare the GMSF
on their behalf.

1.2

The first draft of the GMSF DPD was published for consultation on 31st October
2016, ending on 16th January 2017. Following substantial re-drafting, a further
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF took place between January and March
2019.

1.3

On the 30 October 2020 the AGMA Executive Board unanimously agreed to
recommend GMSF 2020 to the 10 Greater Manchester Councils for approval for
consultation at their Executives/Cabinets, and approval for submission to the
Secretary of State following the period for representations at their Council meetings.

1.4

At its Council meeting on 3 December Stockport Council resolved not to submit the
GMSF 2020 following the consultation period and at its Cabinet meeting on 4
December, it resolved not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation.

1.5

As a joint DPD of the 10 Greater Manchester authorities, the GMSF 2020 required
the approval of all 10 local authorities to proceed. The decisions of Stockport
Council/Cabinet therefore signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the 10.

1.6

Notwithstanding the decision of Stockport Council, the nine remaining districts
considered that the rationale for the preparation of a Joint DPD remained.
Consequently, at its meeting on the 11th of December 2020, Members of the AGMA
Executive Committee agreed in principle to producing a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts. Subsequent to this meeting, each
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district formally approved the establishment of a Joint Committee for the preparation
of a joint Development Plan Document of the nine districts.
1.7

Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Regulation 32 of
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 enable
a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the local authorities
withdrawing, provided that the plan has ‘substantially the same effect’ on the
remaining authorities as the original joint plan. The joint plan of the nine GM districts
has been prepared on this basis.

1.8

In view of this, it follows that PfE should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan
as the GMSF, albeit without one of the districts (Stockport). Therefore “the plan” and
its proposals are in effect one and the same. Its content has changed over time
through the iterative process of plan making, but its purpose has not. Consequently,
the Plan is proceeding directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.

1.9

Four consultations took place in relation to the GMSF. The first, in November 2014
was on the scope of the plan and the initial evidence base, the second in November
2015, was on the vision, strategy and strategic growth options, and the third, on a
Draft Plan in October 2016.

1.10

The fourth and most recent consultation on The Greater Manchester Plan for
Homes, Jobs and the Environment: the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
Revised Draft 2019 (GMSF 2019) took place in 2019. It received over 17,000
responses. The responses received informed the production of GMSF 2020. The
withdrawal of Stockport Council in December 2020 prevented GMSF 2020
proceeding to Regulation 19 Publication stage and instead work was undertaken to
prepare PfE 2021.

1.11

Where a local planning authority withdraws from a joint plan and that plan continues
to have substantially the same effect as the original joint plan on the remaining
authorities, s28(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
any step taken in relation to the plan must be treated as a step taken by the
remaining authorities for the purposes of the joint plan. On this basis, it is proposed
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to proceed directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.
1.12

A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. Given the basis on which the Plan has been prepared,
this evidence base remains the fundamental basis for the PfE 2021and has
remained available on the GMCA’s website since October 2020. That said, this
evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light of the change from GMSF
2020 to the PfE2021 and, where appropriate, addendum reports have been
produced and should be read in conjunction with evidence base made available in
October 2020. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are available
via the GMCA’s website.

2.0 Simister/Bowlee Allocation Overview
2.1

The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the
M66. It comprises two interrelated allocations at:

2.2

•

Heywood / Pilsworth (Bury and Rochdale)

•

Simister and Bowlee (Bury and Rochdale)

Development of the area will deliver a large, nationally significant employment led
opportunity to attract high quality business and investment which is supported by
new housing that is well integrated with, and brings positive benefits to, the
surrounding communities.

2.3

This Topic Paper brings together a wide range of information and evidence in
connection with the proposed strategic site allocation at Simister/Bowlee (JPA1.2).
However, it should be read in conjunction with the separate Topic Paper relating to
the Heywood/Pilsworth (GMA1.1). The paper may be subject to further technical
amendments in advance of the formal commencement of consultation.
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2.4

The extent of the Simister/Bowlee allocation has been reduced significantly in the
PfE 2021 compared to what was proposed in the 2019 draft. Some of the evidence
gathered for the allocation relates to the extent of the allocation proposed in 2019.
Nevertheless, given that the allocation has subsequently been reduced, it is
considered reasonable to conclude that the changes made between then and the
current version of the plan will not have caused any additional issues.

3.0 Site Details
3.1

The proposed site allocation at Simister/Bowlee (JPA1.2) is located between the
settlements of Prestwich and Middleton and covers a total area of 74 hectares. The
majority of its western boundary borders on the M60, the southern boundary abuts
the edge of the village of Rhodes and the allocation’s eastern boundary wraps
around the western and northern edges of Middleton.

3.2

The allocation currently comprises agricultural land and a number of residential,
employment and agricultural properties.

4.0 Proposed Development
4.1

Approximately 1,550 homes are proposed within the Simister/Bowlee allocation.
Around 1,350 homes will be in Bury and a further 200 will be located in Rochdale.

4.2

This will include the provision of affordable housing to address local housing need,
accommodation for older persons, plots for custom and self-build. It will also include
a mix of housing densities with higher density development in areas with good
accessibility and with potential for improved public transport connectivity and lower
densities adjacent to existing villages where development will require sensitive
design to respond to its context.

4.3

The proposed development will be required to provide infrastructure to support the
new community. This includes an upgrade of the local highway network, traffic
restrictions on Simister Lane to prevent this route from being a form of access/egress
to and from the allocation, improved public transport provision through the allocation
and close to the allocation, more routes for walking and cycling, a new local centre
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with an appropriate range of convenience shopping facilities and a primary school.
There will be high quality, publicly accessible, multifunctional green and blue
infrastructure throughout the allocation which can be used for sport, leisure and
recreation.
4.4

The proposed site allocation at Simister/Bowlee has now been reduced in size since
the 2019 Draft GMSF with the total site allocation reducing from 206 ha to 74 ha.
Land to the north of Blueball Lane, together with a small area on the south western
edge, are to be excluded from the Allocation and retained in the Green Belt. The
area around Simister Village, will also now be excluded from the Allocation and
retained as Green Belt. These reductions were in response work undertaken in
preparation of the 2020 GMSF which highlighted that there was scope to reduce
Bury’s housing requirements leading to a reduction in the amount of land required to
be removed from the greenbelt and to calls from local residents to preserve the
character of Simister Village. In addition, there is significantly less certainty over the
development of a new motorway junction at Birch which would have been a major
access point into the allocation.

5.0 Site Selection
5.1

The Site Selection work had the purpose of identifying the most sustainable locations
for residential and employment development that can achieve the Joint Plan’s Vision,
Objectives and Spatial Strategy.

5.2

This allocation forms part of the wider Northern Gateway allocation and straddles the
districts of Bury and Rochdale. The Northern Gateway, in its entirety, provides the
opportunity to deliver a large nationally significant employment opportunity which can
attract high quality business and investment and provide complementary residential
development.

5.3

The allocation is positioned at a strategically important intersection around the M60,
M62 and M66 motorways. As such, it represents a highly accessible opportunity for
growth in Greater Manchester, with wider benefits on a regional and national level.
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5.4

Due to the current undeveloped nature of the allocation, much of the immediate
highway network is not of a nature that could accommodate strategic development
without an appropriate upgrade. Key to the delivery of the allocation will be the
provision of significant improvements to highway infrastructure, delivery of improved
public transport infrastructure through the allocation (including Bus Rapid Transport
corridor) and close to the allocation and the provision of high quality walking and
cycling routes.

5.5

The scale of the development will help to deliver a significant jobs boost to the
northern and eastern parts of Greater Manchester, increasing the economic output
from this area. It will also enable new residential and community facilities to come
forward in what is currently an area with significant pockets of deprivation, low skills
and worklessness.

5.6

The site selection process considered the entire Northern Gateway allocation when
considering sites for inclusion in the GMSF. On this basis the allocation was selected
for inclusion based on:
•

Criteria 1 (land which has been previously developed and/or land which is
served by public transport);

•

Criteria 3 (land that can maximise existing opportunities which have significant
capacity to deliver transformational change and/or boost the competitiveness
and connectivity of Greater Manchester and genuinely deliver inclusive
growth);

•

Criteria 5 (land which would have a direct significant impact on delivering
urban regeneration);

•

Criteria 6 (land where transport investment (by the developer) and the
creation of significant new demand (through appropriate development
densities), would support the delivery of long term viable sustainable travel
options and delivers significant wider community benefits);
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•

Criteria 7 (Land that would deliver significant local benefits by addressing a
major local problem/issue).

5.7

Further detail is provided within in the Site Selection Background Paper available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone. A 2021 addendum to
the background paper has been produced which confirms that as the allocation has
not changed since 2020, the conclusions from the GMSF Site Selection Topic Paper
2020 remain applicable.

5.8

Specifically, the Simister/Bowlee allocation forms part of the PfE North East Growth
Corridor Policy (JP-Strat 7) and offers an opportunity to deliver a significant mixed
use, housing and employment development which is of a transformative scale and
significantly change the economic growth potential of the wider area. Development
could capitalise on the existing successful employment locations at Heywood and
Pilsworth and further exploit the important connection to the M62 corridor. The
location of this allocation will make it particularly attractive to the logistics and
advanced manufacturing sectors.

5.9

Development could also contribute towards regeneration of adjacent areas of
deprivation and this would help deliver one the PfE’s key aims of boosting the
competitiveness of the northern Greater Manchester Boroughs and supporting longterm economic growth in Greater Manchester.

5.10

Given the above, the allocation is relevant to the PfE objectives of:
•

Objective 1 – Meet our housing need;

•

Objective 3 – Playing our part in ensuring a thriving and productive economy
in all parts of Greater Manchester;

•

Objective 4 – Maximise the potential arising from our national and
international assets;

•

Objective 5 – Reduce inequalities and improve prosperity;
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•

Objective 6 – Promote the sustainable movement of people, goods and
information.

6.0 Planning History
6.1

Planning permission has not been granted for any significant uses within the
allocation.

7.0 GMSF 2019 Consultation Responses
7.1

399 comments were received in relation to JPA1.2 Simister/Bowlee during the
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF in 2019. A summary of the key issues are
as follows:
Table 1 Summary of Consultation Responses from the Revised Draft GMSF in
2019
Principle / scale of development
▪ Unreasonable and disproportionate scale of development in one location.
▪ Will cause considerable harm to character of small village, result in a loss of
amenity and depress property values. Compulsory purchase will be required.
▪ Some landowners wish to see the site extended.
▪ Support, provided that villages sympathetically merged and appropriate
separation distances implemented.
Housing (inc affordable housing)
▪ Layout not sympathetic to village which will be overwhelmed.
▪ Scale of growth proposed not achievable and will take a number of years to
come forward. Phasing will be critical to avoid flooding the market.
▪ Does not cater for affordable/specialist housing needs. Needs to be
environmentally friendly and delivered at appropriate densities.
▪ Housing growth should be distributed more evenly across Bury.
▪ There is support that the development will provide much needed housing in
this location, there is a willingness from landowners in Simister to bring the site
forward and more housing to south of village should be considered.
Employment and Economy
▪ No need for employment proposal at Heywood/Pilsworth as low
unemployment and deprivation in Simister and Bowlee. Likely to be low paid,
need quality manufacturing, no indication of interest.
▪ Residents will have poor access and will need to commute out.
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▪ Support – Must invest in the Northern Powerhouse.
Green Belt
▪ Simister will lose all of its Green Belt, this was misrepresented in the
consultation letter. Wide disparities between Bury townships.
▪ Area is semi-rural and remote, designation attracts people to area.
▪ No justification, will result in sprawl and merge distinct towns.
▪ Details on proposed protections for removals not made clear.
▪ It was highlighted that Clarkes Cross (west of M60) has been omitted but could
still make a contribution in the form of safeguarded land for long-term needs

8.0 GMSF 2019 Integrated Assessment
8.1

The 2019 GMSF Integrated Assessment (IA) is available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

8.2

The IA reviewed how the draft GMSF policies could impact upon the environment,
the economy, local communities, equality and public health. The IA also
recommended ways in which the GMSF can be improved to ensure that the policies
are as sustainable as possible.

8.3

The three Northern Gateway draft allocations were considered together against the
2019 Integrated Assessment objectives. The allocations performed well however a
number of recommendations were made:
•

Ensure that all three allocations refer to a mix of housing types;

•

Make specific reference to energy efficiency of the housing stock;

•

The policy should also highlight the importance of local employment during
construction;

•

Consider feasibility study into requirements and ability of local network to
support development;
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•

Benefits such as creation of construction and operational employment, or
improved transport links or increases in the range of community facilities,
should consider deprived areas. Where possible such benefits should be
maximised to help bring about long term benefits for deprived areas;

•

The allocation needs to encourage integration with existing communities and
provision of a range of housing tenures;

•

Ensure any new health provision is accessible to all and that local capacity is
considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Ensure any new community facilities provision is accessible to all and that
local capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Ensure any new recreation provision is accessible to all and that local
capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Seek to minimise the number of trips made by private car to/from the site.
Consider the use of mitigation solutions including green infrastructure,
incentivising electric vehicles and/or masterplan layout which reduces
emissions near sensitive receptors. This is especially relevant to buffer around
the AQMA adjacent to the site;

•

A suitable flood risk assessment may be required and associated mitigation in
order to prevent the flood zone expanding;

•

Appropriate flood risk mitigation should be implemented (in line with best
practice) for all developments that are within or near to areas of flood risk.
This is especially relevant around the areas of flood zone 2 and 3;

•

Make reference to energy efficiency directly and ways that it can be
increased, such as highlighting the benefits of sustainable modes of transport;

•

Consider the listed structures throughout detailed design to reduce the risk
throughout construction and operational phases;
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•

Consider how development of PDL sites could be encouraged as a result of
greenfield development (e.g. by incentives or inclusion of adjacent PDL);

•

Promote sustainable construction methods; and

•

Consider waste and recycling facilities in design e.g. consider location of
waste/recycling facilities in design/layout of masterplans, and how waste
facilities can be located to encourage recycling.

8.4

It is important to note that the IA was focusing on each policy in isolation from other
policies and that many of the recommended changes for the Northern Gateway
allocation policies are already covered in other GMSF policies. However, some
wording changes have been made as a result of the IA in relation to housing types,
electric vehicles, heritage and archaeology.

9.0 GMSF 2020 Integrated Assessment
9.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation were required. The 2020 GMSF Integrated
Assessment (IA) is available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

9.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for the Simister and Bowlee allocation
had been positively addressed by the 2020 allocation policy itself or other GMSF
thematic policies. However the 2020 IA did recommend a further three changes in
order to further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change - since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the
declaration of a climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this was broadly covered in Policy GME1 and within GM-H3 relating to housing, it was suggested that policies were
strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of buildings
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and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1.
•

Deprivation - whilst this was also broadly covered within the supporting text
within Policy GM-E1, particularly referencing social inclusivity, it was
considered that the policy could be more explicit in terms of inclusive growth
and making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering
deprivation.

9.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

10.0 PfE 2021 Integrated Appraisal Addendum
10.1

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.
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Section B – Physical
11.0 Transport
11.1

The allocation is divided into two parts; a larger part to the west of the A6045 and a
smaller part to the east. The allocation is located to the south-east of the Simister
Island interchange, north-west of Middleton, and is bound by the M60 to the west,
the M62 to the north and the A576/A6045 to the east and south. The delivery of this
allocation will require significant investment in infrastructure. In particular the
allocation will need to deliver a wide range of public transport improvements in order
to promote sustainable travel and improve linkages to new employment opportunities
at the Heywood/Pilsworth allocation (GMA1.1).

11.2

The Locality Assessment 2020 available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone concludes that that this development, both in isolation
and in consideration of the cumulative impacts with other nearby GMSF allocations,
is expected to materially impact both the strategic and local road networks. The
Strategic Road Network (SRN) impacts are expected to be concentrated at M60
Junction 19 and M62 Junction 19, whilst the Local Road Network (LRN) impacts
mostly impact the junctions on the A6045 Heywood Old Road.

11.3

As part of the Locality Assessment process, a number of mitigation schemes were
developed and tested to address identified network congestion points over both the
strategic and local road networks. These schemes have been developed in outline
detail to inform viability and allocations policy. Further detailed work will be
necessary to identify the specific interventions required to ensure the network works
effectively based on transport network conditions at the time of the planning
application/s and to take into account the effects of material future changes to the
network such as M60 J18 Simister Island improvements and the proposed Middleton
Metrolink extension which could significantly impact on travel trends in the immediate
locality.

11.4

During the Locality Assessment process, the M60 Junction 19 / A576 Middleton
Road junction proved particularly problematic in terms of providing a realistic
representation in the local junction modelling. Furthermore detailed modelling of the
roundabout and adjoining parts of the network – potentially using traffic simulation
tools – is recommended at this location. Furthermore detailed work is also
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recommended at the M62 Junction 19 roundabout to better define the required
mitigation.
11.5

The following mitigation measures have been identified:
Table 2. Allocation Access mitigation measures
Mitigation

Description

Two new 3-arm signalised junctions
with A6045.

Allocation access for the land parcel
west of A6045.

Two new 3-arm priority junctions with
A6045.

Allocation access for the land parcel
east of A6045.

Table 3 Supporting Strategic Interventions identified
Mitigation

Description

New Metrolink Stop on the proposed
line between Crumpsall and Middleton.

New stop on the proposed Crumpsall to
Middleton line near Rhodes.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor to
Manchester city centre.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor to
Manchester city centre and Heywood
via Heywood Old Road/ Manchester
Road.

Table 4 Necessary Local Mitigations identified
Mitigation

Description

Permeable network for pedestrian and
cyclist priority to/from/ within the
development.

Assumed new or upgraded cycle and
pedestrian access, linked to PROWs
and the Bee Network, providing
connectivity to adjacent local areas and
employment/educational opportunities,
supported by high quality design for
active travel within the allocation area.

Introduction of local bus services
to/from/within the allocation.

Assumed local bus services to link the
allocation with Metrolink and Rail
interchanges and key local centres
such as Prestwich and Middleton,
supported by permeable design of
future development to support bus
services within the allocation area.

Improvement of A6045 Heywood Old
Road / A576 traffic signal junction.

Required improvements not yet known;
subject to further study.
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A6045 Heywood Old Road/Langley
Lane.

Signalisation of the junction. This
scheme is already identified by
Rochdale Council in support of other
local committed development.

Table 5 SRN interventions identified
Mitigation

Description

M60 Junction 19/A576 Middleton Road.

Signalisation of the Northern and
Eastern Arms (A576 N and the M60
West Bound off Slip).

M62 J19/A6046 Heywood Interchange.

Consideration of alternative
pedestrian/cycle configurations and reoptimization of the signal timings.

Possible corridor improvements on
A576 Middleton Road / Manchester Old
Road in vicinity of M60 J19.

Required improvements not yet known;
subject to further study.

2021 Locality Assessment Review
11.6

As a result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council and their associated allocations
from the GMSF, the Locality Assessments have been reviewed. The Northern
Gateway Locality Assessment Update Note (2021) confirms that the conclusions of
the GM1.2 Simister and Bowlee, November 2020 remain robust.

11.7

The 2020 assessment gave an initial indication that the traffic impacts of the
allocation can be sufficiently mitigated, and that the allocation is deliverable with the
proposed mitigation in place.

11.8

These conclusions have been tested again, using updated modelling where
necessary, to reflect recent changes – such as Stockport’s withdrawal from GMSF
and the implementation of the Simister Island Improvements (see Northern Gateway
LA Update Report, 2021 at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone).

11.9

The review has not identified any significant changes and, on this basis, the
conclusions arrived at in the 2020 Locality Assessment are considered to still be
valid.
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11.10 However, significant further work is recommended to verify and refine the findings of
the Locality Assessment, particularly in relation to connections to the SRN, as the
allocation moves through the planning process. The allocation would also need to be
supported by continuing wider transport investment across GM.

12.0 Flood Risk and Drainage
Flood Risk Summary
12.1

The majority of the allocation is located within Flood Zone 1 (i.e. land assessed as
having a lower than 1 in 1000 annual probability of river flooding) and development
should be directed into these areas, if possible. There are no main rivers within the
boundary of the allocation.

12.2

There is localised risk of groundwater flooding at and below ground level across the
northern part of the allocation and adjacent to an unmarked watercourse which flows
southerly through the allocation to the south of Simister Lane. Detailed future
designs for the development will be able to take into account the overland flow
routes and any groundwater flood risk and potential areas of ponding to ensure there
is no increase to flood risk within the allocation or elsewhere as a result of the
development.

12.3

The allocation is at low risk of sewer flooding.

GMSF Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
12.4

The Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (GM Level 1
SFRA) was completed in March 2019 available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone as part of the evidence base to inform the preparation
of the GMSF. This SFRA initiated the sequential risk-based approach to the
allocation of land for development and identified whether application of the Exception
Test was likely to be necessary using the most up-to-date information and guidance.

12.5

The Level 1 SFRA assessed the 2019 draft allocation boundary for JPA1.2 and
concluded that as 98% of the allocation is located within Flood Zone 1, the flood risk
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within the JPA1.2 allocation could be avoided through site layout and design as part
of a detailed flood risk assessment. All of the smaller GMSF 2020 boundary is
located within Flood Zone 1.
12.6

Building on the conclusions of the Level 1 SFRA, the site promoters for JPA1.2
Simister/Bowlee have prepared a JPA1.2 Flood Risk and Drainage High Level
Constraints Review to assess the risk of flooding in more detail and consider what
mitigation measures may be required.

12.7

To ensure that flood risk is not increased at the allocation or elsewhere as a result of
the development, surface water runoff from the development will be restricted to the
existing greenfield runoff rate.

12.8

The JPA1.2 Flood Risk and Drainage High Level Constraints Review states that the
proposed drainage system will include a variety of SuDS features providing
green/blue spaces (such as detention basins and swales). These shall address both
flooding and water quality issues and be designed to mimic natural drainage features
within the allocation and provide recreational areas for the public. Alternate SuDS
options such as wetlands, provide an opportunity to maximise biodiversity and
maximise public open space and will be considered. Infiltration may be possible
across some of the allocation subject to detailed ground investigations on a localised
basis. Parts of the allocation have been identified as historic landfill sites. It is
considered unlikely that infiltration of surface water is likely only to be an
environmentally safe option if remediation has been carried out in advance to a
standard specifically to suit infiltration.

12.9

No public surface water sewers have been identified within the allocation. Surface
water run-off will be discharged into the ground through multiple infiltration structures
or to the watercourses within the allocation at the limiting discharge rates. This will
require discussion and agreement with the Environment Agency and the Lead Local
Flood Authority.

12.10 The JPA1.2 Flood Risk and Drainage High Level Constraints Review states that the
masterplan for the allocation is being developed with due consideration for the
existing topography, watercourses and rivers and development plots are likely to be
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located with substantial offsets from these features. This provides the opportunity to
create green/blue corridors adjacent to the existing watercourses and will not require
the diversion of any watercourses and culverted works will be kept to a minimum.
12.11 The proposed policy wording for the JPA1.2 seeks to ensure that any development
within the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all
sources. Policy JPA1.2 requires development to incorporate sustainable drainage
systems to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Proposals to
discharge to public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why
alternative options are not available. As a green and blue infrastructure network will
provide more sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should
communicate with the public sewer.
12.12 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

13.0 Ground Conditions
Site Geology and Hydrogeology
13.1

The Desk Top Assessment has identified:
•

Made ground – expected to be present where landfilling has occurred, where
quarries, sand & gravel pits have been backfilled, around man-made features
and around buildings where ground has been disturbed by construction
activities;

•

Superficial deposits – Predominantly glacial morainic deposits are present
overlain by head deposits along water courses and by glacial fluvial deposits
locally in the south;

•

Bedrock - Coal Measures in the north western three quarters of the allocation.
The Chester Formation (sandstone) is present in south western quarter of the
allocation. These geological formations are separated by the Bradley Fold
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Fault trending north west to south east. The allocation is not located in a high
risk development area in relation to Coal Mining activities.
Ground Contamination
13.2

The allocation predominantly comprises agricultural land which is not expected to be
significantly contaminated.

13.3

The potential risks from and mitigation for contamination in these areas are given in
the table below.

13.4

Intrusive ground investigation will be undertaken to establish if any contamination is
present and, if it is, to establish its nature and extent. An initial characterisation
investigation will enable an outline remediation strategy for the allocation to be
developed. More detailed investigation, assessment and detailed remediation design
can then be undertaken on a phase by phase basis as each area of the allocation
comes forward for development.
Table 6 Geo-environmental Aspects and Mitigation
Area of Potential
Contamination

Contamination Risk

Potential Mitigation

Backfilled quarries/pits
and landfills

Backfill material unknown.
May contain
contamination especially
asbestos.

Assessment of material
and remediation and,
where possible, re-use of
material.

Ground gas

Migration from landfilling
activities and generation
from the peat.

Ground gas protection
measures may be
required in new build
properties.

Shallow groundwater

Potential for
contamination of shallow
groundwater.

Consideration of
contamination if shallow
groundwater present in
any contaminated parts of
the site.

Geotechnical Summary
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13.5

Geotechnical aspects to consider within the allocation include compressible peat
deposits, backfilled quarries and pits and groundwater presence. The ground will
also need to be characterised for cut and fill works and for foundation design. The
geotechnical aspects are given in the table below along with potential mitigation
measures. Intrusive investigation will be undertaken to assess these aspects further.
Table 7 Geo-technical Aspects and Mitigation

13.6

Geotechnical Aspect

Geotechnical risk

Potential mitigation

Backfilled quarries / pits

Backfill material unknown.
Risk of unacceptable
settlements / collapse
especially if loaded.

Identification and intrusive
investigation of backfill.
Geotechnical assessment
and re-engineering of
material as required.

Slopes

Existing slopes and new
Investigation and
slopes – risk of instability / assessment of existing
slope failures.
slopes. Reprofiling or
remediation if required.
Geotechnical design of
new slopes / appropriate
retaining structures.

Shallow groundwater

Groundwater in
excavations. Risks of
instability from
groundwater ingress.

Temporary support /
pumping during works if
required.

The Assessment has been reviewed by Bury Council Environmental Health
department. They have recommended the following prior to any planning
applications being submitted within the allocation:
•

Ground investigation to determine the potential for ground gas, contaminated
soil and leachate associated with the infilling of former quarries / pits and
historical and registered landfills (both on and off site); and,

•

Ground investigation to assess the likelihood of ground contamination
associated with the pollution incidents (specifically chemically driven
incidents).

13.7

The documents are available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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13.8

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

14.0 Utilities
14.1

It is not considered that there are any utilities constraints, either current infrastructure
or identified need, which will prevent the Northern Gateway allocations from being
allocated for development.

United Utilities
14.2

United Utilities have provided guidance to pre-development enquires and advised
that the anticipated point of connection for the development will be the nearest
practical point on the network to the development boundary. This is identified as
315mm PE main is located on the southern side of the M62 and it is the nearest
suitable main.

14.3

No public foul sewers were identified within the development boundary, therefore
foul water is likely to need to be pumped to a new or existing point of discharge
specified by United Utilities, outside of the development boundary. Consultations
must be made with United Utilities to develop a cost-effective strategy for managing
the discharge of foul flows from the development.

Electricity North West
14.4

Electricity North West in their response to the latest GMSF consultation advised that
they were confident in being able to meet the network capacity requirements for the
investment and growth in proposed in Greater Manchester. Where necessary they
have secured the appropriate regulatory allowances within their ‘Well Justified
Business Plan.’

14.5

Electricity North West have carried out assessments on the proposed areas, which
fed into the GMCA ‘Spatial Energy Plan’ document. This is a high level assessment
of the expected impact of the proposed developments on the electricity network, the
information was presented as a Red/Amber/Green (RAG) indicator.
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14.6

The Simister/Bowlee allocation presented as green which indicates no primary
substation capacity issue envisaged due to forecast additional load resulting from
proposed development.

14.7

Discussions with ENW have identified a requirement for 2 new primary 33KV
substations and a Point of Connection at Agecroft BSP. From the new 33KV Primary
Substations a further network of 11KV substations will be provided that distribute
demand across the allocation.

14.8

Overhead electricity cable pylons are also present on the southern section of the
allocation. These and their appropriate easements will need to be accommodated in
the masterplan, albeit given the location in the southern-most edge of the allocation
ENW has advised this does not present a major constraint.

Gas - National Grid Infrastructure
14.9

Cadent Gas have confirmed that the current mains have sufficient capacity to
support the load required for the development without any reinforcement works. The
development can be connected to the existing Medium Pressure main located
approximately 800 metres from the development boundary. Appropriate gas
governors located along the route through the allocation within the proposed road
network will also be required.

Telecommunications
Existing BT Infrastructure
14.10 The scheme already tabled and being implemented through the South Heywood
Development scheme to provide BT Openreach communication network coverage is
being developed to facilitate the Northern Gateway Proposals to both the Northern
and Southern areas of the allocation. BT Openreach are presently developing their
network layout and will be installing high speed data & fibre networks throughout the
development.
Existing Virgin Media Infrastructure
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14.11 The scheme already tabled and being implemented through the South Heywood
Development scheme to provide Virgin Media communication network coverage will
be developed to facilitate the Northern Gateway Proposals to both the Northern and
Southern areas of the allocation. Virgin Media are presently developing their network
layout for this area and will be a suitable alternative network provider.
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Section C – Environmental
15.0 Green Belt Assessment
15.1

The proposed removal of the Simister/Bowlee allocation from the Green Belt has
been informed by several studies undertaken by LUC available at available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone including:

15.2

•

The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016;

•

Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020; and

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities, 2020.

•

Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE Plan Allocations, 2021

The proposed allocation would involve the release of approximately 74 hectares of
land from the Green Belt in Bury.

15.3

In 2016 GMCA commissioned LUC to undertake an assessment of the Green Belt
within GM. The Study assessed the extent to which the land within the GM Green
Belt performs against the purposes of Green Belts, as set out in paragraph 80 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The aim of this Green Belt Assessment
is to provide the GM Authorities with an objective, evidence-based and independent
assessment of how GM’s Green Belt contributes to the five purposes of Green Belt,
as set out in national policy. It also examines the case for including within the Green
Belt potential additional areas of land that currently lie outside it.

15.4

In The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016 Simister/Bowlee was
included within Strategic Green Belt Area 15. There were 4 different purposes of
Green Belt that each Area was assessed against and the Area performs as follows:
Table 8. Assessment of site against purposes of Green Belt
Purpose

Performance of area
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15.5

To check the unrestricted sprawl of
large built up areas

Strong

To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

Strong

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Weak-Moderate

Preserving the setting and special
character of historic towns

Weak-Moderate

The summary of findings for Bury in this report stated that most parcels close to
Simister/Bowlee, make a moderate - strong contribution to checking the unrestricted
sprawl of large built up areas. Parcels between Bury and Middleton play a moderate
role in relation to assisting in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.

15.6

In 2019 LUC carried out an assessment identifying the potential opportunities to
enhance the beneficial use of remaining Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site.
The study considered the opportunities to offset the loss of Green Belt through
compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of the
remaining Green Belt land.

15.7

Land lying within 2 km of GMA1.2, Simister/Bowlee formed the focus of Green
Infrastructure (GI) recommendations / mitigation to enhance the ‘beneficial use’ of
the Green Belt. There are two proposed additions to the Green Belt west of this GM
sub-Allocation at Hollins Brook and Hollins Brow.

15.8

The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt relevant to the Northern Gateway
Allocations identified in the assessment include:
•

Upgrade the public footpath along Brightly Brook to a multi user route.

•

Create a new pedestrian footpath in the Green Belt north east of
Heywood/Pilsworth to create a local level walk at the settlement edge.

•

Upgrade surfacing treatments and access points along the Rochdale Way.
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•

Upgrade surface treatments to create all weather routes.

•

Enhance pedestrian and vehicle links to football pitches in Heaton Park to
increase usability.

•

Introduce enhancements to local sporting facilities within the retained Green
Belt.

•

Enhance sport and recreational provision at Heaton Park.

•

Introduce interventions which complement the proposals included within the
planning application for development off J19 of the M62 (Planning
application16/01399/HYBR).

•

Restore ditches and field boundaries within the landscape.

•

Review the conservation and management of areas which form part of SBIs
and LNRs to ensure improvement of the key aspects of their designation.
Connect the SBIs of Hollins Vale, Hollins Plantation and Pilsworth across the
M66.

•

Enhance waterways to ensure the management of invasive species and
surrounding vegetation.

•

Support woodland management practices to maintain longevity of
broadleaved woodland stock.

•

Improve the biodiversity value of agricultural land around Birch Service Area,
providing additional habitat creation.

15.9

The potential landscape and visual opportunities identified in the Assessment
include:
•

Create new green wedges and green buffers to prevent settlement
coalescence.
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•

Establish planting buffers for increased landscape integration at Heywood
Distribution Park.

•

Provide additional woodland planting and the reinstatement of field
boundaries parallel the corridor of the M62.

15.10 Some of these opportunities have been either included within the policy
requirements for the allocation. Others will be more appropriately dealt with as part
of a more detailed masterplan or planning application(s).
15.11 In conjunction with the assessment of GI opportunities within the Green Belt, LUC
carried out an assessment to identify potential harm to the Green Belt through a
Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020.
15.12 The smaller release of land proposed within the JPA1.2 Simister/Bowlee allocation
will maintain Green Belt linkage to the south west, but as that land is mostly
constrained (Heaton Park Registered Park and Garden) its containment or otherwise
will not affect harm to the Green Belt purposes. The retention of Green Belt will leave
some separation between Whitefield and Rhodes/Middleton, but that is largely
occupied by Simister, which has an urbanising influence on the Green Belt.
Remaining open land around Simister, contained between the new inset edge of
Rhodes/Middleton, the M60 and the M62, will make a relatively weak contribution to
the Green Belt purposes. The reduced release means that there will be less impact
on retained Green Belt to the north east, but the impact on east-west settlement
separation between Whitefield and Rhodes/ Middleton will still mean the impact on
adjacent Green Belt is moderate, and the harm of releasing the reduced allocation
remains high.
15.13 Following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw from the GMSF and the
subsequent decision to prepare PfE, LUC produced a further addendum report in
2021. This report considers the impact, in terms of harm to the Green Belt purposes
from the release of land, of changes to the proposed Allocation boundaries and
areas of Green Belt release identified in the 2021 PfE Plan. Given the allocation
boundary or the area proposed to be released has not been amended from that
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proposed in the 2020 GMSF, the conclusions for Simister & Bowlee identified in the
2020 Green Belt studies remain the same.
15.14 Evidence on Green Belt is only one part of the evidence base that influence any
decision on green belt release. Consequently where studies have found that high
harm is to be caused by release of the Green Belt, this finding should be balanced
against other important factors that could make up exceptional circumstances such
as sustainability, viability and deliverability.
15.15 The Simister/Bowlee allocation is deemed necessary to deliver a key strategic
housing opportunity with supporting transport infrastructure. The allocation is critical
in responding to the spatial strategy in the GMSF and its key themes of ‘Inclusive
Growth’, ‘Making the Most of Key Locations and Assets’ and ‘Addressing Disparities’
It also directly addresses the aspirations set by Policy GM – P 1 ‘Supporting LongTerm Economic Growth’, Policy GM –E 1 ‘Sustainable Places’, Policy GM – H1
‘Scale, Distribution and Phasing of New Housing Development’ and Policy GM – N1
‘Our Integrated Network’.
15.16 The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt study discussed earlier are not
exhaustive and will require consultation with key stakeholders and may require
further surveys and viability testing to establish costings. However the enhancement
opportunities nonetheless demonstrate that opportunities exist to help offset the loss
of Green Belt which will have a potential positive effect on the beneficial use of the
Greater Manchester Green Belt moving forward.
15.17 The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
assessments on Green Belt in the area to inform the layout and form development
across the allocation.

16.0 Green Infrastructure
16.1

The Masterplan for JPA1.2 will include a substantial green/blue infrastructure
network providing a range of opportunities for movement, recreation and biodiversity
as well as sustainable drainage. It is intended that the development will ultimately
achieve net gains in biodiversity.
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16.2

Central to the development will be substantial north-south and east-west green
corridors that incorporate existing allocation features such as trees, hedgerows and
water features. These corridors will provide recreational and biodiversity value and
will also be key to defining a unique identity and strong sense of place for the
development.

16.3

The green infrastructure network will incorporate high quality active travel routes
including cycling and walking and has been designed to ensure good connectivity
between the new development and existing surrounding areas.

17.0 Recreation
17.1

New play areas and sports facilities will be required to support the delivery of
housing at Simister/Bowlee in line with Bury and Rochdale’s Local Plan
requirements.

17.2

JPA1.2 will include a range of recreational facilities to support residential led mixeduse development. These will include formal and informal play spaces dispersed
within the new residential areas and also opportunities for a range of recreational
activities along green corridors that connect across the allocation.

17.3

The potential inclusion of a primary school within the development also provides the
opportunity for school recreation facilities to become available for community use
outside of school hours.

18.0 Landscape
18.1

Provide details of the landscape character of the allocation and ways in which the
impact of the proposed development on the landscape will be mitigated.

18.2

The landscape character types within the allocation are as follows:

National Character Area (NCA):
•

54: Manchester Pennine Fringe.
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Greater Manchester Landscape Character and Sensitivity Report (2018):
•

27: Simister, Slattocks and Healds Green.

Bury Council Landscape Character Assessment (2009):
•

Fringe Settled Valley Pasture 54/2, Castle, Whittle & Brightley

Rochdale Landscape Character Assessment (2009):
•
18.3

Settled Farmlands

The key characteristics of the landscape include:
•

The undulating pastoral and rough grassland landform of the site;

•

The existing mature vegetation comprising stand-alone trees, hedgerows and
small woodland blocks;

•

The tranquillity of the central parts of the allocation;

•

The scattered farmsteads, and small settlements, often in elevated locations
in the landscape;

•

A network of public footpaths surrounding the sites and occasionally crossing
into the sites provides good connectivity with the wider landscape and the
GMA1.1 allocation, however often underused and ill defined;

•

The long views providing connectivity to the wider landscape; and

•

The dominating presence of the M62 corridor.

Visual Summary
18.4

The surrounding views are an important aspect of the visual amenity of the
allocation, with long distance views from elevated locations. These panoramic views
are available to the north (across the M62) towards the distant hills and Scout Moor
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Wind Farm, evident on a clear day. Views to the urban conurbation of Greater
Manchester are available to the south.
18.5

Local receptors within the allocation and outside the boundaries consist of small
settlements and scattered farms and associated residences, generally in elevated
locations, which afford typical countryside views, despite the close proximity of the
M62 and M60 and the urban conurbations. The same applies to users of the public
footpath network, where open views are generally of a rural nature, over undulating
countryside.

18.6

The M62 corridor forms a dominant feature in the view to the north along with its
associated infrastructure and lighting. The vertical elements of pylons, telegraph
poles and lighting columns are a continuing theme throughout the allocation.

Landscape Opportunities
18.7

It is recommended that the following landscape opportunities and constraints are
considered in the evolving masterplan:
•

Long distance views are available to the north and south and retention of
longer distance views should be considered to maintain the connection of the
allocation to the wider landscape. There is an opportunity to orientate
residential properties in the direction of these views in order to benefit visual
amenity for the occupants. Orientation of properties in relation to the M62
should be carefully considered;

•

The characteristic undulating landform of the allocation and the character and
setting of the existing villages should be carefully considered and used to
inform the layout, density and built form of the new development;

•

There is scope to enhance tree planting along the motorway corridors. This
would serve a double purpose of enhancing landscape and visual amenity, as
well enhancing wildlife corridors. Mitigation through tree planting could be
undertaken in conjunction with proposals for the Northern Forest;
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•

The arrangement of the houses should take landform into account, where
feasible, so that views are maintained throughout and to the wider landscape
wherever possible. The possibility to retain open space in certain locations
within the allocation should be explored to prevent coalescence. This is a
valuable and important feature of the new development and green
infrastructure should be given careful consideration as the designs evolve to
ensure sensitive treatment of the existing villages and the retention of their
identity. The theoretical zone of visibility of any proposed development will be
considered and assessed, considering its impact on the landscape character
and features, and visual receptors;

•

A number of existing properties are situated within the allocation and the
surrounding area. It is understood that the majority of these residential
properties will be retained as part of the scheme. For those properties that are
retained, their setting within the landscape and views available to the
residents of these properties should be considered within any design
evolution;

•

A number of mature trees, hedgerows and woodland blocks are present.
Where possible, these should be retained and enhanced where the vegetation
is healthy and in good condition, to create a mature green landscape
framework for the development;

•

Public Right of Way (PRoW) links should be considered. Although current
PRoWs appear to be infrequent and underused in places, retaining
established links and creating appropriate new high quality walking and
cycling links should be considered to create a connective landscape linking to
the wider area;

•

It is recommended that the opportunity to create a new local centre and retain
existing or design in recreational facilities within a pleasant landscape setting
is investigated as part of the design evolution; and
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•

Develop a satisfactory management plan for areas of green infrastructure,
biodiversity features and other areas of open space.

19.0 Ecological/Biodiversity Assessment
19.1

There are no designated Natura 2000 (European designated) sites on site or within
2km of the allocation boundary. The nearest site is the Rochdale SAC which is
3.9km to the east of the site.

19.2

There are no nationally designated sites on site or within 2km of the allocation
boundary.

19.3

There are two Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within a 2km radius of the allocation
boundary. Blackley Forest LNR, 0.5km south and Alkrington LNR, approximately
1km east of the allocation boundary.

19.4

The Site of Biological Importance (SBI) Streams and Flushes near Bradley Hall Farm
is located in the eastern part of the allocation. Hazlitt Wood SBI is 150m to the west
with direct recreational access.

Habitats
19.5

19.6

Key habitats include:
•

Wetlands - watercourses and ponds.

•

Woodland – other broadleaved woodland and lines of trees.

•

Grassland – modified grassland

•

Wildlife links and corridors e.g. hedgerows and watercourses.

The desk study identified Habitats of Principle Importance (HPI) within the allocation
and within 2km:
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•

Deciduous woodland HPI: recorded in a small area on the eastern site
boundary and as a linear feature along the M60 in the south of the allocation;

•
19.7

Watercourses and ponds which are present within the allocation.

More detailed site-specific surveys, including a full extended Phase 1 Habitat survey
for each area, will be undertaken as plans progress and this will enable detailed
characterisation of habitats represented throughout the allocation.

Protected and Notable Species
19.8

Protected and notable species which are or may be present at the allocation include:
•

Great crested newt

•

Reptiles

•

Bats

•

Badger

•

Otter

•

Water vole

•

Birds

•

Invertebrates

•

And other notable species including common toad, brown hare and
hedgehog.

•
19.9

Invasive plant species

The potential presence of these species has been considered through information
derived from the desk study, data search and walkover survey. Species-specific
surveys will be carried out as plans progress.

Biodiversity Net Gain
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19.10 Biodiversity Net Gain is considered as an opportunity at this site and net gain will be
sought as set out in the policy wording.
19.11 At Northern Gateway, opportunities for Biodiversity Net Gain will focus upon using
the lowest ecological /poorest quality land for the development and avoiding the
higher ecological value/good quality habitat.
19.12 The good quality habitat within the allocation comprises the watercourse corridors,
broadleaved woodland and ponds. Habitats could be enhanced to improve condition
where suitable and created where appropriate so that a lower value habitat could
become a higher value habitat. It is anticipated that it will be possible to achieve a
Biodiversity Net Gain across the allocation through retention of high value habitat
and developing a network of connected green corridors and ponds throughout the
allocation and adjacent to the allocation.
19.13 Key site-specific opportunities have been identified which could promote and
enhance biodiversity, maintain wildlife corridors within the allocation and enhance
connectivity with the wider landscape. They involve:
•

A wetland habitat could be created in the north west corner of the main
section of the allocation. To include areas or marshy grassland and additional
waterbodies.

•

Enhancing the existing watercourse and riparian habitat across the allocation.
Linear area of rough and marshy grassland and willow scrub to be created
along both sides of riparian corridor. The woodland area on the eastern
border and around Baguley Brow Reservoir could be enhanced to create
connectivity to the riparian corridor.

•

Woodland creation along the M60 boundary to strengthen the wildlife corridor
as well as mitigation potential noise and air quality issues.

19.14 The allocation is considered to be deliverable although further work will be needed
as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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20.0 Habitat Regulation Assessment
20.1

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required for the PfE Joint Plan because it
is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature conservation
interest of European Protected Sites. A HRA was carried out on the 2020 GMSF.

20.2

The Assessment first screened European protected sites in the North West to decide
which sites are most likely to be affected by development in Greater Manchester. In
carrying out this initial screening process the Assessment considered the main
possible sources of effects on the European sites arising from The Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the
European sites. Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is
there likely to be a significant effect.

20.3

Since the Joint Plan is a high-level, large-scale strategic plan where the main
impacts on European sites are likely to be diffuse and cumulative it is considered
that certain potential diffuse or indirect sources will be more likely to result from the
Plan than more direct sources of harm. None of the proposed allocations in the Plan
will result in direct land-take of any European sites.

20.4

20.5

These sources are considered to include –
•

air pollution,

•

diffuse water pollution and

•

recreational pressures.

Taking the above into account, the following European protected sites were
screened into the Assessment:
1. Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
2. Rochdale Canal Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
3. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)
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4. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Protection Area (SPA)
5. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
6. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Protection Area (SPA)
7. Rixton Claypits Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
8. Mersey Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)
9. Rostherne Mere Ramsar / National Nature Reserve
20.6

The GMCA and TfGM are responding to Natural England’s comments on the draft
HRA by commissioning additional air quality modelling to assess the implications of
changes more accurately in air quality on European sites that could potentially be
affected by changes to nitrogen levels arising from changes in vehicle movements in
Greater Manchester or within close proximity of the Greater Manchester boundary.

20.7

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and supported by an
assessment of air quality impacts on designated sites. The following sites have been
screened out at Stage 1 HRA:

20.8

•

Rixton Clay Pits (SAC)

•

Midland Meres & Mosses – Phase 1 Ramsar

•

Rostherne Mere (Ramsar)

The following sites requires Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment:
•

Manchester Mosses (SAC)

•

Peak District Moors (South Pennine Moors Phase 1) (SPA)

•

Rochdale Canal (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors (SAC)
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•

20.9

South Pennine Moors Phase 2 (SPA)

The GMCA are also responding to Natural England’s comments on functionally
linked land, recreation disturbances, water pollution and in-combination effects.
Details of this are included in the HRA and Assessment of Air Quality Impacts on
Designated Sites report.

21.0 Historic Environment Assessment
Designated Sites
21.1

There are no World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Registered Battlefields
or Protected Wrecks within the allocation or within the 1km study area.

21.2

There are no listed buildings within the allocation boundary. There are two
designated heritage assets outside the allocation boundary with the potential to be
affected by development within their setting, both are Grade II Listed – Church of St.
George and Heaton Park (Registered Park and Garden).

21.3

Three listed buildings (Church of All Saints War Memorial, 31-37 Broad Street and
Rhodes Schools, east are located within Rhodes, to the south of the allocation.
Whilst proximate to the allocation, these assets are located within an urban context
and due to their location, and the intervening development and topography they have
no visual connection to the allocation.

21.4

The potential impact of any development upon the designated sites outside the
allocation and surrounding landscape will be considered as a masterplan is
developed.

Rhodes Green Cropmark Site
21.5

In the south-western part of the allocation, desk study information has indicated
there is a possible Romano-British settlement site which may include a number of
roundhouses, enclosures and associated field systems and trackways. However,
physical evidence is limited and a number of circles in the fields at this location
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evident from aerial photography (Google Maps) may have been made by a circular
sheep feeder.
21.6

The JPA1.2 Archaeology and Heritage Report indicated that if the asset at Rhodes
Green was found to represent a possible Romano-British settlement, it could
represent a significant archaeological site. However, the evidence and sources
currently available do not provide any definitive evidence relating to the nature of the
cropmarks.

21.7

Since the JPA1.2 Archaeology and Heritage Report was written, a geophysical
survey of the Rhodes Green Cropmark Site has been undertaken. Detailed results
are awaited but initial results do not indicate any evidence of significant
archaeological potential. Further assessment of the area will be included in the
archaeology strategy for the allocation.

Melodieu's (now Mellowdew Farm)
21.8

Whilst this farmstead has been present since the 19th century, it is thought that the
historic farm buildings are no longer extant, although this will need to be confirmed
prior to any development within the eastern half of the allocation. If any is present, it
may be possible to incorporate the farmstead into future development plans to
preserve the heritage of the area.

Historic Hedgerows
21.9

Consultation with the Greater Manchester Archaeology Advisory Service, alongside
the review of historic mapping and the site walkover, indicates a potential
requirement for a Historic Hedgerow survey, as the information indicates the historic
use of the hedgerows as land and boundary management within the allocation.

Summary
21.10 The Promoters have been engaging closely with GMAAS regarding the proposed
development of the allocation. A programme of further works to inform next steps
and future masterplans has been agreed with GMAAS in the form of a Written
Scheme of Investigation to govern an Archaeological Strategy for the allocation. The
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purpose of the Archaeological Strategy will be to summarise the works to be
undertaken to identify and characterise areas of heritage potential across GMA1.1
and JPA1.2 and to ensure the appropriate study, recording and protection of these
assets. It will support the developing masterplan for the Northern Gateway allocation
such that it responds appropriately to the potential effects of the development on the
historic environment.
21.11 The proposed policy wording for the JPA1.2 Allocation has been informed by the
archaeological work undertaken and ensures appropriate evaluation of the heritage
assets at the allocation will be undertaken to ensure the protection of these assets in
the development proposals.
21.12 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

22.0 Air Quality
22.1

The M60 and M62 near to the allocation are identified as Air Quality Management
Areas. A Detailed Air Quality Assessment will be required to inform the detailed
masterplanning and planning application stage.

22.2

The Air Quality Assessment undertaken (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) identifies that any
stand-off from the motorways required due to the noise constraints for residential
elements of the scheme is likely to be sufficient as a form of mitigation to prevent any
future receptors experiencing levels of pollution greater than the Air Quality Objective
limits.

23.0 Noise
23.1

A noise survey was undertaken at the allocation in November 2019 (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) which has informed
noise modelling to establish the level of noise across the allocation. The noise
survey has identified that road traffic noise is the dominant noise source across the
allocation.
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23.2

Following the guidance provided within the ProPg, a good acoustic design process
will need to be followed to mitigate noise from the M62 and M60.

23.3

Recommendations are as follows:

23.4

Screening of the motorways will be required by building orientation and / or barriers
such as close boarded fences or earth bunds.

23.5

For the 1st tier of properties facing the motorways, gardens will need to be
positioned to the rear of dwellings with the buildings providing a screen. Closer to the
motorway, it is likely further screening in the form of acoustic fences or earth bunds
will be required.

23.6

At this stage a minimum stand-off of 50m from any motorway carriageway should be
included within the design. This would allow for the attenuation of noise with distance
and an allow space for any barriers such as close boarded acoustic fences or earth
bunds to be constructed. If greater stand-off’s can be incorporated this would be
beneficial in terms of noise mitigation.

23.7

Generally standard double glazing should be acceptable within the allocation but for
habitable rooms located close to the adjacent motorways, enhanced glazing may be
required. Alternative ventilation will need to be considered within the parts of the
allocation most exposed to road traffic noise. Such design measures are typical of
development in similar areas close to motorways or main roads and are not
considered to be prohibitive.

23.8

In addition to road traffic noise, isolated farmsteads are located within or adjacent to
the allocation boundary in the eastern parcel of the allocation. No noise from these
premises was observed during the survey but a good design measure would be to
avoid positioning dwellings or gardens immediately adjacent to the curtilage of such
premises.

23.9

Through the adoption of a good acoustic design as the masterplanning of the
allocation evolves, significant adverse effects can be avoided.

Opportunities
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23.10 Opportunities to improve the environment with respect to noise and air quality
include:
23.11 The large area of the Allocation enables scope to incorporate a range of mitigation
measures within the scheme to ensure significant adverse noise and air quality
impacts are avoided.
23.12 Provision of green and blue infrastructure networks to provide health benefits to
future residents as well as creating a visually attractive environment which provides
opportunity for amenity space in a more tranquil environment.
23.13 Provision of Electric Vehicle (EV) “fast charge” points across the development.
23.14 Measures to encourage sustainable means of transport, including cycling and
walking, through the delivery of improved public transport infrastructure, layouts to
improve accessibility and encourage walking and cycling and a comprehensive
Travel Plan to educate residents and encourage use of these measures.
23.15 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section D – Social
24.0 Education
24.1

The proposed development of up to 1,550 homes (1,350 in Bury and 200 in
Rochdale) would generate a total yield of around 326 primary age pupils and 217
secondary age pupils. Current forecasts show both primary and secondary schools
in the area full to capacity and, as such, all additional demand created would require
additional school places.

24.2

For primary age pupils this would equate to the equivalent of 2fe, best served
through the establishment of either two new schools (each 1fe), or one 2fe school
within the allocation.

24.3

The demand for secondary school places needs to be considered alongside the
demand created by other developments in South Bury.

25.0 Health
25.1

Further work will be required to determine whether there is additional capacity within
any local healthcare facilities to meet the increased demands arising from the
prospective occupants of the new development. If additional provision is necessary,
the most appropriate means and location for such provision can be identified through
future iterations of the masterplan. Alternatively, there may be a requirement to make
a financial contribution toward off site health provision through a planning obligation
or condition at the planning application stage.

25.2

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section E – Deliverability
26.0 Viability
26.1

A Viability Appraisal of the allocation has been run using the Three Dragons Viability
Appraisal base model. The site allocation is of 1,550 of which 1,350 are within Bury
and the remaining 200 within Rochdale. Those within Bury have been tested using
policy requirements relevant to Bury, including a requirement for 25% affordable
housing. Those in Rochdale have been tested using Rochdale’s policies, which
includes a contribution to affordable housing equal to 7.5% of GDV.
Table 9. Definitions for viability appraisals
Key phrase

Description

Test Type

Whether the test is the ‘Base’ test or a sensitivity test

Total BMLV,
SDLT & Land
acq fees

The total figure used in the testing for land value, includes tax
and fees.

BLV = benchmark land value

SDLT = Stamp duty land tax
Scheme RV (incl
BLV & return)

Scheme value (could also be described as headroom) once all
costs have been accounted for including land and developer
return
RV = Residual value
BLV = benchmark land value

Viability measure
as a % of BLV

Description of whether the scheme provides sufficient residual
value in terms of how it compares with the benchmark land
value i.e. if it is 10% or more above the benchmark land value
it is shown as green, if it is within 10% of the benchmark land
value it is shown as amber and where it is less than 90% of the
benchmark land value it is shown as red.

Headroom
(blended return)

The headroom expressed as blended rate of return. The
percentages shown are the headroom available after all costs,
except developer return divided by the total gross development
value for the scheme. If schemes were to go ahead as
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described, then this is the total return available to the
developer.
Test result
category

Category 1 - The residual value is positive and the residual
value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value.
Schemes in this group are viable and should be able to
proceed.

Table 10. Viability Appraisal results

26.2

Test
Type

Total BMLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees

Scheme RV Viability Headroom Test result
(incl BLV & measure (blended
category
return)
as a %
return)
of BLV

Base
model

£25,870,000

£31,710,000 More
than
10%
BLV

23%

Cat 1

The testing indicates a positive return after all policy costs (including affordable
housing) and transport and other infrastructure. The scheme is considered viable
based on the high level Three Dragons appraisal. The allocation is classed as
Category 1 – the residual value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value, it
is viable and should be able to proceed.

27.0 Phasing
27.1

The policy wording for JPA1.2 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be approved
by the LPA for the allocation, which any proposals must then be in accordance with.
The policy states that this shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an
integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole
development. This should include the delivery of highways, infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure, green and blue infrastructure, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and
ensure coordination between phases of development.

27.2

A phasing strategy is being developed through on-going discussions with key
stakeholders in relation to highways and utilities infrastructure. The estimated
phasing and delivery trajectory for the allocation will evolve as the plans for the
allocation are developed further.
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27.3

The allocation is split into four separate outlets – one within Rochdale and three
within Bury. First completions are anticipated to take place in 2024/25, with a
delivery rate of up to 50 dwellings per output per year, with all 1,550 dwellings
expected to be delivered within the plan period.
Figure 1. Simister / Bowlee allocation Housing Trajectory
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28.0 Indicative Masterplanning
28.1

The Site Promoters for the Simister/Bowlee Allocation have produced an Illustrative
Development Framework Plan to show how proposed development could come
forward within the allocation (see following plan). This provides the promoters
indicative vision and option for the layout of the development, including the location
of the residential parcels, green infrastructure, local centre and key pedestrian and
vehicular access. The illustrative plan also shows an area of land proposed as
safeguarded land for a potential park and ride site to serve future public transport
links.

28.2

Policy JPA 1.2 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be submitted prior to any
planning applications within the allocation. The masterplan must include a clear
phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to
support the scale of the whole development in line with Policy JP-D1 Infrastructure
Implementation. This should include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface
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water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green and blue
infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
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Figure 2. Simister/Bowlee (JPA1.2) Illustrative Development Framework
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Section F – Conclusion
29.0 The Integrated Appraisal
29.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation was required.

29.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for GM1.2 Simister and Bowlee were
positively addressed by the 2020 GMSF policy itself or another thematic policy. A
small number of residual recommendations remained from the 2019 IA, in order to
further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change – since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the declaration of a
climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this is broadly covered in Policy GM-E1 (now
JP-P1) and within GM-H3 (now JP-H3) relating to housing, it was suggested that
policies are strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of
buildings and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1).

•

Deprivation – whilst this is also broadly covered within the supporting text and
broadly within Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1), particularly referencing social inclusivity, it
is considered that the policy could be more explicitly in terms of inclusive growth and
making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering deprivation.

29.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

29.4

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.

30.0 The main changes to the Proposed Allocation
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30.1

The proposed site allocation at Simister/Bowlee has been significantly reduced in
size since publication of the 2019 Draft GMSF. Land to the north of Bluebell Lane,
together with a small area on the south western edge, are to be excluded from the
Allocation and retained in the Green Belt. The area around Simister Village, will also
now be excluded from the Allocation and retained as Green Belt. These reductions
were in response work undertaken in preparation of the 2020 GMSF which
highlighted that there was scope to reduce Bury’s housing requirements leading to a
reduction in the amount of land required to be removed from the greenbelt and to
calls from local residents to preserve the character of Simister Village. In addition,
there is significantly less certainty over the development of a new motorway junction
at Birch which would have been a major access point into the allocation.

30.2

The total site allocation has reduced from 206 ha (2019 draft GMSF) to 74 ha in the
PfE 2021 with the proposed number of dwellings reducing from 2,700 to 1,550.

30.3

The structure of the Northern Gateway GMSF policies has altered in the 2020
GMSF. There is no longer an overarching policy for the Northern Gateway (GM1) but
instead the requirements are included within the JPA1.1 and JPA1.2 policies.

30.4

The 2020 GMSF had additional criteria within the policy requiring:

30.5

A comprehensive masterplan and phasing strategy for the allocation.

30.6

A financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet the
needs generated by the development; The 2019 allocation policy required provision
for a new 1,000 place secondary school to serve prospective residents. Given the
reduction in the number of home proposed within the allocation, the requirement is
now for a financial contribution.

30.7

The provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local planning
policies;
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30.8

The provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of green
infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and sustainable
drainage features;

30.9

A project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning applications of 1,000
sq.m./50 dwellings or more to be carried out; and

30.10 To protect and enhance the heritage and archaeological assets within the vicinity of
the allocation and their setting in accordance with the findings of a Heritage Impact
Assessment.
30.11 The PfE policy incorporates the above changes.
30.12 A significant amount of evidence base work has been produced to support the
allocation since 2019 and this has allowed the criteria within the policy to be
expanded upon and be more specific to the allocation.

31.0 Conclusion
31.1

JPA1.2 Simister/Bowlee is considered to meet the site selection criteria and make a
positive contribution to the overall vision, objectives and strategy of the Places for
Everyone Joint Plan. The allocation is considered to be deliverable and available for
development. Further work has been identified to take forward the allocation through
the planning process.

31.2

The allocation provides the opportunity to deliver an urban extension which has
transformational potential in enabling new housing development of 1,550 units,
community facilities and new transport infrastructure to come forward in what is
currently an area that contains significant pockets of high deprivation.

31.3

The delivery of such a major opportunity will require significant investment in
infrastructure if it is to be successful and sustainable. The critical mass of the
allocation provides the opportunity to support a wide range of public transport
improvements in order to promote sustainable travel and improve linkages to new
employment opportunities at GMA1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth. This could potentially
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include Bus Rapid Transit linking Manchester City Centre to the Northern Gateway
allocation. The allocation may also benefit from a potential Bus Rapid Transit or
Metrolink extension to Middleton. Higher density development close to these
corridors will help support the viability of new services. These public transport
improvements, will also need to be supported by safe and attractive walking and
cycling routes to promote healthier and more sustainable shorter journeys to work.
31.4

The development of a large-scale community such as this will require new facilities
for residents such as shops, health facilities, community facilities and recreational
areas. These will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of
homes. In addition, demand on school places will also increase and therefore
investment in new facilities for primary and secondary education will be required.
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Section G – Appendices
Appendix 1 – Policy GM Allocation 1 Northern Gateway (GMSF, 2019)
Development of the area will need to:
1. Deliver a large, nationally-significant employment-led opportunity to attract high
quality business and investment, supported by new housing at Heywood/Pilsworth;
and
2. Deliver new housing at Simister/Bowlee and at Whitefield that is well integrated with
and brings positive benefits to surrounding communities.
Development in this location will be required to be supplemented by a significant
programme of supporting infrastructure to deliver the allocation:
3. Transport; including new and upgraded highway networks and the potential for
provision of a new motorway junction between junctions 18 and 19 of the M62 at
Birch, access by rail freight, improved public transport connectivity including rapid
transit, and routes for walking/cycling which increase connectivity through the area
and to adjoining towns and neighbourhoods.
4. Community facilities; including three new primary schools and a new secondary
school, recreational facilities and local centres.
5. A network of new, upgraded and publicly accessible green infrastructure.
The delivery of the allocation and its associated infrastructure will be expected to be
supported by a comprehensive masterplan to be agreed with the relevant local planning
authorities.
The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the M66. It
comprises three interrelated sites at:
Justification
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The Northern Gateway is an extensive area located around Junction 18 of the M60
motorway extending east to Junction 19 of the M62 and north to Junction 3 of the M66. It
comprises three interrelated sites at:
▪

Heywood / Pilsworth (Bury and Rochdale) (see Policy GM Allocation
1.1'Heywood/ Pilsworth (Northern Gateway)')

▪

Simister and Bowlee (Bury and Rochdale) (see Policy GM Allocation
1.2'Simister and Bowlee (Northern Gateway)')

▪

Whitefield (Bury) (see Policy GM Allocation 1.3'Whitefield (Northern
Gateway)')

This area straddles the districts of Bury and Rochdale and is positioned at a strategically
important intersection around the M60, M62 and M66 motorways. As such, it represents a
highly accessible opportunity for growth in Greater Manchester and with wider benefits on a
regional and national level. The central theme of the spatial strategy for Greater
Manchester is to deliver inclusive growth across the city region complemented by a key aim
to boost the competitiveness of the northern parts of Greater Manchester. The Northern
Gateway is identified as one of the key locations that will help to deliver these key
objectives.
This strategic allocation will enable the delivery of a large, nationally-significant employment
opportunity to attract high quality business and investment, with a complementary housing
offer on the M62 corridor, where there is strong evidence of market demand.
The allocation at the Heywood/Pilsworth site provides an opportunity for a substantial and
high quality employment-led development. The scale and location of this site will help to
rebalance the Greater Manchester economy, ensure the GMSF plays its part in driving
growth within the north of England and enable Greater Manchester to be competitive both
nationally and internationally.
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This will be supported by new communities at Simister/Bowlee and Whitefield which have
transformational potential in enabling new housing, community facilities and new transport
infrastructure to come forward in what is currently an area with significant pockets of high
deprivation, low skills and worklessness.
To be successful and sustainable, the employment and housing opportunity needs to be
accessible by a range of transport modes and be linked directly to surrounding existing and
new communities via new recreational routes and corridors of green infrastructure which in
turn provide an attractive setting for development. Outside of the motorway network, much
of the area proposed for development is currently served by an inadequate transport
network and this will require substantial investment to improve connectivity, including
investment in rapid transit. The prospective residents will require new community facilities
and these will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of homes.
The opportunities at Heywood/Pilsworth and Simister/Bowlee will need to incorporate
extensive supporting infrastructure and so their full delivery is likely to extend beyond the
plan period.
Appendix 2 – GM Allocation 1.2 Simister and Bowlee (Northern Gateway) (GMSF,
2019)
Development at this site will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 2,700 houses to diversify the type of accommodation
across the Simister, Bowlee and Birch and Langley areas. This will include a mix of
housing densities with higher densities in areas of good accessibility and potential for
improved public transport connectivity and lower densities adjacent to existing
villages where development will require sensitive design to respond to its context;
2. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
3. Retain, enhance and replace existing recreation facilities where required and make
provision for new recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
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4. Make provision for a new one form entry primary school and a two form entry primary
school;
5. Make provision for a new 1,000 place secondary school to serve the prospective
residents and to meet demand from adjacent areas;
6. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities and new areas of employment at Heywood/Pilsworth, including the
provision of new walking and cycling routes that allow for sustainable and healthier
modes of travel;
7. Facilitate the required supporting transport services and infrastructure including an
upgrade of the local highways network at Simister and improved public transport
provision through the site (including Bus Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the
site (including potential Bus Rapid Transit or Metrolink extension to Middleton) in
order to serve the development and improve the capacity of the wider local road
network;
8. Make provision for new, upgraded and publicly accessible green infrastructure
throughout the site;
9. Ensure that any development is safe from potential flood risk from any source and
incorporate measures to mimic natural drainage through the use of green
sustainable urban drainage (particularly along Whittle Brook) to control the rate of
surface water run-off;
10. Incorporate necessary remediation measures in areas affected by contamination and
previously worked for landfill purposes;
11. Make provision for a new local centre including a range of appropriate retail and
community facilities;
12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the site;
13. Develop a satisfactory management plan for areas of green infrastructure,
biodiversity features and other areas of open space; and
14. Incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation along the M62 and M60
motorway corridors.
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Justification
The delivery of this urban extension has transformational potential in enabling new housing
development of 2,700 units, community facilities and new transport infrastructure to come
forward in what is currently an area that contains significant pockets of high deprivation.
The delivery of such a major opportunity will require significant investment in infrastructure if
it is to be successful and sustainable. In particular, the site will need to benefit from a wide
range of public transport improvements in order to promote sustainable travel and improve
linkages to new employment opportunities at the Northern Gateway. This could potentially
include Bus Rapid Transit linking the Manchester City Centre to the new housing
development and the employment opportunities in Heywood/Pilsworth. The site may also
benefit from a potential Bus Rapid Transit or Metrolink extension to Middleton. Higher
density development close to these corridors will help support the viability of new services.
These public transport improvements will also need to be supported by safe and attractive
walking and cycling routes to promote healthier and more sustainable shorter journeys to
work.
The development of a large-scale community such as this will require new facilities for
residents such as shops, medical centres, community centres and recreational areas and
these will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of homes. In addition,
demand on school places will also increase and therefore investment in new facilities for
primary and secondary education will be required.
The semi-rural nature of this part of Greater Manchester and the character and setting of
small villages such as Simister and Bowlee will be respected and will inform the layout,
density and built form of development in these locations and areas of open land and green
infrastructure will be incorporated to maintain the identities of these places.
The development of the site will also be required to have regard to flood risk and it will also
be necessary for the development to implement an appropriate drainage strategy in order to
minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off.
Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 and M66 motorways, there will be a need
to incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation measures, such as tree planting,
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along the motorway corridors. Mitigation through tree planting could be undertaken in
conjunction with proposals for the Northern Forest.
Appendix 3 – Policy GM Allocation 1.2 Simister and Bowlee (Northern Gateway)
(GMSF, 2020)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA(s). It shall include a clear phasing strategy
as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
whole development in line with Policy GM-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
Development at this allocation will be required to
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 1,550 houses to diversify the type of accommodation
across the Simister, Bowlee and Birch and Langley areas. This includes an
appropriate mix of house types and sizes, accommodation for older people, plots for
custom and self-build and a mix of housing densities with higher densities in areas of
good accessibility and potential for improved public transport connectivity and lower
densities adjacent to existing villages where development will require sensitive
design to respond to its context;
2. Facilitate the required supporting transport services and infrastructure including:
▪

An upgrade of the local highways network

▪

Traffic restrictions on Simister Lane to prevent this route from being a form
of access/egress to and from the allocation;

▪

Improved public transport provision through the allocation (including Bus
Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the allocation (including potential
Bus Rapid Transit or Metrolink extension to Middleton) in order to
serve the development; and
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▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure
acceptable traffic movement.

3. Deliver a network of safe and convenient cycling and walking routes through
the allocation designed in accordance with national and GM standards of
design and construction and local planning policy requirements;
4. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
5. Make provision for a new two form entry primary school;
6. Make financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet
the needs generated by development;
7. Make provision for a new local centre in an accessible location which includes a
range of appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure it is integrated
with existing communities;
8. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband
and electric charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local planning
policies;
9. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with
surrounding communities, including active travel inks and connections to local
services and the new areas of employment at Heywood/Pilsworth (GM1.1);
10. Retain, enhance and replace existing recreation facilities where required and
make provision for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the prospective
residents in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
11. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible, multi-functional green and
blue infrastructure within the allocation to provide health benefits to residents as well
as creating a visually attractive environment and providing linkages to the
sites wider drainage strategy in accordance with Policy GM-G 2 'Green
Infrastructure Network' and Policy GM-G 8 'Standards for a Greener Greater
Manchester'. This should include enhancement of existing watercourses throughout
the allocation;
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12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation, including the Bradley Hall Farm SBI, in accordance with Policy GM-G 9 'A
Net Enhancement of Biodiversity and Geodiversity';
13. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water
run-off, discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where
possible, natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of
ponds, swales and other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be
designed as multi-functional green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and
blue infrastructure network in accordance with Policy GM-S 5 'Flood Risk and the
Water Environment' and nationally recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to
discharge to the public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why
alternative options are not available;
14. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and
maintenance of areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of
open space and sustainable drainage features;
15. Carry out a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning
applications of 1,000 sqm / 50 dwellings or more;
16. Incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation measures and high
quality landscaping along the M60 motorway corridors and local road network if
required within the allocation;
17. Incorporate necessary remediation measures in areas affected by contamination
and previously worked for landfill purposes;
18. Protect and enhance the heritage and archaeological assets within the vicinity of the
allocation and their setting in accordance with the findings of a Heritage Impact
Assessment.
Justification
The delivery of this urban extension has transformational potential in enabling new
housing development of 1,550 units, community facilities and new transport
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infrastructure to come forward in what is currently an area that contains significant
pockets of high deprivation. Any housing development within the allocation will be
required to make provision for recreation and affordable housing to meet the needs
of the prospective residents in line with Local Plan policy requirements, across a
range of housing types, sizes and tenures.
The delivery of such a major opportunity will require significant investment in
infrastructure if it is to be successful and sustainable. In particular, the allocation will
need to benefit from a wide range of public transport improvements in order to promote
sustainable travel and improve linkages to new employment opportunities at GM 1.1
Heywood/Pilsworth. This could potentially include Bus Rapid Transit linking Manchester
City Centre to the Northern Gateway allocation. The allocation may also benefit from a
potential Bus Rapid Transit or Metrolink extension to Middleton. Higher density
development close to these corridors will help support the viability of new services.
These public transport improvements will also need to be supported by safe and attractive
walking and cycling routes to promote healthier and more sustainable shorter journeys to
work.
The development of a large-scale community such as this will require new facilities for
residents such as shops, health facilities, community facilities and recreational areas.
These will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of homes. In
addition, demand on school places will also increase and therefore investment in new
facilities for primary and secondary education will be required.
The semi-rural nature of this part of Greater Manchester and the character and
setting of small villages such as Simister and Bowlee will be respected and will
inform the layout, density and built form of development in these locations. Areas of
open land and green infrastructure will be incorporated to maintain the identities of
these places, including the retention of historic field boundaries, routeways and
woodlands where practical. The allocation also includes existing areas of biodiversity
value, notably the streams and flushes at Bradley Hall Farm which form a Site of Biological
Importance in the eastern part of the allocation. This SBI and other areas of identified
biodiversity value should be taken fully into account in the masterplanning of the site.
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Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and
drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development.
Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway
surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and
beyond the site boundaries. As a green and blue infrastructure network will provide more
sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public
sewer.
Traffic to and from the site is likely to include travel on the M62 which passes close to
designated European sites and, as such, a project specific Habitats Regulation
Assessment will be required for planning applications involving 1,000 or more sqm or
50 or more residential units.
Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 motorway, there may be a
need to incorporate a buffer between the allocation and the motorway to serve
multiple functions including air and noise mitigation and high quality landscaping.
Mitigation through tree planting could be undertaken in conjunction with proposals for the
Northern Forest.
There are a number of assets of historical significance in proximity to the allocation, and
whilst outside the allocation boundary, any development would need to consider the impact
on their setting through the completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment.
Appendix 4 – Policy JP Allocation 1.2 Simister and Bowlee (Northern Gateway)
(Places for Everyone, 2021)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA(s). It shall include a clear phasing strategy
as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
whole development in line with Policy JP-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
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Development at this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 1,550 homes to diversify the type of accommodation
across the Simister, Bowlee and Birch and Langley areas. This should include an
appropriate mix of house types and sizes, accommodation for older people, plots for
custom and self-build and a mix of housing densities with higher densities in areas of
good accessibility and potential for improved public transport connectivity and lower
densities adjacent to existing villages where development will require sensitive
design to respond to its context;
2. Facilitate the required supporting transport services and infrastructure including:
▪

An upgrade of the local highways network

▪

Traffic restrictions on Simister Lane to prevent this route from being a form
of access/egress to and from the allocation;

▪

Improved public transport provision through the allocation (including Bus
Rapid Transit corridors) and close to the allocation (including potential
Bus Rapid Transit or Metrolink extension to Middleton) in order to serve
the development; and

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure
acceptable traffic movement.

3. Deliver a network of safe and convenient cycling and walking routes through the
allocation designed in accordance with national and GM standards of design and
construction and local planning policy requirements;
4. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
5. Make provision for a new two form entry primary school;
6. Make financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet the
needs generated by development;
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7. Make provision for a new local centre in an accessible location which includes a
range of appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure it is integrated
with existing communities;
8. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric charging points in accordance with relevant joint plan or local planning
policies;
9. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel inks and connections to local services and the
new areas of employment at Heywood/Pilsworth (JPA1.1);
10. Retain, enhance and replace existing recreation facilities where required and make
provision for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the prospective residents
in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
11. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible, multi-functional green and
blue infrastructure within the allocation to provide health benefits to residents as well
as creating a visually attractive environment and providing linkages to the sites wider
drainage strategy in accordance with Policy JP-G 2 ‘Green Infrastructure Network '
and Policy JP-G 8 ‘Standards for Greener Places’. This should include
enhancement of existing watercourses throughout the allocation;
12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation, including the Bradley Hall Farm SBI, in accordance with Policy JP-G 9 'A
Net Enhancement of Biodiversity and Geodiversity'.
13. Ensure that any development is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from
all sources including Whittle Brook, Castle Brook and Brightley Brook and does not
increase the flood risk elsewhere. The delivery of the allocation should be guided by
an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between
phases of development;
14. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible,
natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and
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other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multifunctional green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure
network in accordance with Policy JP-S5 ‘Flood Risk and the Water Environment’
and nationally recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the
public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative
options are not available;
15. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and maintenance of areas
of green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and
sustainable drainage features;
16. Carry out a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment for planning
applications of 1,000 sqm / 50 dwellings or more;
17. Incorporate appropriate noise and air quality mitigation measures and high quality
landscaping along the M60 motorway corridors and local road network if required
within the allocation;
18. Incorporate necessary remediation measures in areas affected by contamination and
previously worked for landfill purposes;
19. Protect and enhance the heritage and archaeological assets within the vicinity of the
allocation and their setting in accordance with the findings and recommendations of
the assessment of heritage assets that forms part of the Plan’s evidence base and
any updated assessment submitted as part of the planning application process.
Justification
The delivery of this urban extension has transformational potential in enabling new housing
development of 1,550 units, community facilities and new transport infrastructure to come
forward in what is currently an area that contains significant pockets of high deprivation.
Any housing development within the allocation will be required to make provision for
recreation and affordable housing to meet the needs of the prospective residents in line
with Local Plan policy requirements, across a range of housing types, sizes and tenures.
The delivery of such a major opportunity will require significant investment in infrastructure if
it is to be successful and sustainable. In particular, the allocation will need to benefit from a
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wide range of public transport improvements in order to promote sustainable travel and
improve linkages to new employment opportunities at GM 1.1 Heywood/Pilsworth. This
could potentially include Bus Rapid Transit linking Manchester City Centre to the Northern
Gateway allocation. The allocation may also benefit from a potential Bus Rapid Transit or
Metrolink extension to Middleton. Higher density development close to these corridors will
help support the viability of new services. These public transport improvements, will also
need to be supported by safe and attractive walking and cycling routes to promote healthier
and more sustainable shorter journeys to work.
The development of a large-scale community such as this will require new facilities for
residents such as shops, health facilities, community facilities and recreational areas.
These will be provided in accessible locations within walking distance of homes. In addition,
demand on school places will also increase and therefore investment in new facilities for
primary and secondary education will be required.
The semi-rural nature of this part of Greater Manchester and the character and setting of
small villages such as Simister and Bowlee will be respected and will inform the layout,
density and built form of development in these locations. Areas of open land and green
infrastructure will be incorporated to maintain the identities of these places, including the
retention of historic field boundaries, routeways and woodlands where practical. The
allocation also includes existing areas of biodiversity value, notably the streams and flushes
at Bradley Hall Farm which form a Site of Biological Importance in the eastern part of the
allocation. This SBI and other areas of identified biodiversity value should be taken fully into
account in the masterplanning of the site.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development. Measures such as
rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway surfaces should be
considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and beyond the site
boundaries. Asa green and blue infrastructure network will provide more sustainable
options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public sewer.
Traffic to and from the site is likely to include travel on the M62 which passes close to
designated European sites and, as such, a project specific Habitats Regulation Assessment
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will be required for planning applications involving 1,000 or more sqm or 50 or more
residential units.
Given that the site is located adjacent to the M62 motorway, there may be a need to
incorporate a buffer between the allocation and the motorway to serve multiple functions
including air and noise mitigation and high quality landscaping. Mitigation through tree
planting could be undertaken in conjunction with proposals for the Northern Forest.
There are a number of assets of historical significance in proximity to the allocation, and
whilst outside the allocation boundary, any development would need to consider the impact
on their setting through the completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment.
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Carbon & Energy Topic Paper, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

19.0

Natural Environment Topic Paper, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

20.0

Transport Topic Paper, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

21.0

Greater Manchester Transport Strategy 2040 Refresh, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

22.0

Our 5-Year Transport Delivery Plan 2020-2025, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

23.0

Greater Manchester Transport Strategy - 2040 Right Mix Technical Note, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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24.0

Transport Strategic Modelling Technical Note , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

25.0

Existing Land Supply and Transport Technical Note, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

26.0

Transport Locality Assessments – Introductory Note and Assessments – Crossboundary allocations, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

27.0

Addendum: Transport Locality Assessments Review - Cross-boundary allocations,
available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

28.0

PfE Integrated Appraisal Report, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

29.0

PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum Report, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

30.0

GMSF Integrated Appraisal Non-Technical Summary 2020, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

31.0

PfE Integrated Appraisal Non-Technical Summary 2021, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

32.0

GMSF Integrated Assessment Scoping Report 2020, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

33.0

PfE Integrated Assessment Scoping Report Addendum 2021, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

34.0

Integrated Assessment of GMSF Growth and Spatial Options Paper, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

35.0

Habitat Regulations Assessment of PfE, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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36.0

Habitat Regulations Assessment of PfE - Air Quality Assessment, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

37.0

PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 1, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

38.0

PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 2: Technical Appendices, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

39.0

PfE Strategic Viability Assessment Stage 2 Allocated Sites, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

40.0

Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 1 - Technical Analysis, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

41.0

Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 2 - Carbon Offsetting, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

42.0

Carbon and Energy Implementation Part 2 - Fund Size Appendix B, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

43.0

GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 1 Report, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

44.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix A Bury Interactive Maps, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

45.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix B Sites Assessment Part 1, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

46.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix B Sites Assessment Part 2, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

47.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix C - Development Sites Assessments Summary Reports,
available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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48.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix D - Functional Floodplain Methodology, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

49.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix E - GMCA Climate Change Models, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

50.0

GM SFRA Level 1 Appendix F - SUDS Techniques and Suitability, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

51.0

GM Flood Risk Management Framework, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

52.0

GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 2 - Report, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

53.0

GM Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 2 - Appendices, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

54.0

Flood Risk Sequential Test and Exception Test Evidence Paper, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

55.0

Carbon and Fracking Evidence Paper, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

56.0

Economic Forecasts for Greater Manchester, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

57.0

Employment Land Needs in Greater Manchester, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

58.0

COVID-19 and PfE Growth Options, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

59.0

GM Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson Accommodation Assessment
Update 2018, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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60.0

Green Infrastructure Policy Context, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

61.0

Guidance for Greater Manchester - Embedding Green Infrastructure Principles,
available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

62.0

Biodiversity Net Gain Proposed Guidance for Greater Manchester, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

63.0

Integrated Assessment of PfE Growth and Spatial Options Paper, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

64.0

Stage 1 Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment (2016) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

65.0

Stage 1 Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment - Appendices (2016), available
at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

66.0

GMSF Landscape Character Assessment (2018) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

67.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study - Cumulative Assessment of Proposed 2020 GMSF
Allocations and Additions, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

68.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study - Cumulative Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE
Allocations and Additions (Addendum 2021) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

69.0

Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study - Assessment of Proposed 2019
Allocations (2020), available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

70.0

21F. Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Assessment of Proposed 2019
Allocations – Appendix B (2020), available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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71.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Addendum: Assessment of Proposed GMSF
Allocations (2020) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

72.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Assessment of Proposed PfE Allocations
(Addendum 2021) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

73.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution Assessment of Proposed 2020 GMSF
Green Belt Additions (2020), available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution
Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE Green Belt Additions (Addendum 2021)

74.0

Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities to Enhance the
Beneficial use of the GM Green Belt (2020), available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

75.0

GMSF 1 Hist Env Assess Summary Report June 2019, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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Section A – Background
Introduction
1.1

In November 2014, the AGMA Executive Board recommended to the 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities that they agree to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document (“Joint DPD”), called the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(“GMSF”) and that AGMA be appointed by the 10 authorities to prepare the GMSF
on their behalf.

1.2

The first draft of the GMSF DPD was published for consultation on 31st October
2016, ending on 16th January 2017. Following substantial re-drafting, a further
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF took place between January and March
2019.

1.3

On the 30 October 2020 the AGMA Executive Board unanimously agreed to
recommend GMSF 2020 to the 10 Greater Manchester Councils for approval for
consultation at their Executives/Cabinets, and approval for submission to the
Secretary of State following the period for representations at their Council meetings.

1.4

At its Council meeting on 3 December Stockport Council resolved not to submit the
GMSF 2020 following the consultation period and at its Cabinet meeting on 4
December, it resolved not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation.

1.5

As a joint DPD of the 10 Greater Manchester authorities, the GMSF 2020 required
the approval of all 10 local authorities to proceed. The decisions of Stockport
Council/Cabinet therefore signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the 10.

1.6

Notwithstanding the decision of Stockport Council, the nine remaining districts
considered that the rationale for the preparation of a Joint DPD remained.
Consequently, at its meeting on the 11th of December 2020, Members of the AGMA
Executive Committee agreed in principle to producing a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts. Subsequent to this meeting, each
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district formally approved the establishment of a Joint Committee for the preparation
of a joint Development Plan Document of the nine districts.
1.7

Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Regulation 32 of
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 enable
a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the local authorities
withdrawing, provided that the plan has ‘substantially the same effect’ on the
remaining authorities as the original joint plan. The joint plan of the nine GM districts
has been prepared on this basis.

1.8

In view of this, it follows that PfE should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan
as the GMSF, albeit without one of the districts (Stockport). Therefore “the plan” and
its proposals are in effect one and the same. Its content has changed over time
through the iterative process of plan making, but its purpose has not. Consequently,
the Plan is proceeding directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.

1.9

Four consultations took place in relation to the GMSF. The first, in November 2014
was on the scope of the plan and the initial evidence base, the second in November
2015, was on the vision, strategy and strategic growth options, and the third, on a
Draft Plan in October 2016.

1.10

The fourth and most recent consultation on The Greater Manchester Plan for
Homes, Jobs and the Environment: the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
Revised Draft 2019 (GMSF 2019) took place in 2019. It received over 17,000
responses. The responses received informed the production of GMSF 2020. The
withdrawal of Stockport Council in December 2020 prevented GMSF 2020
proceeding to Regulation 19 Publication stage and instead work was undertaken to
prepare PfE 2021.

1.11

Where a local planning authority withdraws from a joint plan and that plan continues
to have substantially the same effect as the original joint plan on the remaining
authorities, s28(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
any step taken in relation to the plan must be treated as a step taken by the
remaining authorities for the purposes of the joint plan. On this basis, it is proposed
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to proceed directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.
1.12

A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. Given the basis on which the Plan has been prepared,
this evidence base remains the fundamental basis for the PfE 2021and has
remained available on the GMCA’s website since October 2020. That said, this
evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light of the change from GMSF
2020 to the PfE2021 and, where appropriate, addendum reports have been
produced and should be read in conjunction with evidence base made available in
October 2020. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are available
via the GMCA’s website.

Elton Reservoir Allocation Overview
2.1

The Elton Reservoir allocation seeks to deliver a new, high quality urban extension.
The allocation can deliver new homes within a parkland setting, alongside
recreational facilities, provision of new facilities for primary and secondary education,
small local centres, community amenities and strategic transport infrastructure which
includes a new link road, a new Metrolink stop with associated park and ride
facilities.

2.2

This Topic Paper brings together a wide range of information and evidence in
connection with the proposed strategic site allocation at Elton Reservoir. The paper
may be subject to further technical amendments in advance of the formal
commencement of consultation.

Site Details
3.1

The Elton Reservoir allocation covers a total area of 251.6 ha and is located entirely
within the Borough of Bury.

3.2

The allocation is bound by Radcliffe to the south and Bury to the north east. The A58
borders the northern boundary of the allocation, existing dwellings and Ainsworth
Road lie to the west of the allocation whilst Bury Road, the Manchester, Bolton and
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Bury Canal and the Metrolink link run along the eastern side of the allocation. The
topography is gently undulating, rising from South to North.
3.3

A large proportion of the allocation is currently designated as Green Belt and 124.9
ha of the allocation will remain within the Green Belt.

3.4

The allocation currently comprises agricultural land and a number of residential,
employment and agricultural properties.

Proposed Development
4.1

Approximately 3,500 homes are proposed within the Elton Reservoir allocation
(JPA7).

4.2

The allocation will include an appropriate mix of house types and sizes designed to
diversify the type of accommodation available in Bury and Radcliffe. This will include
the provision of affordable housing to address local housing need, accommodation
for older persons and plots for custom and self-build. It will also include a mix of
housing densities with higher density development in areas with good accessibility
and with potential for improved public transport connectivity, particularly in the
southern areas of the allocation. It is expected that around 1,900 of these homes will
be delivered during the plan period and it has been estimated that it will house a
population of around 8,000.

4.3

The proposed development will be required to provide infrastructure to support the
new community. This includes:
•

the provision of a north-south strategic spine road connecting Bury and Bolton Road
(A58) to Bury Road, a strategic connection from the spine road to Spring Lane,
Radcliffe via the former Coney Green High School site, other off-site highway works
where these are necessary to ensure acceptable traffic movement, including in and
around Radcliffe town centre;

•

Improved public transport provision through the allocation and close to the allocation
including a new Metrolink stop and associated park and ride;
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•

More routes for walking and cycling;

•

New local centres with convenience shopping facilities and health facilities;

•

New education provision, including two primary schools and a secondary school; and

•

A country park and high quality, publicly accessible, multifunctional green and blue
infrastructure throughout the allocation which can be used for sport, leisure and
recreation.

4.4

Residential development within the allocation will be limited until the above
infrastructure (or key elements of it) are implemented as necessary mitigation.

4.5

The 2020 GMSF Allocation policy was proposing to include a minor amendment to
the allocation boundary from that which was presented in the 2019 GMSF. This
amendment has been carried forward to the 2021 PfE, with the proposed allocation
now including a small piece of land adjacent to Burnside Close (off the B6292
Ainsworth Road).

4.6

The number of dwellings proposed within the allocation has not been amended from
that proposed in the 2019 GMSF and the unpublished 2020 GMSF.

4.7

Appendix 3 sets out the JPA7 Elton policy wording.

Site Selection
5.1

The Site Selection work had the purpose of identifying the most sustainable locations
for residential and employment development that can achieve the Joint Plan’s Vision,
Objectives and Spatial Strategy.

5.2

The Elton Reservoir allocation is almost entirely surrounded by the existing urban
area and is well-connected to existing infrastructure. However, the delivery of
residential development on this allocation will require the provision of significant
levels of new and improved transport and other supporting infrastructure.

5.3

This will include the need to incorporate a strategic north-south spine road
connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury Road, Radcliffe. The road will
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provide an essential alternative to Bury Bridge for traffic travelling south towards
Manchester from the west Bury area. Furthermore, in order to improve linkages to
and assist in the physical and social regeneration of inner Radcliffe, including the
town centre, there is a need to provide a significant spur road connecting the
allocation to Spring Lane via the former Coney Green High School site.
5.4

The Bury to Manchester Metrolink line runs along the eastern edge of the allocation
and, in order to reduce reliance on the car, the development will be required to
incorporate the provision of a new Metrolink stop and any associated park and ride
facilities in the Warth area. Direct walking and cycling connections to the Metrolink
stop will also be necessary.

5.5

Given the above, the allocation was selected for inclusion within the PfE on the basis
of Criteria 6 (land where transport investment (by the developer) and the creation of
significant new demand (through appropriate development densities), would support
the delivery of long term viable sustainable travel options and delivers significant
wider community benefits) and Criteria 7 (land that would deliver significant local
benefits by addressing a major local problem/issue). Further detail is provided within
in the Site Selection Paper available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

5.6

A 2021 addendum to the background paper has been produced which confirms that
as the allocation has not changed since 2020, the conclusions from the GMSF Site
Selection Topic Paper 2020 remain applicable.

5.7

The Elton Reservoir allocation fits within the overall PfE spatial strategy in that it will
contribute to inclusive growth and will contribute to boosting northern
competitiveness. The allocation is of strategic significance, not only for Bury, but also
across the sub-region given that it will bring forward one of the PfE’s largest
contributions to the future housing supply and provide a diverse mix of house types
and affordable housing provision.

5.8

The PfE vision will be delivered through the pursuit of a number of broad objectives.
The Elton Reservoir allocation will contribute to meeting the following PfE objectives:
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•

Objective 1 - Meet our housing need

•

Objective 5 - Reduce inequalities and improve prosperity

•

Objective 6 - Promote the sustainable movement of people, goods and information.

Planning History
6.1

Planning permission has not been granted for any significant uses within the
allocation. However residential schemes were approved to the north and south:
•

58810 – 191 dwellings, creation of ecological enhancement ponds and access of
Bury and Bolton Road; and

•

45672 – Outline application for residential development including associated
infrastructure and open space.

GMSF 2019 Consultation Responses
7.1

690 comments were received in relation to the allocation during the consultation on
the Revised Draft GMSF in 2019. A summary of the key issues raised is provided in
Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Consultation Responses from the Revised Draft GMSF in
2019
Principle / Scale of development
▪ Object to the scale of development in this area. Growth should be evenly
distributed across the Borough and throughout the six towns.
▪ Object to losing one of the last remaining accessible greenspaces in a lower
socio-economic area.
▪ There is poor land stability and mineshafts on-site.
▪ Question the relationship between the Council and developers.
▪ Development should be focused on the southern area close to Derby High
School and the new Coney Green High School.
▪ Villages surrounding Radcliffe are dying and would benefit from infill
development and connection to new infrastructure.
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▪ This is a site of strategic significance that will make a considerable
contribution to housing supply, is accessible to surrounding towns and well
connected to existing infrastructure.
Housing
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

There is too much proposed housing density.
Proposed housing will not meet the needs of over 65s.
Proposed housing will not be affordable.
Concerned about the distances between existing and proposed properties.
There is not enough proposed housing density, which will result in a need to
develop on greenfield land.
▪ It is a deliverable site with no constraints that cannot be addressed through
careful master planning.
Green Belt
▪ Disproportionate loss of Green Belt, which would merge Bury and Radcliffe.
▪ Has key functions in halting urban sprawl, sheltering wildlife, growing food
and providing tranquillity.
▪ Retained Green Belt insufficient. Unsure why it includes reservoirs and a
crematorium. Additions can never compensate.
▪ Exceptional circumstances exist in which Green Belt loss can be acceptable
and efforts to minimise this are welcomed.
Brownfield
▪ There are many brownfield sites in Radcliffe which, if used, would aid
regeneration and improve footfall.
Transport
▪ There would be an impact on local roads and the wider network, particularly
in Radcliffe, where the proposed link road exits onto these roads.
▪ There would be an impact on Bury Bridge/Bury New Road (some of worst
congested nationally) and on motorway network.
▪ Public transport is unreliable. Buses will not be used and need to be
integrated. The Metrolink is overcapacity.
▪ Walking/cycling plans will not work due to topography.
▪ Need more parking, circular bus service to connect residents to Metrolink
stops and a separate entrance to the cemetery.
▪ Support – Detailed proposals on infrastructure welcomed
Physical Infrastructure and utilities
▪ Utilities network would not cope with the increased demand.
▪ Sewerage system is at capacity and will need new and expanded facilities.
▪ The existing transport network cannot cope.
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▪
▪
▪
▪

More freight should be moved by rail.
More detail required on quality bus transit.
Metrolink links to Bolton and Rochdale should be considered.
Support – Detailed proposals on infrastructure welcomed

Social Infrastructure
▪ Large number of community facilities have been lost in recent years and still
need replacing i.e. swimming pools, secondary schools, and civic suite.
▪ Health provision is currently inadequate.
▪ All of the schools in area are over-subscribed.
▪ The Leisure Centre is popular and should not be lost.
▪ Infrastructure should be built prior to houses being occupied.
▪ There is a lack of detail on new health facilities.
▪ Support – Detailed proposals on infrastructure welcomed
Environmental
▪ Loss of a prized asset within easy reach of population, which is heavily used
by a wide range of people. Opening this natural area up as a country park will
sterilise it and harm views in the area.
▪ This is not just a question of upgrading. New recreational land is needed.
▪ Would lead to the loss of the most biodiverse area in the Borough.
Opportunities exist for net gain. Biodiversity gains are unrealistic and will not
mitigate for loss. New woodland is needed. The policy should mention
maintain and enhance priority habitats.
▪ Remediation required for historic landfill sites.
▪ Management of park should be transferred to an organisation.
▪ Objection to the loss of pitches at Warth Fold. They were well used.
▪ Noise and light pollution would harm the cemetery.
▪ Improve the canal for leisure e.g. water taxi, improved walking/cycling routes
and off road routes for horse riders.
▪ Homes should support species e.g. bat and swift boxes.
▪ Evidence required e.g. biodiversity surveys, bat survey and open space
management.
▪ Parkland will provide substantial opportunities to protect habitats and make it
accessible by a range of users.
▪ Carbon reduction goals will not be achieved. New homes should be carbonneutral.
▪ We should invest in Green Technology.
Air Quality
▪ Bury Bridge and A56/A58 are some of worst areas in the country for air
quality.
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Flood risk
▪ Existing residents were adversely affected in the 2015 floods including Bury
and Bolton Road due to the area being in a natural flood plain.
▪ Concerned at the potential for the reservoir to fail and the subsequent danger
for new and existing residents. Properties will be uninsurable.
▪ Mimicking of natural drainage is unrealistic and ignores the size of the
development.
▪ Evidence required on Level 1&2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. Residual
risk must be considered appropriately.
Heritage
▪ Presence of Bronze Age burial site and embankment of a horse-pulled
railway.
▪ Canal is a major heritage asset in the area and must be fully considered.
Other
▪ There was a lack of consultation from Bury Council
▪ We should be using the latest housing projections to calculate housing need.
▪ Loss of working farms and jobs is contrary to economic objectives and will
lead to the displacement of animals. Farms are crucial to responding to
climate change and Brexit issues.
▪ The construction process will lead to an increase in crime and anti-social
behaviour.
▪ The site selection process has been developer-led.

GMSF 2019 Integrated Assessment
8.1

The 2019 GMSF Integrated Assessment (IA) is available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

8.2

The IA reviewed how the draft 2019 GMSF policies could impact upon the
environment, the economy, local communities, equality and public health. The IA
also recommended ways in which the GMSF could be improved to ensure that the
policies were as sustainable as possible.

8.3

The Elton Reservoir allocation performed well against the 2019 Integrated
Assessment objectives. However a number of recommendations were made:
•

Make specific reference to energy efficiency of the housing stock;
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•

Consider how housing land can enhance workforce skills and training, such
as through construction jobs;

•

Consider feasibility study into requirements and ability of utilities and digital
infrastructure local network to support development;

•

Benefits such as creation of construction and operational employment or
improved transport links or increases in the range of community facilities,
should consider deprived areas. Where possible such benefits should be
maximised to help bring about long term benefits for deprived areas;

•

The policy could reference integration with existing communities and also
encourage the provision of varied tenures within the development;

•

The policy could be more specific about the exact amount of green
infrastructure as currently it states a “large amount”. There could be reference
to linking to the wider green infrastructure network;

•

Ensure any new healthcare provision is accessible to all and that local
capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages;

•

Seek to minimise the number of trips made by private car to/from the site.
Consider the use of mitigation solutions including green infrastructure,
incentivising electric vehicles and/or masterplan layout which reduces
emissions near sensitive receptors. This is especially relevant to the southern
side of the site where there is a close proximity to an air quality management
area (AQIA).

•

Make reference in the policy to the enhancement of biodiversity, green
infrastructure and geodiversity assets. The policy is currently not worded
positively and instead deals with handling negative impact. This is especially
relevant to the SBIs within the site.
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•

Appropriate flood risk mitigation should be implemented (in line with best
practice) for all developments that are within or near to areas of flood risk.
This is particularly relevant to the east and south of the site.

•

Make reference to energy efficiency directly and ways that it can be
increased, such as highlighting the benefits of sustainable modes of transport.

•

Ensure landscape appraisal as part of any planning application.

•

Consider listed building throughout detailed design to reduce risk throughout
construction and operational phases.

•

Consider how development of previously developed land (PDL) sites could be
encouraged as a result of greenfield development (e.g. by incentives or
inclusion of adjacent PDL);

•

Promote sustainable construction methods;

•

Consider waste and recycling facilities in design e.g. consider location of
waste/recycling facilities in design/layout of masterplans and how waste
facilities can be located to encourage recycling.

8.4

It is important to note that the IA was focusing on each policy in isolation from other
policies and that many of the recommended changes for the Elton Reservoir
allocation policy were already covered in other GMSF policies. However, some
wording changes were made as a result of the IA in relation to housing types, electric
vehicles, heritage and archaeology.

GMSF 2020 Integrated Assessment
9.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation were required. The 2020 GMSF Integrated
Assessment (IA) is available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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9.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for the Elton Reservoir allocation had
been positively addressed by the 2020 allocation policy itself or other GMSF
thematic policies. However the 2020 IA did recommend a further three changes in
order to further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change - since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the
declaration of a climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this was broadly covered in Policy GME1 and within GM-H3 relating to housing, it was suggested that policies were
strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of buildings
and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1.

•

Deprivation - whilst this was also broadly covered within the supporting text
within Policy GM-E1, particularly referencing social inclusivity, it was
considered that the policy could be more explicit in terms of inclusive growth
and making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering
deprivation.

9.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

PfE 2021 Integrated Appraisal Addendum
10.1

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.
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Section B – Physical
Transport
11.1

The allocation is situated between the A58 Bury and Bolton Road and Bury Road.
The allocation is bound by the Metrolink along the eastern boundary. The allocation
is currently a mix of Other Protected Open Land and Green Belt and therefore
significant infrastructure will need to be delivered in conjunction with the
development of this allocation.

11.2

The 2020 Locality Assessment (available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone concludes that there are capacity constraints on the
highway network during the AM and PM peaks and therefore the proposals not only
need to seek to reduce car travel but also provide some traffic relief. As a result, a
number of mitigation schemes have been developed and tested to address the
impacts on both the strategic and local road networks.

11.3

Along with a series of public transport and active travel proposals (including the
provision of a new Metrolink stop and park and ride) the proposals also include
provision for a link road through the allocation connecting the A58 Bury and Bolton
Road to Bury Road to the east and the A6053 Spring Lane in Radcliffe to the south.
This link road will not only serve the allocation but provide a strategic function by
taking traffic away from key areas of constraint such as Bury Bridge in Bury and
A665 Water Street/Ainsworth Road in Radcliffe and providing greater network
resilience. Highway improvement works are also proposed in Radcliffe town centre to
compliment the link road proposals and help feed traffic through from Spring Lane to
the A665.

11.4

The following mitigation measures have currently been identified:
Table 2 Necessary Strategic Interventions identified
Mitigation

Description
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Metrolink stop and Park and Ride facility New Metrolink stop and Park and ride
facilities in the Warth area
Link road and three access junctions

Link road with three access junctions

Table 3 Supporting Strategic Interventions identified
Mitigation

Description

Radcliffe Town centre improvements

Signalisation of Bury Road and Rectory
Lane junctions with Spring Lane.
Traffic management and parking bays
on Church Street West.
Providing Darbyshire Street connection
onto A665 (one way) including
improvements to the NCR6 cycle route.
Junction realignment to create Church
Street as major arm and Deansgate as
minor arm. Thomas Street converted to
one-way to reduce conflicting
movements at junction. Formalisation of
on-street parking on Church Street and
Thomas Street.
Junction improvement A665/Stand
Lane.

Table 4 Necessary Local Mitigations identified
Mitigation

Description

Bus stops along the link road

Delivery of up to 14 new bus stops (7
locations with stop in each direction).

Delivery of missing section of BoltonBury Cycleway

Delivery of missing section through
allocation to Hardman Street.

Table 5 Supporting Local Mitigations identified
Mitigation

Description
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11.5

A56/Radcliffe Road and A58/Ainsworth
Road/ Starling Road signal
improvements

Small-scale layout improvements.

New bus routes through the allocation

Delivery of new bus routes through the
allocation.

SRN interventions were not considered to be required.

2021 Locality Assessment Review
11.6

As a result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council and their associated allocations
from the GMSF, the Locality Assessments have been reviewed. The Locality
Assessment Update Note (2021) produced for Elton Reservoir confirms that the
conclusions of the Elton Reservoir Locality Assessment, November 2020 remain
robust. There have been no changes to the allocation boundary or the quantum and
phasing of development since the assessment was produced.

11.7

The 2020 assessment gave an initial indication that the traffic impacts of the
allocation can be sufficiently mitigated, and that the allocation is deliverable with the
proposed mitigation in place. No additional forms of intervention are considered
necessary to support the allocation at this stage.

11.8

However, further review may be necessary as the allocation moves through the
planning process should the allocation be approved. The allocation would need to be
supported by continuing wider transport investment across Greater Manchester.

Flood Risk and Drainage
Flood Risk Summary
12.1

The majority of the allocation (80%) is located within Flood Zone 1 (i.e. land
assessed as having a lower than 1 in 1000 annual probability of river flooding) and
development should be directed into these areas, if possible.

12.2

There is a limited area of Flood Zone 2 adjacent to the Manchester, Bolton and Bury
canal to the south and west of Elton Reservoir, the risk in this part of the allocation is
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likely to be from the water spilling into and over the canal side in a flood event. This
is classified as Low Risk – between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 annual probability of
river flooding.
12.3

There is an area adjacent to Crow Trees Brook to the west of the canal is that is
currently shown in Flood Zone 3. The Environment Agency have recently remodelled the brook and this has resulted in the extent of the modelled flood outline
being reduced. The flood risk is due to the potential for overspill from Withins
Reservoir. There is the potential that over the lifetime of the development there may
be an increased risk of fluvial flooding in this location due to climate change.

12.4

The areas at surface water risk are encompassed within the river flood risk areas
and, as such, if these areas are avoided then both sources of risk could be
accommodated.

12.5

A Dam Break and Flood Inundation Assessment has been completed for the
allocation which models, for a range of return periods, the extent, depths and flows
of flooding if a dam failure occurred at Elton Reservoir. The outputs of the report
indicate that the land around the eastern boundary of the allocation - adjacent to the
Manchester, Bolton, Bury Canal and Metrolink line, and the urbanised area of North
Radcliffe would be at risk of flooding if a breach occurred.

12.6

A Risk Assessment and Reservoir Safety Report has been produced to assess the
likelihood of a dam failure of Elton Reservoir. The outputs of the report indicate:
•

that the annual probability of failure for the reservoir is 1 in 5,500 years;

•

the annual probability of failure is heavily influenced by failure of the internal
structures and embankment, rather than external factors, such as the
proposed development; and

•

Measures should be taken to reduce the risk to a level that is ‘as low as
reasonably practical’.

12.7

An updated Risk Assessment and Reservoir Safety Report (HR Wallingford, Elton
Reservoir Flood Studies – Phase 2: Impact of Proposed Development, September
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2020) has been completed which, building on the reports mentioned above,
assesses the impact of the reservoir on the proposed development on the allocation.
The outputs of the report indicate that:
•

There would be a marginal increase in the Population at Risk (PAR) and
Average Social Life Loss (ASLL) should there be a breach in the reservoir,
associated principally with increased ‘activity’ around the reservoir; and

•

The dam categorisation is likely to be impacted by a range of factors
including, but not limited to, the construction of development downstream. The
report identifies mitigation schemes which can be implemented, including
work to the reservoir structure/and or associated downstream channels to
implement a more onerous safety check and design flood event conditions.

12.8

Areas of the allocation are within the EA Reservoir Flood Map (RFM) outlines,
indicating the maximum extent of flooding. These areas are downstream of Elton
Reservoir and are based on a breach of the dam. The extent shows the worst
credible area that is susceptible to dam breach flooding. The map should be used to
prioritise areas for evacuation/early warning. The chance of reservoir failure is very
rare and there is an extremely good safety record in the UK with no loss of life due to
reservoir flooding since 1925.

12.9

Due to the allocation’s proximity to Crows Tree Brook and the Elton watercourse,
groundwater is likely to be similar to the corresponding levels. Groundwater will
follow topography and is unlikely to be an issue within the Elton allocation. Crow
Trees Brook in the south of the site and Bealey’s Goit to the north-east are bound by
areas of high ground which act as informal defences.

12.10 The Working within Natural Processes (WwNP) dataset identifies that the west of
Elton Reservoir allocation is recommended for tree planting whilst there are also
areas recommended for riparian tree planting along the canal and Crow Trees
Brook. Tree planting can significantly delay the timing of peak runoff from
catchments whilst riparian planting can also enhance floodplain roughness to cause
obstructions to significant flow paths.
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12.11 Much of the allocation is also within the Irwell Natural Flood Management scheme
which considers scenarios where soil structure is improved, thereby making the land
more permeable and thus increasing the soil moisture storage capacity of these
areas.
GMSF Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
12.12 The Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (GM Level 1
SFRA) (https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) was
completed in March 2019 as part of the evidence base to inform the preparation of
the GMSF. This SFRA initiated the sequential risk-based approach to the allocation
of land for development and identified whether application of the Exception Test was
likely to be necessary using the most up-to-date information and guidance.
12.13 79% of the Elton Reservoir Allocation falls within Flood Zone 1 with the remaining in
Flood Zones 2 and 3. The GM Level 1 SFRA concluded that the allocation had been
selected using the site selection methodology contained in the GMSF Site Selection
Topic Paper in order to identify those sites which best could deliver the spatial
strategy. Therefore there were no reasonably alternative other sites in areas of lower
flood risk.
12.14 The Level 1 SFRA recommended that the identified flood risk within the JPA7 Elton
Reservoir allocation could be avoided through site layout and design as part of a
detailed flood risk assessment.
12.15 However the Elton Reservoir allocation was included within the GMSF Level 2 SFRA
(https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) in order for broad
scale river modelling to cover existing gaps within the baseline information to be
carried out. This has meant that additional flood risk assessment has been carried
out in relation to the allocation.
GMSF Level 2 SFRA
Level 2 SFRA Conclusions
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•

To consider development within Flood Zone 3, solutions to mitigate the risk of
flooding such as raising floor levels, which must also entail compensatory storage,
and building on stilts would need to be considered.

•

This is a large allocation with potential to create significant volumes of runoff if
infiltration is not possible. The surrounding watercourses are relatively small and may
not deal with significant volumes being added to them. There are also areas at risk
downstream so additional volumes could also increase flooding downstream. Crow
Trees Farm Brook has areas at risk downstream. This development could reduce
risk by safeguarding areas for flood storage and enhancement to reduce flows
downstream. The WwNP dataset, discussed above, should provide a start for
assessing possible areas for storage or tree planting.

•

A drainage strategy would be required to ensure current onsite risk can be managed
effectively with no increase in surface water flood risk elsewhere as a result of new
development. This will require surface water modelling based on the proposed layout
and investigation into appropriate SuDS techniques. Infiltration SuDS may be
feasible on parts of the allocation, subject to ground investigation and contamination
testing.

12.16 The site promoters for the Elton Reservoir allocation have prepared a Flood Risk
Assessment and Outline Drainage Strategy to assess the risk of flooding in more
detail (Peel Investments (North) Limited, Land at Elton Parklands, Radcliffe, Greater
Manchester – Flood Risk Assessment & Outline Drainage Strategies July 2020
(https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). To develop the
allocation safely the strategy recommends:
•

Setting finished floor levels 600 mm above the 1% plus climate change flood level;

•

Safe emergency access and egress to the allocation to be provided to the north of
the allocation;

•

An evacuation plan should be developed in consultation with the LPA;
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•

Potential for soakaway use for rainwater disposal is low; but could be investigated
further at the detailed design phase;

•

Foul sewage could be discharged into the existing public foul sewer system but may
need reinforcement subject to the agreement of United Utilities;

•

Surface water flows will be discharged into existing ditches and surface water
culverts within the allocation boundary or links to the adjacent watercourses.
However it is likely that additional attenuation will be required and this will be
discharged in line with the existing greenfield runoff rate or a rate agreed with the
LLFA/EA/UU;

•

The eastern end of the proposed link road may need to be connected to a sewer.

12.17 The proposed policy wording for the allocation seeks to ensure that any development
within the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all
sources. Residential development within the allocation will be limited until
appropriate structural upgrades to the reservoir (where required) are implemented
(or key elements of the upgrade). The policy requires development to incorporate
sustainable drainage systems to manage surface water and control the rate of
surface water run-off, discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage
options. Proposals to discharge to public sewer will need to submit clear evidence
demonstrating why alternative options are not available. As a green and blue
infrastructure network will provide more sustainable options to discharge surface
water, only foul flows should communicate with the public sewer.
12.18 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process. The majority of the
allocation is located within Flood Zone 1 and the allocation will not result in any
reduction in flood plain storage compared to the existing situation. A holistic outline
drainage strategy has been produced and this will be taken forward and incorporated
into the final masterplan. It ensures that drainage will be considered on an allocation
wide basis rather than smaller plots within the allocation coming forward with
individual drainage plans. The Strategy also proposes that green SuDs will used
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where possible across the allocation. All proposed mitigation measures will be
agreed with the Environment Agency, United Utilities and the LLFA prior to
commencement of any development.
12.19 Detailed agreement will be required between the site promoters and the owners of
Elton Reservoir to ensure that appropriate mitigation measures (both in advance of
any development and on-going mitigation measures) are agreed and secured prior to
the commencement of any development. This may need to be secured via legal
agreements.

Ground Conditions
13.1

Given the size of the Elton Reservoir allocation, there are a number of previous uses
including farm yards, former railways, areas of infilling, collieries, allotments,
marshlands and reservoirs.

13.2

The allocation is near to several historical landfill sites and is partially within a Radon
Class 2 Area. The geological mapping indicates the allocation is underlain by glacial
till in the north and west and glaciofluvial deposits (silts, clays, sands and gravels) in
the south and east of the allocation. The superficial deposits are underlain by the
Penning Middle Coal Measures and Pennine Lower Coal Measures Secondary
Aquifers. At least 6 faults run across the allocation.

13.3

A Phase 1 Preliminary Risk Assessment (March 2019) (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) has been produced.

13.4

The assessment includes an appraisal of the allocation environmental setting,
including its geology, hydrogeology and hydrological regime, mining activities, waste
management issues, and identification of additional environmental sources,
pathways and receptors. This information has been used to compile a clear site
conceptual model, which identifies potential sources, pathways and receptors and
likely pollution linkages.
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13.5

Site reconnaissance and hand dug trial holes were carried out. Evidence of historic
infilled ponds was noted. Made ground was observed in some of the areas
containing pottery, brick, ash, clinker, over natural sandy clay.

13.6

Coal Authority records have found 20 recorded mine entries within the allocation
boundary and another 4 recorded within 20m of the allocation boundary.

13.7

The Assessment has been reviewed by Bury Council Environmental Health
department. They have recommended that a Phase 2 investigation is carried out for
all areas proposed for development and this is to include gas and groundwater
monitoring. It is recommended that this investigation is to be carried out at the preplanning application stage. Furthermore Japanese Knotweed has been identified
which will be required to be dealt with appropriately.

13.8

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Utilities
United Utilities
14.1

In their response to the 2019 GMSF consultation, United Utilities highlighted that
new development should be focused in sustainable locations which are accessible to
local services and infrastructure. United Utilities will continue to work to identify any
infrastructure issues and appropriate resolutions throughout the development of the
Plan.

14.2

However, as the full detail of the development proposals are not yet known at this
allocation stage (e.g. the detail of the drainage proposals or the water supply
requirements), United Utilities cannot fully conclude the impact on their infrastructure
over a number of 5-year investment periods. Therefore, as more detail becomes
available, it may be necessary to co-ordinate the timing for the delivery of
development with the timing for delivery of infrastructure. The Council will need to
agree drainage proposals prior to the submission of any future planning applications.
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14.3

In relation to the Elton Reservoir allocation, United Utilities have advised that there is
a large pressurised water main and sewers which cut through the allocation. In
addition, there is also an existing UU easement which will need to be considered.
Consideration must also be given to disposal of surface water in the most
sustainable way. United Utilities are keen for the allocation to connect to Bury
Wastewater to the east of the allocation rather than connect to Bolton Wastewater to
the west as there are capacity issues on the network in this location.
Electricity
Electricity North West (ENW)

14.4

Electricity North West have carried out assessments on the proposed PfE allocations
which have fed into the GMCA ‘Spatial Energy Plan’. This is a high level assessment
of the expected impact of the proposed developments on the electricity network. In
relation to Elton Reservoir, the assessment indicated that there are no primary
substation capacity issues envisaged due to forecast additional load resulting from
the proposed development.

14.5

ENW asset plans and online mapping services identify five pylons stationed within
the allocation with overhead lines crossing and one pylon which adjoins the
allocation on western boundary. There are also a number of High Voltage and Low
Voltage cables running in the carriageways and footpaths surrounding the allocation.

14.6

Electricity North West in their response to the 2019 GMSF consultation, advised that
they were confident in being able to meet the network capacity requirements for the
level of investment and growth proposed in Greater Manchester. Where necessary
they have secured the appropriate regulatory allowances within their ‘Well Justified
Business Plan.’
Gas
National Grid Infrastructure
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14.7

The nearest point of connection from the National Grid network to the allocation is an
Intermediate Pressure Main which is approximately 350 metres from the allocation
boundary at Ainsworth Road. This connection would allow the allocation to be served
sufficiently although upgrades will be required.
Telecommunications
Existing BT Infrastructure

14.8

There is existing BT infrastructure within the vicinity of the allocation. Further detailed
discussions will need to take place with BT as the allocation moves through the
planning process to establish whether any of the existing infrastructure needs to be
diverted as a result of the proposals. Discussions will also need to take place to
establish if there is sufficient capacity within the network to support the proposals or
if any upgrades to the existing infrastructure are required.
Existing Virgin Media Infrastructure

14.9

There is an existing Virgin Media underground network which runs to properties
(Coney Green) at the end of Greenbank Road and is within the proposed allocation
boundary.

14.10 There is a Virgin Media underground cable which runs into the proposed
development area and terminates at Chapel Lodge on Cemetery Road.
14.11 There is a Virgin Media underground cable which runs into the proposed
development area and terminates at Brook Bottom Farm on St Andrews Road.
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Section C – Environmental
Green Belt Assessment
15.1

The proposed removal of Green Belt from the Elton Reservoir allocation has been
informed by several studies undertaken by LUC (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone):

•

The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016

•

Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020;

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities, 2020

•

Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE Plan Allocations, 2021

•

The proposed allocation would involve the release of 126.7 ha. of land from the
Green Belt.

15.2

In 2016 GMCA commissioned LUC to undertake an assessment of the Green Belt
within GM. The Study assessed the extent to which the land within the GM Green
Belt performs against the purposes of Green Belts, as set out in paragraph 80 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The aim of this Green Belt Assessment
is to provide the GM Authorities with an objective, evidence-based and independent
assessment of how GM’s Green Belt contributes to the five purposes of Green Belt,
as set out in national policy. It also examines the case for including within the Green
Belt potential additional areas of land that currently lie outside it.

15.3

In The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016 JPA7 Elton Reservoir was
included within Strategic Green Belt Area 10.

15.4

There were 4 different purposes of Green Belt that each Area was assessed against
and Table 6 below shows how the area performs.
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Table 6. Performance of area against the four purposes of Green Belt

15.5

Purpose

Performance of area

To check the unrestricted sprawl of
large built up areas

Moderate-Strong

To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

Strong

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Moderate-Strong

Preserving the setting and special
character of historic towns

Moderate-Strong

In 2019 LUC carried out an assessment identifying the potential opportunities to
enhance the beneficial use of remaining Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). The
study considered the opportunities to offset the loss of Green Belt through
compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of the
remaining Green Belt land.

15.6

Land lying within the retained Green Belt and within 2 km of JPA7, Elton Reservoir
will form the focus of Green Infrastructure (GI) recommendations / mitigation to
enhance the ‘beneficial use’ of the Green Belt. This includes 3 sites proposed to be
added to the Green Belt at Lower Hinds, Radcliffe (Off New Road) and Hollybank
Street.

15.7

The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt relevant to the Elton Reservoir
Allocation identified in the assessment include:

•

Retain and accommodate the Irwell Sculpture Trail within development proposals;

•

Introduce access track and car park improvements north of Elton Sailing Club;

•

Settlement linkages could also be improved between Redvales and the retained
Green Belt;

•

Upgrade sections of the PRoW network to cycleway standard and create a new
crossing point on the A58;
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•

Create an access point at Warth Road through the existing underpass and new
crossing point over the River Irwell;

•

Conserve and enhance the existing disused railway line;

•

Enhance the existing PRoW network through improvements such as re-surfacing,
access control, way-marking and interpretation;

•

Create Elton ‘Country Park’ including a masterplan to create a regional destination
site. Detailed interventions could include informal play, wildlife access provision
(hides) and interpretation. Inclusion of planting and management provision to ensure
flora and fauna reliant on areas of refuge away from recreational disturbance are
generously accommodated

•

Create new ‘wetland’ habitat adjacent to, and extending from Manchester, Bury and
Bolton Canal; together with appropriate planting along this linear corridor;

•

Link the SBI sites at Elton Reservoir and Daisyfield to the Lower Hinds Green Belt
Addition to the north along the River Irwell using site specific habitat enhancement.
The opportunity also exists to link the green infrastructure at the reservoir with the
[enhanced] semi natural grassland SBI at Elton Goyt to the east, creating a more
functional habitat mosaic;

•

Hedgerows and settlement edge vegetation should be retained and strengthened to
ensure green infrastructure continuity, and to provide appropriate screening in and
around key wildlife features;

•

Build on historic and remnant land-use practices adjacent the canal and the
reservoirs to maintain lowland hay meadows and neutral/acid pastures. Seek to
enhance the ecological and hydrological beneficial features within the area of
retained Green Belt by combining flood risk reduction with green infrastructure
improvements;

•

Extend existing woodland blocks in Green Belt west and north west of Allocation 7;
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•

Reinforce woodland at Ainsworth Lodge SBI through extensions south and across
the A58 Bury and Bolton Road;

•

Introduce green buffers and green wedges of native woodland and shrub planting at
the junction between existing and proposed development, and along transport
corridors such as the A58 to provide softer edges to urbanised areas;

•

Create a gateway feature on the A58 linking the narrow section of Green Belt to the
North and South.

15.8

Some of these opportunities have been included within the policy requirements for
the allocation. Others will be more appropriately dealt with through more detailed
masterplans or subsequent planning applications.

15.9

In conjunction with the assessment of GI opportunities within the Green Belt, LUC
carried out an assessment to identify potential harm from the proposed GMSF
allocations to the Green Belt through the Green Belt Harm Assessment. The
Assessment shows that land within the allocation makes a moderate to significant
contribution to preventing the sprawl of Greater Manchester and a relatively
significant contribution to maintaining the separation of Bury and Radcliffe.

15.10 It is proposed to retain some Green Belt land within the allocation which would
maintain some localized separation between Bury and Radcliffe but the contribution
of this retained Green Belt would be diminished as a result of some weakening of the
Green Belt boundary, increasing urbanising containment and a reduction in
connectivity with the wider Green Belt. However, due to the extent of containment of
the allocation by inset settlement, its release would not impact the wider Green Belt
outside the allocation.
15.11 Following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw from the GMSF and the
subsequent decision to prepare PfE, LUC produced a further addendum report in
2021. This report considers the impact, in terms of harm to the Green Belt purposes
from the release of land, of changes to the proposed Allocation boundaries and
areas of Green Belt release identified in the 2021 PfE Plan. Given the allocation
boundary or the area proposed to be released has not been amended from that
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proposed in the 2020 GMSF, the conclusions for Elton Reservoir identified in the
2020 Green Belt studies remain the same.
15.12 Evidence on Green Belt is only one part of the evidence base that influence any
decision on Green Belt release. Consequently, where studies have found that high
harm is to be caused by release of the Green Belt, this finding should be balanced
against other important factors that could make up exceptional circumstances such
as sustainability, viability and deliverability.
15.13 The Elton Reservoir allocation is deemed necessary to deliver a key strategic
housing opportunity with supporting transport infrastructure. The allocation is critical
in responding to the spatial strategy in the PfE Joint Plan and its key themes of
‘Inclusive Growth’, ‘Making the Most of Key Locations and Assets’ and ‘Addressing
Disparities’ It also directly addresses the aspirations set by Policy JP Strat-6
Northern Areas which seeks to boost economic opportunities and diversify housing
provision in the north of conurbation by the selective release of Green Belt. The
scale of development planned within the Elton Reservoir allocation is
transformational in nature as it has the potential to deliver significant benefits over a
wider area whilst at the same time meeting its own infrastructure needs including
contributing towards transport improvements that have wider benefits and provision
of schools, local centres and health facilities.
15.14 The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt study discussed earlier are not
exhaustive and will require consultation with key stakeholders. This may require
further surveys and viability testing to establish costings. Nonetheless, the
enhancement potential demonstrates that opportunities do exist to help offset the
loss of Green Belt which will have a potential positive effect on the beneficial use of
the Greater Manchester Green Belt moving forward.
15.15 The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
assessments on Green Belt in the area to inform the layout and form development
across the allocation.

Green Infrastructure
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16.1

The emerging Masterplan for Elton Reservoir includes a new Parkland between
Radcliffe and Bury which will establish an extensive multi-functional green and blue
infrastructure network of substantial quality. The Parkland is a ‘core’ element of the
concept for the development which seeks to create a sustainable place with unique
character.

16.2

The new Parkland will be a diverse environment which balances the needs of
ecology, nature and landscape conservation, habitat biodiversity and recreation, as
well as the enhancement of working agricultural holdings. Its integration with
neighbouring communities and associated residential development will support a
high quality natural and built environment.

16.3

Elton Parkland will draw on the heritage, landscape and natural assets of the local
area to create open and accessible greenspaces. The Parkland will:

•

Be publicly accessible for walking, cycling, jogging, watersports, picnics and
recreation, providing benefits to mental and physical health;

•

Retain, enhance and manage existing landscape and ecological assets;

•

Promote and interpret the distinctive heritage of each place;

•

Increase local biodiversity and create new landscape features and wildlife habitats;

•

Be managed to promote long-term stewardship, encourage sustainable public use,
promote education and enhance visitor and tourist experiences.

16.4

The Parkland will be of lasting benefit to Bury and Radcliffe, significantly enhancing
Bury, Radcliffe and Greater Manchester’s green infrastructure provision and
contribute to creating a greener city region.

16.5

The Elton Parkland will be delivered as part of the allocation. The residential
development will generate capital which will enable the Parkland to be delivered in a
phased manner.

Recreation
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17.1

New play areas and sports facilities will be required to support the delivery of
housing at Elton Reservoir in line with Bury’s Local Plan requirements. The new
Parkland will create a multi-functional green and blue infrastructure network which
will enhance the recreational assets of the local area. It will establish a new visitor
destination, with opportunities for leisure and exercise that will help to improve health
and wellbeing.

17.2

Good public transport and cycling/walking links will integrate the allocation with
surrounding communities allowing access to existing nearby sports and recreation
facilities, nearby local centres in Radcliffe and Bury and connections to Route 6 of
the National Cycle Network.

17.3

The allocation will be required to make provision for recreation to meet the needs of
the prospective residents in accordance with local planning policy requirements.

Landscape
18.1

Historically, there have been a number of studies which have attempted to ascribe
value or character to the Borough’s landscape:

•

Bury Council’s Open Land Study of 1978 included a landscape quality assessment
of the Borough, placing each area of open land into one of 5 value bands. Most of
the Elton allocation was included in the 2nd or 3rd quality levels.

•

Greater Manchester’s river valleys are a defining landscape feature of the sub-region
and strongly associated with its historical development. Much of the Elton allocation
was included in the Croal Irwell River Valley Plan (GMC, 1986), which was a plan for
environmental protection and improved recreation facilities in the two river valleys.

•

Bury’s Unitary Development Plan (1998) carried forward the river valley protection
policy of the Croal Irwell Plan.

•

In 2009 Bury Council carried out a landscape character assessment of the Borough.
Elton’s character was identified as being defined by its canal and river valley
features.
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•

The 2014 National Landscape Character survey placed the Borough’s land into one
of three landscape character types. Much of the Borough, including the Elton area
was placed in the Manchester Pennine Fringe character area (NCA no.54).

18.2

The forthcoming Bury Local Plan will incorporate this landscape value and protection
into its green infrastructure policy, with the main landscape features, the Irwell
Valley, Elton Reservoir and the MBB Canal being protected within the allocation.

18.3

The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
landscape character studies to inform the layout and form development across the
allocation.

Ecological/Biodiversity Assessment
19.1

The Elton Reservoir area contains 6 sites of local interest for nature conservation
and much of it is included in the Irwell Valley wildlife corridor. All of these are
regarded as ‘core green infrastructure’ and are graded as follows: Grade A: County
Importance, Grade B: District Importance and Grade C: More Than Local
Importance.
Table 7 Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) within the allocation

19.2

Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) within the
allocation

Grade

Elton Reservoir SBI

A

Withins Reservoir SBI

B

Elton Goit SBI

Currently B/Proposed
Upgrade to A

Marl Pits at Black Lane SBI

A

Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal SBI

A

Wetland Near Radcliffe SBI

C

Ashclough SSSI and Nob End SSSI lie approximately three kilometres and four
kilometres south-west of the allocation respectively with the West Pennine Moors
SSSI approximately 6km to the north. At its closest point, the Rochdale Canal SAC
and SSSI lies approximately nine kilometres east of the proposed allocation.
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19.3

The allocation supports a number of broad habitat types and species (further
information can be found in the full report noted below).

19.4

An ‘Elton Reservoir Outlined Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy
(March 2019) (available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) has been produced which identified the likely main
ecological considerations and opportunities associated with the development and
delivery of the Elton Reservoir allocation. It identified potential mitigation measures
associated with the proposed development and considered where there were
opportunities for green infrastructure and ecological enhancement.

19.5

The report concluded that it was feasible to achieve protection of the SBIs, priority
habitats, protected species as part of the mitigation proposals presented in the
development framework, namely through:

•

The ‘Elton Parkland’ which will include habitats to be retained, created, enhanced
and managed; and

•

The built environment (areas of the allocation which will be landscaped to ensure
habitat creation and contribute to green infrastructure and sustainable urban
drainage).

19.6

The report was reviewed by the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) who
concluded at that time that the key ecological issues were being addressed and the
detail provided was sufficient for that stage in the plan making process. It was
however also noted that ecological surveys for other species groups would be
required.

19.7

NPPF (para 174) requires LPAs ‘to pursue opportunities for achieving measurable
biodiversity net gain’ (BNG). The Environment Bill currently passing through
parliament will make this a statutory requirement. This requirement will be applied to
all new development seeking planning permission, which to be granted consent will
have to demonstrate that it will deliver a net gain for biodiversity. The metric to be
used to assess biodiversity gain uses habitat quantity and quality as a proxy for
biodiversity value. It is worth noting that habitat can also be used to a degree as a
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proxy for green infrastructure value so the calculation can also be used to
demonstrate wider benefits.
19.8

The JPA7 Allocation policy requires net gain to be sought. BNG will be expected to
contribute towards enhancing and providing connectivity for local habitat and species
priorities. For the Elton allocation this would likely include the wetlands, grasslands,
birds, great crested newts and otter as well as the existing strategic ecological
locations such as the SBI’s and wildlife corridors.

19.9

The allocation is considered to be deliverable however the 2019 ecological report will
require review as additional ecological information has come forward from other
sources indicating detailed surveys are required for otters, invertebrates and
vascular plants. Further survey work will be needed as the allocation moves through
the planning process.

Habitat Regulation Assessment
20.1

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required for the PfE Joint Plan because it
is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature conservation
interest of European Protected Sites. A HRA was carried out on the 2020 GMSF.

20.2

The Assessment first screened European protected sites in the North West to decide
which sites are most likely to be affected by development in Greater Manchester. In
carrying out this initial screening process the Assessment considered the main
possible sources of effects on the European sites arising from The Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the
European sites. Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is
there likely to be a significant effect.

20.3

Since the Joint Plan is a high-level, large-scale strategic plan where the main
impacts on European sites are likely to be diffuse and cumulative it is considered
that certain potential diffuse or indirect sources will be more likely to result from the
Plan than more direct sources of harm. None of the proposed allocations in the Plan
will result in direct land-take of any European sites.
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20.4

These sources are considered to include –

•

air pollution,

•

diffuse water pollution and

•

recreational pressures.

20.5

Taking the above into account, the following European protected sites were
screened into the Assessment:
1. Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
2. Rochdale Canal Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
3. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)
4. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Protection Area (SPA)
5. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
6. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Protection Area (SPA)
7. Rixton Claypits Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
8. Mersey Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)
9. Rostherne Mere Ramsar / National Nature Reserve

20.6

The GMCA and TfGM are responding to Natural England’s comments on the draft
HRA by commissioning additional air quality modelling to assess the implications of
changes more accurately in air quality on European sites that could potentially be
affected by changes to nitrogen levels arising from changes in vehicle movements in
Greater Manchester or within close proximity of the Greater Manchester boundary.

20.7

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and supported by an
assessment of air quality impacts on designated sites. The following sites have been
screened out at Stage 1 HRA:
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•

Rixton Clay Pits (SAC)

•

Midland Meres & Mosses – Phase 1 Ramsar

•

Rostherne Mere (Ramsar)

20.8

The following sites requires Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment:

•

Manchester Mosses (SAC)

•

Peak District Moors (South Pennine Moors Phase 1) (SPA)

•

Rochdale Canal (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors Phase 2 (SPA)

20.9

The GMCA are also responding to Natural England’s comments on functionally
linked land, recreation disturbances, water pollution and in-combination effects.
Details of this are included in the HRA and Assessment of Air Quality Impacts on
Designated Sites report.

Historic Environment Assessment
21.1

The GMSF Historic Environment Assessment Screening Exercise (June 2019)
(https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) concluded that further
assessment of the historic environment within the Elton Reservoir allocation was
required given the number of designated sites within and outside the allocation.

21.2

A designated heritage asset lies within the allocation and therefore has the potential
to be directly affected by the allocation, and also indirectly affected by allocation in its
setting:

•

Old Hall Farmhouse (grade II listed building):
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21.3

Three designated heritage assets are outside the allocation, but close to it, and have
the potential for their significance to be affected through development within their
setting:

•

Gate Piers to the North West of Old Hall Farmhouse (grade II Listed Building);

•

Church of St Andrew (grade II Listed Building);

•

Church of St Thomas and St John Listed Building (grade II Listed Building)

21.4

There are no Scheduled Monuments within the allocation and no designated assets
which are primarily archaeological in character. A total of 17 sites of archaeological
interest have been identified within the allocation.

21.5

The line of the Manchester-Ribchester Roman road is known to cross the allocation.
There is also the potential for non-designated heritage assets from all periods.
Old Hall Farmhouse

21.6

The Illustrative Masterplan shows a potential illustrative layout for development
within the allocation. Areas of proposed development are set back some distance to
the south from Old Hall Farmhouse beyond a belt of agricultural fields, ensuring
separation between the listed building and the new development. No development is
proposed to the north side of the listed building, which will successfully ensure that
the views towards and away from the principal northern elevation are unaffected.

21.7

A green landscaping strategy, including retention of trees and field boundaries in the
area of development to the north of the farmhouse to retain the green and rural
character of its setting will be delivered. Additionally, consideration will be given to
the density of development and appropriate heights in the area to the south of the
farmhouse.

21.8

Whilst the development will result in change to the wider setting of this listed
building, it is noted that this is already characterised by a mix of uses and views exist
towards built development to the north and north east.
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21.9

The archaeological site with the most significance is the late Neolithic hengiform
monument and associated features on land between Withins Reservoir and Radcliffe
Cemetery. This site has been partially investigated by means of small scale
archaeological excavations and a geophysical survey.

21.10 The geophysical survey also identified a ring ditch close to the hengiform monument.
The monument may represent the focus of ritual and communal activities of early
farming communities of the Upper Irwell valley. The prehistoric archaeological
potential within the allocation beyond the known site of the hengiform monument is
hinted at by the find of a Neolithic adze in 2017 close to the hengiform monument
and the underlying sands and gravels which provided favourable ground conditions
for prehistoric settlement and activity.
21.11 The course of a Roman road, running from Manchester to Ribchester is confidently
predicted to run across the allocation on the basis of historic mapping and LiDAR
data. No other Roman sites or artefacts have been recovered from the immediate
area but the Roman road and any Roman period activity presented alongside the
road, will be a material consideration in the masterplan. There is little to suggest the
presence of any particular medieval archaeological remains within the allocation but
any of the sites of the now abandoned post-medieval farmsteads such as Hams
Farm may have been established in the medieval period. The archaeologies of the
post medieval agricultural landscape and Industrial Revolution are also represented
within the allocation with several abandoned farmsteads, three relict collieries,
colliery workers’ housing, disused railways, a canal and a brick croft. With respect to
historic landscape character there are 661 individual historic landscape parcels
within the Allocation and a buffer of 1km around the allocation boundary.
Summary
21.12 The site promoters have engaged GMAAS with regards to the proposed
development. A programme of further works to inform next steps and future
masterplans has been agreed with GMAAS in the form of a Written Scheme of
Investigation to govern an Archaeological Strategy for the allocation. The purpose of
the Archaeological Strategy will be to identify and characterise areas of heritage
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potential across the allocation. Furthermore it will support the developing masterplan
through an assessment of archaeological potential and development of tools to
ensure the development responds appropriately to the potential effects of
development on the historic environment.
21.13 The proposed policy wording for the Elton Reservoir Allocation has been informed by
the archaeological work undertaken and ensures appropriate evaluation of the
heritage assets within the allocation will be undertaken to ensure the protection of
these assets in the development proposals.
21.14 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Air Quality.
22.1

The allocation is not located within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).
However, development associated with traffic will pass through an AQMA. An Air
Quality Statement (March 2019) available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone has been produced in support of the allocation and
considers the impact of the proposed development on air quality. Whilst the
information at this stage is limited, the statement does conclude that given the size of
this allocation, air quality impacts are likely to occur and mitigation will be required.

22.2
•

As such the statement recommends that:
No residential properties should be located further forward than current residential
properties along the A58 Bury and Bolton Road. This may be reviewed if detailed air
quality monitoring is undertaken at a more advanced stage of the proposals;

•

A full assessment of the likely impact of new traffic associated with development of
the land on local air quality and in particular the existing AQMAs can be undertaken
at a more advanced stage; and

•

Careful consideration be given to transport infrastructure associated with the
scheme.
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22.3

Bury Council’s internal Environmental Health Team have reviewed the Air Quality
Statement and have made the following observations:

•

A detailed Air Quality Assessment will be required to quantify the impact;

•

It has been concluded that it is likely the development will have a significant impact
on local air quality therefore mitigation measures will be required to include
encouraging the use of public transport and the provision of electric charging points.

22.4

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Noise
23.1

The Elton Reservoir Noise Assessment (March 2019) available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone has been undertaken
to identify potential noise sources which are likely to have an impact on the
allocation.

23.2

The assessment states that the existing road traffic noise from the A58 has the
potential to impact on the allocation. Further assessment is needed to ensure that
national noise standards are not exceeded from this source.

23.3

To the east of the allocation lies the Metrolink tram line. However, the line does not
have any heavy freight. Given there are existing densely population areas located
close to the Metrolink line, the report concludes that the potential noise impact from
the Metrolink would not prohibit residential development within the allocation.

23.4

The assessment concludes that the impact of noise would not be a barrier to
residential development on most of the land within the allocation boundary. It
recommends:

•

Noise from transportation sources around the allocation would need to be
considered as part of any future planning application/s which is likely to require an
Environmental Impact Assessment;
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•

Noise from industrial and commercial sources located around the periphery of the
allocation would need to be assessed in more detail as part of any detailed planning
application/s submitted;

•

There are areas within the allocation and located close to the allocation which are
considered tranquil areas and careful design of the masterplan should aim to protect
the noise environment at these locations;

•

Good acoustic design should be considered as part of the development of the
masterplan to protect existing noise sensitive receptors.

23.5

The noise assessment has identified the main industrial, commercial noise and
entertainment sources in the vicinity of the allocation. A detailed noise assessment
which considers these sources in more detail has not been undertaken. Therefore,
this assessment will be required if planning applications for the allocation are
submitted.

23.6

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section D – Social
Education
24.1

The Elton Reservoir allocation is expected to yield approximately 735 primary age
pupils and 490 secondary age pupils. For primary age pupils, this would equate to
the equivalent of a 4 form entry (fe) best served through the establishment of 2 new
2fe schools within the allocation. The demand for secondary school places needs to
be considered alongside the demand created by other developments in North Bury.
Taken together this suggests the establishment of a new 6fe secondary school,
possibly within the Elton Reservoir allocation.

24.2

The current masterplan includes the land required to accommodate two 2fe primary
schools, which would be sufficient to accommodate the primary school pupils
identified above.

24.3

The most recent view on a potential location for a new secondary school, as
reflected in the recently adopted Strategic Regeneration Framework for Radcliffe,
suggests the Council owned former ‘Coney Green’ school site off Spring Lane would
be most suitable. The site currently houses Radcliffe Leisure Centre and Pupil
Referral Unit. The new school would be accommodated in a new building.

24.4

Initially, to meet current demand the building will comprise a provision of a 4fe (600
place) secondary school, with potential for this to increase to 7fe (1,050) in the
longer term linked to the development of sites contained within the GMSF.

Health
25.1

In terms of healthcare provision, the nearest doctors surgeries are at:

•

Watling Street/Mile Lane, Bury

•

Spring Lane, Radcliffe

•

Church Street West, Radcliffe; and
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•
25.2

Cross Lane, Radcliffe.
However, other facilities are present in Bury town centre and Whitefield district
centre.

25.3

In terms of dental surgeries, the most accessible would be:

•

Radcliffe Town Centre;

•

Ainsworth Road; and

•

Bolton Road, Radcliffe

25.4

Other dental surgeries are further afield including those at Bury Town Centre,
Redvales, Chapel Field and Whitefield.

25.5

It is estimated that the provision of 3,500 dwellings at the allocation site could
accommodate around 8,000 additional residents, based on the average household
size in Bury at the 2011 Census. Based on the national benchmark of 1,800 patients
per GP and 1,400 per dentist, the allocation might generate demand equivalent to
four GPs and dental practitioners.

25.6

Further work will be required to determine whether there is additional capacity within
any of the facilities listed above to meet the increased demands arising from the
prospective occupants of any new development. If additional provision is necessary,
the most appropriate means and location for such provision can be identified through
future iterations of the masterplan. Such facilities might potentially be included in
conjunction with proposals for new local centres within the development.
Alternatively, there may be a requirement to make a financial contribution toward off
site health provision through a planning obligation or condition at the planning
application stage.

25.7

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section E – Deliverability
Viability
26.1

A Viability Appraisal of the allocation has been run using the Three Dragons Viability
Appraisal base model. The model incorporates the full 25% affordable housing
requirement and other policy requirements, together with the supporting
infrastructure. The results are set out in table 9.
Table 8. Definitions for viability appraisals
Key phrase

Description

Test Type

Whether the test is the ‘Base’ test or a sensitivity test

Total BMLV,
SDLT & Land
acq fees

The total figure used in the testing for land value, includes tax
and fees.

BLV = benchmark land value

SDLT = Stamp duty land tax
Scheme RV (incl
BLV & return)

Scheme value (could also be described as headroom) once all
costs have been accounted for including land and developer
return

RV = Residual value

BLV = benchmark land value
Viability measure
as a % of BLV

Description of whether the scheme provides sufficient residual
value in terms of how it compares with the benchmark land
value i.e. if it is 10% or more above the benchmark land value
it is shown as green, if it is within 10% of the benchmark land
value it is shown as amber and where it is less than 90% of the
benchmark land value it is shown as red.

Headroom
(blended return)

The headroom expressed as blended rate of return. The
percentages shown are the headroom available after all costs,
except developer return divided by the total gross development
value for the scheme. If schemes were to go ahead as
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described, then this is the total return available to the
developer.
Test result
category

Category 1 - The residual value is positive and the residual
value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value.
Schemes in this group are viable and should be able to
proceed.

Table 9 Viability Appraisal Results

26.2

Test
Type

Total
BMLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees

Scheme RV Viability
(incl BLV & measure
return)
as a % of
BLV

Base
model

£27,350,000 £47,890,000 More than
10% BLV

Headroom
(blended
return)

Test
result
category

22%

Cat 1

Note that although allocation proposes around 3,500 dwellings, the appraisal is
based on 3519 dwellings, based on indicative information provided by the site
promoter.

26.3

The testing indicates a positive return, however due to the need to provide significant
infrastructure, particularly the link road, at an early stage of the development there
may be a need for an element of forward funding. The Council, TfGM, Peel Land and
Property and other partners will work together to ensure infrastructure can be
delivered at the appropriate phase of the development.

Phasing
27.1

The policy wording for JPA7 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be approved
by the LPA for the allocation, which any proposals must then be in accordance with.
The policy states that this shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an
integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole
development. This should include the delivery of highways, infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure, green and blue infrastructure, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and
ensure coordination between phases of development.
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27.2

The policy also states that residential development within the allocation will be
limited until key elements of new infrastructure is implemented as necessary
mitigation.

27.3

A phasing strategy will be developed through on-going discussions with key
stakeholders in relation to infrastructure delivery. The estimated phasing and delivery
trajectory will evolve as the plans for the allocation are developed further.

27.4

The allocation is in an established market area which experiences strong demand for
new homes. It has multiple access points and will deliver a wide range of dwelling
types and sizes, meaning that there are opportunities for multiple sources of delivery
within the allocation. The site promoter has suggested the allocation could be split
into approximately five ‘outlets’ each providing between 30 to 50 dwellings per
annum. Delivery of higher density dwellings, such as apartment or retirement
accommodation would support higher delivery rates.

27.5

A slightly more conservative approach has been taken to the delivery figures used
within the PfE, based on only three outlets, but with delivery rates of 50 – 80
dwellings per annum.

27.6

The three outlets identified are land to the north at Spen Moor, to the east at Hagside
and to the south around Coney Green. First completions are anticipated to take
place in 2025/26, with a delivery rate of up to 50 dwellings per annum at Spen Moor
and Coney Green, and 80 dwellings per annum at Hagside where it is anticipated
there will be more high density apartment development close to the new Metrolink
stop.

27.7

This results in the following trajectory for the Elton Reservoir Allocation within the
plan period:
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Figure 1. Elton Reservoir Housing Trajectory
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A lead in time of five years from the start of the plan period and around three years
from adoption has been allowed. This allocation has undergone considerable
masterplanning and preparatory work as part of the GMSF/PfE process, and so
outline permission could be granted soon after adoption of the PfE, with first
completions in 2025/26.

27.9

Much of the allocation is in the freehold ownership of Peel L&P Investments (North)
Limited. Peel L&P intend to act as “master-developer” over the multi-phase
development, coordinating delivery alongside Bury Council and other key partners.
Peel L&P has also recently established its own house-building company, Northstone,
that it intends will deliver a significant part of the proposals, with other housebuilders, registered housing providers and working alongside Homes England and
the Council. Peel L&P is also able to undertake significant elements of infrastructure
delivery, for example greenspace, highways and energy, whilst it also intends to
establish site management and maintenance structures to ensure the operation and
upkeep of the development in perpetuity.

Indicative Masterplanning
28.1

The site promoters for the Elton Reservoir Allocation have produced an Illustrative
Development Framework Plan to show how proposed development could come
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forward within the allocation (see below). This provides the promoters indicative
vision and option for the layout of the development, including the location of the
residential parcels, green and blue infrastructure, schools, local centre, new
Metrolink stop, Park and Ride and key pedestrian and vehicular access.
28.2

GMSF Policy JPA7 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be submitted prior to
any planning applications within the allocation. The masterplan must include a clear
phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to
support the scale of the whole development in line with Policy JP-D1 Infrastructure
Implementation. This should include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green and blue
infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
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Figure 2 Elton Reservoir (JPA7) Illustrative Development Framework Plan
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Section F – Conclusion
The Integrated Appraisal
29.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation was required.

29.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for GM7 Elton Reservoir were positively
addressed by the 2020 GMSF policy itself or another thematic policy. A small
number of residual recommendations remained from the 2019 IA, in order to further
strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change – since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the declaration of a
climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this is broadly covered in Policy GM-E1 (now
JP-P1) and within GM-H3 (now JP-H3) relating to housing, it was suggested that
policies are strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of
buildings and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1).

•

Deprivation – whilst this is also broadly covered within the supporting text and
broadly within Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1), particularly referencing social inclusivity, it
is considered that the policy could be more explicitly in terms of inclusive growth and
making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering deprivation.

29.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

29.4

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
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2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.

The main changes to the Proposed Allocation
30.1

The amount of development proposed within JPA7 Elton Reservoir has not changed
since the 2019 GMSF. The 2020 GMSF Allocation proposed a minor amendment to
the Allocation boundary compared to that presented in the 2019 GMSF and this has
been carried forward into the PfE. The area of release will now include a small piece
of land adjacent to Burnside Close (off the B6292 Ainsworth Road).

30.2

The 2020 GMSF also included additional criteria within the policy requiring:

•

A comprehensive masterplan and phasing strategy for the allocation.

•

The provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local planning
policies;

•

The provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of green
infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and sustainable
drainage features.

30.3

The 2021 PfE policy incorporates the above changes. An additional criteria was
added to the 2021 PfE policy requiring appropriate structural upgrades to Elton
Reservoir, where required.

30.4

A significant amount of evidence base work has been produced to support the
allocation since 2019 and this has allowed the criteria within the policy to be
expanded upon and be more specific to the allocation.

Conclusion
31.1

JPA7 Elton Reservoir is considered to meet the site selection criteria and make a
positive contribution towards the overall vision, objectives and strategy of the PfE
Joint Plan. The allocation is considered to be deliverable and available for
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development. Further work has been identified to take forward the allocation through
the planning process.
31.2

The allocation provides the opportunity to deliver 3,500 high quality homes, including
a significant number of affordable homes and contribute to meeting Bury’s housing
needs. The development will underpin sustainable economic growth and support
efforts to regenerate Radcliffe Town Centre. It will be a highly accessible
development, with numerous opportunities for sustainable travel.

31.3

The allocation will deliver an extensive and diverse network of green and blue
infrastructure in the form of a new parkland. This will be an environment of
substantial quality which balances the needs of ecology, nature and landscape
conservation, habitat biodiversity and recreation.
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Section G – Appendices
Appendix 1 – Policy GM Allocation 7 Elton reservoir (GMSF, 2019)
Development at this site will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 3,500 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Bury and Radcliffe areas, including higher densities of development in areas with
good accessibility and with potential for improved public transport connectivity,
particularly in the southern areas of the site;
2. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
3. Make provision for recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
4. Make provision for significant new and improved highways infrastructure to enable the
proposed level of development to be accommodated, including:
▪

A north-south spine road connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury Road,
Radcliffe;

▪

A connection from the spine road to Spring Lane, Radcliffe via the former Coney
Green High School site; and

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable
traffic movement;

5. Make provision for major investment in public transport, including a requirement to
provide a new Metrolink stop and park and ride facilities in the Warth area in order to
enable more sustainable transport choices;
6. Make provision for two new two form entry primary schools to meet the needs of the
prospective school-aged residents;
7. Make provision for a new secondary school to meet the needs of the prospective
school-aged residents;
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8. Make provision for new local centres including a range of appropriate retail and
community facilities;
9. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities including the incorporation of linkages and connections that allow for
sustainable modes of travel such as new walking and cycling routes, including links and
connections to Inner Radcliffe and Radcliffe town centre;
10. Make provision for a large amount of new, upgraded and publicly accessible green
infrastructure throughout the area, including the enhancement of the existing assets at
Elton and Withins Reservoirs and the Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal;
11. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the site;
12. Develop a satisfactory management plan for areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity
features and other areas of open space;
13. Upgrade the recreation, leisure and tourism offer of the wider area;
14. Enable more trips to be made by walking and cycling by retaining, extending and
enhancing strategic recreation routes on the former Bury to Bolton railway line and
beside the Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal, together with improvements to the
network of pedestrian and cycle routes and public rights of way across the site,
facilitating new connections to surrounding urban areas;
15. Ensure that any development is safe from potential flood risk from any source and
incorporate measures to mimic natural drainage through the use of green sustainable
urban drainage to control the rate of surface water run-off; and
16. Ensure that heritage assets and features of archaeological value are fully considered.
The delivery of the allocation and its associated infrastructure will be expected to be
supported by a comprehensive masterplan to be agreed with the local planning authority.
Justification
The area around Elton Reservoir is of strategic significance, not only for Bury, but also in
the Greater Manchester context given that it will bring forward one of the GMSF’s largest
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contributions to future housing supply and provide a diverse mix of house types and
affordable housing provision for the Bury and Radcliffe areas.
The site is almost entirely surrounded by the existing urban area and is well-connected to
existing infrastructure although the delivery of around 3,500 new homes will require the
provision of significant levels of new and improved transport and other supporting
infrastructure.
Fundamental to the delivery of residential development in this area will be the provision of
major highways infrastructure. This will include the need to incorporate a strategic northsouth spine road connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury Road, Radcliffe in order
to provide an essential alternative to Bury Bridge for traffic travelling south towards
Manchester from the west Bury area. Furthermore, in order to improve linkages to and
assist in the physical and social regeneration of inner Radcliffe and Radcliffe town centre,
there is a need to provide a significant spur road connecting the site to Spring Lane via the
former Coney Green High School site. The expectation is that the new highways
infrastructure should be in place before significant amounts of housing are developed.
Notwithstanding this, any proposals for development of the site will be required to fully
assess the impacts on traffic generation on existing highways and, where necessary, to
incorporate the required improvements to other roads and junctions.
The Bury to Manchester Metrolink line runs along the eastern edge of this area and, in
order to reduce reliance on the car, any development on the site will be required to
incorporate the provision of a new Metrolink stop and any associated park and ride facilities
in the Warth area. Direct walking and cycling connections to the Metrolink stop will also be
necessary.
Furthermore, a development of this scale will significantly increase demands for education
provision and, as a result, the development of the site will need to include the provision of
new facilities for primary and secondary education. It will also generate a need to make
provision for small local centres that are more accessible to and meet the day-to-day needs
of surrounding communities.
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New development and investment in this area will need to be fully integrated into the
existing urban fabric and with surrounding neighbourhoods and communities. In doing so,
any development will need to facilitate new pedestrian and cycle links through the
development and into surrounding areas. This will include linkages through to Inner
Radcliffe and Radcliffe town centre which, in addition to the spur road, will further help in
supporting on-going physical and social regeneration efforts in this area.
Central to the development of this site will be the retention of significant amounts of green
infrastructure. The majority of land within this area is currently in agricultural use that is not
publicly accessible and the development opportunity will help to open up this land, providing
accessible and managed open space for current and future residents, incorporating the
water features of Elton and Withins Reservoirs and the Manchester Bolton and Bury Canal
and features of ecological value.
The development of the site will also be required to have regard to flood risk, including
potential risks associated with the existing water bodies within the site. It will also be
necessary for the development to implement an appropriate drainage strategy in order to
minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off.
Appendix 2 – Policy GM Allocation 7 Elton Reservoir (GMSF, 2020)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA. It shall include a clear phasing strategy as
part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
whole development in line with Policy GM-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
Development within this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 3,500 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Bury and Radcliffe areas. This includes an appropriate mix of house types and
sizes, accommodation for older people, plots for custom and self-build and higher
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densities of development in areas with good accessibility and with potential for improved
public transport connectivity, particularly in the southern areas of the allocation. It is
expected that around 1,900 of these homes will be delivered during the plan period;
2. Make provision for new and improved highways infrastructure including:
▪

A north-south strategic spine road connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury
Road, Radcliffe that is designed to be suitable for buses, would not adversely
impact on the operation of Metrolink services, incorporates provision for active
travel and is in line with local design standards;

▪

A strategic connection from the spine road to Spring Lane, Radcliffe via the former
Coney Green High School site that is designed to be suitable for buses,
incorporates provision for active travel and is in line with local design standards;
and

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable
traffic movement, including works in and around Radcliffe town centre. Residential
development within the allocation will be limited until the above infrastructure (or
key elements of it) is implemented as necessary mitigation;

3. Make provision for major investment in public transport infrastructure to enable
more sustainable transport choices, including a requirement for a new Metrolink
stop and associated park and ride facilities in the Warth area;
4. Deliver a network of safe cycling and walking routes through the allocation
linking neighbourhoods with key destinations, designed and constructed in
accordance with national and GM standards and local planning policies;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings on the site and across a range
of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure split of 60% social or
affordable rented and 40% affordable home ownership);
6. Make provision for two new two form entry primary schools to meet the needs
of the prospective school-aged residents;
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7. Make provision for a new secondary school to meet the needs of the prospective
school-aged residents;
8. Make provision for new local centres in accessible locations which include a
range of appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure they are
integrated with existing communities;
9. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies;
10. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to Inner Radcliffe,
Radcliffe Town Centre, Radcliffe Metrolink Station, local schools and Bury town centre;
11. Make provision for recreational facilities to meet the needs of the prospective
residents in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
12. Provide a significant green corridor which remains within the Green Belt and
provides a strategic amount of new, high quality and publicly accessible
open space/parkland coupled with a network of multi-functional green and blue
infrastructure within the allocation to provide health benefits to residents as well as
creating a visually attractive environment and providing linkages to the sites wider
drainage strategy in accordance with Policy GM-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network'
and Policy GM-G 8 'Standards for a Greener Greater Manchester'. This should include
the enhancement and the integration of the existing assets at Elton and Withins
Reservoirs and the Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal to create an extensive
recreation, tourism and leisure asset;
13. Minimise impact on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the allocation in
accordance with Policy GM-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity';
14. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all sources
including the River Irwell, Elton and Withins Reservoir and surface water and does
not increase the flood risk elsewhere. The delivery of the allocation should be guided
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by an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination
between phases of development;
15. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the development
to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off, discharging
in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible, natural SuDS
techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and other
infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multi-functional
green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure network in
accordance with Policy GM-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water Environment' and nationally
recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will
need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are not available. ;
16. Make appropriate provision for the long-term management and maintenance of
areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space/parkland
and sustainable drainage features; and
17. Protect and enhance heritage and archaeological assets and their setting
the

allocation

in

accordance

with

the

findings

within

and recommendations of a

Heritage Impact Assessment, including the Grade II listed Old Hall Farmhouse and
wider historic character of the surrounding area.
Justification
The

area

around

Elton

Reservoir

is

of

strategic significance, not only for

Bury, but also in the Greater Manchester context given that it will bring forward one
of the GMSF’s largest contributions to future housing supply and provide a diverse
mix of house types and affordable housing provision for the Bury and Radcliffe areas.
The allocation is almost entirely surrounded by the existing urban area and is wellconnected to existing infrastructure although the delivery of around 3,500 new homes will
require the provision of significant levels of new and improved highways, public
transport and other supporting infrastructure. Although the allocation has the capacity
to deliver a total of around 3,500 new homes, it is anticipated that around 1,900 of
these will be delivered within the plan period. Nevertheless, it is considered
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necessary to release the site in full at this stage given that the scale of the proposed
development means that it will need to be supported by significant strategic infrastructure
and this level of investment needs the certainty that the remaining development will still be
able to come forward beyond the plan period.
Fundamental to the delivery of residential development in this area will be the provision of
major highways infrastructure. This will include the need to incorporate a strategic
north-south spine road through the allocation connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to
Bury Road, Radcliffe. This will provide an essential alternative to Bury Bridge for traffic
travelling south towards Manchester from the west Bury area. The new road must
not adversely impact on the operation of Metrolink services. Furthermore, in order to
improve linkages to and assist in the physical and social regeneration of inner
Radcliffe and Radcliffe town centre, there is a need to provide a significant spur road
connecting the allocation to Spring Lane via the former Coney Green High School site.
The new highways infrastructure must be in place before significant amounts of
housing is developed and this should be reflected in the Phasing Strategy.
Proposals for development of the allocation will be required to fully assess the
impacts on traffic generation on existing highways and, where necessary, to incorporate
or facilitate the delivery of the required improvements to other roads and junctions.
The Bury to Manchester Metrolink line runs along the eastern edge of this area and, in
order to reduce reliance on the car, any development within the allocation will be
required to incorporate the provision of a new Metrolink stop and any associated park and
ride facilities in the Warth area. Direct walking and cycling connections to the Metrolink stop
will also be necessary.
New development and investment in this area will need to be fully integrated into the
existing urban fabric and with surrounding neighbourhoods and communities. In doing
so, any development will need to facilitate new pedestrian and cycle links
through the development and into surrounding areas. This will include strong linkages
to Inner Radcliffe and Radcliffe town centre, Radcliffe Metrolink and local schools
which, in addition to the spur road, will further help in supporting on-going physical
and social regeneration efforts in this area.
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Development of this scale will significantly increase demands for education
provision and, as a result, the development will need to include the provision of new
facilities for primary and secondary education. It will also generate a need to make
provision for appropriate local centres that are more accessible to and meet the day-to-day
needs of surrounding communities.
A significant amount of the allocation is to remain as Green Belt. This provides the
opportunity to significantly enhance the green infrastructure and biodiversity value of
the allocation, enhance and incorporate existing assets such as the priority habitats and
the water features of Elton and Withins Reservoirs and the Manchester and Bolton
and Bury Canal and improve access to open space for the local community. The
development will need to have regard to existing features of ecological and wildlife
interest by minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and
drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development.
Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway
surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and
beyond the site boundaries.

As a green and blue infrastructure network will provide

more sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the
public sewer.
There is one Grade II Listed building within the allocation – Old Hall Farmhouse and there
are a number of locally listed buildings and structures throughout the allocation. Any
development will, therefore, be required to respect the setting of the Farmhouse and
capitalise on opportunities to draw on the contribution that the Farmhouse
makes to the character of the area. The completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment
will be required.
Appendix 3 – Policy JP Allocation 7 Elton Reservoir (Places for Everyone, 2021)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA. It shall include a clear phasing strategy as
part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
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whole development in line with Policy JP-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
Development within this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 3,500 homes to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Bury and Radcliffe areas. This includes an appropriate mix of house types and
sizes, accommodation for older people, plots for custom and self-build and higher
densities of development in areas with good accessibility and with potential for improved
public transport connectivity, particularly in the southern areas of the allocation. It is
expected that around1,900 of these homes will be delivered during the plan period;
2. Make provision for key enabling infrastructure including:
▪

A north-south strategic spine road connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury
Road, Radcliffe that is designed to be suitable for buses, would not adversely
impact on the operation of Metrolink services, incorporates provision for active
travel and is in line with local design standards;

▪

.A strategic connection from the spine road to Spring Lane, Radcliffe via the former
Coney Green High School site that is designed to be suitable for buses,
incorporates provision for active travel and is in line with local design standards;

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable
traffic movement, including works in and around Radcliffe town centre; and

▪

Appropriate structural upgrades to Elton Reservoir, where required. Residential
development within the allocation will be limited until the above infrastructure(or key
elements of it) is implemented as necessary mitigation;

3. Make provision for major investment in public transport infrastructure to enable more
sustainable transport choices, including a requirement for a new Metrolink stop and
associated park and ride facilities in the Warth area;
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4. Deliver a network of safe cycling and walking routes through the allocation linking
neighbourhoods with key destinations, designed and constructed in accordance with
national and GM standards and local planning policies;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings on the site and across a range
of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure split of 60% social or
affordable rented and40% affordable home ownership);
6. Make provision for two new two form entry primary schools to meet the needs of the
prospective school-aged residents;
7. Make provision for a new secondary school to meet the needs of the prospective
school-aged residents;
8. Make provision for new local centres in accessible locations which include a range of
appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure they are integrated with
existing communities;
9. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant joint plan or local planning
policies;
10. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to Inner Radcliffe, Radcliffe
Town Centre, Radcliffe Metrolink Station, local schools and Bury town centre;
11. Make provision for recreational facilities to meet the needs of the prospective residents
in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
12. Provide a significant green corridor which remains within the Green Belt and provides a
strategic amount of new, high quality and publicly accessible open space/parkland
coupled with a network of multi-functional green and blue infrastructure within the
allocation to provide health benefits to residents as well as creating a visually attractive
environment and providing linkages to the sites wider drainage strategy in accordance
with Policy JP-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network' and Policy JP-G 8 'Standards for
Greener Places’. This should include the enhancement and the integration of the
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existing assets at Elton and Withins Reservoirs and the Manchester, Bolton and Bury
Canal to create an extensive recreation, tourism and leisure asset;
13. Minimise impact on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the allocation in
accordance with Policy JP-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity';
14. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all sources
including the River Irwell, Elton and Withins Reservoir and surface water and does not
increase the flood risk elsewhere. The delivery of the allocation should be guided by an
appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which ensures co-ordination between
phases of development;
15. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the development to
manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off, discharging in
accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible, natural SuDS
techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and other
infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multi-functional green
infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure network in
accordance with Policy JP-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water Environment' and nationally
recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will
need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are not available;
16. Make appropriate provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of
green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space/parkland and
sustainable drainage features; and
17. Protect and, where appropriate, enhance heritage and archaeological assets and their
setting, including the Old Hall Farmhouse Grade II listed building and wider historic
character of the surrounding area, in accordance with the findings and
recommendations of the assessment of heritage assets that forms part of the Plan’s
evidence base and any updated assessment submitted as part of the planning
application process.
Justification
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The area around Elton Reservoir is of strategic significance, not only for Bury, but also in
the Greater Manchester context given that it will bring forward one of the joint plan's largest
contributions to future housing supply and provide a diverse mix of house types and
affordable housing provision for the Bury and Radcliffe areas.
The allocation is almost entirely surrounded by the existing urban area and is wellconnected to existing infrastructure although the delivery of around 3,500 new homes will
require the provision of significant levels of new and improved highways, public transport
and other supporting infrastructure. Although the allocation has the capacity to deliver a
total of around 3,500 new homes, it is anticipated that around 1,900 of these will be
delivered within the plan period. Nevertheless, it is considered necessary to release the site
in full at this stage given that the scale of the proposed development means that it will need
to be supported by significant strategic infrastructure and this level of investment needs the
certainty that the remaining development will still be able to come forward beyond the plan
period.
Fundamental to the delivery of residential development in this area will be the provision of
major highways infrastructure. This will include the need to incorporate a strategic northsouth spine road through the allocation connecting Bury and Bolton Road (A58) to Bury
Road, Radcliffe. This will provide an essential alternative to Bury Bridge for traffic travelling
south towards Manchester from the west Bury area. The new road must not adversely
impact on the operation of Metrolink services. Furthermore, in order to improve linkages to
and assist in the physical and social regeneration of inner Radcliffe and Radcliffe town
centre, there is a need to provide a significant spur road connecting the allocation to Spring
Lane via the former Coney Green High School site. The new highways infrastructure must
be in place before significant amounts of housing are developed and this should be
reflected in the Phasing Strategy.
Proposals for development of the allocation will be required to fully assess the impacts on
traffic generation on existing highways and, where necessary, to incorporate or facilitate the
delivery of the required improvements to other roads and junctions.
The Bury to Manchester Metrolink line runs along the eastern edge of this area and, in
order to reduce reliance on the car, development within the allocation will be required to
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incorporate the provision of a new Metrolink stop and any associated park and ride facilities
in the Warth area. Direct walking and cycling connections to the Metrolink stop will also be
necessary.
New development and investment in this area will need to be fully integrated into the
existing urban fabric and with surrounding neighbourhoods and communities. In doing so,
any development will need to facilitate new pedestrian and cycle links through the
development and into surrounding areas. This will include strong linkages to Inner Radcliffe
and Radcliffe town centre, Radcliffe Metrolink and local schools which, in addition to the
spur road, will further help in supporting on-going physical and social regeneration efforts in
this area.
Development of this scale will significantly increase demands for education provision and,
as a result, the development will need to include the provision of new facilities for primary
and secondary education. It will also generate a need to make provision for appropriate
local centres that are more accessible to and meet the day-to-day needs of surrounding
communities.
A significant amount of the allocation is to remain as Green Belt. This provides the
opportunity to significantly enhance the green infrastructure and biodiversity value of the
allocation, enhance and incorporate existing assets such as the priority habitats and the
water features of Elton and Withins Reservoirs and the Manchester and Bolton and Bury
Canal and improve access to open space for the local community. The development will
need to have regard to existing features of ecological and wildlife interest by minimising
impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
strategy which ensures co-ordination between phases of development. Measures such as
rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable driveway surfaces should be
considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both within and beyond the site
boundaries. Asa green and blue infrastructure network will provide more sustainable
options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public sewer.
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Structural upgrades may be required to Elton Reservoir to reflect any changes to the
categorisation of the reservoir as a result of new residential development being located
downstream.
There is one Grade II Listed building within the allocation – Old Hall Farmhouse and there
are a number of locally listed buildings and structures throughout the allocation. Any
development will be required to respect the setting of the Farmhouse and capitalise on
opportunities to draw on the contribution that the Farmhouse makes to the character of the
area. The completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment will be required.
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Section A – Background
Introduction
1.1

In November 2014, the AGMA Executive Board recommended to the 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities that they agree to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document (“Joint DPD”), called the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(“GMSF”) and that AGMA be appointed by the 10 authorities to prepare the GMSF
on their behalf.

1.2

The first draft of the GMSF DPD was published for consultation on 31st October
2016, ending on 16th January 2017. Following substantial re-drafting, a further
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF took place between January and March
2019.

1.3

On the 30 October 2020 the AGMA Executive Board unanimously agreed to
recommend GMSF 2020 to the 10 Greater Manchester Councils for approval for
consultation at their Executives/Cabinets, and approval for submission to the
Secretary of State following the period for representations at their Council meetings.

1.4

At its Council meeting on 3 December Stockport Council resolved not to submit the
GMSF 2020 following the consultation period and at its Cabinet meeting on 4
December, it resolved not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation.

1.5

As a joint DPD of the 10 Greater Manchester authorities, the GMSF 2020 required
the approval of all 10 local authorities to proceed. The decisions of Stockport
Council/Cabinet therefore signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the 10.

1.6

Notwithstanding the decision of Stockport Council, the nine remaining districts
considered that the rationale for the preparation of a Joint DPD remained.
Consequently, at its meeting on the 11th of December 2020, Members of the AGMA
Executive Committee agreed in principle to producing a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts. Subsequent to this meeting, each
district formally approved the establishment of a Joint Committee for the preparation
of a joint Development Plan Document of the nine districts.
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1.7

Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Regulation 32 of
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 enable
a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the local authorities
withdrawing, provided that the plan has ‘substantially the same effect’ on the
remaining authorities as the original joint plan. The joint plan of the nine GM districts
has been prepared on this basis.

1.8

In view of this, it follows that PfE should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan
as the GMSF, albeit without one of the districts (Stockport). Therefore “the plan” and
its proposals are in effect one and the same. Its content has changed over time
through the iterative process of plan making, but its purpose has not. Consequently,
the Plan is proceeding directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.

1.9

Four consultations took place in relation to the GMSF. The first, in November 2014
was on the scope of the plan and the initial evidence base, the second in November
2015, was on the vision, strategy and strategic growth options, and the third, on a
Draft Plan in October 2016.

1.10

The fourth and most recent consultation on The Greater Manchester Plan for
Homes, Jobs and the Environment: the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
Revised Draft 2019 (GMSF 2019) took place in 2019. It received over 17,000
responses. The responses received informed the production of GMSF 2020. The
withdrawal of Stockport Council in December 2020 prevented GMSF 2020
proceeding to Regulation 19 Publication stage and instead work was undertaken to
prepare PfE 2021.

1.11

Where a local planning authority withdraws from a joint plan and that plan continues
to have substantially the same effect as the original joint plan on the remaining
authorities, s28(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
any step taken in relation to the plan must be treated as a step taken by the
remaining authorities for the purposes of the joint plan. On this basis, it is proposed
to proceed directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.
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1.12

A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. Given the basis on which the Plan has been prepared,
this evidence base remains the fundamental basis for the PfE 2021 and has
remained available on the GMCA’s website since October 2020. That said, this
evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light of the change from GMSF
2020 to the PfE 2021 and, where appropriate, addendum reports have been
produced and should be read in conjunction with evidence base made available in
October 2020. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are available
via the GMCA’s website.

Seedfield Allocation Overview
2.1

The allocation is located in the Seedfield area of Bury and was formerly occupied by
Seedfield High School before more recently being used as a training centre. The
allocation provides the opportunity to deliver a diverse mix of house types including
affordable housing provision for the Seedfield area.

2.2

This Topic Paper brings together a wide range of information and evidence in
connection with the proposed strategic site allocation at Seedfield. The paper may
be subject to further technical amendments in advance of the formal commencement
of consultation.

Site Details
3.1

The allocation is well-connected to the existing urban area and is located less than 2
kilometres from Bury town centre. In total the allocation measures 5.15 ha with an
approximate developable area of 3.46 ha. Approximately 50% of the allocation is
previously-developed with the remainder of the allocation being used as playing
fields. All of the allocation is currently designated as Green Belt.

Proposed Development
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4.1

The Seedfield allocation (JP8) will deliver a broad mix of around 140 homes to
diversify the type of accommodation in the Seedfield area. The allocation will make
provision for affordable housing in line with local planning policy requirements.

4.2

Appendix 3 sets out the JPA8 Seedfield policy wording.

4.3

The allocation boundary or the area proposed to be released has not been amended
from that proposed in the 2019 GMSF and the unpublished 2020 GMSF.

4.4

Furthermore, the number of dwellings proposed within the allocation has not been
amended from that proposed in the 2019 GMSF and the unpublished 2020 GMSF.

Site Selection
5.1

The Site Selection work had the purpose of identifying the most sustainable locations
for residential and employment development that can achieve the Joint Plan’s Vision,
Objectives and Spatial Strategy.

5.2

The Seedfield allocation is largely surrounded by development within the existing
urban area with residential development bounding the site on three sides and the
East Lancashire Railway embankment bounding the site to the west.

5.3

The Seedfield allocation is already connected to the existing urban area and is in a
sustainable location.

5.4

Given the above, the allocation was selected for inclusion within the on the basis of
Criteria 1 ‘Land which has been previously developed and/or land which is well
served by public transport’. Further detail is provided within in the GMSF Site
Selection Paper available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

5.5

A 2021 addendum to the background paper has been produced which confirms that
as the allocation has not changed since 2020, the conclusions from the GMSF Site
Selection Topic Paper 2020 remain applicable.
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5.6

The Seedfield allocation fits within the overall Places for Everyone spatial strategy in
that it will contribute to inclusive growth. The allocation will contribute to the
Borough’s future housing supply and provide a diverse mix of house types and
affordable housing provision.

5.7

The PfE vision will be delivered through the pursuit of a number of broad objectives.
The Seedfield allocation will contribute to meeting the following PfE objectives:
•

Objective 1 - Meet our housing need;

•

Objective 2 - Create neighbourhoods of choice; and

•

Objective 6 - Promote the sustainable movement of people, goods and
information.

Planning History
6.1

There is no relevant planning history for this allocation.

GMSF 2019 Consultation Responses
7.1

268 comments were received in relation to the allocation during the consultation on
the Revised Draft GMSF in 2019. A summary of the key issues raised are provided
in Table 1:
Table 1 Summary of Consultation Responses from the Revised Draft GMSF in
2019
Principle / scale of development
▪ The local area is already largely built-up.
▪ Streets would be preferred to cul-de-sacs.
▪ The site needs redevelopment and represents an obvious infill
opportunity on the edge of the urban area.
Housing (incl. affordable housing)
▪ Concern that proposed homes will not be affordable.
Green Belt
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▪ This allocation is already part of a built-up area and should not be Green
Belt.
Brownfield
▪ Practical use of a brownfield site and an obvious infill opportunity that
needs redevelopment.
▪ The plan should include more sites like this on brownfield land.
Transport – Highways / Public Transport / Cycling / Walking
▪ The only access point into the site is inadequate. It is narrow and used
for parking, has poor access for emergency services and additional
access points are required.
▪ Additional development would lead to likely congestion on the A56.
▪ Public transport improvements are required e.g. rail/Metrolink.
▪ There is a lack of detailed information on transport interventions.
▪ Site represents an accessible brownfield site close to bus route and town
centre.
Physical Infrastructure and utilities
▪ Lack of detailed information on infrastructure requirements and provision.
Social Infrastructure
▪ Existing schools in northeast Bury over-subscribed. The former
secondary school at Seedfield should be brought back into use.
▪ GPs and dentists are in short supply.
▪ A new sports hall is required as part of the proposals.
▪ Lack of detailed information on social infrastructure requirements and
what the community benefits will be.
Environmental
▪ These proposals would lead to a loss of wildlife. We need to make the
most of natural resources.
▪ There would be a loss of recreation space, in particular playing pitches.
These are in demand and there is a lack of suitable replacement sites in
the area.
▪ Open space should be maintained by developers.
▪ A buffer is required to the west of the site.
▪ There is a lack of detailed information on proposals such as evidence on
existing GM ecological networks or an Ecological Impact Assessment.
▪ Welcome the proposed off-road access from the site to Burrs Country
Park, walking/cycle routes should include Green Infrastructure and needs
to be made accessible for horse riders.
Air Quality
▪ Concern that congestion will negatively impact air quality.
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Other
▪ Little done to publicise proposals, online portal was difficult to use and
questions were leading in nature.
▪ Lack of detail on approach taken/reasoning e.g. not clear why previous
sites rejected, why some districts have not released Green Belt and
others have.
▪ Imbalance between Green Belt loss in north and south.

GMSF 2019 Integrated Assessment
8.1

The 2019 GMSF Integrated Assessment (IA) is available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

8.2

The IA reviewed how the draft 2019 GMSF policies could impact upon the
environment, the economy, local communities, equality and public health. The IA
also recommended ways in which the GMSF could be improved to ensure that the
policies are as sustainable as possible.

8.3

The Seedfield allocation performed very well against the 2019 Integrated
Assessment objectives. However a number of recommendations were made:
•

Make specific reference to energy efficiency of the housing stock.

•

Consider how housing land can enhance work force skills and training, such
as through construction jobs.

•

Consider a feasibility study into requirements and ability of local network to
support development.

•

Benefits such as creation of construction and operational employment,
improved transport links or increases in the range of community facilities in
deprived areas. Where possible such benefits should be maximised to help
bring about long term benefits for deprived areas.

•

The allocation policy could reference integration with existing communities
and also encourage the provision of varied tenures within the development.
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•

Ensure any new provision is accessible to all and that local capacity is
considered throughout future masterplanning stages.

•

Seek to minimise the number of trips made by private car to/from the site.
Consider use of mitigation solutions including green infrastructure,
incentivising electric vehicles and/or masterplan layout which reduces
emissions near sensitive receptors. This is especially appropriate towards the
south eastern side nearest to the AQMA.

•

Consider ecological receptors throughout detailed design to reduce risk
throughout construction and operational phases.

•

Integrate green infrastructure throughout the scheme at masterplan stage.

•

A suitable flood risk assessment may be required and associated mitigation in
order to prevent the Flood Zone expanding.

•

Appropriate flood risk mitigation should be implemented (in line with best
practice) for all developments that are within or near to areas of flood risk.

•

Make reference to energy efficiency directly and ways that it can be
increased, such as highlighting the benefits of sustainable modes of transport.

•

Consider receptors throughout detailed design to reduce risk throughout
construction and operational phases.

8.4

It is important to note that the IA was focusing on each policy in isolation from other
policies and that many of the recommended changes for the Seedfield allocation
policies were already covered in other GMSF policies. However some wording
changes were made as a result of the IA in relation to housing types, electric
vehicles, heritage and archaeology.

GMSF 2020 Integrated Assessment
9.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
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further enhancement/mitigation were required. The 2020 GMSF Integrated
Assessment (IA) is available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
9.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for the Seedfield allocation had been
positively addressed by the 2020 allocation policy itself or other GMSF thematic
policies. However the 2020 IA did recommend a further three changes in order to
further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change - since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the
declaration of a climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this was broadly covered in Policy GME1 and within GM-H3 relating to housing, it was suggested that policies were
strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of buildings
and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1.

•

Deprivation - whilst this was also broadly covered within the supporting text
within Policy GM-E1, particularly referencing social inclusivity, it was
considered that the policy could be more explicit in terms of inclusive growth
and making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering
deprivation.

9.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

PfE 2021 Integrated Appraisal Addendum
10.1

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.
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Section B – Physical
Transport
11.1

No strategic transport interventions have been identified for the allocation. However,
a signalised junction at Walmersley Road could potentially be required if traffic
modelling demonstrates that it is necessary and a secondary emergency access
point into the allocation may also be required. Further work will be required to
establish the exact nature of any transport interventions as the allocation moves
through the planning process.

Flood Risk and Drainage
Flood Risk Summary
12.1

The allocation is located within Flood Zone 1.

12.2

The allocation is at low risk of surface water flooding.

GMSF Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
12.3

The Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (GM Level 1
SFRA) (https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) was
completed in March 2019 as part of the evidence base to inform the preparation of
the GMSF. This SFRA initiated the sequential risk-based approach to the allocation
of land for development and identified whether application of the Exception Test was
likely to be necessary using the most up-to-date information and guidance.

12.4

The Level 1 SFRA recommended that development could be permitted due to low
flood risk perceived from EA flood maps.

12.5

A site specific flood risk assessment will be undertaken as part of any development
proposals as necessary and prior to the submission of any future planning
application/s.
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Ground Conditions
13.1

There are no known ground conditions within the allocation. However, detailed
assessments of the ground conditions will be undertaken prior to the submission of
any future planning application/s.

Utilities
United Utilities
14.1

United Utilities in their response to the 2019 GMSF consultation highlighted that new
development should be focused in sustainable locations which are accessible to
local services and infrastructure. United Utilities will continue to work to identify any
infrastructure issues and appropriate resolutions throughout the development of the
Plan.

14.2

In relation to the Seedfield allocation, United Utilities have advised that a combined
sewer falls within the allocation and consideration will need to be given to either
diverting this sewer if possible or any potential easements should the sewer remain
in situ. Consideration must also be given to the disposal of surface water in the most
sustainable way. The Site Promoters will be required to agree drainage proposals
prior to the submission of any future planning applications.

Electricity
Electricity North West
14.3

Electricity North West carried out assessments on the proposed PfE allocations
which have fed into the GMCA ‘Spatial Energy Plan’. This is a high level assessment
of the expected impact of the proposed developments on the electricity network. In
relation to Seedfield, the assessment indicated that primary substation capacity in
the area may be above 95% of capacity due to forecast additional load resulting from
proposed developments.
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14.4

Electricity North West in their response to the 2019 GMSF consultation, advised that
they were confident in being able to meet the network capacity requirements for the
level of investment and growth proposed in Greater Manchester. Where necessary
they have secured the appropriate regulatory allowances within their ‘Well Justified
Business Plan.’

Gas
National Grid Infrastructure
14.5

Discussions with National Grid will need to take place as the allocation moves
through the planning process to establish whether or not any existing infrastructure
needs to be diverted as a result of the proposals. Discussions will also need to take
place to establish if there is sufficient capacity within the network to support the
proposals or if any upgrades to the existing infrastructure are required.

Telecommunications
Existing BT Infrastructure
14.6

Further detailed discussions will need to take place with BT as the allocation moves
through the planning process to establish whether or not any existing infrastructure
needs to be diverted as a result of the proposals. Discussions will also need to take
place to establish if there is sufficient capacity within the network to support the
proposals or if any upgrades to the existing infrastructure are required.

Existing Virgin Media Infrastructure
14.7

Further detailed discussions will need to take place with Virgin Media as the
allocation moves through the planning process to establish whether or not any
existing infrastructure needs to be diverted as a result of the proposals. Discussions
will also need to take place to establish if there is sufficient capacity within the
network to support the proposals or if any upgrades to the existing infrastructure are
required.
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Section C – Environmental
Green Belt Assessment
15.1

The proposed removal of the Seedfield Allocation has been informed by several
studies undertaken by LUC available at: https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone
•

The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016

•

Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020;

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities, 2020;

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study Addendum: Assessment of Proposed
2021 PfE Plan Allocations

15.2

The proposed allocation would involve the release of around 5 hectares of land from
the Green Belt.

15.3

In 2016 GMCA commissioned LUC to undertake an assessment of the Green Belt
within GM. The Study assessed the extent to which the land within the GM Green
Belt performs against the purposes of Green Belts, as set out in paragraph 80 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The aim of this Green Belt Assessment
is to provide the GM Authorities with an objective, evidence-based and independent
assessment of how GM’s Green Belt contributes to the five purposes of Green Belt,
as set out in national policy. It also examines the case for including within the Green
Belt potential additional areas of land that currently lie outside it.

15.4

In the Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016, GM Allocation 8 Seedfield
was included within Strategic Green Belt Area 11.

15.5

There were 4 different purposes of Green Belt that each Area was assessed against
and Area 11 performs as follows:
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Table 2. Assessment of allocation against the purposes of Green Belt.

15.6

Purpose

Performance of area

To check the unrestricted sprawl of
large built up areas

Moderate-Strong

To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

Strong

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Moderate-Strong

Preserving the setting and special
character of historic towns

Moderate

In 2019 LUC carried out an assessment identifying the potential opportunities to
enhance the beneficial use of remaining Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). The
study considered the opportunities to offset the loss of Green Belt through
compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of the
remaining Green Belt land.

15.7

Land lying within 2 km of GM Allocation 8 Seedfield formed the focus of GI
recommendations/mitigation to enhance the ‘beneficial use’ of the Green Belt. There
are 3 proposed additions to the Green Belt within 2 km of the Seedfield Allocation –
Woolfold, Pigs Lea Brook 1 and Chesham.

15.8

The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt relevant to the Seedfield allocation
identified in the assessment include:
•

Improve strategic pedestrian and cycle linkages along the River Irwell or the
preserved East Lancashire Railway towards Bury Town Centre and Burrs
Country Park;

•

Improve access and enhance the green corridor or the River Irwell in this
location to create local leisure and tourism opportunities;
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•

Introduce new crossing points within the adjacent Green Belt south west of
JPA8 Seedfield linking Woodhill Road Park and the suburbs of
Seedfield/Limefield.

•

Relocate Seedfield Sports Club to a suitable location to land within or out with
the adjacent Green Belt;

•

Walking routes including signage should be reviewed to link neighbouring
open space facilities within the adjacent Green Belt;

•

Refurbish sports facilities at Clarence Park;

•

Incorporate green infrastructure enhancements at existing SBIs, including
habitat management in conjunction with GMEU’s recommendations at these
locations;

•

Enhance the Castlesteads scheduled monument within adjacent Green Belt in
Burrs Country Park to the north;

•

Enhance semi natural habitats and network, including riparian and
broadleaved woodland and regenerating habitats typical at Burrs Country
Park.

•

Incorporate woodland creation schemes based on the Northern Forest
Initiative at Burrs Country Park;

•
15.9

Hedgerow restoration at Brandlesholme Road.

Some of these opportunities have been included within the policy requirements for
the allocation. Others would be more appropriately dealt with a detailed masterplan
or planning application(s).

15.10 In conjunction with the assessment of GI opportunities within the Green Belt, LUC
carried out an assessment to identify potential harm to the Green Belt through a
Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020. The report concluded that the allocation makes
a limited contribution to Green Belt purposes. Release of the allocation would not
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increase the containment of any retained Green Belt land and would result in a
strong and consistent Green Belt boundary to the west, which would be defined by a
woodland edge and bolstered by the railway line and the River Irwell.
15.11 Following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw from the GMSF and the
subsequent decision to prepare PfE, LUC produced a further addendum report in
2021. This report considers the impact, in terms of harm to the Green Belt purposes
from the release of land, of changes to the proposed Allocation boundaries and
areas of Green Belt release identified in the 2021 PfE Plan. Given the allocation
boundary or the area proposed to be released has not been amended from that
proposed in the 2020 GMSF, the conclusions for Seedfield identified in the 2020
Green Belt studies remain the same.
15.12 Evidence on Green Belt is only one part of the evidence base that influence any
decision on Green Belt release. Consequently, where studies have found that harm
is to be caused by release of the Green Belt, this finding should be balanced against
other important factors that could make up exceptional circumstances such as
sustainability, viability and deliverability.
15.13 The Seedfield allocation is deemed necessary to deliver a housing opportunity with
supporting infrastructure. The allocation responds to the spatial strategy in the PfE
Joint Plan and its key themes of ‘Inclusive Growth’ and ‘Addressing Disparities’ It
also directly addresses the aspirations set by Policy JP Strat-6 Northern Areas which
seeks to boost economic opportunities and diversify housing provision in the north of
the conurbation by the selective release of Green Belt.
15.14 The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt study discussed earlier are not
exhaustive and will require consultation with key stakeholders/landowners and may
require further surveys and viability testing to establish costings. However, the
enhancement opportunities nonetheless demonstrate that opportunities exist to help
offset the loss of Green Belt which will have a potential positive effect on the
beneficial use of the Greater Manchester Green Belt moving forward.
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15.15 The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
assessments on Green Belt in the area to inform the layout and form development
across the allocation.

Green Infrastructure
16.1

Existing green infrastructure elements can be found to the west and south of the
allocation. These will be retained and enhanced as part of any future proposals.
Appropriate mitigation measures to provide health benefits to residents as well as
measures to create a visually attractive environment will also be provided.

Recreation
17.1

Part of the allocation is currently used as playing fields. In addition to making
provision for the recreational needs of the prospective residents of the new
development, there will also be a requirement to provide replacement sports pitch
provision to off-set the loss of the existing playing fields within the allocation. It is
important that the replacement provision should be accessible, be of an equivalent or
greater quantity and quality and laid out and usable prior to the commencement of
any development on the Seedfield allocation

Landscape
18.1

The proposals will retain any existing well-established landscape features such as
mature trees and hedgerows. These will be integrated within the development
alongside new planting to enhance the ecological vale of the allocation.

Ecological/Biodiversity Assessment
19.1

There are no known ecological issues on the allocation and it should be suitable for
residential development in principle. There is, however, a wildlife corridor to the west
and south of the allocation that will need to be retained and enhanced as part of any
proposals.
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19.2

A detailed Ecological Assessment will be undertaken as part of any development
proposals as necessary.

Habitat Regulation Assessment
20.1

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required for the PfE Joint Plan because it
is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature conservation
interest of European Protected Sites. A HRA was carried out on the 2020 GMSF.

20.2

The Assessment first screened European protected sites in the North West to decide
which sites are most likely to be affected by development in Greater Manchester. In
carrying out this initial screening process the Assessment considered the main
possible sources of effects on the European sites arising from The Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the
European sites. Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is
there likely to be a significant effect.

20.3

Since the Joint Plan is a high-level, large-scale strategic plan where the main
impacts on European sites are likely to be diffuse and cumulative it is considered
that certain potential diffuse or indirect sources will be more likely to result from the
Plan than more direct sources of harm. None of the proposed allocations in the Plan
will result in direct land-take of any European sites.

20.4

20.5

These sources are considered to include –
•

air pollution,

•

diffuse water pollution and

•

recreational pressures.

Taking the above into account, the following European protected sites were
screened into the Assessment:
1. Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
2. Rochdale Canal Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
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3. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)
4. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Protection Area (SPA)
5. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
6. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Protection Area (SPA)
7. Rixton Claypits Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
8. Mersey Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)
9. Rostherne Mere Ramsar / National Nature Reserve
20.6

The GMCA and TfGM are responding to Natural England’s comments on the draft
HRA by commissioning additional air quality modelling to assess the implications of
changes more accurately in air quality on European sites that could potentially be
affected by changes to nitrogen levels arising from changes in vehicle movements in
Greater Manchester or within close proximity of the Greater Manchester boundary.

20.7

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and supported by an
assessment of air quality impacts on designated sites. The following sites have been
screened out at Stage 1 HRA:

20.8

•

Rixton Clay Pits (SAC)

•

Midland Meres & Mosses – Phase 1 Ramsar

•

Rostherne Mere (Ramsar)

The following sites requires Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment:
•

Manchester Mosses (SAC)

•

Peak District Moors (South Pennine Moors Phase 1) (SPA)

•

Rochdale Canal (SAC)
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20.9

•

South Pennine Moors (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors Phase 2 (SPA)

The GMCA are also responding to Natural England’s comments on functionally
linked land, recreation disturbances, water pollution and in-combination effects.
Details of this are included in the HRA and Assessment of Air Quality Impacts on
Designated Sites report.

Historic Environment Assessment
21.1

The GMSF Historic Environment Assessment Screening Exercise (June 2019)
(available here: https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone)
concluded that no further assessment of the allocation is required. There are no
designated assets nearby or within the allocation and the allocation has no
archaeological interest.

Air Quality
22.1

The scale of development should not result in any air quality issues to the
surrounding area in respect of traffic emissions. The allocation is well placed to
encourage travel by non-car modes of transport which will help minimise the extent
to which additional traffic from the allocation might result in air quality emissions.

22.2

An Air Quality Assessment will be undertaken as part of any development proposals
as necessary.

Noise
23.1

Given the allocation’s location adjacent to the urban area, the prevailing use is
residential. It is therefore considered that there are no significant noise constraints in
the local area which might affect the development of the allocation.
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23.2

A detailed Noise Assessment will be undertaken, as necessary, as part of any
development proposals and any required mitigation will be embedded within the
proposed development.
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Section D – Social
Education
24.1

The Seedfield Allocation is expected to yield around 29 primary age pupils and 20
secondary age pupils. Current forecasts indicate that there will be sufficient capacity
in the area to accommodate this modest yield of primary age pupils.

24.2

Cumulative secondary age demand pressures will need to be considered more
strategically, and in conjunction with other proposed developments across North
Bury.

Health
25.1

Further work will be required to determine whether there is additional capacity within
any local healthcare facilities to meet the increased demands arising from the
prospective occupants of the new development.

25.2

If additional provision is necessary, the most appropriate means and location for
such provision can be identified through future iterations of the masterplan.
Alternatively, there may be a requirement to make a financial contribution toward off
site health provision through a planning obligation or condition at the planning
application stage.
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Section E – Deliverability
Viability
26.1

The Three Dragons Viability Appraisal of the allocation using the base model shows
a positive result for the allocation, including provision of 25% affordable housing and
other policy requirements. The transport costs for the scheme are incorporated within
the base model because they are not strategic interventions. The results are set out
in the table below:
Table 3. Definitions for viability appraisals
Key phrase

Description

Test Type

Whether the test is the ‘Base’ test or a sensitivity test

Total BMLV,
SDLT & Land
acq fees

The total figure used in the testing for land value, includes tax
and fees.

BLV = benchmark land value

SDLT = Stamp duty land tax
Scheme RV (incl
BLV & return)

Scheme value (could also be described as headroom) once all
costs have been accounted for including land and developer
return

RV = Residual value

BLV = benchmark land value
Viability measure
as a % of BLV

Description of whether the scheme provides sufficient residual
value in terms of how it compares with the benchmark land
value i.e. if it is 10% or more above the benchmark land value
it is shown as green, if it is within 10% of the benchmark land
value it is shown as amber and where it is less than 90% of the
benchmark land value it is shown as red.

Headroom
(blended return)

The headroom expressed as blended rate of return. The
percentages shown are the headroom available after all costs,
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except developer return divided by the total gross development
value for the scheme. If schemes were to go ahead as
described, then this is the total return available to the
developer.
Test result
category

Category 1 - The residual value is positive and the residual
value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value.
Schemes in this group are viable and should be able to
proceed.

Table 4 Viability Appraisal Results
Test
Type

Total BLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees

Base
model
26.2

Scheme
RV (incl
BLV &
return)

£1,360,000 £540,000

Viability
measure
as a % of
BLV
More than
10% BLV

Headroom
(blended
return)

Test
result
category

17%

Cat 1

The testing indicates a headroom of £540,000, and shows that the scheme is viable
based on the high level Three Dragons appraisal. The allocation is classed as
Category 1 – the residual value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value, it
is viable and should be able to proceed.

Phasing
27.1

This is a comparatively small partly previously developed allocation in single
ownership (owned by Bury Council), with existing highways access and other
infrastructure provision. There are no major infrastructure constraints to be overcome
before the allocation can be delivered. Therefore it will be relatively straightforward to
develop as one outlet in a single phase.

27.2

The allocation is anticipated to deliver 40 dwellings per year from 2025/26, with the
final completions estimated for 2028/29. The delivery rate of 40 per annum is in line
with other similar sites delivered in the Borough. The first completions are estimated
for 2025/26 to give ample time for planning approval to be obtained following
adoption of the PfE Joint Plan. This allocation could in fact begin to deliver housing
ahead of the PfE Joint Plan as it is partially previously developed, but a more
cautious start date has been applied. The previously developed part of the allocation
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may be developed ahead of relocation of the existing football pitches to an
alternative location.
Figure 1. Seedfield Housing Trajectory

Seedfield Housing Trajectory
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Indicative Masterplanning
28.1

Paragraph 145 of the National Planning Policy Framework specifies that a local
planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as inappropriate in
the Green Belt but that exceptions to this are limited infilling or the partial or
complete redevelopment of previously developed land, whether redundant or in
continuing use (excluding temporary buildings), which would:
•

not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing
development; or

•

not cause substantial harm to the openness of the Green Belt, where the
development would re-use previously developed land and contribute to
meeting an identified affordable housing need within the area of the local
planning authority.

28.2

As such, given that a significant part of the Seedfield allocation is previouslydeveloped, it is considered that, in principle, it has the potential to be acceptable
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within the context of current Green Belt policy and is not dependent on the removal
of the Green Belt designation through the PfE process. As such, the Seedfield
allocation has not been subject to the detailed masterplanning work that has been
done on other allocations as part of the justification for removing Green Belt.
28.3

Nevertheless, a high-level indicative plan has been prepared to identify potential
extent of housing development and to reflect principles around the provision of areas
of open space.
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Figure 2 : Indicative Masterplan for the Seedfield Allocation (JPA8).
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Section F – Conclusion
The Integrated Appraisal
29.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation was required.

29.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for GM8 Seedfield were positively
addressed by the 2020 GMSF policy itself or another thematic policy. A small
number of residual recommendations remained from the 2019 IA, in order to further
strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change – since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the declaration of a
climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this is broadly covered in Policy GM-E1 (now
JP-P1) and within GM-H3 (now JP-H3) relating to housing, it was suggested that
policies are strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of
buildings and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1).

•

Deprivation – whilst this is also broadly covered within the supporting text and
broadly within Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1), particularly referencing social inclusivity, it
is considered that the policy could be more explicitly in terms of inclusive growth and
making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering deprivation.

29.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

29.4

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
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2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.

The main changes to the Proposed Allocation.
30.1

The 2020 GMSF GM8 Seedfield policy included additional criteria, to that presented
in the 2019 policy1, requiring:
•

Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband
and electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies

•

Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy GM-G9 A Net Enhancement of
Biodiversity and Geodiversity (now JP-G9);

•

Make appropriate provision for the long term management and maintenance
of areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features and sustainable drainage
features.

30.2

A significant amount of evidence base work has been produced to support the
allocation since 2019 and this has allowed the criteria within the 2020 Policy to be
expanded upon and be more specific to the allocation.

30.3

With the exception of the policy reference numbers, the 2021 PfE Seedfield
Allocation replicates that proposed in the 2020 GMSF.

Conclusion

1

See Appendix 1, 2 & 3 for the 2019, 2020 & PfE Seedfield Allocation policy.
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31.1

JPA8 Seedfield is considered to meet the site selection criteria and make a positive
contribution towards the overall vision, objectives and strategy of the PfE Joint Plan.
The allocation is considered to be deliverable and available for development.

31.2

The allocation provides the opportunity to deliver a residential development in a
location which is well-connected to the existing urban area and is less than 2
kilometres from Bury town centre. It provides an opportunity to deliver a diverse mix
of house types and affordable housing provision for the Seedfield area.

31.3

Appendix 3 sets out the JPA8 Seedfield policy wording.
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Section G – Appendices
Appendix 1 – Policy GM Allocation 8 Seedfield (GMSF, 2019)
Development at this site will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 140 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Seedfield area;
2. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
3. Make provision for recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
4. Make provision for additional capacity at existing schools in the area to meet
additional demand arising from the development in accordance with local planning
policy requirements;
5. Make necessary improvements to local highway infrastructure to facilitate
appropriate access to the site and incorporate enhancements to public transport,
pedestrian and cycle routes in the area;
6. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities through the incorporation of linkages and connections that allow for
sustainable modes of travel such as new walking and cycling routes, including
improved access to Burrs Country Park;
7. Retain, enhance the wildlife corridor and green infrastructure elements to the west
and south of the site and introduce appropriate mitigation measures;
8. Secure and bring into use suitable replacement sports facilities; and
9. Ensure that any development is safe from potential flood risk from any source and
incorporate measures to mimic natural drainage through the use of green
sustainable urban drainage to control the rate of surface water run-off.
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The delivery of the allocation and its associated infrastructure will be expected to be
supported by a comprehensive masterplan to be agreed with the local planning authority.
Justification
The site is well-connected to the existing urban area and is less than 2 kilometres from Bury
town centre. It provides an opportunity to deliver a diverse mix of house types and
affordable housing provision for the Seedfield area.
Around 50% of the site is previously-developed and a large part of the remaining land is
used as playing fields. In addition to making provision for the recreational needs of the
prospective residents of the new development, there will also be a requirement to provide
replacement sports pitch provision to off-set the loss of the existing playing fields within the
site. It is important that the replacement provision should be accessible, be of an equivalent
or better quantity and quality and laid out and usable prior to the commencement of any
development on the Seedfield site.
The development will generate additional demands for education that will need to be
provided for through investment in existing schools in accordance with Local Plan policy
requirements.
The attractive setting of the development will be further strengthened by the provision of
improved east/west pedestrian and cycle linkages, particularly to and from the expanding
leisure attractions at Burrs Country Park.
The development of the site will also be required to have regard to flood risk and it will also
be necessary for the development to implement an appropriate drainage strategy in order to
minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off.
Appendix 2 – GM Allocation 8 Seedfield (GMSF, 2020)
Development in this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 140 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Seedfield area;
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2. Make necessary improvements to local highway infrastructure to facilitate
appropriate access to the allocation and incorporate enhancements to public
transport, pedestrian and cycle routes in the area;
3. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning
policy requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings on the site and
across a range of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure
split of around 60% social or affordable rented and 40% affordable home
ownership);
4. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband
and electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies;
5. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links to Burrs Country Park and employment
opportunities in Bury Town Centre;
6. Retain and enhance and/or replace existing recreation facilities and make
provision for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the prospective
residents in accordance with local planning policy requirements;
7. Retain, enhance the wildlife corridor and green infrastructure elements to the west
and south of the allocation and introduce appropriate mitigation measures to
provide health benefits to residents as well as creating a visually attractive
environment in accordance with Policy GM-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network' and
Policy GM-G 8 'Standards for a Greener Greater Manchester';
8. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy GM-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of
Biodiversity and Geodiversity';
9. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for, potential flood risk from all
sources including surface water, sewer flooding and groundwater. The delivery of
the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
strategy

which

ensures

co-ordination

between

phases

of development;
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10. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water
run-off, discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options.
Where possible, natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the
use of ponds, swales and other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage
and be designed as multi-functional green infrastructure connecting to the wider
green and blue infrastructure network in accordance with Policy GM-S 5 'Flood
Risk and the Water Environment' and nationally recognised SuDS design
standards. Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will need to submit
clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are not available.; and
11. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and maintenance of
areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features and sustainable drainage
features.
Justification
The allocation is well-connected to the existing urban area and is less than 2 kilometres
from Bury town centre. It provides an opportunity to deliver a diverse mix of house
types and affordable housing provision for the Seedfield area.
Around 50% of the allocation is previously-developed and a large part of the remaining land
is used as playing fields. In addition to making provision for the recreational needs of
the prospective residents of the new development, there will also be a requirement to
provide replacement sports pitch provision to off-set the loss of the existing playing fields
within the allocation. It is important that the replacement provision should be
accessible, be of an equivalent or better quantity and quality and laid out and usable
prior to the commencement of any development on the Seedfield allocation.
The attractive setting of the development will be further strengthened by the provision
of improved east/west pedestrian and cycle linkages, particularly to and from the
expanding leisure attractions at Burrs Country Park.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and
drainage strategy. Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and
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permeable driveway surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential
flood risk both within and beyond the site boundaries.

As a green and blue

infrastructure network will provide more sustainable options discharge surface water, only
foul flows should connect with the public sewer.
Appendix 3 – Policy JP Allocation 8 Seedfield (Places for Everyone, 2021)
Development in this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 140 homes to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Seedfield area;
2. Make necessary improvements to local highway infrastructure to facilitate
appropriate access to the allocation and incorporate enhancements to public
transport, pedestrian and cycle routes in the area;
3. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings on the site and across a
range of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure split of around
60% social or affordable rented and 40% affordable home ownership);
4. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant joint plan or local
planning policies;
5. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links to Burrs Country Park and employment
opportunities in Bury Town Centre;
6. Retain and enhance and/or replace existing recreation facilities and make provision
for new recreation facilities to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
7. Retain and enhance the wildlife corridor and green infrastructure elements to the
west and south of the allocation and introduce appropriate mitigation measures to
provide health benefits to residents as well as creating a visually attractive
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environment in accordance with Policy JP-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network' and
Policy JP-G 8 'Standards for Greener Places’;
8. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy JP-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity
and Geodiversity';
9. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for, potential flood risk from all
sources including surface water, sewer flooding and groundwater. The delivery of the
allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which
ensures co-ordination between phases of development;
10. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the
development to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible,
natural SuDS techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and
other infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multifunctional green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure
network in accordance with Policy JP-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water
Environment' and nationally recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to
discharge to the public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why
alternative options are not available; and
11. Make appropriate provision for the long term management and maintenance of areas
of green infrastructure, biodiversity features and sustainable drainage features.
Justification
The allocation is well-connected to the existing urban area and is less than 2 kilometres
from Bury town centre. It provides an opportunity to deliver a diverse mix of house types
and affordable housing provision for the Seedfield area.
Around 50% of the allocation is previously-developed and a large part of the remaining land
is used as playing fields. In addition to making provision for the recreational needs of the
prospective residents of the new development, there will also be a requirement to provide
replacement sports pitch provision to off-set the loss of the existing playing fields within the
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allocation. It is important that the replacement provision should be accessible, be of an
equivalent or better quantity and quality and laid out and usable prior to the commencement
of any development on the Seedfield allocation.
The attractive setting of the development will be further strengthened by the provision of
improved east/west pedestrian and cycle linkages, particularly to and from the expanding
leisure attractions at Burrs Country Park.
Delivery of the allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
strategy. Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and permeable
driveway surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood risk both
within and beyond the site boundaries. As a green and blue infrastructure network will
provide more sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should connect
with the public sewer.
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Section A – Background
Introduction
1.1

In November 2014, the AGMA Executive Board recommended to the 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities that they agree to prepare a joint Development Plan
Document (“Joint DPD”), called the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(“GMSF”) and that AGMA be appointed by the 10 authorities to prepare the GMSF
on their behalf.

1.2

The first draft of the GMSF DPD was published for consultation on 31st October
2016, ending on 16th January 2017. Following substantial re-drafting, a further
consultation on the Revised Draft GMSF took place between January and March
2019.

1.3

On the 30 October 2020 the AGMA Executive Board unanimously agreed to
recommend GMSF 2020 to the 10 Greater Manchester Councils for approval for
consultation at their Executives/Cabinets, and approval for submission to the
Secretary of State following the period for representations at their Council meetings.

1.4

At its Council meeting on 3 December Stockport Council resolved not to submit the
GMSF 2020 following the consultation period and at its Cabinet meeting on 4
December, it resolved not to publish the GMSF 2020 for consultation.

1.5

As a joint DPD of the 10 Greater Manchester authorities, the GMSF 2020 required
the approval of all 10 local authorities to proceed. The decisions of Stockport
Council/Cabinet therefore signalled the end of the GMSF as a joint plan of the 10.

1.6

Notwithstanding the decision of Stockport Council, the nine remaining districts
considered that the rationale for the preparation of a Joint DPD remained.
Consequently, at its meeting on the 11th of December 2020, Members of the AGMA
Executive Committee agreed in principle to producing a joint DPD of the nine
remaining Greater Manchester (GM) districts. Subsequent to this meeting, each
district formally approved the establishment of a Joint Committee for the preparation
of a joint Development Plan Document of the nine districts.
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1.7

Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Regulation 32 of
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 enable
a joint plan to continue to progress in the event of one of the local authorities
withdrawing, provided that the plan has ‘substantially the same effect’ on the
remaining authorities as the original joint plan. The joint plan of the nine GM districts
has been prepared on this basis.

1.8

In view of this, it follows that PfE should be considered as, in effect, the same Plan
as the GMSF, albeit without one of the districts (Stockport). Therefore “the plan” and
its proposals are in effect one and the same. Its content has changed over time
through the iterative process of plan making, but its purpose has not. Consequently,
the Plan is proceeding directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.

1.9

Four consultations took place in relation to the GMSF. The first, in November 2014
was on the scope of the plan and the initial evidence base, the second in November
2015, was on the vision, strategy and strategic growth options, and the third, on a
Draft Plan in October 2016.

1.10

The fourth and most recent consultation on The Greater Manchester Plan for
Homes, Jobs and the Environment: the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
Revised Draft 2019 (GMSF 2019) took place in 2019. It received over 17,000
responses. The responses received informed the production of GMSF 2020. The
withdrawal of Stockport Council in December 2020 prevented GMSF 2020
proceeding to Regulation 19 Publication stage and instead work was undertaken to
prepare PfE 2021.

1.11

Where a local planning authority withdraws from a joint plan and that plan continues
to have substantially the same effect as the original joint plan on the remaining
authorities, s28(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
any step taken in relation to the plan must be treated as a step taken by the
remaining authorities for the purposes of the joint plan. On this basis, it is proposed
to proceed directly to Publication stage under Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 2012.
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1.12

A comprehensive evidence base was assembled to support the policies and
proposals in the GMSF 2020. Given the basis on which the Plan has been prepared,
this evidence base remains the fundamental basis for the PfE 2021and has
remained available on the GMCA’s website since October 2020. That said, this
evidence base has been reviewed and updated in the light of the change from GMSF
2020 to the PfE2021 and, where appropriate, addendum reports have been
produced and should be read in conjunction with evidence base made available in
October 2020. The evidence documents which have informed the plan are available
via the GMCA’s website.

Walshaw Allocation Overview
2.1

The proposed Walshaw allocation seeks to deliver 1,250 homes in a sustainable and
well-connected location set entirely within the existing urban area. The allocation can
deliver new homes alongside recreation facilities, a new primary school, a local
centre and strategic transport infrastructure which includes a new link road.

2.2

This Topic Paper brings together a wide range of information and evidence in
connection with the proposed strategic site allocation at Walshaw. The paper may be
subject to further technical amendments in advance of the formal commencement of
consultation.

Site Details
3.1

The Walshaw allocation comprises 64 ha with a developable area of 28 ha and is
located entirely within the Borough of Bury. It lies to the west of the Borough, 1.6 km
west of Bury town centre. The land is loosely bounded by the urban areas of
Tottington to the north, Woolfold and Elton to the east, Lowercroft to the south and
Walshaw to the west.

3.2

Bordering the allocation to the west is High Street / Lowercroft Road, and a strip of
residential development, beyond which lies farmland and open countryside. The
allocation extends to the north and south of Walshaw Road and existing road
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infrastructure also bounds the site, including the B6213 (Bury Road/ Tottington
Road), Scobell Street, Dow Lane, and High Street/ Church Street.
3.3

The allocation is mainly agricultural in use and contains three reservoirs fed by
Walshaw Brook. The Bolholt Hotel and Stables Country Club and Lake Hill private
residence are located to the north of the reservoirs although these are excluded from
the proposed area for development. The River Irwell lies approximately 1.5 km to the
east of the allocation.

Proposed Development
4.1

Approximately 1,250 homes are proposed within the JPA9 Walshaw allocation.

4.2

The allocation will include an appropriate mix of house types and sizes, affordable
housing, accommodation for older persons, plots for custom and self-build and a mix
of housing densities with higher density development in areas with good accessibility
and with potential for improved public transport connectivity.

4.3

The proposed development will be required to provide infrastructure to support the
new community. This includes a new link road through the allocation, other off-site
highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable traffic movement,
more routes for walking and cycling, a local centre with convenience shopping
facilities and a new primary school. There will be high quality, publicly accessible,
multifunctional green and blue infrastructure throughout the allocation which can be
used for sport, leisure and recreation.

4.4

The number of dwellings proposed within the allocation has not been amended from
that proposed in the 2019 GMSF and the unpublished 2020 GMSF.

4.5

The site allocation boundary in the unpublished 2020 GMSF was the same as the
2019 GMSF allocation boundary. However, the PfE boundary has been slightly
amended to exclude a small field and hedgerow on the south-easter edge of the
allocation, adjacent to Elton High School (an area of approximately 0.4ha).

4.6

Appendix 3 sets out the JPA9 Walshaw policy wording.
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Site Selection
5.1

The Site Selection work had the purpose of identifying the most sustainable locations
for residential and employment development that can achieve the Joint Plan’s Vision,
Objectives and Spatial Strategy.

5.2

The Walshaw allocation is almost entirely surrounded by the existing urban area and
is well connected to existing infrastructure.

5.3

The provision of a new route through the allocation which provides an alternative to
the use of the existing highway network through Walshaw coupled with a contribution
to the proposed strategic route through the Elton Reservoir site which will also allow
traffic from the Walshaw area to travel south without needing to travel through Bury
town centre, will deliver significant highway improvements. These will help to resolve
existing congestion issues in the wider Bury North area and Bury Town Centre. The
development will also facilitate improvements to public transport into and around the
allocation in order to allow for more sustainable transport choices.

5.4

Given the above, the allocation was selected for inclusion on the basis of Criteria 7
(land that would deliver significant local benefits by addressing a major local
problem/issue). Further detail is provided within in the Site Selection Paper (available
at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone).

5.5

A 2021 addendum to the background paper has been produced which confirms that
as the allocation has not changed since 2020, the conclusions from the GMSF Site
Selection Topic Paper 2020 remain applicable.

5.6

The Walshaw allocation fits within the overall PfE spatial strategy in that it will
contribute to inclusive growth and will contribute to boosting northern
competitiveness. The allocation will contribute to the Borough’s future housing
supply and provide a diverse mix of house types and affordable housing provision.

5.7

The PfE vision will be delivered through the pursuit of a number of broad objectives.
The Walshaw allocation will contribute to meeting the following PfE objectives:
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•

Objective 1 - Meet our housing need;

•

Objective 5 - Reduce inequalities and improve prosperity; and

•

Objective 6 - Promote the sustainable movement of people, goods and
information.

Planning History
6.1

Planning permission has not been granted for any significant uses within the
allocation.

GMSF 2019 Consultation Responses
7.1

640 comments were received in relation to the allocation during the consultation on
the Revised Draft GMSF in 2019. A summary of the key issues raised are provided
in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Consultation Responses from the Revised Draft GMSF in
2019
Principle / scale of development
▪ It would be an unfair concentration of large-scale development in one
area with no clear rationale for its inclusion.
▪ The setting of Walshaw village would be harmed. Separation required
between existing and proposed properties.
▪ Walshaw is home to a number of businesses, which would be affected.
Should be selecting sites that are vacant/have fewer constraints.
▪ Loss of farmland that should be kept open as it offers local benefits e.g.
residential amenity and improved health/wellbeing.
▪ The area is unsuitable for housing. Poor land stability due to past mining
activity, culverted watercourses and natural springs are on-site. Evidence
required addressing land stability/hydrology.
▪ Parts of the site within the indicative housing areas are not available for
development. The site should be extended to include The
Nurseries/Scholes Nursery.
▪ Landowners report that it is available, suitable and achievable. A joint
framework is being prepared for the whole site.
Housing (inc affordable housing)
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▪ The affordable housing situation will not be addressed.
▪ More information needed on affordability and house type. They need to
cater for over 65s and first time buyers not aspirational homes.
▪ Should be built out by smaller, locally based developers.
▪ Higher density terraced housing would minimise greenfield loss and
would be in keeping with local area.
▪ Housing figure should be expressed as a minimum.
Employment and Economy
▪ Construction jobs would only be temporary.
▪ The proposals will damage the local economy. Local businesses will not
benefit.
▪ Employment sites continue to be underused and central Manchester
sites will still outperform them.
Green Belt
▪ Large amount of loss, which will merge Bury/Tottington and cause urban
sprawl.
▪ Has role in enabling recreation, leisure, good health and wellbeing.
▪ Efforts to minimise loss are welcomed.
Brownfield
▪ The Nurseries/Scholes Nursery site is brownfield and should be included.
▪ Several unused/derelict brownfield sites and those in town centres
should be prioritised and regenerated.
Transport – Highways / Public Transport / Cycling / Walking
▪ Existing roads are at capacity and are in poor condition partly due to
large numbers of schools in the area. There would be an impact on road
safety, emergency services and businesses. Consider the impact on the
network including routes going out of the Borough.
▪ There is pressure on Bury Bridge. We need another road crossing over
the Irwell.
▪ Proposed highway solution does not alleviate the situation. Not clear how
Elton Reservoir link road helps, only displaces traffic.
▪ Concerns at collective impact on existing road network and on
motorways from both Walshaw and Elton Reservoir allocations.
▪ Public transport is poor and new bus routes will not work.
▪ Current walking routes not safe, cycling plans will not work.
▪ The detailed proposals on infrastructure are welcomed.
Physical Infrastructure and utilities
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▪ There is an inadequate sewerage system in Scobell Street area, which
overflows in heavy rain. No policy reference to improving its capacity.
United Utilities has not addressed this issue.
▪ The proposals will impact recycling and waste.
▪ Water shortages in the area and development will make it worse.
▪ Support for infrastructure provision commitments. Current infrastructure
is inadequate and new provision must be in place first.
▪ Uncertainties over infrastructure require other sites to be considered that
do not have constraints.
▪ The detailed proposals on infrastructure welcomed.
Social Infrastructure
▪ Increased stress on schools, which are already inadequate, and at
capacity.
▪ Concern that hotel and leisure facilities at Bolholt will be lost.
▪ More clarity needed on new social infrastructure. Concern that Fairfield
Hospital is reducing services.
▪ Local centre will not work and will become vacant. Shops/community
facilities should be within walking distance and be co-located. Should
invest in redevelopment of Radcliffe town centre instead.
▪ Detailed proposals on infrastructure welcomed. Provision of new school
welcomed.
Environmental – Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity, open space
▪ Important element of the GM green infrastructure network.
▪ Proposals would cause harm to the Special Landscape Area between
the lodges.
▪ Negative impact on key ecological sites, considerable loss of wildlife
home to a wide range of species, will reduce their movement. Deciduous
woodland and priority ponds are on-site.
▪ Designations of Sites of Biological Importance/corridors need to be
reviewed and extended.
▪ The proposals would lead to a loss of trees, woodland and hedgerows.
There would be no net biodiversity gain.
▪ The policy should protect and enhance the Nurseries site and require a
buffer.
▪ Loss of well-used recreation space and public rights of way would
negatively impact on health and wellbeing. Routes need to be made safe
for horse riders and others.
▪ Green infrastructure corridors should link further west and east to other
Borough-wide routes e.g. Kirklees Trail.
▪ Proposals should provide a buffer for water bodies at Bolholt.
▪ We need strict guidelines to ensure carbon neutrality benefits.
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▪ Further evidence required such as an Ecology Impact Assessment and
maintenance of green infrastructure corridors.
▪ Opportunities exist to secure net gains for nature e.g. green
infrastructure, woodland, ponds and protected species.
Air Quality
▪ Huge impact on carbon footprint/pollution likely to increase which would
have a negative impact on quality of life.
Flood risk
▪ Concern over increase in flooding, surface water run-off.
▪ The policy should be more flexible with regard to natural drainage.
Heritage
▪ Development would have an impact on Walshaw Cross and historic
cottages and farms at Bradshaw Road/Four Lane Ends.
▪ Should preserve open spaces around Christ Church to retain setting.
Other
▪ There would be a reduced quality of life from the construction process,
which will be disruptive and detrimental to amenity and likely increase
crime.
▪ Online consultation form was difficult to complete. Not everyone has
internet access. The document contains too much jargon. We need plain
English.
▪ This has been a developer-led process.
▪ Unfair that most Green Belt loss proposed in north. Unclear why previous
draft allocations in north of the borough have been rejected.
▪ More bus/Metrolink/park and ride interchanges needed, remove bus
lanes, widen roads, more ring roads needed, better linkages to
motorway. Improved access to North Manchester General Hospital
required.
▪ Housing need should be met through a new town. Should negotiate with
surrounding authorities and extend timeframe to 15 years.

GMSF 2019 Integrated Assessment
8.1

The 2019 GMSF Integrated Assessment (IA) is available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

8.2

The IA reviewed how the draft GMSF policies could impact upon the environment,
the economy, local communities, equality and public health. The IA also
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recommended ways in which the GMSF can be improved to ensure that the policies
are as sustainable as possible.
8.3

The Walshaw allocation performed well against the 2019 Integrated Assessment
objectives. However, a number of recommendations were made:
•

Make specific reference to energy efficiency of the housing stock;

•

Consider how housing land can enhance work force skills and training, such
as through construction jobs;

•

Consider feasibility study into requirements and ability of local utilities network
to support development;

•

Benefits such as creation of construction and operational employment or
improved transport links or increases in the range of community facilities,
should consider deprived areas. Where possible, such benefits should be
maximised to help bring about long term benefits for deprived areas.

•

The allocation needs to encourage integration with existing community and
provision of a range of housing tenures.

•

Ensure any new social infrastructure provision is accessible to all and that
local capacity is considered throughout future masterplanning stages.

•

Ensure any new educational provision is accessible to all and that local
capacity is considered through future masterplanning stages.

•

Seek to minimise the number of trips made by private car to/from the site.
Consider the use of mitigation solutions including green infrastructure,
incentivising electric vehicles and/or masterplan layout which reduces
emissions near sensitive receptors.

•

Consider the priority habitat and wildlife corridor throughout detailed design to
reduce risk throughout construction and operational phases.

•

Integrate green infrastructure throughout the scheme at masterplan stage.
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•

A suitable flood risk assessment maybe required and associated mitigation in
order to prevent the flood zone expanding.

•

Appropriate flood risk mitigation should be implemented (in line with best
practice) for all developments that are within or near to areas of flood risk.

•

Make reference to energy efficiency directly and ways that it can be
increased, such as highlighting the benefits of sustainable modes of transport.

•

Consider receptors throughout detailed design to reduce risk throughout
construction and operational phases.

•

Consider how development of PDL sites could be encouraged as a result of
greenfield development (e.g. by incentives or inclusion of adjacent PDL)

•

Further research into agricultural land quality and investigation into if impacts
on any 3a land can be avoided/minimised.

•

Consider how development of derelict land, properties, buildings and
infrastructure could be encouraged as a result of greenfield development (e.g.
by incentives or inclusion of adjacent PDL).

•

Promote sustainable construction methods.

•

Consider waste and recycling facilities in design e.g. consider location of
waste/recycling facilities in design/layout of masterplans and how waste
facilities can be located to encourage recycling.

8.4

It is important to note that the IA was focusing on each policy in isolation from other
policies and that many of the recommended changes for the Walshaw allocation
policy is already covered in other GMSF policies. However some wording changes
have been made as a result of the IA in relation to housing types, electric vehicles,
heritage and archaeology.

GMSF 2020 Integrated Assessment
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9.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation were required. The 2020 GMSF Integrated
Assessment (IA) is available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.

9.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for the Walshaw allocation had been
positively addressed by the 2020 allocation policy itself or other GMSF thematic
policies. However the 2020 IA did recommend a further three changes in order to
further strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change - since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the
declaration of a climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this was broadly covered in Policy GME1 and within GM-H3 relating to housing, it was suggested that policies were
strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of buildings
and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1.

•

Deprivation - whilst this was also broadly covered within the supporting text
within Policy GM-E1, particularly referencing social inclusivity, it was
considered that the policy could be more explicit in terms of inclusive growth
and making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering
deprivation.

9.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

PfE 2021 Integrated Appraisal Addendum
10.1

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
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2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.
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Section B – Physical
Transport
11.1

The allocation is located to the north-west of Bury and is bound by Lowercroft Road
to the west, Scobell Street to the north, residential dwellings and industrial units to
the east accessed from Tottington Road. Walshaw Road travels east to west through
the centre of the allocation. Elton High School is located to the south-east of the
allocation, to the south of Walshaw Road.

11.2

The allocation includes the provision of a link road, running north to south between
Lowercroft Road and Scobell Street. This will provide for development traffic and
existing through traffic, reducing flows of traffic passing through Walshaw. The link
road will also permit buses to pass through the site, providing flexibility in terms of
service provision and routeing. A number of other vehicular accesses to the
development will also be provided across the local road network.

11.3

The 2020 Locality Assessment (available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) concludes that certain parts of the network would be
constrained in 2040 without any GMSF, now PfE, related traffic. Whilst the creation
of a link road through the Walshaw allocation will ease traffic conditions to the north,
additional congestion is predicted to occur at the Crostons Road/Tottington Road
junction towards Bury town centre and at the Cocky Moor Road signalised junction to
the south as a result of additional PfE traffic. However, implementation of a number
of mitigation schemes at these locations will be sufficient to mitigate the PfE (formally
GMSF) traffic so that the highway network within the study area either operates at
the same level or better than the 2040 Reference Case, or with spare capacity.

11.4

The following mitigation measures have been identified:
Table 2 Supporting Strategic Interventions identified
Mitigation

Description
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Elton Link Road

New link road between the A58 Bolton
and Bury Road and Radcliffe Road,
providing access to the Metrolink
Stops and associated park and ride
facilities at Radcliffe (existing) and
Elton (proposed).

Table 3 Necessary Local Mitigations
Mitigation

Description

New Allocation Link Road

Link road providing bus penetration
through the allocation between
Lowercroft Road and Scobell Street,
via Walshaw Road.

Junction 5: Crostons Road/ Tottington
Road Junction

Extension of existing two-lane
approach on Crostons Road

Junction 5a: Tottington Road/
Walshaw Road Priority Junction

Reconfiguration of the Walshaw Road
approach

Junction 7: Cockey Moor Road
Junction

Adjustments to signalised junction to
improve entry capacities and improve
efficiency of signal operation.

Junction 9: A58 Bolton
Road/Ainsworth Road

Adjustments to signalised junction to
improve operation. Requirement/form
to be confirmed.

A58 Bolton & Bury Road/Starling
Road

Adjustments to signalised junction to
improve operation. Requirement/form
to be confirmed.

Provision of bus services

Provision of off-site active-travel
infrastructure
11.5

There are no SRN Interventions proposed.

11.6

In addition to the initial mitigation measures above, two further junctions are
considered to possibly require mitigation:
•

A58 Bolton Road/Ainsworth Road; and
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•
11.7

A58 Bolton & Bury Road/Starling Road.

While the need for improvement at these locations is recognised in the Locality
Assessment to ensure its robustness, the modelling undertaken does not, at this
stage, confirm the need for or the form of any mitigation at these junctions. Further
work will therefore need to be undertaken to assess the requirement for and nature
of any improvements.
Locality Assessment Update

11.8

As a result of the withdrawal of Stockport Council and their associated allocations
from the GMSF, the Locality Assessments have been reviewed. The Locality
Assessment Update Note (2021) produced for Walshaw confirms that the
conclusions of the Walshaw Locality Assessment, November 2020 remain robust.
There have been no changes to the allocation with regard to the quantum and
phasing of development. A minor change to the allocation boundary has been made
which slightly reduces the total area of the allocation.

11.9

The 2020 assessment gave an initial indication that the traffic impacts of the
allocation can be sufficiently mitigated, and that the allocation is deliverable with the
proposed mitigation in place. No additional forms of intervention are considered
necessary to support the allocation.

11.10 However, further review may be necessary as the allocation moves through the
planning process should the allocation be approved. The allocation would need to be
supported by continuing wider transport investment across Greater Manchester.

Flood Risk and Drainage
Flood Risk Summary
12.1

The allocation is located within Flood Zone 1.

12.2

There are three notable watercourses either within or in close proximity to the
allocation:
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•

Unnamed watercourse to the north of Scobell Street, which flows through the
existing residential area from west to east before becoming culverted
approximately 50m to the west of Camberley Close. United Utilities records
identify the culvert turning and flowing in a north easterly direction. There is no
evidence to suggest that it enters the proposed development site.

•

Walshaw Brook, an ordinary watercourse which runs north to south through
the allocation, flowing in a south easterly direction. There are numerous
tributaries that drain at various locations along its length. Also, there are
ponds/lakes to the north and south of the Brook and which have connectivity.

•

Elton Brook, an ordinary watercourse located close to the southern boundary
of the allocation. This generally flows in an easterly direction with a number of
tributaries present within the allocation connecting at various points. One of
the main tributaries commences within the allocation and crosses a number of
the development parcels. Outside the south east boundary, north of Elton
Vale Sports Club, are three large water features which are referred to as
Parkers Lodges.

12.3

Surface water mapping shows areas of the allocation are potentially susceptible to
surface water flooding. These are generally limited to the alignment of existing water
features such as Walshaw Brook and the existing lake/pond features.

12.4

A number of existing noteworthy surface water overland flow flood routes have been
identified from this data.
•

The first originates to the north and east of the allocation and appears to be
associated with a low point in Scobell Street which is prone to surface water
flooding. Water appears to flow from Scobell Street along/through the
allocation’s eastern boundary in a southern direction and end up off-site in the
pond/lake to the south of the Bolholt Hotel;

•

The second of these flow paths is located in the western area of the allocation
that originates south of Scobell Street and flows south towards the junction
with Walshaw Brook;
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•

The third of these flow paths is to the south east boundary of the allocation
and appears to originate from the alignment of Walshaw Brook and around
the western most pond/lake features.

•

The fourth of these flow paths relates to the alignment of Elton Brook and its
tributaries.

•

Localised surface water flooding is also identified in sections of the local
highway network adjacent to and bisecting the allocation. This generally tends
to be contained within the highway boundaries.

12.5

There have been historical instances of sewer flooding north of Scobell Street.
United Utilities have advised that this is due to a number of factors including
blockages in the existing culverts to the brook running alongside Scobell Street and
drainage connections from developments north of Scobell Street.

12.6

Given the topography of the allocation and the surrounding area, it is possible that
flooding from surcharged sewers could impact on the allocation as any excess flow
would follow the existing allocation topography.

12.7

Regular maintenance including gully cleaning is carried out and Untied Utilities are
currently undertaking works to remove highway drainage from the combined sewers
to increase the capacity within the sewer.
GMSF Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

12.8

The Greater Manchester Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (GM Level 1
SFRA) (available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone)
was completed in March 2019 as part of the evidence base to inform the preparation
of the GMSF. This SFRA initiated the sequential risk-based approach to the
allocation of land for development and identified whether application of the Exception
Test was likely to be necessary using the most up-to-date information and guidance.

12.9

The Walshaw allocation is located within flood zone 1. Therefore the Level 1 SFRA
recommended that the Walshaw allocation could be allocated subject to a site
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specific flood risk assessment which would ensure that any potential surface water
flood risk could be mitigated on site through site design and layout.
12.10 The site promoters for the allocation have prepared Flood Risk Assessments, to
assess the risk of flooding in more detail and developed a Masterplan Drainage
Strategy for the allocation.
12.11 A separate surface water drainage network is proposed within the allocation. This
will ensure that surface water run-off from the allocation would not exceed the
existing greenfield scenario and a betterment would be provided for longer return
periods.
12.12 The new drainage system will be designed in accordance with drainage hierarchy
and national sustainable urban drainage system (SuDS) standards. The use of green
SuDS including detention basis, rain gardens, swales and the proposed controlled
release of surface water to Walshaw Brook and Elton Brook will help to minimize the
flood risk impact on the downstream watercourse network. It is expected that no
surface water will be discharged to the combined public sewer.
12.13 Finished site levels will be engineered to provide positive drainage where required
and prevent ponding and this should ensure that there will not be an accumulation of
standing water.
12.14 Gradients of hard standing areas, where possible, will be designed to fall away from
buildings such that any overland flow resulting from extreme events would be
channelled away from entrances.
12.15 To ensure that the proposed development will not increase flood risk elsewhere,
surface water drainage discharge rates will be restricted. This restricted discharge in
conjunction with surface water attenuation on site will mitigate against flood risk to
other land. By reducing the post development peak run-off to greenfield rates prior to
its discharge into Walshaw Brook and Elton Brook, this will reduce the potential for
surface water flooding on the downstream network. Suitable pollution control
measures will be required to safeguard the local environment.
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12.16 The development and drainage system will be designed to cope with intense storm
events (with an allowance for climate change). If an extreme rainfall event exceeds
the design criteria for the drainage network, it is likely that there will be some
overland flows which are unable to enter the system and existing known overland
flows.
12.17 Any overland flows generated by the proposed development would be directed away
from the existing properties surrounding the allocation and towards the highway
network where it can follow natural flow paths.
12.18 The proposed policy wording for the allocation seeks to ensure that any development
within the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all
sources. The policy requires development to incorporate sustainable drainage
systems to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off,
discharging in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Proposals to
discharge to public sewer will need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why
alternative options are not available. As a green and blue infrastructure network will
provide more sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should
communicate with the public sewer.
12.19 The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Ground Conditions
13.1

The land within the Walshaw allocation has been used for a number of previous uses
including agricultural fields, farmland, sewage works, bleach and print works,
outbuildings and reservoirs.

13.2

Geological mapping indicates that the allocation is underlain by Cannel Rock
Sandstone, Old Lawrence Rock Sandstone, Sandstone, Pennine Lower Coal
Measures and Trencherbone Rock Secondary Aquifers which are overlain by Till,
Glaciofluvial Deposits of Sand and Gravel and Alluvial Clay, Silt and Gravel.
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13.3

The allocation is located in an area of historic quarrying/mining activity and is also
within an identified coal mining area. A Coal Authority reports shows that within
much of the allocation no recorded opencast mining has historically occurred. The
report states that part of the allocation could be affected by past underground mining
of 2 no. seams of coal from an unnamed colliery at 42m and 56m depth, last worked
between 1876 and 1878. It is likely that there are other unrecorded shallow (<30m)
workings in this area. Two coal shafts have been identified within the allocation
boundary. No mine gas emissions or emergency surface hazard call out procedures
are recorded in the allocation.

13.4

Phase 1 Preliminary Assessments – available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone - have been produced in support of the allocation and
have been reviewed by Bury Council’s Environmental Health department who have
accepted the findings and confirmed that the level of work is sufficient to take
forward the site allocation to the next stage of the PfE.

13.5

A geotechnical and geo-environmental ground investigation will be required to be
submitted with any planning application/s. This should include potential for ground
gas and groundwater monitoring, and a watching brief to be carried out and further
investigation of identified potentially contaminated areas to be carried out. Due to the
presence of coal seams and 2 historical mine shafts on parts of the allocation it
would be appropriate to identify the depth and extent of coal within the underlying
strata, and if appropriate to install combined ground gas and ground water
monitoring pipes to evaluate any requirements for gas remediation measures.

13.6

Furthermore, Environmental Health have requested analytical testing of all materials
to be used in gardens and soft landscaped areas to ensure they are suitable for use.
A site investigation proposal will be required for submission and approval by
Environmental Health.

13.7

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Utilities
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United Utilities
14.1

Three Utilities Assessments have been carried out within the site allocation
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). They
confirm that there are no major diversions and there are points of connection for all
utilities near the allocation. However, there is a requirement for a water main
easement and this has a been incorporated into the Masterplan.
Electricity
Electricity North West

14.2

Electricity North West in their response to the latest GMSF consultation advised that
they were confident in being able to meet the network capacity requirements for the
investment and growth in proposed in Greater Manchester. Where necessary they
have secured the appropriate regulatory allowances within their ‘Well Justified
Business Plan.’

14.3

Electricity North West have carried out assessments on the proposed areas, which
fed into the GMCA ‘Spatial Energy Plan’ document. This is a high level assessment
of the expected impact of the proposed developments on the electricity network, the
information was presented as a Red/Amber /Green (RAG) indicator. In relation to
Walshaw, this allocation presented as Green, which indicates that there are no
primary substation capacity issues envisaged due to forecast additional load
resulting from proposed developments.
Gas
National Grid Infrastructure

14.4

Cadent have confirmed that there is a low pressure network connection on Scobell
Street, 2 meters from the allocation entrance. However, this point of connection will
require reinforcement. Following further consultation and assessment it is expected
that the most appropriate point of connection for the allocation will be the Medium
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Pressure Main in the carriageway of Scobell Street opposite the allocation entrance.
As a result, a gas governor will be required within the allocation.
Telecommunications
Existing BT Infrastructure
14.5

Infrastructure records show that existing BT Openreach infrastructure is limited to
existing highway surrounding the proposed allocation. As a result, no significant
diversions will be required other than those required to facilitate access to the
development. Connection points will be determined by BT Openreach upon
submission of a detailed application following more detailed design.
Existing Virgin Media Infrastructure

14.6

Further detailed discussions will need to take place with Virgin Media as the
allocation moves through the planning process to establish whether any existing
infrastructure needs to be diverted as a result of the proposals. Discussions will also
need to take place to establish if there is sufficient capacity within the network to
support the proposals or if any upgrades to the existing infrastructure are required.
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Section C – Environmental
Green Belt Assessment
15.1

The proposed removal of the Walshaw allocation has been informed by several
studies undertaken by LUC (available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone):
•

The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016;

•

Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020;

•

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities, 2020

•

Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE Plan Allocations, 2021

The proposed allocation would involve the release of 61 hectares of land from the
Green Belt.
15.2

In 2016 GMCA commissioned LUC to undertake an assessment of the Green Belt
within GM. The Study assessed the extent to which the land within the GM Green
Belt performs against the purposes of Green Belts, as set out in paragraph 80 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The aim of this Green Belt Assessment
is to provide the GM Authorities with an objective, evidence-based and independent
assessment of how GM’s Green Belt contributes to the five purposes of Green Belt,
as set out in national policy. It also examines the case for including within the Green
Belt potential additional areas of land that currently lie outside it.

15.3

In The Greater Manchester Green Belt Assessment 2016, JPA9 Walshaw was
included within Strategic Green Belt Area 10. There were 4 different purposes of
Green Belt that each Area was assessed against and the Area performs as follows:
Table 4. Performance of area against the four purposes of Green Belt
Purpose

Performance of area
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15.4

To check the unrestricted sprawl of
large built up areas

Moderate-Strong

To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

Strong

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment

Moderate-Strong

Preserving the setting and special
character of historic towns

Moderate-Strong

In 2019 LUC carried out an assessment identifying the potential opportunities to
enhance the beneficial use of remaining Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone). The
study considered the opportunities to offset the loss of Green Belt through
compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of the
remaining Green Belt land.

15.5

Land lying within 2 km of JPA9 Walshaw will form the focus of GI recommendations /
mitigation to enhance the ‘beneficial use’ of the Green Belt. There are two proposed
additions to the Green Belt within 2 km of the allocation site at Woolfold to the east
and Lower Hinds to the south east.

15.6

The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt relevant to the Walshaw allocation
identified in the assessment include:
•

Upgrade and enhance (resurfacing, new access points) the existing footpath
network to provide local level recreational facilities;

•

Create a more attractive gateway access point at Woolfold through
resurfacing, interpretation, signage and new planting;

•

Introduce surfacing improvements and an off road multi user route along Elton
Brook;

•

Creation of community recreation space at former Cyrus Ainsworth Nurseries;

•

Undertaken enhancements to Elton Vale Sports Club and Dow Lane Play
Area;
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•

Enhance allotment provision;

•

Enhance existing habitat mosaics and introduce green infrastructure
enhancements at Woolfold and Lower Hinds;

•

Improve vegetation management and reinstate species rick hedgerows
parallel adjacent footpaths, multi-user routeway improvements or at strategic
access points such as Leigh Lane;

•

Improve the health of still water bodies through the planting of appropriate
aquatic and semi-marginal species to increase biodiversity and encourage
native species succession and enhance the Cyrus Ainsworth Nurseries and
Parkers Lodges SBI;

•

Retention and enhancement of existing hedgerow boundaries within JPA9
where possible;

•

Enhance and restore the field boundaries in the area around Lowercroft
Reservoirs and in the landscape north of Bentley Hall Road, replacing post
and wire fences with species rich hedgerows and stone walls;

•

Vegetation management in adjacent natural and semi-natural open space at
Woolfold and Lower Hinds, including tree works, replanting invasive species
management;

•

Enhance the existing semi-natural greenspace north of Elton Brook in Green
Belt to the east of JPA9.

15.7

Some of these opportunities have been included within the policy requirements for
the allocation, for others it is more appropriate for them to form part of the overall
masterplan or subsequent planning applications.

15.8

In conjunction with the assessment of GI opportunities within the Green Belt, LUC
carried out an assessment to identify potential harm to the Green Belt through The
Green Belt Harm Assessment, 2020. The report concluded that the allocation makes
a moderate contribution to checking the sprawl of Greater Manchester and
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safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. The allocation also makes a
relatively limited contribution to maintaining the separation of Bury and Tottington
which are already merged to a significant degree.
15.9

Releasing the allocation would increase the containment of retained Green Belt land
to the southeast, but this plays a similar role in relation to Green Belt purposes and
as such this does not increase the harm of release. Release of the allocation would
therefore cause moderate harm to Green Belt purposes.

15.10 Following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw from the GMSF and the
subsequent decision to prepare PfE, LUC produced a further addendum report in
2021. This report considers the impact, in terms of harm to the Green Belt purposes
from the release of land, of changes to the proposed Allocation boundaries and
areas of Green Belt release identified in the 2021 PfE Plan.
15.11 The 2021 PfE site allocation boundary for Walshaw has been revised very slightly in
order to exclude a small field and hedgerow on the south-eastern edge of the
allocation, adjacent to Elton High School (an area of approximately 0.4ha). The
2021 addendum report concluded that the area affected by the original allocation
boundary was too small to assess as a distinct area, given the strategic nature of the
assessment. The exclusion of the area of land therefore has no bearing on the harm
assessment findings. Harm of release of the allocation, is therefore, still moderate.
15.12 Evidence on Green Belt is only one part of the evidence base that influence any
decision on green belt release. Consequently where studies have found that harm is
to be caused by release of the Green Belt, this finding should be balanced against
other important factors that could make up exceptional circumstances such as
sustainability, viability and deliverability.
15.13 The Walshaw allocation is deemed necessary to deliver a key strategic housing
opportunity with supporting transport infrastructure. The allocation is critical in
responding to the spatial strategy in the PfE Joint Plan and its key themes of
‘Inclusive Growth’ and ‘Addressing Disparities’ It also directly addresses the
aspirations set by Policy JP Strat-6 Northern Areas which seeks to boost economic
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opportunities and diversify housing provision in the north of conurbation by the
selective release of Green Belt.
15.14 The potential GI opportunities in the Green Belt study discussed earlier are not
exhaustive and will require consultation with key stakeholders and may require
further surveys and viability testing to establish costings. However the enhancement
opportunities nonetheless demonstrate that opportunities exist to help offset the loss
of Green Belt which will have a potential positive effect on the beneficial use of the
Greater Manchester Green Belt moving forward.
15.15 The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
assessments on Green Belt in the area to inform the layout and form development
across the allocation.

Green Infrastructure
16.1

The emerging masterplan for the Walshaw allocation includes a multi-functional
green infrastructure network which will provide an attractive setting within the
allocation as well as extending the existing surrounding landscape into and through
the new community. The objective is to provide accessible open space within
walking distance of every home. The green and blue infrastructure network will
incorporate:
•

The retention and incorporation of existing trees, hedgerows and woodland;

•

The creation of green wedges and corridors that connect the development
with existing neighbourhoods and Walshaw village;

•

Provision of strategic cycle and walking connections along the green routes,
including the retention and incorporation of existing Public Rights of Way;

•

The creation of new biodiversity habitats;

•

The provision of a tree lined link road;

•

The provision of a network of connected green space and public open space;
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•

The enhancement of key views;

•

Provision of a sustainable drainage strategy, designed to address surface
water run off across the allocation.

Recreation
17.1

New play areas and sports facilities will be required to support the delivery of
housing and meet the needs of prospective residents in line with local planning
policy requirements.

17.2

Good cycling/walking links will integrate the allocation with surrounding communities
allowing access to existing nearby sports and recreation facilities.

Landscape
18.1

The Walshaw allocation lies within the ‘Manchester Pennine Fringe’ Character Area
(National Character Area 54). The Bury Landscape Character Assessment considers
the allocation to be located within ‘Fringe Industrial Brooks’. The allocation is also
located within a Special Landscape Area which encompasses the standing water
and woodland habitats in the southern part of the allocation.

18.2

There are no Conservation Areas within the allocation or within visual range of the
allocation. The closest Conservation Area is Bury Town Centre, located 1.75km
south east of the allocation. Christ Church, lies just outside the allocation boundary,
and commands a landmark position overlooking the landscape to the south and east.

18.3

Of the ‘Guiding Principles’ noted within the Bury Landscape Character Assessment
for the Fringe Industrial Brooks, the following are of relevance with regards to the
allocation and the future development of it in order to preserve and enhance the
character and should be incorporated where possible:
•

Consolidate and strengthen wildlife links and corridors in all fringe industrial
brook areas;
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•

Promote the introduction of broadleaved woodland and plantation woodland
along Walshaw Brook;

•

Promote recreation links between brook area and surrounding residential
areas;

•

Prevent boundary loss and fragmentation around urban fringes;

•

Repair and maintain network of hedgerows at Walshaw Brook

•

Preserve buildings and other industrial heritage; and

•

Retain industrial heritage features relating to the bleach work buildings at
Elton and Walshaw Brook where possible.

18.4

Visibility of the allocation appears to predominately relate to the adjacent built
settlement edge albeit there are localised opportunities for long distance views
extending beyond the allocation. These long distance views extend to the north and
provide sight lines of Peel Monument located 4.25km from sections of the public right
of way network within and adjacent to the allocation. In addition long distance views
can be achieved to general south west of Christ Church. By contrast, the rolling
topography of the allocation, together with the presence of woodland and hedgerow
vegetation results in pockets that are well contained visually which gives it a more
intimate character with views contained to the allocation and adjacent land. The
allocation has a settlement edge setting with built form often visible in the periphery
of views across the allocation.

18.5

Given the screening benefit and character contributions made by the woodland and
standing water habitats within the Special Landscape Area, these habitats should be
retained and enhanced as part of the GI Strategy for the allocation.

18.6

Opportunities exist to maintain and improve public access across the landscape on
allocation, to link up existing public rights of way network within the wider area, to
introduce planting that would strengthen and enhance the existing landscape
features and reflect the characteristics of the local landscape and to enable the
connectivity of existing woodland habitats.
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18.7

The final masterplan for the allocation will be required to use the findings from all the
landscape character studies to inform the layout and form development across the
allocation.

Ecological/Biodiversity Assessment
19.1

The following habitat types as defined under UK HAB are present within the
allocation, most would be regarded as in poor or fairly poor condition:
•

Woodland, primarily other broadleaved but including lines of trees;

•

Scrub including willow and bramble scrub;

•

Rivers and Lakes including standing water and running water;

•

Wetlands including swamp and marginal vegetation;

•

Grasslands – primarily modified grassland (improved for agriculture) with
smaller areas of other neutral grassland;

19.2

•

Agricultural land – temporary grass (i.e. agricultural leys);

•

Hedgrows

Adjacent to the south-eastern boundary is the Cyrus Ainsworth’s nurseries and
Parker Lodges Site of Biological Importance (SBI). This SBI includes two water
bodies, Lowland mixed broadleaved woodland, grassland and a brook. A minimum
offset of 15m is suggested by the site promoters between the SBI boundary and the
proposed development.

19.3

To the south of the SBI is Dow Lane informal recreation area and Elton Vale Sports
Club, which comprises a cricket club, football pitch and tennis courts.

19.4

The SBI, Recreation Ground and land within the southernmost section of the
allocation are located with a Wildlife Links and Corridors Unitary Development Plan
(UDP) designation.
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19.5

The Bury UDP policy for wildlife corridors requires that new development within or
adjacent to identified Wildlife Links and Corridors should contribute to their
effectiveness through the design, landscaping and siting of development proposals.

19.6

NPPF (para 174) requires LPAs ‘to pursue opportunities for achieving measurable
biodiversity net gain (BNG)’. The Environment Bill currently passing through
parliament will make this a statutory requirement. This requirement will be applied to
all new development seeking planning permission, which to be granted consent will
have to demonstrate that it will deliver a net gain for biodiversity in line with local,
regional and national targets. The metric to be used to assess biodiversity gain uses
habitat quantity and quality as a proxy for biodiversity value. It is worth noting that
habitat can also be used to a degree as a proxy for green infrastructure value so the
calculation can also be used to demonstrate wider benefits.

19.7

BNG will be expected to be provided on site and off site and should contribute
towards enhancing and providing connectivity for local habitat and species priorities.
For the Walshaw allocation this would include, ensuring the current pinch point along
Lowercroft Road and High Street on the Elton Brook wildlife corridor is not
weakened, treating the Walshaw Brook as strategic wildlife corridor and enhancing
connectivity for woodland, scrub and riparian species. It will be important to ensure
that BNG is integrated with other green infrastructure functions such as recreation
and surface water management.

Habitat Regulation Assessment
20.1

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required for the PfE Joint Plan because it
is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature conservation
interest of European Protected Sites. A HRA was carried out on the 2020 GMSF.

20.2

The Assessment first screened European protected sites in the North West to decide
which sites are most likely to be affected by development in Greater Manchester. In
carrying out this initial screening process the Assessment considered the main
possible sources of effects on the European sites arising from The Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the
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European sites. Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is
there likely to be a significant effect.
20.3

Since the Joint Plan is a high-level, large-scale strategic plan where the main
impacts on European sites are likely to be diffuse and cumulative it is considered
that certain potential diffuse or indirect sources will be more likely to result from the
Plan than more direct sources of harm. None of the proposed allocations in the Plan
will result in direct land-take of any European sites.

20.4

These sources are considered to include –

•

air pollution,

•

diffuse water pollution and

•

recreational pressures.

20.5

Taking the above into account, the following European protected sites were
screened into the Assessment:
1. Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
2. Rochdale Canal Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
3. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)
4. Peak District Moors South Pennines (Phase 1) Special Protection Area (SPA)
5. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
6. South Pennine Moors (Phase 2) Special Protection Area (SPA)
7. Rixton Claypits Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
8. Mersey Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)
9. Rostherne Mere Ramsar / National Nature Reserve
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20.6

The GMCA and TfGM are responding to Natural England’s comments on the draft
HRA by commissioning additional air quality modelling to assess the implications of
changes more accurately in air quality on European sites that could potentially be
affected by changes to nitrogen levels arising from changes in vehicle movements in
Greater Manchester or within close proximity of the Greater Manchester boundary.

20.7

A Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and supported by an
assessment of air quality impacts on designated sites. The following sites have been
screened out at Stage 1 HRA:

•

Rixton Clay Pits (SAC)

•

Midland Meres & Mosses – Phase 1 Ramsar

•

Rostherne Mere (Ramsar)

20.8

The following sites requires Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment:

•

Manchester Mosses (SAC)

•

Peak District Moors (South Pennine Moors Phase 1) (SPA)

•

Rochdale Canal (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors (SAC)

•

South Pennine Moors Phase 2 (SPA)

20.9

The GMCA are also responding to Natural England’s comments on functionally
linked land, recreation disturbances, water pollution and in-combination effects.
Details of this are included in the HRA and Assessment of Air Quality Impacts on
Designated Sites report.
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Historic Environment Assessment
21.1

There are no designated heritage assets within the allocation, however one has
been identified close to the allocation boundary (Christ Church, Walshaw). Due to
the importance of the interrelationship within the surrounding environment, any
proposed development within the allocation could impact on the setting of Christ
Church.

21.2

There is potential for Pre-historic remains, however, Roman remains are unlikely due
to the presence of the Roman road some distance away (approx. 1km to the west of
the site allocation).

21.3

The GMSF Historic Environment Assessment Screening Exercise, June 2019
(available at https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone)
concluded that further work is required to investigate the heritage potential of the
allocation and this should include:
•

Further assessment of the designated asset identified outside the land
allocation;

•

Non-intrusive work including walkover and geophysical survey to identify any
areas of prehistoric potential;

•

Historic building assessments of the farmsteads, hotel and print work remains;
and

•

Targeted intrusive work, depending on the results of the non-intrusive works
and also on the site of the former Bolholt print works.

21.4

In response, the Promoters for the allocation have engaged with Greater Manchester
Archaeology Advisory Service (GMAAS) regarding the proposed development within
the allocation. A Walshaw Historic Environment Assessment, June 2020 (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) has been prepared
and draws together the available archaeological, historical, topographic, geological
and land-use information in order to provide a detailed assessment of the
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archaeological potential of the allocation, examine any heritage issues and identify
potential mitigation measures.
21.5

In summary the Walshaw Historic Environment Assessment:
•

Provides a detailed assessment of Christ Church and confirms its high
heritage significance, with its setting within the graveyard and landmark
position overlooking the landscape to the south and east contributing to its
significance. In response, the emerging masterplan seeks to protect the
Church with a surrounding green buffer in order to maintain its prominence in
the area’s character. Views towards the church are proposed to be
maintained and framed for new development. An area of landscaping along
the east perimeter of the graveyard is proposed along with tree planting to the
south.

•

Recommends that the design of the final layout of the proposed development
needs to consider maintaining the intervisibility of the church within its
surroundings to the north east, east, south-east and south. In addition, any
development will need to avoid narrowing the views of the church to those
along the network of proposed roads as it was intended that Church was seen
within the wider landscape.

•

Recommends further consideration of the effects of the proposed
development on the setting of the designated heritage asset of Christ Church
will be needed as part of the design process.

•

Requires a programme of non-intrusive and intrusive investigation and
recording works to investigate any surviving archaeological remains primarily
from the prehistoric period. This work will focus on those areas that have the
most potential to contain evidence relating to prehistoric activities or
settlement, i.e. well-drained sands and gravels, localised higher topography
overlooking watercourses. By targeting these areas it is intended that features
such are hearths, which are also indicators of prehistoric activity, may be
revealed.
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•

Identified historic landscape features which are of local historical interest.
These represent historic footpaths or routeways, administrative boundaries or
field systems. The Assessment recommended that these heritage assets are
retained within the Allocation and where feasible should be enhanced in order
to maintain and preserve the links with the elements that shaped the existing
landscape around Walshaw.

•

Concludes that there is no evidence to suggest that the allocation contains, or
have the potential to contain, any archaeological remains of sufficient
importance to preclude or constrain development.

21.6

Greater Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service (GMAAS) have accepted the
findings of the assessment and confirmed that the level of work undertaken to date is
sufficient to take forward the site allocation to the next stage of the PfE.

21.7

Policy JPA9 requires the allocation to protect and enhance the heritage and
archaeological assets and their setting within the allocation and the wider historic
character of the surrounding area including the Grade II* Listed building, Christ
Church in accordance with the findings and recommendations of a Heritage Impact
Assessment.

21.8

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Air Quality
22.1

The allocation is not situated within Bury’s allocated Air Quality Management Area
(AQMA), although it is in close proximity to main roads situated within the AQMA. An
Air Quality Assessment has been produced (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) in support of the
allocation and considers the impact of the proposed development on air quality.

22.2

The development of land for residential use has the potential to cause air quality
impacts during construction and operation, as well as expose future occupants to
any existing air quality issues. However, the Assessment concludes that, whilst
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further detailed assessment will be required as the proposals develop, suitable
mitigation measures will ensure that air quality levels are kept to acceptable levels.
Mitigation measures could include:

22.3

•

Production of a Travel Plan;

•

Sensitive Layout Design

•

Provision of electric vehicle charging points within the development; and

•

Financial off-setting of emissions.

The assessment has recommended that a Detailed Air Quality Assessment (DAQA)
will be required in support of any future planning application/s for the development.

22.4

Bury Council’s internal Environmental Health Team have reviewed the Air Quality
Assessment. They have accepted the findings and confirmed that the level of work is
sufficient to take forward the site allocation to the next stage of the PfE. Further air
quality assessments will be required prior to any planning applications being
submitted within the allocation.

22.5

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.

Noise
23.1

A Noise Screening Assessment, April 2020 (available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone) has been undertaken
to identify potential noise sources which are likely to impact on the allocation.

23.2

The Assessment states that the existing source of noise affecting the proposed
allocation will be road traffic noise on the surrounding road network. Given the roads
primarily serve the residents of Walshaw and the surrounding area, it is unlikely
noise from the local road network will represent an insurmountable constraint to
development.
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23.3

The allocation will produce additional traffic on the local road network and may cause
an increase in noise at existing residential properties. However, there are several
routes from which traffic will disperse from the proposed allocation. Therefore, the
development is not likely to cause a significant potential change in noise levels at
these receptors.

23.4

Any proposed noise mitigation measures will be agreed with Bury Council prior to
commencement of any development.

23.5

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section D – Social
Education
24.1

The Walshaw allocation is expected to yield approximately 263 primary age pupils
and 175 secondary age pupils. Current forecasts show both primary and secondary
schools in the area full to capacity, therefore all additional demand created would
require additional school places.

24.2

It is proposed that the demand for primary places be met through the establishment
of a new 1fe primary school located within the allocation providing 210 places, with
the balance of the demand being met though an increase in capacity at an existing
primary school. Cumulative secondary age demand pressures will need to be
considered more strategically, potentially linked to other proposed developments
across North Bury.

24.3

An area (c.2.5 Ha) of the allocation has been reserved for the provision of a new
Primary School, as shown within the Masterplan.

Health
25.1

Further work will be required to determine whether there is additional capacity within
any local healthcare facilities to meet the increased demands arising from the
prospective occupants of the new development. If additional provision is necessary,
the most appropriate means and location for such provision can be identified through
future iterations of the masterplan. Alternatively, there may be a requirement to make
a financial contribution toward off site health provision through a planning obligation
or condition at the planning application stage.

25.2

The allocation is therefore considered to be deliverable although further work will be
needed as the allocation moves through the planning process.
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Section E – Deliverability
Viability
26.1

The Three Dragons Viability Appraisal of the allocation has been run using the base
model, which showed the allocation would likely require public support to proceed.
However, a sensitivity test has also been carried out for the allocation, showing that
a small increase in values of 5% would improve the status of the allocation and
return a positive value. The results are set out in the tables below:
Table 5. Definitions for viability appraisals
Key phrase

Description

Test Type

Whether the test is the ‘Base’ test or a sensitivity test

Total BMLV,
SDLT & Land
acq fees

The total figure used in the testing for land value, includes tax
and fees.

BLV = benchmark land value

SDLT = Stamp duty land tax
Scheme RV (incl
BLV & return)

Scheme value (could also be described as headroom) once all
costs have been accounted for including land and developer
return

RV = Residual value

BLV = benchmark land value
Viability measure
as a % of BLV

Description of whether the scheme provides sufficient residual
value in terms of how it compares with the benchmark land
value i.e. if it is 10% or more above the benchmark land value
it is shown as green, if it is within 10% of the benchmark land
value it is shown as amber and where it is less than 90% of the
benchmark land value it is shown as red.

Headroom
(blended return)

The headroom expressed as blended rate of return. The
percentages shown are the headroom available after all costs,
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except developer return divided by the total gross development
value for the scheme. If schemes were to go ahead as
described, then this is the total return available to the
developer.
Test result
category

Category 1 - The residual value is positive and the residual
value is 10% or more above the benchmark land value.
Schemes in this group are viable and should be able to
proceed.
Category 4 - These schemes are generally not viable with the
measures used in this study and will likely require public sector
support to be developed. However, for a number of these
residential schemes, despite not meeting the described viability
measures, a developer return of 15% and above (still
consistent with the range in the PPG) is shown as being
achieved, this would suggest a viable scheme, if a
developer/land owners found that acceptable.

Table 6 Viability Appraisal Results

26.2

Test
Type

Total
BMLV,
SDLT &
Land acq
fees

Base
model

Scheme
RV (incl
BLV &
return)

Viability
measure
as a % of
BLV

Headroom
(blended
return)

Test result
category

Less than
£17,050,000 £4,260,000 90% BLV

14%

Cat 4

Sensitivity £17,050,000 £7,700,000 More than
test –
10% BLV
increase
values by
5%

18%

Cat 1

The Three Dragons report shows that without a contribution to strategic transport
costs, the scheme produces a positive residual value both for the main and the
sensitivity test. However, a small increase in house prices of less than 5% would be
required to accommodate the full strategic transport costs identified.

26.3

With a small increase in values compared to the base model, the sensitivity test
demonstrates that the allocation would be able to support all policy costs including
25% affordable housing and the infrastructure required to support the development,
including the strategic transport costs. A 5% increase is considered appropriate for
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this location as it is in a popular residential area and is closely linked with Walshaw
and the areas to the west of Bury where house prices are typically higher than other
parts of the town.

Phasing
27.1

The policy wording for JPA9 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be approved
by the LPA for the allocation, which any proposals must then be in accordance with.
The policy states that this shall include a clear phasing strategy as part of an
integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the whole
development. This should include the delivery of highways, infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure, green and blue infrastructure, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and
ensure coordination between phases of development.

27.2

The phasing strategy will be developed through on-going discussions with key
stakeholders in relation to infrastructure delivery. The estimated phasing and delivery
trajectory will evolve as the plans for the allocation are developed further.

27.3

The allocation is in an established market area and will deliver a range of dwelling
types and sizes, including affordable housing and provision for older people. The
allocation is split into four separate outlets under the control of Himor (2 outlets),
Redrow and Vernon and Co. Developments. Each parcel can be served by a
separate access and can therefore be delivered simultaneously.

27.4

First completions are anticipated to take place in 2025/26, with a delivery rate of up
to 40 dwellings per outlet per year, with all 1,250 dwellings expected to be delivered
within the plan period. Although a significant amount of preparatory work has already
been undertaken as part of the GMSF process, a lead-in time of five years from the
start of the plan period has been allowed before the first completions to allow
sufficient time from adoption of the plan for masterplanning to be completed,
planning permission to be secured and enabling works to take place before the first
units are delivered.
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Figure 1. Walshaw Housing Trajectory
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Indicative Masterplanning
28.1

The Site Promoters for the Walshaw Allocation have produced an Illustrative
Development Framework Plan (see following plan) to show how proposed
development could come forward within the allocation. This provides the promoters
indicative vision and option for the layout of the development, including the location
of the residential parcels, green and blue infrastructure, schools, local centre, and
key pedestrian and vehicular access.

28.2

Policy JPA9 requires a comprehensive masterplan to be submitted prior to any
planning applications within the allocation. The masterplan must include a clear
phasing strategy as part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to
support the scale of the whole development in line with Policy JP-D1 Infrastructure
Implementation. This should include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface
water drainage, grey infrastructure including utilities provision, green and blue
infrastructure, broadband and electric vehicle charging points, recreation provision
and social infrastructure and ensure coordination between phases of development.
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Figure 2. Illustrative Masterplan for the Walshaw Allocation (JPA9)
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Section F – Conclusion
The Integrated Appraisal
29.1

An Integrated Appraisal (IA) was undertaken on the 2020 draft GMSF in order to
understand how the policy had changed since the 2019 IA and to identify if any
further enhancement/mitigation was required.

29.2

The majority of the 2019 recommendations for GM9 Walshaw were positively
addressed by the 2020 GMSF policy itself or another thematic policy. A small
number of residual recommendations remained from the 2019 IA, in order to further
strengthen the policies:

•

Climate Change – since the 2019 IA was undertaken there has been greater
emphasis on the climate change agenda and this is reflective of the declaration of a
climate emergency by the ten GM authorities;

•

Accessible design standards – whilst this is broadly covered in Policy GM-E1 (now
JP-P1) and within GM-H3 (now JP-H3) relating to housing, it was suggested that
policies are strengthened with more specific reference to accessible design of
buildings and spaces to meet the needs of users. This could be achieved through
strengthening Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1).

•

Deprivation – whilst this is also broadly covered within the supporting text and
broadly within Policy GM-E1 (now JP-P1), particularly referencing social inclusivity, it
is considered that the policy could be more explicitly in terms of inclusive growth and
making jobs available to existing local communities or to those suffering deprivation.

29.3

These recommendations were incorporated into the final 2020 GMSF.

29.4

A 2021 PfE Integrated Appraisal Addendum has been produced and has reviewed
the changes made between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021. As there have been no
substantial changes to this specific allocation between GMSF 2020 and PfE 2021
and the 2020 IA recommendations which had been incorporated into the GMSF
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2020 remain in the PfE Policy, there has been no change to the assessment of this
Policy in relation to the IA Framework since 2020.

The main changes to the Proposed Allocation
30.1

The amount of development proposed within JPA9 Walshaw has not changed since
the 2019 GMSF.

30.2

The 2020 GMSF proposed additional criteria within the policy requiring:
•

The provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband
and electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies;

•

Financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet the
needs generated by the development; and

•

The provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of
green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and
sustainable drainage features.

30.3

These additional criteria have been carried forward into the PfE allocation policy. A
significant amount of evidence base work has been produced to support the
allocation since 2019 and this has allowed the criteria within the policy to be
expanded upon and be more specific to the allocation.

30.4

The PfE is proposing a minor amendment to the allocation boundary to exclude a
small field and hedgerow on the south-easter edge of the allocation, adjacent to
Elton High School (an area of approximately 0.4ha).

Conclusion
31.1

JPA9 Walshaw is considered to meet the site selection criteria and make a positive
contribution towards the overall vision, objectives and strategy of the PfE Joint Plan.
The allocation is considered to be deliverable and available for development.
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Further work has been identified to take forward the allocation through the planning
process.
31.2

The allocation at provides the opportunity to deliver a high quality residential
development in a sustainable location. Community facilities, including a new primary
school and Walshaw Village, will be located within an easy and attractive walk of
residents. A tree-lined link road will be provided centrally through the allocation while
strategic green wedges with new pedestrian and cycle routes, will connect the
allocation with the wider countryside and surrounding neighbourhoods.
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Section G – Appendices
Appendix 1 – GM Allocation 9 Walshaw (GMSF, 2019)
Development at this site will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 1,250 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Walshaw area;
2. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements;
3. Make provision for recreation to meet the needs of the prospective residents in
accordance with local planning policy requirements;
4. Make provision for significant improvements to highways infrastructure, including:
▪

The provision of a new through road to enable an alternative to Church Street, Bank
Street and High Street;

▪

A contribution towards the provision of highways infrastructure through the Elton
Reservoir site; and

▪

Other off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable traffic
movement;

5. Make provision for major investment in public transport in order to enable more
sustainable transport choices;
6. Make provision for a new one form entry primary school within the site to accommodate
additional demand on school places;
7. Make provision for a new local centre including a range of appropriate retail, community
facilities and other services;
8. Provide appropriate mitigation and respect the setting of heritage assets in the vicinity of
the site;
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9. Ensure that any development is safe from potential flood risk from any source and
incorporate measures to mimic natural drainage through the use of green sustainable
urban drainage to control the rate of surface water run-off;
10. Make provision for green infrastructure corridors focusing on the areas around Walshaw
and Elton Brooks and the reservoirs and wildlife corridors including improved
accessibility and connectivity within the site and to surrounding areas, including to
existing areas of recreation at Dow Lane and Elton Vale;
11. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities including the incorporation of linkages and connections that allow for
sustainable modes of travel such as new walking and cycling routes, particularly to allow
through access from north to south; and
12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the site.
The delivery of the allocation and its associated infrastructure will be expected to be
supported by a comprehensive masterplan to be agreed with the local planning authority.
Justification
This is an extensive area of land occupying a sustainable and well-connected location set
entirely within the existing urban area. The land is loosely bounded by the urban areas of
Tottington to the north, Woolfold and Elton to the east Lowercroft to the south and Walshaw
to the west.
The site has the potential to deliver around 1,250 houses, providing a diverse mix of house
types and affordable housing provision for the local area.
This number of new homes will require significant improvements to the local highways
network to accommodate increased traffic generation. This will require the provision of a
new route through the site that provides an alternative to the use of the existing highway
network through Walshaw as well as a contribution to the proposed strategic route through
the Elton Reservoir site which will also allow traffic from the Walshaw area to travel south
without needing to travel through Bury town centre. The development will also need to
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facilitate improvements to public transport into and around the site in order to allow for more
sustainable transport choices.
The scale of the development will create additional demands for education and the
provision of a new one form entry primary school will be required in order to accommodate
needs that cannot be met through existing facilities.
In addition, the development should incorporate a new local centre in order to reduce the
need for surrounding residents to travel to facilities elsewhere. This could include local retail
uses to cater for the day-to-day needs of surrounding residents as well as community
facilities and other local services.
Christ Church in Walshaw is a Grade II* Listed Building sitting adjacent to the site. Any
development of the site will, therefore, be required to respect the setting of the church and
capitalise on opportunities to draw on the contribution that the church makes to the
character of the area.
Existing sport and recreational facilities at Dow Lane and Elton Vale Sports Club are
situated to the south of the site and the development should incorporate a green corridor to
provide access from the site to these existing recreational assets.
The development will also need to have regard to any existing features of ecological and
wildlife interest by minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity.
To reduce the risk of flooding, the development of the site should minimise the risk
associated with inadequate sewer capacity, minimise and control the rate of surface water
run-off through an appropriate drainage strategy and safeguard land within the site for flood
storage.
Walshaw and Elton Brooks run through the northern and southern parts of the site. These
should provide the focal point for the creation of a good quality green infrastructure network
providing publicly accessible open spaces and recreational opportunities for residents in the
area. Such a network should seek to maximise the value of existing features and areas of
nature conservation value and offer opportunities for active travel, particularly between
homes, schools, shops, places of work and recreation. Connectivity from west to east is
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already well established although there is potential for improved pedestrian and cycle
routes linking Tottington in the north to Elton and Starling in the south.
There are some existing reservoirs on the site and other opportunities for blue infrastructure
may exist to enhance visual amenity, provide sustainable drainage and widen local
biodiversity.
Appendix 2 – Policy GM Allocation 9 Walshaw (GMSF, 2020)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA. It shall include a clear phasing strategy as
part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
whole development in line with Policy GM-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
Development in this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 1,250 houses to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Walshaw area. This includes an appropriate mix of house types and sizes,
accommodation for older people, and provision of plots for custom and self-build
housing;
2. Make provision for significant new and improved highways infrastructure to enable the
proposed level of development to be accommodated, including:
▪

The provision of a new strategic through road to enable an alternative to Church
Street, Bank Street and High Street that is designed to be suitable for buses
and incorporates active travel and is in line with local design standards;

▪

Off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable traffic
movement from the allocation, including appropriate linkages to the Elton Reservoir
Link Road;
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3. Make provision for major investment in public transport in order to encourage
more sustainable transport choices (including potential upgrade of existing bus services
or a new bus service linking Tottington - Walshaw - Elton - proposed new Metrolink stop
at Warth Bury/Radcliffe);
4. Deliver a network of safe cycling and walking routes through the allocation
linking neighbourhoods with key destinations, incorporating Leigh Lane and Dow
Lane and in accordance with national and GM standards of design and construction
and local planning policy requirements;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings proposed on the site and
across a range of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure split of
60% social or affordable rented and 40% affordable home ownership);
6. Make provision for a new one-form entry primary school within the allocation to
accommodate additional demand on school places;
7. Make a financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet
the needs generated by the development;
8. Make provision for a new local centre in an accessible location which includes a range
of appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure that it is integrated
within existing communities;
9. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant GMSF or local
planning policies;
10. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to the recreation areas at
Dow Lane, Elton Vale, Whitehead Lodges as well as Walshaw Village and Bury Town
Centre;
11. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible, multifunctional green and
blue infrastructure within the allocation to provide health benefits to residents to create a
visually attractive environment and provide linkages to the sites wider drainage strategy
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in accordance with Policy GM-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network' and Policy GMG 8 'Standards for a Greener Greater Manchester'. This should include the
integration and enhancement of the existing green infrastructure corridors and
assets at Walshaw and Elton Brooks;
12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the
allocation in accordance with Policy GM-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity
and Geodiversity'; It is expected that the biodiversity gain provision will be
focused on the Walshaw and Elton Brook corridors and integrated with other green
infrastructure functions such as recreation and surface water management;
13. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all sources
including surface water, sewer flooding and groundwater. The delivery of the
allocation should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage
which

ensures

co-ordination

between

phases

strategy

of development;

14. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the development
to manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off, discharging
in accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible, natural SuDS
techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and other
infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multi-functional
green infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure network in
accordance with Policy GM-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water Environment' and nationally
recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will
need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are not available.;
15. Make appropriate provision for the long-term management and maintenance of
areas of green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and
sustainable drainage features; and
16. Protect and enhance the heritage and archaeological assets and their setting within the
allocation and the wider historic character of the surrounding area including the Grade
II* Listed building, Christ Church and its setting in accordance with the findings
and recommendations of a Heritage Impact Assessment.
Justification
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This is an extensive area of land occupying a sustainable and well-connected location set
entirely within the existing urban area. The land is loosely bounded by the urban
areas of Tottington to the north, Woolfold and Elton to the east Lowercroft to the
south and Walshaw to the west.
The allocation has the potential to deliver around 1,250 houses, providing a diverse
mix of house types and affordable housing provision for the local area.
This number of new homes will require significant improvements to the local
highway network to accommodate increased traffic generation. This will require the
provision of a new route through the allocation that provides an alternative to the use
of the existing highway network through Walshaw and may require a contribution to the
proposed strategic route through the Elton Reservoir allocation which will also allow
traffic from the Walshaw area to travel south without needing to travel through Bury
town centre. The development will need to facilitate improvements to public transport into
and around the allocation in order to allow for more sustainable transport choices.
The scale of the development will create additional demands for education and
the provision of a new one form entry primary school and contributions to off-site
secondary school provision will be required in order to accommodate needs that
cannot be met through existing facilities.
The development will generate the need to make provision for a new accessible local
centre providing facilities such as shops, health facilities and community facilities.
Existing sport and recreational facilities at Dow Lane and Elton Vale Sports Club are
situated to the south of the allocation and the development should incorporate a green
corridor to provide access from the allocation to these existing recreational assets.
The development will need to have regard to any existing ecological and wildlife features
including Walshaw and Elton Brooks which run through the northern and southern
parts of the allocation interest by minimising impacts on and providing net gains
for biodiversity. The brooks should provide the focal point for the creation of a good
quality green infrastructure network providing publicly accessible open spaces and
recreational opportunities for residents in the area. Such a network should seek to
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maximise the value of existing features and areas of nature conservation value and offer
opportunities for active travel, particularly between homes, schools, shops, places of work
and recreation. Connectivity from west to east is already well established although
there is potential for improved pedestrian and cycle routes linking Tottington in the north
to Elton and Starling in the south. There are existing reservoirs within the allocation and
other opportunities for blue infrastructure may exist to enhance visual amenity, provide
sustainable drainage and widen local biodiversity.
To reduce the risk of flooding, the development should minimise the risk associated
with inadequate sewer capacity and minimise and control the rate of surface water
run-off through an appropriate drainage strategy and, where possible, safeguard land
within the allocation for flood storage. Measures such as rainwater recycling, green
roofs, water butts and permeable driveway surfaces should be considered to mitigate
the impact of potential flood risk both within and beyond the site boundaries.

As a

green and blue infrastructure network will provide more sustainable options discharge
surface water, only foul flows should connect with the public sewer.
Christ Church in Walshaw is a Grade II* Listed Building sitting adjacent to the
allocation. Any development will, therefore, be required to respect the setting of the
church and capitalise on opportunities to draw on the contribution that the church makes
to the character of the area.
The completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment will be required.
Appendix 3 – JP Allocation 9 Walshaw (Places for Everyone, 2021)
Any proposals for this allocation must be in accordance with a comprehensive masterplan
that has been previously approved by the LPA. It shall include a clear phasing strategy as
part of an integrated approach to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of the
whole development in line with Policy JP-D 1 'Infrastructure Implementation'. This should
include the delivery of highways infrastructure, surface water drainage, grey infrastructure
including utilities provision, green and blue infrastructure, broadband, electric vehicle
charging points, recreation provision and social infrastructure and ensure coordination
between phases of development.
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Development in this allocation will be required to:
1. Deliver a broad mix of around 1,250 homes to diversify the type of accommodation in
the Walshaw area. This includes an appropriate mix of house types and sizes,
accommodation for older people, and provision of plots for custom and self-build
housing;
2. Make provision for significant new and improved highways infrastructure to enable the
proposed level of development to be accommodated, including:
▪

The provision of a new strategic through road to enable an alternative to Church
Street, Bank Street and High Street that is designed to be suitable for buses and
incorporates active travel and is in line with local design standards;

▪

Off-site highway works where these are necessary to ensure acceptable traffic
movement from the allocation, including appropriate linkages to the Elton Reservoir
Link Road;

3. Make provision for major investment in public transport in order to encourage more
sustainable transport choices (including potential upgrade of existing bus services or a
new bus service linking Tottington - Walshaw - Elton - proposed new Metrolink stop at
Warth -Bury/Radcliffe);
4. Deliver a network of safe cycling and walking routes through the allocation linking
neighbourhoods with key destinations, incorporating Leigh Lane and Dow Lane and in
accordance with national and GM standards of design and construction and local
planning policy requirements;
5. Make provision for affordable housing in accordance with local planning policy
requirements, equivalent to at least 25% of the dwellings proposed on the site and
across a range of housing types and sizes (with an affordable housing tenure split of
60% social or affordable rented and 40% affordable home ownership);
6. Make provision for a new one-form entry primary school within the allocation to
accommodate additional demand on school places;
7. Make a financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision to meet the
needs generated by the development;
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8. Make provision for a new local centre in an accessible location which includes a range
of appropriate retail, health and community facilities and ensure that it is integrated
within existing communities;
9. Make provision for other necessary infrastructure such as utilities, broadband and
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with relevant joint plan or local planning
policies;
10. Ensure the design and layout allows for effective integration with surrounding
communities, including active travel links and connections to the recreation areas at
Dow Lane, Elton Vale, Whitehead Lodges as well as Walshaw Village and Bury Town
Centre;
11. Make provision for new, high quality, publicly accessible, multifunctional green and blue
infrastructure within the allocation to provide health benefits to residents to create a
visually attractive environment and provide linkages to the sites wider drainage strategy
in accordance with Policy JP-G 2 'Green Infrastructure Network' and Policy JP-G 8
'Standards for Greener Places’. This should include the integration and enhancement
of the existing green infrastructure corridors and assets at Walshaw and Elton Brooks;
12. Minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity assets within the allocation in
accordance with Policy JP-G 9 'A Net Enhancement of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity'; It is expected that the biodiversity gain provision will be focused on the
Walshaw and Elton Brook corridors and integrated with other green infrastructure
functions such as recreation and surface water management;
13. Ensure the allocation is safe from and mitigates for potential flood risk from all sources
including surface water, sewer flooding and groundwater. The delivery of the allocation
should be guided by an appropriate flood risk and drainage strategy which ensures coordination between phases of development;
14. Ensure that sustainable drainage systems are fully incorporated into the development to
manage surface water and control the rate of surface water run-off, discharging in
accordance with the hierarchy of drainage options. Where possible, natural SuDS
techniques should be utilised, prioritising the use of ponds, swales and other
infrastructure which mimic natural drainage and be designed as multi-functional green
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infrastructure connecting to the wider green and blue infrastructure network in
accordance with Policy JP-S 5 'Flood Risk and the Water Environment and nationally
recognised SuDS design standards. Proposals to discharge to the public sewer will
need to submit clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options are not available.;
15. Make appropriate provision for the long-term management and maintenance of areas of
green infrastructure, biodiversity features, other areas of open space and sustainable
drainage features; and
16. Protect and, where appropriate, enhance heritage assets and their setting, including the
Christ Church Grade II* listed building, in accordance with the findings and
recommendations of the assessment of heritage assets that forms part of the Plan’s
evidence base and any updated assessment submitted as part of the planning
application process.
Justification
This is an extensive area of land occupying a sustainable and well-connected locations
entirely within the existing urban area. The land is loosely bounded by the urban areas of
Tottington to the north, Woolfold and Elton to the east Lowercroft to the south and Walshaw
to the west.
The allocation has the potential to deliver around 1,250 houses, providing a diverse mix of
house types and affordable housing provision for the local area.
This number of new homes will require significant improvements to the local highway
network to accommodate increased traffic generation. This will require the provision of a
new route through the allocation that provides an alternative to the use of the existing
highway network through Walshaw and may require a contribution to the proposed strategic
route through the Elton Reservoir allocation which will also allow traffic from the Walshaw
area to travel south without needing to travel through Bury town centre. The development
will need to facilitate improvements to public transport into and around the allocation in
order to allow for more sustainable transport choices.
The scale of the development will create additional demands for education and the
provision of a new one form entry primary school and contributions to off-site secondary
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school provision will be required in order to accommodate needs that cannot be met
through existing facilities.
The development will generate the need to make provision for a new accessible local
centre providing facilities such as shops, health facilities and community facilities.
Existing sport and recreational facilities at Dow Lane and Elton Vale Sports Club are
situated to the south of the allocation and the development should incorporate a green
corridor to provide access from the allocation to these existing recreational assets.
The development will need to have regard to any existing ecological and wildlife features
including Walshaw and Elton Brooks which run through the northern and southern parts of
the allocation by minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity. The brooks
should provide the focal point for the creation of a good quality green infrastructure network
providing publicly accessible open spaces and recreational opportunities for residents in the
area. Such a network should seek to maximise the value of existing features and areas of
nature conservation value and offer opportunities for active travel, particularly between
homes, schools, shops, places of work and recreation. Connectivity from west to east is
already well established although there is potential for improved pedestrian and cycle
routes linking Tottington in the north to Elton and Starling in the south. There are existing
reservoirs within the allocation and other opportunities for blue infrastructure may exist to
enhance visual amenity, provide sustainable drainage and widen local biodiversity.
To reduce the risk of flooding, the development should minimise the risk associated within
adequate sewer capacity and minimise and control the rate of surface water run-off through
an appropriate drainage strategy and, where possible, safeguard land within the allocation
for flood storage. Measures such as rainwater recycling, green roofs, water butts and
permeable driveway surfaces should be considered to mitigate the impact of potential flood
risk both within and beyond the site boundaries. As a green and blue infrastructure network
will provide more sustainable options discharge surface water, only foul flows should
connect with the public sewer.
Christ Church in Walshaw is a Grade II* Listed Building sitting adjacent to the allocation.
Any development will, therefore, be required to respect the setting of the church and
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capitalise on opportunities to draw on the contribution that the church makes to the
character of the area. The completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment will be required.
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Allocations and Additions, available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study - Cumulative Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE
Allocations and Additions (Addendum 2021) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study - Assessment of Proposed 2019
Allocations (2020) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
21F. Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study – Assessment of Proposed 2019
Allocations – Appendix B (2020) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Addendum: Assessment of Proposed GMSF
Allocations (2020) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Assessment of Proposed PfE Allocations
(Addendum 2021) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution Assessment of Proposed 2020 GMSF
Green Belt Additions (2020) , available at https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Contribution Assessment of Proposed 2021 PfE
Green Belt Additions (Addendum 2021) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
Stage 2 GM Green Belt Study – Identification of Opportunities to Enhance the
Beneficial use of the GM Green Belt (2020) , available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
GMSF 1 Hist Env Assess Summary Report June 2019, available at
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/placesforeveryone.
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Appendix 5 – Treatment of existing Unitary Development Plan
Policies on adoption of PfE.
Bury UDP Policy

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

EC1

EMPLOYMENT LAND PROVISION

JP-J1 (Supporting Long-Term Economic
Growth)

EC1/1 – Land for Business (B1), General
Industrial (B2) and Warehousing Uses
(B8)

Saved- refers to sites

EC1/2 – Land Suitable for Business (B1)
and Office Use

Saved- refers to sites

EC1/3 – Land Suitable for Business (B1),
Office and Hotel/Conference Facility Uses

Saved- refers to sites

EXISTING INDUSTRIAL AREAS AND
PREMISES

JP-J2 (Employment Sites and Premises)
and JP-J4 (Industry and Warehousing
Development).

EC2/1 – Employment Generating Areas

Saved- refers to sites

EC2/2 – Employment Land and Premises
Outside the Employment Generating
Areas

Saved- refers to sites

IMPROVEMENT OF OLDER
INDUSTRIAL AREAS AND PREMISES

JP-J2 (Employment Sites and Premises)

EC3/1 – Measures to Improve Industrial
Areas

JP-J2 (Employment Sites and Premises)

SMALL AND GROWING BUSINESSES

Saved

EC4/1 – Small Businesses

Saved

OFFICES

JP-J3 (Office Development)

EC5/1 – Office Development in Bury
Town Centre

Saved- refers to sites

EC5/2 – Other Centres and Preferred
Office Locations

Saved- refers to sites

EC5/3 – Other Office Locations

Saved

EC2

EC3

EC4

EC5
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EC6

H1

H2

H3

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

NEW BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Saved

EC6/1 – Assessing New Business,
Industrial and Commercial Development

Saved

EC6/2 – Hazardous Installations

Saved

HOUSING LAND PROVISION

JP- H1 (Scale, Distribution and Phasing
of New Housing Development)

H1/1 – Housing Land Allocations

Saved refers to sites

H1/2 – Further Housing Development

Saved

H1/3 – Provision for Gypsies and
Travellers

Saved

HOUSING ENVIRONMENT AND
DESIGN

JP-H3 (Type, Size and Design of New
Housing)

H2/1 – The Form of New Residential
Development

Saved

H2/2 – The Layout of New Residential
Development

Saved

H2/3 – Extensions and Alterations

saved

H2/4 – Conversions

Saved

H2/5 – Conversions of Residential
Property to Hotels and Guest Houses

Saved

H2/6 – Garden and Backland
Development

Saved

INCOMPATIBLE USES IN
RESIDENTIAL AREAS

Saved

H3/1 – Assessing Non-Conforming Uses

Saved
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

H3/2 – Existing Incompatible Uses

Saved

HOUSING NEED

JP-H3 (Type, Size and Design of New
Housing)

H4/1 – Affordable Housing

Saved

H4/2 – Special Needs Housing

Saved

H5

HOUSING IMPROVEMENT

Saved

EN1

ENVIRONMENT

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places)

EN1/1 – Visual Amenity

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places Clause 1, 2
and 11)

EN1/2 – Townscape and Built Design

Saved

EN1/3 – Landscaping Provision

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places Clause 16)

EN1/4 – Street Furniture

Saved

EN1/5 – Crime Prevention

Saved

EN1/6 – Public Art

Saved

EN1/7 – Throughroutes and Gateways

Saved

EN1/8 – Shop Fronts

Saved

EN1/9 – Advertisements

Saved

EN1/10 – Telecommunications

Saved

H4
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EN2

EN3

EN4

EN5

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

EN1/11 – Public Utility Infrastructure

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places Clause 9)

CONSERVATION AND LISTED
BUILDINGS

JP-P2 (Heritage)

EN2/1 – Character of Conservation Areas

Saved

EN2/2 – Conservation Area Control

Saved

EN2/3 – Listed Buildings

Saved

EN2/4 – Historic Parks

Saved

ARCHAEOLOGY

Saved

EN3/1 – Impact of Development on
Archaeological Sites

Saved

EN3/2 – Development Affecting
Archaeological Sites

Saved

EN3/3 – Ancient Monuments

Saved refers to sites

ENERGY CONSERVATION

JP-S2(Carbon and Energy) JP-S3 (Heat
and Energy Networks)

EN4/1 – Renewable Energy

JP-S2(Carbon and Energy) JP-S3 (Heat
and Energy Networks)

EN4/2 – Energy Efficiency

JP-S2(Carbon and Energy) JP-S3 (Heat
and Energy Networks)

FLOOD PROTECTION AND DEFENCE

JP-S5 (Flood Risk and the Water
Environment)

EN5/1 – New Development and Flood
Risk

JP-S5 (Flood Risk and the Water
Environment)
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EN6

EN7

EN8

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

CONSERVATION OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

JP-G9 (A Net Enhancement of
Biodiversity and Geodiversity)

EN6/1 – Sites of Nature Conservation
Interest (SSSIs, NNRs and Grade A SBIs)

Saved refers to sites

EN6/2 – Sites of Nature Conservation
Interest (LNRs and Grade B and C SBIs)

Saved refers to sites

EN6/3 – Features of Ecological Value

Saved

EN6/4 – Wildlife Links and Corridors

Saved

EN6/5 – Sites of Geological Interest

JP-G9 (A Net Enhancement of
Biodiversity and Geodiversity)

POLLUTION CONTROL

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places)

EN7/1 – Atmospheric Pollution

JP-S6 (Clean Air)

EN7/2 – Noise Pollution

Saved

EN7/3 – Water Pollution

Saved

EN7/4 – Groundwater Protection

Saved

EN7/5 – Waste Water Management

Saved

WOODLAND AND TREES

JP-G7 (Trees and Woodland)

EN8/1 – Tree Preservation Orders

Saved

EN8/2 – Woodland and Tree Planting

Saved

EN8/3 – Red Rose Forest

Saved
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

EN9

LANDSCAPE

JP-G1 (Valuing Important Landscapes)

EN9/1 – Special Landscape Area

JP-G1 (Valuing Important Landscapes)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT

Saved

EN10/1 – Derelict Land

Saved

EN10/2 – Riverside and Canalside
Improvement in Urban Areas

Saved

GREEN BELT

JP-G10 (The Greenbelt)

OL1/1 – Designation of Green Belt

JP-G10 (The Greenbelt)

OL1/2 – New Development in the Green
Belt

Saved

OL1/3 – Infilling in Existing Villages in
the Green Belt

Saved

OL1/4 – Conversion and Re-use of
Buildings in the Green Belt

Saved

OL1/5 – Mineral Extraction and Other
Development in the Green Belt

Saved

OL1/6 – Reuse/Redevelopment of Clifton
House, Prestwich

Saved

OTHER PROTECTED OPEN LAND

Saved

OL2/1 – Development on Other Protected
Open Land

Saved

URBAN OPEN SPACE

JP-G6 (Urban Green Space)

OL3/1 – Protection of Urban Open Space

JP-G6 (Urban Green Space)

EN10

OL1

OL2

OL3
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

OL4

AGRICULTURE

Saved

OL4/1 – Agricultural Land Quality

Saved

OL4/2 – Protection of Farm Holdings

Saved

OL4/3 – Development Impact on Farming
Areas

Saved

OL4/4 – Agricultural Diversification

Saved

OL4/5 – Agricultural Development

Saved

OL4/6 – Agricultural Dwellings

Saved

OL4/7 – Development Involving Horses

Saved

RIVER VALLEYS

JP-G3 (River Valleys and Waterways)

OL5/1 – Designation of River Valleys

Saved

OL5/2 – Development in River Valleys

Saved

OL5/3 – Riverside and Canalside
Development in Urban Areas

Saved

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL COUNTRYSIDE

Saved

OL6/1 – New Uses and Development of
the Countryside

Saved

SPECIAL OPEN LAND AREAS

Saved

OL5

OL6

OL7

OL7/1 – East Lancashire Paper Mill Water
Catchment Area

Already deleted
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RT1

RT2

RT3

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

OL7/2 – West Pennine Moors

Saved

EXISTING PROVISION FOR
RECREATION IN THE URBAN AREA

Saved

RT1/1 – Protection of Recreation
Provision in the Urban Area

Saved

RT1/2 – Improvement of Recreation
Facilities

Saved

NEW PROVISION FOR RECREATION
IN THE URBAN AREA

JP-P7 (Sport and Recreation)

RT2/1 – Provision of New Recreation
Sites

Saved

RT2/2 – Recreation Provision in New
Housing Development

Saved

RT2/3 – Education Recreation Facilities

JP-P7 (Sport and Recreation Clause 7)

RT2/4 – Dual-Use of Education Facilities

JP-P7 (Sport and Recreation Clause 7)

RECREATION IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

JP-G3 (River Valleys and Waterways),
JP-G2 (Green Infrastructure Network),
JP-G5 (Uplands)

RT3/1 – Protection of Existing Recreation
Provision in the Countryside

Saved

RT3/2 – Additional Provision for
Recreation in the Countryside

Saved

RT3/3 – Access to the Countryside

Saved

RT3/4 – Recreation Routes

Saved

RT3/5 – Noisy Sports

Saved
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

RT4

TOURISM

Saved

RT4/1 – Tourism Development

Saved

RT4/2 - Safeguarding Tourism Assets

Saved

RT4/3 – Visitor Accommodation

Saved

RT4/4 – Tourism Support Facilities

Saved

RT4/5 – Special Tourism and Leisure
Provision

Saved

RT4/6 – East Lancashire Railway

Saved

RT4/7 – The Manchester, Bolton and
Bury Canal

Saved

EXISTING SHOPPING CENTRES

Saved

S1/1 – Shopping in Bury Town Centre

Saved

S1/2 – Shopping in Other Town Centres

Saved

S1/3 – Shopping in District Centres

Saved

S1/4 – Local Shopping Centres

Saved

S1/5 – Neighbourhood Centres and Local
Shops

Saved

S1/6 – Additions to the Shopping
Hierarchy

Saved

CONTROL OF NEW RETAIL AND NONRETAIL DEVELOPMENT

Saved

S1

S2
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S3

S4

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

S2/1 – All New Retail Proposals:
Assessment Criteria

Saved

S2/2 – Prime Shopping Areas and
Frontages

Saved

S2/3 – Secondary Shopping Areas and
Frontages

Saved

S2/4 – Control of Non-Retail Uses in All
Other Areas

Saved

S2/5 – New Local Shopping Provision
Outside Recognised Shopping Centres

Saved

S2/6 – Food and Drink

Saved

S2/7 – Amusement Centres and Arcades

Saved

NEW RETAIL DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS

Saved

S3/1 – New Retail Development
Opportunities Within or Adjoining Town
Centres

Saved

S3/2 – New Retail Development
Opportunities Within District Centres

Saved

S3/3 – Improvement and Enhancement
(All Centres)

Saved

S3/4 – Markets

Saved

NEW RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
OUTSIDE TOWN AND DISTRIC T
CENTRES

Saved

S4/1 – Retail Development Outside Town
and District Centres

Saved

S4/2 – Assessing Out-of-Centre Retail
Development

Saved

S4/3 – Nurseries, Farm Shops and
Garden Centres

Saved
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

S4/4 – Car Showrooms, Car Sales Areas
and Petrol Filling Stations

Saved

S5

LARGE OUT-OF-TOWN SHOPPING
CENTRES

Saved

HT1

A BALANCED TRANSPORTATION
STRATEGY

JP-C1 (Our Integrated Network) JP-P1
(Sustainable Places), JP-C4 (Streets for
All)

HT2

HIGHWAY NETWORK

Saved

HT2/1 – The Strategic Route Network

Saved

HT2/2 – Improvements to the Strategic
Route Network

Saved

HT2/3 – Improvements to Other Roads

Saved

HT2/4 – Car Parking and New
Development

Saved

HT2/5 – Public Car Parks

Saved

HT2/6 – Replacement Car Parking

JP-C7 (Transport requirements of new
development)

HT2/7 – Lorry Parking

Saved

HT2/8 – Taxi and Private Hire Business

Saved

HT2/9 – Highways Agency Road Schemes

Saved

HT2/10 – Development Affecting Trunk
Roads

JP-C7 (Transport requirements of new
development)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

JP-C1 (Our Integrated Network) and JPC3 (Our Public Transport)

HT3/1 – Schemes to Assist Bus
Movement

Saved

HT3
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

HT3/2 – Bus Services

Saved

HT3/3 – Design of Roads for Bus Routes

Saved

HT3/4 – Schemes to Assist Metrolink

Saved

HT4

NEW DEVELOPMENT

JP-C7 (Transport requirements of new
development)

HT5

ACCESSIBILITY FOR THOSE WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS

Saved

HT5/1 – Access for Those with Special
Needs

Saved

PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS

JP-C1 (Our Integrated Network), JP-C4
(Streets for All), JP-C5 (Walking and
Cycling)

HT6/1 – Pedestrian and Cyclist
Movement

Saved

HT6/2 – Pedestrian/Vehicular Conflict

JP-C4 (Streets for All), JP-C5 (Walking
and Cycling)

HT6/3 – Cycle Routes

Saved

FREIGHT

JP-C6 (Freight and Logistics)

HT7/1 – Freight Facilities

Saved

PROPOSALS FOR NEW AND
IMPROVED COMMUNITY FACILITIES

JP-P1 (Sustainable Places) JP-P3
(Cultural Facilities)

CF1/1 – Location of New Community
Facilities

Saved

EDUCATION LAND AND BUILDINGS

JP-P5 (Education, Skills and Knowledge)

CF2/1 – Bury College

Saved

HT6

HT7

CF1

CF2
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PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

CF3

SOCIAL SERVICES

Saved

CF3/1 – Residential Care Homes and
Nursing Facilities

Saved

HEALTHCARE FACILITIES

JP-P6 (Health)

CF4/1 – Fairfield General Hospital

Saved

CHILDCARE FACILITIES

JP-P5 (Education, Skills and Knowledge)

CF5/1 – Childcare Facilities in New
Developments

Saved

PROTECTION OF MINERAL
RESOURCES

JP-S7 (Resource Efficiency)

MW1/1 – Areas of Search

Saved

MW1/2 – Mineral Working Within Areas of
Search

Saved

MW1/3 – Sterilisation of Mineral Deposits

Saved

MW1/4 – The Need for Aggregates

Saved

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR MINERAL WORKINGS

JP-S7 (Resource Efficiency)

MW2/1 – Assessing Mineral Extraction
Proposals

Saved

MW2/2 – Planning Applications for
Mineral Workings

Saved

CF4

CF5

MW1

MW2
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MW3

MW4

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

MW2/3 – Development Control
Conditions (Minerals)

Saved

MW2/4 – Longstanding Planning
Permissions

Saved

MW2/5 – Derelict or Degraded Land
(minerals)

Saved

MW2/6 – Alternatives to Newly Won
Minerals

Saved

MW2/7 – Transport Routes for Minerals
and Minerals Waste

Saved

MW2/8 – Materials for Restoration

Saved

MW2/9 – Standards of Restoration
(Minerals)

Saved

WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

JP-S7 (Resource Efficiency)

MW3/1 – Derelict or Degraded Land
(Waste)

JP-S7 (Resource Efficiency)

MW3/2 – Waste Recycling and Bulk
Reduction

JP-S7 (Resource Efficiency)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR WASTE DISPOSAL SITES

Saved

MW4/1 – Assessing Waste Disposal
Proposals

Saved

MW4/2 – Development Control
Conditions (Waste)

Saved

MW4/3 – Household Waste Disposal

Saved

MW4/4 – Transport Routes for Waste
Disposal Sites

Saved

MW4/5 – Land Contamination

Saved
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TC1

TC2

TC3

PfE Replacement Policy/Policies

MW4/6 – Standards of Restoration
(Waste)

Saved

TOWN CENTRES

Saved

TC1/1 – Open Space in Town Centres

Saved

TC1/2 – Pedestrian/Vehicular Conflict in
Town Centres

Saved

TOWN CENTRE ENHANCEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT

Saved

TC2/1 – Upper Floors

Saved

TC2/2 – Mixed Use Development

Saved

TC2/3 – Vacant And Cleared Sites

Saved

BURY TOWN CENTRE

Saved

BURY TOWN CENTRE

Saved

Area BY1 – Tentersfield/Millet
Street/Tenterden Street

Saved

Area BY2 – Bridge Road/Buckley Wells

Saved

Area BY3 – Bolton Street/Market Street

Saved

Area BY4 – Manchester Road/Knowsley
Street

Saved

Area BY5 – The Rock/Peel Way

Saved

Area BY6 – Central Shopping Area

Saved
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Area BY7 – Townside/Market Street

Saved

Area BY8 – The Rock/Moorgate

Saved

Area BY9 – George Street

Saved

Area BY10 – Rochdale Road/Lord
Street/York Street

Saved

Area BY11- Heywood Street/Spring
Street

Saved

RAMSBOTTOM TOWN CENTRE

Saved

Area RM1 – Market Place/Carr
Street/Ramsbottom Lane

Saved

Area RM2 – St Paul’s/Crow Lane

Saved

Area RM3 – Bolton Street/Bridge Street

Saved

Area RM4 – Square Street

Saved

Area RM5 – Railway Street/Bridge
Street/Peel Brow

Saved

RADCLIFFE TOWN CENTRE

Saved

Area RD1 – Blackburn Street/Dale
Street/Church Street West

Saved

Area RD2 – Green Street/New Church
Street

Saved

Area RD3 – South of Pilkington Way

Saved

Area RD4 – Stand Lane/Milltown Street

Saved
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Area RD5 – St Thomas’s/Bridgefield
Street

Saved

Area RD6 – Spring Lane/Church Street
West/Radcliffe Metrolink Station

Saved

PRESTWICH TOWN CENTRE

Saved

Area PR1 – The Longfield Centre/Bury
New Road

Saved

Area PR2 – Warwick Street/Derby Street

Saved

Area PR3 – Rectory Lane

Saved

Area PR4 – Church Lane/Bury New
Road/Clark’s Hill

Saved
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Appendix 6 – Equality Impact Assessment

Equality Analysis Form
The following questions will document the effect of your service or proposed policy,
procedure, working practice, strategy or decision (hereafter referred to as ‘policy’)
on equality, and demonstrate that you have paid due regard to the Public Sector
Equality Duty.
1. RESPONSIBILITY
Department
Service
Proposed policy
Date
Officer responsible
for the ‘policy’ and
for completing the
equality analysis

Business Growth and Infrastructure
Strategic Planning and Economic Development
Publication ‘Places for Everyone’ Joint Plan
1 July 2021
Name
David Wiggins
Post Title
Unit Manager: Development Planning
Contact Number
0161 253 5282
Signature

D. Wiggins

Date

1 July 2021

2. AIMS
What is the purpose
of the policy/service
and what is it
intended to achieve?

Who are the main
stakeholders?

‘Places for Everyone’ (PfE) sets out a plan for homes, jobs, and
the environment across nine of the ten Greater Manchester
districts (excluding Stockport). It sets out where we will build
the new homes we need, where our businesses will locate to
sustain and create jobs for our people, what infrastructure is
needed to support the development and to protect and enhance
our towns, cities and landscapes. It covers a timeframe up to
2037.
Whilst one of the key purposes of PfE is to make provision for
the homes and jobs needed across Greater Manchester in a coordinated and managed way, it is also about establishing a
framework for reducing inequalities, improving the lives of our
residents and transforming Greater Manchester into the worldleading city-region we know it can be.
The main stakeholders which are involved in the PfE Joint Plan
are local residents, developers, land owners, businesses,
planning and development consultants, statutory consultees,
infrastructure providers, interest groups and representative
bodies.
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3. ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE TO EQUALITY
3a. Using the drop down lists below, please advise whether the
policy/service has either a positive or negative effect on any groups of
people with protected equality characteristics.
If you answer yes to any question, please also explain why and how that
group of people will be affected.
Protected
equality
characteristic
Race

Positive
effect
(Yes/No)
No

Negative
effect
(Yes/No)
No

Disability

Yes

No

Gender

No

No

Gender
reassignment

No

No

Age

Yes

No

Explanation

The Publication PfE Joint Plan has been
subject to an Integrated Appraisal and part
of this has involved and Equality Impact
Assessment which has considered in its
scope, the likely effects on
discriminatory practices; the potential to
alter the opportunities of certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups
of people, including race.
The Publication PfE Joint Plan includes
policies that seek to ensure that all
neighbourhoods are designed to enable
residents to live healthier, happier and
more fulfilling lives, with the barriers to
doing so minimised as far as possible. This
must include recognising and responding
to the difficulties that
people may face due to age, disability,
illness or financial circumstances.
The PfE Joint Plan has also been subject to
an Integrated Appraisal and part of this
has involved and Equality Impact
Assessment which has considered in its
scope, the likely effects on discriminatory
practices; the potential to alter the
opportunities of certain groups of people;
and/or effect on relationships between
different groups of people, including
disability.

The PfE Joint Plan has been subject to an
Integrated Appraisal and part of this has
involved and Equality Impact Assessment
which has considered in its scope, the
likely effects on
discriminatory practices; the potential to
alter the opportunities of certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups of
people, including gender reassignment.
A number of the development allocations
state that they will provide housing for
elderly people.
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Sexual orientation

No

No

Religion or belief

No

No

Caring
responsibilities

No

No

Pregnancy or
maternity

No

No

Marriage or civil
partnership

No

No

The PfE Joint Plan has also been subject to
an Integrated Appraisal and part of this
has involved and Equality Impact
Assessment which has considered in its
scope, the likely effects on discriminatory
practices; the potential to alter the
opportunities of certain groups of people;
and/or effect on relationships between
different groups of people, including age.
The PfE Joint Plan has been subject to an
Integrated Appraisal and part of this has
involved and Equality Impact Assessment
which has considered in its scope, the
likely effects on discriminatory practices;
the potential to alter the opportunities of
certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups
of people, including sexual orientation.
The PfE Joint Plan has been subject to an
Integrated Appraisal and part of this has
involved and Equality Impact Assessment
which has considered in its scope, the
likely effects on discriminatory practices;
the potential to alter the opportunities of
certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups
of people, including religion or belief.

The PfE Joint Plan has been subject to an
Integrated Appraisal and part of this has
involved and Equality Impact Assessment
which has considered in its scope, the
likely effects on discriminatory practices;
the potential to alter the opportunities of
certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups
of people, including pregnancy or
maternity.
The PfE Joint Plan has been subject to an
Integrated Appraisal and part of this has
involved and Equality Impact Assessment
which has considered in its scope, the
likely effects on discriminatory practices;
the potential to alter the opportunities of
certain
groups of people; and/or effect on
relationships between different groups of
people, including marriage or civil
partnership.
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3b. Using the drop down lists below, please advise whether or not our
policy/service has relevance to the Public Sector Equality Duty.
If you answer yes to any question, please explain why.
General Public Sector
Equality Duties
Need to eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment
and victimisation and other
conduct prohibited by the
Equality Act 2010

Relevance
(Yes/No)
No

Reason for the relevance

Need to advance equality of
opportunity between people
who share a protected
characteristic and those who
do not (eg. by removing or
minimising disadvantages or
meeting needs)

Yes

The PfE Joint Plan will include policies that
are specifically designed to make provision
for special needs housing, including
housing for the elderly as well as ensuring
that all neighbourhoods are designed to
enable residents to live healthier, happier
and more fulfilling lives, with the barriers
to doing so minimised as far as possible.
This must include recognising and
responding to the difficulties that people
may face due to age, disability, illness or
financial circumstances.

Need to foster good
relations between people
who share a protected
characteristic and those who
do not (eg. by tackling
prejudice or promoting
understanding)

No

If you answered ‘YES’ to any of the
questions in 3a and 3b

Go straight to Question 4

If you answered ‘NO’ to all of the
questions in 3a and 3b

Go to Question 3c and do not
answer questions 4-6

-4-
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3c. If you have answered ‘No’ to all the questions in 3a and 3b please
explain why you feel that your policy/service has no relevance to
equality.

4. EQUALITY INFORMATION AND ENGAGEMENT
4a. For a service plan, please list what equality information you currently have
available (including a list of all EAs carried out on existing
policies/procedures/strategies),
OR for a new/changed policy or practice please list what equality information
you considered and engagement you have carried out in relation to it.
Please provide a link if the information is published on the web and advise when
it was last updated?
(NB. Equality information can be both qualitative and quantitative. It includes
knowledge of service users, satisfaction rates, compliments and complaints, the
results of surveys or other engagement activities and should be broken down by
equality characteristics where relevant.)
Details of the equality
information or engagement
Following consultation on two
previous drafts in 2016 and 2019
(then referred to as the GMSF), the
PfE Joint Plan is now progressing to
the formal Publication stage.

Internet link if published

Date last
updated

If all 9 of the participating districts’
Executive Committees agree
(including Bury Cabinet), the
Publication PfE Joint Plan will then be
brought forward for eight-weeks of
public consultation.

4b. Are there any information gaps, and if so how do you plan to tackle them?
No

-5-
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5. CONCLUSIONS OF THE EQUALITY ANALYSIS
What will the likely
overall effect of your
policy/service plan be on
equality?

Positive

If you identified any
negative effects (see
questions 3a) or
discrimination what
measures have you put
in place to remove or
mitigate them?

N/A

Have you identified any
further ways that you
can advance equality of
opportunity and/or
foster good relations? If
so, please give details.

No

What steps do you intend
to take now in respect of
the implementation of
your policy/service plan?

Following consultation, the Publication PfE Joint Plan will be
formally submitted to the Government alongside all
supporting evidence. The Government will then appoint an
Independent Planning Inspector (or a panel of Inspectors) to
undertake a public examination of the PfE Joint Plan.
Importantly, all representations made at the Publication stage
will also be submitted to the Government and these will be
considered by the Inspector(s) as part of the Examination of
the plan.

6. MONITORING AND REVIEW
If you intend to proceed with your policy/service plan, please detail
what monitoring arrangements (if appropriate) you will put in place to
monitor the ongoing effects. Please also state when the policy/service
plan will be reviewed.
The PfE Joint Plan will be continually monitored in order to determine the effectiveness
of its policies.

COPIES OF THIS EQUALITY ANALYSIS FORM SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO ANY
REPORTS/SERVICE PLANS AND ALSO SENT TO YOUR DEPARTMENTAL
EQUALITY REPRESENTATIVE FOR RECORDING.

-6-
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Agenda Item 8

REPORT FOR DECISION
Agenda
Item

MEETING:

CABINET

DATE:

28 JULY 2021

SUBJECT:

THE COUNCIL’S FINANCIAL POSITION – 2020/21
OUTTURN

REPORT FROM:

LEADER OF THE COUNCIL

CONTACT OFFICER:

SAM EVANS, Executive Director of Finance

TYPE OF DECISION:

KEY DECSION

This paper is within the public domain
FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION/STATUS:
SUMMARY:

This report sets out the final financial position for the
Council for 2020/21. The report sets out the position for
both revenue and capital and provides an analysis of the
variances, both under and overspending.
A separate report setting out the treasury management
outturn position will be presented to Cabinet in
September.
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Cabinet is asked to:
OPTIONS &
RECOMMENDED OPTION


















Note the final underspend on the revenue budget
of £13.605m. It should be noted that £11.1m was
always planned due to the reduced contribution to
the pooled fund of £10.5m and the £567k planned
contribution to the general fund. The balance is as
a consequence of the very late receipt of
Government funding during 2020/21 to support
the financial impacts of the pandemic.
Note that the £10.5m reduced contribution to the
pooled fund was agreed at the end of the last
financial year, when the Council made an
additional contribution to the pool of the same
value as a mechanism of accessing additional
funding for the CCG;
Approve the net allocation to reserves of
£48.982m and note that this is factored into the
out-turn position;
Note the Covid 19 reserve for future use for Covid
19 cost pressures in addressing the ongoing
impacts of the pandemic on the vulnerable
residents of our population and supporting Council
services where there are losses of operating
income
Note the final position on the collection fund;
Note the final position on reserves of £130.172m
at the end of 2020/21, split £74.849m general,
£67.885m earmarked and (£12.562m) schools;
Note expenditure of £27.233m on capital
programmes during the year and the outcomes
achieved;
Note the slippage of £13.297m on the capital
programme and approve that this can be carried
forward and added to the 2021/22 capital
programme.
Note that the final treasury management outturn
report will be presented to Cabinet in September
2021.

IMPLICATIONS:

Corporate Aims/Policy
Framework:

The proposals accord with the Policy
Framework
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Statement by Section 151 Officer:

The financial implications are set out in the
report.

Equality/Diversity implications:

No

Considered by Monitoring Officer:

Yes
No

Are there any legal implications?

Staffing/ICT/Property:

No

Wards Affected:

All

Scrutiny Interest:

Overview and Scrutiny Committee

TRACKING/PROCESS

DIRECTOR: SAM EVANS

Joint Executive Team

Cabinet
Member/Chair

Yes

Yes

Scrutiny Committee

Cabinet

Ward Members

Partners

Committee

Council
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THE COUNCIL’S FINANCIAL POSITION – 2020/21 OUTTURN

1

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report outlines the outturn financial position of the Council at the end of
2020/21. The report sets out the position for both revenue and capital and
provides an analysis of the variances, both under and overspending.

1.2

The report sets out the impact on the council’s reserves.

2

Background

2.1

These are unprecedented times for LA budgets with huge volatility and
uncertainty caused by Covid. This is affecting all LAs. The Government’s financial
support is welcome but is one-off funding which spans the 2020/21 and 2021/22
financial years. We expect to have ongoing resource gaps caused by additional
services, additional demand on existing services and reductions in income. More
work will be undertaken to better understand the risks as part of a review of the
medium term financial strategy which will be reported in the autumn. It should
be noted that the Covid financial uncertainty is on top of the pre existing
uncertainties in the future of Adult Social Care funding and the Fair Funding
Review.

2.2

Plans for the 2020/21 financial year were subject to a significant degree of
external scrutiny and challenge to ensure they were deliverable. In addition to
this, the reliance on one-off short term funding through reserves and also the
carry forward of historic unachievable savings were addressed as part of the
2020/21 budget setting process to provide a greater degree of stability and to
ensure financial plans were realistic.

2.3

To support budget holders and to ensure that financial governance is as strong
as possible across the whole of the Council, a new financial framework was
developed and implemented over the course of the year. This included new
policies and updated governance arrangements including a reserves strategy, a
refreshed scheme of delegation that linked to the wider constitution review and
also debt management and other financial policies. Updates were provided to
Cabinet throughout the year.

2.4

The Council’s budget underspent by £13.605m. It should be noted that £11.1m
was always planned due to the reduced contribution to the pooled fund of
£10.5m and the £567k planned contribution to the general reserves. The
balance is as a consequence of the very late receipt of Government funding
during 2020/21 to support the financial impacts of the pandemic and will be
used in 2021/22 to fund the ongoing impacts of the pandemic on the vulnerable
residents of our population.

2.5

In response to the COVID-19 crisis the government has made significant funding
available to Bury Council to cover additional costs that have been incurred, or
income not achieved as a result of the pandemic. The funding allocations
available have either been reflected in the outturn position where appropriate or
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carried forward into 2021/22 via reserves in accordance with the guidance and
various individual grant conditions. These funds will be available to contribute to
ongoing costs in the 2021/22 financial year but will be restricted to specific
eligible expenditure which meet the criteria of the individual grant conditions.
2.6

The outturn position for Covid-19 costs and income pressures as a consequence
of loss of income on various Council functions and activities, reported an
underspend against the grants received for use against Covid-19 pressures of
£10.523m. This has been carried forward in a reserve for use in future years
against Covid-19 pressures. When Central Government released this funding it
was always anticipated that a significant proportion of this funding would be
carried forward and utilised in 2021/22 due to the late timing of the receipt of
the funding and the ongoing economic impact of the pandemic in the 2021/22
financial year.

2.7

The Council has included £5.1m of costs and the associated income that were
funded through COVID-19 grant monies that were made available to the Clinical
Commissioning Group in relation to the Hospital Discharge Programme. This
programme operated on the basis of a retrospective claim for actual costs
incurred and will continue for at least the first half of the 2021/22 financial year
albeit on a reduced basis in the second quarter.

2.8

A one year allocation of £7.410m of government funding has been included in
the 2021/22 budget; this amount will be used to offset the Covid-19 pressures.
This is made up of £2.08m in local council tax support grant and £5.33m of
various Covid grants.

2.9

In July 2020, Cabinet agreed a set of principles for managing the in-year
position. These were:





o
o
o

The Council will continue to spend where need exists on the COVID-19 response
and all decisions will be taken under existing governance arrangements and will
focus on value for money;
The Council will seek to maintain services as far as possible and, in doing so,
minimise the loss of income;
The Council will seek to maximise the delivery of its savings plan;
The Council will
Use the government grant funding in the first instance to fund additional
COVID- 19 related costs and loss of income;
Consider opportunities for stepping down or deferring the return of some
services where resources can be deployed to emerging priorities;
Consider the use of reserves as a means of funding any residual financial gap
subject to the approval and governance arrangements set out in the Council’s
reserves strategy.

2.10 The continuation of the Covid pandemic and the additional measures that have
been put in place, both nationally and across the Greater Manchester region, in
response to this has impacted significantly on demand for services and loss of
income. There remain some considerable challenges as a result of COVID-19
and the use of available funding and the impact on the financial position in
2021/22 will need continuing close monitoring.
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2.11 In agreeing the higher than planned contribution to the pooled fund in 2019/20
of £10.5m, the CCG was able to access additional funding that could be used for
the benefit of Bury residents and was offset by a lower than planned contribution
in 2020/21 to the same value. At the time of agreeing the additional contribution
in 2019/20 it was recognised that when the reduced contribution was made in
2020/21 this underspend would be used to replenish the reserves. This has been
reflected in the council’s outturn position and has been reported on throughout
2020/21.
2.12 A full review of the capital programme was undertaken to ensure that all
schemes were being correctly recorded and this resulted in realignment and
rephasing of £33.224m giving a revised capital programme of £56.835m
2.13 The majority of the variances on the capital programme were due to delays in
delivery as a result of Covid. Funds which need to be carried forward into the
next financial year have been identified and there will be ongoing work
undertaken to establish whether this will fall into future years.

3

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW - REVENUE

3.1

In 2020/21, the Council’s net revenue expenditure was £151.286m. The final out
turn position is set out in Table 1 below and shows an underspend of £13.605m.

Table 1

Out Turn Position 2020/21 – As At 31 March 2021
Directorate

Approved
Budget

Revised
Budget

Out Turn

(Under)/Over
Spend

£m

£m

£m

£m

One Commissioning Organisation

79.452

76.179

64.566

(11.613)

Children and Young People

42.015

36.183

37.319

1.136

Operations

16.247

15.745

22.768

7.023

Corporate Core

14.506

10.854

11.093

0.239

Business, Growth and Infrastructure

2.800

2.721

2.887

0.166

Housing General Fund

0.553

0.705

1.288

0.583

Non Service Specific

9.964

22.504

11.365

(11.139)

TOTAL

165.537

164.891

151.286

(13.605)
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One Commissioning Organisation – Underspend £11.613m
Table 2
2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position
One Commissioning Organisation

Approved
Budget

Outturn

£m
Adult Social Care Operations

£m

Forecast (Under)/Over
Spend
£m

7.588

6.926

(0.662)

Care in the Community

39.747

40.238

0.491

Commissioning & Procurement

17.016

16.668

(0.348)

Public Health

10.435

10.092

(0.343)

Departmental Support Services

1.687

1.447

(0.240)

Workforce Modernisation

0.078

0.044

(0.033)

GM Transformation Fund

0

0.023

0.023

76.551

75.438

(1.113)

Planned contribution to the pooled fund

0

(10.500)

(10.500)

Sub Total

0

(10.500)

(10.500)

76.551

64.938

(11.613)

Sub Total

Total

3.2 The OCO budget underspent by £11.613m. The main variances are as follows:


Care in the Community - The Care in the Community budget overspent by
£0.491m, however £0.234m of the Care in the Community budget overspend
relates to Workforce Capacity funding grant expenditure. The Workforce grant
income sits within the councils Non-Service specific directorate so when factoring
in the grant the real outturn position is a £0.257m underspend. The Care in the
Community budget outturn includes c£4.1m income received from the hospital
discharge programme which matches the expenditure incurred and £4.9m grant
income in respect of Infection Control (c.£4.3m) and Rapid Testing (c£0.6m)
again which matches the expenditure incurred.



Adult Social Care Operations - The Adult Social Care Operations budget
underspent by £0.662m the majority of which relates to staffing budget
underspends. The staffing underspends are due to vacancies which will continue
to be filled during 2021/22. The ASC Operations budget outturn included c.£1m
income received from the hospital discharge programme which matched the
expenditure incurred.



Commissioning & Procurement - The Commissioning and Procurement
service underspent by £0.348m. The underspend is due to several factors:
 Reduced Carers activity
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 Change in Deprivation of Liberty Assessment Process
 Staff Vacancies
 Reduced costs re Neighbourhood support contracts which are activity
based and activity across a number of areas reduced due to lockdown
measures put in place during the pandemic
The Commissioning & procurement underspend includes a £153k savings
underachievement against the £611k Persona contract saving target.


Departmental Support Services - The Departmental Support Services budget
underspent by £0.240m. The underspend is due to CCG salary recharge income
which were previously not budgeted for, staffing budget underspends and an
underspend on pilot project/Initiatives budgets



Public Health - The Public Health Budget underspent by £0.343m. the
underspend is due to staff vacancies and reduced activity across a range of
contracts on none Covid Public Health functions as a consequence of the Pandemic.



Planned Contribution to the Pooled Fund - Throughout 2020/21 there has
been acknowledgement that the planned contribution to the pooled fund in
2020/21 will be £10.5m less than is budgeted for since an additional
contribution, to the same value, was made in 2019/20 as part of a strategy to
access additional funding for the CCG. The £10.5m will be refunded into general
reserves.



Future funding of recurrent transformation schemes across the Local
Care Organisation - A £4.5m contribution from Bury CCG was received by the
Council in March 2021 regarding the Strategic Commissioning Board (SCB)
decision to continue to fund several transformation schemes beyond 2020/21.
The decision has resulted in a continuation of management costs and staff being
moved onto substantive contracts. The £4.5m has been allocated to a ringfenced
reserve specifically to support the recurrent costs of the transformation schemes
across the Integrated Delivery Collaborative.

Children and Young People – Overspend £1.136m
Table 3

2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position – as at 31 March 2021
Children and Young People
Directorate

Education and Skills (non schools)

Approved
Budget

Out Turn

£m

£m

10.625

(Under)/Over
Spend

11.673

£m

1.048
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Children’s Commissioning

1.357

1.295

(0.62)

Early Help and School Readiness

1.794

1.494

(0.300)

22.407

22.857

0.450

36.183

37.319

1.136

Social Care and Safeguarding

TOTAL

3.3

The Children and Young People Directorate overspent by £1.136m. The main
variances are:


Education and Skills (non schools) overspent by £1.048m largely due to
Home to school transport (£0.195m), Home to college transport (£0.221m),
increased SEN and Psychology agency staff to cover management caseworker
capacity (0.215m), and due to savings for the Department all held on
Statutory Regulatory (0.520m). These overspends were offset by vacancies
in other areas, reduced pension liability, and through maximisation of grant
funding to achieve efficiency savings in-year.



Children’s Commissioning underspent by £0.062m due to vacancies within
the Children’s Social Care Business Support team;



Early Help & School Readiness underspent by £0.300m due to vacancies
and through maximisation of external funding streams;



Social Care and Safeguarding overspent by £0.450m due to increased use
of agency staff to cover maternity leave/secondments and vacant posts in the
Safeguarding Teams (£0.312m) and the Initial Response Team (£0.200m),
increased Independent Foster Care costs (0.114m), overspend on Through
Care and Supported Lodgings budgets (0.136m), and an overspend on
external legal fees (£0.270m) due to a number of high cost court cases.
These overspends were offset by underspends on the Children’s Residential
Placements and Adoption Service budgets, from vacancy savings in several
areas, and from additional funding to support the growing number of
Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children (UASC) and Care Leavers

Operations Directorate – Overspend £7.023m
Table 4
2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position – as at 31 st March 2021
Operations

Wellness Operations

Approved
Budget

Out Turn

Forecast
(Under)/Over
Spend

£m

£m

£m

3.014

4.215

1.201
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Engineers (including Car Parking)

(0.198)

1.289

1.487

4.902

5.094

0.192

(0.511)

1.802

2.313

Waste, Transport and Stores

6.491

7.138

0.647

Health & Environmental Protection

1.538

1.370

(0.168)

Operations Senior Management

2.116

2.293

0.177

Corporate Landlord

(1.019)

0.156

1.175

TOTAL

16.334

23.356

7.023

Street Scene
Commercial Services

3.4

The Operations Directorate returned an overspend of £7.023m mainly as a result
of loss of income due to COVID-19. The government has provided some funding
to offset additional pressures and loss of income in local authorities, which was
held centrally within the non-service specific budget. The amount receivable in
relation to Operations activities is £4.6m. The material variances within
Operations are as follows:



Wellness Operations – the overspend is due to:
o Income loss in Leisure Services, offset by operational savings on
staffing, energy and other overhead costs (£1.536m),
o Increased income and staffing savings in Bereavement Services
(-£0.134m)
o Underspends on Sports Development (-£0.149m) due to lower levels
of activity
Engineers – the overspend is largely due to:
o suspension of car parking charges (£1.840m) and other minor
variations across the service
Street Scene - the overspend is largely due to:
o Covid related expenditure in Street Scene and Grounds Maintenance
(£0.180m)
Commercial Services – The overspend is due to:
o loss of income due to closure of Civic venues (£0.466m)
o overspend on Catering due to loss of catering income from schools
(£0.881m)
o loss of market rental income due to agreed schemes to offer rent
reliefs to market traders (£1.157m)
o extra income from increased levels of service in Cleaning and
Caretaking (-£0.191m)
Waste & Transport – the overspend is largely due to:
o Reduced activity and income within the Transport Workshop
(£0.116m)
o Overspending on caddy liners and staffing in refuse collection and
recycling services (£0.386m)
o Overspend on Winter Maintenance due to number of gritting runs
carried out (£0.069m)
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Health & Environmental Protection – the underspend is due to:
o General Environmental Health activities due to reduced overhead
costs and managing staffing vacancies (-£0.157m)
Operations Senior Management
o Overspend due in the main to unbudgeted spend on Consultancy Fees
(£0.123m)
Corporate Landlord – The Overspend is due to:
o Architectural Services - loss of income due to staff shortages and
reduction in chargeable work to the capital programme due to Covid19 (£0.352m)
o Admin Buildings - pressures on rates, cleaning and utilities budgets
(£0.304m). This Cost Centre also holds a budget line of unachieved
savings for various FM activities. Work is ongoing to identify where
these savings can, or have been made, but is currently causing an
overspend (£0.519m).

Corporate Core and Finance Directorate - Overspend £0.233m

Table 5
2020/21 Revenue Outturn Position – as at 31st March 2021

Corporate Core and Finance

Approved
Budget

Out Turn

(Under)/Over
Spend

£m

£m

£m

Corporate Core

5.301

5.097

(0.204)

Corporate Core Finance

5.987

6.424

0.437

11.288

11.522

0.233

TOTAL

3.5


Corporate Core and Finance overspend by £0.233m as a result of:
Corporate Core (including Adult Learning & Art Galleries & Museums –
previously reported separately) is underspent by £0.204m and is due to
several factors:
 Corporate People Services – the £0.751m underspend is due to
vacancies, a reduction on Corporate contribution to apprentices and
reductions in controllable expenditure.
 Legal Services – the £0.464m overspend is due to reduced income
relating to COVID 19 and additional agency costs.
 Communications and Engagement – the £0.041m overspend is due to
COVID costs (£0.139m) offset by underspends on staffing and minor
variances.
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Corporate Core Finance has overspent by £0.437m due to:
 - Customer Support and Collections – the £0.481m overspend is
related to Summons cost income reduction due to ongoing COVID court
closures (£0.175m); COVID related administration of Business Grants and
backfill costs relating to the release of skilled staff to assist the Contact
Centre and due to increased demand for welfare support and assistance
(£0.510m); offset by new burdens funding (-£0.428m); backpay costs for
recent HR decisions (£0.128m); communications costs (£0.166m) is offset
by reduced court / legal costs incurred (-£0.037m) and minor variations (£0.033m).
 Finance and Efficiency – the underspend of £0.100m is in relation to one
off additional income offset by additional costs for sickness cover, training,
capacity and advertising costs for CFO /Deputy role.

Business, Growth and Infrastructure – Overspend £0.166m
Table 6

2020/21 Revenue Outturn Position – as at 31st March 2021
Business, Growth and Infrastructure
Directorate

Approved
Budget

Out
Turn

(Under)/Over
Spend

£m

£m

£m

Economic Regeneration & Capital Growth

1.180

1.488

0.308

Housing Needs & Options

1.541

1.399

(0.142)

TOTAL

2.721

2.887

0.166

3.6




The Business, Growth and Infrastructure Directorate has delivered an overspend
of £0.166m, as a result of:
Economic Regeneration and Capital Growth – the overspend of £0.308m
which is resulting from an approved rent relief scheme to support businesses
affected by COVID-19 and an increase in voids, (£0.413m) offset by an
underspend on staffing pending restructure (£0.094m)
Housing Needs and Options - the underspend of £0.142m is due to a temporary
underspend on staffing and maximisation of the use of capital within Urban
Renewal. There have also been delays to some schemes within the Preventing
homelessness service.
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Housing General Fund – Overspend £0.583m
Table 7
2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position – as at 31 March 2021
Housing General Fund

Approved
Budget
£m

Out Turn
£m

(Under)/Over
Spend
£m

Housing General Fund

0.705

1.288

0.583

TOTAL

0.705

1.288

0.583

3.7

The Housing General Fund overspend of £0.583m is due to an increased contribution to
the bad debt provision (£0.156m), net Housing Subsidy position (£0.431m) offset by
minor underspends (-£0.004m).

Non Service Specific – Underspend £11.142m
Table 8
2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position – as at 31 March 2021
Non Service Specific

Approved
Budget
£m

Out Turn
£m

(Under)/Over
Spend
£m

Accumulated Absences

(0.650)

(0.650)

0.000

Chief Executive’s Office

0.382

0.400

0.018

Corporate Management

2.092

1.447

(0.645)

Cost of Borrowing

4.091

5.434

1.344

Grants/COVID-19

0.000

(19.815)

(19.815)

New Homes Bonus

(0.597)

0.000

0.597

Disaster Expenses

0.011

0.179

0.168

Environment Agency

0.100

0.104

0.004

Pension Service Costs

(4.992)

(4.992)

0.000

GMWDA Levy

13.815

13.815

0.000

Manchester Airport

(5.635)

0.000

5.635

Passenger Transport Levy

13.456

13.456

0.000

Persona Dividend

(0.200)

(0.000)

0.200

Townside Field

0.000

(0.054)

(0.054)

Car Lease Salary Sacrifice

0.000

(0.079)

(0.079)

0.631

2.118

1.486

22.504

11.363

(11.142)

Provisions/Reserves
TOTAL
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3.8

The Non Service Specific budget has delivered an underspend of £11.142m due to:

 Manchester airport – loss of dividend (£5.635m) due to the impact of COVID-19 on the travel
industry;
 Environment Agency – slightly higher levy than expected (£0.004m);
 Grants/COVID-19 – reflects the receipt of additional grant offset by expenditure within
other departments
 New Homes Bonus - a budget imbalance relating to the New Homes Bonus
 Chief Executive’s – slight overspend due to increased professional fees (+£0.018m)
 Corporate Management – lower than expected expenditure on initiative’s (-£0.645m)
 Cost of Borrowing – Additional contribution to Airport Equalisation reserve offset by
reductions in investment income (+£1.434)
 Disaster expenses – Additional expenditure due to storm damages (+£0.168m)
 Persona Dividend – loss of dividend (£0.200m) due to the impact of COVID-19
 Townside fields - Additional income due to administration of accounts (+£0.054m)
 Car lease Salary Sacrifice – Additional income due to increased leases of electric
vehicles (+£0.079m)
 Provisions / Reserves - Additional contribution to Airport Equalisation reserve offset by
reductions in investment income (+£1.486)
4

Delivery of the Savings Plan

4.1 Planned savings of £4.162m are included in the 2020/21 revenue budget. Of these £2.549m
have been delivered with the remaining £1.613m not achieved. A summary of the savings is set
out in the table below.
Table 9

Directorate

Assessment of Savings in the 2020/21 Budget
Description
2020/21
2020/21 Saving
Target
Achieved
£m

£m

Saving UnDeliverable in
2020/21
£m

One Commissioning
Organisation

Persona Contract

0.611

0.458

0.153

One Commissioning
Organisation

Supporting People Review

0.177

0.250

(0.073)

One Commissioning
Organisation

Debt Recovery

0.100

0.000

0.100

Children and Young People

School Improvement Service

0.330

0.188

0.142

Children and Young People

Early Help Model

0.102

0.173

(0.071)

Children and Young People

Procurement review of
Contracts

0.100

0.133

(0.033)
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Operations

Procurement Review of
Contracts

0.085

0.000

0.085

Operations

Corporate Landlord

0.585

0.066

0.519

Operations

Architects Service Review

0.200

0.000

0.200

Corporate

Contract Management

0.300

0.000

0.300

Corporate

Discretionary payments

0.350

0.000

0.350

One Commissioning
Organisation

Provider Fees Review

1.107

1.216

(0.109)

Operations

Re-Wilding Grass Verges

0.065

0.065

0.000

Operations

Review of Highways Fees

0.050

0.000

0.050

4.162

2.549

1.613

Total

4.2 In recognition of the fact that some of the savings in the OCO were ‘at risk’ a re-evaluation was
carried out and alternative savings were approved by Cabinet in November
2020. Consequently, a further £0.297m of in year stretch savings were achieved resulting in an
overall net savings overachievement of £0.091m. Details are set out in the table below:
Table 10

Description

OCO Directorate
Savings
Original
Projected
Savings
Savings
Target
Achievable
£m
£m
0.611
(0.458)
0.177
(0.250)
0.100
(0.000)
1.107
(1.216)
0.844
(0.709)

Agreed
Alternative
Savings
£m
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Persona Contract
Supporting People
Debt Recovery
Provider Fees Review
Care Packages Review (See Note
1)
Learning Disability/Mental Health
0.000
0.000
Carers
0.000
0.000
Advocacy
0.000
0.000
TOTAL
2.839
(2.633)
Note 1: Unachieved saving target brought forward from 2019/20

(0.200)
(0.093)
(0.004)
(0.297)

4.3 The overall unachieved level of savings for 2020/21 was £1.522m.

Surplus/ Shortfall
on Savings
£m
0.153
(0.073)
0.100
(0.109)
0.135
(0.200)
(0.093)
(0.004)
(0.091)
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5

Reserves

5.1

At the end of 2019/20 the council’s useable reserves were £51.063m, these have
increased to £74.849m at the end of 2020/21. Reserves have increased largely
as a consequence of the benefit from the review undertaken in 2019/20 which
released £10m from the collection fund and the decision made as part of budget
setting to create a £5.8m transformation reserve.

5.2

In addition to this, the Council has applied reserves totalling £79.118m in year.
These are included in the out turn position set out in the report and Cabinet is
asked to note the use of these reserves.
Table 11
Analysis of Reserves at 31 March 2021
£M

General Reserves
Directorate Risk Reserves
Volatility and Fiscal Risk
Total Management of Risk Reserves

34.241
3.512
37.096
74.849

COVID-19 Related Grants

10.523

Corporate Priorities

14.013

External Funding/Grants

43.349

Total Earmarked Reserves

TOTAL COUNCIL RESERVES

67.885

142.734

School Reserves
Individual School Budgets
DSG Central Reserve
TOTAL SCHOOL BUDGETS
TOTAL RESERVES

5.3

8.845
(21.407)
(12.562)
130.172

The level of reserves has increased over the year and are available to support the
Council in managing the financial risks going forward. Some significant grants
were received at the end of the financial year relating to COVID-19 and are
therefore fully committed and will be fully utilised in 2021/22. Monitoring of
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reserves will be a key part of the overall financial strategy to manage the impact
of COVID-19 in 2021/22 and future years.
6

OTHER BUDGETS
Schools Budget

6.1

The maintained schools delegated budgets reserve increased to £8.845m by the
end of the year with an in-year increase of £0.377m. Further information is set
out in the table below:

Table 12
Phase

Number of Balance B/F
Schools
1 April 2020
£m

In-Year
Movement
2020/21
£m

Balance C/F
31 March 2021
£m

Nursery

1

0.034

0.046

0.080

Primary

48

2.627

1.402

4.029

Secondary

8

1.584

1.789

3.373

Special

3

0.674

0.689

1.363

TOTAL

60

4.919

3.926

8.845

6.2

As part of the National Funding Formula (NFF) an additional £14.5 billion funding
for education, Bury’s schools and academies saw an increase of £12.157 million
to their delegated budgets for 2020/21 when compared to 2019/20. Schools and
academies delegated funding will increase further as part of the NFF settlements
for 2021/22 and 2022/23.

6.3

During the year the Council has seen a decrease in the number of schools that
have reported an end of year deficit with the number decreasing from 8 to 3. The
total value of these deficits is £0.050m compared to £0.548m total deficits for
2019/20. 2 of the schools have set budget plans for 2021/22, approved by their
Governing Body’s, which demonstrate full recovery of their deficits carried forward
within 1 year, however 1 of the schools requires a longer-term recovery period
which is currently subject to review.

6.4

A total of 29 schools have excessive balances at the end of the financial year
compared to 13 the previous year. The maximum permitted surplus thresholds
are 9% for nursery, primary and special schools and 6% for secondary schools.
The total value of the excessive balances has increased from £0.745m at 2019/20
to over £2.699m at 2020/21. In compliance with the approved Scheme for
Financing Schools provision for Controls on Surplus Balances, all of these schools’
surplus balances will be scrutinised by Schools’ Forum in order to ensure plans are
in place to spend accumulated surpluses on children in school now.

6.5

In total, 78% of schools saw an increase in their end of year position and 22%
saw a decrease. Monitoring of school budgets takes place throughout the year and
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will be kept under review especially where any deficit recovery plans are in place.
A significant increase in funding was awarded to schools for 2021/22 and therefore
it is anticipated that the overall position at an individual schools level will improve
even further during 2021/22.
6.6

The deficit on the non-schools element of the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG
increased by £1.340m from £20.067m at the end of 2020/21 to £21.407m. The
increase being due mainly to in-year high-cost placements at both in-borough and
out-borough special school provision, plus increased volumes of Education Health
and Care Plans (EHCPs) and the associated high costs of EHCP top-up funding for
Bury’s mainstream schools and academies

6.7

From 2019/20 the Department for Education (DfE) required all councils to
complete a recovery plan should their overspend on the DSG exceed 1%. During
2020/21 the DfE introduced the ‘Safety Valve’ approach to target the Local
Authorities with the greatest proportionate DSG deficits, of which Bury was in the
top 5 nationally. The Council welcomed this intervention and have an agreed 5
year recovery plan to ensure, with additional funding provided by the DfE as part
of the Safety Valve agreement, that the deficit will be fully recovered by the end
of 2024/25.

6.8

The main reasons for the in-year overspend in 2020/21 are:




Increased numbers of Education and Health Care Plans and associated
SEND EHCP top up funding to all mainstream schools and academies
Increased capacity and associated costs of schools’ banded assessments at
Bury’s special school provision
Increased volumes of placements to high-cost out of borough provision,
including independent Alternative Provision

These 3 pressures are included as priorities to review and address through
Bury’s SEND transformation as part of the Safety Valve DSG deficit
recovery agreement with the DfE
6.9

In accordance to the agreed recovery and profiled into the 5 year plan, the SEND
transformation is expected to reduce the number of high-cost SEND placements
out of borough by stemming the flow and having more in borough placements.
The 5 year timeline is required in order to ensure the sufficiency and capacity of
places can be developed and delivered and to ensure all schools have enhanced
inclusion provision and support which will prevent children requiring to be placed
in expensive independent placements.

7 COLLECTION FUND

7.1

The increasing prominence of council tax and business rates in helping fund
council services means that the collection fund is monitored on an ongoing basis.
The outturn position is an in year deficit of £28.995m which is offset by a small
surplus brought forward from 2019/20 of £0.255m bringing the overall outturn
deficit to £28.740m. The council’s share of the deficit is £28.362m and the
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Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s share is £0.377m (for police and fire
and rescue services).
7.2

The deficit on the collection fund is Covid related as a result of government
mandated reliefs for retail and nursery establishments for which the Council has
received increased compensatory grants of £24.899m which will partially mitigate
this.

7.3 The government also introduced the Taxation Income Guarantee scheme (TIG) to
alleviate some of the impact of COVID on loss of income in the collection fund
and for Bury this will be £2.474m
7.4

The compensatory grant and TIG amounts are held in reserves and will be
released in 2021/22 to contribute towards the repayment of the council’s share of
the deficit as required in the regulations.

7.5

Due to the impact on the Council’s ability to collect both Council Tax and Business
Rates, an important change to Collection Fund accounting was introduced for
2020/21, which (with the exception of the £24.899m Government grant funded
Business Rate reliefs) gives the ability to smooth the impact of COVID related
deficits over three financial years, thus reducing the impact on the revenue
budget. The Council’s 2021/22 budget and future years budget estimates have
been prepared using this new facility.
Table 13
2020/21 Collection Fund Outturn Position
Council Tax
£m
Balance Brought Forward

Business Rates

Total

£m

£m

(8.888)

(8,602)

(17,490)

Prior Year estimated surplus released
in year

8.912

8.323

17.235

(Surplus)/Deficit for the year

0.576

28.419

28.995

Balance Carried Forward

0.599

28.140

28.740

Bury Council

(0.503)

(27.859)

(28.362)

GMCA – Police and Crime
Commissioner

(0.065)

0.000

(0.065)

GMCA – Fire and Rescue Service

(0.031)

(0.281)

(0.312)

Total 2020/21 Deficit

(0.599)

(28.140)

(28.740)

Distributed:
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8. HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT
8.1
The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) delivered a surplus of £2.019m and further
information is set out in table 12 below.
Table 14
2020/21 Revenue Out Turn Position – as at 31 March 2021
Housing Revenue Account

Approved
Budget

Out Turn

(Under)/Over
Spend

£m

£m

£m

Income
Dwelling Rents

(29.963)

(29.896)

0.067

Non-Dwelling Rents

(0.194)

(0.170)

0.024

Other Charges

(1.036)

(1.008)

0.028

Total Income

(31.193)

(31.074)

0.119

Repairs and Maintenance

7.039

6.866

(0.173)

General Management

7.452

7.377

(0.075)

Special Services

1.366

1.344

(0.022)

Rents, Rates and Other Charges

0.060

0.028

(0.032)

Increase in Bad Debts Provision

0.484

0.236

(0.248)

Capital Charge

4.632

4.650

0.018

Depreciation

8.587

7.326

(1.261)

Debt Management Expenses

0.041

0.039

(0.002)

Contribution to/(from) reserves

(1.925)

0

1.925

Total Expenditure

27.736

27.866

0.130

(3.457)

(3.208)

0.249

(0.067)

(0.016)

0.051

0.192

0

(0.192)

Expenditure

Net Cost of Services
Interest receivable
Principal Repayments
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Revenue Contributions to Capital

3.322

1.195

(2.127)

Sub Total

3.447

1.179

(2.268)

(0.010)

(2.029)

(2.019)

Operating (Surplus)/Deficit

8.2

There are a number of variations that have contributed to this overall result
however the main reasons are:



Depreciation – the calculation method was reviewed in 2019/20 resulting in a
reduction in the charge for the current and future years. As the depreciation
charge is ultimately used to fund capital programme expenditure this has been
taken into account in the calculation of the Revenue Contributions to Capital
requirement for the year. (see note below).
 Contribution to/(from) reserves – the budget assumed that £1.925m would
need to be contributed from HRA balances (Business Plan Headroom Reserve) to
ensure the HRA returned an in-year operating surplus. This contribution was not
required in 2020/21, primarily as a result of the reduced funding required for
capital programme works (see note below); the unused £1.925m remains in the
HRA balances for use in 2021/22 or future years.
 Revenue contributions to capital – Given the reduced depreciation charge,
the contribution to fund capital works would have been expected to increase by
£1.229m to £4.551m. However, slippage on planned schemes within the capital
programme, primarily as a result of the operating restrictions resulting from the
pandemic, has resulted in only £1.195m being required. Subject to Council
approval it is anticipated that an additional £1.464m contribution will be required
in 2021/22 to complete the 2020/21 programme; this is in addition to the
slippage already identified and included in the 2021/22 approved HRA budget.
8.3

There are a number of factors that can impact on the HRA year-end balance with
the main ones being void levels, the level of rent arrears and the levels of Right
to Buy sales. These have all to some degree been affected by the operating
restrictions and financial impacts resulting from the pandemic.
o

o

o

Voids The rent loss due to voids for 2020/21 was on average 1.18%. The
original dwelling rents budget allowed for a void level target of 1%. This
increase in void losses equates to a reduction in rental income due of
£0.055m.
Arrears The rent arrears at the end of 2020/21 totalled £2.050m, a
reduction of 1% from the start of the year when arrears totalled £2.075m.
Of the total arrears £0.818m relates to former tenants and £1.232m relates
to current tenants. An estimated £0.921m of current tenant arrears are in
cases where either the under occupancy charge applies or the tenants are
in receipt of Universal Credit rather than Housing Benefit; this is an increase
of £0.044m.
Right to Buy Sales The original HRA budgets assumed 60 Right to Buy
sales during 2020/21. The actual number of sales in 2020/21 was 28; this
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reduction reflects that the valuation service was suspended for a number of
months due to the pandemic rather than a reduction in the number of
applications being received.

8.4

A major element of the HRA’s costs is the Management Fee paid to the authority’s
ALMO, Six Town Housing. As the ALMO is a wholly owned Council company it is
appropriate for Cabinet to take a view on the company’s financial position.

8.5

Six Town Housing’s draft accounts for the 2020/21 financial year show that the
ALMO made a surplus of £0.924m on a turnover of £20.167m, a rate of 4.6%
(for 2019/2020 the rate was 2.2%); the surplus for 2020/21 excludes pension
adjustments made in line with FRS102 requirements.

8.6

Six Town Housing have developed a Reserves Policy (with input from the Council’s
section 151 Officer) which determines the minimum level of balances that the
company should hold; the minimum level for 2020/21 was assessed to be
£1.144m and the draft accounts indicate cash and short term deposits totalling
£2.528m at the end of 2020/21. The use of reserves is subject to the terms of the
Management Agreement between Six Town Housing and the Council.

9

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

9.1

The Council’s capital programme was revised at Month 9 to £40.159m, after an
agreed rephasing of £36.828m into the following financial year 2021/22.

9.2

The re-phased element of 2020/21 was included in the new year 2021/22 total
programme and approved by the full Council on the 24 th of February, to a total
of £57.281m.

9.3

Full details on the revised final Capital programme for 2020/21 are set out in
Appendix 1 and a summary of the key elements are as follows:


9.4

Expenditure 2020/21 at Outturn
At the end of March 2021, a total of £27.229m of capital expenditure was
achieved against the revised total of £40.525m and forecast of £38.056m, as
provided at Month 9.
The ongoing impact of the Covid pandemic was felt throughout the last quarter
of the financial year and the ability to achieve the expected forecast expenditure
continued to be impeded by this.


9.5

Carry Forward
Of the total expenditure on the capital programme £27.229m was delivered by
the Council’s services; in addition to this the strategic investments with the
airport grew by £13.417m during the year.
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Overall, the £27.229m achieved expenditure is lower than anticipated at Month
9, however this needs to be considered in the wider context of the Covid
pandemic. Delivery of the capital programme has been significantly affected by
the Covid pandemic and the closure of many services and external organisations
which work with the Council on the capital programme. Additionally, resources
that would have been delivering capital schemes and projects have been
diverted to other areas as part of the Council’s emergency response to the
pandemic.

9.6


9.7

Variances
The majority of the variances in the capital programme are due to unforeseen
delays in delivery, mainly arising as consequence of Covid. At year end, the
remaining budget of £13.297m is requested to be carried forward into the next
financial year. This is necessary to enable schemes that started during 2020/21
to be finalised and delivery of these to be achieved in 2021/22. Ongoing work is
taking place to establish whether any of the carried forward funds will fall into
future years. The outcome of this work will be reflected in the capital programme
for 2021/22 report at Quarter1.
Financing
As well as approving the revised spending in the capital programme, the council
must also ensure it has sufficient funds available to meet its capital loan
repayments in each financial year. Funding has been built into the Council’s
revenue budget and a full funding model is also being developed and will be
reported on quarterly.
Table 15
Funding the Revised Capital Programme 2020/21
£m
Capital Programme 2020/21

27.229

Funded By:
External Funding and Contributions

(8.926)

Use of Capital Receipts

(1.605)

Prudential Borrowing

(0.082)

General Fund and Reserves

(8.607)

Housing Revenue Account

(1.195)

Major Repairs Reserve

(7.326)

TOTAL

(27.229)
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9.8

New Schemes
Since the budget meeting in February, the Council has been successful in
securing a grant for ‘decarbonising the public estate’. This is part of a wider GM
bid and a total of £8.5m was awarded for low carbon measures to be introduced
in Bury Council’s public buildings.
A report was submitted to Cabinet on the 24 th March 2021 to present details of
the award moneys and proposed schemes that will help achieve the Council’s
ambition to be carbon neutral by 2038 and generate ongoing revenue savings.

9.9

In delivering the capital programme in 2020/21 the Council has:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

commenced work on major regeneration projects within the Townships;
undertaken ICT projects including the Full Fibre Network;
proceeded with the vehicle replacement strategy;
maintained and improved the highways infrastructure across the borough;
adapted residents homes to make them more accessible;
invested in modernisation of school buildings;
repaired flood damage to 3G pitch;
refurbished Bury market.

9.10 New Capital Gateway processes are currently being implemented for the 2021/22
financial year that will review new schemes against corporate priorities and the
Council’s capital strategy and embed effective monitoring and reporting
arrangements. The new gateway process will ensure that:
o
o
o

o
o

schemes are prioritised and presented to members for consideration at
appropriate times during the year
schemes are a strategic fit with corporate priorities
adequate resources are identified at the start of the process to ensure
sufficient capacity is available to deliver the projects within anticipated
timescales
effective monitoring is carried out so that any slippage or delays can be
considered and reported
effective project management practices are embedded for all projects

9.11 A review and update of the Council’s capital strategy is also being carried out and
will be presented to Cabinet later in the year. This is particularly important in light
of the work on the Bury2030 strategy and the COVID-19 pandemic and will ensure
that the capital strategy is aligned to the future outcomes and objectives of the
Council.
9.12 A significant amount of regeneration works is planned into the Councils capital
programme and covers all major sites and areas across the Council. This work
includes funding brought forward from the 2019/20 financial year. In addition to
this, the Council has committed to the Radcliffe Generation Strategic Framework
which requires significant funding over a 3-year period. This is likely to total £30m
phased over 3 years and has been built into the programme from 2021/22.
Separate governance arrangements including a Committee has been set up to
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oversee the Radcliffe SRF. Other key areas of generation across the borough
include Prestwich Town Centre and the Bury Town Centre Masterplan.
9.13 The treasury management out turn report will be presented to Cabinet in
September 2021 as it is in the process of being finalised alongside the finalisatio n
of the statement of accounts.
10

FUTURE YEARS

10.1 Effective financial planning is key to the sustainability and operation of all local
authorities. The development of the council’s medium term financial strategy
shows that there is a significant financial challenge in future years. The COVID19 pandemic poses significant, and potentially unprecedented financial risk for
the future. With uncertainty over government funding, the delay in the key
funding review and implementation plans including the CSR, fair funding review
and business rates retention review, the Council needs to be more than ever
financially resilient and to deliver on its plans including its savings plans.

11

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

11.1 The financial implications are set out in the report.

12

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

12.1 There are no legal implications arising from the report.

13

ASSOCIATED RISKS

13.1 The content of the report supports the Council in managing the overall financial
risks and financial planning for the Council.

14

NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSION

14.1

The financial position for 2020/21 will be considered in the context of the
financial plans and the medium term financial strategy for future years.
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Appendix 1

Capital Theme
Capital Scheme

Revised
Budget

Outturn

Carry
Forward
to

2020/21
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

Radcliffe Regeneration
Radcliffe Market Chambers
Radcliffe Library Refurbishment
Radcliffe Regeneration

0.010
(0.020)
0.200

0.000
(0.005)
0.172

0.010
(0.015)
0.028

Radcliffe Regeneration Action Plan

0.116

0.001

0.115

Sub Total Radcliffe Regeneration
Prestwich Regeneration

0.306

0.169

0.138

Strategic Acquisition
Prestwich Urban Village
Prestwich Regeneration

0.300
0.200
1.200

0.000
0.064
0.072

0.300
0.136
1.128

Sub Total Prestwich Regeneration

1.700

0.136

1.564

Upper Floor Development

0.200

0.000

0.200

Ramsbottom Market Chambers

0.000

0.057

(0.057)

Sub Total Ramsbottom Regeneration
Bury Regeneration

0.200

0.057

0.143

Bury Market/Wider Market Area
Bury Business centre
Elizabethan Suite Update

0.020
0.000
0.080

0.015
0.015
0.000

0.005
(0.015)
0.080

Bury Town Centre Masterplan Civic Centre Phase 1

1.385

0.025

1.360

Sub Total Bury Regeneration
Commercial Sites Regeneration

1.485

0.054

1.431

Commercial Sites (Bradley Fold) Regeneration

0.000

0.023

(0.023)

Sub Total Commercial Sites Regeneration
Refurbishment of Bury Market

0.000

0.023

(0.023)

Refurbishment of Bury Market

0.206

0.246

(0.040)

Sub Total Refurbishment of Bury Market
TOTAL - Regeneration
Place Shaping / Growth

0.206

0.246

(0.040)

3.897

0.684

3.213

Radcliffe
Whitefield

0.043
0.029

0.072
0.021

(0.029)
0.008

Place shaping / Growth programme

0.235

0.000

0.235

Ramsbottom Regeneration
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Other Development Schemes

0.493

0.498

(0.005)

TOTAL - Place Shaping / Growth

0.800

0.592

0.208

Parks and Green Space Strategy

0.439

0.070

0.370

Play Area Strategy
Outdoor Gyms
Access, Infrastructure and Quality Parks

0.204
0.120
0.300

0.027
0.000
0.072

0.178
0.120
0.228

Grass Pitch Vert Draining
Leisure Gym Equipment Upgrade
Bury Athletics Track

0.010
0.500
0.100

0.025
0.252
0.023

(0.015)
0.248
0.077

Flood Repair 3 G Pitch
3G Pitch Bury Radcliffe
3G Pitch at Goshen

0.366
0.000
0.669

0.319
0.031
0.000

0.047
(0.031)
0.669

Sustainable Tennis Strategy
Flood Repair and Defence
Environmental Works

0.046
0.385
0.044

0.120
1.746
0.013

(0.074)
(1.361)
0.031

Parks

0.089

0.003

0.086

TOTAL - Sport and Leisure
Operational Fleet

3.272

2.699

0.573

Vehicle Replacement Strategy
Grounds Maintenance Equipment

2.500
0.070

0.417
0.026

2.083
0.044

TOTAL - Operational Fleet
ICT

2.570

0.443

2.128

ICT Projects
GM Full Fibre Project

2.100
0.469

2.133
1.201

(0.033)
(0.732)

TOTAL - ICT
Highways

2.569

3.334

(0.765)

Cycling and Walking Routes Mayors Challenge
Growth Deal

3.010
0.711

0.265
0.000

2.745
0.711

Mobile Speed Signs
Full Fibre Infrastructure
Weather Station and Road Surface Temperature Sensors

0.035
0.520
0.030

0.000
0.000
0.023

0.035
0.520
0.008

Street Lighting
Traffic Calming and improvement
Traffic Management Schemes

1.260
0.119
0.127

0.900
0.246
0.000

0.360
(0.127)
0.127

Public Rights of Way
Highways Planned Maintenance
Pothole Fund

0.058
0.210
1.991

0.000
3.072
0.094

0.058
(2.862)
1.897

Bridges

0.050

0.089

(0.039)

TOTAL - Highways

8.121

4.689

3.424

Sport And Leisure
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Children and Young People
Controcc Software
NDS Modernisation Including New Pupil Places
Devolved Formula Capital

0.000
3.030
0.304

0.019
3.041
0.423

(0.019)
(0.011)
(0.119)

Targeted Capital Funding
Special Provision Grant
Condition Related Schemes – Schools

0.000
0.296
0.000

0.121
0.299
0.011

(0.121)
(0.003)
(0.011)

TOTAL - Children and Young People

3.630

3.916

(0.286)

Demolition of Former Fire Station Bury

0.340

0.213

0.127

Former Prezzo, Lytham

0.000

0.050

(0.050)

0.340

0.263

0.077

Fernhill Gypsy and Traveller Site
Bradley Fold Welfare Facilities

0.360
0.250

0.000
0.060

0.360
0.190

Leisure Health and Safety Improvements
LED Lighting Installation
Seedfield Health and Safety

0.369
0.236
0.025

0.049
0.023
0.000

0.320
0.213
0.025

Bury Cemetery Upgrade of Welfare Facilities
Hoyles park Pavilion Demolition and Clarence Park
Skateboard Park removal
Springwater Park Land Slip
Coroner's Service

0.010

0.003

0.008

0.000

0.007

(0.007)

0.000
0.366

0.021
0.353

(0.021)
0.014

1.616

0.516

1.101

Older People
Disabled Facilities Grant
Neighbourhood Working

0.079
1.452
0.242

0.092
0.699
0.024

(0.013)
0.753
0.218

Planning Other Schemes
Environmental Works

0.077
0.067

0.000
0.000

0.077
0.067

TOTAL - Communities and Wellbeing

2.283

1.167

1.116

Housing HRA
HRA Disabled Facilities Adaptations

9.592
0.609

7.265
0.466

2.327
0.143

Empty Property Strategy
Next Steps Accommodation Programme
Housing Development

0.273
0.000
1.000

0.069
0.137
1.260

0.204
(0.137)
(0.260)

11.474

9.196

2.278

Estate Management - Investment Estate:

TOTAL - Estate Management - Investment
Estate:
Estate Management - Corporate Landlord:

TOTAL - Estate Management - Corporate
Landlord:
Communities and Wellbeing

Housing

TOTAL - Housing
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Climate Change
Community Climate Capital Fund
Climate Change Resilience Fund
Electric Charging Points

0.187
0.060
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.187
0.060
0.000

Glysophate Alternative Equipment
Waste Management
Fly-Tipping

0.050
0.014
0.008

0.000
0.046
0.037

0.050
(0.032)
(0.029)

TOTAL - Climate Change

0.319

0.083

0.236

Total Capital Programme

40.525

27.229

13.296
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Agenda Item 9

Classification
Part A - Open

Item No.

Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

Capital Project Stage II Approval,
Derby High School
Philips High School

Report by:

Executive Member for Finance & Growth
Executive Member, Children, Young People & Skills

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

Redvales & Pilkington Park

Executive Summary:
The report sets out of a number of capital projects at The Derby High & Philips High
schools, for which financial provision is made through the 2021/22 and 2022/23
Children’s Services Capital Programme.
Recommendation(s)
That Cabinet: Note the programmes of investment.
Reasons for the decision:
The project costs are within the identified capital programme budget.
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Council receives annual capital grant from the Department for Education to
fund condition related works in local authority maintained schools. These
allocations are calculated based on the number of schools, rather than the
condition of school buildings, and therefore, available funding falls short of the
investment needs across all schools. Academies are subject to separate funding
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arrangements and must apply directly to their Academy Trust or Department
for Education for funding.
1.2

For a number of years, the available funding has been used to target essential
condition related work across a number of schools. This approach, whilst
ensuring that immediate building works are addressed, has not allowed more
strategic investment in the improvement of facilities in schools.

1.3

This lack of investment in improving the suitability of accommodation and
facilities is not sustainable and will impact over time on the ability of schools to
deliver a broad and balanced curriculum, and maintain educational standards.

1.4

In order to address this, an element of the available funding is to be targeted
at investment in a small number of schools, to enable facilities to be upgraded.

1.5

Funding will continue to be available to address condition related works in other
schools, albeit at a reduced level.

1.6

The schools initially identified for this targeted investment are The Derby High
School and Philips High School.

1.7

Both schools have produced development plans to outline how investment could
be prioritised to improve the school and impact positively on educational
outcomes.

1.8

From within the Children’s Services agreed capital programme, an allocation has
been made to each school to support the delivery of those development plans.
Each school has also committed to the use of revenue balances on the school’s
budget to contribute to these projects.

1.9

Because of the scale of the projects, they need to be funded and delivered across
several years. This requires provisional commitments to be made against
futures years’ capital allocations. The phasing of works will align to the
confirmed resources for each financial year.

2.0

REVENUE CONSEQUENCES
There will be no direct revenue implications arising from the projects. Savings
from improved energy efficiency and reduction in ongoing maintenance cost will
accrue to the schools’ budgets.

2.1

Timescales
The project plan will be developed by each school, with the works being
commissioned by the school and delivered in accordance with each school’s own
priorities. This being conditional upon the projects being delivered in accordance
with the cash flow based on the multi-year allocation of resources.
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2.2

Risk Management
The Project Initiation Document considers the risks with regards to the financial
constraints and the deliverability of the project and identifies appropriate
mitigating measures. Each school will be required to have a project plan in place,
to include appropriate risk management arrangements.

2.3

Health and Safety
There are risks associated with undertaking a building project on a school site
whilst the school is in session, however this would be covered by the contractor’s
health and safety plan and considered through the project phasing

2.4

CONCLUSION
To enable the projects to progress, Cabinet is requested to note the
arrangements set out in this report.

________________________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
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Equality Analysis

Please provide a written explanation of the outcome(s) of
either conducting an initial or full EA.

The proposals do not discriminate against any groups of people with protected
equality characteristics.

*Please note: Approval of a cabinet report is paused when the ‘Equality/Diversity
implications’ section is left blank and approval will only be considered when this
section is completed.
___________________________________________________________

Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity

Mitigation

Timescales

The project plan will be developed by
each school, with the works being
commissioned by the school and
delivered in accordance with each
schools own priorities. This being
conditional upon the projects being
delivered in accordance with the cash
flow based on the multi-year allocation
of resources.

Risk Management

The
Project
Initiation
Document
considers the risks with regards to the
financial
constraints
and
the
deliverability
of the project and
identifies
appropriate
mitigating
measures. Each school will be required
to have a project plan in place, to
include appropriate risk management
arrangements.

Health and Safety

There are risks associated with
undertaking a building project on a
school site whilst the school is in
session, however this would be covered
by the contractor’s health and safety
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plan and considered through the project
phasing

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
Cabinet is asked to note the capital investments made in these schools. The s 151
officer has delegated authority to determine the allocation of capital funding as
agreed in the Council’s annual budget report.
____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
The financial resources for the Council arising from this proposal are fully funded
from the available Schools Capital Condition allocation. As outlined in the report, any
costs incurred above the specified amounts will be met directly by the schools from
their own revenue surplus balances. Both schools have entered into an agreement
with the Council to this effect. Overall Funding is deemed sufficient to underwrite any
risk of overspend against the capital budgets which have been committed by the
Council
____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Paul Cooke, Strategic Lead (Education Services)
0161 253 5674
p.cooke@bury.gov.uk
____________________________________________________________
Background papers:
Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

Schools Condition Allocation

Annual capital grant from the Department
for Education to fund condition related
works in local authority maintained schools
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Agenda Item 10

Classification

Item No.

Open

Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

Business Growth and Infrastructure Department

Report by:

Councillor O’Brien, Leader of the Council and
Councillor Clare Cummins, Cabinet Member for Housing
Services

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

None

Executive Summary:
The purpose of this report is to seek approval to the next stage of development of
the Business Growth and Infrastructure (BGI) department. The report explains the
role of the department and how this has changed since it was created in 2017/18.
The next stage of development of the department is then broken down into three
sets of proposals:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Priorities for the role of Executive Director of Place and Housing for the next
two years.
Policy and structural changes to provide the skills and capacity needed fo r
the Council to lead the delivery of the new Housing Strategy.
Structural changes to the regeneration and development functions of the
department following the appointment of two Assistant Directors earlier this
year.

1
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Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That the Council’s housing functions be organised within the Business
Growth and Infrastructure department, as set out in this report.
That the post of Director of Housing and Development be deleted.
That a new post of Assistant Director of Housing be established. The post
has been evaluated at Chief Officer (Band C).
That the structural changes to housing functions, as detailed in section 4 of
this report be approved.
That the structural changes within the regeneration and development
functions of the Business Growth and Infrastructure department in, detailed
in section 5 of this report be approved.

1.

Context

1.1.

The Business Growth and Infrastructure Department (BGI) was created in
2017/18. Since then, the overall departmental structure of the Council has
changed; the Let’s Do It strategy has been adopted and a new Housing
Strategy has been agreed.

1.2.

The Government’s levelling up priorities have seen the scale and scope of
the department’s regeneration interventions increase significantly. The
department has also played a major role in supporting business through the
Covid pandemic; activities which will continue as the Borough’s economy
moves into recovery.

2.

Background

2.1.

The original purpose of the BGI department when it was created in 2017/18
was to operate as a master developer to generate income streams for the
Council from regeneration and housing development. The Chief Executive
reported to Cabinet on 16 December 2020 that the original purpose of the
department placed too much emphasis on income generation through
commercial activity at the expense of the Council’s place shaping objectives.

2.2.

Since 2018 the structure and resources of the department have been
developed as follows.

2.3.

A report to the Human Resources and Appeals (HRA) Panel on 7th
September 2018 placed the BGI department within a new five department
structure for the Council and Bury Clinical Commissioning Group. On 23rd
September 2019 a report to the HRA Panel completed the details of the five
departmental structure with specific realignment of teams and associated
savings in senior management costs. Following consultation, the proposals
were then approved by Cabinet on 13 th January 2020. The BGI department
was given responsibility for the key economic and housing projects;
managing the Council’s land and property asset portfolio; and business
development and planning functions that promote the growth of the
Borough.

2
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2.4.

A range of more operational functions were transferred from BGI to other
departments and the role of Executive Director of BGI was deleted. The
department was then headed by two Directors – a Director of Housing
Growth and Development and a Director of Regeneration and Capital
Growth.

2.5.

The HRA Panel and Cabinet on 10 th and 16 th December 2020 respectively
subsequently re-established a role at Executive Director level (Place) in
recognition of the need for strategic expertise to lead delivery of the new
Housing Strategy and the opportunities for external bidding that have been
created by the Government’s Levelling Up agenda. Since February, the post
has been filled on an interim basis and section 3 of this report sets out
proposed priorities for the role once it is filled on a permanent basis.

2.6.

The post of Director of Housing Growth and Development became vacant
during 2020. Despite this, progress was made on the development of the
new Housing Strategy which was approved by Cabinet on 24 th March 2021.
At the same time the Interim Executive Director of Place has reviewed the
Council’s housing functions, including the relationship with Six Town
Housing. Proposals for the housing role and structure are set out in section
4 of this report.

2.7.

Following the approval of the Council wide structure by Cabinet in January
2020 the departmental management team was tasked with bringing forward
a new detailed departmental structure. Accordingly on 30 June 2020 the
Director of Regeneration and Capital Growth presented a report to the HRA
Panel to restructure the senior level of the regeneration and development
side of the department by deleting several roles and creating two new
Assistant Director roles, one for Strategy, Planning and Regulation and the
other for Regeneration Delivery. Two fixed term roles of Major Projects
Managers were also created. These proposals were approved and have been
successfully implemented. Section 5 of this report includes proposals for
detailed structural changes below the two Assistant Directors.

3.

Priorities for the Executive Director of Place and Housing

3.1.

At its meeting on 16th December 2020 Cabinet approved the creation of a
post of Executive Director of Place. The post was created for two reasons.
Firstly, there had been a change in the purpose of the BGI department since
the previous Executive Director post had existed. The original purpose of
the department established in 2017/18 was to operate as a master
developer to generate income streams for the Council from regeneration
and housing development. The new Executive Director role was created to
reflect the much broader place shaping role as set out in the Let’s Do It
strategy. Secondly the Government’s levelling up agenda has moved the
focus of regeneration funding from city regions to towns and from
allocations to competitive bidding and the Council needs an Executive
Director level role to take full advantage of these opportunities.

3
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3.2.

Cabinet also agreed in December 2020 to fill the post on an interim basis in
order to secure the professional advice needed to advise on the structure,
skills and partnership relationships the department will need going forwards
to deliver its overall role and its housing role in particular. The interim
Executive Director has now completed that work and the proposed role of
the Executive Director as a permanent role is set out below. A detailed job
description has now been prepared on this basis and the role will now be
advertised and filled.

3.3.

The Executive Director of Place and Housing role will have three areas of
focus:
(a) To be the Council’s senior officer to implement the place elements of
the Let’s Do It strategy.
(b) To be the Council’s lead officer for Housing.
(c) To oversee and support the Director of Regeneration and Capital
Growth with particular reference to the overall place shaping role of
the department. The Director of Regeneration and Capital Growth will
remain a member of the Executive Team.

4.

The Future of Housing Services

4.1.

Background

4.1.1.

Following a report to Cabinet in April 2019, it was agreed that all housing
functions, apart from housing development, should transfer to Six Town
Housing. A new management agreement was approved with details of the
functions to be transferred and the delegations required. The purpose was
to create savings for the Council and to allow the BGI department to
generate new income streams through residential development, helping to
reduce reliance on Government funding.

4.1.2.

In 2017 an interim Director of Housing was appointed within the BGI
department with a focused remit to build houses on sites owned by the
Council and through market sales, produce surpluses and develop affordable
housing to be managed by Six Town Housing. A further consideration to
help facilitate this was to establish a Council owned housing development
company in which profits and assets would be held.

4
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4.2.

Current position

4.2.1. There have been several challenges to implementation of the decision that all
housing functions apart from development would transfer into the Six Town
Housing. Operational decisions have been made in light of a series of
unforeseen complexities including some statutory issues and a lack of clarity
around how savings could be generated simply by transferring functions to
Six Town Housing.
4.2.2. The Director of Housing role has been vacant since 2020 and in the interim
several managers have been acting up and the Director of Regeneration and
Capital Growth and the Deputy Chief Executive have covered the vacant
Director of Housing post on a caretaker basis. The current managers and
staff have continued impressively to deliver a mainly reactive service under
very challenging circumstances.
4.2.3. The development of new homes has been limited especially with the turnover
of staff at a senior level and the creation of a housing company has stalled.
The Council has successfully applied to Homes England to become a delivery
partner and is part of a consortium which has enabled it to build a number of
affordable homes. The Council has also been successful in accessing GMCA
funding for brownfield site residential development and remediation works
are on site in Radcliffe, with another due to start shortly.
4.2.4. However, the risks surrounding development for sale have given cause to rethink the strategy, especially in light of a number of Local Authority Housing
Companies being in difficulties across the country.
4.3.

Current Policy Context

4.3.1. Several drivers for change have influenced the thinking on how the Council
should take forward its housing functions and responsibilities since the last
Cabinet report in April 2019.
4.3.2. The Let's Do It strategy and the new Housing Strategy have provided a fresh
analysis of what the Council needs from its housing services and how a
coherent set of housing functions within the BGI department can best deliver
these needs.
4.3.3. Following the tragic fire and subsequent events involving Grenfell Tower, the
Government has responded to the widespread concerns that tenants were
not listened to and that the landlord, the Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea was too distant from its tenants. A Housing White paper in
November 2020 set out the Government’s response in order to help address
these issues. Amongst other things, the White Paper will require all stock
owning Councils to have a nominated responsible and accountable officer for
its Landlord function. The legislation will also introduce consumer regulation
which the Council must ensure it is able to comply with. Without a proper
and fully supported senior oversight of Six Town Housing there is a
substantial risk to any individual nominated by the Council. The Council will

5
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have approximately 18 months to respond to this and the regulator has
already set out some expectations relating to Councils with an Arm’s Length
Management Organisation (ALMO) primarily to reinforce the client/contractor
role ensuring a more robust oversight and accountability for ALMO's.
4.3.4. The Housing White Paper will re-set the relationship with Six Town Housing.
Whilst this should not disrupt the services delivered by Six Town Housing it
means the Council will have to be much more engaged with achieving
assurances on service delivery and perfo rmance, especially around health
and safety.
4.4.

Options

4.4.1. In this new context two main options for the future have been considered:(a)
(b)

4.5.

Carry on as is and implement the transfer of functions to Six Town
Housing and grow residential development via a Council owned
housing development company; or
Retain the ALMO and strengthen the Council's strategic housing and
housing client management function within the BGI department
utilising a broader residential development capacity through partners
and the private sector.

Principles of a redesigned housing service

4.5.1. Before approaching the practicalities of each option, it is important to
understand and agree a set of guiding principles in terms of what Bury needs
to achieve in the context of Let's Do It and the Housing Strategy. The
following principles have been developed:








Ensure that housing is engaging with local communities to deliver
what is needed.
To make the Council more visible and accountable for leading on
Housing.
Create effective delivery actions in order to make the Housing
Strategy meaningful and capable of making change happen, in
particular building new homes.
Create efficiencies in housing operations that enable more to be done
with an agreed savings target, currently £250,000.
Broaden the Council’s housing partnership and collaboration approach
to all relevant housing organisations.
Improve the Council's evidence-based analysis of housing related
performance especially in relation to the client function of its Arms
Length Management Organiation (ALMO) and Tenant Management
Organisation (TMO).
Ensure that the Council's housing related statutory responsibilities are
fulfilled.
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4.6.

Option 1: Carry on as is with transfer of all Housing functions apart
from development to Six Town Housing (STH)

4.6.1. This option has been considered and rejected for a number of reasons:

The current policy context; Let’s Do It; the new Housing Strategy;
and the Housing White Paper.

The low performance of residential development by the Council.

The unique nature of the proposal and risk i.e., there are no other
ALMO's that have taken on this scale of service in one single transfer

An underlying lack of understanding around ALMO performance and
cost

The Housing Revenue Account is coming under pressure and it is vital
that the Council is able to take a more proactive role in developing its
HRA 30-year Business Plan than it has done to date in order to
ensure any investment decisions are affordable.
4.6.2. For these reasons, it is recommended that all proposals relating to
transferring staff and housing functions to Six Town Housing be stopped.
The current ALMO Business Plan presents the opportunity for specific service
areas to be jointly reviewed with the Council. As ALMO/Council business
improvement plans are concluded and where, as a result, services can
demonstrably be improved and/or savings achieved by transferring functions
and/or staff to Six Town Housing, decisions can be taken at that point.
4.7.

Option 2: Retain a strategic housing and housing client function
within the Council under a single department and refresh and
support a joint approach to residential development on Council
owned land

4.7.1. This is the recommended option for the following reasons:

The changing policy context, especially the Housing White Paper and
the responsibility it will place on the Council.

The appointment of an experienced senior housing leadership within
the Council will provide focus for the service and for other partners
including the ALMO.

The appointment of an experienced Assistant Director (Regeneration
Delivery) in BGI has opened the route to better enable the Council to
deliver residential growth through partners and the private sector
whilst generating receipts.

A strengthened intelligent client function will enable a clearer
understanding of performance in both the ALMO and in housing
services.

A comprehensive housing service allows depth in housing knowledge
to join up both physical and people-based strategies across public
services.

It allows a focus on residential development across all tenures and
sectors and enables a much broader base of partners to be engaged.

7
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By enabling residential development rather than direct delivery, the
service will lever external funding and skills and places risk in the
right places.

4.7.2. Following the publication of the Housing White Paper there is an expectation
that the Council will take a lead role in ensuring that its landlord
responsibilities are met, with a senior post within the Council identified and
named as the accountable officer. It is critical that the Council strengthens
its client role with Six Town Housing in relation to monitoring performance,
ensuring effective engagement with its tenants, and ensuring that all health
and safety requirements are being adequately met.
4.7.3. The most effective and practicable option for implementation of housing
development at pace will be for the Council to become a commissioning body
working with a range of delivery partners including Registered Housing
Providers (RHP's) to deliver a pluralist housing offer; accessing the resources
it needs from a variety of third parties including Homes England and GMCA.
The Council will still be able to capture land and other receipts e.g. Section
106 funding from successful private housing development to support the
implementation of affordable and social housing. In addition, Council Tax
receipts will increase together with New Homes Bonus. Harnessing the
development and delivery capacity of partners will be a much more efficient
and faster way of delivering the type of development which meets
community priorities than trying to create a development capacity through an
arm’s length development company.
4.7.4. Whilst broadly all the relevant housing functions are being delivered in the
current service, it is missing experienced senior leadership with a Director
post held vacant and the related housing services are not benefiting from
cross service synergy and the direction of reso urces into priority areas. There
is an opportunity to create a broader housing service with crossovers and
support. The current job description for the Director post is not fit for
purpose and describes a role specifically around residential development and
establishment of a development company. The job description has now been
revised, including the title, Assistant Director Housing and grade (See
Appendix 1) to reflect the broader skills set needed to lead a retained
housing service within the BGI department with a line management into the
Executive Director of Housing and Place who will take overall responsibility
and accountability for the Councils Housing functions. The Assistant Director
Housing will take responsibility for briefing the Cabinet Member for housing
on all matters relating to housing strategy, policy and performance, including
the ALMO and the Private Rented Sector.
4.8.

Structure of Housing Services

4.8.1. The current and proposed structure below the Assistant Director of Housing is
set out in Appendix 2, with detailed information set out below.
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4.8.2. Housing Needs and Options Service
4.8.2.1. The detailed restructure of the current housing needs and options service is
subject to a current consultation on a new structure. If approved, the
changes will deliver:
 An integrated structure across all emergency accommodation.
 Savings of £200kpa.
Integrated housing data and analysis across all three housing heads of
service.
The proposed changes will allow greater opportunities for staff development;
greater resilience and assurance that the totality of staffing and property
resource is fully aligned with delivery of the Homelessness Prevention Strategy
4.9

Housing Strategy

4.9.1. The Unit Manager of Housing Strategy, Policy and Performance will be
established and replace the Principal Strategy Officer. The post holder will be
responsible for developing housing strategies and policy across the housing
services and linking them into the Council’s key strategic priorities. The post
will be responsible for a housing research and analysis function to support
good strategy and policy making and will be responsible for performance
management of housing delivery, including Six Town Housing. The post will
also play a key role in partnership working with other housing providers, both
public and private and seeking to maximise non-council resources to help
achieve strategic goals.
4.9.3. Within the Housing Strategy and Policy team there is clearly a gap in resources
to fulfil the roles required. The key role identified is a Housing Research &
Policy Officer which will be essential to keep abreast of the external housing
policy environment and will be key to researching information and drafting the
Council’s responses to a range of housing policy issues including
homelessness; private rented sector; home ownership; older people; climate
change; and retained housing stock amongst others. This post replaces the
current Policy & Development Officer – Energy.
4.9.4. There is also a risk in maintaining the current arrangements around supporting
affordable housing activity. The current Affordable Housing Officer is
established on a temporary basis and is creating a good income stream for the
Council which more than pays for the post. Future demand for affordable
home ownership options is only increasing and therefore this role is going to
continue to be in demand. It is proposed that the post is established on a selffinancing basis.
4.9.5. The restructure of the current housing needs and options service, which is
subject to current consultation proposes a post in homelessness of Housing
Development and Systems Co-ordinator, which if approved, will work across
the whole of the housing portfolio.
4.10. Private Sector Housing
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4.10.1 The Private Sector Housing team (previously part of Urban Renewal under
Adaptions and Energy) will primarily focus on the climate change agenda
through reduced carbon emissions from residential property across Bury. It
will also help and advise Six Town Housing on residential carbon reductions.
Operationally it will continue to manage and deliver Disabled Adaptations in
private sector housing and be responsible overall for the Adaptations capital
budget. It will also assist the Planning Officers in developing energy
standards for new homes in the Borough. The team will also take
responsibility for developing any Private Rented Sector Strategy, working
closely with the Unit Manager of Strategy, Policy and Performance and the
Unit Manager of PRS Enforcement.
4.10.2. The current Unit Manager Adaptions and Energy will become Unit Manager
Private Sector Housing with responsibility for enabling and delivering the
Council's residential carbon reduction strategy across all tenures but in
particular the private rented sector where specific statutory standards need
to be met by landlords. The post will be responsible for developing
residential carbon reduction strategies, bidding for funding and identifying
the means of delivering practical measures to achieve residential carbon
emissions. The post will manage the delivery of all disabled adaptation grant
programmes and ensure that the Council fulfils its statutory obligations in
this respect. The post will be responsible for managing the Council's overall
response to the growth of the private rented sector and its attendant issues
including the development of a private rented strategy.
4.11. Residential Growth
4.11.1. Residential development will shift from a position of purely building the
Council’s own houses for sale and affordable homes to a more mixed
economy of enabling, commissioning and partnership. Bury has developed
strong joint commissioning arrangements in the past with the town’s
Registered Housing Providers and they have all indicated their desire to
resurrect what was a very successful arrangement which led to significant
affordable housing development. This arrangement will reduce the Council's
financial risk and enable significant external funding to be levered into the
Borough whilst increasing development rates.
4.11.2. Two existing housing residential development posts Housing Growth &
Development Manager and a seconded post from Six Town Housing Growth &
Development Project Manager, have been effectively operating within the
Regeneration and Capital Growth Division of BGI under the Assistant Director
(Regeneration Delivery). Under the Assistant Director's direction, the posts
will help prepare sites for either market disposal, affordable housing
programmes or a mix of the two. This will include preparing bids for
brownfield funding, resolving title issues, undertaking technical surveys
where needed and for preparing and agreeing planning briefs. The Assistant
Director (Regeneration and Delivery) and the team will work closely with the
Assistant Director of Housing to ensure that sites are utilised in the best
possible way to achieve the Council's objectives. If appropriate and feasible,
consideration will still be given to developing Council owned affordable
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housing stock for retention and management by Six Town Housing. In order
to help strengthen further the development capability and capacity of the
Regeneration and Capital Growth service, it is proposed as part of this
restructure to create an additional Major Projects Manager post under the
Assistant Director (Regeneration Delivery), details of which are set out in
section 5.13. of this report.
4.12. Private Rented Sector
4.12.1. The current team of enforcement officers that forms the other part of the
Urban Renewal team, under the Unit Manager - Policy & Development is
insufficient to deliver anything more than a reactive service in the Borough.
Creating a larger standalone Private Rented Sector (PRS) enforcement team
in housing would be an expensive option and probably challenging in
recruiting sufficient professional qualified staff. Rather than create additional
new posts within housing, it is proposed that the enforcement function of the
service be transferred into the Operations Department alongside the Council’s
wider enforcement team. By working within a wider pool of professional
enforcement officers, more effective joining up of operations and focusing
resources on priorities can be achieved and create more capacity for the PRS
team to broaden their strategic role. The Unit Manager – Policy &
Development will become Unit Manager – Private Rented Sector and the
team will move along with PRS enforcement and empty homes officer
position into Operations with the addition of a new additional Technical
Support Officer. This will leave the PRS strategy and empty homes strategy
and policy within the strategic housing service. Strategy and policy teams
will work closely with Operations to ensure strong practical links are
maintained and that the Cabinet Member for Housing has a single point of
contact for all PRS policy and strategy issues.
4.12.2. Cabinet agreed on 29 July 2020 to approve a civil financial penalty policy,
enabling the Council to impose fines to landlords and letting agents where
standards need to improve. There is the opportunity to utilise future income
from Civil Penalty Charges back into the enforcement team in order to grow
its capacity beyond the current proposal, details of which would be subject to
a separate report.
4.12.3. It is further proposed that a new post Private Rented Sector (PRS)
Development Coordinator is established in order to work positively with PRS
landlords with the intention of identifying accommodation which the Council
can use and to encourage better relations with good landlords. A post will be
transferred into this service from former accommodation team in housing
options, to provide capacity for wider PRS leadership and development, in
support of housing strategy delivery. As this post works positively with
landlords with the intention of developing mid to long term access for Council
nominations, it is proposed that this post is based in the Private Sector
Housing Team rather than an enforcement team. Teams will work
collectively to ensure that where poor landlords and accommodation are
identified, the Council does not nominate anyone to the landlord.
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5.

Regeneration and development

5.1.

The first stage of a restructure of the regeneration, development and
statutory elements of the BGI department (the non- housing side) was
approved by the Human Resources and Appeals Panel on 30 July 2020 and
led to the creation of two new Assistant Director roles. These were important
new roles as they provided a much stronger focus on our statutory planning
and regulatory capabilities and our capacity to deliver development and
regeneration schemes.

5.2.

The restructure also saw the creation of an interim Major Project Manager
roles to lead our large area-based regeneration programmes in Bury and
Radcliffe, to add to the existing post already in the structure for Prestwich.

5.3.

The next phase of the restructure is designed to amend and align service
areas under each of the new Assistant Directors to help drive forward the key
objectives of the department.

5.4.

In addition, the proposed restructure will bolster high-level capacity and
capability to:




5.5.

Secure more discretionary resources from regional and national
Government as well as a range of public bodies who issue grant
funding.
Develop and implement a strategic transport plan for the Borough
and to secure investment to deliver transport interventions the
highway and on public transport.
Drive forward the delivery of new housing on brownfield sites in the
Borough.

There are several more minor proposals contained within the report designed
to strengthen the BGI department. These are in summary:
•
To build the capability of the current Head of Development
Management to engage in our major regeneration proposals at a preplanning stage.
•
To refocus the critical role of Head of Land and Property to provide
stronger management of our existing asset portfolio and to drive a
transformational change through this team.
•
To improve the stability of the Building Control Team and ensure it is
properly equipped to deal with the demands on the service.
•
To increase our capacity to deliver on key town centre planning work
in Ramsbottom and Bury Town Centre.
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5.6.
5.7.

The detailed changes proposed under each Assistant Director are set out
below.
Strategy, Planning & Regulation

5.7.1 The Assistant Director for Strategy, Planning & Regulation will be responsible
for five teams:





Transport Strategy
Strategic Planning and Infrastructure
Economic Development & Projects
Development Management
Building Control

5.7.2. It is proposed that the current Strategic Planning and Economic Development
(SPED) service ceases to exist as a combined service area and that the
current Head of Service post for SPED (currently vacant) is deleted.
5.8

Strategic Transport Lead

5.8.1

A new fixed term post is proposed which will play a critical role constructing
our Borough wide transport strategy and for leading discussions with TfGM
and other major transport partners (such as Highways England). The
objective of the post holder will be to translate our strategic objectives into a
viable pipeline of proposed transport investments. The postholder will be
charged with building a strategic relationship with TfGM, ensuring we benefit
from the capacity which is vested at the regional level, to build capacity and
capability at a local level.

5.8.2. The post holder will play a senior role within the department and have overall
day to day management accountability for:

Development and implementation of the Borough’s Transportation
Strategy.

Transport policy development, feasibility and development of options
in relation to highway and public transport improvements, parking,
cycling, walking, freight, motorcycling and taxis.

Proactively identifying regional and national funding opportunities for
delivering transportation schemes.

Leading on the Council’s input into the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority and TfGM Local Transport Plan Strategic Vision (2040) and
associated delivery plans.

Ensuring that the development of local strategies and options take
into account the various sub-strategies of the GM Transport Strategy
including Streets for All, Made to Move and the Bee Network and
Change a Region to Change a Nation and Bus Reform/Local Bus
Strategy.
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5.9.

Strategic Planning and Infrastructure

5.9.1. The key functions and responsibilities of the Strategic Planning and
Infrastructure service will be to:

Fulfil the statutory requirement for a Development Plan (Strategic
and/or Local Plan), including its preparation, consultation, monitoring
and review.

Develop comprehensive and robust evidence to support the
preparation and implementation of the Development Plan, including
studies, plans and strategies for the delivery of associated
infrastructure.

Create the policy framework for the determination of planning
applications, including the preparation and review of supplementary
planning documents.

Provide specialist advice on planning policy matters to feed into the
development management process and wider plans and strategies.

Undertake information monitoring and research to support the needs
of the service, together with managing the maintenance of databases
and information systems.

Oversee the monitoring of S106 Agreements/developer contributions.
5.9.2. A new Head of Service– Strategy Planning & Infrastructure will have overall
responsibility for the service delivery and team within. The current Unit
Manager post of Development Plans will be deleted.
5.9.3. The Data Management and GIS Officer and Assistant Data Management will
be moved under the Strategic Planning and Infrastructure Service, under
existing job descriptions and person specifications.
5.10. Economic Development & Projects
5.10.1. The key functions and responsibilities of the Economic Development service
will be to:

Lead the strategic implementation of development, economic and
regeneration projects and initiatives, including developing visions,
masterplans and delivery strategies for key town centres and
development sites across the Borough (e.g. Bury Town Centre
Masterplan and Radcliffe Strategic Regeneration Framework).

Initiate, manage and implement key environmental projects across
the Borough, including those associated with green and blue
infrastructure, the natural and built environment, active travel and
flood risk.

Co-ordinate programmes and initiatives to raise the profile and
maintain and enhance the strength of the Borough’s town and district
centre (e.g. Town Centre Boards, Purple Flag, Business Improvement
Districts etc.).

Identify potential external funding streams and opportunities for
income generation to support physical economic development
proposals and environmental projects and to support the preparation
of business and investment cases and applications for funding bids.
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Work with key stakeholders to help develop and deliver economic and
environmental strategies, plans and programmes in the Borough.
Manage and oversee the Town Centre Boards .
Support the development of people focussed economic development
strategies to compliment the physical regeneration works in town
centres.

5.10.2. A new Head of Service Economic Development & Projects will be created with
responsibility for identifying and securing external public funding from
national and regional government as well as from agencies and other public
bodies. The post holder will also co-ordinate area based regeneration
programmes in the five townships and provide a direct lead for work in
Whitefield and Ramsbottom, which are areas not supported by a Major
Projects Manager.
5.11. Development Management
5.11.1.The proposal is to establish a Team Leader role in the Development
Management service to replace the Principal Planning Officer to reflect the
required need for resilience and cover for the Head of Service.
5.11.2. The Team Leader post will both deputise and assist the Head of Service in
running the Development Management Service area. This will include
attending and leading the Planning Control Committee. The post of Principal
Planning Officer will be deleted.
5.11.3. The increased responsibility will provide capacity to the Head of Service for
Development Management to focus on strategic regeneration projects before
they come in as formal planning applications (utilising their expertise to
develop and shape strategic projects to ensure that they reflect planning
requirements/asks – helping the delivery process). This will be particularly
important in the context of key development and regeneration proposals
emerging through the town centres proposals.
5.11.4 Building Control
5.11.5. The Building Control team fulfil a vital function on behalf of the Council
ensuring that built structures and construction site are safe.
5.11.6. Whilst there are no structural proposals in building control, there have been
issues in recruiting to vacant posts, due to competition in private sector.
There is the potential for market rates supplement be required for these
posts and that this would be subject to approval by the Cabinet Member for
Finance and Corporate Affairs and Director of People and Inclusion, in line
with Council policy.
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5.12. Regeneration Delivery
5.12.1. The Council appointed a new Assistant Director for Regeneration Delivery
with an explicit objective of driving forward the delivery of regeneration
schemes on the ground.
5.12.2. Regeneration Delivery has the job of not only driving forwards the Council’s
major regeneration programmes in Bury, Prestwich and Radcliffe it also will
provide a stronger link between the proposed Business and Investment team
and our land and property assets.
5.12.3. The economic resilience of the district will be intrinsically linked to the ability
to attract new (and seize upon existing) investment opportunities that create
new jobs, open the door for employment growth, facilitate upskilling, deliver
much needed housing and fortify our regeneration programmes.
5.12.4. The Council needs to refocus resources to be more outward looking, cultivate
a business-to-business attitude and solidify relationships with private sector
partners. The Council cannot continue to try to regenerate on its own – it
needs to cement all its programmes with complementary private sector
investment.
5.12.5. Another key objective is to drive major transformation and change through
the Land and Property team. This team manages all the Council’s surplus
land and property assets, it manages our investment properties and out-oftown portfolio as well as smaller public inquiries along with valuation and
viability advice to other services.
5.13. Major Projects Team
5.13.1. The Major Projects Team is a collection of individual Project Managers leading
on the four major regeneration programmes being operated by the Council.
These are:

Prestwich Urban Village

Radcliffe Regeneration programme

Bury Town Centre

Brownfield Housing Sites (new)
5.13.2. The Council is failing to achieve its housing delivery supply by over 200
homes per annum. The Housing Development team has a chronic skills and
resource issue with several officers leaving the council in 2020. The current
team includes a seconded officer from Six Town Housing and are under
considerable strain.
5.13.3. A new post is proposed fixed term Major Project Manager - Brownfield
Housing Site which will lead on unlocking housing delivery on Council owned
sites such as Wheatfield (Whitefield), Fletcher Fold (Bury), Radcliffe Town
Centre / Cams Lane, East Lancs Paper Mill, Wellington Road, Townside Fields,
Police Station / Castle Leisure and other Bury Town Centre residential sites.
This has the potential to unlock delivery of over 1600 homes.
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5.13.4. The posts for Bury Town Centre and Radcliffe formed part of the first phase
restructure of BGI, the Prestwich post pre-dates this. The posts are on twoyear fixed term contracts. In the case of the Prestwich Urban Village and
Radcliffe Regeneration Programme projects it is proposed that these posts be
made permanent, as the Council has now secured the land holdings which
mean the Council can proceed with its longer-term development plans with
the most significant impediment removed.
5.13.5. There is the potential for a market rates supplement be required for some
these posts and that this would be subject to approval by the Cabinet
Member for Finance and Corporate Affairs and Director of People and
Inclusion, in line with Council policy
5.14. Business and Investment
5.14.1. The key functions and responsibilities of the Business and Investment will be
to:

Develop the Borough’s Economic Development Strategy, working with
Services across the BGI department and corporately to ensure its
successful implementation.

Lead on key elements of the Borough’s business engagement and
inward investment strategy.

Work with key businesses to understand their needs and help them
thrive (e.g. Bury Business Leadership Group, cement relationship with
our biggest employers).

Support new and existing businesses and key sectors to help them to
grow and to realise their potential by facilitating business support
services.

Develop an inward investment strategy, liaising with local inward
investment agencies and promoting the availability of land and
property opportunities in the Borough.

Drive a re-focus of Invest in Bury brand, communication and
engagement strategy to attract new external investment.

Encourage Bury’s businesses to invest in the skills of their workforce
and encourage and support employers to recognise the business
advantage of apprenticeships within the workforce.

Ensure workplace skills agenda is strongly linked to Borough wide
skills strategy.

Coordinate the provision of grant assistance to the Borough’s
businesses (when available) and seek to maximise uptake of GM
business development activities by Bury companies.

Promote corporate social responsibility under the auspices of
delivering the Let’s Do It Strategy.

Support strategies to ensure local Bury businesses benefit from the
procurement opportunities being created by the largest public bodies
in the Borough (Council, CCG, Colleges, Schools, NHS).

Develop a health and wellbeing offer to local businesses and promote
a healthy workforce.
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5.14.2. To deliver these changes it is proposed that a new Head of Service of
Business and Investment to be created as they will take overall responsibility
for the service delivery and team within. The current Unit Manager post for
Economic Strategy and European Policy to be deleted.
5.14.3 All other staff sitting within the current Economic Strategy and European
Policy Unit are proposed to be moved into the new Business and Investment
service, under existing job descriptions and person specifications.

5.15. Land and Property
5.15.1. The property service manages a £268 million estate whilst also adding value
to other services through Regeneration, Housing, Planning and with NHS and
social landlord partners. The team of Chartered Surveyors manage the
council’s land and income producing commercial property portfolio, land
disposals, provide viability and valuation advice and maintain land records for
the whole district.
5.15.2. There is an acute need to refocus impact away from legacy service functions
towards efficiently managing the estate, leading technical aspects of strategic
development, unlock housing viability and compliantly dispose of land,
property and assets.
5.15.3. The current organisational structure is incomplete, inherited from historic
service provision and not fit for purpose. The proposal is to update the focus
of the team away from traditional siloed workload to pool resources and to
increase output.
5.15.4. The key focus of the team going forwards can be summarised as:

Manage the Accelerated Land disposal programme – manage
inquiries, retain the Agent and manage the transactions.

Improve the performance of the commercial property portfolio,
identifying opportunities to invest capital to secure long-term revenue
streams.

Manage the One Public Estate programme, co-ordinating the future
development of the public estate across the Borough and provide
options for the future of the Town Hall site.

Manage the out-of-town investment portfolio, providing options for
exist at the point value can be maximised.

Lead on the development of the Chamber Hall business park and
other key strategic industrial landholdings.

Implement a strategy of the future of Bradley Fold.

Create outsourcing opportunities to increase performance of the
property portfolio.

Simplify the Council’s land and property ownerships, retaining only
what is required for operational or regeneration purposes.
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5.16.5. To achieve this transformation it is proposed that the current Head of
Property & Asset Management be revised and redesignated as to Head of
Land & Property , appointed in line with Council policy and process.
5.16.6. There is the potential for market rates supplement be required for this posts
and that this would be subject to approval by the Cabinet Member for
Finance and Corporate Affairs and Director of People and Inclusion in line
with Council policy.

6.

Financial Implications

6.1

The proposed structure involves an element of growth to the current
structure with some of this being fixed term posts. There are a combination
of funding requirements including revenue budget, capital receipts, charging
to specific capital projects and charging into the Housing Revenue Account
(HRA).

6.2

This brings with it some complexity which will need careful review and
monitoring to mitigate any risk due to changing funding streams to enable a
timely response and adaptation of the planned funding should this become
necessary. One part of this will be the need for a rolling plan of live capital
schemes for the posts which are to be capitalised (or partially capitalised) to
ensure that there are programmes or assets for the costs to be charged
against. There should also be a regular assessment of the ability of the
Housing Revenue Account to afford the charges being made against it and to
ensure that this does not reduce the sustainability of the HRA in the longer
term.

6.3

It is vital that the costs of the posts to be capitalised against specific capital
schemes are factored into the development of business cases at the outset to
ensure that sufficient funding is made available to allow the project to be
successfully completed.

6.4

Part of the funding included in this proposal is an amount of £200,000 which
was built into the 2021/22 budget as a one-off revenue budget relating to
Strategic Transport capacity. Approval will need to be sought to phase this
funding over the period of the Strategic Transport fixed term post once
recruited to.

6.5

Whilst there are savings delivery identified through parts of the delivery of
the restructure, the funding is complex and reliant upon various funding
streams which include a stretch target within the transformation programme
of £200k along with various capital schemes.
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7.

Workforce Implications

7.1

The recommendations have been developed in partnership with the HR
Service and grades included have been subject to job evaluation. Trade
Union colleagues have been consulted on these proposals. The changes
proposed which affect current staff will be subject to a formal 30 day
consultation period prior to their implementation in line with Council policy. A
detailed workforce impact analysis has been conducted. No redundancies are
anticipated as a result of the changes proposed.

8.

Conclusion

8.1

The changes proposed are made as the basis for consultation. A period of 30
days consultation will be allowed to take feedback on the proposals and
discuss details with affected staff and the Trades Unions, following which the
posts will be advertised and the relevant process will be followed to recruit to
the posts.

9.

Appendices
Appendix 1: Role Description Assistant Director of Housing.
Appendix 2: Structure charts: current and proposed.

Other alternative options considered
Options are included in the main body of the report.
___________________________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
The proposals in this report are directly aligned with the Lets do it! Strategy, in
particular the delivery of the housing strategy which is referenced in the overarching
report.
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to -
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(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
Equality Analysis

Please provide a written explanation of the outcome(s) of
either conducting an initial or full EA.

The proposals in this report strengthen the Council’s leadership of inclusion within
the borough, in particular support to the socio -economically deprived people who
are defined within our local Inclusion Strategy as a protected characteristic.
*Please note: Approval of a cabinet report is paused when the ‘Equality/Diversity
implications’ section is left blank and approval will only be considered when this section
is completed.
___________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity

Mitigation

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
Proposals are made as a basis for 30 days consultation with affected staff in
accordance with the council’s restructure procedure.
____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
These proposals set out the staffing proposals for Business Growth and
Infrastructure and the private rented sector team to align to Operations. The Council
will ensure compliance with all legislative requirements in relation to these proposals.
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All policies and procedures will be complied with in accordance with current Council
policy and in conjunction with the employee consultation tool kit. A consultation will
take place with all affected staff , all vacancies will be advertised in accordance with
our Council procedures.
____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
This represents a key strategic restructure for the Council and the bringing together
of a number of key functions and departments. As a consequence of the work that
will be undertaken by this Department the funding of different posts will be from a
number of recurrent and medium term funding streams, both revenue and capital as
appropriate including transformation and capital receipts. There is currently a £200k
increase in costs over and above identified funding which the department should be
able to generate through transformation and delivery of economic growth and
income after a period of approximately two years. In the interim the shortfall will be
funded from a combination of slippage in recruitment to new posts and support from
the transformation reserve.
Section 4.8 identifies £200k of savings against housing services towards the savings
target identified during the 2021/22 budget setting process and approved by Council
in February. The additional £50k to achieve the target £250k is then delivered within
the overall proposals.

____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Geoff Little, Chief Executive and Bury CCG Accountable Officer
Email: g.little@bury.gov.uk
____________________________________________________________
Background papers:
None.
Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

PRS

Private Rented Sector

GMCA

Greater Manchester Combined Authority

BGI

Business Growth and Infrastructure

HRA

Human Resources and Appeals Panel
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CCG

Clinical Commissioning Group

GM

Greater Manchester

ALMO

Arm’s Length Management Organisation
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Appendix 1: Job Description for Assistant Director Housing

JOB DESCRIPTION

Post Title: Assistant Director of Housing
Department: Business, Growth and
Infrastructure

Post No:

Division/Section:

Post Grade: Band C

Location: Town Hall, Bury

Post Hours: 37

Special Conditions of Service: None

Purpose and Objectives of Post:
To provide effective leadership on all matters relating to the Council's Strategic
Housing role including policy and strategy; homelessness and access to housing;
private sector housing; disabled adaptations; client for the Council's ALMO and
Disabled Adaptations.
Take responsibility for ensuring the Councils Housing Strategy is up to date and
priorities are delivered, identifying resources and gaps to enable those priorities to
be delivered or re-prioritised as necessary.
To create a collaborative environment both within the Council and its public sector
partners and in the wider housing related field in order to deliver the housing
strategy objectives.
To build a delivery culture amongst housing teams and partners which get things
done and presents an outward facing reputation for Bury as a place that makes
things happen.
To assist and support the Executive Director of Housing and Place to discharge their
responsibilities and accountabilities for housing

Council Accountable to: Executive Director of Place and Housing
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Immediately Responsible to: Executive Director of Place and Housing
Immediately Responsible for: Head of Homelessness and Access; Head of
Housing Strategy, Policy and Performance; Head of Private Sector Housing.
Relationships: (Internal and External)
Internal – Elected Members, Chief Executive, SLT, Senior Managers, Trade
Unions.
External – Potential residential investors, Housing Partner Organisations including
Six Town Housing - Arms Length Management Organisation (ALMO), Greater
Manchester Combined Authority, Funding Agencies such as Homes England and
Government Departments.
Control of Resources:
Managers and staff within the Directorate under your control.
Budgets under your control.
Health, Safety and Welfare of staff under your control.
Equipment.
Duties/Responsibilities:
Housing:
The housing teams support the development and implementation of the housing
strategy across the Borough, in particular the overall supply including numbers,
tenures, affordable housing and supported housing.
This includes the lead responsibility for the following tasks:
1. Understand and contribute to planning frameworks to guide and co -ordinate
residential development activity;
2. Analysing information on housing market intelligence and housing needs in
relation to the Boroughs housing supply and formulating plans and
strategies to help deliver good quality housing to meet demand and need,
including assessment of the current stock and its suitability in meeting
demand and needs;
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3. Create collaborative working partnerships with the local Registered Housing
providers and other appropriate delivery organisations to enable them to
deliver the Borough's housing and neighbourhood priorities;
4. Management of the statutory housing register and oversee the allocations
process and to lead on any periodic reviews of the effectiveness of the
Council's policy and processes in meeting need and balancing communities.
5. Management of the Councils Homelessness service including prevention of
homelessness, rough sleeping and temporary accommodation.
6. Management of a range of housing related services through contract
management, in particular the ALMO management agreement and any TMO
agreements;
7. Management of the HRA and the housing capital programme, including
funding for disabled adaptations across the Borough;
8. Ensure the Council is able to make the best use of its existing housing stock
and in particular managing the reduction of long term empty homes in all
sectors.
9. Management and delivery of the Boroughs residential carbon reduction
implementation plans including enforcement of Government standards and
any locally agreed standards.
10.Influencing and supporting the delivery of the Boroughs Private Rented
Sector enforcement team to ensure that the Council meets its statutory
duties and is enabled to be more pro-active in the sector.
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Residential Growth:
The Housing service will work closely with Land and Property teams in the BGI
Directorate to enable Residential development to be brought forward.
This includes the lead responsibility for the following tasks:

1. Maintaining an up to date knowledge of the Housing Market in Bury and
maintaining a good knowledge of the Housing Needs across all tenures.
2. Applying the knowledge to develop residential accommodation strategies to
enable clear development plans to be brought forward on both sites owned
by the public sector and private land
3. Identifying public and private sector partners to help deliver residential
schemes putting in place enabling processes and supporting funding bids
where appropriate;
4. Identifying and targeting government and GMCA funding programmes and
loan facilities on priority schemes.
Securing External Funding
1. Understand and interpret existing and future legislation and funding
frameworks and, in conjunction with finance colleagues, develop appropriate
strategies to maximise residential funding opportunities for Bury.
2. Maintain and develop good working arrangements with key external funding
agencies such as GMCA and Homes England and lead on funding bid
preparations for appropriate residential funding
3. Project lead, identify and source relevant alternative funding opportunities
including Institutional funding, including identification of potential investors.
Growth Senior Management Team
1. Deputise for the Executive Director of Housing and Place as and when
required.
2. Work closely with the Director of Economic Regeneration and Capital Growth
ensuring a joined up approach.
3. Represent Housing and Residential Growth on the Senior Management Team.
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4. Contribute and, where appropriate, lead the development and implementation
of Bury strategy and policy, liaising with internal colleagues and Elected
Members as appropriate.
5. Promote effective working relationships across Bury and ensure the growth
strategy is communicated across Bury and is consistent with the growth
objectives and priorities.
Management of Teams
1. Lead, motivate and develop teams carrying out regular 1-1’s with direct
reports and employee reviews and allocating workloads according to ability,
developmental needs and capacity.
2. Ensure all corporate policies and process are effectively implemented and
adhered to including legal, procurement and financial contro ls.
3. Ensure all staff within the team are being developed, both professionally and
personally.


As an employee of Bury Council you have a responsibility for, and must be
committed to, safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young
people and vulnerable adults and for ensuring that they are protected from
harm.



Bury Council is committed to equality, diversity and inclusion, and expects all
staff to comply with its equality related policies/procedures, and to treat others
with fairness and respect.



The post holder is responsible for Employees Duties as specified with the
Corporate and Departmental Health and Safety Policies.

Where an employee is asked to undertake duties other than those specified directly
in his/her job description, such duties shall be discussed with the employee
concerned who may have his/her Trade Union Representative present if so desired.
(See paragraph 203 of supplemental Conditions of Service)
Job Description prepared by:

Sign:

Date:

Agreed correct by Postholder:

Sign:

Date:

Agreed correct by
Supervisor/Manager:

Sign:

Date:
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DEPARTMENT FOR BUSINESS, GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Assistant Director of Housing
CORE BEHAVIOURS FOR THE POST (Please tick those relevant)
Commercial Thinking & Analysis
Customer Service
Delivering Results
Values, Ethics & Diversity
Delivering a Quality
Service(Continuous Improvement)

√

Planning

√
√

Developing Self & Others
Teams, Networking & Partnerships

√

Adapting to Change

√
√
√
√

√

SHORT LISTING CRITERIA

ESSENTIAL

DESIRABLE

Qualifications
Relevant degree or professional qualification

√

Management Qualification

√

Project management qualification at practitioner level
and equivalent experience (e.g., MSP Practitioner or
Prince2)

√
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Experience
Relevant experience or good knowledge of Social
Housing management practice
Relevant experience or good knowledge of all aspects
of housing strategy and policy development
Experience of identifying funding opportunities and
successful bidding for funding to external agencies
Experience of creating and sustaining good
collaborative working arrangements with relevant
partners which deliver results

√

Experience of providing strategic direction and strong
leadership to senior managers. Line management or
successful matrix management experience in a
similar sized, large or complex organisation
Experience of effectively managing key performance
indicators and identification of key strategic and
operational risks

√

Effectively managing revenue budgets in a constantly
changing environment

√

Experience of developing and managing capital
investment programmes especially in relation to
housing investment and adaptations

√

Experience of managing team and staff workloads
through prioritisation and bidding for additional
resources to support desired outcomes

√

√
√
√

√

Knowledge and Skills
Broad knowledge and understanding of Housing, both
public and private.
Ability to lead by example, coach, mentor, inspire and
motivate people to provide excellent, professional,
value for money services
Ability to proactively develop relationships and build
effective partnerships delivering excellent services.
Knowledge of appropriate legislation and funding
frameworks

√
√

√

√
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A good knowledge and understanding of the workings
of local government, including its legal, financial,
social and political pressures and processes.
Initiative
to
work
independently,
working
imaginatively and creatively to solve a range of
problems to work through risks and make decisions
and/or recommendations as appropriate where a
solution may not be immediately be obvious
Strong interpersonal skills to initiate and develop
positive and effective working relationships, both
internal and external, influencing and negotiating with
others

√

√

√
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Appendix 2: Current and Proposed Structures
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*Grades for the Head of Economic Development and Projects, Head of Strategic Planning and Infrastructure, Head of
Service Business and Investment, Head of Land and Property, Strategic Transport Lead and Housing Research and Policy
Officer are subject to moderation.
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*Grades for the Head of Economic Development and Projects, Head of Strategic Planning and Infrastructure and Strategic
Transport Lead are subject to moderation.
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*The grade for the Head of Business and Investment and Head of Land and Property is subject to moderation.
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*The grade for the Housing Research and Policy Officer is subject to moderation.
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Agenda Item 11
Classification

Item No.

Open
Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

Proposed Saving options for Adult Social Care:
Outcomes of the Public Consultation

Report by:

Councillor Andrea Simpson
Health and Wellbeing

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

All Wards

Executive Summary:
Due to the significant financial challenge facing the Local Authority, Adult Social Care
has proposed savings schemes totalling £12.4million. Understandably as a large
proportion of the Adult Social Care budget is spent on our arm’s length provider
Persona Care and Support Limited, this contract must be reviewed and reduced to
help achieve the savings. The current savings requirement for Persona Care and
Support Limited is £2.5m over the next two financial years. Given some of the
proposals may have a direct impact on current and future customers of Persona Care
and Support Limited, a public consultation was undertaken. This report outlines the
details, findings, and recommendations of the public consultation.
Recommendations following consultation
Proposal 1 – day care
•

As proposed reduce the number of unused places in the day care service. Close
Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day service to a designated area at
Grundy.

Proposal 2 – short stay/ respite
•

As proposed reduce the number of unused places in the short stay service, closing
Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care.

Proposal 3 – all age disability services
•

As proposed further explore a multigenerational disability assessment and care
management service and if co-production indicates bring forward an options
paper
1
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1.

Introduction

1.1

As a result of the reductions in public spending and the impact of the recent
pandemic, Bury Council must reduce its spending significantly over the
coming years. The council’s overall aim is to keep providing the current level
of service but find less expensive and better ways of doing this.

1.2

Over the next three years Adult Social Care (ASC) propose to make savings of
just over £12 million out of the current ASC budget of £52 million. This will be
achieved in a number of ways: looking at what and how ASC buy care and
support for those who need it, transforming services and working towards a
multi-generational disability service.

1.3

As a large part of the Adults Social Care budget (£12,393,409 per annum) is
spent on Persona Care and Support Limited (Persona), this contract has had
to be reviewed and reduced to help achieve the savings. The current savings
target for Persona is £2.5m over two financial years 2021/22 and 2022/23,
which equates to just over 20% of the Persona budget. Adults Social Care are
working with Persona to address the consequences of the financial challenge

1.4

Given some of the proposals may have a direct impact on current and future
Persona customers, a public consultation was undertaken. This report outlines
the details, findings, and recommendations from the public consultation.

2.

Background

2.1

Persona provides several services supporting people with learning disabilities,
dementia and physical disabilities. Services provided include day care,
supported living, extra care, respite and shared lives. As described due to the
challenging financial situation, Bury Council are working with Persona to
reduce the Persona contract by £2.5 million over the next 2 years. To achieve
the savings required it has been proposed to change some services, develop
new ways of working to realise efficiencies, and in some cases, reduce or
close services, especially those that are no longer used or needed.

2.2

Persona services are paid for with a block contract for a specified amount of
capacity, this proposal intends to reduce the capacity that is no longer used
and reduce the value of the contract accordingly. The volume of service
provided to service users who already receive it will not change, the location
may.

2.3

Whilst the focus is on minimising any impact on customers and staff as far
possible, given the size of the savings it was recognised that proposed
savings may have some form of impact on existing customers, potential
customers, and staff. Therefore, the proposals went out to public consultation
to understand the views of those people who may be impacted both now and
in the future.

2.4

The public consultation focussed on five elements.
2
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3.

o

Reduce the number of unused places in the day care services, close
Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day service to a
designated area at Grundy.

o

Reduce the number of unused places in the short stay residential care
service, close Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay
residential care.

o

Develop a multigenerational disability service therefore providing one
assessment and care management service for all customers whatever
their age, concentrating on the needs and strengths of the individual,
not their disability and offering seamless transition to adulthood.

o

Questions about participants use of Adult Social Care transport to
inform future policy development.

o

An opportunity for people to suggest any alternative saving suggestions
they may have.

Consultation Process

3.1

A six-week public consultation was undertaken starting Monday the 24th May
2021 concluding on Friday 2nd July 2021. Several methods were used to try to
maximise the opportunity to capture views of people who use Persona
services, their families and carers, our partners, along with the public and
future users.

3.2

A detailed letter and survey (see appendix 1, consultation materials),
including a return freepost addressed envelope, was sent to all of Persona’s
701 customers. These were either handed to the individual or posted to their
home address.

3.3

The consultation information and survey were published on the Council’s
engagement and consultation website ‘One Community’. This site can be
accessed by anybody as a guest and has 3,323 people registered on the site.
Those who were registered on the One Community site to be informed of
consultations of this nature (1557 people) received a notification alerting
them of the consultation. (See appendix 2 One Community Report).

3.4

A dedicated email address strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk was available for
people to share views and comments and a council officers telephone number
was available to contact for any queries.

3.5

A council press release was issued on the 24th May which you can read here
The consultation was also published on all the council’s social media
platforms.

3.6

Information on the consultation launch was shared with all local councillors,
all of our social care workforce, all care providers who themselves employ
3
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over 5,000 staff, all Persona staff, all of our voluntary sector and faith alliance
partners and a wide range of stakeholders and via several engagement
networks.
3.7

Healthwatch Bury supported the process by signposting people to the
consultation, publicising the consultation on their website, with their members
and through their mailing list. They also answered any questions about the
consultation process, offered support to take part and they also hosted a
public consultation session.

3.8

Age UK Bury contributed to the consultation on behalf of their members.

3.9

Bury People First were commissioned to offer support to people with a
learning disability their family and carers. This included creating an easy read
version of the consultation letter and survey, signposting their over 300
members to the consultation, supporting individuals who required it on a oneto-one level and they ran three public consultation sessions.

3.10 A council led public consultation session was open to anyone to attend and
advertised as above.
3.11 Due to the Covid-19 social distancing requirements, and to keep everyone as
safe as possible, the public consultation sessions were held online, via
Microsoft teams or Zoom. See the table below for information on the public
consultation sessions.
3.12 Table 1. Detail of the public consultation sessions
Session Date
Number

Time

Target
Audience

1

Wednesday
9th June

2

Wednesday
9th June

10:30am
– 12:00
noon
6:30pm –
8:00pm

3

Wednesday
16th June

People with
a learning
disability
Family
members
and carers
People with
a learning
disability
Open to
anyone
Open to
anyone

4
5

Total:

10:30am
– 12:00
noon
Wednesday
1:00pm –
23rd June
2:30pm
Monday 28th 2:00pm –
June
3:30pm

Organisation Number in
who
attendance
arranged
the session
Bury People 36
First
Bury People
First
Bury People
First
Healthwatch
Bury
Bury Council

7
6

49

3.13 Alongside the consultation survey returns, 7 people shared their views via
email, 3 of those were staff.
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3.14 49 people attended one of the five online public consultation sessions. Despite
efforts to recruit participants and advertise the event widely only 7 people
attended Healthwatch Bury session, the majority were staff or providers. (For
the Healthwatch Bury feedback report see appendix 3). Despite efforts to
recruit participants and advertise the event widely only 6 people attended the
council session, 4 identified as staff or providers. (For the council led session
feedback report see appendix 4).
3.15 The Bury People First Session was well attended with 36 people with a
learning disability attending to share their views some of those people
received one to one support from Bury People First. (For the Bury People First
feedback report see appendix 5).
3.16 A total of 174 responses were received using one of the available methods.
3.17 Persona staff were also able to engage in the consultation. Persona employ 98
staff across the services the proposals relate to. (36 in Spurr House, 39 in
Elmhurst, 12 in Pinfold and 11 in Grundy).
3.18 The survey was hosted on the One Community site. 236 people visited the
site and 85 people contributed 117 times. This means that several of the
same people on the same device visited the survey a number of times to
answer the questions repeatedly. It is not possible to identify why someone
choose to answer the questions repeatedly. Of the 85 contributors 4
registered online and 81 chose to remain anonymous. Members of the
workforce can contribute online, and it is not possible to identify who the 81
who chose to remain anonymous are.
3.19 It is very difficult even with large amounts of publicity to get members of the
public to engage with consultations on the provision of adult social care. In a
recent consultation undertaken the NHS regarding changes to Intermediate
Care services 286 people visited the site but only 29 went on to contribute or
attend any engagement sessions, therefore 174 responses is a higher number
than usual for this type of consultation.
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4.

The responses to the consultation

4.1

The consultation survey included a range of questions where the respondent
was asked to say either yes, they agreed with a proposal or no they did not
agree with a proposal, plus free text boxes for other comments and
suggestions.

4.2

Responses to Proposal 1 – Day Care Services

4.3

This question asked “We propose to reduce the number of places of day care
which the Council buys from Persona. Before the Covid19 pandemic, the day
care service consistently had a number of places which were not used.
Removing the unused places will enable better value for money. For existing
day service customers there is no suggestion that the amount of support
currently received will reduce in any way as a direct result of this proposal.
The proposal is focussed on removing unused places. However, in order to
provide best value, we propose to combine the older people’s day service and
to provide it from one location (Grundy). This is because the reduced number
of places can be accommodated in one venue, which will mean lower running
costs. The two sites being considered are Grundy and Pinfold Lane, only
Grundy is large enough to accommodate all older people’s day service
customers. In short, the proposal is: to reduce the number of unused places
in the day care service, close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia
day service to a designated area at Grundy. If this proposal is agreed, the
dementia day service would have its own secure area at Grundy and be
refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’.”

4.4

For the yes/no question the result is show below.
Question

Yes

No

Proposal 1: Persona Day Care
Do you agree with the Councils proposals
for Day Care service?

31
72
(30.1%) (69.9%)

Not
answered
14

4.5

It can be seen that the feedback from the consultation is negative. We know
that only 85 devices were used to submit this feedback 117 times. This
indicates that one or more people answered the same question repeatedly
and this must be taken into account when weighing up the value of this
feedback.

4.6

Concerns that were raised in the other sessions and in the free text comment
sessions in relation to this proposal were centred around demand for day care
post covid. There was anxiety that the pandemic had suppressed demand and
the council would be closing day care capacity that was needed when the
pandemic ended especially with a growing and ageing population.

4.7

It is important to understand this proposal is not about closing the day care
services, instead removing places which historically (pre covid) had not been
6
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used. This is despite promotion of the service and social care staff offering
day care as part of people’s support.
4.8

Data shows a reduced demand and usage of day care provision across the
period 2018 - 2020 before any impacts generated from the Covid-19
pandemic were experienced where we had to suspend day care for a while.

4.9

The original Persona contract was for 70 places per day at Grundy and 40
places per day at Pinfold Lane (3300 customer hours). In 2020 this was
reduced to 50 places at Grundy and 30 places at Pinfold Lane (2400 customer
hours). Data analysis of the period up to March 2020 indicates showed
attendance had dropped further to 33 places per day at Grundy and 22 places
at Pinfold Lane. There is sufficient capacity at Grundy to accommodate up to
70 users and can easily accommodate 55 when taking into account the need
to deliver a separate dementia environment.

4.10

The second key theme from feedback was a concern about dementia
provision. Over the years Pinfold day care centre has been recognised as a
day care facility for those with dementia, the building and staff have been
developed to support those with dementia in the best way possible.
Therefore, concerns were raised that changing the facility from Pinfold to
Grundy may have a detrimental impact on some of the customers with
dementia as routine and consistency is important.

4.11

The proposal made clear if agreed and Pinfold was closed and service within
moved to Grundy, the dementia day service would have its own secure area
at Grundy and be refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’. This would include
moving any equipment and furniture, supporting, and developing staff
ensuring they have the skills to support dementia customers, and as far as
possible provide consistency in service delivery, just in another building.

4.12

Alongside the two key themes from feedback there were one or two
comments regarding the concern of having to travel further to Pinfold than
Grundy.

4.13

The Grundy site is near the town centre and equally accessible from all parts
of the borough. The Pinfold site is in the south of the borough. It is 3.3. miles
from Grundy and 10 minutes away. As Grundy is central many who attend
Pinfold from the centre or north of the borough will experience shortened
journeys but it is accepted some who attend from the south may have a
journey 10 minutes longer.

4.14

When consulting with day care users who had a learning disability it was clear
that day care is very important providing a place to develop friendships and
meet other people. The users stated they hadn’t accessed day care as much
during the covid pandemic, some customers saying they wanted to go on less
day care and do other things instead, such as volunteer, get a job or
undertake other activities and some people weren’t aware they could say no
to day care.
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4.15

Data shows usage of Persona Day care for people with a learning difficulty in
the two years before the covid pandemic declining consistently over time. This
trend has not reversed since this day care was restarted and usage remains
lower than pre-pandemic levels. This proposal is to remove places that are no
longer used and reduce the value of the block contract accordingly. Everyone
with a learning disability who accesses day care can continue to do so.

4.16

No alternatives were made to this proposal

4.17

It is our recommendation post consultation that the council reduce
the number of places of day care which the Council buys from
Persona which are currently not used and relocates older persons day
care from Pinfold to the Grundy site to ensure the service is cost
effective and delivers value for money.

4.18

No other alternatives were made to this proposal.

4.19

Responses to Proposal 2 –Short Stay and Respite Services

4.20

This question asked “We propose to reduce the number of places of short stay
which the Council buys from Persona. Before the Covid19 pandemic the short
stay service consistently had a number of places which were not used. By
removing that unused capacity, it will enable better value for money. Short
stay is where customers will stay for a period of time up to 6 weeks as either
a break from their normal place of care, to provide carers or family members
a break from caring or because a person may need some short term support
to recuperate. On occasion people stay longer than the 6 weeks and we are
keen to prevent that from happening, as there are alternative options for
those people who need care for longer than 6 weeks. We are going to change
our approach to managing short stay to ensure people don’t stay longer than
6 weeks and as a result we will need less beds from short stay. Currently
there are two Persona buildings that offer short stay care, these are called
Spurr House and Elmhurst. Both buildings have been considered in detail
taking account of the number of beds that are needed, the quality and
longevity of the building, the unit cost of each facility and the likely
investment costs needed to keep and maintain the building. Based on this it is
proposed that Spurr House would be the building to close, leaving Elmhurst
open for short stay care. This proposal will ensure that one building remains
open to offer short stay care for our customers. The service offered will not
change, however the location where a person goes to for short stay care may
change for some people.”

4.21

For the yes/no question the result is show below.
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Question

Yes

No

Not
answered

Proposal 2: Persona Short Stay Facility
Do you agree with the Councils proposals
for reducing short stay beds?
Do you agree with the Councils proposals to
close Spurr House?

25
(22.7%)
25
(22.3%)

85
(77.3%)
87
(77.7%)

7
5

4.22

It can be seen that the feedback from the consultation is negative. We know
that only 85 devices were used to submit this feedback 117 times. This
indicates that one or more people answered the same question repeatedly
and this must be taken into account when weighing up the value of this
feedback.

4.23

Concerns that were raised in the other sessions and in the free text comment
sessions in relation to this proposal were centred around demand for respite
care post covid. There was anxiety that the pandemic had suppressed
demand and the council would be closing respite capacity that was needed
when the pandemic ended especially with a growing and ageing population.

4.24

It is important to understand this proposal is not about closing the respite
care service, instead removing places which historically (pre covid) had not
been used.

4.25

To alleviate the concern re supressed demand, it should be noted that pre
covid there had historically been a high number of unused short stay/ respite
beds, despite various promotion and sign posting to the service. The block
contract is currently for 62 beds (27 at Elmhurst and 35 at Spurr House).
Data for the period 2018/19 and 2019/20 shows a trend of declining
occupancy at both units. In the period February 2019- February 2020 the
average number of beds required was 48 across both sites. Our reconfigured
intermediate care services have reduced demand further for emergency short
stays and where we do use the beds the residents are staying less than 6
weeks. This is further reducing the demand for these beds and shows 27 beds
at Elmhurst will be sufficient to meet demand.

4.26

Two comments referenced a historic covenant on the land that Spurr House
sits. On investigation in 1975 a transfer of land from Manchester City Council
to Bury Council was awarded with the requirement that the land was used for
an ‘aged persons hostel’. The covenant is attached to land not the service or
current building, it is possible to have a restriction on land lifted, although
there are no guarantees. The covenant does not prevent the current short
stay or respite service being removed from Spurr House and delivered from
Elmhurst. Although the future use of the land would need to take the existing
covenant into account.

4.27

One item of feedback from one person suggested looking for alternative ways
of finding the saving but made no suggestion. Another suggested running a
marketing campaign to fill up the beds.
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4.28

Data from prior to the pandemic clearly shows over capacity in the
respite/short stay block contract with only 48 beds being required. With
changes to our intermediate care services we have now reduced the length of
stay of people in emergency short stay beds to 21 days, this reduces the
demand for beds further and only 27 are required for respite and short stays.

4.29

Following unlocking demand for respite and short stay has not returned to
pre-pandemic levels and demand continues to decline, this is in line with our
strategic intent to support more people in their own home. It is legally
required to offer choice for care home accommodation so it would not be
appropriate to divert people from their choice in the independent sector to
Persona, especially being aware that the cost of supporting someone in a
Persona care home bed when the homes are full is £20 per person per night
more expensive than the independent sector.

4.30

Our recommendation post consultation is to decommission the
unused over capacity in the short stay contract with Persona Care and
Support ltd. This will see Spurr house close and short stay and respite
provided from Elmhurst.

4.31

Response to Proposal 3 – developing an all-age service for people
with a disability.

4.32

This question asked “We currently have two separate services for people with
learning disabilities: one for children and young people, and one for adults.
Our aim is to provide one service for all customers whatever their age,
concentrating on the needs and strengths of the individual, not their
disability. Therefore, you would not have to move from children and young
people service to adult’s service when you turned a certain age, as the
proposal would remove the need to hand over or transfer between the two
services. This would take some time to implement, so, in the meantime, we
will focus on making the transition from children and young people to adult
services at an earlier age, ideally at 13 or 14. This will enable more
appropriate support of the individual and their family to be put in place”

4.33

This proposal related to the social work teams supporting those people with a
disability working differently, as one multigenerational team therefore
preventing the need for customers to have to transition between the two
teams; a children with disability team and the adults teams.

4.34

It is apparent from the feedback in the sessions, comments and answers to
questions that this was not communicated well with respondents interpreting
the question as a proposal to change the care provided, rather than
assessment and care management by social workers, to one service. It can
been seen from the question above that we did not make it clear that the
proposal only related to the social work assessment and care management
teams.
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4.35

For the yes/no question the result is show below.
Proposal 3: Developing an all age disability Service
Do you agree with the Councils proposals to 32
56
develop an all age disability service?
(36.4%) (63.6%)

29

4.36

It can be seen that the feedback from the consultation is negative. We know
that only 85 devices were used to submit this feedback 117 times. This
indicates that one or more people answered the same question repeatedly
and this must be taken into account when weighing up the value of this
feedback.

4.37

We can also see from the feedback in the sessions, a review of the question
and where comments were made that this proposal was not communicated
well and this also must be taken into account.

4.38

The overview feedback from the sessions delivered by Bury People First was a
clear preference for an all age service saying, ‘everyone likes the idea of an
all age disability team’. Comments included going to one place is a good
idea, it makes it easier moving from children to adult services and a clear
desire to be involved in making it happen.

4.39

There were numerous comments recognising the transitions process could be
smoother, more supportive, start sooner and reviewed to prevent crisis from
developing for customers and families or carers. A recommendation the time
of transition should not be solely dependent on age but on the individual and
their needs. Therefore, commencing at a time that was best fit for the person
and their family/ carers.

4.40

Contributors to the consultation stated that the needs of children and adults
were different and the care they required different due to the different
conditions and different laws and regulations.

4.41

Our recommendation post consultation is the council continues to
explore if benefits can be delivered by bringing assessment and care
management services that support both Children and Adults closer
together to deliver seamless transition to adulthood and a
multigenerational approach to supporting people with disabilities.

4.42

We will explore this further as part of our transformation programme within
Bury’s Integrated Care Delivery Collaborative. It is clear that this work needs
to be co-produced with children and adults with disabilities and their families,
a principle that our Integrated Care Delivery Collaborative has already
adopted, once complete an options paper will be presented to strategic
commissioning board and cabinet.
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4.43

Response to Transport Questions

4.44

In Bury we are currently reviewing our transport requirements in order to
develop an updated policy. This question did not propose any changes to
provision or policy but sought views on people’s current use of transport. It
therefore has no recommendation, but the responses will be used to
inform policy development and options for consideration will be
bought back at a later date.

4.45

In this question we asked “Some customers receive transport to and from
care settings as part of their package of care. If you receive transport as part
of your care package we would like to hear your thoughts on the transport
provided. If you do not receive transport then please circle not applicable or
leave blank.”

4.46

The responses to these questions are found in the following table

Question

Element 5: Transport
Please note for the fifth element
included a third option of ‘not
applicable’
Do you receive transport as part
of your care package?
Do you pay for transport with
your direct payment?
Do you receive a benefit that
funds or contributes towards a
vehicle?
If transport was not available to
you would you have another
means of transport to get to your
care setting?
If a bus type vehicle was not
available for transport would you
consider sharing a taxi with other
customers?
If a bus type vehicle was not
available for transport would you
consider sharing a ‘lift’ with other
customer’s family or carer?

Yes

No

Not
answered

Yes

No

Not
Not
Applicable answered

21
(21%)
17
(18.9%)
10
(11.4%)

18
(18%)
14
(15.6%)
26
(29.5%)

61
(61%)
59
(65.6%)
52
(59.1%)

17

15
(17.2%)

23
49
(26.4%) (56.3%)

30

12
(13.8%)

23
52
(26.4%) (59.8%)

30

12
(14.1%)

25
48
(29.4%) (56.5%)

32

27
29
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4.47

Response to request for Alternative Savings proposals

4.48

Finally, respondents were asked to propose alternative savings options

4.49

Three themes emerged although the number of comments received was
small.

4.50

The first key theme was again although an understanding that the Local
Authority had to achieve savings, a plea to look elsewhere for savings,
instead protecting and investing in services that support the most vulnerable
people in society, however no suggestions were made on other services to
look at. This proposal does not see services received by people reduced, it
sees the unused capacity in a block contract reduced and the contract value
reduced accordingly minimising the impact of delivering savings on the most
vulnerable.

4.51

The second theme appeared to be a perception from respondents that the
council management were paid generously and could structures be
rationalised to help deliver savings. Although not part of these proposals it
should be understood there have already been many service rationalisations
and reviews within the council.

4.52

The third theme was linked to investing more and working closely with the
voluntary, community and faith sector. Encouraging people to volunteer and
reviewing how volunteers might help compliment service delivery, not
replacing jobs, but working alongside paid staff to help reduce overall costs
and deliver better services. Developing community services, community hubs
and building community pride, enabling residents to help care and support
one another.

4.53

Whilst these suggestions are appreciated, they would not deliver the amount
of savings required and neither would they ensure the council did not
continue to pay for capacity within a block contract that was not needed or
used.
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5.

Recommendations

5.1

The recommendations to Cabinet are as follows:

5.2

Proposal 1 – day care
As proposed reduce the number of unused places in the day care service.
Close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day service to a
designated area at Grundy.

5.3

Proposal 2 – short stay/ respite
As proposed reduce the number of unused places in the short stay service,
closing Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care.

5.4

Proposal 3 – all age disability services
As proposed further explore a multigenerational disability assessment and
care management service and if co-production indicates bring forward an
options paper
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_____________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
Throughout the consultation feedback, there was a recognition of ensuring
personalised support tailored to individual needs and aspirations, supporting people
to live in their own homes, with increased choice and control and more community
lead services and support, this fits well with the Adult Social Care vision.
The call for an increased amount of community support and services, building the
Voluntary Community and Faith sector, encouraging volunteering, along with
involving customers, public and wider stakeholders in the decision-making process
and designing of services is centric to the ‘Lets Do It’ strategy.
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
Equality Analysis

Several equality analyses have been undertaken these
include:
•

•

•
•

An equality analysis for proposal 1: Persona Care
and Support Limited Savings: Proposed Day Care
savings (see appendix 6)
An equality analysis for proposal 2: Persona Care
and Support Limited Savings: Proposed short stay
facility savings (see appendix 7)
An equality analysis for proposal 3: Developing an
All Age Disability Service (see appendix 8)
An equality analysis for the public consultation (see
appendix 9)

___________________________________________________________
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Assessment of Risk:
The following risks were highlighted during consultation and will be mitigated as
below:
Risk /
opportunity
Future demand for
Day care services
increase post covid

Mitigation
•
•
•
•

Future demand for
short stay/ respite
services increase
post covid

•
•
•

Change or
inconsistency for
people with
dementia

•

•

Ensuring staff have
appropriate skills
and knowledge to
support customers
with dementia or
other specialist
needs
Land covenant on
the land Spurr
House sits for an
‘aged person hostel’
Savings proposals
are not agreed and
therefore not
achieved

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are six other commissioned or grant funded day care
provisions in Bury with capacity.
A wide range of community sector services that offer an
alternative to day care
Prior to covid, intelligence and data show historic and
continuous number of day care places were not used.
If demand increased additional day care places could be
commissioned.
New ways of working will ensure customers do not stay
beyond six-weeks in respite/ short stay as there is alternative
provision for long term care.
Across the care service there are currently over 250 empty
beds and therefore additional capacity to utilise should
demand increase.
The usage data for Persona short stay/ respite in the two
years before the covid pandemic showed a trend of declining
occupancy at both buildings.
Ensuring a dedicated ‘dementia friendly’ area at Grundy. This
would include moving any equipment and furniture,
supporting, and developing staff ensuring they have the skills
to support dementia customers, and as far as possible provide
consistency in service delivery, just in another building.
The service would work with customers, their family and
carers to transition as best as possible from one building to
another.
Proficient training programme for staff to support and develop
skills and knowledge relevant to the role and service.
Embedding the ASC vision in social care working practice and
related services.
Embedding the ‘Let’s do it’ strategy through all Bury services,
provision and programmes.
The covenant does not prevent the current short stay or
respite service being removed from Spurr House.
The impact an existing covenant has on the land should be
considered when reviewing future use of the land, it does not
apply to the building or the service provided within it.
Savings would need to be found from elsewhere in ASC if
these are not agreed.
The savings generated from these proposals involve
decommissioning provision that is not used and enables the
retention of services that are used.
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Consultation: as described throughout the report a six-week public consultation
was undertaken and this report highlights the outcomes and recommendations from
the consultation exercise.
____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
Cabinet is being asked to decide on the arrangement in the borough for the provision
of services for adults with care and support needs. Bury Council will reduce the
Persona contract by £2.5 million over the next 2 years. It has been proposed to
change some services and develop new ways of working to realise efficiencies, and in
some cases, it could mean the potential reduction or closure of services.
Section 1 of the Care Act 2014 (Promoting individual well-being) requires the Council
when exercising its care and support functions in respect of an individual, to promote
the individual’s wellbeing. "Well-being", in relation to an individual, means that
individual's (a) personal dignity (including treatment of the individual with respect);
(b) physical and mental health and emotional well-being; (c) protection from abuse
and neglect; (d) control by the individual over day-to-day life (including over care
and support, or support, provided to the individual and the way in which it is
provided); (e) participation in work, education, training or recreation; (f) social and
economic well-being; (g) domestic, family and personal relationships; (h) suitability
of living accommodation; and (i) the individual's contribution to society.
In exercising its care and support function in the case of an individual, the Council
must have regard to, amongst others, a) the individual's views, wishes, feelings and
beliefs; b) the importance of preventing or delaying the development of needs for
care and support or needs for support and the importance of reducing needs of
either kind that already exist; c) the importance of the individual participating as
fully as possible in decisions relating to the care and support. The Department of
Health and Social Care (“DHSC”) has issued statutory guidance (“CSSG”) under the
Care Act 2014 (“the Act”) which the Council must have regard to in exercising its
function under the Act.
Section 2 of the Act (preventing needs for care and support‟) requires the Council to
“provide or arrange for the provision of services, facilities or resources, or take other
steps, which it considers will” contribute towards preventing, delaying or reducing
individuals‟ needs for care and support, or the needs for support for carers. In
performing this duty, the Council must have regard to, amongst others, the
importance of identifying services, facilities and resources already available in the
Council's area and the extent to which the Council could involve or make use of them
in performing that duty. The CSSG at paragraph 2.1 provides that “It is critical to the
vision in the Care Act that the care and support system works to actively promote
wellbeing and independence and does not just wait to respond when people reach a
crisis point. To meet the challenges of the future, it will be vital that the care and
support system intervenes early to support individuals, helps people retain or regain
their skills and confidence, and prevents need or delays deterioration wherever
possible.
Section 5 of the Act (Promoting diversity and quality in provision of services)
requires the Council to promote an efficient and effective market in services for
17
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meeting care and support needs with a view to ensuring service users (a) has a
variety of providers and services to choose from; (b) has a variety of high-quality
services to choose from; and (c) has sufficient information to make an informed
decision about how to meet the needs in question. This is often referred to as the
duty to facilitate and shape the market for care and support. The CSSG provides at
paragraph 4.2. “The Care Act places new duties on local authorities to facilitate and
shape their market for adult care and support as a whole, so that it meets the needs
of all people in their area who need care and support, whether arranged or funded by
the state, by the individual themselves, or in other ways. The ambition is for local
authorities to influence and drive the pace of change for their whole market, leading
to a sustainable and diverse range of care and support providers, continuously
improving quality and choice, and delivering better, innovative and cost-effective
outcomes that promote the wellbeing of people who need care and support.
The CSSG acknowledges the budgetary challenges faced by local authorities and
changes in service commissioning and provision may be needed. At paragraph 4.5
the CSSG provides “At a time of increasing pressure on public funds, changing
patterns of needs, and increasing aspirations of citizens, together with momentum
for integrated services, joint commissioning, and choice for individuals, it is
suggested that fundamental changes to the way care and support services are
arranged may be needed, driven through a transformation of the way services are
led, considered and arranged. Commissioning and market shaping are key levers for
local authorities in designing and facilitating a healthy market of quality services.
In addition paragraph 4.27 of the CSSG provides “ Local authorities should
commission services having regard to the cost-effectiveness and value for money
that the services offer for public funds”.
The Council must ensure that there is sufficiency of provision “in terms of both
capacity and capability – to meet anticipated needs for all people in their area
needing care and support – regardless of how they are funded (paragraph 4.42 of
the CSSG).
The Council is required to ensure choice in local provision and providers. At
paragraph 4.37 of the CSSG “Local authorities must encourage a variety of different
providers and different types of services. This is important in order to facilitate an
effective open market, driving quality and cost-effectiveness so as to provide
genuine choice to meet the range of needs and reasonable preferences of local
people who need care and support services.”
There is a common law duty on the Council to consult with service users, carers,
providers, employees and other stakeholders that are likely to be affected by these
proposals for the provision of adult social care services in the borough. The
consultation must take place at a time when the proposals are still at their formative
stages. The Council must provide the consultees with sufficient information to enable
them properly to understand the proposals being consulted upon and to express a
view in relation to it. The information must be clear, concise, accurate and must not
be misleading. The consultees must be given adequate time to consider the
proposals and to respond.
The Council must give genuine and conscientious consideration to the responses
received from the consultees during the consultation before making its final decision
18
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on the proposals. The report summarises the views and key themes received from
the consultation and the appendices set out the responses from services users,
carers, family members and other stakeholders.
As part of its decision-making process, the Council must have “due regard” to its
equalities duties. Under Section 149 Equality Act 2010, the Council in exercise of its
adult care and support functions, must have “due regard” to the need to eliminate
unlawful discrimination, advance equality of opportunity between persons who share
a protected characteristic and those who do not, foster good relations between
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share
it in order to tackle prejudice and promote understanding.
____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:

To deliver a balanced budget over the medium term the Council is utilising c.£27m of
reserves over the period 21/22 -22/23 (incl) and delivering a £21.4m efficiency & service
reduction saving programme over the period 21/22- 24/25 (incl) of which c£12.3m is
allocated specifically to Adult Social Care budgets.
Given the scale of the financial challenge faced by the Council, the successful delivery of
the Councils savings programme is critical in delivering a balanced budget over the
medium term. The proposed £2.5m saving target assigned to Persona is not only c.20%
of the actual 20/21 expenditure activity relating to Persona Care and Support Limited
(Para 1.3) but is also c.20% of the Adult Social Care £12.3m 3 year savings programme
Consequently, the non-delivery or partial delivery of the £2.5m saving proposal
would be a material risk to the council meeting its planned medium term financial
strategy.
. The report sets out the 3 recommended options to achieve the £2.5m savings however
the 3 options are not quantified financially or analysed with regards to how much each
option will contribute towards the £2.5m target or whether they will achieve the target in
full.
Formal monitoring of the £2.5m savings programme will be required to ensure that the
savings are on track to be delivered and in the event that this is not the case, the financial
impact of non-delivery will need to be managed within existing Adult Social Care budgets
____________________________________________________________
Report Authors and Contact Details:
Hayley Ashall, Strategic Lead, Integrated Commissioning, Carers, Physical
Disabilities and Prevention
h.ashall@bury.gov.uk
0161 253 7927
Adrian Crook, Director of Adult Social Service and Community Commissioning
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____________________________________________________________
Background papers:
•

Council Budget Setting Report – February 2021
https://councildecisions.bury.gov.uk/documents/s26060/FINAL%20Full%20Co
uncil%20Consolidated%20Budget%20202122%20final%20for%20publication.pdf

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

ASC

Adult Social Care

VCF

Voluntary Community and Faith Sector

Persona

Persona Care and Support Limited
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Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving options
Tell us what you think
Please return your completed form in the pre-paid envelope
provided, no later than Friday 2nd July 2021. Alternatively you can
complete the form online on the One Community website at
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposed-persona-care-andsupport-ltd-savings or email your feedback to
strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk. Thank you.

What the council proposes for adult social care
As a result of the reductions in public spending and the impact of the
recent pandemic, Bury Council has to reduce its spending significantly
over the coming years.
The council’s overall aim is to keep providing the current level of service,
but find less expensive and better ways of doing this.
Over the next three years we propose to make savings of just over
£12 million out of our current adult social care budget of £52 million. We
want to do this in a number of ways: looking at what and how we buy care
and support, transforming services and working towards an all age
disability service.
Persona Care and Support Limited - Saving Proposals
Some of the proposed savings are to be achieved by our Local Authority
Trading Company, Persona Care and Support Limited (Persona).
Persona provides a number of services supporting those with learning
disabilities, dementia and older people. Services range from day care,
supported living, extra care, respite and shared lives. Due to the
challenging financial situation, Bury will reduce the Persona contract by
£2.5 million over the next 2 years. This is part of a much larger programme
of savings which affects a number of services across Bury.
To achieve the savings required it is proposed to change some services
and develop new ways of working to realise efficiencies, and in some
cases it could mean the potential reduction or closure of services. Every
effort will be made to minimise the effect of these changes on customers
and staff.
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Proposal 1: Persona Care and Support Limited Savings: Proposed
Day Care savings
We propose to reduce the number of places of day care which the Council
buys from Persona. Before the Covid19 pandemic, the day care service
consistently had a number of places which were not used. Removing the
unused places will enable better value for money.
For existing day service customers there is no suggestion that the amount
of support currently received will reduce in any way as a direct result of
this proposal. The proposal is focussed on removing unused places.
However, in order to provide best value we propose to combine the older
people’s day service and to provide it from one location (Grundy). This is
because the reduced number of places can be accommodated in one
venue, which will mean lower running costs. The two sites being
considered are Grundy and Pinfold Lane, only Grundy is large enough to
accommodate all older people’s day service customers.
In short, the proposal is: to reduce the number of unused places in the
day care service, close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia
day service to a designated area at Grundy. If this proposal is agreed, the
dementia day service would have its own secure area at Grundy and be
refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’.

Please tell us what you think about the Councils proposal for Persona
Care and Support Limited Day Care service.

Q1. Do you agree with the Councils proposals for Day Care service?
(Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No
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Q2. Do you have particular areas of concern about the Persona
Day Care service proposal? Do you have ideas of how these
concerns could be reduced? (Please answer in the space
provided)

Q3. Do you have an alternative idea that you would like to be
considered? (Please answer in the space provided)
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Q4. What is important to you about day care? (Maybe think about
what you want day care to be, look like or provide for you now or
in the future.) (Please answer in the space provided)

Proposal 2: Persona Care and Support Limited Savings: Proposed
short stay facility savings
We propose to reduce the number of places of short stay which the
Council buys from Persona. Before the Covid19 pandemic the short stay
service consistently had a number of places which were not used. By
removing that unused capacity it will enable better value for money.
Short stay is where customers will stay for a period of time up to 6 weeks
as either a break from their normal place of care, to provider carers or
family members a break from caring or because a person may need some
short term support to recuperate. On occasion people stay longer than
the 6 weeks and we are keen to prevent that from happening, as there are
alternative options for those people who need care for longer than 6
weeks. We are going to change our approach to managing short stay to
ensure people don’t stay longer than 6 weeks and as a result we will need
less beds from short stay.
Currently there are two Persona buildings that offer short stay care, these
are called Spurr House and Elmhurst. As we do not need the number of
beds we currently have for short stay, then we do not need both buildings.
Only having one building will mean that overall costs will be reduced and
therefore savings can be achieved.
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Both buildings have been considered in detail taking account of the
number of beds that are needed, the quality and longevity of the building,
the unit cost of each facility and the likely investment costs needed to keep
and maintain the building. Based on this it is proposed that Spurr House
would be the building to close, leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care.
This proposal will ensure that one building remains open to offer short stay
care for our customers. The service offered will not change, however the
location where a person goes to for short stay care may change for some
people.
If this option is agreed, arrangements would be put in place to minimise
any disruption to customers who may, at the time of closure, be using
either facility.
Please tell us what you think about the Councils proposal for Persona
Care and Support Limited short stay service.
Q5. Do you agree with the Councils proposals for reducing short
stay beds? (Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No

Q6. Do you agree with the Councils proposals to close Spurr House?
(Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No
Q7. Do you have particular areas of concern about the Council’s
proposals for Persona short stay service? Do you have ideas of
how these concerns could be reduced?
(Please answer in the space provided)
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Q8. Do you have an alternative idea that you would like to be
considered? (Please answer in the space provided)

Proposal 3: Developing an All Age Disability Service
We currently have two separate services for people with learning
disabilities: one for children and young people, and one for adults.
Our aim is to provide one service for all customers whatever their age,
concentrating on the needs and strengths of the individual, not their
disability. Therefore, you would not have to move from children and young
people service to adult’s service when you turned a certain age, as the
proposal would remove the need to hand over or transfer between the two
services.
This would take some time to implement, so, in the meantime, we will
focus on making the transition from children and young people to adult
services at an earlier age, ideally at 13 or 14. This will enable more
appropriate support of the individual and their family to be put in place.
We also need to reduce placements outside of Bury, therefore we will
work with partners to improve local opportunities for education, housing
and respite care, enabling people to remain part of their local community.
Achieving this will generate savings as care packages will be more
suitable and encourage independence, choice and control for our young
adults.
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Q9. Do you agree with the Councils proposals to develop an all age
disability service? (Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No
Q10. Do you have particular areas of concern about the
proposals for an all age disability service/ team? Do you have
ideas of how these concerns could be reduced?
(Please answer in the space provided)

Q11. If you could design services in Bury for people with a
learning disability what would they look like? (Please answer in
the space provided)
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Alternative Savings Suggestions
We would like to know your views on whether you have suggestions
where the Council could make savings elsewhere, therefore please use
the box below to make any suggestions or thoughts you might have.
Q12. Do you have suggestions where the council could make
savings elsewhere? (Please answer in the space provided)

Transport
In Bury we are currently reviewing our transport policy. Some customers
receive transport to and from care settings as part of their package of care.
If you receive transport as part of your care package we would like to hear
your thoughts on the transport provided. If you do not receive transport
then please circle not applicable or leave blank.
Q13. Do you receive transport as part of your care package? (Please
circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable
Q14. If you do not receive transport as part of your care package
please describe how you get to and from your care setting.
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Q15. Do you pay for transport with your direct payment? (Please
circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable

Q16. Do you receive a benefit that funds or contributes towards a
vehicle? (Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable

Q17. If transport was not available to you would you have another
means of transport to get to your care setting? (Please circle the
applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable

Q18. If a bus type vehicle was not available for transport would you
consider sharing a taxi with other customers? (Please circle the
applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable

Q19. If a bus type vehicle was not available for transport would you
consider sharing a ‘lift’ with other customer’s family or carer?
(Please circle the applicable answer)
Yes / No / Not applicable
Q20. Thinking about the transport service you use, please tell us
what you think of it? Could anything be improved or changed?
(Please answer in the space provided)
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Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us today.

Please return your completed form in the pre-paid envelope
provided, no later than Friday 2nd July 2021. Alternatively, you
might want to complete the form online on the One Community
website at https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposedpersona-care-and-support-ltd-savings

Your feedback will be used to formulate the recommendations
which will go through to the Council Cabinet meeting for decision
(proposed for July 2021). The outcome of these savings proposals
will be published on the One Community website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposed-persona-care-andsupport-ltd-savings following the cabinet meeting for you to view. As
we will not be writing to you individually following the consultation
you do not need to supply us with any personal details.

Thank you.
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Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving options
Tell us what you think
What the council proposes for adult social care

As a result of the reductions in public
spending and the impact of the recent
pandemic, Bury Council has to reduce its
spending over the coming years.
The council’s aim is to keep providing, but
find less expensive and better ways of
doing this.
Over the next three years we propose to
make savings of just over £12 million out
of our current adult social care budget of
£52 million.
Proposal means that this is our idea
and suggests what the budget savings
could be.
We want to do this in a number of ways:
looking at what and how we buy care and
support

transforming services.
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working towards an all age disability
service.

Persona Care and Support Limited - Saving Proposals

Some of the proposed savings are to be
achieved by Persona Care and Support
Limited (Persona).

Persona provides a number of services
supporting those with learning disabilities,
dementia and older people.

Services range from day care, supported
living, extra care, respite and shared lives.

Due to the financial situation, Bury will
reduce the Persona contract by £2.5
million over the next 2 years. This is part of
a much larger programme of savings
which affects a number of services across
Bury.

To achieve the savings, it is proposed to
change some services and develop new
ways of working. It could mean the
possible reduction or closure of some
services.
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Every effort will be made to minimise the
effect of these changes on customers and
staff.

Proposal 1: Persona Care and Support Limited Savings: Proposed
Day Care savings
We propose to reduce the number of
places of day care which the Council buys
from Persona.
Before the Covid19 pandemic, the day
care service had places which were not
used.
For existing day service customers, the
amount of support currently received will
not reduce in any way as a direct result of
this proposal.
The proposal is focussed on removing
unused places. We propose to combine
the older people’s day service and to
provide it from one location (Grundy).
This is because the reduced number of
places can be accommodated in one
venue, which will mean lower running
costs.
The two sites being considered are Grundy
and Pinfold Lane, only Grundy is large
enough to accommodate all older people’s
day service customers.
The proposal is: to reduce the number of
unused places in the day care service,
close Pinfold Lane Centre at Grundy.
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If this proposal is agreed, the dementia day
service would have its own secure area at
Grundy and be refurbished to be
‘dementia-friendly’.

Please tell us what you think about the Councils proposal
for Persona Care and Support Limited Day Care service.

Q1. Do you agree with the Councils proposals for Day
Care service?

Yes

No

Q2. Do you have any concerns about the Persona
Day Care service proposal?
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Do you have ideas of how these concerns could be
reduced?

Q3. Do you have an idea that you would like to be
considered?

Q4. What is important to you about day care?
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(think about what you want day care to be, look like
or provide for you now or in the future.)

Proposal 2: Persona Care and Support Limited Savings: Proposed
short stay facility savings

We propose to reduce the number of
places of short stay which the Council buys
from Persona.
Before the Covid19 pandemic the short
stay service had a number of places which
were not used.
Short stay is where customers will stay for
a period of time up to 6 weeks as either a
break, to provide carers or family members
with a break from caring or because a
person may need some short term support
to recuperate.
Sometimes people stay longer than the 6
weeks and we’re keen to prevent that from
happening, as there are alternative options
for those people who need care for longer
than 6 weeks.
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Currently there are two Persona buildings
that offer short stay care, these are called
Spurr House and Elmhurst. As we do not
need the number of beds we currently
have for short stay, then we do not need
both buildings.
Only having one building will mean that
costs will be reduced and therefore
savings can be achieved.
Both buildings have been considered in
detail. It is proposed that Spurr House
would be the building to close, leaving
Elmhurst open for short stay care.
This proposal will ensure that one building
remains open to offer short stay care for
our customers. The service offered will not
change, however the location where a
person goes to for short stay care may
change for some people.
If this option is agreed, arrangements
would be put in place to minimise any
disruption to customers who may, at the
time of closure, be using either facility.

Please tell us what you think about the Councils proposal
for Persona Care and Support Limited short stay service.

Q5. Do you agree with the Councils proposals for
reducing short stay beds?
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Yes

No

Q6. Do you agree with the Councils proposals to
close Spurr House?

Yes

No

Q7. Do you have any concerns about the Council’s
proposals for Persona short stay service?

Do you have ideas of how these concerns could be
reduced?
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Q8. Do you have an idea that you would like to be
considered?

Proposal 3: Developing an All Age Disability Service

We have two separate services for people
with learning disabilities: one for children
and young people, and one for adults.
Our aim is to provide one service for all
customers
whatever
their
age,
concentrating on the needs and strengths
of the individual, not their disability.
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This would take some time to implement:
so, in the meantime, we will focus on
making the transition from children to adult
services at an earlier age, ideally at 13 or
14. This will enable more appropriate
support of the individual and their family to
be put in place.
We also need to reduce placements
outside of Bury.
We will work with partners to improve local
opportunities for education, housing and
respite care, enabling people to remain
part of their local community.

Achieving this will make savings as care
packages will encourage independence,
choice and control for our young adults.

Q9. Do you agree with the Councils proposals to
develop an all age disability service?

Yes

No
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Q10. Do you have any concerns about the
proposals for an all age disability service/ team?

Do you have ideas of how these concerns could be
reduced?

Q11. If you could plan services in Bury for people
with a learning disability, what would they look
like?
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Other Savings Suggestions
We would like to know your views on where the Council
could make savings elsewhere. Please use the box below
to make any suggestions or thoughts you might have.

Q12. Do you have suggestions where the council
could make savings elsewhere?

Transport
In Bury we are reviewing our transport
policy.
Some customers receive transport to and
from care settings as part of their package
of care.
If you receive transport as part of your care
package, we would like to hear your
thoughts on the transport provided.
If you do not receive transport then please
circle not applicable or leave blank.
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Q13. Do you receive transport as part of your care
package?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Q14. If you do not receive transport as part of your
care package, please describe how you get to and
from your care setting.

Q15. Do you pay for transport with your direct
payment?

Yes

No

Not applicable
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Q16. Do you receive a benefit that funds or
contributes towards a vehicle?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Q17. If transport was not available to you, would
you have another means of transport to get to
your care setting?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Q18. If a bus type vehicle was not available for
transport, would you consider sharing a taxi with
other customers?

Yes

No

Not applicable
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Q19. If a bus type vehicle was not available for
transport, would you consider sharing a ‘lift’ with
other customer’s family or carer?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Q20. Thinking about the transport service you use,
please tell us what you think of it?

Could anything be improved or changed?

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us today.

Please return your completed form in
the pre-paid envelope provided, no
later than Friday 2nd July 2021.
Alternatively
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you might want to complete the form
online at:
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc
-proposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings

Your feedback will be used to make
the recommendations which will go to
the Council Cabinet meeting for
decision (proposed for July 2021).

The outcome of these savings
proposals will be published on the One
Community website:

https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc
-proposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings
Thank you.
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Our Ref

ASC savings options: Persona

Date

24 May 2021

Please ask for

Hayley Ashall

Direct Line

01612537927

E-mail

strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk

Dear Customer

Subject: Proposed savings options in adult social care
Introduction
We are writing to let you know about proposals by Bury Council to reduce spending
on adult social care in the coming years.
Before any decisions are made, a period of consultation will begin on Monday 24th
May 2021 – and we are inviting you to read the proposals and give us your views.

What is being proposed?
A number of potential saving options are being proposed for Persona Care and
Support Limited. Persona provides a number of services supporting those with
learning disabilities, dementia and older people. Services range from day care,
supported living, extra care, respite and shared lives.
These options are outlined in the survey which is attached to this letter. More
details
are
on
the
One
Community
Website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposed-persona-care-and-supportltd-savings

Why are you informing me of this?
We are writing to you because you, or someone you care for, currently receives a
service commissioned by Bury Council and delivered by Persona.
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If this is not the case, we apologise. Please let us know and we will amend our
records.

Do I have to take part?
No, the consultation is completely voluntary. However, your views are important
as they will be taken into consideration when the council makes a decision on
these proposed changes.

Will my feedback remain confidential?
Yes, your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and will not be used
other than for this purpose. You do not have to give us your personal details, and
the anonymised results of the consultation will be published on the One
Community
website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposedpersona-care-and-support-ltd-savings. All responses will be held and stored within
data protection guidelines and the council’s privacy policy.

How do I take part?
You can give us your views in a number of ways:
Online:
Visit
the
One
Community
website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposed-persona-care-and-supportltd-savings and follow the instructions to complete the survey.

Email: You can respond to this consultation by emailing your thoughts to
strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk

By post: We have included a survey with this letter. You can fill it in and return
it using the enclosed prepaid envelope or write to: ASC Savings Options for
Persona Care and Support Limited, Bury Council, 3 Knowsley Place, Duke Street,
Bury, BL9 0EJ.

At public meetings: We will be holding a number of public meetings – details
below. Due to the Covid-19 social distancing requirements, and to keep everyone
as safe as possible, these meetings will be held online, via Microsoft teams. To
attend one of them, please contact the organisation arranging the session and
they will send you an invitation.
Public Meeting Information
Session 1 – Wednesday 9th June (10:30am – 12noon)
This is a session for people who have a Learning Disability and is organised by
Bury People First.
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To attend the session: Please contact Bury People First using details below.
Email: kim@burypeoplefirst.org
Tel: 0161 705 4342 or 07939 127811

Session 2 – Wednesday 9th June (6:30pm – 8:00pm)
This is a session for family members or those that care for someone with a
Learning Disability and is organised by Bury People First.
To attend the session: Please contact Bury People First using details below.
Email: kim@burypeoplefirst.org
Tel: 0161 705 4342 or 07939 127811

Session 3 – Wednesday 16th June (10:30am – 12noon)
This is a session for people who have a Learning Disability and is organised by
Bury People First.
To attend the session: Please contact Bury People First using details below.
Email: kim@burypeoplefirst.org
Tel: 0161 705 4342 or 07939 127811

Session 4 – Wednesday 23rd June (1:00pm – 2:30pm)
This is a session for anyone to attend who may want to share their views. This
session is organised by Healthwatch Bury.
To attend the session: Please contact either Andrea or Annemari at the
Healthwatch Bury office using the details below.
Email: info@healthwatchbury.co.uk
Tel: 0161 253 6300

Session 5 – Monday 28th June (2:00pm – 3:30pm)
This is a session for anyone to attend who may want to share their views. This
session is organised by Bury Council.
To attend the session: Please either send an email using the address below or
leave a voicemail on the below telephone number, providing your name, telephone
number and email address.
Email: strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk
Tel: 0161 253 6885
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Where can I get support?
If you need help to take part in the consultation, or have any questions about the
proposals, please speak with either Bury People First on 0161 705 4342 or
Healthwatch Bury on 0161 253 6300. We can provide a translation of this
information into any language that you require, and copies in Braille or large print
on request.

What will happen with the results of the consultation?
The results will be included in a final report which the Council will use to make an
informed judgement on whether to implement the proposals. The results of the
consultation
will
be
published
on
the
One
Community
website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/asc-proposed-persona-care-and-supportltd-savings

Consultation deadline
Taking part in the consultation is voluntary, but we would appreciate having your
views on the proposals. The closing date for submitting your response is Friday
2 July 2021. Submissions received after this date will not be included in the
consultation results.
Yours sincerely

KAT SOWDEN
Managing Director
Persona Care and Support Limited

JULIE GONDA
Director of Community Commissioning (DASS)
Bury Council

ADRIAN CROOK
Assistant Director – Adult Social Care
Bury Council
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Bury Council
Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving options

Introduction
We are writing to let you know about
proposals by Bury Council to reduce
spending on adult social care in the
coming years.

Before any decisions are made, a period of
consultation will begin on Monday 24th May
2021 – and we are inviting you to read the
proposals and give us your views.

What is being proposed?
A number of potential saving options are
being proposed for Persona Care and
Support Limited. Persona provides a
number of services supporting those with
learning disabilities, dementia and older
people. Services range from day care,
supported living, extra care, respite and
shared lives.
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These options are outlined in the survey
which is attached to this letter. More
details are on the One Community
Website.

https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/ascproposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings

Why are you informing me of this?

We are writing to you because you, or
someone you care for, currently receives
a service commissioned by Bury Council
and delivered by Persona.

If this is not the case, we apologise.
Please let us know and we will amend our
records.

Do I have to take part?

No, the consultation is completely
voluntary. However, your views are
important as they will be taken into
consideration when the council makes a
decision on these proposed changes.

Will my feedback remain confidential?
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Yes, your answers will be treated in the
strictest confidence and will not be used
other than for this purpose.
You do not have to give us your personal
details, and the anonymised results of the
consultation will be published on the One
Community website:
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/ascproposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings .

All responses will be held and stored
within data protection guidelines and the
council’s privacy policy.

How do I take part?

You can give us your views in a number of
ways:

Online: Visit the One Community website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/ascproposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings
and follow the instructions to complete the
survey.
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Email: You can respond to this
consultation by emailing your thoughts to
strategicplanning@bury.gov.uk

By post: We have included a survey with
this letter. You can fill it in and return it
using the enclosed prepaid envelope, or
write to,
ASC Savings Options for Persona Care
and Support Limited, Bury Council, 3
Knowsley Place, Duke Street, Bury, BL9
0EJ.

At public meetings: We will be holding
three public meetings – details below.
Due to the Covid-19 social distancing
requirements, and to keep everyone as
safe as possible, these meetings will be
held online, via Zoom.
To attend one of them, please contact the
organisation arranging the sessions and
they will send you an invitation.
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Session 1 – Wednesday 9th June
10:30am – 12noon
This is a session for people who have a
Learning Disability, their family and
carers, and is organised by Bury People
First.

Session 2 – Wednesday 9th June
6:30pm – 8:00pm
This is a session for family members or
those that care for someone with a
Learning Disability and is organised by
Bury People First.

Session – Wednesday 16th June
10:30am – 12noon
This is a session for people who have a
Learning Disability and is organised by
Bury People First.

Bury People First office using the details
below.

Email: kim@burypeoplefirst.co.uk

Tel: 0161 705 4342

Where can I get support?
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If you need help to take part in the
consultation, or have any questions about
the proposals, please speak with

Bury People First

Tel: 0161 705 4342

We can provide a translation of this
information into any language for you on
request.

What will happen with the results of the
consultation?

The results will be included in a final
report which the council will use to make
an informed judgement on whether to
implement the proposals.
The results of the consultation will be
published on the One Community website
https://www.onecommunitybury.co.uk/ascproposed-persona-care-and-support-ltdsavings

Consultation deadline
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Taking part in the consultation is
voluntary, but we would appreciate having
your views on the proposals.
The closing date for submitting your
response is Friday 2 July 2021.
Submissions received after this date will
not be included in the consultation results.

Yours sincerely

JULIE GONDA
Director of Community Commissioning
Bury Council

KAT SOWDEN
Managing Director
Persona Care and Support Limited

ADRIAN CROOK
Assistant Director – Adult Social Care
Bury Council
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Project Report
16 May 2021 - 05 July 2021

One Community
Adult Social Care: Proposed Persona Care and
Support Ltd savings

Visitors Summary

Highlights
TOTAL
VISITS

300

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

841

116

NEW
REGISTRATI
ONS

200

8

100

ENGAGED
VISITORS
1 Jun '21

1 Jul '21

Pageviews

Aware Participants
Aware Actions Performed

563

Engaged Participants

Participants

Engaged Actions Performed

Visited a Project or Tool Page

563

Informed Participants

263

Informed Actions Performed

Participants

Viewed a video

0

Viewed a photo

0

Downloaded a document

73

Visited the Key Dates page

0

Visited an FAQ list Page

0

Visited Instagram Page

0

Visited Multiple Project Pages
Contributed to a tool (engaged)

Visitors

186
85

85

INFORMED
VISITORS

263

AWARE
VISITORS

563

85
Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

Contributed on Forums

0

0

0

Participated in Surveys

4

0

81

Contributed to Newsfeeds

0

0

0

Participated in Quick Polls

0

0

0

Posted on Guestbooks

0

0

0

Contributed to Stories

0

0

0

Asked Questions

0

0

0

Placed Pins on Places

0

0

0

Contributed to Ideas

0

0

0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

Tool Type

Survey Tool

0

1

0

0

0

FORUM TOPICS

SURVEYS

NEWS FEEDS

QUICK POLLS

GUEST BOOKS

0

0

0

STORIES

Q&A S

PLACES

Engagement Tool Name

Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving
options

Page 2 of 13

Tool Status

Archived

Contributors

Visitors

236

Registered

Unverified

Anonymous

4

0

81
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INFORMATION WIDGET SUMMARY

Widget Type

Document

Document

Page 3 of 13

2

0

0

0

0

DOCUMENTS

PHOTOS

VIDEOS

FAQS

KEY DATES

Engagement Tool Name

Visitors

Views/Downloads

How to get involved and Public Meeting Information.pdf

68

118

The Councils Revenue and Capital Budgets 21-22 and the Medium Term ...

15

20
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL: SURVEY TOOL

Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving options
Visitors

236

Contributors 85

CONTRIBUTIONS

Do you agree with the Councils proposals for Day Care service?

31 (30.1%)
31 (30.1%)

72 (69.9%)
72 (69.9%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (103 response(s), 14 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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117
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Do you agree with the Councils proposals for reducing short stay beds?

25 (22.7%)
25 (22.7%)

85 (77.3%)
85 (77.3%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (110 response(s), 7 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Do you agree with the Councils proposals to close Spurr House?

25 (22.3%)
25 (22.3%)

87 (77.7%)
87 (77.7%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (112 response(s), 5 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Do you agree with the Councils proposals for all age disability service?

32 (36.4%)
32 (36.4%)

56 (63.6%)
56 (63.6%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (88 response(s), 29 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Do you receive transport as part of your care package?

21 (21.0%)
21 (21.0%)

18 (18.0%)

61 (61.0%)

18 (18.0%)

61 (61.0%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (100 response(s), 17 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Do you pay for transport with your direct payment?

17 (18.9%)
17 (18.9%)

14 (15.6%)
14 (15.6%)

59 (65.6%)
59 (65.6%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (90 response(s), 27 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Do you receive a benefit that funds or contributes towards a vehicle?

10 (11.4%)
10 (11.4%)

26 (29.5%)
26 (29.5%)
52 (59.1%)
52 (59.1%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (88 response(s), 29 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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If transport was not available to you would you have another means of transport to
get to your care setting?

15 (17.2%)
15 (17.2%)

49 (56.3%)
49 (56.3%)

23 (26.4%)
23 (26.4%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (87 response(s), 30 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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If a bus type vehicle was not available for transport would you consider sharing a taxi
with other customers?

12 (13.8%)
12 (13.8%)

23 (26.4%)
23 (26.4%)

52 (59.8%)
52 (59.8%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (87 response(s), 30 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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If a bus type vehicle was not available for transport would you consider sharing a ‘lift’
with other customer’s family or carer?

12 (14.1%)
12 (14.1%)

48 (56.5%)

25 (29.4%)

48 (56.5%)

25 (29.4%)

Question options
Yes

No

Not applicable

Optional question (85 response(s), 32 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Focus Group report
Report of the information gathered in the focus group held to
discuss the adult social care cost saving proposals.

Adam Webb

7/2/21
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Introduction to Healthwatch Bury
This report has been produced by Healthwatch Bury. The Healthwatch network consists of
152 Healthwatch organisations across each of the local authority areas in England. It also
has a national body called Healthwatch England based in London. We are all independent
organisations who aim to help people get the best out of their local health and social care
services, whether it’s improving them today or helping to shape them for tomorrow.
Everything we say and do is informed by our connections to local people and our expertise
is grounded in their experience. We are the only body looking solely at people’s
experience across all health and social care in Bury. As a statutory watchdog, our role is to
ensure that local decision makers put the experiences of people at the heart of their care
so that those who buy (commissioners) and provide our services (NHS Trusts, GPs, the
voluntary sector and independent providers) can benefit from what Bury people tell us.
Our reports on various elements of health and social care in Bury can be found on our
website at the following link: healthwatchbury.co.uk or by contacting us directly using the
details on the back cover.
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Executive Summary
The focus group included mainly providers of social care services, including carers,
although some participants did not indicate their status and could be service users, family
or some other relation to the process.
The session was led to look at the main proposals of the consultation, then allowing for
any further comment around the consultation in general. No position was taken by any of
the staff facilitating the session and no judgement of anything people said. Simple rules
were laid out for participants to ensure anyone that wished to be heard was given their
chance and not be interrupted, and that all should be respectful of one another.
The responses from the group were noted, and most were eager to voice their thoughts,
opinions and experiences, although some were less forthcoming.
Below are our records of what was said, as well as questions that were asked for which
participants wanted to have answered. We have committed to share any answers that are
returned to us. We have attempted to capture the sentiment from each contributor and
report them succinctly rather than relaying verbatim as there would be too much to
transcribe.

Day care centre proposal
Attendee A: Really concerned about the first proposal. People are not receiving the
services they need.
Attendee B: My clients use Persona facilities. COVID-19 pandemic has put people off from
going to day care centres.
People are still getting diagnosed with dementia but due to the pandemic can’t plan their
care package as usual and therefore numbers of people who require the day care service
appear lesser than they actually are. If this facility closes there will be more people who
can’t access the services. There will be a problem in 2 years when people need facilities
to go to. Bury MBC might be saving money short term but will cost more long term. Have
they got an alternative to day care?
The COVID-19 pandemic is hiding the real numbers of service users as it is making people
scared of using the services.
Attendee C: Pinfold Day Centre and Grundy Day Centre are both well used. Grundy Day
Care Centre will not be big enough to accommodate these people who use the services.
People are shutting themselves away during the pandemic, but will need the services once
again after thing return to normal. Dementia sufferers need support, I really feel for
them. I don’t know what the answer is.

Questions posed:
What is the criteria used to limit the numbers that can use the day care centres?
Has Bury MBC got an alternative to day care?
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Short-stay proposal
Attendee B: Our clients require short stay services and have also been underused due to
COVID-19. Patients will end up in different care homes and there will be an extra cost
attached to this.
Attendee D: In the long run the Council will end up using private homes for people who
need Spurr House. Reducing the beds is not an answer.

Questions posed:
What are the ‘special arrangements’ going to be, will they be adequate?

An all age disability service
Attendee B: I am a registered CQC provider and it costs money to provide for over 18s but
costs a lot more money to provide services for children’s services. There is a different
legislative framework for children and young people. Children’s sector is too costly for
adult service providers to adapt and train-up to.
Attendee A: Concerned about this proposal because special skills needed for children and
young people, I don’t think it’s a good idea.
Attendee D: You need specific and different skills and qualifications to deal with children
compared to adults etc. So their care will need to be provided by different people anyway
– what is the point of bringing the service together.

Alternative Options
Attendee A: Alternative option would be to get rid of more managers of departments.
Spend less on management and bureaucracy.
Attendee B: There are different ways of providing care in different boroughs. What is the
comparison with the rest of the Greater Manchester? How many social workers and social
worker managers per head? How much are short stay prices per head? Where does Bury fall
within this and where is the evidence we are not already cut the most?
Attendee C: Spurr House/Elmhurst can’t advertise for places and let other providers know
what’s available, so of course it looks like they are not being used enough. They could
easily be full with the demand that is out there. There needs to be more connectivity.
Attendee D: Back in 2011 when the council was closing other care homes due to savings.
Where have those savings gone? We were assured that was all the cutting that would be
necessary to care, now this?
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Attendee A: There are different contracts and services. Are we getting good value for our
money or are we paying for other borough residents?
Attendee B: Covid is just hiding the real demand, post pandemic, this arrangement will
end up costing far more as the private profit making sector will be providing and the
council will still have to foot the bill.

Transport
Attendee A: I am really concerned. We were trying to get people who have mobility
allowance to day centres, where will they go now?

Any other comments
Attendee A: I am really concerned. Day centres are underused because of the pandemic.
What will be the waiting list for the service once the pandemic is over?
Attendee D: We took people in to free up NHS beds. Elmhurst is a smaller bed service. In
the long run it will affect the bigger picture. It will cause suffering, unemployment and
people being stuck at home. It is bigger than saving money.
Attendee B: Is the Bury MBC consulting with private care homes?
Attendee C: As far as Spurr House is concerned, it has a lot of history behind it. Fred
Spurr offered the home to the local community. What will happen to Spurr House when it
gets closed? Do local people know what it will mean to them?
Attendee D: I’m a carer and that is why I have heard about this consultation. Does Bury
MBC not have a duty to let local people know about the consultation? Not everyone are
online, needs more promotion than social media.
Attendee A: Does community own Spurr House? Is it legal to close it and what will happen
to the building?
Attendee C: This will have an impact on people in the future when looking after their
family members.

Questions posed:
Is the Bury MBC consulting with private care homes?
What will happen to Spurr House building when it gets closed?
How has the consultation been promoted to people who are not online?
Does community own Spurr House?
Is it legal to close it and what will happen to the building?
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Additional feedback
After the focus group, we received an email from a person that had attended the focus
group but had not contributed to the discussion. Shared below is a summary of what they
said, with some details changed or removed to protect their identity.
“As only three areas were covered in the online meeting, am I right in thinking that
all the required savings will be made from the current short stay, day care and
learning disability facilities?
My partner has carers twice a day - no mention was made of these agencies. We
make a contribution towards the costs of this service, which was means-tested. In
April the cost was increased - only noticeable when the invoice came for payment.
Is the Council proposing to sneak in further increases ? The April increase was more
than the increase in our state pensions.
On a completely different matter - if the Council would like to achieve
considerable savings which affect vulnerable people, why is it still dithering to
make a decision regarding the future of the Civic Centres, all of which have been
losing money for years. Their closure will not affect those in need, or indeed huge
numbers of Bury residents.”.
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Contact us

If you require this information in an alternative format, please contact our
office via the details below.

Healthwatch Bury CIC
St Johns House
1st Floor
155 - 163 The Rock
Bury BL9 0ND

Healthwatchbury.co.uk
Tel: 0161 253 6300
Email: info@healthwatchbury.co.uk
Tweet: @healthwatchbury
Find us on Facebook

© Healthwatch Bury 2021
Companies House number 08886952.
Registered in England and Wales.
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Adults Social Care Public Consultation
Proposed budget savings options – public consultation session
Monday 28th June 2021 2:00pm
Summary of the session
Position overview
As a result of the reductions in public spending and the impact of the recent
pandemic, Bury Council has to reduce its spending significantly over the
coming years.
The council’s overall aim is to keep providing the current level of service, but
find less expensive and better ways of doing this.
Over the next three years we propose to make savings of just over £12 million
out of our current adult social care budget of £52 million.
We want to do this in a number of ways: looking at what and how we buy care
and support, transforming services and working towards an all age disability
service.
Some of the proposed savings are to be achieved by our Local Authority
Trading Company, Persona Care and Support Limited (Persona).
Persona provides a number of services supporting those with learning
disabilities, dementia and older people.
Services range from day care, supported living, extra care, respite and shared
lives. Due to the challenging financial situation, Bury will reduce the Persona
contract by £2.5 million over the next 2 years.
This is part of a much larger programme of savings which affects a number of
services across Bury.
To achieve the savings required it is proposed to change some services and
develop new ways of working to realise efficiencies, and in some cases it could
mean the potential reduction or closure of services.
Every effort will be made to minimise the effect of these changes on customers
and staff.

Introduction
•
•

An overview of the session was provided.
Explained this was an opportunity for all to feedback with thoughts,
suggestions on the proposals and any alternative ideas.
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Proposals where described using the narrative from the consultation survey
document and feedback was asked for from attendees on each proposal/
element. This is described below:

•

Proposal 1: Persona Day Care
o No comments received.

•

Proposal 2: Persona Short Stay Facility
o Attendee comment - This proposal, it says ‘never full’. However, we
(Spurr House) are the biggest bedded service which is on average,
80% full. Would it not be of benefit to keep the biggest property
open? This proposal is looking for quick savings, which long term
will have a catastrophe impact on other services, will cut jobs,
impact on people’s mental health.
o

Attendee comment - A previous meeting to this consultation
highlighted that a covenant is attached to Spurr House with
restrictions on what the building can be used for. What is the plan
for the building long term? If you cannot do anything with the
building, what are you going to do with it?

o

Attendee comment - The service responds quickly to accommodate
referrals from Rapid Response and respite for families. If people
will have to access private care homes, what happens if they do not
meet the criteria.

o

Response: Eligibility of short stay care and long-term/residential
care is different. Bury have providers to meet all needs.

o

Attendee comment - During 2011 another building, Redcliffe closed.
It was reported in the Manchester Evening News that under the
plans, money would be reinvested into Spurr House for a specialist
dementia centre. This never happened.

o

Attendee comment - There has been an increase in Council Tax.
During a recent meeting with an M.P. I was advised the percentage
towards social care has increased – why are we still making
savings?

o

Response: Council Tax covers lots of services. In social care, the
needs are increasing. We do not want to make savings, however,
this proposal is based on the intelligence we have. We welcome
everyone’s suggestions on where the Council could make savings.

o

Attendee comment - I hope a lot of people go against this proposal.
It feels the decision has already been made. A tender for care at
home has recently gone out, is this because the Council are looking
at using care at home more? Could this proposal of care at home
not be offered to Persona?
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o

•

Response: Explained what the care at home provision is and
advised the Council are legally bound to go out to tender. This
tender is not connected to this consultation. Persona could put a
bid in for the care at home tender if they choose to. Reiterated this
consultation is a proposal and no decisions had yet been made. To
feed into the process, people can express their views, comments
and feedback through
➢ the online survey hosted on One Community
➢ hard copy and return via post
➢ Email or by telephone
➢ Bury People First session and support
➢ Healthwatch session and support
All responses will be pulled together and put forward in a report. It
will be the Council’s Cabinet decision

o

Attendee comment - Is there anyway for people who do not have
social media to get a hard copy of the survey?

o

Response: Outlined the methods to engage with the proposal, along
with Healthwatch and Bury People First have 1:2:1 sessions to support
people.

o

Attendee comment - Is there any way for the deadline to be extended?

o

Response: No, the public consultation runs for six weeks, advice had
been taken form Legal Services. Numerous methods including sending
out 701 customers letter and survey, using one community, social
media, press release, notifying councillors, care providers, various
networks and wider stakeholders to try and alert people to the
consultation. Advised people do not have to complete all of the survey,
only the questions/ sections that are applicable to them.

Proposal 3 – Developing an all aged disability service – slide 6
o

Attendee comment - I have concerns on the huge differences of
children / adults supporting needs. There needs to be the expertise for
each age.

o

Response: This proposal is exploring back office function teams
working together not losing the specialism with opportunity for
individuals transitioning earlier if it is right for the person.

o

Attendee comment - Why not look at the third sector / charities to
widen the opportunities for a better service for people. There is
nothing in Bury. Bury needs to look and identify good practices in
other areas and learn how to replicate this work.
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o

Response: The VCFA are an infrastructure organisation in Bury.
Working with the third sector is a great solution and way to provide a
range of services and support to people in their local community.

o

Attendee comment - This is a matter of values – we need to protect
vulnerable people. I urge others on the call to put pressure on local
politicians and M.P. What they are going to do to get Bury the funding
that is required. Bury Council does its best in difficult circumstances,
services will get worse if not adequately funded.

o

Attendee comment - Protecting buildings due to an emotional
attachment is not right, when it’s a way to keep service going it might
be a good thing. You need to enter into partnership with the VCFA and
need to look at services.

o

Attendee comment - Transition experiences defined by families is that
it is a nightmare. If got right, this could be an improvement to the
system. An all aged service could be a good thing.

o

Attendee comment - There are lots of examples of incredible services,
who are ahead of their time. Bury only look at in-house or larger
organisations. It is time to look at innovated services and personcentred ways for people.

o

Attendee comment - The culture you can’t work in partnership due to
procurement / commissioning governance needs to be looked at –
‘working differently’. Along with the low pay of front line staff.

o

Attendee comment - Cuts in the name of giving independence has
resulted in people living isolated/lonely lives – why are they battling
the system. Also shortage of resources. This is a much bigger picture.

o

Attendee comment - Procurement – why does no body talk to the
suppliers? I have seen the care at home tender and do not think it is
good.

o

Attendee comment - The proposal for an all aged service worries me –
CQC cover adults and OFSTED cover children – how would the service
work?

o

Response: To be clear this proposal is looking at internal processes
that shape and support the service provision eg our children and young
people and adults social care teams coming together to work
differently. More focussed on the individual and joint working together.

o

Attendee comment - There needs to be an offer for people outside the
care packages, along with looking at the cost of care packages in Bury.
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o

Attendee comment - The reserve pots of money in Bury Council should
be brought forward and used.

o

Response: Using reserves would only be a one-off short term
measure not a long term solution. We would still need to look at longer
term proposals to maintain the level of savings required.

o

Attendee comment - By utilising the reserves money to advertise will
fill up the empty beds – PR route to promote the service.

o

Attendee comment - Why are there empty beds? Could these not be
filled if the people who needed them were given them?

o

Attendee comment - Newspaper articles are highlighting failings in the
private care sector.

o

Response: Bury do not work with providers who are inadequate, we
have a strong quality assurance framework and work with care
providers to be the best they can be. If people have a personal
budget, they have choice in who they use.

•

The Transport policy
o No comments received.

•

Alternative savings suggestions
o No comments received.

Session Close
Closed with thanks. People encouraged to complete consultation as outlined.
Advised again no decisions have been made. Recommendations will go to
Cabinet using the feedback received to shape the recommendations. Council
meetings and papers are public, and decisions are available to the public on Bury
Councils website. Outcomes will be published on One Community after the July
Cabinet.
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Bury Council Consultation
Proposed Adults Social Care Budget Saving options

Bury Council asked Bury People First to
talk to people with learning disabilities
about the council proposed budget
savings.

How did we do this?

• We used the easy read Bury
consultation questionnaire.

• We organised three meetings.

• We talked to individuals.

In total, 36 people got involved and told
us what they think.
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We received feedback from people with
learning disabilities who use provider
services via the staff, but we don't know
the numbers of people who expressed
an opinion.

What people said:

Persona Care and Support - Saving
Proposals

Proposal 1: Persona Care and Support
Savings: Proposed Day Care savings

• The day service closure is for older
people, not people with a learning
disability.

• Some people are worried that if they
close day services for older people, they
will close day services for people with a
learning disability.
• Some people said they didn't know you
can say no to going to the day centre.
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• Some people said they like going to the
day centre to see friends.

• Some people stopped going to day
services during the lockdown and now
don't want to go back.

• Some people said they have to go to the
day service as there are no staff at
home during the day.

• Some people want to go to the day
service less and do other things in other
places.

• Some people said they don't know what
the options are for the things they can
do during the day.
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• Some people would rather find a job or
volunteer than go to the day service.

• Some people said their only choice is
going to the day service or volunteering
in a charity shop. They want to know
what the other options are.

• One person talked about their personal
budget, and other people didn't know
about this option.

• Some people said they had no choice
about going to the day centre.

• What about people with lots of needs?
How are they going to get the help they
need?

• Persona has a friendships group – will
this stop?
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• What if people are upset about the
closure of a day centre and decided to
stay at home – will they be lonely?

• Lots of people said it would be better if
they could do different things each day.

• Lots of people said you have to pay for
day services, and they can't afford it.

• One person said, "I don't go to day
services anymore. I have been helped to
do different things on different days."

Proposal 2: Persona Care and Support:
Proposed short stay facility savings
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• Some people have used respite services
and said they are very good with lots of
activities.

• One person said they stayed at Elmhurst
when their mum was in hospital, and it
was ok but a bit like staying in a hospital.

• Do you have to go to respite? Can you go
on holiday instead?

Proposal 3: Developing an All Age
Disability Service

• Everyone likes the idea of an all age
disability team.

• Going to one place is a good idea.
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• It makes it easier moving from children to
adult services.

• Can we be involved in making it happen?

Other Savings Suggestions:

Transport

• Some people are worried as it can be
difficult to get to the day services.
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• Not all buses are accessible.

• The buses can be crowded.

• Taxis are expensive.

• I want to learn how to travel
independently.

• Some people said that parents don't like
them travelling on the bus?
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• Not everyone can get a car via PIP.

• Ring and Ride can be late or early.

If you could plan services in Bury for
people with a learning disability, what
would they look like?

• Lockdown made people think about
things differently.

• Easy read information about support,
transport, respite options.
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• Information about personal budgets.

• More support to become an independent
traveller.

• More support to get a job or to volunteer
(not just volunteering in a charity shop).

• We want to choose a support provider.

• We want to speak up about hate and
mat crime, so we feel safe when we go
out.

• Learn how to speak up for yourself.
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• We need groups so we can speak up
about what we like and don't like.
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EQUALITY ANALYSIS
This Equality Analysis considers the effect of Bury Council/ Bury CCG activity on different groups protected
from discrimination under the Equality Act 2010. This is to consider if there are any unintended consequences
for some groups from key changes made by a public body and their contractor partners organisations and to
consider if the activity will be fully effective for all protected groups. It involves using equality information and
the results of engagement with protected groups and others, to manage risk and to understand the actual or
potential effect of activity, including any adverse impacts on those affected by the change under
consideration.

SECTION 1 – RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 4
1.1 Name of policy/ project/
decision

1. 2 Lead for policy/ project/
decision
1.3 Committee/Board signing off
policy/ project/ decision
1.4 Author of Equality Analysis

1.5 Date EA completed

Proposal 1: Persona Daycare
To reduce the number of unused places in the day care service, close
Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day service to a
designated area at Grundy. If this proposal was agreed, the
dementia day service would have its own secure area at Grundy and
be refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’.
Adrian Crook, Director of Community Commissioning, OCO
Community Commissioning Team Meeting and Innovation and
Savings program governance meetings
Name: Hayley Ashall
Role: Strategic Lead, Integrated Commissioning, Carers, Physical
Disability and Prevention
Contact details: h.ashall@bury.gov.uk
21.01.21 (reviewed July 2021)

SECTION 2 – AIMS AND OUTCOMES OF POLICY / PROJECT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 5
2.1 Detail of policy/ decision being
sought

Data shows demand and usage of day care provision over the past
24 months (including before any impacts generated from the Covid19 pandemic), indicates there is an oversupply of day care places. As
these places are paid for as part of the Persona contract, to remove
this unused excess capacity would generate a saving.
As the number of places would be reduced, the proposal would be
to close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day service
to a designated area at Grundy. If this proposal was agreed, the
dementia day service would have its own secure area at Grundy and
be refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’.

2.2 What are the intended
outcomes of this?

Date: 21 January 2021

If the proposal is agreed:
• Removal of unused day care places, therefore generating a
removal of unrequired places and release a saving.
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•
•

To close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day
service to a designated area at Grundy.
Dementia day service would have its own secure area at
Grundy and be refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’

SECTION 3 – ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE TO EQUALITY & HUMAN RIGHTS
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance pages 5-8 and 11
Please outline the relevance of the activity/ policy to the Public Sector Equality Duty
General Public Sector Equality Duties
3.1 To eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by Equality Act 2010

Relevance
(Yes/No)
Yes

Rationale behind relevance decision
Care Act 2010, outlines a clear requirement for
processing assessment of need. The Care Act
assessment is undertaken to understand if a client
requires services such as daycare. This ensures,
equal opportunities, dignity, inclusion also
promotes independence and building on strengths.
Day care placements will continue to be provided
on the basis of assessed need. Performance
monitoring of contracts regularly takes place and
Social Workers, and families / carers /advocates
give feedback.
In addition, the Council monitors data on
placements made to ensure that there is fair
access to all that meet the eligibility criteria.

3.2 To advance equality of
opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

3.3 To foster good relations between
people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not

Yes

Yes

The care act criteria promotes equality despite a
person’s background, beliefs or any protected
characteristic.
Placements are based on a person’s individual
need and offers opportunities for people to live as
independently a life as possible including in the
wider community.
The Day care service is open to all. However the LD
day service is aimed at those with a learning
disability. The older person’s day services is aimed
at those over 50 years. The proposal considers how
these groups of people could be brought together
and also considering how links with wider
community groups would be beneficial to
customers. This fosters a good relationship
between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
In addition, day care services support people with
disabilities to live within the community thus

Date: 07.07.21
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making sure that disability is accepted and
understood by the wider community. Bury Council
work with Provider’s to ensure that they provide
appropriate services to disabled people on a
contract and service specification basis and
monitoring of service delivery.
3.4 Please outline the considerations taken, including any mitigations, to ensure activity is not detrimental to
the Human Rights of any individual affected by the decision being sought.
The list of Human Rights have been explored and this proposal does not have a detrimental impact on any
area specified.

SECTION 4 – EQUALITIES DATA
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8
Protected characteristic

Outcome sought

Base data

4.1 Age

Yes

4.2 Disability

Yes

4.3 Gender

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including age. Part of this
service is age specific as aimed
at supporting the older
generations.
Provider and care record
includes data on any disability
as this is a service to support
those who may have a
disability.
Over 21,224 people in Bury
have a limiting long-term
illness, health problem or
disability equating to 11.24% of
our resident population,
compared to 18.8% of the
population of England and
Wales (Census 2011)
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including gender.

4.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
4.5 Race

No – Not applicable
Yes

Data gaps (to
include in
Section 8 log)

No – Not
applicable
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including race.
BAME population
20,028 (Census 2011)

Limited
information on
smaller and
emerging
communities in
Bury

Bury has a Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME)
population of around 10.8%

Date: 07.07.21
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4.6 Religion and belief

Yes

4.7 Sexual Orientation

No – Not applicable

4.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership

4.9 Gender
Reassignment
4.10 Carers

Yes

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.
Yes

compared to 14.7% of the
population of England and
Wales (2011 Census).
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including religion or belief.
Census 2011 responses:
Christian (62.7%, nationally
59.3%), Muslim (6.1%,
nationally 4.8% ) and Jewish
(5.6%, nationally 0.5%). 18.6%
identified as having no religion
There is currently no national
or local data on sexual
orientation. However,
estimates provided by the LGBT
Foundation and Stonewall that
between 5% and 7% of the
population identify as Lesbian,
Gay or Bisexual nationally.
Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including married/ spouse
details etc.
The Census 2011 showed those
married as 70,088 and those in
a registered same-sex civil
partnership status as 253 in
Bury
There is currently no national
or local data on gender
identity.
Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including whether the person is
a carer or supported by a carer

No – Not
applicable

To be reviewed

Stats in Bury:
19,954 - Census 2011
294 carers registered with the
Bury Carers Hub
4.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers

4.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans

Date: 07.07.21

Yes

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

If the client has transferred
from children’s services in
particular and below the age of
25 we will record if they are a
LAC
Specific
question being
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asked in 2021
census

4.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable

No– we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

15,700 Housing benefit /
Council Tax support claimants

To be reviewed
To be reviewed

NOMIS Claimant Count:
8,135 (October 2020)
356 people whom the council
has a homeless duty
Data is collected by BCSN and
reported through to Bury
Council and GM Humanitarian
Aid Group regarding no. of
people asking for financial
support, advice and food
parcels. C. 900 Food parcels
distribute per week through
Bury Community Support
Network (Nov 2020-Feb 2021

SECTION 5 – STAKEHOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8 and 9
5.1 Identify
stakeholders

5.2 Engagement
undertaken
5.3 Outcomes of
engagement
5.4 Outstanding actions
following engagement
(include in Section 8 log)

Internal Stakeholders
Customers using the services
Carer and family of customer
Workforce

External Stakeholders
Potential future users of the service
Members of the public

Workforce engagement
Provider engagement
The engagement has shaped the
current and future care provision
Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal. This
would include existing customers, their
carers and family, potential future
customers, providers, public and wider
stakeholders.

N/A

Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal.
This would include existing
customers, their carers and family,
potential future customers, providers,
public and wider stakeholders.

SECTION 6 – CONCLUSION OF IMPACT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 9
Please outline whether the activity/ policy has a positive or negative effect on any groups of people with
protected inclusion characteristics
Protected
Positive/
Impact (include reference to data/ engagement)
Characteristic
Neutral
Negative/
6.1 Age
Positive &
Older People Day service

Date: 07.07.21
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Negative

Negative:
If the places are reduced and therefore there is a change in venue for
delivery of service. This change of venue and or staff delivering service
may generate a negative impact on a client in terms of change and or
a venue further away/ longer travel, although still within the Bury
area.
Positive:
• Changing venue may impact positively on a client as closer to
home and or preferred venue.
• Bringing groups together may increase a social connectivity.
• Change in staff may generate benefits or an individual in terms of
increased social connectivity, may prefer new member of staff and
new activities.
• Opportunity to meet other likeminded individuals.
• Potential development to link into local community groups may
bring further positive opportunities and experience for clients of
the service.
• If proposals are agreed then this would continue a day care service
provision for customers to use.

6.2 Disability

Positive &
Negative

Learning Disability Day service or older people with a disability
Negative:
If the places are reduced and therefore there is a change in venue for
delivery of service. This change of venue and or staff delivering service
may generate a negative impact on a client in terms of change and or
a venue further away/ longer travel, although still within the Bury
area.
Positive:
• Changing venue may impact positively on a client as closer to
home and or preferred venue.
• Bringing groups together may increase a social connectivity.
• Change in staff may generate benefits or an individual in terms of
increased social connectivity, may prefer new member of staff and
new activities.
• Opportunity to meet other likeminded individuals.
• Potential development to link into local community groups may
bring further positive opportunities and experience for clients of
the service
• If proposals are agreed then this would continue a day care service
provision for customers to use.

6.3 Gender
6.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
6.5 Race
6.6 Religion and belief
6.7 Sexual Orientation

Date: 07.07.21

None
None
None
None
None
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6.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership
6.9 Gender
Reassignment
6.10 Carers

None
None
Positive &
Negative

Negative:
If the cared for experiences negative impacts then the carer may have
to deal with those negative impacts. Creating an increased need for
support from the carer increasing the pressure on them. The proposal
will impact upon those carers who may access the respite service
provision if the cared for can no longer access/or does not wish to
access a change of venue.
Positive:
If there are positive impacts on the cared for this may impact the carer
positively to and may lead to a reduced need for input to the cared
for’s care and support.
If proposals are agreed then this would continue a day care service
provision, which provides a break for carers.

6.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers
6.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans
6.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable
6.14 Overall impact What will the likely
overall effect of your
activity be on equality,
including consideration
on intersectionality?

None

None

None
Positive & Negative, this will be dependent on the individual. The staff at persona
will support the clients and carers of those clients as best as possible and ensure any
change is well detailed and planned in order to mitigate any negative impact
created.
However, given the removal of surplus places has been evidenced by the lack in
demand, removing empty spaces should not have an impact on any individuals.
There are also 6 other commissioned/ grant funded day care services with capacity
and a wealth of voluntary community and faith sector services which offer
alternatives to day care.

SECTION 7 – ACTION LOG
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Action Identified
Lead
Due Date
8.1 Actions to address gaps identified in section 4
None that will have an impact
on this proposal
8.2 Actions to address gaps identified in section 5
Public consultation will be
Hayley
24.05.21 –
undertaken
Ashall
02.07.21

Date: 07.07.21

Comments and Sign off (when complete)

Public consultation has been undertaken
and the results have informed
recommendations included in a cabinet
report on the 21.07.21.
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8.3 Mitigations to address negative impacts identified in section 6
If the proposals are agreed,
Persona
To be started
support clients to manage a
team
following
change of venue. This will be
manager
agreement of
done where appropriate on a
savings
1:1 basis and will depend on
proposal if
the individual needs so that
agreed
planned respite can be
continued to meet the
individual’s needs. This will be
planned, open and
transparent conversation and
where possible undertaken
over time to minimise any
impact.
Carers / family members to be Persona
To be started
involved in the assessment
team
following
and transfer process.
manager
agreement of
All carers to be made aware of
savings
their rights to a Carers
proposal if
Assessment, along with
agreed
information on the Bury
Carers Hub.
Support clients to manage a
Persona
To be started
change of staff. This will be
team
following
done where appropriate on a
manager
agreement of
1:1 basis and will depend on
savings
the individual needs. This will
proposal if
be planned, open and
agreed
transparent conversation and
where possible undertaken
over time to minimise any
impact.
8.4 Opportunities to further inclusion (equality, diversity and human rights ) including to advance
opportunities and engagements across protected characteristics
To consider how the day care
Persona
Throughout
services can link in to broader team
2021 - 2022
community groups
manager

SECTION 8 - REVIEW
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Review Milestone
Review EA after public
consultation
Review EA after
Cabinet paper July
2021

Date: 07.07.21

Lead
HA
HA

Due Date
July 2021

Comments (and sign off when complete)
Reviewed 07.07.21

July/ August 2021
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EQUALITY ANALYSIS
This Equality Analysis considers the effect of Bury Council/ Bury CCG activity on different groups protected
from discrimination under the Equality Act 2010. This is to consider if there are any unintended consequences
for some groups from key changes made by a public body and their contractor partners organisations and to
consider if the activity will be fully effective for all protected groups. It involves using equality information and
the results of engagement with protected groups and others, to manage risk and to understand the actual or
potential effect of activity, including any adverse impacts on those affected by the change under
consideration.

SECTION 1 – RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 4
1.1 Name of policy/ project/
decision

Proposal 2: Persona short stay/ respite
To reduce the number of unused places in the short stay service,
close Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care. This
proposal would therefore ensure that one building remained open
to offer short stay care for customers. The service offered would not
change, however the location where a person goes to for short stay
care may change for some people.

1. 2 Lead for policy/ project/
decision
1.3 Committee/Board signing off
policy/ project/ decision
1.4 Author of Equality Analysis

Adrian Crook, Director of Community Commissioning, OCO

1.5 Date EA completed

Role: Strategic Lead, Integrated Commissioning, Carers, Physical
Disability and Prevention

Community Commissioning Team Meeting and Innovation and
Savings program governance meetings
Name: Hayley Ashall

SECTION 2 – AIMS AND OUTCOMES OF POLICY / PROJECT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 5
2.1 Detail of policy/ decision being
sought

2.2 What are the intended
outcomes of this?

Date: 21 January 2021

Data indicates there is an over-supply of short stay beds. The block
contract is currently for 62 beds (27 at Elmhurst and 35 at Spurr
House). Data for the period 2018/19 and 2019/20 shows a trend of
declining occupancy at both units. The evidence indicates a number
of customers stay beyond the 6 week period which the contract
specifies should be the maximum term in the facilities. There are
several reasons for this, if these were resolved and customers stayed
as specified no longer than 6 weeks then the number of beds
required for this time period would be reduced. As a result, it is
proposed the most cost effective and efficient way to address the
over-capacity would be to reduce the number of unused beds and
consolidate short stay to one site (Elmhurst) and to therefore close
the other site (Spurr House).
If the proposal is agreed:
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•
•
•
•

To reduce the number of unused places in the short stay
service.
Close Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care.
The service offered would not change, however the location
where a person goes to for short stay care may change for
some people.
Commitment to ensure customers do not stay longer than
six weeks in short stay or respite.

SECTION 3 – ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE TO EQUALITY & HUMAN RIGHTS
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance pages 5-8 and 11
Please outline the relevance of the activity/ policy to the Public Sector Equality Duty
General Public Sector Equality Duties
3.1 To eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by Equality Act 2010

Relevance
(Yes/No)
Yes

3.2 To advance equality of
opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

Yes

3.3 To foster good relations between
people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not

Yes

Date: 07.07.21

Rationale behind relevance decision
Care Act 2010, outlines a clear requirement for
processing assessment of need. The Care Act
assessment is undertaken to understand of a client
requires services such as respite. This ensures,
equal opportunities, dignity, inclusion also
promotes independence and building on strengths.
Placements will continue to be provided on the
basis of assessed need. Performance monitoring of
contracts regularly takes place and Social Workers,
and families / carers /advocates give feedback. In
addition, the Council monitors data on placements
made to ensure that there is fair access to all that
meet the eligibility criteria.
The care act criteria promotes equality despite a
person’s background, beliefs or any protected
characteristic.
Placements are based on a person’s individual
need and offers opportunities for people to live as
independently a life as possible including in the
wider community.
The respite service is open to all including selffunders. The nature of respite means that this
could be a short term solution for someone who
has a one off operation, illness or for someone
who feels they need a break from usual care
setting and therefore open to those with a long
term illness or disability. Having a respite facility
open to all fosters a good relationship between
people who share a protected characteristic and
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those who do not. In addition, the service support
people with disabilities to live within the
community thus making sure that disability is
accepted and understood by the wider community.
Bury Council work with Provider’s to ensure that
they provide appropriate services to disabled
people on a contract and service specification basis
and monitoring of service delivery.
All Provider’s must evidence of how they will treat
Service Users with respect and dignity, and create
an environment free from discrimination, bullying
and harassment for Service Users and staff.
3.4 Please outline the considerations taken, including any mitigations, to ensure activity is not detrimental to
the Human Rights of any individual affected by the decision being sought.
The list of Human Rights have been explored and this proposal does not have a detrimental impact on any
area specified.

SECTION 4 – EQUALITIES DATA
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8
Protected characteristic

Outcome sought

Base data

4.1 Age

Yes

4.2 Disability

Yes

4.3 Gender

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including age.
Provider and care record
includes data on any disability
as this service is available to
those who may have a
disability.
Over 21,224 people in Bury
have a limiting long-term
illness, health problem or
disability equating to 11.24% of
our resident population,
compared to 18.8% of the
population of England and
Wales (Census 2011)
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including gender.

4.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity

Date: 07.07.21

No – Not applicable

Data gaps (to
include in
Section 8 log)

No – Not
applicable
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4.5 Race

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including race.
BAME population
20,028 (Census 2011)
Bury has a Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME)
population of around 10.8%
compared to 14.7% of the
population of England and
Wales (2011 Census).

4.6 Religion and belief

Yes

4.7 Sexual Orientation

No – Not applicable

4.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership

4.9 Gender
Reassignment
4.10 Carers

Yes

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.
Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including religion or belief.
Census 2011 responses:
Christian (62.7%, nationally
59.3%), Muslim (6.1%,
nationally 4.8% ) and Jewish
(5.6%, nationally 0.5%). 18.6%
identified as having no religion
There is currently no national
or local data on sexual
orientation. However,
estimates provided by the LGBT
Foundation and Stonewall that
between 5% and 7% of the
population identify as Lesbian,
Gay or Bisexual nationally.
Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including married/ spouse
details etc
The Census 2011 showed those
married as 70,088 and those in
a registered same-sex civil
partnership status as 253 in
Bury
There is currently no national
or local data on gender identity

Limited
information on
smaller and
emerging
communities in
Bury

No – Not
applicable

To be reviewed

Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including whether the person is
a carer or supported by a carer
Stats in Bury:
19,954 - Census 2011

Date: 07.07.21
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294 carers registered with the
Bury Carers Hub
4.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers

Yes

4.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans

If the client has transferred
from children’s services in
particular and below the age of
25 we will record if they are a
LAC

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

4.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

15,700 Housing benefit /
Council Tax support claimants

To be reviewed
Specific question
being asked in
2021 census
To be reviewed

NOMIS Claimant Count:
8,135 (October 2020)
356 people whom the council
has a homeless duty
Data is collected by BCSN and
reported through to Bury
Council and GM Humanitarian
Aid Group regarding no. of
people asking for financial
support, advice and food
parcels. C. 900 Food parcels
distribute per week through
Bury Community Support
Network (Nov 2020-Feb 2021

SECTION 5 – STAKEHOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8 and 9
5.1 Identify
stakeholders

5.2 Engagement
undertaken
5.3 Outcomes of
engagement
5.4 Outstanding actions
following engagement
(include in Section 8 log)

Date: 07.07.21

Internal Stakeholders
Customers using the services
Carer and family of customer
Workforce
Workforce engagement
The engagement has shaped the
current and future care provision
Any new customers would transfer to
the one site and not the site to close,
therefore enabling a reduced need for
one site. However, some customers
may need to be transferred during stay.

External Stakeholders
Potential future users of the service
Members of the public

N/A

Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal.
This would include existing
customers, their carers and family,
potential future customers, providers,
public and wider stakeholders.
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Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal. This
would include existing customers, their
carers and family, potential future
customers, providers, public and wider
stakeholders.

SECTION 6 – CONCLUSION OF IMPACT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 9
Please outline whether the activity/ policy has a positive or negative effect on any groups of people with
protected inclusion characteristics
Protected
Positive/
Impact (include reference to data/ engagement)
Characteristic
Neutral
Negative/
6.1 Age
Positive &
There is a higher probability that those of an older age will use the
Negative
service due to age related illness, disability or frailty.
Negative:
Some customers will regularly use a respite facility, if they use the
facility proposed to close, this change may have a negative impact on
them. Also changes in service may mean a chance in staff managing/
running the service. The change may create anxiety, the location or
building may not be as preferred to them or further to travel to get
there. However, both sites are in Bury and the service offer would
continue.
Positive:
• Changing venue may impact positively on a client as closer to
home and or preferred venue.
• Change in staff may generate benefits or an individual in terms of
increased social connectivity, may prefer new member of staff.
• One facility with more people in it may mean better opportunity
for social connectivity.
• If proposals are agreed then this would continue a short stay/
respite service provision for customers to use.
6.2 Disability

Positive &
Negative

There is a higher probability that those with a disability may use the
service for regular respite.
Negative:
Some customers will regularly use a respite facility, if they use the
facility proposed to close, this change may have a negative impact on
them. Also changes in service may mean a chance in staff managing/
running the service. The change may create anxiety, the location or
building may not be as preferred to them or further to travel to get

Date: 07.07.21
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there. However, both sites are in Bury and the service offer would
continue.
Positive:
• Changing venue may impact positively on a client as closer to
home and or preferred venue.
• Change in staff may generate benefits or an individual in terms of
increased social connectivity, may prefer new member of staff.
• One facility with more people in it may mean better opportunity
for social connectivity
• If proposals are agreed then this would continue a short stay/
respite service provision for customers to use
6.3 Gender
6.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
6.5 Race
6.6 Religion and belief
6.7 Sexual Orientation
6.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership
6.9 Gender
Reassignment
6.10 Carers

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Positive &
Negative

Negative:
If the cared for experiences negative impacts then the carer may have
to deal with those negative impacts on the cared for. Creating an
increased need for support.
The proposal will impact upon those carers who may access the
respite service provision if the cared for can no longer access/or does
not wish to access a change of venue.
Positive:
If there are positive impacts on the cared for this may impact the carer
positively to and may lead to a reduced need for input to the cared
for’s care and support by wanting to use the respite facility more
frequently providing a carer break.
If proposals are agreed then this would continue a short stay/ respite
service provision, which provides a break for carers.

6.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers
6.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans
6.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable
6.14 Overall impact What will the likely
overall effect of your

Date: 07.07.21

None

None

None
Positive & Negative, this will be dependent on the individual. The staff at persona
will support the clients and carer of those clients as best as possible and ensure any
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activity be on equality,
including consideration
on intersectionality?

change is well detailed and planned in order to mitigate any negative impact
created.
However given the service will continue just in one site rather than across two sites.
Also that this facility is short term use. It is felt that the impact can be mitigated by
working with clients and planning any closure sufficiently.

SECTION 7 – ACTION LOG
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Action Identified
Lead
Due Date
8.1 Actions to address gaps identified in section 4
None that will have an impact
on this proposal
8.2 Actions to address gaps identified in section 5
Public consultation will be
Hayley
24.05.21 –
undertaken
Ashall
02.07.21

Comments and Sign off (when complete)

Public consultation has been undertaken
and the results have informed
recommendations included in a cabinet
report on the 21.07.21.
8.3 Mitigations to address negative impacts identified in section 6
If the proposals are agreed,
Persona
To be started
support clients to manage a
team
following
change of venue. This will be
manager
agreement of
done where appropriate on a
savings
1:1 basis and will depend on
proposal if
the individual needs. This will
agreed
be planned, open and
transparent conversation and
where possible undertaken
over time to minimise any
impact, so that planned
respite can be continued to
meet the individual’s needs
Carers / family members to be
involved in the assessment
and transfer process.
All carers to be made aware of
their rights to a Carers
Assessment, along with
information on the Bury
Carers Hub
If the proposals are agreed,
support clients to manage a
change of staff. This will be
done where appropriate on a
1:1 basis and will depend on
the individual needs. This will
be planned, open and
transparent conversation and
where possible undertaken

Date: 07.07.21

Persona
team
manager

To be started
following
agreement of
savings
proposal if
agreed

Persona
team
manager

To be started
following
agreement of
savings
proposal if
agreed
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over time to minimise any
impact.
8.4 Opportunities to further inclusion (equality, diversity and human rights ) including to advance
opportunities and engagements across protected characteristics
N/A

SECTION 8 - REVIEW
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Review Milestone
Review EA after public
consultation
Review EA after
Cabinet paper July
2021

Date: 07.07.21

Lead
HA
HA

Due Date
July 2021

Comments (and sign off when complete)
Reviewed 07.07.21

July/ August 2021
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EQUALITY ANALYSIS
This Equality Analysis considers the effect of Bury Council/ Bury CCG activity on different groups protected
from discrimination under the Equality Act 2010. This is to consider if there are any unintended consequences
for some groups from key changes made by a public body and their contractor partners organisations and to
consider if the activity will be fully effective for all protected groups. It involves using equality information and
the results of engagement with protected groups and others, to manage risk and to understand the actual or
potential effect of activity, including any adverse impacts on those affected by the change under
consideration.

SECTION 1 – RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 4
1.1 Name of policy/ project/
decision

Proposal 3: Develop an all age disability service
To develop an all age disability service therefore providing one
service for all customers whatever their age, concentrating on the
needs and strengths of the individual, not their disability. Therefore,
clients would not have to move from children and young people
service to adult’s service when they turned a certain age, as the
proposal would remove the need to hand over or transfer between
the two services.

1. 2 Lead for policy/ project/
decision
1.3 Committee/Board signing off
policy/ project/ decision
1.4 Author of Equality Analysis

Adrian Crook, Director of Community Commissioning, OCO

1.5 Date EA completed

Role: Strategic Lead, Integrated Commissioning, Carers, Physical
Disability and Prevention

Community Commissioning Team Meeting and Innovation and
Savings program governance meetings
Name: Hayley Ashall

SECTION 2 – AIMS AND OUTCOMES OF POLICY / PROJECT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 5
2.1 Detail of policy/ decision being
sought

The longer term vision for Learning Disabilities (LD) services in Bury
is an all age service, this would remove the need for transitions as it
would be one smooth pathway despite age. However, whilst an all
age service vision and new ways of working is developed there is still
an immediate need to undertake transitions planning, focused on
those young people transitioning to adults services.
Current practice for managing transitions in Bury is inefficient,
therefore there is an identified need to look at those transitioning
from Children & Young People at an earlier age, ideally around the
age of 13/14 years.
This approach will provide one service for all customers whatever
their age, concentrating on the needs and strengths of the

Date: 21 January 2021
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individual, not their disability. Enabling more appropriate support of
the individual and family/ carers, better management of
expectations and potentially a phased reduction in support packages
(where appropriate).
2.2 What are the intended
outcomes of this?

If the proposal is agreed:
• To Provide one service for all customers whatever their age,
concentrating on the needs and strengths of the individual,
not their disability.
• Review and develop the transitions service in Bury.

SECTION 3 – ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE TO EQUALITY & HUMAN RIGHTS
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance pages 5-8 and 11
Please outline the relevance of the activity/ policy to the Public Sector Equality Duty
General Public Sector Equality Duties
3.1 To eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by Equality Act 2010

3.2 To advance equality of
opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

3.3 To foster good relations between
people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not

Relevance
(Yes/No)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Rationale behind relevance decision
Care Act 2010, outlines a clear requirement for
processing assessment of need. The Care Act
assessment is undertaken to understand of a client
requires services such as respite. This ensures,
equal opportunities, dignity, inclusion also
promotes independence and building on strengths.
Removing barriers and reducing disadvantages
experienced by people’s diverse demographic
The care act criteria promote equality despite a
person’s background, beliefs or any protected
characteristic.
System remodel to better meet the needs of
people from diverse groups and those recognised
as vulnerable
Individuals with a learning disability are under the
disabled protected characteristic. Working in a
person-centered way and support clients to
transition at an early age for better planning,
management and support will be a benefit to
clients, their family, and carers. Involving clients,
their family, and carers at the earliest stage
possible and through out the care journey fosters
positive relationships.
System redesign to be more equitable for all,
through undertaking transition process in a person
centered way with Personalised conversations to

Date: 07.07.21
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encourage and enable those from protected
groups to participate in public life and increased
opportunities within their communities
3.4 Please outline the considerations taken, including any mitigations, to ensure activity is not detrimental to
the Human Rights of any individual affected by the decision being sought.
The list of Human Rights have been explored and this proposal does not have a detrimental impact on any
area specified.

SECTION 4 – EQUALITIES DATA
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8
Protected characteristic

Outcome sought

Base data

4.1 Age

Yes

4.2 Disability

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including age.
All clients affected by this work
will have a disability, as they
will be accessing the Learning
Disability Service.

4.3 Gender

Yes

4.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
4.5 Race

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including gender.

No – Not applicable
Yes

Data gaps (to
include in
Section 8 log)

No – Not
applicable
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including race.
BAME population
20,028 (Census 2011)
Bury has a Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME)
population of around 10.8%
compared to 14.7% of the
population of England and
Wales (2011 Census).

4.6 Religion and belief

Date: 07.07.21

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including religion or belief.
Census 2011 responses:
Christian (62.7%, nationally
59.3%), Muslim (6.1%,
nationally 4.8% ) and Jewish
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(5.6%, nationally 0.5%). 18.6%
identified as having no religion
4.7 Sexual Orientation

4.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership

4.9 Gender
Reassignment
4.10 Carers

4.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers

No – Not applicable

Yes

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.
Yes

Yes

4.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

4.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

There is currently no national
or local data on sexual
orientation. However,
estimates provided by the LGBT
Foundation and Stonewall that
between 5% and 7% of the
population identify as Lesbian,
Gay or Bisexual nationally.

No – Not
applicable

Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including married/ spouse
details etc
The Census 2011 showed those
married as 70,088 and those in
a registered same-sex civil
partnership status as 253 in
Bury
There is currently no national
or local data on gender identity

To be reviewed

Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including whether the person is
a carer or supported by a carer
Stats in Bury:
19,954 - Census 2011
294 carers registered with the
Bury Carers Hub

If the client has transferred
from children’s services in
particular and below the age of
25 we will record if they are a
LAC.
To be reviewed

15,700 Housing benefit /
Council Tax support claimants

Specific question
being asked in
2021 census
To be reviewed

NOMIS Claimant Count:
8,135 (October 2020)

Date: 07.07.21
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356 people whom the council
has a homeless duty
Data is collected by BCSN and
reported through to Bury
Council and GM Humanitarian
Aid Group regarding no. of
people asking for financial
support, advice and food
parcels. C. 900 Food parcels
distribute per week through
Bury Community Support
Network (Nov 2020-Feb 2021

SECTION 5 – STAKEHOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8 and 9
5.1 Identify
stakeholders

5.2 Engagement
undertaken

5.3 Outcomes of
engagement
5.4 Outstanding actions
following engagement
(include in Section 8 log)

Internal Stakeholders
Customers using the services
Carer and family of customer
Workforce
Bury People First Engagement thorough
the co-production network over the
past 12 – 18 months
Workforce engagement
The engagement has shaped the
proposal
Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal. This
would include existing clients, their
carers and family, potential future
clients, providers, public and wider
stakeholders.

External Stakeholders
Potential future users of the service
Members of the public

N/A

Public consultation is required to
understand views on this proposal.
This would include existing clients,
their carers and family, potential
future clients, providers, public and
wider stakeholders.

SECTION 6 – CONCLUSION OF IMPACT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 9
Please outline whether the activity/ policy has a positive or negative effect on any groups of people with
protected inclusion characteristics
Protected
Positive/
Impact (include reference to data/ engagement)
Characteristic
Neutral
Negative/
6.1 Age
Positive
A one all age system approach, improved preparedness providing the
right help at the right time for individuals in the process of
transitioning from a young person to adulthood leading to a more
enjoyable and fulfilling adult life.

Date: 07.07.21
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6.2 Disability

Positive

There may be some disruption, mainly in the short term, to individuals
and their families/carers. However, overall this work is anticipated to
impact individuals positively by improving independence, supporting
individuals in gaining and maintaining employment, providing the right
help at the right time and reducing the intrusiveness of care.
A one all age system approach, improved preparedness providing the
right help at the right time for individuals in the process of
transitioning from a young person to adulthood leading to a more
enjoyable and fulfilling adult life.
All social worker reviews will continue to be completed in line with the
Care Act. They will involve the individual, their carer and families and
providers. They will continue to take the views and aspirations of the
individual and their carers/families into account ensure that eligible
needs are identified and met through the support plan.
Working closely with providers to ensure that their models of support
promote independence and progression.

6.3 Gender
6.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
6.5 Race
6.6 Religion and belief
6.7 Sexual Orientation
6.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership
6.9 Gender
Reassignment
6.10 Carers

None
None

6.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers
6.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans
6.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable
6.14 Overall impact What will the likely
overall effect of your
activity be on equality,
including consideration

None

Date: 07.07.21

None
None
None
None
None
Positive

A one all age system approach, improved preparedness providing the
right help at the right time for individuals in the process of
transitioning from a young person to adulthood leading to a more
enjoyable and fulfilling adult life.
Many of the people affected by this redesign will have a carer.
Increases in independence and quality of care for individuals could
have a beneficial impact for carers in terms of peace of mind and
seeing the person they care for achieve better life outcomes.
As stated in the ‘Age’ section, there could be some disruption or
dissatisfaction, especially in the short term, for carers who are happy
with the current model of provision.

None

None
Positive - An all age vison therefore removing the need for transitions overtime will
provide positive impacts on communities and service users in that the work will be
undertaken in a person centered way, a move of social care practice towards more
Personalised conversation and strength and asset based working. Supporting clients
to live independently with choice and control in their local community. Also where
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on intersectionality?

possible designing/ redesigning services in co-production and involving people with
LD their family and carers at every opportunity.
Work to be undertaken with education establishments to understand gaps in
provision to better accommodate the educational needs for those with LD and or
MH to remain in borough through improved education and housing opportunities
and support.
To carry out reviews of care plans and ensure that eligible care needs will continue
to be met. As part of the work, increased scrutiny will be given to reviews to ensure
that they are effective and robust and take into account initiatives being developed
in the community, with staff given extra support and training in person-centered
practice and developing independence for people.
Work will also take place with providers to ensure that they are delivering value for
money and supporting the independence and / or progression of people. The
development of other services, support and community-based assets will also
contribute to this agenda.

SECTION 7 – ACTION LOG
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Action Identified
Lead
Due Date
8.1 Actions to address gaps identified in section 4
None that will have an impact
on this proposal
8.2 Actions to address gaps identified in section 5
Public consultation will be
Hayley
24.05.21 –
undertaken
Ashall
02.07.21

Comments and Sign off (when complete)

Public consultation has been undertaken
and the results have informed
recommendations included in a cabinet
report on the 21.07.21.
8.3 Mitigations to address negative impacts identified in section 6
N/A
Social workers will continue to Adrian
take carers/families views into Crook
account as partners in care
and ensure compliance with
the Care Act by making sure
carers/families receive
information and advice on
their rights to a Carers
Assessment along with
signposting to The Bury Carers
Hub
8.4 Opportunities to further inclusion (equality, diversity and human rights ) including to advance
opportunities and engagements across protected characteristics
N/A

Date: 07.07.21
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SECTION 8 - REVIEW
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Review Milestone
Review EA after public
consultation
Review EA after
Cabinet paper July
2021

Date: 07.07.21

Lead
HA
HA

Due Date
July 2021

Comments (and sign off when complete)
Reviewed 07.07.21

July/ August 2021
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EQUALITY ANALYSIS
This Equality Analysis considers the effect of Bury Council/ Bury CCG activity on different groups protected
from discrimination under the Equality Act 2010. This is to consider if there are any unintended consequences
for some groups from key changes made by a public body and their contractor partners organisations and to
consider if the activity will be fully effective for all protected groups. It involves using equality information and
the results of engagement with protected groups and others, to manage risk and to understand the actual or
potential effect of activity, including any adverse impacts on those affected by the change under
consideration.

SECTION 1 – RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 4
1.1 Name of policy/ project/
decision

ASC proposed savings consultation
Due to the significant financial challenge facing the Local Authority,
Adult Social Care has proposed savings schemes totaling
£12.4million. Understandably as a large proportion of the Adults
Social Care budget is spent on our arm’s length provider Persona
Care and Support Limited, this contract must be reviewed and
reduced to help achieve the savings. The current savings for Persona
Care and Support Limited is £2.5m over the next two financial years.
Given some of the proposals may have a direct impact on current
and future customers of Persona Care and Support Limited, a public
consultation is required. This EA outlines the process for the public
consultation and details.

1. 2 Lead for policy/ project/
decision
1.3 Committee/Board signing off
policy/ project/ decision
1.4 Author of Equality Analysis

Adrian Crook, Director of Community Commissioning, OCO

1.5 Date EA completed

Role: Strategic Lead, Integrated Commissioning, Carers, Physical
Disability and Prevention

Community Commissioning Team Meeting and Innovation and
Savings program governance meetings
Name: Hayley Ashall

SECTION 2 – AIMS AND OUTCOMES OF POLICY / PROJECT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 5
2.1 Detail of policy/ decision being
sought

The ASC proposed savings consultation includes three proposals and
two elements:
Proposal 1: Persona day care services, proposing to reduce the
number of unused places in the day care service, close Pinfold Lane
Centre and relocate the dementia day service to a designated area
at Grundy. If this proposal was agreed, the dementia day service
would have its own secure area at Grundy and be refurbished to be
‘dementia-friendly’.

Date: 21 January 2021
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Proposal 2: Persona short stay facilities, proposing to reduce the
number of unused places in the short stay service, close Spurr House
leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care. This proposal would
therefore ensure that one building remained open to offer short
stay care for customers. The service offered would not change,
however the location where a person goes to for short stay care may
change for some people.
Proposal 3: all age disability service. To develop an all age disability
service therefore providing one service for all customers whatever
their age, concentrating on the needs and strengths of the
individual, not their disability. Therefore, clients would not have to
move from children and young people service to adult’s service
when they turned a certain age, as the proposal would remove the
need to hand over or transfer between the two services.
The fourth element in the consultation is an opportunity for people
to suggest any alternative saving suggestions they may have.
The fifth element in the consultation are questions relating to the
current review of the ASC transport policy and therefore an
opportunity to understand the views of those clients who access
transport as part of their care package. Whilst also providing a
picture of how people who do not have access to transport via a
care package get to and from a care setting.
2.2 What are the intended
outcomes of this?

If the proposal is agreed:
Proposal 1 – Persona day care
• Removal of unused day care places, therefore generating a
removal of unrequired places and release a saving.
• To close Pinfold Lane Centre and relocate the dementia day
service to a designated area at Grundy.
• Dementia day service would have its own secure area at
Grundy and be refurbished to be ‘dementia-friendly’
Proposal 3- Persona short stay/ respite
• To reduce the number of unused places in the short stay
service.
• Close Spurr House leaving Elmhurst open for short stay care.
• The service offered would not change, however the location
where a person goes to for short stay care may change for
some people.
• Commitment to ensure customers do not stay longer than
six weeks in short stay or respite.
Proposal 3 – All age disability service
• To Provide one service for all customers whatever their age,
concentrating on the needs and strengths of the individual,
not their disability.
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•

Review and develop the transitions service in Bury.

Alternative saving ideas
• Explore ideas people may have.
Transport
• Understand the views of those clients who access transport
as part of their care package. Whilst also providing a picture
of how people who do not have access to transport via a
care package get to and from a care setting.

SECTION 3 – ESTABLISHING RELEVANCE TO EQUALITY & HUMAN RIGHTS
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance pages 5-8 and 11
Please outline the relevance of the activity/ policy to the Public Sector Equality Duty
General Public Sector Equality Duties
3.1 To eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by Equality Act 2010

Relevance
(Yes/No)
Yes

Rationale behind relevance decision
Section 1 of the Care Act 2014 (Promoting
individual well-being) requires the Council when
exercising its care and support functions in respect
of an individual, to promote the individual’s
wellbeing. "Well-being", in relation to an
individual, means that individual's (a) personal
dignity (including treatment of the individual with
respect); (b) physical and mental health and
emotional well-being; (c) protection from abuse
and neglect; (d) control by the individual over dayto-day life (including over care and support, or
support, provided to the individual and the way in
which it is provided); (e) participation in work,
education, training or recreation; (f) social and
economic well-being; (g) domestic, family and
personal relationships; (h) suitability of living
accommodation; and (i) the individual's
contribution to society.
In exercising its care and support function in the
case of an individual, the Council must have regard
to, amongst others, a) the individual's views,
wishes, feelings and beliefs; b) the importance of
preventing or delaying the development of needs
for care and support or needs for support and the
importance of reducing needs of either kind that
already exist; c) the importance of the individual
participating as fully as possible in decisions
relating to the care and support. The Department
of Health and Social Care (“DHSC”) has issued
statutory guidance (“CSSG”) under the Care Act
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2014 (“the Act”) which the Council must have
regard to in exercising its function under the Act.
Section 2 of the Act (preventing needs for care and
support‟) requires the Council to “provide or
arrange for the provision of services, facilities or
resources, or take other steps, which it considers
will” contribute towards preventing, delaying or
reducing individuals‟ needs for care and support,
or the needs for support for carers. In performing
this duty, the Council must have regard to,
amongst others, the importance of identifying
services, facilities and resources already available
in the Council's area and the extent to which the
Council could involve or make use of them in
performing that duty. The CSSG at paragraph 2.1
provides that “It is critical to the vision in the Care
Act that the care and support system works to
actively promote wellbeing and independence and
does not just wait to respond when people reach a
crisis point. To meet the challenges of the future, it
will be vital that the care and support system
intervenes early to support individuals, helps
people retain or regain their skills and confidence,
and prevents need or delays deterioration
wherever possible.
Section 5 of the Act (Promoting diversity and
quality in provision of services) requires the
Council to promote an efficient and effective
market in services for meeting care and support
needs with a view to ensuring service users (a) has
a variety of providers and services to choose from;
(b) has a variety of high-quality services to choose
from; and (c) has sufficient information to make an
informed decision about how to meet the needs in
question. This is often referred to as the duty to
facilitate and shape the market for care and
support. The CSSG provides at paragraph 4.2. “The
Care Act places new duties on local authorities to
facilitate and shape their market for adult care and
support as a whole, so that it meets the needs of
all people in their area who need care and support,
whether arranged or funded by the state, by the
individual themselves, or in other ways. The
ambition is for local authorities to influence and
drive the pace of change for their whole market,
leading to a sustainable and diverse range of care
and support providers, continuously improving
quality and choice, and delivering better,
innovative and cost-effective outcomes that
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3.2 To advance equality of
opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

Yes

3.3 To foster good relations between
people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not

Yes

promote the wellbeing of people who need care
and support.
The care act criteria promote equality despite a
person’s background, beliefs or any protected
characteristic.
System remodel to better meet the needs of
people from diverse groups and those recognised
as vulnerable
The public consultation provides people who share
a protected characteristic to share their views,
thoughts and opinion on the proposals.

3.4 Please outline the considerations taken, including any mitigations, to ensure activity is not detrimental to
the Human Rights of any individual affected by the decision being sought.
The list of Human Rights have been explored and this proposal does not have a detrimental impact on any
area specified.

SECTION 4 – EQUALITIES DATA
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8
Protected characteristic

Outcome sought

Base data

4.1 Age
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including age.
There may be some barriers
associated with age to prevent
people from responding to the
consultation.

4.2 Disability
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

Yes

Provider and care record
includes data on any disability
as this service is available to
those who may have a
disability.
There are a number of sensory,
learning and physical
disabilities which could impact
on a person’s ability to engage.
There is also a need to hear the
views of disabled people in
order to ensure services are
not shaped in ways that are
detrimental to them.

Data gaps (to
include in
Section 8 log)

Over 21,224 people in Bury
have a limiting long-term
illness, health problem or
disability equating to 11.24% of
our resident population,
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compared to 18.8% of the
population of England and
Wales (Census 2011).

4.3 Gender
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including gender.
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to the consultation
related gender.

4.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).
4.5 Race
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

No – Not applicable

It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to the consultation
related to pregnancy or
maternity.

Yes

Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including race.
There are a number of issues
BME groups may face which
may make it harder for them to
respond to the consultation.
This could include language
barriers and cultural barriers

No – Not
applicable

BAME population
20,028 (Census 2011)

4.6 Religion and belief
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

Yes

Bury has a Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME)
population of around 10.8%
compared to 14.7% of the
population of England and
Wales (2011 Census).
Provider and care record
collates the client’s data
including religion or belief.
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to the consultation
relating to religion and belief.
Census 2011 responses:
Christian (62.7%, nationally
59.3%), Muslim (6.1%,
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4.7 Sexual Orientation
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

No – Not applicable

4.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

Yes

4.9 Gender
Reassignment
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).
4.10 Carers
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

4.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as

Date: 07.07.21

Yes

Yes

nationally 4.8% ) and Jewish
(5.6%, nationally 0.5%). 18.6%
identified as having no religion
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to consultation
related to sexual orientation.
There is currently no national
or local data on sexual
orientation.
Provider and care record
collates the clients data
including married/ spouse
details etc.
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to consultation
related to a person’s
marital/civil partnership status
The Census 2011 showed those
married as 70,088 and those in
a registered same-sex civil
partnership status as 253 in
Bury
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to consultation
related to gender reassignment
There is currently no national
or local data on gender identity

No – Not
applicable

To be reviewed

Provider and care record
collates the clients’ data
including whether the person is
a carer or supported by a carer
There is also a need to ensure
carers are given the
opportunity to put forward
their views to ensure services
are not shaped in ways that are
detrimental to them.
Stats in Bury:
19,954 - Census 2011
294 carers registered with the
Bury Carers Hub
If the client has transferred
from children’s services in
particular and below the age of
25 we will record if they are a
LAC.
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the consultation
responses are
anonymous).
4.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).
4.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable
(Please note this detail
will not be requested as
the consultation
responses are
anonymous).

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

No – we don’t believe
this is currently being
collated.

There may be some barriers
associated with age to prevent
people from responding to the
consultation.
It is not considered likely that
there are specific barriers to
responding to consultation
related to Armed Forces
personnel incl. veterans

Socio-economic disadvantage
may affect a person’s likelihood
to respond to the consultation

To be reviewed
Specific question
being asked in
2021 census

To be reviewed

15,700 Housing benefit /
Council Tax support claimants
NOMIS Claimant Count:
8,135 (October 2020)
356 people whom the council
has a homeless duty
Data is collected by BCSN and
reported through to Bury
Council and GM Humanitarian
Aid Group regarding no. of
people asking for financial
support, advice and food
parcels. C. 900 Food parcels
distribute per week through
Bury Community Support
Network (Nov 2020-Feb 2021

SECTION 5 – STAKEHOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 8 and 9
5.1 Identify
stakeholders

5.2 Engagement
undertaken
5.3 Outcomes of
engagement
5.4 Outstanding actions
following engagement
(include in Section 8 log)

Date: 07.07.21

Internal Stakeholders
Customers using the services
Carer and family of customer
Workforce

External Stakeholders
Potential future users of the service
Members of the public

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Public consultation is required to
understand views on the ASC savings
proposals. This would include existing

Public consultation is required to
understand views on the ASC savings
proposals. This would include existing
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clients, their carers and family, potential clients, their carers and family,
future clients, providers, public and
potential future clients, providers,
wider stakeholders.
public and wider stakeholders.

SECTION 6 – CONCLUSION OF IMPACT
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 9
Please outline whether the activity/ policy has a positive or negative effect on any groups of people with
protected inclusion characteristics
Protected
Positive/
Impact (include reference to data/ engagement)
Characteristic
Neutral
Negative/
6.1 Age
Positive
The public consultation provides people of all ages an opportunity to
share their views on the proposals outlined.
There may be some barriers associated with age to prevent people
from responding to the consultation.

6.2 Disability

Positive

6.3 Gender

Positive

6.4 Pregnancy or
Maternity

Positive

6.5 Race

Positive

The consultation gives consideration to using non-traditional methods
in order to target both older and younger people, and digitally
challenged. i.e. online and hard copy of survey, telephone option,
email option, third party support 1:1 support, live presentation of
consultation through sessions to aid people to take part.
The public consultation provides people with a disability an
opportunity to share their views on the proposals outlined.
There are a number of sensory, learning and physical disabilities which
could impact on a person’s ability to engage. There is also a need to
hear the views of disabled people in order to ensure services are not
shaped in ways that are detrimental to them.
The consultation uses methods to eliminate barriers to disability. i.e.
Individual correspondence to people who currently use the services,
online and hard copy of survey, telephone option, email option, third
party support, 1:2:1 support, live presentation of consultation through
sessions to aid people to take part.
The public consultation provides people of any gender an opportunity
to share their views on the proposals outlined.
The public consultation provides people who are pregnant or have
maternal/ paternal responsibility an opportunity to share their views
on the proposals outlined.
The public consultation provides people of any race an opportunity to
share their views on the proposals outlined.
There are a number of issues BME groups may face which may make it
harder for them to respond to the consultation. This could include
language barriers and cultural barriers
The consultation gives consideration to using non-traditional methods
in order to remove barriers from participating.. i.e. online and hard
copy of survey, telephone option, email option, third party support
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6.6 Religion and belief

Positive

6.7 Sexual Orientation

Positive

6.8 Marriage or Civil
Partnership

Positive

6.9 Gender
Reassignment

Positive

6.10 Carers

Positive

6.11 Looked After
Children and Care
Leavers

Positive

6.12 Armed Forces
personnel including
veterans
6.13 Socio-economically
vulnerable

Positive

6.14 Overall impact What will the likely
overall effect of your
activity be on equality,
including consideration
on intersectionality?

Date: 07.07.21

Positive

1:2:1 support, live presentation of consultation through sessions to aid
people to take part..
The public consultation provides people of any religion or beliefs an
opportunity to share their views on the proposals outlined.
The public consultation provides people of any sexual orientation an
opportunity to share their views on the proposals outlined.
The public consultation provides people who are married or in a civil
partnership an opportunity to share their views on the proposals
outlined
The public consultation provides people who have undergone or
undergoing gender reassignment an opportunity to share their views
on the proposals outlined.
The public consultation provides carers an opportunity to share their
views on the proposals outlined. We have worked at removing
barriers to contribute by contacting directly people accessing the
services, online and hard copy of survey, telephone option, email
option, third party support, individual 1:2:1 support, live presentation
of consultation through sessions to aid people to take part.
The public consultation provides looked after children and care leavers
an opportunity to share their views on the proposals outlined. The
consultation gives consideration to using non-traditional methods in
order to target both older and younger people, and digitally
challenged. i.e. online and hard copy of survey, telephone option,
email option, third party support 1:2:1 support, live presentation of
consultation through sessions to aid people to take part.
The public consultation provides armed forces personnel including
veterans an opportunity to share their views on the proposals
outlined.
The public consultation provides those who are Socio-economically
vulnerable an opportunity to share their views on the proposals
outlined. Socio-economic disadvantage may affect a person’s
likelihood to respond to consultation or engagement.

We have worked at removing barriers to contribute by online and hard
copy of survey, telephone option, email option, third party support,
individual 1:2:1 support, live presentation of consultation through
sessions to aid people to take part.
Positive - The public consultation provides any person an opportunity to share their
views on the proposals outlined.
We have worked at removing barriers to contribute by online and hard copy of
survey, corresponding directly with people using the services, telephone option,
email option, third party support, individual 1:2:1 support, live presentation of
consultation through sessions to aid people to take part.
Separate E.A.s for the proposals have been undertaken to understand the potential
effects of the specific proposal by assessing the impacts on different groups both
external and internal.
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SECTION 7 – ACTION LOG
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Action Identified
Lead
Due Date
8.1 Actions to address gaps identified in section 4
None that will have an impact
on this proposal
8.2 Actions to address gaps identified in section 5
Public consultation will be
Hayley
24.05.21 –
undertaken
Ashall
02.07.21

Comments and Sign off (when complete)

Public consultation has been undertaken
and the results have informed
recommendations included in a cabinet
report on the 21.07.21.
8.3 Mitigations to address negative impacts identified in section 6
N/A
8.4 Opportunities to further inclusion (equality, diversity and human rights) including to advance
opportunities and engagements across protected characteristics
N/A

SECTION 8 - REVIEW
Refer to Equality Analysis guidance page 10
Review Milestone
Review EA after public
consultation
Review EA after
Cabinet paper July
2021

Date: 07.07.21

Lead
HA
HA

Due Date
July 2021

Comments (and sign off when complete)
Reviewed 07.07.21

July/ August 2021
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Agenda Item 12
Classification

Item No.

Open

Meeting:

CABINET

Meeting date:

21st July 2021

Title of report:

Transformation Strategy

Report by:

Councillor Tahir Rafiq, Cabinet Member for Corporate Affairs
& HR

Decision Type:

Key

Ward(s) to
which report
relates

All

Executive Summary:
This report summarises the Council’s work to establish the foundations for a Let’s Do It!
Internal transformation strategy to be delivered during 2021/22 and 2022/23, across the
following programmes:
 Let’s do it … Once! (Contact and transactions)
 Let’s do it … Flexibly! (Estate rationalisation)
 Let’s do it … Well! (Internal savings and performance improvements)
This will be a fundamental change strategy which will achieve budget reductions and
improve performance. The report includes the advice received from an external partner
and sets out the forecast savings to be achieved, as a basis for immediate action.

Recommendation(s)
The Cabinet is asked to:




Note the internal progress to date in developing the transformation strategy
Endorse the overall proposed approach as a basis for action and approve
investment proposals.
Note an updating report will be provided to cabinet in January 2022
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Key considerations
1

Introduction

As part of the Let’s do it! Strategy launched in 2020 there was a clear commitment to
improving public services within reducing resources, by working together on a placebased approach with a focus on prevention, partnership working and communities.
Within the Council it has been accepted and reported previously that there is much work
to do to establish the capabilities required to deliver this approach. Further, the Council
continues to face significant financial challenges with a projected funding gap of circa
£11M by 2024/25 even after previously agreed savings of £22m are accounted for and
are assumed to be fully delivered. The gap is likely to widen further due to increasing
demand and the (yet unknown) further health and economic impacts of Covid.
As a Council we have signalled strategic intent to transform our ways of working and an
internal transformation strategy has been agreed, with early actions and a commitment to
deliver ongoing savings of £5m by 2022/23 included in the 2020-2025 Medium Term
Financial Strategy (MTFS). To inform the identification and implementation of savings
opportunities the Council engaged an external partner, Ameo, between January to March
2021, to provide the insight and approach required to identify priority areas for change
and improvement and deliver savings already agreed as well as identifying longer-term
opportunities.
This report provides the ‘blueprint’ for the delivery of an ambitious transformation
programme for Bury Council over the financial years 2021/22 and 2022/23. It includes the
feedback and recommendations from Ameo and sets out the strategic objectives for the
programme; the proposed architecture for the next two years and an outline cost/benefit
analysis. This report builds and draws on all existing projects and work relating to
transformation and brings it into a single programme.
2

Background

2.1

Let’s do it!

In 2020 the Council led the Team Bury partnership to develop and agree the ten-year
vision and strategy for the borough of Bury: “to be a place which stands out as achieving
faster economic growth than the national average, with lower than national average
levels of deprivation”. Underpinning this ambition are seven core outcome measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Improved quality of life
Improved early years development
Improved educational attainment
Increased adult skill levels and employability
Inclusive economic growth
Carbon neutrality by 2038
Improved digital connectivity
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The strategy to achieve this vision is for public services to secure a very different
relationship with residents, where people are more self-reliant within their networks and
empowered to take greater responsibility for themselves and control over resources.
Meeting this ambition will require a high performing council that gets its basics right;
creates a culture of community collaboration and enables self-reliance through the
conditions of economic growth and quality of statutory services. The Council recognises
the need for a programme of transformation to develop these capabilities.
2.2

The MTFS

The Council’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy was updated and reported to Cabinet and
Full Council in February 2021. At that time, it was reported that the Council was facing a
financial gap of £60.3m of which £27.3m was considered to be short term (largely Covid
related because of temporarily increased expenditure which will now reduce and income
deficits which will return) and was to be funded from reserves. The remaining £33m was
considered to be long term and in response to this, savings totalling £21.9m over the 4
financial years were agreed. This includes £5m to be delivered through transformation. A
further £11m is to be identified in 2023/24 and 2024/25.
It was recognised that this strategy does however contain some significant risks and will
be updated throughout the year and updated to reflect changes including funding/income
assumptions and also demand, for example pressures in Operational Services. It is
therefore likely that the gap will widen and that the financial challenge will be greater than
that assumed in February 2021.
As has been previously reported, financial planning for Local Authorities is particularly
difficult and there are many factors that will impact on the strategy. It is therefore
important that the Council not only focusses on ensuring that the savings already agreed
are delivered but looks to the future and what actions can be taken to reduce the gap
between the level of funding required and that available. An approach that combines
savings with growth and investment as well as transformation is needed.
In recognition of the need to transform, a transformation reserve of £5.8m was agreed by
Full Council in February 2020. This funding is one-off and needs to be targeted at pumppriming initiatives that will deliver on-going savings. The majority of this funding remains
available for investment.
2.3

Connection to Reform, including Health and Care

The Ameo work upon which this transformation strategy is based was focused primarily
on the transformation of the processes and operation of the council in the context of the
council financial savings target over the next 3 years. It is recognised of course that many
of those processes and transformation programmes are very closely aligned to the work
of the CCG and reflected in the health and care transformation programme. For example,
the progress made in health and care on strengths-based working and on integrated
neighbourhood teams which include health, social care, children’s services and wider
public services. The changes currently underway across GM within Health and Social
Care also pose a level of financial uncertainty across the council which adds weight to
the strategy being implemented and delivered. We will work to ensure there is a
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connection that recognises this mutual dependence and ensure the work of the
transformation strategy is reported through the emergent new health and care
partnership arrangements.
More widely, the changes proposed in this strategy will strengthen capabilities within the
Council and CCG to drive the Public Service Reform principles which underpin Let’s do
it!. Public service reform means supporting more people to become independent and selfreliant, reducing dependency on public services. It involves working more closely with our
partners so that services are not delivered in silos and bring together our combined
resources to support shared priorities. Reform also means a greater emphasis on
evaluating what we do and generating good evidence, to track the impact that our
investments have on residents and on levels of demand for public services. In time, this
approach has been proven to improve outcomes and will be central to the council’s
financial resilience in the medium term. The associated savings strategy is owned by the
One Commissioning Organisation and being developed in parallel with this internal
transformation strategy.
Transformation – Work to Date

3

The Council has already agreed to the principle of a transformation strategy. A phased
approach was agreed, beginning with work on the core foundations, to create a
sustainable platform for more fundamental change. Work to date, the majority of which
has been delivered at the same time as the emergency response, has focussed on:





Organisation structures, leadership, IT and governance;
Integration of services, structures and commissioning functions across health and
care;
Developing the overarching vision and business planning frameworks for delivery;
Establishing the resources for transformation including creation of a £5.8m
reserve for business-case led investment in changes that will drive improvement
and reduce the council’s cost base.
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2019/20 Form
We have established the structure and pooled
the resurces f or our partnership through creation
of :
- a Local Care Organisation including 5
Integrated Neighbourhood teams on a locality
f ootprint
the One Commissioning Organisation including a
pooled budget f or health & care
- a ref reshed and integrated structure f or the
Council

2020/21 Conform
We have agreed
- a shared v ision, priorities and outcome
f ramework through Let's do it!
- a Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) f or
2020-25
- a joint Corproate Plan to track the Council &
CCG contribution to deliv ery
- ref reshed gov ernance within the Council
- established the f ramework f or engagement of
all staf f

- stabilised the council's ICT platf orm
- a strengthened perf ormance f ramework f or the
Council;s housing prov ider Six Town Housing
a new perf ormance f ramework f or the VCFA

2021/22 Perform
This year we are driving the
performance of the partnership
through:
- achievement of £1.5m budget
savings from initial transformation
priorities of agile working; business
support; customer contact and
management capacity
- engagement of external suport to
develop the outline business case for
more fundamental transformation
programme

Of the £5m saving to be delivered through transformation by 2022/23, £1.5m is to be
delivered in the current financial year. In response to this, the Council has agreed to
pursue specific transformation activity within the following functional areas:





Business Support
Contact and Access to Services
Agile Delivery
Management Structures.

It is acknowledged that the scope for improvement and longer-term sustainability is
significantly greater than these short-term changes. Therefore, a transformation partner,
Ameo, was commissioned to develop an evidenced baseline of the current organisation
and identify immediate areas of opportunity for savings through service transformation
and improvement.
4

External Assessment & Advice

During Q4 2020-21 Bury Council officers worked with Ameo to analyse and understand
the Council’s delivery baseline; the scope for efficiency; opportunities for improvement
using digital technologies and the potential role for culture change and new ways of
working.
Ameo have undertaken similar work in other councils and were selected for their industry
knowledge and proven methodology. The work began with a piece of in-depth activity
analysis, developed across seven known levers of transformation:




Business support
Customer Contact
Data management and analytics
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Digital change
Contract management and procurement
Agile working
People management

An overview of advice from each area of activity is described below and included in the
Council’s proposed transformation programme set out in Section 5. Ameo provided
detailed feedback on each of the areas described below which is available for inspection.
4.1

Activity Analysis

The Activity Analysis (AA) process established where effort and resources are currently
spent across key council processes and functions (excluding schools; Six Town Housing
and Persona), and how this aligns with outcomes and priorities. Overall, the review found
a siloed approach:


Significant fragmentation of processes as shown below, where business problems
are being resolved through varied methods, fragmented business processes, and
divergent system architectures. The analysis highlighted limited-service integration
and joined-up decision making. Multiple contact points were identified for
accessing services, which may lead to inconsistent experiences and less ability to
share data with a single view of residents and families where needed:



An imbalance between front line service delivery and back-office support,
compared with other metropolitan / borough councils. Much of this appears to be
due to a disproportionate amount of effort expended on contact handling, with
analysis highlighting that just over a quarter of our resource effort is spent on
dealing with enquiries and case management compared to other councils which
are much more efficient. As such, Ameo’s advice is that a 20% saving should be
achievable.
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There are over 379 IT systems/applications being used across the Council, of
which 177 were classed by teams as business critical. For a council the size of
Bury this was considered to be excessive and an optimised systems and
applications portfolio could be rationalised by approximately 25%.

An overview of further findings from the further six “deep dive” assessments is below.
4.2

Agile

Ameo endorsed the basis of decision taken to implement an agile working model as part
of the wider culture change and savings strategy. A series of “next steps” were defined
which have all been responded to in the Cabinet decision of 26 May 2021. This included
the definition of a single workstyle and organisation principles; an overarching
programme plan and team; staff engagement and Trade Union consultation.
Ameo highlighted significant interdependencies between the agile and digital strategy
and the scope for savings / capital receipts of c£5m from office estate rationalisation. In
response, a phased implementation plan has been agreed as follows:




Stage 1: an agile-first workstyle to be adopted for all staff, subject to the
requirements of their role, from Stage 4 of the national roadmap out of lockdown
which is currently assumed to be July 2021. The model will be implemented using
current buildings and technology and with limited further investment. M365 will be
rolled out fully by this time to support implementation.
Stage 2: structured evaluation at the end of the calendar year to inform the longerterm approach and a potential significant business case to reduce the office
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buildings footprint and reinvest in digital infrastructure and shared facilities within
the remaining estate.
4.3

Business Support

Ameo endorsed the Council’s objectives to achieve a focussed business support team
which achieves savings through adopting best practice models of reduced demand
(digitally supported) but offers an improved career structure and enriched role design for
staff.
A forecast saving of 20% cost reduction was proposed to be achievable. In addition,
further potential savings were highlighted from reduced postage, printing, paper-based
document storage and the greater resilience of a single corporate team.
The maturity assessment indicated limited progress currently against the Council’s
strategic objectives for business support, together with a relatively high level of resource
as a result. The strategy to address this, consistent with an agile delivery model and
greater digital-first ways of working, included the following recommendations which will
be built into a revised approach:




4.4

Define a future service offer which is based on self-service, with appropriate
technology and user training;
Establish a paperless/”working light” workstream;
Create a single “Hub and Spoke” structure (i.e. corporately managed;
departmentally delivered through a business partner model) with a Head of
Service and defined career pathways;
Implement on a phased basis: bring all teams together; restructure and evolve.
Contract Management and Procurement (Commissioning)

A high level of fragmentation and therefore potential duplication was identified in relation
to contract management, quality assurance and strategic procurement. The extension of
the emerging corporate services Business Partnering model may better co-ordinate and
reduce this approach.
Ameo also identified the potential for an efficiency margin from external contract spend of
£160m. As an indication, a 2% efficiency on current spend which would be achieved from
investment in Contract Management, Quality Assurance and Strategic Procurement
would achieve savings of £3m. To support this, the review recommended an approach
that would create a more focussed contract management approach and develop a
category management approach that would develop the role of strategic procurement
across the Council.
As well as driving financial savings from strategic procurement there is also scope to
drive more social value from the council’s external contracts and suppliers in pursuit of an
inclusive local economy. The Council has previously received advice from the Centre for
Local Economic Studies (CLES) and will be working to update and apply this through the
CLES Community Wealth Building model as follows:
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CLES Community Wealth Building Model
1. Plural ownership of the economy - promoting various models of enterprise
ownership such as municipal enterprises, worker ownership, co-operatives,
community ownership and local private ownership
2. Making financial power work for local places – switching public investments from
global markets to local schemes; Mutually owned banks are supported and regional
banking charged with enabling local economic development are established.
3. Fair employment and just labour markets - promoting recruitment from lower
income areas, inclusive employment practices, committing employers to paying
living wage and building progression routes for employees.
4. Progressive procurement of goods and services to drive local supply chains and
support the ecosystems of local enterprises
5. Socially productive use of land and property – ensuring that the land owned by local
authorities and anchor institutions is run by and for the people, for example through
transferring under-utilised assets to Community Land Trusts or working through
Public-Commons Partnerships
4.5

Initial Contact and Access to Services

There are high costs in such areas as initial contact routes into the Council, including
face-to-face options and multiple access points. The Ameo analysis also identified highcost assessment and response activities which, if addressed, will provide opportunities
for demand management and channel shift. There is also an opportunity to standardise,
consolidate and digitise core internal transaction processes to reduce complexity and
simplify/standardise ways of working. Specific issues highlighted include:






High levels of duplication and fragmentation in transactional processes;
Poor online functionality limiting channel shift and self-serve options;
Processes that are overcomplicated, paper based and involve multiple handoffs
and duplication;
Rekeying, double-handling and paper-based processes are commonplace;
Call handling and first contact resolution lacks investment and is not enabled.

The Council has been advised that increased take up of self-service options and the
automation of processes may achieve a potential 20% efficiency from the “middle office”.
Recent operational experience has validated this conclusion, particularly within the
Operations Department where a number of front-line contact functions have been
identified which would benefit from investment to improve the user experience and
provide scope to reinvest efficiencies in wider delivery capacity.
4.6 Data Management and Analytics
The Council has made progress in bringing together all performance experts into a single
team. Ameo’s feedback is, however, that:
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Corporate capacity remains insufficient to deliver the scale of ambition. A team of
30 was recommended against which current capacity is 17 FTE.
There remains a high level of fragmentation in terms of collating, consolidating and
cleaning data.
Data quality is poor and there are a number of gaps.

Addressing these issues is necessary to provide the scope to improve demand
management through data insight; predictive tools and data-enabled decision making by
defining:




The social problems we are tackling;
The definition of the cohorts of people experiencing those problems; and
A system to identify the people who meet that definition.

With this information there is scope to develop the impact of the neighbourhood model by
designing:




A new delivery model that will, through case coordination and targeted intervention
and early help, have a measurable impact on outcomes and cost;
A financial model showing the multi-agency investment in the new delivery model
and the return on that investment in the form of demand and cost reduction; and
A change programme showing how current ways of working will be replaced by
the new delivery model.

4.7 Digital
Ameo acknowledged the work of the current IT Team and significant achievements over
the last two years including:







The move from approximately 100 users logging on remotely to council networks
per day, to over 1000 users a day in less than three weeks.
Accelerated infrastructure refresh programme to ensure servers and devices were
upgraded to current versions and fully supported to provide a resilient and secure
environment despite two floods in the data centre and remote working challenges.
Agreement of a three-year Microsoft Enterprise Agreement approved at Cabinet in
February 2020 and the accelerated roll out of Microsoft Teams and Office 365
(now M365) to council employees and elected members.
Delivery of the first virtual Full Council meeting in May 2020, live streamed, and
with all our Elected Councillors able to fulfil their democratic duties.
Implementation of a new telephony system in July 2020, across all council phones,
switching all call centres over to a new contact management system and installing
soft phones for all remote users.
In November 2020, completion of a significant upgrade to a new Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) System from an outdated legacy system with
complex links to other council systems, including workflow software and payment
systems.
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The end of 2020 was marked with another significant project, the move of our HR
system from on-premise servers to a cloud-hosted environment. This work had to
be done within a very short period to avoid disruption to the payroll systems of the
council and our external clients, including schools.

At the time of this intervention the M365 roll out was around one third complete and
advice was that this is completed on a “high velocity” basis, within a wider package of
functionality and strategy, as below.

A shared digital and technology vision and associated strategy with agreed priorities and
a common delivery approach was recommended by Ameo, without which the view was
that the Council will continue to be focussed on solving discrete business problems with
individual technologies delivered by teams in isolation. Evidence of the current approach
is reflected in some of the findings from other review areas.
The importance of digital and its ability to influence and transform the Council and
support the delivery of savings in other areas was highlighted. However, to achieve this,
some significant investment in key areas was identified and the proposed approach
included details on the extent of this.
The work undertaken by Ameo, and verified through though industry experts Gartner, has
highlighted the impact of historical under investment in IT services, resulting in a lack of
capacity to deliver business as usual and support the transformation outlined in this
report. In March 2021 Gartner conduct a budget assessment of IT spend and provided
benchmark analysis against local government and public sector comparators. The IT
spend as a percentage of the overall Council budget in 2021 was 3.3% compared to an
industry average of 4.7%, with additional savings targets still being applied. Gartner’s
analysis indicated an average spend per employee on IT services within Bury Council of
approximately £1,900 per year compared to an industry average of £6,800.
Whilst this may be acceptable in organisation with a modern, secure and low
maintenance IT & Digital estate this is not the position in Bury. Therefore, a full review of
the Operating Model for IT & Digital needs to be undertaken, alongside the re=profiling of
revenue and capital budgets. This will require investment in the management structure
within IT to undertake the work, and further support from external advisors to ensure a
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target operating model fit for the future given the Digital First ambitions of Let’s Do It! And
this transformation strategy. This is funding is contained within the investment proposals
in this report.
4.8

People

Ameo highlighted the urgent requirement for a People Strategy that ensures the Council
has the right people, with the right skills, in the right place, at the right level and at the
right cost. They recommended an overarching strategy should be produced which
includes:







Culture, values and behaviours
Organisational design
Leadership
Performance
Reward and recognition
Talent and career opportunities through internal and external apprenticeships;
core skills development programmes and meaningful career pathways

At the heart of the strategy, will be inclusion and equality.
Progress in meeting some of these requirements was acknowledged, including the
investment in an accountable leadership role (the Director of People and Inclusion who
has now taken up post); the ambitious inclusion strategy; definition of “Let’s” principles as
a basis activity to shape the future organisational culture; an improvement plan for the HR
service and the establishment of a corporate performance framework which provides a
backbone to staff performance management. Several risks were also highlighted,
including:





Weak data and intelligence
The pay and grading structure is in need of urgent review
Leadership and management skills need focus
Staff performance management needs to be embedded and compliance monitored
more effectively

The People baseline also highlighted scope for savings from more consistent and
efficient organisation design; by reducing the high agency spend and relatively poor
levels of staff attendance.
5

Proposed Transformation Strategy

Informed by Ameo’s advice the Council has a significant opportunity to:




Improve access to services and user experience while achieving channel shift and
reduced costs;
Achieve efficiencies by establishing integrated and flexible ways of working; and
Build a sustainable and resilient organisation through improvements and
investment in key areas such as digital, data and its people
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The Council is therefore proposing to embark on a strategy starting this year and for the
next two years which will focus on the three key delivery programmes focussed on
internal delivery; the user interface and transformation of the council’s estate. The
programme is designed to bring immediate return on investment, supported by four
enabling workstreams.
The programme will be:



Led by an Executive Board chaired by the Deputy Chief Executive and comprised
of Executive Directors acting as Senior Responsible Owners for different
programmes, to ensure the meaningful engagement of every department
Delivered by (operational) delivery boards for each of the three programmes

A summary of the objectives and priorities for each programme and supporting
workstreams is provided in the following section.
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Let’s do it! Internal Transformation Programmes 2021-23
Let’s do it … Well!
Let’s do it … Once!
Let’s do it … Flexibly!
Internal Performance to
A contact and transact
Transformation of the
establish the structures,
strategy which harnesses
council’s land and property
values and behaviours to
digital-first delivery through portfolio including the office
drive a high performance
a single, digital front door
estate; land and
organisation
providing integrated selfcommercial property
service access to back
portfolio
Savings from business
office processes
support, procurement
Savings and/or scope for
spend, structural and digital Savings from
reinvestment will be
efficiencies and improved
achieved from capital
 implementing a selfstaff attendance
receipts and reductions in
service-first web and
estate running costs
mobile strategy,
reducing demand on
the contact centre
 reducing repetitive,
manual internal
processes through selfservice and automation
Workstreams
 Business support
 Internal performance
including savings from
attendance & agency
spend
 procurement savings
 Savings & efficiencies
from digital
 Implementation of org.
design approach
 People strategy & HR
policy review
 Behaviours and values

Workstreams
 Contact and Channel
shift Strategy including
a new target operating
model for web and
mobile access, phone
and face to face
 Efficient internal
transactions through
automation including
internal self service;
reporting and
assessment process
review & improvement

Workstreams:
 Commercial Estate
 Corporate Estate
 Land Holdings
 Corporate Landlord
 Agile

Enablers
Data and Intelligence: Data cleansing and insight; demand modelling and evaluation
IT & Digital Cloud migration; full M365 roll out and further infrastructure development
to improve collaboration and remote working, including data analytics.
Workforce: I-Trent data cleanse and upgrade; workforce change management;
Change Agent network leadership & HR support to structural changes
Finance: Investment models; finance systems, processes and structure; Benefits
realisation & savings tracking
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5.1Transformation Workstream 1- Let’s do it … Well!
SRO: Executive Director Children and Young People’s Services
Programme Lead: Director People & Inclusion
The Council has a vision to be a high performing organisation. Ameo’s feedback is that
achieving this ambition requires improvement across structures, systems and
processes. Specific initial priorities for the next two years are as follows:
Organisation Design – We will develop a set of clear Organisation Design principles
which establishes a consistent approach to organisation tiers and spans of control.
Ameo have recommended no more than 6 tiers and up to 8 direct reports to each
manager. Removing layers of management and improving communication flows
between front line staff and managers; empower the workforce consistent with the
“Together” principle and improve the speed of decision making. It will be crucial that the
implementation of a new organisational design model enhances and does not
negatively impact on organisational performance. Success here will therefore be
closely tied to the delivery of the enabling workstreams, data and intelligence, IT and
workforce.
Instilling a performance culture which will be:
 Led by the annual Corporate Plan, quarterly reporting exercise and annual
objectives and reviews for all staff
 Underpinned by an improvement in the quality of core management capabilities
 informed by the improvement in quality of internal data and production of regular
reports to inform action, in particular through the i-trent cleanse and upgrade
 An enabler of one-off savings from better use of resources including reductions
in sickness absence and the use of agency workers
 Facilitated by developing a consistent “Business Partner” model of professional
support to managers across all back-office functions
A new business support model as basis for consultation which:
 Is established as a corporate service, providing consistent support and resilient
capacity across every department
 Is c20% smaller in size due to the greater opportunity for user self-service which
agile working and M365 and other digital capabilities provide
 Provides appropriate support to a larger number of users and an expanded
service offer including information management (Freedom of information and
Subject Access requests, complaints management and case work support to
councillors)
Ongoing implementation of the Digital Strategy to deliver savings from application and
storage rationalisation
Savings in procurement costs through efficiencies from contracts on and the
Council’s Contracts Register
Development of a People Strategy which will align the policies, processes, values
and culture with the Let’s do it ethos. The People Strategy will primarily be a product for
Bury Council but will align with the CCG and overarching partnership strategy.
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5.2 Transformation Workstream 2 – Let’s do it … Once!
SRO: Executive Director Operations
Programme Lead: Director of Transformation
The Council will establish a new contact and channel shift strategy which improves
service and response which reduces cost through a digital-first, self-service approach
to information capture and assessment. Investment in web and mobile-led
assessments and communications will reduce the level of resource we need in our
service enabling functions, helping us to focus more of our resources on the front line.
The work will be organised into two workstreams as follows:
1. A resident, business and partner Contact and Channel-Shift Strategy with:
 A web and mobile access and response solution for information, self-service
transactions and reporting which increases digital inclusion
 Enhanced use of contextual information provision and data to provide residents
with tailored information which reduces enquiry volumes;
 A renewed phone and Interactive Voice Response (IVR) strategy including a
single front door which consolidates and streamlines the number of contact
centres into a single corporate service with high service standards
 A face-to-face response in neighbourhoods including the new hubs and libraries
to increase an inclusive approach using local wi-fi and self-service.
This work will include a review of all user contact and assessment processes to:
 Make them simple, efficient and remove unnecessary duplication;
 Integrate reporting to reduce duplication and streamline activities to reduce
costs and improve outcomes through a more “joined up” service;
 Introduce automated rules bases assessment to release specialised resource to
focus on more complex assessment
 Develop a paperless/working light model as recommended by Ameo
2. A new model for efficient internal back-office processes and transactions
through automation including:
 Internal self-service
 Automated routine processes relating to dealing with requests and appointment
bookings,
 High volume transactions such as invoice payments to reduce rekeying
 Integrated workflows
Intended outcomes include:
 Higher quality user experience and “right first time” information and advice
 Doing everything ONCE only. Reduced rekeying and manual processes
 Less errors through automating batch processes
 Reduced contact and transaction costs through less expensive digital
communication channels and the economies of scale.
 There will be a strong focus on delivering this work in a way which keeps Bury’s
inclusion aspirations at its core and recognises and mitigated the potential
barriers faced by the borough’s different communities
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5.3 Transformation Workstream 3 – Let’s do it … Flexibly!
SRO: Director Regeneration
Programme Lead: Assistant Director Regeneration Delivery
A fundamental plank of the Council’s transformation programme is the potential to
make substantial and long-term savings by operating a much more efficient land and
property portfolio. This includes:




The commercial estate
The corporate estate (i.e. operational buildings)
Land holdings

Let’s do it … Flexibly! has the following objectives:


To fundamentally review and reduce the council’s land and property portfolio
through a strategic asset plan which will:
o Deliver the agreed accelerated land and property disposal strategy
o Further corporate objectives through an appropriate estate including agile
working; the neighbourhood delivery model and carbon reduction.
o Reflect wider system strategies including the One Public Estate model and
Neighbourhood Asset Review
o reduce the Council’s annual property operating costs by c£1.5m by the end
of the 3-year period
o release c£5m capital receipts (for which Ameo applied a 30% confidence
rating) from disused office buildings and use these flexibly to deliver savings
and/or reinvest in the residual estate



Oversee a decision and lead implementation of options in relation to the future
of the Town Hall
Review all staffing resources involved in managing property and facilities
management and establish a corporate landlord function within an agreed
timetable to manage the retained estate
Drive, evaluate and develop the agile model for office based staff to:
o Contribute to the culture change objectives lead by Let’s do it …. Well! and
the Workforce enabling stream
o Develop a business case for potential further investments in digital
infrastructure and the modernisation of all retained estate, funded from
property disposals




The outcomes of this workstream include:




A smaller, modernised and high performing estate
Revenue and capital savings from disposals and efficiency
Working conditions which harness the Let’s do it! Principles, culture and
behaviours, in particular the agile strategy and the ambition for colleagues to
work together locally, in neighbourhoods and in collaboration.
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5.4 Enabling Workstream – Workforce
Lead – Head of Human Resources
The Workforce workstream will provide technical people management support to the
delivery of operational changes proposed. This will include:





The technical work to refresh i-Trent data and deliver the system upgrade
functionality already agreed. The roll out strategy to drive internal self service
will be overseen by the Let’s do it Once programme
Change management support to staff in support of this programme, including
workforce communication; the engagement of Change Agents; outplacement
support and occupational health advice
Technical HR advice to support the implementation of structural changes
including structure design; job evaluation and employee relations leadership
Investing in the skills of leaders, managers and staff to ensure everyone is
equipped to contribute and has career pathways to develop and progress. This
will involve defining the mandatory training and skills requirements for all posts,
including a leadership development programme for senior managers, as well as
meeting specialist development needs such as ethnography skills for those
working within and supporting front line services and digital skills to ensure all
office-based staff have the skills and confidence to optimise M365 functionality

5.5 Enabling Workstream – Data & Analytics
Lead – Chief Information Officer
The Corporate Core Performance & Intelligence Unit has already begun to bring
together specialists, researchers, data analysts and technologies to deliver highly
valuable business intelligence and insight. A performance framework is now in place
which is tracking outcomes and internal Key Performance Indicators to inform the use
of resources.
The team will develop its specialisms over time through the creation of a data
management infrastructure and development of complex data analytic capability,
enabled by a M365 data lake, which will help the council to understand and influence
the demand for services. Specific deliverables for this workstream will include:





A data management strategy, enabled by a document management system
A data quality framework
Development of predictive tools better management of demand
Data integrated from across key systems into a single source (data lake)

The new framework will improve the Council’s ability to:


Delivering better outcomes to residents and communities by better targeting
support and services to where they are most needed
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Saving money through operational and financial efficiencies by removing
duplication and waste; enabling users to serve themselves and targeting
resources / aligning supply more closely to demand.

5.6 Enabling Workstream – IT & Digital
Lead – Chief Information Officer
The IT & Digital workstream is a central dependency for the wider transformation
programme. The existing IT programme will be restructured around four headings to
enable the programme through technological capability and user behaviour:








User experience - including refreshing the council website and replacing emailbased interaction with digitised solutions as a priority; implementation of new
digital platforms and the redesign of service to introduce digital services
across all areas of contact and engagement.
Employee empowerment - including enabling modern ways of working through
the rapid deployment of M365 followed by increased collaboration through the
deployment of other Enterprise Agreement products includes OneDrive,
SharePoint and Teams Telephony.
Organisation enablement – including enhancing the
council data analytic capability to enable evidenced and inform decision
making and proactive preventative interventions, enabling internal self-service
and automating reporting capabilities for employees.
Technology foundations – including implementation of firm infrastructure
foundations to support the council digital ambition, based on resilient and costefficient cloud services; continuous review of the application
portfolio enable effective consolidation and rationalisation.

Progressing these priorities will deliver a fit for purpose architecture from which further
savings can be made, through applications efficiency, electronic data storage and the
fragmentation of processes and systems defined in the Ameo activity Analysis.
The Council has entered strategic partnerships with technology providers to support
our cloud strategy and the implementation of our Enterprise Agreement. A two-year
delivery programme will be developed with these partners to achieve the deliverables
above and deliver the improvements and savings identified. Further investments will,
however, be required in accordance with Ameo’s advice, as follows:


Short-term resource to direct current Microsoft partners to ensure optimal
configuration and faster delivery outcomes from strategic investments in M365



Introduction of digital capability & improved outcome-based programme and
project management using agile methodology to deliver digital benefits early and
often, iterating as necessary to increase value gained
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Introduction of a corporate data analytic platform and data management
capability to enable better demand management, forecasting and informed
decision making based on an integrated view of Council held data.



Completion of the Cloud migration project to ensure early delivery of value



Consolidation and rationalisation of the Council application portfolio & adoption
of reusable services component to streamline service redesign and delivery.

6

Investment and Benefits model

6.1

Benefits Realisation

The proposed strategy presents significant potential for financial savings which, if
successful, would support the Council in managing the financial gap in future years.
There is however a financial investment required to build the new capabilities and
infrastructure which will drive efficiency. Such investment must be captured in a benefits
realisation process to ensure that costs and savings are understood and mutually
reinforcing. A benefits realisation methodology, which captures financial deliverables
within an agreed timeframe, is currently being developed and will be a key component of
the programme management approach.
6.2

Savings Forecast

In concluding their work, Ameo provided a set of proposals that, if implemented, could
deliver annual savings of £8-18m on an ongoing basis, subject to a confidence rating.
The Council has triangulated this advice with the detailed baseline, other external advice
and the wider sector experience. Final detail is described below and varies slightly from
Ameo’s advice on the basis that:








Proposals below £50,000 have been removed, e.g. postage, subscriptions and
stationery savings, on the basis these are de minimis for a strategic business
case. The detail will, however, continue to be pursued and will form part of the
budget setting review process
Agency spend reductions have been absorbed in relevant savings option
proposals as there was some double counting. A refreshed process for workforce
cost control will, however, be established to maintain cost control and oversight of
savings opportunities
Savings from data storage through digital have been removed as the conversion of
extensive paper records to digital storage is expected to be an area of investment
not saving. There is not currently any budget assigned to this change
Additional savings have been included from building revenue savings e.g. new
rental income and/or reductions in running costs through building closure
The advised potential savings target of £650,000 from demand management will
be considered as part of the One Commissioning Organisation budget setting
process for 2023/24 but have not been included in this programme. Delivery of
these savings is, however, dependent on a high-quality data and intelligence
function which the Enabling workstream in this programme will seek to establish.
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Proposed potential revenue savings are as follows
Let’s do it …
Revenue
…Once
… Well

…Flexibly
Sub Total –
Revenue

Activity

Digitisation & channel shift
End user device strategy
Applications Rationalisation
Business Support
Organisation Design
Agency reduction
Contract Management
building revenue reductions

21/22
£m
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.900

0.5
1.500

Savings
22/23
23/24
£m
£m
1.300
0.420
0.280
0.200
0.065
2.100
0.5
4.865

Total
£m
1.400
0.420
0.280
0.840

2.100
0.5
0.5

6.865

In addition capital receipts of c£5m as recommended by Ameo will be pursued but
£1.5m of receipts have been netted off for potential reinvestment into delivery. A detailed
delivery plan is being developed which will profile receipts over the two year period. This
figure is potentially in addition to the receipts from the land and property disposal
programme already underway.
6.3

Investment Requirements

The Council has recently invested in several leadership roles which will all play a key role
in delivering this programme, in addition to their operational responsibilities.
In developing the opportunities for savings Ameo also indicated additional investment
needs to deliver the infrastructure required, largely digital capabilities, which ranges from
£4.2m - £6m. The Council has analysed this advice; mapped the digital investments to
the current IT & Digital strategy (appended) and determined additional requirements for
specialist employee relations and estates support.
On this basis the final investment proposition for this and the following two years is as
follows
Workstreams

Digital:
- Power BI design & build
- 2 year staff digital skills
development – webinars;
videos & super users
- Infrastructure build
including applications &
end user experience

Funding
source

Investment
21/22
£m

22/23
£m

1.300

1.200

Transformation
reserve

Total
23/24
£m

£m
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Workstreams
Website & intranet rebuild
- New operating and
funding model
Workforce support –
- Strategic HR & OD
- Management & workforce
development
Digital
- Hybrid meeting provision
- Document mgt storage &
security design
- Contact management
Estates

Funding
source

Investment

Total

-

2.5
Transformation
reserve
0.250

0.5

1.8

0.7

2.5

0.500
3.85

0.500
2.65

ICT capital fund

Capital receipt
re-investment

Investment Cost
6.4

0.250

0.500
0.500

1.5
7

Summary

The programme is therefore forecasting total ongoing savings of £6.8m over a three
year period. This means that the £5m savings target already reflected in the MTFS will
be delivered and a further c£1.8m is potentially available to support the on going funding
gap or for reinvestment in future years.
The programme is forecasting c£5m of capital receipts but of these £1.5m will be
reinvested back into the transformation reserve (subject to changing the capital strategy)
to fund external estates expertise to drive delivery. If fully achieved the receipts will
increase the reserve from the original £5.8m to £9.3m. Net capital receipts will support
the capital programme in future years and reduce the borrowing requirements of the
Council, therefore reducing the future revenue costs of borrowing in line with the current
capital strategy.
The one-off costs of the programme have been assessed at c£7m. However, we will
look to capitalise IT investment where appropriate or replenish the reserve from savings.
There is also the potential to drive out more savings and this stretched target will form
part of the delivery programme.
7

Governance

The development of detailed plans for this programme will be led by the Delivery Unit
(Programme Management Office) which was established in 2019 and for which a team of
three FTE officers have now been appointed.
Delivery will be driven and managed by:
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A fortnightly Delivery Board, chaired by the Deputy Chief Executive (Corporate Core)
with attendance by workstream and enabling leads at the most senior level. This
Board is accountable for:
o Overall delivery and decision making against the strategy
o Performance reporting and Change Control against key milestones
o Maximising benefits of the programmes and ensuring savings are delivered as
per plan through robust benefits tracking framework
o Managing interdependencies across the programmes in scope and wider
activity e.g. Health and Care Transformation
o Co-ordination and prioritisation of enabling capacity across the workstreams
and wider programmes



Programme delivery boards chaired by SROs will manage the detail of delivery plans
for each Programme and be accountable for:
o Drive and manage delivery within the programme
o Manage risk and issues within the programme
o Track benefits within the programme
o Escalate risks/issues to delivery board for resolution



Management and staff engagement in the overall plan will be overseen by the
Workforce enabling stream and managed through the new engagement networks
which are:
o The Senior Leader’s Forum
o The Senior Manager’s Forum
o The network of staff Change Agents

The Inclusion Working Group will also be critical in ensuring the views of the Council’s
diverse communities of identity are considered as part of this work, maximising
opportunities to further inclusion in support of our Inclusion Strategy and assuring due
regard in relation to our legal equality obligation.
8

The Implementation Plan

Appended to this report is a high-level recommended roadmap for delivery.
9
Recommendations
The Cabinet is asked to:




Note the internal progress to date in developing the transformation strategy
Endorse the overall proposed approach as a basis for action and approve
investment proposals.
Note an updating report will be provided to cabinet in January 2022

__________________________________________
Community impact / Contribution to the Bury 2030 Strategy
The transformation programme will develop the internal behaviours and service
capabilities to deliver the Let’s do it! Strategy and plan
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_______________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:

Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is set
out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is
prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can positively
contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and demonstrate that we are
paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of policies and in the delivery of
services.

24.

25.

These proposals do not yet define proposed changes for a policy, service or strategy. It
is therefore not possible or appropriate to undertake Equality Assessments. The projects
within individual delivery programs will however be subject to robust equality assessment
during their development and prior to any implementation decisions being made.

________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity








The proposals are in the very early
stages and hence further work will be
required to refine individual proposals
and firm up the level of savings which
each can deliver
The interconnection between some of
these proposals has not been
established in all cases so there may
be some element of double-counting
Many of the proposals will require upfront investment to deliver, and this will
have to be delivered within the
constraints of the Council’s overall
financial position. However, a
significant element of the identified
investment will be in new and
upgraded technology capability, and
this will be capital expenditure allowing
the Council draw on available capital
resources (e.g. capital receipts,
borrowing) to fund the investment.
The proposed programme is significant
in scale and scope and will impact

Mitigation
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every area of the Council. It will be
important that individuals are
supported and given the capacity
required to engage meaningfully in this
work, recognising the impact of change
on individuals. This is significantly
compounded by the current national
emergency and recovery context

_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
Consultation was undertaken on the Council’s budget including the proposal fora
significant contribution to savings from transformation and the areas of focus for 2020-22.

_____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
The transformation programme will be supported by legal services throughout to ensure
that appropriate and timely advice is given in relation to each of the workstreams. The

Council will ensure compliance with all legislative requirements to those on
permanent and casual contracts. All policies and procedures will be complied with in
accordance with current Council policy and in conjunction with the employee
consultation tool kit. Updates on progress will be provided to cabinet, the medium
term financial plan update will track progress in delivery of financial savings.

_____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
The Council continues to face significant financial challenges and these have been
exacerbated by the pandemic. The previous medium term financial strategy identified a
projected funding gap of circa £11m by 2024/25 after full delivery of an agreed savings
programme of £22m. Some of these savings schemes are already coming under
pressure to deliver.
Within the 2020/21 budget approval in February a £5.8m transformation reserve was
established which needed to deliver ongoing recurrent savings of £5m per annum by year
3. The Councils MTFS will be updated in the autumn to reflect changes in assumptions,
the 2020/21 outturn position and emerging pressures in operational services.
Revised savings projections are included within the paper at 6.2 which identifies
projected revenue savings of £1.5m this financial year, £4.6m in 2022/23 and a further
£0.5m in 2023/24 bringing the total to £6.6m, thereby exceeding the original target of
£5m by £1.6m. However, any slippage of the delivery of these savings in each year will
have an impact upon that years budgets.
There are also expected capital receipts of £5m from the disposal of surplus Council
buildings. However, subject to Cabinet approval to amend and update the capital strategy
and programme as appropriate it is proposed that £1.5m of these would be reinvested
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back into the transformation programme either to supplement the existing ICT capital
programme which will under go a full scale review and reprioritisation process or to
support the estates agenda. The reinvestment of £1.5m of the capital receipts into
transformation will increase the original reserve from £5.8m to £7.3m. Expenditure on
transformation is now expected to reach £7m, £4.5m of which is revenue and £2.5m of
which is ICT capital

_____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Lynne Ridsdale
Deputy Chief Executive
l.ridsdale@bury.gov.uk

___________________________________________________________
Background papers:
Accelerated land and property disposals – report to Cabinet 24 November 2021
Accelerated land and property disposals – phase 1: report to Cabinet 24h March 2021

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used
in this report.
Term

Meaning

PSR

Public Service Reform

MTFS

Medium term Financial Strategy

Ameo

The external consultancy who have provided
short term advice
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Appendix 1 – Detailed digital investment requirements
Investment
Capability
Rev /
Yr1
Yr 2
Cap
21/22 22/23
£000k £000k
Employee
Hybrid
Rev
£65
£85
empowerment working

User
Experience

Hybrid
working

Cap

£250

Information
Security

Rev

£120

Intranet
refresh

Cap

Telephony

Cap

£60

End User
Device
Review

Cap

£120

Website

Rev

£60

Website
redesign

Cap

£200

Contact and
transaction
Platforms –
reusable
components

Rev

£250

£80

£150

£60

£60

£100

Details

Support to further
promote agile working
including user of an
external modern
workplace advisor to
support with training and
rollout
Investment in new
facilities to support
remote working including
for Elected Members
Review of Information
storage and access,
design of new intranet
and document
management system
Utilisation of Microsoft
SharePoint to build /
refresh corporate intranet
into a digital workspace
Implement further
improvements to
telephony, including use
of Microsoft Teams
Mobile device
replacement and Intune
environment upgrade
and rollout as the default
solution
Refresh of the website
and ongoing refresh
based of data analytics
and user feedback
Website redesign
including user testing of
several options
Utilisation of existing
investment or
procurement of new.
Selection and
deployment of reusable
components including
payment, notification,
address lookup
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Organisation
enablement

Foundations

Online forms

Rev

£75

£75

Contact
centre
telephony

Cap

Self service
improvements

Rev

£200

Electronic
document
and records
management

Cap

£250

Streaming
Council
Meetings

Rev

£50

£50

Senior
Manager /
Chief
Technical
Officer
New Target
Operating
Model

Rev

£100

£100

Rev

£57

£57

Data platform

Cap

£150

Phase 1
Demand
Management

Cap

£150

Phase 2
Demand
Management

Cap

£140

£150

£100

£300

Migration of email and
.pdf documents to online
forms as part of a service
and process redesign
Replacement of existing
contact centre telephony
taking into account the
use of Microsoft Teams
as an option
Use of business analysts
to re-design workflows
and introduce now
policies
Selection, deployment,
and rollout of the cross
organisation Electronic
document and records
management System
(EDRMS)
Interim investment until
permanent future hybrid
meeting mode deigned
and deployed
Senior role to work with
the CIO to design new
operating model and lead
review
Continue work with
external partner to
develop value
propositions and agree
new substantive structure
for IT& Digital function
Leveraging of existing
investments in Microsoft
and the future investment
in Azure to deploy a data
analytic platform
Deployment of BI
accelerator for the
contact, finance and
social care business
units
Deployment of BI
extended capability
starting with priority
areas
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Estimated
Totals

Data centre & Cap
cloud platform

£440

Business
Intelligence
Function

£375

Rev

Rev
Capital
Total

£390

£1,352 £1,097
£1,760 £660
£3,112 £1,757

Cloud migration utilising
a partner to move
workloads to the Azure
cloud service
environment
Enterprise architecture
support and business
design capacity as
required to support
demand management
workstream
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Appendix 2 High Level Delivery Milestones
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Agenda Item 13

Classification

Item No.

Open
Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

GM Clean Air Final Plan

Report by:

Cllr Alan Quinn – Cabinet member – Environment, Climate
Change and Operations

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

All wards

1 Executive Summary:
1.1

In Greater Manchester, the ten GM local authorities, the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM),
collectively referred to as “GM”, have worked together to develop a Clean Air
Plan to tackle NO 2 Exceedances at the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

1.2

This report sets out the progress made on the GM Clean Air Plan, the report is
supported by the following documents which are proposed and subject to
approval by the ten GM local authorities:

1



Appendix 1 – GM CAP Policy following Consultation



Appendix 2 – GM CAP Equality Impact Assessment following Consultation



Appendix 3 – AECOM Consultation Report1



Appendix 4 – Response to the Consultation

AECOM – the independent agency who managed and analysed the consultation responses
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Appendix 5 – Impacts of COVID-19 Report



Appendix 6 – Air Quality Modelling Report following Consultation and with
COVID-19 impacts



Appendix 7 – Economic Implications of CAP following Consultation and with
COVID-19 impacts



Appendix 8 – Update on Other Cities’ Clean Air Plans



Appendix 9 – Compliance with the Secretary of State’s Direction



Appendix 10 -Clean Air Zone ANPR and Signage Locations

1.3

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan sets out final proposals for:


the boundary, hours of operation, management of the scheme, discounts,
exemptions and daily charges of a Clean Air Zone;



the amount of supporting funds for each vehicle type; and



other supporting measures.

1.4

The proposed final GM CAP policy, which is summarised in this report, is
attached at Appendix 1. In relation to the Clean Air Zone (CAZ), it covers the
operation and management of the GM CAZ. The anticipated implementation
date of the charging CAZ is Monday 30 May 2022 2 when the charges will apply
to non-compliant buses, HGVs, and Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles
licensed outside of Greater Manchester. Non-compliant LGVs, minibuses and
coaches, and GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles would
be subject to the charges from 1 June 2023 when a temporary exemption
expires.

1.5

The boundary of the CAZ will cover the whole of Greater Manchester 3 , excluding
the strategic Road Network (SRN) which is managed by Highways England. The
daily charges remain the same as at consultation. Lower charges would mean
more people are likely to pay the charge, rather than upgrade their vehicle,
which would impose costs onto businesses without delivering air quality
benefits. Improved support to businesses is proposed to provide a better
mitigation than lower charges. One such mitigation is extended temporary
exemptions, which include all LGVs and minibuses, GM-licensed hackney
carriages and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) and all coaches. These exemptions
are now proposed to be in place until 31 May 2023. Providing a full 12-month
exemption, gives those with non-compliant vehicles more time to upgrade,
alongside support funds to assist businesses, individuals and organisations to
upgrade their non-compliant vehicles .

2

subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal
and national Vehicle Checker is GM ready.
3

It is now proposed to include, in addition to the roads consulted on, the A575 and A580 at Worsley and a further
consultation is proposed to take place on that.
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1.6

Feedback from the consultation and consideration of the impact of COVID-19 on
Greater Manchester has been used to better understand the requirements of
those businesses, individuals and organisations who most need the support to
upgrade. It is therefore proposed to amend the support funds from those
consulted upon. The final proposed policy increases the funding per vehicle for
Private Hire Vehicles, coaches, HGVs and vans whilst remaining the same for
other vehicle types. There are also more options for replacement and retrofit for
hackney carriages, PHVs, minibuses and vans.

1.7

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan does not include a Hardship Fund. Although
feedback from the consultation and the impact of COVID-19 research found that
further support was required for GM businesses, Government Ministers do not
agree that a Hardship Fund is the best way to mitigate the impact of uncertainty
due to the pandemic. Ministers cite other government schemes being available
to address wider business impacts. However, Government have confirmed that
they wish to ensure that Clean Air Funds can be adapted if necessary; and, that
they will continue to work with GM to understand the situation, including the
funding position, if the impacts prove to be more severe than forecast.

1.8

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan also explains the next steps with the taxi
charging infrastructure and the Try Before You Buy Hackney Carriage scheme.
The changes within these schemes have been determined by the funding
allocated to GM from Government as well as feedback from the consultation.

1.9

This report summarises the Air Quality Modelling of the final CAP package,
taking into account the impacts of COVID-19, which concludes that the proposed
final Plan will achieve compliance with the legal limits for Nitrogen Dioxide within
Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest as
required by the Ministerial Direction.

1.10

The report also sets out:


the key findings of the consultation.



highlights from the proposed GM Response to the consultation Report.



the findings from the Impact of COVID-19 research, which looks at the
potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the potential economic and
behavioural changes that may occur.



the key findings of the GM CAP Equality Impact Assessment following
consultation.



the latest position on Government funding, an update on the bus retrofit
fund and progress on the GM Clean Air Zone, including signage and
governance.
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1.11

Making the charging scheme is desirable to facilitate the achievement of the
local transport policies of the 10 GM local authorities and the GMCA, in particular
policy 8 of the 2040 Transport strategy. The GM CAP has been developed, inline with the 2040 Transport Strategy principles and vision. The 2040 Strategy
provides a long-term vision for transport provision in Greater Manchester, along
with specific principles and targets for achieving that vision, to ensure that
available resources are used to contribute to achieving the region’s strategic
transport objectives.

2 Recommendations
The Cabinet is requested to:
2.1

Note the progress of the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan;

2.2

Note the progress in the distribution of Bus Retrofit funding;

2.3

Note Ministers’ agreement to include the sections of the A628/A57 in Tameside
which form part of the Strategic Road Network within the Greater Manchester’s
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) and their request for Tameside MBC, TfGM and Highways
England to establish the most appropriate solution for the charging mechanism
to be applied on this section of the Strategic Road Network (SRN);

2.4

Approve the GM Clean Air Plan Policy, at Appendix 1 noting that the policy outlines
the boundary, discounts, exemptions, daily charges of the Clean Air Zone as well
as the financial support packages offered towards upgrading to a compliant
vehicle, including the eligibility criteria to be applied.

2.5

Agree the Equalities Impact Assessment, as set out at Appendix 2;

2.6

Agree the AECOM Consultation Report, as set out at Appendix 3;

2.7

Agree the proposed Response to the Consultation at Appendix 4 which has been
prepared by TfGM on behalf of the ten GM local authorities;

2.8

Agree the Impacts of COVID-19 Report, as set out at Appendix 5;

2.9

Agree the Modelling report of the final CAP package, as set out at Appendix 6,
and in particular that the modelling outputs of the final plan scheme show the achievement
of compliance with the legal limits for Nitrogen Dioxide in the shortest possible
time and by 2024 at the latest as required by the Ministerial Direction;

2.10 Agree the economic implications of the CAP Report, as set out at Appendix 7;
2.11 Note the update on the GM Minimum Licensing Standards, set out in section 3.1,
and in particular that licensing conditions will not be used to support delivery of
the GM Clean Air Plan;
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2.12 Approve a 6-week public consultation on the inclusion of motorhomes classified
as MSP1 in the GM Clean Air Zone and on the inclusion of the A575 and A580 at
Worsley commencing on 1 September 2021 and delegate authority to the
Executive Director of Operations in consultation with the Cabinet Member for
Environment, Climate Change and Operations to approve the consultation
materials;
2.13 Note that the GM Clean Air Charging Authorities Committee has the authority to
make the Charging Scheme Order which establishes the GM Charging Scheme in
line with the agreed GM Clean Air Plan Policy;
2.14 Note that the GM Charging Authorities Committee has the authority to vary the
Charging Scheme Order if this is established as the most appropriate charging
mechanism to be applied on sections of the A628/A57 part of the Strategic Road
Network (SRN) in Tameside;
2.15 Note that the Air Quality Administration Committee has the authority to agree
the final form of the Operational Agreement for the Central Clean Air Service, and
to authorise the making of the Agreement, on behalf of the ten GM local
authorities;
2.16 Note that the Air Quality Administration Committee has the authority to:
a) establish and distribute the funds set out in the agreed GM Clean Air Plan
policy;
b) approve the assessment mechanism agreed with JAQU to ensure that Clean
Air Funds can be adapted if necessary;
c) keep the use of the funds under review and to determine any changes in the
amounts allocated to each and their use and
d) Monitor and evaluate the joint local charging scheme.
2.17 Approve the reallocation of funding from the Try Before You Buy scheme to
provide additional electric vehicle charging points dedicated for use by taxis;
2.18 Delegate to the GM Charging Authorities Committee the authority to determine
the outcome of the consultation on both the inclusion of motorhomes classified
as MSP1 within the scope of Clean Air Zone charges and on the inclusion in the
GM Clean Air Zone of the A575 and A580 at Worsley following the conclusion of
that consultation;
2.19 Agree the Clean Air Zone ANPR and signage locations, as set out at Appendix 10;
2.20 Agree a delegation to Executive Director of Operations in consultation with the
Cabinet Member for Environment, Climate Change and Operations to approve the
submission of the Interim Full Business Case if required and the Full Business
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Case (FBC) to the Government's Joint Air Quality Unit to support the GM Clean
Air Plan and any supplementary information to that Unit.
3 Key considerations
Introduction
3.1

Poor air quality is the largest environmental risk to the public’s health. Taking
action to improve air quality is crucial to improve population health.

3.2

Whilst air quality has been generally improving over time, particular pollutants
remain a serious concern in many urban areas. These include oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and in particular nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), and particulate matter (PM).

3.3

In Greater Manchester, road transport is responsible for approximately 80% of
NO2 concentrations at the roadside, of which diesel vehicles are the largest
source.

3.4

Long-term exposure to elevated levels of particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10) and
NO2 may contribute to the development of cardiovascular or respiratory disease
and may reduce life expectancy 4 . The youngest, the oldest, those living in areas
of deprivation, and those with existing respiratory or cardiovascular disease are
most likely to develop symptoms due to exposure to air pollution5 ,6 .

3.5

Public Health England estimate the health and social care costs across England
due to exposure to air pollution will be £5.3 billion by 2035 for diseases where
there is a strong association with air pollution, or £18.6 billion for all diseases
with evidence of an association with air pollution7 .

3.6

The Secretary of State for Defra has instructed many local authorities across the
UK, including authorities in Greater Manchester, to take quick action to reduce
harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO 2 ) levels, issuing a direction under the Environment
Act 1995 to undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for reducing NO 2
concentrations to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. In
Greater Manchester (GM), authorities have worked together to develop a Clean
Air Plan to tackle NO 2 Exceedances at the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

3.7

The core goal of the GM CAP is to address the legal requirement to achieve
compliance with the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m 3 ) for NO2 identified through the
target determination process in Greater Manchester in the “shortest possible
time” in line with Government guidance.

4

Air Quality – A Briefing for Directors of Public Health (2017), https://www.local.gov.uk/air-quality-briefing-directorspublic-health
5 Air Quality – A Briefing for Directors of Public Health (2017), https://www.local.gov.uk/air-quality-briefing-directorspublic-health
6 RCP and RCPCH London, Every breath we take lifelong impact of air pollution (2016),
https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/every-breath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution
7 https://www.gov.uk/Government/news/new-tool-calculates-nhs-and-social-care-costs-of-air-pollution
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3.8

Throughout the development of the plan GM has considered a range of options
to deliver compliance, overseen by the GM Steering Group 8 , and to understand
the type and scale of intervention needed to reduce NO 2 to within legal Limit
Values in the “shortest possible time” across Greater Manchester.

3.9

A best performing option was recommended within an Outline Business Case
(OBC) for further consideration and discussion with stakeholders and the public
to aid the development of the Full Business Case.

3.10 In March 2019 the GM Authorities agreed the submission of the OBC that
proposed a package of measures that was considered would deliver compliance
in Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time, at the lowest cost, least risk
and with the least negative impacts. This involved a Charging Clean Air Zone
Class C with additional measures.
3.11 The OBC made clear the expectation that the UK Government would support the
plans through:


Clear arrangements and funding to develop workable, local vehicle
scrappage / upgrade measures;



Short term effective interventions in vehicle and technology manufacturing
and distribution, led by national Government with local authorities;



Replacement of non-compliant buses; and



A clear instruction to Highways England with regard to air pollution from the
Strategic Road Network (SRN) in Greater Manchester9 .

3.12 In July 2019 the Secretary of State issued a direction under section 85 of the
Environment Act 1995 requiring the 10 GM local authorities to implement the
local plan for NO 2 compliance for the areas for which they were responsible,
including a Charging Clean Air Zone Class C with additional measures, but with
an obligation to provide further options appraisal information to demonstrate the
applicable class of charging clean air zone and other matters to provide assurance
that the local plan would deliver compliance in the shortest possible time and by
2024 at the latest.
3.13 Following that direction further information was supplied to the Secretary of State
and the particular measures in the local plan were developed.

8
9

Members include Directors or Assistant Directors from each GM authority.

GM Authorities are directed to take action on the local road network. Those roads managed by Highways
England, such as motorways and trunk roads are excluded from the Clean Air Plan.
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3.14 The Secretary of State subsequently issued a direction to the ten GM local
authorities in March 2020 that required them to take steps to implement the local
plan for NO2 compliance so that compliance with the legal limit for nitrogen
dioxide is achieved in the shortest possible time, and by 2024 at the latest, and
so that exposure to levels above the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are reduced
as quickly as possible. That local plan involved a Charging Clean Air Zone Class
C with additional measures 1 0 . The direction also required the submission of an
interim full business case to the Secretary of State once any necessary public
consultation had been completed in respect of the scheme.
3.15 The Cabinet Clean Air Update report of 29 July 2020 detailed that in March 2020
the government provided initial funding of £41m for clean vehicle funds to award
grants or loans to eligible businesses: £15.4m for bus retrofit, £10.7m for Private
Hire Vehicles, £8m for HGVs, £4.6m for coaches and £2.1m for minibuses. Note:
These figures include JAQU estimated delivery costs at 5%.
3.16 In the Cabinet Clean Air Update report of 2 September 2020 detailed updates on
the developments of the GM Clean Air Plan included the Light Goods Vehicles
(LGV) and Hackney Carriage funding position, interaction with the Strategic Route
Network and Highways England. The report also confirmed arrangements for
distributing funding received for bus retrofit and highlighted separate discussions
with the Department of Transport about funding for bus replacement.
3.17 It set out a proposal for consultation and detailed the policy for consultation. The
report also considered the proposed Governance arrangements for the CAZ and
that TfGM would act as an ‘operating body’ responsible for day-to-day operation
of the CAZ and the implementation of other GM CAP measures. The report also
highlighted the link to taxi and Private Hire Vehicle common minimum licensing
standards (MLS).
3.18 The GM Clean Air Plan Update Report to Cabinet on 23 February 2021 explained
that the outputs of the GM CAP consultation and GM Minimum Licensing
Standards (MLS) consultations would be reported as soon as is reasonably
practicable and no later than summer 2021. The proposed final policy for the GM
CAP would consider all the information and evidence gathered, so that the GM
Authorities can understand the consequences that COVID-19 has had on vehicle
owners and trades affected by the proposed GM CAP. It explained that the ten
GM local authorities would undertake subsequent equalities, air quality and
emissions impact assessments, to inform future decisions on each aspect of the
final plan.

10

Further details about the local plan in March 2020 ae provided in Appendix 9.
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3.19 Following consideration of the Clean Air Plan Update Report on 23 February 2021
all ten GM local authorities agreed to establish the Clean Air Charging Authorities
Committee (a joint committee created by the ten GM local authorities to enable
decisions to be taken that are required to be taken jointly by the 10 GM local
authorities as charging authorities) and the Air Quality Administration C ommittee
(a joint committee created by the ten Greater Manchester local authorities and
the GMCA).
4

CLEAN AIR – PROGRESS SINCE LAST UPDATE

4.1

Minimum Licensing Standards (MLS) for Taxi and Private Hire services

4.1.1 Hackney Carriage and PHV services are a significant part of GM’s transport offer.
In 2018, GM’s ten local authorities agreed to collectively develop, approve and
implement a common set of minimum licensing standards (MLS) for Taxi and
Private Hire services that cover the whole of Greater Manchester. At that time,
the primary driver for this work was to improve public safety, but vehicle age and
emission standards in the context of the Clean Air agenda have now also become
a major consideration.
4.1.2 As licensing is a local authority regulatory function, the work to devise the
Standards has been undertaken by the Greater Manchester Licensing Managers
Network, with TfGM supporting the co-ordination of this work, and alignment with
other relevant Greater Manchester level policies.
4.1.3 The ten Greater Manchester authorities conducted an eight-week consultation
from 8 October to 3 December that was carried out virtually and adhered to the
Government COVID-19 guidance around social distancing. The purpose of the
consultation was to inform and seek the views of the trade and the public about
the proposals and engage impacted groups (the trade and the main service users)
to build understanding and awareness to inform the final standards, alongside
the GM Clean Air Plan, so that the trade could see and input into the policy
landscape which would affect them.
4.1.4 Whilst the MLS will complement the GM Clean Air Plan, common vehicle standards
will not be in place prior to the launch of the GM Clean Air Zone. Therefore,
licensing conditions will not be used at this stage to support delivery of the GM
Clean Air Plan, however, all future conditions around vehicle standards will
complement this activity.
4.2

Outstanding funding asks

4.2.1 As reported in July 2020, government accepted the need for vehicle replacement
funds for Hackney Carriages, and Light Goods Vehicles, but requested further
development of shared evidence on the needs within this complex sector before
responding to the specific asks.
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4.2.2 On 11 February 2021 Government confirmed by letter that it will provide
£14.11m for Hackney Carriages and £73.5m for Light Goods Vehicles. The
Hackney Carriage award comprises £10.61m to support grants and loans to
upgrade vehicles; £3m for dedicated electric vehicle infrastructure; and £0.5m
for an EV Hackney carriage try before you buy scheme, confirming scope for the
ten GM local authorities to move funding between the Hackney Carriage
elements. These figures include JAQU estimated delivery costs at 5%.
4.2.3 GMCA’s Clean Air lead, Councillor Western responded to Ministers requesting an
urgent meeting to outline Leaders’ concerns that the 11 February letter did not
take into account the need for revision in the light of the emerging findings on
the impact of COVID-19 and in respect of the statutory consultation, following a
briefing that TfGM officials had given to the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) on the
profound impact that the pandemic has had on a number of the business sectors
impacted by the proposed Clean Air Zone.
4.2.4 This meeting took place on 15 March 2021. Councillor Western advised that the
analysis undertaken by TfGM is clear that the case for the right Clean Air Plan to
address NO2 emissions in GM in the shortest possible time remains. Therefore, in
advance of any consideration of COVID-19 impact, GM would like to encourage a
reconsideration of the level of baseline funding support, for LGV replacement
costs in particular, so that it met the funding request submitted in the OBC.
4.2.5 Reflecting on the work that has followed this meeting Councillor Western wrote
on 29 April to Ministers setting out the issues to be resolved if GM was to make
a final plan. These were identified as the level of LGV, hardship and bus
replacement funding, as well as a commitment from Government to work closely
together with GM to monitor and evaluate progress, adapting it if the impacts
require change to any aspect of the Plan. This included the consideration of
additional funding if the impacts prove to be more severe than forecast.
4.2.6 On 9 June, Ministers wrote to Councillor Western confirming their position on the
outstanding funding asks.


On bus replacement funding Ministers confirmed that they will provide £3.4m
to support bus replacement by small and medium size companies.



Apart from that addition Ministers stated that they did not plan to increase
the amount awarded. GM had asked for the LGV funding amount of £73.5m
to be reconsidered against the ask of £80m. With regards to the need for a
Hardship Fund Ministers stated they “were not convinced” that it was the best
way to mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic, in addition to
the awards already made. They also advised of the other government
schemes in place to address wider business impacts.
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Ministers also stated that they wish to ensure that NO 2 plans are being
delivered as planned and adapted if necessary. Ministers confirmed they
cannot make any future funding commitment at this stage – but stated they
would continue to work with GM to understand the situation in the future
based on the monitoring and evaluation of progress, including the funding
position if the impacts prove to be more severe than forecast.

4.2.7 At a meeting on 15 June Minister Pow and JAQU officials confirmed that a
mechanism would be agreed to ensure that Clean Air Funds can be adapted if
necessary and, that they will continue to work with GM to collectively understand
the situation, including the funding position, if the impacts prove to be more
severe than forecast. This assessment methodology will be agreed by the Air
Quality Administration Committee in advance of the funds opening in November
21.
4.2.8 As further funding to address potential cases of hardship may be needed, Greater
Manchester Authorities will be monitoring the situation very closely to ensure that
they can take up the Government’s offer to review the need for further funding
if the need can be objectively demonstrated.
4.3

Try Before You Buy & EV Taxi Infrastructure

4.3.1 In the consultation it was proposed that EV charging infrastructure (EVCI) would
be installed to support the taxi trade in GM. The charging posts will be installed
in suitable, available and sustainable locations, with a focus on repurposing public
sector assets and will be supported by the development of an EV Taxi (Hackney
Carriage and PHV) charging membership scheme. As set out in para 3.2.2 of this
report the Government have offered £3m towards GM’s ask of £6.5m, this is
sufficient to deliver 28-30 charge points, compared to the planned provision of
40 charge points.
4.3.2 In the consultation it was proposed that there would be a "Try Before You Buy"
initiative for GM-licensed hackney carriage drivers to test electric vehicles and
address uncertainties such as operating costs, range anxiety and availability of
charging infrastructure. The funding ask for this is £1.69m, however Government
have offered £0.5m. This is not sufficient funding to deliver the scheme.
Therefore, alongside the changes to the timeline on delivering common vehicle
standards through the GM Minimum Licensing Standards and the wider options
for vehicle upgrades for hackney carriages and Private Hire Vehicles (outlined in
sections 7.5 and 7.6) it is recommended that this funding is reallocated by the
ten GM local authorities to provide an additional 6-8 charge points dedicated for
use by taxis within the EVCI programme.
4.4

Strategic Road Network managed by Highways England

4.4.1 The ten GM Authorities continue to ask the Government to direct Highways
England to tackle NO 2 exceedances on the Strategic Road Network (SRN) in the
same way GM Authorities are having to take action on the local road network.
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4.4.2 In particular, Tameside MBC has highlighted to Ministers that the inconsistency
in approach is leaving many residents unprotected, particularly, around the
A628/A57, a strategically important trans-Pennine route that passes through the
villages of Hollingworth and Mottram as a single carriageway. This route,
managed by Highways England, will be left with NO 2 exceedances that are not
being addressed, despite the area being declared as part of GM’s Air Quality
Management Area.
4.4.3 As previously reported on 25 August 2020, Tameside MBC were notified that
Government ministers have agreed to consider extending Greater Manchester’s
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) charges to the sections of the A628/A57 which form part
of the Strategic Road Network, within the proposed CAZ boundary. The extension
of any charges to the A628/A57 will be subject to a full assessment of the
potential impacts, to be led by Highways England. This will cover air quality
impacts on other roads, safety impacts, carbon impacts, as well as wider issues
for Highways England, such as operational and network issues.
4.4.4 On 9 June Ministers wrote to the Leader of Tameside MBC to advise that following
consideration of assessment provided by Highways England, Ministers have
agreed to the inclusion of the identified section of the A57 and A628 within the
Greater Manchester charging Clean Air Zone and that Government will work
collaboratively with Tameside MBC, TfGM and Highways England to establish the
most appropriate solution for the charging mechanism to be applied on this
section of the Strategic Road Network within the current legislation and timeframe
available.

4.5

Clean Bus Fund – Retrofit

4.5.1 As reported in July 2020 the Government awarded £14.7m as an initial tranche
of funding to retrofit buses running services in Greater Manchester that have
older engines which are not compliant with the GM CAZ emission standards.
Government also confirmed the funding award for Bus Retrofit funding should be
distributed as a continuation of the Clean Bus Technology Fund. As this funding
mechanism is distinct from the wider delivery of the GM CAP, no consultation
feedback was requested on this aspect of the policy.
4.5.2 The distribution of Bus Retrofit funding commenced in December 2020.
4.5.3 This fund offers operators of locally registered bus services up to £16k of funding
per vehicle towards the retrofit of non-compliant buses before the launch of the
Clean Air Zone in Spring 2022. The funding is available for vehicles, including
minibuses and coaches, operating on a registered bus service within Greater
Manchester. This includes cross-boundary services operating within the GM CAZ
boundary.
4.5.4 As at the end of May, there have been 63 applications made by 18 operators.
The total number of buses eligible for retrofit funding that has been approved is
756. The total funding that has been approved is just over £11.7 million.
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4.5.5 The retrofitting of buses has now started, with seven operators having
commenced retrofitting their vehicles, at the time of publication.
4.6

Clean Air Zone Preparatory Arrangements

4.6.1 The ten GM local authorities are undertaking the preparatory implementation and
contract arrangements required to deliver the CAZ and other GM CAP measures.
Preparatory work is required in order to maintain delivery momentum in line with
the funding arrangements agreed with Government, for example in relation to
automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) cameras, back office systems and
service providers. Given that the ten GM local authorities are subject to the
direction to implement the CAZ, the preparatory procurement arrangements
commenced without a risk of the consultation outcome being pre-judged.
4.6.2 TfGM is running the procurement exercises with potential suppliers on behalf of
the ten GM local authorities to final evaluation and is to provide a report to allow
the authorities to make a decision to award to the successful supplier(s) on
receipt of the confirmation of funding from Government.
4.6.3 Once the ten GM local authorities make a final plan mobilisation will commence.
The geographic scale of the zone (almost 1,300km2) is such that over 2,300 road
signs and almost 1,000 automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) cameras will
need to be installed on the highway network. The cameras need to be integrated
into a technology platform, that will also be connected to the payment and vehicle
checking services which are being established by central government. In addition,
the operational teams of both TfGM and the chosen supplier must be recruited,
trained and mobilised.
4.6.4 Whilst much of this technology is tried and tested, the programme schedule is
complex. This currently shows that implementation of a scheme that has fully
tested all of the component parts is late May 2022 and therefore this is now the
earliest date that the GM CAZ could launch.
4.6.5 Procurement Update – All of the major enabling procurements have now been
completed. Each of the ten GM local authorities will use existing delegation
arrangements to award contracts. The timely award of the contracts are critical
for the disbursement of funds before the end of 2021 and the commencement of
the CAZ in May 2022.
4.6.6 ANPR / Signage – Once the boundary of the Clean Air Zone has been
determined the location of the signs/cameras can then be formally agreed by the
respective Highway Authorities. However, work has been done on signs/cameras
locations by officers working on the GM CAP on the basis that the boundary was
anticipated at the GM administrative boundary (and noting that the GM local
authorities are subject to a ministerial direction to implement a GM-wide CAZ C).
The Cabinet are requested to agree the Clean Air Zone ANPR and signage
locations, as set out at Appendix 10.
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4.6.7 Operational Agreement for the Central Clean Air Service with JAQU – in
order to access central government services such as the national payment portal,
the ten Greater Manchester local authorities will be required to enter into a legal
agreement with the Secretary of State for JAQU/DVLA to provide the CAZ Central
Services. The services will consist of a vehicle compliance checker, a customer
payment portal and a centralised vehicle database (which are being made
available by JAQU to enable the operation of all UK Clean Air Zones). In providing
the CAZ central service customer payment portal JAQU charge a £2 fee per
transaction.1 1 This transaction charge is payable by all Authorities operating UK
Clean Air Zones. For example a taxi driver paying a £7.50 daily charge, £2 will
be kept by JAQU and £5.50 will be paid to the ten Greater Manchester local
authorities to manage and operate the zone.
4.6.8 The Air Quality Administration Committee has the authority to agree the final
form of the Operational Agreement for the Central Clean Air Service, and to
authorise the making of the agreement, on behalf of the ten GM local authorities.

5

CLEAN AIR – CONSULTATION SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

5.1

As reported in January the ten GM authorities conducted an eight-week
consultation from 8 October to 3 December 2020 which was carried out virtually
and adhered to the Government’s COVID-19 guidance around social distancing.
The purpose of the consultation was to seek views from residents, visitors,
stakeholders and businesses on the proposals to achieve legally compliant NO 2
levels in Greater Manchester. The GM Minimum Licensing Standards consultation
ran in parallel to ensure that those impacted and/or interested in the proposals
could have a complete view of the proposed changes to vehicles and the financial
support available.

5.2

The consultation was not seeking views on whether to introduce a charging
scheme as that has been directed by the Secretary of State. It set out a position
for consultation on the daily charge, discounts and exemptions of a Category C
GM Clean Air Zone, and the proposals for the supporting funds.

5.3

TfGM, on behalf of the ten Greater Manchester authorities, conducted the
consultation, under the Clean Air GM brand. AECOM – an independent consultant
– was appointed to receive, manage, process and analyse the consultation
responses on TfGM’s behalf; to undertake qualitative research on the proposals
(a research method of facilitated sessions to seek feedback from representative
groups); and produce a full report on the findings from the consultation.

5.4

The consultation was also supported by engagement activity to ensure all groups
could engage with the consultation materials and respond in a meaningful way.

11

The Clean Air Zones Central Services (Fees) (England) Regulations 2020 set out the fee per transaction payable by
charging authorities for use of the customer payment portal.
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5.5

The consultation materials were published on www.cleanairgm.com on 8 October
2020. This included the consultation document, the questionnaire, technical
reports, the policy for consultation and supporting public facing materials such
as leaflets and fact sheets.

5.6

A total of 4,768 responses were received during the consultation period:

5.7



3,954 via online questionnaire



770 via email



43 paper questionnaires



1 telephone response

The majority of respondents (3,858) were individuals / members of the public,
with 784 responses from businesses, including anyone who is self-employed and
/ or a sole trader and includes taxi owners, drivers and operators. There

were then 124 responses from representatives including but not limited to
schools, charities, social enterprise, trade organisations, Government
bodies and councilors and elected officials. Two respondents did not
answer the question about the respondent type in the questionnaire.
5.7.1 The full AECOM report can be found in Appendix 3.
5.8

Stakeholder responses

5.8.1 Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle representations
5.8.2 Representations were made from 343 hackney carriage and PHV drivers and
operators, as well as from several representative bodies. The representations
covered many personal circumstances around the changes to income seen during
the pandemic. There were also views suggesting that:













The Clean Air Zone should include private cars
Pollution levels do not warrant the measures being taken
Clean Air Zone boundary is too large
The hours of operation for the Clean Air Zone running from midnight to
midnight should not be the transition time between 24-hour periods
Hackney carriages and PHVs should be permanently exempt
Disabled passenger vehicles should not be permanently exempt
Discounts should be offered to hackney carriages
Only grants should be available
Oppose funding the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles (specifically buses
and non-WAV taxi/PHV)
Concerns about affordability of upgrades and indebtedness and concern that
vehicle finance would need to be at or close to 0% interest rate to be
affordable
More support required for smaller businesses
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5.9

Funding for minibuses should be higher due to unaffordability of upgrade
Funding being offered to upgrade to ZEC is not enough
EV infrastructure – not enough to support the trade
Funding should be higher for hackney carriages and PHVs due to
unaffordability of upgrade
Opposition to the Try-Before-You-Buy (TBYB) Hackney Carriage Scheme
More funding is needed in the Hardship Fund.

Environmental campaigners

5.9.1 During the consultation there were two environmentally focused campaigns,
where emails were sent to elected members and directly to the consultation email
account. One of the campaigns, which included 172 emails, (referred to as the
Environmental Bill Lobby group in the AECOM report, see Appendix 3) asked for
a more ambitious clean air zone including for all polluting vehicles stating that it
was unclear how the proposed zone will lower pollution as quickly as possible,
given it does not include restrictions on private vehicles.
5.9.2 The campaigners also asked for an earlier timeline for delivery and action, asking
for compliance before 2024, as well as greater incentives for walking and cycling,
as well as for cleaner vehicles and public transport. They endorsed the funding
to support those with non-compliant vehicles to upgrade, however they asked for
more incentives around providing alternatives to car use, such as car clubs and
e-bike schemes. The campaign also asked for a commitment to reach WHO levels
for particulate matter (PM2.5) by 2030 and targeted action to reduce pollution
outside schools, hospitals, and care homes to protect those most at risk.
5.9.3 There was a second environmental campaign of 484 emails (referred to as the
CAZ Campaign group in the AECOM report, see Appendix 3) to members and the
consultation. This focused on three points asking for:




charge levels to be set at levels that achieve real changes in the way people
travel;
an ultra-low emission zone (ULEZ) to be introduced in Manchester City
Centre which includes all polluting vehicles; and
the government to provide financial support to help those individuals and
businesses who need to change to cleaner vehicles.

5.10 National Friends of the Earth and Manchester Friends of the Earth
5.10.1These two representations supported the principle and implementation as soon
as practically possible of a CAZ. They supported the proposed boundary and
hours of operation, and the proposals for funding. But they considered that to
meet the requirement to ensure legal limits on NO2 are met in the shortest time
possible required the creation of a CAZ Category D, because diesel cars are the
big problem for roadside illegal NO 2 levels. The option of a ULEZ/CAZ D for the
city centre and Inner Ring Road would improve air quality in the city centre and
benefit wider areas. They also considered that the CAZ proposals need to be set
in the context of a wider sustainable transport strategy.
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5.11 ClientEarth
5.11.1 ClientEarth provided a full written response to the GM CAP Consultation. On a
number of key points it supported the proposals in the consultation. In particular
there was support for the boundary, the hours of operation and signage,
financial support for bus upgrades and the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund,
hackneys, private hire and a hardship fund.
5.11.2

However, for a number of reasons (summarised below) ClientEarth considered
that the consultation proposals ‘did not go far enough to reduce illegal levels of
pollution across Greater Manchester with the urgency required by law’:
Failure to favour the most effective options – including
pollution from private cars:

5.11.3

tackling

ClientEarth stated that the Councils’ CAZ proposal would do nothing to tackle
pollution from private cars. ClientEarth considered that cars are the biggest
contributor to illegal levels of pollution across Greater Manchester and made
reference to the GM council’s own analysis which showed that cars account for
45% of road-based NOx emissions across the region.

5.11.4 ClientEarth asserted that a class D CAZ, which includes private cars, would be
likely lead to quicker reductions in NO 2 pollution than the class C CAZ option put
forward for consultation. It also considered that an inner ring road class D CAZ,
delivered alongside the wider regional class C CAZ proposals, could accelerate
pollution reductions, bringing benefits in the early years (with reductions in the
number of sites in exceedance in 2021) and also deliver greater certainty that
compliance will be achieved across the region by 2024, by reducing the number
of points modelled to be below the limit value but within the margin of error of
the Councils’ model.
5.11.5 By excluding this class D CAZ option from their proposals, ClientEarth considered
that the GM councils had applied a flawed interpretation of the case law regarding
the legal requirements the councils’ plan must satisfy. Both the target date for
compliance and the route to that target which reduces exposure as quickly as
possible must be treated as primary determining factors when identifying and
prioritising measures for inclusion.
Failure to account for modelling uncertainties:
5.11.6 ClientEarth considered that the GM CAP proposals failed to account for modelling
uncertainty in a way that ensured that those proposals were “likely” to deliver
compliance with legal limit values in the shortest possible time, in line with the
relevant legal tests. ClientEarth raised concerns that forecasts of improvements
in air quality have been shown to be overly optimistic in the past. ClientEarth also
raised the point that the calculated Root Mean Square Error values are relatively
high suggesting a high degree of error in the air quality projections.
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CAZ Charges for vans (£10) are too little:
5.11.7 ClientEarth considered that to the extent that higher charges are likely to lead to
either (a) an earlier overall compliance date, or (b) a route to compliance that
reduces human exposure to pollution more quickly, higher charge levels must be
adopted as part of the final CAZ plans if they are to satisfy the necessary legal
requirements. ClientEarth considered that the analysis also shows that by further
increasing the charge for LGVs to £12.50, the “stay and pay” response could be
reduced by a further 15%. They also considered that given the extent that a
higher LGV charge would lead to more rapid pollution reductions, it would need
to be included in the Councils’ final plan.
The scope of permanent and temporary exemptions should be limited:
5.11.8 ClientEarth urged the GM Councils to limit the scope of permanent local
exemptions to the greatest extent possible and considered that if exemptions are
set too broadly they risk undermining the effectiveness of any CAZ and therefore
the likelihood of achieving compliance with NO2 limit values in the shortest
possible time. The focus should instead be on providing direct support to people
and businesses to switch to alternative cleaner forms of transport. In particular,
ClientEarth did not agree with the Councils’ proposals to provide discounts to
those PHVs also used as private vehicles.
5.11.9 Again ClientEarth urged the GM councils to limit the scope of temporary local
exemptions to the greatest extent possible and considered that if exemptions are
set too broadly they risk undermining the effectiveness of any CAZ and therefore
the likelihood of achieving compliance with NO 2 limit values in the shortest
possible time. In particular, ClientEarth strongly disagreed with the exemption
for LGVs and minibuses for a number of reasons. ClientEarth noted the GM
Councils’ own analysis, which showed that LGVs account for 29% NOx road
transport emissions, and that LGVs are the second biggest contributor to illegal
levels of NO2 . ClientEarth also disagreed with the Councils’ rationale behind the
exemption but in any event in its view the priority of the Councils’ air quality plan
should not be to avoid the disruption to the market value of second hand LGVs
but rather to protect peoples’ health as quickly as possible. If there was to be
any such exemption it should be limited to the greatest extent possible.
5.11.10 ClientEarth considered that the GM councils should instead be focusing their
efforts on working with government to provide help and support for drivers and
fleet managers to clean up or upgrade their vehicles, and/or adopt technologies
to help them manage their transport needs more efficiently and use cleaner
alternatives.
5.12

Business representations

5.12.1 441 businesses responded to the consultation, as well a number of regional and
national stakeholders who represent GM businesses. Their feedback is included
in the AECOM Report.
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5.12.2 The Federation of Small Businesses, GM Chamber of Commerce and CBI wrote a
joint letter as part of their submission to the GM Clean Air Plan consultation. They
recognised the need to address poor air quality but considered that now was not
the right time to be moving forward with the proposed structure and format given
the difficulties faced by the business community as a result of COVID-19
(supported by a business survey). They suggested that:


The financial offer falls way short of what is needed, and it should be made
available as quickly as possible and prior to the start of the CAZ itself.



The introduction of charging should be delayed so businesses have adequate
time to make the necessary changes, recognising the extreme economic
circumstances created by Covid-19: otherwise the charges may result in
increased business costs without achieving the desired reduction in pollution:
the CAZ should not be introduced sooner than 2024.



GM should revisit the proposals to reflect current, short and medium term
requirements taking account of updated data on the impact of the pandemic
on air quality in GM.

5.13 Other key findings of the consultation feedback on the GM Clean Air Zone
included:


There was some support for the proposed boundary, with some commenting
that the area should be increased and include the SRN. Others commented
that the area was too large, that the zone should be limited to the city centre.
There were also concerns from neighbouring local authorities on the impact
on their businesses and routes.



Over half of the public and representatives, who provided a comment on the
hours of operation were generally supportive, whereas two thirds of
businesses suggested amendments to the operation time including using peak
and off-peak charging.



Views on the proposed daily charge varied, in general businesses felt charges
for all vehicles are too much and generally the public felt the charges are
about right or too little. This was across all vehicle types.



For the permanent and temporary local exemptions and the permanent local
discounts, there was broad support from both the public and businesses.
There were some concerns from the public about continuing to have polluting
vehicles on the road. However, there were also some comments raised around
further discounts and exemptions that were deemed necessary to support
GM’s economy and recovery from COVID-19. This is set out in more detail in
the report at Appendix 3.

5.13.1


Feedback on the Funding to upgrade non-compliant vehicles:
There was high level of support for the funds amongst all respondent types
and many felt it was needed in order to help business upgrade.
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However, there were concerns about the funds and their management.



Many comments received stated that the proposed amounts to support each
vehicle type were not enough. There were also some comments made for
those who are not in GM not being eligible for the funds.



There were some concerns raised about mismanagement of the funds and
people taking advantage of the scheme.



Some respondents who thought they had non-compliant vehicles and would
be impacted by the CAZ were unsure whether they would be eligible for
funding.

5.13.2

Feedback on the other supporting measures



For the Try Before You Buy initiative for GM-licensed hackney drivers, there
was both support and concerns. Supportive comments mentioned that it will
support vehicle owners to overcome anxieties surrounding electric vehicle
technology and encourage more drivers to convert to electric. Others
commented that it could be extended to other vehicles such as PHV and LGVs.
But there were also concerns about how it would work, vehicle performance
and charging infrastructure.



There was strong support for the Hardship fund fro m members of the public,
businesses and representatives.



There was a polarised view of the proposed finance offer; a third of comments
were supportive stating it was vital to helping businesses upgrade to
compliant vehicles. However, a third of comments were negative raising
concerns it could lead to increased debt for those receiving loans, putting
increased pressure on businesses.

5.13.3


5.13.4


Feedback on the impact of COVID-19
76% of businesses and 79% of taxis stated they had been financially impacted
by COVID-19. This included increased levels of debt, reduced savings and
lower turnover. Many stated any savings had been used and felt their credit
rating had decreased. There were comments asking for the proposals to be
delayed and that COVID-19 had led to improvements in air quality, so the
CAZ may not be required.
Feedback on the importance of air quality and confidence that the GM
Clean Air Plan will bring down levels of NO 2
Members of the public and representatives mainly agreed there is a need to
improve air quality in Greater Manchester, fewer businesses did. Some felt
the proposals did not go far enough but others felt there were other much
larger contributors to air pollution than traffic.
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6

COVID-19: THE IMPACTS

6.1

To understand the wider impacts of COVID-19 the GM CAP officer team have
undertaken an assessment of the possible impacts of COVID-19.

6.2

Since the COVID-19 pandemic has progressed there have been many questions
about what its effect on traffic means for Greater Manchester’s Clean Air Plan
(GM CAP). In particular, the GM Authorities are asked for comparative data for
Air Quality monitoring for this year – during the full lockdown period and more
recently – compared with last year.

6.3

The GM Clean Air Plan monitors NO 2 , using diffusion tubes at 222 sites where
“target determination” modelling predicted illegally high levels of NO2 in 2021.
The GM CAP monitoring and evaluation plan has commissioned a further
extension to the NO 2 monitoring network, expected to be in place mid-2021. This
is designed to enable evaluation of the scheme performance and confirm
compliance with legal limits.

6.4

Air pollution reduced in 2020 as a result of the travel and economic restrictions
in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020, 16 of the above sites measured
NO2 concentrations exceeding the legal Annual Average standard of 40 µg/m3.
Exceedances were recorded in Manchester, Tameside, Stockport, Bolton and
Rochdale. This compares to 129 locations that were measuring concentrations
above 40 µg/m3 in 2019. The significant improvement in air quality during the
lockdown period does demonstrate that traffic is the primary factor causing
exceedance, and that reducing vehicle emissions will lead to improvements in
NO2 .

6.5

However, travel patterns and the associated pollutant emissions returned to near
pre-COVID-19 levels towards the end of 2020, and it is expected these
improvements in NO 2 will not be sustained through 2021.

6.6

The Secretary of State has directed the 10 GM local authorities to implement the
local plan12 to address exceedances of the Annual Average standard for NO2
which is set at 40 ug/m3. The GM Clean Air Plan is required to take action to
tackle NO2 levels over a number of years into the future in order to demonstrate
compliance with legal limits13 and the nearer term influence of COVID-19 on air
quality is not expected to lead to sufficiently long-term reductions in pollutio n
such that the modelled exceedances of the legal NO 2 limits will be met without
implementing a Clean Air Zone.

6.7

The ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic could influence future emissions has
been considered in the Impacts of COVID-19 Report (see Appendix 5). They are:

12

The 10 authorities may not vary, revoke or suspend their implementation of the local plan without the prior written
consent of the Secretary of State.
13 The modelling approved by Government of NO concentrations in Greater Manchester predicts that exceedance of
2
the legal limit is likely to continue until 2027, if action is not taken to reduce road vehicle emissions.
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Delay in fleet upgrades: Due to the uncertainty in the economy and vehicle
supply chain generated by the COVID-19 pandemic, there is evidence showing
a fall in the number of new vehicle registrations, indicating that vehicle owners
are delaying upgrading their vehicles. This has resulted in a more noncompliant fleet operating in GM and higher emission outputs from these
vehicles than previously assumed. Following a review process with JAQU, the
GM CAP baseline monitoring of air quality for the purpose of the Clean Air Plan
has been updated to reflect this change to the on-road fleet.



Increased working from home: More people have worked at home during the
pandemic than ever before and there is evidence that some businesses are
planning to maintain at least some working from home for their employees,
but the extent of future home working and impact on the road network
remains highly uncertain. The reductions in commuting trips on the road
network associated with increased working from home patterns may also be
tempered by factors influencing travel mode choice. It is also recognised the
commute mode choice is affected by journey times, with the GM road network
experiencing significant delays due to congestion in peak periods. The effects
of suppressed demand on the road could rapidly offset gain from working from
home patterns, as commuters switch back from public transport options to
car due to improved journey time, and also social distancing or hygiene
perception on public transport options.



Government guidance precludes the GM CAP from incorporating any
assumptions about future home working patterns into its baseline modelling.
However, indicative modelling for the GM CAP has shown that even with the
largest predicted levels of reductions in commuters, increased home working
is likely to translate into only marginal benefits in the number of exceedance
locations. These benefits would be significantly outweighed by the increases
in exceedance locations experienced through worsened vehicle emissions due
to the delayed fleet upgrade.



Reduction in bus mileage: Patronage on buses has reduced during the
pandemic. Evidence shows that after the initial drop in supply, bus mileage
has been maintained close to full operation. This has been due to the support
offered by Government. However, at this stage it is unknown whether the
level of bus services operated in GM will continue or how long for. Additionally,
both potential routes which could be affected are also unknown, and reduced
bus patronage may be associated with a modal switch from bus to private car,
rather than simply a reduction in trips. Indicative testing of reduced bus
mileage suggested marginal benefits across GM’s exceedance locations.
However, these indicative benefits did not offset substantial increases in
exceedances linked to delayed fleet upgrades. Amendments to bus mileage
have not been incorporated within the GM CAP models.
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Changes in the economic circumstances of vehicle owning businesses: it is
evident that businesses overall have lost revenue, used up reserves and are
more indebted and less able to borrow than prior to the pandemic. A
significant minority of businesses remained closed at the end of March 2021.
Investment cycles have been and may remain disrupted. This is not affecting
all vehicle types or sectors equally. This, along with potential constraints on
the supply of compliant vehicles, means that vehicle owners may be less able
to upgrade their vehicles in response to the CAZ. Indicative testing shows
that, if the pandemic meant that businesses were more likely to stay and pay,
this could lead to increased emissions and exceedances. Providing businesses
with more time or financial support can help ensure that they upgrade their
vehicles in response to the CAZ, rather than choosing to ‘stay and pay’.

7

GM RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION

7.1

Following the consultation, TfGM has reviewed consultation Reponses, using the
methodology set out in the Appendix 4, alongside the COVID-19 impacts analysis,
Economic Implications Report, further air quality modelling and EQIA. These
documents have informed the “Response to the Consultation Report” at Appendix
4, which has been prepared by TfGM on behalf of the 10 GM local authorities,
who will also be asked to endorse it as their response in the Local Authority
reports.

7.2

The following paragraphs summarise the responses to be found in Appendix 4 on
some of the main issues raised. More technical matters, such as issues about
modelling uncertainty, are dealt with there and in related reports.

7.3

Whether the local plan for NO 2 reductions (March 2020) should not now be
implemented: Modelling does not indicate that such a plan is no longer necessary.
The 10 GM local authorities are obliged to implement the local plan for NO2
reductions considered by the Secretary of State in March 2020 as a result of the
direction that was then issued in any event unless it is varied or revoked. How
the final plan complies with the Ministerial Direction issued in March 2020 is
addressed in Appendix 9.

7.4

The Clean Air Zone:


Alternatives to a Charging Clean Air Zone should be prioritised. The ten
GM local authorities have been directed by the Secretary of State to introduce
a Class C Clean Air Zone. In Greater Manchester evidence demonstrates in
any event that due to ongoing exceedances of the legal limit value for NO 2
across the Greater Manchester region, existing and future pollutant
concentrations within Greater Manchester warrant the implementation of the
GM CAP.
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The charging CAZ should be Class D or should be supplemented by a
Class D CAZ within the Inner Ring Road. The authorities were directed by
the Secretary of State in March 2020 to implement their local plan for NO 2
compliance that was considered by the Secretary of State on March 16 2020
which included a Class C CAZ in Greater Manchester following rejection of
these alternatives (as explained in Appendix 9). Forecasting shows that 2024
is the first year of compliance with the legal limits for nitrogen dioxide within
Greater Manchester with the local plan. Achieving compliance in Greater
Manchester is not possible sooner with the other options that have been
suggested.



A number of specific roads and areas were requested to be included
or excluded from the CAZ. The response to consultation report summarises
each of these points in turn to make sure that the boundary in place aligns to
the principles of a fair, consistent and easily communicable zone boundary.
Feedback from the consultation highlighted that the A575 and A580 at
Worsley was not included. It is recommended that a consultation is held on
the inclusion of the A575 and A580 at Worsley in the GM Clean Air Zone.



The proposals should be implemented earlier or later than proposed.
Due to the nature of this programme, the CAZ could not be implemented
earlier than planned. The ten GM local authorities are also under an obligation
by virtue of the direction by the Secretary of State to implement the local plan
for NO2 compliance as soon as possible. However, for those who requested
that charges be introduced later, there are now a number of additional
temporary exemptions in place, to provide more time to those who need it
most to upgrade their vehicle.



Hours of operation – the CAZ should not operate 24 hours a day 7 days
a week. This included having peak and off-peak hours, not charging on
evenings and weekends and operating at alternative times than midnight to
midnight. The Response to Consultation Report explains that due to a number
of factors, including the impact of a potential change in travel behaviour
resulting from the CAZ, not operating 24/7 may have on reducing air quality
means that the proposed hours of operation should remain 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.



The charges should be higher / lower for non-compliant vehicles or
vary depending on the emissions standards or miles travelled within
the CAZ. The Response to Consultation Report responds to each of these
points separately, outlining the analysis that has been undertaken to respond
to these points and other measures that have been introduced to better
mitigate any adverse impacts raised. No changes to the charges are
recommended.
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The GM Clean Air Zone should include other pollutants and higher
vehicle standards and private cars. The ministerial direction requires the
GM CAP specifically to tackle NO 2 Exceedances at the roadside. The Greater
Manchester wide approach set out in the consultation is the scheme which
delivers compliance with the legal limit for NO 2 in Greater Manchester in the
shortest possible time, providing considerable health benefits at the lowest
cost to society and the economy.

14



Charges should apply to M1 vehicles with a body type of
‘motorcaravan.’ Feedback from the consultation highlighted motorhomes
can be classified in more than one way by the DVLA. Currently, non-compliant
motorhomes classified as N1 or N2 would be charged in the GM CAZ scheme
as a non-compliant LGV, with a £10 daily charge. However, a group of vehicles
with a body type of ‘motorcaravan’ and a vehicle type approval of M1 (or M1
Special Purpose) that are non-compliant, would not be charged in the current
GM CAZ scheme. Feedback from the consultation highlighted the lack of parity
between this classification vehicles. It is recommended that a consultation is
held on the inclusion of motorhomes classified as MSP1 in the GM Clean Air
Zone.



Permanent exemptions should be limited: Some permanent exemptions
are nationally stipulated, because some types of vehicle are engaged in unique
or novel operations or are particularly difficult or uneconomic to adapt to
comply with the Government’s Clean Air Framework requirements. As guided
by the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework, Greater Manchester has
constrained the permanent exemptions offered. The current exemptions are
considered proportionate. The proposed local permanent exemptions are not
expected to delay the date of compliance 1 4 . GM’s response to this issue is set
out in Section 8 of GM’s Response to Consultation Report.



Private leisure vehicles should be permanently exempt. Feedback from
the consultation has suggested that private leisure vehicles which are HGVs
are considered too expensive to upgrade, particularly from those who live
outside of the CAZ boundary, also restriction of Leisure Vehicles Discount to
vehicles registered in Greater Manchester is not parity of treatment with
vehicles <3.5t and could damage the Greater Manchester leisure industry,
e.g. events, equine and caravan park businesses, by excluding non-GM
vehicles due to cost of entering the zone. This issue will be addressed through
changes to the permanent local discount for all vehicles classified under the
Private HGV tax class to be eligible for a discounted charge of £10 per day.



Vehicles used by disabled users should be permanently exempt. This
issue will be addressed through a permanent exemption for privately owned
LGVs or minibuses, where they are specially adapted for use by a disabled
user, which is not covered by the Disabled Vehicle Tax Class, subject to
restrictions on their use through eligibility criteria.

See Appendix E of the Air Quality Modelling Report, Appendix 6 of this report
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Buses, taxis and other vehicles should be permanently exempted from
the CAZ. Using the analysis from the Impacts of COVID-19 research as well
as consultation feedback a number of permanent exemptions have been set
out, including for heritage buses, training buses, Specialist HGV tax classes.
As well as this, buses used on a Greater Manchester school bus service
tendered prior to March 2019 will be exempt to the end of July 2022. However,
buses will not be exempted, in order to encourage more buses to be compliant
when the CAZ is introduced. A temporary exemption will be in place for all
GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles until 31 May 2023.
This is to provide the GM taxi trade with more time to recover from the effects
of COVID-19 and support their ability to invest in upgrades to compliant
alternatives before a charge is applied.



There should be limited local temporary exemptions included in the
scheme. Under the Government’s Clean Air Framework, further local
exemptions and discounts can be proposed where appropriate so long as they
do not undermine GM’s ability to achieve compliance in the shortest possible
time. Prior to the consultation information1 5 was published and set out
evidence to suggest that introducing a CAZ C across the region before 2023
without a temporary exemption for LGVs would not be effective, as there
would not be a sufficient fleet of affordable second-hand LGVs available to
enable GM’s van owners to upgrade in response to the scheme. In light of the
pandemic, there is evidence to suggest that many LGV owners have
experienced reduced turnover and profits, have used up savings/reserves, are
more indebted, and have delayed or are planning to delay capital investment
(including in replacement vehicles) as a result of the pandemic. There is also
evidence to suggest that GM Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles need
more time to upgrade their vehicles to compliant alternatives in order to
protect the service they provide to vulnerable users across Greater
Manchester Modelling of the post-Consultation policy demonstrates that even
with the scheme fully in place (and no temporary exemptions remaining in
force), compliance is not achieved in 2023. A further year of natural fleet
renewal is required in order for compliance to be achieved in 2024. Therefore,
the temporary local exemptions are not forecast to delay compliance from
2023 to 2024. The temporary exemptions in the proposed final GM Clean Air
Plan would not delay or postpone the predicted legal compliance date in
Greater Manchester.

15

Technical note 12:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/mRNFtuRf2wyt1G1viiqDr/673c71dbbc8df8dda0f2b519fb8b0645/12__GM_CAP_Evidence_of_the_impact_of_2021_implementation_of_a_CAZ_C__without_exemptions_.pdf
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7.5



Changes to temporary exemptions should be broader in scope and
longer. Using the analysis from the Impacts of COVID-19 research as well as
consultation feedback a number of temporary exemptions have been
extended. This includes coach operators outside of Greater Manchester and
all Greater Manchester licensed hackney carriages and Private Hire Vehicles,
whilst the temporary exemption for LGVs remains in place. It is proposed that
these remain in place until 31 May 2023. As long as the temporary local
exemptions have been removed early enough that drivers will have had time
to be influenced by the forthcoming CAZ charge, make their choices and
obtain a new vehicle before 1 s t January 2024, then the temporary local
exemptions would not affect the predicted legal compliance date. GM
considers that the benefits of not charging users outweigh the disadvantages
of doing so.



Charges for vans should be higher: Client Earth considered that the
charges for vans should be higher as this would lead to a greater behavioural
response and therefore be more effective. They also made some comments
about discrepancies between evidence published by GM; these are addressed
specifically in the Response to Consultation Report 1 6 . In the updated modelling
of the Policy following consultation, there is a proportion of the fleet that has
been presumed not to upgrade in any event, as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. With the impacts of COVID-19 and the post-consultation Policy,
79% of non-compliant LGVs are forecast to choose to upgrade in 2023 and
84% in 2025. Overall, this means that the vast majority of LGVs on the road
would be compliant from 2023 onwards (around nine in ten by 2025). Such is
the extent of the upgrade of the fleet that any further benefits from higher
charges are likely to be minimal.



A number of concerns around how the CAZ will work, including
payment, enforcement, tracking non-compliant vehicles. The response
explains the practicalities of how the CAZ will work, using an ANPR camera
network, the Government’s online payment portal. This did not raise any
changes in how the CAZ would operate.

Funding to support upgrading non-compliant vehicles:


16

Oppose funding the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles. The Response
to Consultation Report explains the rationale around the funding to support
the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles, including the feedback from vehicle
owners responding to the consultation, who say that they need help to
upgrade as they cannot afford it and that for some sectors, including the taxi
and coach sectors, as COVID-19 has had a negative economic impact on their
businesses.

Appendix 3 to this report
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Funding should target the oldest and most polluting vehicles as a
priority. The Response to Consultation Report explains that measures to
target the upgrade of the oldest and/or most polluting vehicles have been
considered throughout development of the GM CAP and are embedded within
the proposals.



Concerns about affordability of upgrades and indebtedness and
vehicle finance needing to be at or close to 0% interest rate to be
affordable. The Response to the Consultation Report explains the rationale
around the funding to support the upgrade of non-complaint vehicles. In light
of consultation feedback, adjustments have been proposed to the grant
amounts and vehicle finance contributions available to owners or registered
keepers of a number of vehicle types, to increase the amount of financial
support available to applicants.



Access to funding needs to be fair. Numerous points of feedback on how
the funding should be distributed, including that it should be available for all
owners of non-compliant vehicles. The Response to Consultation report
explains that the proposals have been assessed throughout their
development, including with respect to equalities impacts, and it is considered
that they should provide access to the funding support for those likely to be
most vulnerable to the GM CAZ charge and costs of upgrade.



All vehicles that operate in GM and will be affected should be eligible
for funding including those beyond the boundary. The policy now sets
out that the Air Quality Administration Committee has the authority to
consider possible changes to the eligibility criteria, including opening up the
Funds to vehicle owners outside Greater Manchester.



Funding should be means tested. Though the proposed eligibility criteria
are not means tested, the criteria and process for releasing funding support
is based on research and analysis of the potential socio -economic impacts of
the GM CAZ, including the Distributional Impact Report. This indicated that
the smallest businesses, organisations and individuals within GM are likely to
be the most vulnerable to the CAZ requirements.



Funding should only be for voluntary sector and small businesses,
funding should be prioritised for these groups. The vehicle caps set in
policy provide a mechanism to limit the maximum number of vehicles a single
applicant can apply for funding to upgrade non-compliant vehicles. It
mitigates the risk of oversubscription of the funds by larger businesses with
larger fleets. The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund eligibility criteria will ask
applicants to demonstrate that they are either a small business, micro
business/entity, self-employed/sole trader, an entity regulated by the Charity
Commission (including registered, active charities and active charities
exempted from registration); a social enterprise (including non-profit
organisations); or a private owner (owner/registered keeper) of a noncompliant vehicle which are not used for commercial purposes.
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Concerns



about

the

management

of

vehicle

funding

and

fraudule nt

applications. The Response to Consultation Report explains that a range of appropriate
measures have been embedded within the GM CAP to ensure transparency, tractability

and robust management and administration of funding.

7.6

Other feedback


Concerns that the proposal would not improve air quality / reduce
pollution. Modelling shows that the proposed GM Clean Air Plan will
encourage many older vehicles to be retrofitted or upgraded to cleaner
vehicles, and that compliance across Greater Manchester will be met in the
“shortest possible time” which is now by 2024.



Negative economic impacts on Greater Manchester. This included concerns
over increased prices of goods / services / fares being passed onto end consumers
/ passengers. The Economic Impacts Report and Equalities Impact assessment
following the consultation has analysed the impacts on different groups within
Greater Manchester. The mitigations put in place including changes to temporary
exemptions and increased funding amounts

8

THE GM CLEAN AIR FINAL PLAN

8.1

The review outlined in Section 6 has informed the proposed GM CAP Policy
following Consultation. The policy, attached in full at Appendix 1, outlines the
boundary, discounts, exemptions, daily charges of the Clean Air Zone as well as
the financial support packages offered towards upgrading to a compliant vehicle,
including the eligibility criteria and funding rounds to be applied.

8.2

Members are asked to note that this policy is to be agreed by the ten GM local
authorities and that the GM Clean Air Charging Authorities Committee has the
authority to make the Charging Scheme Order which establishes the GM Charging
Scheme in line with the agreed policy.

8.3

The anticipated implementation date of the Clean Air Zone is Monday 30 May
2022 1 7 for Buses, HGVs and Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles licensed
outside of Greater Manchester and from 1 June 2023 for LGVs, minibuses and
coaches, and GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles.

8.4

Clean Air Zone

Clean Air Zone:
Boundary

Primarily aligned with the administrative boundary of
Greater Manchester Authorities excludes the Strategic
Road Network (SRN)1 8 .The detailed boundary can be found
here: cleanairgm.com/clean-air-zone-map/

17

Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging
Portal and national Vehicle Checker is’ GM ready.
18 The

SRN consists of roads which are not managed by local and regional GM authorities, namely motorways a nd
trunk roads managed by Highways England. The SRN is illustrated on the Highways England Network Management
Map available at: https://www.gov.uk/Government/publications/roads-managed-by-highways-england
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Clean Air Zone: Times
of Operation

Clean Air Zone:
Vehicles Affected

Consultation to be undertaken on the inclusion of the A575
and A580 at Worsley1 9 .
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
The anticipated implementation date is Monday 30 May
2022 18
 Licensed Hackney Carriage
 Licensed Private Hire Vehicle
 Bus
 Coach
 Minibus
 LGV
 HGV

Proposals for Licensed Hackney Carriages – Government has awarded the
ten GM local authorities £9.5m.

8.5

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

All Hackney Carriages which are licensed to one of the ten
Greater Manchester Authorities, as of the 3 December
2020 will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31
May 2023.
None
£7.50 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant Hackney Carriage to a purpose-built Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicle (WAV):
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR

Clean Vehicle Funding

up to £10,000 towards the running costs of a new
purpose-built WAV Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) vehicle.
This option is available when the compliant vehicle
acquired with GM CAP funds has also been eligible for a
Government plug-in grant; OR
up to £10,000 towards a second-hand purpose-built WAV
ZEC vehicle; OR,
up to up to £5,000 towards a compliant purpose-built WAV
vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).

19

Originally this section of the A575 and A580 at Worsley was excluded at consultation .
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The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant taxi to a non-Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle:
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR
up to £6,000 towards the running costs of a new Zero
Emissions Capable (ZEC) vehicle; OR
up to £6,000 towards a second-hand ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £3,000 towards a compliant vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or better)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
GM estimates that the funding of £9.5m, received from
Government would provide funding to upgrade/retrofit
around 1,130 vehicles.

8.6

Proposals for Licensed Private Hire Vehicles – Government has awarded the
ten GM local authorities £10.2m.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

All Private Hire Vehicles which are licensed to one of the
ten Greater Manchester Authorities, as of the 3 December
2020 will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31
May 2023.
None
£7.50 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant Private Hire Vehicle to a purpose-built
Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV):
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR

Clean Vehicle Funding

up to £10,000 towards the running costs of a new
purpose-built WAV Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) vehicle.
This option is available when the compliant vehicle
acquired with GM CAP funds has also been eligible for a
Government plug-in grant; OR
up to £10,000 towards a second-hand purpose-built WAV
ZEC vehicle; OR,
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up to up to £5,000 towards a compliant purpose-built WAV
vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant taxi to a non-Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle:
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR
up to £6,000 towards the running costs of a new Zero
Emissions Capable (ZEC) ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £6,000 towards a second-hand ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £3,000 towards a compliant vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or better)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
GM estimates that the funding of £10.2m, received from
Government would provide funding to upgrade/retrofit
around 3,075 vehicles.

8.7

Proposals for Buses – Government has awarded the ten GM local authorities
£14.7 million for bus retrofit and £3.2m for bus replacement.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions

Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

Clean Vehicle Funding

There will be permanent exemptions for Heritage buses
(I.e. over 20 years old) not used for hire and reward and
driver training buses.
Buses used on a Greater Manchester school bus service
tendered prior to March 2019 will have a temporary
exemption that will end in July 2022.
None
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Bus retrofit - Up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant
standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme
(CVRAS) certified system
£3.4m - Bus replacement - Up to £16,000 for purchase or
lease of a compliant vehicle for up to medium size
companies.
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The funding ask would provide funding to retrofit or
towards upgrade of all non-compliant buses operating in
GM, around 1,500 vehicles in total (noting that a further
c350 are being retrofitted under the CBTF).
8.8

Proposals for Coaches – Government has awarded the ten GM local authorities
£4.4 million as an initial tranche of funding.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

Clean Vehicle Funding

All coaches not running on a registered bus service will be
eligible for a temporary exemption until 31 May 2023.
None
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
A grant of £32,000 per vehicle for replacement OR access
to vehicle finance.
OR a grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a
compliant standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit
Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
Government have provided funding of £4.4m, which would
provide funding to upgrade/retrofit around 174 vehicles.

8.9
Proposals for Minibuses – Government has awarded the ten GM local
authorities £2 million.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions

Community Minibuses – Those operating under a permit
under section 19 or section 22 of the Transport Act (1985),
issued by a body designated by the Secretary of State are
eligible for a permanent exemption.
Minibuses specially adapted for a disabled user will be
permanently exempted.
Minibuses will be eligible for a temporary exemption until
31 May 2023.

Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge
Clean Vehicle Funding

None
£10 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
A grant of £5,000 per vehicle to replace or retrofit their
vehicle OR access to vehicle finance, offering an average
subsidy of £5,000, with the subsidy per vehicle capped at
£7,000.
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Government has provided £2m in funding, which would
provide funding to upgrade around 380 vehicles.
8.10 Proposals for LGV – the ten GM local authorities have been awarded £70 millio n
to support LGV owners to upgrade or retrofit their vehicles.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) will be eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31 May 2023.
LGVs specially adapted for a disabled user will be
permanently exempted.
None
£10 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
A grant of £3,500 for replacement of LGVs under 1.6t per
vehicle OR access to vehicle finance, offering an average
subsidy of £3,500, with the subsidy per vehicle capped at
£5,000.

Clean Vehicle Funding

A grant of £4,500 for replacement of LGVs over 1.6t and
up to 3.5t per vehicle OR access to vehicle finance,
offering an average subsidy of £4,500.
A grant of £5,000 for retrofit of LGVs.
This would be limited to 5 vehicles per applicant.
The £70 million funding would provide funding to
upgrade/retrofit around 15,900 vehicles.

8.11 Proposals for HGV – Government has awarded the ten GM local authorities
£7.6m.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions

Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

Specialist Heavy Goods Vehicles – Certain types of heavily
specialised HGVs, such as those used in construction or
vehicle recovery.
Non-road-going vehicles – Certain types of non-road going
vehicles which are allowed to drive on the highway such as
agricultural machines; digging machines; and mobile
cranes (T1, T2 or T3 vehicle types)
All vehicles classified under the Private HGV tax class to be
eligible for a discounted charge of £10 per day.
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
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A grant of up to:
<7.5t
<18t
<26t
<32t
<44t
Clean Vehicle Funding

£5,000
£7,000
£9,000
£12,000
£6,500

per vehicle, dependent on vehicle size OR access to vehicle
finance.
OR a grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a
compliant standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit
Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
This would be limited to 5 vehicles per applicant.
The Government fund received of £7.6m would provide
funding to upgrade around 798 vehicles.

8.12 Air Quality Modelling of final GM CAP
8.12.1 The core goal of the GM Clean Air Plan is to achieve compliance with the legal
Limit Value (40 µg/m 3 ) for NO2 at locations identified through the target
determination process within Greater Manchester in the “shortest possible time”
in line with Government guidance.
8.12.2 The Modelling report of the local plan Policy following consultation can be found
in Appendix 6. The modelling has been updated to use the latest information
from the updated package and using updated assumptions from the impact of
COVID-19 research and other information. The methodology has been agreed
with government.
8.12.3 The modelling outputs of the scheme show the achievement of Nitrogen Dioxide
compliance within Greater Manchester in 2024 as required by the Ministerial
Direction which is the shortest possible time within which it can be achieved.
8.12.4 Appendix 9 sets out how the current proposals meet the requirements of the
latest Ministerial Direction in March 2020 2 0 .
8.13 Equalities Impact Assessment following consultation

20

The ministerial direction can be found here:
https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s18580/Appendix%202%20 %20Greater%20Manchester%20NO2%20Plan%20Direction.pdf
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8.13.1 Under equality legislation, there is a requirement to have due regard for the
need to:


Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation



Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic, and persons who do not share it



Foster good relations between those who have a relevant protected characteristic
and those who don’t.

8.13.2
Relevant protected characteristics in relation to the GM Clean Air Plan are
considered to be age; disability; gender reassignment; pregnancy and maternity;
race; religion or belief; sex and sexual orientation.
8.13.3 The analysis of potential disproportionate or differential impacts of the proposed
GM Final Clean Air Plan are set out in the GM CAP Equality Impact Assessment
following Consultation at Appendix 2 .
8.13.4 The assessment concludes that improved air quality resulting from the GM CAP
will have a disproportionate benefit for many protected characteristic groups
namely, pregnancy and maternity; older people, young people and children;
those with disability or ill-health; and those from minority ethnic and faith
groups who are more likely to live in deprived neighbourhoods.
8.13.5 It also concludes that, despite the proposed package of mitigating measures,
there is the risk of residual adverse impacts on some protected characteristic
groups in relation to personal and business affordability: gender (male drivers),
minority ethnic and faith groups. A potential, residual adverse impact in relation
to accessibility was also concluded for those with protected characteristics older
and young people; disability; gender reassignment and sexual orientation.
8.13.6 Overall, the assessment recognises that a significant package of temporary and
permanent exemptions, discounts and funds has been put in place and that
these have reduced the potential negative impact on protected characteristic
groups. Having regard to the benefits of the GM CAP the proposals are
considered to be justified not withstanding the remaining risk of
disproportionate or differential impacts on protected characteristic groups.
8.13.7 Promotion and accessibility of the mitigating measures to protected
characteristic groups will be key to ensuring that those impacted are fully aware
of and able to benefit from the support available.
8.13.8 To fulfil their duty under the Equality Act, each of the ten GM local authorities
has undertaken a local assessment and reported any significant variances
against the GM-wide assessment, the supporting GM CAP Equality Impact
Evidence report and the ten local authority assessments can be found in
Appendix 2.
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8.14 Assessment of potential Economic Implications following consultation
8.14.1 The potential implications of the GM CAP on the economy of Greater Manchester
have been considered in the Economic implications of the CAP Report (see
Appendix 7). The report sets out:


The economic implications of Clean Air Zones. This section explains the
potential reduction in early deaths, reduced time spent in hospitals and
increase in the number of hours worked, leading to a positive economic
benefit for GM. However, there are some direct costs to non-compliant
vehicle owners as well as broader costs and behavioural changes. This may
include upgrading vehicles, changes in travel habits and potential changes in
demand.



The assessment of economic implications of the GM Clean Air Plan
pre-COVID-19; the background to the process undertaken which all took
place before the pandemic; including the development of the Outline
Business Case using the Government’s framework, and the assessment of
the plans using the Government’s guidance including primary and secondary
success criteria. It explains the rationale for each of the measures proposed
for consultation.



The wider impacts and the economic implications of COVID-19 on GM
and the UK; this provides a summary of the economic implications of
COVID-19 on the United Kingdom, explaining employment rates and the
support provided to businesses. It also explains the feedback provided in the
consultation on Greater Manchester businesses’ experiences, including lower
turnover, increased debt and delays to investment (including vehicle
upgrades). It also summarises ONS data around the sectors most affected,
and then explains the results of the vulnerability assessment for sectors with
Coaches, Minibuses, HGVs and LGVs post-COVID-19.



The revisions to the GM Clean Air Plan to take into account the impact
of COVID-19. This section explains the changes to the proposals, as well as
how they mitigate the adverse impacts of the GM Clean Air Plan.

8.14.2 The report concludes that whilst there is still uncertainty around individual
circumstances and the wider UK economy, the analysis of the impacts of
COVID-19 alongside the development of the updated GM Clean Air Plan
measures supports the case for a Hardship Fund. As outlined above
Government have not awarded Greater Manchester Hardship funding. Further
funding to address potential cases of hardship may well be needed and the
Greater Manchester Authorities will be monitoring the situation very closely to
ensure that they can take up the Government’s offer to review the need for
further funding if the need can be objectively demonstrated.
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8.15 Distribution of Funding
8.15.1 The Air Quality Administration Committee has the authority to establish the
funds and distribute the funds to support those businesses, individuals and
organisations who need to upgrade their vehicle to become compliant in line
with the agreed policy.
8.15.2

It is envisaged that owners of non-compliant vehicles will be able to apply for
funding to support their vehicle upgrades in November 2021.

8.15.3

Information on the funding options available to upgrade to a compliant vehicle
will be available on cleanairgm.com. This will include information on eligibility
criteria and how to apply for funding.

8.15.4

Those wishing to apply will set up a secure online account and provide the
necessary information to submit an application for funding. This includes
providing data about themselves, their vehicle and their business and these
details are verified through a series of validation checks.

8.15.5 Following a successful eligibility assessment and acceptance of the Terms and
Conditions of funding, the Applicant will be provided with a funding award
notification, which will set out the funding options available to them. At this stage,
the Applicant would then be able to explore the funding opportunities available
to them.
8.15.6 With the exception of the Clean Bus Fund and running cost grants under the
Clean Taxi Fund, which are paid to the Applicant, all funds are paid directly
through accredited suppliers of retrofit and replacement upgrade options, to
ensure a comprehensive audit trail, accountability for public funding and to
reduce the risk of fraudulent activity. Trade in of the non-complaint vehicle is
mandatory.
9

NEXT STEPS

9.1

Officers will:


Continue to undertake the preparatory implementation and contract
arrangements that need to be undertaken to deliver the CAZ and other GM
CAP measures.



Prepare a consultation on the inclusion of motorhomes classified as MSP1 and
the A575 and A580 at Worsley in the GM Clean Air Zone.



Make arrangements to distribute funds to support those businesses,
individuals and organisations who need to upgrade their vehicle to become
compliant.



Prepare FBC documentation for submission to the Government’s Joint Air
Quality Unit (JAQU).
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Work with JAQU and Highways England to establish the most appropriate
solution for the charging mechanism to be applied to the section of A57/A628
on the Strategic Road Network.



Prepare the CAP monitoring and evaluation plan – This will take account of
the fact that in May 2016 a single Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) was
declared for Greater Manchester based on the modelling of nitrogen oxides
emissions. The Greater Manchester Air Quality Action Plan sets out the
measures which will reduce air pollution within Greater Manchester’s AQMAs.
An Annual Status Report (ASR) provides updates on progress of all actions
included within the Greater Manchester Air Quality Action Plan (2016-2021)
(AQAP). DEFRA has responded positively to GM’s suggestion that the update
of the AQAP, and any remodelling of the Air Quality Management Area
(AQMA), should be postponed until the air quality impact of the proposed GMwide Clean Air Zone to address roadside NO 2 has been fully understood as
part of the GM CAP monitoring and evaluation plan.

10

APPENDIX 1 – GM CAP POLICY FOLLOWING CONSULTATION

10.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

11

APPENDIX 2 – GM CAP EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOLLOWING CONSULTATION

11.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

12

APPENDIX 3 – AECOM CONSULTATION REPORT

12.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

13

APPENDIX 4 – RESPONSE TO THE CONSULTATION

13.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

14

APPENDIX 5 – IMPACTS OF COVID-19 REPORT

14.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

15

APPENDIX 6 – AIR QUALITY MODELLING REPORT FOLLOWING CONSULTATION AND WITH
COVID-19 IMPACTS

15.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

16

APPENDIX 7 – ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF CAP FOLLOWING CONSULTATION AND WITH
COVID-19 IMPACTS

16.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

17

APPENDIX 8 – OTHER CITIES’ CLEAN AIR PLANS
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17.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

18

APPENDIX 9 – COMPLIANCE WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S DIRECTION

18.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

19

APPENDIX 10 – CLEAN AIR ZONE ANPR AND SIGNAGE LOCATIONS

19.1

Attached as a supplementary paper.

Other alternative options considered
The text of the report describes all relevant considerations.
___________________________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
The proposals in the GM Clean Air Plan are designed to protect the health of our
communities and are in line with Section 4.2 re “Place” in the Bury 2030 Strategy.
The GM CAP is a place-based solution to tackle roadside NO 2 emission, which will have
a positive impact on Carbon.
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
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Equality Analysis

Please provide a written explanation of the outcome(s) of
either conducting an initial or full EA.

An Equality Impact Assessment is included as Appendix 2.

*Please note: Approval of a cabinet report is paused when the ‘Equality/Diversity
implications’ section is left blank and approval will only be considered when this section
is completed.
___________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity

Mitigation

Initial risk register set out in Clean Air Plan
OBC (March 2019)

.

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
The GMCAP was subject to a major public consultation exercise in October to
December 2020.
____________________________________________________________

Legal Implications:
Legal considerations are set out in Appendix 9 of the report.

____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
Revenue: Initial Financial Case set out in Clean Air Plan OBC (March 2019), with all
development and delivery costs to be covered by central Government.
Capital: Initial Financial Case set out in Clean Air Plan OBC (March 2019), with all
development and delivery costs to be covered by central Government.
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Funding has been provided across Greater Manchester to award grants or loans to
eligible business to support them with the costs of vehicle replacements or retro fitting
of carbon reduction equipment
____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Laura Swann – Assistant Director - Operations (Strategy)
Chris Horth – Unit Manager – Environment Team
____________________________________________________________

Background papers:




23 Feb 2021 Cabinet Report - GM Clean Air Plan: Consultation
2 September 2020 Cabinet Report – Clean Air Plan Consultation
29 July 2020 Cabinet Report – Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan – Tackling
Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the Roadside – Update

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

GMCAP

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan

MLS

Minimum Licensing Standards

LGV

Light Goods Vehicle

CAZ

Clean Air Zone

NO2

Nitrogen Dioxide

JAQU

The Governments Joint Air Quality Unit

ANPR

Automatic Number Plate Recognition

PM

Particulate Matter

PM2.5
PM10

Particulate matter with diameter under 2.5
micrometres
Particulate matter with diameter under 10 micrometres

OBC

Outline Business Case
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ug/m3

Microgrammes per metre cubed

PHV

Private Hire Vehicle

HC

Hackney Carriage

EV

Electric Vehicle

SRN

Strategic Road Network

ZEC

Zero Emission Capable (Vehicle)

This page is intentionally left blank
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Greater Manchester’s Clean Air Plan to Tackle
Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the Roadside

Appendix 1 - GM Clean Air Plan Policy following
Consultation

Warning: Printed copies of this document are uncontrolled
Version Status:

DRAFT FOR
APPROVAL

Date:

20 June 2021

Prepared by:

Transport for
Greater Manchester
on behalf of the 10
Local Authorities of
Greater Manchester
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1

Purpose of this Document

1.1

Government has instructed many local authorities across the UK to take
quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) to within legal limit
values in the “shortest possible time”. The Secretary of State has issued a
direction to the 10 local authorities in Greater Manchester in March 2020 that
requires them to take steps to implement the local plan for NO 2 compliance,
so that compliance with the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide is achieved in the
shortest possible time, and by 2024 at the latest, and so that exposure to
levels above the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are reduced as quickly as
possible. That local plan involves a Charging Clean Air Zone Class C with
additional measures. The direction also required the submission of an
interim full business case to the Secretary of State once any necessary
public consultation had been completed in respect of the scheme.

1.2

In Greater Manchester, the 10 local authorities, the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM),
collectively referred to as “Greater Manchester” or “GM”, have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at the
Roadside, referred to as the GM CAP.

1.3

This is the GM CAP Policy. This document:
•

sets out the policy for each of the measures, which together
constitute the GM CAP, namely:
•

Greater Manchester Charging Clean Air Zone (Section 2)

•

Clean Bus Fund (Section 6)

•

Vehicle Finance (Section 7)

•

Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund (Section 8)

•

Clean Taxi Fund (Section 9)

•

includes reference to specific technical materials which are
published as part of the evidence base for the GM CAP.

•

does not and is not intended to provide detailed information on the
processes that underpin the delivery of the Policy for the GM CAP,
e.g. how discounts and exemptions are applied for. Relevant
information is available at: cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans.

1
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1.4

1

The policy set out within this document takes into account the responses
received in the GM CAP Consultation held between 8th October and 3rd
December 2020. It also reflects the findings of the further analysis that has
been undertaken, including examining the impact of COVID-19 and the
economic implications report of the GM CAP. The Consultation provided an
opportunity for all those with an interest in the GM CAP to provide feedback
on the proposals. More detail on the Consultation can be found in the
AECOM1 Consultation Report, which, along with the GM Authorities’
Responses to the Consultation, are both appendices in the June 2021
GMCA report.

AECOM are the independent agency that managed and analysed the GM CAP consultation responses.

2
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2

Greater Manchester Charging Clean Air Zone (GM CAZ)

2.1

The 10 local authorities in GM have been directed by the Government to
introduce a charging Clean Air Zone Class C across the region2. This means
that, for the following vehicle types, if the vehicle does not comply with the
vehicle emission standards in the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework3
it is a requirement to pay a daily charge for driving within the zone:
•

Buses

•

Coaches

•

Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)

•

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs)

•

Minibuses

•

Licensed Hackney Carriages

•

Licensed Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs)

2.2

The CAZ vehicle categories and minimum emission standards as set out in
the Clean Air Zone Framework4 are provided in Appendix A. Vehicles which
meet the emissions standards are not subject to charges. A Clean Air Zone
Class C does not include private cars and motorbikes.

2.3

A central government database (the Government vehicle checker) will
determine if a vehicle is in scope for a charge. This vehicle checker is
primarily linked to the Driving and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
database holding information on the classification of vehicles (often found on
a V5C document). The vehicle checker can be accessed online at:
gov.uk/check-clean-air-zone-charge. Any queries relating to the classification
of vehicles are a matter for the registered keeper5 and the DVLA.

2.4

The GM CAZ will be implemented through a Joint Local Charging Scheme
Order6 with charging anticipated to commence on 30th May 20227.

2

In July 2019, a ministerial direction under the Environment Act 1995, the Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality
Direction 2019 was made, which requires all ten of the Greater Manchester (GM) local authorities to implement a charging Clean Air
Zone Class C across the region. In March 2020, this was superseded by a further ministerial direction, the Environment Act 1995
(Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2020 was made, requiring all ten of the Greater Manchester (GM) local authorities to
implement a charging Clean Air Zone Class C across the region so that: a. compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen dioxide is
achieved in the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest; and, b. exposure to levels above the legal limit value for nitrogen
dioxide are reduced as quickly as possible.
The Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2019 is available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/817395/air-quality-directiongreatermanchester.pdf
The Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2020 is available at:
https://democracy.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/documents/s8753/Appendix%202%20%20200316%20Greater%20Manchester%20NO2%20Plan%20Direction.pdf
3 Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
4
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework, Annex A – Clean
Air Zone minimum classes and standards. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
5 The “registered keeper” means: (i) in relation to a vehicle registered in the United Kingdom, the person in whose name the vehicle is
registered under the Vehicle Excise and Registration Act 1994; or (ii) in relation to any other vehicle, the person by whom the vehicle
is kept;
6
Secondary legislation which empowers traffic authorities to charge road users, in accordance with the Transport Act 2000.
7 Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle
Checker is ’GM ready’.

3
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2.5

It is anticipated that, once implemented, the Clean Air Zone will remain in full
operation until at least the second half of 2026. In accordance with
Government advice, if it is demonstrated by the second half of 2026 that two
consecutive years’ of compliance with the legal limit value for NO28 has been
met, and there is confidence that compliance will continue to be maintained
then, subject to GM governance processes, the local authorities will notify
the Secretary of State of their intention to revoke the Charging Scheme
Order and decommission the GM CAZ.

2.6

Transport for Greater Manchester is to be responsible for day-to-day
operation of the GM CAZ.

2.7

Table 1 provides a summary of the key characteristics of the proposed GM
CAZ.

8

The EU Ambient Air Quality Directive set the Legal Limit value of an annual mean of 40ug/m3, which was transposed into UK
legislation under the Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010. The requirement to meet compliance with the legal limit is set out by the
Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2020. Under this direction the GM Authorities are obliged to meet the
Legal Limit.

4
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Table 1: Key Characteristics of the GM CAZ
Clean Air Zone:
Boundary
Clean Air Zone:
Times of Operation
Clean Air Zone:
Vehicles Affected10

Primarily aligned with the administrative boundary of Greater Manchester
Authorities, excludes the Strategic Road Network (SRN)9.
cleanairgm.com/which-roads-are-affected/
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Buses
Coaches
HGVs
LGVs
Minibuses
Licensed Hackney Carriages
Licensed Private Hire Vehicles

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions

Certain vehicle types eligible for exemptions as detailed in section 2.8

Clean Air Zone:
Discounts

Certain vehicle types eligible for discounts as detailed in section 2.8

Clean Air Zone:
Daily Charges

Daily charges apply for each day a non-compliant vehicle is used within
the GM CAZ, with one charge imposed per vehicle, per ‘Charging Day’
(midnight to midnight), however much a vehicle drives within the GM CAZ
in that 24-hour period.
•

Buses – £60 per ‘Charging Day’

•

Coaches – £60 per ‘Charging Day’

•

HGVs - £60 per ‘Charging Day’

•

LGVs - £10 per ‘Charging Day’

•

Minibuses – £10 per ‘Charging Day’

•

Licensed Hackney Carriages – £7.50 per ‘Charging Day’

•

Licensed Private Hire Vehicles – £7.50 per ‘Charging Day’

The relevant charge is to be paid via a Central Government Payment
Portal for non-compliant vehicles used within the GM CAZ. The
Government portal allows a user to pay 6 days before the day of travel
(Charging Day), any time on the day of travel (Charging Day), or, 6 days
following the day of travel (Charging Day).
Penalty for non/late
payment of CAZ
charge

£120 (in addition to the daily charge) will be applied to all relevant
vehicles (reduced to £60 plus the daily charge if paid within 14 days of
Penalty Charge Notice being issued)

9 i.e.

roads for which the Secretary of State is the highway authority (as opposed to roads which are managed by local traffic
authorities), namely motorways and trunk roads managed by Highways England. The SRN is illustrated on the Highways England
Network Management Map available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/roads-managed-by-highways-england
10 Further detail on the vehicles affected is available in Appendix A.

5
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2.8

Discounts and Exemptions – The Government’s Clean Air Zone
Framework3 has a general presumption that the requirements for charging
CAZs will apply to all vehicles according to the relevant zone class, but it
also recognises that there are certain circumstances where discounts or
exemptions from a charge may be appropriate.

2.8.1

It is the responsibility of the owner/registered keeper of a vehicle to apply for
discounts and exemptions where an application is required. Where GM is
using an existing database to identify exempted vehicles, it is the
responsibility of the owner/registered keeper of a vehicle to ensure their
information held with the relevant agencies, e.g. DVLA, is up to date and
accurate.

2.8.2

The Framework sets out the national permanent exemptions (those vehicles
which are exempt from charges for all CAZs including the GM CAZ). These
are provided for some types of vehicle which are particularly difficult or
uneconomic to adapt to comply with the Framework’s requirements. They
also cover vehicles that are engaged in particularly unique or novel
operations.

2.8.3

National permanent exemptions that apply to all CAZs are set out in Table 2
along with the Government’s rationale for each of them.

Table 2: Permanent Exemptions to CAZ Charges, set by the Government

11

Permanent
exemptions

Description

Rationale

Historic
vehicles

Vehicles within the DVLA
Historic Vehicle Tax
Class11 (vehicles built or
first registered more than
40 years ago)

Exempt due to age and
unsuitability for compliant
retrofitting

Military
vehicles

Vehicles in use by UK
Armed Forces

Disabled
Passenger
Vehicle

Vehicles within the DVLA
Disabled Passenger
Vehicle Tax Class, used
by organisations
providing transport for
disabled people.

Specialist
Emergency
Service
Vehicles

Specialist vehicles in use
by emergency services,
such as aerial ladders
and major incident
command vehicles.

Exempt from charges by
virtue of Section 349 of
the Armed Forces Act
2006
This group of vehicles
may include a range of
specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles, where
it may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a
vehicle compliant with
the emission standards
of the GM CAZ.
This group of vehicles
may include a range of
specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles where it
may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a
vehicle compliant with
the emission standards
of the GM CAZ.

Further Information

A database of these
nationally exempt
vehicles is managed via
the Central Government
Payment Portal, so
vehicles are
automatically exempt
with no additional action
required by the owner or
registered keeper.

A locally managed
database of vehicles
exempted has been
developed in liaison with
emergency services.

Information on tax classes for vehicles is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/v3551-notes-about-tax-classes

6
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2.8.4

In addition to stipulating national exemptions, the Government’s Clean Air
Zone Framework3 makes provision for local authorities to consider allowing
additional exemptions or discounts based on particular local circumstances,
specifically highlighting the need to liaise with emergency services operating
in the area to understand the type of vehicles in their fleets and the activities
for which they are used. Further local exemptions and discounts can be
proposed on this basis so long as they do not undermine the ability to
achieve compliance with the relevant legal limits on nitrogen dioxide in the
shortest possible time.

2.8.5

GM has provided local exemptions and discounts, which fall into three
categories:
•

Permanent local exemptions (set out in Table 3);

•

Temporary local exemptions12 (set out in Table 4); and

•

Permanent local discounts (set out in Table 5).

2.8.6

Tables 3, 4 and 5, below, set out the local discounts and exemptions which
will apply to the GM CAZ. The descriptions set out relate to UK-based
vehicles. Non UK-based vehicles which, were they registered as UK-based
vehicles, would meet the relevant discount or exemption description, are
also eligible to apply for an discount or exemption, save where the nature of
the discount or exemption is inherently local (e.g. GM-licensed taxis) or UKbased (e.g. vehicles used by the emergency services). Non UK-based
vehicles will always need to make an application to benefit from any discount
or exemption.

2.8.7

Further detail on discounts and exemptions, including how to apply (where
applicable) can be found at: cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans.

12

A temporary local exemption is a time limited exemption, applied for a fixed period. Within this temporary local exemption period,
eligible vehicles would not pay a charge. Following the expiry of a temporary local exemption, non-compliant vehicles are charged.
Note there may be a requirement to apply for discounts and exemptions.

7

Table 3: Permanent local exemptions
Description

Rationale

Further Information

This group of vehicles includes certain
novel or adapted road going HGVs of a
particularly specialised nature, meaning
it may not be practical to upgrade to a
vehicle compliant with the emission
standards of the GM CAZ.

Owners or registered keepers of
specialist HGVs need to apply for this
exemption, as there is no national
database of these vehicles.
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Permanent local
exemptions

Certain types of heavily specialised
HGVs, such as certain vehicles used in
construction or vehicle recovery.
The following are eligible to apply for
exemption:
•

Vehicles in the DVLA Special
Types Tax Class13 and specified in
an Order under Section 44 of the
Road Traffic Act 1994;

•

Vehicles in the DVLA Special
Vehicles Tax Class and meeting
the definition of a “special vehicle”
under Part IV of Schedule 1 of the
Vehicle Excise and Registration
Act 1994 (VERA);

Specialist Heavy Goods
Vehicles

13

•

Vehicles in the DVLA Recovery
Vehicle Tax Class and meeting the
definitions and criteria in Part V of
Schedule 1 of the VERA;

•

Vehicles in the DVLA Special
Concessionary Tax Class and
meeting the definitions and criteria
in paragraphs 20B, 20C, 20D, 20E,
20F, 20H or 20J of Schedule 2 of
the VERA.

•

Vehicles in the DVLA Limited Use
Tax Class and meeting the
definition and criteria in paragraph
20A of Schedule 2 of the VERA.

Information on tax classes for vehicles is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/v3551-notes-about-tax-classes

8

Description

Rationale

Further Information

Non-road-going vehicles

Certain types of non-road going vehicles
which are allowed to drive on the
highway such as agricultural machines;
digging machines; and mobile cranes.

This group of vehicles includes a range
of specialist and/or novel or adapted
vehicles, where it may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the emission standards of
the GM CAZ.

A database of these nationally exempt
vehicles is managed via the Central
Government Payment Portal, so
vehicles are automatically exempt with
no additional action required by the
owner or registered keeper.

Certain types of vehicles used by
emergency services front line
emergency and certain non-emergency
vehicles.

This group of vehicles includes a range
of vehicles, associated with front line
emergency response, and where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade to
a vehicle compliant with the emission
standards of the GM CAZ, which are not
captured by the national exemption.

A GM managed database of vehicles
exempted has been developed in liaison
with emergency services.

Community minibuses

Those operating under a permit under
section 19 or section 22 of the Transport
Act (1985), issued by a body designated
by the Secretary of State.

These vehicles provide important access
to employment, education and training
for people who may otherwise be
isolated, including those with mobility
issues and located in areas with poor
public transport accessibility. They also
facilitate inclusion in social and
community activities.

Owners or registered keepers of
community minibuses need to apply for
this exemption, as there is no national
database of these vehicles.

Showmen’s vehicles

Fairground/funfair vehicles which are
registered with the Showmen’s Guild, in
the tax classification of Showman’s HGV
or Showman’s Haulage under the DVLA
Special Vehicles Tax Class and meet
the definition of a ‘showman’s vehicle’ or
a ‘showman’s goods vehicle’ within the
meaning of section 62 of the VERA.

This group of vehicles includes a range
of specialist and/or novel or adapted
vehicles, where it may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the standards of the GM
CAZ.

GM will need to be notified of the
vehicles eligible for exemption registered
with the Showmen’s Guild, as there is no
national database of these vehicles.

Vehicles used by
emergency services

9
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Permanent local
exemptions

Driving within the zone
because of a road
diversion

Description

Rationale

Vehicles driving within the zone because
of a road diversion who would otherwise
not have entered the GM CAZ.

This exemption is aimed at protecting
road safety and recognises that vehicles
may enter the GM CAZ for reasons
outside of the driver’s control.

Applies only while the diversion is active
and subject to non-compliant vehicles
being on the designated diversion route.

Disabled Tax Class
vehicles

Vehicles used by, or for the purposes of
a disabled person which are exempt
from vehicle tax, i.e. those in the DVLA
Disabled Tax Class and meeting the
definitions and criteria in paragraphs 18
and 19 of Schedule 2 of the VERA are
eligible to apply for exemption.

LGVs and minibuses
adapted for a disabled user

LGVs and Minibuses specifically
adapted for use by a disabled user and
not used for hire or reward. These
vehicles will have a substantial and
permanent adaptation to the vehicle,
specific to suit a disabled wheelchair
user’s particular needs to enable them to
travel in the vehicle, or enter and drive
it14.

The exemption will apply to vehicles
which enter the GM CAZ as a direct
result of a road diversion only.

This exemption is complementary to the
exemption for Disabled Passenger
Vehicles.
An exemption certificate will have been
secured for vehicles within this group,
following a successful application to the
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Authority
(DVLA) for exemption from vehicle tax.
The vehicle must be used solely for the
purposes of the disabled person.

This exemption recognises privately
owned LGVs and Minibuses specially
adapted for use by a disabled user,
which are not covered by the Disabled
Tax Class exemption. The exemption is
subject to restrictions on its use through
eligibility criteria to ensure it is used
primarily for the transport of a disabled

Further Information

No additional action is required by the
owner or registered keeper of a noncompliant vehicle driving on a diversion
route who would otherwise not have
entered the GM CAZ.

A database of these vehicles is
managed via the Central Government
Payment Portal, so vehicles are
automatically exempt with no additional
action required by the owner or
registered keeper.

Owners or registered keepers of eligible
LGVs and Minibuses adapted for a
disabled user need to apply for this
exemption, as there is no national
database of these vehicles. The decision
on whether to grant the exemption to the
Applicant rests with TfGM in its total
discretion.

The definition of substantial and permanent adaptation draws on guidance from HMRC that: The adaptation to the vehicle must be both necessary and specific to suit the disabled wheelchair user’s particular
needs to enable them to travel in the vehicle, or enter and drive it. The adaptation should alter the vehicle in a meaningful way, enabling the wheelchair user to use the vehicle which they could not use before it
was adapted. For a vehicle to be considered as substantially and permanently adapted it is expected that significant change to the vehicle has been made with the adaptations being bolted or welded to the body
or chassis of the vehicle. Adaptations that are wired into the electrics of the vehicle could also qualify as substantially and permanently adapted. For adaptations to be considered permanent it’s expected that
they should be fitted to the vehicle for the shorter of either a minimum of 3 years or the lifetime of the vehicle. If the adaptation is removed before this time, then the adaptation may not be (continued p11)
14

10
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Permanent local
exemptions

Description

Rationale

Further Information

person and is not used for hire or
reward.

Driver training buses

Heritage buses not used
for hire or reward

Buses adapted for use for, and
dedicated to, driver training purposes
and owned by the Applicant prior to 3rd
December 2020.

This exemption recognises specially
adapted buses for dedicated use as
driver training vehicles, which are
specialist and/or novel or adapted
vehicles, where it may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the standards of the GM
CAZ.

Heritage buses which are over 20 years
old and which are not used for hire or
reward.

This exemption recognises privately
owned heritage buses over 20 years old
that do not fall within the Historic Vehicle
Tax Class, which are specialist and/or
novel or adapted vehicles, where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade to
a vehicle compliant with the standards of
the GM CAZ. The exemption is subject
to restrictions on its use through
eligibility criteria to ensure the vehicle is
not used for hire or reward.

A GM managed database of vehicles
eligible to be exempted has been
developed in liaison with bus operators,
as there is no national database of these
vehicles.
No additional vehicles can be added to
the list once established and any
replacement training buses will need to
be compliant or pay a charge.

Owners or registered keepers of eligible
heritage buses will need to apply for this
exemption, as there is no national
database of these vehicles. The decision
on whether to grant the exemption to the
Applicant rests with TfGM in its total
discretion.

considered to be permanent and therefore the vehicle should not have been eligible for exemption. A disabled person who usually uses a wheelchair needs to be able to take it with them in the vehicle. Vehicles
often need to be substantially adapted to allow a fixed frame or motorised wheelchair designed for permanent use to be transferred into the vehicle, using a ramp and a winch or a hoist, and for it to be held
safely and securely in place throughout the journey. Where a wheelchair can be folded and stowed in the boot of a vehicle, the vehicle does not need to be substantially and permanently adapted to carry it.
Whilst some minor adaptations may be required, it’s not sufficient to meet the ‘substantially and permanently adapted’ qualifying condition and the vehicle will not qualify for exemption. The following are not
considered as substantial and permanent adaptations because they are widely available accessories or upgrade options the: fitting of a roof rack or standard roof box; attachment of a trailer to the back of a
vehicle; fitting of automatic transmission; fitting of parking or reversing sensors. This list is not exhaustive. Further information available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-relief-on-adapted-motor-vehicles-fordisabled-people-and-charities-notice-1002#sec3

11
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Permanent local
exemptions

Table 4: Temporary local exemptions

LGVs and minibuses
(which are not a licensed
hackney or PHV or used on
a registered bus service
within GM)

GM licensed Hackneys and
PHVs

Description

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) and
minibuses which are not used as a
licensed hackney, PHV or on a
registered bus service within GM, are
eligible for a temporary exemption until
31st May 2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Hackneys and Private Hire Vehicles
(PHVs), which are licensed to one of the
10 GM Authorities as of the 3rd
December 2020 are eligible for a
temporary exemption until 31st May
2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Rationale
GM evidence indicates that the cost and
availability of new, second and third
hand compliant LGVs will not provide a
viable or an affordable option for many
operators (especially for the smallest
businesses and sole traders) to upgrade
to a compliant vehicle in 2022, given the
scale of the GM CAZ.
Introducing a charge in 2022 risks many
operators having to switch from using an
LGV to a pre-Euro 6 diesel car or stop
trading.
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Temporary local
exemptions

Further Information

This exemption is managed centrally so
eligible vehicles are automatically
exempt with no additional action
required by the owner or registered
keeper.

Given the number of LGVs operating in
GM, there is also a high risk of there
being insufficient time in advance of
2022 to administer the funding required
to support affected parties to upgrade to
compliant LGVs.

The evidence from the COVID-19
impacts analysis shows major impacts
on the GM taxi trade. This exemption
recognises GM licenced hackneys and
private hire vehicles require time to
recover from the financial effects of
COVID-19 and to invest in upgrades to
compliant alternatives before a charge is
applied.

A database of vehicles eligible for
temporary exemption is taken from the
Taxi and PHV Centralised Database.
Therefore, no additional action is
required by the owner or registered
keeper.

12

Coaches and buses not
used on a registered bus
service.

Description

Coaches and buses not used on a
registered bus service are eligible for a
temporary exemption until 31st May
2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Rationale

Further Information

The evidence from the COVID-19
impacts analysis, shows major impacts
on coach operators. This exemption
recognises the high upgrade cost of
coaches and that they require time to
recover from the financial effects of
COVID-19. 69% of coach operators are
small businesses, with many providing
services for vulnerable groups,
particularly children, elderly people and
those on low incomes.

Owners or registered keepers of
coaches and buses not used on a
registered bus service need to apply for
this exemption, as there is no database
of these vehicles.
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Temporary local
exemptions

A temporary exemption provides further
time for non-compliant vehicles to be
upgraded to meet the standards
required by a GM CAZ and protects vital
services.

Outstanding finance or
lease on non-compliant
vehicles

Non-compliant vehicles subject to
finance or lease agreements entered
into before 3rd December 2020 which will
remain outstanding at the time at which
the GM CAZ becomes operational, are
eligible for a temporary exemption until
the agreement ends or until 31st May
2023, whichever is sooner.

A move to a compliant vehicle is not
considered feasible due to outstanding
finance, which was entered into before
information on the GM CAZ had been
made publicly available.

Owners or registered keepers of noncompliant vehicles which are subject to
outstanding finance or lease
agreements at the time at which the GM
CAZ becomes operational need to apply
for this exemption, as there is no
national database of these vehicles.

Upgrade to a compliant vehicle is not
immediately possible due to an issue
with the supply of a compliant vehicle or
retrofit solution on order, which is
considered outside of the control of the
Applicant.

Owners or registered keepers of noncompliant vehicles who can evidence
that they have placed an order for a
compliant replacement vehicle or retrofit
solution, which is yet to be received,
need to apply for this exemption, as

After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Limited supply (awaiting
delivery of a compliant
vehicle)

Owners or registered keepers of noncompliant vehicles that can demonstrate
they have placed an order for a
compliant replacement vehicle or retrofit
solution, are eligible for a temporary
exemption until such a time as they are
in receipt of the compliant replacement

13

Description
vehicle or retrofit solution, or for 12
weeks, or until 31st May 2023, whichever
is sooner.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Buses operating on school
bus contracts entered into
before 31st March 2019 and
which expire in July 2022.

15

Buses used on a GM school bus service
where the contract ends in July 2022
and where the contract was tendered
prior to 31st March 2019 (submission of
the GM CAP OBC15) are eligible for a
temporary exemption to 31st July 2022.
These buses must have been identified
on the GM bus fleet register for at least
6 months. These vehicles will not be
considered for funding under the GM
CAP scheme. The vehicles must not be
used for registered bus services within
GM beyond 31st July 2022.

Rationale
The temporary exemption will end on
31st May 2023 as it is reasonable to
expect vehicle owners have had
sufficient notice to plan for upgrade
during this time.

101 school bus contracts were entered
into before 31st March 2019 and are due
to expire in July 2022. 39 buses
operating on those contracts, are
reaching end of life and cannot be
retrofitted.

Further Information
there is no national database of these
vehicles.
On expiry of the 12 week period of
temporary exemption, vehicle owners
may present further evidence of the
delay in upgrade to a compliant
alternative (beyond the first temporary
exemption period), which could be
considered on a discretionary/case by
case basis for a further temporary
exemption until such a time as they are
in receipt of the compliant replacement
vehicle or retrofit solution, or for 12
weeks, or until 31st May 2023,
whichever is sooner.

A locally managed database of vehicles
eligible to be exempted has been
developed in liaison with bus operators
whose school bus contracts were
entered into before 31st March 2019 and
which expire in July 2022.

GM submitted an Outline Business Case (OBC) setting out the GM CAP proposals to the Government at the end of March 2019.

14
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Temporary local
exemptions

Table 5 Permanent local discounts

Private HGV Tax Class
vehicles

Description
Owners or registered keepers of
vehicles in the DVLA Private HGV Tax
Class16 and meeting the definition of a
“special vehicle” in paragraph 4(2)(bb) of
Schedule 2 to the VERA.
The vehicle would be subject to a
charge equivalent to the LGV daily
charge (£10 a day), rather than the HGV
daily charge (£60 a day).

16
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Permanent local
discounts

Rationale

Further Information

HGVs in the DVLA Private HGV Tax
Class are used unladen, privately or for
driver training purposes.

A database of these vehicles is
managed by the DVLA. Therefore, no
additional action is required by the
owner or registered keeper to register
the vehicle for a discounted charge.

Information on tax classes for vehicles is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/v3551-notes-about-tax-classes
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2.9

Enforcement – Enforcement of the GM Clean Air Zone is undertaken in
accordance with the prescribed process set out within Road User Charging
Schemes (Penalty Charges, Adjudication and Enforcement) (England)
Regulations 2013 (the Penalty Charges Regulations)17.

2.9.1

The GM CAZ will use a network of automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
cameras, which together with data from the Government vehicle checker will
identify non-compliant vehicles.

2.9.2

Data collected through the ANPR system is handled in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and Data Protection Act 2018.

2.9.3

Where the ANPR system identifies non-compliant vehicles travelling in the GM
CAZ and charges have not been paid within 7 days of the journey date, the
registered keeper or other liable person is liable to pay a penalty charge of £120,
which will be notified via a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN).

2.9.4

If the person or organisation named on the PCN pays the amount specified on
the PCN within 14 days of service of the PCN (as indicated on the PCN), the
amount payable is reduced by 50% to £60 (payable in addition to the daily
charge).

2.9.5

If the person or organisation named on the PCN does not either pay the amount
specified on the PCN or make a formal challenge (called a ‘representation’) in
relation to it (on certain grounds specified in the Penalty Charges Regulations),
within 28 days of the date of service of the PCN then a Charge Certificate will
normally be issued and the penalty charge will be increased by 50% (as set out
in the Penalty Charges Regulations) to £180 (payable in addition to the daily
charge).

2.9.6

A representation against a PCN is considered and if it is accepted the PCN will
be cancelled and in the event that any sums have been paid towards the PCN,
these will be reimbursed. If the representation is rejected, the person or
organisation named on the PCN may appeal to an independent adjudicator
within 28 days of rejection of the representation.

2.9.7

Where a charge certificate has been served and is not paid within 14 days of
service, enforcement action may be taken to recover the increased penalty
charge along with the daily charge. If these steps are taken, the associated
additional costs will increase the sum sought from the individual or organisation.

2.9.8

Detail on making a representation against a PCN can be found at:
cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans.

17

Road User Charging Schemes (Penalty Charges, Adjudication and Enforcement) (England) Regulations 2013, available at:
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1783/contents/made
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3

Funding to Upgrade to Compliant Vehicles

3.1

Owners/registered keepers18 of a non-compliant vehicle that is subject to the GM
CAZ charge may be eligible to apply for financial support towards upgrading to a
compliant vehicle, subject to meeting eligibility criteria. The aim of the funding is
to support an upgrade to a compliant vehicle and to mitigate the negative socioeconomic effects of the GM CAZ. The supporting funds are:

3.2

•

A Clean Bus Fund to provide financial support for the upgrade of noncompliant buses used on registered bus services within GM (see
Section 6).

•

A Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund to provide financial support for the
upgrade of non-compliant LGVs and HGVs, minibuses and coaches,
which is targeted to support small and micro businesses, sole traders,
the self-employed, charities, social enterprises and individuals in GM
(see Section 8).

•

A Clean Taxi Fund to provide financial support for the upgrade of noncompliant GM Licensed Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles
(see Section 9).

The funding options are:
•

a lump sum grant, which contributes to the cost of retrofit, replacement
or running costs19 – the Applicant funds the remaining costs with their
own capital or financing arrangements; or,

•

Vehicle Finance20, which contributes to the cost of financing a
replacement vehicle through the GM scheme – the Applicant pays
monthly for an agreed finance period.

3.3

Further information on funding options is available in the following sections,
Appendix B and Appendix C.

3.4

Financial support as part of the GM CAP is offered on the basis of the following
principles; that financial support is:
•

only offered to upgrade non-compliant vehicles, which are vehicles that
do not comply with the relevant GM CAZ emission standards;

•

only offered to vehicles that are not eligible for a permanent national or
local exemption;

•

only offered to Applicants meeting the eligibility criteria for the relevant
fund;

18

i.e. those with the legal authority to upgrade / trade-in the non-compliant vehicle.
Running cost grant option only available under the Clean Taxi Fund.
20 Available under the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund.
19
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•

provided for the replacement of a non-compliant vehicle with a
compliant vehicle on a ‘like-for-like’ basis21 with limited exceptions. For
the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund, flexibility of upgrade within the
LGV and HGV vehicle type categories is permitted, but with the financial
support based upon the type of non-compliant vehicle presented for
upgrade. For the Clean Taxi Fund, flexibility of upgrade from a nonWheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV) taxi to a WAV taxi22 is permitted,
with the financial support based upon the vehicle being upgraded to.
Replacing a non-compliant WAV taxi with a non-WAV taxi will not be
permitted;

•

issued directly to accredited suppliers of retrofit and replacement vehicle
upgrade options, to ensure maintenance of a comprehensive audit trail,
accountability for public funding and to reduce the risk of fraudulent
activity and misappropriation of funds. The only exceptions to this are
the Clean Bus Fund and running cost grants under the Clean Taxi Fund,
which the financial support is paid to the Applicant;

•

subject to the non-compliant vehicle being ‘traded-in’ against the
replacement vehicle funded through the GM CAP and at the dealership
where the compliant vehicle is being sourced;

•

with the exception of the Clean Bus Fund, limited to a maximum of 5
vehicles per Applicant. Applications for a mix of vehicle types are
permitted, up to a total of 5 vehicles per Applicant, across all vehicle
types;

•

with the exception of the Clean Bus Fund, financial support is limited to
a monetary value of £325,000 per Applicant. This figure is inclusive of
any cumulative financial benefit from discounts, exemptions, grants or
Vehicle Finance secured through the GM CAP or any other applicable
public funding source;

•

only available insofar as it complies with UK’s subsidy control regime23;

•

only offered as Vehicle Finance or running cost grant24 when the
compliant replacement vehicle being funded is also receiving a
Government plug-in grant25.

21

i.e. financial support will not be available to facilitate upgrade of a non-compliant vehicle to a compliant vehicle of a different vehicle type
(e.g. LGV, HGV) or Euro Category (e.g. N1, N2) (see Appendix A, Table A1 for details of vehicle types and Euro Categories)
The use of the term ‘taxi’ relates to Hackney Carriages and PHVs.
23 Including the World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) subsidy rules, known as the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
(ASCM) and further commitments in varies Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with other countries including the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation
Agreement (TCA). For further information please see: Complying with the UK’s international obligations on subsidy control: guidance for
public authorities, available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/complying-with-the-uks-international-obligations-on-subsidycontrol-guidance-for-public-authorities
24
i.e. New Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) vehicles in receipt of a Government plug-in grant will not be provided with retrofit, replacement grant
or Grant + Vehicle Finance options. Running cost grants are only available under the Clean Taxi Fund.
25 Information on low-emission vehicles eligible for a plug-in grant is available at: https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants
22
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4

Management of Funds

4.1

Transport for Greater Manchester is to be responsible for distributing the Clean
Bus Fund, Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund.

4.2

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund are to be made
available through funding rounds, designed to direct funding towards the smallest
businesses and individuals, who are likely to be most economically vulnerable to
the impacts of the GM CAZ. The funding rounds applicable to each of the Funds
are set out within the corresponding sections of the Policy.

4.3

GM will keep the distribution of Funds under review. If funding has not been
distributed at the end of the funding rounds specified in this Policy, the Air Quality
Administration Committee26 has the authority to consider possible changes to the
eligibility criteria, including opening up the Funds to vehicle owners outside GM.

5

Distribution of Funds

5.1

Owners/registered keepers can use the Government vehicle checker to
understand if their current vehicle is non-compliant. The vehicle checker can be
accessed online at: gov.uk/check-clean-air-zone-charge. Any queries relating to
the classification of vehicles, as used by the Government vehicle checker, is a
matter for the owner/registered keeper and the DVLA.

5.2

Owners/registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles can access information
about the funding options available to upgrade to a compliant vehicle at:
cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans. The website provides information on eligibility
criteria for funding and how to apply and compare funding options before an
Applicant needs to enter the formal application process.

5.3

Those wishing to proceed with an application, are directed to set up a secure
online account and provide the necessary information to submit an application for
funding. This includes providing data about themselves, their vehicle and their
business, organisation, or as an individual and these details are verified through
a series of validation checks to external data sources.

5.4

Following a successful eligibility assessment27 and acceptance of the relevant
terms and conditions of funding, the Applicant is provided with a funding award
notification, which will set out the funding options available to them. At this stage,
the Applicant is able to explore the funding opportunities available to them.

5.5

With the exception of the Clean Bus Fund and running cost grants under the
Clean Taxi Fund, which are paid to the Applicant, all funds are paid directly
through accredited suppliers of retrofit and replacement upgrade options, to
ensure maintenance of a comprehensive audit trail, accountability for public
funding and to reduce the risk of fraudulent activity and misappropriation of
funds. ‘Trade in’ of the non-complaint vehicle is mandatory.

5.6

Appendix B provides more detail on the distribution of Funds.

A Joint Committee of charging authorities and the GMCA to enable the joint discharge of the GMCA’s and Local Authorities’ functions and in
relation to the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan.
27 subject to a funding round being open for the Applicant and vehicle type.
26
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6

Clean Bus Fund

6.1

Retrofit – This Fund provides a financial support mechanism to retrofit buses
with older engine standards to the less polluting Euro VI standard where
possible. This funding is available to eligible vehicles used on registered bus
services within GM.

6.2

Government have awarded GM £14.7m of funding to retrofit non-compliant
buses operating on a registered bus service within GM. The Government’s Joint
Air Quality Unit28 (JAQU) confirmed that this funding will be delivered as a
continuation of the Clean Bus Technology Fund and it was subsequently opened
to applications from December 2020.

6.3

The Fund provides a grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant
standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified
system. Funding is available to eligible vehicles that have been operating a
registered bus service within GM, for not less than six (6) full consecutive
calendar months immediately prior to the date of application and are less than 13
years old.

6.4

Replacement – It is estimated that there are nearly 350 non-compliant buses
operating on registered bus services within GM that cannot be retrofitted.
Government have awarded £3.2m to support the replacement of non-compliant
vehicles for small and medium sized bus operators, operating on registered bus
services in GM.

6.5

A grant of £16,000 is available towards the cost of replacing a non-compliant
vehicle used on a registered bus service within GM with a compliant vehicle
which meets GM CAZ emission standards.

6.6

Applicants for Replacement funding will need to demonstrate that29:
•

they are the registered operator for a registered bus service operating in
GM30;

•

they are a small (including micro business / entity)31 or medium-sized32
business;

A joint unit of the DfT and the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, has led the Government’s current work to try and ensure
the UK is compliant with the legal limit values for nitrogen dioxide in the shortest time possible.
It is the responsibility of the Applicant to ensure their information held with the relevant agencies, e.g. DVLA and Companies House, is up to
date and accurate.
30 For the purpose of the GM CAP scheme, a ‘vehicle used on a registered bus service within GM’ is any vehicle operated on a bus service
within GM that has been registered with the Traffic Commissioner for the North West of England. The vehicle would be on the bus fleet data
list which is captured every six months by Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and which is marked and agreed as “Identified as PVR
(Peak Vehicle Requirement) + Spare vehicles on GM services”. Therefore, any vehicle identified as such on the bus fleet data list captured
by TfGM will be considered to be ‘a vehicle used on a registered bus service within GM’ for the purposes of the GM CAP scheme.
31
A business/company are considered ‘small’ if it has any 2 of the following:
•
a turnover of £10.2 million or less;
•
£5.1 million or less on its balance sheet;
•
50 employees or less;
As defined by Companies House, June 2021. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/annual-accounts/microentities-small-and-dormant-companies
28

29

32

A business/company are considered ‘medium’ if it has any 2 of the following:
•
the annual turnover must be no more than £36 million
•
the balance sheet total must be no more than £18 million
•
the average number of employees must be no more than 250.
As defined by Companies House, June 2021. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/life-of-a-company-annualrequirements/life-of-a-company-part-1-accounts
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•

they have not been in receipt of, or be subject to, a current Application
for public sector clean air funding in GM or elsewhere in the United
Kingdom for upgrade (retrofit or replacement) of the same
vehicle(s) that is to be upgraded through the GM Clean Bus Fund;

•

they have been operating a registered bus service within GM, for not
less than twelve (12) full consecutive calendar months immediately prior
to the date of application33;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has been registered to34 the Applicant and
operated on a registered bus service within GM for not less than twelve
(12) consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the date of
application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has a valid MOT, road tax and suitable
insurance to operate a bus passenger service, at the date of application;

•

the upgraded vehicle is compliant with the GM CAZ emission standards
as a minimum; and,

•

the upgraded vehicle will continue to operate on a registered bus
service within GM for a minimum of 5 years following receipt of funding.
If it is replaced or taken out of service in GM it must be replaced by a
vehicle which meets the same emissions standard or better, e.g. a
compliant bus must be replaced with another compliant bus, and must
be of the same age or younger.

6.7

If the Fund is oversubscribed, , in addition to Applicants meeting the eligibility
criteria, a process could be applied which seeks to maximise air quality benefits,
targeting funding towards the upgrade of the oldest vehicles first or those
vehicles operating in areas with particularly poor air quality (points of
exceedance).

7

Vehicle Finance

7.1

The Vehicle Finance measure will provide access to an affordable finance option
for eligible Applicants who require assistance in funding the cost of upgrading to
a compliant HGV, LGV, Coach, Minibus, GM licensed Hackney Carriage or GM
licensed Private Hire Vehicle. It has been designed to address some of the
potential reasons that finance might typically be refused, including affordability of
finance re-payments or a thin credit file.

7.2

Vehicle Finance utilises the GM CAP Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean
Taxi Fund to offer eligible Applicants, who require assistance in funding the cost
of upgrading to a compliant vehicle, access to affordable finance through a panel
of GM appointed finance providers.

7.3

The financial support set out in the sections for the Clean Commercial Vehicle
Fund (Section 8) and Clean Taxi Fund (Section 9) outlines the maximum funding
an Applicant can receive for each vehicle type. Appendix C sets out the detailed
grant funding and Vehicle Finance offers by vehicle type.

33

Bus operators who can demonstrate they have been running non-compliant vehicles on a school bus service within GM for a full academic
year (September – July) are considered to have satisfied the eligibility criteria to have been operating a registered bus service within GM, for
not less than twelve (12) full consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the date of application.
34 i.e. the Applicant has the legal authority to upgrade / trade-in the non-compliant vehicle.
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7.4

Access to Vehicle Finance is offered as an option alongside retrofit, replacement
and running cost grants (where available) and Applicants will therefore be able to
choose the option which best suits their individual circumstances.

7.5

In addition to meeting the eligibility criteria set out for the Clean Commercial
Vehicle Fund (Section 8) or the Clean Taxi Fund (Section 9), Applicants for
Vehicle Finance will need to satisfy the requirements of the Finance Provider
(e.g. holding a UK bank account in the name of the Applicant/business,
consenting to the Finance Provider carrying out credit reference searches,
deposit contribution).

7.6

Vehicle Finance lending decisions rest with the Finance Provider and are subject
to individual circumstances.

7.7

Where an Applicant is unsuccessful in securing a vehicle finance agreement, the
replacement grant option will remain available to the Applicant.

8

Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund

8.1

Government have made various funding awards (detailed below) to help upgrade
commercial style vehicles: HGVs, LGVs, minibuses and coaches, collectively
referred to as the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund (CCVF). Funding is targeted
to support eligible small and micro businesses, sole traders, self-employed,
charities, social enterprises and individuals in GM.

8.2

The use of the term ‘commercial vehicle’ relates to the vehicle type, i.e. HGVs,
LGVs, minibuses and coaches, not its commercial use. Funding is available to
both commercial and private owners/registered keepers of non-compliant
vehicles, where eligible.

8.3

Eligible Applicants will be offered the option of:
•

a grant towards retrofit, where the GM CAP funds contribute to the costs
of retrofit; or,

•

a contribution towards a replacement compliant vehicle, where the GM
CAP funds contribute to the costs of a replacement vehicle – this may
be as:
o a lump sum grant - the Applicant funds the remaining costs with
their own capital or financing arrangements; or
o access to Vehicle Finance – the Applicant pays monthly for an
agreed finance period (as set out in Section 7 Vehicle Finance).

8.4

Further detail on funding options by vehicle type can also be found in Appendix
C.

8.5

HGVs – Government have awarded £7.6m of funding towards the upgrade of
non-compliant HGVs. This will provide funding towards the retrofit of vehicles to
meet the GM CAZ emission standards, or to replace non-compliant vehicles with
compliant vehicles. Funding is available to both commercial and private
owners/registered keepers of non-compliant HGVs.

8.6

The following funding options are available for HGVs:
22
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•

up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean
Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system are
available; or,

•

up to £12,000 towards a compliant replacement vehicle, dependent on
the size of non-compliant vehicle for replacement; as follows:
•

44t35 HGV (up to 44t HGV) – up to £6,500

•

32t rigid HGV (over 26t and up to 32t rigid HGV) – up to £12,000

•

26t rigid HGV (over 18t and up to 26t rigid HGV) – up to £9,000

•

18t rigid HGV (over 7.5t and up to 18t rigid HGV) – up to £7,000

•

Up to 7.5t rigid HGV (over 3.5t and up to 7.5t rigid HGV) – up to
£5,000

8.7

LGVs – Government have awarded £70m of funding towards the upgrade of
non-compliant LGVs. This will provide funding towards the retrofit of vehicles to
meet the GM CAZ emission standards, or to replace non-compliant vehicles with
compliant vehicles.

8.8

The following funding options are available for LGVs:
•

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean Vehicle
Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system; or,

•

up to £4,500 towards a compliant replacement vehicle, dependent on
the size of non-compliant vehicle for replacement; as follows:
•

under 1.6t36 LGV – up to £3,500

•

over 1.6t and up to 3.5t LGV – up to £4,500

8.9

Minibuses (which are not a licensed hackney or PHV or used on a GM
registered bus service) – Government have awarded £2m of funding towards the
upgrade of non-compliant minibuses. This will provide funding towards the retrofit
of vehicles to meet the GM CAZ emission standards, or to replace non-compliant
vehicles with compliant vehicles.

8.10

The following funding options are available for minibuses:
•

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean Vehicle
Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system; or,

•

up to £5,000 towards a compliant replacement vehicle.

35

Weights given are Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) - the weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load, that can be safely carried
when it is being used on the road. This are listed in the owner’s manual. Also known as the maximum authorised mass (MAM) or
permissible maximum weight.
36
Weights given are Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) - the weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load, that can be safely carried
when it is being used on the road. This are listed in the owner’s manual. Also known as the maximum authorised mass (MAM) or
permissible maximum weight.
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8.11

Coaches and Buses (which are not used on a GM registered bus service) –
Government have awarded £4.4m of funding towards the upgrade of coaches
and buses which are not used on a GM registered bus service. This will provide
funding towards the retrofit of vehicles to meet the GM CAZ emission standards,
or to replace non-compliant vehicles with compliant vehicles.

8.12

The following funding options are available for coaches and buses which are not
used on a GM registered bus service:

8.13

•

up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean
Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system are
available, or,

•

up to £32,000 towards a compliant replacement vehicle, only available
where the vehicle cannot be retrofitted.

Eligibility criteria for the CCVF - Applicants to the CCVF will need to
demonstrate that37:
•

they are either:
o a small business38,
o a micro business / entity39;
o self-employed / sole trader40;
o an entity regulated by the Charity Commission (including
registered, active charities and active charities exempted from
registration);
o a social enterprise41 (including non-profit organisations); or
o a private owner (owner/registered keeper) of a non-compliant
vehicle42 which are not used for commercial purposes.

37

It is the responsibility of the Applicant to ensure their information held with the relevant agencies, e.g. DVLA and Companies House, is up to
date and accurate.
38 A business/company are considered ‘small’ if it has any 2 of the following:
•
a turnover of £10.2 million or less;
•
£5.1 million or less on its balance sheet;
•
50 employees or less;
As defined by Companies House, June 2021. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/annual-accounts/microentities-small-and-dormant-companies
39 A company are considered a micro-entity if it has any 2 of the following:
•
a turnover of £632,000 or less;
•
£316,000 or less on its balance sheet;
•
10 employees or less;
As defined by Companies House, June 2021. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/annual-accounts/microentities-small-and-dormant-companies
40 Guidance on whether you are considered to be self-employed / a sole trader is available at: https://www.gov.uk/working-for-yourself
41
A business is probably a social enterprise if it:
•
operates as a business with primarily social/environmental objectives, whose surpluses are principally reinvested for that purpose in
the business or community rather than mainly being paid to shareholders and owners;
•
does not pay more than 50 per cent of profit or surplus to owners or shareholders, as a social enterprise principally reinvests profit
or surplus into the enterprise instead of paying it to owners or shareholders;
•
typically it is registered with Companies House as an active company in the UK (or the Financial Conduct Authority if a cooperative);
and,
•
According to the legal structure may be beneficiary of government funds.
42 LGVs, HGVs, minibuses, or buses and coaches which are not used on a registered bus service within GM.
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43
44

•

they have had a business address within GM for not less than twelve
(12) full consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the date of
Application or, where they are a private owner, their only or main
residential address has been within GM for not less than twelve (12) full
consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the date of
Application.

•

they, and the non-compliant vehicle, have not already been in receipt of
government clean air funding for the purpose of upgrade of the same
non-compliant vehicle that is the subject of the application, in GM or
elsewhere in the United Kingdom;

•

they have not received and do not expect to receive more than
£325,000 (or equivalent) of domestic or international funding/subsidy
from any government/public sources over a period of three fiscal years.
This figure is inclusive of any financial benefit from discounts,
exemptions, grants or Vehicle Finance secured through the GM CAP or
any other applicable public funding source.

•

they are the owner/registered keeper43 of the non-compliant vehicle;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has been owned by/registered to the
Applicant for not less than twelve (12) consecutive calendar months
immediately prior to the date of Application. For the retrofit of coaches
and buses, the non-compliant vehicle has been owned by/registered to
the Applicant for not less than six (6) consecutive calendar months
immediately prior to the date of Application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has been registered to an address in GM for
not less than twelve (12) consecutive calendar months immediately prior
to the date of Application. For the retrofit of coaches and buses, the
non-compliant vehicle has been registered to an address in GM for not
less than six (6) consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the
date of Application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has a valid MOT (or annual test)44, road tax
and insurance, as appropriate for the vehicle use/organisation, at the
date of Application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle is replaced by a compliant vehicle on a like
for like basis, or upgraded via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation
Scheme (CVRAS) certified emission reduction system, to meet GM CAZ
emission standards;

•

they declare the Applicant/organisation and the upgraded vehicle will
continue to have a base location in GM for not less than twelve (12) full
consecutive calendar months following receipt of funding.

i.e. the Applicant has the legal authority to upgrade / trade-in the non-compliant vehicle.
An annual test (MOT) applies for a lorry, bus or trailer. Further information is available at: https://www.gov.uk/getting-an-mot/vehiclesexempt-from-mot
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8.14

8.15

The funding rounds for HGVs, Coaches and Buses, and Minibuses are:
•

an initial round of funding open to eligible micro-businesses, selfemployed, sole-traders, charities, social enterprises and private
owners/registered keepers of a non-compliant vehicle; up to the vehicle
cap (up to a total of 5 vehicles per Applicant); and

•

subject to available funds, a second round of funding open to all eligible
owners/registered keepers of a non-compliant vehicle; up to the vehicle
cap (up to a total of 5 vehicles per Applicant).

The funding rounds for LGVs are:
•

an initial round of funding open to eligible micro-businesses, selfemployed, sole-traders, charities, social enterprises and private
owners/registered keepers of a non-compliant vehicle of Euro Emission
standard 4 (Euro 4) or older; up to the vehicle cap (up to a total of 5
vehicles per Applicant);

•

subject to available funds, a second round of funding open to eligible
micro-businesses, self-employed, sole-traders, charities, social
enterprises and private owners/registered keepers of a non-compliant
vehicle; up to the vehicle cap (up to a total of 5 vehicles per Applicant);
and

•

subject to available funds, a third round of funding open to all eligible
owners/registered keepers of a non-compliant vehicle; up to the vehicle
cap (up to a total of 5 vehicles per Applicant).

9

Clean Taxi Fund

9.1

The Clean Taxi Fund (CTF) will support the upgrade of non-compliant GM
licensed Hackney Carriages45 and private hire vehicles (PHVs). The use of the
term ‘taxi’ relates to Hackney Carriages and PHVs.

9.2

Government have awarded £19.7m46 of funding towards the upgrade of noncompliant taxis. This will provide funding towards the retrofit of vehicles to meet
the GM CAZ emission standards or towards the replacement of non-compliant
vehicles with compliant vehicles or towards running costs when the compliant
vehicle acquired with GM CAP funds is also receiving a Government plug-in
grant47.

9.3

Eligible Applicants will be offered the option of:
•

a grant towards retrofit, where the GM CAP funds contribute to the costs
of retrofit; or,

•

a running cost grant towards the running costs of a new Zero Emissions
Capable (ZEC) vehicle; or,

•

a contribution towards a replacement vehicle, where the GM CAP funds
contribute towards the costs of a replacement vehicle – this may be as:

45

i.e. those vehicles with a Hackney Carriage License.
Government have awarded £10.2m for the upgrade of PHVs and £9.5m for the upgrade of Hackney Carriages.
47 Information on low-emission vehicles eligible for a plug-in grant is available at: https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants
46
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o a lump sum grant – the Applicant funds the remaining costs with
their own capital or financing arrangements; or,
o access to Vehicle Finance – the Applicant pays monthly for an
agreed finance period (as set out in Section 7 Vehicle Finance).
9.4

Further detail on funding options by vehicle type can also be found in Appendix
C.

9.5

Wheelchair accessible vehicles - the following funding is available for
upgrading a non-compliant taxi to a purpose-built Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle
(WAV)48:

9.6

•

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean
Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system; or,

•

up to £10,000 towards the running costs of a new purpose-built WAV
Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC)49 replacement vehicle. This option is
available when the compliant replacement vehicle acquired with GM
CAP funds is also receiving a Government plug-in grant; or,

•

up to £10,000 towards a second-hand purpose-built WAV ZEC
replacement vehicle; or,

•

up to £5,000 towards a compliant purpose-built WAV replacement
vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).

Non-Wheelchair accessible vehicles – the following funding is available for
upgrading a non-compliant taxi to a non-Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV):
•

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a Clean Vehicle
Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system; or,

•

up to £6,000 towards the running costs of a new Zero Emissions
Capable (ZEC) replacement vehicle50. This option is available when the
compliant replacement vehicle acquired with GM CAP funds is also
receiving a Government plug-in grant; or,

•

up to £6,000 towards a second-hand ZEC replacement vehicle; or,

•

up to £3,000 towards a compliant replacement vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or better); or,

•

up to £5,000 towards a compliant replacement 6+ seater vehicle (Euro 4
petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).

48

Purpose-built Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAV) must satisfy the license requirements of the relevant GM Licensing Authority.
A Zero Emissions Capable Vehicle (ZEC) is defined as having CO2 emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at least 70
miles, as defined by Government, available at: https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants/eligibility
50 A Zero Emissions Capable Vehicle (ZEC) is defined as having CO emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at least 70
2
miles, as defined by Government, available at: https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants/eligibility
49
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9.7

9.8

Eligibility criteria for the CTF - Applicants for the CTF will need to demonstrate
that51:
•

they are the owner/registered keeper52 of the non-compliant vehicle;

•

the non-compliant vehicle is licensed for the purposes of Hackney
Carriage or a private hire services with one of the 10 Local Authorities in
GM and has been so licensed for not less than twelve (12) uninterrupted
consecutive calendar months immediately prior to the date of
Application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle has been owned by the Applicant for not less
than twelve (12) uninterrupted consecutive calendar months
immediately prior to the date of Application;

•

the non-compliant vehicle is replaced by a compliant vehicle or
upgraded via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
approved emission reduction system, to meet GM CAZ emission
standards.

•

the non-compliant vehicle has current road tax and business insurance
at the date of Application;

•

they declare that they will remain licensed with one of the 10 GM Local
Authorities for the purpose of performing Hackney Carriage or private
hire duties within GM for two (2) years following the receipt of funding;
and,

•

they have not received and do not expect to receive more than
£325,000 (or equivalent) of domestic or international funding/subsidy
from any government/public sources over a period of three fiscal years.
This figure is inclusive of any financial benefit from discounts,
exemptions, grants or Vehicle Finance secured through the GM CAP or
any other applicable public funding source.

The funding rounds for taxis are:
•

an initial round of funding open to eligible owners/registered keepers of
a non-compliant taxi, with a limit of one vehicle per Applicant;

•

a second round of funding open to eligible owners/registered keepers of
a non-compliant taxi, up to the vehicle cap (up to a total of 5 vehicles
per Applicant).

10

Fraudulent Activity and Misappropriation

10.1

If an Applicant is found to have abused the application process for the funds,
Vehicle Finance, discounts or exemptions (e.g. by the provision of falsified or
misrepresented information), the right is reserved to terminate discounts or
exemptions, terminate applications for funding or take enforcement action to
seek to recover any losses where information provided is not truthful or accurate.

51

It is the responsibility of the Applicant to ensure their information held with the relevant agencies, e.g. DVLA and Licensing Authorities, is up
to date and accurate.
52 i.e. the Applicant has the legal authority to upgrade / trade-in the non-compliant vehicle.
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10.2

Furthermore, any Applicants found to have abused the application process,
made a fraudulent application or misappropriated discounts, exemptions or
funding, will not be eligible for any GM CAZ local discounts, local exemptions or
further financial support and the matter may be referred to other relevant
authorities where relevant.

29
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Appendix A – Clean Air Zone vehicle categories and minimum emission standards as set out in the UK
Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework
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Table A1 – CAZ vehicle categories and minimum emission standards as set out in the Clean Air Zone Framework53
Vehicle Type

Euro Category

Bus
Coach

M3 (Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) over 5000kg and
more than 8 seats in addition to the driver)

Minimum54 CAZ
Compliant Euro
Emission Standard
Euro VI (diesel)
Euro VI (diesel)

Example Vehicles55
Buses (single decker, double decker and
midi), Coaches (single and double decker).
Articulated vehicles, rigid HGVs, flatbed
lorries, concrete mixers, 2-axle lorry, some
motorised caravans (>3.5t) and motorised
horseboxes (>3.5t).
Minibuses (excluding those which are
licensed as a Hackney Carriage or Private
Hire Vehicle – see Hackney Carriage and
Private Hire Vehicles below).

HGV

N2 (GVW56 over 3500 kg)
N3 (GVW over 5000 kg)

Euro VI

Minibus

M2 (GVW not exceeding 5000 kg and more than 8
seats in addition to the driver)

Euro 6 and VI (diesel)
Euro 4 and IV (petrol)

LGV

N1 (GVW not exceeding 3500 kg)

Euro 6 (diesel)
Euro 4 (petrol)

Vans (short and long wheelbase), some car
derived vans, some light 4x4 utility vehicles,
pickups and campervans.

Hackney
Carriage and
Private Hire
Vehicles

Minibus – M2 (GVW not exceeding 5000 kg and
more than 8 seats in addition to the driver)
M1 Passenger vehicle with up to 8 seats in addition
to the driver

Euro 6 (diesel)
Euro 4 (petrol)

Vehicles licensed as Hackney Carriages
and/or Private Hire Vehicles.

53

Defra and DfT. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework, Annex A. Available at: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
Note the minimum compliant standard is specified in Table 3.1.2. Vehicles which meet Euro 5 (V) and 6 (VI) petrol standards will also be compliant.
55
As set out by Greater Manchester. These example vehicles do not feature in the Government Guidance and are provided for guidance only.
56 The weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load, that can be safely carried when it is being used on the road. This are listed in the owner’s manual. Also known as the maximum authorised mass
(MAM) or permissible maximum weight.
54
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12

Appendix B – Funding Options and Application

12.1

Following a successful eligibility assessment57 and acceptance of the relevant terms
and conditions of funding, the Applicant is provided with a funding award notification.
The Applicant is then able to explore the funding opportunities available to them, which
could include:
•

Grant – retrofit

•

Grant – replacement vehicle

•

Vehicle Finance – replacement vehicle58

•

Grant & Vehicle Finance – replacement vehicle59

•

Running Cost Grant – replacement to new Zero Emission Capable (ZEC)
Taxis60

12.2

Grant – retrofit – A contribution towards the cost of retrofit to a compliant standard via
a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) certified system The
Applicant is directed to suitable retrofitting suppliers to place an order. For retrofits
funded by the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund or Clean Taxi Fund, the cost of retrofit
is paid directly to the retrofit supplier. For retrofits funded by the Clean Bus Fund, the
cost of retrofit is paid to the Applicant.

12.3

Grant – replacement vehicle – A lump sum grant is available to the Applicant. The
Applicant is directed to a list of Accredited Dealerships61 that can be used to source a
compliant vehicle. The Accredited Dealerships are able to confirm the amount and
status of the funding awarded, so that, once the replacement compliant vehicle is
ready for the Applicant to complete their transaction, the Dealership can access the
GM CAP grant funds to proceed with the transaction.

12.4

Vehicle Finance – replacement vehicle – Vehicle Finance is offered as a finance
contribution to the Applicant through a panel of GM appointed Finance Providers. The
Applicant is directed to a range of Finance Providers and dealerships in the Finance
Provider’s network that can be used to source a compliant vehicle. The Finance
Providers will undertake an assessment of affordability. If successful, the Applicant is
able to complete their transaction and vehicle handover with a dealership in the
Finance Provider’s network. Once the replacement compliant vehicle is ready for the
Applicant to complete their transaction, the Dealership can access the GM CAP
finance funds to proceed with the transaction.

57

subject to a funding round being open for the Applicant and vehicle type.
Option available under the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund.
59 Option available under the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund.
60 Option available under the Clean Taxi Fund.
61 Replacement vehicles obtained through the GM CAP Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund will be funded through Accredited
Dealerships. Accredited Dealerships must meet criteria/checks including:
•
Company Check
•
ID & V Check for Individual, Sole Trader and Partnership
•
Companies House check to prove not a disqualified director
•
FCA Accredited & current FCA license in the same name as the application
•
Credit Bureau Checks (No CCJ over £500 or more than 2 in total
•
VAT Number - passes number formula check
•
KYC and Money Laundering Check - Investigations passed
58
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12.5

Grant & Vehicle Finance – replacement vehicle – In some cases, Vehicle Finance
is available comprised of a lump sum grant and finance contribution. The Applicant is
directed to a range of Finance Providers and dealerships in the Finance Provider’s
network that can be used to source a compliant vehicle. The Finance Providers will
undertake an assessment of affordability. If successful, the Applicant is able to
complete their transaction and vehicle handover with a dealership in the Finance
Provider’s network. Once the replacement compliant vehicle is ready for the Applicant
to complete their transaction, the dealership can access the GM CAP grant and
finance funds to proceed with the transaction.

12.6

Running Cost Grant – replacement to new Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) Taxis –
Where replacement is to a new Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) taxi, a grant payment is
available in the form of a contribution towards the running costs of a vehicle. In this
instance, the grant payment is made directly to the Applicant via two staggered
payments. The first payment is made following completion of the vehicle handover with
the Accredited Dealership/dealership in the Finance Provider’s network and upon
confirmation that the vehicle is licensed as a Hackney or Private Hire Vehicle with one
of the 10 Greater Manchester Authorities. The second payment will be made two (2)
years after the date of the first payment and upon confirmation that the vehicle has
been licensed during this period and remains licensed as a Hackney or Private Hire
Vehicle with one of the 10 Greater Manchester Authorities.

32

Appendix C – Detailed Funding Options by Vehicle Type

13.1

Appendix C sets out the detailed funding offers for the Clean Bus Fund, Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund & Clean Taxi Fund.
All funding options shown in Appendix C are subject to the relevant criteria, as set out in the GM CAP Policy.

Clean Bus Fund
Vehicle Type

Retrofit grant
(per vehicle)

Replacement grant62
(per vehicle)

Vehicle used on a registered bus service
within GM63

Up to £16,000

£16,000

62

Replacement funding is subject to the award of Government funding.
For the purpose of the GM CAP scheme, a ‘vehicle used on a registered bus service within GM’ is any vehicle operated on a bus service within GM that has been registered with the Traffic Commissioner for the
North West of England. The vehicle would be on the bus fleet data list which is captured every six months by Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and which is marked and agreed as “Identified as PVR (Peak
Vehicle Requirement) + Spare vehicles on GM services”. Therefore, any vehicle identified as such on the bus fleet data list captured by TfGM will be considered to be ‘a vehicle used on a registered bus service within
GM’ for the purposes of the GM CAP scheme.
63
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13

Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund

HGV

Replacement grant
(per vehicle)

Grant & Vehicle Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Vehicle Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

44t HGV (up to 44t
HGV)

Up to £16,000

£6,500

Up to £6,500

Up to £6,500

32t rigid HGV (over 26t
and up to 32t rigid
HGV)

Up to £16,000

£12,000

Up to £12,000

Up to £12,000

26t rigid HGV (over 18t
and up to 26t rigid
HGV)

Up to £16,000

£9,000

Up to £9,000

Up to £9,000

18t rigid HGV (over 7.5t
and up to 18t rigid
HGV)

Up to £16,000

£7,000

Up to £7,000

Up to £7,000

Up to 7.5t rigid HGV
(over 3.5t and up to 7.5t
rigid HGV)

Up to £16,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

New Zero Emissions
Capable (ZEC)
vehicle65

Not available

Not available

Not available

Up to £12,000 dependent
on vehicle weight (set out
above)

Not available

Up to £12,000
dependent on
vehicle weight (set
out above)

Up to £12,000 dependent
on vehicle weight (set out
above)

Up to £12,000 dependent
on vehicle weight (set out
above)

Second-hand ZEC
vehicle

64
65
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Retrofit grant
(per vehicle)

Vehicle Type / Weight64

All weights given are Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) - the weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load, that can be safely carried when it is being used on the road. This are listed in the owner’s manual.
Also known as the maximum authorised mass (MAM) or permissible maximum weight.
A Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) Vehicle (truck) is defined as having CO2 emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at least 60 miles, as defined by Government, available at:
https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants/eligibility

34

Replacement grant
(per vehicle)

Grant & Vehicle Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Vehicle Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

under 1.6t LGV

Up to £5,000

£3,500

Up to £3,500

Up to £3,500

Over 1.6t and up to 3.5t
LGV

Up to £5,000

£4,500

Up to £4,500

Up to £4,500

New ZEC vehicle66

Not available

Not available

Not available

Up to £4,500 dependent on
vehicle weight (set out
above)

Second-hand ZEC
vehicle

Not available

Up to £4,500
dependent on
vehicle weight (set
out above)

Up to £4,500 dependent on
vehicle weight (set out
above)

Up to £4,500 dependent on
vehicle weight (set out
above)

Minibus

N/A

Up to £5,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

Coach or Bus
not used on a
registered
bus service
within GM

N/A

Up to £16,000

£32,000

Up to £32,000

Up to £32,000

Vehicle Type / Weight

LGV

66
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Retrofit grant
(per vehicle)

64

A Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) Vehicle (van) is defined as having CO2 emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at least 60 miles, as defined by Government, available at:
https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants/eligibility
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Clean Taxi Fund

New Zero Emissions
Capable (ZEC)67
Purpose-built
Wheelchair
Accessible
Vehicle

NonWheelchair
Accessible
Vehicle

67

Replacement
grant
(per vehicle)

Grant & Vehicle
Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Vehicle Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Running Cost
Grant
(per vehicle)

Not available

Not available

Up to £10,000

Up to £10,000

Up to £10,000
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Vehicle Type

Retrofit grant
(per vehicle)

Only available for
new Zero Emissions
Capable Vehicles
Only available for
new Zero Emissions
Capable Vehicles

Second-hand ZEC

Not available

£10,000

Up to £10,000

Up to £10,000

Compliant Vehicle
(Euro 4 petrol or Euro
6 diesel or better)

Up to £5,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

New Zero Emissions
Capable (ZEC)

Not available

Not available

Up to £6,000

Up to £6,000

Up to £6,000

Second-hand ZEC

Not available

£6,000

Up to £6,000

Up to £6,000

Only available for
new Zero Emissions
Capable Vehicles

Up to £5,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

Only available for
new Zero Emissions
Capable Vehicles

Up to £3,000

Only available for
new Zero Emissions
Capable Vehicles

Compliant Vehicle 6+
seats (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or
better)
Compliant Vehicle
(Euro 4 petrol or Euro
6 diesel or better)

Up to £5,000

£3,000

Up to £3,000

A Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) Vehicle is defined as having CO2 emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at least 70 miles, as defined by Government, available at: https://www.gov.uk/plugin-car-van-grants/eligibility
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1

Introduction

1.1

This report is the Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) to support the post
consultation process for the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan (GM CAP).

1.2

The assessment considers the potential for the GM CAP to result in
disproportionate or differential equality effects on people with protected
characteristics.

1.3

Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) is coordinating the development of
the GM CAP on behalf of the ten local authorities and this report utilizes
TfGM’s EqIA report format, set out in two sections (Section 1: Initial
Screening and Section 2: Full Equality Analysis).

1.4

This assessment builds on the EqIA document that was published to support
the GM CAP Consultation between October and December 2020. It
assesses the GM CAP measures detailed in the GM CAP Policy that has
been updated to reflect GM’s response to the consultation and will support
the production of the Full Business Case (FBC) later in 2021.

1.5

This report is supported by an Equality Impact Evidence Report for the GM
CAP (Appendix of this document). Each of the Greater Manchester Local
Authorities have developed a specific report for their particular districts,
highlighting significant equality differences in comparison to the GM-wide
findings. The ten local reports are contained in appendices to the Equality
Impact Evidence Report.

2

Scope of an Equality Impact Assessment

2.1

An EqIA is a recognised, specific process, used to inform the development of
policies in order to facilitate maximum positive outcomes and to avoid or
minimise adverse impacts on particular groups.

2.2

An EqIA considers the impact on nine protected characteristics:
1. age;
2. disability;
3. gender reassignment;
4. marriage and civil
partnership;
5. pregnancy and maternity;
6. race;
7. religion or belief;
8. sex; and
9. sexual orientation.
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2.3

An EqIA does not directly consider the impact on those communities that are
economically disadvantaged or that have high level of social deprivation, unless
there is a clear correlation with a protected characteristic. Economic impacts of
the CAP are considered in the post-consultation Economic Implications of the GM
CAP report and in the updated Distributional Impacts Assessment report that will
support the FBC.

2.4

Some of the local authorities in GM do include socio-economic deprivation or lowincome households as a characteristic within their Equality Policy. In these cases,
socio-economic disadvantage is considered in their EqIA assessment as part of
the Equality Impact Evidence Report for the GM CAP (See Appendix ).

2.5

In addition, some of the local authorities consider other protected characteristics in
their EqIA assessments, such as carers and veterans, in line with their local
Equality Policy,

3

Requirement of public bodies:

3.1

Under Section 149 of the Equality Act (2010), public bodies are subject to the
Public Sector Equality Duty, which requires that, they have due regard to the need
to:
a) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation, and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act;
b) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
c) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

3.2

The aim of the EqIA is to identify whether people with protected characteristics
could be affected by the GM CAP disproportionately or differentially:
•

Disproportionate effects arise when an impact has a proportionately
greater effect on people with protected characteristics than the rest of the
population.

•

Differential effects arise where people with protected characteristics could
be affected differently from the rest of the population, due to a particular
need or sensitivity.

4

Final Plan Policy Since the Proposals at Consultation

4.1

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan does not include a Hardship Fund, as
proposed at consultation. Although feedback from the consultation and the impact
of COVID-19 research found that further support was required for GM businesses,
Government Ministers did not agree that a Hardship Fund would be the best way
to mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic. Ministers cited other
COVID-response government schemes (not specific to Clean Air plans) being
available to address wider business impacts.
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4.2

However, Government have confirmed that they wish to ensure that Clean Air
Funds can be adapted if necessary; and, that they will continue to work with GM to
understand the situation, including the funding position, if the impacts prove to be
more severe than forecast.

4.3

It remains important to monitor the impact of the CAZ on individuals and
businesses that are economically vulnerable and their ability to access the
available package of Clean Funds and Vehicle Finance.

4.4

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan does not include a 5/7 discount for GMlicensed PHVs, as proposed at consultation. From an equality perspective, in
isolation the removal of the discount would impact PHV drivers, a high proportion
of whom are male and from minority ethnic groups1. However, rather than offering
a discount, GM is proposing a temporary exemption to the daily charges of the
CAZ until 31 May 2023 for all GM-licensed Private Hire Vehicles and Hackney
Carriages and further options for replacement and retrofit are more suitable
revisions to the scheme to meet the air quality objectives.

5

Conclusion

5.1

The assessment concludes that improved air quality resulting from the GM CAP
will have a disproportionate benefit for many protected characteristic groups
namely, pregnancy and maternity; older people, young people and children; those
with disability or ill-health; and those from minority ethnic and faith groups who are
more likely to live in deprived neighbourhoods.

5.2

It also concludes that, despite the proposed package of mitigating measures, there
is the risk of residual adverse impacts on some protected characteristic groups in
relation to personal and business affordability: gender (male drivers), minority ethnic
and faith groups. A potential, residual adverse impact in relation to accessibility was
also concluded for those with following protected characteristics: older and young
people; disability; gender reassignment and sexual orientation. Overall, the
assessment recognises that a significant package of temporary and permanent
exemptions, discounts and funds has been put in place and that these have reduced
the potential negative impact on protected characteristic groups. Having regard to
the benefits of the GM CAP the proposals are considered to be justified
notwithstanding the remaining risk of disproportionate or differential impacts on
protected characteristic groups.

5.3

Promotion and accessibility of the mitigating measures to protected characteristic
groups will be key to ensuring that those impacted are fully aware of and able to
benefit from the support available.

Both licensed PHVs and Hackney Carriages can only be driven by a licensed driver – a vehicle used for taxi services is always a
licensed taxi. Therefore, at all times it is a licensed vehicle, rather than a private car. After consideration of the feedback from
consultation, GM considered that offering PHVs a discount did not provide parity with other commercial vehicles which are sometimes
also used for private travel.
1
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5.4

To fulfil their duty under the Equality Act, each of the ten local authorities has
undertaken a local assessment and reported any significant variances against the
GM-wide assessment, these can be found in the supporting GM CAP Equality
Impact Evidence report (see Appendix).
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Equality Impact Analysis
Section one: Initial Screening
Department

Transport Strategy

Team or Service Area

Clean Air Project

Officer completing the analysis

ARUP

Phone
Email

Type of activity

Project

Title of activity

GM Clean Air Plan to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the Roadside

Under current equality legislation, TfGM and the ten Greater Manchester local authorities are
required in the exercise of our functions to have due regard for the need to:
•
•
•

eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimization
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant characteristic, and
persons who do not share it; and
foster good relations between those who have a protected characteristic and those who
don't.

Equality Analysis (formally referred to as Equality Impact Analysis (EQIA)) is a tool that will help you to
consider equalities issues when drawing up or reviewing a strategy, project, policy, process or
procedure which affects the delivery of services and the employment practice of Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM). Equality Analysis will improve the work of TfGM by making sure it does not
unlawfully discriminate against people and that it fulfils its duties under current equality legislation and
where possible, it promotes equality.
You will need to demonstrate where appropriate that there has been engagement with beneficiary
groups and at the end of this analysis you will need to provide documentary evidence of all the
information you have taken into account during this process.
Question 1:
Is this a new or existing activity?
Existing.
An Outline Business Case was written in support of the GM CAP in February 2019. Since this time the GM
CAP Policy has been developed and refined in response to stakeholder engagement. This assessment
builds on the EqIA developed to support the statutory consultation in October – December 2020 and
assesses the potential impact of the resulting GM CAP Policy on protected characteristics.
Question 2:
What is the main aim and purpose of the activity?
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The government has instructed many local authorities across the UK to take quick action to reduce
harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. In Greater
Manchester, the 10 local authorities, the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport
for Greater Manchester (TfGM), collectively referred to as “Greater Manchester” or “GM”, have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.
TfGM is coordinating the development of the GM CAP on behalf of the ten local authorities.
The primary objective of the GM CAP is to achieve compliance with legal limit values in the shortest
possible time. In line with Government guidance, this is the Determining Success Factor by which the
programme is appraised.
A feasibility study was undertaken, and an outline business case was completed in 2019. Following this, a
package of detailed GM CAP measures was developed and refined. As required by the Transport Act
2000, a statutory consultation on these detailed proposals, including the proposed charging CAZ, was
undertaken between 8 October and 3 December 20202. The feedback from the consultation has now been
considered and has informed proposed changes to the CAP measures that are reflected in the GM CAP
Policy being assessed in this EqIA.
This EqIA is one of a package of reports that supports the GM Authorities Response to the Consultation
and the development of the Full Business Case (FBC) for the GM CAP. 3
Question 3:
List the main elements of the activity?
The GM CAP proposes a charging Class C Clean Air Zone (CAZ)4, with additional measures to tackle
nitrogen dioxide exceedances. Under a Class C CAZ owners or registered keepers of the following vehicle
types are required to pay a daily charge for driving within the zone, if the vehicle does not comply with
the required vehicle emission standards in the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework 5:

•

Buses

•

Coaches

•

Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)

•

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs)

•

Minibuses

•

Licensed Hackney Carriages

•

Licensed Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs)

Vehicles which meet the relevant emissions standards will not be subject to charges. A Clean Air Zone
Class C does not include charging in respect of private cars and motorbikes.
Within the GM CAP, additional measures are proposed to support the transition to compliant vehicles and
tackle nitrogen dioxide exceedances in the shortest possible time. These include funds and finance for the
retrofit and/or replacement of buses, taxis and commercial vehicles which do not meet the emissions
standards required by the CAZ.
The set of supporting measures within the GM CAP Policy are specifically:
•

Clean Bus Fund

2

https://cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
4 The Clean Air Zone Framework (May 2017), Dept of Transport and DEFRA classifies Clean Air Zones as being either Class A, Class B or Class C. Class
C includes buses, coaches, taxis, PHVs, HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs).
5 Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
3
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•

Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund

•

Clean Taxi Fund

•

Vehicle Finance

•

Taxi Electric Vehicle Infrastructure

Question 4:
If this is a new / proposed activity or a change to an existing activity, please explain why the proposal is
being made / for what reason?
This assessment builds on the EqIA document that was published to support the GM CAP Consultation
between October and December 2020. It assesses the GM CAP measures detailed in the GM CAP Policy
that has been updated to reflect GM’s response to the consultation and will support the production of the
Full Business Case (FBC) later in 2021.
This document is supported by an Equality Impact Evidence Report (see Appendix). The Equality Impact
Evidence Report includes appendices from each of the ten GM local authorities, highlighting any specific
considerations and variations that apply to each borough.
Question 5:
What outcomes does the activity aim to achieve?
An implementation plan that sets out the measures proposed to address nitrogen dioxide exceedances in
Greater Manchester which has been developed collectively by all Greater Manchester local authorities,
and co-ordinated by TfGM, in line with Government direction and guidance.
Question 6:
Who are, or will be, the main beneficiaries of the activity?
Please tick one or more of the following
Travelling public

Yes

TfGM staff

No

Partners including Operators

No

Suppliers

No

Others – please specify

Yes
All people living , working and travelling into and within Greater
Manchester

Question 7:
Do you need to consult with people who might be affected by it directly or indirectly? Please justify your
response
A programme of research, analysis and public and stakeholder engagement has taken place since early
2019. A public ‘conversation’ on the outline proposals ran from 13 May 2019 to 30 June 2019, seeking
wide-ranging feedback from the general public, businesses and stakeholders on the proposed measures
for achieving compliant NO2 levels in Greater Manchester. Around 3,300 responses were received over
the seven-week period, including responses from umbrella groups representing more than 50,000
members. Around 70% of the responses were residents of Greater Manchester and 16% were businesses
in Greater Manchester. These results, along with outputs from wider stakeholder engagement with a
range of groups, were used to inform the development of more detailed proposals for statutory
consultation.
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As required by the Transport Act 2000, a statutory consultation on these detailed proposals, including the
proposed charging CAZ, was undertaken between 8 October and 3 December 2020 6. A total of 4,768
responses were received to the consultation from across and outside of GM 7. Members of the public made
up 3,858 of the responses.
441 responses were also received from businesses, with a further 343 from taxi 8 drivers or operators and
124 from representatives. Additional in-depth interviews, including with taxi drivers and focus groups
were carried out.
The feedback from the consultation has been considered and has informed changes to the CAP measures
that are reflected in GM CAP Policy being assessed in this EqIA. More detail can be found in the GM
Authorities’ Response to the Consultation report9.

Question 8:
Having due regard for the equality duty involves: Removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by
people due to their protected characteristics; Taking steps to meet the needs of people with certain
protected characteristics where these are different from the needs of other people; Encourage people
with certain protected characteristics to participate in public life or in other activities where their
participation is disproportionately low. Please complete the table below and give reasons, evidence and
comment, where appropriate, to support your judgement(s).
Use the table below to record where you think that the activity could have a positive impact on any of the
target groups or contribute to promoting equality, equal opportunities or improving relations within
equality target groups. Use the table below to record where you think that the activity could have an
adverse impact on any of the equality target groups i.e. it could disadvantage them and impact is high.
- Use the last column in the table below to give reason/comments/evidence where appropriate to support
your judgement.
It is important to note here that the Covid-19 pandemic has unquestionably highlighted areas of
inequality within our society, with those who are already the most vulnerable to health and economic
shocks having been most affected. The added economic strain caused by the pandemic on those who are
already economically disadvantaged or more vulnerable means that further economic pressures are likely
to be experienced more acutely by these individuals, communities and businesses.
The Covid-19 pandemic has already impacted on the timelines for implementing the CAZ, resulting in the
implementation of the CAZ being delayed from 2021 to 2022.
Market analysis has been undertaken on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on businesses and
individuals affected by the CAZ, and the statutory consultation in late 2020 explored the issue further. A
report summarising the impact of Covid-19 on the GM CAP has been developed10. The findings have been
considered, the CAP measures refined and fed into the current draft GM CAP Policy which is the basis of
this EqIA.
In assessing the equality impacts of the GM CAP, the impacts of Covid-19 are acknowledged as likely to
make some of the protected characteristics more vulnerable to the potential unintended consequences of
the CAZ. The GM Independent Inequalities Commission report,11 published in March 2021, highlights the
disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on communities with protected characteristics including “Workers

from ‘Other White’ ethnic groups were more likely to have lost take-home pay than White British or people of
Indian heritage; people from Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or Other Asian ethnicities were more likely than
White British people to worry about their future financial situation 12”.

6

https://cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
8
In this report – the term ‘taxi’ refers to both hackney carriages and private hire vehicles
9 https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
10 https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
11 https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/4337/gmca_independent-inequalities-commission_v15.pdf
12 National data, sourced from Office for National Statistics Why have Black and South Asian people been hit hardest by Covid-19? (December
2020).
7
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Age
Target Group

Positive

Adverse

Comment or

Impact

Impact

Evidence
Young people are more sensitive to
changes in air quality and will therefore
benefit more quickly from improvements
in air quality. Young people should
therefore benefit differentially from the
CAZ.

Children and Young People (aged
19 and under)

High

Low

Young people are more reliant on public
transport and taxis and may also be
more likely to use minibuses and
community transport. TfGM’s travel diary
survey (GM TRADs) years 6,7,8 (20172019) shows a higher proportion of bus
users amongst people aged 19 and
under compared to the GM average. Any
changes in provision would have a
disproportionate impact on this group in
relation to access.
Young people are more reliant on public
transport and taxis to transport them to
places of work, education, and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
costs incurred would disproportionately
impact this group in terms of
affordability.
Older people are more sensitive to
changes in air quality and will benefit
more quickly from improvements in air
quality therefore having a differential
effect.

Older People (aged 60 and over)

High

Low

Older people are more reliant on public
transport and taxis and may also be
more likely to use minibuses and
community transport. GM TRADs years
6,7,8 shows slightly higher than average
proportion of bus users amongst people
aged 60 and over. A retired person with
no access to a car is over twice as likely
than average to regularly use buses (GM
Segmentation – Insights into bus use,
Steer Davies Gleave, 2018). Any
changes in provision or fare increases
would have a disproportionate impact on
this group in terms of access and
affordability.
Older people are more reliant on public
transport and taxis to transport them to
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places of health services and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
costs incurred would disproportionately
Over 25% of taxi drivers in GM are over
55 years old (according to a Census
carried out in 2020) and the average age
of HGV drivers is 57 years according to
the Road Haulage Association, therefore
any business affordability impacts
resulting from the CAZ will have an
impact in terms of age.
Disability
Target Group

Positive

Adverse

Comment or

Impact

Impact

Evidence
People with certain disabilities
(particularly if these relate to respiratory
problems) are likely to be more sensitive
to changes in air quality and will benefit
more quickly from improvements in air
quality. This would be a differential
effect.
People with physical impairments are
more reliant on public transport and
taxis because they are more likely to not
drive. GM TRADs (TRADs years 678)
shows a slightly higher proportion of bus
users amongst people with a physical
impairment compared to those with no
disability or impairment.

People with physical impairments
(includes mobility, co-ordination,
lifting and carrying, manual
dexterity, wheelchair user)

High

Low

Analysis of the GM Bus Passenger
Survey (2016) found that disabled
respondents (with a range of disabilities)
were more likely to be reliant on buses
and travel on buses due to a lack of
other options, than other respondents
(Bus Passenger Survey, Transport Focus,
2016).
This group are also more likely to use
community transport.
Any changes in provision would have a
disproportionate impact on this group in
terms of accessibility to services, work
and social activities.
Disabled people are more reliant on
public transport and taxis to transport
them to places of work, education, and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
costs incurred would disproportionately
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impact this group in terms of personal
affordability.
Some people with disabilities require
access to LGV style / adapted vehicles to
ensure their independence and/or access
to services and leisure. Inclusion of such
vehicles in the CAZ could impact on
accessibility or affordability for these
people.
People with communication or sensory
impairments are more reliant on public
transport and taxis because they are
more likely to not drive. GM TRADs
(TRADs years 678) shows a higher
proportion of bus users amongst people
with a communication or sensory
impairments compared to those with no
disability or impairment.
People with communication or
sensory impairments (includes
blind/partially sighted, deaf/ hard
of hearing, difficulty speaking

Medium

Low

They are also more likely to use
community transport. Any changes in
provision would have a disproportionate
impact on this group in terms of
accessibility to services, work and social
activities.
Disabled people are more reliant on
public transport and taxis to transport
them to places of work, education, and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
costs incurred would disproportionately
impact this group in terms of personal
affordability.

People with a learning disability or
cognitive impairment (includes
conditions which affect ability to
learn, understand, read, remember
and concentrate e.g. Down
Syndrome, autism, ADA)

People with a learning disability or
cognitive impairments are more reliant
on taxis and public transport, because
they are more likely to not drive. GM
TRADs (TRADs years 678) shows a
higher proportion of bus users amongst
people with a learning disability or
cognitive impairment compared to those
with no disability or impairment.
Medium

Low

They are also more likely to use
community transport. Any changes in
provision would have a disproportionate
impact on this group in terms of
accessibility to services, work and social
activities.
Disabled people are more reliant on
public transport and taxis to transport
them to places of work, education, and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
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costs incurred would disproportionately
impact this group in terms of personal
affordability.
People with mental health problems
might be more reliant on taxis and public
transport, because they are more likely
to not drive. GM TRADs (TRADs years
678) shows a higher proportion of bus
users amongst people with a mental
health problem compared to those with
no disability or impairment. They are
also more likely to use community
transport.
People with mental health
problems (includes depression,
schizophrenia)

Medium

Low

Any changes in provision would have a
disproportionate impact on this group in
terms of accessibility to services, work
and social activities.
Disabled people are more reliant on
public transport and taxis to transport
them to places of work, education, and
social/leisure activities. Increased travel
costs incurred would disproportionately
impact this group in terms of personal
affordability.

Other disability / impairment not
covered by any of the above

No other groups identified

Gender
Target Group

Men

Positive

Adverse

Comment or

Impact

Impact

Evidence

Medium

Drivers of all the vehicle types subject to
the CAZ charge are significantly more
likely to be male than female (92% of
drivers overall are men with 94% of
coach and bus drivers and 96% of taxi
drivers being male), and therefore
disproportionately more likely to feel the
impact of the CAZ in terms of both
personal and business affordability.

Medium

Women

Medium

Low

GM TRADs years 678, has shown that
more women make bus trips than men.
Equally, TfGM research has found that
women make more trips overall (GM
TRADs years 678) and have more
activities they rate as important to
access than men (TfGM, Access and
Inclusion, 2020).

Transgender People

Medium

Low

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest
that transgender individuals are more
likely to access taxi services in order to
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safely access services and particularly
the night- time economy in the city
centre. This group could therefore be
disproportionately impacted by changes
in service or cost as a result of the CAZ.

Pregnancy and Maternity
Positive
Impact

Target Group

Adverse
Impact

People who are pregnant

High

---

People who have given birth
in the last 26 weeks

High

---

Comment or
Evidence
Extremely low-dose exposures to pollutants
during windows of vulnerability in utero and in
early infancy may result in health effects
throughout their lifespan.
Extremely low-dose exposures to pollutants
during windows of vulnerability in utero and in
early infancy may result in health effects
throughout their lifespan.

Race
Target Group

Positive
Impact

Adverse
Impact

Comment or Evidence
Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority ethnic backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit minority ethnic groups
disproportionately.

Asian or Asian British
Backgrounds (This
includes Pakistani,
Indians and
Bangladeshi, Chinese
or any other Asian
background)

High

Medium

Over 50% of all hackney and PHV drivers in England
are from a non-white British ethnic background and
so any CAZ impacts in terms of business affordability
will impact minority ethnic groups, and particularly
Asian or Asian British groups disproportionately.
Analysis of the responses to the GM CAP consultation
indicated a high proportion from Asian drivers,
concerned about the financial impact of the CAZ
particularly in light of reduced business resilience
following the Covid-19 pandemic.
People from more disadvantaged communities,
including those from minority ethnic groups are less
likely to own a car and be more reliant on public
transport and taxis. Therefore, any change in cost or
frequency of services will impact these groups
disproportionately.

Black or Black British
Backgrounds (This
includes Caribbean,

High

Low

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
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African or any other
black background)

communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority ethnic backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit minority ethnic groups
disproportionately.
GM TRADs (TRADs years 678) shows people from
Black or Black British backgrounds in GM are more
likely than average to be bus users and are more
likely than average to use the bus frequently (five or
more days a week). Census figures also show this
group are more likely than average to use the bus to
access work in GM (Census 2011). People from Black
or Black British backgrounds in GM are also less likely
than average to have access to a car (Census 2011)
Over 50% of all taxi drivers in England are from a
non-white British ethnic background and so any CAZ
impacts in terms of business affordability will impact
minority ethnic groups disproportionately. Response
to the consultation indicated that drivers and
businesses are more vulnerable to business cost
increases following the economic effect of the Covid19 pandemic.
People from more disadvantaged communities,
including those from minority ethnic groups are less
likely to own a car and be more reliant on public
transport and taxis. Therefore, any change in cost or
frequency of services will impact these groups
disproportionately.
Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority ethnic backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit minority ethnic groups
disproportionately.

Mixed /Multiple Ethnic
Groups (This includes
White and Black
Caribbean, White and
Black African, White
and Asian or any
other mixed
background)

High

Low

Over 50% of all taxi drivers in England are from a
non-white British ethnic background and so any CAZ
impacts in terms of business affordability will impact
minority ethnic groups disproportionately. Response
to the consultation indicated that drivers and
businesses are more vulnerable to business cost
increases following the economic effect of the Covid19 pandemic.
People from more disadvantaged communities,
including those from minority ethnic groups are less
likely to own a car and be more reliant on public
transport and taxis. Therefore, any change in cost or
frequency of services will impact these groups
disproportionately.
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White British
Background (This
includes English,
Scottish & Welsh,
Irish and Gypsy or
Irish Travellers)

Non-British White
Backgrounds (This
includes Irish, Polish,
Spanish, Romanians
and other White
backgrounds)

Medium

Medium

Low

Gypsy or Irish traveller communities often rely on
LGV and/or HGV vehicles for income. Anecdotally,
these vehicles are older and may not be compliant. In
addition, these communities are more removed from
local communication channels, and may be less likely
to apply for and received funds or finance offered
under the CAP. Therefore, this group could be
disproportionately impacted by the CAZ.

Low

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority ethnic backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit minority ethnic groups
disproportionately.
Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority ethnic backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit minority ethnic groups
disproportionately.

Arabs

High

Low

Over 50% of all taxi drivers in England are from a
non-white British ethnic background and so any CAZ
impacts in terms of business affordability will impact
minority ethnic groups disproportionately.
People from more disadvantaged communities,
including those from minority ethnic groups are less
likely to own a car and be more reliant on public
transport and taxis. Therefore, any change in cost or
frequency of services will impact these groups
disproportionately.

Any other ethnic
background not
covered by any of the
above

---

---

No other group identified.

Religion/Belief
Target Group

Buddhists

Positive

Adverse

Comment or

Impact

Impact

Evidence

High

---

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority faith backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit these faith groups
disproportionately.
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Christians

Hindus

Medium

---

No disproportionate or differential adverse impacts
found.
Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority faith backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit these faith groups
disproportionately.

High

Medium
Over 50% of taxi drivers in England are from nonwhite ethnic groups, and there was a strong Asian
response to the GM CAP consultation. Therefore, it is
possible there may be a disproportionate
affordability impact on Hindu communities as a result
of the CAP. It should be noted that no clear
quantitative data was identified to directly support
this.

Jews

Medium

Low

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority faith backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit these faith groups
disproportionately.
There is anecdotal evidence of high use by some
Jewish communities in GM, particularly in Salford, of
LGV vehicles to support small and micro businesses.
Any impact of the CAZ on business affordability would
impact on this community.

Muslims

High

Medium

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority faith backgrounds, so improvements in air
quality could benefit these faith groups
disproportionately.
Consultation responses indicated a high correlation
between Asian Hackney and PHV drivers in GM and
the Muslim faith. Therefore, affordability impacts on
taxi drivers and operators would impact on those of
Muslim faith disproportionately.

Sikhs

High

Medium

Areas of existing high pollution in GM often correlate
with low-income communities and therefore any
improvements in air quality would benefit these
communities disproportionately. These communities
often have greater populations of people from
minority faith backgrounds, so improvements in air
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quality could benefit these faith groups
disproportionately.
Over 50% of taxi drivers in England are from nonwhite ethnic groups, and there was a strong Asian
response to the GM CAP consultation. Therefore, it is
possible there may be a disproportionate affordability
impact on Sikh communities as a result of the CAP. It
should be noted that no clear quantitative data was
identified to directly support this.
Others

---

---

Sexual Orientation
Target Group

Gay men

Lesbians

Bisexual

Positive

Adverse

Comment or

Impact

Impact

Evidence

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that gay men
are more likely to access taxi services in order to
safely access services and particularly the night- time
economy in the city centre. This group could
therefore be disproportionately impacted by changes
in service or cost as a result of the CAZ.

Low

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that lesbians
are more likely to access taxi services in order to
safely access services and particularly the night- time
economy in the city centre. This group could
therefore be disproportionately impacted by changes
in service or cost as a result of the CAZ.

Low

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that bi-sexual
individuals are more likely to access taxi services in
order to safely access services and particularly the
night- time economy in the city centre. This group
could therefore be disproportionately impacted by
changes in service or cost as a result of the CAZ.

Marriage and Civil Partnership
Target Group
Marriage and Civil
Partnership

Positive

Adverse

Impact

Impact

---

----

Comment or
Evidence
This protected characteristic was out of this
assessment as it was assessed that no
disproportionate or differential impact would be felt.
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Question 9:
If this activity involves new build or alteration to existing building, has any consideration been
given to provision of a multi-faith room
Not applicable
Question 10:
Have you identified two or more high adverse impacts in the table above
No
Question 11:
If you have identified one high adverse impact or any medium / low adverse impacts, what
improvements to the activity would / could you make to mitigate high/medium/low adverse
impact? Please give details of the improvements you plan to make
There is a significant package of measures within the GM CAP Policy to mitigate the potential
unintended impacts of the charging CAZ, strengthened in response to the consultation feedback.
These have already been considered in the assessment of equality impacts on specific protected
characteristics above. Ensuring that those with protected characteristics who are adversely
impacted by the GM CAP fully understand and feel that they have access to these mitigating
measures is key to take up and to ultimately mitigating equality impacts.
Access to Funding, Discounts and Exemptions
The Funding, Discounts and Exemptions will play a crucial role in mitigating the affordability and
accessibility impacts highlighted in this assessment. It is important that the following are
considered in their development:
•

Digital exclusion: Digital channels are to be the principle routes to access information
and applications to the Funding, Discounts and Exemptions. The EqIA has highlighted that
some protected characteristic groups impacted by the CAZ, such as minority ethnic and
faith groups are more likely to live in more deprived neighbourhoods and the assessment
also highlighted that older drivers could be impacted disproportionately. In both cases,
digital exclusion due to lack of suitable devices or connectivity could be a barrier to
accessing the funds, with alternative routes or more support made available to support
those that need it.

•

Language and communication barriers: Some of the impacted groups, such as
minority ethnic and faith groups and also those with some disabilities may require
additional support to access the information and application processes successfully.

•

Channels of communication: Some of the protected characteristic groups impacted by
the CAZ, particularly ethnic minority and faith groups may be more likely to trust local
and informal, peer-to-peer channels of communication. It is important that these local
networks are utilised as much as possible to encourage consideration and take-up of the
available, mitigating measures.
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Question 12:
Have you set up equality monitoring systems to carry out regular checks on the effects your activity has
on:

Equality Group
Age

Details

Disability

Yes
Yes

Gender

Yes

Gender Reassignment

Yes

Race

Yes

Religion/Belief

Yes

Sexual Orientation
Maternity and
Pregnancy
Marriage and civil
partnerships

Yes
Yes

The GM CAP Monitoring and Evaluation Plan will form an annex
to the Full Business Case for the GM CAP. Responsibility for
monitoring the impacts on protected characteristic groups
highlighted in this assessment, will sit within the Monitoring
and Evaluation (M & E) Plan.

N/a

Question 13:
How will you measure the success of this activity? (including any corporate performance measures)
The success of the GM CAP will be measured through a programme of outcome and output
measurement, which will be contained in the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan which will be appended to
the Full Business Case.
The key measure of success will be through air quality monitoring, specifically compliance with the
legal limit values for concentrations of NO2.
Question 14:
In question 10 above you may have outlined improvements to the activity which will mitigate a high,
medium and/or low adverse impact(s). How will you ensure that everyone involved in the activity
knows and understands what improvements you intend to make and is able to put the activity into
practice with those improvements?
The outcome of the EqIA is being used to ensure that recommendations are embedded in the service
design. In particular, in relation to reducing barriers for impacted groups to access the support that will
be available, as detailed in Question 11.
Question 15:
Are there any elements within this activity that require a separate Equality Impact Analysis?
No
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Question 16:
Please confirm that during the implementation of this activity, where appropriate, TfGM’s corporate
strategies and procedures will be followed. If your answer to any of these questions is ‘no’ explain
why you will not be following the strategy or procedure.

Strategy / Policy
Communication
with members of
the public – TfGM’s
Corporate
Communications
Strategy will be
followed
Consultation and
Engagement –
TfGM’s
Consultation and
Engagement
Strategy will be
followed
Projects – Project
Management
Procedures will be
followed

Details

Yes

---

Yes
---

Yes
---

Question 17:
Is a Full Impact Analysis needed? If in question 8 you identified two or more adverse impacts you should
either abort the activity, or carry out a full analysis
Yes, see section two. In addition, an Equality Impact Evidence Report (see Appendix) has also been
produced and provides more evidence and detail to support this EqIA. The Equality Impact Evidence
Report appends the ten individual equality assessments undertaken by the GM local authorities to assess
potential local issues.
Question 18:
List all of the information that you have taken into account in carrying out this Equality Analysis.
1.

Greater Manchester’ Outline Business Case to tackle Nitrogen dioxide exceedances at roadside.
Equality impact assessment, February 2019. Available at:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/qwn52pjrjtij/p1rQ0jgmSHhnu2zTKKCNy/532bc6ad6b3474017ad6d60
9820e1f95/Equality_Impact_Assessment__EQIA_.pdf

2.

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/4337/gmca_independent-inequalitiescommission_v15.pdf

3.

National data, sourced from Office for National Statistics Why have Black and South Asian people
been hit hardest by Covid-19? (December 2020).

4.

Public Health England – Air Quality in GM – from a Public Health Perspective (September 2018)

5.

Defra – Clean Air Strategy 2018

6.

The Clean Air Zone Framework (May 2017), Dept of Transport and DEFRA classifies Clean Air
Zones as being either Class A, Class B or Class C. Class C includes buses, coaches, taxis, PHVs,
HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs).
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7.

8.

Clean air zone framework. Principles for setting up clean air zones in England. May 2017.
Department for Transport, Department for Food and Rural Affairs.
https://cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans

9.

Landrigan, P.J., et al (2018), The Lancet Commission on pollution and health. The Lancet
391:462-512

10.

Great Manchester’s Outline Business Case to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the roadside
– Analysis of distributional impacts, Aecom, February 2019.

11.

Public Health England – Air Quality in Greater Manchester – from a Public Health Perspective
(September 2018)

12.

DEFRA, Air Pollution in the UK, 2017

13.

DEFRA – Clean Air Strategy 2018 (2018)

14.

Public Health England, Public Health Outcomes, http://www.phoutcomes.info/

15.

NHS, Healthy Urban Development Unit (2013), HUDU Planning for Health- Rapid Health Impact
Assessment Tool, http://www.healthyurbandevelopment.nhs.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/12/HUDU-Rapid-HIA-Tool-Jan-2013-Final.pdf

16.

Titheridge et al (2014) Transport and Poverty – A Review of Evidence, University College London

17.

NatCen (2019). Transport and inequality: an evidence review for the Department of Transport

18.

GM CAP Draft Policy (post-consultation) -

19.

CAZ Commercial Vehicle Socio-Economic Impacts Research, 2019. Hatch Regeneris

20.

ONS (2019) Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-2019. Available at:

21.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationesti
mates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland

22.

ONS (2018) Life expectancy at birth and at age 65 by Local Areas, UK, 2015-2017. Available at
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpec
tancies/datasets/lifeexpectancyatbirthandatage65bylocalareasuk

23.

ONS Area profiles, 2018. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/home/profiles.asp

24.

ONS (2019) www.nomisweb.co.uk/query 2019 data for live births

25.

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: ethnic groups UK. Available at:
http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/

26.

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: religion or belief. Available at:
http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/

27.

Equalities & Human Rights Commission, ‘Trans Inequalities Reviewed’. Available at:
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/trans-inequalities-reviewed/introduction-review

28.

Department for Transport (2019) Annual bus Statistics: England
2017/2018https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/3fR4HEB016Z572elRIs8wx/ddfa01e92fb972
d2d5297e04c78f046a/37_-_GM_CAP_Vehicle_population_estimates.pdf

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
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29.

AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 18 – GM CAP Minibus Vehicle Research

30.

SYSTRA (2019) Deliberative Research with Taxi and PHV Drivers/Operators

31.

Greater Manchester Transport Topic Paper, 2019. Available at: https://www.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/media/1742/transport-topic-paper-w-cover-web.pdf

32.

Technical Note 19 – GM CAP Taxi and PHV Fleet Research
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/6ufoIhNI2PUaNtgsHZUJpq/b8658d8849db7fb54bd2ea5
f21733b1b/19_-_GM_CAP_Taxi_and_Private_Hire_Vehicle_Fleet_Research.pdf

33.

AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 19 – GM CAP Taxi and PHV Fleet Research

34.

AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 3 – GM CAP Freight Market Analysis

35.

GMCA (2021). Mapping GM. Available at: GM Open Data Infrastructure Map | MappingGM.
(Accessed 15th April 2021).

36.

Nomis (2019). Population estimates – local authority based by five-year age band. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/gor/2013265922/report.aspx

37.

ONS (2019) Subnational Population Projections, 2016-based projections. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=

38.

ONS Area profiles, 2018. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/home/profiles.asp

39.

DCLG (2016) Live tables on household projections 2014. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tables-on-household-projections

40.

ONS (2018) Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-2018. Available at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationesti
mates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland

41.

ONS (2018) Life expectancy at birth and at age 65 by Local Areas, UK, 2015-2017. Available at
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpec
tancies/datasets/lifeexpectancyatbirthandatage65bylocalareasuk

42.

English indices of deprivation 2019, File 11: Upper-tier local authority summaries. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2019

43.

ONS, 2018. Benefit Claimants – disability living allowance. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=

44.

Department for Transport, 2018. Blue badge scheme statistics:2018. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/blue-badge-scheme-statistics-2018

45.

Equalities & Human Rights Commission, ‘Trans Inequalities Reviewed’. Available at:
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/trans-inequalities-reviewed/introduction-review

46.

ONS Census 2011. KS103EW- Marital and Civil Partnership Status, 2011. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=

47.

ONS (2018) Live births in England and Wales down to local authority local area. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query

48.

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: ethnic groups UK. Available at:
http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/
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49.

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: religion or belief. Available at:
http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/

50.

ONS (2019) English indices of deprivation 2019 - local authority district summaries. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2019

51.

Air Quality England. http://www.airqualityengland.co.uk/air-pollution

52.

WHO Topic Sheet. (2018) Ambient (outdoor) air quality and health. https://www.who.int/newsroom/fact-sheets/detail/ambient-(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health

53.

Public Health England, Public Health Outcomes, http://www.phoutcomes.info/

54.

UK Health Alliance on Climate Change, (2018). Moving Beyond the Air Quality Crisis. Realising
the health benefits of acting on air pollution. http://www.ukhealthalliance.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/Moving-beyond-the-Air-Quality-Crisis-4WEB-29_10-2018-final-1.pdf

55.

DEFRA and Public Health England (2017) Air Quality. A briefing for Directors of Public Health.
https://laqm.defra.gov.uk/assets/63091defraairqualityguide9web.pdf

56.

Review of evidence on Health Aspects of Air Pollution – REVIHAAP: final Technical Report, World
Health Organization Office for Europe, 2013 http://www.euro.who.int/en/healthtopics/environment-and-health/air-quality/publications/2013/review-of-evidence-on-healthaspects-of-air-pollution-revihaap-project-final-technical-report

57.

Wang et al (2016) Air Quality Strategies on Public Health and Health Equity in Europe – A
systematic Review. International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health

58.

Public Health England 2018. Guidance: Health Matters: air pollution.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-matters-air-pollution/health-matters-airpollution

59.

IOM Working for a Healthier Future. Scotland’s Environment (2015) Air Quality, Health,
Wellbeing and Behaviour, https://www.environment.gov.scot/media/1133/iom-seweb-aq-healthbehaviour-review.pdf

60.

TfGM (2020) GM TRADS, years 6,7 and 8 (2017-19)

Question 19:
Additional comments
None
Supporting documents

Equality Impact Evidence Report, supported by ten Appendices, one from each of the GM local
authorities (See Appendix).
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Section 2: Full Equality Analysis
Part A
Question 1
Looking back at section one of the EQIA, in what areas are there concerns that the activity could have an
adverse impact?
Equality Group
Age
Disability
Gender
Race
Religion/Belief
Sexual Orientation
Other
Gender Re-assignment
Maternity / Pregnancy
Marriage / Civil
Partnership

Adverse
Adverse
Adverse
Adverse
Adverse
Adverse

Impact
Impact
Impact
Impact
Impact
Impact

Adverse Impact
No Adverse Impact
No Adverse Impact

Question 2
Summarise the likely adverse impacts
The table below summarises the likely adverse impacts of the CAZ. The impact of the wider measures
within the CAP programme in terms of mitigating these potential adverse impacts on affected protected
characteristic groups is detailed in Question 7 of this document.
Equality Group
Age

Details
Older and younger people are more reliant on public transport as they are
less likely to drive or own a vehicle. TfGM’s travel diary survey (GM TRADs)
years 6,7,8 (2017-2019) shows a higher proportion of bus users amongst
people aged 19 and under compared to the GM average and GM TRADs
years 678 also shows slightly higher than average proportion of bus users
amongst people aged 60 and over. A retired person with no access to a car
is over twice as likely than average to regularly use buses (GM
Segmentation – Insights into bus use, Steer Davies Gleave, 2018).
As such any changes to bus services or cost of bus services could impact the
ability of these groups to access health and educational support or
employment.
Similarly, older people may be less able or confident to use public transport
are more likely to use the services of local taxis. Again, a reduction in the
number of taxis or an increase in fares could impact this group
disproportionately.

Disability

Statistics suggest that drivers of HGV, LGVs and Taxis are older: at a
national level the average age of HGV drivers is 57 years with a GM Taxi
Census in July 2020 indicating that 58% were over 45 and 25% over 55
years. Any impact on business costs or viability as a result of the CAZ could
impact this group in terms of personal affordability. As drivers near
retirement age, their ability or willingness to get credit to upgrade their
vehicle could be reduced, further impacting on older drivers.
Car ownership tends to be low amongst particular equalities groups, such as
those with disabilities and some long-term health conditions. This makes
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Gender

these groups disproportionately reliant upon public transport networks and
taxis which, in their absence or where services are reduced, could lead to
isolation and restricted access to social and economic activities that enhance
life chances.
Qualitative comments within the GM CAP consultation highlighted the
reliance of some people with long term health and disabilities on vehicles
that could be subject to the CAZ charge, and the impacts caused by loss of
those services for these people.
Access to reliable and regular bus, minibus, coach and taxi services is
particularly in important in some communities across Greater Manchester,
particularly where tram and trains do not service the local area and in the
more rural neighbourhoods on the edge of the city region. Any change in
services in these communities would have a greater impact on access for
those with ill-health and / or disabilities.
Some people with disabilities, or their families / carers, rely on adapted LGV
/ minibus vehicles to retain independence and / or access vital services.
Taxi drivers, PHV drivers and bus drivers are over 90% more likely to be
male than female; 94% of bus drivers are male and womenintransport.com
states that 92% of drivers in the industry are male. Any business cost
increases are therefore likely to be disproportionately experienced by men.
Over 96% of taxi drivers in England are male of which 81% are selfemployed meaning that increases in costs will have a disproportionate
impact in terms of both business and personal affordability on men,
especially given increased vulnerability in this trade due to the economic
impacts of Covid 19.
For mothers with children or pregnant women, who do not own private cars,
PHVs and hackneys can provide a more convenient alternative to public
transport. Reduction in services or increases in fares would impact this
group.

Race

Over 50 % of taxi drivers in England are from an ethnic minority, non-white
background. Therefore, impacts in costs due to the implementation of the
CAZ would have a disproportionate impact on ethnic minority groups in
terms of business and personal affordability.
People from ethnic minority backgrounds are statistically more likely to live
in low-income households and be more reliant on public transport.
Therefore, increased costs or reduction in services would affect them
disproportionately.

Religion/Belief

Sexual Orientation

The consultation highlighted a high proportion of the ethnic minority taxi
drivers in GM were Muslims, indicating that adverse impacts to taxi drivers
in terms of personal and / or business affordability will create a
corresponding, disproportionate impact in terms of faith.
There are other faith communities across GM that could also feel adverse
impacts, including the Jewish community in Salford with an anecdotally high
percentage of LGV use by local small businesses.
There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that LGBTQ communities are more
likely to access taxi services in order to safely access services and
particularly the night- time economy in the city centre. This group could
therefore be disproportionately impacted by changes in service or cost as a
result of the CAZ.
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Gender Re-assignment

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that transgender individuals are
more likely to access taxi services in order to safely access services and
particularly the night-time economy in the city centre. This group could
therefore be disproportionately impacted by changes in service or cost as a
result of the CAZ.

Question 3
What relevant quantitative data has been collected or can be accessed to support this assessment e.g.
research projects, monitoring data, documents you have read, statistical information broken down by
diverse groups you have reviewed. (A bullet point list is suitable)
Please note that a full list of reference data sources and documents used to inform the GM CAP Equality
Impact Evidence report is provided in the initial screening report within this EqIA. These are referenced
and attributed fully in the Equality Impact Evidence Report that supports this EqIA (See Appendx 1).
Equality Group
Age

Details
Sources 1: A community baseline was undertaken across GM and the
ten local authority areas in 2019 to inform the EqIA for Consultation.
This was refreshed in 2021. Census data, ONS Index of Multiple
Deprivation and statistics within Nomis were assessed and presented in
the full Equality Impact Evidence report (See Appendx 1).
Sources 2: TfGM’s travel diary survey (GM TRADs) years 6,7,8 (20172019)
Source 3: The AECOM Consultation Report and accompanying data
provided some degree of quantitative data that, though not statistically
representative, has been considered in this report
Source 4: GM CAP Technical Notes and Deliberative Research reports

Disability

•

Sources 1-3 as listed above.

•

Source 5: GM Independent Inequalities Commission report 2021

Gender

•

Sources 1-4 as listed above

Race

•

Sources 1-3 and 5 as listed above

Religion/Belief

•

Sources 1 as listed above

•

The data from the GM CAP consultation allowed some degree of
quantitative analysis by faith that, though not statistically
representative could provide indicative evidence.

•

Sources 1 as listed above

•

No further quantitative data was available to support the
assessment.

•

Sources 1 as listed above

•

No further quantitative data was available to support the
assessment.

•

Sources 1 as listed above

•

No further quantitative data was available to support the
assessment, but no adverse impacts were identified that were not
covered under gender.

Sexual Orientation

Gender Re-assignment

Pregnancy and Maternity
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Question 4
What relevant qualitative data has been collected or can be accessed to support this assessment e.g.
previous consultation or engagement, meetings attended where views of the members of the community,
TfGM staff and/or staff from other agencies were given (A bullet point list is suitable)
As per the quantitative data referred to in Question 3, a full list of all supporting data sources
is supplied in the Screening Section of this report.
Equality Group

Age

Details
Source 1: The AECOM GM CAP Consultation Report provided qualitative
comments that have been considered in the GM Local Authorities
Response to the Consultation report, the revised GM CAP Policy and this
report
Sources 2: GM CAP Technical Notes and Deliberative Research reports
Source 3: GM Independent Inequalities Commission report 2021

Disability

•

Sources 1 and 3 as listed above

Gender

•

Sources 1-3 as listed above

Race

•

Sources 1 and 3 as listed above

Religion/Belief

•

Source 1 as listed above

•

Source 4: Anecdotal qualitative information was supplied during
engagement with the Local Authority EqIA Working Group for the
GM CAP in relation to this group, particularly from Equality and
Policy leads from Manchester and Salford.

•

Source 4 as listed above

Sexual Orientation

Gender Re-assignment
Question 5

Give details of any gaps in information you became aware of during initial assessment e.g. lack of
monitoring information by disability whereas it is available by race
Equality Group
Age

Details
Census data: For the demographic analysis undertaken for the GM-wide
baseline and the local authority appendices, data from the 2011 Census
has been used as the latest available Census data. It is recognised that
this is a decade old and demographics across the city region have
changed during this timeframe. This could have created inaccuracies
and gaps in up to date information. 2021 Census data will be available
in 2022 and should be reviewed for any changes in relation to protected
characteristics.

Disability

Census data issue applies, as above

Gender

Census data issue applies, as above

Race

Census data issue applies, as above
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Religion/Belief

Census data issue applies, as above

Sexual Orientation

Census data issue applies, as above
Anecdotal qualitative information and local insight from experienced
officers within the GM local authorities has been used to inform this
assessment.

Gender Re-assignment
Gender identity is not covered within the 2011 Census data and so
quantified information about this characteristic group at a GM and local
level is limited. The 2021 Census addresses this and should be reviewed
to give a more up to date picture, when available.
Anecdotal qualitative information and local insight from experienced
officers within the GM local authorities has been used to inform this
assessment.

Question 6
Evaluate the proposed activity against all the information and evidence you have assembled and make
reasonable judgment as to whether the policy is likely to have significant negative consequences for a
particular diverse group.
If the evidence you have collected does not indicate whether or not there is likely to be any differential
adverse impact, you should think about why this is the case and review the available information within
the next 6-12 months. (You will need to outline this in the monitoring section later.
Has the assessment revealed any adverse impact?
Equality Group
Age
Yes
Disability
Yes
Gender
Yes
Race
Yes
Religion/Belief
Yes
Sexual Orientation
Unable to tell – but anecdotal evidence suggests Yes
Gender Re-assignment
Unable to tell - but anecdotal evidence suggests Yes
If the information gathered suggests there is no differential adverse impact for any of the six equality
strands you do not need to complete question 7.

Question 7
If the assessment shows that the proposed activity is likely to have an adverse impact on particular
group(s) you should consider other ways of implementing the activity which reduces or eliminates the
adverse effect, or which better promote equality of opportunity
Have any changes been made to this policy to remove or reduce the potential for adverse
impact?
Equality Group
Age
Disability
Gender
Race
Religion/Belief
Sexual Orientation
Gender Re-assignment

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Permanent exemptions are available that
ensure continued access to transport
options for those that need it and to fulfil
the duty to make reasonable adjustments under
section 20 Equality Act 2010.

Temporary exemptions to July 2022 for
buses operating on school bus contracts
that expire that month.

Gender Reassignment

x

Sex

x

Religion

x

Addition to exemption
of LGVs and Minibuses
that are specifically
adapted as Disabled
User Vehicles

The following exemptions are ones that
will impact on protected characteristics:
•
Community Minibuses – Those
operating under a permit under
section 19 or section 22 of the
Transport Act (1985), issued by a
body designated by the Secretary of
State
•
Disabled passenger vehicles as
classified by the DVLA tax
class – vehicles (apart from
ambulances) used by organisations
providing transport for disabled
people.
•
Disabled Tax Class vehicles - Vehicles
used by, or for the purposes of a
disabled person which are exempt
from vehicle tax, as defined by the
vehicle’s DVLA Tax Class.
•
LGVs and minibuses adapted for a
disabled user – with a substantial and
permanent adaptation and not used
for hire or reward
Temporary exemptions to 31st May 2023
are available for some vehicles. The
following ones will impact on protected
characteristics:
•
GM licensed Hackneys & PHVs
•
Coaches and buses not used on a
registered bus service within GM.
•
LGVs licensed in GM
•
Minibuses (excluding Community
Minibuses, which benefit from a
permanent exemption).

x

Race

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

Disability

Charge
exemptions

Details of mitigation in particular relation to
Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Pregnancy and maternity

The following table summarises how the proposed mitigations within the GM CAP Policy help to reduce
the potential adverse impacts on protected characteristic groups.

x

Addition of temporary
exemption of both
Hackney and PHVs to
recover from the
financial effects of
Covid-19.
Clarification of
temporary exemption
period to be 12 months
after commencement of
the CAZ.

x

x

x

Short term exemption
of school buses where
the contract is due to
expire in July 2022 to
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x

x

x

x

ensure continuity of
service.
Clean bus
fund

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund

The Clean Bus Fund aims to mitigate
against potential financial impacts on bus
service providers, that could result in a
reduction in or increase in the cost of bus
services caused by the charging. This
should help maintain the supply and
affordability of these services.
•
Open to all registered operators with
registered bus services operating in
GM
•
It will be available ahead of the CAZ to
ensure that service providers can
avoid charges and can plan for impact
to their business.
•
Level of funding requested has
increased since OBC – indicating
greater emphasis on mitigating this
impact.
•
A grant of up to £16,000 is available
to retrofit or replace a non-compliant
vehicle
The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund will
offer businesses financial support in the
form of a lump sum grant OR access to
affordable finance to replace or retrofit
non-compliant vehicles, reducing the
impact of possible charges on their service
provision.
Eligible businesses include:
•
An entity registered with the Charity
Commission (including being an active
charity and those excepted from
registration)
•
A social enterprise
This financial support includes support to
retrofit or replace coaches and minibuses
(not on a registered bus service) which
should help to maintain the supply and
affordability of community transport.

No change

Proposed increases in
funds for replacement
of some vehicles to
reflect the market,
funding gap between
residual value of
existing vehicle and a
replacement cost and
economic impacts of
the Covid-19 pandemic
on the market.
Inclusion of retrofit
grants, in addition to
replacement grants for
LGVs and minibus to
reflect changing
availability of these
options.

x

Funding is targeted to support eligible
small and micro businesses, sole traders,
self-employed, charities, social enterprises
and individuals in GM.
Following consultation, the funding level
has been increased.
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Gender Reassignment

x

Sex

x

Religion

x

Race

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

Disability

Details of mitigation in particular relation to
Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Pregnancy and maternity
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Race

Religion

Sex

Gender Reassignment

The Clean Taxi Fund will provide funding
towards the retrofit of vehicles to meet
the GM CAZ emission standards, towards
the replacement of non-compliant vehicles
with compliant vehicles or towards
running costs when the compliant vehicle
acquired with GM CAP funds has also been
eligible for a Government plug-in grant

Disability

Clean Taxi
Fund

Details of mitigation in particular relation to
Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Pregnancy and maternity
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

Inclusion of non-WAV
Hackneys in funding
eligibility
Increase in maximum
grant fund levels for
most Hackney and PHV
vehicle types
The funds do not
distinguish between
Hackney and PHV
vehicles, providing
parity across the trade.

Taxi Specific
Electric
Vehicle
Infrastructure

The provision of 40 rapid electric vehicle
charging points across GM, to be used
specifically by hackneys and PHVs.

No Change

The potential residual, adverse impacts of the GM CAP on protected characteristic groups after these
mitigation measures are put in place can be summarised as:

Degree of adverse impact with
implementation of mitigating measures

Affordability

Accessibility

Medium adverse impact

Sex (male
drivers)

Low adverse impact

Race

Race

Religion

Disability

Disability

Age (young and older people)

Age (young
and older
people)

Gender Reassignment

-

Sexual Orientation
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Question 8
What consultation or engagement will take place with equality target groups? Give details.
Consultation took place between 8 October and 3 December 202013. A total of 4, 768 responses were
received to the consultation from across and outside of GM. Members of the public made up 3,858 of the
responses.
Part B
Complete this section when consultation and research has been carried out
Question 9
Please summarise in the table below which groups or organisations were consulted with or included in
the research. You should briefly record the outcomes of the consultation or research and state whether
the results have been fed back to consultees.
Summarise who was
What were the outcomes of the
consulted/involved in the research
consultation? (Summarise their views
(internal and external) and what
including any changes they proposed)
the nature of the work was
A full consultation report has been prepared by AECOM and will be
published in July (subject to local authority approval). The full report is
available at https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/ and describes
the nature of the consultation, who responded to the consultation and the
feedback received.
The GM response to the consultation findings are detailed in the GM Local
Authorities Response to the Consultation report, available at
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/.
Equality impacts have been considered throughout the development of
these reports, and the corresponding changes to the GM CAP Policy. The
Equality subject matter expert from the GM CAP lead advisor team
reviewed all the responses to issues raised within the consultation and
assessed any changes to the GM CAP Policy from an equality perspective.

Have the results
been fed back to
the consultees?
In progress – the
AECOM GM CAP
Consultation
Report and an
accompanying GM
Local Authorities
Response to the
Consultation
report will be
published as part
of Local Authority
decision making.

This resulted in the Equality Impact Evidence Report which informs this EqIA
(See Appendx 1).
Question 10
As a result of this assessment and the available evidence collected, including consultation, state what
changes are proposed to your activity.
The changes to the GM CAP policy proposed since consultation that are relevant to protected
characteristic groups are detailed in Question 7 above. Equality and socio-economic impacts have been
considered throughout the development of the proposals and the changes should significantly mitigate
any adverse affordability and accessibility impacts on protected characteristic groups highlighted in this
report.
Question 11
Decide whether to progress the activity. If potential adverse impacts have been identified upon any
equality target groups and still remain, please provide justification for its implementation.

13

https://cleanairgm.com/clean-air-plans
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Adopt.
Adopt
As described in this assessment, GM has been directed by the Government to introduce a CAZ C
and associated measures across the region with the overall aim to reduce harmful Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. There will be
significant positive health benefits as a result of the CAZ for the whole GM population,
including people with protected characteristics. Those who are younger, older, with a
disability or long-term health condition, pregnant and / or from minority ethnic groups are likely
to feel this benefit disproportionately.
In addition, significant measures have been put in place to mitigate the potential residual
adverse impacts that could result from the GM CAP on some of the protected characteristic
groups. These are summarised below. The Equality impact assessment process has assessed the
GM CAP in relation to indirect discrimination14 under the Equality Act definition in section 19 on
these groups.

Degree of
adverse impact
with
implementation
of mitigating
measures
Medium
adverse
impact

Protected
characteristic

Sex (male
drivers)

Mitigations and assessment of indirect discrimination

All males in GM will benefit from the cleaner air resulting from
the implementation of the CAZ.
The mitigations disproportionately support males, as the % of
drivers / owners of vehicles in scope for the GM CAZ charge
that are male is significantly greater than 50%. The changes
to mitigating measures post-consultation are significant,
offering temporary exemptions to more vehicle types and
increases to funds to reflect market conditions.
It is important that those impacted by the CAZ charges have
good understanding of and accessibility to the support
available through the Funds and are fully aware of the wider
package of exemptions and discounts available.
On the basis that this is in place, it is concluded that there is
no indirect discrimination in relation to males.

Race

Low adverse
impact

Improvements in air quality are likely to have a
disproportionate benefit on more deprived neighbourhoods in
GM. People of minority ethnic background are more likely to
live in these areas of GM and are disproportionately more
likely to experience benefits from improved air quality.
The potential low adverse impact of the CAZ in relation to
race, related to personal and business affordability,
particularly in relation to PHV and Hackney drivers. The
introduction of the temporary exemption across both hackney
carriages and PHV post-consultation, as well as the Clean Taxi

14

where a provision criteria or practice puts a person with a protected characteristic at a particular disadvantage compared with a person that does not share
that same characteristic and it cannot be shown to be a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim
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Fund and access to vehicle finance all support the mitigation
of this potential risk.
The revised CAP policy does not distinguish between hackney
carriages and PHV in terms of mitigations available, with the
funding levels based on whether a vehicle is a Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicle (WAV) or not.
It is important that those impacted by the CAZ charges have
good understanding of and accessibility to the support
available through the Funds and are fully aware of the wider
package of exemptions and discounts available.
On this basis, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to race.
Religion

Improvements in air quality are likely to have a
disproportionate benefit on more deprived neighbourhoods in
GM. People of minority faiths are more likely to live in these
areas of GM and are disproportionately more likely to
experience benefits from improved air quality.
The potential low adverse impact of the CAZ in relation to
religion / belief related to personal and business affordability,
particularly in relation to PHV and Hackney drivers of Muslim
faith and LGV drivers, including Jewish drivers of LGVs in
Salford. The temporary exemption, as well as the Clean Taxi
and Commercial Vehicle Funds and access to vehicle finance
all support the mitigation of this potential risk.
It is important that those impacted by the CAZ charges have
good understanding of and accessibility to the support
available through the Funds and are fully aware of the wider
package of exemptions and discounts available.
On this basis, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to religion.

Disability

People with certain disabilities or long-term health conditions
will benefit disproportionately from improved air quality.
However, due to higher reliance on community transport, PHV
/ Hackney carriages and public transport, there is a low level of
residual risk in relation to accessibility to places of education,
employment, health support, social activities and worship.
Significant measures have been put in place, such as funding,
exemptions and discounts that should mitigate the risk that a
change in availability of transport services will happen as a
result of the GM CAZ that leads to accessibility or cost issues
for those with disabilities or health conditions.
In addition, higher levels of funding for WAV PHVs and Hackney
Carriages have been put in place, as well as permanent
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exemptions for Disabled passenger vehicles as classified
by the DVLA tax class, Disabled Tax Class vehicles and LGVs
and minibuses adapted for a disabled user to help to mitigate
any accessibility or cost impact.
As a result, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to people with disability.

Age

Older and younger people will benefit disproportionately from
improved air quality.
However, due to higher reliance on public transport,
community transport and PHV / Hackney carriages, there is a
low level of residual risk in relation to accessibility to places of
education, employment, health support, social activities and
worship.
Significant measures have been put in place, such as funding,
exemptions and discounts that should mitigate the risk that a
change in availability of transport services leads to
accessibility issues for older or younger people.
There is a potential low adverse impact of the CAZ in relation
to older people related to personal and business affordability,
particularly for older people with non-compliant vehicles for
whom upgrade does not seem a viable option. The Clean
Funds mitigates this risk, with options for both retrofit and
replacement for many vehicle types.
As a result, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to younger or older people.

Sexual
Orientation

People of all sexual orientations will benefit from the air
quality improvements that will result of the GM CAZ.
However, there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that LGBTQ
communities are more likely to access taxi services in order
to safely access services and particularly the night- time
economy in the city centre. This group could therefore be
disproportionately impacted by changes in service or cost as
a result of the CAZ.
Significant measures have been put in place, such as funding,
exemptions and discounts that should mitigate the risk that a
change in availability of transport services will happen as a
result of the GM CAZ that leads to accessibility or cost issues
for the LGBTQ community.
As a result, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to this group.

Gender
Reassignment

However, there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that
transgender communities are more likely to access taxi
services in order to safely access services and particularly the
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night- time economy in the city centre. This group could
therefore be disproportionately impacted by changes in
service or cost as a result of the CAZ.
Significant measures have been put in place, such as funding,
exemptions and discounts that should mitigate the risk that a
change in availability of transport services will happen as a
result of the GM CAZ that leads to accessibility or cost issues
for the transgender community.
As a result, it is concluded that there is no indirect
discrimination in relation to this group.

The response to Question 11 in Section 1 of this report highlights mitigations that should be
considered to further address the residual adverse impacts namely, increasing the accessibility
of vulnerable groups to the Funding, Exemptions and Discounts.
In addition, Question 13 below details the proposed approach to monitoring of the potential
equality impacts, both positive and negative. It is important that a rigorous approach to this is
adopted to ensure that any unintended impacts on protected characteristics are picked up early
and so that interventions can be quickly put in place to minimise these. With the removal of the
Hardship Fund from the package of measures and the fact that most of the GM local authorities
include socio-economic deprivation / low income as a characteristic within their equality impact
assessments, monitoring of the impact of the CAZ on economically vulnerable individuals and
businesses will be particularly important. Involvement of the ten local authorities in this, to pick
up local intelligence and insights will be key.
On this basis, it is recommended that the GM CAP Policy is adopted.
Question 12
Will the changes planned ensure that adverse impact is:
Legal? (Not discriminatory, under antidiscriminatory legislation)
Intended?
Low impact?

Yes
Yes
Yes

Question 13
How will this activity be monitored and evaluated after full implementation? Give details
A GM CAP Monitoring and Evaluation Plan will form an annex to the Full Business Case for the GM CAP.
Responsibility for monitoring the impacts on protected characteristic groups highlighted in this
assessment, will sit within the Monitoring and Evaluation (M & E) Plan.
The ten local authority local authority EqIA provide further detail on any specific monitoring and review
processes that will be put in place to monitor the equality impacts of the GM CAP at a local level.
Question 14
Publishing the summary of the results of the EQIA helps TfGM to share information with members of the
public and other stakeholders. Is there any reason why this Impact Assessment cannot be published? If
so, please explain why?
No
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1

Introduction

1.1

Why GM is producing a Clean Air Plan

1.2

Poor air quality is the largest environmental risk to the public’s
health. Taking action to improve air quality is crucial to improve
population health.

1.3

Whilst air quality has been generally improving over time, particular
pollutants remain a serious concern in many urban areas. These
include oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and in particular nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), and particulate matter (PM).

1.4

In Greater Manchester, road transport is responsible for
approximately 80% of NO2 concentrations at roadside, of which
diesel vehicles are the largest source.

1.5

Long-term exposure to elevated levels of particulate matter (PM2.5,
PM10) and NO2 may contribute to the development of
cardiovascular or respiratory disease and may reduce life
expectancy. The youngest, the oldest, those living in areas of
deprivation, and those with existing respiratory or cardiovascular
disease are most likely to develop symptoms due to exposure to air
pollution.

1.6

Public Health England estimate the health and social care costs
across England due to exposure to air pollution will be £5.3 billion
by 2035 for diseases where there is a strong association with air
pollution, or £18.6 billion for all diseases with evidence of an
association with air pollution.

1.7

The Secretary of State for Defra has instructed many local
authorities across the UK, including authorities in Greater
Manchester, to take quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) levels, issuing a direction under the Environment Act
1995 to undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for
reducing NO2 concentrations to within legal limit values in the
“shortest possible time”. In Greater Manchester GM have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at
the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

1.8

The core goal of the GM CAP is to address the legal requirement
to achieve compliance with the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m3) for NO2
identified through the target determination process in Greater
Manchester in the “shortest possible time” in line with Government
guidance.

4
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1.9

This is a GM Equality Impact Evidence report which looks at the
potential for the GM CAP to result in disproportionate or differential
equality effects because of the proposed policies. It provides a full
Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) in line with the public sector
equality duty in section 149 of the Equality Act, 2010, and the
evidence and findings of this report have been fed into a summary
EqIA in TfGM format.

1.10

This assessment builds on the EqIAs that have been published at
the Outline Business Case stage in March 2019 and the EqIA
developed to support the consultation in late 2020. It considers
impacts related to the CAZ and how implementation of mitigation
measures through the wider CAP measures addresses any
identified equality impacts. This EqIA is an update following
changes to the GM CAP policy made in consideration of feedback
received during the consultation.

1.11

This assessment is informed by two further documents: an updated
Distributional Impact Analysis (DIA) for the Interim Full Business
Case (FBC) and a GM CAP Health Impact Evidence Report that
summarises current, relevant health research and literature around
exposure to NO2 pollution.

1.12

The main assessment is made at the scale of Greater Manchester.
Following earlier drafts of the GM EqIA at OBC and ahead of
consultation, each of the ten Greater Manchester authorities has
also carried out their own assessment, utilising more granular data,
specific to each individual local authority. Whilst this GM wide
report does set out the community baseline, broken down by local
authority, it is recognised that these data are from central sources
and local authorities hold data and insight that may be more recent
and/or specific to their own communities. Each of the local
authority assessments are appended to this document and
significant findings and variances are summarised within this
document.

1.13

An EqIA is a process that can be used to inform the development
of policies in order to facilitate maximum positive outcomes and to
avoid or minimise adverse impacts on protected characteristic
groups. The aim of the assessment is therefore to bring
consideration of equality into the heart of policy development,
contributing to better equality outcomes, promoting greater equality
of opportunity and assisting in improving quality of life for residents
and communities.

1.14

Under Section 149 of the Equality Act (2010), public bodies are
subject to the Public Sector Equality Duty, which requires that, in
the exercise of their functions, they have due regard to the need to:
5
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a) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation, and any
other conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act;
b) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
c) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it.
1.15

Therefore, the aim of the EqIA is to identify whether people with
protected characteristics could be affected by the GM CAP
disproportionately or differentially:
• Disproportionate effects arise when an impact has a
proportionately greater effect on people with protected
characteristics than the rest of the population.
• Differential effects arise where people with protected
characteristics could be affected differently from the rest of the
population, due to a particular need or sensitivity.

1.16

The Equality Act identifies the following as “protected
characteristics” which should be considered in an EqIA:
• age;
• disability;
• gender reassignment;
• marriage and civil partnership;
• pregnancy and maternity;
• race;
• religion or belief;
• sex; and
• sexual orientation.

1.17

These protected characteristics can be broken down into further
groups which may assist in identifying where effects may occur
(see Table 1). Consideration is given to all of these subgroups
when assessing potential impacts on each of the protected
characteristics.

6
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Table 1 Protected characteristic groups considered in the EqIA
Protected
characteristic

Further subcategories within protected characteristic groups
for consideration within the assessment

Age

Children and young people (under 19)

Disability

Older people (aged 60+)
People with physical impairments (Includes mobility, coordination, lifting and carrying, manual dexterity, wheelchair
user)
People with communication or sensory impairments
(Includes blind/partially sighted, deaf/hard or hearing,
difficulty speaking)
People with a learning disability or cognitive impairment
(Includes conditions which affect ability to learn, understand,
read, remember, and concentrate e.g. Downs Syndrome,
autism, ADA)
People with mental health problems (Includes depression,
schizophrenia)
People with long standing illness/health condition (Includes
cancer, HIV, MS, diabetes, heart disease, epilepsy,
continence)
Other disability/impairment not covered by any of the above

Gender
reassignment

Transgender

Marriage and civil
partnership

No further sub-categories

Pregnancy and
maternity

No Further sub-categories

Race

Asian or Asian British Backgrounds (This includes Pakistani,
Indians and Bangladeshi, Chinese or any other Asian
background)
Black or Black British Backgrounds (This includes
Caribbean, African or any other black background)
Mixed /Multiple Ethnic Groups (This includes White and
Black Caribbean, White and Black African, White and Asian
or any other mixed background)
White British Background (This includes English, Scottish &
Welsh, Irish and Gypsy or Irish Travellers)
Non-British White Backgrounds (This includes Irish, Polish,
Spanish, Romanians and other White backgrounds)
Arabs
Any other background not covered by any of the above

Religion or belief

Buddhists
Christians
7
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Protected
characteristic

Further subcategories within protected characteristic groups
for consideration within the assessment

Hindus
Jews
Muslims
Sikhs
Others
Sex

Men
Women

Sexual orientation Gay men

Lesbians
Bisexual
1.18

This EqIA applies to the Greater Manchester city region. The
assessment considers the baseline conditions of the ten districts
that make up the GM area:
• Bolton
• Bury
• Manchester
• Oldham
• Rochdale
• Salford
• Stockport
• Tameside
• Trafford
• Wigan

1.19

These local authority areas are represented below:
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Figure 1 GM Local Authorities

1.20

The separate EqIAs for each GM local authority are included in
Appendix E - N.

1.21

This report covers outputs associated with implementation of the
GM CAP measures. The assessment undertaken represents a
snapshot of the information available at the time of writing;
however, this EqIA is a live document and should be read
accordingly. It is recommended that an update is made following
any future changes to any of the measures.

1.22

The COVID-19 pandemic has unquestionably highlighted areas of
inequality within our society, with those who are already the most
vulnerable to health and economic shocks having been most
affected. The added economic strain caused by the pandemic on
those who are already economically disadvantaged or more
vulnerable means that further economic pressures are likely to be
experienced more acutely by these individuals, communities and
businesses.

1.23

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted on the timescales for
implementing the CAZ, resulting in the implementation of the CAZ
being delayed from 2021 to 2022.

1.24

Market analysis has been undertaken on the impact of the COVID19 pandemic on businesses and individuals affected by the CAZ,
and the statutory consultation in late 2020 (see section 2.6)
explored the issue further. A report summarising the impact of
COVID-19 on the GM CAP has been developed . The findings
have been considered, the CAP measures refined and fed into the
current GM CAP Policy which is the basis of this EqIA.
1

1

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
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1.25

In assessing the equality impacts of the GM CAP, the impacts of
COVID-19 are acknowledged as likely to make some protected
characteristic groups more vulnerable to the potential unintended
consequences of the CAZ. The GM Independent Inequalities
Commission report , published in March 2021, highlights the
disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on communities with
protected characteristics including “Workers from ‘Other White’
ethnic groups were more likely to have lost take-home pay than
White British or people of Indian heritage; people from Pakistani,
Bangladeshi, Chinese or Other Asian ethnicities were more likely
than White British people to worry about their future financial
situation ”.
2

3

1.26

The approach that has been followed includes:
• Establishment of baseline – social and demographic data
relevant to GM is identified in order to determine the proportion
of people within GM who share protected characteristics.
• Identification of equality impact indicators – establishment of
which indicators would be helpful for analysing the equality
impacts from the CAP;
• Assessment of impact – based around the equality impact
indicators, potential equality impacts resulting from the GM CAZ
are identified. Determination of whether these would have a
disproportionate or differential impact on protected characteristic
groups is based on a review of the evidence.
• Review of CAP mitigation measures – the additional
mitigating measures that make up the GM CAP are then
assessed against the chosen equality impact indicators to
identify the potential change in impact that they bring to the
programme.

1.27

2
3

The professional judgements made in this assessment are based
on the information available at the time of undertaking. People are,
of course, more than the sum of their characteristics and it is
acknowledged that there is significant diversity within, as well as
between, the protected characteristics considered in this EqIA.
Individuals may also have multiple protected characteristics which
may interact to change the services and places that they need and
want to access.

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/4337/gmca_independent-inequalities-commission v15.pdf
National data, sourced from Office for National Statistics Why have Black and South Asian people been hit hardest by COVID-19?
(December 2020).
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1.28

Nevertheless, there are ways in which broad groups of people with
protected characteristics could potentially be systematically
disadvantaged and this process attempts to ensure that as far as
possible that the GM CAP does not do so.

2

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan

2.1

The objectives of the GM CAP

2.2

The core goal of the GM CAP is to address the legal requirement to
achieve compliance with the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m3) for NO2
identified through the target determination process in Greater
Manchester in the “shortest possible time” in line with Government
guidance.

2.3

Legal requirement

2.3.1

The Secretary of State for Defra has instructed many local
authorities across the UK, including authorities in Greater
Manchester, to take quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) levels, issuing a direction under the Environment Act
1995 to undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for
reducing NO2 concentrations to within legal limit values in the
“shortest possible time”. In Greater Manchester GM have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at
the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

2.4

Public health

2.4.1

Poor air quality is the largest environmental risk to the public’s
health. Taking action to improve air quality is crucial to improve
population health.

2.4.2

Long-term exposure to elevated levels of particulate matter
(PM2.5, PM10) and NO2 may contribute to the development of
cardiovascular or respiratory disease and may reduce life
expectancy . The youngest, the oldest, those living in areas of
deprivation, and those with existing respiratory or cardiovascular
disease are most likely to develop symptoms due to exposure to air
pollution , .
4

56

2.4.3

Public Health England estimate the health and social care costs
across England due to exposure to air pollution will be £5.3 billion
by 2035 for diseases where there is a strong association with air

4

Air Quality – A Briefing for Directors of Public Health (2017), https://www.local.gov.uk/air-quality-briefing-directors-public-health
Air Quality – A Briefing for Directors of Public Health (2017), https://www.local.gov.uk/air-quality-briefing-directors-public-health
6 RCP and RCPCH London, Every breath we take lifelong impact of air pollution (2016), https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/everybreath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution
5
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pollution, or £18.6 billion for all diseases with evidence of an
association with air pollution .
7

7
8

2.5

Funding

2.5.1

The Government has set up an Implementation Fund to support
Local Authorities to prepare their Clean Air Plans (CAPs) and
deliver targeted action to improve air quality by tackling roadside
NO2 levels to achieve compliance with legal limit values. Local
Authorities have been encouraged to consider a wide range of
innovative options so that they can deliver reduced emissions in a
way that best suits their communities and local businesses. The
overall spending objective of the CAP measures that are funded
via the Implementation Fund is to deliver a scheme that leads to
compliance with NO2 limit values in the shortest possible time.

2.5.2

The Government has also made funding available for Local
Authorities through a Clean Air Fund (CAF). The aim of the CAF is
to minimise the impact of local Clean Air Plans on individuals and
businesses, enabling Local Authorities to implement Clean Air
Plans that impact negatively on fewer people, by supporting those
who are subject to the charge to switch to compliant modes of
transport. The CAF guidance states that applications should form
part of the business case and that if successful, funds will be
awarded at the same time as plans are approved by the
Government. The overall spending objective of the CAP measures
that are funded via the CAF is to support individuals and
businesses negatively affected by a local plan for tackling nitrogen
dioxide emissions at the roadside.

2.6

Main measures within the GM CAP

2.6.1

The GM CAP proposes a charging Class C CAZ , with additional
measures to tackle nitrogen dioxide exceedances (see Figure 3
below). Additional measures include funds and finance to support
the retrofit and/or replacement of buses, taxis and commercial
vehicles which do not meet the emissions standards required by
the CAZ. The proposals do not impact on the use of private cars.
8

https://www.gov.uk/Government/news/new-tool-calculates-nhs-and-social-care-costs-of-air-pollution
The Clean Air Zone Framework (May 2017), Dept of Transport and DEFRA classifies Clean Air Zones as being either Class A, Class
B or Class C. Class C includes buses, coaches, taxis, PHVs, HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs).
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2.6.2

Six mitigating measures were proposed as part of the preferred
option at OBC, in order to reduce the unintended adverse impacts
of the CAZ C charging zone. These were developed further and
included in the GM CAP Policy for Consultation. Alongside a
charging CAZ category C, the package proposed support to help
owners or registered keepers of non-compliant buses, coaches,
HGVs, LGVs, taxis and minibuses with the cost of upgrading or
retrofitting their vehicles, as well as a Try Before You Buy scheme
for Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) hackney carriages and a network
of 40 taxi-only rapid electric vehicle charging points.

2.6.3

Following review of the consultation responses, the GM CAP Policy
has been updated and the impact of the revised measures is
assessed in section 3.3 of this report.

2.7

Clean Air Zone

2.7.1

This CAZ policy sets out the basic principles of the charging zone.
It considers the boundary of the CAZ, categories of vehicles
subject to charges, emissions standards required of compliant
vehicles, the charge levels, charging and enforcement, and the
discounts and exemptions from the CAZ charge. It outlines that
Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs), Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs),
buses, coaches, minibuses and taxi & Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs)
are subject to pay a daily charge to enter, exit, or move within the
zone unless they meet the government specified Clean Air Zone
framework .
9

9

2.7.2

Under the proposals, there will be several permanent local
exemptions, including emergency service vehicles, community
minibuses, disabled passenger vehicles and driving within the zone
as result of a road diversion. There are also national exemptions as
set out in the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework, and a
number of temporary local exemptions and discounts.

2.8

Funding to upgrade to compliant vehicles

2.8.1

A package of funding support is proposed to help owners or
registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles with the cost of upgrading their vehicles so that they are compliant with the emissions
standards required by a GM CAZ, and so as not to be subject to
the charge. The different funding proposals are set out below. All
the funds are subject to specific eligibility criteria that must be met
by the applicant.

Clean air zone framework. Principles for setting up clean air zones in England. May 2017. Department for Transport, Department for
Food and Rural Affairs.
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2.9

Clean Bus Fund

2.9.1

This measure will provide financial support in the form of a grant for
the retrofit or replacement of vehicles operating registered local
bus services in Greater Manchester. The Clean Bus Fund will also
consider coaches and minibuses operating registered bus services
within GM, though this fund is not proposed for minibuses used as
private hire vehicles or commercial coaches. (See separate
measures outlined below for these vehicle types).

2.10

Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund

2.10.1 This measure proposes to provide financial support in the form of
grants to support the replacement or retrofit of non-compliant light
and heavy goods vehicles, coaches, buses and minibuses, not
used on a GM registered bus service, to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the emissions standards of the CAZ. The fund is
subject to eligibility criteria that must be met by the applicant and is
targeted to support smaller businesses, including microbusinesses
and sole traders, and the voluntary, community and social
enterprise sector registered within Greater Manchester.
2.11

Clean Taxi Fund

2.11.1 This measure proposes to provide financial support in the form of a
grant for the replacement or retrofit of Greater Manchester licensed
taxi & PHV to upgrade to a vehicle compliant with the emission
standards of the CAZ. This aims to mitigate the adverse impacts of
the GM CAP on drivers and/or operators of Greater Manchester
licensed taxi & PHV’s.
2.12

Vehicle finance

2.12.1 In response to feedback in the Clean Air Conversation in 2019 and
the consultation in 2020, GM has developed a Vehicle Finance
measure designed to provide access to affordable finance to
eligible applicants and address some of the potential reasons that
finance might be refused to them, including affordability of
repayments or a thin credit file that impacts their credit score.
2.12.2 Those for whom the CAZ charge is applicable may apply for
Vehicle Finance, subject to the criteria set out within the policy;
lending will be subject to status.
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2.13

Taxi Electric Vehicle Infrastructure

2.13.1 A network of 40 taxi-only rapid electric vehicle charging points is
proposed, tailored to locations that support Zero Emission Capable
(ZEC) taxis to operate across GM. The aim of this measure is to
help reduce the barriers to transition to electric hackney vehicles.
2.14

CAZ implementation phasing

2.14.1 The anticipated implementation date of the charging CAZ is 31st
May 2022 when the charges will apply to non-compliant buses,
HGVs, and Hackney Carriages and private hire vehicles licensed
outside of Greater Manchester. Non-compliant LGVs, minibuses
and coaches, and GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and private hire
vehicles would be subject to the charges from 1 June 2023 when a
temporary exemption expires. The funds and vehicle finance
measures will be available in 2021, in advance of the CAZ
becoming operational, to enable businesses and individuals
impacted by the charges to prepare in advance.
10

2.15

Who is affected by the GM CAP?

2.15.1 The main objective of the GM CAP is to achieve compliance with
the legal limit values for NO2 concentrations in the shortest
possible time, in line with legislation and government guidance.
Therefore, as a result of improved air quality, everyone who lives,
works and travels within (and through) Greater Manchester will
benefit from implementation of the GM CAP. Those who own noncompliant vehicles and/or travel within (and through) Greater
Manchester are also likely to be affected by the implementation of
the GM CAP for reasons of accessibility and affordability. These
effects are considered in more detail within this report.
2.16

Consultation

2.16.1 A programme of research, analysis, public and stakeholder
engagement has taken place since the OBC. This has provided
more information to identify the potential impact of the proposals on
those affected by the CAZ including low income workers; key
business sectors such as retail and leisure, transport and
distribution; and on small local businesses.

10

subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle Checker is GM
ready.
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2.16.2 Initially, a public ‘conversation’ on the outline proposals ran from 13
May 2019 to 30 June 2019, seeking wide-ranging feedback from
the general public, businesses and stakeholders on the options for
achieving compliant NO2 levels in Greater Manchester. Around
3,300 responses were received over the seven-week period,
including responses from umbrella groups representing more than
50,000 members. Around 70% of the responses were residents of
Greater Manchester and 16% were businesses in Greater
Manchester. These results, along with outputs from wider
stakeholder engagement with a range of groups, were used to
inform the development of more detailed proposals.
2.16.3 As required by the Transport Act 2000, a statutory consultation on
these detailed proposals, including the proposed charging CAZ,
was undertaken between 8 October and 3 December 2020 . A total
of 4,768 responses were received to the consultation from across
and outside of GM. Members of the public made up 3,858 of the
responses: the profile of respondees is illustrated in Figure 3
below.
11

2.16.4 441 responses were also received from businesses, with a further
343 from taxi or PHV drivers or operators and 124 from
representatives. Additional in-depth interviews, including with taxis
and PHV drivers and focus groups were carried out.
2.16.5 The feedback from the consultation has been considered and has
informed changes to the CAP measures that are reflected in GM
CAP Policy being assessed in this EqIA. More detail can be found
in the GM Authorities Response to the Consultation report .
12

Figure 3: demographic profile for members of the public responding to
consultation (%)

11
12

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
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3

EqIA screening

3.1

Screening of impacts

3.1.1

Equality effects of the GM CAP were initially screened at the
development of the OBC, in order to highlight which protected
characteristic groups would likely be affected by the GM CAP, and
how they would be affected. The results of the screening are
presented in Table 2 below and are based on the initial EqIA that
was published with the OBC in March 2019.

Age

✓

Comment at OBC stage

Likely to be
differentially
affected

Protected
characteristic

Likely to be
disproportionately
affected

Table 2 Summary of initial equalities screening at Outline Business Case
(March 2019)

✓

The most vulnerable are more likely to be affected by changes
to air quality including the young and elderly.
Young and older people are more likely to be reliant on public
transport (including taxis, PHVs and community transport) and
therefore any changes in availability, cost and frequency of
services would affect them.

13

Disability
(includes all
forms of
physical and
mental
disability)

✓

✓

Disabled people are more likely to be reliant on public
transport (including taxis, PHVs and community transport) and
therefore any changes in availability, cost and frequency of
services would affect them

Gender
reassignment

X

x

At OBC, it was felt that there was no evidence to suggest that
there would be any inequalities effects

Marriage and
civil partnership

X

x

There is no evidence to suggest that there would be any
equalities effects

Pregnancy and
maternity

X

✓

Extremely low-dose exposures to pollutants during windows of
vulnerability in utero and in early infancy may result in health
effects throughout their lifespan13.

Race

✓

x

People of minority ethnic background are more likely to live in
areas with existing poor air quality. They are disproportionately
more likely to experience benefits from improved air quality.

Landrigan, P.J., et al (2018), The Lancet Commission on pollution and health. The Lancet 391:462-512
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Likely to be
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disproportionately
affected
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Religion or
belief

X

x

At OBC, it was felt that there was no evidence to suggest that
there would be any equalities effects.

Sex

X

x

At OBC, it was felt that there was no evidence to suggest that
there would be any equalities effects.

Sexual
orientation

X

x

At OBC, it was felt that there was no evidence to suggest that
there would be any equalities effects.

3.1.2

Since the OBC, based on further analysis of the market, the results
of the statutory consultation and engagement with the ten GM local
authorities, a number of further characteristics have been scopedin to the assessment:
• Sex was scoped in prior to the consultation due to emerging
evidence that men and women may be differentially or
disproportionately impacted by the CAZ
• Gender re-assignment and sexual orientation are now scoped in
due to use and reliance of taxis and PHVs by this community for
safe travel, particularly for accessing the night-time economy
within Manchester city centre.
• Religion is also scoped in post-consultation due to emerging
evidence of the high % of PHV and taxi drivers that are from
minority faiths, in particular those who are Muslim and the
impact on other faith communities with a high proportion of small
businesses, such as the Jewish community in Salford.
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Likely to be
differentially
affected

Protected
characteristic

Likely to be
disproportion
ately affected

Table 3: Additional protected characteristics scoped-in post consultation
Why this characteristic has now been scoped-in

Sex

✓

x

Sex was scoped in prior to consultation in relation to
differences in use of transport and access to services and in
driving occupations across the genders.

Religion or
belief

✓

x

Religion has been scoped in post-consultation.
There is evidence to suggest that a significant proportion of
taxi and PHV drivers in the GM area are from minority faiths,
particularly Islam and there are businesses within certain
religious communities in specific GM local authorities that
could be impacted, such as the Jewish community in Salford.

Gender
reassignment

✓

x

Gender re-assignment has been scoped in post-consultation.
There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that transgender
individuals are more likely to access taxi and PHV services in
order to safely access services and in particular, the nighttime economy in the city. This group could therefore be
disproportionately impacted by changes in service or cost as
a result of the CAZ.

Sexual
Orientation

✓

x

Sexual orientation has been scoped in post-consultation.
There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that LGBTQ groups
are more likely to access taxi and PHV services in order to
access the night-time economy, particularly in the city centre.
This group could therefore be disproportionately impacted by
changes in service or cost as a result of the CAZ.

3.2

Other characteristics considered by GM Local Authorities

3.2.1

Socio economic status is not a protected characteristic under the
Equality Act. However, it is recognised that people who have low
economic status are likely to be more vulnerable to air quality and
to any economic shocks and therefore likely to be
disproportionately affected by the CAZ. Where required to do so by
local policy, some of the GM local authorities have considered
socio-economic status within their assessments (see Appendices E
- N) but it has not been included as a consideration within this core
document, i.e. the GM-wide approach in order to align with the
protected characteristics in the Equality Act.
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3.2.2

Some of the ten local authorities also include additional
characteristics within their agreed approach to EqIA, specific to
their local policy but not included within the Equality Act. Where
this is the case, an assessment is provided by the local authority in
Appendices E - N and summarised in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Additional characteristics considered by GM Local Authorities
GM Local Authority

Additional characteristics considered within its Equality
Policy

Bolton
Bury
Manchester
Oldham
Rochdale
Salford
Stockport
Tameside

Socio-economic groups
Veterans and Carers
Deprivation / Low income
Low income
Military Veterans, carers
Veterans, carers, homelessness and socio-economic groups
Socio-economic groups
Carers, military veterans, breast-feeding (specifically identified
but included within maternity)
None
Carers, Veterans, Socio-economic groups

Trafford
Wigan

3.3

Development of mitigation for CAZ impacts

3.3.1

Since the OBC, informed by the feedback given during the
Conversation and the consultation processes, the mitigation
measures which sit alongside the CAZ to support transition to
compliant vehicles have been refined to respond to a range of
market, economic and equality issues. (See Section 4.1). These
refinements are set out in Table 5, along with identification of which
protected characteristic they mitigate effects for.

3.3.2

Detailed discussion of how these mitigation measures address
identified potential equality impacts of the CAZ is set out in Section
6: Assessment of equality impacts.
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•

Temporary exemptions to July
2022 for buses operating on school
bus contracts that expire that month.

x

x

Gender Reassignment

x

Sex

c) Temporary exemptions to 31st May
2023 are proposed for some vehicles. The
following ones will impact on protected
characteristics:
•
GM licensed Hackney Carriages
& PHVs
•
Coaches and buses not used on a
registered bus service within GM.
•
LGVs licensed in GM
•
Minibuses (excluding Community
Minibuses, which benefit from a
permanent exemption).

x

Religion

b) The following exemptions are ones
that will impact on protected
characteristics:
• Community Minibuses – Those
operating under a permit under
section 19 or section 22 of the
Transport Act (1985), issued by a
body designated by the Secretary
of State
• Disabled passenger vehicles as
classified by the DVLA tax
class – vehicles (apart from
ambulances) used
by organisations providing
transport for disabled people.
• Disabled Tax Class vehicles Vehicles used by, or for the
purposes of a disabled person
which are exempt from vehicle tax,
as defined by the vehicle’s DVLA
Tax Class.
• LGVs and minibuses adapted for a
disabled user – with a substantial
and permanent adaptation and not
used for hire or reward

Race

a) Permanent exemptions are
proposed that ensure continued
access to transport options for those
that need it.

Disability

Charge
exemptions

Details of mitigation in particular
relation to Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

Pregnancy and maternity

Table 5: CAP mitigation measures identified and protected characteristic
groups they apply to

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

• Addition to exemption
of LGVs and Minibuses
that are specifically
adapted as Disabled
User Vehicles

• Addition of temporary
exemption of Taxi and
PHVs to recover from
the financial effects of
COVID-19.
• Clarification of
temporary exemption
period to be 12 months
after commencement
of the CAZ.

x

• Short term exemption
of school buses where
the contract is due to
expire in July 2022 to
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x

x

x

Gender Reassignment

x

Sex

x

Religion

x

Race

Disability

Details of mitigation in particular
relation to Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

Pregnancy and maternity
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ensure continuity of
service.
Clean bus
fund

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund

The Clean Bus Fund aims to mitigate
against potential financial impacts on
bus service providers, that could result
in a reduction in or increase in the cost
of bus services caused by the charging.
This should help maintain the supply
and affordability of these services.
•
Open to all registered operators
with registered bus services
operating in GM
•
It will be available ahead of the CAZ
to ensure that service providers can
avoid charges and can plan for
impact to their business.
•
Level of funding requested has
increased since OBC – indicating
greater emphasis on mitigating this
impact.
•
A grant of up to £16,000 is available
to retrofit or replace a noncompliant vehicle
The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund
proposes to offer businesses financial
support in the form of a lump sum grant
OR access to affordable finance to
replace or retrofit non-compliant
vehicles, reducing the impact of
possible charges on their service
provision.
Eligible businesses include:
•
An entity registered with the Charity
Commission (including being an
active charity and those excepted
from registration)
•
A social enterprise
This financial support includes support
to retrofit or replace coaches and
minibuses (not on a registered bus
service) which should help to maintain
the supply and affordability of
community transport.

No change

• Increases in funds for
replacement of some
vehicles to reflect the
market, funding gap
between residual
value of existing
vehicle and a
replacement cost and
economic impacts of
the COVID-19
pandemic on the
market.
• Inclusion of retrofit
grants, in addition to
replacement grants
for LGVs and minibus
to reflect changing
availability of these
options.

x

•
Funding is targeted to support
eligible small and micro businesses,
sole traders, self-employed, charities,
social enterprises and individuals in
GM.
Following consultation, the funding
level has been increased.

22

Sex

Gender Reassignment

•
The provision of 40 rapid electric
vehicle charging points across GM, to
be used specifically by taxis and PHVs.

Religion

Taxi Specific
Electric
Vehicle
Infrastructure

Race

•
The Clean Taxi Fund will provide
funding towards the retrofit of vehicles
to meet the GM CAZ emission
standards, towards the replacement of
non-compliant vehicles with compliant
vehicles or towards running costs when
the compliant vehicle acquired with GM
CAP funds has also been eligible for a
Government plug-in grant

Clean Taxi
Fund

Disability

Details of mitigation in particular
relation to Equality considerations

Age

Mitigation
measure

Pregnancy and maternity
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Changes post
consultation relevant to
EqIA

• Inclusion of non-WAV
Hackney Carriages in
funding eligibility
• Increase in maximum
grant fund levels for
most Hackney
Carriages and PHV
vehicle types.
No Change

3.3.3

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan does not include a Hardship
Fund, as proposed at consultation. Although feedback from the
consultation and the impact of COVID-19 research found that
further support was required for GM businesses, Government
Ministers did not agree that a Hardship Fund would be the best
way to mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic.
Ministers cited other COVID-response government schemes (not
specific to Clean Air plans) being available to address wider
business impacts.

3.3.4

However, Government have confirmed that they wish to ensure
that Clean Air Funds can be adapted if necessary; and, that they
will continue to work with GM to understand the situation, including
the funding position, if the impacts prove to be more severe than
forecast.

3.3.5

It remains important to monitor the impact of the CAZ on
individuals and businesses that are economically vulnerable and
their ability to access the available package of Clean Funds and
Vehicle Finance.
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3.3.6

The proposed final GM Clean Air Plan does not include an option
to apply for a discounted charge equivalent to 5/7 of the weekly
total for GM-licensed PHVs that are also used as a private car, as
proposed at consultation. From an equality perspective, in isolation
the removal of the discount would impact PHV drivers, a high
proportion of whom are male and from minority ethnic groups14.
However, rather than offering a discount, GM is proposing a
temporary exemption to the daily charges of the CAZ until 31 May
2023 for all GM-licensed Private Hire Vehicles and Hackney
Carriages and further options for replacement and retrofit are more
suitable revisions to the scheme to meet the air quality objectives.

4

Selection of equality impact indicators for this assessment

4.1

Context

4.1.1

The role of the EqIA is to identify where changes associated with
the proposed measures may result in disproportionate or
differential impacts, particularly in relation to groups within the
community that have protected characteristics. The Distributional
Impact Analysis (DIA) that was prepared for the GM CAP OBC
and is being refreshed for the Full Business Case (FBC) considers
distributional impacts of three variables; accessibility, air quality
and affordability. In order to align with the DIA, the EqIA also uses
these indicators.
15

4.1.2

Table 6 provides a summary of why each of the EqIA impact
indicators has been selected for use in the assessment. Sections
4.2 - 4.4 provide the evidence base for this selection.

Table 6: EqIA indicators used in the assessment
EqIA impact
indicators

Air quality

Includes

Justification for inclusion within EqIA

Changes in air quality

Air quality is a key determinant of health and wellbeing,
particularly for residents with existing health and respiratory
conditions. Certain groups of people are more susceptible to
changes in air quality (children, elderly, pregnant women and
those with a disability or long-term limiting illness) who
therefore may benefit differentially from improvements in air
quality bought about by the GM CAP.

Both licensed PHVs and Hackney Carriages can only be driven by a licensed driver – a vehicle used for taxi services is always a
licensed taxi. Therefore, at all times it is a licensed vehicle, rather than a private car. After consideration of the feedback from
consultation, GM considered that offering PHVs a discount did not provide parity with other commercial vehicles which are sometimes
also used for private travel.
15 Great Manchester’s Outline Business Case to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the roadside – Analysis of distributional
impacts, Aecom, February 2019.
14
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EqIA impact
indicators

Includes

Justification for inclusion within EqIA

This reflects the DIA which identifies three groups who would
potentially disproportionately benefit from improved air quality:
1) low income households, 2) children, and 3) the elderly.

Accessibility

Access provided by
use of buses,
coaches, minibuses,
taxis and private hire
vehicles.

Accessibility plays a key role in both individual and community
opportunities, including accessing services, employment, and
social interaction. Access to services and, in particular,
access to work and employment, plays a key role in reducing
socio-economic inequalities and improving economic security
and opportunity. The measures will have potential impacts on
the volume and/or cost of services offered by public and
private buses, coaches, minibuses, taxis and private hire
vehicles which could result in changes to accessibility.
Affordability relates to the costs incurred by people as they
travel to and from places of work, study and social activities.

Personal affordability Cost of transport

The GM CAP may result in changes (increases) to costs of
public transport and private hire transport as vehicle operators
may pass costs of compliance onto passengers or take
advantage of reduction in supply within the market.

Affordability

Business affordability
– costs of complying
with CAP for small
businesses/individuals

Vehicle operators/businesses will incur costs as they choose
to either pay the clean air charges, upgrade their vehicles to
compliant vehicles or cease operations.
Consideration of whether some operators have a higher
proportion of owners/staff with protected characteristics is
needed.

4.2

Air quality indicator

4.2.1

The primary objective of the GM CAP is to achieve compliance with
legal NO2 limit values in the shortest possible time. In line with
Government guidance, this is the Determining Success Factor by
which the programme is appraised. Therefore, air quality is an
important and very relevant equality impact indicator for this
programme.

4.2.2

A fuller review of why air quality has been chosen as an equality
indicator is available in Appendix B. A literature and research
review of the impacts of air quality on health, the GM CAP Health
Impact Evidence Review was undertaken in 2020, and an updated
Distributional Impact Analysis was produced to support the Interim
FBC. The key findings of these reports have been fed into this
assessment.
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4.2.3

Poor air quality is one of the largest environmental risks to public
health, contributing to the equivalent of 1,200 deaths a year in
GM . Long-term exposure to elevated levels of NO₂ and
microscopic particles of matter (PMs), suspended in the air, may
contribute to the development of cardiovascular or respiratory
diseases and reduce life expectancy.
16

4.2.4

Conditions caused or exacerbated by air pollution significantly
reduce quality of life. Short-term exposure to concentrations of NO2
higher than 200 µg/m3 can cause inflammation of the airways .
NO2 can also increase susceptibility to respiratory infections and to
allergens. People affected by air pollution can become less able to
work and require more medical care, increasing social costs and
burdening the NHS. In total, it is estimated that the health and
social care costs of air pollution in England could reach £5.3 billion
by 2035 unless direct action is taken .
17

18

4.2.5

Dajnak et al (2018) conducted a Health and Economic Impact
Assessment associated with current and future pollution levels in
GM. They found that:
• If the concentration of NO2 remains at predicted concentrations,
between 2011 and 2030, the total number of life years lost will
be 561,169 in GM.
• This will have an economic impact of £343,719,554 (based on
2014 prices).

4.2.6

In addition, Evangelopoulous et al (2019) produced quantitative
statements from their research, giving the effect of a given
exposure to NO2 on a range of diseases in the City of Manchester.
It is important to note that this was based on Manchester, not
Greater Manchester:
• The risk of emergency hospitalisations for stroke is 2.8% higher
on high air pollution (between 4401 and 1064 µg m−3 as defined
by the Daily Air Quality Index9) days than on lower air pollution
days (short-term)
• Lowering air pollution by 33.5% on high air pollution days could
save 14 hospital admissions for stroke each year (short-term)
• A child is 4.4% more likely to be hospitalised for asthma on days
with high NO2 pollution compared to days with lower air pollution
(short-term)

Public Health England – Air Quality in Greater Manchester – from a Public Health Perspective (September 2018)
DEFRA, Air Pollution in the UK, 2017
18 DEFRA – Clean Air Strategy 2018 (2018)
16
17
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• Adults are 1.5% more likely to be hospitalised for asthma on
days with high NO2 pollution compared to days with lower air
pollution (short-term)
• Cutting air pollution in by one fifth would increase children’s lung
capacity by around 2.6% (long-term)
• Cutting air pollution by one fifth would decrease the risk of
babies being born underweight by around 0.1% (long-term).
4.2.7

Taking the above points into consideration, it is important to
achieve regional compliance as quickly as possible, while also
working to reduce localised incidences of human exposure to NO2
in order to positively impact public health in both the short- and
long-term.

4.2.8

Public Health England’s guidance ‘Health matters: air pollution’
outlines that whilst air pollution can affect everyone, some people
are more affected because they live in a polluted area, are
exposed to higher levels of air pollution in their day-to-day lives or
are more susceptible to health problems caused by air pollution.
Groups that are reported as being more vulnerable to these affects
are older people, children (particularly young children), pregnant
women, people living with long-term health conditions or disability
and those who are living in high pollution areas and low-income
communities. In the same way that these groups of people are
more sensitive to high levels of air pollution, they are also likely to
benefit more from any improvements in air quality.

4.2.9

The GM CAP aims to improve air quality across GM and therefore
all people living within GM are likely to experience the health
benefits associated with improved air quality. This indicator is
included in the EqIA in order to identify which protected
characteristic groups are most likely to benefit.

4.3

Accessibility indicator

4.3.1

Accessibility influences how people live, including how they access
services, economic opportunity (i.e. places of work) and how they
are able to socialise. The ease with which people have access can
have a direct impact on health and wellbeing, socio-economic
opportunity and quality of life .

19

20

4.3.2

19
20

Accessibility is determined by a number of factors including:

Public Health England, Public Health Outcomes, http://www.phoutcomes.info/
NHS, Healthy Urban Development Unit (2013), HUDU Planning for Health- Rapid Health Impact Assessment Tool,
http://www.healthyurbandevelopment.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/HUDU-Rapid-HIA-Tool-Jan-2013-Final.pdf
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• availability of public transport (predominantly buses, but also
others such as coaches and minibuses);
• availability of private hire vehicles (including taxis, coaches,
minibuses)
• frequency and efficiency of services; and
• affordability.
4.3.3

Research undertaken by University College London (UCL) on the
link between transport and deprivation defines transport-related
exclusion as:

“A process by which people are prevented from participating in the
economic, political and social life of the community because of
reduced accessibility to opportunities, services and social networks,
due to whole or in part to insufficient mobility in a society and an
environment built around the assumption of high mobility”
21

4.3.4

The impacts of poor transport access can be more significant for
people with protected characteristics, including older people,
residents with a health condition or long-term disability, low-income
households and young people. Public transport can play a key role
in providing an affordable transport option. This is particularly
important for low-income households, providing access to social
infrastructure and economic opportunities. The same UCL research
shows that more bus trips are made by the lowest income groups,
who are less likely to own a car.

4.3.5

Access to reliable and regular bus, minibus, coach and taxi
services is particularly in important in some communities across
Greater Manchester, particularly where tram and trains do not
service the local area and in the more rural neighbourhoods on the
edge of the city region. Any change in services in these
communities would have a greater impact on access for protected
characteristics.

4.3.6

Car ownership amongst particular equalities groups tends to be
low. For example, young people under 19, older people, disabled
people, ethnic minorities, and those who live in economically
deprived areas . This makes these groups disproportionately
reliant upon public transport networks, Hackney Carriages and
private hire vehicles which, in their absence or where services are
reduced, could lead to isolation and restricted access to social and
economic activities that enhance life chances.
22

21
22

Titheridge et al (2014) Transport and Poverty – A Review of Evidence, University College London
NatCen (2019). Transport and inequality: an evidence review for the Department of Transport
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4.3.7

Private vehicle use can play a particularly important role for certain
equalities groups (including older people, mothers with children or
pregnant women, and residents with a form of disability), as it can
provide a more direct and convenient alternative to public
transport. Where car ownership is lower, for example for people
with disabilities, reliance on accessible Hackney Carriages and
PHVs is high.

4.4

Affordability indicator

4.4.1

Affordability is considered from two distinct perspectives:

Personal affordability
4.4.2

Personal affordability is the cost of travel for people to a place of
work or education, or to participate in a social or leisure activity.
The cost of travel is the fare or service charge that an individual
pays to either public transport service providers or to private hire
vehicles to take them where they need and want to go. People
who have lower incomes or irregular incomes are more sensitive to
increases in travel costs and are therefore more likely to be
adversely affected by any price increases that may result from the
GM CAP. The EqIA considers how people with protected
characteristics may be disproportionately or differentially affected
by affordability issues.

Business affordability (transport and haulage sector)
4.4.3

Vehicle operators/businesses will incur direct business costs as
they choose to either pay the clean air zone charges, upgrade their
vehicles to compliant vehicles or decide to cease operations.

4.4.4

An impact of the CAZ on transport and haulage businesses that
are defined as micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) is
more likely since smaller businesses are less adaptable to
increases in overhead costs that would result from either upgrading
vehicles to compliant vehicles or through paying clean air zone
charges. As examples:
• 69% of coach operators are small businesses , often providing
services to older and younger people;
23

• Up to 36% of minibus service providers are likely to be private
individuals, and businesses which may have a small number of
minibuses to support their business activities .
24

23
24

GM CAP Policy
The Hatch Regeneris report found limited data related to this group of minibus service providers
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4.4.5

Analysis of the impact of COVID-19 since early 2020 on
businesses across GM indicates a significant economic impact on
many businesses in relation to reduced income and use of any
cash reserves to maintain the business and / or livelihoods during
the pandemic. In general, according to the Government’s Business
Impacts of Coronavirus Survey, by the end of 2020, 83.3% of
businesses in the North-West has received a Government grant
and 23.1% a government-backed loan or finance agreement.

4.4.6

In particular, taxi, PHV and coach businesses have been
significantly hit:
• In September 2020, the frequency of taxi movements in GM was
39% lower overall than the same month a year before, with a
63% change for Hackney Carriages, indicating the impact on
demand for business in the sector.
• 100 coach operators were estimated to have gone into
administration as a result of the COVID-19 lockdown, including
GM’s largest operator Shearings. Some operators benefitted
from the Home to School funding scheme, but this was only
estimated to have supported 15-20% of the operators in GM.

25

4.4.7

A significant proportion of the qualitative responses in the GM CAP
consultation responses from Taxi and coach operators indicate that
COVID-19 leaves these businesses less resilient and more
vulnerable to the impact of the CAZ in terms of business
affordability moving forward, to either upgrade non-compliant
vehicles or pay the CAZ charge. This has been reflected in the GM
CAP Impacts of COVID-19 and the Economic Impacts of CAP
reports being published to support GM’s response to the
consultation.

4.4.8

From the perspective of the EqIA, it is necessary to understand
whether these SMEs have people employed with protected
characteristics, or indeed the business owner has protected
characteristics. It is also worth noting that some very small
businesses may also use their PHV for personal use and would
therefore be affected not only when they are working, but also
during personal usage.

4.4.9

The Hatch Regeneris socio-economic impact research identifies
the following facts related to the transport and haulage business
sector that informs this EqIA:
25

CAZ Commercial Vehicle Socio-Economic Impacts Research, 2019. Hatch Regeneris
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• Gender: Bus and coach drivers are more likely to be male than
female (94% male);
• Gender: 96% of taxi drivers are male;
• Age: The average age of a taxi driver is 48;
• Ethnicity: Over 50% of all taxi drivers (England wide) are from
non-white British ethnic background.
4.4.10 In addition, other sources re-affirm the gender and age statistics in
the transport sector:
• Gender: www.womenintransport.com state that only 8% of
drivers in the industry are women
• Age: The Road Haulage Association states that the average age
of drivers is 57 years old.
5

Baseline

5.1

Context

5.1.1

In order to understand whether there are likely to be any equality
impacts, it is necessary to understand the demographic profile of
the GM area. Appendix A sets out a detailed baseline related to all
protected characteristics within the population of GM. This section
provides a brief summary of protected characteristic data that has
been screened into the assessment (Section 3).

5.2

Population and gender

5.2.1

The population across GM stood at 2,835,700 in 2019 which
represents a 7.4% increase since 2009 . This is predicted to
increase by a further 8% over the next 20 years. The population of
the districts within GM is split more or less evenly between male
and females, with slightly more females in all districts, except for
Manchester and Salford where it is the opposite.
26

26

ONS (2019) Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-2019. Available at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforuk
englandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
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5.2.2

Female life expectancy is consistently above male life expectancy .
The authorities with the highest life expectancy at birth are Trafford
(83.9 years for females; 80.1 for males) and Stockport (83.3 years
for females; 80.1 for males), which are above the national, regional
and sub-regional averages. The local authority with the lowest life
expectancy is Manchester (79.8 years for females; 76.1 years for
males).

5.3

Age

5.3.1

Across GM, the split between the sexes is reflective of the statistic
across the whole of England and the North West .

27

28

5.3.2

In comparison with the average for England, GM has a similar
proportion of the population aged 16-64 with approximately 63% of
the population being within this working age group.
29

5.4

Disability and health

5.4.1

There are considerable health inequalities across GM which means
that some areas experience much higher levels of illness and
health related disability than others. In 2019 the Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) ranked Manchester as being the 2nd most
deprived local authority in England (out of 151) in relation to health
and disability. There will also be variations in health and disability
within Local Authority areas and any significant differences are
drawn out in the local authority assessments in Appendices E - N.

5.4.2

In addition to the IMD, the 2011 census collected self-reported data
on the percentage of people whose day to day activities are limited
as a result of disability. This identified that 9.7% of the resident
population within GM are limited a lot by a disability. This is above
the England average of 8.3% but a little less than the average
across the North West (10.3%). This data is available by age group
which can be used to identify the age groups most affected by
health conditions and disability; within GM (and within each district)
the age bracket 45-69 has the largest number of residents with a
disability or long-term health condition (4.09% of total resident
population). However, as there are fewer residents in the 85+ age
bracket, the percentage who live with disability in this age group is
proportionately higher. The national distribution across the age
brackets is similar although the proportion of residents within GM is
slightly higher in all ages, except for 85+.

27

ONS (2018) Life expectancy at birth and at age 65 by Local Areas, UK, 2015-2017. Available at
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpectancies/datasets/lifeexpectancyatbirt
handatage65bylocalareasuk
28 ONS Area profiles, 2018. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/home/profiles.asp
29 ONS (2019) Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-2019. Available at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforuk
englandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
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5.4.3

Statistics of the number of valid Blue Badges held by individuals
within GM identifies Wigan as having the highest proportion (6.1%)
whilst Manchester has the lowest proportion (2.9%).

5.5

Pregnancy and maternity

5.5.1

Data available from ONS provides details of live births for 2019 .
This therefore does not capture the total number of pregnancies
which may not end in a live birth (either as a result of termination or
miscarriage). Across GM in 2019, it was estimated that 2.28% of
the female population had a live birth. This is slightly higher than
the England average of 2.21% however there is variation across
GM with Manchester having the highest percentage (5.15%) and
Bury having the lowest (1.58%).

5.6

Ethnicity/race

5.6.1

ONS Census data show that there is significant variation in ethnic
groups across GM’s districts. The majority of the GM population is
white, although compared to England and Wales as a whole this
percentage is slightly lower. The proportion of people classified as
Asian in GM is higher than the national average, whilst there are
fewer people classified as Black than in England and Wales as a
whole. Across the LA areas there is significant variation in the
proportion of variation with Wigan being the least diverse authority
area and Oldham being the most diverse.

5.7

Religion

5.7.1

ONS Census data show that there is significant variation in
religion and beliefs across GM’s districts. The majority of the GM
population is Christian, with a slightly higher proportion than
England and Wales as a whole. The proportion of Muslim and
Jewish people in GM is considerably higher than the national
average whilst there are fewer people in GM reporting no belief
than the national average.

5.7.2

In particular, Oldham, Manchester, Rochdale and Bolton have a
greater % of Muslim population than the GM average of 8.9%,
ranging from 11.7 – 18.7%. Bury, Salford and Trafford have higher
Jewish populations than the GM and national averages.

30

31

32

30

ONS (2019) www.nomisweb.co.uk/query 2019 data for live births
ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: ethnic groups UK. Available at: http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/
32 ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: religion or belief. Available at: http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/
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5.8

Gender reassignment

5.8.1

There are multiple definitions of transgender. For the purposes of
this report, following the approach taken by the Office for National
Statistics, the common umbrella term ‘trans’ is used to refer to
people whose lived identities conflict with societal gender norms.
This encompasses a range of identities from those who crossdress to those people who identify their own gender differently to
that assigned to them at birth. It also includes individuals who
identify as androgynous, non-gendered or non-binary. Importantly,
it is not limited to people who have undergone gender
reassignment surgery.

5.8.2

No data sets are available to allow the identification of the
proportion of trans people in the population for the purposes of this
EqIA. Publicly collected data on trans people is “virtually nonexistent” . One source, collected by the Gender Identity Research
and Education Society (GIRES) for the Home Office in 2009,
identified between 300,000 and 500,000 people in the UK with
some degree of gender variance. This represents some 0.4% to
0.8% of the UK population. There is no evidence on the spatial
distribution of trans people around the UK but applying those
figures to known population figures across GM suggests there
could be somewhere in the region of 11,250 to 22,500 people with
some degree of gender variance (out of a total population of
2,812,600). These figures should be regarded as illustrative.
33

33

5.9

Sexual orientation

5.9.1

Information on sexual orientation is available through the Office of
National Statistics. Statistics related to sexual orientation have not
been collected for very long and are therefore experimental
statistics which means that they are being developed and currently
in the testing phase. The North West of England has a lower
proportion of LGB residents (1.29%) compared to London (2.6%)
and the south West (2.4%).

5.9.2

Manchester City Centre is home to the “Gay Village”, playing a
significant community role for Greater Manchester’s LGBTQ
community.

Equalities & Human Rights Commission, ‘Trans Inequalities Reviewed’. Available at: https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/transinequalities-reviewed/introduction-review
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6

Assessment of equality impacts

6.1

Context

6.1.1

Following initial screening, a detailed assessment has been carried
out to include discussion of the evidence base to support the
conclusions being made.

6.1.2

The defined equality impact indicators have been considered
against the following criteria:
• Receptor group – identification of which protected characteristic
group/s are likely to be affected and why;
• Positive/ negative – identification of whether the change is likely
to have beneficial or adverse impacts on protected
characteristics groups; and
• Extent of population exposure – the consideration of the number
of people, equalities groups or catchment areas likely to be
impacted by the change.

6.1.3

An initial assessment is made on equality impacts related to the
implementation of the CAZ. Where the CAP includes measures to
mitigate these identified impacts a view is made on whether they
would be successful at avoiding or reducing the magnitude of any
equalities impacts, or whether there would be any indirect impacts
from the mitigation measures themselves.

6.1.4

Through demographic profiling, the equalities assessment
identifies whether the impact is proportionate. The assessment of
proportionality is based on an assessment of whether a given
impact is likely to be felt more, less or differently by protected
characteristic groups than by members of the general population in
the same area. It includes whether an impact is differential, and
therefore is likely to have a different impact on protected
characteristic groups due to specific needs, greater sensitivity, or
the reduced ability to accommodate change. It also considers
whether there are impacts which are likely to be experienced in the
same way by all, but which occur in areas with disproportionate
numbers of people sharing one or more protected characteristics.

6.1.5

A summary table has been provided for each equality indicator in
sections 6.1-6.3 below. Colour coding has been used to illustrate
the assessed level of impact both before and after mitigation
measures. The following key has been used:
• Green – Positive benefit
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• Amber – Low adverse impact
• Red – High or medium adverse impact
Air quality – potential impacts

6.2

CAZ impacts
6.2.1

Groups that are more vulnerable to poor air quality include older
people, children (particularly young children), pregnant women and
people living with long-term health conditions or disability. Any
improvements in air quality are therefore likely to differentially
benefit these groups (see section 4.1).

6.2.2

Areas of existing high pollution often correlate with low income
communities and therefore any improvements in air quality would
benefit these communities disproportionately. Economically
disadvantaged groups are more likely to include young people,
unemployed, long term sick and people from ethnic minority
backgrounds. This correlates with the OBC DIA which shows that
those living within areas of highest deprivation, would experience
the highest reductions in emissions as a result of the CAP.

Mitigation measures
6.2.3

The impacts from reduced emissions are already beneficial.
However, the mitigation measures aim to increase the rate and
scale of upgrade to compliant vehicles by reducing the barriers for
owners and operators of buses, coaches, minibuses, taxis, PHVs,
HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs). Air quality modelling
undertaken for GM indicate that this will lead to beneficial air
quality impacts coming forward sooner than they may otherwise.

Effect of changes to measures post-consultation on air quality
6.2.4

In developing a response to the statutory consultation feedback,
the mitigation measures within the GM CAP have been reviewed
and any changes reflected in the GM CAP Policy.

6.2.5

A key criterion throughout the consultation review process, was
whether a potential change to the policy, made in response to the
consultation would impact on achievement of compliance with the
legal NO2 levels “in the shortest possible time”. This was key to
ensure that policy changes neither compromised compliance with
the government direction nor the resulting health benefits.
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6.2.6

Air quality modelling has been undertaken to test the assumptions
associated with the current GM CAP Policy and the delay of
implementation of the CAZ to 2022 due to the COVID-19
pandemic, and to confirm compliance with the government
direction.

Summary of air quality impacts

Improvements
in air quality

Direct

Beneficial

Post

mitigation

mitigation

Measures

measures

High

High

x

x x
/ / ⚫ ⚫
⚫ ⚫

Sexual Orientation

Pre-

Gender Re-assignment

exposure

Sex

Extent of population

Adverse

Religion / belief

Beneficial/

Indirect

Pregnancy and
maternity
Race

Direct/

Disability

Impact

Age (older people)

Table 7 identifies which protected characteristic groups are likely to
experience disproportionate and/or differential health benefits from
improved air quality and what extent of the population the impact
applies to. As cleaner air will benefit all people within GM, the
extent of the population with protected characteristics is considered
as high for both pre and post mitigation.

Age (young people)

6.2.7

Table 7 Air quality differential (x) or disproportionate (•) impacts
Accessibility – potential impacts

6.3

CAZ impacts
6.3.1

The CAZ sets out the potential charges for non-compliant buses,
coaches, minibuses (except community minibuses which are
exempt) and taxi & PHVs. As such, there is a risk that charges for
non-compliant vehicles used in these modes of public transport
might result in a reduction in the number or frequency of services,
or in fare increases as costs are passed on to customers.
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6.3.2

For bus users, both a reduction in service and fare increases are
likely to have a disproportionate effect on people who rely on public
transport as their main or only form of transport to access work,
education or social activities. In particular, concessionary card
holders who make up an average of 34% of all local bus journeys
in the UK could be particularly affected. Concessionary schemes
in GM include free travel for older people (of state retirement age),
a Women’s Concessionary Travel Scheme, passes for young
people including the igo card for 11 to 16 years olds and Free
Schools Pass, Scholar’s Pass for 16-18 years and free or low cost
travel pass for disabled people. Other groups that are likely to be
disproportionately affected include people of ethnic minority
background and women who are more likely to rely on public
transport.
34

35

6.3.3

There are estimated to be just over 2000 minibuses operating in
GM and community minibuses are permanently exempt from the
GM CAZ charge which helps to mitigate some of the risk to
services that minibuses offer to protected characteristic groups in
GM. Changes to the availability of private minibuses is likely to
affect young people who use these services in school or for
sporting activities. According to Technical Note 18 submitted to
JAQU - GM CAP Minibus Vehicle Research, in GM , 10% of the
minibus market are leasing/rental companies, which are estimated
to lease 70% of their vehicles to educational facilities. For noncompliant vehicles in the leasing market, the CAZ charge could
potentially raise the operating cost, with these increases being
passed on to the customer. Oldham has the least compliant
minibus operators, with all 201 vehicles being non-compliant, yet
Oldham also has the highest 0-16 population out of all local
authorities (22.6%).
36

37

6.3.4

It is possible that communities of older people and those with ill
health or disabilities, who rely on minibuses supplied particularly by
the charity sector to transport them to social, health and
workplaces would also be disproportionately affected.

34

Department for Transport (2019) Annual bus Statistics: England 2017/2018
https://tfgm.com/tickets-and-passes/apply-for-a-new-pass
36 https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/3fR4HEB016Z572elRIs8wx/ddfa01e92fb972d2d5297e04c78f046a/37__GM_CAP_Vehicle_population_estimates.pdf
37 AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 18 – GM CAP Minibus Vehicle Research
35
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6.3.5

For taxi and PHVs use, a reduction in the availability of taxis and
PHVs would likely have a disproportionate impact on elderly
populations and disabled people who are more reliant on these
services than most of the population. In a consultation activity with
taxi and PHV drivers and operators in 2019 , they were concerned
that surpluses from increased fare charges being invested in public
transport would lead to a modal shift from taxis and PHVs to public
transport, consequently reducing demand for the trade. Drivers felt
this impact would particularly affect wheelchair users, who are
often price sensitive to increases in fares and reliant on the
accessibility of taxis and PHVs. Qualitative feedback during the GM
CAP consultation in 2020 indicated a strong view from businesses,
including Hackney carriage and PHV operators and sole traders
that COVID-19 had resulted in decreased business resilience and
increased uncertainty and that any additional impact on operating
costs could result in businesses ceasing to operate.
38

Mitigation measures for accessibility impacts

38

6.3.6

The Clean Bus, Clean Taxi and Clean Commercial Vehicle Funds
should also help to mitigate potential reductions in service
provision by providing registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles
with options for reducing the financial impact of retrofitting or
replacing their vehicle. This should reduce the likelihood of service
providers being unable to afford to keep the business or a
particular service running. There is a chance that smaller operators
and/or individual owners of non-compliant vehicles could still find it
economically unviable to continue to provide a service, therefore
whilst mitigation against service reduction is in place, services may
be reduced/lost, particularly within the charity sector and in relation
to taxis – both hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic.

6.3.7

In terms of bus services, air quality modelling post-consultation
assumes a high degree of take-up of Clean Bus Funding and
subsequent compliance of buses on GM-registered bus services,
indicating a low level of concern in terms service reduction on
these routes.

6.3.8

Other mitigations put in place and refined post-consultation should
further reduce the risk of service loss:

SYSTRA (2019) Deliberative Research with Taxi and PHV Drivers/Operators
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• A temporary exemption of PHVs, hackney carriages, minibuses
and coaches (not on a registered bus route) to the CAZ charge
until 31st May 2023 is proposed, post-consultation. This aims to
provide time for businesses and individual owners to recover
from the economic impacts of COVID-19 and should help to
mitigate the service loss risk.
• The prioritisation of the Clean Taxi and Clean Commercial
Vehicle Funds to micro and small businesses, sole traders,
social enterprises and charities should ensure that those most
vulnerable received support, further mitigating the risk.
• The availability of the Vehicle Finance options in 2021, ahead of
the GM CAZ charging zone going live, so that businesses have
time to upgrade in time to avoid the charge.
• Increases in the maximum amount of funds per vehicle for most
(but not all) eligible vehicles to offer greater support for
businesses and individuals to upgrade their non-compliant
vehicles and avoid the charge.
6.3.9

In addition to the above measures that should reduce adverse
impacts on accessibility, the following changes have also been put
in place as a result of the feedback from the consultation:
• LGVs / minibuses adapted for use by or for a disabled user, and
not used for hire or reward are to be permanently exempt from
the CAZ charge - ensuring that disabled people and their
families and carers are not negatively impacted by the charge.
• An increase in the maximum amount of Vehicle Finance
available per vehicle has been made to reflect the market, the
funding gap between residual value of existing vehicle and a
replacement cost and economic impacts of COVID-19 on the
market.

6.4

Summary of impacts related to accessibility

6.4.1

Table 8 identifies which protected characteristic groups are likely to
experience disproportionate and/or differential impacts in relation to
accessibility and what extent of the population the impact applies to
before and after mitigation measures.
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before

mitigation

mitigation

Reduction in
bus services

Direct

Adverse

Medium

Low

Reductions in
taxi/PHV
services

Direct

Adverse

Medium

Low

Reduction in
availability of
minibuses and
community
transport

Direct

⚫ ⚫ ⚫

⚫

Low

x

x

⚫

⚫ ⚫

Adverse

Sexual Orientation

impact post

Gender Reassignment

exposure to

to impact

Sex

population

exposure

Religion / belief

Extent of

population

Race

Extent of

Adverse

Pregnancy and maternity

Beneficial/

Disability

Direct/
Indirect

Age (older people)

Impact

Age (young people)

Table 8 Accessibility differential (x) or disproportionate (•) impacts

Low
⚫ ⚫ ⚫

Affordability – potential CAZ impacts

6.5

Business affordability
6.5.1

The CAZ could result in increased operational costs as businesses
either choose to upgrade their vehicles to compliant ones or, as a
least favoured option, to pay the charge. This is especially the case
for smaller businesses.
• As seen in the AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 4 –
GM CAP Coach Market Analysis , 71 coach operators (69%) in
GM have between 1 and 5 coaches. For small coach operators
with a fleet size between 1-10 coaches, average noncompliance was 91%, and all operators with just one vehicle
were non-compliant. According to the same analysis, 85% of
minibuses in GM were non-compliant.
39

39

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents (Note that this document is commercially sensitive and not for publication)
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• According to evidence gathered from the AECOM Impact
Assessment Note 3 - GM CAP Freight Market Analysis there
has been a 59% growth in the Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV)
sector since 2000, driven by increase in the number of selfemployed tradesmen and the rapid rise in online-shopping. The
van sector is more reliant on second and third hand vans, that
are in turn more likely to be impacted by the CAZ.
• Technical note 19 summarised that in GM “taxi market is seen
to have a high level of noncompliance in line with the proposed
CAZ charge. As a result, the majority of drivers within GM are
seen to have some level of vulnerability to the proposed charge.”
40

6.5.2

This leaves small businesses (including microbusinesses and sole
traders) vulnerable in terms of business affordability to the CAZ
charges.

6.5.3

Data is not available to identify whether these affected business
owners and workers have protected characteristics. However, it is
known that 96% of taxi drivers are male, their average age is 48
years old and across England 50% are from minority ethnic
backgrounds. There is no reason to suppose that the
demographics of taxi drivers in GM are significantly different from
this and indeed, this data was reflected in the responses to the GM
CAP consultation in 2020. Therefore, any change to business
affordability is likely to be disproportionately adverse for men,
minority ethnic groups and some religious groups.

6.5.4

In GM, the majority of taxi and PHV drivers are self-employed
(81%) and own or rent the vehicles they use; therefore, business
affordability has a direct effect on their personal financial position.
These drivers may also use the taxi vehicle for personal
transportation as well as business use, but under licensing law the
vehicle can only be driven by the licensed driver . In these
instances, individuals would be adversely affected from both a
personal and a business perspective and therefore be
disproportionately affected.
41

Technical Note 19 – GM CAP Taxi and PHV Fleet Research
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/6ufoIhNI2PUaNtgsHZUJpq/b8658d8849db7fb54bd2ea5f21733b1b/19__GM_CAP_Taxi_and_Private_Hire_Vehicle_Fleet_Research.pdf
41 AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 19 – GM CAP Taxi and PHV Fleet Research
40
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6.5.5

Concern was raised in consultation undertaken in GM with Taxi
and PHV drivers on the impact the CAZ would have on the value of
their non-compliant vehicles if they were to upgrade. This was also
raised as an issue in the Note 4 – GM CAP Coach Market Analysis
and the Note 3 – GM CAP Freight Market Analysis , with Note 3
showing that the cost increase experienced by SMEs running
second life freight vehicles would be around 50-70% higher than
that of larger businesses running first life vehicles in many cases.
42

6.5.6

Where business owners are older, they may struggle to upgrade
their vehicle due to difficulties getting credit or because they do not
have enough working years ahead of them to justify or repay the
investment. The taxi driver population may be a good example of
this, and a taxi census undertaken in July 2020 highlighted that
58% of drivers were aged 45 years and over, with 25% were 55
years and over.

Personal affordability

42

6.5.7

Personal affordability is the cost of travel for people to a place of
work or education, or to participate in a social or leisure activity.
The DIA considers personal affordability in relation to fuel
consumption, non-fuel operating costs (tyres, oil, etc), clean air
charges and time benefits. However, it does not include
consideration of the effects of any price increases in public
transport, taxi and PHVs. With the introduction of the CAZ, there is
a possibility that compliance costs would be passed onto
passengers: this was re-iterated by the GM consultation with taxi
and PHV drivers in 2019. In this instance, people who use public
transport, taxis or private hire vehicles frequently are most likely to
be adversely affected by price increases.

6.5.8

Older people and disabled people are more likely to be dependent
on this type of transport because they are not able to drive
themselves. Alternatively, they may be reliant on taxi and PHV
services as they are either physically not able to access public
transport or feel vulnerable doing so, and therefore chose to pay
for taxis/PHVs. Other groups that may be adversely affected by
price increases include school/educational groups and community
groups that use PHVs for accessing educational, sporting or social
events.

AECOM (2019) Impact Assessment Technical Note 3 – GM CAP Freight Market Analysis
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6.6

Mitigation measures for affordability impacts
Business affordability mitigation

6.6.1

The suite of CAP funding and finance measures described in 6.3.2
above will also mitigate the extent of adverse impacts the CAZ will
place on business owners – both individuals and operators of small
and large fleets. However, there will still, inevitably be a cost
involved, which would most likely be felt disproportionately by
individuals and small businesses with only few vehicles (and which
make up a large portion of the company assets).

6.6.2

The mitigation measures may not be effective for older business
owners for whom (as mentioned above) the offered finance options
would not be considered an appropriate investment given the short
time remaining until retirement and the reduced pay-back time.

Personal affordability mitigation
6.6.3

The funding measures aimed at mitigating impacts on businesses
will also indirectly mitigate the adverse impacts on personal
affordability. This is because the likelihood of fare increases is
reduced as businesses are more likely to be able to finance the
upgrade to compliant vehicles without needing to pass additional
costs onto customers or ending business.

6.7

Summary of impacts related to affordability

6.7.1

Table 9 identifies which protected characteristic groups are likely to
experience disproportionate and/or differential impacts in relation to
affordability and what extent of the population the impact applies to
before and after mitigation measures.

Low
⚫ ⚫ ⚫

Sexual Orientation

Medium

x

x

Adverse

Gender Reassignment

Direct

Sex

Increased
cost of travel
to places of
work,
education,
worship

Religion / belief

Extent of
population
exposure
to impact
after
mitigation

Race

Extent of
population
exposure
to impact
before
mitigation

Pregnancy and maternity

Beneficial
/ Adverse

Disability

Direct/
Indirect

Age (older people)

Impact

Age (young people)

Table 9 Affordability differential (x) and disproportionate (•) impacts
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Medium

Sexual Orientation

High

Gender Reassignment

Adverse

Sex

Direct

Religion / belief

Extent of
population
exposure
to impact
after
mitigation

Race

Extent of
population
exposure
to impact
before
mitigation

Pregnancy and maternity

Beneficial
/ Adverse

Disability

Direct/
Indirect

Age (older people)

Impact

Age (young people)
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social/leisure
activities
Increased
business
costs

x

⚫ ⚫ ⚫

7

Summary of effects

7.1.1

On completion of the assessment, a summary table identifying where
differential or disproportionate effects have been identified for each of
the protected characteristics has been completed. Table 10 below
provides a visual summary of the assessment outcomes, which
demonstrates that the majority of adverse equality effects before CAP
measures relate to accessibility and affordability.
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7.1.2

Table 10: Summary of potential Equality Impacts from each of the GM CAP policies

Key: - adverse impact, + positive impact, extent of population exposure to impact

Protected
characteristic

Age

Assessment
topic

Impact (+/-)

Magnitude
of CAZ
impact#

Magnitude
of impact
post
mitigation#

Differential/
Disproportionate

+

High

High

Differential

Accessibility

-

Low/Mediu
m

Low

Disproportionate

Medium

Low

Disproportionate

Younger and older people are more reliant on public transport, so
any ticket prices increases would be disproportionately
experienced by these groups.

-

43

Younger and older people are more sensitive to changes in air
quality and will benefit more quickly from improvements in air
quality.

Air quality

Affordability

Disability43

Reason for impact

Younger and older people are more reliant on public transport, taxi
and PHVs. They are also more likely to use minibuses and
community transport. Any changes in provision would have a
disproportionate impact on this group.

Air quality

+

High

High

Differential

People with disabilities (particularly if these relate to respiratory
problems) are likely to be more sensitive to changes in air quality
and will benefit more quickly from improvements in air quality.

Accessibility

-

Low/Mediu
m

Low

Disproportionate

Disabled people are more reliant on public transport, taxi and
PHVs because they are more likely to not drive. They are also
more likely to use community transport and be reliant on parking

Disability covers a wide range of physical and mental impairment. Where the impact would differ dependent on disability this is flagged in the narrative.
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Assessment
topic

Impact (+/-)

Magnitude
of CAZ
impact#

Magnitude
of impact
post
mitigation#

Differential/
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Protected
characteristic

Reason for impact

Disproportionate

provision. Any changes in provision would have a disproportionate
impact on this group

Pregnancy
and maternity

Race44

44

Affordability

-

Medium

Low

Disproportionate

Air quality

+

High

High

Differential

Accessibility

No equality impact

Affordability

No equality impact

Air quality

+

High

High

Disproportionate

Disabled people are more reliant on public transport, taxis and
PHVs. Increased cost of travel to places of work, education,
social/leisure activities if costs related to noncompliance/upgrading to a compliant vehicle are passed onto
passengers.
Extremely low-dose exposures to pollutants during windows of
vulnerability in utero and in early infancy may result in health
effects throughout their lifespan13.

People from ethnic minority backgrounds are more likely to live in
areas of GM where air quality is currently poorest. They will
therefore disproportionately benefit from improvements in air
quality.

Race covers all races identified within the ONS dataset. Where the impact would differ for different races, this is identified in the narrative.

47

Religion /
Belief45

Assessment
topic

Impact (+/-)

Magnitude
of CAZ
impact#

Magnitude
of impact
post
mitigation#

Disproportionate

Accessibility

-

Medium

Low

Disproportionate

Affordability

-

High

Low

Disproportionate

Air quality

+

High

High

Disproportionate

Accessibility
Affordability

45

Differential/
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Protected
characteristic

Reason for impact

People from ethnic minority backgrounds are more reliant on
public transport therefore changes in service would affect them
disproportionately.
People from ethnic minority backgrounds are more reliant on
public transport therefore increased costs would affect them
disproportionately.
A high proportion of taxi drivers are from ethnic minority
backgrounds. Any increases in business costs are therefore likely
to be experienced disproportionately by this group.

People from ethnic minority backgrounds are more likely to live in
areas of GM where air quality is currently poorest. They will
therefore disproportionately benefit from improvements in air
quality.

No equality impact
-

Medium

Low

Disproportionate

A high proportion of taxi drivers are from Muslim backgrounds in
particular. Any increases in business costs are therefore likely to
be experienced disproportionately by this group.

Religion / belief covers all religions identified in the ONS data. Where an impact would differ for different religious groups, this has been drawn out in the narrative.
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Sex

Assessment
topic

Magnitude
of impact
post
mitigation#

No equality impact

Accessibility

No equality impact
-

High /
Medium

Air quality
Accessibility

Sexual
Orientation

Magnitude
of CAZ
impact#

Air quality

Affordability

Gender
Reassignment

Impact (+/-)

Medium

Reason for impact

Disproportionate

Disproportionate

Taxi drivers, PHV drivers and bus drivers are over 90% more likely
to be male than female. Any business costs are therefore likely to
be disproportionately experienced by men.

Disproportionate

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that transgender
individuals are more likely to access taxi and PHV services in
order to access the night-time economy, particularly in the city
centre.

Disproportionate

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the LGBTQ
community is more likely to access taxi and PHV services in order

No equality impact
-

Medium

Low

Affordability

No equality impact

Air quality

No equality impact

Accessibility

Differential/
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Protected
characteristic

-

Medium

Low

49

Assessment
topic

Impact (+/-)

Magnitude
of CAZ
impact#

Magnitude
of impact
post
mitigation#

Differential/
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Protected
characteristic

Reason for impact

Disproportionate

to access services safely, particularly after dark and to access the
night-time economy in the city centre.
Affordability

No equality impact
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7.1.3

Following implementation of CAP measures, the magnitude of
adverse impacts is expected to reduce, as illustrated in the
summary Table 10.

Table 10: Residual potential negative impacts by characteristic

Degree of adverse Affordability
impact
with
implementation
of
mitigating measures

Accessibility

Medium
impact

-

adverse Sex (male drivers)

Low adverse impact

Race

Race

Religion

Disability

Disability

Age (young and older
people)

Age (young and older
people)
Gender Reassignment
Sexual Orientation

7.1.4

The next steps to continue to focus on and monitor these
adverse impacts are highlighted in section 9.
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8

Summary of Local Authority Assessments

8.1

Context

8.1.1

Each of the 10 GM Local Authorities has completed an
assessment of equality impacts for their district. These are
included in Appendix E – N (in alphabetical order) with each LA
utilising the same proforma. This approach aimed to identify
any differences between the LA areas and the details provided
at a GM level, highlighting any particular outliers in terms of
number of people with protected characteristics, or wards/areas
with LAs which have particularly high numbers of people with
protected characteristics. Overall, the assessments of the
individual local authorities in respect of protected characteristics
are in alignment with the GM-wide assessment.

8.1.2

Socioeconomic status is not included as a protected
characteristic in the Equality Act, 2010 and has not been
considered within the GM EqIA in order to keep it aligned with
current TfGM policy and the Equality Act. However, people who
have low socioeconomic status or live within areas of
deprivation are often more likely to be sensitive to changes in
the physical and financial environment around them. As a
result, many LAs include consideration of socioeconomic status
within their EqIA processes and this is reflected in the
assessments that have been carried out. In addition, some LAs
include other characteristics within their list of protected
characteristics such as carers and military veterans (See
Section 3.2 for full details).

8.1.3

Any noteworthy differences between the LA baseline data and
the EqIA outcomes and those in the GM assessment are drawn
out in section 8.1 – 8.10 below. These highlights should be
considered alongside the corresponding local authority
appendices. Where outcomes for a protected characteristic
are not mentioned under each LA, outcomes were the same
as per the GM assessment.

8.2

Bolton

8.2.1

Bolton’s report highlights the new and emerging communities
that have settled in the borough through economic migration or
through Britain’s asylum and refugee arrangements. In addition,
the higher proportion generally of minority ethnic groups,
particularly Asian is identified. No other differences were
identified between Bolton and GM baseline data in relation to
protected characteristics.

8.2.2

With regards to EqIA outcomes, differences to the GM EqIA are
highlighted below:
52

Disability

Race

Religion/
Belief

Impact type*

magnitude

Bolton impact

magnitude

GM impact

Impact (+/-)

Assessment
topic
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Accessibility

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Bolton has a slightly higher proportion of
disabled people than GM

Affordability

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Bolton has a slightly higher proportion of
disabled people than GM

Accessibility

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Higher proportion of minority ethnic groups,
particularly Asian

Affordability

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Higher proportion of minority ethnic groups,
particularly Asian

Accessibility

-

No

Medium

⚫

Bolton has a higher proportion of minority
ethnic groups, in particular Asian
communities who are more likely to live in
households without access to a car. Any
changes in service availability would
therefore affect this group.

equality
impact

Socioeconomic

Affordability

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Bolton has a very diverse community with a
significant number of the population being
Muslim and Hindu. More people are
therefore likely to be affected by changes
in affordability.

Air quality

+

Not

High

⚫

Many of Bolton’s Air Quality Management
Areas are located in the borough’s more
deprived areas.46 Therefore any
improvements in air quality will affect more
people with this characteristic.

Medium

⚫

People in households with lower incomes
are more likely to be reliant on public
transport. Any changes in service
availability would therefore affect this
group.

Medium

⚫

People in households with lower incomes
are more likely to be reliant on public
transport. Any changes in fare costs would
therefore affect this group.

assessed
for GM

Accessibility

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Affordability

-

Not
assessed
for GM

46

LA Justification

GMCA (2021). Mapping GM. Available at: GM Open Data Infrastructure Map | MappingGM. (Accessed 15th April
2021).
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*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)

One specific difference was identified between Bury and GM for
baseline data related to protected characteristics. This relates
to religion where a higher than GM average of people with a
Jewish faith live in Bury.

8.3.2

With regards to EqIA outcomes, differences to the GM EqIA are
highlighted below:
Impact (+/-)

GM impact
magnitude

Socioeconomic

Impact type*

8.3.1

Bury impact
magnitude

Bury

Assessment
topic

8.3

Air quality

+

Not
assessed
for GM

High

⚫

There are areas of higher levels of
deprivation within the borough than
others. These areas are therefore
likely to benefit more.

Accessibility

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Low

⚫

Socio -economically vulnerable
people are more reliant on public
transport. Any reduction in services
would therefore disproportionately
affect accessibility for this group of
people, particularly in Bury East
where there are high levels of
deprivation.

Affordability

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Medium

⚫

Socio -economically vulnerable
people are more reliant on public
transport. Increase in fare cost would
therefore disproportionately affect
affordability for this group of people,
particularly in Bury East where there
are high levels of deprivation.

LA Justification

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)
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Impact type*

magnitude

impact

Oldham

Oldham

8.5

magnitude

No differences are identified between the assessment
outcomes of the GM and Manchester EqIAs. However,
Manchester City Council EqIA does identify a need to consider
digital access (to information and funding options) in recognition
that digital access is sometime limited for young people living in
poverty and older people.

GM impact

8.4.1

Impact (+/-)

Manchester

Assessment
topic

8.4

Affordability

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Oldham has a larger percentage of minority
ethnic residents than the Greater
Manchester average due to their large
Bangladeshi and Pakistani communities, a
high number of which work in the taxi
trade, therefore anything that effects
affordability in this sector may have a
higher disproportionate effect in Oldham
than in Greater Manchester.

Affordability

-

Low

Medium

⚫

Oldham has a larger percentage of
Muslims than the Greater Manchester
average due to its large Bangladeshi and
Pakistani communities, a high number of
which work in the taxi trade, therefore
anything that effects affordability in this
sector may have a higher disproportionate
effect in Oldham than in Greater
Manchester.

Race

Religion

LA Justification

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)
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Accessibility

-

Low/

Impact type*

magnitude

impact

Rochdale

magnitude

GM impact

Impact (+/-)

Rochdale
Assessment
topic

8.6

High

⚫

medium

Disability

Carers

Affordability

-

Medium

High

⚫

Accessibility /
Affordability

-

Not

Low/

⚫

assessed

Medium

for GM

LA Justification
Rochdale has significantly higher ratios of
deprived residents, blue badge holders,
disability benefit claimants, and people
self-reporting that they have a disability
than the GM average.
Relative to the GM boroughs, Rochdale is:
4th lowest for overall deprivation
Highest for disability benefit
claimants
Joint second highest for blue
badge holders
Therefore, the accessibility of public
transport, PHV or Hackney vehicles will be
significantly higher in Rochdale compared
to GM.
Rochdale has higher ratios of deprived
residents, blue badge holders, disability
benefit claimants, and people self-reporting
that they have a disability than the GM
average.
Relative to the GM boroughs, Rochdale is:
4th lowest for overall deprivation
Highest for disability benefit
claimants
Joint second highest for blue
badge holders
Therefore, the proportion of people that
may be adversely affected by changes to
the affordability of public transport, PHV or
Hackney vehicles will be higher in
Rochdale compared to GM.
Due to the generally older age profile and
poorer health of carers, it is likely that they
will be affected by the GM Clean Air Plan in
a similar way to people with disabilities –
being more reliant on community transport,
public transport, taxi and PHVs because
they are more likely to not drive. Changes
in provision could have an adverse impact
on this group in terms of affordability and
accessibility to services, work and social
activities.
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Socioeconomic
status

Accessibility /
Affordability

-

Not

Medium /

assessed

High

for GM

Impact type*

magnitude

impact

Rochdale

magnitude

GM impact

Impact (+/-)

Assessment
topic
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⚫

LA Justification
People living in deprivation, on low
incomes and in receipt of benefits are more
likely to be disproportionately impacted by
the implementation of the GM Clean Air
Zone:
due to the potential for increased
costs for bus transport being passed
onto customers via rises in passenger
fares (as they are more likely to be
reliant on public transport)
due to an increase in business costs
(particularly for PHV and Hackney
drivers, and SME’s / sole traders
operating LGVs) due to the
implementation of charges

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)

8.7

Salford

8.7.1

No differences are identified between the assessment
outcomes of the GM and Salford EqIAs. However, the Salford
EqIA does note that Salford’s ethnic minority groups differ from
those in GM, with a higher Yemeni Arab population and smaller
groups of Pakistani and Bangladeshi heritage / British Pakistani
and British Bangladeshi. However, the taxi workforce includes
a high proportion of Pakistani and Bangladeshi and Yemeni
individuals, principally men.

8.7.2

Salford has a higher than national average of Jewish people
and also Gypsies and Irish Travellers who disproportionately
depend on microbusinesses with a vehicle. Members of the
traveller community in particular are often digitally excluded and
may not engage with the support to access the funds without
specific outreach.

8.8

Stockport

8.8.1

No differences were identified between Stockport and GM for
baseline data in relation to protected characteristics. Stockport
Council does consider socio-economic status within its EqIA
process, and the potential impact of GM CAP on Stockport’s
more socio-economically deprived communities is described in
the Stockport’s appendix.

8.8.2

No other differences were identified in EqIA outcomes.
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Accessibility

Not

-

Impact type*

magnitude

impact

Tameside

magnitude

GM impact

Impact (+/-)

Tameside
Assessment
topic

8.9

Low

⚫

Impact on carers is closely aligned to the
impact on people with disabilities. Carers
are more likely to rely on public transport in
their role as a Carer. Impact in line with GM
assessment for disabled residents.

Low

⚫

Impact on carers is closely aligned to the
impact on people with disabilities. Impact in
line with GM assessment for disabled
residents.

assessed for

Carers

GM

Affordability

Not

-

LA Justification

assessed for
GM

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)

8.10

Trafford

8.10.1 No specific differences were identified between Trafford and

-

Medium

Low

Impact type*

Trafford impact
magnitude

Accessibility

GM impact
magnitude

Gender
reassign
-ment

Impact (+/-)

Assessment
topic

GM for baseline data related to protected characteristics. With
regards to EqIA outcomes, differences to the GM EqIA are
highlighted below:

⚫

LA Justification

Trafford do not have data to assign
magnitude of impact

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)
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Air quality

Impact type*

magnitude

Wigan impact

magnitude

GM impact

Impact (+/-)

Wigan
Assessment
topic

8.11

LA Justification

No equality impact

Carers
Accessibility

-

Not

Low

⚫

Carers are more likely to be accompanying
a disabled person and rely on taxis or
PHVs. Any decrease in volume of service
due to the increased costs of the CAZ
would disproportionately affect this group.

Low

⚫

Carers may be more likely to be in lower
income roles or be receiving benefits, due
to their caring commitments, and therefore
maybe more reliant on taxis and public
transport so they may be disproportionately
affected by any increases in the cost of
taxis/PHVs and public transport.

Medium

⚫

The highest percentages of veterans are
over 65 years of age and are male. A
quarter of all aged over 75 are classed as
veterans. This percentage of the population
may be more likely to have a disability or
experience ill health, therefore any benefits
to air quality will positively impact this
group.

Low

⚫

According to conclusions drawn from the
2011 census, over half of all veterans in
Wigan Borough are over 65 and are
entitled to free public transport. Any
impacts in services would
disproportionately affect this group.

Low

⚫

Due to the characteristics of this group,
veterans are more likely to be elderly or
experience disability and utilise
PHVs/Taxis as a means of transport. Any
increase in cost due to the cost of
compliance with the CAZ being passed on,
would disproportionately negatively impact
veterans

assessed
for GM

Affordability

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Armed
forces

Air quality

+

Not
assessed
for GM

Accessibility

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Affordability

-

Not
assessed
for GM
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Socioeconomic

Air quality

+

High

⚫

Those persons who are from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds are more
likely to live in areas with poor air quality
and are therefore disproportionately
affected by poor air quality. Any perceived
improvements in air quality will result in
improved health outcomes and will have
beneficial differential impact on this group.

Low

⚫

Persons from a lower socioeconomic
background are more likely to rely on
public transport and taxis/PHVs. Any
decrease in service would be likely to
adversely impact this group.

Medium

⚫

Any price rises from public transport or
PHV/Taxi compliance that increase fares
will differentially impact those persons from
lower socioeconomic backgrounds.

Not
assessed
for GM

Accessibility

-

Not
assessed
for GM

Affordability

-

Not
assessed
for GM

*differential (x) or disproportionate (•)

9

Next steps

9.1.1

The following actions have been put in place to ensure that
equality impacts continue to be considered and monitored
during the ‘prepare to operate’ and operational stages of the
GM CAP.

9.2

Actions to further mitigate residual negative equality
impacts

9.2.1

There is already a significant package of measures within the
GM CAP Policy to mitigate the potential unintended impacts of
the charging CAZ, strengthened in response to the consultation
feedback. Ensuring an understanding of and accessibility to
these measures by those with protected characteristics is key to
take up and to mitigating equality impacts.

Access to funds and vehicle finance

9.2.2

The funds and vehicle finance packages play a crucial role in
mitigating the affordability and accessibility impacts highlighted
in this assessment. The Vehicle Finance and Funds projects
continue to develop their approach to the accessibility of the
offer. It is important that the following continue to be considered
during the Prepare to Operate phase:
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•

Digital exclusion: Digital channels are to be the principle
routes to access information and applications to the Funds
and Vehicle Finance packages. The EqIA has highlighted
that some protected characteristic groups impacted by the
CAZ, such as minority ethnic and faith groups are more likely
to live in more deprived neighbourhoods and the assessment
also highlighted that older drivers could be impacted
disproportionately. In both cases, digital exclusion due to
lack of suitable devices or connectivity could be a barrier to
accessing the funds, with alternative routes or more support
made available to support those that need it.

•

Language and communication barriers: Some of the
impacted groups, such as minority ethnic and faith groups
and also those with some disabilities may require additional
support to access the information and application processes
successfully. This support could take the form of translation
of materials and / or more accessible formats of documents.
The Vehicle Finance and Funds project teams are already
considering these requirements. A review of the final design
against the EqIA will be important.

•

Channels of communication: Some of the protected
characteristic groups impacted by the CAZ, particularly
ethnic minority and faith groups may be more likely to trust
local and informal, peer-to-peer channels of communication.
It is important that these local networks are utilised as much
as possible to encourage consideration and take-up of the
available, mitigating measures.

Monitoring of potential equality impacts at GM level

9.2.3

There is a Monitoring and Evaluation Plan which will form an
annex to the FBC for the GM CAP. Responsibility for monitoring
the impacts on protected characteristic groups highlighted in
this assessment, will sit within the Monitoring and Evaluation (M
& E) Plan. An initial review of the Logic Map within the M & E
Plan has been undertaken to assess how the outcome
monitoring in the plan will help to monitor the air quality,
accessibility and affordability indicators in this assessment. This
is an ongoing piece of work that will develop further during the
Prepare to Operate phase but further monitoring systems, such
as specific focus groups may need to be built into the plan to
enable the monitoring of outcomes at protected characteristics
group level.
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9.2.4

Given the removal of the Hardship Fund from the package of
measures and the inclusion of socio-economic deprivation / low
income as a characteristic within most of the ten local authority
equality assessments, it will be particularly important to monitor
the impact of the CAZ on economically vulnerable individuals
and businesses.

9.2.5

The following actions have been discussed with the GM CAP
EqIA Local Authority working group to inform the monitoring of
impacts on protected characteristics during the operational
phase. They are subject to agreement with the CAP programme
and local authorities.
•

Local authority group to input into the Monitoring and
Evaluation Plan: In order to share any insights from the M &
E Plan in terms of impacts on protected characteristics, and
in order for local authorities to be able to feed in local
intelligence or issues into the process, it is recommended
that the Local Authority EqIA Working Group is continued,
meeting at least every six months with the M&E team.

•

Review of the EqIA in one year: There are two main drivers
to support the need for a review of this assessment in one
year:
a) It has been highlighted that certain protected
characteristics are more vulnerable and less resilient
to the negative economic impacts of the CAZ as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. A review of the
EqIA should be undertaken when the scale and speed
of recovery during 2021 can be taken into
consideration.
b) The census data used to inform this EqIA and the ten
LA appendices is from 2011, with data from the 2021
census due for release in 2022. A review of changes
in the demographic data by local authority is
recommended to ensure that any notable changes in
protected characteristics are considered.

9.2.6

The ten local authority appendices provide further detail on any
specific monitoring and review processes that will be put in
place to monitor the equality impacts of the GM CAP at a local
level.
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Appendix A: Greater Manchester Community Baseline

1

Baseline data

1.1

Introduction
The baseline presented covers the Greater Manchester area which
includes ten Metropolitan Districts. Data presented considers a range of
social and economic aspects that can be used to make assumptions
about the prevalence of protected characteristic groups throughout the
study area who may be affected by the GM CAP. Current and, where
possible, predicted future baseline is presented.
Baseline data has been collated across a range of sources to provide an
overview of the characteristics of the equality groups. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ONS, 2011 Census
ONS, 2018 population projections
Working and Pensions Longitudinal Study, 2016
Policy review of local strategies
Department for Transport, 2016
These sources have been supplemented by ‘grey’ literature and deskbased research, to reflect equalities indicators that are not recorded in
national data collection.

Specifically, the following is covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population and demographics
Housing
Economy
Employment
Health
Social infrastructure
Deprivation

1.2

Current population and trends

1.2.1

The population of GM increased by 11.2% (284,300) between 2003 and
2018; by comparison the North West’s population increased by 7.3%
and the population of England increased by 12.3%. Table 2 shows the
population changes for GM and each district between 2003 and 2018;
Manchester is the largest district and has experienced the highest level
of population increase (26.6%).
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Table 2: Population Change 2003 – 2018 (Source: ONS 2018 Population
Estimates47)
Population

Population Change

2003

2018

Number

Percentage

England

49,863,300

55,977,200

6,113,900

12.3%

North West

6,798,900

7,292,100

493,200

7.3%

Greater
Manchester

2,528,300

2,812,600
284,300

11.2%

Bolton

262,700

284,400

21,700

8.3%

Bury

181,500

190,100

8,600

4.7%

Manchester

432,400

547,600

115,200

26.6%

Oldham

217,300

235,600

18,300

8.4%

Rochdale

206,300

220,000

13,700

6.6%

Salford

217,300

254,400

37,100

17.1%

Stockport

283,500

291,800

8,300

2.9%

Tameside

213,200

225,200

12,000

5.6%

Trafford

211,300

236,400

25,100

11.9%

Wigan

302,400

326,100

23,700

7.8%

Population forecasts from 2018 to 2038 (20 years) are shown in Table 3.
It is estimated that the population for England will increase to over 61
million by 2038 from just below 56 million in 201848. The population of the
North West is due to rise to 7.6 million from 7.3 million in 2018. The
population of GM is forecast to increase by approximately 226,000 to over
3 million over this period. The district with the highest population change
is Manchester (13.9%) followed by Salford (13.3%) and Trafford (10.6%).
The local authority with the lowest population change is Wigan (2.4%)
which is below the national and regional average.
Table 3: Population Forecasts 2018 – 2038 (Source: ONS Subnational Population
Projections, 2016-based projections48)
Population

Population Change

2018

2038

Number

Percentage

England

55,977,200

61,326,378

5,349,178

9.6

North West

7,292,100

7,653,197

361,097

5.0

47

Nomis (2019). Population estimates – local authority based by five-year age band. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/gor/2013265922/report.aspx

48

ONS (2019) Subnational Population Projections, 2016-based projections. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=
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Population

Population Change

2018

2038

Number

Greater
Manchester

2,812,600

3,038,511

Bolton

284,400

Bury

Percentage

225,911

8.0

299,808

15,408

5.4

190,100

198,575

8,475

4.5

Manchester

547,600

623,806

76,206

13.9

Oldham

235,600

252,905

17,305

7.3

Rochdale

220,000

228,980

8,980

4.1

Salford

254,400

288,221

33,821

13.3

Stockport

291,800

316,306

24,506

8.4

Tameside

225,200

234,678

9,478

4.2

Trafford

236,400

261,386

24,986

10.6

Wigan

326,100

333,846

7,746

2.4

1.3

Sex

1.3.1

The population of the districts within GM is split more of less evenly
between male and females, with slightly more females in all districts,
except for Manchester and Salford (see Table 4). Across GM, the split
between the sexes is reflective of the statistic across the whole of
England and the North West.

Table 4 Resident population distribution between male and female, 201849
Population (%)

49

Male

Female

England

49.43

50.57

North West

49.35

50.65

Greater
Manchester

49.68

50.32

Bolton

49.61

50.39

Bury

49.03

50.97

Manchester

50.68

49.34

Oldham

49.28

50.72

Rochdale

49.36

50.64

Salford

50.47

49.53

Stockport

49.01

50.99

ONS Area profiles, 2018. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/home/profiles.asp
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Population (%)
Male

Female

Tameside

49.16

50.84

Trafford

48.90

51.10

Wigan

49.86

50.14

1.4

Households

1.4.1

Table 5 shows the numbers of households across GM, with a series of
larger scale geographic comparator areas also shown. There has been
an increase in households from 2004 to 201450 across GM of 6.4%
compared to 9% nationally.

1.4.2

Manchester experienced the highest level of household growth (11.7%)
compared to other GM local authority areas, followed by Salford (10.3%)
and Wigan (7%). Stockport and Oldham experienced the lowest amount
of household growth (2.2%) in comparison with other local authority
areas.

Table 5: Change in quantity of households across a number of comparator areas
(Source: ONS 2014 Live tables on household projections 201450)
Households

50

Household Change

2004

2014

Number

Percentage

England

20,876,084

22,746,487

1,870,403

9.0

Greater
Manchester

1,069,667

1,138,000
68,333

6.4

Bolton

110,311

117,000

6,689

6.1

Bury

75,367

79,000

3,633

4.8

Manchester

186,272

208,000

21,728

11.7

Oldham

88,021

90,000

1,979

2.2

Rochdale

84,547

88,000

3,453

4.1

Salford

95,173

105,000

9,827

10.3

Stockport

120,336

123,000

2,664

2.2

Tameside

90,864

96,000

5,136

5.7

Trafford

90,743

95,000

4,257

4.7

Wigan

128,033

137,000

8,967

7.0

DCLG (2016) Live tables on household projections 2014. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tableson-household-projections
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1.4.3

Twenty year projections for household change show an increase in
households at each level50 in Table 6; the district with the highest
increase in households from 2014 to 2034 is Salford (27.5%).
Manchester also has a high percentage increase in households (26.6%),
as does Trafford (23.8%). The district with the lowest percentage of
household change is Rochdale (11.5%). There is predicted to be an
increase of 207,311 households by 2034 which equates to 10,365
households per annum.

Table 6: Household Forecast 2014 – 2034 (Source: ONS Live tables on
household projections 201450)
Households

Household Change

2014

2034

Number

England

22,746,487

27,088,386

4,341,899

19.1

Greater
Manchester

1,138,000

1,345,311
207,311

18.2

Bolton

117,000

132,418

15,418

13.2

Bury

79,000

89,744

10,744

13.6

Manchester

208,000

263,324

55,324

26.6

Oldham

90,000

104,648

14,648

16.3

Rochdale

88,000

98,115

10,115

11.5

Salford

105,000

133,851

28,851

27.5

Stockport

123,000

141,668

18,668

15.2

Tameside

96,000

107,930

11,930

12.4

Trafford

95,000

117,567

22,567

23.8

Wigan

137,000

156,046

19,046

13.9

1.5

Percentage

Demographics

Age

1.5.1

Figure 1 shows the relative proportions of different age groups in 2018,
from a national to a local level. In comparison with the average for
England, GM has a similar proportion of the population aged 16-64 with
approximately 63% of the population accounting within this age group 51.

51

ONS (2018) Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-2018. Available at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/popul
ationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
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1.5.2

In comparison to other local authorities in the conurbation, Manchester
has the highest percentage of residents aged 16-64 (70.4%) and a lower
percentage of the population aged 65 and over (9.3%). Conversely,
Stockport has the highest percentage of residents aged 65 and over
(19.9%) and the lowest proportion of residents aged 16-64 (60.6%).

England

19.2

62.6

18.2

North West

19.1

62.3

18.6

GM

20.5

Bolton

21.3

Bury

20.5

Manchester

20.3

Oldham

63.7

15.8

61.5

17.2

61.3

18.2

70.4

9.3

22.6

61.3

16.1

Rochdale

21.6

62.1

16.3

Salford

20.2

65.4

Stockport

19.5

Tameside

20.1

Trafford

60.6

17.6

61.4

18.7
0.0

19.9

62.3

21.4

Wigan

14.4

17.2

62.3

10.0

20.0

30.0

% of Population aged 0-16

40.0

19.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

% of Population aged 16-64

80.0

90.0

100.0

% of Population aged 65+

Figure 1: A snap-shot of age demographics across GM (Source: ONS 2018
Population Estimates for England and Wales Mid-201851)

1.5.3
1.5.4

Figure 2 shows the demographic projections to 2041. In terms of future

England

19

63

18

North West

19

62

19

GM

20

Bolton

21

Bury

20

Manchester

20

63

17

61

18

61

19
70

10

Oldham

22

61

17

Rochdale

21

62

17

Rochdale

21

62

17

Salford

20

Stockport

19

Tameside

20

62

18

Trafford

21

61

18

Wigan

65

19
0

10

15

60

21

62
20

% of Population aged 0-14

30

40

50

19
60

% of Population aged 15-64

70

80

90

100

% of Population aged 65+

trends, the age categories appear to be very similar to existing projections
with no marked change in age percentages.
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Figure 2: Demographic Projections 2041 (Source: ONS 2016 Subnational
Population Projections, 2016-based projections51)

1.5.5

Table 7 sets out the life expectancy within each district between 2015-17,
demonstrating that female life expectancy is consistently above male life
expectancy.

1.5.6

The authorities with the highest life expectancy at birth are Trafford (83.7
years for females; 79.8 for males) and Stockport (83.3 years for females;
79.8 for males), which are above the national, regional and sub-regional
averages. The local authorities with the lowest life expectancy are
Manchester (79.5 years for females; 75.7 years for males) and Rochdale
(80.6 years for females; 77.2 for males)

Table 7: Male and Female life expectancy at birth and at age 65 (2015-17) 52
Life expectancy Life expectancy
at birth 2015-17 at age 65
Males Females Males Females

52

England

79.6

82.9

18.6

21.1

North West

78.2

81.8

18

20.2

Greater
Manchester

77.8

81.3

17.6

19.8

Bolton

77.8

81.6

17.9

20.0

Bury

78.5

81.2

17.8

19.7

Manchester

75.7

79.5

16.1

18.7

Oldham

77.2

80.9

17.2

19.6

Rochdale

77.2

80.6

17.5

19.7

Salford

76.8

81.0

17.3

19.3

Stockport

79.8

83.3

19.1

21.2

Tameside

77.5

80.8

17.0

19.3

Trafford

79.8

83.7

18.7

21.5

Wigan

77.8

80.9

17.6

19.4

ONS (2018) Life expectancy at birth and at age 65 by Local Areas, UK, 2015-2017. Available at
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpectancies/datasets/lifeexpectancyatbirt
handatage65bylocalareasuk
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1.6

Disability

1.6.1

Table 8 shows the IMD 2019 ranks for health and disability. The lower the
number (out of 151 upper-tier local authorities in England), the more
deprived the area. The health and disability domain measures premature
death and impairment of quality of life by poor health. Indicators that are
used to calculate this domain include:

•
•
•

1.6.2

years of potential life lost;
comparative illness and disability ratio; and,
measures of acute morbidity and proportion of adults under 60 suffering
from mood and anxiety disorders.
Manchester has a rank of four which indicates it is amongst the most
deprived areas in relation to health and disability compared to other local
authorities in England. Trafford is the least deprived in GM with a rank of
88 although this is still relatively deprived in comparison to other local
authorities in England.

Table 8: IMD 2019 Health deprivation and disability domain (rank of average rank)
53.
Local Authority

1.6.3

53

Rank

Trafford

88

Bury

57

Stockport

55

Bolton

36

Wigan

33

Oldham

31

Rochdale

14

Tameside

12

Salford

9

Manchester

4

The 2011 census collected self-reported data on the percentage of people
whose day to day activities are limited as a result of disability. Table 9
shows that 9.8% of the resident population with GM are limited a lot by a
disability. This is above the England average of 8.3% but a little less than
the average across the North West (10.3%).

English indices of deprivation 2019, File 11: Upper-tier local authority summaries. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2019
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Table 9 Long-term health problem or disability as a percentage of the resident
population (Census, 2011).
Day-to-day activities Day-to-day activities
limited a lot (%)
limited a little (%)
England

8.3

9.3

North West

10.3

10

GM

9.8

9.7

Bolton

10

9.8

Bury

9

9.8

Manchester

9.4

8.3

Oldham

10

9.7

10.7

10.3

Salford

11

9.7

Stockport

8.6

9.8

Tameside

10.6

10.3

Trafford

8

9

Wigan

11

10.5

Rochdale

1.6.4

This data is available by age group which can be used to identify the age
groups most affected by health conditions and disability; Table 10 sets out
this distribution. Within GM (and within each district) the age bracket 4569 experience the greatest proportion of residents with a disability or longterm health condition (4.09% of total resident population). The national
distribution across the age brackets is similar although the proportion of
residents with GM is slightly higher in all ages, except for 85+.

Table 10 Long-term health problem or disability for persons whose day to day
activities are limited a lot, by age bracket, as a percentage of the resident
population (Census, 2011)
Age bracket
0-14

15-24 25-44 45-69 70-84 85+

England

0.2

0.28

1.07

3.37

2.64

1.34

GM

0.31

0.31

1.33

4.09

2.68

1.13

Bolton

0.31

0.32

1.33

4.15

2.77

1.16

Bury

0.29

0.29

1.14

3.63

2.55

1.14

Manchester

0.35

0.36

1.67

4.11

2.12

0.79

Oldham

0.41

0.30

1.37

4.15

2.63

1.15

Rochdale

0.33

0.34

1.56

4.64

2.77

1.05

Salford

0.33

0.34

1.55

4.63

2.93

1.20
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Age bracket
Stockport

0.28

0.28

0.99

3.16

2.60

1.33

Tameside

0.28

0.32

1.45

4.56

2.85

1.16

Trafford

0.25

0.23

0.92

3.07

2.34

1.22

Wigan

0.25

0.28

1.33

4.79

3.22

1.09

1.7

Benefit claimants

1.7.1

Disability living allowance (DLA) was money that is paid to people who
have extra care needs or mobility needs as a result of a disability. This
has now been replaced by Personal Independence Payment (PIP) but
statistics up to 2018 relate to DLA.

1.7.2

These data are set out in Table 11 which shows that the proportion of
claimants across GM (3.12%) is higher than the England average (2.55%)
but slightly below the North West average (3.28%). Of all the districts,
Rochdale had the highest proportion of claimants (3.66%) whilst Trafford
had the lowest (2.33%).

Table 11 Disability Living Allowance (DLA) claimants (ONS, 2018) 54
Total
claimants
England

54

% of population
within district

1,425,330

2.55

North West

239,090

3.28

Greater
Manchester

2,770

Bolton

8,450

2.97

Bury

5,510

2.90

Manchester

15,910

2.91

Oldham

8,000

3.40

Rochdale

8,050

3.66

Salford

9,140

3.59

Stockport

8,410

2.88

Tameside

7,960

3.53

Trafford

5,510

2.33

Wigan

10,910

3.35

3.12

ONS, 2018. Benefit Claimants – disability living allowance. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=
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1.8

Blue badge holders

1.8.1

Statistics are available on the number of Blue Badge holders, which can
be used to indicate the number of disabled residents at a local authority
level. The number of valid Blue Badges held by individuals within GM is
set out in Table 12. Wigan has the highest proportion (2.1%) whilst
Manchester has the lowest proportion (1%).

Table 12 Blue Badge Holder (2017/2018), Department for Transport55

55

Number of
Blue Badges

% of population
within district

Bolton

5,142

1.8

Bury

3,713

1.6

Manchester

5,700

1.0

Oldham

3,449

1.5

Rochdale

4,033

1.8

Salford

4,189

1.7

Stockport

4,893

1.7

Tameside

3,457

1.5

Trafford

3,707

1.6

Wigan

6,963

2.1

1.9

Gender reassignment

1.9.1

There are multiple definitions of transgender. For the purposes of this
report, following the approach taken by the Office for National Statistics,
the common umbrella term ‘trans’ is used to refer to people whose lived
identities conflict with societal gender norms. This encompasses a range
of identifies ranging from those who cross-dress to those people who
identify their own gender differently to that assigned to them at birth. It also
includes individuals who identify as androgynous, non-gendered or nonbinary. Importantly, it is not limited to people who have undergone gender
reassignment surgery.

Department for Transport, 2018. Blue badge scheme statistics:2018. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/blue-badgescheme-statistics-2018
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1.9.2

No data sets are available to allow the identification of the proportion of
trans people in the population for the purposes of this EqIA. No major
Government or administrative surveys have collected data that includes a
question where trans, people can choose to identify themselves. Publicly
collected data on trans people is “virtually non-existent” 56.. One source,
collected by the Gender Identity Research and Education Society (GIRES)
for the Home Office in 2009, identified between 300,000 and 500,000
people in the UK with some degree of gender variance. This represents
some 0.4% to 0.8% of the UK population.

1.9.3

There is no evidence on the spatial distribution of trans people around the
UK but applying those figures to known population figures across GM
suggests there could be somewhere in the region of 11,250 to 22,500
people with some degree of gender variance (out of a total population of
2,812,600). These figures should be regarded as illustrative.

1.10

Marriage and civil partnership

1.10.1 Across GM, for ages 16 and over, a person is more likely to be married
(42.6%) than single (defined as having never married or never registered
a same-sex civil partnership) (38.4%). However, statistics available do not
show what proportion of the resident population who are defined as single
are actually in a relationship. Table 13 sets out the marital and civil
partnership status of the population across GM and within each of the
districts.

Table 13 Marital and civil partnership status, 2011 57 (% of residents)
Single
(never
married or
never
registered a
same-sex
civil
partnership)

Married

In a
registere
d samesex civil
partners
hip

Separated
(but still
legally
married or
still legally
in a samesex civil
partnership

Divorced
or formerly
in a samesex civil
partnershi
p which is
now legally
dissolved

Widowed or
surviving
partner from
a same-sex
civil
partnership

England

34.6

46.6

0.2

2.7

9.0

6.9

GM

38.4

42.6

0.2

2.9

9.0

6.9

Bolton

33.6

46.5

0.2

2.8

9.6

7.3

Bury

32.9

47.4

0.2

2.9

9.5

7.1

Manchest
er

54.9

29.4

0.3

3.2

7.1

5.1

Oldham

33.1

46.6

0.1

3.3

9.1

7.8

Equalities & Human Rights Commission, ‘Trans Inequalities Reviewed’. Available at: https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/transinequalities-reviewed/introduction-review
57 ONS Census 2011. KS103EW- Marital and Civil Partnership Status, 2011. Available at:
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?menuopt=201&subcomp=
56
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Rochdale

35.1

44.2

0.2

3.4

9.7

7.3

Salford

43.4

37.0

0.3

3.1

9.1

7.0

Stockport

32.2

48.3

0.2

2.5

9.2

7.7

Tameside

35.3

43.5

0.2

3.0

10.4

7.6

Trafford

33.2

48.6

0.2

2.4

8.5

7.1

Wigan

32.9

47.4

0.2

2.5

9.9

7.2

1.11

Pregnancy and maternity

1.11.1 Data available from ONS provides details of live births for 2018. This
therefore does not capture the total number of pregnancies which may
not end in a live birth (either as a result of termination or miscarriage).
Whilst not all births will be single, an assumption has been made that
they are, in order to obtain a percentage of females within the population
who were pregnant during 2018.
Table 14 Live births across Greater Manchester (ONS, 2018) 58
Number
of % of female
live births
population
within defined
area
England

625,651

2.21

North West

81,195

2.20

GM

34,776

2.46

Bolton

3,607

2.51

Bury

2,219

2.29

Manchester

7,237

2.68

Oldham

3,187

2.67

Rochdale

2,832

2.54

Salford

3,553

2.82

Stockport

3,302

2.22

Tameside

2,784

2.43

Trafford

2,641

2.19

Wigan

3,414

2.09

58 ONS (2018) Live births in England and Wales down to local authority local area. Available at: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query
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1.12

Ethnicity/Race

1.12.1 ONS Census data59 show that there is significant variation in ethnic
groups across GM’s districts (see Table 15). The majority of the GM
population is white, although compared to England and Wales as a
whole this percentage is slightly lower. The proportion of people
classified as Asian in GM is higher than the national average, whilst
there are fewer people classified as Black than in England and Wales as
a whole.

White

85.9%

Wigan

Trafford

Tameside

Stockport

Salford

Rochdale

Oldham

Manchester

Bury

Bolton

Greater
Manchester

England and
Wales

Table 15: Ethnic groups across GM (Source: ONS 201159)

83.7 81.8 89.1 66.5 77.5 81.6 90.1 92.1 90.9 85.5 97.2
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Gypsy/ Traveller

0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Mixed / Multiple
Ethnic Groups

2.2% 2.3% 1.8% 1.8% 4.6% 1.8% 1.7% 2.0% 1.8% 1.4% 2.7% 0.9%

Asian / Asian
British\ Indian

2.5% 2.0% 7.8% 0.7% 2.3% 0.7% 0.5% 1.1% 1.0% 1.7% 2.8% 0.3%

Asian / Asian
British\ Pakistani

2.0% 4.8% 4.3% 4.9% 8.5%

Asian British\
Bangladeshi

0.8% 1.3% 0.2% 0.2% 1.3% 7.3% 2.1% 0.3% 0.2% 2.0% 0.2% 0.0%

Asian / Asian
British\ Chinese

0.7% 1.0% 0.5% 0.6% 2.7% 0.3% 0.4% 1.1% 0.6% 0.4% 1.0% 0.3%

Asian / Asian
British\ Other
Asian

1.5% 1.1% 1.1% 0.9% 2.3% 0.8% 1.4% 0.8% 0.7% 0.3% 0.9% 0.3%

Black / African /
Caribbean / Black
British

3.3% 2.8% 1.7% 1.0% 8.6% 1.2% 1.3% 2.8% 0.7% 0.8% 2.9% 0.5%

10.1 10.5
0.8% 2.4% 2.2% 3.1% 0.2%
%
%

Other ethnic group 1.0% 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 3.1% 0.2% 0.4% 1.1% 0.6% 0.2% 1.0% 0.2%

59

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: ethnic groups UK. Available at: http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/
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1.13

Religious belief

1.13.1 ONS Census data60 show that there is significant variation in religion
and beliefs across GM’s districts (see Table 16). The majority of the GM
population is Christian, with a slightly higher proportion than England
and Wales as a whole. The proportion of Muslim and Jewish People in
GM is considerably higher than the national average whilst there are
fewer people in GM reporting no belief than the national average.

Wigan

Trafford

Tameside

Stockport

Salford

Rochdale

Oldham

Manchest
er

Bury

Greater
Manchest
er
Bolton

England
and Wales

Table 16: religion or belief across GM (Source: ONS 201160)

Christian

61.8 62.7 62.7 48.7 59.7 60.6 64.2 63.2 64.0 63.4 77.8
59.3% %
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Buddhist

0.4%

0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 0.8% 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2%

Hindu

1.5%

0.9% 2.2% 0.4% 1.1% 0.5% 0.3% 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.0% 0.2%

Jewish

0.5%

0.9% 0.1% 5.6% 0.5% 0.0% 0.1% 3.3% 0.5% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0%

Muslim

4.8%

11.7
15.8 17.7 13.9
8.7% %
6.1% %
%
%
2.6% 3.3% 4.4% 5.7% 0.7%

Sikh

0.8%

0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0%

Other religion

0.4%

0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%

No religion

20.8 17.2 18.6 25.3 16.1 18.9 22.3 25.1 23.6 21.2 15.3
25.1% %
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Not stated

7.2%

6.1% 5.7% 6.0% 6.9% 5.6% 5.8% 6.2% 6.5% 5.9% 6.3% 5.5%

1.14 Sexual orientation
1.14.1 Information on sexual orientation is available through the Office of
National Statistics. Statistics related to sexual orientation have not been
collected for very long and are therefore experimental statistics which
means that they are being developed and currently in the testing phase.

1.14.2 Figure 3 shows the proportion of gay, lesbian and bisexual residents,
across different spatial scales. The North West of England has a lower
proportion of LGB residents (1.29%) compared to London (2.6%) and
the south West (2.4%).

1.14.3 The ONS survey identified that in 2017 a higher proportion of men
(1.7%) than women (0.9%) identify as gay or lesbian, whilst a higher
proportion of women (0.9%) identify as bisexual than men (0.6%).

60

ONS (2011) Census data by local authority: religion or belief. Available at: http://infuse2011.mimas.ac.uk/
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1.14.4 Younger people are more likely to identify as lesbian, gay or bisexual
than any other age group with 4.2% of 16-24 year olds identifying as
LGB in 2017 in the UK.

1.14.5 Both these data (by age and gender) are not available at a more local
scale, but it is assumed that this is likely to be reflected in all areas.
Figure 3 English Regions by lesbian, gay or bisexual population, 2017 (Source:
Office for National Statistics – Annual Population Survey)

1.15

Indices of Multiple Deprivation

1.15.1 The most recent ONS data61 on local authority income deprivation was
published in September 2019 and 317 local authorities were surveyed.
Greater Manchester has been ranked against the 38 Local Enterprise
Partnerships in England.

1.15.2 The index of multiple deprivation is made up of 7 sub-domains, each
given a weighting depending on how much they contribute to
deprivation. The factors and weightings are listed below:

61

ONS (2019) English indices of deprivation 2019 - local authority
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2019

district

summaries.

Available

at:
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•

Income Deprivation (22.5%)

•

Employment Deprivation (22.5%)

•

Education, Skills and Training Deprivation (13.5%)

•

Health Deprivation and Disability (13.5%)

•

Crime (9.3%)

•

Barriers to Housing and Services (9.3%)

•

Living Environment

•

Deprivation (9.3%)

1.15.3 Local authority’s ranks are calculated by averaging all the LSOA ranks in
an authority after they have been population weighted. A rank of 1
indicates the most deprived authority. Using ranks of average ranks
means that a highly polarised larger area would not tend to score highly,
because extremely deprived and less deprived LSOAs will ‘average out’.
Conversely, a larger area that is more uniformly deprived will tend to
score highly on the measure.

1.15.4 The rank of proportion of LSOAs in the most deprived 10% score is the
proportion of the authority’s LSOAs that fall in the most deprived 10% of
LSOAs nationally. Contrast to the average rank and average score
measures, this measure focuses only on the most deprived LSOAs. The
rank of extent describes the proportion of the population in the most
deprived 30% of all LSOAs. Like the previous measure, this measure
accounts for a larger percentage of deprived areas. The rank of income
scale is a measure that ranks an authority by the absolute number of
people living in income deprivation in that authority.

1.15.5 Manchester ranks as one of the most deprived authorities in England,
with the 2nd highest average rank and proportion of people living in the
top 30% of deprived areas nationally. Manchester ranks comparatively
higher than any other authority in Greater Manchester, with Oldham
reaching the second highest rank of 16th for LSOAs in the most deprived
10%.

1.15.6 In contrast, Trafford and Stockport are far lower down the rankings,
hovering around mid-table for local authorities nationally. Greater
Manchester is in the top 4 most deprived LEPs for all measures
analysed.
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Table 17 English local authority IMD scores Source: (ONS, 2019)
Rank of
Rank of
Rank of
Rank of extent
average rank average score proportion of
LSOAs in most
deprived 10%
nationally

Greater Manchester LEP
rank
Bolton
Bury
Manchester
Oldham
Rochdale
Salford
Stockport
Tameside
Trafford
Wigan

1.16

3
47
110
2
29
17
20
154
23
209
97

4
34
95
6
19
15
18
130
28
191
75

4
31
82
5
16
20
19
90
40
125
53

4
26
85
2
18
19
21
117
28
150
54

Income deprivation

1.16.1 Within Greater Manchester, Manchester exhibits the highest levels of
deprivation according to its national rank, ranking in the top 10 nationally
for Rank of Average Score, Proportion of LSOA’s in the most deprived
10% and Income Scale. Rochdale ranks 2nd highest in Greater
Manchester suggesting that Oldham experiences other forms of
deprivation more prominently than income deprivation. Trafford
experiences the least income deprivation.

1.16.2 On average, Greater Manchester has ranked only marginally better in
income deprivation when compared to other LEPs, however it still
remains in the top 5 for all measures analysed, with the second highest
number of people living in income depravity.
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Table 18: English local authority income deprivation Source: (ONS, 2019)
Income - Rank of Income – Rank of Income – Rank of Rank of Income
average rank
Average Score proportion
of Scale (ranked by
LSOAs in most the number of
deprived
10% people who are
nationally
income
deprived)

Greater
Manchester LEP
rank
Bolton

4

4

5

2

44

29

20

24

Bury

97

83

82

87

Manchester

12

8

6

2

Oldham

33

21

23

39

Rochdale

22

15

13

44

Salford

32

24

25

37

Stockport

155

135

95

62

Tameside

34

37

47

52

Trafford

191

166

107

98

Wigan

98

77

62

36
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Appendix B: Health research data on Air Quality

1.1

Outdoor air pollution is defined as a mixture of gases and particles that have
been emitted into the atmosphere by man-made processes62 and has an
adverse effect on human health. The World Health Organisation (WHO)
recognises outdoor air pollution as a major environmental health problem for
all countries including high-income countries63.

1.2

The primary air pollutants are particulate matter (PM), nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
and Sulphur Dioxide (SO2). PM2.5 has the strongest epidemiological link to
health outcomes64 and it is estimated that by 2035, the health and social care
costs of air pollution could reach up to £5.3 billion65. This includes diseases
that have a strong association with air pollution such as child asthma,
coronary heart disease, lung cancer and stroke.

1.3

The WHO estimates that in 2016 some 58% of outdoor air pollution-related
premature deaths were due to ischaemic heart disease and strokes, while
18% of deaths were due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and acute
lower respiratory infections respectively, and 6% of deaths were due to lung
cancer. In total, the WHO note that 4.2 million premature deaths per annum
occur world-wide due to outdoor air pollution.

1.4

In the UK, the overall population burden of air pollution is estimated to be
equivalent to nearly 23,500 deaths per year66.. Evidence from the WHO, cited
in a briefing to Directors of Public Health, identified that there is no “evidence
of a safe level of exposure to PM or a threshold below which no adverse
effects occur” 67. Equally, NO2 was associated with “adverse health effects at
concentrations that were at or below the current EU limit values”.

1.5

An evidence and policy review by the UK Health Alliance on Climate Change
(2018) notes that transport is a major cause of air pollution. In 2016,
emissions from road transport accounted for 12% of PM10 and PM2.5 in the UK
and were the third largest source after industrial processes. Furthermore,
road transport is responsible for 80% of NO2 levels near roadsides.

62

Air Quality England. http://www.airqualityengland.co.uk/air-pollution
WHO Topic Sheet. (2018) Ambient (outdoor) air quality and health. https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ambient(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health
64 Public Health England, Public Health Outcomes, http://www.phoutcomes.info/
65 UK Health Alliance on Climate Change, (2018). Moving Beyond the Air Quality Crisis. Realising the health benefits of acting on air
pollution. http://www.ukhealthalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Moving-beyond-the-Air-Quality-Crisis-4WEB-29_10-2018-final1.pdf
66 DEFRA and Public Health England (2017) Air Quality. A briefing for Directors of Public Health.
https://laqm.defra.gov.uk/assets/63091defraairqualityguide9web.pdf
67 Review of evidence on Health Aspects of Air Pollution – REVIHAAP: final Technical Report, World Health Organization Office for
Europe, 2013 http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/air-quality/publications/2013/review-of-evidence-onhealth-aspects-of-air-pollution-revihaap-project-final-technical-report
63
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1.6

A systematic review undertaken in 2016 by Wang et al observing air pollution
control strategies in Europe, noted that a large proportion of the urban
population, particularly those living close of heavily trafficked roads or
industries were exposed to air pollutants, with concentrations that exceed the
European air quality standards for outdoor air quality68. Additionally, the
review showed mixed but suggestive evidence of the effectiveness of air
quality control strategies to improve health outcomes either directly or as a cobenefit (such as reduction in green-house gases).

1.7

There is a wealth of evidence showing the association of NO2 and PM on poor
health outcomes. Epidemiological studies have shown that long-term
exposure to air pollution (over years or a lifetime) reduces life expectancy, due
to cardiovascular and respiratory diseases and lung cancer. Short-term
exposure (over hours or days) to increased levels of air pollution can also
have a range of health effects, including effects on lung function, asthma, as
well as increases in respiratory and cardiovascular hospital admissions, and
mortality69. Additionally, outdoor air pollution can influence productivity and
contribute to social costs such as increasing days off work and school due to
restricted health70.

1.8

Public Health England’s guidance ‘Health matters: air pollution’ outlines that
whilst air pollution can affect everyone, some people are more affected
because they live in a polluted area, are exposed to higher levels of air
pollution in their day-to-day lives or are more susceptible to health problems
caused by air pollution. Groups that are reported as being more vulnerable to
these affects are older people, children (particularly young children), pregnant
women, people living with long-term health conditions or disability and those
who are living in high pollution areas and low-income communities. In the
same way that these groups of people are more sensitive to high levels of air
pollution, they are also likely to benefit more from any improvements in air
quality.

Wang et al (2016) Air Quality Strategies on Public Health and Health Equity in Europe – A systematic Review. International Journal
of Environmental Research and Public Health
69 Public Health England 2018. Guidance: Health Matters: air pollution. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-matters-airpollution/health-matters-air-pollution
70 IOM Working for a Healthier Future. Scotland’s Environment (2015) Air Quality, Health, Wellbeing and Behaviour,
https://www.environment.gov.scot/media/1133/iom-seweb-aq-health-behaviour-review.pdf
68
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Appendix C: Data review of Research and Technical Notes

1

Introduction

1.1

This appendix results from a review of six Technical Notes or Research
documents generated during the development of the GM CAP measures. The
documents have been reviewed for data relevant to impacts on people with
protected characteristics, in order to inform the GM CAP Equality Impact
Assessment.

1.2

The relevant findings and facts are summarised below, under the name of
each report. Key findings are referenced within the EqIA itself.

2

AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 3 - GM CAP Freight Market
Analysis

2.1

Relevant evidence gathered from Note 3 - GM CAP Freight Market Analysis
includes:

2.1.1 There has been a 59% growth in the Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV) sector
since 2000, mainly in the 2.6 to 3.5 tonne market. This demand for larger vans
is driven by increase in the number of self-employed tradesmen and the rapid
rise in online-shopping.

2.1.2 Second and third life vans play a key role in the UK economy, where they are
typically operated by SMEs and sole traders.

2.1.3 Sectors with an active second-hand van market are more directly impacted by
the CAZ charge (i.e. construction – 70% second hand, manufacturing – 65%
second hand).

2.1.4 The evidence in the note shows that the cost increase experienced by SMEs
running second life vehicles would be around 50-70% higher than that of
larger businesses running first life vehicles in many cases.

3

AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 4 - GM CAP Coach Market
Analysis

3.1

Relevant evidence gathered from Note 4 - GM CAP Coach Market Analysis
includes:

3.1.1 It is anticipated that the CAZ potentially may disrupt the second-hand market
for non-compliant vehicles. For example, it is possible there may be an
increase in operators looking to sell non-compliant vehicles while the demand
for non-compliant vehicles could also significantly decrease. This could
therefore over saturate the market as well as significantly decrease the value
of non-compliant coaches, leaving operators at risk of losing value on their
assets.
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3.1.2 In terms of fleet size per operator, 71 operators (69%) have between 1 to 5
coaches, which represents the majority. Breaking down the 1 to 5 fleet size
range, the majority of total GM operators have just one coach in their fleet,
with a total of 31 (30%). The next most common fleet size by a significant size
across GM is two coaches, with a total of 22 (21%). These smallest operators
are most likely to run special regular services or occasional services

3.1.3 For operators with a fleet size between 1-10 coaches, the average noncompliance was 91%. All 71 operators with one vehicle all were noncompliant. Similarly, for operators with 2 vehicles all but one operator had
completely non-compliant fleets.

4

AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 12 - GM CAP Evidence of
the Impact of 2021 CAZ C

4.1

Relevant evidence gathered from Note 12 - GM CAP Evidence of the Impact
of 2021 CAZ C includes:

4.1.1 Early introduction of the CAZ would increase the impact on sectors classified
as ‘highly vulnerable’, such as construction, agriculture, forestry & fishing,
from a 51% non-compliant ratio to 65%.

5

AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 18 - GM CAP Minibus
Vehicle Research

5.1

Relevant evidence gathered from Note 18 - GM CAP Minibus Vehicle
Research includes:

5.1.1 10% of the market proportion of minibuses in GM are leasing/rental
companies. In terms of main customers or users, 70% of minibuses are likely
to be leased to education establishments, and approximately 2% to care
homes.

5.1.2 For non-compliant vehicles in leasing markets the CAZ charge could
potentially raise the operating cost of a company, with potential cost increases
being passed on to the relevant customer. The scale of this impact at this
stage however is unknown.

5.1.3 In terms of compliance by LA, at least 85% of minibuses within each LA are
non-compliant. By percentage of total fleets, Oldham is the least compliant as
all 201 minibuses are not compliant.

6

AECOM Impact Assessment Technical Note 19 – Taxi and PHV Fleet
Research

6.1

Relevant evidence gathered from Note 19 - GM CAP Taxi and PHV Fleet
Research includes:
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6.1.1 Bolton’s fleet has an older age profile with the most common year of
registration being 2007 with 150 vehicles, this represents 9% of Bolton’s
PHVs. 1,293 out of 1,531 are vehicles that were manufactured before the
Euro 6 engine standard was introduced in 2015, this means that 84% of
Bolton’s fleet may not comply with EU standards. Also, 1200 (78%) of Bolton’s
fleet would not comply with the proposed Minimum Licensing Standards if
introduced in 2019.

6.1.2 Rochdale has the third largest PHV fleet in GM with a total of 1,329 registered
vehicles. The most common age of vehicle in the fleet is 2007 with 157, 12%
of the Rochdale fleet. Although, 2008, 2009 and 2010 all have similar
numbers with 149,147 and 136 respectively. Similar to Bolton the vast
majority of its fleet may not comply with Euro 6 standards 1176 were
manufactured before 2015, this represents 88% of the Rochdale fleet.

6.1.3 Bolton, Trafford and Bury are the three worse performing LAs with the highest
proportion of non-compliant taxis. 95 out of 99 (96%) of Bolton’s fleet are noncompliant, 135 out of 139 (97%) of Trafford’s fleet are noncompliant, and 56
out of 58 (97%) of Bury’s taxis are also non-compliant.

6.1.4 The majority of taxi and PHV drivers are self-employed (81%) and own or rent
the vehicles they use.

6.1.5 Local authorities do not have the jurisdiction to regulate PHV fares but may
authorise the fares used by licensees.

7

SYSTRA Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan: Consultation Activity Deliberative Research with Taxi and PHV Drivers/Operators

7.1

Relevant evidence gathered from SYSTRA Greater Manchester Clean Air
Plan: Consultation Activity - Deliberative Research with Taxi and PHV
Drivers/Operators includes:

7.1.1 Drivers and operators felt that a CAZ charge may have detrimental impacts on
their profession and therefore their customers. This concern arose from an
anticipation that taxi fares would increase to cover the charge, and that
surplus from the charge would not be reinvested in the taxi and PHV market
but would be invested in public transport. Alongside an increase in taxi and
PHV fares, there would therefore be improvements in public transport,
resulting in modal shift from taxis and PHVs to public transport, consequently
reducing demand for the trade. Drivers felt this impact would particularly affect
wheelchair users, who are often reliant on low fares and the accessibility of
taxis and PHVs.
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Appendix D: Executive Summary from GM CAP Health Impacts Evidence
Report - 2020
1

Air pollution and public health

1.1

Air pollution has been identified as the largest environmental risk to public
health in the United Kingdom (UK)71. There are five ambient air pollutants
thought to be most damaging to public health, of which NO 2 has been found
to pose the most significant risk72. Defra (2017) estimate that 80% of NO2
emissions at the roadside are due to transport, particularly diesel light duty
vehicles73.

1.2

Since 2010 the UK has been in breach of the Limit Value for annual mean
concentrations of NO2, as set by the European Union Ambient Air Quality
Directive (2008/50/EC), which was transposed into English law by the Air
Quality Standards Regulations 2010. Greater Manchester (GM) modelling
identified that all ten local authorities has exceedances above the legal limits
of NO2 and predicts that there are 203 points along 160 stretches of road
across Greater Manchester where concentrations of NO2 are forecast to be
above required levels in 2021.

2

The Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan

2.1

The UK Government’s Air Quality Plan (2017) requires Local Authorities with
persistent exceedances to consider the best option to meet statutory NO 2
limit values in the shortest possible time. In 2019, GM Local Authorities
came together to submit an Outline Business Case (OBC) for the Greater
Manchester Clean Air Plan (GM CAP) to the Government’s Joint Air Quality
Unit.

2.2

The GM CAP OBC outlined a range of measures to deliver regional
compliance with the Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010 for NO 2
emissions. The primary objective of the GM CAP is to reduce ambient NO2
concentrations in GM to below the legal Limit Value in the shortest time
possible. The GM CAP also has a secondary objective to reduce the health
impacts of air pollution in GM.

3

Review of evidence sources used up until the end of 2019

3.1

Prior to this GM CAP Health Impact Evidence report, evidence linking air
quality (and NO2 specifically) with public health impacts had been presented
in the following documents produced to support the GM CAP:

•

GM CAP OBC

•

Distributional Impact Assessment

Public Health England (2019) ‘Review of interventions to improve outdoor air quality and public health’
DEFRA (2017) ‘Air Pollution in the UK 2017’
73 DEFRA (2017) ‘Air Pollution in the UK 2017’
71
72
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•

GM EqIA

•

CleanAir GM website

3.2

A review of these documents has been undertaken and although they did set
out a clear link between poor air quality and poor public health, the following
gaps were noted:

3.2.1

The documents fail to clearly distinguish the differing impacts of individual
pollutants (e.g. NO2 or PM) on public health. As the focus of the GM CAP is
on NO2 reductions, this is particularly important.

3.2.2

Most of the sources lacked evidence with any geographical granularity. Apart
from the assessment of air quality impacts within the Distributional Impact
Assessment, most of the evidence presented is at a Global or National scale
not directly related to Greater Manchester.

3.2.3

The documents do not quantify the link between poor air quality and
incidences (number) of specific illnesses in GM.

3.3

To help bridge the evidence gap, an impartial review was conducted to
assess if additional health evidence existed.

4

Review of public health evidence

4.1

A rapid review of public health evidence with clear search parameters was
conducted. Some evidence was found to help address the gaps highlighted
above, namely:

The impact of ambient NO2 on public health

4.1.1

Epidemiological studies continue to show associations of ambient NO2 with
adverse effects on public health74.

4.1.2

In the short-term, NO2, particularly at high concentrations is a respiratory
irritant that can cause inflammation of the airways, coughing, the production
of mucous, shortness of breath and heightened risk of heart problems. Longterm concentrations of NO2 are associated with reduced lung development,
respiratory infections in childhood and effects on lung function into
adulthood75, increased asthma prevalence and incidence, adverse birth
outcomes76, lung cancer and kidney disease, chronic and acute respiratory
and cardiovascular diseases, and mortality7778.

Public Health England (2019) ‘Review of interventions to improve outdoor air quality and public health’
Atkinson et al (2018) ‘Long term concentrations of nitrogen dioxide and mortality: A meta-analysis of cohort studies
COMEAP (2018) ‘Associations of long-term average concentrations of nitrogen dioxide with mortality’
77 Ramacher and Karl (2020) ‘Integrating modes of transport in dynamic modelling approach to evaluate population exposure to ambient
NO2 and PM pollution in urban areas’
78 Latza et al (2009) ‘Effects of nitrogen dioxide on human health: systematic review of experimental and epidemiological studies
conducted between 2002 and 2006’
74
75
76
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4.1.3

Although the health evidence linking concentrations of NO2 to public health
impacts is continually developing, the link is still not understood as clearly by
the scientific community as the relationship between PM and public health.

4.1.4

There has been considerable scientific debate as to whether NO2 is itself
causal or instead a marker for other traffic-related pollutants. In 2018, the
Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP) concluded
that evidence associating NO2 with health effects has strengthened
substantially in recent years. COMEAP state that, on the balance of
probability, NO2 is responsible for some of the health impact found to be
associated with it in epidemiological studies.

4.1.5

As a result, the health evidence suggests that providing the GM CAP
successfully reduces concentrations of NO2 in GM to be regionally compliant,
GM should experience improved public health outcomes. It is likely that if the
GM CAP assesses only the public health impacts of a reduction in
concentrations of NO2, they will underestimate the total health impact of the
GM CAP.

NO2 and the impact on public health in Greater Manchester

4.1.6

Dajnak et al (2018) conducted a Health and Economic Impact Assessment
associated with current and future pollution levels in GM. They found that:

•

If the concentration of NO2 remains at predicted concentrations, between 2011
and 2030, the total number of life years lost will be 561,169 in GM.

•

This will have an economic impact of £343,719,554 (based on 2014 prices).

4.1.7

Dajnak et al (2018) assessed the economic impact of the total number of
life years lost as a result of current and future NO2 concentrations.
However, in their assessment, Dajnak et al (2018) did not include NO2 in
the additional modelling they carried out to understand burden effects on
annual mortality (number of deaths) rates in GM. NO2 was excluded from
this assessment due to concerns of overlap with the results of the PM
analysis. This supports the concerns raised by the academic community
questioning whether NO2 is causal or a marker for other traffic-related
pollutants.

Quantifying the link between NO2 and incidences of illness at a local level

4.1.8

Evangelopoulous et al (2019) produced quantitative statements giving the
effect of a given exposure to NO2 on a range of diseases in the City of
Manchester. It is important to note that this was based on Manchester, not
Greater Manchester:

89
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•

The risk of emergency hospitalisations for stroke is 2.8% higher on high air
pollution (between 4401 and 1064 µgm−3 as defined by the Daily Air Quality
Index79) days than on lower air pollution days (short-term)

•

Lowering air pollution by 33.5% on high air pollution days could save 14 hospital
admissions for stroke each year (short-term)

•

Your child is 4.4% more likely to be hospitalised for asthma on days with high
NO2 pollution compared to days with lower air pollution (short-term)

•

Adults are 1.5% more likely to be hospitalised for asthma on days with high NO2
pollution compared to days with lower air pollution (short-term)

•

Cutting air pollution in by one fifth would increase children’s lung capacity by
around 2.6% (long-term)

•

Cutting air pollution by one fifth would decrease the risk of babies being born
underweight by around 0.1% (long-term).

4.1.9

79

Evangelopoulous et al (2019) included evidence for 9 other UK cities. The
evidence produced for Manchester is valuable but limited, because the City
of Manchester is only one of the Local Authorities in GM. The review of
health evidence was unable to find quantified evidence of the impact of NO2
on health outcomes at a GM scale. That being said, there is no evidence that
suggests that the health impacts would be different across GM than
elsewhere.

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/guides/air-quality
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1

Local Authority EqIA Appendix

1.1

Introduction

An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) has been developed at a Greater Manchester (GM)
scale for the GM Clean Air Plan (GM CAP) in line with the public sector equality duty in
section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.
The GM wide assessment builds on EqIAs that were published at the Outline Business
Case stage in 2019 and the EqIA developed to support the consultation in late 2020. It
considers the impacts on protected characteristics related to the implementation of CAZ C
charging zone in GM and how implementation of the proposed package of mitigation
measures addresses any identified equality impacts. This EqIA is an update following
changes to the GM CAP policy made in consideration of feedback received during the
consultation.
The EqIA is supported by an Equality Impact Evidence Report, appended to the EqIA 1.

1.2

Local Authority Assessment

This appendix to the GM EqIA includes an assessment of equality carried out by Bury Council. The
reasons for individual LA assessments include:

1

•

To fulfil legal requirements placed on LAs to meet their duty under the Equality Act;

•

To ensure that each of the LAs has considered and understood the full GM EqIA report and
the context for the LA itself;

•

To identify any LA baseline profile nuances or differences to that presented in the GM EqIA
(Appendix A in the Equality Impact Evidence Report).

•

To review the assessment outcomes of the GM EqIA and identify whether impacts would be
more or less significant within the LA areas;

•

To highlight any geographical ‘hot spots’ with LA areas;

•

To identify any actions LAs could take to mitigate and monitor equality impacts identified
(specific to the LA area rather than applicable across GM as a whole).

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/

|

|
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2

Bury Council EqIA

2.1

Baseline data review

2.1.1

Introduction

For this section we have considered relevant available ONS population data alongside our own
Neighbourhood Profile documents for each of our neighbourhoods, namely Bury West, Bury East,
Bury North, Whitefield and Prestwich. This has allowed us to identify how we compare to Greater
Manchester profiles and also any specific issues that relate to the impact of the Greater Manchester
Clean Air Plan on individual neighbourhoods.

Baseline data
In- Scope
Protected
Characteristic

Overview for Bury; including updated
data and / or significant variation
compared to the GM picture.

‘Outliers’ within Bury (LSOAs or
neighbourhoods where there could be
particular distributional impact / focus)

Age

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and indicates that Bury has a
slightly higher proportion of those over
65 and slightly less between 16 – 64.
Life expectancy figures for Bury are
similar to GM figures

The neighbourhoods of Bury North, Whitefield
and Bury West have higher proportions of
over 40 age groups than overall Bury figures.
Bury East and Prestwich have higher
proportions of children aged 0-14

Disability

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and indicates that Bury’s
percentages for those with long term
health problems or disabilities are very
similar to the GM levels.

All neighbourhoods have areas with high
concentrations of residents living with long
term conditions or disability.

Pregnancy and
Maternity

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and indicates that Bury’s
percentage of females giving birth is
slightly less that the GM average

No specific distributional impacts

Race

Data available is the same as that at GM
level. Bury’s minority ethnic population is
around 10.8%

Bury East neighbourhood has by far the
highest percentage of minority ethnic
residents at 23% which is significantly higher
than both the borough and national average.
Prestwich is next highest with 14%

Percentages of ethnic groups tends to
be mainly slightly less than the GM
average except for Black African
Caribbean Black British people where
Bury has 1.8% less
Religion

|

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and indicates that Bury has a

Census data indicates that our Jewish
populations are mainly concentrated in the

|
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higher proportion of Jewish people in
our communities than the GM average

south of the borough in Whitefield and
Prestwich.
Although similar to GM percentages it is
worth noting that our Muslim population is
mainly concentrated in the Bury East
neighbourhood

|

Sex

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and is very limited. We are
therefore not able to compare local with
GM figures and percentages

No specific distributional impacts

Transgender

Data available is the same as that at GM
level and is very limited. We are
therefore not able to compare local with
GM figures and percentages

No specific distributional impacts

Socio Economically
Vulnerable

This characteristic is not considered at a
GM level but will be included in this Bury
specific assessment

Bury East has the most areas of high
deprivation with some areas falling within the
most 3% deprived in the country. Areas in
Prestwich neighbourhood are also in the top
10% although pockets of deprivation can be
found throughout the borough.

Carers

This characteristic is not considered at a
GM level but will be included in this Bury
specific assessment

The distribution of carers is closely linked with
the geographical location of those with long
term health conditions and disabilities. Carers
are fairly evenly distributed across our
neighbourhoods.

Veterans

This characteristic is not considered at a
GM level but will be included in this Bury
specific assessment

A consideration of GP data suggest that
veterans are distributed throughout our
borough. There appears to be higher number
registered with GP practices in Bury Town
Centre and in Prestwich.

|
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2.2

Equality impacts review

The following table summarises the equality impact assessment for the scoped-in
characteristics for Bury in relation to the GM assessment described in the full GM CAP
EqIA.
For this section we also considered the responses to the Greater Manchester Clean Air
Plan consultation. However, it was difficult to draw any firm conclusions in relation to
protected groups and as the data was not wholly representative of the population in our
district it was felt it could not be used statistically.

|
|
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

High

High

No difference to GM assessment overall.
Age

Air quality

+

Differential
We might expect cleaner air to have a greater health impact on those areas
with higher proportions of older and younger age groups. Bury North, Bury
West and Whitefield have high levels of those over 40 and. Bury East and
Prestwich neighbourhoods have higher proportions of younger children
coupled with high levels of deprivation. We know that we have specific
issues meeting targets for NO2 in Bury East, Whitefield and Prestwich and
therefore the impact of the proposed CAZ would be expected to have an
enhanced positive impact on those older and younger age groups in these
geographical areas.
No difference to GM assessment overall.

Accessibility

-

Low

Low

Disproportionate
CAZ charges for coaches may impact on the number of coaches visiting
Bury Market and Bury Town Centre. Coach trips to Bury Market and
Town centre are heavily used by older age groups and any loss in this
service would have a negative impact.
Any loss in numbers of bus or taxi services caused by the CAZ charges
would also impact on older people who use these means of transport to
access local leisure, shopping, and employment facilities. Any impacts
like this may be seen more in Bury North, Bury West and Whitefield
where we have higher percentages of older age groups.
No difference to GM assessment overall.

Affordability

-

Low

Low

Disproportionate
There is a risk that CAZ charges will result in increased bus and taxi fares
as operators may look to pass on their increased costs. Many older
people rely on taxi and bus services to access leisure and shopping
facilities and therefore this would increase their regular costs and may
make some trips unaffordable. Any impacts like this may be seen more in

|
|
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

Bury North, Bury West and Whitefield where we have higher percentages
of older age groups.
No difference to GM assessment overall.

Disability2

Air quality

+

High

High

Differential
People living with long term conditions and disability are found in
significant concentrations throughout our neighbourhoods and we would
expect that improved air quality would benefit many of these people.
No difference to GM assessment overall.

Accessibility

-

Low

Low

Disproportionate
Any loss in numbers of bus or taxi services caused by the CAZ charges
would impact on those with conditions or disabilities that impact their
mobility. This cohort often rely on public transport and taxis services to
access local employment, education, leisure, and shopping facilities.
There are existing limitations in public transport routes running from the
west to the east of the borough. This can restrict opportunities for those in
the west to access job opportunities in the east. This problem is
particularly acute for those with health conditions and disabilities. The
current strategic plans aim to develop the “Northern Gateway” which will
be a large mixed commercial and residential development in the east of
the borough. This will provide huge employment opportunities for our
borough. However, we recognise the need to develop the west to east
bus services so that all our residents can benefit from these opportunities.
If CAZ proposals limit the possibilities of increasing west to east services,
there will be an increased negative impact on employment chances for
those on the west and specifically those with health problems and
disabilities.

2

Disability covers a wide range of physical and mental impairment. Where the impact would differ dependent on disability this is flagged in the narrative.

|
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

Low

Low

No difference to GM assessment overall.
Affordability

-

Disproportionate
There is a risk that CAZ charges will result in increased bus and taxi fares
as operators may look to pass on their increased costs. Many of those
with long term health conditions and disabilities rely on taxi and bus
services to access employment, education, leisure, and shopping
facilities. Any increases in fares will increase their regular costs and may
result in some journeys becoming unaffordable. This could have an
impact throughout our borough.

Pregnancy
and maternity

Air quality

High

High

Differential

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Accessibility

No equality impact

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Affordability

No equality impact

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Race3

3

+

Air quality

+

High

High

Disproportionate

Accessibility

-

Low

Low

Disproportionate

Bury East neighbourhood has by far the highest percentage of minority
ethnic residents in our borough, and this is coupled with high levels of
deprivation. There are a number of areas in Bury East that have been
identified as having specific problems meeting NO2 targets. The impact of
the proposed CAZ would be expected to have a significant positive
impact on the minority ethnic community in this area.
People from minority ethnic backgrounds are more reliant on public
transport and we have the highest proportion of minority ethnic residents
in Bury East. Any reduction in service resulting from the CAZ charges
could have an amplified impact in Bury East.

Race covers all races identified within the ONS dataset. Where the impact would differ for different races, this is identified in the narrative.
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM
Affordability

-

Low

Bury

Low

Disproportionate

People from minority ethnic backgrounds are more reliant on public
transport and we have the highest proportion of minority ethnic residents
in Bury East. Any increase in fare prices as a result of the CAZ charges
could have an amplified impact in Bury East.
A high proportion of taxi/PHV drivers are from minority ethnic
backgrounds. Any increases in business costs are therefore likely to be
more significant in Bury East.

Religion

Air Quality

High

High

Disproportionate

We have a higher proportion of Jewish people than GM and these
residents mainly live in Whitefield and Prestwich. It is also worth noting
that we have a high proportion of Muslim people living in Bury East These
geographical locations all have areas that have been identified as having
specific problems meeting NO2 targets. The impact of the proposed CAZ
would be expected to have a significant positive impact on the Jewish
and Muslim communities in these areas.

Accessibility

Low

Low

Disproportionate

Those Jewish and Muslim people who are reliant on public transport
maybe disproportionately impacted by any reduction in service resulting
from the CAZ charges This impact could therefore be amplified in Bury
East, Whitefield and Prestwich.

Affordability

Low

Low

Disproportionate

Those Jewish and Muslim people who are reliant on public transport
maybe disproportionately impacted by any increase in public transport
fares resulting from the CAZ charges. This impact could therefore be
amplified in Bury East, Whitefield and Prestwich.
A high proportion of taxi/PHV drivers are from minority ethnic
backgrounds and are from our Muslim communities. Any increases in
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

business costs are therefore likely to be more significant in Bury East
where we have a high concentration of Muslim residents.
Sex

Air quality

No equality impact

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Accessibility

No equality impact

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Affordability

Gender
Reassignmen
t

-

Medium

-

Air quality

Low

Low

+

Not assessed
at GM level

Differential

High

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings
No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

No equality impact

Affordability

Socio economically
vulnerable

Disproportionate

No equality impact

Air quality

Accessibility

Medium

No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings
No known specific issues for Bury Residents beyond the GM assessment
findings

Disproportionate

Bury East neighbourhood has the highest levels of deprivation in our
borough. There are a number of areas in Bury East that have been
identified as having specific problems meeting NO2 targets. As a result,
the impact of the proposed CAZ would be expected to have a significant
positive impact on the socio economically vulnerable in this
neighbourhood.
We also have issues meeting NO2 targets in the eastern sections of Bury
West, and in parts of Whitefield and Prestwich along the A56. It is
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

noticeable that there are areas of higher levels of deprivation in these
areas. We would expect that the impact of the proposed CAZ would have
a significant positive impact on the socio economically vulnerable in these
areas

Accessibility

-

Not assessed
at GM level

Low

Disproportionate

Socio -economically vulnerable people are more reliant on public
transport and there are high levels of deprivation in Bury East. Any
reduction in public transport service resulting from the CAZ charges could
have an amplified impact in Bury East. This same impact could be
severely felt in other pockets of high deprivation throughout our borough.
There are existing limitations in public transport routes running from the
west to the east of the borough. As mentioned above this can restrict
opportunities for those in the west to access job opportunities in the east.
If the CAZ hinders any increases in public transport services from West to
east this could have a detrimental impact on the job opportunities of the
socio economically vulnerable in Bury West neighbourhood.

Affordability

-

Not assessed
at GM level

Medium

Disproportionate

Socio -economically vulnerable people are more reliant on public
transport and there are high levels of deprivation in Bury East. Any
increase in fare prices as a result of the CAZ charges could have an
amplified impact in Bury East. This same impact could be severely felt in
other pockets of high deprivation throughout our borough.
Bury East has both highest levels of deprivation and also highest
percentages of minority ethnic residents. In considering the impact of the
GM Clean Air Plan on race we noted that many taxi/PHV drivers are from
minority ethnic backgrounds and therefore any increase in business costs
resulting from the CAZ would have an amplified impact here. This impact
would be even worse for those minority ethnic residents in Bury East who
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Assessment

Impact

Magnitude of impact post mitigation

Differential/

Reason for difference in impact from GM assessment and any areas of local

topic

(+/-)

(extent of population exposure to

Disproportionate

consideration

impact)
GM

Bury

are also socio -economically vulnerable. These impacts could be
significantly exacerbated by the ongoing impacts fo the COVID pandemic.
Sexual
orientation

Accessibility

Carers

Air Quality

Accessibility

-

Low

Differential

No equality impact
Not assessed
by GM

Low

Affordability

Veterans

Air Quality

Not assessed
by GM

High

Disproportionate

Carers are more likely to be accompanying a disabled person and rely on
taxis or PHVs. Any decrease in volume of service due to the increased
costs of the CAZ would disproportionately affect this group.

Disproportionate

Carers may be more likely to be in lower income roles or be receiving
benefits, due to their caring commitments, and therefore maybe more
reliant on taxis and public transport so they may be disproportionately
affected by any increases in the cost of taxis/PHVs and public transport.

Disproportionate

Improvements in air quality will have a positive impact on this groups as it
would with all other residents living working or learning in the borough

Accessibility

No equality impact

Impacts as a result of being a veteran are unlikely but could impact this
group if they have one of the other protected characteristics

Affordability

No equality impact

Impacts as a result of being a veteran are unlikely but could impact this
group if they have one of the other protected characteristics
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2.3

‘Hot-spots’ in Bury.

Although the profiles for Bury are fairly similar to GM there are specific
characteristics of our local neighbourhoods that may lead to specific impacts in
relation to equality. These impacts are described below.
The assessment above indicates that the positive impacts of cleaner air are likely
to be amplified in Bury East where we have high proportions of minority ethnic
and socio economically vulnerable people and also areas with high nitrogen
dioxide pollution.
Bury East’s high levels of minority ethnic and socio economically vulnerable
residents also suggest that any loss in bus or taxi services or increase in fares
will have a more pronounced impact in this area. Many taxi/PHV drivers are from
minority ethnic backgrounds and therefore any increase in business costs
resulting from the CAZ could have an amplified impact in Bury East.
Any increases in public transport/taxi fares or reductions in public transport taxi
services would also have a disproportionately negative impact on socio
economically vulnerable people in other pockets of deprivation which exist
throughout our borough.
We have proportions of Jewish residents living mainly in the south of our borough
in Whitefield and Prestwich. It is difficult to gauge the extent of any negative
impacts on this community, but it is clearly something we should assess as
proposals are implemented.
There are existing limitations in public transport routes running from the west to
the east of the borough. As mentioned above this can restrict opportunities for
those in the west to access job opportunities in the east. Current strategic plans
aim to develop the “Northern Gateway” which will be a large mixed commercial
and residential development in the east of the borough. This will provide huge
employment opportunities for our borough. If CAZ proposals limit the possibilities
of increasing west to east services, there will be an increased negative impact on
employment chances for those in Bury West specifically those with health
problems disabilities, and the socio economically vulnerable.
Any loss in public transport services or increase in fares that may result from the
GM CAP may have more of a negative impact in Bury North, Bury West and
Whitefield where we have higher percentage of older residents that rely on these
means of transport.

2.4

Actions to be taken by Bury Council.

Actions will be taken to review and assess the potential negative impacts that are
specific to our borough. These can be described as follows: Community fora will be used to gauge the thoughts and views of our local
communities in relation to their neighbourhoods and on specific themes from
summer 2021 onwards. These new fora will be used to assess views and impacts
of Clean Air Plan actions and supporting measure throughout our borough.
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Where issues are found we will work with TfGM to find possible solutions, where
available and appropriate.
As part of the development of our Climate Action Plan, from summer 2021 we will
be working closely with community groups to identify local opportunities and
barriers in relation to the Climate Change Agenda. This interaction with our local
communities and businesses provides a further opportunity for any issues with
the Clean Air Plan and impacts on local transport to be raised.
We will work closely with TFGM to develop the public transport routes from west
to east of our borough and ensure that the CAZ doesn’t have a detrimental
impact on the quality or value of these services. This action will be supported by
actions to improve the quality and safety of active travel routes from west to east.
We will liaise closely with TfGM to assess take up of supporting financial
measures across our neighbourhoods to ensure that the supporting measures
are effective and appropriate for the businesses in our communities. Where there
are issues with level of take up, we will work with TfGM and neighbouring GM
councils to review support packages and amend as necessary.
We will also liaise closely with Bury Market officers and TfGM to assess the
impacts of the CAZ on coach services travelling to and from Bury Market. Where
we identify issues, we will work with coach operators and TfGM to implement
measures to protect the viability of the market as a regional destination and
leisure attraction.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
As set out in the Consultation document, the Secretary of State has instructed many local
authorities across the UK to take quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) levels,
issuing a direction under the Environment Act 1995 to undertake feasibility studies to identify
measures for reducing NO2 concentrations to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible
time”. In Greater Manchester, the 10 Local Authorities, the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM), collectively referred to as
“Greater Manchester” or “GM”, have worked together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle
NO2 Exceedances at the Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

Summary of the Proposed Clean Air Plan

Consultation
A consultation took place between Thursday 8 October and Thursday 3 December (running
for 8 weeks in total). A total of 4,768 responses were captured via:
•

Online questionnaire (3,954 responses);

•

Paper questionnaire (43 responses);

•

Email (770 responses); and

•

Telephone (1 response).
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Respondents have been grouped as follows:
Number of
responses*

Respondent type

Description

General public

A personal response by an individual, the report will
also refer to as the public and members of the public
A response on behalf of a business, including
anyone who is self-employed and / or a sole trader
and includes taxi owners, drivers and operators

784

Businesses
Representatives

An organisation** or a councillor / elected official

124

3,858

*Two respondents did not provide an answer to the respondent type
**An organisation includes but is not limited to schools, charities, social enterprise, trade
organisations, government bodies

The consultation was subject to two campaigns; a large volume of identical responses were
received by email:
•

172 emails were received from one group; the Environmental Bill Lobby; and

•

484 were received from the CAZ support group.

The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) conducted its own survey about the Clean Air Plan
and shared its results.
The British Horse Society and the Horse and Hounds advertised the Clean Air Plan amongst
its followers, which resulted in a higher than expected response from those with private leisure
vehicles.
Of those responding to the survey 77% of businesses and 17% of the public had one or more
vehicles that could be affected by the introduction of the CAZ.
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Boundary
Just over a third of the public and representatives and a quarter of businesses provided a
comment about the boundary. Responses were very polarised; a third of the public and half of
representatives provided a positive comment whereas half of businesses raised concerns.
The most frequently mentioned comments included:

Support

Concerns

Suggested
amendments

Agree with the boundary

Area is too big

City centre should be an
Ultra-Low Emission Zone

Include the SRN / other
strategic roads

Negative impact on those
based on the GM boundary

Boundary should focus on
city centre

Make the zone larger

“It should include
Motorways - need to
lobby highways to
include M56, M60,
M62 and M602.”
(Public)

Just those areas with poor
air quality
“It’s too large an area and the problem
area are clearly in the built-up
conurbations. If this has to be
implemented, then it should be far
more targeted at areas with specific
high pollution issues not a blanket rule
across the whole of GM much of which
does not have a problem with trafficbased pollution” (Business, with LGV)

“Far too
large, should
restrict to
Manchester
City Centre.”
(Public)

“I think it's correct that it doesn't cover just the city centre area. There are high
population densities throughout the area highlighted, which all need protecting.”
(Public)

Representatives: Concerns were raised by neighbouring authorities about the impact on
those based in neighbouring authorities. Issues included: business relocating non-compliant
vehicles to neighbouring areas and therefore moving the problem on; increased rat-running,
as drivers try and avoid the charge; and congestion, as vehicles re-route. Concerns were
also raised for businesses based just outside the boundary who would be subject to the
charge but would not benefit from the funding offers.
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Hours of operation
Around a third of the public and representatives and a sixth of businesses provided a comment
about the hours of operation. Over half of the public and representatives, who provided a
comment generally supported the operation times, whereas two thirds of businesses
suggested amendments to the operation times.

Support

Concerns

Suggested amendments

Support the proposed
operation times

Generally against

Do not charge for evening / nighttime journeys
Only charge peak time journeys
Do not charge weekend travel
Only charge once in a 24-hour
period

“Delighted that it will be
24 / 7 to avoid time
shifting of vehicle use /
deliveries if operation
did not include the night
hours.” (Public)

“Pollution doesn’t
operate by a clock”
(Public)

“Not really a clean
air zone then!
congestion charge
because why is it
going to run 24/7
when (NO2) levels
will be within the
legal limits at certain
times. (Business
with hackney
carriage)

“24 hours a day seems a lot
given the pollution levels
would be highest at peak
times (7-10am, 3-7pm)”
(Public)
“We support the 24/7 nature of
these proposals. We would urge
Greater Manchester to ensure
that only one payment occurs
per rolling 24-hour period….to
avoid…double charges for a
single journey. This is particularly
an issue for the night-time
economy, and for businesses
such as the airport that are used
overnight.” (Business owns bus
and LGV)

Representatives and stakeholders made suggestions to amend the proposed midnight
to midnight timing for a daily charge:
“We believe a midnight to midnight ‘charging day’ would disproportionately impact
taxi and private hire vehicles… As an alternative, we believe the Clean Air Zone
‘charging day should apply from 4am-4am.” (Business, Private Hire Operator)

Charges and Exemptions
Non-compliant vehicles would be subject to the following daily charge
£7.50

£10.00

£60.00

Hackney carriages

Minibuses

Buses / Coaches

Private hire vehicles

Vans

HGVs

Whilst there will be some exemptions granted for certain types of vehicle, those with noncompliant vehicles who do not pay the daily charge will be liable to receive a proposed Penalty
Charge Notice (PCN) of £120 per day.
Prepared for:
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The table below shows the proportion of respondents feeling the daily charge for each type of
vehicle is too much, too little or about right (some respondents did not know which is not shown
in the table). It also includes the most frequently mentioned comments given by respondents
to explain the reason for their score.
•

Views on the proposed daily charge vary, businesses felt charges for all vehicles are too
much and the public felt the charges are about right or too little;

•

Typically, 40% of the public felt charges for each type of vehicle type were too much and
50% felt the charges were either about right or too little;

•

Bus charges were the exception for the general public: 52% felt they were too much and
38% about right or too little. Those aged under 35 felt the bus charge was too little or about
right and those aged over 45 that it is too much.
Business
(%)

Representatives
(%)

Too much

52

72

35

Buses take traffic off the road due
to less personal vehicle traffic
Concern charges will be passed on

About right /
too little

39

19

56

Support the charges – are polluting
vehicles

Too much

43

70

28

Cannot afford the charge
Will impact tourism / GM economy

About right /
too little

48

21

61

Support the charges – are polluting
vehicles

Too much

40

74

29

Business already runs on tight
margins

About right /
too little

53

19

62

Large companies can afford the
charges

Too much

40

75

37

Will impact small business

About right /
too little

54

21

58

Not enough to promote change

Too much

38

71

33

Carry more passengers than a car
or van

About right /
too little

55

22

59

No comments provided

Too much

40

73

31

Cannot afford charge
Will cause drivers to leave

About right /
too little

52

21

61

They’re always on the go

Too much

41

73

34

Cannot afford charge

About right /
too little

53

23

56

Do a significant number of miles

Bus

Coach

HGV

LGV

Minibus

Hackney
carriage

Private
hire

Main comments

Public
(%)
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Views from public and representatives in favour
Client Earth
For the Councils’ CAZ scheme to be effective at reducing illegal levels of
pollution, quickly, the applicable charges must be set a level that deters the
use of the most polluting vehicles. This is essential if the Councils’ plans are
to work to protect people’s health and comply with legal requirements to
tackle illegal levels of NO2 pollution in the shortest possible time.
“Not enough. Should be about 100 times higher. Disgraceful that you aren’t
Public
charging private cars.”
“The charges should be as high as possible to deter going in the area. Health
& climate change are two of the most critical issues of our time. Private cars
should definitely be included as well.”

Views from vehicle owners against
Bus

“Buses & coaches should have a cheaper charge as they significantly reduce traffic
on the roads, cars should have a much higher cost.”

Coach

“You’ve not got the £60 / day in your contract to just lose, we just haven’t got it.
We’re not being pathetic and just saying it, it’s actually true.”

HGV

“I think these charges are ridiculous. Living inside the boundary means I'm going to
have to find £70 a day before I even turn a wheel (60 for my truck and 10 for my
van). That's £350 if I work 5 days. How can I pass this on to my customers?”

HGV Leisure
vehicle

“The charge means I just won’t go into the region. I won’t attend some of the riding
schools there and I now won’t go to the garage that I have gone to for years
because he is in Urmston so I would be charged.”

LGV

“Well, somebody who’s a small builder or has their own small business, that’s £50 a
week in that van, that’s £250 a month on top of your road tax and all the other
taxes.”

Minibus

“Why on earth would you charge buses and minibuses who reduce the need for
cars on the road and reduce the overall emissions by carrying lots of people at
once.”

Hackney
carriage

“That’s extortion to be honest how on earth hard working drivers will be able to pay
these ridiculous charges when it’s hard to put food on table and paying bills. When
overheads are already suffocating Hackney trade and no means of fair competition
this would be last nail in coffin for sure”

Private hire

“The charges for taxi are high, due to the business inflation It is not possible to
afford £7.50 a day. Sometimes we are not able to make £20 for whole day and pay
7.50 for clean air, what is left for us.”
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Exemptions and discounts
Permanent local
exemptions

Temporary local
exemptions

Permanent local discounts

Greater Manchester are
proposing permanent local
exemptions for Clean Air Zone
charges for specialist vehicles,
vehicles entering Greater
Manchester due to a road
diversion on the motorway
network and vehicles used for
the purposes of a disabled
person which are exempt from
vehicle tax.

Greater Manchester are
proposing temporary local
exemptions from Clean Air Zone
charges until 31 December 2022
to give certain vehicles more
time to upgrade due to cost /
supply of a compliant vehicle
and to lessen impacts
considered outside of the control
of the vehicle owner, these
include wheelchair accessible
hackney / private hire vehicles,
and vans.

Greater Manchester are
proposing permanent local
discounts for Clean Air Zone
charges for private hire vehicles
licensed to one of the 10
Greater Manchester Local
Authorities and also used as a
private car, and leisure vehicles
greater than 3.5 tonnes in
private ownership.

Agree: 68% of the public, 55%
of businesses and 77% of
representatives

Agree: 64% of the public, 54%
of businesses and 67% of
representatives

Agree: 44% of the public, 46%
of businesses and 57% of
representatives

“It is unfair to charge a vehicle a
daily rate if they had no other
option than to travel in the
payment zone due to a
diversion.” (Public)

“I don't think the extension is
“We regularly use ours (vehicle)
long enough, I calculate that I for personal use, so would make
would need to find £200,000 to it difficult to choose whether to
upgrade my fleet to avoid
taxi or have a family car if we
charges. This is impossible in couldn't do both due to having to
two years. This extension
pay the charge on days we
should be a 3 year minimum to
weren't utilising the taxi as a
give business a chance to
taxi” (Business, PHV)
respond" (Business, LGV)

Concerns about the exemption:
“Permanent exemption means
"We need to reduce the impact
there is no incentive for these of these vehicles urgently, not in
vehicles to be compliant, ever.
2 years time so whenever the
Community minibuses - fair
deadline, they are likely to wait
enough that these are given
as long as they can before
time to comply but an open
upgrading / replacing. Let
ended exemption is putting
people know about it now
polluting vehicles into the centre through promotions and set the
of communities, e.g. travelling to deadline as December 2021"
schools” (Public)
(Public)

“All private hire vehicle owners
will simply claim their vehicle is
used as a private car and
therefore claim the exemption.
This would make the charge on
private hire vehicles pointless.”
(Public)

Suggested additional exemptions:
•
•
•

Private leisure vehicles (e.g. •
horsebox, motorhome)
Vehicles used by disabled / •
vulnerable users
Buses
•

Specialist vehicles and
•
those used by disabled
Taxis and private hire
•
vehicles
•
Private leisure vehicles (e.g.
horsebox, motorhome)
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Funding
Clean Bus Fund

Clean Commercial Fund

Clean Taxi Fund

Greater Manchester are
proposing financial support to
help operators who are
registered in Greater
Manchester and run a
registered bus service in
Greater Manchester.

Greater Manchester are
proposing financial support to
help smaller local business, sole
traders, Voluntary, Community
and Social Enterprise (VCSE)
organisations and private
individuals upgrade vans and
HGVs, minibuses and coaches,
to cleaner more compliant
vehicles.

Greater Manchester are
proposing financial support to
help upgrade hackney carriages
/ private hire vehicles licensed to
one of the 10 Greater
Manchester Local Authorities to
cleaner compliant vehicles.

Support for the funds: There was high level of support for the funds amongst all respondent types
and many felt it was needed in order to help business upgrade:
“I welcome this idea [bus fund]
“Supporting them is the only
“I know cabbies don't make a
and think that as much support
way they will be able to switch huge living, so there needs to be
as possible should be directed vehicles. If you want the scheme grants and incentives to support
towards supporting public
to be successful you must give the transition into new vehicles
transport operators to reduce
them support.” (Councillor /
as opposed to letting them opt
the financial impact of the
Elected Official)
out if they say they cannot pay.”
changes.” (Public)
(Public)
Concerns about the funds and their management:
• Higher funding amount: many comments were received stating the proposed amounts are not
enough
• However, there were some concerns amongst the public that public money should not be used to
fund private enterprise and businesses should find the funds themselves
• There were some concerns about mismanagement of the funds and people taking advantage of
the scheme
• Concerns were raised for those that are based just outside of the boundary and several
comments were made that funding should be available to them

Clean Bus Fund
The number of bus operators in Greater Manchester is comparatively low to the number of
HGV and LGV drivers, therefore the number who responded to the consultation was
relatively low.

“We welcome the aim of the Fund and understand
the management and distribution. We do however
recognise the shortfall against the initial ask and
have some concern that there may be a shortfall in
the number of compliant vehicles at the time the
charging is introduced. There could also be delays
in supplies of the necessary kit which may lead to
installations being delayed or suspended.” (Arriva)
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Clean Commercial Fund
The figure below shows the number of respondents with an affected vehicle, whether they
thought they would be eligible for funding and if so, did that funding meet their needs. Most
did not feel the funding meets their needs.

Main reasons funds do not meet their needs
Funding amount is not
enough

Cannot easily replace
vehicles

Cannot afford to
upgrade

HGV

“The cost of replacing the
vehicles would leave me
with a financial short fall of
£35,500 for a second hand
or £90,000 for brand new.
'Up to' £4500 is nowhere
near enough.”

“the replacement vehicle
we purchased last year …
cost just under a quarter of
a million pounds to replace
one vehicle. … it does
have quite a knock-on
effect with obviously profit
margins”

Leisure

“I would need help in
meeting the additional
costs brought on directly or
indirectly by this action”

“Insurance for electric
commercial vehicles is a
significant problem, there
is only one insurer
prepared to offer cover and
it is exorbitant. This failure
of the insurance market
needs to be taken up by
the Govt.”
“Funding won’t go far
enough. Not with specialist
vehicles, because to me a
horsebox is a specialist
vehicle, you know, it’s not
just a box, you know,
there’s a lot of things that
go into making that safe to
transport up to three half
ton animals at the end of
the day.”

LGV /
Van
owner

“£3.5k to purchase a new
van. Have you tried
purchasing a used LGV
before, as this goes no
way near the cost involved.
My business can't afford or
justify the purchase of a
much newer vehicle.”

“it still requires too much
investment from the
business, our vehicles are
not just vehicles, the have
to have custom made
fittings in the cargo area
which can also run up to
£3000-£4000 on top of the
price of the vehicle”
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“the second-hand value of
[my] vehicle and the likely
replacement cost of a
compliant vehicle there is a
significant gap. This is
without taking into account
that the proposals may
lead to a drop-in value of
non-compliant vehicles
and an increase in cost
(due to supply issues) of
compliant vehicles.”
“The money you are
suggested is available is
about 1/3 the cost of a new
van. Selling my current
vehicle would raise
another couple of grand
but to expect me to pay out
£6000 of my own money in
the next couple of years
with the current loss of
revenue is wrong”.
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Coach /
minibus

Funding amount is not
enough

Cannot easily replace
vehicles

Cannot afford to
upgrade

“It’s £5,000 towards a
minibus and to get a Euro
6 even a Ford Transit
you’re looking at about
£27,000 so £5,000 towards
that is another £21,000 per
vehicle times three, so it’s
a big debt that you’re
getting yourself into for the
sake of earning not
enough.”

No comments

a Euro 6 coach is
£250,000, we have
fourteen vehicles, that
would be over £3 Million
pounds and our annual
turnover is £450,000, so
you tell me how we’re
supposed to do that?”

Clean Taxi Fund
The figure to the right shows the
number of respondents with an
affected vehicle, whether they thought
they would be eligible for funding and if
so, did that funding meet their needs.
Most did not feel the proposed level of
funding meets their needs.

Main reasons proposed funds do not meet their needs
Funding amount is
not enough

Decrease in value
of current vehicle
due to proposals

Cannot afford to
upgrade

Hackney carriage

“To replace my vehicle
with a CAZ compliant
one at the present
time would cost me
£25000. To go fully
electric without taking
a drop in the standard
of my vehicle would
cost £60000. Offering
£5 -10K doesn't cut it.”

“the fact that my
vehicle is Euro5
means that it’s trade in
value has been heavily
reduced by the CAZ
plans meaning its
even less likely that I
will be able to upgrade
to a compliant vehicle”

Private hire vehicle

“If the Government
allows a less then [sic]
5 year old private hire
car then they should
support more because
£1000 for private hire
is nothing. New cars
are very expensive.
No one can afford by
himself”.

“I've struggled for the
past 3 years to pay
finance on a 25k loan,
which I took out to
upgrade my vehicle in
the hope it would be a
long time investment.
Now your [sic] asking
me to ditch my vehicle
and take out another
loan for 40k”
“Because I would still
need to go into more
debt than I am already
in and it will push me
nearer to the edge that
I am already teetering
on.”

No Comment
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Try Before You Buy
To tackle the barriers to switching to electric vehicles (EV), GM is proposing a “Try Before
You Buy” initiative for GM-licensed hackney drivers.
Support

Concern

Understanding: will help drivers get a
better idea of vehicles and capabilities
Overcome anxieties surrounding electric
vehicle technology and encourage more
drivers to convert to electric
Extend to other vehicles: such as PHV
and LGVs

Unnecessary: if hackney drivers are going
to upgrade to EV anyway
Lack of EV infrastructure: and when to
charge vehicles if they are in use 24 hours
Performance of EV and battery life
Cost of EV: unaffordable for some

“Great idea. an
“I would be
equivalent for
interested
vans
would be
in the try
even
better,
as
before you
there are many
buy
more of these
scheme.”
impacted.”
(Business,
(Public)
Hackney)
(B(Busines
s, Hackney)
Representatives commented:

“It’s not the
trying the
vehicle it’s the
amount it is to
buy one”
(Business,
Hackney)

“I know a two-yearold electric car, it
needs batteries
already and it’s
costing …. £1200.”
(Business,
Hackney)

“Members feel that this is a good idea if it sits within a comprehensive package of
measures. There's no point in it if the electric option is financially non-viable, as it is
currently is under the suggested proposals.” (Unite the Union)

Impact of Covid-19
76% of businesses and 79% of taxis stated they had been financially impacted by Covid-19.
Financial effect

Level of debt
increased

Reserves /
Savings
reduced

Turnover
lower

Profitability
lower

Business

60%

75%

89%

84%

Taxi

71%

65%

82%

81%

Organisation

63%

67%

83%

71%

Base: all respondents financially impacted by Covid-19
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Main comments received about the impact of Covid-19

Impact on Business

Impact on Air Quality

Timings of the CAP

Increased financial
pressure: many had lost
significant amounts of
income and an uncertain
future made business
unable to invest

Highlighted the need to
improve air quality:
experiencing better air
quality had enabled people
to see the difference in air
quality. Its highlighted air
quality does impact health
conditions

Shouldn’t be delayed: those
without an impacted vehicle felt
the proposals should not be
delayed as clean air is important

Cannot afford to upgrade
vehicles: many stated any
savings had been used and
felt their credit rating had
decreased

Has resulted in improved
air quality and will continue
to do so as more people
continue to work at home

Should be delayed: Businesses
felt the proposals should be
delayed giving them time to
recover financially

“If you introduce this
then we are closing the
business.” (Business,
LGV)

“Our business has been
decimated by Covid. We
have seen all our event
work cancelled.” (Business,
LGV)

“clean air/our health
has to be prioritised.
Won't clean air be
more important if we
have many people
living with the longterm effects of
Covid-19.” (Public)

“It’s obvious that the city will never get back to the levels
of commuting we had before. so many people and
companies have made the move to home working
permanent. we should therefore re-model what we need
to do to achieve the targets as post-Covid is clearly
going to be a different case.” (Public)

Prepared for:
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“I think the big issue is the
industry has got no
money. We’ve all had
nine months, pretty much
twelve months without
earning any money.
Nobody’s going to have
the money to invest in
vehicles next year.
Nobody’s investing this
year, so everybody’s a
year behind where they
were. There’s not going
to be the money next
year, because we’re not
going to be as busy.”
(Business,
Minibus/Coach)
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Importance of air quality and confidence the Clean Air Plan will
bring down NO2 levels
Members of the public and representatives mainly agreed there is a need to improve air quality
in Greater Manchester, fewer businesses did. A third of members of the public and a quarter
of businesses had confidence the CAP would meet its objectives. Some felt the proposals did
not go far enough but others felt there were other much larger contributors to air pollution than
traffic.
Air quality needs improving
(% agree)

Confidence in the CAP
(% agree)

74
45
80

35
23
40

General Public
Businesses
Representatives
Support of the proposals

Support the Proposal

Further action

Support the proposals: with many stating
‘air quality is important’ especially with
Covid-19 and other respiratory illnesses

Include private cars: supporters of the
proposals felt private cars should be
included and without them the CAZ will not
be very effective

Implement as soon as possible: many
supporters felt the proposals should be
implemented as soon as possible as
pollution needs to be reduced to improve
public health

Other initiatives to improve air quality:
such as homeworking, discouraging car
use, improving traffic flows and preventing
idling were all mentioned as ways to reduce
NO2 levels

Need to tackle other pollutants from
industry, stopping building on green belt
land, the airport were all mentioned as other
large contributors to pollution in general

Improvement to active and sustainable
travel were seen as important initiatives to
improve health and reduce air pollution

“We all need to be proactive
in helping with Pollution and
peoples health.” (Business,
LGV and HGV)
“Great that GM is attempting
something so ambitious for the
good of local health and
wellbeing, and the environment.”
(Public,)
“Allow regional airports to take
aircraft away from Manchester,
this would reduce air pollution and
decrease the amount of vehicle
usage around this pollution hub.”
(Business, LGV)

“I believe that air quality is everyone's
problem and, as such, cars should also be
included in the plans to encourage the use
of public transport. This is not just an
issue caused by commercial vehicle
operators.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“As someone who mostly walks/cycles I
absolutely welcome the initiative. I also
support the mitigating measures for support
of transport businesses. I also feel that the
charges for polluting commercial vehicles are
only one of various ways to tackle the
pollution problem. Radical and strictly
enforced speed limits across GM combined
with an extension of bus/taxi lanes and bike
lanes would reduce pollution and also make
walking and cycling safer, and discourage the
use of private vehicles.” (Public)
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Concern about the proposals

Impact on Greater Manchester
Won’t improve air quality: some members
of the public did not feel the proposed
approach will do enough to improve air
quality

Negative impact on GM business: many
businesses stated how they could ill afford
the charges or gather the finance to
upgrade and therefore the proposals will
have a significant impact their business
operation

Stealth tax / congestion charge: several
businesses referred to the proposal as a
money-making scheme

Negative impact on GM economy as
people and businesses will avoid the area
and trade, visit or shop elsewhere

Increase costs goods / fares: charges
would be passed onto the consumer
through increased bus fares, delivery
charges and taxi fares would increase

Will cause business to relocate outside
GM: Several respondents stated they would
move their home or business to outside GM
to avoid the charge

“Do not proceed with charges. I'm of
the opinion that this is just another
way of generating revenue, another
stealth tax. If any charges are
implemented I will move my
business to an area outside Greater
Manchester.” (Business, LGV)

“This will hurt the local economy. So I
expect to see prices for goods and
services creeping up as the costs get
passed on to consumers. Taxi fares
will go up, businesses will incur extra
costs transporting goods so prices will
go up, local man-and-van trades will
incur extra costs so their rates will
have to go up. For an economy
already on its knees from Covid, how
can this be a sensible idea?” (Public)

“I think because private vehicles
aren’t banned and stuff like that or are
not going to be charged, I don’t think
there’ll be a positive {effect]. There’ll
probably be a slight positive effect,
but some people will have to give up
their vehicles, because they can’t do
that type of work anymore or
whatever, it’ll have to change…. I
don’t think it’ll be the massive effect
that they expect or they hope.”
(Public)

“Higher charges for
buses, taxis, goods in
shops will all be passed
on to the consumers.”
(Public)

“Traders will be discouraged from
coming to GM and the economy
will decline, resulting in financial
problems for local authorities and
a more depressed environment.
Also, higher costs due to
surcharges for deliveries.”
(Public)

“This charge will undoubtedly force operators out of
our industry and place a greater financial burden on
the ones not eligible for funds to change. The
potential knock on effect to our company and the
industry in general is significant. This could be that
we lose the ability to deliver the volumes required by
our customers and so lose contracts and our
business suffers. (Business)
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Introduction
1.1

Background – Overview of the Clean Air Plan

As set out in the consultation document: Government is working with more than 60 local
authorities across the UK to improve air quality. Greater Manchester has received a direction
from Government to introduce a Clean Air Plan to bring nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels within
legal limits in "the shortest possible time”.
As air pollution does not respect geographic boundaries, the ten GM Local Authorities (Bolton,
Bury, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, Stockport, Trafford, Tameside, Wigan) have
come together to produce a joint plan. This co-ordinated approach is seen as the most
effective way to deal with a problem that affects all parts of GM and will not be remedied on a
site-by-site or district-by district basis. The Clean Air Plan is being co-ordinated by Transport
for Greater Manchester (TfGM).
The core goal of the GM Clean Air Plan is to address the legal requirement to remove ALL
concentrations of NO2 that have been forecast to exceed the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m3)
identified through the target determination process in the “shortest possible time” in line with
Government guidance and legal rulings.
Throughout the development of the plan, GM has considered a range of options to deliver
compliance, overseen by the GM Steering Group and to understand the type and scale of
intervention needed to reduce NO2 to within legal Limit Values in the “shortest possible time”
across Greater Manchester.
In March 2019 the GM Authorities agreed the submission of the OBC which proposed a
package of measures that was considered would deliver compliance in the shortest possible
time, at the lowest cost, least risk and with the least negative impacts. The core package
components, as detailed in the Policy for Consultation, include:

NOTE: When Greater Manchester or GM is used to describe the decision-making body in
this document, it refers to the 10 Local Authorities of Greater Manchester.
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Alongside the CAP, work has taken place to develop proposed licensing standards for hackney
and private hire vehicles. A separate but complementary consultation has taken place on these
standards and the response to this is reported separately.
TfGM hosted a public consultation on behalf of the 10 Local Authorities. AECOM collated the
response to the consultation and independently analysed the response which is presented in
this report.

1.2

The Consultation

The GM CAP consultation was held between Thursday 8 October and Thursday 3 December
(running for 8 weeks in total).
Some of the key characteristics of the GM Clean Air Zone are specified by Government, but
the consultation sought views on key elements of the CAZ and funding packages and provided
an opportunity for all those with an interest in the proposals to provide further feedback. The
outcome will help TfGM gain a better understanding of how the proposals would impact
residents, businesses and visitors.
The consultation was based around four key areas:
•

The characteristics of the Clean Air Zone including the boundary, timings and charges;

•

Permanent and temporary exemptions;

•

Funding to support the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles; and

•

The impact of Covid-19 on people's ability to respond to the Clean Air Zone.

Covid-19 statement from the Local Authorities
“Greater Manchester’s (GM) Local Authorities, following the Government's advice and
Ministerial Direction, agreed to undertake a statutory public consultation on the Greater
Manchester Clean Air Plan (CAP), based on proposals developed before the Covid-19
pandemic.
GM is assessing the possible effects of Covid-19 on the Clean Air Plan, as circumstances may
have changed and therefore there may be a need to reconsider elements of the proposal
including the financial support provided. The consultation therefore asked about the impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic to help inform decisions on the nature and requirements for
additional support for those most vulnerable to the proposals.
GM have stated the information contained within this report, particularly the impacts of Covid19 will be used to help inform future decisions on each aspect of the final plan. Before bringing
a Final Plan to decision makers GM will:
•

Review all the information gathered through the GM CAP and MLS consultations; and

•

Fully consider all the information and evidence gathered, so it can understand and mitigate
(where possible) the economic impacts Covid-19 has had on vehicle owners and trades
affected by the GM CAP proposals.”

1.3

Objectives

The overall objective of the consultation was to inform all interested parties about the proposed
Clean Air Plan and to enable them to have their say on the proposals.
NOTE: The consultation was not seeking views on whether to introduce a clean air zone as
this had already been directed by the Secretary of State. Instead, it set out a position for
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consultation on the daily charge, discounts and exemptions of a Category C GM Clean Air
Zone, and the proposals for the supporting funds that have been developed taking stakeholder
engagement and statistical modelling into account.
The consultation sought:
•

To provide an opportunity for businesses, organisations, residents and visitors to have
their say on the detailed CAP proposals;

•

To fulfil the statutory requirements for the consultation activity related to the
implementation of a charging scheme;

•

To understand in more detail the impact the measures would have on those who respond,
identifying differences by demographics and geography; and

•

To understand the impacts on groups who are deemed to be most affected.

1.3.1

Response Mechanisms

The consultation adhered to the government’s Covid-19 guidance on social distancing in place
at the time and therefore no face to face response mechanisms were available. The primary
response mechanism was an online questionnaire, available via the TfGM website. Alternative
means of responding were also available including:
•

A specific version available for respondents who required the use of specialist screen
reader software;

•

Hard copies available via telephone and distributed via LAs with a freepost envelope
provided;

•

Letters and emails via dedicated postal and email addresses; and

•

Telephone via a dedicated freephone number, a language line facility was also in place for
non-English speakers.

The number of responses for each response mechanism is shown in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1 Number of responses

Number of
responses

Online

Hardcopy
(paper)

Letter / Email

Telephone

Total

3,954

43

770

1

4,768

An additional piece of qualitative research took place with those likely to be affected by the
proposals. This research ran alongside the consultation survey and took place with:
•

22 online focus groups with up to 5 respondents per group; and

•

Six individual depth interviews.

The general public and business owners and managers participated in both group discussions
and depth interviews.
A further 40 depth interviews were completed with hackney carriage and private hire vehicle
drivers, owners and operators and 4 groups were completed with taxi / PHV users. These
were combined with the Greater Manchester Minimum Licensing Standards consultation
which ran concurrently.
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Further details on the qualitative research can be found in Appendix D with the analysis
supplementing and supporting the findings in each chapter.

1.4

Format of Report

Following this introduction:
•

Section 2: describes the methodology with further detail in Appendix A;

•

Section 3: discusses the profile of respondents with data tables available in Appendix B;

•

Section 4: discusses the response to the clean air zone (CAZ);

•

Section 5: discusses the respondents views of each of the three Funds, vehicle finance,
hackney ‘try before you buy’ and the hardship fund;

•

Section 6: details how respondents have been impacted by Covid-19;

•

Section 7: discusses the overall impact of the clean air plan on respondents; and

•

Section 8: outlines comments about the draft Equality Impact Assessment.
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Methodology
2.1

The Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed by TfGM on behalf of the 10 GM Local Authorities, a copy of
which can be found in Appendix C. Prior to the consultation AECOM carried out cognitive and
pilot testing, details of which are available in Appendix A.
The final questionnaire included questions to elicit comments about:
•

The boundary and the operating timings of the clean air zone;

•

Proposed daily charges by vehicle type;

•

Temporary and permanent local exemptions and proposed local discounts;

•

Funding: the clean bus fund, the clean commercial vehicle fund and clean taxi fund;

•

The vehicle finance offer and hardship fund;

•

Attitudes towards air pollution;

•

Confidence in the proposed Clean Air Plan;

•

Impact of Covid-19;

•

Expected impact of the proposals; and

•

Views on the draft Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA).

2.1.1

Focus Groups and Depth Interviews

In order to understand the key concerns and impacts of those who could be most affected by
the CAP proposals, qualitative research took place. This research ran alongside the
consultation.
The focus groups and depth interviews included the general public, businesses with affected
vehicles and taxi drivers and operators. The groups took place over the same weeks as the
consultation. Each group was scheduled for 90 minutes with depth interviews for one hour.
In each chapter, the findings from the questionnaire are supported and supplemented with
the findings from these groups and interviews. Further detail of the groups and the full profile
of respondents are shown in Appendix D.

2.2

Data Management

This section explains how the data was processed and coded. Additional details are available
in Appendix A.

2.2.1

Data Processing

Response data was downloaded from the online portal and collated with data from all the
letters and emails received.
Data was cleaned to ensure accuracy as follows:
•

All questions not answered by a respondent were given the same value as “missing” data
to ensure these were not included in the analysis; and

•

Where a response was specified in free text which could be attributed to an answer in the
list provided in the questionnaire, this was updated.
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2.2.2

Campaigns and Interest Groups

A large volume of identical email responses was received. It is not clear who organised the
campaigns and they have been named based on the content of the email:
•

172 emails were received from one group; the Environmental Bill Lobby; and

•

484 were received from the CAZ support group.

•

Nine people sent two emails; one for each campaign. In these instances, the emails were
combined for each person and analysed as a single response.

•

The emails received were coded in the same way as all other responses (see coding
section 2.2.3) and where the number of reported responses greatly increased as a result
of these emails this is shown in the report.

•

The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) conducted its own survey about the Clean Air
Plan and shared its results.

•

The British Horse Society and the Horse and Hounds promoted the Clean Air Plan
amongst its followers which resulted in a high number of responses from those with private
leisure vehicles.

2.2.3

Coding

All free-text responses and letters and emails were grouped into themes to allow meaningful
analysis. Letter and email responses were combined with the free text comments given in the
questionnaire for analysis purposes.
Where possible, free text responses have been analysed by topic rather than response to a
question to allow meaningful analysis and avoid double counting where respondents have
given the same response to several questions.
The themes from each question were created by AECOM using the initial set of responses,
these were verified by TfGM before full coding began. Where new themes emerged, these
were verified before continuing. A minimum of 10% quality assurance checks and validation
were completed on the coding for each question by both AECOM and TfGM.
Throughout the report quotes from the free text responses and letters and emails have been
used to illustrate the points raised. Quotes have been selected to best show the essence of
what was said for each theme.
Additional information about the coding process is shown in Appendix A.

2.2.4

Preparation for analysis

The frequencies for each response per question were calculated, checked and verified to
ensure all data had either a response, a no comment or a missing value. This data was
prepared for analysis by creating a series of cross-tabs for key criteria such as demographics,
vehicle ownership and vehicles impacted, those more vulnerable to air pollution and those
impacted by Covid-19. A full list of cross-tabs produced is shown in Appendix B.

2.3

Analysis and Reporting

The Consultation was open to all and, therefore, respondents were self-selecting. This,
coupled with the fact respondents could choose which of the questions they answered, means
the results and responses should be viewed as indicative of the wider population and any
identified sub-groups rather than representative. The profile of respondents is detailed in the
next section.
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As respondents were not obliged to answer all questions in the questionnaire, the percentages
shown only include those that responded to each question.
Where percentages do not sum to 100% in the main body of the report, this is due to rounding.
A * denotes less than 0.5%.
Statistical significance testing was completed at the 95% confidence level. Where results are
reported as different between sub samples, this means the differences are significant at the
95% confidence level. Only data which is significant has been referenced in the report.
The findings from the focus groups have been included alongside the findings from the
questionnaire, whether this supports and enhances a point of view with an example or delivers
a different point of view may have not been available in the questionnaire data due to the
number of responses from a respondent type, e.g. a specific business sector.
A large volume of data was received and therefore the following chapters summarise the main
findings and highlight pertinent differences between groups. A set of tables is available in
Appendix B.

2.3.1

Late responses to the consultation

As determined by the 10 Local Authorities, a response was considered late if it was
submitted after the deadline of 3 December 2020 at 23:59. Late responses were not counted
in the final numbers of responses.
Four online responses, two hard copies and eleven emails were received shortly after the
deadline of 3 December 2020 at 23:59 and have not been included in final number of
responses. A brief summary of the verbatim responses can be found in Appendix A. All late
responses have been passed to TfGM and the Local Authorities for their consideration.

2.4

Definitions

To analyse the data for this report, unless specified within the report, respondents have been
grouped together as follows. Details of how respondents were grouped for additional analysis
is shown in Appendix A.

2.4.1

Respondent Type

Table 2-1 Respondent Type
Respondent type

Description

General public

A personal response by an individual, the report will also refer to
as the public and members of the public

Business / Businesses

A response on behalf of a business including anyone who is selfemployed and / or a sole trader and includes taxi owners, drivers
and operators

Representatives

An organisation* or a councillor / elected official

*An organisation includes but is not limited to schools, charities, social enterprise, trade organisations,
government bodies.

2.4.2

Impacted vehicle

In the questionnaire respondents were asked whether they owned, leased or drive different
types of vehicles and if so, whether they would have to pay a charge for any of the vehicle(s):
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•

Impacted by vehicle ownership: A respondent who owns, leases or drives at least one
vehicle which they would need to pay a charge for, or they don’t know if they would need
to pay a charge. Any vehicle impacted by the clean air zone are described as noncompliant.

•

Not impacted by vehicle ownership: A respondent who does not own or lease a vehicle
which they would need to pay a charge for, either because they own a vehicle (or fleet of
vehicles) which is compliant, or they do not own a type of vehicle which could be charged.
All vehicles which will not be subject to a charge by the clean air zone are described as
compliant.

2.4.3

Financially impacted by Covid-19

In the questionnaire, businesses, licensed taxi drivers, owners and operators and
organisations were asked specific questions about the effect of Covid-19 and a respondent
was defined as financially impacted or not as below:
•

Financially impacted by Covid-19: A business, taxi driver, owner or operator, or
organisation who has stated they have more debt or less savings or lower turnover or
lower profitability as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.

•

Not financially impacted by Covid-19: A respondent who has stated they have either the
same or less debt, the same or more savings, the same or higher turnover or the same or
higher profitability as a result of Covid-19.

2.4.4

Hackney carriage and private hire vehicles

Hackney carriages are licensed to pick up people who wave for the vehicle to pull over and
stop at the roadside or from an authorised taxi rank. Hackneys are often purpose built "black
cabs" but don't have to be (depending on local licensing standards) and they may also do prebooked work.
Private hire vehicles (PHVs) are only permitted to pick people up via a pre-arranged booking.
This might be over the phone, on the web or using an app-based booking system.
In this document, if referring to a specific vehicle type, "hackney", "private hire vehicle", or its
acronym “PHV” will be used. If referring to this form of public transport generally, "taxi" will be
used.
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Respondent Profile
3.1

Types of Respondent

A total of 4,768 responses were received to the consultation.
Table 3-1 shows the response by each type of respondent covering all response mechanisms.
Table 3-1 Type of Respondent
Questionnaire**

Letter / email
/ telephone***

Total

%

3,148

710

3,858

81%

Businesses (including self-employed
and sole traders)

422

19

441

9%

Hackney and private hire vehicle
(PHV) driver or operator

334

9

343

7%

Representatives*

91

33

124

3%

3,995

771

4,766**

100%

General public

Total

*Two respondents did not answer the question about the respondent type in the questionnaire.
**Representatives are a combination of 82 organisations and 43 councillors or another type of elected
representative. Of the organisations, 52 completed the questionnaire and 30 responded by email, and 39
councillors or elected representatives completed the questionnaire and four responded by email.
**One telephone response was received.

A list of organisations that responded to the consultation are shown in Appendix E.

3.2

Representativeness of response

Figure 3.1 illustrates the demographic profile of the general public who live in Greater
Manchester and responded to the consultation, via the questionnaire, compared to census
data for Greater Manchester.
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Figure 3.1 Demographic profile for members of the public (%) *

Age

Under 35 (n=461)

17%

31%
40%
34%

35-54 (n=1062)

Affected by Limiting long
air pollution** term illness Ethnic Origin

Gender

Over 55 (n=1161)

34%

43%

Male (n=1535)

50%
36%

Female (n=872)

64%

50%
87%
80%

White British (n=2174)
All other ethnic minorities (n=317)
Yes (n=570)

13%
20%
22%
19%
78%
81%

No (n=2006)
Yes (n=684)

27%
74%

No (n=1910)

Consultation response

Expected (MYE 2019, 18+)

Base: All respondents who live in Greater Manchester
* Note: Prefer not to say and under 18 (n=13) removed from data for comparison purposes

Those aged under 35, have a lower representation compared to the GM population. Those
aged over 35 have a higher representation compared to population statistics for Greater
Manchester. Similarly, men and those of White British ethnic origin have a higher
representation.
The response by the public by district is shown in Figure 3.2. A higher proportion of responses
were received from Manchester, Stockport and Trafford than would be expected based on the
mid-year population estimates whereas Bolton, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford and Wigan had a
lower response than would be expected.
A further 277 (7%) responses were provided from outside Greater Manchester.
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Figure 3.2 Local Authority profile for members of the public (%)
Bolton (n=251)

7%

Bury (n=257)

7%
7%

10%

Manchester (n=980)
Oldham (n=190)
Rochdale (n=164)

19%
5%
5%

8%
8%
7%

Salford (n=243)

9%

Stockport (n=516)

15%

10%

Tameside (n=268)

8%
8%

Trafford (n=354)

8%

10%

8%

Wigan (n=295)

28%

Consultation response

12%
Expected (MYE 2019)

Base: General public who responded to the questionnaire or by email and live in Greater Manchester

3.2.1

Profile of businesses

Figure 3.3 illustrates the location of Greater Manchester businesses responding to the survey
(excluding Hackney and PHV drivers which are discussed in section 3.2.2). The proportion of
responses from businesses based in each Local Authority of Greater Manchester is similar to
the ONS statistics for most areas. Manchester has the largest difference with 20% of
businesses who responded based in Manchester compared to ONS statistics (22%). 77
businesses based outside Greater Manchester provided a response.
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Figure 3.3 Local Authority profile for businesses (%)
10%
10%

Bolton (n=38)
8%
8%

Bury (n=30)

20%

Manchester (n=71)
Oldham (n=40)

22%

11%

7%
6%
6%

Rochdale (n=21)

9%

Salford (n=34)
Stockport (n=49)

11%
14%

11%

Tameside (n=34)

6%

9%
12%
11%

Trafford (n=42)
Wigan (n=55)

15%

9%
Consultation response

Expected (MYE 2019)

Base: Businesses based in at least one Local Authority in Greater Manchester
Businesses may be located in more than one Local Authority

Businesses were also asked to provide information on their size (number of employees) and
the sector they work in.
Figure 3.4 Business size (%)

72%

0-9 Micro

89%

15%

10-49 Small

50-249 Medium

250+ Large

9%

9%
2%

3%
0.4%

Consultation response

Expected (ONS 2020)

Base: All businesses (n=422)
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Most businesses who responded had less than 10 employees, however, this was still lower
than the proportion of businesses in Greater Manchester which have less than 10 employees.
All other business sizes provided a higher proportion of responses than represented than ONS
statistics show would be representative.
The response from each business sectors is as follows:
•

Construction (21%)

•

Transport and storage (21%)

•

Arts, entertainment, recreation and other (9%)

•

Motor trades (9%)

•

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (6%)

•

Retail (6%)

•

Manufacturing (6%)

•

All other sectors (22%) *

Base: all businesses (n=397)
*Combined response for all sectors with less than 5% of total responses

3.2.2

Profile of taxis

The profile of the taxi respondents is:
•

Hackney drivers (44%)

•

Private hire vehicle drivers (50%)

•

Operators (7%)

Taxis who responded to the consultation are licensed in the following Local Authorities.
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Figure 3.5 Licensed Local Authority of taxis (%)
Bolton (n=48)
Bury (n=14)

90%
7%

57%

Manchester (n=93)

Salford (n=20)

26%

63%
13%

27%
72%

30%

Stockport (n=34)

50%

40%

Trafford (n=19)
Wigan (n=37)

29%

Hackney carriage driver

41%

47%

41%

10%

20%

40%

32%

6%

15%

47%

Tameside (n=25)

Outside Greater Manchester (n=17)

36%

68%

Oldham (n=41)
Rochdale (n=39)

10%

12%
20%
21%

41%

19%

71%

Private hire driver

Operator

Base:All taxi owner, drivers, operators
Taxis may be licensed in more than one Local Authority

3.2.3

Vehicle ownership

3.2.3.1 Business vehicle ownership
Respondents were provided with a vehicle checker to enable them to ascertain if their
vehicle(s) was likely to be compliant or not.
Almost all businesses (80%) had one or more vehicle that could be affected by the CAZ and
would need to pay a daily charge for entering or travelling in it. Just 6% of these thought their
vehicles were compliant. Four fifths (83%) of Hackney drivers and 74% of PHV drivers had
vehicles that were non-compliant or did not know. For the purpose of this report, it is assumed
those who stated they do not know if they would be impacted, will be impacted.
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Figure 3.6 Impacted vehicles by vehicle type (%)
Bus (n=18)

72

28

Coach (n=22)

95

Minibus (n=16)

5

75

HGV Leisure vehicle (n=25)

25

72

24

Van / LGV (n=286)

87

HGV (n=101)

85

Private hire vehicle (n=184)

9

27
78

Other vehicle (n=18)

Not impacted

7
14

18

50

Impacted

4

8

59

Hackney carriage (n=160)

4

33

5
17

Don’t know

Base: All businesses including Taxis

3.2.3.2 General public vehicle ownership
Most of the public (87%) had access to a motor vehicle and 20% had at least one vehicle that
could be affected by the introduction of the CAZ.
Of those affected the split by vehicle type is:
•

Van / LGV (48%);

•

HGV for leisure use (38%);

•

HGV (6%);

•

Minibus / bus / coach (7%) and

•

Other vehicles (11%)

The main types of other vehicles referenced are campervans, motorhomes and horseboxes,
while it is noted some respondents will have recorded their specialist vehicles as HGVs for
leisure reasons.
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Clean Air Zone: Boundary and Hours of Operation
Summary of findings
•

Respondents were polarised in their views with many (mainly the public and
representatives) agreeing with the boundary or wanting it to go further and include more
roads such as the SRN.

•

Others (mainly businesses) felt the boundary was too wide and should be concentrated
on specific areas of high pollution or not introduced at all.

•

Concerns were raised by neighbouring authorities about the boundary causing
congestion and rat-running just outside the border as people try and avoid incurring a
charge.

•

The public was most likely to comment in support of the proposed operation time with
businesses and taxi drivers concerned about being charged twice in a 24 hour period
and suggesting the charging period did not run midnight to midnight to reflect night time
shift patterns.

4.1

Introduction

This chapter provides the feedback from all respondents about the Clean Air Zone boundary
and the timings the Clean Air Zone will be in operation.

4.2

Boundary

Respondents were shown the proposed Clean Air Zone boundary and asked to provide any
comments they had on this. The consultation document included a description of the boundary
as follows:

The proposed boundary of the CAZ would follow the existing administrative boundary of Greater
Manchester as closely as possible, excluding the Strategic Road Network (SRN) which is managed by
Highways England. The CAZ boundary has been set with the principle that signage would be clear so
that vehicle drivers who do not wish to enter the CAZ can take an alternative route.
There is a proposal to exclude a small stretch of the A555 from the junction with the B5166 in the west
to the junction with A523 in the east (from Styal Road to the Macclesfield Road junction). This is to
enable movements between Poynton and Handforth (which are towns located in the district of Cheshire
East), to continue uncharged, given the expectation that implementing a charge would result in local
journeys returning to the roads that the A555 was designed to reduce.
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4.2.1

Comments about the boundary

Just over a third of the public and representatives and a quarter of businesses provided a
comment about the boundary. Responses were very polarised between those giving a
generally positive comment; one third of members of the public, a quarter of businesses and
half of the representatives who commented. Twice as many businesses raised concerns
compared to those who commented in support of the boundary.
The table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent. Not everyone
provided a comment.
Table 4-1 Comments on the boundary
General Public

Business

Representatives

Support the boundary

459

49

27

Concerns about the boundary

308

115

16

Suggested amendments*

699

78

13

Miscellaneous

117

25

4

1388

205

49

36

26

39

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
CAZ support group emails making up two thirds of these comments (n=484).

4.2.1.1 Support the boundary
The table below shows the most frequently given comments in support of the proposed
boundary.
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Zone / boundary / areas
covered is fair / appropriate /
reasonable

323

28

19

24

342

Include the Motorway/Strategic
Road Network

56

5

4

9

50

Make the zone larger (North
West / surrounding
areas/general)

46

7

0

9

33

Make the zone larger (UK wide
/ national scale)

29

8

3

7

23

Include specific roads / areas

25

1

3

1

25

Base

459

49

27

50

454

Just under a quarter of the public and a little over a third of representatives who provided a
comment felt the proposed boundary is fair and appropriate (n=323 and n=19 respectively).
They tended to support the basis for the proposal that the population and therefore pollution
is spread across Greater Manchester:
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“This seems like a reasonable place to put the boundary as it is already a recognized
boundary and unlikely that people could accidentally enter the zone without knowing.”
(Public, aged 18 – 34, Private Car)
“I think it's correct that it doesn't cover just the city centre area. There are high
population densities throughout the area highlighted, which all need protecting.”
(Public, aged 18 – 34, Private Car)
“I feel this area is the right area as they are much more populated than surrounding
areas therefore more cars are in Greater Manchester, so I agree with the proposed
area.” (Business, Minibus)
4.2.1.2 Proposals should go further
Some suggested the proposals should go further. Suggestions included:
Make the zone larger: The public, in particular (n=75) suggested air quality is not just a
Greater Manchester issue and therefore the boundary should be extended. Some suggested
it should be extended to surrounding areas whereas others felt it should be UK wide:
“This is a great start - But it will have little significant effect unless the other towns and
boroughs around do not have a similar policy. The only saving grace might be that the
Pennines will push the pollution from Yorkshire high enough to pass over Greater
Manchester - if that is the case.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Why doesn't it go further, for the whole North West.... Or even the whole country? We
need to be doing more” (Public, aged 18 – 34, No vehicle)
“If possible, this area should be expanded to cover an even larger area. If other
councils were willing to be involved that would be beneficial.” (Public, aged 18 – 34,
No vehicle)
Some suggested Clean Air Zones across England should have consistent rules to ensure
drivers understand how to travel across various regions with clean air zones in place:
“We would like CAZs across the UK to have consistent frameworks as it will be costly
for us to adapt vehicles for different types of schemes in different cities which will add
very significant cost to us.….” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Include the Motorway/Strategic Road Network (Representatives n=4 and public n=56):
Currently the boundary excludes the SRN, however some stated motorways should be
included as a significant amount of polluting traffic is carried on the SRN through the region
therefore excluding the SRN will reduce the effectiveness of the CAZ:
“Fully support this, it should also include motorways that run through the conurbation.”
(Councillor / Elected Official)
“It should include Motorways - need to lobby highways to include M56, M60, M62 and
M602.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“We would question the effectiveness of the scheme when the motorways and trunk
roads within the scheme boundary are not included.” (Business, Bus, Coach)
“As I understand it the proposals do not include motorways because they are run by
Highways England. This is absurd. Pollution doesn’t respect these distinctions” (Public,
aged 55+, Other vehicle)
“Surrounded by motorways! This needs tackling too or will make little difference to air
quality! Get heavy loads onto freight and tolls on motorways will cut needless
journeys.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
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Meanwhile, the focus groups picked up on the concerns from some respondents that excluding
the SRN impacts the whole of the Clean Air Zone:
“So you’ve got a situation where somebody with an older van, driving down their own
street could be charged, whereas somebody can drive that same van all the way
across the region on the motorway, which goes right through urban areas and they’re
not charged?” (Focus Group: B9, LGV,)
Include more roads / areas: The public in particular (n=25): made suggestions for other roads
they felt should be included within the boundary:
•

A6 (High Lane);

•

A580;

•

B5328;

•

A555;

•

M67 Woodhead Pass; and

•

A626 Corridor.

Representatives from environmental groups including: Friends of the Earth, Client Earth and
Clean Air Levenshulme generally agreed with the proposed boundary with some suggesting
the proposals should include additional roads into the zone:
“The congested and illegally polluted A6 Stockport Road dissects the communities of
Ardwick, Longsight and Levenshulme, which have some of the lowest car ownership
in the whole of Greater Manchester according to the latest available Census data:
62.5% of households in Ardwick have no car or van, 50.3% in Longsight and 43.5% in
Levenshulme. The Clean Air Zone should cover all vehicles, as private vehicles make
up the majority of traffic on Manchester’s busiest through-roads such as the A6 and
Princess Parkway.” (Organisation, Clean Air Levenshulme)
“We agree Greater Manchester’s CAZ charges should include the sections of the
A628/A57 which form part of the Strategic Road Network, within the proposed CAZ
boundary”. (Organisation, Friends of the Earth)
4.2.1.3 Concerns about the boundary
Concerns were raised about the boundary, particularly by businesses and taxis. Their
concerns included:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Zone / area covered is too big

171

90

7

148

117

Will negatively impact people
based on the GM boundary

91

23

5

85

30

Concerns about redistributing to
surrounding areas (outside
boundary)

79

8

7

31

57

Will negatively impact people
travelling to and from Manchester
Airport

3

2

1

1

4

308

115

16

235

193

Base
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Zone / area covered is too big (public n=171; business n=90; representatives n=7): Many of
those who gave a comment stated the boundary was too big and wanted to reduce the size
of the boundary, stating it was too ‘large’, ‘wide’ and was deemed ‘excessive’. Businesses with
a van (n=48), HGV (n=17) and Taxis (n=29) commented on the size of the area. Several
suggestions were given as to what they felt the boundary should be (see Section 4.2.4):
“Not acceptable, too large.” (Business, Hackney)
“The area is much too large as it covers areas which do not suffer from high NOx and
other pollution.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“It is not right to include the whole of greater Manchester. The pollution levels are not
the same in my town as Manchester city.” (Public, aged 18 – 34, LGV, Private Car)
“The area seems far too large. extending to a greater area seems to be done to catch
more vehicles to be charged. Does not seem proportionate to the task.” (Public, aged
35-54, Private Car)
Respondents in the groups were surprised at the size of the area:
“I thought it would be for the sort of like inside the M60, I didn’t realise it was the whole
of the Greater Manchester area.” (Focus Group: HGV / LGV, Agriculture, Construction)
“I mean I thought they would more likely do the M60. Like the M60’s a ring road,
because looking at the map before, there wasn’t much the other side, out of the M60.
Wigan and Bolton and Bury. Yeah, poor old Bury Market, they’re a bit stressed about
this, because it’s going to have quite an effect on them.” (Focus Group: Minibus /
Coach)
Will negatively impact people based on the GM boundary (public n=91; business n=23):
Businesses with vans (n=18), in particular, felt they would struggle if they had to travel across
the boundary as they would not be able to pass on the charges to customers as this would
make them uncompetitive against businesses outside the boundary:
“It makes sense to have the zone at the boundary of Greater Manchester however
there should be some measures in place to help those small businesses that live just
outside the boundary, but that drive to and work in Greater Manchester. I am based in
Lancashire, but a lot of my work is in Wigan and Bolton and I will have to pay £10 extra
for every job I do there. Ultimately, customers will not pay that extra on top of my fees,
and I will end up with no business.” (Business, LGV, Private Car)
“We are based in Wigan area and it will hurt our business, while business based in
Haydock less than 1 mile away will be able to undercut us and there is nothing we can
do apart from spend a lot of money changing our vehicles which we can’t afford with a
pandemic that's already hit us for 70% reduction this year so far, which will take years
to get back to normal from. I feel like packing in.” (Business, LGV, Private Car)
“I appreciate what you are doing but if like me you just live on the boundary and likely
to drive no more than a mile in the zone before leaving it that seems unfair.” (Public,
aged 55+, LGV, Private Car)
Members of the public (n=62) with an affected vehicle also raised this concern questioning its
fairness:
“I live in north Derbyshire, for me to access the motorway network going north west or
south I would have to get to the A555 via the A6 or the M67 via Glossop, so would be
charged to access these when I’m not intending to access Manchester, not very fair.”
(Public, aged 35 – 54, LGV)
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In the focus groups some respondents mentioned the airport and whether charges would be
incurred for accessing the airport from outside of GM. This coupled with the airport parking
charges could result in an expensive journey to the airport:
“…Manchester Airport is located on the SRN, but access to the airport required
motorists to use very short stretches of the local highway network. This could
potentially result in a high charge for those who use very short stretches of the local
highway network to enter the airport campus…” (Business, Bus, Minibus, LGV)
“Yes, but is that going to be the same, because going into Manchester Airport, if you
did it as soon as you came off the M56, there’s also then narrow, you know, Greater
Manchester roads.” (Focus Group: B2, Minibus, Coach)
Concerns about redistributing traffic / congestion / air quality problems to surrounding
areas (outside boundary) (public n=79; business n=8): Concerns were raised the size of the
boundary would cause a redistribution of vehicles to neighbouring districts.
“Concerns over impact on those areas just outside the CAZ - vehicles rerouting to
avoid the zone and using unsuitable alternative routes” (Public, aged 35 – 54, Private
Car)
“Need to be careful that unwanted edge effects close to the boundary do not occur.
Increased pollution just outside the boundary by services avoiding GM. Effects on local
economy. Can areas adjacent to the GM boundary be invited to participate? May need
measures to prevent other areas trying to take advantage of GM having higher costs
to attract businesses away from GM.” (Public, aged 55+, No Vehicle)
Adjacent local authorities raised concerns the proposals will have a negative effect on those
living just outside the boundary:
“Non-compliant vehicles may be moved from Greater Manchester into St Helens and
therefore our residents will be subject to poorer air quality as a result.” (Organisation,
St Helens Council)
“For example, notwithstanding our Bus Alliance agreements, there are risks that noncompliant buses, and also freight could be moved from depots and garages in Greater
Manchester into adjoining areas, and for new and cleaner fleets to be moved into
Greater Manchester to avoid CAZ penalties, again with unintended consequences.”
(Organisation, Liverpool City Region Combined Authority)
Adjacent local authorities have also suggested changes to the boundary to avoid ‘rat-running’:
“It is considered that the current exclusion of the sections of the A57/A628 on the
Strategic Road Network may lead to “rat running” of vehicles seeking to divert routes
within High Peak to avoid a charge.” (Organisation, High Peak Borough Council)
“We have given considerable thought to local route-choice impacts of the proposed
zone in the “Woodford peninsula”…. To save any confusion, it would be better if any
areas south of the A555 were excluded from the proposed zone. We believe there are
potentially significant re-routing impacts for local traffic between destinations within
Cheshire East – for instance, Poynton to Handforth – which are disadvantaged by the
CAZ purely as a consequence of the administrative boundary.” (Organisation, Cheshire
East Council)
Neighbouring local authorities, One Bus and the operator Arriva also raised their concern
about issues that will be caused by vehicles turning around along the border of CAZ, which
could lead to congestion and further air pollution:
“There is a risk that some vehicles upon viewing the signage may seek to stop and reroute to try and avoid the charge. This could lead to disruption on the edge of the
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boundary and beyond in terms of traffic flow and associated impacts such as
congestion, air quality, safety and noise.” (Organisation, High Peak Borough Council)
4.2.1.4 Suggested amendments
The table below shows the most frequently given suggestions for amendments to the
proposed boundary:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

City centre should be a ULEZ

483*

2

1

2

1

Boundary should focus on city
centre only / M60 boundary

122

51

3

99

74

Zone should just be those with
poor air quality

67

26

9

35

59

Exclude specific roads / areas

23

4

1

12

15

Make different boundaries for
different vehicles

21

1

0

16

6

Base

699

78

13

153

145

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
CAZ support group campaign emails making up two thirds of these comments (n=484) [please note one email from
the CAZ support group did not include a comment about ULEZ].

A few suggestions were made for amendments to the boundary.
Boundary should focus on city centre only / M60 boundary (public n=122; business n=51;
representatives n=3): Thoughts were that the boundary should focus on the city centre, M60
ring road or concentrate on areas that currently suffer from poor air quality:
“It should be in central of Manchester only as it is in London, Birmingham and other
cities.” (Business, Hackney)
“Far too large, should restrict to Manchester City Centre.” (Public, aged 35 – 54, Private
Car)
“From my point of view if they made the M60 the boundary and gave us say ten years
that would make it something that we could work towards, rather than just throwing in
the towel. You know where you’d only pay if you went inside the M60.” (Focus Group:
Minibus, Coach)
Zone / areas covered should just be those with poor air quality / city centre and towns
/ high-risk areas (public n=67; business n=26; representatives n=9): Some also suggested
the zone should only be targeted to high pollution areas:
“It’s too large an area and the problem area are clearly in the built-up conurbations. If
this has to be implemented, then it should be far more targeted at areas with specific
high pollution issues not a blanket rule across the whole of GM much of which does
not have a problem with traffic-based pollution” (Business, LGV)
“This is too large. Should be inner city only” (Councillor / Elected Official)
City centre should be a ULEZ: Just over a third (n=483) of the public, a group which was
predominately made up of the CAZ support group campaign, felt the city centre should be
made into an Ultra-Low Emissions Zone:
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“I call for ….. an Ultra-low emission zone (ULEZ) in Manchester City Centre which
includes all polluting vehicles - as unanimously supported by Manchester councillors
in January 2020.” (CAZ support group)
Access to the Airport: One local authority made the following suggestion:
“If the proposal were to proceed based on the boundaries as consulted, then we
recommend that there is a further case for the length of A6 MARR between Styal and
the Airport to be excluded from the charging regime. This would give Cheshire East
residents a toll-free route to Manchester Airport, particularly by taxi, whether for
business travel or for leisure. This would allow taxi’s registered in Cheshire East
serving the communities of Poynton, Handforth, Wilmslow and beyond to continue to
trade without being disadvantaged. We consider access to the international airport is
a key requirement of many local businesses and we do not wish to see this access
curtailed by the proposed clean air zone. As a comparator, we note the Airport Spur
and Motorway network through GM is similarly excluded, thus enabling charge-free
access to the airport from within Greater Manchester.” (Organisation, Cheshire East
Council)

4.3

Hours of operation and management of the scheme

Respondents were given the following information:
The Clean Air Zone would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, signage
would be used to clearly identify the Clean Air Zone, and the daily charges would
apply from midnight to midnight.

Around a third of the public and representatives and a sixth of businesses provided a comment
about the hours of operation. Over half of the public and representatives generally supported
the operation times whereas two thirds of businesses suggested amendments to the operation
times.
The table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent. Not everyone
provided a comment.
Table 4-2 Comments on the operation times
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Support the operation times

856*

16

21

Oppose the operation times

126

32

2

Suggested amendments to operation times

235

61

11

Concerns about operating times

158

26

3

Miscellaneous

35

4

5

1332

129

39

35

16

32

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)

* The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
CAZ support group campaign emails making up half (n=484) of these comments.
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4.3.1

Support the operation timings

Support the proposed
operation times

General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

856*

16

21

19

387

*The consultation identified an email campaign, from two environmental groups (see section 2.2.2 for
details). This point was mentioned in the CAZ support group emails making up half (n=484) of these
comments.

The public and representatives gave mostly supportive comments about the operation timings
(n=856 and n=21 respectively). The majority of respondents who supported the proposed
operation times (n=387) did not own an impacted vehicle:
“I support the proposed Clean Air Zone (CAZ) scheme that covers all ten Greater
Manchester boroughs and is in operation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.” (CAZ support
group email)
“This sounds good to me, air pollution is harmful at any time of day” (Public, aged 1834, No vehicle)
“I agree that this works best. Pollution doesn’t operate by a clock so make the
restrictions 24 / 7 and over time reduce limits to force improvements in emissions”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Not before time. Delighted that it will be 24 / 7 to avoid time shifting of vehicle use /
deliveries if operation did not include the night hours.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“No we need the whole day covered otherwise polluting vehicles when possible would
use the free time for deliveries etc.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)

4.3.2

Oppose the operation timings

Comments made against the operation timings included:

Oppose the proposed
operation times
Unfair to those who do not
spend long within the
boundary
Base

General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

125

31

2

63

95

2

1

0

1

2

126

32

2

64

96

Respondents who owned a business (n=31) commented against the operation times along
with some members of the public (n=125). Those who opposed were generally against the
Clean Air Plan and viewed it as a money-making scheme that would negatively affect
businesses and see charges passed onto the consumer:
“Not really a clean air zone then! congestion charge because why is it going to run 24/7
when CO2 levels will be within the legal limits at certain times.” (Business, Hackney)
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4.3.3

Suggested amendments to operation times

A few suggestions for the operation times are detailed below:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Owner
impacted
vehicle

Not owner
impacted
vehicle

Do not charge for evening / night
journeys / only charge in daytime

105

22

5

49

82

Change the hours of operation to
peak times/hours only

66

27

5

45

50

Do not charge for weekend travel

44

13

2

39

19

Only be charged once within a
24-hour period

31

7

0

15

23

Midnight should not be the end /
start between 24-hour periods

8

1

1

2

6

235

61

11

131

170

Base

Timing exclusions: (public n=105; business n=22; representatives n=5): About a quarter of
the public who commented on timings stated evenings should not be included and
approximately half again stated weekend travel should not be included. The rationale for
excluding evening and weekends was their view that traffic levels are lower during these times
and this would help to provide businesses with an alternative time to travel. The majority of
these comments were from the general public who owned at least one impacted vehicle:
“I think the charges should be reduced or removed during the night and on Sundays.
At such times, traffic is generally free-flowing and therefore not as polluting as during
the day especially at peak travel times.” (Public, aged 55+, Leisure HGV, Private Car)
“The clean air zone charges should not apply at certain off-peak hours (e.g. 22000500) to encourage the businesses/vehicles that cannot afford to/will not upgrade to
travel at night when there are fewer people about to inhale exhaust fumes in the shortterm. This will also encourage businesses to stay off the roads at busier times and help
to reduce congestion.” (Public, aged 18 – 34, Private Car)
“I think it should not operate after 7pm on a Mon. Tue. Wed. Thurs. and Sunday.”
(Business, Hackney)
Members of the public who owned at least one impacted vehicle (n=21) suggested the Clean
Air Plan should only operate during peak hours during the week, where they felt the majority
of the pollution was caused due to commuting traffic:
“I think the clean air zone should only operate at peak times when a lot of cars are on
the road so people would use public transport to get to work, 24 hours a day is not fair
on everyone.” (Business, Hackney)
“24 hours a day seems a lot given the pollution levels would be highest at peak times
(7-10am, 3-7pm). A more focused zone would seem optimal.” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“Whilst more complex to administer it would be "fairer" if it only applied at peak hours
e.g. 0700-0900 and 1600-1800” (Public, aged 55+, LGV)
The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) also reported its members did not feel the CAZ
needed to operate 24/7:
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“70% of businesses said the CAZ did not need to be a 24/7 scheme. A number of
businesses made the point that pollution levels were less at the weekend and should
therefore not apply then, or outside of peak pollution times even during the week to
give people options.” (Organisation, FSB)
Times of operation: The proposed operation hours caused concern over the application of
charging, with many querying or concerned a single journey could be charged twice. For
example, travel just before and after midnight. These concerns were particularly raised by
businesses (n=7) including taxi drivers and night-time economy businesses. Many suggested
4am would be a more appropriate changeover time to fit with most nightshifts:
“We support the 24/7 nature of these proposals. However, we would urge Greater
Manchester to ensure that only one payment occurs per rolling 24-hour period. This is
to avoid double charging those using the GM road network between 2359 and 0001
from incurring double charges for a single journey. This is particularly an issue for the
night-time economy, and for businesses such as the airport that are used overnight.”
(Business, Bus, Minibus, LGV)
“As a member of a Peak District Mountain Rescue Team our operational area come
into Greater Manchester and we do get tasked by Greater Manchester Police &
Greater Manchester Ambulance Service. I and other team members have 'noncompliant' vehicles. Given that a callout may go past midnight and team members
often travel in their own vehicles, this could equate to a £20/non-compliant team
member - just to carry out our voluntary lifesaving work. The midnight-midnight
charging is of particular concern for voluntary search & rescue team members do to
the often-unsocial hours of our callouts. If no exemptions are made this would be
particularly punitive, rather than rolling 24hr periods” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private
Car)
“If I’m working at night and overnight, i.e. from 9pm until 3am, then I’m going to get
charged twice for the one shift? That will eat into my income, especially when those
times are the main shifts I do. (Depth Interview: Hackney Driver)
“We believe a midnight to midnight ‘charging day’ would disproportionately impact taxi
and private hire vehicles… As an alternative, we believe the Clean Air Zone ‘charging
day should apply from 4am-4am.” (Business, Private Hire Operator)

4.3.4

Concerns and queries on practicalities

Some concerns were raised about the proposals including:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Concerns about signage / need
to provide clear / easily visible
signs

93

13

1

17

89

Concerns about the
implementation / enforcement of
the CAZ

62

10

2

13

56

Queries about the proposals:
times of operation

7

5

0

7

5

381

87

14

87

14

Base
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Concerns about signage (public n=93; business n=13; representatives n=1): Respondents
stated the signage of the clean air zone should be clear and should give enough warning about
entering the zone:
“Signage should be present far in advance of the boundary” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
“you will need to make them clear for visitors from outside GM” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
“However, new signage is notoriously difficult to notice first time around so effort must
be taken to make signage stand out as much as possible, and you should provide a
settling in period for drivers.” (Business, No Vehicle)
Implementation and enforcement (public n=62; business n=10; representatives n=2):
Respondents had concerns about the implementation/enforcement of the clean air zone such
as:
•

How will non-UK registered vehicles be made to pay?

•

How will it be enforced?

•

What methods will be used to track those entering the Clean Air Zone? e.g. ANPR

•

How will people pay / How will payment be ensured?

•

What happens when the air quality has improved – will the charges be reduced /
removed?
“How will not UK registered vehicles be captured and force to pay?” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
“How will this [be] monitored? How will the monitoring be able to differentiate between
different types of vehicles? Can a company without compliant vehicles pay a
monthly/yearly fee (like a license) for its fleet to travel unrestricted within the CAZ? Can
1 vehicle travel in and out of the area multiple times within 24 hours for just 1 charge?”
(Business, LGV, HGV)
“The payment mechanism needs to be carefully planned and must be enforced.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Is this going to be charged through like a daily charge with cameras involved to pick
up vehicles?” (Business, Van)
“But I use my van for personal trips though? Am I going to be penalised for those trips
also?” (Focus Group: LGV)
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Charges and Exemptions
5.1

Charges

Summary of findings
•

Views on the proposed daily charges vary, businesses felt charges for all vehicles
are too much. The public were divided but slightly more felt the charges are about
right or too little.

•

Typically, 40% of the public felt charges for each type of vehicle type were too much
and 50% felt the charges were either about right or too little.

•

Bus charges were the exception for the public with 52% feeling they were too much
and 38% about right or too little. Those aged under 35 were more likely to feel the
charges are too little or about right and those aged over 45 that the charges are
too much.

•

More businesses felt the charges for Vans / LGVs and HGVs were too much than
the charges for other vehicle types.

•

More taxi drivers / operators felt charges for hackney carriage and private hire
vehicles were too much than the charges for other vehicle types.

•

Comments included concerns that the daily charge would be passed on to the
customer.

Respondents were informed of the proposed daily charges in the consultation document:
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5.1.1

Views on the proposed daily charge overall

All respondents were asked to state whether, in their opinion, the charges were too much,
about right, or too little for each type of vehicle that may be charged. They were then asked to
provide any additional comments on the charges.
Table 5.1 shows a summary of views about the amount proposed as a daily charge by
respondent type for each vehicle.
At least a third of the general public thought the charges were too high for all vehicle types. In
particular, they thought the charges were too high for buses (52%) and coaches (43%).
Three quarters of businesses felt the charges were too high for HGV (74%) and LGV (75%),
but over half thought they were about right or too little for hackney carriages and PHVs (62%
and 63% respectively).
Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge
Vehicle
Type

Respondent type and
base

Too much
(%)

About right
(%)

Too little
(%)

Don’t know
(%)

Bus

General public (n=3003)

52

29

10

9

Businesses (n=593)

72

14

5

9

Representatives (n=80)

35

43

13

10

General public (n=2786)

43

36

12

9

Businesses (n=511)

70

16

5

9

Representatives (n=75)

28

45

16

11

General public (n=2943)

40

31

22

8

Businesses (n=554)

74

13

6

8

Representatives (n=77)

29

36

26

9

General public (2977)

40

33

21

6

Businesses (n=584)

75

16

5

4

Representatives (n=83)

37

48

10

5

General public (n=2944)

38

38

17

7

Businesses (n=540)

71

17

5

6

Representatives (n=80)

33

50

9

9

General public (n=2965)

40

33

19

7

Businesses (n=607)

73

13

8

5

Representatives (n=80)

31

48

13

9

General public (n=2969)

41

33

20

6

Businesses (n=592)

73

14

9

4

Representatives (n=80)

34

45

11

10

Coach

HGV

LGV

Minibus

Hackney
carriage

Private
hire

Base: all respondents

Members of the public aged 35 and over were more likely to feel the charges were too much
compared to those under 35.
Members of the public who live in Manchester, Salford or Trafford were more likely to state the
proposed charges are generally about right, compared to respondents who live in Bolton, Bury,
Oldham, Rochdale and Wigan who felt charges are too much.
Many respondents responded differently for the different types of vehicle however, several
respondents gave the same response for all vehicle types:
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Those who felt the daily charge for every vehicle type was too much were:
•

22% of the general public;

•

32% of businesses; and

•

34% of respondents who owned at least one impacted vehicle.

Those who felt the daily charge for every vehicle type was about right or too little were:
•

25% of the general public;

•

5% of businesses; and

•

28% of respondents who did not own at least one impacted vehicle.

5.1.2

Views on the daily charges from those who own or drive an
impacted vehicle

Table 5-2 shows the opinion of respondents who own any impacted vehicle on every daily
charge. The table shows, apart from the daily charge for coaches (69%), at least 70% of those
who own any impacted vehicle feel all the charges are too high. For each charge, a respondent
who owns an impacted vehicle is more likely to feel a daily charge is too high compared to a
respondent who does not own an impacted vehicle.
Table 5-2 Views on each proposed daily charge from vehicle owners (%)
£ value of
charge is:

Bus

Coaches

HGVs

Van /
LGVs

Minibus

Hackney
carriage

Private
hire
vehicles

Too much

86

85

91

82

66

93

87

About right

2

0

4

13

26

3

9

Too little

10

8

4

3

3

2

1

Don’t know

2

8

1

2

5

2

3

Base

42

26

136

580

38

159

176

Many of the comments received were about the daily charges in general and not vehicle
specific. These are described in the next section. Following this specific comment received
for each vehicle type are discussed:
•

Bus (Section 5.1.4);

•

Coach (Section 5.1.5;

•

HGV (Section 5.1.6);

•

Van / LGV (Section 5.1.7);

•

Minibus (Section 5.1.8); and

•

Hackney carriage and Private Hire Vehicles (Section 5.1.9).
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Comments about the charges in general

5.1.3

Although each charge was for a specific vehicle, many respondents commented generally
about the proposed daily charges, and these are summarised as an overview of respondents
who supported or opposed the charges and other suggestions.
Table 5-3 Comments about charges
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Support the Charges

709

21

5

Oppose the charges

608

246

10

Other suggestions

128

23

6

Miscellaneous

194

35

12

Base

1536

297

29

40

38

24

Proportion of all respondents (%)

5.1.3.1 Support the charges
General comments supporting the charges in general included:
General
public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

593*

4

2

8

105

Charges are too low / should
be higher (general)

84

7

3

7

86

Charge should be higher for
travelling during peak times

41

10

0

12

39

Base**

709

21

5

29

250

Support the proposed charges
/ they are good / fair

* The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
CAZ support group campaign emails, making up half (n = 484) of these comments.

Support the proposed charges (public n=593; business n=4; representatives n=2): Those
supporting the charges felt they were high enough to encourage change without being too
impactful on those unable or unwilling to change:
“They seem about right. Need to have a good incentive, and the 'carrot and stick'
model that's proposed sounds reasonable.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“I think that the lead in time for the charges and financial incentives should enable large
vehicle owners (buses, HGV etc) to act to ensure their vehicles are compliant. If they
do not do so, then the charges are rightly high, and a disincentive to continued use.
Similarly, I think the £10 charge should apply to all light vehicles.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
“So, I think it’s good, because as part of what the Government is doing or how they
can, because they can’t necessarily control people’s actions, but maybe a charge will.
“So, I think it’s good, also if I’m thinking about it from the angle of my health as well,
you know what areas are clean as well, so I think that’s really good in that instance,
yeah.” (Focus Group: Public aged 18-34)
Some thought the charges were too low and felt they needed to be higher to act as a deterrent:
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“Charges need to be higher to discourage vehicles with high emissions from using
Manchester roads. There should be a higher amount for within the city centre ring road,
as the emissions in the city centre as way above the dangerous level. I had a carbon
monoxide test after walking through Piccadilly Gardens last year and was too high a
level.” (Public, aged 35-54), Private Car)
Charges are too low / should be higher (public n=84; business n=7; representatives n=3):
Of all the comments received about charges, some of the public commented charges should
be higher, including some who felt private cars should be included. This is discussed more in
section 8.4.
“The charges should be as high as possible to deter going in the area. Health & climate
change are two of the most critical issues of our time. Private cars should definitely be
included as well.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Not enough. Should be about 100 times higher. Disgraceful that you aren’t charging
private cars.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“I think it’s strange because there’s so many more people, there’s so many more cars
and HGVs and vans for driving into town and I thought you’re meant to be encouraging
the people, not just the businesses. It feels like you’re targeting just businesses, rather
than individuals and I think it’s the individuals that need to actually do the groundwork
and we all need to contribute, it’s not really going to have any effect on people, really.”
(Focus Group: Public aged 18-40)
Charge should be higher during peak times (public n=41; business n=8): Some suggested
a tiered system based on the time of day to encourage travel during quieter hours in order to
lessen congestion related pollution:
“Perhaps there should be a reduced charge for through the night to spread deliveries
out.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“I am generally in favour though would prefer a scheme that discouraged travel during
peak hours more. This must be when most pollution is generated during slow moving
traffic.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Other comments about the charges: Concerns were raised by the public that the largest
businesses could afford the charges, but smaller businesses could not, meaning small
businesses would struggle:
“Leave the small businesses alone they cannot afford to pay more money to you. The
large businesses will have some way of not paying it…” (Public aged 55+, Private Car)
“It will put an additional cost to small companies that cannot afford to buy a new fleet
of vehicles or a new van/car unlike large corporations so it will impact small
businesses/ self-employed disproportionately to larger companies.” (Public aged 1834, Private Car)
“Big Companies with lot of vehicles… should pay more as they have lot more money
and with lots of vehicles, they create significant amount of pollution. Local small
companies or self-employed should pay the current proposed amount.” (Public aged
Under 18, No Vehicle)
“Big businesses with fleet will just be able to add this on to their overall job costs, many
of who will not be travelling through GM regularly. The self-employed/sole traders with
vehicles affected, who are also GM residents, again will be most affected….” (Public
aged 18-34, Private Car)
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5.1.3.2 Oppose the charges
General comments opposing the charges in general included:
General
public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Oppose the proposed charges
/ disagree with the charges

414

156

7

257

316

Differences between charge
amounts is unfair

258

112

2

190

182

Charges are too high / should
be lower (general)

10

5

2

5

12

Base

608

246

10

452

510

Oppose the proposed charges (public n=414; business n=156): Over one-third of the
comments received were from businesses against the charges, and some members of the
public were concerned about the impact the charge would have on businesses and taxi
drivers:
“The classes are too vague / indiscriminate. A delivery driver whose van barely stops
running all day is a world of difference from a person who owns a small van for
recreational use such as carrying their pet dogs or bicycles etc. Or going camping at
weekends. A lot of factors in this country prohibit people from owning more than one
vehicle, so anybody who falls into the type of category I’ve just described is very likely
to also drive that same small van to work each day. The environmental impact of doing
so is no worse than driving the average normal car, so to pay a charge under these
circumstances would not be acceptable in my eyes.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Forget these crippling charges, these are essential vehicles using the city, you need
to be looking at none essential vehicles and the probability of banning them altogether.
Maybe access only and providing more public transport and park and ride schemes.”
(Business, PHV Operator)
“£0 would be appropriate across all classes. The Greater Manchester Public Transport
system does not work unless you are going into the City Centre. The network of EV
charging points is woefully inadequate. The cost of EV charging is becoming punitively
expensive currently more than double the actual cost. Sort out the above, make
cycling safe, encourage the railway companies to take bikes - 3 per train is woefulallow electric scooters and resolve the issue by people not using cars voluntarily. Do
not persecute the people who have no other option available to make a living.”
(Business, LGV, Private Car, Other Vehicle)
“My concern is the timescale and I think it is unfair to target industries like us, without
targeting cars and all the other vehicles, because they’re the ones that cause all the
problems, we all see it. Hundreds of cars with one person in and they’re paying
nothing.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
Differences between charges is unfair (public n=258; business n=112): Some respondents
suggested the charges were not fair based on business size, others felt the charging structure
needed simplifying:
“The prices are not relative. You can’t charge [a large bus operator] the same price as
a private bus." (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
"You're charging too many types of vehicles. Charge a single fee to commercial
vehicles. Simple." (Organisation, Anonymous, Minibus)
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5.1.4

Daily charge for buses

Under the proposals, non-compliant buses will be subject to a £60 daily charge.
Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge above shows half (52%) of the public felt the
charges were too high and businesses generally felt the charge was too much (72%).
Representatives were more in favour of the charge with (56%) stating it was about right or too
little.
Figure 5.1 shows Bus owners felt the charge was too much (86%). It also shows those with
other affected vehicles thought the charge was too much (70%). However, those who do not
own any type of vehicle thought the charge was about right or too little (55%).
Figure 5.1 Opinions on the level of charges of bus by vehicle owners

Bus owners (n=42)

86

Own another type of
vehicle which may be
charged (n=1074)

2

70

Car owners - no other
vehicle (n=2136)

15

50

No vehicles owned
(n=424)

31

35

Too much

40

About right

Too little

15

10

2

5

10

10

9

10

Don't know

Base: all respondents

5.1.4.1 Comments about the daily charge for buses
Specific comments relating to the daily charge for bus included:

Charges are too low / should
be higher for – buses
Charges are too high /
should be lower for – buses

General
public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

13

2

1

4

12

75

17

3

19

70

Charges are too high / should be lower (public n=75; business n=17): When commenting
on the bus charges specifically, most comments were about the charge being too high. The
general view was the charge was too high for buses given buses are public transport and
respondents felt air quality can be improved through the increased use of public transport:
“I think that buses and coaches should be cheaper as they are encouraging people to
use public transportation instead of using individual transport.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
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“I also think that buses should be charged more as they go through [the boroughs]
many times a day whereas an HGV/coach may only do one trip into the area.” (Public,
aged 18-34, Private Car)
“I’d recommend charging bus companies as much as it’s theoretically possible. £60 on
the amount that they earn per day might be a drop in the ocean. It might not be enough
to make them change their habits.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“Bus charges should be lowered, as sustainable affordable transport should be
supported. Maybe an incremental slower raise to bus charges could be put in place to
allow them to adjust.” (Business, LGV)
“I think buses should be little or no charge to encourage public transport use and
reduce traffic levels.” (Public, aged 55+, LGV, Private Vehicle)
Some members of the public raised concerns that charges would be passed on to the
passenger through increased fares, and this view was supported by a representative:
“Too much for coaches and buses. This charge will be pushed on to the consumer.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“We are concerned that with the current commercial operating regime for bus services,
the level of charge will have a consequential negative impact upon those using bus
services, such as some of our patients and visitors on lower incomes and also some
of our key worker staff. Whilst buses are a source of pollution at a greater proportion
per vehicle, they provide the opportunity to transport large numbers at greater
efficiency.” (Organisation, The Northern Care Alliance NHS Group)
Charges are too low / should be higher (public n=13): Although 39% of the public thought
the bus charges were about right or too low, very few commented on their reasons why:
“Assuming these charges are per day and per vehicle these seem fair for taxi and small
passenger vehicles but quite light for buses which can carry a large number of people.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“There is no excuse whatsoever for buses and coaches exceeding the levels, so if they
do then the charges should be much higher. As a cyclist I see buses pumping out
disgusting fumes on Oxford Road every day.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Very few bus operators commented. Those that did stated:
“Buses & coaches should have a cheaper charge as they significantly reduce traffic on
the roads, cars should have a much higher cost.” (Business, Bus, Coach, LGV)
“We recognise the daily charge for non-compliant buses has been reduced from £100
per day to £60 per day but still consider this charge to be too expensive if there is any
shortfall in the funding stream or delay in the programme to retrofit. Some buses particularly for education movements or TfGM supported services operate for as little
as two hours per day and this charge will make those contracts more expensive to
operate or be resolved by fare increases, which seems counterproductive.” (Business,
Bus)

5.1.5

Daily charge for coaches

Under the proposals, non-compliant coaches will be subject to a £60 daily charge.
Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge above shows 43% of members of the public
felt the charge for coach was too high, which is less than for buses (52%). Similarly to buses,
businesses generally felt the charge was too much (70%). Representatives were more in
favour of the change with 61% stating it was about right or too little.
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Figure 5.2 shows Coach owners felt the charge was too much (85%). It also shows those
with other affected vehicles thought the charge was too much (66%). However, those who do
not own any type of vehicle thought the charge was about right or too little (66%).
Figure 5.2 Opinions on the level of charges for coach of vehicle owners (%)

Coach owners (n=26)

85

Own another type of
vehicle which may be
charged (n=939)

8

66

Car owners - no other
vehicle n=2006

19

42

No vehicles owned
n=401

37

23

46

Too much

5

About right

Too little

13

20

8

9

8

11

Don't know

Base: all respondents
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)

5.1.5.1 Comments about the daily charge for coaches from different types of
respondent
Specific comments relating to the daily charge for coaches included:

Charges are too high / should
be lower for – coaches

General
public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

28

9

0

10

26

*There were little or no comments about coach charges being too low.

Charges are too high / should be lower: The public (n=28) provided most of the comments
about the proposed daily charge for coaches:
“Coaches help with tourism and of course football fan transport. Keep them cheaper.”
(Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Coaches and buses take multiple cars off the road adding this charge will increase
fares and therefore push people back to private cars.” (Public, aged 18-34, Coach /
LGV, Private Car)
“For coaches travelling in for events the charge seems a bit high as they may only
take one trip in an out of the zone and do very little driving around.” (Public, aged 1834, No Vehicle)
Very few coach operators commented. Those that did (n=7) felt the charge was too high:
“Why charge so much for those vehicles i.e. buses and coaches which can keep cars
off the road due to their multi occupancy? and charging HGV which have to deliver to
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factories etc which aids employment.
(Business, Coach)

If they must be charged why so much?”

“Each of our EURO V vehicles touch several major towns and cities daily. As such,
each vehicle if non-compliant, would be liable for charges of up to £100 per day per
city. If just three charging zones were touched, it could easily lead to charges
exceeding £200 per day, which would substantially alter our cost base and our current
value proposition, in an exceptionally price sensitive market. Many of our customers
would simply travel less, if they had to pay higher fares, or in some cases would not
feel able to travel at all, leading to significant service cuts and reducing valuable and
affordable public transport capacity for residents and visitors.” (Business, Coach)
Many of the coach businesses involved in the focus groups felt the charge was too much and
would take what little profit, if any, they made from their current contracts:
“You’ve not got the £60/day in your contract to just lose, we just haven’t got it. We’re
not being pathetic and just saying it, it’s actually true. We haven’t got that much profit
in them contracts, there’s not a lot of profit in them to begin with.” (Focus Group:
Minibus, Coach)
“We’re basically staying afloat with the school’s contracts like the other guys are. We
are just covering our costs really. The school’s contracts don’t really bring in any sort
of profit, if any, but with the private work going as well and we don’t know when it’s
coming back, we’re all in the same boat really.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)

5.1.6

Daily charge for HGVs

Under the proposals non-compliant HGVs will be subject to a £60 daily charge, some leisure
vehicles such as horseboxes and motorhomes also fall under this category.
Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge above shows half (53%) of the public and
72% of representatives felt the charges were about right or too little. However, three quarters
of business (74%) thought them too high.
Figure 5.3 shows almost all (91%) of HGV owners and HGV leisure vehicle owners (80%)
felt the charge was too much compared to:
•

18% of respondents who do not own a vehicle;

•

36% of respondents who do not own an HGV and only drive a car; and

•

66% of owners of other impacted vehicles.

The figure also shows those without an affected vehicle were more in favour of the charge for
HGVs with 57% of those with a car only and 70% of those with no vehicle stating the charge
was about right or too low.
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Figure 5.3 Opinions on the level of charges of HGVs of vehicle owners (%)
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5.1.6.1 Comments about the daily charge for HGVs
Specific comments relating to the daily charge for HGVs included:

Charges are too low / should
be higher for – HGVs
Charges are too high / should
be lower for – HGVs
Charges are too high / should
be lower for - private leisure
vehicles

Business

Representatives

HGV
owners
impacted

HGV
leisure
owners
impacted

27

1

1

0

1

14

14

3

7

3

57

2

3

1

40

General
public

Charges are too low / should be higher: The public commented mostly about the charge
for HGVs being too low (n=27):
“HGVs are owned by such large companies, they should be charged more. As many
have said, the issues concerning the environment lies with large corporations.” (Public,
aged 18-34, Private Car)
“The charges for goods vehicles are too low. There are loads of dirty diesel vans and
lorries on the roads and the charges will not be a big enough incentive. Bus and coach
charges are ok but wouldn't want to drive people from these forms of transport, thereby
causing more traffic.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I think HGVs should be charged at a higher rate, as they do not have the same
environmental benefits as bus use but are charged at the same rate.” (Public, aged
18-34, Private Car)
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Charges are too high / should be lower: Nearly all businesses who commented specifically
about HGVs explained why they thought the charge was too high, since they do not have the
profit margins to be able to afford the proposed charge (n=14):
“We do feel the charges for HGV's are still too high at the rate of £60 per day. This is
an additional potential cost of £360 per week, or £18,000 per vehicle per year which is
impossible for a contract haulier in our industry to make back based on their current
earning capacity and available driving time. It will simply drive any operators that are
unable to afford to change to Euro 6 vehicles out of business. This will also have a
significant negative impact on our business as we cannot afford to cover the cost of
these charges for them and the construction businesses operating in the region are
highly unlikely to accept that they should be paying for it either.” (Business, Private
Car)
“I think these charges are ridiculous. Living inside the boundary means I'm going to
have to find 70£ a day before I even turn a wheel (60 for my truck and 10 for my van).
That's £350 if I work 5 days. How can I pass this on to my customers?” (Business,
LGV, HGV)
“The average return on a national transport journey with a price of around £330 would
be around £10. Journeys into Manchester, due to our closest location…. would be
much less than that and achieve a lower return, so that you can see that we would
need to run at a loss if we paid the charge. We would need to pass that charge to our
customers so businesses in Manchester would receive an additional bill of £10 - £20k
pa for their deliveries or around 20% of their current charges” (Business, HGV)
Representatives stressed the impact of the proposed charge on those they represent:
“We would urge you to consider keeping any charge to HGV’s as low as possible and
to look at all measures to support businesses who are vital to your local economy.
These vehicles are delivering essential goods, services and responding to carefully
timed delivery slots. We would highlight the decision taken by Birmingham City Council
to reduce the cost to £50 for HGVs and suggest this charge be applied in the Greater
Manchester CAZ as well. If costs are too high this could curtail the sector’s ability to
move to zero emission transport at pace once this new technology becomes available.”
(Organisation, BVRLA)
“The profit margin for hauliers is 2% (Source: Statistica 2020), which equates on
average to a per week margin of £60pw per HGV. A daily charge of £60 per noncompliant HGV is therefore not absorbable - leading to the operator either not entering
the CAZ (and so risk disrupting the supply chain) or passing the cost on” (Organisation,
Road Haulage Association)
In the Focus Groups respondents added:
“Yeah, because obviously an HGV wagon, you don’t buy a new scaffolding wagon,
anyway, do you know what I mean, they cost a fortune, but anything above like a 15
plate at the minute, you’re going into like 20 grand and things, so I think I’ll just hold
back for five months. If I get money off it and it’s going to reduce the charges that I’m
going to be getting, because like I say, I could have nine vehicles out a day, one’s an
HGV and that’s going to cost me £150 a day, it’s dearer than my fuel, that.” (Focus
Group: LGV, HGV)
Charges are too high / should be lower for private leisure vehicles: A high number of
comments (n=40) were received from those with HGVs used for leisure purposes particularly
those with horseboxes.
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Most of these respondents commented they did not use their vehicles very often and therefore
did not feel they were large contributors to air pollution. They also made a number of
comments about the potential impacts to them which are described in section 8.5:
“I understand why businesses should be expected to pay but I think it is harsh to
impose such high daily charges on private vehicle owners. Many of us cannot possibly
afford to replace our vehicles and they are used lightly and rarely, not contributing
anything like the damage that daily use by big businesses does. This system penalises
poorer people who cannot replace or upgrade vehicles, while wealthier people, who
can afford to upgrade also do not have to pay the charge. As always, the wealthy
suffer least. Please consider a private leisure vehicle exemption, or at the very least
significant reduction to make the use of horseboxes financially viable for those of us
who work incredibly hard to fund a hobby which is good for mind body and soul.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Leisure Vehicle, Private Car)
“The charge means I just won’t go into the region. I won’t attend some of the riding
schools there and I now won’t go to the garage that I have gone to for years because
he is in Urmston so I would be charged. It is a lot of money, but other people will lose
out too.” (Focus Group: Public Owners of HGVs)

5.1.7

Daily charge for vans / LGVs

Under the proposals, non-compliant vans / LGVs will be subject to a £10 daily charge. As with
other vehicles, members of the public (54%) and representatives (58%) were more likely to
state the charge is about right or too little while businesses felt the charge was too much
(75%). (See Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge).
Van / LGV owners felt the charge was too much (82%), while those who own cars or do
not own a vehicle are more likely to feel the charge is at least about right (59% and 75%
respectively).
Figure 5.4 Opinions on the level of charges of vans / LGVs of vehicle owners (%)
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84% of the public who own a van / LGV felt the charge is too much which compared to 35%
of the public who do not own a van / LGV.
5.1.7.1 Comments about the daily charge for vans / LGVs from different types of
respondent
Comments about the daily charge for vans / LGVs included:

Charges are too low / should be
higher for – LGVs
Charges are too high / should
be lower for – LGVs

General
public

Business

Representatives

Van/LGV
owners
impacted

14

1

1

0

21

18

1

22

*11 of the impacted vehicles are owned by the public

The public provided slightly more comments about the charge being too high (n=21) than too
low (n=14) which reflects the fact half of those providing a comment had a non-compliant
vehicle. Nearly all comments from businesses were that the charges are too high.
Charges are too low: The members of the public who thought the charges were too low
(n=14) were concerned about the perceived increase in the use of vans and the amount of
miles they do:
“Given the significant increase in delivery vans expected over the coming years as
retail increasingly shifts to online sales and doorstop delivery services, it's important
we take action to minimise the increasing pollution this will cause. Providing there is
sufficient financial support available to small traders (but not large delivery fleets), I
would support a higher charge to encourage a faster uptake of low emission vans.”
(Business, No Vehicle)
“£10 is too little for vans as you want to encourage them to be more efficient in their
movements. £10 per day is probably too little to make a huge difference.” (Public, aged
35-54, Private Car)
“Vans should be charged more. This will encourage more innovation around getting
deliveries into the Clean Air zone.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Charges are too high: The affordability of the daily charge was a concern for those feeling
the charge is too high (public n=21; business n=18):
“I have to pay £60 a week as working on my van 6 days a week when incomes are
under £200 and can't afford difference of £5000 to change a van for euro 6.” (Business,
LGV)
“I run a small company with 1 small van a tax of £200 a month would put me out of
business.” (Business, LGV)
“I feel the charge on vans is exceptionally high and will adversely affect small
businesses who have already been hit hard due to Covid. We must also remember
that all of these charges will be passed onto the general public (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“I think £10 a day is too much to ask at a time when van owners probably can't upgrade
their van straight away.” (Business, No Vehicle)
The following quote from the focus groups highlights concerns around the charges for van
owners:
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“Well, somebody who’s a small builder or has their own small business, that’s £50 a
week in that van, that’s £250 a month on top of your road tax and all the other taxis.”
(Focus Group: LGV)

5.1.8

Daily charge for minibuses

Under the proposals non-compliant minibuses will be subject to a £10 daily charge. There
were 43 respondents who stated they owned a minibus of which five chose not to answer the
question about charges. Of those that did, 66% felt the charge is too much. Over two-thirds
(71%) of business owners state the charge is too high, while in comparison, members of the
public and representatives are more likely to state the charge is about right (55% and 59%
respectively).
The number of comments received specifically about the minibus charge are shown below. All
except 14 minibus owners owned another type, usually a van / LGV or a private hire vehicle.

Charges are too high /
should be lower for –
minibuses

General
public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

11

2

0

3

10

Charges are too high: Minibus owners did not provide any comments specifically about the
daily charge and the public tended to reference their views on minibuses with other types of
vehicles.
“They seem to penalise public transport and favour private taxis. That said, I think the
charges for taxis, private hire and minibuses could put people out of business. At the
very least they will increase fares and so the end user, people who are perhaps least
able to afford it, will be the ones bearing to cost.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“It would be good if the vehicles that are carrying multiple occupants (e.g. buses,
minibuses, taxis) pay less than HGVs, vans etc.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Why on earth would you charge buses and minibuses who reduce the need for cars
on the road and reduce the overall emissions by carrying lots of people at once.”
(Business, Minibus)

5.1.9

Daily charge for hackney carriage and private hire vehicles

Under the proposals, non-compliant hackney carriage and private hire vehicles (PHV) will be
subject to a £7.50 daily charge.
The data for hackney and private hire vehicles is being shown together as some respondents
did not differentiate the two types of taxi both from the evidence of the views on the level of
the daily charge and the comments received.
The response for both hackney carriage and private hire vehicles is close to identical with just
over half the public feeling the charge is about right or too little for hackney (52%) and PHV
(53%). Almost three quarters (73%) of businesses felt the charge was too high for both types
of vehicle (See Table 5-1 Views of the proposed daily charge).
Most hackney carriage owners (93%) and private hire owners (87%) felt the charge was
too much.
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Table 5-4 Views on the daily charge for hackney carriages and private hire vehicles
Vehicle ownership
Owners of a hackney carriage
(base: hackney n=159, PHV n=133)
Owners of a private hire vehicle
(base: hackney n=99, PHV n=176)
Owners of a vehicle that may be charged
(base: hackney n=1117, PHV n=1098)
Car owners who do not own another
vehicle
(base: hackney n=2117, PHV n=2123)
No vehicles owned
(base: hackney n=418, PHV n=420)

View on the
daily charge
Too much
About right
Too little
Too much
About right
Too little
Too much
About right
Too little
Too much
About right
Too little
Too much
About right
Too little

Hackney
charge
93%
3%
2%
86%
6%
7%
69%
17%
9%
39%
35%
19%
20%
42%
28%

PHV
charge
81%
11%
2%
87%
9%
1%
69%
16%
9%
39%
35%
20%
20%
43%
30%

Base: All respondents; Don’t know excluded from the table

Each type of vehicle has been analysed separately however the results are very similar for
both types of taxi:
•

Almost all (93%) of hackney carriage drivers thought the charge was too much compared
to 69% of other vehicle owners;

•

While 87% of private hire vehicle drivers felt the charge for PHVs was too much compared
to 68% of other vehicle owners;

•

Those who do not own a vehicle feel both charges are too low or about right (62% hackney
carriage charge and 63% for the PHV charge); and

•

There are no significant differences between the views on charges when comparing
hackney carriage and private hire owners directly.

5.1.9.1 Comments about the daily charge for hackney carriage and private hire
vehicles from different types of respondent
Comments received about the proposed daily charge for hackney and PHV vehicles
included:

Charges are too low /
should be higher for –
hackneys
Charges are too low /
should be higher for – PHV
Charges are too high /
should be lower for –
hackneys
Charges are too high /
should be lower for – PHV

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Hackney
impacted

PHV
impacted

43

2

0

0

0

42

1

1

0

0

26

14

1

7

3

22

18

0

2

7

Charges are too low: Twice as many comments were made from the public about charges
being too low for each type of vehicle (hackney carriage n=43; private hire n=42), compared
to the number of comments stating they were too high (hackney carriage n=26; private hire n22):
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“Taxis and private hire should pay £10. They do lots of miles around the town centres
so should pay more.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Taxis are the only vehicles that should be charged as they are constantly going none
stop.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
Charges are too high: Some comments were received from PHV and hackney carriage
drivers stating the charges are too high for their respective vehicle type (n=7 each). Some of
these respondents felt the charge was too high including suggesting it could result in drivers
losing their livelihoods:
“The charges are too much and to pay £7.50 per day £52.50 per week is a vast amount
out of your wage every week. You are getting penalised for trying to make a living”
(Business, Hackney)
“The industry is already struggling. Drivers won’t have that sort of money. This will force
some of them to leave the industry.” (Business, Hackney)
“That’s extortion to be honest how on earth hard working drivers will be able to pay
these ridiculous charges when it’s hard to put food on table and paying bills. When
overheads are already suffocating Hackney trade and no means of fair competition
this would be last nail in coffin for sure” (Business, Hackney)
“The charges for taxi are high, due to the business inflation It is not possible to afford
£7.50 a day. Sometimes we are not able to make £20 for whole day and pay 7.50 for
clean air, what is left for us.” (Business, PHV)
Members of the public who specifically commented charges were too high for hackney
carriages (n=26) and private hire vehicles (n=22) were concerned the charge would be passed
on to them:
“They are much too high for private taxis and hackney carriages, they will not reduce
emissions only serve to punish an already struggling industry and its customers.”
(Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Charging taxi drivers, a further £7.50 is going to hit them hard every time they have to
enter these areas which will increase costs for customers, or they will lose custom. 60
pounds for buses and coaches is a disgrace. At the very time we should be
encouraging public services you are going to force people back into their own private
cars where there will be no increase in costs.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I don't think any vehicle should be charged. Taxis and private hire vehicles with pass
on the charges to their customers.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“These charges will all be passed on to passengers/consumers. Some will affect small
companies/individuals e.g. taxi drivers. £7.50 a day is almost £40 for a five-day week
for them - how are they supposed to manage to pay this???” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
“My first thought was like taxis and buses, they’re like huge vehicles and I don’t think
that the companies are going to pay to upgrade them and you know people that are
like taxi drivers, if they’ve got their own taxi, maybe they can’t afford to upgrade it to
something that’s suitable. So, they’re probably just going to keep paying the charge
every day and that’s probably just going to get passed on to the people that pay for the
services.” (Focus Group: Public, aged 18-34)
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The taxi trade organisations explained why they feel the charge is too high:
“As trade we consider that these charges are high particularly taxi drivers are unable
to pay these charges trade is already on its knees if they are going to work as taxi
driver his first priority will be bring the food on the table and kept the roof on his family’s
heads.” (Organisation, NPHTA)

5.1.10 Suggested amendments for the proposed daily charges
Comments were also received giving alternative suggestions for the charging structure.

Charges should be dependent on the
emissions of the vehicle
Charges should be based on
mileage
Charges should be paid for weekly /
monthly / annual rather than daily
Charge only those who travel in /
around city centre most frequently
Charges should be the same amount
for all affected vehicle types
Charges should be dependent on the
size of the vehicle
Base

General
public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

61

8

2

12

58

21

4

2

13

12

17

3

1

8

13

12

5

1

10

7

14

2

0

4

12

12

2

0

4

10

128

23

6

46

107

Charges should be dependent on the emissions of the vehicle (public n=61; business
n=8; representatives n=2): Respondents commented that rather than charging on the age of
vehicles, a fairer system would be to charge based on the amount of pollution the vehicle
causes:
“There should be a charge for private vehicles with emissions greater than those
produced by a small car. Possibly an additional charge for cars with diesel engines.”
(Organisation, Marple Energy Saving Strategy)
“Perhaps cheaper or more expensive rates dependent on the quality of the vehicle, to
encourage companies to get greener vehicles.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Members of the public (mainly), made some other suggestions for ways to calculate a charge
including charging by mileage (n=21) or frequency (n=12), charging based on vehicle
size (n=12) and the charge should be the same for all vehicle types (n=12):
“A standard charge is it the way ....if there has too be a charge it should be based on
the mileage of each vehicle in the area I could drive 3 miles s day and pay the same
as a vehicle doing 8 hours continuous.” (Business, Hackney)
“Charge vehicles a higher rate if they are going to be in congested zones. You’re
pricing an entire community out. Or is this targeted to discriminate against private
owners?” (Public, aged 18-34, Leisure HGV, Private Car)
“A car derived van/small light goods vehicle should not pay as much as a Mercedes
sprinter or Volkswagen Crafter. Any van which is available in standard car form i.e. 2
front seats, 3 back seats - should not come under the same band as a bigger van.”
(Public, aged 35-54, LGV)
“A daily charge is too much, what about season tickets?” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
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A small number of respondents (public=21; business=4; representatives=2) suggested that
mileage per vehicle could be taken into consideration, one representative commented on the
difference between deliveries and a tradesperson:
“Given this is an area which has boomed in the pandemic, consideration should be
given to a special ‘local delivery’ or ‘courier’ category. This recognises there is a
significant difference in impact between a tradesperson driving to a job once and
leaving the vehicle parked up for the day, and a courier which drives all day long. Under
the current proposals both would be subject to the same £10 charge. Consideration
could be given to requiring that all local delivery vehicles, often referred to as ‘last mile’
are electric sooner than other commercial vehicles. Local delivery companies could
also be supported to accelerate the establishment of localised distribution hubs
supported by e-cargo bikes.” (Councillor / Elected Official)

5.1.11 Queries about the proposals
Although details were provided in the consultation documents some of the general public (n85) and business (n=18) responses contained a query about the charges. These queries were
regarding:
•

How the money from the charges is to be used;

•

Clarity on how the charges were developed / agreed;

•

Clarity of whether these charges are for the day or every time to enter / re-enter the
zone; and

•

How the charges will be managed e.g. disputes over charges.
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Exemptions and discounts

5.2

Summary of findings
Permanent local exemptions:
•

68% of the public, 55% of businesses and 77% of representatives were in agreement.

•

Those who commented tended to focus on a specific type of vehicle they agreed or
disagreed with e.g. disabled tax class vehicles or specialist HGVs. Those who oppose the
permanent local exemptions stated that all vehicles contribute to air pollution.

Temporary local exemptions:
•

64% of the public, 54% of businesses and 67% of representatives were in agreement.

•

Those who commented and broadly agreed felt the extra time being given to upgrade was
fair, while a high proportion of comments from businesses stated there wasn’t enough time
to upgrade.

Permanent local discounts:
•

44% of the public, 46% of businesses and 57% of representatives agreed with the
permanent local discounts with one third of the public disagreeing.

•

65% of HGV leisure owners and 54% of private hire vehicle owners agreed with the
discounts.

•

Some private hire drivers who agreed, did so with a caveat that this should only be
available to private hire drivers licensed in Greater Manchester.

•

Most of those who disagreed commented that discounts are not needed or have concerns
that the system may be abused.

5.2.1

Permanent local exemptions

The following explanation was provided in the questionnaire along with a reference to the
consultation document for further information.

Greater Manchester are proposing permanent local exemptions for Clean Air Zone
charges for specialist vehicles, vehicles entering Greater Manchester due to a road
diversion on the motorway network and vehicles used for the purposes of a disabled
person which are exempt from vehicle tax.
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The vehicle types which are currently proposed to have a permanent exemption are:
Vehicle type

Description

Specialist Heavy
Goods Vehicles

Certain types of heavily specialised HGVs, such as certain vehicles used in
construction or vehicle recovery.

Non-road going
vehicles

Certain types of non-roadgoing vehicles which are allowed to drive on the
highway such as agricultural machines; digging machines, and mobile cranes.

Vehicles used by
emergency
services

Certain types of vehicles used by emergency services front line emergency
and certain non-emergency vehicles.

Community
Minibuses

Those operating under a permit under section 19 or section 22 of the Transport
Act 1985, issued by a body designated by the Secretary of State.

Showmen’s Guild
vehicles

Fairground / funfair vehicles which are registered with the Showmen’s Guild.

Driving within the
zone because of a
road diversion

Vehicles driving within the zone because of a road diversion who would
otherwise not have entered the GM CAZ.

Disabled Tax Class
vehicles

Vehicles used by, or for the purposes of a disabled person which are exempt
from vehicle tax.

Applies only while the diversion is active and subject to non-compliant vehicles
being on the designated diversion.

Each respondent was asked about the extent of their agreement with the permanent local
exemptions.
More respondents agree with the permanent local exemptions than disagree with members of
the public and representatives more inclined to agree than businesses or taxis. Figure 5.5
Extent of agreement with permanent local exemptions (%) shows the level of agreement for
each type of respondent.
Figure 5.5 Extent of agreement with permanent local exemptions (%)

General Public
(n=3016)

44

All businesses (n=709)

45

Representatives
(n=81)

24

10

52

15

25

11

7

5

18

14

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don't know

11

3

7

5

41

Base: All respondents
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When analysed by the type of vehicle owned, Figure 5.6 shows this extent of agreement. The
highest proportion of vehicle owners who agree with the proposed permanent exemptions are
HGV leisure and HGV owners (60% and 64% respectively). The two lowest, and the only two
with under half the owners agreeing with the permanent exemptions are bus owners (49%)
and private hire vehicle owners (47%).
Private hire vehicle drivers are more likely to strongly disagree with the proposed permanent
exemptions (27%) compared to HGV and LGV / van owners (13% and 14% respectively).
Figure 5.6 Extent of agreement with permanent local exemptions by vehicle type (%)

Bus (n=39)

31

18

Coach (n=26)

31

19

Minibus (n=38)

39

HGV leisure vehicles
(n=256)
Van/LGV (n=556)

18

15

11

14

51

9

Hackney Carriage
(n=159)

56

Other vehicles (n=87)

57

9

5

6

14

6

7

14

5

15

4

11

4

10

6

13

27

13

3 3

18

18

13

38

11

3

3

12

21

15

43

15

23

24

45

HGV (n=133)

Private hire (n=195)

15

16

0

9

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don't know

6

8

Base: All respondents who own a vehicle that might be subject to a daily charge
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)
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5.2.2

Comments about permanent local exemptions

Respondents were given the list of proposed permanent local exemptions from the Clean Air
Plan and almost half provided a comment about them.
The table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent. Of those
commenting around half gave a supportive comment.
Table 5-5 Comments about permanent local exemptions
General
Public

Business

Representatives

General support

951

169

34

Concerns about permanent exemptions

358

73

10

Type of vehicles that should be permanently
exempt

523

138

38

Type of vehicles that should not be permanently
exempt

206

24

8

Miscellaneous

283

37

14

Base

1749

343

74

45

44

60

Proportion of all respondents (%)

5.2.2.1 Support for permanent local exemptions
Of those that gave a comment, more than half of members of the public (n=950) and
businesses (n=169) provided supporting comments for the permanent local exemptions.
General
Public
Support / agree with the
permanent local exemptions

951

Business
169

Represent atives
34

Own
impacted
vehicle
296

No
impacted
vehicle
852

Comments included:
“It is unfair to charge a vehicle a daily rate if they had no other option than to travel in
the payment zone due to a diversion.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I would agree with the statement as it would mean that HGV recovery vehicles would
be exempt from the daily charge, this meaning that these specialist vehicles would not
have to be replaced.” (Business, HGV, Private Car)
“They should be exempt anyway, yeah, yeah. I mean you’re not going to see many
tanks driving round Manchester, are you? Obviously, ambulances and police, they’ve
got to be exempt from it.” (Focus Group: Public aged 40+, Bus / Taxi users)
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5.2.2.2 Concerns about permanent local exemptions
The main concerns raised about the proposed permanent local exemptions were:
Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

264

66

5

99

235

Exemptions should be
temporary

40

4

0

4

40

Are unfair / more vehicles
should be temporarily exempt

28

6

3

17

17

Not needed / should have
upgraded already

23

1

0

6

17

Permanent exemptions should
be regularly reviewed

13

0

2

1

14

Base

358

73

10

124

312

General
Public
Disagree with the permanent
exemptions (general)

Generally, disagree with permanent exemptions: Of those that gave a comment, about a
fifth (n=66) of business and a similar proportion of the public (n=264) and n=5 representatives
gave a comment opposing the exemptions in general.
Some of those who opposed noted the permanent local exemptions were not needed and felt
vehicles should have been upgraded already. Others stated no vehicle should be exempt
because clean air needs to be a priority:
“There should be no exemptions. It is never impossible to replace a polluting vehicle,
only expensive. Our lungs don't care what type of vehicle the pollution has come from.
Instead of exemptions, there should be funds available to help organisations and
individuals who claim to be unable to afford to change their vehicles to do so.” (Public,
aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“The purpose is to move to cleaner vehicles. Allowing exemptions prevents this being
an incentive to change. Not allowing exemptions means vehicles that are not compliant
will be moved to areas outside the zone creating pollution there instead. Removal of
exemptions creates a situation where people purchasing non-compliant vehicle's will
not be able to travel to the area, meaning will be at a disadvantage compared to those
businesses which have invested in cleaner technology." (Business, Private Car)
"This policy is supposed to be designed for the protection of the young and vulnerable.
To allow dispensation for any vehicle would contradict the whole meaning of the
proposal. A polluting vehicle is a polluting vehicle who ever drives it." (Business, PHV)
“the number of exempted vehicles (e.g. commercial vans) and the absence of an end
date for those exemptions make us dubious of the real effect of the clean air charge.”
(Organisation, Whalley Range Climate Action Group)
“Because the objective is to promote clean air into the city centre or Greater
Manchester even and yeah, you’d need to include everybody and I know that includes
myself, because I’ve got a vehicle of my own, but yeah, if that’s the purpose of it and
the intention is to reduce, yeah, sort of promote clean air and reduce Co2 emissions
and whatnot, yeah, then it would include every driver and promote the electric vehicles
and low emission vehicles.” (Focus Group: Public aged 18-40)
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Proposed permanent local exemptions are unfair and more vehicles should be exempt
(public n=28; business n=6; representatives n=3): Some respondents felt the permanent
local exemptions should cover more affected vehicles, as it was unfair to include only the
proposed vehicle types in the exemptions:
"I think there should be more exemptions. food delivery. school transport. jobs that
can`t use public transport such as trades carrying tools etc. you want to charge around
£50 or should i say take £50 a week from their wages because they haven`t got a
choice. maybe if an individual’s earnings were below a certain amount, they could be
exempt. to a lot of people, a vehicle is a necessary evil that sucks money from their
pocket, you`re going to make that worse or deprive them of a job altogether." (Public,
aged 35-54, LGV)
"The vehicles listed in this exemptions list are a starting point. They are unique vehicles
and thus are expensive to convert or replace. The list needs to have flexibility built
into it as some companies may have specialist cranes or recovery vehicles that are
expensive custom-built vehicles. This can apply to a range of vehicles. These need
including or assessing for inclusion." (Councillor / Elected Official)
Exemptions should be temporary or at least regularly reviewed (public n=40; business
n=4): Some felt the exemptions should only be a temporary measure to provide those
affected with more time to upgrade:
“There are probably a number of other categories of vehicle that need exemption that
do not appear to have been included” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“The aim should be for all vehicles to be low emission. No exemption should be
permanent.” (Public, age not provided, Private Car)
“Permanent exemption means there is no incentive for these vehicles to be compliant,
ever. Fine that there is a time delay and understand that some are only on roads for a
very limited time so there is little effect. I hope this will be monitored carefully and the
cases have to be justified. Also, community minibuses - fair enough that these are
given time to comply but an open-ended exemption is putting polluting vehicles into
the centre of communities, e.g. travelling to schools.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
5.2.2.3 Vehicles that SHOULD be permanently exempt
When respondents specified the certain vehicles, they felt should be included in the local
permanent exemptions, the vehicle classes most frequently mentioned were:
Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

234

17

13

202

40

Vehicles used by disabled /
vulnerable users

148

36

6

57

132

Buses

84

10

1

21

74

Taxis (hackneys and PHVs)

51

51

9

57

53

GM residents

34

8

1

26

16

Business vehicles

34

17

5

31

24

Specialist vehicles

18

17

8

22

9

Vans / LGVs, HGVs

16

8

2

17

9

Coaches and minibuses

12

2

1

4

10

Base

523

138

38

358

307

General
Public
Private leisure vehicles (e.g.
horsebox, motorhome)
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Private leisure vehicles (public n=234; business n=17; taxi n= 4; representatives n=13):
Over three quarters of the public who commented that private leisure vehicles should be
permanently exempt owned an impacted vehicle; mainly horseboxes. Respondents felt the
vehicles that fell into these categories were too expensive to upgrade or were not used enough
to justify the upgrade:
“I would like to propose that horseboxes are specialist vehicles. They are essential to
the industry and extremely expensive to purchase in comparison to vehicles of the
same age so cannot be affordably upgraded. They are very low mileage, infrequently
used and maintained to the highest standards.” (Business, LGV, Private Car)
“Horse lorries tend not to be used frequently, often they will be used no more than once
a week, they therefore do not contribute greatly to Greater Manchester’s poor air
quality and we would ask that they be exempt from the charges, like the exemption
that is being given to fairground vehicles, or have an exemption for 52 days of the year,
i.e. once a week.” (Organisation, The British Horse Society)”
Vehicles used by disabled / vulnerable users (public n=148; business n=36;
representatives n=6): Over a fifth of the public commented vehicles used by disabled and
vulnerable users should be exempt. Many of these comments came from those who owned
an impacted vehicle:
"I drive a wheelchair accessible vehicle, and this is tax exempt. My parents (who I live
with) have a disabled passenger vehicle that they use to transport me when I don't feel
able to drive, for example, I often get tired due to my condition and this means I am
unable to drive myself. This disabled passenger vehicle is not tax exempt as you can
only have one vehicle with this tax exemption. If the current proposals came into force
then we would have to pay when coming into Greater Manchester with whichever
accessible vehicle (i.e. adapted van) is not tax exempt and this would mean £10 each
time, which is extremely unfair and financially prohibitive. The exemptions should be
widened so that it includes ALL disabled passenger vehicles and wheelchair
accessible vehicles that are used as such regardless of whether or not they are tax
exempt. Non-disabled people have the flexibility of being able to drive or being driven
and for most people this can be in the same vehicle but often this is not possible for
disabled people in adapted vehicles due to the nature of the adaptations. Please
therefore expand the definition of 'disabled passenger vehicle' under the exemptions
so that disabled people are not discriminated against in this way and are not financially
penalised." (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Exemptions should be granted for those who have a genuine need to drive in the
zone, such as those with a Blue Badge and other mobility issues, alongside targeted
financial support to assist them to upgrade to a zero-emission vehicle.” (Organisation,
Client Earth,)
Buses (public n=84; business n=10; representatives n=1): Respondents felt buses should be
exempt as public transport usage helps towards clean air; and if buses were charged,
comments expressed concern the charges would be passed down to the public, deterring the
use of buses, when it should be encouraged:
“Buses should be exempt in order to encourage greater usage.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
Taxi (public n=51; business n=51; representatives n=9): Nearly all of the business
respondents who commented that taxis should be permanently exempt owned a taxi – either
a private hire vehicle or a hackney cab. Comments were made that some vehicles are licensed
wheelchair accessible vehicles and should have an exemption:
“Licensed wheelchair accessible hackney carriages & PHVs registered in High Peak
should also benefit from the exemption. High Peak residents, including those in need
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of wheelchair accessible travel option, are often dependant on key services and
facilities with Greater Manchester e.g. health care and education.” (Organisation, High
Peak Borough Council)
Fewer comments (around 50 or less in total) were received about other vehicle types and
groups and examples of these comments are shown below:
•

GM residents (public n=34; business n=8; representatives, n=1);

•

Specialist vehicles (public n=18; business n=17; representatives n=8);

•

Vans / LGVs and HGVs (public n=16; business n=8; representatives n=2); and

•

Coaches and Minibus (public n=12; business n=2; representatives n=1).
“Charging a van driver from a small business could put a massive strain on the owner
of the business that may already be struggling. As for HGV’s that are a part of massive
companies they could make a payment to help towards the environment but £60 a day
per truck could be very expensive and just because you are a company with one lorry
shouldn’t change for a company that as twenty lorries.” (Public, age not provided,
Leisure Vehicle, Private Car)
“In addition, the Federation proposes an additional small category of historic buses
less than 30 years old but greater than 20 years old in order to make appropriate
provision for disabled and senior citizens whose access to and participation in historic
vehicle events would otherwise be constrained.” (Organisation, FBHVC)”

Neighbouring authorities requested some specialist vehicles such as cleansing, refuse,
highway maintenance and community minibuses which are operating in Greater Manchester
and provide valuable services should also be exempt:
“Provide exemption for St Helens Borough Council vehicles such as cleansing, refuse,
winter maintenance and highway maintenance vehicles who due to the nature of the
boundary have to cross into Greater Manchester to maintain infrastructure and
essential services for very short trips.” (Organisation, St Helens Council)
“Licensed wheelchair accessible hackney carriages & PHVs registered in High Peak
should also benefit from the exemption. High Peak residents, including those in need
of wheelchair accessible travel option, are often dependant on key services and
facilities with Greater Manchester e.g. health care and education.” (Organisation, High
Peak Borough Council)
Bus operators suggested driver training buses should be exempt because they are only used
for driver training and it is unlikely that they can be retrofitted:
“Like many bus operators, [Operator name] operates a dedicated fleet of driver training
vehicles. These vehicles are primarily older vehicles, which have been cascaded down
from the operational fleet and converted to bespoke driver training vehicles. As a result,
it is highly unlikely that these vehicles could be retrofitted to the required standard. If
such vehicles are not exempted from the CAZ requirements, this will adversely affect
our ability to recruit and train new drivers. This in turn will mean that, as staff numbers
reduce through natural wastage, services will be reduced and even routes withdrawn,
due to the inability to replace staff.” (Business, Bus)
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5.2.2.4 Vehicles that SHOULD NOT be permanently exempt
When respondents specified certain vehicles they felt should not be included in the local
permanent exemptions, the vehicle classes most frequently mentioned were:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Disabled passenger vehicles

104

17

2

26

96

Driving within the zone due to
a road diversion

40

2

3

3

42

Motorway diversions are hard
to manage

30

1

1

3

29

Specialist vehicles (e.g.
adapted vehicles)

29

3

1

6

27

Historic and military vehicles

23

1

1

4

21

Community minibuses and
non-road going vehicles

8

1

0

0

9

206

24

8

41

196

Base

Disabled passenger vehicles: Of the comments received from the public about vehicles not
being permanently exempt (n=104), respondents commented that disabled passenger
vehicles should not be permanently exempt; which is opposite to the 148 comments made by
the public in support of vehicles that are used by disabled or vulnerable users being
permanently exempt:
“I think exemption due to disability is unfair as disabled people don’t have to drive in
the city centre and this just provides an excuse not to make public transport more
accessible. Disabled people are not always exempt from council tax.” (Public, aged
18-34, Private Car)
Driving within the zone due to a road diversion: Some of the public (n=40) disagree with
the proposed permanent exemption of driving through the zone due to diversions and felt
these drivers should still be subject to the charge:
“Diversions are a function of normal travel; no exemptions should apply.” (Public, aged
55+, Private Car)
“If it’s a business being diverted into the city, then they should still pay, just like when
we have to pay for a toll road.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
Respondents commented on how all vehicles contribute to air pollution and should not be
exempt:
“Because if this system is brought in, and the correct intention is to create cleaner air,
then all vehicles public, private, and business vehicles should be liable. I think disabled
vehicles will pollute just as much as any other vehicles and the owners should be liable
just the same. If these measures are brought in it should be about a fair playing field
for all polluting vehicles.” (Business, Hackney)
“Historic vehicles are gas guzzlers. They produce more pollution than like a modern
car.” (Focus Group: HGV, LGV)
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5.2.2.5 General concerns and queries about the proposals
Some general concerns were raised:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

108

4

4

12

102

Queries about the proposals /
information not clear

129

25

5

53

102

Other

55

30

6

73

142

Base

283

37

14

85

236

Concern about enforcement /
ensuring the exemptions are not
abused

Concern about the enforcement and ensuring the exemptions are not abused (public
n=108): In the main, it was the public who expressed concerns about the potential for bending
or breaking the rules to register vehicles exempt and wanted to make sure there was sufficient
enforcement to prevent this:
“I agree in principle but am concerned the exemptions may be misused/abused. It
would need to be robustly managed.” (Public, aged 18-34, PHV)
“The exemptions seem very loosely worded and open to massive potential abuse. The
only one which can be justified is the exemption for disabled tax class vehicles, which
you would have thought would have been covered by the private car exemption
anyway.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Queries about the proposals / information not clear (public n=129; business n=25;
representatives n=5): Respondents had queries about the permanent exemptions, most were
asking for clarification on the wording of the information, especially what a specialist vehicle
was:
“The term 'specialist vehicle' needs to be comprehensively explained before asking
people to agree with how such vehicles are treated.” (Public, aged 55+, LGV, Private
Car)
“So, if you look permanent exemptions, Military Vehicles, so the Government are
saying our vehicles are going to be exempt, emergency vehicles, so that’s Police,
VOSA, fire engines all exempt because that’s their money, and then further down
you’ve got a Showman’s Guild Vehicle. So why should someone with a fair not have
to pay when we have, and surely what we do is more important than a fairground once
a year.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
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5.2.3

Temporary local exemptions

The following explanation was provided in the questionnaire along with a reference to the
consultation document for further information.

Greater Manchester are proposing temporary local exemptions from Clean Air Zone
charges until 31 December 2022 to give certain vehicles more time to upgrade due to
cost / supply of a compliant vehicle and to lessen impacts considered outside of the
control of the vehicle owner, these include wheelchair accessible hackney / private
hire vehicles, and vans.

The vehicle types which are currently proposed to have a temporary exemption are:
Vehicle type

Description

Vans and minibuses
(which are not a licensed
hackney carriage or PHV
or used to provide a
registered bus service)

Light Goods Vehicles (vans) and minibuses which are not used as a licensed
taxi, PHV or on a registered bus service, will be eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31 December 2022. After 31 December 2022, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

GM-licensed Wheelchair
Accessible hackney
carriages & PHVs

Wheelchair Accessible hackney carriages and accessible private hire
vehicles (PHVs), which are licensed to one of the 10 GM Authorities, as of
the 3 December 2020 will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31
December 2022. After 31 December 2022, non-compliant vehicles will be
charged.

Coaches and buses
registered to a business
address within GM and
not used on a registered
bus service within GM.

Coaches and buses registered to a business address within GM and not used
on a registered bus service within GM will be eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31 December 2022. After 31 December 2022, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Outstanding finance or
lease on non-compliant
vehicles

Non-compliant vehicles subject to finance or lease agreements entered into
before 3 December 2020 which will remain outstanding at the time at which
the GM CAZ becomes operational, will be eligible for a temporary exemption
until the agreement ends or until 31 December 2022, whichever is sooner.
After 31 December 2022, non-compliant vehicles will be charged.

Limited supply
(awaiting delivery of a
compliant vehicle)

Owners or registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles that can
demonstrate they have placed an order for a compliant replacement vehicle
or retrofit solution, will be eligible for a temporary exemption until such a time
as they are in receipt of the compliant replacement vehicle or retrofit solution,
or for 12 weeks, whichever is sooner.

Driving within the zone
because of a road
diversion

Vehicles driving within the zone because of a road diversion who would
otherwise not have entered the GM CAZ. Applies only while the diversion is
active and subject to non-compliant vehicles being on the designated
diversion.

Each respondent was asked about the extent of their agreement with the temporary local
exemptions.
Over 50% of all types of respondent agreed with the temporary local exemptions. Businesses
were the most likely to disagree (30%) with the temporary local exemptions than any other
type of respondent as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Extent of agreement with temporary local exemptions (%)
General Public
(n=2999)

All businesses (n=712)

41

23

46

11

8

Representatives
48
(n=85)
Strongly agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Base: All respondents

11

8

4

13

3

26

19

8

6

8

13

4

Slightly agree
Slightly disagree

Figure 5.8 shows the extent of agreement by vehicle type. With the exception of hackney and
PHV drivers, vehicle owners were more likely to agree than disagree. Hackney carriage and
private hire vehicle drivers had the highest proportion of those who disagreed with the
temporary exemptions (42% and 36% respectively).
Figure 5.8 Extent of agreement with temporary local exemptions by vehicle type (%)

Bus (n=37)

49

Coach (n=26)

54

Minibus (n=38)

Hackney Carriage
(n=160)

Other vehicles (n=88)
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47
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4
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14
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14
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38

36

5

12

3

27

17

51

HGV (n=134)

4

21

44

Van/LGV (n=566)

11

15

50

HGV leisure vehicles
(n=250)

Private hire (n=192)

24

18

3

32

6

39

16

3

11

12

2

18

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don't know

6

Base: All respondents who own a vehicle that might be subject to a daily charge
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)
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5.2.4

Comments about the Temporary Local Exemptions

Over a third of respondents provided a comment on the Temporary Local Exemption of which
over half gave a generally supportive comment. Over a third of businesses raised concerns.
The table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent. Not everyone
provided a comment.
Table 5-6 Comments on the temporary local exemptions
General Public

Business

Representatives

General support

813

159

30

Concerns

413

122

19

Alternative suggestions*

441

49

11

Types of vehicle should not be exempt

29

3

3

Types of vehicle should be exempt

35

15

5

Miscellaneous

68

9

1

1537

304

55

40

39

44

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)

* The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
Environmental Bill Lobby campaign emails making up three quarters (n=172) of these comments.

5.2.4.1 General support for the temporary local exemptions
Half of the comments received about the temporary local discounts gave general support
(public n=774; representatives n=27; business n=155).
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Support / agree with the temporary
local exemptions / they are fair

774

155

28

243

710

This gives enough time to upgrade

67

5

2

12

62

Base

813

159

30

251

747

Respondents felt it was fair to give this additional time to allow vehicle owners to source the
funds to upgrade or buy a new vehicle that meets the standard:
“We welcome the Clean Air Greater Manchester’s proposals to provide a temporary
exemption for vans until 31 December 2022 given that the proposed CAZ will affect
over 1,200 Royal Mail vehicles. We ask for at least two years between the plans for a
CAZ being finalised and the date by which vans will need to compliant. This will allow
sufficient time for Royal Mail to reconfigure the extensive fleet which serves Greater
Manchester.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“It seems a fair approach and gives time to effect changes.” (Councillor / Elected
Official)
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5.2.4.2 Concerns about the temporary local exemptions
The following concerns were raised about the proposed temporary local exemptions:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

This is not enough time for the
temporary exemption / need
longer

226

92

10

151

175

Disagree with the temporary
exemptions (general)

122

18

7

31

116

Temporary local exemptions are
not needed / should have
upgraded

41

4

1

6

40

Will not help / will not be able to
afford to upgrade even if more
time

20

12

1

23

10

Unfair / more vehicles should be
temporarily exempt

11

2

1

8

5

413

122

19

213

338

Base

Most of the concerns raised were about the time being allowed for temporary exemptions and
longer was required while others, mainly those who did not own an impacted vehicle (n=116),
provided comments in general disagreement with the temporary exemptions.
There isn’t enough time and the exemptions needed longer (public n=226; business n=92;
representatives n=10): of the businesses who felt they needed longer, almost all owned either
a van (n=44) or a taxi (n=41) with HGV owners (n=13) and coach and minibus owners (n=4)
also contributing, [note some businesses own more than one type of vehicle]:
"I don't think the extension is long enough, I calculate that I would need to find £200,000
to upgrade my fleet to avoid charges. This is impossible in two years. This extension
should be a 3 year minimum to give business a chance to respond, the government
are already looking to remove diesel van from 2030 so any investments in fleet are
going to be less value for money going forward." (Business, LGV)
"I think that people and businesses are still trying to get through and recover from the
Covid pandemic and giving them two years to change their vehicles is not enough time,
this should be 3-4 years, to enable business to recover from this pandemic." (Business,
HGV)
“I agree there should be an exemption period, but you are not giving operators enough
time to convert their fleet. Procurement of Specialist HGVs and buses in particular
need financial planning well in advance. The exemption period needs to be longer.
Please consult with industry separately on this, as members of the general public do
not have enough information to make a considered opinion.” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“Too much has happened this year. No one has the money to be reacting to these
proposals. There needs to be some temporary delays. Otherwise people will be forced
out of their industries.” (Business, Hackney driver)
“We in the Hackney trade desperately require these temporary exemptions to be
lengthened the timescale it’s too short. The main reason for this is availability of
vehicles the cost of those vehicles lack of business in the trade which could last for
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two or three more years and the fact that with the figures drivers are receiving at the
moment in revenue the vast majority of the Hackney trade would not be able to secure
the finance required to purchase a new vehicle.” (Business, Hackney)
General disagreement with temporary local exemptions (public n=122; business n=18;
representatives n=7): of those who provided comments disagreeing with temporary local
exemptions in general, most (n=116) did not own an impacted vehicle:
"I do not agree with the clean air zone at all. The temporary exemption is nowhere near
long enough. The clean air zone is not needed as vehicles will be upgraded eventually
anyway." (Public, aged 18-34, LGV, Private Car)
Some respondents, mainly the public (n=41) disagreed with the temporary exemptions as
they felt vehicles should have already upgraded as there has been warning of this plan for
years, and no more time should be wasted through exemptions:
"Clean options are readily available and have been for some time. Allowing an
exemption only delays the inevitable required investment. Companies and individual
unable to invest in compliant vehicles today are equally unlikely to be able to when the
exemption ends" (Business, Private Car)
"They already have a number of years warning that the changes are coming so should
be acting now" (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
5.2.4.3 Alternative suggestions for temporary exemptions
Suggestions included:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Incentivise behaviour change /
need more incentives for upgrades

221*

6

3

11

43

Temporary exemptions should be
shorter

169

8

4

3

178

Temporary exemptions for vehicles
until they are due for an upgrade

57

32

4

36

53

Vehicles should be temporarily
exempt until after the Covid-19
pandemic

4

4

0

5

3

441

48

11

53

268

Base

* The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
Environmental Bill Lobby campaign emails making up three quarters (n=172) of these comments.

Temporary exemptions should be shorter (public n=169): Around 15% of comments from
the public suggested the temporary exemptions should be for a shorter period of time:
"We need to reduce the impact of these vehicles urgently, not in 2 years time so
whenever the deadline, they are likely to wait as long as they can before
upgrading/replacing. Let people know about it now through promotions and set the
deadline as December 2021" (Public, aged 34-54, Private Car)
"You should bring this into effect sooner. This has been known about for some time
and vehicle owners should have had plenty of time to make changes. Meanwhile
people are still suffering from the effects of polluting vehicles." (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
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“It is fair to allow owners some time to adapt their vehicles but two years seems
excessive given that there has been plenty of advanced publicity that the scheme is
going to be imposed.” (Councillor / Elected Official)
Temporary exemptions for vehicles until they are due for an upgrade (public n=57;
business n=32): Some felt they should be provided with temporary exemptions to provide them
with additional time to upgrade to compliant vehicles:
“I think they should be allowed to drive till their age allows them when they’re due to
change then they should be asked to change to electrical vehicles” (Business,
Hackney)
"I think the whole process is being fast tracked and rushed. It is not affordable/feasible
at this current economic climate because of Brexit and Covid. There needs to be a
realistic scope of all proposals and policies. It needs to be phased in gradually. At the
moment it is been fast tracked without the majority of general public and businesses
unaware.” (Business, PHV)
“Given the pressure nationally on supply chains to undertake a great deal of
[retrofitting] simultaneously we would urge a derogation is applied to specific noncompliant EURO V vehicles used on local bus services of up to 1 year from the date
of institution of any CAZ implementation provided that the operator can demonstrate
that orders have been made for the retrofit kits and that a contract is in place with an
appropriate installer.” (Business, Bus, Coach)
Similarly, a bus and coach company suggested that they should remain exempt until current
contracts expire.
“With an aim of a Spring 2022 launch date there will be a number of contracts which
expire within a few months. According to your latest Contract Matrix there are 79
resource school contracts which expire in July 2022. We operate 13 of these. Eight of
our vehicles will reach their 15 year limit in July 2022. These buses are already 13
years old so do not qualify for retrofitting and penalties would apply if used. This seems
unreasonable given that the contracts were awarded without a requirement to meet
the Clean Air Zone requirements. A sensible solution would be to exempt buses with
56 or 07 registration numbers that are used on TfGM contracts until 31 August 2020
(when they non-compliant on age grounds).” (Business, Bus, Coach)
A few taxi respondents (n=3) felt vehicles should be temporarily exempt until after the
Covid-19 pandemic has passed:
“Far too short of a time frame and worse still when you factor in the dramatic affects
Covid 19 has had on drivers earnings. Most drivers would have struggled with this
proposal under normal business activity. But Covid has decimated earnings and
confidence throughout the whole of the industry, PHV and Hackneys alike.” (Business,
PHV Operator)
Incentivise behaviour change (public n=49 and an additional 172 from the Environmental
Bill Lobby email campaign; business n=6; representatives n=3): Respondents felt more
needed to be done to make sure polluting vehicles were being taken off the road and upgraded
as quickly as they could. Comments suggested support should be provided in order to
incentivise behaviour change:
"Support or incentives should be given to businesses to make the change to compliant
vehicles run smoother" (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
"Tackle the issue now, the government should provide the incentives to allow people
to upgrade\switch etc." (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
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5.2.4.4 Vehicles that SHOULD NOT be temporarily exempt
Respondents who provided a comment felt the following vehicles should not receive temporary
exemptions:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Taxis (PHV’s and hackney)

18

3

1

5

17

Vans / LGVs

14

0

2

0

15

Base

29

3

3

5

29

Taxis, both hackneys and private hire vehicles, should not be temporarily exempt (public
n=18): Respondents felt these vehicles are big polluters because of the distance they travel
during the day. Some also felt taxis idle with their engines on too often creating more pollution:
“Private hire and hackney cabs are big polluters per day. Charge is not sufficient to
incentivise change.” (Councillor / Elected Official)
Vans / LGVs should not be temporarily exempt (public n=14): A similar concern to the one
for taxis was given as the reason why vans and LGVs should not be temporarily exempt within
the clean air plan. Respondents felt additional funding should be given instead of a temporary
exemption:
“The inclusion of vans on an exemption list doesn't feel right, as they are the second
biggest source of air pollution. Funding should be such that those affected can be
compensated and transition more quickly. It is the right thing to do, so funding should
reflect that.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
5.2.4.5 Vehicles that SHOULD be temporarily exempt
Respondents who provided a comment felt the following vehicles should receive temporary
exemptions:
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Specialist vehicles and those
used by disabled

15

3

1

5

12

Taxis and private hire vehicles

11

5

4

5

15

Private leisure vehicles (e.g.
horsebox, motorhome)

11

1

1

7

6

HGVs

3

5

0

5

3

Buses, coaches and minibuses

1

3

0

1

2

Base

35

15

5

21

31

Specialist vehicles and those used by disabled people (n=15): The following quote
highlights the concern about these vehicles:
"This is the type of vehicle my husband drives; the elderly and disabled need taxi
services to help them live independently and do their shopping etc. They can't afford
higher fares but this is what will happen." (Public, aged 55+, PHV)
Private leisure vehicles: It should be noted there were multiple comments throughout the
responses to this question where it was stated instead of private leisure vehicles being
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temporarily exempt, they should be permanently exempt. This was spoken about mostly for
horseboxes.
Respondents from the equestrian community state their private leisure vehicles (horseboxes)
are not significant contributors to pollution, as they aren’t on the road for prolonged periods of
time and are mainly used at the weekends:
“I use this box and travel less than 1000 miles per year and most likely only less than
500 miles per year, predominantly on Sundays. My contributions to unclean air are not
very significant.” (Public, aged 55+, Leisure Vehicle, Private Car)
Some owners of motorhomes or campervans provided similar comments to horsebox owners:
“I own a van which is a campervan but its unable to be changed with the DVLA to say
it’s a motorhome on the log book. I can’t afford a newer campervan as own my own
car too. My campervan is used outside of the greater Manchester area for the vast
majority of the time and I only use it as a second vehicle, on a limited miles insurance
policy. I feel people in my situation are being penalised and being put into the same
category as someone who uses their van on a daily basis for business use.” (Public,
aged 18-34, LGV, Private Car)
5.2.4.6 General concerns and queries about the proposals
Some queries were raised:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Queries about the proposals /
information not clear

32

3

0

13

22

Concern about enforcement of
temporary exemptions / ensuring
they are not abused

23

0

1

4

20

Other

14

30

6

18

37

Base

68

9

1

22

56

Queries about the proposals / information not clear (public n=32; business n=3):
Respondents who both supported and opposed these exemptions had queries, most were
asking for more information and more details:
"This will depend what support vehicle owners are given. with support there should be
time for all adaptations and no need for exemptions. How long would exemptions last?"
(Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Concern about the enforcement and ensuring the exemptions are not abused (public
n=23): It was mainly the public who expressed concerns about the potential abuse the
temporary exemptions could cause. Comments show respondents wanted to make sure there
was sufficient enforcement to prevent this:
"It seems fair, just needs to be ensured it is not abused." (Public, aged 18-34, Private
Car)
"I understand the rationale, but this should be monitored to ensure temporary
exemptions are not abused." (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
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5.2.5

Permanent local discounts

The following explanation was provided in the questionnaire along with a reference to the
consultation document for further information.
Greater Manchester are proposing permanent local discounts for Clean Air Zone
charges for private hire vehicles licensed to one of the 10 Greater Manchester Local
Authorities and also used as a private car, and leisure vehicles greater than 3.5
tonnes in private ownership.

The current proposed discounts are:
Private hire owners: A discounted charge of 5/7 of the weekly total.
HGV Leisure vehicles: Consideration for a charge equivalent to an LGV / van if registered in
Greater Manchester.
Each respondent was asked about the extent of their agreement with these discounts.
Only representatives had over 50% who agreed with the proposed permanent local discounts.
For each of the general public, business and taxis, while more agreed than disagreed, the
proportion who disagreed was generally around one-third for each type of respondent.
Figure 5.9 Extent of agreement with permanent local discounts (%)

General Public
(n=2986)

27

17

All businesses (n=687)

36

Representatives
(n=82)

34

14

10

14

23

12

4

12

22

6

26

16

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don't know

10

11

4

Base: All respondents

Figure 5.10 shows the extent of agreement by vehicle type. The two vehicle types (HGV
leisure and PHV) who would receive the discounts were more likely to agree (65% and 54%
respectively) with the proposed discounts than those who did not own that type of vehicle. In
total, around two-thirds of HGV leisure owners (65%) and just over half of private hire vehicle
owners (54%) agreed with the proposed discounts.
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Figure 5.10 Extent of agreement with permanent local discounts by vehicle type (%)

HGV leisure (n=250)

54
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43

All other vehicles who
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(n=786)

Only own a car
(n=2112)

Do not own a vehicle
(n=422)
Strongly agree

11

11

34

11

25

19

Slightly disagree

18

10

15

12

3

6

15

17
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13

19

2

13

24

5

9

23

10

23

6

27

5

Slightly agree
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Strongly disagree

Don't know

Base: All respondents

5.2.6

Comments about the Permanent Local Discounts

Respondents were given the proposed details about permanent local discounts for the Clean
Air Plan and asked to provide any comments they had on this. Just over a quarter of
respondents gave a comment of which around a third gave a generally supportive comment.
However, half of the public and businesses raised concerns.
Table 5-7 Overall Comments about the Permanent Local Discounts
General concerns and queries
about the proposals

General Public

Business

Representatives

General support

333

60

18

General oppose

623

82

15

Discount amounts

24

4

3

Discounts should be offered to more
vehicle types / affected people

86

30

6

Miscellaneous

92

9

4

1115

180

42

29

23

34

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)
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5.2.6.1 Support for the proposed permanent local discounts
Generally supporting comments were received:

Agree with the permanent local
discounts

General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

333

60

18

PHV
Owners

Leisure
Vehicle
Owners

32

51

Respondents who owned a private hire vehicle (n=32) expressed support as many use their vehicles
for personal use. A few stressed this offer should only be given to drivers from Greater Manchester,
as they feel there is a problem with taxis registered in other parts of the country working within
Greater Manchester:
“We regularly use ours (vehicle) for personal use, so would make it difficult to choose whether
to taxi or have a family car if we couldn't do both due to having to pay the charge on days we
weren't utilising the taxi as a taxi.” (Business, PHV)
“A good idea. but only for vehicles licenced within one of the Greater Manchester boroughs.
There are too many PHV's currently operating within Greater Manchester that are licenced
in the West Midlands and Merseyside that are maintained to a very poor standard of
cleanliness and are often too small to be accessed by those with limited mobility.” (Public,
aged 55+, Private Car)
Comments from owners of leisure vehicles e.g. a horsebox or motorhome (n=51) mainly showed
support for any financial help that would be available to them:
"Motorhome owners will be able to keep their vehicles. Horse boxes etc are very expensive
and essential for social events and training." (Public, aged 55+, LGV, Private Car)
"This is an excellent proposal to allow horsebox owners within greater Manchester to use
their lorries." (Public, aged 18-34, Leisure Vehicle)
5.2.6.2 Concerns about the proposed permanent local discounts
The two types of vehicle who could be eligible for discounts are leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes and
private hire vehicles and some comments were made specifically that these should not be offered
discounts.
PHV
Owners

Leisure
Vehicle
Owners

7

5

7

11

4

1

1

86

13

3

0

5

Concerns the discounts will result in
people not upgrading

62

2

2

0

0

Leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes
should not be offered discounts

39

4

2

0

0

Discounts should depend on vehicle
age / pollution it causes

6

0

0

0

2

623

82

15

6

15

General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Permanent discounts are not needed

377

52

Concerns about discounts being
abused / enforced

124

Private hire vehicles should not be
offered discounts

Base
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Private hire vehicles shouldn’t be eligible for a discount (public n=86; business n=13;
representatives n=3): Respondents felt these vehicles were heavy polluters:
“Taxis are perhaps some of the most polluting vehicles so why offer a discount? If the scheme
really is about pollution then all polluting vehicles should be charged.” (Councillor / Elected
Official)
“I don't see why PHV should have a discount. They are businesses and any increase in costs
can be passed on to consumers. Its then up to the PHV business to choose the vehicle
(exempt or not) that best suits their business.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV,)
“Private hire vehicles are inefficient in moving large numbers of people. It makes no sense to
discount them.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
Leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes should not be offered discounts (public n=39; business n=4;
representatives n=2): Most comments centred around all vehicles causing pollution and therefore
did not agree with the discounts:
"I believe that private cars should be included in the restrictions, so discounting cars that are
sometimes used privately makes no sense to me." (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“I disagree with the proposed permanent discount for leisure vehicles in private ownership
>3.5t. These vehicles contribute to air pollution and need to be brought up to modern
standards.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
The majority of comments provided by respondents did not always refer to one of the two discounts
and spoke in more general terms about discounts.
Discounts are not needed (public n=377; business n=52; representatives n=7): Just over half the
comments provided by the public and businesses mentioned they felt discounts weren’t needed as
they felt every vehicle going through the Clean Air Zone should be charged. Others felt vehicles
should have been upgraded already and therefore discounts were redundant.
Most of the comments that discounts are not needed were provided by those who do not own an
impacted vehicle:
"Giving a discount would reduce the incentive to change to a less polluting vehicle. Also,
public transport, cycling and walking should be being encouraged as modes of transport over
driving. Use of private cars and taxis should ideally be reduced in order to improve air quality,
reduce carbon emissions, and reduce congestion." (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
"The provisions should apply to all vehicles that don’t meet emissions standards, offering
discounts undermines what the scheme is seeking to achieve." (Public, aged 18-34, Private
Car)
"These owners have known for a reasonable time that the clear zone was being implemented
so should have started to make provision to acquire compliant vehicles." (Business, PHV)
“We are concerned that the local discounts focus on the vehicles use rather than its impact
on the environment. The example given of a PHV being used as a private car sometimes and
therefore being charged 5/7 of the normal penalty is not applicable if the vehicle is used as a
PHV seven days per week.” (Business, Bus)
Concerns about discounts being abused and how the discounts would be enforced (public
n=124; business n=11; representatives, n=4): Some felt the discounts felt like a loophole for certain
vehicles to pay less and questioned how the discounts would be checked and overseen:
"All private hire vehicle owners will simply claim their vehicle is used as a private car and
therefore claim the exemption. This would make the charge on private hire vehicles pointless.
This loophole is too large." (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
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"This seems like an exemption that would be difficult to police and right for abuse. Keep it
simple charge polluting vehicles from entering our city." (Public, aged 18-34, LGV, Private
Car)
Discounts could result in people not upgrading their vehicle (public n=62; business n=2;
representatives n=2): stating the cost of an upgrade or replacement vehicle was larger than the
charges once the discount was applied:
“It would seem likely that quite a large number of vehicles could fall within this reduction and
thereby undermine the effectiveness of the changes. Given that most vehicles are probably
leased, any change should be limited to the expiry of the average lease following the
commencement of the zone.” (Business, Private Car)
“A permanent discount on PHVs also used as private cars could provide a disincentive to
adopting cleaner vehicles. Their primary function is commercial and this alone should be
sufficient to bring them up to standard or pay the full clean air charges. Giving a discount
because the vehicles may be used outside their working hours seems inappropriate and I am
surprised this is being considered. PHV proposed charges are already low in any case.”
(Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
5.2.6.3 Discount amounts
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

PHV
Owners

Leisure
Vehicle
Owners

Discounts should be higher

18

3

3

2

8

Discounts should be lower

5

1

0

0

0

Discounts should be higher due to /
until through the Covid-19 pandemic

1

0

0

0

0

Base

24

4

3

2

8

Discounts should be higher: Suggestions were made the discount amount should be higher (public
n=18; business n=3):
"for motorhomes, this does seem a bit draconian as these are privately owned vehicles many are only in use at set times – e.g. off on holidays but where the motorhome is also the
only private vehicle owned by a family, this charge would be prohibitive. Perhaps a double
discount down to the level propose for PHV might be in order." (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
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5.2.6.4 Discounts should be offered to more vehicle types / affected people
Suggestions included:
PHV
Owners

Leisure
Vehicle
Owners

3

2

13

1

0

0

6

14

3

0

2

6

Discounts for: buses, coaches and
minibuses

7

1

1

1

0

Discounts for: business vehicles

7

1

0

0

1

Discounts for: hackneys

6

20

3

1

0

Base

86

30

6

6

25

General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Discounts for: located outside GM but
operate within

29

5

Discounts for: leisure vehicles under
3.5 tonnes

27

Discounts for: more vehicles / affected
people

Those who are located outside of Greater Manchester but operate within the region (public
n=29; business n=5; representatives n=3): This comment was raised in particular by those who live
just outside of the Greater Manchester boundary, feeling they should be provided with a discount if
they are not going to be eligible for funding support to upgrade:
"I live 50m just outside the boundary, but the motorhome is kept within GM. I will have to
move sites and travel much further to avoid the £60 charge as I won’t be eligible for a
discount. I will be causing more pollution or will have to sell the motorhome. I can't believe
that motorhomes contribute much, they do far fewer miles than cars for example." (Public,
aged 35-54, Leisure Vehicle, Private Car)
Hackneys: where 19 of the 20 comments were provided by hackney carriage owners. Some
respondents felt other vehicles with the potential to be used privately should be treated the same as
a private hire vehicle and should also receive a two-day discount:
“Hackney carriages, vans and minibuses can also be used for private and leisure use so
should be treated the same.” (Organisation, Tameside Owners & Drivers Association)
“I find it strange that you just offer a discount to private hire vehicles that are used also as
family cars as there are many hackney carriages that also are used as family cars and should
be afforded the same exemption.” (Business, Hackney)
Leisure vehicles under 3.5 tonnes: 27 comments were made by the public of which 6 were leisure
vehicle owners and while these comments were referencing a discount for this size of vehicle from
the £10 daily charge, they did not specify the level of discount they would expect:
“What about vans or other vehicles uses for leisure but less than 3.5t? Many people have
smaller Ford Transit, VW Transporter or other type of van which is solely used for leisure and
not linked to a business. This must be considered in proposals and can be proved through
households sharing details of their employment to prove their vehicle isn't used for a business.”
(Public, aged 25-34, LGV / Van, Private Car)
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Funding to upgrade to compliant vehicles
Summary of Findings
•

There was a high level of support for the funds and many felt they were needed in order to
help businesses upgrade.

•

All types of vehicle owners felt the gap between the cost of a compliant vehicle and the
amount of funding being offered was too great. Of those that thought they were eligible for
funding* the following felt the funds would meet their needs:
o

PHV (51%)

o

Hackney (19%)

o

Van (17%)

o

HGV (26%)

•

It was believed the devaluation of current vehicles and the inflation of prices for new
vehicles because of the proposals would increase the financial deficit.

•

Many businesses were not inclined, or able, to take additional finance options at the
moment, owing to the impact of Covid-19, Brexit and general uncertainty for the future.
There was a lot of concern about taking on more debt.

•

Some suggested, to have the biggest impact on air quality, the funds should be prioritised
for the most polluting vehicles.

•

Others suggested funds should be targeted towards those that need them most.

•

Concerns were raised for those that are based just outside of the boundary, and several
comments were made that funding should be available to them.

•

Some members of the public were against the funds as they did not feel public money
should be used to help private business, and many felt companies should have already
upgraded their vehicles.

•

There were some concerns about mismanagement of the funds and people taking
advantage of the scheme.

•

Try before you buy received a mixed reaction; some felt it was a good idea, however,
many questioned the capability of electric vehicles and the current infrastructure, and they
did not see the benefit of the scheme.

•

There was strong support for the hardship fund.

•

Many respondents stated they needed additional funding and time to help the upgrade of
their vehicles.

*Many did not think they would be eligible for funding even though their responses suggest
they would be.
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6.1

Introduction

Greater Manchester is requesting a package from Government to support owners or
registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles with the cost of upgrading to vehicles that don’t
incur a charge. The figure below, taken from the consultation materials, summarised the key
funding available for the different affected vehicles:
Table 6-1 Summary of funding available

All respondents were asked for their comments on the proposed funding offers. Those with
affected vehicles were asked if they thought they would be eligible to apply and, if so, would
the proposed funding meet their needs.
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In this section, we describe:
The response to the funding options by relationship to the CAP and the vehicles they own:
•

Public without affected vehicle and representatives*;

•

The Clean Bus Fund;

•

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Van;

•

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – HGV;

•

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Coach / minibus;

•

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Leisure vehicles;

•

The Clean Taxi Fund – Hackney; and

•

The Clean Taxi Fund – PHV.

The management of funds;
•

Try Before You Buy;

•

The vehicle finance offer; and

•

The hardship fund and additional support.

*Where representatives are related to, or have commented on a particular industry, these
comments have been reported in the relevant section.

6.2

Public without affected vehicles and representatives

The Clean Bus Fund, The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and The Clean Taxi fund were
introduced to everyone as follows:
The Clean Bus Fund (CBF): Greater Manchester are proposing financial support to help
operators who are registered in Greater Manchester and run a registered bus service in
Greater Manchester.
The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund (CCVF): Funding to support coaches, minibuses,
HGVs or vans.
Greater Manchester are proposing financial support to help smaller local business, sole
traders and the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) organisations
upgrade vans and HGVs, minibuses and coaches, to cleaner more compliant vehicles.
The Clean Taxi Fund (CTF): Greater Manchester are proposing financial support to help
upgrade hackney carriages / private hire vehicles licensed to one of the 10 Greater
Manchester Local Authorities to cleaner compliant vehicles.

In this section we describe members of the public without affected vehicles response to each
of the three funds. It was assumed members of the public who emailed did not have an
affected vehicle.
There were significant levels of support amongst the public for the funds, particularly the Clean
Bus Fund (n=633) and the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund (n=541). Fewer comments were
received about the Clean Taxi Fund, but those that did largely supported the fund.
Some concerns were raised about the operation of the funds.
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Table 6-2 Comments about the funds from public without affected vehicles
Clean
Clean Taxi Fund
Clean Bus Commercial
- Hackney
Fund
Vehicle
(CTF –
(CBF)
Fund
Hackney)
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi
Fund - PHV
(CTF – PHV)

633

541

470

286

80

569

78

64

Oppose the fund

206

81

193

159

Operation of the scheme

132

132

142

76

Miscellaneous

143

134

109

92

1067

1363

865

596

Support the fund*
Need more funding

Base

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
Environmental Bill Lobby campaign emails, making up a quarter (n=172) of these comments.

6.2.1

Support for the funds

Support for the funds included:

Support the proposed funding / funding
is important / needed to be able to
conform/upgrade*
Funding should available to all vehicle
types / fair to all (general comments)
Base

Clean Taxi
Fund Hackney
(CTF –
Hackney)

Clean
Taxi Fund
- PHV
(CTF –
PHV)

506

435

249

76

42

44

41

633

541

470

286

Clean Bus
Fund
(CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

574

*The consultation was subject to an email campaign, from two environmental groups (see section 2.2.2 for details).
This point was mentioned in the Environmental Bill Lobby emails, making up two thirds (n=172) of these comments.

Examples of general supportive comments about all the funds include:
“I welcome this idea [bus fund] and think that as much support as possible should be
directed towards supporting public transport operators to reduce the financial impact
of the changes.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“I think the [commercial] fund is a good idea and will be welcomed. The UK government
should provide the funds to support this.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Supporting them is the only way they will be able to switch vehicles. If you want the
scheme to be successful you must give them support.” (Councillor / Elected Official)
“I know cabbies don't make a huge living, so there needs to be grants and incentives
to support the transition into new vehicles as opposed to letting them opt out if they
say they cannot pay.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“We need to make sure they're compliant and these [PHV] drivers are less likely to be
able to afford to upgrade. But there are far more of them, at least where I live, so they
are polluting more.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
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Members of the public stressed the importance of the funding in aiding buses to improve air
quality and to help encourage the use of public transport instead of cars:
“I think it is a very good idea to help bus companies upgrade their buses to more
environmentally friendly vehicles, I am aware of some vehicles that run within GM that
are approaching 15 years old which is not good. so overall this is an excellent idea.”
(Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“Yes. We need good clean buses. Please do this. There has to be a viable alternative
to cars and currently there isn’t one.” (Public, aged 35-54, Other Vehicle)
“I think they should really be focusing on people, encouraging people to get on public
transport and upgrading the public transport and not penalising the cab drivers and the
taxi drivers.” (Focus Group: Public, aged 18-40)
There were concerns amongst some respondents that if enough funding was not provided to
help bus operators and PHV drivers upgrade, the costs would be passed on to customers,
which could disproportionately impact vulnerable users:
“I support this. If the bus companies aren't given financial support, the only people who
will lose out will be members of the public who rely on bus travel as the companies will
increase fare prices to accommodate with the additional costs.” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
“All hackney carriages / taxis should be eligible for support and the funding amount
should be the majority of the cost it would take to upgrade their vehicles. Otherwise
they won’t be able to afford to do it. And the cost of the fee if their vehicles are not
green enough would just be passed on to passengers - disproportionately affecting
disabled people who rely on these vehicles.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)

6.2.2

Funding amounts

Comments about the funding amounts for each fund included:

Funding should
be higher for
[fund]
All companies /
operators work in
Greater
Manchester and
will be affected
should be eligible
Base

Clean Taxi Fund Hackney

Clean Bus
Fund (CBF)

Clean Commercial
Vehicle Fund (CCVF)

51

76

57

47

30

491*

18

15

80

567

78

64

(CTF – Hackney)

Clean Taxi Fund PHV (CTF – PHV)

* The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). This point was mentioned in the
CAZ support campaign emails making up almost all (n=484) of these comments.

Funding should be higher: Several comments were received from members of the public
expressing concern the proposed funding amounts were not enough in the CBF (n=51), CCVF
(n=76), CTF - Hackney (n=57) or CTF - PHV (n=47):
“You're going to need a lot more funding for this element, because bus operators on
average keep their fleet for between 10-20 years and with them costing well over
£100,000 each for the majority of vehicles, they will need more money before 2023 to
be convinced to upgrade them- especially to hybrid or electric as they are even dearer.”
(Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
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“The grant limit for both bus and coach of £16,000 per vehicle is not a true reflection
of the cost of retrofitment and we understand it was based on average cost, setting a
higher limit would be fair and equitable.” (Organisation, CPT)
“In summary, the funding package is inadequate. As a minimum, the funding envelope
should cater for all 6615 affected HGVs which, on the grant amounts specified under
section 5.5, would imply a fund of at least £30m for HGVs. However, the grant amounts
specified are in themselves inadequate to bridge the market-value gap between Euro
V and Euro VI vehicles.” (Organisation, Road Haulage Association)
“These operators (both hackney carriage and private hire car drivers) are selfemployed and have been severely hit recently by the lockdowns. Many of them have
operated during the restrictions and have provided a service because they would have
no income otherwise. Under normal circumstances, they make very little profit and so
they should be given priority and to the maximum amounts.” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
The view of owners of each type of vehicle on the levels of funding are discussed in the
following sections.
All vehicles that operate in Greater Manchester and will be affected should be eligible
(CBF n=30; CCVF n=491; CTF - Hackney n=18; CTF - PHV n=15): Several mentions were
made about vehicles registered outside GM but operate within, with some feeling these should
be eligible for funding. This was particularly mentioned by the CAZ support group campaign
about vehicles covered by the commercial fund (n=484):
“Government to provide financial support to help those individuals and businesses who
need to change to cleaner vehicles.” (CAZ support group campaign email)
“Coaches that come into greater Manchester bring vital business for our towns so they
should be helped to - and our local coach companies should have money to so that
they can change.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“Business that are based or operate in the city should not be penalised and should
receive any help where possible to mitigate excess charges.” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
“Inevitably, those who live outside GM but spend time working in GM may feel
disadvantaged and less willing to travel into GM to work, e.g. trades people from
outside GM will be disadvantaged when working in GM to those who are based in GM.”
(Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“This is unfair to taxi drivers just over the border of GM. It gives GM taxi drivers an
unfair advantage.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I think taxi drivers who can prove they live and work in GM regardless of where they
are licensed for should get financial help.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
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6.2.3

Oppose the funding

Comments received against each of the funds included:

Funding should not be available / not needed
– should have already upgraded by now/use
own money (general)
Funding / financial support will not help /
work (e.g. will not help in the long-term)
Don't agree with fund because don't agree
with charges
Funding amount is too high / too much
funding (general)
Base

Clean Bus
Fund
(CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle
Fund
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi
Fund Hackney

193

57

181

139

0

16

0

0

1

6

5

7

15

3

8

17

206

81

193

159

(CTF –
Hackney)

Clean Taxi
Fund - PHV
(CTF –
PHV)

Reasons respondents were against the fund included:
Funding should not be available/not needed – should have already upgraded by now /
use own money: Several comments were received opposing funding being available,
particularly for CBF (n=193), CTF - Hackney (n=181) and CTF-PHVs (n=139). Fewer
comments were received about vehicles covered by the CCVF (n=57). The main reasons
given included:
•

Public funding should not be used to support private companies: some felt these
companies should not receive public funding as the need for funding was greater for
others:
“Public money should not be used to support private companies get their houses in
order.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“I disagree that such support should be provided. Public taxpayers’ money should not
be squandered to underwrite the costs of private enterprise and businesses.” (Public,
no age provided, LGV)
“The funding should go to only buses and taxis. Businesses should fund their own
vehicles from their profits. After all, it’s tax deductible.” (Public, aged 55+, LGV, Private
Car)
“They should be able to do this with all the profits they are making if not they wouldn’t
be running a company why should we support this from our taxpayer’s money they
have big pockets let them pay.” (Public, aged 55+, LGV, Private Car)

•

Companies should have already upgraded their vehicles: many responses were
opposed to the funding being made available as they felt companies have had time to
upgrade their vehicles:
“I do not think large companies such as [bus operators] should be able to get benefit
from this, as they should have been investing in cleaner vehicles for a long time now.”
(Organisation, Friends of the Trans Pennine Trail)
“I'm not sure taxpayers’ money should pay for this, when black cab drivers have already
been over charging us all for years. Its normal to have to replace a car every once and
a while, especially when it is your profession so I'm not sure they should be funded at
all.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
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•

Companies can afford the costs / should use the money from their profits: there were
also comments opposing the funding, declaring many companies have the money to make
the changes themselves:
“Bus companies should plan and fund vehicle upgrades through their company profits
or return ownership to local authority. Why should the taxpayer fund new vehicles
whilst company bosses continue to take a dividend?” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV)

•

Funding amount is too high / too much funding: (CBF n=15; CCVF n=3; CTF-Hackney
n=8; CTF-PHV n=17): Some comments mentioned the funding amount was too high, in
addition to opposing companies receiving funding:
“I think the fund is excessive. Lots of the buses in Manchester are a disgrace. These
companies should have some corporate responsibility to not poison our air.” (Public,
no age provided, Private Car)
“Just don't give them too much, they should have been investing in this tech years
ago.” (Public, aged 34-54, Private Car)

6.2.4

Operation of the scheme

Comments received about the operation of each of the funds included:

Clean Bus
Fund
(CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

0

49

Clean
Taxi
Fund Hackney
(CTF –
Hackney)
0

31

29

52

25

17

20

15

6

0

6

2

1

61

13

36

18

Funding should only be available to Taxis
licensed in Greater Manchester

0

0

20

17

Funding should be provided as a
repayable loan / not given as a grant
Payment of funds

14

13

18

11

12

0

2

0

Base

133

622

142

76

Funds should only be for voluntary /
community organisations / charities /
services
Concerns about where funding is coming
from for this/transparency over funds
Funding should only be for sole traders /
smaller companies
Funding should not come in the form of a
repayable loan / should be given as a
lump sum grant
Funding should only be provided to
upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles

Clean Taxi Fund PHV (CTF – PHV)

0

Key comments regarding the operation of the scheme included:
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for this / transparency over
funds (CBF n=31; CCVF n=29; CTF-Hackney n=52; CTF-PHV n=25): Some comments from
respondents queried where the funding would come from, particularly for the funding of
Hackney Carriages, with fears the public / taxpayer would be funding the scheme:
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“Who's paying for this? Where's the money coming from.” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
“Who pays for this funding. Yes, us local taxpayers. Yet another example of local
authorities spending our money in ways not asked for by the population...” (Public,
aged 55+, Private Car)
“It is as it is but this vague there’s going to be funds here and grants here, until you
know what the criteria is, it doesn’t really mean anything does it.” (Focus Group:
Minibus, Coach)
Funding should only be for smaller companies (CBF n=17; CCVF n=20; CTF-Hackney
n=15; CTF-PHV n=6): Respondents mentioned the funding should only be available for
smaller companies, with several comments stating larger companies did not need more
support:
“Most of the smallest bus companies use ageing buses. It would better to get them to
purchase new buses/coaches or help them in doing so. The big bus companies can
look after themselves.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Money should be filtered down to the smaller operators instead of the bigger bus
companies receiving all the benefit, the larger companies have more financial backing
from investors/banks whereas the smaller family run companies may not have the
assets/banking backing.” (Business, Bus, Coach, Minibus)
Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles (CBF n=61;
CCVF n=13; CTF-Hackney n=36; CTF-PHV n=18): Several responses made a reference to
the funding only being provided to operators if they upgraded to low emission vehicles (e.g.
hybrids and electric), with comments highlighting the importance of improving air quality:
“Maximum funding should only be available for replacement vehicles that are zero
emission.” (Organisation, MESS (Marple Energy Saving Strategy))
“Eligibility should be for hybrid that can run on zero emission in the relevant zones or
full zero emission vehicles this should also include coaches and school buses that are
major polluters.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“No diesel-powered vehicles should be purchased - preferably battery electric only.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Funds should only be for / prioritised for voluntary / community organisations /
charities/services (CCVF n=49): Several comments felt funding should only be for Voluntary,
Community and Social Enterprises (VCSEs). There were calls VCSEs should be ‘prioritised’
before commercial trades due to their ‘importance’ and ‘social value’:
“Voluntarily, community and social enterprises should be supported before any
commercial operations.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“I would support vehicles for charitable status organisations as a priority, since those
are already recognised as having social value….” (Public, aged 35-54) No Vehicle)
“Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) organisations must get full
support. The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated the sheer importance of these
organisations.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Payment of funds (CBF n=12; CTF-Hackney n=2): A few comments from those who
responded made additional suggestions regarding who should be funded. Suggestions
included only paying those who have already upgraded their vehicle(s) and only releasing
funds after new equipment / vehicles have been invested in rather than in advance of
upgrading:
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“There needs to be a strong deterrent to driving dirty vehicles, and those with cleaner
tech should be rewarded.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“There needs to be a way to ensure that this funding is not used to effectively subsidize
bus companies who have continued to run older polluting vehicles or failed to invest in
modernizing their fleets. Perhaps the funding could be weighted in favour of companies
that have already gone part of the way to modernizing their buses...” (Councillor /
Elected Official)

6.2.5

Other

Other comments received included:

Clean Bus
Fund (CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi
Fund Hackney
(CTF –
Hackney)

Clean Taxi
Fund - PHV
(CTF – PHV)

Queries about the proposals /
information not clear - general
comments

73

80

40

33

Out of scope for proposals –
impact /l ack of enforcement of
taxis registered outside of
Greater Manchester (e.g. in
Sefton)

0

0

0

31

Out of scope for proposals –
impact / lack of enforcement of
Uber

0

0

28

19

Concerns about availability of
electric charging infrastructure /
need more charging points

5

9

22

8

Concerns about performance of
electric vehicles

4

4

3

1

Other

64

43

24

18

Base

185

134

109

92

Queries about the funding amount / provision / conditions (CBF n=73; CCVF n=80; CTFHackney n=40; CTF-PHV n=33): Several respondents had queries about the proposals in
terms of the funding amount / provision and conditions:
“Doing a quick estimate based on the costs of a new bus, £30M approximates to
around 150 new buses purchased, so is this figure really enough to upgrade the
Greater Manchester bus fleet?” (Organisation, The Northern Care Alliance NHS
Group)
“Agree this can be done if bus companies are engaged correctly” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
Out of town taxis: Some respondents voiced concerns about the impact of out of town taxis
(CTF-PHV n=31) and Uber (CTF-Hackney n= 28; CTF - PHV n=19) on the taxi and PHV trade
in Greater Manchester. Some were concerned there was a lack of enforcement on such taxis
and local businesses should be prioritised:
“Only comment is to ensure all vehicles are owned and Licensed in Greater
Manchester. As a former private hire owner / driver, I was aware of drivers from other
authorities continually working in the Stockport area which was unfair and took work
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away from me as a Stockport resident and tax payer. I was also aware of drivers letting
unlicensed drivers use their vehicles!!” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
"All PH vehicle owner working In Manchester regardless of council they associated
with should be treated equally……….they shouldn't be discriminated against. as
hundreds of GM residents PHD now opt to go with Sefton, Wolverhampton councils as
they are cheap and hassle free as compared to local councils. (Business, PHV)
“With the amount of work left for Hackney carriage drivers in Manchester [as] cross
border plying for hire started stealing all the work and council not being able to put a
stop to this theft of work from Hackney trade” (Business, Hackney)

6.3

The Clean Bus Fund – Bus operators

Anyone who is registered to run a commercial bus service in Greater Manchester is eligible to
apply for funding. Not everyone who runs a bus service owns a bus: some are coaches for
example, used for school services. There are very few bus operators in the data therefore,
their responses have been collated in this section.
There were 46 respondents who completed a questionnaire who owned at least one bus. In
addition, six emails were received from bus operators. From the questionnaire, two
respondents commented on why the fund would not meet their needs:
“Strongly believe the costs will increase to meet the new demand.” (Business, Bus /
Coach)
“We await confirmation of eligibility for funding of all vehicles but are confident are a
good solution can be agreed with TfGM.” (Business, Bus / Class V Training Bus)
In terms of the emails received from stakeholders, these were some key points made from
bus operators:
“We welcome the aim of the Fund and understand the management and distribution.
We do however recognise the shortfall against the initial ask and have some concern
that there may be a shortfall in the number of compliant vehicles at the time the
charging is introduced. There could also be delays in supplies of the necessary kit
which may lead to installations being delayed or suspended.” (Business, Bus)
“We encourage TfGM to maximise retrofit and other measures and then take stock of
whether CAZ is still required.” (Business, Bus)
“The grant limit for both bus and coach of £16,000 per vehicle is not a true reflection
of the cost of retrofitting, and we understand it was based on average cost, setting a
higher limit would be fair and equitable.” (Organisation, CPT)
“The contribution of £16,000 is unlikely to be sufficient to make a case for investment.
It is around 50% of the typical cost of a ten year old vehicle and if there are 350 vehicles
to replace, there is likely to be a significant supply issue which could cause a price rise.
Operators may also need to dispose of vehicles at a loss as the market price for a 13
or 14 year old vehicles is unlikely to exceed the book value” (Business, Bus, Coach)

6.4

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Van owners

Of responses from businesses, 598 had at least one van or LGV. Of which, 90% thought they
would currently incur a charge when the CAZ is introduced. Under the proposals, businesses
with vans will be able to apply for a replacement grant of up to £3,500 per vehicle or vehicle
finance offer (see section 6.10).
However, just 29% (n=159) thought they were eligible for the fund even though the majority
were based in Greater Manchester and therefore would be eligible for support.
The main comments given by business van owners about the funds included:
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Support the proposed funding / funding is needed to be able to conform / upgrade
(n=36): There was some support amongst van owners for the funds, and a further 11 reiterated the need for funding to cover all types of vehicles and be fair to all:
“This will be massively welcomed. The cost of buying a new vehicle would put massive
strain on our small business and would take years for us to have enough capital to
purchase. Financial support would make this more realistic for us by 2022.” (Business,
LGV)
“I think it is very important to support the smaller businesses and sole traders. We are
going to need help with the new vehicles.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Unfair to those located outside the boundary / should be funding to those located
outside the boundary but operate in GM: Some concerns were raised (n=15) about the
impact on those with businesses located just outside of the boundary but operate within it:
“It should be extended to those outside GM that have to travel into GM. We enter an
average of twice per week so would cost around £1000 to supply goods into
Manchester.” (Business, LGV)
Just 17% (n= 27) thought the funding would meet their needs. The main reasons van
owners’ needs would not be met included [the comments below have been drawn from
across the questionnaire]:
Need more funding (n= 67): A large proportion simply said they need more funding, with a
further 10 stating they needed funding to cover 100% of the cost of the vehicle. A couple also
stated the proposed funding does not consider other costs such as insurance and
customisation (n=2):
“£3.5k to purchase a new van. Have you tried purchasing a used LGV before, as this
goes no way near the cost involved. My business can't afford or justify the purchase of
a much newer vehicle.” (Business, LGV)
“The price of electric vehicles might change over the next 2 years. If the second-hand
market doesn't increase, £3,500 would not help us to buy a brand-new electric vehicle.”
(Business, LGV)
“Can't get a euro class 6 vehicle that isn't falling apart for the funds offered, can't get
or afford finance. Can't even get a BBL because all lenders have locked it down to
existing clients only” (Business, LGV)
“I purchased a van with a euro 5 engine last year for many £1000`s. The introduction
of these charges would effectively reduce the value of my van to scrap value, (who
would buy it?) Therefore, the grant offered towards a new van would nowhere near
compensate for my loss.” (Business, LGV)
Financial support will not help (n=15): Those with specialist vehicles did not feel the
financial support would help as they could not easily change their vehicles regardless of the
level of funding:
“Because we are the last in the queue as a small business/partnership! We have the
ideal van for our business purposes. This is no longer produced - shape has changed
which reduces weight and load capacity. We have tried looking around for a
replacement but cannot find one due to these requirements” (Business, LGV)
“it still requires too much investment from the business, our vehicles are not just
vehicles, the have to have custom made fittings in the cargo area which can also run
up to £3000-£4000 on top of the price of the vehicle, we cannot remove the systems
from the old vehicles to the new. (Business, LGV)
Cannot afford to upgrade my vehicle/s (n=86): Many said they could not afford the
additional cost at the moment to upgrade, particularly due to the current situation and
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uncertainty about future work (this is reported more in section 7.3 in relation to the impact of
Covid-19):
“Will you be providing a small business with a sufficient van? I only purchased my low
mileage van this year so can’t afford to go out and just buy or loan a new one. There’s
only 2 of us in our business and on limited work more than ever after this year we need
help not a charge to pay.” (Business, LGV)
“I bought a brilliant used van for £6k with 25000 miles on the clock. It's 12 years old
but provides the perfect solution for my business. Affordable, reliable and smart. I'd
have to chip in at least an extra £10k IF I got a £5k grant. My business activities have
been decimated by Covid already. We simply don't have the money - we have
negotiated our rent and cut back on all costs possible to try and survive. A van upgrade
is very unlikely. I have no money.” (Business, LGV)
“The money you are suggested is available is about 1/3 the cost of a new van. Selling
my current vehicle would raise another couple of grand but to expect me to pay out
£6000 of my own money in the next couple of years with the current loss of revenue is
wrong.” (Business, LGV)
Some predicted because of the devaluation of their current vehicles (n=19) and the expected
increase in prices of compliant vehicles (n=16), they felt the gap in funding would be even
greater.
Queries about the fund: Many comments referred to the uncertainty they felt about what they
would be eligible for (n=80) and therefore, were unable to say whether it would meet their
needs:
“Presently we run 5 vans (NI) which would fall outside exemption rules due to area.
From the consultation documents we understand we are eligible for £3,500 towards a
compliant/newer vans. All our vans are modified for specific roles in roadside
assistance, miss fuel drain, rapid deployment trailer. Could this type of van (not HGV)
be exempt as would be a larger converted vehicle?” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“And if part of its, if the charges don’t cover the funding, then where is the money for
the funding coming from, is that central Government?” (Focus Group: LGV)
“If you’re a scaffolder and you’ve got a twelve ton truck, that is your specialist HGV,
because it saves you having a group of five lads hand boarding a load off. So what
you define as specialist and what I define as a specialist is …. it’s open to
interpretation.” (Focus Group: HGV, LGV)

6.5

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Business HGV
owners

Of responses from business, 143 had at least one HGV. Of which, 90% thought they would
currently incur a charge when the CAZ is introduced. Under the proposals businesses with
HGVs will be able to apply for a replacement grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a
compliant standard or a replacement grant which is dependent on vehicle size, the following
funding amounts are proposed:
•

44t articulated up to £4,500 per vehicle

•

32t rigid up to £5,500 per vehicle

•

26t up to £4,500 per vehicle

•

18t up to £3,500 per vehicle

However, just 29% n=38 thought they were eligible for the fund even though the majority were
based in Greater Manchester and therefore would be eligible for support.
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The main comments given by HGV owners about the funds included:
Support the proposed funding / funding is needed to be able to conform / upgrade:
There was some support for the funding (n=15), with some re-iterating the need for it to be
available to all (n=5):
“Yes funding for HGV upgrade very welcome if it means no daily tax and Is not
repayable” (Business, HGV)
“As I will have to change my hgv and my van any finance aid would be welcomed”
(Business, HGV, LGV)
“Welcome funding to help financially to up grade vehicle to become compliant.”
(Business, HGV, LGV)
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount to those affected (n=
22): Several respondents in their comments strongly felt the amount should be increased.
HGV owners heavily criticised the current proposed funding as being ‘inadequate’ and not
sufficient to help buy replacement vehicles:
“HGV funding is nowhere near enough. You are proposing a £5500 grant towards
replacing a vehicle costing £50k upwards to replace. Leeds CAZ were granting
£16000 per vehicle (we were granted £32000 towards the replacement of 2 vehicles)
You are proposing a £16000 grant towards a retrofit solution. There are no such
solutions available, so this is a meaningless offer.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“Regarding our line of work, I’ve been heavily involved in it, especially with the vehicles
update, because one of our specialist vehicles, in excess of 250 tons, so the
replacement vehicle we purchased last year actually came, I think it cost just under a
quarter of a million pounds to replace one vehicle. So, you sit there and you look at it,
obviously the ongoing extent is with the low emission zone come in and the
reinvestment in equipment, just to keep it within this low emissions bracket, it does
have quite a knock-on effect with obviously profit margins and everything else.” (Focus
Group: HGV)
The additional costs were mentioned, in particular insurance and modifying vehicles:
“Insurance for electric commercial vehicles is a significant problem, there is only one
insurer prepared to offer cover and it is exorbitant. This failure of the insurance market
needs to be taken up by the Govt.” (Organisation, FSB)
Just 26% (n=10), thought the funding would meet their needs: The main reasons HGV
owners’ needs would not be met was the large gap between the proposed funding amount
and the cost of a new vehicle (n=3). The devaluation (n=6) of current vehicles also added to
the amount of funding they would need to be able to upgrade. Many said they cannot afford
to upgrade their vehicle/s (n=29):
“The cost of replacing the vehicles would leave me with a financial short fall of £35,500
for a second hand or £90,000 for brand new. 'Up to' £4500 is nowhere near enough.”
(Business, LGV, HGV)
“£5500 grant towards replacing a vehicle costing at least £50,000 is not a viable
solution.” (Business, LGV, HGV)

6.6

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Coach / minibus

Of responses from business, 70 had at least one Coach or Minibus. Of which, 89% thought
they would currently incur a charge when the CAZ is introduced.
However, just 24% (n=15) thought they were eligible for the fund even though the majority
were based in Greater Manchester and therefore would be eligible for support.
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Just 33% (n=5), thought the funding would meet their needs: However, many of the
responses from coach operators came via email or participation in the Focus Groups; how
many said the proposed fund would or would not meet their needs cannot be quantified. Below
is a summary of the response given from coach operators.
Several comments remarked on the criteria being unfair to the coach companies located
outside the boundary and funding should also be provided to them. Reasons for extending the
funding to outside the boundary included concerns of the impact to services without financial
assistance:
“We operate coaches into and out of GM to schools in Orrell, Leyland, and
Macclesfield. The services only just cross the outer borders to either collect or deliver
students and do not venture into the centre. Since we do not have a depot based
within GM we believe this means we would not qualify for grant assistance. We would
prefer it if this could be reconsidered as the effect on these services would be
significant...” (Business, Coach, LGV)
“These proposals, set out in the consultation document, are comprehensive and
detailed…. However, they unreasonably and unjustifiably discriminate against
businesses operating into Greater Manchester from beyond the boundaries of Greater
Manchester, and scheduled express coach operators in particular, who are neither
eligible for a time-limited local exemption, or any financial support to comply.
(Business, Coach)
“They’re doing the complete opposite than what is needed. They’re making it more
expensive to go into Manchester in an environmentally friendly vehicle, but it’s Euro 4
or Euro 6, just by the sheer number of people we’d be carrying. I think the advantages
to being in Greater Manchester are completely unfair to operators that are outside, you
know, they’re getting an extra nine months, they’re getting the extra funding to do it
and the nine months.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
Coach companies based outside GM highlighted they would be unlikely to invest, especially
as they would not be entitled to support. Costs would have to be passed to customers and,
therefore, they are likely to move business away from Greater Manchester. For example, some
of the package day trips they offer to areas other than Manchester to maintain their
competitiveness:
“Well, I think from my point of view it’s penalising the people that are bringing revenue
into the city. To all the businesses in the city that we bring people to, then it’s penalising
those people, because we’re not going to do it, because I’m not going to invest in Euro
6 vehicles, not in the immediate future anyway, not at least in the immediate future, no
way. Ultimately the passenger is going to pay the cost. You’re penalising operators
outside of Manchester whilst giving them grants while they’re inside Manchester and
extending the time limit for them. That’s unfair on the industry as a whole. Yeah and
you’re devaluing everybody’s fleet, whether they’re in Manchester or they’re not, by
bringing this in you are devaluing their fleet.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
“And so, you know, if we say, oh, Manchester Christmas markets 460 or you can go to
Liverpool market for 400. Bye bye Manchester.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
“But there might be the issue that if they don’t want to pay, so you say to them it’s £200
to go to Chester, it’s £260 to go to Manchester, they’re just going to pick to go
somewhere different. And so Manchester loses as well, doesn’t it, because they
haven’t got the tourism coming in.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
A number of the coach and minibus operators in the focus groups felt the Fund will not go far
enough to help them, especially in current circumstances. Most gave examples of the cost of
a vehicle and the gap between the proposed funding and the cost of a new vehicle. Most did
not feel they would be able to get the finance required to bridge the gap:
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“Well to give you an idea, a Euro 6 coach is £250,000, we have fourteen vehicles, that
would be over £3 Million pounds and our annual turnover is £450,000, so you tell me
how we’re supposed to do that?” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
“We’re all really struggling at the minute, like everybody here with the Covid. I have
spoken to my MP about this and they’ve offered us £16,500 which is nowhere near where we’re supposed to get the rest of the money from.” (Focus Group: Minibus,
Coach)
“It’s £5,000 towards a minibus and to get a Euro 6 even a Ford Transit you’re looking
at about £27,000 so £5,000 towards that is another £21,000 per vehicle times three,
so it’s a big debt that you’re getting yourself into for the sake of earning not enough.”
(Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
There is also some mistrust if they did upgrade, the criteria could change again:
“I’m thinking that currently Euro 6 it is, what’s the next step, do we go Euro 7, Euro 8?
When do we get to the point where we’re not constantly improving air quality and
they’re constantly passing costs on to smaller companies, because the major of wagon
companies are quite large fleets. The majority of coach companies, there’s more small
operators that run four or five, six or eight vehicles, where does it stop and ultimately,
we as operators have to cover those costs, it has to come from somewhere and where
it comes from is our customers.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)

6.7

The Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Leisure vehicles
and vans owned by the public

Under the proposals, members of the public who own a van or are owners or registered
keepers of leisure vehicles (>3.5t) in private ownership, (e.g. motor caravan >3.5t), motorised
horse box (>3.5t) would be subject to the daily charge if their vehicles are non-compliant.
They are therefore eligible to apply for funding via the Clean Commercial Vehicle fund.
Not all respondents detailed the type of vehicle they had, but of those we could identify, 262
had an affected vehicle, of which 95% thought they would be impacted by the clean air zone.
However, just 16 thought they would be eligible for funding support; many lived outside the
boundary, but many did not think they would be eligible because they are not a business.
Just three respondents felt the funding would meet their needs: The most commonly
received comments from these groups were:
•

Funding needed for / concerns about funding for personal leisure vehicles e.g.
campervans, horseboxes etc (n=70): The comments centred around the cost of
upgrading their vehicles. As with other affected, vehicles the devaluation on their current
vehicle increases the amount of funds they need to secure:
“Funding won’t go far enough. Not with specialist vehicles, because to me a horsebox
is a specialist vehicle, you know, it’s not just a box, you know, there’s a lot of things
that go into making that safe to transport up to three half ton animals at the end of the
day.” (Focus Group: Public HGV owners)
“Looking at the second-hand value of non-compliant vehicle # 1 and the likely
replacement cost of a compliant vehicle there is a significant gap. This is without taking
into account that the proposals may lead to a drop in value of non-compliant vehicles
and an increase in cost (due to supply issues) of compliant vehicles. With regard to
non-compliant vehicle #2 this is a vehicle made by Land Rover special vehicle
operations for West Yorks fire service and now in private ownership - A direct
replacement (or similar) for this vehicle does not currently exist. There will be many
businesses and publics in or close to the Manchester in a similar position.” (Public,
aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
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•

Queries about the proposals / information not clear (n=67): There was confusion
amongst this group about the funding available as the following quote illustrates:
“You are treating private campervans as commercial vehicles when it comes to
charging but not compensating the owners of these vehicles to fund replacement
vehicles which are much more expensive than commercial vehicles as they are
specialist vehicles.” (Public, aged 55+ Other Vehicle)

6.8

The Clean Taxi Fund – Hackney

In total, 165 respondents owned a hackney carriage. Of which, 84% thought they would incur
a charge when the CAZ is introduced. Respondents were provided with a summary of the
proposed financial support offered to hackneys through the Clean Taxi Fund, including the
following grant levels:
•

A grant of up to £10,000 will be available towards the running costs of a purpose-built
wheelchair accessible zero emissions capable vehicle (ZEC); or

•

Access to vehicle finance towards the cost of upgrade to a purpose-built wheelchair
accessible ZEC vehicle, offering an average finance contribution of £10,000, with the total
finance contribution capped at £14,000; or

•

A grant of £5,000 towards the LPG retrofit of a Euro 5 vehicle less than ten years old will
also be available.

75% (n=103) thought they were eligible for the fund.
The main comments received from hackney carriage drivers included:
Support the proposed funding for Hackney carriages: Some (n=10) expressed their
general support for the funds and stressed their need for funding to be available to all (n=32):
“Desperately Needed - you may end up with a vastly reduced fleet of vehicles.”
(Business, Hackney)
“All help would be greatly appreciated.” (Business, Hackney)
“We need it badly as we have all been affected by this pandemic.” (Business, Hackney)
Funding should be higher for hackneys: Nearly half of hackney respondents who
commented felt funding should be higher (n=61), with some commenting they should be
funded for the total cost of a hackney or provided with a compliant vehicle. Reasons for this
included the high cost of upgrading to a compliant vehicle, which some felt would be prohibitive
even with provision of financial support:
“Definitely taxi trade need significantly more funds to meet the standards because this
trade is completely dead at present time, we taxi drivers earning less than minimum
wage. We taxi drivers really worried to keep our livelihood safe might we end up
unemployment queues.” (Business, Hackney)
“The eligibility should be opened, and the fund increased to make it viable to continue
as a hackney carriage driver. Currently it does not go far enough in supporting the
drivers.” (Business, Hackney)
Should be support / reimbursement for those who have already upgraded: There was
concern amongst some hackney respondents the funding was unfair to those who had recently
upgraded their vehicles. Six respondents commented there should be financial support or
reimbursement available in such cases. Some felt those who had acted responsibly by
adopting greener vehicles were being penalised:
“I feel that this situation has been going on for quite some time and the uncertainty
surrounding the trade and the clean air zone has added more pressure to an already
horrendously pressurised job. I myself with this in mind and with the relevant
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information at the time plumped for a Euro 6 vehicle when I changed my vehicle and
feel I should be able to claim some funding back on this.” (Business, Hackney)
“Subsidy has got to be available to early adopters as promised as we only upgraded
due to the age or condition of our previous vehicle we should not be penalised for
complying.” (Business, Hackney)
Electric Vehicles: Although there were many comments in support of electric taxis, there was
concern from some hackney respondents about the performance of electric vehicles (n=4)
and availability of electric vehicle infrastructure (n=7):
“Electric vehicles are nearly double the old vehicles and they are not affordable. The
infrastructure for charging is non-existent, hence not yet ready for the switch.”
(Business, Hackney)
“70,000 miles he said he’d done, and his batteries are goosed, and he didn’t realise
how much the batteries were. It’s all right for 180 miles, then you get 160 miles and
as the batteries start to die and get weaker and weaker you start getting electrical
problems, you’re getting forty miles, fifty miles, you’ve got to replace them for new ones
then. So that’s the problem with having electric vehicles on, good for the environment,
but rubbish for the job, unless Tesla with their million-mile battery come along with a
decent priced vehicle.” (Business PHV operator)
Just 19% (n=20) of Hackney Drivers felt the funding would meet their needs, and this
is discussed more in section 6.9.1.

6.9

The Clean Taxi Fund – PHV

In total, 201 respondents owned a private hire vehicle, of which 97% are licensed in Greater
Manchester. Respondents were provided with a summary of the proposed financial support
offered to PHVs through the Clean Taxi Fund, including the following grant levels:
Private hire wheelchair accessible vehicle or minibus:
•

A grant of £5,000 towards the cost of a compliant 6+ seater vehicle; or

•

Access to vehicle finance, offering an average finance contribution of £5,000, with the
finance contribution per vehicle capped at £7,000.

Non-wheelchair accessible PHV:
•

A grant of £1,000 towards the cost of a compliant internal combustion engine vehicle OR
access to vehicle finance, offering an average finance contribution of £1,000, with the
finance contribution per vehicle capped at £2,000; or

•

A grant of £2,000 towards the cost of a compliant hybrid or plug-in hybrid; or

•

Access to vehicle finance, offering an average finance contribution of £2,000, with the
finance contribution per vehicle capped at £3,000; or

•

A grant of £2,500 towards the running costs of a ZEC vehicle.

Half 54% (n=81) of PHV drivers thought they would be eligible for funding.
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the proposed funds for PHVs. A total
of 78 PHV drivers provided a comment.
Support the proposed funding for PHV: Some (n=19) expressed their general support for
the funds and stressed their need for funding to be available to all (n=23):
“We will definitely need financial support to change vehicles.” (Business, PHV)
“Yes, it is important to support private hire drivers to upgrade their vehicles.” (Business,
PHV)
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Funding should be higher for PHVs: Over half (n=44) of PHV respondents felt the funding
offer should be higher. Some felt they should be given the total cost of a replacement or
provided with a compliant PHV vehicle:
“If you want me to upgrade my vehicle to your standards then you have to support it
reasonably so I can upgrade it, or it’s not going to be worth it, especially during this
Covid crisis.” (Business, PHV)
“Funding has to be enough to cover the full cost of upgrading the vehicle, otherwise
it’s not useful.” (Business, PHV)
Should be financial support for those who have already upgraded: Of those who
commented, four PHV respondents felt financial support or reimbursement should be available
for those that have recently upgraded. Some felt the plans would otherwise be unfair to those
who had already upgraded on their own accord:
“I hope some help would be given to Private Hire owners who previously invested in
low emission/ Hybrid vehicles. Being someone who purchased hybrid vehicles an
increased expense it is getting harder to replace with the same as prices increase. I
feel like I’m being penalised for purchasing my vehicles earlier than some owners.”
(Business, PHV)
Half (51%) of PHV Drivers felt the funding would meet their needs.

6.9.1

Would the Clean Taxi Fund meet Hackney and PHV needs?

About half (51%) of respondents considered themselves to be eligible for funding or the try
before you buy scheme.
Figure 6.1 Taxi drivers stating they could be eligible for funding (%)

Eligible for the Clean
Taxi Fund (n=355)

51

Yes

No

Don’t know

12

28

9

Not applicable / did not state

Base: all with taxi vehicles

Although half (51%) of PHV drivers thought the funding would meet their needs, only 20% of
hackney drivers did. A high proportion did not know if the funding would meet their needs
(30% and 44% respectively).
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Figure 6.2 Would the funding meet taxi driver needs (%)

All Taxis (n=182)

Hackney Carriage
(n=101)

34

29

20

Private hire vehicle
(n=81)

37

37

51

Yes

44

20

No

30

Don't know

Base: All who own a taxi vehicle

6.9.1.1 Reasons the funding will not meet taxi or PHV driver needs
A total of 54 drivers responded to this question who owned a taxi, either a PHV or hackney.
The main themes that emerged through the comments related to funding were queries about
the funding or concerns it wasn’t enough, and how the pandemic has impacted the future and
the financial hardship they are currently experiencing. The main reasons respondents gave
for their position are described in the following sections. The comments below have been
drawn from across the questionnaire.
Funding not enough: Over a quarter of the comments stated the Clean Taxi Fund would not
meet their financial needs as compliant vehicles were too expensive and the proposed funding
too low. Some respondents were concerned the Clean Air Plan would result in increased
demand for compliant vehicles, which would further increase vehicle costs.
Comments from Hackney drivers:
“The funding of up to £17500 is not enough, new electric vehicles are rubbish, there is
not enough work in the trade to justify paying these prices.” (Business, Hackney)
“To replace my vehicle with a CAZ compliant one at the present time would cost me
£25000. To go fully electric without taking a drop in the standard of my vehicle would
cost £60000. Offering £5 -10K doesn't cut it.” (Business, Hackney)
“Vehicle Suitability of electric vehicles is not the main issue. It’s cost and running costs
and charge points.” (Business, Hackney)
“Funding is not enough, and the monthly payments will not be affordable.”
(Organisation, Tameside Owners & Drivers Association)
"If somebody offered me 10 grand to go and buy a new vehicle I wouldn’t accept it,
because you’re still looking at £30,000 finance, do you know what I mean, £30-40,000
finance." (Depth interview: Hackney driver).
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Comments from PHV drivers:
“If the Government allows a less then [sic] 5 year old private hire car then they should
support more because £1000 for private hire is nothing. New cars are very expensive.
No one can afford by himself. So the Government should increase the funds and also
arrange financing for easy monthly payments.” (Business, PHV)
“These proposals will kill the trade. Drivers cannot afford the cost of implementing
these changes. ". The public will pay more for this and under the current financial
climate, it will deter the public to use taxis. Provide drivers £10000 grant and
government needs to make a deal with manufacturers of vehicles to provide taxi drivers
0% interest to purchase compliant vehicles.” (Business, PHV)
Financial Hardship: Around a fifth of respondents commented on financial hardship that
would result from the CAZ. Whilst the proposed funds provide some financial help, it does not
cover the full cost of a compliant vehicle and the outstanding amount required to cover the
rest of the vehicle would put the respondent into financial hardship:
“We the Hackney drivers cannot afford the new vehicle due to the fact we do not earn
enough to make the relevant payments for a new vehicle. This is unsustainable.”
(Business, Hackney)
“Because I would still need to go into more debt than I am already in and it will push
me nearer to the edge that I am already teetering on.” (Business, PHV)
Other respondents commented they already have loans for their current vehicles and could
not afford to pay the loan that would be associated with a new compliant taxi:
“I've struggled for the past 3 years to pay finance on a 25k loan, which I took out to
upgrade my vehicle in the hope it would be a long time investment. Now your [sic]
asking me to ditch my vehicle and take out another loan for 40k.” (Business, Hackney)
“I have already loan on my current vehicle. The new vehicle is well beyond my reach.
I am unlikely to get through the Covid19 crisis with a damage to my credit history. There
is no business and I am falling behind. With this credit history and low or no business
how in heavens I am going to get a loan to buy a cab. You have to go extra mile to get
this.” (Business, Hackney)
“I am not sure we need this massive change. We have another lockdown upon us, taxi
and private hire drivers are at the edge of extinction. We definitely don't need these life
changing extra expenses. My car has an outstanding finance till 2024. What will I do?
will you pay my remaining finance?” (Business, PHV)
Some commented there would be decreased residual value in their existing non-compliant
vehicle, making it even harder to afford a new vehicle:
“I am still paying finance on my current vehicle and couldn’t afford to upgrade until this
is paid off. However, the fact that my vehicle is Euro5 means that it’s trade in value
has been heavily reduced by the CAZ plans meaning its even less likely that I will be
able to upgrade to a compliant vehicle before the proposed MLS age limit. This means
that I will probably be driving a non compliant vehicle for longer than I originally planned
due to the CAZ - isn’t this counterproductive?” (Business, Hackney)
Impact of Covid-19: Nearly a fifth of those who commented mentioned the impact of Covid19 on the taxi trade and increased hardship caused by the current economic climate. Some
felt their future is uncertain, and the financial pressure added by the Clean Air Plan proposals
would cause debt or could put them out of business:
“Due to Covid and the reduced business levels, the Taxi trade Is currently not viable.
Any attempt to introduce this scheme at the present time will further undermine the
viability of the trade.” (Business, Hackney)
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“Unprecedented times. Current economic and health crisis has changed the way we
work. The hospitality and leisure sectors have been severely impacted. Drivers
incomings and outgoings have not been assessed or explored. Debt, finance issues
etc. Sacha Lord Manchester's Night Time Economy adviser also states that this sector
has been setback by at least 5 years, which has had a knock on effect to all other
sectors. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-54973568” (Business,
PHV)
“Taxi trade future is not good at present due to pandemic.” (Business, Hackney)
“Not enough work to finance these vehicles and make a living.” (Business, Hackney)
“Not enough work in Manchester city centre for hackney carriages at the moment.”
(Business, Hackney)
“There is no business trade now. Everyone is working from home. All the big offices,
no one there. All been done online so there is no business trade, not like there used to
be.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle, Tameside)
“It’s just at a standstill, really, there’s no work available, because of Covid, because
everything’s all closed and it’s very, very hard to make a living now.” (Depth interview:
private hire driver/owner)
Some respondents felt the fund wasn’t enough, due to the pandemic, but also because of
longer-term problems like the rise in the popularity of Uber:
“The proposed support is not enough we are coming out of a pandemic highly effected
financially. If any of the PHV drivers had any savings they have gone through it so they
definitely should be provided ample support.” (Business, PHV)
“We are suffering as black cab driver since UBER came we lost a lot of work now
because of Covid 19 there is no work waiting time is 2 hours or above minimum for a
fare the funding the idea is not the best time clean air zero emissions this the worst
time taxis are facing. The funding is not enough.” (Business, Hackney)
Electric Vehicles: Other notable comments include respondents highlighting concerns
associated with having an electric taxi vehicle, including the range, reliability, and access to
charging for such vehicles:
“The LEVC taxi only covers 40 miles on a charge this is far too low to use as a taxi”
(Business, Hackney)
“An EV would not be practical for me because I don’t have a charging point at my
home.” (Business, Hackney)
“I wouldn’t be able to charge my electric vehicle” (Business, PHV)
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6.10 Management of Funds
The consultation documents stated:
Clean Bus Fund: If the fund is oversubscribed by the deadline, it is proposed that, in
addition to applicants meeting the eligibility criteria, an additional process could be
applied that seeks to prioritise air quality benefits, i.e. funding could initially be targeted
towards the upgrade of the oldest vehicles first.
Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund: It is proposed that financial support, subject to
available funds, will be available through sequential funding rounds. These would target
funding towards individuals and the smallest businesses within GM and would be initially
directed towards those who are likely to be most economically vulnerable to the impacts
of the GM CAZ. The proposed funding rounds are set out below:
•

An initial round of funding will be open to eligible owners or registered keepers of a
non-compliant vehicle of Euro VI standard or older, with the exception of small
businesses.

•

A second round of funding would be open to eligible owners or registered keepers of
a non-compliant vehicle, with the exception of small businesses.

•

Subject to available funds, a third round of funding would be open to eligible owners
or registered keepers of a non-compliant vehicle, including small businesses.

Clean Taxi Fund: It is proposed that funding will be offered on a first come first served
basis, once an applicant had evidenced that the eligibility criteria are met.

All respondents were asked to give any comments about the proposed management of the
bus, commercial and taxi funds.

6.10.1 Public without affected vehicle and representatives
Most of the comments received referred to the prioritisation of the funds particularly the bus
fund. Comments about the operation of the scheme were also raised.
Table 6-3 Comments on the management of funds
Clean Bus
Fund (CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi Fund
(CTF)

47

50

57

Prioritisation of fund

319

282

161

Operation of the scheme

144

141

242

60

56

28

509

461

387

Support the fund

Miscellaneous
Base
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6.10.1.1 Support the management of funds
There were very few supporting comments about the management of the funds:

Support the proposed management of
funding / eligibility criteria

Clean Bus Fund
(CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi Fund
(CTF)

47

50

57

Examples of general supportive comments about all the funds include:
“Sensible and vitally important to make (sustainable) bus travel the go to public
transport mode for the region.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I think this is an appropriate way to manage the [commercial] funds and makes the
most sense / will benefit the most in-need businesses.” (Public, aged 18-34, No
Vehicle)
“I think the proposed management of the [taxi] funds is the correct approach.” (Public,
aged 35-54, Private Car)
6.10.1.2 Prioritisation of funds
Members of the public without an affected vehicle felt the funds should be prioritised:
Clean Bus Fund
(CBF)

Clean
Commercial
Vehicle Fund
(CCVF)

Clean Taxi Fund
(CTF)

Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles
/ most polluting / where change will have
greatest impact

245

41

67

Funds should be prioritised for sole traders /
small businesses / small organisations

30

134

26

Funding should go to those who need it
most/should be means tested

34

43

74

Prioritisation of funding should depend on
proposal impact on business / organisation

10

24

0

Funds should be prioritised for those who
upgrade to electric / hybrid vehicles

10

3

7

Funds should be prioritised for voluntary /
community organisations / charities / services

11

94

0

Funds should be prioritised for those who
have already recently upgraded their
vehicle/s / should be reimbursed

8

5

3

Older vehicles are not necessarily the most
polluting / should not focus on oldest vehicles

34

0

0

Funds should be prioritised for buses /
vehicles carrying the most passengers

13

0

0

Equal amount of funding should be allocated
to each district of GM

0

0

8

319

282

161

Base
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Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change will have
greatest impact (CBF n=245; CCVF n=41; CTF n=67): This was the most common response
from the respondents without an impacted vehicle with regards to the management of bus
funds. Responses mainly remarked on removing the most polluting and / or oldest buses from
the road to improve air quality, irrespective of the size of the business:
“The [bus] operators should be encouraged to replace the oldest vehicles.” (Public,
aged 55+, Private Car)
“The oldest most polluting buses should be taken off the road by late 2022.” (Public,
prefer not to say age, Private Car)
“I think it's still best to prioritise the oldest/worst polluting [commercial] vehicles,
regardless of the size of the business.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Vehicles generating the highest pollution (presumed to be the oldest) to be retired
first, either via subsidies or stopping re-registration as taxis / private hire.” (Public, aged
55+, Private Car)
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / small organisations
(CBF n=30; CCVF n=134; CTF n=26): Respondents without impacted vehicles stressed the
importance of the commercial funding being prioritised for sole traders, small businesses and
small organisations due to being less able to afford a compliant vehicle:
“I think that the self-employed and small businesses should be considered as priority
for [commercial] financial support.” (Public, aged 34-54, No Vehicle)
“As I said before I don't think public funds should fully pay for any requirements. If they
have to be used then they should subsidise funds from the businesses. Smaller,
independent [bus] operators should be prioritised over larger national companies.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Additionally, some respondents also emphasised the importance of this funding for smaller
businesses due to the impact of Covid-19 and how it will help their recovery. The impact of
Covid-19 on businesses is discussed in Section 7:
“Access to these [commercial] funds are essential for such businesses especially
during a recovery period following the coronavirus pandemic.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
“Small businesses will definitely need the [commercial] support, particularly after the
economic hit of Covid-19.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested (CBF n=34;
CCVF n=43; CTF n=74): Some comments, especially the taxi funds, argued funding should
go towards those who need the greatest amount of financial support with some
representatives also emphasising it might not necessarily be reflected in the size of the
business:
“The distribution of [taxi] funds should take account of impact, not just first come first
served.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Financial support should be available to those who need it most and would not be
able to continue without it.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Those who are providing the most needed services should be first on the list. IE bus
services on less popular routes that are essential for the elderly.” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“Finance should be focussed on a stronger economic model than smallest business
first, it should be weighted on financial impact and social impact.” (Organisation, The
Old Courts Wigan)
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“Not necessarily just because they are small doesn’t mean they have less money it
should be done based on lowest turnover.” (Councillor / Elected Official)
Funds should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations / charities /
services (CBF n=11; CCVF n=94): Respondents made reference to their importance in the
community as well as potentially not having the ‘capacity to complete complex funding
arrangements’:
“[Commercial] financial support should be available to charitable or voluntary
organisations first and then small businesses.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Prioritise [commercial funding for] businesses and organisations that make a positive
contribution to their community, especially charities and voluntary groups.” (Public,
aged 55+, Private Car)
“Financial support should be available primarily to VCSE and small independent
businesses. It should be made very easy for them to apply. Small businesses and
charities
do
not
have
capacity
to
complete
complex
funding
arrangements.” (Organisation, Farnworth Baptist Church)
6.10.1.3 Operation of the scheme
Comments about how the funds would be managed included:
Mismanagement and transparency of the funding (CBF n=81; CCVF n=70; CTF n=78):
Several responses expressed their apprehensions surrounding how all the funds will be
managed and called for full transparency. In terms of transparency, respondents stated the
decisions of how and where the funding is being distributed should be ‘open to public view
and scrutiny’ as well as being audited. Furthermore, several respondents voiced their
disapproval of local governing bodies and did not believe the funding would be effectively
managed by them:
“This has to be managed carefully, because certain [bus] operators like stagecoach
and first have a lot of vehicles so it would make sense for enough funding to be
available to go around every operator no matter how big or small. It's often the smaller
operators that have older vehicles because of the replacement costs so they should
not be forgotten.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Again, I don't trust the proposed management of [commercial] funds with schemes
like this because they tend to have a habit of money being wasted or money
disappearing and it's usually by the people who are so heavily involved with the
scheme.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“It (Commercial fund) should be closely monitored with full audit trail and absolute
transparency.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Be transparent about who gets [Taxi] funding. Every last penny. Account for it.
Publicly.” (Public, aged 45-54, Private Car)
“Management expenses and costs should be open to public view and scrutiny.”
(Organisation, Anonymous)
Fraud / Abuse of the scheme (CBF n=56; CCVF n=43; CTF n=97): There were concerns
from respondents about the scheme (especially the Clean Taxi Fund) being misused, with
comments stating it could be used to increase businesses incomes, as well as fraud by fake
applications and businesses:
“Be aware of the potential for fraud [bus fund]. Will vehicles benefitting from it remain
in the GM area? Could retrofitted buses be moved out of the area and older vehicles
moved in, so that they could claim more retrofitting? etc.” (Public, aged 35-54, No
Vehicle)
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“I worry about abuses to the [commercial fund] system. Businesses are adept at
maximising their income by fair means and some by foul.” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
“I expect a close definition of businesses able to claim on any such [commercial] fund
with strict anti-fraud measures and harsh punishments for anyone convicted of
fraud.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Funds are by there [sic] nature, subject to fraud. By the time you have finished,
everyone in Greater Manchester will own a taxi.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of the funds
available (CBF n=24; CCVF n=37; CTF n=18): Some comments were concerned about larger
companies being able to apply and also receive bus and commercial funding:
“I think it's important to ensure large companies aren't receiving an excessive amount
of the [bus] funding, e.g. [name of company]. Perhaps also allotting funding based on
company size might also be beneficial.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“Big companies should not qualify for a [commercial] fund, the fund should be
dedicated to the small, independent businesses.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Whilst first come first served might seem fair, in reality, larger businesses are more
likely to be better organised and have other staff to make these applications. Whereas
smaller one-man band types would easily miss these [Taxi fund] schemes, and then
by the time these types of businesses realise, the funding could be all gone. Smaller
businesses will more likely struggle to make these charges, and should be helped
before larger firms with better profit ratio.” (Public, aged 55+, No Vehicle)
Fund needs to be well advertised (CBF n=3; CCVF n=6; CTF n=23): Some members of the
public commented the taxi fund in particular needs to be well-advertised to ensure those
affected are aware of the opportunity to apply for funding:
“If it is to be on a first-come-first-served basis, there needs to be a very robust
communication strategy in place to ensure that access to [Taxi] funds is fair and
equitable. Affected drivers need to be communicated with about the CAZ, arguing the
need for it and telling them of their rights. The communications strategy needs to be
multi layered and diverse to reach drivers of affected vehicles especially small
businesses, sole traders entitled to exemptions and financial help. It needs to reach
into all the diverse communities across Greater Manchester in different languages. A
digital by default strategy won’t reach all the target audience. GMCA needs to prepare
the ground by reaching into communities to find out what works. One of the messages
re the need for the scheme should be the impact of NO2 on drivers. Being in vehicle
doesn’t protect you, also the impact of NO2 on your family, friends and neighbours.”
(Public, aged 55+, Private Car)

6.10.2 Management of the Bus Fund – Bus operators
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the management of the Clean Bus
Fund. In total, only 10 business respondents with buses provided a comment.
Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change will have
greatest impact (n=4): Respondents felt funding should be prioritised for these vehicles in
order to improve air quality most effectively, with these comments being shared particularly by
those who had concerns about the amount of funding not being enough:
“Older vehicles should be modernised first.” (Public, Bus, Coach)
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of the funds
available (n=3): Concerns were raised about large operators receiving the fund saying it
should go to those who needed it the most:
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“Funds should go to the operators who need the help most. either the oldest vehicles
or the operators most at risk to suffer financial difficulties due to this.” (Business, Bus,
Coach, LGV)

6.10.3 Management of the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Van owners
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the management of the Clean
Commercial Vehicle Fund. In total, 90 business respondents with vans provided a comment.
The most commonly received comments from this group were:
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / small organisations
(n=36): This was the most common response from business respondents who own a van, who
stressed the importance of funding being prioritised for sole traders, small businesses and
small organisations due to being less able to afford a compliant vehicle:
“Yes as a small business I would definitely want smaller firms that are likely struggling
the most yet expected to buy a new van or other vehicle…helped out first.” (Business,
LGV)
“Small businesses, sole traders and partnerships with an income under a threshold
should be eligible, with greater priority to those who also rely on tax credits to
supplement their income.” (Business, LGV)
“I would agree with smaller business / sole traders being first as they have less profit
& turnover and are less likely to afford a new vehicle as big businesses.” (Business,
LGV)
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of the funds
available (n=10): Some comments made by van owners were concerned about larger
companies being able to apply for and also receive funding:
“Needs to help those that most need it. Not huge companies who can afford it. Should
be done off your tax return with low earners given priority.” (Business, LGV)
“Totally agree. We should help those most at risk of losing their livelihoods before those
who are big enough to write off the upgrades against profit.” (Business, LGV)
Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change will have
greatest impact (n=9): Responses from van owners mainly remarked on removing the most
polluting and / or oldest vehicles from the road to improve air quality, irrespective of the size
of the business:
“If the aim is really to reduce pollution shouldn't it be aimed at the most polluting
businesses first and the smaller, less polluting businesses remain exempt.” (Business,
LGV)
“Financial support should be available for the replacement of oldest vehicles first. Size
of operator should not matter.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Concerns about the funding being mismanaged / needs to be a transparent process
(n=7): Several responses expressed their apprehension surrounding how the fund will be
managed and called for full transparency. A number of respondents also voiced their
disapproval of local governing bodies and did not believe the funding would be effectively
managed by them:
“I have every confidence that they will be adequately mismanaged.” (Business, LGV,
Other vehicle)
“Will probably be mismanaged like everything else GMC does.” (Business, LGV)
Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria (n=7): Some comments
from van owners were in support of the funding. Respondents mainly used words including
‘agree’, ‘good’ and the support was needed:
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“That would be a great help.” (Business, LGV, HGV)

6.10.4 Management of the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – HGV
owners
In total, 30 business respondents with HGVs provided a comment. The most commonly
received comments from this group were:
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / small organisations
(n=10): This was the most common response from respondents who own an HGV, who
stressed the importance of funding being prioritised for sole traders, small businesses and
small organisations due to being less able to afford a compliant vehicle:
“It is going to be essential for the smaller businesses to get help or a lot of them won’t
survive.” (Business, HGV, LGV)
“I'd say that 90+% of the large operators of HGVs in and around Manchester have
already upgraded their fleet (due to normal financial fleet practices). Companies like
mine need to be prioritised by any financial schemes available.” (Business, HGV, LGV)
Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria (n=5): Some comments
from HGV owners were in support of the funding. Respondents mainly used words including
‘agree’, ‘good’ and the support was needed.

6.10.5 Management of the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund – Coach /
minibus
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the management of the Clean
Commercial Vehicle Fund. Only nine business respondents with coaches or minibuses
provided a comment. The most commonly received comments from this group were:
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / small organisations
(n=6): Respondents stressed the importance of funding being prioritised for sole traders, small
businesses and small organisations due to being less able to afford a compliant vehicle:
“Smallest first to avoid the huge companies getting money first.” (Business, Minibus,
PHV)
Concerns were raised the bus fund is not available for operators who operate within GM but
are based elsewhere.
“We note that the Councils have applied to Government for a significant sum to help
locally-based businesses and organisations with non-compliant vehicles address the
financial costs of compliance. These proposals, set out in the consultation document,
are comprehensive and detailed. However they unreasonably and unjustifiably
discriminate against businesses operating into Greater Manchester from beyond the
boundaries of Greater Manchester, and scheduled express coach operators in
particular, who are neither eligible for a time-limited local exemption, or any financial
support to comply.” (Business, Coach)
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6.11 Management of the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund –
Leisure Vehicles
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the management of the Clean
Commercial Vehicle Fund. In total, 90 respondents with leisure vehicles provided a comment.
The most commonly received comments from this group were concerns for small businesses
and sole traders:
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / small organisations
(n=29) and funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested (n=8):
Respondents stressed the importance of funding being prioritised for sole traders, small
businesses and small organisations due to being less able to afford a compliant vehicle. Some
comments argued funding should go to those which need the greatest amount of financial
support:
“Small businesses should get help first as they’re likely to struggle with the increase of
price.” (Public, aged 18-34, Leisure HGV, HGV, PHV, Private Car,)
“Smaller businesses tend to have less capital available for vehicle replacement and
should have financial support.” (Public, aged 55+, Leisure HGV, Private Car)
“You should support the ones you are risking closure too. I hope there is enough in the
unemployment pot.” (Public, aged 35-54, Leisure HGV)
“Agree that businesses with the greatest need should be prioritised.” (Public, aged 1834, Leisure HGV)
Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria (n=7): Only a few
respondents who own a leisure LGV or HGV supported the management of the clean
commercial fund. Respondents used words including ‘agree’, ‘good’ and specifically
highlighted the importance of helping the ‘most in need businesses’:
“Agree that businesses with the greatest need should be prioritised.” (Public, aged 1834, Leisure LGV)
Concerns about the funding being mismanaged / needs to be a transparent process
(n=7): Several responses expressed their apprehension surrounding how the commercial fund
will be managed and called for full transparency:
“Should be transparent so all can see how much and where the money is being spent.”
(Public, aged 55+, Leisure HGV)

6.12 Management of the Clean Taxi Fund – Hackney, PHV
Respondents were asked if they had any comments on the management of the Clean Taxi
Fund. In total, 88 hackney and PHV drivers provided a comment. The most commonly
received comments from these groups were:
Oppose proposed first-come-first-serve approach / is unfair (Hackney n=21; PHV n=14):
Drivers opposed this approach or felt it was unfair. Some thought first-come-first-served could
risk disproportionately benefiting those who are already engaged with the system, whilst those
on the periphery are missed:
“Stupid idea. The people who will come first will be the ones who have some savings
(who have multiple cabs and rent them out) and they try and save more with the
government fund. Those who are struggling to pay their bills will leave it as late as
possible to save as much money as they can but by then the fund would've finished.
There are garages who own 30 or 40 plates and Hackney Carriage vehicles and so
they will use up all the fund.” (Business, Hackney)
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Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria (Hackney n=2; PHV
n=8): More PHV respondents commented on supporting the funds than hackney respondents.
“First-come-first-served sounds good.” (Business, PHV)
However, some commented whilst first-come-first-served was a fair method of distribution, it
was important there was enough funding for latecomers:
“We agree with the first-come-first served basis, but it should be guaranteed that they
are not going to turn around to the latter people and say they have run out of money.
Also there should not be a heavy admin burden on drivers, keep red tape to a
minimum.” (Business, PHV)
Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles (Hackney n=6; PHV n=3): Some thought
funds should be prioritised for older, more polluting vehicles or where change would have the
greatest impact:
“It would make sense to give the drivers of older, dirtier vehicles first option. Why not
introduce a longer exemption period for Euro 5 vehicles meaning the dirtiest vehicles
get replaced first?” (Business, Hackney)
“I believe the older vehicles should be helped first before the likes of Euro 5 engine
vehicles are helped.” (Business, Hackney)
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested (Hackney n=3;
PHV n=4): Some commented funding should go to those who need it most or it should be
means tested:
“Yes. Abuse or misuse of the application process and or funds by certain individuals or
organisations. First-come-first-served is not always necessarily the fairest option. May
need to be assessed on a case by case basis and on merit subject to eligibility and
possibly a further review if needed.” (Business, PHV)
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6.13 Try Before You Buy
Respondents were provided with a summary of the proposed Try Before You Buy initiative:
To tackle the barriers to switching to electric vehicles, GM is proposing a “Try
Before You Buy” initiative for GM-licensed hackney drivers. The opportunity to
hire and assess the vehicle before making an investment should help to address
identified uncertainties about operating costs, range anxiety and availability of
charging infrastructure.

They were then asked if they had any comments on the proposed initiative. The key themes
emerged from the comments are summarised in Table 6-4 Comments on Try Before You Buy.
Very few comments were received from the public. A quarter of representative and a fifth of
businesses commented.
Table 6-4 Comments on Try Before You Buy
General Public

Business

Representatives

Support the scheme

182

56

19

Oppose the scheme

96

35

7

Operation of the scheme

7

3

0

Concerns

17

4

2

Miscellaneous

192

84

10

Base

449

161

31

Proportion of all respondents (%)

12

21

25

6.13.1 Support the scheme
Just over a third of businesses and members of the public gave a supportive comment and
three quarters of representatives who commented were supportive of the scheme.
General
public

Business
(excl. Taxis)

Representatives

Hackney

PHV

Support the try before you buy
scheme

180

19

19

17

15

Try before you buy should be
available for other vehicles

3

5

0

0

2

182

24

19

17

15

Base

Of the comments received, two fifths of respondents left comments in support of the Try Before
You Buy scheme or suggested the scheme would help drivers get a better idea of vehicles
and capabilities (public n=180; business n=19; representative n=19). Some thought the
scheme could help to overcome anxieties surrounding electric vehicle technology and
encourage more drivers to convert to electric:
“As a proven sales technique in many sectors, I believe this would help significantly
accelerate low emission vehicle uptake. It is widely reported that range anxiety is one
of the biggest contributors to a lack of low emission vehicle adoption. Investment in
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EV infrastructure would provide more consumer confidence.” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“It makes sense because there is a lot of undue concern about the suitability of hybrid
or electric vehicles and trying them will alleviate the concerns.” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
17 Hackney drivers expressed interest in the scheme.
“I would be interested in the try before you buy scheme.” (Business, Hackney)
“I have already bought an EV and hence this policy wasn’t available to me. But the
initiative is a good one for future buyers” (Business, Hackney)
“Yes will try the different vehicles that are available” (Business, Hackney)
Representatives voiced support for the scheme given it is provided alongside sufficient
financial support to enable upgrade to electric vehicles.
“Members feel that this is a good idea if it sits within a comprehensive package of
measures. There's no point in it if the electric option is financially non-viable, as it is
currently is under the suggested proposals.” (Organisation, Unite the Union)
Although the Try Before You Buy scheme is only intended for hackney drivers, other sectors
thought it would be useful if an equivalent scheme was established for other vehicle types. Of
those who commented, five businesses and two PHV respondents suggested the Try Before
you Buy scheme should be extended to other vehicle types, including PHVs and LGVs:
“Great idea. an equivalent for vans would be even better, as there are many more of
these impacted.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“It is always a good thing to try before you buy. PHV drivers should given the
opportunity to try before you buy.” (Business, PHV)

6.13.2 Oppose the scheme
A few did not agree with the scheme:
General
public

Business
(excl. Taxis)

Representatives

Hackney

PHV

Oppose the try before you buy
scheme

81

20

6

8

7

Scheme is not needed should
upgrade to electric vehicles

16

0

1

0

0

Base

96

20

7

8

7

Some respondents had reservations about the scheme and made comments in opposition
(public n=81; business – excluding taxis n=19; representatives n=6, hackney n=8; PHVs n=7)
feeling the package was not enough to incentivise uptake:
“Try before you buy. Why would I rent a vehicle when I already own a perfectly
serviceable vehicle? If you wish to encourage drivers to buy into it then the package
needs to be far more lucrative.” (Business, Hackney)
“I can’t see many drivers opting into that. No sense. We have enough going on without
taking a scheme like that on.” (Depth Interview: Hackney driver).
Others felt the scheme was unnecessary or a waste of money, as hackney drivers would have
to upgrade anyway:
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“Seems pointless. Everyone will have to upgrade, and the move to electric will happen
anyway. Businesses will just be wanting to avoid the costs of not complying. Put the
money in to the finance package to make it more generous.” (Public, aged 35-54, No
Vehicle)
“I think that businesses ought to be self-sufficient and knowledgeable enough not to
need such an initiative” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)

6.13.3 Concerns about the scheme
The following concerns were raised by a few respondents:
General
public

Business
(excl. Taxis)

Representatives

Hackney

PHV

Concerns about where funding
is coming from

9

1

1

2

0

Concern about people abusing
it

10

1

1

0

0

Base

17

2

2

2

0

Some respondents left comments which suggested concern about where the funding to
support the Try Before You Buy scheme would come from (public n=9; Hackney n=2):
“And how much will that cost? Why not just only allow electric taxis to be used entirely
- by buying a fleet and maintaining it. You seem to want to spend billions. MADNESS.”
(Public aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Cost effectiveness should be demonstrated before wasting tax payers money”
(Business, Hackney)
There was also concern from some members of the public the scheme would be open to
abuse (n=10):
“'Opportunity to hire and assess the vehicle's sounds vague. It must be for a short,
defined period otherwise people will learn to manipulate the scheme.” (Public, aged
18-34, Private Car)

6.13.4 Queries about the scheme

Queries about the proposals /
information not clear

General
public

Business
(excl. Taxis)

Representatives

Hackney

PHV

144

30

2

10

4

Several respondents were unclear on the detail of the scheme and made comments querying
how the scheme would work, eligibility and costs of the scheme (public, n=144; business
excluding taxis, n=30; and hackney, n=10, PHV, n=4):
“Further information is needed on this regarding the eligibility and how this will work.”
(Business, Hackney)
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6.13.5 Other – Electric Vehicle Performance
Several comments were received about electric vehicles and the available infrastructure:
General
public

Business
(excl. Taxis)

Representatives

Hackney

PHV

11

1

0

1

0

8

4

4

17

6

Concerns about performance
of electric hackneys

3

1

1

0

1

Concerns about availability of
electric vehicles

4

1

0

1

1

24

7

5

18

8

Concerns about the lack of
electric charging infrastructure
Electric vehicles are too
expensive / unaffordable to
upgrade

Base

Some respondents voiced concerns about the performance of electric hackneys (public n=3;
business excluding taxi n=1) and availability of electric vehicle charging points (public, n=11;
hackney, n=1). Some felt without sufficient electric charging infrastructure in place, the scheme
would not help to alleviate fears around electric vehicle technology:
“Its sounds good but I don't think it will work in the real world as batteries degrade
overtime and will cause issues with recycling” (Business, PHV)
“Great idea but the infrastructure needs to be in place ASAP. What are you doing about
the thousands of people that live on terraced streets, how are me going to charge
vehicles?” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I expect that range anxiety would be a real concern, however the success of this
scheme will be dependent on the availability of charging infrastructure. How will
charging work? I anticipate that taxi drivers will need to charge during working hours,
however will there be a charger available in a convenient location? Will there be
enough so that there will always be one available when they attend to charge up? This
won't work if there is a queue of taxis waiting for few chargers, it would take out too
much of their working day waiting hours to charge.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I mean I’d more than look at hybrids to start off. I wouldn’t go all electric, because the
facilities to charge for a taxi, whether you like it or not you do twelve hour shifts and
then it jumps to someone else to do another twelve hour shift, so the car’s doing a
twenty four hour shift every day, but it needs to be maintained, looked after and charged
and at the moment there’s no places to charge, not enough places to charge them.”
(Depth Interview: Hackney driver)
“I know a two-year-old electric car, it needs batteries already and it’s costing him £1200
and he wished he’s never bought it now.” (Depth Interview: Hackney driver)
“Actually there are particular issues for electric vehicles for disabled people, because
they don’t have any noise and therefore if you don’t understand that there might be
deaf and hard of hearing people, children and people with learning difficulties or
dementia that might not actually see the electric, you know, be aware of the electric
vehicle, you need to have a much more stringent driving standards.” (Focus Group:
Disabled Hackney/PHV user)
Some also raised concerns with the cost of electric and felt upgrading is unaffordable to many
hackney drivers (public n=8; business n=27; representatives n=4). This view was held by a
third of the hackney respondents:
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“No ......... it’s not that I don’t think it’s good for the environment although an electric
car will not be something very nice to drive my objection to purchasing one is I would
not be able to afford the repayment and to keep it on the road” (Business, Hackney)
“Vehicles are heavily overpriced. Any funds would increase the prices further.”
(Business, Hackney)
“It’s not the trying the vehicle it’s the amount it is to buy one” (Business, Hackney)
“To buy an electric vehicle you’re looking at 56,000. Now, if you want to put that in
perspective I own 19,000 on my mortgage, that 19,000 will have me working, I am
working now by twenty hours, so where’s the decision, where do you make the decision
on that? Do you saddle yourself up with 50,000? The Government, even if they offer,
I think they’re thinking at the moment it’s 10 grand, they’re looking at offering 10 grand,
you’re still looking at £46,000, do you know what I mean?” (Depth Interview: Hackney
driver)
"A brand-new electric cab, the bottom end is £55,000. So even if they gave you
£17,500 towards one of those vehicles, you’re saddling somebody with a debt of
almost £30,000." (Depth Interview: Hackney driver)
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6.14 Vehicle finance offer
The vehicle finance offer was introduced to all respondents in the questionnaire as follows:

A Greater Manchester appointed panel of finance providers will work alongside the
Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund and Clean Taxi Fund to offer eligible owners of a
non-compliant vehicle the option of either a lump sum grant or a finance contribution
towards vehicle finance to help them upgrade to a compliant vehicle.

Over a third of businesses commented on the vehicle finance offer, as did a third of
representatives and a fifth of the public. There was a polarised view of the proposed finance
offer; a third of comments were supportive stating it was vital to helping businesses upgrade
to compliant vehicles. However, a third of comments were negative raising concerns it could
lead to increased debt for those receiving loans, putting increased pressure on businesses.
Table 6-5 Comments about the Vehicle Finance Offer
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Support the fund

288

98

16

Oppose the fund

283

157

13

Operation of the scheme

225

24

9

Queries

83

76

5

Need more funding

9

12

3

Miscellaneous

37

15

4

Base

849

325

41

Proportion of all respondents (%)

22

42

33

6.14.1 Support the fund
Comments in support of the fund included:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Support the proposed funding /
vehicle finance offer

262

89

11

102

258

Funding / support should be
available to all those affected /
fair to all

29

10

5

21

22

Total

288

98

16

122

277

Members of the public (n=262), businesses (n=89) especially those with vans (n=37) and taxis
(n=39) and organisational representatives (n=11) who supported the finance offer felt
removing the worst emitters and replacing them with zero or low-emission vehicles was
priority, and it would only be fair to support those who are not able to afford the upgrade:
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“This is a good idea due to the price points associated with supposed clean air cars.
There are still a high number of high emission vehicles on the roads because of the
costs being so high for a low emission or zero emission car.” (Public, aged 18-34,
Private Car)
“This would massively help businesses like mine, who would struggle to replace an
entire fleet” (Business, HGV)
“This sounds like a great offer. Makes an electric vehicle very realistic for our very
small business” (Business, LGV)
“With Corona virus I am sure many taxis are struggling to survive. I think financial help
would be a big bonus to keep them in business.” (Public, aged 55+, No Vehicle)
Business respondents stated financial aid is required, as they would be unable to afford a new
vehicle without aid. A few pointed to the current economic situation as putting additional strain
on their business:
“It would have to be generous as so many businesses are barely surviving in the
current climate, any additional cost could be the end of their viability to continue
operating.” (Business, LGV)
“This would massively help businesses like mine, who would struggle to replace an
entire fleet” (Business, HGV)
An elected official suggested that Greater Manchester Local Authorities could support through
collective buying power:
“Thought should be given to bringing together the buying power of all public bodies in
Greater Manchester for a single fleet renewal strategy. There could be an advantage
to securing more favourable lease or purchase contracts. This could be extended to
allow Private Hire Drivers to benefit from any discounts realised through such a
scheme, recognising their role as an essential part of our public transport system”
(Councillor / Elected Official)

6.14.2 Oppose the fund
The main reasons for opposing the funds included:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Oppose the vehicle finance
offer / Concern not providing
value for money

131

53

4

69

118

Vehicle finance offer will lead
to more debt

40

63

1

70

34

Support should be given as a
lump sum grant not a loan

46

32

4

41

41

Finance / loans provided
should be affordable / low /
zero interest

34

29

4

29

38

Support should not be
available / not needed

48

1

0

7

42

Base

283

157

13

196

256
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Several respondents from the public (n=131), businesses (n=53), and representatives (n=4)
raised concerns about the vehicle financing offer:
Concern about more debt: Businesses (n=63), especially those with vans (n=16) and taxis
(n=44) were unwilling to take on financial arrangements, which would put them into debt.
Respondents felt the implementation of the CAP will have a negative impact on their current
vehicle’s value, increasing the amount of finance they would need to buy a compliant vehicle.
“Many sole traders would be forced to use the vehicle finance offer as they do not have
the funds to cover this massive cost, especially in current times - this finance would
push many people in GM into debt which could lead to financial trouble.” (Business,
LGV)
“It’s not financially viable to go into debt to continue to operate in the current climate
with Covid-19 and the UK recession.” (Business, Hackney)
The introduction of lump sum grants: It was argued by businesses (n=32) they would rather
have a grant than a loan in order to minimise the financial impact of upgrading vehicles. Linked
to the point above respondents were concerned about the financial pressure a loan would
bring:
“Finance only works in cases where credit ratings and scores are good enough. Many
small businesses have been through hardship and hence lack the score required”
(Business, LGV)
However, others argued the offer of lump sum grants could lead to mismanagement of public
finance. Members of the public (n=46) and representatives (n=4) contended the offer of lump
sum grants could lead to misuse or fraudulent activity, as well as leading to the subsidisation
of businesses that aren’t economically viable, and therefore argued for a loan option, or for no
finance to be offered:
“No lump sum should be given should be finance offer as some will take money and
fold the company” (Public, aged 55+, HGV, Private Car)
A vehicle financing option with zero interest loans: Some emphasised any loans would
need to be zero or very low interest rates to make them a viable option for most, particularly
taxi drivers (n=22).
Funding should not be available: Several members of the public (n=48) felt it was
unnecessary to provide additional funding to road transport, either because the money should
be spent elsewhere on other transport projects, such as on public transport and active travel
modes, or in other areas of public sector spending:
“Ridiculous - this money should be spent on public transport” (Public, aged 35-54,
Private Car)
“We cannot afford this money - needs to be spent on social care, education and the
NHS” (Public, No age provided, Private Car)
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6.14.3 Operation of the scheme
A wide variety of comments were received about the operation of the scheme including:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Concerns about the funding /
support being mis-managed

71

6

1

7

71

Concerns / queries about
where funding is coming

55

10

1

13

53

Concerns people claiming
when not needed / abuse of
the scheme

57

4

2

8

55

Funding should go to those
who need it most / should be
means tested

18

2

3

3

20

Support should be prioritised
to upgrade to hybrid / electric
vehicles

12

1

0

0

13

Support should only be paid
after vehicles have been
invested in

6

2

0

0

8

Needs to be well-advertised

5

1

0

3

3

Support prioritised for older
vehicles/most polluting

5

0

0

1

4

Support should be prioritised
for voluntary / community /
charities

3

0

1

2

2

Concerns may not be able to
apply immediately / miss the
opportunity

1

0

1

1

1

225

24

9

38

220

Base

Misallocation of funds. Several members of the public (n=71) were concerned the allocation
of funding would be mismanaged by GMCA / TfGM / CAP scheme, with a few arguing the
process should be operated entirely independently of the political system within GM and
prioritising the environmental impact of investment rather than political or business:
“Panel should be environmentally biased not business biased, and politically neutral.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Of particular concern to some respondents was the possibility of private companies being
involved as part of the vehicle financing support and using this as an opportunity to profit from
interest payments, leading to further financial difficulty for operators. Respondents with these
concerns felt the fund should be managed by TfGM or GMCA and provide a competitive rate
if a vehicle financing offer is utilised.
Concerns about fraudulent claims of finance. Respondents from the public (n=57) and
representatives (n=2) were wary of abusive claims of the vehicle financing offer, indicating it
was vitally important to implement means testing to ensure those who need the aid most
received it, and to remove the possibility of fraudulent claims. Of concern was the prospect of
larger firms having access to funding when it would not be required:
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“Lump sum grants should be ring-fenced; and / or payment made directly to vehicle
dealers so as to prevent diversion of funds and fraud.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private
Car)
“This should only be awarded to small, individual operators or those providing a
necessary social service. Large, commercial companies can pay out of their profits.”
(Public, aged 55+, No Vehicle)
Concern about the level of financial support available: There was some worry from
participants of all groups there would be an insufficient level of funding from Local Government
to provide the necessary aid to those who needed it, and more options should be provided by
Central Government in the form of low-emission / zero-emission grants to encourage more
operators to invest in cleaner vehicles:
“This should be a Central Government scheme of discounts that are more generous
than the £3K electric car grant that exists currently.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Compensation for already purchased vehicles: Some businesses (n=7) outlined they had
already purchased compliant vehicles, and therefore enquired whether there would be
compensation:
“What about the drivers who have already bought the vehicles they should be entitled
to the grant as well it has to be fair for everyone?” (Public, aged 55+, No Vehicle)
Supportive of funding for electric and hybrid vehicles: Several contributors from all groups
mentioned funding should only be provided for upgrades to electric or hybrid vehicles,
however, they did highlight that currently charging infrastructure is inadequate for the
widespread usage of electric vehicles.

6.14.4 Queries about the finance offer
Several queries were made:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Queries about the proposals general comments

30

37

1

47

21

Queries about the proposals vehicle finance offer / funding
amount

33

22

2

30

27

Queries about the proposals eligibility for the vehicle finance
offer

17

22

3

26

15

Would like there to be more
consultation with those affected

4

2

0

3

3

Base

83

76

5

97

66

Uncertainty about eligibility for vehicle financing. A couple of respondents from different
groups gave comments, which showed they were uncertain about their eligibility for vehicle
financing:
“the eligibility is vague - grants some payable some not so, but obtaining a compliant
vehicle is going to hit the small business hard when they have been affected by a
downturn in business during CV19” (Public, 55+ Private Car)
Queries about the level of funding: There were a number of queries about the level of
funding being made available to fund the upgrade of vehicles, with many doubting whether
there would be sufficient funding to provide for the number of public and businesses requiring
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aid in GM (public, n=33; business, n=22; representatives, n=3). Participants, particularly taxis
(n=11) were concerned the introduction of the CAP would skew vehicle prices within GM,
making new vehicles unobtainable:
“It would need to be enough to support my business and for dealerships to not put
prices up before the funding comes in. As I would expect dealerships once they know
the funding to add money on to van prices” (Business, LGV)

6.14.5 Will the vehicle finance meet their needs?
In total, 37% of those who owned any of the potentially affected vehicles agreed the vehicle
finance offer would meet their needs with 28% disagreeing. Figure 6.3. shows the level of
agreement by vehicle type.
Figure 6.3 Agreement the proposed vehicle finance offer would meet their needs by
vehicles owned (%)

Coach (n=5)

Minibus (n=10)

40

20

10

HGV Leisure Vehicle (n=14)

Van / LGV (n=144)

HGV (n=34)

10

20

26

17

24

37

9

8

6

6

11

3

29

14

26

15

21

15

7

20

40

21

15

25

20

20

36

Private hire vehicle (n=91)

Hackney Carriage (n=110)

20

8

21

16

29

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

12

22

Base: All eligible for the Clean Commercial Vehicle or Clean Taxi fund
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)

37% of those who have been financially impacted by Covid-19, whether a business, taxi or
organisation, agree the vehicle finance offer would help while 30% disagreed, of which 25%
strongly disagree.
25% of those who have at least one impacted vehicle agree the vehicle finance offer will meet
their needs and 29% disagree it will meet their needs.
The main reasons respondents agreed or disagreed the proposed finance offer would meet
their needs is described below.
6.14.5.1 Agree the fund meets their needs
Support the proposed vehicle finance offer: Some taxi drivers (n=4) and commercial
operators (n=2) stated they supported the proposed funding, allowing them to upgrade to
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newer, compliant vehicles. For most, it was necessary to have financial support to be able to
do this:
“For a company like ours that has no debt it would be the difference between survival
or closure” (Business, Leisure HGV)
“It can help taxi drivers for low finance” (Business, PHV)
“Financial assistance to upgrade vehicles may allow us to carry on with our business”
(Business, LGV, 10219)
“I would need financial support to upgrade my vehicle.” (Business, LGV)
“Will be massive support to upgrade for newer vehicle” (Business, PHV)
6.14.5.2 Disagree the fund meets their needs
Oppose the proposed vehicle finance offer, financing should be given as a lump sum
grant: Some taxi drivers (n=8) and commercial operators (n=12) stated they opposed the
proposed funding for a number of reasons. It was argued it would be insufficient finance to
upgrade, and a grant option was preferred:
“I would wish to negotiate a purchase in the knowledge that a lump sum was available.
Not a fan of 'you must buy from XYZ. I assume any compliant vehicle could be bought
and need not be new. Smaller ' one-man bands ' such as I need to ensure VFM in van
purchases.” (Business, LGV)
“Money needs to be provided to people who cannot afford to upgrade their vehicles
and needs to be granted not financed. After the year we have just had and with no
end in sight there is no money left to buy new vehicles” (Business, LGV)
Vehicle financing offer will lead to more debt: The majority of taxi drivers (n=20) and some
commercial operators (n=12) felt the vehicle financing offer would only lead to more debt,
risking their or their businesses’ financial state. A number of respondents referred to the current
economic climate, which has put increased financial pressure on them:
“I am already in debt because of this last year and I can’t see business getting any
better in next twelve months, plus it doesn’t help when there are private hire vehicles
from the Midlands and Liverpool working all over Greater Manchester” (Business,
PHV)
“As need funds to upgrade for better car as with all this virus atm. I couldn’t afford to
keep my old car and it’s getting hard with times like this to buy another car for taxis. As
on top of the car got other expenses like taxi insurance and buy the time u get your
taxi on road your need funds to do so” (Business, PHV)
Uncertainty about funding amount: Commercial operators (n=4) and taxi drivers (n=2) were
uncertain about the level of funding that would be available, and whether this would sufficiently
aid them to upgrade their vehicles. Furthermore, some were concerned their low incomes and
poor credit scores would affect their ability to receive finance:
“Due to Covid-19 no extra funding is available, and loans are not forthcoming as not
eligible due to low income through less work being undertaken” (Public, aged 55+,
LGV, Private Car)
“Because at nearly 60 years of age & in rented accommodation I have a bad credit
record” (Business, Hackney)
“unsure of how much the funding would be and whether I would be able to afford to
upgrade my vehicle” (Business, LGV)
“I don’t know how much I would receive so I don’t know how much it would help. Where
are the figures?” (Business, LGV)
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Uncertainty around funding eligibility: There was some uncertainty about how much
support would be provided to commercial operators (n=3) and taxi drivers (n=4), depending
on the size of their business:
“We potentially have 14 vans and 1 minibus requiring an upgrade and 2 HGVs,
although these could be under permanent local exemptions if road sweepers are
considered specialist HGV. 3 vehicles are leased so specification could be upgraded
at end of lease to ensure compliant vehicles in future, the rest are owned by the
University. Support for max. 10 vehicles would cover two thirds of vehicle upgrades.
However, we are not a small organisation so questionable whether we would receive
any financial support.” (Organisation, The University of Manchester)
“Because I don’t know how much I would be eligible for yet!” (Business, LGV)
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6.15 Hardship fund and additional financial support
The proposed hardship fund and support was introduced to all respondents in the
questionnaire as follows:
Greater Manchester are proposing a Hardship Fund of at least £10m to support
individuals, companies and organisations who are assessed to be most economically
vulnerable to the Clean Air Zone daily charges. The scope and scale of support
required will be considered in light of the impact of Covid-19 and the responses to
this questionnaire.
Businesses and representatives were more likely to support the hardship fund than members
of the public, however, at least two-thirds of each type of respondent supported this fund.
Figure 6.4 Respondents support of the hardship fund (%)
In total, 38% of those who owned any of the potentially affected vehicles agreed that
the vehicle finance offer would meet their needs with 28% disagreeing as shown in
Figure XXXX.
Figure XXXX: Agreement that the proposed vehicle finance offer would meet their
Member of the public
needs
based on the fund they would access
(%)
66
19
15
(n=3045)

All businesses (n=735)

71

Representatives (n=86)

10

84

Yes

No

18

9

Don't know

Base: All respondents

Of the respondents who owned a vehicle, minibus owners and HGV owners had the highest
proportion to support the hardship fund (89% and 84% respectively). Figure 6.5 shows the
level of support for all vehicle owners.
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Figure 6.5 Vehicle owners support of the hardship fund (%)

Bus (n=40)

65

23

Coach (n=26)

73

13

12

Minibus (n=38)

15

89

HGV Leisure (n=250)

8

66

Van/LGV (n=568)

14

70

HGV (n=139)

68

Private hire (n=196)

60

19

14

16

17

15

11

Hackney Carriage (n=165)

29

84

Car only (n=2156)

66

19

Other vehicle (n=86)

72

None (n=436)

71

Yes

No

4

12

15

16

15

12

14

Don't know

Base: All respondents
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)

6.15.1 Comments about the Hardship Fund
Respondents were asked whether they supported the introduction of a Hardship Fund, and
their reasoning as to why they agreed or disagreed with the idea. Over a third of respondents
gave a comment.
A third of the public and businesses provided a comment about the Hardship fund of which
over two thirds were supportive, stating it was vital to help those who are likely to be most
economically vulnerable to the CAP charges, and ensure social equality. A minority opposed
its introduction, arguing the funding was not required, or were concerned the system would be
abused.
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Table 6-6 Comments about the Hardship Fund
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Support the fund

844

206

41

Need more funding

53

30

4

Oppose the fund

148

21

3

Operation of the scheme

246

33

9

Operation of the scheme - prioritisation

115

17

6

Queries

15

7

1

Miscellaneous

33

10

3

1266

284

54

33

36

43

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)

6.15.1.1 Support the fund
Comments in support of the fund included:
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Support the proposed funding /
needed for affected
businesses

769

174

37

258

717

Funding is needed / important
to ensure social equality

85

11

7

23

80

Funding needed for me / my
business / to survive and
continue operating

11

29

0

36

4

844

206

41

307

779

Base

There is a large amount of support for the introduction of a hardship fund from the public
(n=769), business (n=174), and representatives (n=37). The main reasons given included.
Important to protect vulnerable organisations: Respondents across all groups are
primarily concerned with protecting smaller businesses, charities and organisations that are
an important part of the GM economy and have suffered considerably due to the Covid-19
pandemic. It is stated the fund is vitally important for ensuring a socially equitable transition to
a cleaner city region:
“This is incredibly necessary to help reduce some of the unequal economic impacts of
the Covid-19 pandemic, and to make sure that the transition to a more sustainable city
is a fair, inclusive and just transition.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Vehicle)
“Finding funds for an upgrade (to anything) can be difficult for many, impossible for
some - so some financial capital support would help businesses who do not have the
necessary cash to support development over and above average commercial
maintenance.” (Organisation, Transport for Sick Children)
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“We would agree that there are some groups will really struggle to get their vehicles to
the right level to be compliant and should be supported as much as possible to get
their vehicles to an appropriate standard.” (Organisation, Walk Ride Heatons)
“There are a lot of smaller organisations who would genuinely struggle to replace their
older vehicles. For the sake of everyone's health, it is vital that these vehicles are
removed from the road ASAP.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“Especially since the pandemic it is very important to support vulnerable businesses
who will be hit hard by the zone.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
Ensuring social equality: Representatives (n=7) and members of the public (n=85)
expressed the importance of minimising the impact of those who are most likely to be affected
by the charges, ensuring businesses do not go bankrupt and are not put into debt:
“We are concerned that with the current economic environment, the proposals will have
a consequential negative impact upon our patients and visitors on lower incomes,
some of our key worker staff and also some of our local suppliers and organisations
we may be seeking to work with as part of our social value strategy.” (Organisation,
The Northern Care Alliance NHS Group)
“We need to ensure that we are not increasing inequalities, therefore need to support
those who most need support to maintain economic inclusion.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
“Whenever new regulations are introduced there are always people who fall below
where the line is drawn and cannot afford to comply. To assist them to be compliant is
the only fair way.” (Public, aged 55+, Leisure HGV, LGV)
“We live in a fundamentally unequal society where people are systematically
disadvantaged. We should take every opportunity to support those in harder
circumstances, otherwise these policies are likely to further impoverish and
disadvantage those most in need.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Funding is required to help my business to survive: Businesses (n=29) stressed the
funding was vital to allow them personally or their business to survive and continue operating.
A number refer to the impact of the current economic climate on their business:
“My industry has been massively hit by the pandemic, many drivers have already called
it a day, gone bump, are now living on benefits or have sought work elsewhere so a
hardship fund for those that remain struggling through on around £3 an hour would be
a massive help…” (Business, Hackney)
“We operate liveried vehicles; this is an extra cost that would have to be taken into
account even if the grants / finance cover the cost of the vehicle. We have operated
as a family firm in our area for over 100yrs our vehicles are a big part of our
advertising/presence in the area.” (Business, Leisure HGV, LGV)
“because not all owners of HGV vehicles are large multinationals with unlimited
resources, I will be financially hit hard by the CAZ zone.” (Business, HGV)
“As a business we are already feeling the pinch of CV19 and have had to apply for
bounce back finance. Taking on more debt for a new vehicle is not something we would
be happy doing so any help would be welcomed” (Business, LGV)
“The Hackney trade could be decimated by a combination of the CAZ and Covid-19.”
(Business, Hackney)
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6.15.1.2 Need more funding
Several respondents felt more funding was required:

A higher level of funding
required for vehicles

General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

53

30

4

36

51

Whilst the hardship fund is supported by the majority, there are concerns from several
respondents of all types (public n=53; business n=30; representatives n=4) that there will not
be an adequate level of funding available to support the transition to greener vehicles, given
the level of increased hardship in the GM city region currently. Following the impact of Covid19 and Brexit, contributors argue this has pushed more firms into financial difficulty, meaning
more will need aid:
“The fund needs to be bigger. There is already lots of hardship out there before Covid19 hit, and then Brexit, and then you want to charge the poorest businesses to drive in
GM. Many businesses will be up to their eyes in debt due to Covid-19 and will be
unable to access any more cash from lenders. Taking on more debt could make some
businesses unviable. you will need to have a decent scheme that will enable those
firms to carry on trading. Businesses will be fighting to survive but this CAZ will be the
final nail in the coffin for a great many.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“Because £10m is not enough for Greater Manchester when you have over 14,000
private hire vehicles and 2,500 hackney carriage in Greater Manchester.” (Business,
PHV Operator)
6.15.1.3 Oppose the fund
The table below shows the most frequently given comments opposing the fund.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Funding should not be
available / not needed

79

6

2

13

74

Oppose the hardship funding
/ it won't help those affected

49

10

1

15

43

Disagree with the fund
because they disagree with
the charges

15

4

0

4

15

Funding amount is too high /
too much funding

6

1

0

2

5

148

21

3

34

136

Base

Funding should not be made available. Some members of the public (n=79) believe it is a
waste of government funding to continue to support businesses that are unable to upgrade,
either because the company is not financially viable, or because the firms should have
considered the introduction of the CAP as part of their business planning:
“I do not believe that taxi or other non-compliant vehicle operators should be handed
public money to do what they should already be doing. Private businesses should meet
their own business costs, unless they can demonstrate that there is some
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public/community benefit to their area of business. Perhaps favourable loans could be
made available to help upgrade their vehicles, but not hand-outs.” (Public, aged 3554, Private Car)
“Cleaner air polices should be at the heart of organisations corporate responsibility
therefore why hardship for them failing to adapt” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
Unjust to support road transport: Some opponents of the hardship fund, who are mainly
from the public, felt it is unjust to support companies that have polluted and will continue to
pollute in the GM city region for their own financial gain. It is argued by some that funding
should be spent elsewhere to reduce emissions created by road transport, either by investing
in public transport or active travel modes:
“These people have been allowed to create serious pollution for many years at no cost
to themselves. Working near one of the most polluted roads in Manchester has
probably damaged my lungs. I don't see why they shouldn't take the consequences of
what they have done.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Concerns about increases in taxation: There were some concerns raised by members of
the public that the money required for the hardship funding would lead to increased taxation
by local government bodies. They pointed out that businesses and the public are already
struggling in the current climate, and increases to Council Tax, for example, would have a
negative financial impact on them:
“I do not agree with the charges in the first place; if there were no charges there would
be no need for a hardship fund. The hardship fund monies would come from the
taxpayer, and so taxes would rise. This fund would be open to abuse and fraud and
would cause an increase in bureaucracy.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
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6.15.1.4 Operation of the scheme
The table below shows the most frequently given comments about the operation of the
scheme.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Ensure funding is available to
all those affected / fair to all

92

20

1

33

78

Concerns about people
claiming for funding when not
needed

73

6

3

7

75

Concerns about the funding
being mis-managed

35

5

1

8

33

Concerns about where the
funding is coming from

30

0

0

3

27

All those that operate GM and
will be affected should be
eligible

14

1

2

6

9

Needs to be well-advertised /
promoted to ensure all those
affected are aware and know
how to apply for funding

9

1

1

2

9

Funding provided as a lump
sum grant / not as a repayable
loan

4

1

0

1

4

246

33

9

60

224

Base

Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed: Members of the public
(n=73) and representatives (n=3) are wary of people abusing the system, indicating it is vitally
important to implement means testing to ensure those who need the aid most receive it, and
to remove the possibility of fraudulent claims. Of concern was the prospect of larger firms
having access to funding when it would not be required:
“This change will undoubtedly affect taxi drivers and some precarious workers who
would struggle to meet the ongoing cost and also struggle to upgrade a vehicle. I'm
concerned that larger companies and organisations will have the infrastructure to
mobilise and claim hardship, where perhaps none exists.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private
Car)
“It needs to be means tested. I do not think any company that is making profit should
have access to funds when they absolutely have the means to pay themselves.”
(Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Either a hardship fund for the most vulnerable, or a proper exemption system for these
cases. Must be properly checked though to prevent fraudulent use”. (Organisation,
Friends of the Trans Pennine Trail)
Correct allocation of funding: Respondents from all groups (public n=35; business n=5;
representatives n=1) also pointed to the importance of GMCA / TfGM / CAP allocating funding
correctly, ensuring proper checks were made to ensure those who needed it most would
receive it, and the system would therefore not be open to abusive claims:
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“Loss of livelihood would be a genuine hardship. Eligibility should be clear, strictly
monitored but not requiring over-cumbersome procedures.” (Public, aged 55+, No
Vehicle)
“Clear criteria must be established in order to access with proof required” (Public, aged
35-54, No Vehicle)
6.15.1.5 Operation of the scheme – prioritisation
The table below shows the most frequently given comments about the operation of the scheme
- prioritisation.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

Funds should be prioritised for
sole traders/small businesses

62

9

4

16

58

Funding should go to those
who need it most/should be
means tested

33

5

1

7

31

Funds should be prioritised for
voluntary / community /
charities

21

1

2

5

19

Financial support for those
who have recently upgraded
their vehicle/s

1

2

0

0

3

Funding should only be
provided to upgrade to hybrid /
electric vehicles

2

0

1

0

3

Funding should only be paid
after new vehicles have been
invested in

2

0

0

0

2

115

17

6

28

109

Base

Support for smaller businesses and sole traders: Members of the public (n=62),
businesses (n=9) and representatives (n=4) felt funding should be prioritised for smaller
businesses, sole traders and charities to ensure they are able to become compliant. It was felt
these firms have been badly affected by the current economic climate and will need an
increased level of support to continue operating and invest in cleaner vehicles:
“The smaller business sector has been hit heavily by the current pandemic and there
may be little scope for financial investment and many self-employed/SMEs will be
struggling to stand still for the next financial year so would be unable to make
investment.” (Organisation, Communication Workers Union)
“Charities, scouts, churches, etc. would have fundraised hard to acquire such vehicles
or had them donated. It may well be the case that they could not afford to upgrade
their transport. Perhaps there could be a less stringent emissions level for such
vehicles if there was no hardship fund.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
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6.15.2 Additional support required by those impacted by the proposed
clean air zone charges
Respondents were asked to detail any additional support they need if they are impacted by
the proposed clean air zone charges. A third of businesses and a fifth of representatives
provided a comment.
Most of the comments reiterated more support is needed.
Table 6-7 Comments about additional support
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Support offered is sufficient

10

11

0

More support needed

210

186

16

General / Eligibility / Time

20

22

3

Management of funding

18

8

1

Electric vehicles / charging infrastructure

105

25

9

Miscellaneous

32

44

4

Base

360

261

25

9

33

20

Proportion of all respondents (%)

6.15.2.1 Support offered is sufficient
The table below shows comments about no additional support is required.

No additional support needed /
funding offered is good / fair /
appropriate

General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

10

11

0

21

0

No additional support required: Respondents (public n=10; business n=11) indicated they
had no requirement for additional support, as the current proposals provide sufficient financial
support to facilitate the transition, or they have been planning to upgrade vehicles as part of
their business plan:
“We’ve had it in our plans for a while and are going to slowly move vehicles onto electric
as it’s the right thing to do.” (Public, aged 18-34, LGV, Private Car)
“No, we will comply at our cost, as we already have a Green Agenda. To provide a
level playing field we would therefore expect any support for others to be carefully
targeted and limited.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
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6.15.2.2 More support needed
The table below shows comments about additional support is required.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

More financial support /funding
needed to upgrade vehicle/s

83

115

8

164

28

Should be given 100% of total cost
/ given a compliant vehicle for free

40

34

1

69

6

Funding should go to those who
need it most / should be means
tested

37

15

5

18

36

More funding - sole traders /
smaller companies/organisations

20

10

2

12

17

All those affected by the proposals
should be eligible for funding

15

15

1

23

5

Financial support needed to be
able to pay daily charges

16

11

0

20

7

Funding should available to all
vehicle types / fair to all

5

2

0

5

2

More funding – voluntary /
community / charities

4

0

2

5

1

Funding for other costs - insurance,
maintenance, other fees etc

1

4

0

3

1

210

186

16

291

100

Base

More financial support required. A substantial number of respondents from the public (n=83)
and businesses (n=115) indicated more financial support was needed across the board to
allow for upgrading. Currently, in their view, the financial packages available would either mean
costs are passed onto the consumer, or would lead to financial difficulty for the individual or
business:
“A reasonable package of support that would entice me to change to a compliant
vehicle. The current level of support would mean I would run a non-compliant vehicle
and pass the cost onto the customer in order to remain competitive.” (Business, LGV)
“Financial help to continue trading. Margins are already small, and the proposed costs
would mean I would have to ‘shut up shop’ making myself and my 4 team members
unemployed.” (Business, LGV)
Operators provided with 100% of the vehicle cost. Some businesses (n=34) stated being
given 100% of the vehicle cost was the only fair way to compensate operators for the
introduction of the CAP.
“Completely new vehicle.” (Business, Leisure Vehicle, Private Car)
“Fully funded car.” (Business, PHV)
Additional funding required for SMEs and Sole Traders: Members of the public (n=20),
businesses (n=10) and representatives (n=2) stated there should be more funding for sole
traders and small businesses, given the small margins they operate on.
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“It would be useful to have some support for very small businesses who will suffer with
increased transportation and supplier costs, and the reduction in customer volume.”
(Business, LGV)
Financial support for the charges. Members of the public (n=16) and businesses (n=11)
indicated they would require financial support to pay for the charges, which they argue would
be cheaper than upgrading newer vehicles:
“Yes, as a small business employing 20 members of staff, this could be a disaster as
we are Merseyside based and cover a lot of deliveries and collections in and out of the
Great Manchester region. We would need cheaper daily rates to continue using our
Euro 5 engine HGVs or grants to help purchase more Euro 6 trucks” (Business, HGV)
6.15.2.3 General / Eligibility / Time
The table below shows comments about eligibility and timing.
General
Public

Business

Represent
-atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle

More time needed to adapt to
the proposals

9

19

2

20

6

More time to allow electric
vehicle technology available
and cheaper

11

4

2

6

9

Base

20

22

3

25

15

More time needed to adapt to the proposals. Respondents (public n=9; business n=19;
representatives n=2) indicated they would need more time to adapt to the current proposals,
allowing for a more gradual replacement of vehicles within their fleets, and allowing some
vehicles to reach the end of their natural life cycle which would reduce costs for businesses
and reduce the amount of people requiring funding:
“Phased introduction of zone would reduce the financial support required as fleets will
usually replace older vehicles periodically due to natural life cycle of assets.”
(Business, LGV, HGV)
Management of funding
The table below shows comments about management of funding.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Discounted charges for those
who travel within the boundary
frequently / those who pay in
advance

6

6

0

10

2

Concerns where funding is
coming from for this

7

1

1

1

7

Needs to be well-advertised

5

1

0

2

4

Base

18

8

1

13

13

Discounted charges for those who travel within the boundary frequently. Business
respondents (n=6) argued for discounted charges for those who travel within the boundary
frequently, but are not located within GM, or those who need to make one-off journeys:
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“A local business discount scheme & payment portal, which would allow for weekly or
monthly payments by vehicle (to reduce admin requirements) & details of accredited,
approved & extremely reputable vehicle emissions specialists who can retro fit
modifications to assist with Euro 6 compliance.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
“We could have a discounted rate if we are only serving the outskirts of the inclusion
zone and not going into any built-up urban areas” (Business, LGV, HGV)
6.15.2.4 Electric vehicles / charging infrastructure
The table below shows comments about electric vehicles and charging infrastructure.
General
Public

Business

Represent atives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Availability of electric charging
infrastructure

71

15

6

14

67

Should be more incentives to
upgrade to electric / hybrid

29

3

1

4

28

Concerns about performance /
availability of electric vehicles

12

9

3

7

13

Base

105

25

9

25

99

More financial support for electric / hybrid vehicles: Members of the public (n=29) would
like to see more support for the transition to electric / hybrid vehicles, to ensure vehicles are
being upgraded to zero / ultra-low carbon emission producers:
“…. I would hope businesses as well as the public will be properly supported to go
electric, for example, and that such vehicles would be exempt. With additional support
and advice/ideas for businesses to rethink how they can conduct their businesses in
more sustainable ways….” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
Lack of electric vehicle infrastructure: A large number of respondents (public n=71;
business n=15; representatives n=6) who commented are very concerned about the currently
available electric charging points in Greater Manchester.
“Not really we’ve had it in our plans for a while and are going to slowly move vehicles
onto electric as it’s the right thing to do. If money could go to charging infrastructure that
would be nice particularly encouraging blocks of flats to put in chargers.” (Public, aged
18-34, LGV, Private Car)
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Impact of Covid-19
Summary of findings:
•

76% of business and 79% of taxi owners, who responded to the survey, have been
financially impacted by Covid-19.

•

Over 80% of those financially impacted stated the financial impact included a lower
turnover, making it the most common financial impact amongst respondents closely
followed by lower profit.

•

Businesses reported increased financial pressure, and many stated they could not
afford to upgrade their vehicles at this time.

•

Members of the public provided mixed views of Covid-19, some felt the goal to improve
air quality should not be delayed by Covid-19 and the pandemic had highlighted the
importance of air quality. Conversely, a similar number suggested that proposals
should be reviewed due to the financial impact of Covid-19 on them and on
businesses.

7.1

Introduction

Businesses, taxi drivers and operators and organisations were asked specific questions about
the impact of Covid-19 on their business. All respondents were given the opportunity to provide
comments about the impact of Covid-19 on their response to the proposals.

7.2

Level of impact

Figure 7.2 shows how respondents with different types of vehicle have been financially
impacted by Covid-19. Overall, 76% of businesses and 79% of taxis owners and drivers that
responded have been financially impacted.
Bus (95%) and coach (91%) operators have been the most impacted.
Figure 7.2 Financially impacted by Covid-19 (%)
Bus (n=19)

95

Coach (n=23)

91

Minibus (n=26)

77

Van / LGV (n=303)

78

HGV (n=108)

78

Private hire (n=187)

77

Hackney (n=162)
Other vehicles (n=23)

81
61

Base: All businesses, taxis and organisations
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)
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Respondents were asked whether they had seen a financial impact due to Covid-19, using
four criteria, level of debt, level of savings, turnover and profitability. The following definitions
were used, for the purpose of this report, for a taxi driver, operator or business to be financially
impacted by Covid-19.
Financial impact

Description

Financially impacted by
Covid-19

A taxi driver, operator or business who has stated they have more debt or
less savings or lower turnover or lower profitability as a result of the Covid19 pandemic

A respondent who has stated they have either the same or less debt, the
Not financially impacted
same or more savings, the same or higher turnover or the same or higher
by Covid-19
profitability as a result of Covid-19

Overall, 77% business, taxis drivers and operators and organisations have been financially
impacted by Covid-19. The general public and representatives were not asked about the
financial impact of Covid-19.
The table below shows the way each type of vehicle owner has been impacted by Covid-19.
Of those financially impacted by Covid-19, 80% had received at least one type of financial
support whether this was via the job retention scheme, a Government grant or loan, a business
grant, self-employment income support or any other financial support. Of those who stated
they had not been financially impacted by Covid-19, 44% had received at least one type of
financial support.
The full breakdown of the financial impact of Covid-19 is shown in the data tables provided in
Appendix B.
Table 7-1 Financial impact of Covid-19
Financial effect

Base (n)

Level of
debt
increased
(%)

Reserves /
Savings
reduced
(%)

Turnover
lower (%)

Profitability
lower (%)

Bus

19

62

79

90

95

Coach

23

35

63

100

90

Minibus

26

62

68

80

85

Van / LGV

303

65

74

86

82

HGV

108

69

80

90

90

Private hire

187

75

75

92

93

Hackney carriage

162

61

82

90

88

Private car (only)

23

50

64

83

73

Other vehicle

80

64

90

100

100

No vehicles

27

62

79

90

95

Base: all respondents financially impacted by Covid-19
Caution should be used where base is small (n<50)
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7.3

Comments about the impact of Covid-19

In order to understand the impact of Covid-19 on businesses and organisations, these
respondents were asked to detail how the pandemic would affect their ability to meet the clean
air plan proposals. The general public were asked about the impact of Covid-19 on the
proposals.
Half of businesses and representatives and a third of the public provided a comment. The
table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent:
Table 7-2 Comments about the impact of Covid-19

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Impact of Covid-19 on business

486

369

40

Impact of Covid-19 on public

352

58

9

Timing / need for the proposals

385

47

20

Air quality

284

31

17

Funding

67

4

4

Miscellaneous

216

38

8

Base

1266

411

65

33

52

52

Proportion of all respondents (%)
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7.3.1

Effect of Covid-19 on business

Respondents provided comments on Covid-19’s effect on their business and how it impacts
their efforts to comply with the proposals.
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Increased financial pressures /
income has fallen

281

279

27

308

272

Proposals are unfair as
businesses are struggling due to
Covid-19

228

104

13

134

209

Cannot afford to upgrade my
vehicle/s due to Covid-19

43

95

7

102

35

Business may close / cease to
operate due to Covid-19

24

40

3

40

26

Debt has increased / cannot
afford more debt due to Covid-19

5

44

5

44

7

Brexit is causing issues /
uncertainty about business
performance

34

13

4

15

32

Savings / reserves have been
used up/almost exhausted

8

30

7

33

8

No impact on my
business/businesses / business
has increased

4

30

2

16

18

Business is not eligible for
financial support

3

21

3

20

5

Staff job losses / furloughed due
to Covid-19

3

14

4

14

3

486

369

40

417

456

Base

Increased financial pressure: Over half of businesses (n=279), especially those with vans
(n=127) and taxi drivers (n=130), stated they had increased financial pressures and / or
income has fallen as a result of Covid-19:
“Our business has been decimated by Covid. We have seen all our event work
cancelled. Our CCTV video services have been impacted severely as it was rated to
the pubs/clubs. We still have our domestic video services but it's tiny with few
customers. The phones and emails are virtually dead. We had a strong small business
with three different strings to our bow. Two of those areas have been killed by Covid.
Entirely gone. Those two areas represented most of our turnover and paid the bills.
The third area provided a bit of fill-in between other jobs. Even that is down massively.
I'm seriously considering packing in and getting a job at Tesco” (Business, LGV)
“The Covid 19 pandemic meant that I was unable to work for a while, creating long
term financial difficulty. Hence, it will be an issue to pay charges on a daily.” (Business,
PHV)
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Proposals are unfair on struggling businesses: A quarter of comments received from
businesses (n=104), especially those with vans (n=40) and taxi drivers (n=49), stated the
proposals are unfair because businesses are already struggling due to Covid-19 and national
restrictions made them reduce or stop trading:
“However, as businesses still cope with the increasing economic impact from Covid19
and the looming threat posed by Brexit we believe that under the current format the
proposals will add another layer of economic uncertainty and heap more financial
pressure on many sections of the business community.” (Organisation, Chamber of
Commerce)
“Sadly and totally due to the Covid-19 pandemic we have lost all of the other work we
carried out on a daily and weekly basis, this includes Airport runs, days out, sporting
activities and matches, festivals/concerts, race days stag/hen party's, weddings,
birthday celebration, the list goes on, the impact of the Covid-19 virus pandemic has
removed all of this work, making achieving the proposals impossible.” (Business, PHV)
“If the pandemic and conditions continue, to impose another charge on struggling
businesses would be a death knell to many.” (Business, LGV)
Cannot afford to upgrade vehicle/s: Around a quarter of businesses (n=95), in particular
owners of vans (n=44) and taxi drivers (n=42), stated that due to the financial loss Covid-19
created for them, they are unable to upgrade their vehicles to comply with the proposals:
“Its going to be struggle replacing vehicle. We were already struggling mainly due to
out of town vehicle being allowed to work in Manchester with Covid will prove last nail
in coffin” (Business, Hackney)
“Income generated is not enough to buy a new vehicle that will be compliant with clean
air zone.” (Business, Hackney)
“Capital replacement projects have been delayed as business priorities have been
altered by the pandemic.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Increased debt: Around a tenth of businesses (n=44) commented their debt has increased
during the pandemic due to loss of regular income and they cannot afford to take on more
debt to comply with the proposals:
“It has destroyed me financially. left me with massive debts. I am in negative equity.
No income to help pay my finance. Struggling on a daily basis going without any
luxuries in life. living from hand to mouth. keep asking for payment breaks.” (Business,
Hackney)
“Covid19 destroyed my income. I am living on universal credits which hardly covers
my home rent and day to day expenses.” (Business, Hackney)
Business closures: Businesses (n=40) stated they may close / cease to operate if the CAZ
is introduced. This is due to the loss of work since the pandemic, keeping their business open
and running may no longer be financially viable if the proposals are introduced:
“If you introduce this then we are closing the business.” (Business, LGV)
“With Covid-19 i am already thinking of leaving the current job and go in to a different
job.” (Business, Hackney)
Savings / reserves have been used up: Businesses (n=30) stated in their comments they
had to use their savings in order to survive the pandemic. Since there wasn’t a steady income
coming in, these savings have been almost exhausted:
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“Increase in outgoings as cost have remained the same. Less incomings. No support
from government or LA. Savings being utilised to get through this period which would
have helped under normal pre-pandemic circumstances in financing a newer compliant
vehicle.” (Business, PHV)
“The pandemic has eaten away at any reserves I had that would have gone towards
meeting the criteria outlined in the consultation document.” (Business, PHV)
“We no longer have savings available to put towards a clean air compliant vehicle.”
(Business, LGV)
In the focus groups, businesses highlighted how Covid-19 has impacted their business and
they described how they are struggling to remain financially viable. The lack of trade in 2020
and the uncertainly for 2021 has made business unable to commit to any type of investment:
“We are event florists, and we haven’t been doing any events this year. All events
postponed or cancelled, and we have had to refund money, and it has been damaging
to the business. You know, we are coming to the crunch point now, yeah, and as we
move into January and February, which is a traditionally quiet time of year in our
industry, that is where it is going to be really difficult.” (Focus Group: LGV)
“Covid-19 has affected all our businesses with the restrictions, and many businesses
in our industry will not re-open, I don’t think. Reduced turnover, and the changes in the
working world because of Covid-19 and businesses we supply to not operating etc. It
is a real struggle and will be for a while yet. I’m not sure if we will survive it. “(Focus
Group: LGV)
Others worry the knock-on effects of Covid-19 will be felt in their financial credit ratings for any
future borrowing they consider:
“The thing to consider also is with the current Covid situation, everyone’s credit ratings
will be getting downgraded anyway, because of, you know, there’s a lot of hesitancy
out there for people to lend, isn’t there, at the moment. So, even if you know, twelve
months, two years, you could have got the credit, maybe you might be downgraded
10% or something, you know, 50%, you don’t know until you need it. But a lot of
companies won’t be in the same position now than they were twelve months ago.”
(Focus Group: HGV)
Although they changed their methods and adapted in order to still trade during the restrictions,
these changes resulted in an increase in costs for the business:
“And most of my vans are five-seaters, so before this, I was sending like five lads to a
job in one van, but now I’m sending three vans to one job, with five men. Obviously,
it’s costing more with everything, because I could send five men to one job in one van,
but now I’ve got five men to a job in three vans. We basically would sign a contract to
say one of my contracts has got three hundred hours on it, it might last six years, and
when you sign it, it says duration of contract, so I can’t re-coup those costs.” (Focus
Group: LGV)
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7.3.2

Effect of Covid-19 on individuals

Individuals also provided comments on Covid-19’s effect on them.
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Increased financial pressures
/ costs for me/individuals

261

55

9

121

201

No impact on me

80

0

0

17

63

Covid-19 has made it more
difficult to use buses / public
transport

9

2

0

3

7

Covid-19 is having a negative
impact on lower income
households

7

1

0

3

5

352

58

9

142

273

Base

Almost a quarter of the general public (n=261) stated they have had increased financial
pressures / costs as a result of Covid-19 due to job losses and furlough. Those respondents
who own an impacted vehicle such as leisure HGV or van (n=74) have also identified the
proposal would add to these pressures.
“People will still be getting over Covid restrictions having lost months of money. This is
heartless. People are struggling having taken out loans, using life savings etc. This
new charge is cruel to some of the lowest paid” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“During Covid I have worked all the way through as a front-line worker, if these costs
came in to place my wages would be decreased massively due to my travel outgoings.
Which would impact on my family life, home, costs.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private
Car)
“Just as people are on the breadline, made redundant and can’t get jobs you now want
to charge people to drive.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
“Many of us are already just trying to survive as a result of the pandemic - these plans
could make life even harder.” (Public, aged 18-34, LGV)

7.3.3

Timing / need for the proposals

There were opposing views about the timings of the proposals:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Proposals should be delayed until
after Covid-19

213

45

14

90

172

Covid-19 pandemic is temporary
should not delay proposals

174

2

6

9

172

Base

385

47

20

99

342
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Shouldn’t delay the proposals: Members of the public (n=174), almost all who do not own
an impacted vehicle, were more likely to state the pandemic is temporary and the proposals
should not be delayed with many stating clean air should be priority and the proposals would
also help to reduce the impact of Covid-19:
“It's a difficult time for businesses to adapt to clean air rules but clean air/our health
has to be prioritised. Won't clean air be more important if we have many people living
with the long-term effects of Covid-19.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Proposals should be delayed: Conversely, members of the public (n=213), businesses
(n=45) especially those with vans (n=13), representatives (n=14) and taxi drivers (n=22)
commented that the proposals should be delayed until after the pandemic has passed. This
would allow businesses to recover from the pandemic and be able to upgrade their vehicles:
“The business did not operate for 2 months during the first lockdown. Our overheads
such as rent and insurance did just continue to have to be paid. The business will
simply not make any profit and probably a loss this financial year. To recover from this
is going to take time. If we make profit, we have some money to invest in new vehicles
or equipment. Without profit we just have to try to keep going without any additional
expenditure.” (Business, LGV, HGV, Private Vehicle)
Focus group respondents reported they were so focused on trying to make it through Covid19 and the short term, they could not begin to think about the long term. As one said, they may
not have a business by then:
“I think the big issue is the industry has got no money. We’ve all had nine months,
pretty much twelve months without earning any money. Nobody’s going to have the
money to invest in vehicles next year. Nobody’s investing this year, so everybody’s a
year behind where they were. There’s not going to be the money next year, because
we’re not going to be as busy.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)

7.3.4

Impact of Covid-19 on perception of air quality

There were opposing views on the impact of Covid-19 on air quality from the public both in the
questionnaire and in the Focus Groups in particular:
•

Covid-19 has proved what air quality could be like and highlighted the need to continue
with the proposals; or

•

Covid-19 has already improved air quality and alongside the expectation more people will
work from home, it means the proposals should be reviewed.
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Covid-19 has highlighted
the need to improve air
quality

138

2

9

6

132

Proposals should be
reviewed due to the
improvement in air quality
as a result of the Covid19 lockdown

123

28

9

57

95

Work from home will
reduce air pollution as a
result of Covid-19

33

2

3

13

24

Base

284

31

17

68

246
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Highlighted the need to improve air quality (public n=138; representatives n=9): Members
of the public without an impacted vehicle (n=128) stated experiencing better air quality during
lockdown had enabled them to see/feel the difference in air quality. It also highlighted air
quality does impact health conditions:
“I did see a lot of things about the fact that, you know, people weren’t really doing very
much, and they weren’t going out and, obviously, because of that, that meant that like
… I think I saw like a picture of Venice, that the water was clear for the first time ever
or something.” (Focus Group: Public, aged 18-34)
“Well, I mean I go back to the first lockdown as well, I had the good opportunity of going
to a top floor, high hotel in Manchester and I could see the difference between the
quality of the air, if you know what I mean, you can’t, you can sometimes see a haze
over the city, whether that was in the morning or at night, you could certainly see it and
during the lockdown even after ten days of the first lockdown I could certainly see a
difference in the air quality.” (Focus Group: Public, Aged 40+)
“Covid-19 presents another health condition that is exacerbated by air quality issues
and increases the need for the clean air zone proposals. However, it also increases
financial stresses on individuals and businesses I would conclude that the clean air
zone proposals remain, as a whole, well balanced” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Air Quality had improved due to reduced traffic and therefore the need for the proposals
should be reviewed (public n=123; business n=28; representatives n=9)
“I’ve been working at home since March and I think it’s going to continue for some time
really, and I think it’s changed, you know, certainly my like office environment. I think
everybody’s thinking it’s never going to back, because I only worked three days
anyway, you know, but I don’t think I’ll be going back to working three days in the office
at all, really. Perhaps I might be just doing one day, one day a week or something in
the office, but the rest of the time, I think it’s going to continue to be at home for the
foreseeable future.” (Focus Group: Public aged 40+)
“Yes surely the whole zone and the data that formed its thinking should be checked to
see if still valid especially in the city centre. How many people will actually come back
into work here? (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Mainly businesses with vans (n=14) and taxi drivers (n=13) felt not only had air quality
improved because of lockdown it would not return to previous levels as peoples’ travel
behaviour had been permanently changed and it was expected more people would continue
to work from home after the pandemic.
“Clean air zone too large. Target hotspots and charge a fuel levy to bring in funds to
improve transport options. The new business landscape post Covid will be very
different. Home working will reduce many journeys. Natural wastage will see less and
less older vehicles on the road anyway. A petrol/diesel levy would encourage EV
ownership too.” (Business, LGV)
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Overall impact of the Clean Air Plan
Summary of findings:
•

74% of the public and 80% of representatives agree that air quality needs improving
in Greater Manchester, while only 45% of businesses agree with this.

•

35% of the public and 40% of representatives are confident that the Clean Air Plan
will bring down NO2 levels. Just 23% of businesses feel the same way.

•

Of those that provided a comment, around one third of the public, a quarter of
representatives and a tenth of businesses commented that the proposals should go
further and include private vehicles.

•

Concerns were raised that prices will increase as a result of the proposal and there
will be a negative impact on businesses.

•

A quarter of businesses who commented felt the proposals will negatively impact
them and some described the proposals as another form of tax and / or congestion
charge.

•

Almost a third of the public who provided a comment felt improving public transport
and options for active travel would help improve air quality.

8.1

Introduction

This chapter provides the feedback from all respondents about the impact the introduction of
the Clean Air Plan will have on them and their confidence in the Clean Air Plan to bring down
roadside nitrogen dioxide to meet legal levels in the shortest possible time.
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8.2

Air quality

All respondents were asked:

To what extent do you agree or disagree that air quality needs to be improved in
Greater Manchester?

Figure 8.1 shows more of the public and representatives strongly agree that air quality needs
improving in Greater Manchester compared to businesses.
Figure 8.1 Agreement air quality needs improving in Greater Manchester (%)

General Public
(n=3113)

All businesses
(n=743)

59

15

29

16

Representatives
(n=85)

Owns any impacted
vehicle (n=1128)

Does not own an
impacted vehicle
(n=2813)
Strongly agree
Slightly disagree

21

11

6

21

9

23

65

10

23

71

26

4

6

6

13

5

4

8

20

9

1

2

4

3

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

9

1

Base: All respondents

Summary of findings: General public and representatives
•

74% of the general public and 80% of representatives agreed air quality needs improving;

•

Those aged under 35 are more likely to strongly agree air quality needs to be improved
compared to other ages (67% compared to 57% aged 35-54 and 59% aged over 55);

•

Significantly more respondents who live in Manchester (87%) either agree or strongly
agree air quality needs improving than those living in other areas. Wigan (57%) and Bolton
(59%), Rochdale (66%) and Tameside (68%) had the lowest levels of those who strongly
agree or agree air quality needs improving in Greater Manchester; and

•

Most (91%) of those who said they were vulnerable to air pollution for health reasons
agreed it needs improving.
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Other findings:
•

45% of businesses felt air quality needed to be improved; and

•

Almost all (89%) of respondents who do not own a vehicle stated they agree or strongly
agree air quality needs improving, compared to
• Van / LGV owners (52%);
• HGV leisure vehicle owners (49%)
• HGV owners (45%);
• Private hire vehicle drivers (45%); and
• Hackney carriage drivers (26%).

Figure 8.2 Agreement air quality needs improving by Local Authority (%)

Bolton (n=208)

42

17

Bury (n=212)

57

8

17

Manchester (n=691)

16
13

77

Oldham (n=163)

21

49

Salford (n=217)

16
62

Stockport (n=409)

12
13

65

Tameside (n=246)

48

Trafford (n=307)

20

Wigan (n=268)

39

Outside Greater
Manchester (n=254)
Strongly agree

40

5

16

11

18
22

18

10
2

4
8

8

3

2

10

6

13

1

6 2 5
2

14

70

8

14

13

2

4

10

52

Rochdale (n=129)

Slightly disagree

15

11

7

2

7

7

17

Slightly agree

22
4
Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

11

1
2

Base: All members of the public

The proportions of the public strongly agreeing air quality needs to be improved increases with
greater health impacts of air pollution, as shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 Agreement air quality needs improving, and the affect air pollution has on
the respondent’s health (%)

Affects me a lot
(n=172)

84

Affects me a little
(n=556)

Does not affect me
(n=2091)

71

58

13

16

11

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

8

3 2 31

8

2 5

4

10

1

Base: All members of the public

8.3

Confidence in the Clean Air Plan

All respondents were asked:

How confident are you that the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan would bring
roadside nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels within legal limits in the shortest possible
time?

Figure 8.4 shows the response to this question for each type of respondent. There are more
members of the public unconfident than confident the CAP will bring down the levels of NO2
in the shortest possible time (35% confident and 41% unconfident). The confidence of all other
respondents is similar to the general public, with businesses having the highest proportion of
respondents who are unconfident (48%).
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Figure 8.4 Confidence the CAP will bring down NO2 levels (%)

General Public
(n=3076)

All businesses (n=715)

5

7

Representatives
(n=83)

Owns any impacted
vehicle (n=1101)

Does not own an
impacted vehicle
(n=2773)
Very confident

30

16

11

4

15

18

29

13

6

Fairly confident

18

19

33

Neither

23

16

12

29

18

17

14

Fairly unconfident

9

14

23

33

18

Very unconfident

7

14

21

8

Don’t know

Base: All respondents

Difference of option by respondent type
Respondents who are described as confident or not confident below is based on the total for
those who stated either fairly or very for their level of confidence.
•

Of the public, those aged under 35 (43%) and aged 35-54 (43%) were not confident
compared to those aged over 55 (34%). 40% of men were not confident compared to 34%
of women;

•

The public who live in Manchester, Stockport and Trafford were more likely to be confident,
(41%, 38% and 40% respectively) about the Clean Air Plan, than those in Bolton (25%)
and Wigan (24%);

•

Those whose day-to-day activities are limited had the same level of confidence as those
who have no limitations (both 37% confident, with 40% of those with limitations unconfident
and 38% of those who do not have limitations unconfident);

•

40% of businesses with over 50 employees (medium and large) were confident about the
Clean Air Plan compared to 14% of sole traders and 17% of micro businesses. Around half
of sole traders and micro businesses were unconfident in the Clean Air Plan (52% and
48% respectively);

•

Those who own an impacted vehicle were not confident in the Clean Air Plan compared to
those who do not (48% and 38% respectively). Those who do not own an impacted vehicle
are evenly split with both 38% confident and unconfident; and

•

Respondents who do not own a vehicle were more likely to be confident in the Clean Air
Plan (45%) than those who own an HGV leisure vehicle (11%), a van/LGV (17%), a taxi
(23%) or an HGV (27%).

Table 8-1 shows how much confidence respondents have in the Clean Air Plan to bring down
NO2 in the shortest time based on whether they agree air quality needs to be improved.
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Table 8-1 Confidence in CAP and agreement air quality needs to be improved (%)
Air quality needs to be improved in Greater Manchester %

Confidence
in Clean Air
Plan to
bring down
NO2 in
shortest
time %

Strongly
agree

Slightly
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Slightly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Very confident

5

0

0

0

0

Fairly confident

25

4

1

0

0

Neither confident
nor unconfident

7

4

4

1

1

Fairly unconfident

11

4

3

1

1

Very unconfident

7

3

5

2

9

Base: All respondents, excluding those who said don’t know. (n=3449)

•

34% of all respondents agree air quality needs improvement and are confident the CAP
will bring down NO2 in the shortest time;

•

36% of all respondents agree air quality needs improvement and are neither confident /
unconfident or are unconfident the CAP will bring down NO2 in the shortest time; and

•

27% of all respondents did not agree (including neither agree nor disagree) that air quality
needs improvement and equally are not confident the CAP will bring down NO2 in the
shortest time.

The next section summarises comments from respondents which indicates why they do or do
not have confidence in the CAP to bring down NO2 in the shortest time. The comments
provided include:
1. Reasons the CAP is supported;
2. Reasons the CAP is not supported; and
3. Suggested amendments for the CAP to go further.
These suggested amendments may be considered as reasons why people feel air quality
needs to be improved but they are not confident the CAP will bring down NO 2 in the shortest
time.

8.4

Additional comments on the proposals

Respondents were asked to provide any additional comments on the proposals. Throughout
the questionnaire respondents frequently gave additional comments. These have been
collated and presented here.
Almost three quarters of the general public and representatives gave an additional comment
as did 60% of businesses.
The general public and representatives tended to give supportive comments and suggested
amendments or other measures to assist with improving air quality whereas businesses mainly
raised concerns with the proposals.
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Table 8-2 Additional comments on the proposals
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Supporting the proposals*

1369

94

48

Opposing the proposals

1063

363

30

Suggested Amendments

1647

171

47

Sustainable Travel

834

52

27

Miscellaneous

501

67

28

Base

2778

472

87

72

60

70

Proportion of all respondents (%)

The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details).
* comments received from both campaigns; Environmental Bill Lobby (n=172) and CAZ support group (n=484);
656 in total.

8.4.1

Supporting the proposals

Comments supporting the proposals included:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Support the proposals

976*

40

33

50

318

Proposals should go further

894*

25

18

24

253

Implement the proposals
sooner / as soon as possible

797*

8

5

11

147

Older / most polluting vehicles
should be targeted / replaced

112

25

1

30

108

All taxis should be cleaner /
greener (e.g. electric, hybrid,
hydrogen)

42

4

0

7

39

Air quality is still an issue in
respect of other pollutants

40

6

3

12

36

1369

94

48

119

701

Base

The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details).
* comments received from both campaigns; Environmental Bill Lobby (n=172) and CAZ support group (n=484);
656 in total.

Support: Over a third of members of the public and representatives commented they were in
support of the proposals generally, with many stating ‘air quality is important’ especially with
Covid-19 and other respiratory illnesses. Almost a tenth of businesses and taxi drivers gave
supportive comments about the proposals (public n=976; business n=40; representatives
n=33):
“Great that GM is attempting something so ambitious for the good of local health and
wellbeing, and the environment.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I believe this is an excellent idea, especially by it reducing NO².” (Public, aged under
18, No Vehicle)
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“As someone who mostly walks/cycles I absolutely welcome the initiative. I also
support the mitigating measures for support of transport businesses. I also feel that
the charges for polluting commercial vehicles are only one of various ways to tackle
the pollution problem. Radical and strictly enforced speed limits across GM combined
with an extension of bus/taxi lanes and bike lanes would reduce pollution and also
make walking and cycling safer, and discourage the use of private vehicles.” (Public,
aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“We all need to be proactive in helping with Pollution and peoples health.” (Business,
LGV, HGV)
“its going to happen. it will be painful but 5 years on it will be better for the area”
(Public, aged 55+, Leisure HGV, Private Car)
“I think its very well thought through and you have plans to deal with sharing out the
money fairly” (Business, LGV)
However, a third of the public, a fifth of representatives and almost a tenth of businesses who
provided a comment, suggested whilst the proposals are good, they should go further; for
example, include private vehicles which are still polluting the air and causing congestion.
(public n=894; business n=25; representatives n=18):
“I don't think it will be taken seriously. I think the action needs to be more urgent with a
nearer deadline.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“Seems to be 'a drop in the ocean'” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“I don't believe they go far enough” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“Not big enough modal shift” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I'm not sure there is enough to actually reduce the number of cars. It's not just about
air pollution, traffic increases noise pollution and reduces general quality of life. In
Manchester city in particular there needs to be a curb on the number of private
vehicles. This is less of a problem in the surrounding areas of Greater Manchester. It
doesn't seem logical to apply the same rules in Manchester and much less busy areas
of GM.” (Public, aged 18-34, PHV)
“Yes, as I mention earlier everyone should drive electric car that's how we can achieve
our clean air goal.” (Business, PHV)
Friends of the Earth stated:
“Whilst we welcome the plans for a CAZ in Greater Manchester, we do not accept that
the current plans will bring air pollution within legal limits rapidly enough. They
therefore not only breach national guidelines, but also subject the population to severe
health implications for longer than necessary. We urge you to go further and to
implement a CAZ D, i.e. one that includes restrictions on private cars.” (Organisation,
Friends of the Earth)
Implement the proposals as soon as possible (public n=797; business n=8;
representatives n=5): Respondents in their comments stated the implementation of the
proposals should be as soon as possible as pollution needs to be reduced to improve public
health:
“The timeline for this seems broad given how regularly the UK has missed emissions
targets in the past. Change is never easy, but the evidence of the long term damage
done to people's health by this sort of pollution necessitates that we act quickly.”
(Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
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“It does really need to be classed as very important and implemented as soon as
possible for the sake of people's health and the health of the planet.“ (Public, aged
55+, No Owned Vehicle)
“Needs to be implemented more quickly. We already have significant health problems
and disease caused by dirty air.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Under these plans, the CAZ won’t be up and running until Spring 2022, polluting vans
and coaches would remain exempt until 2023 and compliance with legal limits of
pollution is not expected until 2024. This is unacceptable, every day that passes is a
missed opportunity to protect people’s health.” (Organisation, Asthma UK and British
Lung Foundation)
Air quality is still an issue in respect of other pollutants (public n=40; business n=6;
representatives n=3): Respondents commented the Clean Air Plan alone won’t clean the air,
as there are other important pollutants that affect air quality:
“Allow regional airports to take aircraft away from Manchester, this would reduce air
pollution and decrease the amount of vehicle usage around this pollution hub.”
(Business LGV)
“Stop people using these wood burning stoves would be a good idea.” (Public, aged
35-54, LGV)

8.4.2

Opposing the proposals

Comments opposing the proposals included:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Oppose the proposals

651

223

14

360

515

Proposals are a stealth tax /
congestion charge / moneymaking scheme

607

178

12

279

510

Concern about privately
owned vehicles being included
in the near future

157

8

4

29

138

There are more important
areas to be spending the
money on

133

16

1

31

117

Delay the proposals /
implement at a later date

118

68

12

83

109

Air quality / pollution is not an
issue in GM / proposals not
needed

87

58

4

73

76

Should be a vote on the
proposals

39

10

0

17

31

Should accept lower standards
for vehicles to be compliant

16

23

1

28

11

1063

363

30

565

866

Base
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Almost half of businesses (n=223) and a quarter of the public (n=651) who provided a
comment stated they oppose the proposals, with many stating the proposals should be
‘scrapped’ and ‘do not agree with charges’. Businesses with vans (n=102) and taxis (n=95)
were more likely to oppose the proposals:
“These proposals will kill the trade. Drivers cannot afford the cost of implementing
these changes. There are plenty of proposals for safeguarding the members of the
public but nothing for safety of the drivers.” (Business, PHV)
“I don’t think it is needed, over a few years the majority of vehicles will naturally meet
euro 6 emissions anyway.” (Business, LGV)
“There are many aspects of the strategy that are flawed. Charging the people who are
the least likely to be able to afford newer cars is inherently wrong. You have to accept
that a high percentage of the population that drive older cars do so because they
cannot afford newer cars which are more expensive. Also the assumption that you
can price someone into compliance is also not correct.” (Business, Private Car)
Members of the public who oppose the proposals did not feel the proposed approach will do
enough to improve air quality:
“If you would like to lower emissions and keep improved air quality in Greater
Manchester, scrap these proposals and focus more on enabling more people to work
from home. As we have seen during lockdown this has not only improved air quality
but also improved peoples quality of life. By no longer having to engage in timely
commutes, be it by private vehicle, train or bus, less emissions are generated.” (Public,
aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
“This is the wrong solution. All stick and no carrot.“ (Public, No age provided, LGV)
“If you want clean air from using ’clean’ vehicles, target the manufacturers to make
them affordable instead of handsome profits. Stop targeting people who are just trying
to make a living” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
“Nothing, I would probably breathe in the same amount of polluted air as I do now. It
definitely won't reach the high quality standards set by the WHO.” (Public, aged 18-34
Private Car, 1588)
In addition, over a third of businesses (n=178) who commented oppose the proposals with
many calling it another form of tax, or a reintroduction of the congestion charge. These
comments were mainly received from businesses with vans (n=87) and taxi drivers (n=66):
“Do not proceed with charges. I'm of the opinion that this is just another way of
generating revenue, another stealth tax. If any charges are implemented I will move
my business to an area outside Greater Manchester and will no longer conduct any
business within the Greater Manchester area.” (Business, LGV)
“As far as I’m aware the air quality is already within legal limits it’s a money making
exercise that will make millions for the local councils and government, vehicles all
come to an end of life new cars are being made and bought on a daily basis cleaner
vehicles will replace the old ones without owners being forced in to replacing their
vehicles.” (Business, Hackney)
“It's just a con the air is cleaner now than it as ever been just trying to make the motorist
pay all the money you are spending on this stupid idea should be spent on the badly
maintained roads.” (Business, Private Car)
A large number of those without an affected vehicle (n=510) felt the funds to support the
proposals will come from additional taxes on the general public:
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“The likelihood of achieving near net zero emissions within 5-7 years is fantasy. The
simple cost and scale is too great to be done in such short time frame. The funding
ultimately comes from additional taxes to general public, in most cases I believe people
will simply pay the charge and continue to drive non emission compliant vehicles.”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“As stated earlier the whole process is over the top and can only be termed another
tax that will affect the whole population with increased costs. Companies etc affected
by the tax will just pass on these increases to the public. The amount of roads affected
in each borough compared to the total amount of roads is minute less than one percent.
Rochdale for example just over 1 km exceeds the proposed limit out if a total road
distance of 642,000 kms.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) felt the proposals will not achieve a reduction in
non-compliant vehicles, instead it will only cause an economic downturn as the following
extract of the response shows:
“The ultimate ambition is to obviously reduce the numbers of non-compliant vehicles
and ensure an improvement in overall air quality. This will not be achieved solely by
the blunt instrument of a daily charge which many see effectively as a new business
tax due to start in just over 12 month’s time. This would wash down supply chains,
amid what is likely to be a protracted economic downturn, and seems illogical to many
in the business community.” (Organisation, FSB)
Delay the proposals (public n=117; business n=68; representatives n=12): respondents
stated the implementation of the proposals should be delayed giving people time to upgrade
vehicles:
“I would comply if given more time or cars deemed safe were affordable. Why should
I have to pay hundreds a month to replace a car that is working perfectly fine??? This
is WRONG.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV)
“It should be delayed until 2030 when the sale of petrol and diesel vehicles ceases.”
(Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“My opinion is that this won’t be born overnight these changes will take 5 years to
implement and all should be given the time to adapt to the CAZ. Due to the current
Covid-19 pandemic i wouldn't like to see any vulnerable business, organisations suffer
even more due to this being implemented.” (Business, HGV, LGV)
“FSB survey shows 52% of businesses believe the CAZ should be put back beyond
2022 to give those least able to afford to upgrade their fleets longer to comply.”
(Organisation, FSB)
“The problem is you can’t just put things in with a year’s notice. We need a long period
of notice, because it is a slow moving industry, really. I don’t mean like you should say,
right, you’ve got a year to do it, you know, you’d say it’s five years or in ten years,
you’ve got to be at this point, because within that ten years or five years, operators
would have updated the fleet anyway.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
Concern about private vehicles included in the proposals: Members of the public (n=157)
expressed their concern about private vehicles also being charged in the future with many
stating the current proposals are just a step away from congestion charges:
“How does the council ensure they will not stop [next step] all cars from accessing the
city centre? How do we ensure there will be no congestion charge like London?”
(Public, aged 18-34, Other Vehicle)
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8.4.2.1 Suggested amendments
Respondents suggested a number of amendments and other initiatives that could be included
in the proposals:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Should include private cars in
the proposals

1003**

76

25

86

349

Other initiatives / measures to
improve air quality

469*

37

11

75

255

Restrict / discourage vehicle
use

271*

12

10

9

103

Cleaner vehicles / high
standards to be compliant

292

21

10

17

126

Better road infrastructure /
design / to reduce
congestion/improve air quality

222

38

7

63

197

Reduce car use through
vehicle sharing/ homeworking
policy

222*

7

7

14

42

Pedestrianise / ban cars from
the city centre

95

14

3

20

89

Vehicles should be charged /
penalised for idling

68

7

5

12

62

Target / charge school runs

59

4

3

16

41

Should be a scrappage
scheme for non-compliant
vehicles

33

11

13

12

32

1647

171

47

247

917

Base

The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). Comments are marked in the table
as follows:
* comments received from the Environmental Bill Lobby email campaign (n=172)
** comments received from both campaigns; Environmental Bill Lobby (n=172) and CAZ support group (n=484);
656 in total.

Include private cars in the proposals (public n=1003; business n=76; representatives
n=25): Respondents felt private cars should be included in the proposals in order to improve
air quality and also to reduce congestion on the roads:
“The Clean Air Zone should also include private cars and motorbikes since they are
the most numerous vehicles on the road, skirting around this issue won't change
anything at all.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“I think because private vehicles aren’t banned and stuff like that or are not going to
be charged, I don’t think there’ll be a positive. There’ll probably be a slight positive
effect, but some people will have to give up their vehicles, because they can’t do that
type of work anymore or whatever, it’ll have to change. I think there’ll be some effect,
but I don’t think it’ll be the massive effect that they expect or they hope.” (Focus Group:
Public, aged 18-40,)
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“I believe that air quality is everyone's problem and, as such, cars should also be
included in the plans to encourage the use of public transport. This is not just an issue
caused by commercial vehicle operators.” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Representatives from several organisations felt the proposals did not go far enough:
“We fear that not including private vehicles in the general reflection about clean air and
healthier urban zones will lead to failure in meeting the legal requirements for Nitrate
Dioxide emissions.” (Organisation, Whalley Range Climate Action Group)
“There is a risk that excluding private vehicles from the proposals will lead to an
increase in the usage of private vehicles, as opposed to taxis and buses, which may
be perceived as more expensive following the introduction of the CAZ. An increase in
private vehicle use - to the detriment of shared forms of travel - will have a negative
impact on emissions and congestion in the region.” (Business, Private Hire Operator)
“Whilst we welcome the plans for a CAZ in Greater Manchester, we do not accept that
the current plans will bring air pollution within legal limits rapidly enough. They
therefore not only breach national guidelines, but also subject the population to severe
health implications for longer than necessary. We urge you to go further and to
implement a CAZ D, i.e. one that includes restrictions on private cars.” (Organisation,
Friends of the Earth)
Need other initiatives (public n=469; business n=37; representatives n=11): Respondents
suggested other initiatives to improve air quality, such as stop building on greenbelt or building
in general, which will generate more vehicle dependent households:
“1000’s of homes even on green belt or town centres going up all the time, cutting
down trees won’t help and neither will more people on the road... maybe you should
target the developers more on all these new homes.” (Business, LGV)
“Better to stop building new homes, and plant millions more trees.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
“Waste of space, destroying green belt area to build houses and increase traffic then
charging for it.” (Public, no age provided, Private Car)
“Stop building car parks labelled as 'park and ride' next to people's homes - mass
concentration of dangerous atmospheric particulates in one area to save the same
levels distributed across a wider area Greenwashing stop Building on greenbelt stop
building more roads” (Public, no age provided, No Vehicle)
“plant more tress and make sure public transport tickets charges do not increase”
(Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Restrict and discourage vehicle usage (public n=271; business n=12; representatives
n=10): Restricting vehicle usage in general and banning cars in the city centre were popular
responses suggesting those should be pedestrianised and improved with safe cycle lanes:
“We need a huge expansion of measures that discourage car use, pedestrianize more
space and massively expand cycling provision.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Need better road infrastructure (public n=222; business n=38; representatives, n=7):
Respondents commented on the layout of the current roads and suggest the infrastructure
should be improved, which will help reduce congestion:
“Improve roads and stop closing them when it is unnecessary. Give more funds to
improve roads to reduce CO2 impact.” (Business LGV)
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“If traffic was allowed to flow more freely, journey times would be reduced and vehicles
would spend less time on the road. Instead all ten local councils are more concerned
about slowing traffic down and reducing the size of the roads causing longer journey
times, vehicles on the road for much longer and pollution rising”. (Business, LGV)
Encourage vehicle sharing / promote homeworking (public n=222; business n=7;
representatives n=7): Respondents suggested by encouraging and promoting vehicle sharing
not just the air quality will improve, but it will also help reducing congestion in GM:
“I really think Greater Manchester should consider funding a scheme to enable 'shared
cars'/'car sharing' for groups of communities. Instead of a road/community of people
each having their own car that they all use much less now due to many people working
from home, set up a scheme so communities of people can subscribe to all sharing a
single car that they can 'book' when they need it.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Vehicles should be charged / penalised for idling (public n=68; business n=7;
representatives n=5): Respondents identified idling engines at school drop-off and pick-ups
and taxi’s and PHVs waiting for their next passengers add unnecessarily to pollution:
“Idling e.g. outside schools is a big contributor from private cars that also needs to be
tackled.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“School Street plans are useful and need the commitment of local Councillors and
officers who need to explain to parents that the spike in pollution is down to their car
habits.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Scrappage scheme (public n=33; business n=11; representatives n=13): Respondents
suggested a scrappage scheme should be introduced for non-compliant vehicles:
“I would rather support a programme similar to the scrappage scheme that would
incentive organisations to switch over to cleaner vehicles sooner and just increasing
road tax on dirty vehicles.” (Business, Private Car)
“It would be better if, as part of the financial assistance package, there is a requirement
for the operator to scrap the older, more polluting vehicles rather than cascade them
to other jurisdictions.” (Organisation, Cheshire East Council)
Need to invest revenue into GM’s economy (public n=63): Respondents felt revenue from
the charges should be put back into the economy to improve Greater Manchester and the
proposal should be promoted and communicated effectively:
“I would like to see some of the funds used to support active travel, electric vehicles,
and public transport.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“There should be a commitment to use the funds raised from the charges to directly
benefit local environmental initiatives - greater investment in publicly owned transport
etc.” (Public, aged 8-34, Private Car)
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8.4.3

Sustainable Transport

A number of suggestions were raised about active and sustainable travel:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Improve public transport

499

40

19

87

455

Promote / encourage more
use of buses / public transport

273*

13

11

18

92

Promote / encourage more
use of active travel

199*

3

9

2

25

Improve active travel
options/infrastructure

137

7

10

15

129

Improve cycling options /
infrastructure

122

5

0

11

113

Base

834

52

27

112

604

The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). *comments received from the
Environmental Bill Lobby email campaign (n=172)

Respondents provided the following comments in relation to active travel and public transport:
Improve public transport and buses (public n=499; businesses n=40; representatives
n=19): Respondents stated buses and public transport in general needs to be improved and
should be promoted to encourage use (public n=273; businesses n=13; representatives
n=11) which will help reduce the number of private vehicles on the road and would improve
air quality in GM especially in the city centre:
“[We are] concerned about the unintended consequences of this being seen as a
penalty on public transport, against our collective aims of creating an attractive,
London-style, fully integrated transport system.” (Organisation, Liverpool City Regions
Combined Authority)
“The Greater Manchester CAZ does not address or support the vital need for modal
shift away from private cars. Firstly the scheme should at its core aim to maximise the
mode share for bus, through policies that consistently and vigorously support
conditions that allow bus operators to provide greater reliability, shorter journey times,
and maintain and enhance network coverage and service frequency” (Business, Bus,
Coach)
“Public transport needs vast improvement if that was world class you could take most
of the cars off the road.” (Public, aged 18-35, Leisure LGV, HGV, Private Car)
“Increase public transport capacity so that people have alternative ways of travel once
the CAZ comes into effect.” (Public, aged under 18, No Vehicle)
“Improved affordable public transport to reduce the number of cars driving into and
around the city centre would be a better solution.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
Respondents in their comments stated an integrated transport system in GM is important. If
it’s cheap and easy to travel around GM it will encourage more people to move from their
private vehicle to more sustainable ways of transport:
“One way to reduce air pollution from commercial road vehicles servicing the public is
to provide better connections between the arms of the hubs. Too often one has to take
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a bus into a town centre and then another to reach a place that would be a far shorter
journey by car. For example to get to Cheadle from Romiley it is necessary to get a
bus into Stockport town centre and then another bus out to Cheadle so, if you have
access to a car, the journey would be shorter and quicker though if many single drivers
with no passengers were so doing (as they certainly are) the air pollution would
certainly increase. All proposals need a realistic reappraisal of bus routes.” (Public,
aged 55+, Private Car)
“I think they need to target the majority, I know I’m going back to what I said, but they
need to target the majority, the majority are the people like us, who get the buses day
to day. There’s far more of us than there is of these hackney cabs and vehicles and
they need to put the funding into the public transport, reduce the cost to encourage
more people to use it. I’m sure there are like Metro, like the distance that we travel the
price per metre is more expensive than the tube and also our public transport in the
UK is one of the most expensive in Europe. It’s just mad, it is crazy.” (Focus Group:
Public, aged 18-40)
“Improving public transport is a big thing, you know, making sure that there’s more
public transport, better quality public transport. You know and just more frequent
services and you know, just making sure that the trains aren’t as crowded and that kind
of thing and unreliable as they sometimes are.” (Focus Group: Public aged 40+)
Improve active travel options and infrastructure (public n=137; business n=7;
representatives n=10): Respondents stated active travel options and infrastructure in general
needs to be improved and should be promoted more to encourage use (public n=199,
representatives n=9). A safe and more attractive active travel infrastructure will help to reduce
the number of private vehicles on the road especially in the city centre and will have better
health benefits:
“Alongside these proposals better safety and encouragement for cycling and walking
is needed.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“My belief is that people should be encouraged to walk and cycle more, but the roads
are dangerous and really only cater to motorists. With pedestrians being the least
important of them all! All side roads should have a speed limit of 20mph (there really
is no need to go any quicker) and this should be strictly enforced. We should look
towards influence from places like the Netherlands and Belgium where bicycles are
king and the roads and road users respect and work around them.” (Public, aged 3554, LGV)
“More activity required around active travel and promotion of 15-minute
neighbourhood. Need to change priority away from cars.” (Public, aged 55+, Private
Car)
Respondents stated that by improving public transport to make it affordable and reliable as
well as active travel options this would encourage people to use sustainable travel modes and
help reduce travel in private cars.

8.5

Impact of the proposals

Respondents were asked to detail any likely impact of the Clean Air Zone and support offered
on them / their businesses / their organisations.
The table below shows the main comments made by each type of respondent. Over half of
members of the public and three quarters of businesses commented on the potential impacts
of the CAZ. Responses were polarised with members of the public giving positive and
negative comments. Businesses highlighted mainly negative impacts.
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Table 8-3 Impact of the proposals
General

Business

Representatives

Public
Positive Impacts*

1014

76

28

Negative Impact to Greater Manchester

1089

281

50

Negative Impact to Business

475

483

44

Negative Impact to Public

474

142

14

Negative impact to the environment

592

82

20

Miscellaneous

71

33

4

2730

597

85

59

76

68

Base
Proportion of all respondents (%)

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). These comments were provided
in the Environmental Bill Lobby email campaign (n=172).

8.5.1

Positive Impacts

Positive comments were centred around the impact to air quality and were made by those that
won’t be personally negatively impacted i.e. they do not have a non-compliant vehicle.
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Support the proposals and
efforts to improve air pollution

657*

22

18

29

494

No or small impact

397

51

11

29

428

Will need to replace vehicle/s
and am prepared to do this

11

8

2

8

11

Will improve / encourage
active travel / public transport
use

7

0

0

0

7

1014

76

28

64

878

Base

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). These comments were provided
in the Environmental Bill Lobby email campaign (n=172).

Will help to improve air quality (public n=657; business n=22; representatives n=18):
Respondents, especially members of the public without impacted vehicles (n=470), provided
supportive comments on the proposals and its efforts to improve air quality and health:
“I would be able to breathe better and hopefully avoid the long-term effects of air
pollution in my health.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“It could make walking along the road to and from local shops, waiting at the bus stop
or walking for leisure smell less bad and be safer.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“I personally developed adult asthma so clean air will benefit me greatly as it will every
other living organism on our planet.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“Less air pollution for the families and children at our school. Reduction in lung
conditions.” (Organisation, Anonymous)
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“We are anticipating the Clean Air Zone having a positive impact on our organisation
and assist our work.” (Organisation, The Northern Care Alliance NHS Group)
Some, particularly in the focus groups stated that although the proposal will impact them
financially, they were happy to upgrade their vehicles for the greater good.
“I have to agree, yeah, you are right, of course it’s our responsibility to be introduced,
because it’s a good impact. It will bite us financially and impact on the businesses, but
in the long run, you know, for the environment we should leave this planet safer for the
new generation, so yes, this is our responsibility, you’re right.” (Focus Group: LGV)

8.5.2

Negative Impact to Greater Manchester

Half of the comments from the public and businesses expressed concern about the impact to
business across GM and the potential knock on effects on the public:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Concern about goods /
services / fares increasing in
price for people

741

92

27

164

671

Will negatively impact
businesses / economy in
Greater Manchester

529

189

31

335

390

Will cause me / my business to
relocate to outside of Greater
Manchester

62

25

1

50

36

Will increase my business
prices to cover costs / charges

20

61

5

62

16

Will reduce travel to Greater
Manchester / people will avoid
the region

68

8

6

34

39

1089

281

50

484

894

Base

Will increase cost of goods / fares / services (public n=741; business n=92; representatives
n=27): Responses to this question stated that they were concerned the charges would be
passed on to the consumer through increased bus fares, delivery charges and taxi fares:
“Higher charges for buses, taxis, goods in shops will all be passed on to the
consumers.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“If I had to carry out my business when this tax is in place, I would pass the cost on to
the already suffering businesses, in turn they would pass it on to the shoppers. This
is the reason online shopping is growing so fast and towns and city centre businesses
are going bankrupt.” (Business, Private Car)
This was also raised in the focus groups:
“People are going to have to pay more. I mean I couldn’t possibly run my company
now buying all these vehicles at the same price as last year. Costs have got to go up
because of these vehicles, so I am obviously going to be dearer than all the rest of the
guys on here, that’s the way it is, so the costs have got to go up.” (Focus Group:
Minibus, Coach)
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Negative impact on GM based businesses (public n=528; businesses n=189;
representatives n=31): Respondents, especially businesses with vans (n=88) and taxis
(n=72), felt the proposal would have a negative impact on Greater Manchester’s economy as
people and businesses will avoid the area and trade or shop elsewhere:
“Traders will be discouraged from coming to GM and the economy will decline,
resulting in financial problems for local authorities and a more depressed environment.
Also, higher costs due to surcharges for deliveries.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“This will hurt the local economy. So I expect to see prices for goods and services
creeping up as the costs get passed on to consumers. Taxi fares will go up, businesses
will incur extra costs transporting goods so prices will go up, local man-and-van trades
will incur extra costs so their rates will have to go up. For an economy already on its
knees from Covid, how can this be a sensible idea?” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
“It would crucify business in the region. It is not an idea conceived in the round. The
economic impacts would be equal or more than Covid.” (Business, LGV)
“Could be detrimental to leisure organizations and could cause extra costs to members
of social clubs. If they cannot afford the extra costs could also be detrimental to states
of mind if people cannot afford to attend events” (Public, aged 35-54 Private Car)
“I can see many of the smaller businesses struggling with the extra costs. At a time
when we should be helping small businesses this additional cost is the last thing they
need.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“It will decimate the GM hackney trade. What will disable people do for transport then?
What about elderly people?” (Business, Hackney)
“Any additional cost to a business will have an impact. We supply pubs and
restaurants with drinks and enter Manchester City centre on a daily basis This will
have a huge impact on the business overheads” (Business, LGV)
Reduce travel in to and around GM: (public n=68; businesses n=8; representatives n=6):
Respondents commented the proposal would reduce those travelling into Greater Manchester,
which would have a negative effect on local businesses:
“I would say that they need to look strongly at charging cars and not charging taxis. I
would say that from my point of view it will be taking people away from Manchester,
the Christmas markets and the school trips and the shopping trips will be going
elsewhere, rather than paying this additional charge and not for one moment would it
make me consider signing up to the finance on the Euro 6 coach, not for a moment.”
(Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
“Less travel into Manchester as all transport would increase fairs to help pay charge.
Less transport available as not all will afford the charge and give up. Less selfemployed delivery drivers. The country is already going green. There is no need for
this” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Ah, from an equine industry point of view it’s going to stop people coming in to Grater
Manchester to use our equine facilities which is going to have a massive effect on that
industry, you know, along with industries people investing. You know, we want people
to invest in Greater Manchester.“ (Focus Group: Public HGV owners)
Will cause me / my business to relocate to outside of Greater Manchester (public n=62;
businesses n=25): Some suggested the proposals could lead them to relocate their business
outside of Greater Manchester. The main reason appeared to be based on how the charges
would increase their running costs:
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“Do not proceed with charges. I'm of the opinion that this is just another way of
generating revenue, another stealth tax. If any charges are implemented, I will move
my business to an area outside Greater Manchester and will no longer conduct any
business within the Greater Manchester area.” (Business, LGV)

8.5.3

Negative Impact to Business

Most of the comments from businesses expressed concern about the negative impacts the
proposals will have on them including:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Will negatively impact my
business / operations /
performance

137

284

17

323

109

Cannot afford to upgrade my
vehicle/s

190

203

14

287

115

Will cause business to close /
lose my job

126

209

14

243

95

Will devalue my vehicle/s/will
have to sell vehicle/s

61

33

4

78

16

Will have a negative impact on
me / my business /
organisation

35

52

3

55

33

Will need to replace vehicle/s

22

33

2

46

10

Concerned the price of
compliant vehicles will
increase

21

32

4

33

19

Will have a large / significant
impact on me / my business /
organisation

24

23

0

34

12

Unfair to those who bought a
vehicle/s / not yet due for
upgrade

10

24

4

23

14

Unfair to those located just
outside of GM who don't
qualify for funding

6

5

3

8

4

475

483

44

644

330

Base

Negative impact on businesses in general (public n=137; business n=284; representatives
n=17): Respondents commented on how negatively the proposals will impact on their business
operation. Taxis and businesses state Covid-19 has reduced trade and the additional charges
will negatively affect businesses further:
"I run a small company with around 15 regular drivers dealing entirely with airport and
home to school transfers as our core business…The business is entirely dependent
on two income streams, one of which (airport transfers) has since completely collapsed
since the beginning of the Covid-19 crisis in March…The success of the business relies
on the goodwill of our drivers and their ability to earn a decent income. Without them I
might as well close now. If I can navigate through the Covid crisis successfully these
next few months and encourage my team to see the advantages of applying to the
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Clean Air Taxi Fund, I believe we will get through it. Failure in either of those aspects
may well prove to be one step too far." (Business, PHV Operator)
“I feel that this will be an additional burden that we could well do without at the moment.
We have been impacted by CV19 and have had to take on finance to help us out of
this situation We don't need any more debt for a new vehicle as well” (Business LGV)
“Extra costs will be incurred due to delivery and collection companies from inside and
outside the area increasing their costs, this will probably mean a loss of business as
most of our competitors/customers are outside the GM border and we cannot increase
charges just because of where we are based, which could lead to our eventual closure
as we work on very tight margins.” (Business, LGV)
Can’t afford to upgrade vehicle (public n=190; business n=203; representatives n=14):
Many respondents, especially businesses with vans (n=86) and taxis (n=101), who answered
the question felt they could not afford to upgrade their vehicle to be compliant:
“The proposed support would not provide enough help to upgrade my vehicle which
means added difficulties to already struggling trade.” (Business PHV)
“The impact would be that I would not be able to afford to buy a brand-new vehicle on
finance and I don’t have the cash to buy one either.” (Business LGV)
In the Focus Groups respondents went into more detail about how difficult it would be for them
to upgrade now:
“I think the big issue is the industry has got no money. We’ve all had nine months,
pretty much twelve months without earning any money. Nobody’s going to have the
money to invest in vehicles next year. Nobody’s investing this year, so everybody’s a
year behind where they were. There’s not going to be the money next year, because
we’re not going to be as busy.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
“The thing to consider also is with the current Covid situation, everyone’s credit ratings
will be getting downgraded anyway, because of, you know, there’s a lot of hesitancy
out there for people to lend, isn’t there, at the moment. So, even if you know, twelve
months, two years, you could have got the credit, maybe you might be downgraded
10% or something, you know, 50%, you don’t know until you need it. But a lot of
companies won’t be in the same position now than they were twelve months ago.”
(Focus Group: HGV)
“We’re the same, it’ll put us out of business. Hundreds of children are going to be
without transport and then your big boys like Stagecoach’ll charge an absolute fortune
because they’ll be the only ones with the vehicles. Where does this money come from?
You know what I mean.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
Business closures (public n=126; business n=209; representatives n=14): Many
respondents, especially businesses with vans (n=104) and taxis (n=79), expressed their
concerns the proposed charges will cause their business to close since it will not be financially
profitable to continue to operate:
“This charge will undoubtedly force operators out of our industry and place a greater
financial burden on the ones not eligible for funds to change. The potential knock on
effect to our company and the industry in general is significant. This could be that we
lose the ability to deliver the volumes required by our customers and so lose contracts
and our business suffers. Or that we will be faced with becoming an operator ourselves
and having to finance wagons, find drivers and a site where they can park and operate
from. Or that we try to encourage the existing hauliers that work for us to renew their
vehicles with our financial support. All of the above options present a huge financial
commitment and a threat to our business. Our hauliers live outside the area and cannot
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currently apply for funding. We cannot currently apply for funding as we do not operate
any vehicles. The charge is too high at £60 per day for an HGV - this equates to
£18,000 per vehicle per year, which businesses cannot absorb and is simply not
recoverable from the customer/client receiving the goods. Our HGV operators rely on
us for works, as we rely on them to deliver our products - if a proportion of them
disappear as we currently anticipate, it will have a serious effect on our business and
the industry in general.” (Business, Private Car)
“Covid-19 has affected all our businesses with the restrictions, and many businesses
in our industry will not re-open, I don’t think. Reduced turnover, and the changes in the
working world because of Covid-19 and businesses we supply to not operating etc. It
is a real struggle and will be for a while yet. I’m not sure if we will survive it.” (Focus
Group: LGV)
“Could be too expensive for us to continue as a small family business” (Business,
Leisure LGV, HGV)
“As none of our specialist recovery vehicle are compliant, and we do not have the funds
to replace them. We believe the business would close and jobs will be lost” (Business,
LGV, HGV)
“I feel that my husband would be forced to retire even though he doesn’t want to, and
can’t really afford to. The grant is not going to cover the cost of replacing the van we
can’t do without, so we will be forced out of the market.” (Business, LGV)

8.5.4

Negative Impact to Public

Some concerns were raised about the potential negative impact to the public:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Will add costs / impact use of
personal leisure vehicle/s /
hobbies / clubs

306

7

10

274

32

Will impact me financially / add
more costs to my life /
activities

241

78

2

229

92

Will have a significant /
detrimental impact on me
financially

47

65

1

89

21

Will negatively impact mental
health / wellbeing (e.g. stress)

52

10

7

47

17

Base

474

142

14

465

144

Impact on personal leisure vehicle (public n=306; business n=7; representatives n=10):
Respondents who responded to the question stated the proposals would negatively impact
the use of personal leisure vehicles. The most common type of leisure vehicle were horse
boxes and motorhomes:
“I have a motorhome that I use to holiday in the UK helping the local economy and I
would be penalised for doing so. You are adversely affecting the tourist industry as well
as the businesses of self-employed friends and acquaintances.” (Public, aged 55+,
Private Car)
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“Devastating. We do horse transport and also transport our own horses to various
events. We will have to charge customers more when transporting to shows (which
bolster the local economy) and then when we want to use the vehicle privately, we will
also be charged.” (Business, LGV)
Additional cost to leisure / hobbies (public n=241; business n=78; representatives n=2):
Many equestrians and motorhome owners felt it would have a significant impact on their
hobbies and could lead to issues with animal welfare:
“I feel that I would be [un]fairly out of pocket and would suffer with not being able to
get out and about on my horse. I would also feel more at danger from having to spend
more time on the roads where people do not have respect for horse rider’s safety.”
(Public, aged 35-54, LGV Leisure)
Severe financial impact (public n=47; business n=65; representatives n=1): Many expressed
their concern this would affect those already on low incomes or encourage people to drive in
their own cars:
“It could impact my ability to go to work or have a significant impact on my finances. I
have to pay for taxis into work. If I have to pay extra for a clean air zone fee (because
the taxi firms will pass on this charge) this will make the journey much more expensive.
Rich able bodied people, with modern fancy cars, will ignore the zone and pay the
charges because it won’t be much money for them. Poorer people with older cars, and
disabled people relying on taxis, will be disproportionately affected, as usual.” (Public,
aged 35-54, Private Car)
“It costs money to run a diesel van. Insurance, tax, fuel, repairs. An electric van would
have no fuel costs but would add to our electricity bill, a cost that is currently
unknowable, and there are very few garages in our area currently that know how to
repair electric vehicles, should something go wrong. Our Clean Air Zone charges could
be an additional £1600/year (it currently costs us over £700 simply to insure our van)”
(Business LGV)
“My vehicle is a mid-September 2015 registration but is Euro 5b not 6 as I thought.
The daily CAZ charge would take a quarter if not more of my wage. I own a specially
adapted WAV private hire minibus and it would seriously impact my finances which
have fallen drastically due to Covid-19” (Business, PHV)
Impact on mental health (public n=52; business n=10; representatives n=7): respondents
who answered the question identified a negative impact on their mental health. It is important
to address the additional pressure Covid-19 has created:
“Reduced state of mental health. Reduced leisure activities. Reduced family income
husband is self-employed roofer. Reduced standard of living” (Public (55+) Leisure
HGV, LGV)
“There would be a significant impact on the shows and events I attend with my heritage
vehicle, making my hobby unaffordable, reducing my social interaction, which in turn
could have an adverse effect on my health and wellbeing. The area in which I live has
a significant equestrian community that supports the local economy and these
proposals could have an adverse effect. For the clean air initiative to be effective I feel
you need to target the vehicles that are causing the problem - I believe this to be none
compliant cars that undertake short journeys and carry no passengers.” (Public, aged
55+, Private Car)
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8.5.5

Negative impact to the environment

Concerns were raised about the potential negative impact the proposals will have on the
environment:
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own
impacted
vehicle

No
impacted
vehicle

Won’t improve air pollution /
quality

514*

70

17

123

294

Will cause more congestion /
encourage more private car
use

93

13

3

23

82

Concerned about impact on
bus / public transport routes /
frequency

28

8

3

7

23

Base

592

82

20

145

358

*The consultation identified two email campaigns (see section 2.2.2 for details). These comments were provided
in the Environmental Bill Lobby email campaign (n=172).

Won’t improve air quality (public n=514; business n=70; representatives n=17):
Respondents expressed their concern the proposals would not improve air quality. Many
stated the exclusion of private vehicle use to the proposals will create the same level of
pollution. The aim should be to reduce the number of cars using the roads and improve public
transport to provide people with an acceptable alternative:
“The proposals will have little effect on congestion perhaps replacing one vehicle with
a less polluting one. The demand is currently personal car use particularly in the face
of Covid, the real benefits would come from reducing car use. For me it is impossible
to say how long a journey on the roads will take and train services have been
substandard.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“The impact on my health, as a resident of Manchester who lives off Wilmslow Road,
would be unfortunately negligible given the refusal to include private cars. SUVs circle
the local private schools, as wealthy parents pick up and drop off their children. This
will continue, untouched, by the current plans.” (Public, aged 18-34, No Vehicle)
“I have little confidence the proposals in their current form will have a positive effect.
The scheme is unambitious, the charges are too low, money generated is being spent
in the wrong places and the most polluting activity (people using their car to make short
journeys when there are alternatives available - walking and cycling) are not being
tackled.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“I work in the health sector. I am very keen to get air pollution down, and increase
active travel. I am sorry, but I am not convinced that you will get the air pollution down
without including private cars.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
Both email campaigns commented that whilst the proposals are a good step towards reducing
the impact of bad air quality, they do not go far enough and will not have a significant positive
impact, particularly on vulnerable groups:
“Targeted action to reduce pollution outside schools, hospitals, and care homes to
protect those most at risk. Much more detail is needed on how those who are most at
risk will be protected from all types of pollution.” (Environmental Bill Lobby Campaign
email)
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“In 2018, the High Court ruled that air pollution in the UK be reduced to below legal
limits within the shortest time possible. The proposed plan expects to reach legal
compliance by 2024 - so a child born in 2018 will be seven before they can breathe
‘legally safe’ air. But legal air pollution limits are not the same as safe health limits and
research has shown that air pollution - particularly ultrafine particulates - causes
lifelong damage to children.” (CAZ support group)
This was also raised in the Focus Groups:
“In my opinion I don’t think it’ll change anything, as long as you’re allowing private cars
in and stuff I don’t think it’ll change anything.” (Focus Group: Public, aged 18-40)
“I am a green operator which costs me a lot of money and a lot of work. This is just
one thing that will encourage more people to use the car. So, if you’ve got a minibus
carrying 15 children, that would be 15 more cars on the road because if that minibus
isn’t there. So, what’s that doing to congestion.” (Focus Group: Minibus, Coach)
More private car use (public n=93; business n=13; representatives n=3): Respondents
suggested in their comments that these proposals will increase fares and services, which
could increase private vehicle usage since that will be a better and cheaper alternative. They
suggested this would lead to more congestions on the roads:
“Less likely to travel by public transport as personal car use would become more
financially affordable. Less likely to travel into the city.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
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Equality Impact Assessment
9.1

The EQIA

Under equality legislation, there is a requirement to have due regard for the need to:
•
•
•

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic, and persons who do not share it; and
Foster good relations between those who have a relevant protected characteristic and
those who don’t.

Relevant protected characteristics are age; disability; gender reassignment; pregnancy and
maternity; race; religion or belief; sex and sexual orientation.
The draft analysis of potential impacts of the Clean Air Plan proposals is set out in the
document "Equality Impact Analysis" which is part of the suite of documents available to
consultees.
Respondents were directed to review the assessment and asked if they had any comments.
Very few comments were received as most respondents did not feel equipped to comment.
The responses received to this question are described below in Overall Response.
The perceived impacts of the CAZ have been discussed in the previous chapter and these
responses have been further analysed by protected characteristics including age, gender,
ethnic origin and limiting long term illness in order to establish if any impacts were mentioned
more by one group than another and these are described in Difference in Impact by
Demographics

9.2

Overall Response

Very few respondents gave a comment about the Equality Impact Assessment; just 9% of the
public and 8% of businesses. A fifth of representatives provided a comment.
Table 9-1 Comments about the Equality Impact Assessment
General Public

Business

Representatives

Support

51

7

7

Oppose

82

16

2

Age and gender

46

9

3

Ethnicity

13

8

2

Health and disability

72

15

9

Financial

122

23

9

Miscellaneous

34

6

0

Base

346

65

24

9

8

20

Proportion of all respondents (%)
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9.2.1

Summary of the EQIA

Relatively few comments were received about the EQIA and many comments highlighted that
most providing a comment had not read the accompanying EQIA document and had a lack of
understanding of its purpose:
“Everybody should be treated equally, why do we have to highlight those that are
different thereby making them stand out from the crowd and encouraging
discrimination. Having said that you should ensure that the scheme meets the needs
of all sections of society.” (Public, aged 55+, Private Car)
However, those that did read the documentation gave positive comments:
“The impact assessment thoroughly addresses equality issues and highlights groups
who will particularly benefit from clean air. It provides further evidence of the
importance of the clean air proposals being adopted.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“It seems very thorough and accurate.” (Business, LGV)
The main comments received included:
Finance and Income: although not to be considered a protected characteristic, finance and
income were identified as being a key consideration to the proposal. Respondents (public
n=120; business n=23; representatives n=8) felt the proposals would have a greater negative
impact on those from poorer / lower income households:
“Equality Impact Assessments should also consider socio economic inequality, i.e. the
impact on people on low incomes. I know this is not a legal requirement as it's not a
protected characteristic, but it should be, and GM could decide for itself to include such
a consideration in future equality impact assessments, e.g. through the introduction of
a "socio-economic duty".(Public, 35-54, No Vehicle)
“Careful not to price poorer people off the road, we need transport options too” (Public
aged 35-54, Private Car)
“Any economic equality impact should [be] addressed and at the same time will
hopefully be more than balanced out by the health improvements as those in poverty
are more likely to be exposed to low air quality and the associated health risks, and
impacts on education and employment.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private Car)
“working peoples incomes will suffer. costs of living for local services will rise. not a
good idea.” (Organisation, Anonymous)
“The clean air proposals contribute to the division of rich business and those who are
not doing as well or fresh startups meaning that it is in itself unequal and promotes
inequality.” (Business, LGV)
Health and disability issues: Almost a fifth of members of the public raised concerns for
those with disabilities or long-term health issues, in particular those related to respiratory
health concerns (public n=177):
“In terms of disability, it is important that people who rely on cars are due disability are
not penalised. Also, people with long term medical conditions are adversely affected
by air pollution. I feel very stressed about the air quality due to the very significant
reduction in life expectancy for me due to my heart transplant; life expectancy is
reduced by 25% in very highly polluted areas…” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
Friends of the Earth made several points about health and social impact, including:
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“Poorer households without cars are less likely to create air pollution but suffer
disproportionately from the air pollution and poor quality environments created by other
peoples’ vehicles.” (Organisation, Friends of the Earth)
“Some of the most vulnerable in our society are hit hardest by bad air – the elderly, the
young and the most disadvantaged (who are more likely to live near main roads where
pollution is worst). People in vehicles can be exposed to worse air than those walking
or cycling the same route” (Organisation, Friends of the Earth)
Ethnic Origin (public n=8, Taxi n=6): There was also concern that highlighted the proposal
will have a negative impact on those from ethnic minority groups:
“Lot of private hire drivers are from BAME backgrounds so any acts should not
disproportionately affect this group.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)

9.2.2

Difference in Impact by Demographics

There were very few differences in the comments received by members of the public. Small
differences in responses given included:
•

Over 55s: were more concerned the proposal will result in a rise in the cost of goods,
services and fares (n=297);

•

Men: were more concerned the proposal will result in a rise in the cost of goods, services
and fares (n=349); and

•

Women: were concerned about the increased cost to use their personal leisure vehicles
(n=189).
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Comments on the consultation
Throughout the questionnaire, respondents provided comments on the consultation process
and materials, as well as making comparisons between the proposals and other cities and
countries inside and outside of the UK. The below table shows that comments on the
consultation were provided by just over half (51%) of all business respondents, almost a third
(32%) of representatives, and just over a fifth (21%) of the general public.
10.1.1.1 Comments on the Consultation
General
Public

Business

Representatives

Comparison made to another city or country in the UK

169

75

17

Comparison made to another city or country in Europe

26

2

2

Comparison made to another city or country elsewhere

16

5

1

Criticism of TfGM or Council or Mayor or Government

508

133

19

Comments on the survey / consultation materials

200

64

13

Comments about Minimum Licensing Standards

44

15

4

Base

797

224

39

Criticism of TfGM or Council or Mayor or Government (public n=508; business n=133;
representatives n=19): These comments constituted the majority of additional comments
about the consultation, with 13% of the general public, 30% of business respondents, and
15% of representatives providing comments criticising TfGM, the Council, Mayor or wider
government in relation to the CAP proposals. Many of the comments provided criticism while
expressing how they felt the proposals were unfair, poorly timed, and they were designed to
make money for councils and local government while causing unemployment and hardship for
those affected:
“It should not even be being considered. Yet another example of democracy being
sidestepped and is obviously just a money-making exercise. Legislation is already in
place to phase out petrol/diesel cars, but the Government/Councils cannot wait to get
their hands-on easy money. Bear in mind every increase in business costs passed on
to consumers equates to a rise in VAT revenue. This just amounts to another tax on
motorists alongside road tax, fuel duty, insurance tax… It will adversely affect
hundreds, if not thousands. of people/businesses. It will lead to price rises at a time
when the population can least afford it due to Covid-19 and Brexit, and the subsequent
rise in unemployment. If I remember rightly, this is being implemented in Manchester
by a Mayor the electorate voted not to have.” (Public, aged 55+, LGV)
“GMC has created this problem deliberately. The plan is insane if you want businesses
to survive. Do not forget, you only receive council tax etc. from businesses because
they can operate within the area. If you squeeze them out, then your revenue will stop.
You have already systematically narrowed, closed, and redesigned roads in and
around Manchester to create and enhance the congestion and emission problem.
Open up the roads to prevent all the standing traffic you have created. This would help
both businesses and the environment more. If you do not, then we will definitely
relocate our business outside the GMC area, and many jobs will be lost as a result.
I/we believe that many other businesses will follow suit. This will mean that you will
eventually create a comparative wasteland of a city, and your revenue will drop. Hence
why this pan of yours is insane.” (Business, Private Car)
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Some respondents expressed their scepticism about the consultation process, feeling the
views of those affected will not be taken into consideration and the proposals will not change
as a result of this process. A number of respondents felt those affected were being unfairly
targeted under “false green credentials”, and some felt the higher levels of congestion and air
pollution were a direct result of poor planning and transport infrastructure changes:
“You know very well that this is not a proposal. You are going to do this regardless of
what anybody says. Greater Manchester Council have never made it a secret that they
hate motorists despite the fact a city without car access dies fairly quickly. I think this
is nothing more than a money-making scam where, once again, drivers are crucified
under false green credentials.” (Business, Private Car)
Comments on the survey / consultation materials (public n=200; business n=64;
representatives n=13): Some respondents felt the survey and / or consultation document was
too long and detailed, believing this would deter people from completing the survey. These
respondents expressed concerns the responses to the survey may misrepresent the impact
of the proposals:
“The document is so long that it will discourage people from completing it which will
give a false impression that people accept it. This can be measured by the number of
incomplete submissions. Will you be declaring that number?” (Public, aged 35-54,
LGV)
Although some felt the consultation document was too detailed, others felt the consultation
materials lacked evidence and data regarding the impact of vehicles on pollution levels, with
some feeling the materials presented a “misleading” image of vehicle emissions:
“It is difficult to comment on the effect on pollution levels and how the proposal may
improve matters given that the consultation document contains little or no data on the
subject.” (Public, aged 35-54, LGV, Private Car)
“We have to record our shock at seeing rather negative and misleading imagery used
in the Consultation video, displaying cars as being apparently clean, but buses and
coaches (as well as taxis and HGVs) shown as emitting smoke. We appreciate this is
to amplify the point of vehicles included in the CAZ, but this is an untrue image and
highly misleading and can cause negative reinforced perceptions from the public.”
(Organisation, CPT)
Comparison made to another city or country in the UK (public n=169; business n=75;
representatives n=17): Most of these comments made comparisons between the CAP
proposals in Greater Manchester and the Clean Air Zones proposed in Leeds and Birmingham
or making comparisons to London’s existing Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ). Many who
commented about other Clean Air Zones planned across England reflected on how some
councils had decided to postpone or cancel their Clean Air Zones due to the impact of Covid19. Respondents believed these decisions had been made due to the impact of Covid-19 on
the economy and the feasibility for businesses to upgrade their non-compliant vehicles, as
well as the impact of Covid-19 on traffic and pollution levels. These respondents questioned
whether a Clean Air Zone was still required or whether roadside nitrogen dioxide levels were
now within legal limits across Greater Manchester:
“The pain this will cause to business and jobs is undeniable. As per the Leeds CAZ,
which has now been cancelled with a waste of millions of pounds! Newer/cleaner
vehicles are coming into service all the time, which will bring the clean air down to the
required levels. The natural vehicle replacement cycle is the solution.” (Business, LGV,
HGV)
“We believe that TfGM and all authorities within the region must continue to take into
account the following: A number of other cities across England have since cancelled
introducing a Clean Air Zone as the resulting drop in traffic and emissions has brought
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the area to within legal limits. We would welcome clarification as to whether there has
been any significant change in air quality levels within the Greater Manchester area
and whether this model of CAZ is necessarily still required?” (Business, LGV, HGV)
Some respondents made comparisons to London’s ULEZ, sharing how they felt it had not
helped to reduce congestion and emission levels there and feeling it would not make a
difference in Greater Manchester either. Instead, these respondents felt other initiatives or
aspects should be focused on to improve air quality and discourage private car use, and
improving public transport and making it more reliable, affordable, and accessible:
“London have the congestion charge, but it is still busy, still congested, still heavily
polluted, so no, it will not help with clean air. Change the public transport making it
reliable, affordable and easy to use.” (Public, aged 35-54, No Vehicle)
“Penalising people hasn't worked in London so why would it work here? We need real
initiatives not just ways of making money whilst not addressing the problem.” (Public,
aged 35-54, LGV)
In contrast to those who made comparisons to London’s ULEZ but felt it was ineffective in
reducing traffic and air pollution levels, other respondents felt Greater Manchester’s CAP
proposals needed to go further to more closely resemble London’s ULEZ. These respondents
discussed how they felt the proposed charges, affected vehicle types, and restrictions needed
to go further in order to successfully reduce air pollution in the region:
“It seems like in London an Ultra Low Emissions Zone was needed to tackle air
pollution, which is why I said I was unconfident that these proposals will deal with air
pollution. I hope that there will be robust monitoring and that changes will go further if
it is needed to address climate change and the current public health problems caused
by air pollution and overuse of personal vehicles.” (Public, aged 18-34, Private Car)
“The proposed levels for HGVs and coaches are significantly less than that charged in
the London ULEZ. The proposed charging rate is not a motivator for owners to upgrade
vehicles. As for Taxis/PHVs, the daily charge level is about the level of a single fare
and is nowhere near enough to drive change in vehicles.” (Public, aged 35-54, Private
Car)
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Appendix A Methodology
Appendix A details the full methodology for the consultation. The questionnaire was designed
by TfGM on behalf of the 10 GM Local Authorities, with input and approval from the LAs. The
following stages were then completed:
•

Testing the questionnaire for clarity and understanding;

•

Scripting the questionnaire;

•

Data analysis; and

•

Coding responses;

Questionnaire Design
With any research, it is important to test and ensure the methodology and questionnaire are
fit for purpose and ultimately provide the outputs required to fulfil the research objectives and
questions. A large proportion of this questionnaire was cognitively tested and live tested during
the Clean Air Plan “Conversation”, a public engagement exercise was undertaken prior to this
consultation. Therefore, it was agreed AECOM would complete a minimum of 50 pilot
interviews of the survey.
Pilot Testing
To ensure the survey was tested, the questionnaire was sent to a mix of respondents with 34
members of the public, 21 taxi / PHV companies / drivers and 131 businesses. Recruitment
was undertaken by AECOM’s in-house recruitment team.
A unique web link was emailed to everyone who was recruited to ensure the questionnaire
could only be completed once. 58 respondents completed the questionnaire.
The pilot was used to test the data we obtained from the responses and the length of the
questionnaire. The survey took on average 25 minutes to complete with the shortest being 4
minutes and the longest being just over 60 minutes.
For the purpose of the pilot, at the end of the survey we provided an open comment box to
receive feedback on the questionnaire. We reviewed these comments against the revised
questionnaire to ensure any errors in format were corrected before the final questionnaire was
approved for distribution for the live survey.
Scripting the questionnaire
The questionnaire was scripted using Askia survey software. The script was checked to ensure
all text matched the paper questionnaire, routing was accurate, and the survey was userfriendly for anyone completing it.

Data analysis
Data was imported from Askia into SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
All paper copies received were reviewed, quality checked before the responses were entered
in the online questionnaire.
Data was cleaned by allocating additional codes to identify where respondents had been
shown a question but chosen not to give a response and where respondents had been routed
past a question, e.g. the general public were not asked about the effect of Covid-19 on their
business. Additional variables were created using syntax in preparation for analysis, for
example, those who were and were not financially impacted by Covid-19.
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Coding responses
For each open-ended question, a process of human coding was completed to develop a
number of themes based on the responses provided for each question.
For each question, a code frame was developed to capture the key themes from an initial set
of responses and TfGM reviewed each code frame. A team of trained coders worked to code
each response in each question and where the potential for new codes emerged, these were
added to the code frame in agreement with TfGM. All coding went through two sets of
reviewing for full quality assurance by AECOM, before TfGM completed a final quality review.

Late responses
Four online responses, two hard copies and eleven emails were received shortly after the
deadline of 3 December 2020 at 23:59 and have not been included in the data. Responses
included:
Online:
•

Organisation: felt cars should be included and thought boundary was too large;

•

Business: small business, felt charges were high. Funding was low and concerned about
welfare of small business vs large;

•

Public - for: was mainly concerned private cars should not be included rather than
commenting on the vehicle types included in the proposals;

•

Public – against commented about the combined negative effect of the proposal and
Covid-19.

Emails:
•

Campaign emails: Four from the Environmental Bill Lobby and three from the CAZ
support group;

•

Organisation: 1 from an organisation who had already submitted a response in the online
questionnaire;

•

Business: 1 from another business (John Lewis / Waitrose) they agree with the CAP,
requests as much time as possible to prepare and proposes a lower daily charge for HGVs;

•

Public: 1 member of the public who had already emailed as part of a campaign wanted to
add some thoughts on the value of elective vehicles compared to petrol and ask people to
drive less;

•

Public: 1 from a horse rider who lives outside Greater Manchester, supports air quality but
financial cost to them is high.
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Appendix B Data tables
Are you responding to this consultation as a…?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

3858

100%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Business (including self-employed and
sole traders)
Hackney / private hire vehicle - driver /
operator

0

0%

441

100%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

343

100%

0

0%

Organisation (e.g. schools, charities,
social enterprise, trade organisations,
government bodies)
Councillor / Elected Official
Base

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

81

66%

0
3858

0%
100%

0
441

0%
100%

0
343

0%
100%

43
124

34%
100%

Member of the public

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N
27

%
59%

N
4

%
15%

N
35

%
24%

N
233

%
89%

Business (including self-employed and
sole traders)
Hackney / private hire vehicle - driver /
operator

15

33%

13

48%

102

71%

23

9%

4

9%

9

33%

2

1%

2

1%

Organisation (e.g. schools, charities,
social enterprise, trade organisations,
government bodies)
Councillor / Elected Official
Base

0

0%

1

4%

4

3%

4

2%

0
46

0%
100%

0
27

0%
100%

0
143

0%
100%

0
262

0%
100%

Member of the public
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Member of the public
Business (including self-employed and
sole traders)
Hackney/private hire vehicle - driver/
operator
Organisation (e.g. schools, charities,
social enterprise, trade organisations,
government bodies)
Councillor/elected official
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

17

40%

293

49%

14

7%

2

1%

15

35%

283

47%

13

6%

18

11%

4

9%

4

1%

172

86%

142

86%

7

16%

16

3%

2

1%

2

1%

0
43

0%
100%

2
598

0%
100%

0
201

0%
100%

1
165

1%
100%
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Are you authorised to respond on behalf of this organisation?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes

N
0

%
0%

N
388

%
95%

N
21

%
100%

N
58

%
97%

No
Base

0
0

0%
0%

22
410

5%
100%

0
21

0%
100%

2
60

3%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
17

%
100%

N
23

%
100%

N
105

%
99%

N
26

%
93%

No
Base

0
17

0%
100%

0
23

0%
100%

1
106

1%
100%

2
28

7%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

23
1
24

96%
4%
100%

285
6
291

98%
2%
100%

22
1
23

96%
4%
100%

6
13
19

32%
68%
100%
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Before this consultation, were you aware of the legal requirement placed on Greater Manchester from Government to
introduce plans to tackle air pollution and to introduce a category C charging Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes

N
1427

%
46%

N
252

%
60%

N
245

%
74%

N
65

%
73%

No
Base

1703
3130

54%
100%

168
420

40%
100%

87
332

26%
100%

24
89

27%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
32

%
70%

N
22

%
81%

N
100

%
70%

N
139

%
53%

No
Base

12
46

26%
100%

5
27

19%
100%

43
143

30%
100%

123
262

47%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

27
16
43

63%
37%
100%

322
274
598

54%
46%
100%

133
67
201

66%
33%
100%

130
35
165

79%
21%
100%
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Do you currently own/lease or drive any of the following vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Bus

N
27

%
1%

N
15

%
4%

N
4

%
1%

N
0

%
0%

Coach
Minibus

4
17

0%
1%

13
15

3%
4%

9
4

3%
1%

1
7

1%
8%

HGV Leisure
LGV

233
293

7%
9%

23
283

5%
67%

2
4

1%
1%

4
18

4%
20%

HGV
PHV

35
14

1%
0%

102
13

24%
3%

2
172

1%
51%

4
2

4%
2%

Hackney
Private car or motorbike

2
2478

0%
79%

18
217

4%
51%

142
46

43%
14%

3
56

3%
62%

Other vehicle
None

70
414

2%
13%

17
7

4%
2%

1
7

0%
2%

5
21

5%
23%

Base

3146

100%

422

100%

334

100%

91

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bus
Coach

46
14

100%
30%

1
2

1%
2%

3
2

1%
1%

14
27

52%
100%

Minibus
HGV Leisure

9
3

20%
7%

7
7

8%%
8%

5
262

2%
100%

8
2

30%
7%

LGV
HGV

13
1

28%
2%

23
6

25%
6%

49
18

19%
7%

12
1

44%
4%

PHV
Hackney

7
1

15%
2%

2
1

2%
1%

4
4

2%
2%

7
1

26%
4%

Private car or motorbike
Other vehicle

25
1

54%
2%

63
93

68%
100%

148
7

56%
3%

8
2

30%
7%

None
Base

0
46

0%
100%

0
93

0%
100%

0
262

0%
100%

0
27

0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bus
Coach

0
0

0%
0%

9
8

21%
19%

13
12

2%
2%

1
1

1%
1%

Minibus
HGV Leisure

0
0

0%
0%

43
5

100%
12%

21
49

4%
8%

5
18

3%
13%

LGV
HGV

0
0

0%
0%

21
5

49%
12%

598
77

100%
13%

77
143

54%
100%

PHV
Hackney

0
0

0%
0%

10
2

23%
5%

8
3

1%
1%

4
3

3%
2%

Private car or motorbike
Other vehicle

0
0

0%
0%

26
7

60%
16%

332
23

56%
4%

78
6

55%
4%

449
449

100%
100%

0
43

0%
100%

0
598

0%
100%

0
143

0%
100%

None
Base
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Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your bus to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
13
6
5
2
26

%
50%
23%
19%
8%
100%

Business
N
10
5
0
0
15

Taxi

%
67%
33%
0%
0%
100%

N
3
0
0
1
4

Representatives
%
75%
0%
0%
25%
100%

N
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

26
11
5
3
45

58%
24%
11%
7%
100%

9
2
2
1
14

64%
14%
14%
7%
100%

0
1
0
0
1

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

2
1
0
0
3

67%
33%
0%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
5
2
2
0
9

%
56%
22%
22%
0%
100%
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Van/LGV
N
7
4
1
1
13

%
54%
31%
8%
8%
100%

Private Hire Vehicle
N
6
1
0
0
7

%
86%
14%
0%
0%
100%

Hackney Carriage
N
0
1
0
0
1

%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%
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Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Bus
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
1
0
2
2
1
6

%
17%
0%
33%
33%
17%
100%

Business
N
1
1
1
1
1
5

%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
100%

Taxi
N
0
0
0
0
0
0

Representatives
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

N
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
2
1
3
3
2
11

Coach
%
18%
9%
27%
27%
18%
100%
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N
0
1
0
0
1
2

%
0%
50%
0%
0%
50%
100%

HGV
N
0
0
0
0
1
1

HGV Leisure
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

N
0
0
0
0
1
1

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
1
1
2

0%
0%
0%
50%
50%
100%

0
1
1
1
1
4

0%
25%
25%
25%
25%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your coach to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2
0
2
0
4

50%
0%
50%
0%
100%

12
1
0
0
13

92%
8%
0%
0%
100%

9
0
0
0
9

100%
0%
0%
0%
100%

0
0
1
0
1

0%
0%
100%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
11
1
2
0
14

Coach
%
79%
7%
14%
0%
100%
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N
23
1
3
0
27

%
85%
4%
11%
0%
100%

HGV
N
0
1
0
0
1

HGV Leisure
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

N
1
1
0
0
2

%
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

5
1
2
0
8

63%
13%
25%
0%
100%

9
1
2
0
12

75%
8%
17%
0%
100%

5
1
1
0
7

71%
14%
14%
0%
100%

0
1
0
0
1

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Coach
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Business
N
0
0
0
0
1
1

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Taxi
N
0
0
0
0
0
0

Representatives
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

N
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
0
0
0
0
1
1

Coach
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
0
0
0
0
1
1

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

HGV
N
0
0
0
0
1
1

HGV Leisure
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

N
0
0
0
0
1
1

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your minibus to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

10
1
5
1
17

59%
6%
29%
6%
100%

8
4
0
1
13

62%
31%
0%
8%
100%

4
0
0
0
4

100%
0%
0%
0%
100%

5
1
1
0
7

71%
14%
14%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
4
1
2
1
8

Coach
%
50%
13%
25%
13%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
4
2
2
0
8

%
50%
25%
25%
0%
100%

HGV
N
2
2
0
0
4

HGV Leisure
%
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

N
2
3
0
0
5

%
40%
60%
0%
0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

27
6
6
2
41

66%
15%
15%
5%
100%

10
5
4
0
19

53%
26%
21%
0%
100%

7
2
1
0
10

70%
20%
10%
0%
100%

0
2
0
0
2

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Minibus
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
1
0
0
1

0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

0
0
3
0
1
4

0%
0%
75%
0%
25%
100%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
4
0
2
6

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

0
0
4
0
1
5

0%
0%
80%
0%
20%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your HGV Leisure to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
199
10
24
0
233

%
85%
4%
10%
0%
100%

Business
N
17
5
1
0
23

Taxi

%
74%
22%
4%
0%
100%

N
1
1
0
0
2

Representatives
%
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

N
3
1
0
0
4

%
75%
25%
0%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2
1
0
0
3

67%
33%
0%
0%
100%

0
2
0
0
2

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

14
4
0
0
18

78%
22%
0%
0%
100%

220
17
25
0
262

84%
6%
10%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
1
4
0
0
5

%
20%
80%
0%
0%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

Van/LGV
N
39
8
2
0
49

%
80%
16%
4%
0%
100%

Private Hire Vehicle
N
1
3
0
0
4

%
25%
75%
0%
0%
100%

Hackney Carriage
N
2
2
0
0
4

%
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%
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Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? HGV Leisure
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
0
0
4
4
2
10

%
0%
0%
40%
40%
20%
100%

Business
N
0
1
2
1
1
5

%
0%
20%
40%
20%
20%
100%

Taxi
N
0
0
1
0
0
1

Representatives
%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

N
0
0
0
1
0
1

%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

N
0
0
0
0
1
1

Coach
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
0
0
1
0
1
2

%
0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

HGV
N
0
1
1
1
1
4

HGV Leisure
%
0%
25%
25%
25%
25%
100%

N
0
1
7
6
3
17

%
0%
6%
41%
35%
18%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
3
0
1
4

0%
0%
75%
0%
25%
100%

0
1
3
3
1
8

0%
13%
38%
38%
13%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your van/light goods vehicle (LGV) to travel in the Clean
Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

219
36
32
3
290

76%
12%
11%
1%
100%

246
24
12
0
282

87%
9%
4%
0%
100%

2
2
0
0
4

50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

15
2
1
0
18

83%
11%
6%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
5
5
2
1
13

Coach
%
38%
38%
15%
8%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
7
3
2
0
12

%
58%
25%
17%
0%
100%

HGV
N
61
10
4
1
76

HGV Leisure
%
80%
13%
5%
1%
100%

N
40
7
1
1
49

%
82%
14%
2%
2%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

10
4
6
0
20

50%
20%
30%
0%
100%

482
64
45
3
594

81%
11%
8%
1%
100%

5
2
1
0
8

63%
25%
13%
0%
100%

0
3
0
0
3

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? LGV
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
2
21
8
5
36

0%
6%
58%
22%
14%
100%

0
2
20
1
1
24

0%
8%
83%
4%
4%
100%

0
0
2
0
0
2

0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

0
0
2
0
0
2

0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
3
1
1
5

0%
0%
60%
20%
20%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

0
1
8
0
1
10

0%
10%
80%
0%
10%
100%

0
1
5
0
1
7

0%
14%
71%
0%
14%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
2
1
1
4

0%
0%
50%
25%
25%
100%

0
4
45
9
6
64

0%
6%
70%
14%
9%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your heavy goods vehicle (HGV) to travel in the Clean Air
Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

22
5
6
2
35

63%
14%
17%
6%
100%

85
8
6
0
99

86%
8%
6%
0%
100%

1
0
1
0
2

50%
0%
50%
0%
100%

3
0
1
0
4

75%
0%
25%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
0
1
0
0
1

Coach
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
0
1
0
0
1

%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

HGV
N
111
13
14
2
140

HGV Leisure
%
79%
9%
10%
1%
100%

N
15
2
0
1
18

%
83%
11%
0%
6%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1
2
1
0
4

25%
50%
25%
0%
100%

61
7
5
1
74

82%
9%
7%
1%
100%

2
1
1
0
4

50%
25%
25%
0%
100%

2
1
0
0
3

67%
33%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? HGV
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1
2
2
0
0
5

20%
40%
40%
0%
0%
100%

0
0
6
0
2
8

0%
0%
75%
0%
25%
100%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

1
2
8
0
2
13

8%
15%
62%
0%
15%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
6
0
1
7

0%
0%
86%
0%
14%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your private hire vehicle to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

7
4
2
0
13

54%
31%
15%
0%
100%

8
4
1
0
13

62%
31%
8%
0%
100%

101
45
25
0
171

59%
26%
15%
0%
100%

1
0
1
0
2

50%
0%
50%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
5
1
0
0
6

Coach
%
83%
17%
0%
0%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
5
1
1
0
7

%
71%
14%
14%
0%
100%

HGV
N
0
4
0
0
4

HGV Leisure
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

N
1
3
0
0
4

%
25%
75%
0%
0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable / don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

7
2
1
0
10

70%
20%
10%
0%
100%

4
2
2
0
8

50%
25%
25%
0%
100%

117
53
29
0
199

59%
27%
15%
0%
100%

3
3
0
0
6

50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Private hire vehicle
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1
0
3
0
0
4

25%
0%
75%
0%
0%
100%

0
0
2
1
1
4

0%
0%
50%
25%
25%
100%

0
3
21
11
10
45

0%
7%
47%
24%
22%
100%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
1
2
0
1
4

0%
25%
50%
0%
25%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

1
3
26
12
11
53

2%
6%
49%
23%
21%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your hackney to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1
0
1
0
2

50%
0%
50%
0%
100%

15
3
0
0
18

83%
17%
0%
0%
100%

109
25
8
0
142

77%
18%
6%
0%
100%

2
0
1
0
3

67%
0%
33%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
0
1
0
0
1

Coach
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
0
1
0
0
1

%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

HGV
N
1
2
0
0
3

HGV Leisure
%
33%
67%
0%
0%
100%

N
2
2
0
0
4

%
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
2
0
0
2

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

1
2
0
0
3

33%
67%
0%
0%
100%

3
3
0
0
6

50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

127
28
10
0
165

77%
17%
6%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Hackney
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
1
1
1
3

0%
0%
33%
33%
33%
100%

0
2
16
2
2
22

0%
9%
73%
9%
9%
100%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

Prepared for:
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
1
0
1
2

0%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

0
2
17
3
3
25

0%
8%
68%
12%
12%
100%

Under the current proposals would you have to pay a charge for your Other type of Vehicle to travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Respondent type
General Public

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

22
23
26
0
71

31%
32%
37%
0%
100%

8
6
3
0
17

47%
35%
18%
0%
100%

1
0
0
0
1

100%
0%
0%
0%
100%

1
2
2
0
5

20%
40%
40%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

N
0
1
0
0
1

Coach
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
0
1
1
0
2

%
0%
50%
50%
0%
100%

HGV
N
1
3
1
0
5

HGV Leisure
%
20%
60%
20%
0%
100%

N
1
3
3
0
7

%
14%
43%
43%
0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable/don’t have a vehicle
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2
3
2
0
7

29%
43%
29%
0%
100%

8
6
8
0
22

36%
27%
36%
0%
100%

0
1
1
0
2

0%
50%
50%
0%
100%

0
1
0
0
1

0%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Why will you not have a to pay a charge to travel in the Clean Air Zone? Other vehicle
Respondent type
General Public

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
2
7
12
2
23

0%
9%
30%
52%
9%
100%

0
0
1
3
2
6

0%
0%
17%
50%
33%
100%

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
0
2
0
2

0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
2
1
3

0%
0%
0%
67%
33%
100%

0
0
2
0
1
3

0%
0%
67%
0%
33%
100%

Prepared for:
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Don’t have a vehicle
Don’t travel in the Clean Air Zone
Vehicle(s) will be compliant
Vehicle(s) are exempt
Don’t know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0
0
0
2
1
3

0%
0%
0%
67%
33%
100%

0
0
0
5
1
6

0%
0%
0%
83%
17%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0
0
0
0
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%

Buses: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1553
878
295
277
3003

52%
29%
10%
9%
100%

244
58
21
28
351

70%
17%
6%
8%
100%

182
24
11
25
242

75%
10%
5%
10%
100%

28
34
10
8
80

35%
43%
13%
10%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
36
1
4
1
42

Coach
%
86%
2%
10%
2%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
22
1
2
1
26

%
85%
4%
8%
4%
100%

HGV
N
81
15
8
9
113

HGV Leisure
%
72%
13%
7%
8%
100%

N
173
35
5
29
242

%
71%
14%
2%
12%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

26
4
3
3
36

72%
11%
8%
8%
100%

346
93
31
40
510

68%
18%
6%
8%
100%

113
18
7
20
158

72%
11%
4%
13%
100%

84
8
5
11
108

78%
7%
5%
10%
100%

Coaches: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Too much

1204

43%

228

69%

130

73%

21

28%

About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

991
345
246
2786

36%
12%
9%
100%

56
20
28
332

17%
6%
8%
100%

26
7
16
179

15%
4%
9%
100%

34
12
8
75

45%
16%
11%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Too much

N
32

%
86%

N
22

%
85%

N
79

%
76%

N
133

%
64%

About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

2
3
0
37

5%
8%
0%
100%

0
2
2
26

0%
8%
8%
100%

9
8
8
104

9%
8%
8%
100%

43
8
24
208

21%
4%
12%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Too much

25

68%

301

64%

75

67%

65

76%

About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

6
3
3
37

16%
8%
8%
100%

99
27
40
467

21%
6%
9%
100%

22
6
9
112

20%
5%
8%
100%

9
3
8
85

11%
4%
9%
100%

HGV: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1171
905
644
223
2943

40%
31%
22%
8%
100%

272
51
18
25
366

74%
14%
5%
7%
100%

137
21
13
17
188

73%
11%
7%
9%
100%

22
28
20
7
77

29%
36%
26%
9%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
25
7
4
3
39

Coach
%
64%
18%
10%
8%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
15
5
2
3
25

%
60%
20%
8%
12%
100%

HGV
N
124
5
5
2
136

HGV Leisure
%
91%
4%
4%
1%
100%

N
201
27
8
15
251

%
80%
11%
3%
6%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

24
8
2
3
37

65%
22%
5%
8%
100%

366
89
26
38
519

71%
17%
5%
7%
100%

82
19
8
14
123

67%
15%
7%
11%
100%

69
7
7
5
88

78%
8%
8%
6%
100%

LGV: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
1194
979
622
182
2977

%
40%
33%
21%
6%
100%

Business
N
293
65
21
14
393

Taxi

%
75%
17%
5%
4%
100%

N
145
28
6
12
191

Representatives
%
76%
15%
3%
6%
100%

N
31
40
8
4
83

%
37%
48%
10%
5%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

13
18
5
2
38

34%
47%
13%
5%
100%

9
10
3
2
24

38%
42%
13%
8%
100%

85
35
5
3
128

66%
27%
4%
2%
100%

169
45
8
17
239

71%
19%
3%
7%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

26
10
1
1
38

68%
26%
3%
3%
100%

476
77
16
11
580

82%
13%
3%
2%
100%

89
26
4
6
125

71%
21%
3%
5%
100%

72
8
2
7
89

81%
9%
2%
8%
100%

Minibuses: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1126
1114
498
206
2944

38%
38%
17%
7%
100%

224
71
21
23
339

66%
21%
6%
7%
100%

162
21
7
11
201

81%
10%
3%
5%
100%

26
40
7
7
80

33%
50%
9%
9%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
17
16
3
2
38

Coach
%
45%
42%
8%
5%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
12
8
3
2
25

%
48%
32%
12%
8%
100%

HGV
N
63
30
7
7
107

HGV Leisure
%
59%
28%
7%
7%
100%

N
154
50
9
19
232

%
66%
22%
4%
8%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

25
10
1
2
38

66%
26%
3%
5%
100%

348
98
26
30
502

69%
20%
5%
6%
100%

103
20
3
7
133

77%
15%
2%
5%
100%

76
7
4
6
93

82%
8%
4%
6%
100%

Hackney: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1200
990
566
209
2965

40%
33%
19%
7%
100%

216
65
44
23
348

62%
19%
13%
7%
100%

229
15
5
10
259

88%
6%
2%
4%
100%

25
38
10
7
80

31%
48%
13%
9%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
16
10
7
3
36

Coach
%
44%
28%
19%
8%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
9
6
4
5
24

%
38%
25%
17%
21%
100%

HGV
N
56
27
19
7
109

HGV Leisure
%
51%
25%
17%
6%
100%

N
148
48
17
19
232

%
64%
21%
7%
8%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

23
6
5
3
37

62%
16%
14%
8%
100%

317
100
59
29
505

63%
20%
12%
6%
100%

108
14
3
8
133

81%
11%
2%
6%
100%

148
5
3
3
159

93%
3%
2%
2%
100%

Private hire vehicle: Please tell us what you think of the proposed daily charges for each of the vehicles?
Respondent type
General Public

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

1220
969
592
188
2969

41%
33%
20%
6%
100%

215
66
43
20
344

63%
19%
13%
6%
100%

216
19
8
5
248

87%
8%
3%
2%
100%

27
36
9
8
80

34%
45%
11%
10%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

N
17
9
8
3
37

Coach
%
46%
24%
22%
8%
100%

Prepared for:
Transport For Greater Manchester and the 10 Greater Manchester Local Authorities

N
10
5
6
4
25

%
40%
20%
24%
16%
100%

HGV
N
57
27
18
5
107

HGV Leisure
%
53%
25%
17%
5%
100%

N
151
46
16
18
231

%
65%
20%
7%
8%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Too much
About right
Too little
Don't know
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

24
6
4
3
37

65%
16%
11%
8%
100%

327
91
60
26
504

65%
18%
12%
5%
100%

153
15
2
6
176

87%
9%
1%
3%
100%

85
6
7
1
99

86%
6%
7%
1%
100%

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local exemptions proposed by Greater Manchester?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

1325
716

42%
23%

183
50

45%
12%

136
23

41%
7%

42
20

49%
23%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

334
220

11%
7%

63
21

15%
5%

41
15

12%
5%

11
4

13%
5%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

327
94

10%
3%

49
20

12%
5%

76
32

23%
10%

3
1

3%
1%

Not applicable
Base

103
3119

3%
100%

24
410

6%
100%

9
332

3%
100%

5
86

6%
100%

Prepared for:
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

12
7

28%
16%

8
5

30%
19%

68
17

49%
12%

116
39

44%
15%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

6
7

14%
16%

6
4

22%
15%

19
7

14%
5%

29
8

11%
3%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

6
1

14%
2%

3
0

11%
0%

17
5

12%
4%

47
17

18%
7%

Not applicable
Base

4
43

9%
100%

1
27

4%
100%

7
140

5%
100%

5
261

2%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Strongly agree

N
15

%
38%

N
240

%
41%

N
74

%
37%

N
89

%
54%

Slightly agree
Neither agree nor disagree

9
8

23%
20%

77
98

13%
17%

17
18

9%
9%

8
21

5%
13%

Slightly disagree
Strongly disagree

4
1

10%
3%

32
78

5%
13%

11
53

6%
27%

6
26

4%
16%

Don’t know
Not applicable

1
2

3%
5%

31
35

5%
6%

22
4

11%
2%

9
6

5%
4%

Base

40

100%

591

100%

199

100%

165

100%

Prepared for:
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the temporary local exemptions proposed by Greater Manchester?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Strongly agree

N
1325

%
42%

N
183

%
45%

N
136

%
41%

N
42

%
49%

Slightly agree
Neither agree nor disagree

716
334

23%
11%

50
63

12%
15%

23
41

7%
12%

20
11

23%
13%

Slightly disagree
Strongly disagree

220
327

7%
10%

21
49

5%
12%

15
76

5%
23%

4
3

5%
3%

Don’t know
Not applicable

94
103

3%
3%

20
24

5%
6%

32
9

10%
3%

1
5

1%
6%

Base

3119

100%

410

100%

332

100%

86

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

18
9

43%
21%

14
4

52%
15%

62
17

45%
12%

110
33

42%
13%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

4
1

10%
2%

0
1

0%
4%

17
10

12%
7%

43
15

16%
6%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

5
0

12%
0%

7
0

26%
0%

24
4

17%
3%

35
14

13%
5%

Not applicable
Base

5
42

12%
100%

1
27

4%
100%

5
139

4%
100%

11
261

4%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

19
8

49%
21%

291
68

49%
12%

73
20

37%
10%

58
3

36%
2%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

2
2

5%
5%

77
25

13%
4%

18
8

9%
4%

13
4

8%
2%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

5
2

13%
5%

86
19

15%
3%

61
12

31%
6%

63
19

39%
12%

Not applicable
Base

1
39

3%
100%

23
589

4%
100%

4
196

2%
100%

2
162

1%
100%

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local discounts proposed by Greater Manchester?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

819
507

26%
16%

123
44

30%
11%

122
23

37%
7%

28
19

32%
22%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

432
370

14%
12%

67
16

16%
4%

31
14

9%
4%

10
13

11%
15%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

671
187

22%
6%

94
36

23%
9%

82
35

25%
11%

9
3

10%
3%

Not applicable
Base

114
3100

4%
100%

31
411

8%
100%

20
327

6%
100%

5
87

6%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

10
5

24%
12%

5
4

19%
15%

40
14

29%
10%

135
27

52%
10%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

8
4

19%
10%

4
3

15%
11%

20
9

14%
7%

37
6

14%
2%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

6
5

14%
12%

5
3

19%
11%

34
7

25%
5%

33
12

13%
5%

Not applicable
Base

4
42

10%
100%

3
27

11%
100%

14
138

10%
100%

10
260

4%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Strongly agree

N
18

%
46%

N
186

%
32%

N
82

%
41%

N
59

%
36%

Slightly agree
Neither agree nor disagree

7
5

18%
13%

70
94

12%
16%

20
19

10%
10%

8
13

5%
8%

Slightly disagree
Strongly disagree

4
3

10%
8%

30
123

5%
21%

6
45

3%
23%

10
41

6%
25%

Don’t know
Not applicable

0
2

0%
5%

45
40

8%
7%

17
9

9%
5%

21
10

13%
6%

Base

39

100%

588

100%

198

100%

162

100%
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CLEAN BUS FUND: Do you believe you are eligible to access this fund?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N
39

%
1%

N
37

%
9%

N
73

%
23%

N
7

%
8%

No
Don't know

1716
181

56%
6%

184
45

46%
11%

74
88

23%
28%

44
4

52%
5%

Not applicable
Base

1149
3085

37%
100%

136
402

34%
100%

85
320

27%
100%

29
84

35%
100%

Yes

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
5

%
12%

N
4

%
15%

N
11

%
8%

N
6

%
2%

No
Don't know

17
5

40%
12%

17
2

63%
7%

69
16

50%
12%

148
31

58%
12%

Not applicable
Base

16
43

37%
100%

4
27

15%
100%

43
139

31%
100%

72
257

28%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
4

%
10%

N
26

%
5%

N
27

%
14%

N
56

%
35%

No
Don't know

19
6

48%
15%

302
65

53%
11%

48
65

25%
34%

27
35

17%
22%

Not applicable
Base

11
40

28%
100%

182
575

32%
100%

54
194

28%
100%

41
159

26%
100%
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CLEAN BUS FUND: Would the proposed fund meet your needs e.g. support you to upgrade your vehicle(s)?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes

N
15

%
38%

N
7

%
19%

N
24

%
34%

N
1

%
14%

No
Don't know

5
19

13%
49%

6
24

16%
65%

17
30

24%
42%

1
5

14%
71%

Base

39

100%

37

100%

71

100%

7

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

3
0

60%
0%

2
0

50%
0%

5
3

45%
27%

0
2

0%
33%

Don't know
Base

2
5

40%
100%

2
4

50%
100%

3
11

27%
100%

4
6

67%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
1

%
25%

N
8

%
31%

N
9

%
36%

N
12

%
21%

No
Don't know

1
2

25%
50%

7
11

27%
42%

5
11

20%
44%

11
33

20%
59%

Base

4

100%

26

100%

25

100%

56

100%
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CLEAN COMMERCIAL VEHICLE FUND: Do you believe you are eligible to access this fund?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N
73

%
2%

N
167

%
41%

N
72

%
22%

N
13

%
15%

No
Don't know

1659
195

54%
6%

106
81

26%
20%

60
115

19%
36%

37
6

43%
7%

Not applicable
Base

1144
3071

37%
100%

55
409

13%
100%

74
321

23%
100%

31
87

36%
100%

Yes

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
2

%
5%

N
5

%
19%

N
38

%
27%

N
16

%
6%

No
Don't know

17
8

41%
20%

13
4

48%
15%

53
27

38%
19%

158
34

61%
13%

Not applicable
Base

14
41

34%
100%

5
27

19%
100%

22
140

16%
100%

49
257

19%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
10

%
26%

N
159

%
27%

N
35

%
18%

N
50

%
32%

No
Don't know

10
9

26%
24%

224
112

38%
19%

40
72

21%
37%

20
54

13%
34%

Not applicable
Base

9
38

24%
100%

87
582

15%
100%

46
193

24%
100%

34
158

22%
100%
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CLEAN COMMERCIAL VEHICLE FUND: Would the proposed fund meet your needs e.g. support you to upgrade your
vehicle(s)?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes

N
20

%
27%

N
27

%
16%

N
20

%
29%

N
5

%
38%

No
Don't know

25
28

34%
38%

48
90

29%
55%

23
26

33%
38%

3
5

23%
38%

Base

73

100%

165

100%

69

100%

13

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

1
0

50%
0%

1
0

20%
0%

10
12

26%
32%

3
6

20%
40%

Don't know
Base

1
2

50%
100%

4
5

80%
100%

16
38

42%
100%

6
15

40%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
4

%
40%

N
27

%
17%

N
10

%
30%

N
10

%
20%

No
Don't know

3
3

30%
30%

53
77

34%
49%

10
13

30%
39%

17
22

35%
45%

Base

10

100%

157

100%

33

100%

49

100%
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CLEAN TAXI FUND: Do you believe you are eligible to access either of these funds?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N
16

%
1%

N
16

%
4%

N
169

%
51%

N
3

%
4%

No
Don't know

1603
91

53%
3%

151
34

40%
9%

47
92

14%
28%

39
4

46%
5%

Not applicable
Base

1309
3019

43%
100%

176
377

47%
100%

22
330

7%
100%

39
85

46%
100%

Yes

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
3

%
2%

N
2

%
1%

No
Don't know

11
3

28%
8%

16
2

59%
7%

50
14

38%
11%

134
14

56%
6%

Not applicable
Base

25
39

64%
100%

9
27

33%
100%

63
130

48%
100%

89
239

37%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
3

%
8%

N
3

%
1%

N
81

%
41%

N
103

%
63%

No
Don't know

11
4

29%
11%

260
34

48%
6%

31
63

16%
32%

11
40

7%
24%

Not applicable
Base

20
38

53%
100%

250
547

46%
100%

22
197

11%
100%

10
164

6%
100%
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Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes

N
7

%
47%

N
4

%
25%

N
62

%
37%

N
0

%
0%

No
Don't know

4
4

27%
27%

1
11

6%
69%

50
55

30%
33%

1
2

33%
67%

Base

15

100%

16

100%

167

100%

3

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

3
0

100%
0%

1
0

50%
0%

Don't know
Base

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
3

0%
100%

1
2

50%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes

N
2

%
67%

N
1

%
33%

N
41

%
51%

N
20

%
20%

No
Don't know

0
1

0%
33%

1
1

33%
33%

16
24

20%
30%

37
44

37%
44%

Base

3

100%

3

100%

81

100%

101

100%
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CLEAN TAXI FUND: Would the proposed funds/‘try before you buy’ meet your needs e.g. support you to upgrade your
vehicle(s)?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Strongly agree

N
19

%
24%

N
33

%
20%

N
62

%
33%

N
2

%
13%

Slightly agree
Neither agree nor disagree

6
9

8%
12%

20
26

12%
16%

19
22

10%
12%

5
1

33%
7%

Slightly disagree
Strongly disagree

5
15

6%
19%

8
35

5%
21%

14
44

7%
23%

0
3

0%
20%

Don’t know
Not applicable

12
12

15%
15%

30
14

18%
8%

27
2

14%
1%

2
2

13%
13%

Base

78

100%

166

100%

190

100%

15

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

0
1

0%
50%

2
1

40%
20%

9
8

24%
22%

5
0

31%
0%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

1
0

50%
0%

1
0

20%
0%

2
1

5%
3%

3
0

19%
0%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
20%

7
7

19%
19%

4
2

25%
13%

Not applicable
Base

0
2

0%
100%

0
5

0%
100%

3
37

8%
100%

2
16

13%
100%
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To what extent do you agree or disagree that the proposed vehicle finance offer would meet your needs e.g. support you
to upgrade your vehicle(s)?
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

0
2

0%
18%

29
22

18%
14%

34
10

37%
11%

27
10

23%
9%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

1
1

9%
9%

25
9

16%
6%

14
7

15%
8%

9
8

8%
7%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

2
4

18%
36%

37
22

24%
14%

15
11

16%
12%

32
24

28%
21%

Not applicable
Base

1
11

9%
100%

13
157

8%
100%

0
91

0%
100%

6
116

5%
100%

Do you support a hardship fund?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

2000
575

66%
19%

303
43

75%
11%

222
34

67%
10%

72
8

84%
9%

Don't know
Base

470
3045

15%
100%

59
405

15%
100%

74
330

22%
100%

6
86

7%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes

N
26

%
65%

N
19

%
73%

N
95

%
68%

N
166

%
66%

No
Don't know

9
5

23%
13%

3
4

12%
15%

23
21

17%
15%

36
48

14%
19%

Base

40

100%

26

100%

139

100%

250

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

34
3

89%
8%

399
80

70%
14%

117
22

60%
11%

138
7

84%
4%

Don't know
Base

1
38

3%
100%

89
568

16%
100%

57
196

29%
100%

20
165

12%
100%

To what extent do you agree or disagree that air quality needs to be improved in Greater Manchester?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

1833
473

59%
15%

130
82

31%
20%

87
36

26%
11%

60
8

71%
9%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

353
121

11%
4%

85
23

21%
6%

73
19

22%
6%

5
3

6%
4%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

302
31

10%
1%

77
16

19%
4%

91
24

28%
7%

7
2

8%
2%

Base

3113

100%

413

100%

330

100%

85

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

18
10

43%
24%

12
6

44%
22%

35
30

25%
21%

53
76

21%
29%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

5
2

12%
5%

4
2

15%
7%

40
7

28%
5%

72
20

28%
8%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

5
2

12%
5%

1
2

4%
7%

23
6

16%
4%

33
4

13%
2%

Base

42

100%

27

100%

141

100%

258

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Strongly agree
Slightly agree

17
9

44%
23%

173
137

29%
23%

64
26

32%
13%

27
17

16%
10%

Neither agree nor disagree
Slightly disagree

6
1

15%
3%

131
33

22%
6%

37
9

19%
5%

37
12

22%
7%

Strongly disagree
Don’t know

3
3

8%
8%

101
12

17%
2%

49
12

25%
6%

57
15

35%
9%

Base

39

100%

587

100%

197

100%

165

100%
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Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Very confident

N
146

%
5%

N
19

%
5%

N
28

%
8%

N
9

%
10%

Fairly confident
Neither

931
456

30%
15%

66
73

16%
18%

50
58

15%
18%

24
10

28%
12%

Fairly unconfident
Very unconfident

554
717

18%
23%

70
126

17%
31%

42
80

13%
24%

15
19

17%
22%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

272
43

9%
1%

53
5

13%
1%

50
23

15%
7%

6
3

7%
3%

Base

3119

100%

412

100%

331

100%

86

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Very confident
Fairly confident

4
11

10%
26%

2
5

7%
19%

4
34

3%
24%

2
27

1%
10%

Neither
Fairly unconfident

6
5

14%
12%

5
3

19%
11%

27
23

19%
16%

54
54

21%
21%

Very unconfident
Don’t know

12
4

29%
10%

9
3

33%
11%

42
10

30%
7%

75
39

29%
15%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
42

0%
100%

0
27

0%
100%

2
142

1%
100%

8
259

3%
100%
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How confident are you that the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan would bring roadside nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels
within legal limits in the shortest possible time?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Page 1170

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Very confident
Fairly confident

3
8

8%
21%

21
78

4%
13%

20
43

10%
22%

9
13

5%
8%

Neither
Fairly unconfident

8
5

21%
13%

99
112

17%
19%

25
23

13%
12%

37
19

23%
12%

Very unconfident
Don’t know

8
7

21%
18%

215
57

37%
10%

52
27

26%
14%

33
39

20%
24%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
39

0%
100%

6
588

1%
100%

8
198

4%
100%

14
164

9%
100%

Which of the following best reflects your trading status as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Have continued trading throughout
Currently trading, having temporarily
paused - but have resumed trading
during the pandemic
Paused trading

0

0%

164

40%

43

13%

12

27%

0

0%

192

47%

167

52%

8

18%

0

0%

49

12%

99

31%

12

27%

Permanently ceased trading
Other, please specify

0
0

0%
0%

1
5

0%
1%

4
11

1%
3%

0
12

0%
27%

Base

0

0%

411

100%

324

100%

44

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Have continued trading throughout
Currently trading, having temporarily
paused - but have resumed trading
during the pandemic
Paused trading
Permanently ceased trading

9

50%

5

22%

62

57%

9

32%

4

22%

12

52%

34

31%

9

32%

4
1

22%
6%

5
1

22%
4%

9
1

8%
1%

9
1

32%
4%

Other, please specify
Base

0
18

0%
100%

0
23

0%
100%

2
108

2%
100%

0
28

0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Have continued trading throughout
Currently trading, having temporarily
paused - but have resumed trading
during the pandemic
Paused trading
Permanently ceased trading
Other, please specify
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N
11

%
44%

N
108

%
37%

N
30

%
17%

N
13

%
8%

10

40%

147

50%

92

51%

92

57%

2
1

8%
4%

33
1

11%
0%

53
1

29%
1%

46
5

29%
3%

1
25

4%
100%

6
295

2%
100%

4
180

2%
100%

5
161

3%
100%
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Have you or your business received any of the following as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N
0

%
0%

N
147

%
38%

N
29

%
9%

N
12

%
29%

0

0%

101

26%

25

8%

2

5%

0

0%

59

15%

14

5%

8

20%

0

0%

104

27%

201

65%

5

12%

0

0%

14

4%

31

10%

4

10%

Other loans or grants
Not applied for any of these schemes

0
0

0%
0%

15
87

4%
23%

5
45

2%
15%

5
20

12%
49%

Base

0

0%

384

100%

310

100%

41

100%

Job Retention Scheme
Government-backed accredited loans or
finance agreements
Business grants funded by the UK and
devolved governments
Self-employment income support
scheme
Other government support

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Job Retention Scheme
Government-backed accredited loans or
finance agreements
Business grants funded by the UK and
devolved governments
Self-employment income support
scheme
Other government support
Other loans or grants
Not applied for any of these schemes
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

12

71%

5

25%

5

21%

18

82%

6

35%

3

15%

5

21%

13

59%

4

24%

2

10%

1

4%

3

14%

2

12%

3

15%

5

21%

3

14%

3
1

18%
6%

3
3

15%
15%

2
1

8%
4%

0
0

0%
0%

0
17

0%
100%

8
20

40%
100%

11
24

46%
100%

1
22

5%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Job Retention Scheme
Government-backed accredited loans or
finance agreements
Business grants funded by the UK and
devolved governments
Self-employment income support
scheme
Other government support

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N
4

%
17%

N
16

%
73%

N
113

%
40%

N
61

%
60%

2

9%

2

9%

79

28%

36

35%

3

13%

5

23%

46

16%

13

13%

3

13%

4

18%

72

25%

14

14%

1

4%

3

14%

10

4%

5

5%

Other loans or grants
Not applied for any of these schemes

0
12

0%
52%

3
2

14%
9%

14
62

5%
22%

5
15

5%
15%

Base

23

100%

22

100%

283

100%

102

100%
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Level of debt: Please tell us how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the following aspects of your business
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

A lot less than before

N
0

%
0%

N
8

%
2%

N
44

%
14%

N
1

%
2%

Less than before
Same as before

0
0

0%
0%

12
97

3%
25%

4
27

1%
9%

0
9

0%
21%

More than before
A lot more than before

0
0

0%
0%

87
100

23%
26%

53
137

17%
44%

5
10

12%
24%

Not applicable
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

48
5

12%
1%

15
9

5%
3%

14
1

33%
2%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
0

0%
0%

28
385

7%
100%

25
314

8%
100%

2
42

5%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

A lot less than before

N
1

%
6%

N
0

%
0%

N
4

%
4%

N
2

%
7%

Less than before
Same as before

0
6

0%
35%

0
4

0%
18%

2
24

2%
23%

0
4

0%
14%

More than before
A lot more than before

1
4

6%
24%

1
12

5%
55%

24
30

23%
29%

6
7

21%
25%

Not applicable
Don’t know

2
1

12%
6%

4
1

18%
5%

8
2

8%
2%

5
0

18%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

2
17

12%
100%

0
22

0%
100%

11
105

10%
100%

4
28

14%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

0
1

0%
4%

7
7

2%
2%

25
3

14%
2%

17
1

12%
1%

Same as before
More than before

7
2

29%
8%

71
61

25%
21%

14
37

8%
21%

13
22

9%
15%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

5
3

21%
13%

80
34

28%
12%

60
12

35%
7%

76
6

53%
4%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

1
5

4%
21%

7
20

2%
7%

6
16

3%
9%

2
6

1%
4%

Base

24

100%

287

100%

173

100%

143

100%

Reserves/Savings: Please tell us how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the following aspects of your business
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

A lot less than before

N
0

%
0%

N
122

%
34%

N
131

%
55%

N
9

%
22%

Less than before
Same as before

0
0

0%
0%

110
53

31%
15%

42
8

18%
3%

7
8

17%
20%

More than before
A lot more than before

0
0

0%
0%

12
16

3%
4%

8
19

3%
8%

1
1

2%
2%

Not applicable
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

19
4

5%
1%

12
4

5%
2%

12
1

29%
2%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
0

0%
0%

21
357

6%
100%

14
238

6%
100%

2
41

5%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

5
4

31%
25%

10
5

50%
25%

31
29

31%
29%

8
5

32%
20%

Same as before
More than before

3
0

19%
0%

1
0

5%
0%

19
0

19%
0%

5
0

20%
0%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

0
1

0%
6%

1
2

5%
10%

6
4

6%
4%

1
3

4%
12%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

1
2

6%
13%

1
0

5%
0%

3
8

3%
8%

0
3

0%
12%

Base

16

100%

20

100%

100

100%

25

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

8
4

35%
17%

90
77

34%
29%

68
29

50%
21%

68
12

61%
11%

Same as before
More than before

5
0

22%
0%

42
9

16%
3%

5
4

4%
3%

5
4

4%
4%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

0
1

0%
4%

11
14

4%
5%

11
7

8%
5%

10
6

9%
5%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

1
4

4%
17%

5
15

2%
6%

2
9

1%
7%

2
5

2%
4%

Base

23

100%

263

100%

135

100%

112

100%
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Turnover: Please tell us how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the following aspects of your business
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

A lot less than before

N
0

%
0%

N
155

%
42%

N
195

%
76%

N
13

%
31%

Less than before
Same as before

0
0

0%
0%

121
33

33%
9%

26
1

10%
0%

7
4

17%
10%

More than before
A lot more than before

0
0

0%
0%

18
17

5%
5%

6
14

2%
5%

3
0

7%
0%

Not applicable
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

8
4

2%
1%

1
3

0%
1%

13
0

31%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
0

0%
0%

15
371

4%
100%

11
257

4%
100%

2
42

5%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

A lot less than before

N
15

%
83%

N
18

%
86%

N
36

%
36%

N
10

%
40%

Less than before
Same as before

2
0

11%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

34
8

34%
8%

6
4

24%
16%

More than before
A lot more than before

0
1

0%
6%

0
2

0%
10%

4
6

4%
6%

0
1

0%
4%

Not applicable
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

1
0

5%
0%

3
1

3%
1%

2
0

8%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
18

0%
100%

0
21

0%
100%

7
99

7%
100%

2
25

8%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

12
8

50%
33%

111
93

41%
34%

100
16

71%
11%

99
10

80%
8%

Same as before
More than before

1
0

4%
0%

22
14

8%
5%

1
5

1%
4%

0
2

0%
2%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

0
1

0%
4%

13
7

5%
3%

7
2

5%
1%

8
0

6%
0%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

0
2

0%
8%

5
9

2%
3%

2
7

1%
5%

1
4

1%
3%

Base

24

100%

274

100%

140

100%

124

100%

Profitability: Please tell us how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the following aspects of your business
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

A lot less than before

N
0

%
0%

N
150

%
41%

N
198

%
79%

N
13

%
31%

Less than before
Same as before

0
0

0%
0%

118
43

32%
12%

23
2

9%
1%

4
8

10%
19%

More than before
A lot more than before

0
0

0%
0%

13
12

4%
3%

4
14

2%
6%

0
0

0%
0%

Not applicable
Don’t know

0
0

0%
0%

11
4

3%
1%

1
3

0%
1%

14
1

33%
2%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
0

0%
0%

16
367

4%
100%

6
251

2%
100%

2
42

5%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

14
2

82%
12%

18
1

86%
5%

32
38

32%
38%

12
7

46%
27%

Same as before
More than before

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

9
3

9%
3%

1
0

4%
0%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

0
0

0%
0%

1
1

5%
5%

6
3

6%
3%

1
3

4%
12%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

0
1

0%
6%

0
0

0%
0%

2
7

2%
7%

0
2

0%
8%

Base

17

100%

21

100%

100

100%

26

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A lot less than before
Less than before

13
5

54%
21%

107
90

40%
33%

104
13

76%
10%

99
10

81%
8%

Same as before
More than before

2
0

8%
0%

31
9

11%
3%

2
4

1%
3%

0
1

0%
1%

A lot more than before
Not applicable

0
1

0%
4%

9
9

3%
3%

8
1

6%
1%

6
1

5%
1%

Don’t know
Prefer not to say

0
3

0%
13%

6
9

2%
3%

1
3

1%
2%

2
3

2%
2%

Base

24

100%

270

100%

136

100%

122

100%
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Where is your business, charity or organisation registered?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Bolton

N
0

%
0%

N
38

%
9%

N
47

%
15%

N
5

%
7%

Bury
Manchester

0
0

0%
0%

30
71

7%
16%

14
91

4%
29%

7
21

9%
28%

Oldham
Rochdale

0
0

0%
0%

40
21

9%
5%

41
31

13%
10%

8
7

11%
9%

Salford
Stockport

0
0

0%
0%

34
49

8%
11%

16
25

5%
8%

9
7

12%
9%

Tameside
Trafford

0
0

0%
0%

34
42

8%
10%

20
14

6%
4%

3
8

4%
11%

Wigan
Outside Greater Manchester

0
0

0%
0%

55
77

13%
18%

32
12

10%
4%

5
22

7%
29%

Don’t Know
Base

0
0

0%
0%

6
435

1%
100%

0
318

0%
100%

5
76

7%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

1
1

6%
6%

2
3

9%
14%

5
3

17%
10%

1
2

4%
9%

Manchester
Oldham

3
2

17%
11%

7
6

32%
27%

4
6

14%
21%

2
3

9%
13%

Rochdale
Salford

1
2

6%
11%

5
5

23%
23%

4
2

14%
7%

2
4

9%
17%

Stockport
Tameside

2
2

11%
11%

3
3

14%
14%

7
4

24%
14%

2
2

9%
9%

Trafford
Wigan

1
1

6%
6%

4
5

18%
23%

2
5

7%
17%

1
1

4%
4%

Outside Greater Manchester
Base

12
18

67%
100%

3
22

14%
100%

9
29

31%
100%

15
23

65%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

3
2

13%
8%

2
3

8%
12%

28
19

9%
6%

11
9

10%
8%

Manchester
Oldham

9
2

38%
8%

6
6

23%
23%

48
24

16%
8%

13
10

12%
9%

Rochdale
Salford

3
2

13%
8%

3
4

12%
15%

19
28

6%
9%

10
7

9%
6%

Stockport
Tameside

5
1

21%
4%

3
1

12%
4%

35
29

12%
10%

10
4

9%
4%

Trafford
Wigan

4
3

17%
13%

2
3

8%
12%

29
43

10%
14%

8
14

7%
13%

Outside Greater Manchester
Base

7
24

29%
100%

10
26

38%
100%

50
300

17%
100%

35
108

32%
100%
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What Sector does your business fall into?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Agriculture, forestry & fishing

N
0

%
0%

N
25

%
6%

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

Information & communication
Mining, quarrying & utilities

0
0

0%
0%

12
4

3%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Financial & insurance
Manufacturing

0
0

0%
0%

6
23

2%
6%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Property
Construction

0
0

0%
0%

16
83

4%
21%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Professional, scientific & technical
Motor trades

0
0

0%
0%

16
36

4%
9%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0

0%

7

2%

0

0%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

13
1

3%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Retail
Education

0
0

0%
0%

24
4

6%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Transport & storage
Health

0
0

0%
0%

83
5

21%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Accommodation & food services
Arts, entertainment, recreation & other

0

0%

5

1%

0

0%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

34
397

9%
100%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Business administration & support
services
Wholesale
Public administration & defence

Base
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Agriculture, forestry & fishing
Information & communication

0
1

0%
7%

0
1

0%
8%

7
2

7%
2%

4
1

19%
5%

Mining, quarrying & utilities
Financial & insurance

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
0

2%
0%

1
0

5%
0%

Manufacturing
Property

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

9
0

9%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Construction
Professional, scientific & technical

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

9
0

9%
0%

3
1

14%
5%

Motor trades
Business administration & support
services
Wholesale
Public administration & defence

0

0%

0

0%

17

17%

4

19%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

6
0

6%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Retail
Education

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

3
1

3%
1%

2
0

10%
0%

Transport & storage
Health

13
0

93%
0%

11
0

85%
0%

43
0

42%
0%

4
0

19%
0%

Accommodation & food services
Arts, entertainment, recreation & other

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
8%

1
2

1%
2%

0
1

0%
5%

Base

14

100%

13

100%

102

100%

21

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Agriculture, forestry & fishing
Information & communication

0
1

0%
7%

21
5

8%
2%

0
1

0%
8%

0
1

0%
20%

Mining, quarrying & utilities
Financial & insurance

0
0

0%
0%

3
1

1%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Manufacturing
Property

1
0

7%
0%

20
14

7%
5%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Construction
Professional, scientific & technical

0
0

0%
0%

75
8

27%
3%

1
0

8%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Motor trades
Business administration & support
services
Wholesale
Public administration & defence

2

14%

27

10%

2

17%

4

80%

0

0%

2

1%

0

0%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

10
1

4%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Retail
Education

0
0

0%
0%

19
0

7%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Transport & storage
Health

10
0

71%
0%

49
2

18%
1%

8
0

67%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Accommodation & food services
Arts, entertainment, recreation & other

0
0

0%
0%

2
20

1%
7%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Base

14

100%

279

100%

12

100%

5

100%
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What is the size of your business?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Sole trader/self-employed (1 person)

N
0

%
0%

N
177

%
42%

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

Micro business (2-9 employees)
Small business (10-49 employees)

0
0

0%
0%

128
65

30%
15%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Medium business (50-249 employees)
Large business (250+ employees)

0
0

0%
0%

38
14

9%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Base

0

0%

422

100%

0

0%

0

0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Sole trader/self-employed (1 person)
Micro business (2-9 employees)

2
1

13%
7%

0
3

0%
23%

13
31

13%
30%

9
6

39%
26%

Small business (10-49 employees)
Medium business (50-249 employees)

4
6

27%
40%

7
3

54%
23%

26
23

25%
23%

6
2

26%
9%

Large business (250+ employees)
Base

2
15

13%
100%

0
13

0%
100%

9
102

9%
100%

0
23

0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Sole trader/self-employed (1 person)
Micro business (2-9 employees)

0
2

0%
13%

109
96

39%
34%

4
2

31%
15%

15
1

83%
6%

Small business (10-49 employees)
Medium business (50-249 employees)

4
5

27%
33%

41
26

14%
9%

4
3

31%
23%

1
1

6%
6%

Large business (250+ employees)
Base

4
15

27%
100%

11
283

4%
100%

0
13

0%
100%

0
18

0%
100%

Are you a...
Respondent type
General Public

Licensed hackney driver – own vehicle
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my home
address
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at my
home address
Licensed private hire driver – own
vehicle
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my home
address
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at my
home address
Private hire operator
Base

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N
0

%
0%

N

%
0%

N
128

%
39%

N
0

%
0%

0

0%

0

0%

13

4%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

3

1%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

152

46%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

10

3%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

2

1%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

22
330

7%
100%

0
0

0%
0%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Licensed hackney driver – own
vehicle
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my
home address
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at
my home address
Licensed private hire driver – own
vehicle
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my
home address
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at
my home address
Private hire operator
Base

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1

50%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1

25%

0

0%

2

100%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

3
4

75%
100%

9
9

100%
100%

0
2

0%
100%

1
2

50%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Licensed hackney driver – own vehicle
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my home
address
Licensed hackney driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at my
home address
Licensed private hire driver – own
vehicle
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is kept at my home
address
Licensed private hire driver – rent a
licensed vehicle that is not kept at my
home address
Private hire operator
Base

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

0

0%

1

33%

4

2%

125

89%

0

0%

0

0%

1

1%

12

9%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

2

1%

1

33%

0

0%

148

87%

1

1%

0

0%

0

0%

7

4%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

2

1%

0

0%

2
3

67%
100%

2
3

67%
100%

9
171

5%
100%

1
141

1%
100%
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Which district are you licensed with?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Bolton

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
51

%
15%

N
0

%
0%

Bury
Manchester

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

15
95

4%
28%

0
0

0%
0%

Oldham
Rochdale

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

41
40

12%
12%

0
0

0%
0%

Salford
Stockport

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

20
34

6%
10%

0
0

0%
0%

Tameside
Trafford

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

25
19

7%
6%

0
0

0%
0%

Wigan
Outside Greater Manchester (please
write in)
Don’t Know

0

0%

0

0%

39

11%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

18

5%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

4

1%

0

0%

Base

0

0%

0

0%

341

100%

0

0%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

1
1

25%
25%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
2

22%
22%

Manchester
Oldham

1
1

25%
25%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
2

22%
22%

Rochdale
Salford

1
1

25%
25%

1
0

100%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
2

22%
22%

Stockport
Tameside

1
2

25%
50%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
50%

2
3

22%
33%

Trafford
Wigan

1
1

25%
25%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
2

22%
22%

3

75%

0

0%

1

50%

8

89%

4

100%

1

100%

2

100%

9

100%

Outside Greater Manchester (please
write in)
Base
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

2
1

29%
14%

1
1

25%
25%

2
1

50%
25%

1
0

50%
0%

Manchester
Oldham

4
1

57%
14%

0
0

0%
0%

2
1

50%
25%

0
1

0%
50%

Rochdale
Salford

1
1

14%
14%

0
0

0%
0%

1
2

25%
50%

0
0

0%
0%

Stockport
Tameside

1
1

14%
14%

0
0

0%
0%

1
1

25%
25%

0
0

0%
0%

Trafford
Wigan

1
2

14%
29%

0
2

0%
50%

2
1

50%
25%

0
0

0%
0%

2

29%

1

25%

2

50%

0

0%

7

100%

4

100%

4

100%

2

100%

Outside Greater Manchester (please
write in)
Base
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How old are you?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Under 13

N
4

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

13-17
18-24

10
71

0%
2%

0
3

0%
2%

0
1

0%
0%

0
1

0%
3%

25-34
35-44

435
588

14%
19%

20
35

11%
20%

28
100

8%
30%

3
1

8%
3%

45-54
55-64

605
685

19%
22%

52
46

29%
26%

89
77

27%
23%

6
14

15%
36%

65-74
75+

478
89

15%
3%

10
0

6%
0%

19
2

6%
1%

11
1

28%
3%

Prefer not to say
Base

183
3148

6%
100%

11
177

6%
100%

18
334

5%
100%

2
39

5%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Under 13
13-17

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

18-24
25-34

1
6

3%
18%

0
4

0%
31%

1
8

2%
16%

10
28

4%
11%

35-44
45-54

6
4

18%
12%

3
1

23%
8%

8
11

16%
22%

45
79

18%
32%

55-64
65-74

6
4

18%
12%

4
0

31%
0%

17
3

34%
6%

60
12

25%
5%

75+
Prefer not to say

0
6

0%
18%

0
1

0%
8%

1
1

2%
2%

1
9

0%
4%

Base

33

100%

13

100%

50

100%

244

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Under 13
13-17

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

18-24
25-34

0
3

0%
14%

5
60

1%
15%

1
27

1%
14%

0
6

0%
4%

35-44
45-54

7
4

33%
19%

92
104

23%
25%

69
38

36%
20%

32
57

20%
36%

55-64
65-74

3
0

14%
0%

93
27

23%
7%

39
5

21%
3%

38
18

24%
11%

75+
Prefer not to say

1
3

5%
14%

1
26

0%
6%

1
10

1%
5%

1
8

1%
5%

Base

21

100%

408

100%

190

100%

160

100%
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How do you describe your gender?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

A man (including Trans Man)

N
1638

%
53%

N
121

%
75%

N
237

%
72%

N
21

%
55%

A woman (including Trans Woman)
Non-binary

996
26

32%
1%

15
3

9%
2%

8
1

2%
0%

13
0

34%
0%

In another way
Prefer not to say

29
415

1%
13%

1
21

1%
13%

2
79

1%
24%

0
4

0%
11%

Base

3104

100%

161

100%

327

100%

38

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A man (including Trans Man)
A woman (including Trans Woman)

19
2

66%
7%

10
1

77%
8%

35
9

70%
18%

41
163

17%
67%

Non-binary
In another way

0
1

0%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
2%

2
2

1%
1%

Prefer not to say
Base

7
29

24%
100%

2
13

15%
100%

5
50

10%
100%

35
243

14%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

A man (including Trans Man)
A woman (including Trans Woman)

16
1

76%
5%

251
85

63%
21%

138
7

74%
4%

98
3

69%
2%

Non-binary
In another way

0
1

0%
5%

3
2

1%
1%

1
2

1%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

3
21

14%
100%

56
397

14%
100%

39
187

21%
100%

42
143

29%
100%

Do you identify as trans/transgender?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

17
2678

1%
86%

0
135

0%
84%

8
222

2%
69%

0
33

0%
87%

In some ways
Prefer not to say

20
383

1%
12%

2
23

1%
14%

1
93

0%
29%

0
5

0%
13%

Base

3098

100%

160

100%

324

100%

38

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

0
18

0%
64%

0
11

0%
85%

1
42

2%
84%

1
206

0%
85%

In some ways
Prefer not to say

0
10

0%
36%

0
2

0%
15%

1
6

2%
12%

0
36

0%
15%

Base

28

100%

13

100%

50

100%

243

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes
No

0
15

0%
71%

3
334

1%
84%

4
133

2%
72%

4
94

3%
66%

In some ways
Prefer not to say

0
6

0%
29%

3
58

1%
15%

1
48

1%
26%

0
45

0%
31%

Base

21

100%

398

100%

186

100%

143

100%

Which of the following best describes how you think of yourself?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Bisexual

N
94

%
4%

N
19

%
13%

N
37

%
19%

N
1

%
3%

Gay man
Gay woman or lesbian

131
45

5%
2%

0
2

0%
1%

2
0

1%
0%

2
0

6%
0%

Heterosexual
Other sexual orientation

2170
30

88%
1%

119
1

84%
1%

150
1

79%
1%

30
0

91%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

0
2470

0%
100%

0
141

0%
100%

0
190

0%
100%

0
33

0%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bisexual
Gay man

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
9%

3
0

8%
0%

4
4

2%
2%

Gay woman or lesbian
Heterosexual

0
17

0%
100%

0
9

0%
82%

0
34

0%
92%

4
181

2%
93%

Other sexual orientation
Prefer not to say

0
0

0%
0%

1
0

9%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

1
0

1%
0%

Base

17

100%

11

100%

37

100%

194

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bisexual
Gay man

1
1

7%
7%

15
2

5%
1%

15
3

15%
3%

40
0

36%
0%

Gay woman or lesbian
Heterosexual

0
12

0%
86%

3
299

1%
93%

0
79

0%
81%

0
71

0%
64%

Other sexual orientation
Prefer not to say

0
0

0%
0%

1
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Base

14

100%

320

100%

97

100%

111

100%
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What is your religion?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Buddhist

N
17

%
1%

N
1

%
1%

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

Christian
Hindu

1028
10

33%
0%

62
0

35%
0%

57
2

17%
1%

17
0

44%
0%

Jewish
Muslim

24
55

1%
2%

0
17

0%
10%

1
175

0%
53%

1
1

3%
3%

Sikh
Other religion

1
62

0%
2%

0
5

0%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
3%

No religion
Prefer not to say

1406
510

45%
16%

64
27

36%
15%

29
67

9%
20%

12
7

31%
18%

Base

3113

100%

176

100%

331

100%

39

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Buddhist
Christian

0
7

0%
24%

0
4

0%
31%

1
17

2%
35%

1
105

0%
43%

Hindu
Jewish

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

1
0

2%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Muslim
Sikh

1
0

3%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

2
0

4%
0%

1
0

0%
0%

Other religion
No religion

1
11

3%
38%

0
6

0%
46%

0
16

0%
33%

3
91

1%
37%

Prefer not to say
Base

9
29

31%
100%

3
13

23%
100%

12
49

24%
100%

42
243

17%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Buddhist
Christian

0
8

0%
38%

2
137

0%
34%

0
27

0%
14%

0
26

0%
16%

Hindu
Jewish

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
0%

2
0

1%
0%

1
1

1%
1%

Muslim
Sikh

1
0

5%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

100
0

53%
0%

91
0

58%
0%

Other religion
No religion

0
7

0%
33%

9
186

2%
46%

1
15

1%
8%

1
15

1%
9%

Prefer not to say
Base

5
21

24%
100%

66
401

16%
100%

44
189

23%
100%

23
158

15%
100%
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What is your ethnic group?
Respondent type
General Public

Asian or Asian British - Indian
Asian or Asian British - Pakistani
Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British - Chinese
Asian or Asian British - Kashmiri
Asian or Asian British - Any other
Asian background
Black or Black British - Caribbean
Black or Black British - African
Black or Black British - Any other Black
background
Mixed - White and Black Caribbean

Business

Taxi

Representatives

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

10
32

0%
1%

0
16

0%
9%

20
117

6%
35%

0
1

0%
3%

6
9

0%
0%

0
2

0%
1%

10
1

3%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0

0%

2

1%

23

7%

0

0%

4

0%

0

0%

9

3%

0

0%

8
8

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

1
6

0%
2%

0
0

0%
0%

6

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

9

0%

1

1%

0

0%

0

0%

Mixed - White and Black African
Mixed - White and Asian

3
18

0%
1%

1
0

1%
0%

0
1

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Mixed - Any other mixed background
White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British
White - Irish

16

1%

1

1%

0

0%

0

0%

2400

77%

129

73%

86

26%

31

79%

41

1%

1

1%

2

1%

2

5%

White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
White - Eastern European

2
23

0%
1%

2
1

1%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

White - Any other White background
Other ethnic group - Arab

122
2

4%
0%

1
0

1%
0%

5
0

2%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

Other ethnic group - Other
Prefer not to say

14
392

0%
13%

1
18

1%
10%

2
48

1%
15%

0
5

0%
13%

Base

3125

100%

176

100%

331

100%

39

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Asian or Asian British - Indian
Asian or Asian British - Pakistani

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

1
2

2%
4%

1
0

0%
0%

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British - Chinese

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
2%

0
0

0%
0%

Asian or Asian British - Kashmiri
Asian or Asian British - Any other
Asian background
Black or Black British - Caribbean
Black or Black British - African

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
2%

0
0

0%
0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Mixed - White and Black African
Mixed - White and Asian

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
0%

Mixed - Any other mixed background
White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British
White - Irish

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

19

66%

11

85%

39

78%

206

85%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
White - Eastern European

0
1

0%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

White - Any other White background
Other ethnic group - Arab

2
0

7%
0%

1
0

8%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

8
0

3%
0%

Other ethnic group - Other
Prefer not to say

0
7

0%
24%

0
1

0%
8%

0
6

0%
12%

0
27

0%
11%

Base

29

100%

13

100%

50

100%

243

100%

Black or Black British - Any other Black
background
Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Asian or Asian British - Indian
Asian or Asian British - Pakistani

1
0

5%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

19
62

10%
33%

2
67

1%
42%

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British - Chinese

0
1

0%
5%

0
2

0%
0%

10
2

5%
1%

0
0

0%
0%

Asian or Asian British - Kashmiri
Asian or Asian British - Any other
Asian background
Black or Black British - Caribbean
Black or Black British - African

0

0%

0

0%

7

4%

18

11%

0

0%

0

0%

7

4%

1

1%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
0%

1
4

1%
2%

0
2

0%
1%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

2

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Mixed - White and Black African
Mixed - White and Asian

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
1

0%
1%

Mixed - Any other mixed background
White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British
White - Irish

0

0%

1

0%

0

0%

0

0%

14

67%

330

81%

42

22%

43

27%

1

5%

6

1%

0

0%

2

1%

White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
White - Eastern European

0
1

0%
5%

2
1

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

White - Any other White background
Other ethnic group - Arab

0
0

0%
0%

9
0

2%
0%

4
0

2%
0%

3
0

2%
0%

Other ethnic group - Other
Prefer not to say

0
3

0%
14%

1
50

0%
12%

1
30

1%
16%

1
18

1%
11%

Base

21

100%

405

100%

189

100%

158

100%

Black or Black British - Any other Black
background
Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
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Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes, limited a lot

N
159

%
5%

N
10

%
6%

N
6

%
2%

N
2

%
5%

Yes, limited a little
No

454
2211

15%
71%

18
129

10%
74%

27
241

8%
73%

5
29

13%
74%

Prefer not to say
Base

289
3113

9%
100%

17
174

10%
100%

54
328

16%
100%

3
39

8%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Yes, limited a lot

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
2

%
4%

N
11

%
5%

Yes, limited a little
No

4
19

14%
68%

1
12

8%
92%

4
38

8%
78%

30
182

12%
75%

Prefer not to say
Base

5
0

18%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

5
0

10%
0%

20
0

8%
0%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

Yes, limited a lot

N
0

%
0%

N
19

%
5%

N
2

%
1%

N
5

%
3%

Yes, limited a little
No

5
13

25%
65%

48
290

12%
72%

15
138

8%
74%

12
116

8%
74%

Prefer not to say
Base

2
0

10%
0%

46
0

11%
0%

31
0

17%
0%

24
0

15%
0%
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Disability
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Learning disability

N
27

%
4%

N
2

%
7%

N
1

%
3%

N
0

%
0%

Mental ill health
Mobility disability

112
284

18%
46%

6
12

21%
43%

0
7

0%
21%

0
5

0%
71%

Sensory disability
Other disability

47
168

8%
27%

3
9

11%
32%

0
5

0%
15%

1
2

14%
29%

Prefer not to say
Base

96
613

16%
100%

3
28

11%
100%

20
33

61%
100%

0
7

0%
100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

Learning disability

N
0

%
0%

N
0

%
0%

N
2

%
5%

N
0

%
0%

Mental ill health
Mobility disability

0
1

0%
25%

2
8

14%
57%

5
23

12%
56%

0
0

0%
0%

Sensory disability
Other disability

0
2

0%
50%

0
5

0%
36%

4
11

10%
27%

0
0

0%
0%

Prefer not to say
Base

1
4

25%
100%

0
14

0%
100%

3
41

7%
100%

1
1

100%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Learning disability
Mental ill health

9
36

8%
31%

0
1

0%
20%

3
11

4%
16%

0
1

0%
17%

Mobility disability
Sensory disability

35
15

30%
13%

1
0

20%
0%

33
5

49%
7%

4
1

67%
17%

Other disability
Prefer not to say

40
12

34%
10%

1
2

20%
40%

17
13

25%
19%

0
1

0%
17%

Base

117

100%

5

100%

67

100%

6

100%

Are you more vulnerable to air pollution for health reasons (e.g. pregnant or suffer from asthma or a heart condition)?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Yes – it affects me a lot

N
173

%
6%

N
8

%
5%

N
6

%
2%

N
3

%
8%

Yes – it affects me a little
No

561
2101

18%
68%

27
120

16%
70%

27
246

8%
76%

6
28

15%
72%

Prefer not to say
Base

263
3098

8%
100%

17
172

10%
100%

45
324

14%
100%

2
39

5%
100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes – it affects me a lot
Yes – it affects me a little

1
5

2%
11%

0
2

0%
7%

1
6

1%
4%

5
34

2%
13%

No
Prefer not to say

17
5

37%
11%

11
0

41%
0%

40
2

28%
1%

185
18

71%
7%

Base

46

100%

27

100%

143

100%

262

100%

Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes – it affects me a lot
Yes – it affects me a little

0
2

0%
5%

13
57

2%
10%

5
15

2%
7%

3
13

2%
8%

No
Prefer not to say

16
2

37%
5%

283
44

47%
7%

134
29

67%
14%

123
18

75%
11%

Base

43

100%

598

100%

201

100%

165

100%
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Where do you live?
Respondent type
General Public

Business

Taxi

Representatives

Bolton

N
251

%
7%

N
12

%
7%

N
47

%
14%

N
4

%
10%

Bury
Manchester

257
980

7%
26%

8
23

5%
13%

12
66

4%
20%

2
2

5%
5%

Oldham
Rochdale

190
164

5%
4%

20
4

11%
2%

46
38

14%
12%

5
2

12%
5%

Salford
Stockport

243
516

6%
14%

8
19

5%
11%

14
29

4%
9%

6
5

15%
12%

Tameside
Trafford

268
354

7%
9%

16
20

9%
11%

20
14

6%
4%

5
3

12%
7%

Wigan
Outside Greater Manchester (please
write in)
Base

295

8%

30

17%

28

9%

3

7%

277

7%

17

10%

14

4%

4

10%

3795

100%

177

100%

328

100%

41

100%
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £60 to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone?
Bus

Coach

HGV

HGV Leisure

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

4
1

13%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

3
0

6%
0%

19
10

8%
4%

Manchester
Oldham

2
4

7%
13%

0
1

0%
8%

1
7

2%
14%

9
17

4%
7%

Rochdale
Salford

2
1

7%
3%

1
1

8%
8%

4
4

8%
8%

10
6

4%
2%

Stockport
Tameside

3
6

10%
20%

1
1

8%
8%

5
6

10%
12%

22
19

9%
8%

Trafford
Wigan

1
1

3%
3%

0
0

0%
0%

1
10

2%
20%

17
29

7%
12%

5

17%

7

58%

9

18%

86

35%

30

100%

12

100%

50

100%

244

100%

Outside Greater Manchester (please
write in)
Base
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Vehicles owned with a proposed daily charge of £10 or below to enter or travel in the Clean Air Zone
Minibus

Van/LGV

Private Hire Vehicle

Hackney Carriage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Bolton
Bury

3
2

15%
10%

36
23

9%
6%

44
5

24%
3%

0
7

0%
4%

Manchester
Oldham

3
0

15%
0%

50
27

12%
7%

39
13

21%
7%

30
48

19%
30%

Rochdale
Salford

1
2

5%
10%

12
26

3%
6%

29
13

16%
7%

8
4

5%
3%

Stockport
Tameside

2
2

10%
10%

47
47

12%
12%

8
9

4%
5%

22
12

14%
8%

Trafford
Wigan

1
3

5%
15%

25
55

6%
14%

4
13

2%
7%

12
15

8%
9%

Outside Greater Manchester
Base

1
20

5%
100%

57
405

14%
100%

7
184

4%
100%

2
160

1%
100%
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Appendix C Questionnaire
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Appendix D Qualitative Discussions
Introduction
Poor air quality is the largest environmental risk to human health and whilst air quality has
been improving over time, pollutants remain a concern in many urban areas, including Greater
Manchester.
Since 2010, the UK has been in breach of the legal limits of levels of Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
in major urban areas, with road transport responsible for a significant proportion of roadside
concentrations. In response, the Government is working with more than 60 local authorities,
including the Greater Manchester districts, across the UK to improve air quality. This includes
a specific direction to introduce a Clean Air Plan (CAP) to bring NO 2 levels within legal limits
in “the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest”.
Eight Greater Manchester authorities were initially identified by the Government as having
roads which are expected to continue to exceed the maximum legal limits of NO2 in 2021.
However, local air quality modelling has shown that there are exceedances in all ten authorities
and action needs to be taken to address the issue.
The core aim of the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan (GM CAP) is to remove all roadside
concentrations of NO2 that have been forecast to exceed the legal limits in the shortest possible
time in line with Government guidance. Greater Manchester expects once the CAP has been
implemented, by 2024, roadside NO2 limits will have been met across Greater Manchester.
The GM CAP consultation was held between Thursday 8th October and Thursday 3rd
December 2020 for a period of eight weeks. The wider consultation sought views about the
proposed Clean Air Zone (CAZ), and funding packages designed to support owners of noncompliant vehicles upgrade. The consultation provided an opportunity for all those with an
interest in the proposals to provide feedback.
In order to get a greater depth of understanding of the possible impacts of the proposals,
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM), on behalf of the 10 Local Authorities of Greater
Manchester, commissioned AECOM to manage and moderate a series of qualitative research
to run parallel with the main public consultation.
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Research Objectives
Qualitative research was undertaken with groups most likely to be affected by the proposals
This research ran alongside the consultation survey and explored in detail perceptions of the
proposals, the impacts of the proposals and thoughts on the proposed funding assistance to
mitigate potential impacts. The outputs will complement the formal consultation findings.
The key questions to answer from the qualitative research were:
•

Understanding the scale of the air pollution challenge, who or what they believe contributes
the most to air pollution in general and how they are, or may be, personally affected by it;

•

The response to both the charging and mitigation measures being proposed in the CAP,
e.g. types of vehicles affected and unaffected, charges by vehicle type, funding available
for these affected vehicles, and interest in taking up packages of support;

•

The impacts of each of the measures on them personally and / or their business and / or
economic opportunities;

•

A review of the response to the measures;

•

When more information is offered, whether the proposed support is adequate to reduce
any adverse economic impacts on them personally and / or their business;

•

The impact of Covid-19 on their current travel behaviour; and

•

The impact of Covid-19 on their ability to respond to the charging CAZ and the potential
scale of funding support available.
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Methodology
Qualitative research offers additional value by giving a voice to the type of respondents who
may be impacted by the introduction of a CAZ, whether directly or indirectly. The use of
qualitative research enhances understanding of the expected impacts, for example,
understanding how people are going to respond to the CAZ requirements.
Sample Profile
In consultation with the client, the research was split into two groups of individuals and
businesses as follows:
Twelve focus groups with members of
the public
Ten groups with residents from across
all districts of Greater Manchester.
Two groups with individuals who live
outside the Greater Manchester region,
but travel into the region

Ten focus groups with businesses who
have at least one non-compliant vehicle
Seven groups based within the Greater
Manchester region.
Three groups based outside the region
but undertake work or travel within the
region for business purposes.

In addition to the groups, AECOM undertook six depth interviews with businesses who were
unable to attend a group setting, to ensure the range of required business types were included.
Greater Manchester has been directed by Government to introduce a charging CAZ Class C
across the region. This means owners or registered keepers of the following vehicle types will
be required to pay a daily charge for driving into or within the zone. Therefore, we spoke to
the following people:
•

Licensed hackney carriages;

•

Licensed private hire vehicles (PHVs);

•

Buses;

•

Coaches;

•

Minibuses;

•

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs), such as vans; and

•

Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs).

The charge is applicable unless the vehicle is compliant with the vehicle emission standards
set out in Government’s CAZ Framework.1
Individuals’ Profile
A total of 72 individuals took part in the qualitative research about the GM CAP. Table 3.1
shows the respondents’ demographic profile and other key criteria for each group.

1

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zoneframework-feb2020.pdf
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Table 3.1: Demographic Profiles of Individuals’ Groups
Location

Type of Respondent

Criteria

Aged 18-40
Mix of genders

Predominantly bus and taxi users within
the Greater Manchester region

Aged 40+
Mix of genders

Predominantly bus and taxi users within
the Greater Manchester region

Group 3: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 18-40
Mix of genders
Mix of Black and Minority
Ethnic (BAME)
All have young children or
families

Mix of modes used within Greater
Manchester
Live in areas of poor air quality
Mix of income levels

Group 4: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 18-40
Mix of genders
Mix of BAME
All have young children or
families

Mix of modes used within Greater
Manchester
Mix of income levels

Group 5: Inside Greater
Manchester

Any age
Mix of genders
Mix of disabilities

Taxi and PHV users at least once a
fortnight

Group 6: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 41+
Mix of genders
Mix of respondents with
respiratory conditions

50% from poor air quality areas and
50% other areas

Group 7: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 18-45
Mix of genders
Mix of respondents with
respiratory conditions
Young children and families

50% from poor air quality areas and
50% other areas

Group 8: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 18-34
Mix of genders
Mix of BAME respondents

Mix of modes used
From poor air quality areas
Low income areas

Group 9: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 35+
Mix of genders
Mix of BAME respondents

Mix of modes used
From poor air quality areas
Low income areas

Group 10: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 18-34
Female only participants

Group 11: Inside Greater
Manchester

Aged 65+
Mix of genders

Bus and taxi / PHV users within Greater
Manchester region
Low income areas
Bus and taxi users within Greater
Manchester region
Low income

Group 12: Inside Greater
Manchester

Any age

Group 1: Outside Greater
Manchester, but travel into
region
Group 2: Outside Greater
Manchester, but travel into
GM Region

Depth 1*: Outside Greater
Manchester, but travel into
region

Mix of genders

Have non-compliant vehicle e.g.
motorcaravan / horsebox

Female

Horsebox owner

*this respondent could not attend their group due to unforeseen circumstances so was interviewed at a later date

Businesses Respondents’ Profile
A total of 38 business respondents took part in the GM CAP qualitative research and the
breakdown can be seen in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Business Group Sectors
Group / Sector

Criteria

Group Business 1 (B1): Agriculture / Construction / Waste
management
Group Business 2 (B2): Minibus / Coach

Outside Greater Manchester, but
travel into region

Group Business 3 (B3): Retail
Group Business 4 (B4): Agriculture / Construction / Waste
management
Group Business 5 (B5): Night-time economy (food / retail /
hospitality)
Group Business 6 (B6): Retail
Group Business 7 (B7): Manufacturing / HGV
Group Business 8 (B8): Company / owners of coach / minibus,
including charities (e.g. voluntary sector)

Inside Greater Manchester
At least three districts of Greater
Manchester represented

Group Business 9 (B9): Van owners (construction / retail)
Group Business 10 (B10): Van owner (mix e.g. mobile
gardener / florist / hairdresser)
Depth 2: Waste management business

Inside Greater Manchester

Depth 3: Manufacturing business

Inside Greater Manchester

Depth 4: Coach / Minibus business

Outside Greater Manchester, but
travel into Greater Manchester

Depth 5: Plumbing and Gas business

Inside Greater Manchester

Depth 6: Butchers business

Outside Greater Manchester, but
travel into Greater Manchester

Recruitment
All participants were screened to ensure they met the eligibility criteria for the focus group or
depth interview they were being recruited for. Anyone who worked in public transport, for TfGM
or the 10 GM Local Authorities was excluded from participating in the research. Participants
were told the purpose of the research was to understand their awareness and views of the
GM CAP and the impact on them and others.
All groups with individuals and businesses were structured to last up to one hour and 30
minutes to allow comprehensive coverage of the topics. Five participants were recruited for
each group and all groups comprised of three to five participants. Owing to the Covid-19
pandemic and constraints on staging traditional face-to-face focus groups in person, the
groups were completed virtually (using Microsoft Teams or Zoom). The virtual nature of the
groups meant it was considered more practical to have more groups with fewer respondents
in a group to ensure the same level of detail and discussion was achieved as would be in a
more traditional face-to-face session.
In addition to the groups, six businesses took part in depth interviews using Microsoft Teams,
Zoom or by telephone, in which a similar discussion guide to the one used in the focus groups
was utilised. The content was tailored to them, their trade and the industry. Interviews were
completed one-on-one with an experienced moderator and lasted up to 60 minutes.
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Discussion Guide
The basis of the discussion was a topic guide, which was developed prior to the research
being undertaken. This acted as an aide-memoire to the moderator to ensure all topics were
covered during the focus groups. A copy of the guides can be found in Appendix A and
Appendix B. Topics covered included:
•

Air quality;

•

CAP proposals;

•

CAZ;

•

Vehicles and exemptions;

•

Funding and charging;

•

Impact on businesses with affected vehicles;

•

Impact on individuals with affected vehicles;

•

Impact on individuals without affected vehicles; and

•

Impacts of Covid-19.

Each moderator was provided with the following documentation alongside the discussion
guide:
•

Summary of the key information in the consultation documents e.g. boundary, funding etc.
to ensure all respondent have had the same information;

•

Consultation document; and

•

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).

Before the programme of groups and depth interviews began, TfGM and AECOM held a joint
briefing session for all moderators to explain the objectives of the research and outline the
details and materials needed to undertake moderation of the groups. This ensured consistency
across all groups.
Moderation
The focus groups and depth interviews were moderated by trained and experienced
moderators. The moderator stimulated the discussion using their knowledge of the study topic,
with the assistance of a discussion guide, a list of FAQs and slides with key information on,
taking into consideration the research objectives.
Throughout the discussion, the moderator introduced different topic areas (based on the
discussion guide), information on the range of proposals to promote discussion and debate.
Participants were encouraged to discuss the issues within the group and not simply respond
to a set of questions posed by the moderator. Participants were asked to give reasons for their
points of view and respond to others they may or may not agree with.
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Findings
Air Quality
The first task within the focus groups was to understand respondents’ awareness and opinion
on air quality, in general, within Greater Manchester. Following this, the focus group sought to
understand if there is any impact on the respondents or their business and what respondents’
views are on air pollution currently and whether they believe action needs to be taken.
Air Quality - Individuals
The consensus amongst members of the public was the level of air quality is generally poor
in Greater Manchester and needs to be improved. Many felt there was a noticeable difference
between urban areas in GM and more rural areas on the periphery and outside the region.
"Grim, if you go outside of Manchester, there’s a grey cloud that hovers over
Manchester. If you go anywhere, I go walking in the Peak District a lot and you can
see Manchester and, honestly, there is just a grey cloud over Manchester all the time.
It is definitely very badly polluted.” (Public, G10, Female only group, Aged 18-34, Bus/
Taxi users, Low income areas, Inside GM)
However, a handful of respondents had previously lived in other big cities and stated the air
quality seemed better in Manchester compared to other cities, such as London.
Some respondents in the groups had respiratory illnesses, such as asthma. Several
respondents with asthma said it was noticeable when the level of air quality was poorer,
through changes in their breathing.
"So, I am asthmatic, so once there’s a change in, not just smells, like dust, anything,
there’s just the change and it’s not clean, I can tell instantly and even when someone
else cannot smell it, my body already tells, I can feel it. So, for that reason, I’m
concerned as well about air pollution and so many, actually, health conditions are
brought on by air pollution and most people don’t know. So yeah, it’s very important
to me.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in poor air quality areas, Aged 18-34,
Inside GM)
“Yeah, the thought process was, I have asthma as well, and I noticed the difference. I
used to live closer to town last year, and now I’ve moved back with my in-laws and it’s
kind of outside of Stockport, and my asthma got better because of the air quality, you
can clearly tell the difference, so I was just nodding to that.” (Public, G4, Mix of modes
used, Mix of income levels, Aged 18-40, Inside GM)
When asked who is responsible for improving air quality, this was met with a range of
responses. Some respondents stated everyone plays a part in being responsible.
“I personally think we’re responsible. There’s only so much the Government can do
and I think it’s important that we …, lots of things come down to education and if we
educate ourselves on certain things, just on what it is in the first instance and the
consequences of it, then we’ll know to individually do what we can to help. There’s
only so much, like I said, they can do. There’s so many areas to focus on, so it’s like
the little bits we all do sums up to a lot.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in poor
air quality areas, Aged 18-34, Inside GM)
Others felt specific groups or organisations were more responsible than others for improving
air quality.
“I would say maybe it’s more the council, though, because they have their facilities to
be able to put in initiatives that they want to use, like what sort of fuel the bus has, it’s
not our responsibility, sort of thing, so I’d say, yeah, everyone does have responsibility,
but there’s certain people that can facilitate it more.” (Public, G10, Female only group,
Aged 18-34, Bus/ Taxi users, Low income areas, Inside GM)
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When asked what barriers there are to improving air quality, many respondents referenced
general time pressures in their lives as reasons why they chose to travel by car rather than a
more sustainable mode.
“I always book trains home and then don’t give myself time to get the bus or whatever,
and then I end up getting an Uber instead or something, stuff that you could avoid, but
you know.” (Public, G10, Female only group, Aged 18-34, Bus/ Taxi users, Low income
areas, Inside GM)
“I think daily pressures, like everything has to be very instant and quick, so if you have
to get somewhere you can’t afford to like take your time cycling or this or that, you have
to just like be there and you’re rushing to take your kids to school or whatever, don’t
know what everyone else’s situation is, things like that.” (Public, G10, Female only
group, Aged 18-34, Bus/ Taxi users, Low income areas, Inside GM)
Air Quality - Businesses
All respondents in the business focus groups were asked what they thought of the current air
quality in Greater Manchester, and there was a mixed response to this question across the
groups.
Some respondents felt the air quality in Greater Manchester is not as bad as elsewhere, whilst
some respondents stated compared to rural areas in and close to Greater Manchester, it is
worse within the more urban areas of Greater Manchester.
“I would have thought it’s not good, it’s a very congested area, high volume of traffic,
so I would have thought the air quality isn’t good. Just speaking as a layman, it’s an
inner city, so yeah, I’m probably stating the obvious there. (Business, Minibus / Coach,
B2, Outside GM)
Most respondents thought the very centre of Greater Manchester (i.e. the Regional Centre)
was the worst area for poor air quality and cited peak traffic and congestion as the source for
this problem.
“Well, I would say clean air would be moving further towards the countryside. The
further you move towards the trees and the greenery, the cleaner the air is going to be.
If you’re in a congested area, such as an inner city with peak time traffic, you’re not
going to get that. How can you produce more clean air within an inner city? I don’t
know.” (Business, HGV / LGV, B1: Agriculture, Construction, Outside GM)
Many respondents stated air quality and air pollution is a problem, but although they recognise
that, it is not necessarily a priority to them or their business.
“Definitely an important issue, it’s got to be up there as an important issue, you know,
with climate change and with moving into a market and an industry that’s growing year
on year and producing more pollution, it has to be something that we’ve got to talk
about. We can’t ignore it,” (Business, HGV / LGV, B1: Agriculture, Construction,
Outside GM)
“I recognise that it is an issue, and we try to make sure our vehicles are cleaner than
others, but it isn’t a priority compared to some issues. Keeping the business afloat just
takes priority.” (Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
Some businesses felt quite strongly about what causes air pollution and focused on two types
of vehicles: cars and HGVs, as the main contributors to poor air quality.
“I think the problem is the amount of cars on the road. You’ve only got to see, because
at the minute, there’s hardly any cars on the road, so we’re not stuck in traffic, so we’re
not causing as much pollution, and my view is the amount of cars on the road. They
need to tackle that, because that’s the big issue.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B8,
Inside GM)
“Surely the big lorries and vans are contributing to the pollution more than other
vehicles?” (Public, G12: Campervan / Horseboxes)
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Some respondents also highlighted other issues, such as air traffic, factories and industries
as contributors to poor air quality. A couple of people felt that the priority should just be the
more damaging vehicles, not who owns them or who they belong to.
“Surely if you want the polluting vehicles off the road, surely the priority is you’ll be
taking the oldest ones off the road first, irrelevant of whether it’s a big firm or a small
firm operating them.” (Business, HGV, B7, Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
Some respondents observed when cars were off the road during the first lockdown the skies
were clearer, and less air pollution was evident.
“I think we should be concerned about it. Just because if you notice when we have to
lock down, the first lockdown, everything was locked, cleaner skies were a lot bluer,
and there wasn't this heavy polluted sky anymore.” (Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
A handful of businesses felt they do have to consider their carbon footprint as part of their
business operation, and their clients are also interested in that too, so it is something of
relevance within their business. This was mainly amongst HGV vehicle owners and any
vehicles registered for the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) program.
"As a company, we are aware of our carbon footprint. Most of our clients are, they
make demands on us regarding that., and they want to know everything we do, the
vehicles we use, our carbon footprint etc.". (Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
Whilst some businesses felt everyone has a responsibility for improving air quality, some
businesses felt it was the Government’s issue rather than theirs.
“Personally, I would say central Government. The problem, when central Government
rolls it all out to the individual authorities, you get a very much scattergun approach
with piecemeal plans going on, depending on where you live. I would say the priority
should be for the central Government to set one process and apply it to all the regions,
but it seems a very much opposite approach that they’re taking.” (Business, HGV /
LGV, B1: Agriculture, Construction, Outside GM)
Awareness of the CAP Proposals
The number of respondents in either the individuals or business groups aware of the CAP
proposals was low. As a result, many respondents did not initially understand how they could
be impacted by the CAP proposals.
Awareness of the CAP - Individuals
A lot of the individuals were surprised by the news of these proposals and were taken aback
by who would be liable to pay a charge. Many felt the general public was part of the problem
too.
"I think it’s strange because there’s so many more people, there’s so many more cars
and HGVs and vans for driving into town, and I thought you’re meant to be encouraging
the people, not just the businesses. It feels like you’re targeting just businesses, rather
than individuals, and I think it’s the individuals that need to actually do the groundwork,
and we all need to contribute. It’s not really going to have any effect on people, really."
(Public, G3: Aged 18-40, All with young families and children, Mix of modes used, Live
in poor air quality areas, Inside GM)
“I’m surprised that it’s so far on and I’ve heard nothing about it, like when I got the thing
that said compliant vehicles, I didn’t even know what one of them was. But I think
there’ll be a lot of people who will suddenly find this thrust on them and they’ll think
where’s this come from and I don’t think it’s been publicised very well.” (Public, G14:
Campervan / Horsebox)
The term ‘Clean Air’ was not completely unfamiliar to many across the groups, but when
pushed on detail or any sort of explanation as to what the proposals could involve, many did
not know or could not tell the moderator any further detail.
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“Something to do with bringing in restrictions and about the clean zones or something
right?” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in poor air quality areas, Aged 18-34,
Inside GM)
Some individuals felt this was a positive step, but it wasn’t potentially going far enough.
"It’s definitely a step in the right direction, but if private cars aren’t charged and then
maybe prices go up, I don’t see how it would limit peoples travel or impact it." (Public,
G10, Female only group, Aged 18-34, Bus / Taxi users, Low income areas, Inside
GM)
“I think because private vehicles aren’t banned and stuff like that or are not going to
be charged, I don’t think there’ll be a positive. There’ll probably be a slight positive
effect, but some people will have to give up their vehicles, because they can’t do that
type of work anymore or whatever, it’ll have to change. I think there’ll be some effect,
but I don’t think it’ll be the massive effect that they expect, or they hope.” (Public, G3,
Aged 18-40, All with young families or children, Live in poor air quality areas, Inside
GM)
“In my opinion I don’t think it’ll change anything, as long as you’re allowing private cars
in and stuff I don’t think it’ll change anything.” (Public, G3: Aged 18-40, Mix modes
used, Poor air quality areas, low income, Inside GM)
Due to the lack of knowledge on the proposals, some respondents made assumptions about
what they thought the proposals referred to:
“Yes, I was aware of it, but I thought it was more like a congestion charge than a Clean
Air Plan. But I think I read something about it in an Uber, actually. I was taking an
Uber into Manchester, and I think there was like a small laminated card in the back of
the taxi, because obviously taxis are all massively affected by this.” (Public, G12:
Campervan / Horseboxes)
“Yes, I think in principle that it’s a really good idea, because it is tackling the issue head
on. It’s really hard to know how it would work in practice, but I think the principle behind
it was really good.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in poor air quality areas, Aged
18-34, Inside GM)
Some individuals hoped businesses knew more about the proposals than they did, because
they were going to need time and economic investment to meet the proposals. They felt
increasing awareness of the proposals is the first step.
“When was this proposal made? Because I’m just thinking for businesses to be able to
react to this, it’s just the financial impact and the operational impact it may have, so it
just depends how quick you’ve got to react, because you’d be gutted if you bought a
new fleet of vehicles last year, and then like in eighteen months’ time, we’d have to
change them all again. (Public, G4, Mix of modes used, Mix of income levels, Aged
18-40, Inside GM)
Awareness of the CAP - Businesses
The awareness of the proposals amongst business respondents was mixed. A small number
had knowledge of the proposals and its details, whilst slightly more were aware of the
proposals but did not know much of the detail. There were several businesses across the
groups who were not aware the introduction of the CAZ is imminent.
For some of the businesses, their initial reaction was they would “park” some vehicles or use
only compliant vehicles for work within the region.
“Yeah, HGVs, yeah. We would have upgraded some this year, but with the current
situation, we’ve put purchases on hold and until, you know, we know what’s in front of
us, we’re not going to go out and replace all those vehicles, you know. If it’s quiet in
the new year, we’ll look at parking some up, rather than replace them.” (Business,
HGV, B7, Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
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Some respondents felt the CAP was being brought in as a replacement to the congestion
charge and felt it is only a matter of time before privately owned cars are included in the
charges.
“Is this just the charge they tried to bring in a few years ago? Is it just a congestion
charge under another name?” (Business, LGV, B5, Night-time economy, Inside GM)
Some businesses had some awareness of the plans but did not realise the extent of scale of
the proposals.
“I thought it would be for the sort of like inside the M60, I didn’t realise it was the whole
of the Greater Manchester area.” (Business, HGV / LGV, B1: Agriculture, Construction,
Outside GM)
Some businesses felt others were unaware of these proposals and were concerned as they
could significantly affect some people’s livelihoods.
“The fact that there’s people out there that have commercial vehicles and they don’t
have a clue what’s going on? The impact that this could make on a company, people’s
jobs, it’s their livelihoods at the end of the day and with what’s going on at the minute
[Covid-19], I think they need to have a look at timing.” (Business, HGV, B7,
Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
Clean Air Zone (CAZ)
As set out in the consultation document, a major component of the CAP proposals is the
introduction of a Greater Manchester wide CAZ, which is a designated area whereby certain
higher pollution vehicles would pay a charge to drive in. Vehicles which do not comply with the
required emissions standards would pay a daily charge for each day they drive into, out of,
within or through the zone.
Within these proposals, the CAZ is scheduled to launch in Spring 2022 and will operate 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Vehicles to be charged if they are not of the required
emissions level include buses, vans, HGVs, hackney carriage and PHVs. It should be noted
private cars are not included in the Greater Manchester scheme.
Impact of the CAZ - Individuals
Some individuals struggled to initially understand how the CAZ would impact them. Through
discussion in the groups, some respondents felt it could have an indirect impact on them
through charges being placed elsewhere.
“But what I’m thinking is, if public transport does get more expensive and private cars
are not charged, that means it might backfire. Obviously, I don’t know too much about
it, because then people like myself will be more likely to try and get a car, rather than
carry on using public transport. So, then there’ll be a lot of emissions from the private
cars, it might increase more, because as public transport gets more expensive, it’ll
definitely put people off.” (Public, G10, Female only group, Aged 18-34, Bus / Taxi
users, Low income areas, Inside GM)
“I feel it’s not going to have a very great impact, to be honest, because it’s not charging
private cars. It’s only, you know, buses, vans, taxis, that kind of thing. I think, you know,
it’s not going to have a massive impact, because what they’ll pay in the charge will be
passed on to their customer. So, I don’t think it’s going to reduce any vehicle usage
that I can see. I think we’re going to have the same amount of usage. I think it’ll just
end up being more expensive for the customer.” (Public, G2: Aged 40+, Bus / Taxi
users within region, Outside GM)
“I definitely agree it would be better to have cleaner air, and that’s something I would
be happier about, but I would be interested to know, for someone like me, how is the
clean air charge going to affect the price of my bus ticket, like is that going to be
swallowed up or, probably, they’ll just pass it on to us.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used,
Live in poor air quality areas, Aged 18-34, Inside GM)
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Impact of the CAZ - Businesses
The response in the business focus groups was more negative than in the groups with
individuals, as the overarching opinion was businesses are being penalised, whilst individuals
and their vehicles, which they felt contribute as much to poor air quality, are being allowed to
“carry on as normal”.
“Surely, I wouldn’t go out there and buy an old, you know, a dead old car which is
pumping out a load of fumes and still be exempt from the scheme, surely? If so, then
surely the scheme is flawed, and we are just being penalised?” (Public, G8, Mix of
modes used, Live in poor air quality areas, Aged 18-34, Inside GM)
Many respondents felt cars and vehicles will still be travelling through the region and on the
motorways and not being penalised, but still contributing to the poor air quality levels.
“So, you’ve got a situation where somebody with an older van, driving down their own
street could be charged, whereas somebody can drive that same van all the way
across the region on the motorway, which goes right through urban areas and they’re
not charged?” (Business, LGV, B9, Construction / Retail, Inside GM)
Some respondents in the groups were surprised at the size of the area:
“I mean I thought they would more likely do the M60. Like the M60 is a ring road,
because looking at the map before, there wasn’t much the other side, out of the M60.
Wigan and Bolton and Bury. Yeah, poor old Bury Market, they’re a bit stressed about
this, because it’s going to have quite an effect on them.” (Business, Minibus / Coach,
B2, Outside GM)
Some businesses felt the CAZ could make them go out of business due to the impossible task
ahead of them when this comes in.
“We might as well close the doors because there’s no way we can afford to run our
vehicles at a daily charge, on top of what we’re losing already.” (Business, Minibuses
/ Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
“We’re the same, it’ll put us out of business. Hundreds of children are going to be
without transport and then they [the big companies] will charge an absolute fortune
because they’ll be the only ones with the vehicles. Where does this money come from?
You know what I mean.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
A handful of respondents in the groups mentioned specific reasons as to why the zone does
not work for them or for specific locations.
“You see I don’t go into the region every day for work. But I do live in Salford, so
every time I leave home because our shop is based up in Chorley, I will be charged
and yet I won’t be able to get any funding support because I work outside GM so I
will be charged just to get to work.” (Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
Some mentioned Manchester Airport and whether charges would be incurred for accessing
the airport from outside of Greater Manchester. This coupled with the airport parking charges
could result in an expensive journey to the airport.
“Yes, but is that going to be the same, because going into Manchester Airport, if you
did it as soon as you came off the M56, there’s also then narrow, you know, Greater
Manchester roads.” (Business, Minibus / Coach, B2, Outside GM)
Times and Management of Operation
The proposed times of operation caused some concern with some of the business
respondents due to how the operation hours would impact on their businesses.
“If I’m working at night and overnight, i.e. from 9pm until 3am, then I’m going to get
charged twice for the one shift? That will eat into my income, especially when those
times are the main shifts I do. “(Taxi Driver Owner (Hackney), Salford)
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“But how will this work for night drivers? How will the charge work? Surely that means
as a night driver it will hit me more? Day drivers will any be charged one per shift. We
will get charged twice potentially depending on how many night shifts we do back to
back.” (Licensed PHV owner – own my vehicle, Manchester)
None of the respondents in the individual groups had comments on this particularly. However,
many respondents wanted more detail on the practicalities of how this was going to work, such
as questions around:
•

How will I be charged?

•

How will it be enforced?

•

What happens if I use my vehicle for both personal and commercial use?

•

“But I use my van for personal trips though? Am I going to be penalised for those trips
also?” (Business, LGV, B10, Plumber, Inside GM)

•

Will you be able to pay a pass for a month to avoid doing this every day?
“Is this going to be charged through like a daily charge with cameras involved to pick
up vehicles?” (Business, Van, Inside GM)
“But I use my car for other trips than work. How will that work for me? I don’t
understand. Will I get charged for using the same car to go the shops or pick up my
kids?” (Licensed PHV driver – own my vehicle, Rochdale)

In some groups, it was felt to be unreasonable to ask small businesses to prepare for this
change in such a short timeframe, especially given the current circumstances around Covid19. They felt the CAZ could be implemented later to allow small businesses the opportunity to
prepare, given some businesses in the groups were not aware this was coming at all.
“From my point of view if they made the M60 the boundary and gave us say ten years
that would make it something that we could work towards, rather than just throwing in
the towel. You know where you’d only pay if you went inside the M60.” (Business,
Minibuses / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
Vehicles and Exemptions
There is a list of proposed permanent exemptions, temporary exemptions and discounts
compiled by GMCA as part of these proposals that were showed to respondents.
Permanent Local Exemptions
Many of the individuals agreed with the list of exemptions and felt the correct vehicles were
on the list.
“They should be exempt anyway, yeah, yeah. I mean you’re not going to see many
tanks driving round Manchester, are you? Obviously, ambulances and police, they’ve
got to be exempt from it.” (Public, G2: Aged 40+, Bus / Taxi users within region, Outside
GM)
However, some individuals felt the list was too long, and many should not be exempt in order
to reach the targets.
“Because the objective is to promote clean air into the city centre or Greater
Manchester even and yeah, you’d need to include everybody and I know that includes
myself, because I’ve got a vehicle of my own, but yeah, if that’s the purpose of it and
the intention is to reduce, yeah, sort of promote clean air and reduce CO2 emissions
and whatnot, yeah, then it would include every driver and promote the electric vehicles
and low emission vehicles.” (Public, G3: Aged 18-40, All with young families and
children, Mix of modes used, Live in poor air quality areas, Inside GM)
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Many businesses questioned the vehicles currently included in the list and why those vehicles
were included.
“So, if you look permanent exemptions, Military Vehicles, so the Government are
saying our vehicles are going to be exempt, emergency vehicles, so that’s Police,
Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA), fire engines all exempt because that’s
their money, and then further down you’ve got a Showman’s Guild Vehicle. So why
should someone with a fair not have to pay when we have, and surely what we do is
more important than a fairground once a year.” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, B8,
Inside GM)
“Historic vehicles are gas guzzlers. They produce more pollution than like a modern
car.” (Business, HGV / LGV, B7, Inside GM)
During the discussions respondents questioned what was defined as a specialist vehicle and
queried who defined it.
“Looking at that information there, it says there’s not even a national database of
these vehicles. So, who’s going to have the final say on what is a special vehicle
that’s exempt?” (Business, HGV / LGV, B7, Inside GM)
“If you’re a scaffolder and you’ve got a twelve ton truck, that is your specialist HGV,
because it saves you having a group of five lads hand boarding a load off. So, what
you define as specialist and what I define as a specialist is like you say, it’s open to
interpretation.” (Business, HGV / LGV. B7, Manufacturing / HGV Transport, Inside GM)
Specifically, with the leisure HGV vehicles, respondents felt the charging should not be
applicable to them and they should be permanently exempt from the charges as they are not
being used commercially.
“You know, I’m either going to have to get rid of my box, which I’ve spent a lot of time
and effort saving up for and converting to give my daughter the facilities I never had
as a child, you know. I bought my first horse at eighteen, you know, my daughter’s
grown up with horses and to be able to give her and keep her off the streets by giving
her such an all-encompassing hobby is something I always wanted to be able to do.
This has the potential to throw that completely up in the air and to change my box down
to a 3.5 ton van, which would still end up being charged, but is a possibility, again is
not viable.” (Public, G12: Campervan / Horseboxes)
“I think a simple way around this would be to state that for vehicles like mine and like
the campervans and that sort of thing is they only get charged if it’s being used in
commercial use.” (Public, G12: Campervan / Horseboxes)
Temporary Local Exemptions
Many of the respondents did not have specific opinions on the temporary exemptions. One
respondent felt some industries were not being treated the same as others which they felt was
unfair, unrealistic and impractical.
“I can’t see there’s anything missing, but like they seem at the moment to like be
treating taxis and buses the same and from where I’m sitting I think it’s a little bit
greener to get the bus, than to take a taxi just for yourself. So, I’d be interested to
know if they’re going to treat them differently.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in
poor air quality areas, Aged 18-34, Inside GM)
“I don’t see why an operator who’s in the area should have an advantage over
someone that isn’t. That nine months is, I mean nine months isn’t going to make much
difference anyway, but we should all be taken in at the same time. It’s irrelevant where
you’re based, if you’ve got a coach that’s going into Manchester, whether you’re in
Manchester or out of Manchester, it should be compliant from the rollout date of spring
2022.” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, B2, Outside GM)
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Charging
All respondents, both businesses and individuals, were asked to provide views on the
proposed charges for all vehicles. There was a mixed response across the groups.
Individuals
Most of the individuals thought the charging would encourage the changes needed to improve
air quality, which they thought could only be a positive step in the longer term.
“So, I think it’s good, because as part of what the Government is doing or how they
can, because they can’t necessarily control people’s actions, but maybe a charge will.
So, I think it’s good, also if I’m thinking about it from the angle of my health as well, you
know what areas are clean as well, so I think that’s really good in that instance, yeah.”
(Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Poor air quality areas, Low income, Aged 18-34, Inside
GM)
However, some respondents also thought it was interesting not all vehicles were included and
questioned some of the vehicle types that had been selected for exemption.
“I think it’s strange because there’s so many more people, there’s so many more cars
and HGVs and vans for driving into town and I thought you’re meant to be encouraging
the people, not just the businesses. It feels like you’re targeting just businesses, rather
than individuals and I think it’s the individuals that need to actually do the groundwork
and we all need to contribute, it’s not really going to have any effect on people, really.”
(Public, G3, Mix of modes used, Poor air quality areas, all have young families or
children, Aged 18-40, Inside GM)
“My first thought was like taxis and buses, they’re like huge vehicles and I don’t think
that the companies are going to pay to upgrade them and you know people that are
like taxi drivers, if they’ve got their own taxi, maybe they can’t afford to upgrade it to
something that’s suitable. So, they’re probably just going to keep paying the charge
every day and that’s probably just going to get passed on to the people that pay for the
services.” (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Poor air quality areas, Low income, Aged
18-34, Inside GM)
Some respondents felt it was inevitable they would take some of the charges in the fares they
pay going forward.
“I mean you might get taxi prices and bus fares and things like that going a little bit
higher for us now.” (Public, G5: Taxi / PHV Frequent Users, Inside GM)
Some of the leisure HGV vehicle owners indicated they would avoid the region entirely as it
was not worth going into the region for the charge and they can’t change their vehicle.
“The charge means I just won’t go into the region. I won’t attend some of the riding
schools there and I now won’t go to the garage that I have gone to for years because
he is in Urmston, so I would be charged. It is a lot of money, but other people will lose
out too.” (Public, G12, HGV Horsebox Owner, Outside GM)
Businesses
Many of the businesses felt the charges would impact on their business costs and could affect
existing contracts that will still be in place through the implementation of the CAZ.
HGVs
Many of the HGV businesses were unaware of the proposed charge for their vehicle to travel
within the CAZ. Many felt the investment in getting these vehicles is a difficult enough situation
without having to pay a charge to use it also.
“Yeah, because obviously an HGV wagon, you don’t buy a new scaffolding wagon,
anyway, do you know what I mean, they cost a fortune, but anything above like a 15
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plate at the minute, you’re going into like 20 grand and things, so I think I’ll just hold
back for five months. If I get money off it and it’s going to reduce the charges that I’m
going to be getting, because like I say, I could have nine vehicles out a day, one’s an
HGV and that’s going to cost me £150 a day, it’s dearer than my fuel, that.” (Business,
LGV / HGV, B4, Agriculture / Construction, Waste Management, Inside GM)
For those companies with more than one HGV vehicle, from mental maths during the group,
they believed those with a fleet would struggle to maintain the business with these charges in
place, especially if they cannot afford to upgrade.
We’ve got seventeen on the road at any one time, and ten of them at £60 per day,
that’s £600 per day and that would close the business down straightaway. I know there
are some companies who have that number of vehicles who are just about breaking
even.” (Business, Depth, HGV, Waste Management)
Coaches / Minibuses
Many of the respondents were quick to work out the daily or weekly costs for them with the
charges and how it would impact their businesses.
“You’ve not got the £60 / day in your contract to just lose, we just haven’t got it. We’re
not being pathetic and just saying it, it’s actually true. We haven’t got that much profit
in them contracts, there’s not a lot of profit in them to begin with.” (Business, Minibuses
/ Coaches, Inside GM)
They felt some of the existing contracts do not allow for these charges to be brought in and
would cause already tightly costed jobs to be even more tight.
“We’re basically staying afloat with the school’s contracts like the other guys are. We
are just covering our costs really. The school’s contracts don’t really bring in any sort
of profit, if any, but with the private work going as well and we don’t know when it’s
coming back, we’re all in the same boat really.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, Inside
GM)
Several respondents felt coaches and minibuses were being unfairly targeted regarding the
charges, especially as they can take several passengers at once, whilst often a car has a
single person in it. It felt like they were only selecting certain industries which is an issue when
they perceive others contribute to the air quality issues just as much.
“My concern is the timescale and I think it is unfair to target industries like us, without
targeting cars and all the other vehicles, because they’re the ones that cause all the
problems, we all see it. Hundreds of cars with one person in and they’re paying
nothing.” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
LGVs / Vans
Respondents with small businesses, or sole traders with a van felt these charges could
significantly affect their weekly costs.
“Well, somebody who’s a small builder or has their own small business, that’s £50 a
week in that van, that’s £250 a month on top of your road tax and all the other taxis.”
(Business, LGV, B9, Construction / Retail, Inside GM)
Some stated they would need to upgrade as the alternative of paying a daily charge would be
uneconomical for them.
“£60 a week, if I don’t use it on a Sunday. It means I have to change the van, it’s simple
enough. It’s not a choice, you can’t take a £60 a week, that’s £260 on a calendar
month, isn’t it, that would pay for a new van.” (Business, LGV, B10, Inside GM)
A couple of respondents felt this could cause businesses to use more lease vehicles rather
than buying a new vehicle.
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“If it’s kind of pushing helping lease firms and things to be honest with you, which it
might be a way to go, but I’ve always bought my stuff outright myself.” (Business, LGV,
B10, Inside GM)
Taxi / PHV
Some felt the charges for taxi / PHV drivers was a step too far in the current climate and it
would push them out of the industry potentially.
“The industry is already struggling. Drivers won’t have that sort of money. This will
force some of them to leave the industry.” (Hackney driver – own my vehicle,
Tameside)
Many drivers felt this was just another cost they must cover or pass onto the customer.
If I only do that one job, I drive a minibus, if I only do that one job, that minibus that I
charge £35 for, that I’ve paid £6 to pick up at the airport, I’m now paying £7 to have my
vehicle on the road, I’m going to pay an insurance and I’m paying fuel, I’ve got charge
that customer pretty much, I have to charge that customer, the price will have to go up
from £35 to £48, just to justify how much I earn off it at the moment.” (Licensed private
hire driver – own my vehicle, Trafford)
A couple of drivers felt a charge on some vehicles and not others means some drivers will not
be as competitive as others.
“Especially when you’re in competition with everybody else for being more competitive
with your prices and everything and then getting charged on top of that, I don’t know,
it’s just unfair. I totally appreciate the green air, I totally appreciate that everybody
wants to have clean air and we need to get our emissions down and everything, but it
just feels that it should be a national thing for everybody to do and not just one group
in society to do it.” (Licensed private hire operator – own our vehicles, Wigan)

Funding
Across the groups, respondents were shown the potential funding options available and were
asked for their opinions on them.
Clean Bus Fund
Applicants would need to demonstrate they are the registered bus service operating in Greater
Manchester and have been for at least 12 months prior to application for the funding. As part
of this qualitative research, a bus / coach / minibus group based both inside and outside
Greater Manchester were included. Individuals in the members of the public groups were also
shown information about this funding.
Individuals in general were positive about the funding across the different vehicles, recognising
their flexibility and role in taking people to multiple destinations and removing lots of separate
cars from the roads.
“Yes, you know, it’s really positive, you know, that they will be given funding, because
perhaps that will give people the opportunity to purchase like cleaner vehicles and that
will have an impact. You know, my concern was that it wouldn’t have, you know, the
actual tax itself, well, you know, charge itself wouldn’t have that much impact. But I
think if funding is available, as well and that, you know, encourages people to purchase
cleaner vehicles, then that’s the real positive, I think.” (Public, G2: Modes used within
region, Aged 40+ Outside GM)
“I think they should really be focusing on people, encouraging people to get on public
transport and upgrading the public transport and not penalising the cab drivers and the
taxi drivers.” (Public, G3: Mix modes used, All with young families or children, Aged
18-40, Live in poor air quality areas, Inside GM)
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Many businesses just struggled with the idea of how much it was going to cost them and their
business.
“Bigger firms don’t need the support as much. Definitely not, because they can cater
for the needs and requirements. They’re already compliant because most of
Stagecoach vehicles are already electric and they’re all brand new.” (Business,
Minibus / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
“I’m not impressed with the cost of it. We’re all really struggling at the minute, like
everybody here with the COVID. I have spoken to my MP about this and they’ve offered
us £16,500, which is nowhere near, where are we supposed to get the rest of the
money from?” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
One of the companies explained investing in vehicles and the contracts they have usually
require a lead in of many years.
As I say when you put in for school contracts these last ones are for four years and
you’ve got to try and guess what’s happening in four years’ time, so it’s impossible
anyway. But like the other contracts I’ve got if they are Euro 5 on them and I’m going
to get a £9 charge on them, then that’s most of your profits gone out of that job anyway.”
(Business, Coaches / Minibuses, B8, Inside GM)
Clean Commercial Fund
The Clean Commercial Fund is proposed to support eligible non-compliant coaches,
minibuses, HGVs and vans to upgrade to a compliant vehicle.
Coaches and Minibuses
Some businesses questioned the criteria determined by the government framework for what
was defined as ‘compliant’ and whether that would remain the same in the future.
“It is as it is but this vague there’s going to be funds here and grants here, until you
know what the criteria is, it doesn’t really mean anything does it.” (Business, Minibus /
Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
“I’m thinking that currently Euro 6 it is, what’s the next step, do we go Euro 7, Euro 8?
When do we get to the point where we’re not constantly improving air quality and
they’re constantly passing costs on to smaller companies, because the major of wagon
companies are quite large fleets. The majority of coach companies, there’s more small
operators that run four or five, six or eight vehicles, where does it stop and ultimately,
we as operators have to cover those costs, it has to come from somewhere and where
it comes from is our customers.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B2, Outside GM)
Some specific businesses or individuals felt the Clean Commercial Fund will not go far enough
to help them upgrade, especially in current circumstances.
“It’s £5,000 towards a minibus and to get a Euro 6 even a Ford Transit you’re looking
at about £27,000 so £5,000 towards that is another £22,000 per vehicle times three,
so it’s a big debt that you’re getting yourself into for the sake of earning not enough.”
(Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
Coach companies based outside the region reported they would be unlikely to invest in their
fleets, especially as they would not be entitled to support. They stated costs would have to be
passed to customers and therefore, they are likely to move some of the package day trips to
areas other than Greater Manchester to maintain their competitiveness.
“Well, I think from my point of view it’s penalising the people that are bringing revenue
into the city. To all the businesses in the city that we bring people to, then it’s penalising
those people, because we’re not going to do it, because I’m not going to invest in Euro
6 vehicles, not in the immediate future anyway, not at least in the immediate future, no
way. Ultimately the passenger is going to pay the cost. You’re penalising operators
outside of Manchester whilst giving them grants while they’re inside Manchester and
extending the time limit for them. That’s unfair on the industry as a whole. Yeah and
you’re devaluing everybody’s fleet, whether they’re in Manchester or they’re not, by
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bringing this in you are devaluing their fleet.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, Outside
GM)
Businesses outside Greater Manchester felt they were being penalised by not being offered
the same funding as those inside the boundary.
“They’re doing the complete opposite than what is needed. They’re making it more
expensive to go into Manchester in an environmentally friendly vehicle, but it’s Euro 4
or Euro 6, just by the sheer number of people we’d be carrying. I think the advantages
to being in Greater Manchester are completely unfair to operators that are outside, you
know, they’re getting an extra nine months, they’re getting the extra funding to do it
and the nine months.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B2, Outside GM)
Minibus companies based outside Greater Manchester stated they would be unlikely to invest
in a new vehicle, particularly as they would not be entitled to support and ultimately will pass
the charge on to customers.
“But there might be the issue that if they don’t want to pay, so you say to them it’s £200
to go to Chester, it’s £260 to go to Manchester, they’re just going to pick to go
somewhere different. And so, Manchester loses as well, doesn’t it, because they
haven’t got the tourism coming in.” (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B2, Inside GM)
These companies felt upgrading their fleets in the current climate when the pipeline of work is
uncertain would not be a secure investment.
“Oh, course it is, but even so, to buy a fleet of those minibuses and just do school runs
and the airport as you were saying, it would still be difficult, it’s not just because of the
COVID situation. (Business, Minibuses / Coaches, B8, Inside GM)
HGV
Whilst some businesses were appreciative of the financial support potentially on offer, many
felt it would not cover the whole cost of a vehicle and that was a problem for them.
“Regarding our line of work, I’ve been heavily involved in it, especially with the vehicles
update, because one of our vehicles, in excess of 250 tons, so the replacement vehicle
we purchased last year actually came, I think it cost just under a quarter of a million
pounds to replace one vehicle. So, you sit there, and you look at it, obviously the
ongoing extent is with the low emission zone come in and the reinvestment in
equipment, just to keep it within this low emissions bracket, it does have quite a knockon effect with obviously profit margins and everything else.” (Business, HGV, B7,
Manufacturing / HGV Transport, Inside GM)
It was also queried whether this had the possibility of affecting competition between
businesses based inside and outside of the boundary.
“So, some of our competitors based outside the region will still have to pay the charge
but won’t get the funding support. I wonder if that means they will just concentrate on
other areas? (Business, HGV, B7, Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
“I think it makes it uncompetitive to work in Greater Manchester and if you could work
somewhere else, I think you’d choose to do so. If you were setting up a new business
you’d choose to do it in a different zone, I think.” (Business, HGV, B7, Manufacturing /
HGV Transport, Inside GM)
Those owning leisure HGV vehicles felt the cost just won’t go far enough to help.
“Funding won’t go far enough. Not with specialist vehicles, because to me a horsebox
is a specialist vehicle, you know, it’s not just a box, you know, there’s a lot of things
that go into making that safe to transport up to three half ton animals at the end of the
day.” (Public, G12: Campervan / Horseboxes)
LGV
Some felt the funding was supportive and respondents were relieved they would have the
option to apply for support, rather than upgrade by themselves.
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“I’m glad it’s there. Yeah, you know, it can’t not help, can it, really, it’s a decent chunk
of money towards a vehicle.” (Business, LGV, Bus10, Van Owners, Inside GM)
A couple of businesses were still processing the information as part of the group and felt they
needed to investigate the funding a bit more before being totally convinced but felt if they were
eligible, they would apply.
“I need to upgrade but was not aware of this before today’s call. I think I need to wait
and understand more before I go ahead and upgrade now. If there is support and I’m
eligible then I should apply for that.” (Business, LGV, B5, Night-time economy, Inside
GM)
Some questioned where the money for the funding was coming from in the first place,
especially if the charges do not cover the funding.
“And if part of its, if the charges don’t cover the funding, then where is the money for
the funding coming from, is that central Government?” (Business, LGV, B9,
Construction / Retail, Inside GM)
Some businesses wondered if there would even be enough funding to support everyone who
needs it.
“I’d apply for it, but I think I’d be annoyed if I applied for it and I was told there wasn’t
any left.” (Business, LGV, B10, Inside GM)
Some businesses questioned the availability and suitability of electric vans and whether they
would look to purchase those in the future.
“I personally don’t think electric vans are where they need to be yet, you know, a lot of
the time we’re towing heavy trailers, big heavy trailers or a good load in the back of a
van and that must reduce that 70 mile range to 30. You know, we’ve got two vans
loaded up for the morning and they’re at their limit now and I’ll do half as many miles
to the gallon as I should do tomorrow.” (Business, LGV, B10, Inside GM)
Lastly, some businesses thought the plan to implement the CAZ has already reduced the
second-hand value of vehicles they rely on to part fund their next switch. Therefore, they have
a greater funding gap if they want to upgrade.
“I was going to say the natural progression of obviously selling the older trucks and
purchasing the new ones, that’s fine, like most hauliers have five or six specialist
vehicles they might run them a little bit longer, seven or eight years, but the issue we’ve
got now is because of all these clean air zones that have been planned, it’s wiped out
the second hand market. So, we had a truck that pre clean air zone, we were
guaranteed a 45 grand buy back, by the supplier. This has all come in now and he
went, I won’t even buy it off you now. So, I’m now stuck with a noncompliant truck, noone wants to buy it because these clean air zones, nobody wants them, which is a
knock-on impact which a lot of people don’t see.” (Business, HGV, B7, Inside GM)
I’m not against the proposal, but we kind of like, we talked about it and we know that
the same as in London, if you want to buy a Euro 5 vehicle in London it’s cheaper than
up here, because people don’t want them down there and we feel that if you’re going
to be selling a second hand vehicle, it’s going to be devalued because of this charge
and then obviously you’ve got the expense of buying a newer one as well or three.
(Business, LGV, B10, Inside GM)
“We are expected to support the rest of the purchase with savings or finance? Finance
is far too risky right now. Would they even lend to people given what is going on?”
(Business, LGV, B6, Retail, Inside GM)
Some of these businesses felt the timescales to make these changes were unrealistic.
“Yes, you’re getting fifteen months to be told that you’re going to have to invest an
awful lot of money, basically.” (Business, LGV, B9, Inside GM)
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Members of the public stated they think this fund is a good idea and it will help businesses
upgrade more successfully.
“This is a good idea as I’m sure some smaller businesses would struggle otherwise.”
(Public, G3: Mix of modes used, Aged 18-40, All have young families, Live in poor air
quality areas, Inside GM)
Clean Taxi Fund
The Clean Taxi Fund was proposed as a fund to support the upgrade of non-compliant
hackney carriage / PHVs to cleaner compliant vehicles.
Whilst most of the drivers interviewed as part of the qualitative exercise recognised the funding
was a step in the right direction, there was consensus it didn’t go far enough and upgrading
their vehicle was too much of a risk currently due to Covid-19. This was consistent amongst
hackney and PHV drivers and operators.
Hackney
Many of the hackney drivers and operators recognised the funding was a positive step and
would support many drivers. However, many thought even with the funding, it may not be
possible for some drivers to take the step and upgrade.
“The funding is a great idea, but our situation right now is just awful. The industry is
struggling and even if the funding sounds like a good idea, I doubt many people would
take the risk. We are barely taking home 30% of our normal earnings and still having
to find money for insurance, maintenance, licensing etc. COVID-19 means a lot of
drivers won’t take the risk.” (Taxi, Hackney driver – own my vehicle, Salford)
"Well, yeah, but if they turn round and say I’ve got to pay 50 grand for a cab and they
only give me 5, I’ve still got to find 45 grand and it just doesn’t stack up for anybody
and the finance companies are going to stop, as I say, they’ve already stopped these
super cheap deals, the low deposit deals and all that and they’re going to turn round
and look at, scrutinise your books before they do anything." (Taxi Operator, Stockport)
Although there were many comments in support of electric taxis, there was concern from some
hackney carriage respondents about the performance of electric vehicles and availability of
electric vehicle infrastructure.
“70,000 miles he said he’d done, and his batteries are goosed, and he didn’t realise
how much the batteries were. It’s all right for 180 miles, then you get 160 miles and as
the batteries start to die and get weaker and weaker you start getting electrical
problems, you’re getting forty miles, fifty miles, you’ve got to replace them for new ones
then. So that’s the problem with having electric vehicles on, good for the environment,
but rubbish for the job, unless Tesla with their million-mile battery come along with a
decent priced vehicle.” (Taxi operator, Tameside)
Other hackney carriage owners and drivers felt funding should not be available for PHVs, they
should have already been upgraded, or they should use their own money. Some felt as a
business, drivers should be responsible for funding their own upgrade or already ensuring
they have a compliant vehicle so the money could be put to better use in other ways.
“In 2022, they shouldn’t be coming with a 2014 car, it’s going to be eight years. For an
existing licence, even so in 2015, you should be at the point where you’re looking at
changing it, so I suppose COVID has kind of caused an issue with it, but pre COVID
my opinion wasn’t, bearing in mind this was from ’21, my opinion is you should have a
compliant car, you should have a Euro 6 car for private hire drivers, but taxi drivers is
a different thing.” (Licensed Operator, Tameside)
Some questioned finding the finance to upgrade in the first place and how it would not
necessarily be possible for everyone, even with the support of the Clean Taxi Fund.
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"Well, yeah, but if they turn round and say I’ve got to pay 50 grand for a cab and they
only give me 5, I’ve still got to find 45 grand and it just doesn’t stack up for anybody
and the finance companies are going to stop, as I say, they’ve already stopped these
super cheap deals, the low deposit deals and all that and they’re going to turn round
and look at, scrutinise your books before they do anything." (Licensed Operator,
Stockport)
Some drivers however, stated it was untenable regardless of the finer detail due to the existing
finance they have; the investment they have made in the vehicle already and the fact the
industry and their income is currently in dire straits as a result of Covid-19; it was considered
too much of a risk in the current climate.
"If somebody offered me 10 grand to go and buy a new vehicle I wouldn’t accept it,
because you’re still looking at £30,000 finance, do you know what I mean, £30-40,000
finance." (Licensed hackney driver – own my vehicle, Stockport).
PHV
A few private hire drivers felt it was just something they had to accept and find the finance and
use the funding support to upgrade.
Yeah, definitely and it is going to be difficult, it’ll affect us all, without a shadow of a
doubt, but yeah, what can we do, we’ve got to comply with it, we don’t have the choice,
do we? (Licensed private hire driver, - own my vehicle, Bury)
Like hackney owners, PHV owners also suggested the idea of upgrading their vehicle was a
daunting prospect and an unlikely step at the present moment in time.
“The world is so up in the air right now. Any investment is a risk at the moment and
when you have a mortgage to pay and a family to support and you can’t even
guarantee going out and earning enough just to cover your weekly costs (petrol,
insurance, fees, any servicing or maintenance) then how can they expect people to
upgrade vehicles and take on part of the expense with personal savings or loans. I
won’t do that; I will leave the industry before taking something on like that at this time.
The industry is struggling.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle, Bury)
A couple of drivers mentioned they would need achievable payment terms for any sort of
upgrade investment, for either the purchase of the vehicle or the payment back for the finance
to fill the gap.
“Or something, you know, easy for drivers to pay monthly, because we’re all earning
on a daily basis.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle, Trafford)
Some drivers however were adamant even with the funding, the idea of upgrading is just not
an option at the moment.
“in one of the most deprived towns in the whole of the UK, I simply can’t afford it. I
cannot afford to upgrade my car. I only do about 20,000 miles a year, now you want
me to upgrade my car to a newer model car and on top of that you want it to be fully
electrical in a few years down the line. Where will I charge my car, in my dad’s garage
or somewhere? We’re living on the streets in terraced houses, how are we going to
charge the car with power points, there’ll be fewer people queuing up to charge their
cars, then. So, it’s just illogical.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle,
Rochdale)
So, from £1,000 you won’t be able to buy with £1,000, you won’t be able to get
bodywork for £1,000, so people end up losing, leaving the trade. I don’t know about
Manchester or Stockport or the more posher areas, anyway, but in Rochdale a £1,000
grant, it won’t even cover the bodywork for the spray, not even an engine. So, it’s
serious, people can’t afford it.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle,
Rochdale)
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Try Before You Buy
Respondents were also informed of a ‘Try Before You Buy’ proposal, which is an initiative for
Greater Manchester licensed hackney carriage drivers to have the opportunity to hire and
assess the use of an electric hackney vehicle before making an investment. This is intended
to address any uncertainties about costs, range issues and availability of charging points.
“I can see that scheme working with some drivers and companies. Gives them an
opportunity to try it out.” (Taxi / PHV Users, Inside GM)
“I can’t see many drivers opting into that. No sense. We have enough going on without
taking a scheme like that on.” (Licensed hackney driver – own my vehicle, Stockport).
Some felt although the scheme might be a good idea, they also thought electric vehicles are
too expensive, and upgrade is unaffordable to many hackney carriage drivers.
“To buy an electric vehicle you’re looking at £56,000. Now, if you want to put that in
perspective I owe £19,000 on my mortgage, that £19,000 will have me working, I am
working now by twenty hours, so where’s the decision, where do you make the decision
on that? Do you saddle yourself up with £50,000? The Government, even if they offer,
I think they’re thinking at the moment it’s £10,000, they’re looking at offering £10,000,
you’re still looking at £46,000, do you know what I mean?” (Licensed hackney driver –
own my vehicle, Stockport)
"A brand-new electric cab, the bottom end is £55,000. So even if they gave you
£17,500 towards one of those vehicles, you’re saddling somebody with a debt of
almost £30,000." (Licensed hackney driver – own my vehicle, Salford)
Some drivers felt the infrastructure and technology is not far enough along with the electric
cab to make it cost effective in the long run. The practicalities of having an electric cab could
be an issue for some drivers.
“I mean I’d more than look at hybrids to start off. I wouldn’t go all electric, because the
facilities to charge for a taxi, whether you like it or not you do twelve hour shifts and
then it jumps to someone else to do another twelve hour shift, so the car’s doing a
twenty four hour shift every day, but it needs to be maintained, looked after and
charged and at the moment there’s no places to charge, not enough places to charge
them.” (Licensed hackney driver – lease my vehicle, Salford)
“I know a two-year-old electric car, it needs batteries already and it’s costing him £1,200
and he wished he’s never bought it now.” (Licensed hackney driver – own my vehicle,
Stockport)
One respondent highlighted the issue with electric vehicles for people with hearing
impairments as they cannot hear the vehicles coming.
“Actually there are particular issues for electric vehicles for disabled people, because
they don’t have any noise and therefore if you don’t understand that there might be
deaf and hard of hearing people, children and people with learning difficulties or
dementia that might not actually see the electric, you know, be aware of the electric
vehicle, you need to have a much more stringent driving standards.” (Disabled hackney
/ PHV user)
Impact of the Proposals - Individuals
Because private cars are not included in the proposal, most individuals did not feel the impact
would be great on them. However, there were concerns businesses would pass the cost of
the daily charge onto customers. The impact of this was twofold;
1. Reduced disposable income: some felt if charges were passed onto them as
customers, they would have to reduce their expenditure.
2. Negative impact on the economy: some were concerned their reduced expenditure
would have a knock-on effect to the GM economy and although their personal reduction
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in spend maybe small for example, one less trip or one less coffee - if many people were
reducing their spend in this way, then the cumulative effect could be great.
“It will affect like daily trips. Taxis are expensive enough from Bury to town, so if it’s
going to cost me even more, it means that when I get to town I can spend less,
because I’ve still only got the same budget. You know, I mean it’s not a massive
budget, it’s not a tiny budget, but I know what I’ve got to spend and it just means that
a shop or the cafes and restaurants or the theatres, when they’re open again are not
getting the same amount of money from me or from anybody else who’s had to travel
in on a taxi, because it’s cost them more money to get to town.” (Public, G12,
Campervan / Horsebox)
“And there’s all the small businesses, isn’t there, all the trades people are going to be
passing on costs to the customers, so if you need a plumber to come out and fix your
central heating, there’s going to be a bit extra on your bill if you pick one based inside
the region.” (Public, G1: Aged 18-40, Bus and Taxi users within the region, Outside
GM)
“If costs went up that much because they were passing the charge on to me, then I
would be forced to use my car more as it would be less costly” (Taxi / PHV User)
Impact of the Proposals - Businesses
Coaches / Minibuses
Most of the coach and minibus respondents were unconvinced the GM CAP will solve the
issue at hand without it being too damaging to other parts of the region and transport network.
Some respondents felt it will drive up costs of using public transport, which is the opposite of
what they felt should be happening.
“I think the whole plan isn’t going to cure it at all. They need to be hitting the cars,
getting people out of their cars and onto public transport or walking or not going into
city centres, and the only way to do that is by charging them and making the transport
into Manchester cheaper, and the cheapest way is large-scale coaches, buses, trains.
But by doing this, they’re doing the complete opposite. They’re making it more
expensive to go into Manchester in an environmentally friendly vehicle, but it’s Euro 4
or Euro 6, just by the sheer number of people we’d be carrying.” (Business, Minibus /
Coach, B2, Outside GM)
Many felt the consequence of proposals would be a rise in costs which will likely be passed
on to the customer in some way. Respondents felt their services were used by care homes,
housing associations and school groups, where budgets are tight and are least likely to be
able to afford an increase in cost. It was felt these groups were looking for the cheapest trips,
rather than a chosen destination and therefore would travel to destinations outside Greater
Manchester if it were cheaper.
“People are going to have to pay more. I mean I couldn’t possibly run my company
now buying all these vehicles at the same price as last year. Costs have got to go up
because of these vehicles, so I am obviously going to be dearer than all the rest of the
guys on here, that’s the way it is, so the costs have got to go up.” (Business, Minibus /
Coach, B8, Inside GM)
“And so, you know, if we say, oh, Manchester Christmas markets £460 or you can go
to Liverpool market for £400. Bye bye Manchester.” (Business, Minibus / Coach, B2,
Outside GM)
Businesses felt more time was needed. Many businesses do not make financial decisions or
investments overnight, and many of the decisions they do make are decided with a three, four,
or five-year timescale. Coach companies mentioned the return on investment and long-term
financial planning throughout their responses in the groups.
“The problem is you can’t just put things in with a year’s notice. We need a long period
of notice, because it is a slow moving industry, really. I don’t mean like you should say,
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right, you’ve got a year to do it, you know, you’d say it’s five years or in ten years,
you’ve got to be at this point, because within that ten years or five years, operators
would have updated the fleet anyway.” (Business, Minibus / Coach, B2, Outside GM)
Businesses based outside of Greater Manchester felt they were further disadvantaged as they
would not be entitled to funding support, yet they help to support and bring people into the
region and contribute to the economy.
“Well, I think from my point of view, it’s penalising the people that are bringing revenue
into the city. To all the businesses in the city that we bring people to, then it’s penalising
those people, because we’re not going to do it, because I’m not going to invest in Euro
6 vehicles, not in the immediate future anyway, not at least in the immediate future, no
way. Ultimately the passenger is going to pay the cost. You’re penalising operators
outside of Manchester whilst giving them grants while they’re inside Manchester and
extending the time limit for them. That’s unfair on the industry as a whole. Yeah, and
you’re devaluing everybody’s fleet, whether they’re in Manchester or they’re not, by
bringing this in you are devaluing their fleet.” (Business, Minibus / Coach, B2, Outside
GM)
A handful of respondents went as far as to say these proposals will effectively put them out of
business, as they will to be able to compete going forward.
“We’re just going to have to close up shop, and it’s something that’s going to stop you
doing something that you’ve been doing for a long period of time, and it’s a shame.”
(Business, Coach, B8, Inside GM)
“We’re the same, it’ll put us out of business. Hundreds of children are going to be
without transport and then your big boys like Stagecoach will charge an absolute
fortune because they’ll be the only ones with the vehicles. Where does this money
come from? You know what I mean.” (Business, Coach, B8, Inside GM)
Some businesses felt it would just divert businesses elsewhere and the proposals are not
targeting all non-compliant vehicles.
“I would say that they need to look strongly at charging cars and not charging taxis. I
would say that from my point of view it will be taking people away from Manchester,
the Christmas markets and the school trips and the shopping trips will be going
elsewhere, rather than paying this additional charge and not for one moment would it
make me consider signing up to the finance on the Euro 6 coach, not for a moment.”
(Business, Coaches, B2, Outside GM)
Many felt their industries are currently struggling and the proposals would impact them further
with additional costs, finance and investment for the future.
“I think the big issue is the industry has got no money. We’ve all had nine months,
pretty much twelve months without earning any money. Nobody’s going to have the
money to invest in vehicles next year. Nobody’s investing this year, so everybody’s a
year behind where they were. There’s not going to be the money next year, because
we’re not going to be as busy.” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, B2, Outside GM)
There were also some respondents who thought the proposals do very little to encourage
people out of their cars for the future.
“I am a green operator which costs me a lot of money and a lot of work. This is just
one thing that will encourage more people to use the car. So, if you’ve got a minibus
carrying 15 children, that would be 15 more cars on the road because if that minibus
isn’t there. So, what’s that doing to congestion.” (Business, Minibus / Coaches, Inside
GM)
HGVs
Some respondents stated they will wait for the final decisions and information to be finalised
after the consultation and then look to apply for funding and upgrade their vehicles, rather than
struggling to do it now using just their own funds.
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“I am not doing that now, I might as well sit and wait until April. I was looking into it, I’ve
got a new employee starting tomorrow, one of the first jobs will be to get on the phone
and get some prices for two sort of transit size vans, either 2.5 - 7.5 tipper truck,
between those levels, but now I’m going to sit and wait. There’s no way I’m going to
spend that money.” (Business, LGV / HGV, B4, Agriculture / Construction, Waste
Management, Inside GM)
Some businesses with HGVs saw the advantage of upgrading, as the daily charge would be
a large cost to take on and absorb, or alternatively pass on to their clients. However,
investment and the normal lifespan they get out of vehicles could be a problem for upgrading.
“Maybe upgrading vehicles, because there’s no point us upgrading if beforehand, we
may as well wait to get the £5,500 contribution if we have to, because obviously these
vehicles can last ten or twelve years, so we don’t normally upgrade them until they
need it.” (Business, HGV, Depth, Waste Management, Inside GM)
A couple of companies with more than 1 HGV stated obtaining the finance to invest in new
vehicles was going to be an issue, especially now.
“The thing to consider also is with the current COVID situation, everyone’s credit
ratings will be getting downgraded anyway, because of, you know, there’s a lot of
hesitancy out there for people to lend, isn’t there, at the moment. So, even if you know,
twelve months, two years, you could have got the credit, maybe you might be
downgraded 10% or something, you know, 50%, you don’t know until you need it. But
a lot of companies won’t be in the same position now than they were twelve months
ago.” (Business, HGV, B7, Inside GM)
LGVs / Vans
A small number of the business respondents felt this was a good idea and would impact in a
positive way longer term.
“I have to agree, yeah, you are right, of course it’s our responsibility to be introduced,
because it’s a good impact. It will bite us financially and impact on the businesses, but
in the long run, you know, for the environment we should leave this planet safer for the
new generation, so yes, this is our responsibility, you’re right.” (Business, LGV, Bus6,
Retail, Inside GM)
“Personally, yes, it’s an initiative in the right direction and its aims and objectives and
obviously it will be oriented and of course, yeah, once it’s implemented in good vehicles
and on the roads, so you have a nice, a good consumption, a good environment. Yes,
it’s the right step in the right direction, yeah.” (Business, LGV, B6: Retail, Inside GM)
A couple of van owners, however, stated this is an unforeseen expense for them and now they
are going to have to upgrade or pay the charge and they can’t afford to absorb the cost of the
charges.
“I only purchased a van recently but it won’t be compliant. So I’m going to have to find
a newer one instead. I can’t afford to pay the charge each time.” (Business, LGV, B10,
Mixed Businesses, Inside GM)
Hackney / PHV
A few of the drivers stated the changes in working cultures mean the industry as a whole is
struggling and may not recover.
“There is no business trade now. Everyone is working from home. All the big offices,
no one there. All been done online so there is no business trade, not like there used to
be.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my vehicle, Tameside)
Many of the drivers and operators felt the timetable for the proposals was too short and was
forcing something that could instead be done through natural transition over a longer period.
“Natural transition - let everybody get back on their feet before you try and hammer
them again, because if you’re going to hammer people, they’re just not going to use
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that service. They’re going to say, no, I’m not doing that school contract anymore,
they’re going to hand them back into the councils and then on the first day of
September in 2022, whatever it is and the council’s come begging, please, please help
me out. Why force it? (Licensed operator – own and lease vehicles, Stockport)
“That’s our concern, not the Clean Air Act in itself, but the timeframe with which things
are trying to be done by, which with particularly with this COVID 19, you know,
pandemic, which looks like now it’s going to be at least a year is just thrown, you know,
drove a cart and horse through all the plans regarding the other vehicles and
everything else, what is financially viable and practical. (Licensed operator, Salford)
“So they can’t go changing things, it’s going to need a long time after this has finished,
it’s going to be next year before we start getting back to a normality, I reckon, at least
April, May, like if they’ve brought in any new standards for the year after, it’s just a
continuous loss of money for all the drivers.” (Licensed private hire driver – own my
vehicle, Tameside)
Some drivers and operators felt a lot of money had already been invested in their vehicles and
they will not receive the monetary worth of their existing vehicle if they upgrade earlier than
when they had planned to.
“Yeah, yeah, but you know, like what you’ve got to remember, these clean air things,
you can’t just bring it in like that, clean air, it has to be done from a date, doesn’t it?
You know, like you let the vehicles work themselves out over time. A lot of these black
cabs, they’re invested to do that and then carry on.” (Licensed hackney driver – own
my vehicle, Salford)
Some of the more elderly drivers who have invested many years in the industry felt they are
too late in their careers to be considering a significant investment to upgrade their vehicle or
take on daily charges. One respondent, who is currently in his late 60s, said the
implementation of these proposals will force him into retirement.
“Yes, I’ve got a rough idea of what they’re proposing, what they want to do, yeah. They
basically want people to have new vehicles and clean the air up and tidy up the drivers
to make them respectable as well as the vehicles. It will make me retire.” (Hackney
owner driver, Trafford)
Some of the older drivers we spoke to also felt that, whilst other drivers are leaving the industry
and finding other employment during Covid-19, they often found themselves to be in a position
where age puts them at a disadvantage.
“I’ve been doing this job for thirty years now, which is the only job I know, and I can’t
apply for another job, because I’ve got no qualifications. I’d be getting as a driver or
an Uber driver or Uber Eats, you know, working in that kind of industry, where I’ve got
no experience anyway, but all it is, it’s just driving and just delivering. So, that’s the
only qualifications that I have that I can really get into and plus my age now, I’m 54
years old, you know, especially when I’ve been doing taxis since I was twenty years
old, you know, it’s going to be hard for me, especially at my age now.” (Licensed private
hire driver – own my vehicle, Rochdale).
Impact of Covid-19
Throughout the focus groups with individuals and businesses, many references were made to
Covid-19 and the impact it is having on lives and livelihoods. Therefore, it was important to
understand how Covid-19 is impacting on both types of respondents.
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Effect of Covid-19 on Individuals
Most respondents reported their travel behaviour and others had changed during Covid-19
and, therefore, had most likely had an effect on air pollution. In many of the groups,
respondents debated how travel choices had changed; people were working from home more
due to restrictions and the current government advice not to use public transport where
possible. In some cases, respondents felt this was “pushing people into their cars more” if they
need to travel at all.
Those respondents classed as key workers under government guidance reported their travel
behaviour had not changed during the pandemic, but they have noticed differences for others
around them.
“Yeah, so I’m a key worker as well, I’m a support worker, so I’ve carried on working and I
rely on my car for work, so I’ve not really seen much of a difference transport wise, apart
from in the first lockdown, it was much easier to get around Rochdale where I was working.
You know, the second lockdown, it doesn’t seem as though very many people are locked
down, you know.” (Public, G12: Campervan / Horseboxes)
Many respondents felt the “new normal” is unlikely to change any time soon and the new
culture of working from home is likely to become more prominent in the future. Respondents
felt this new way of working is favourable and a more hybrid approach in the future may be
the preferable amongst workers.
“I’ve been working at home since March and I think it’s going to continue for some time
really, and I think it’s changed, you know, certainly my like office environment. I think
everybody’s thinking it’s never going to back, because I only worked three days
anyway, you know, but I don’t think I’ll be going back to working three days in the office
at all, really. Perhaps I might be just doing one day, one day a week or something in
the office, but the rest of the time, I think it’s going to continue to be at home for the
foreseeable future.” (Public, G2: Aged 40+, Bus / Taxi users within region, Outside GM)
Some respondents highlighted the indirect impacts of people working from home more and
not going into city centres or key shopping hubs and, due to restrictions, this has impacted the
delivery and courier industry.
"It’s impacted me because I don’t use transport as much as before, but the thing now
is, it’s had those indirect impacts, because you’re not using transportation as much
anymore, but you’re sitting at home and you’re ordering so much, and the trucks and
the buses are delivering the others, so indirectly, I’m still contributing to be honest. I’m
ordering much more than I did before." (Public, G8, Mix of modes used, Live in poor
air quality areas, Aged 18-34, Inside GM)
Effect of Covid-19 on Businesses
After the initial first weeks of the first lockdown in March 2021, a proportion of businesses
respondents felt they adjusted to the restrictions and have managed to trade at the same level
or at a higher level than since before Covid-19. They stated this is due to some of their supply
chains being able to still use their services during the pandemic.
“I mean immediately when the outbreak started, we basically shut down, but only for two
weeks until our customer base got a feel for what was going on and realised that
construction could keep going, and since then, we’ve never looked back. We’ve probably
had one of the best years ever, because car parks are closed or some are and some
country parks have been closed, we’ve been able to get into those parks, car parks etc,
to install, whereas normally, they’re full of people and cars. So, it’s worked better for us.”
(Business, HGV / LGV, B1: Agriculture, Construction, Outside GM)
“COVID-19 has been very up and down. I do a lot of, basically I do a lot of NHS
maintenance, schoolwork and local authorities, so obviously, I’m committed to regional
work which is primary healthcare to Manchester. We had a very quiet two or three
months, but there was only me working, really, because I employ a lot of day work
subcontract lads, who I employ maybe nine or ten months of the year and kept those
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ticking over, but my own employees, because we couldn’t go into the schools and we
couldn’t go in the NHS, it was a bit quiet for three months, but as it stands now, I’ve
never been as busy.” (Business, LGV / HGV, B4, Agriculture / Construction, Waste
Management, Inside GM)
Some businesses explained they had needed to adapt and to change their methods and
processes in order to survive the pandemic, but they felt afterwards they may have benefited
from Covid-19.
“We moved onto online. We set up a new website. We sold an awful lot online. We
actually sold more online than we would have sold usually in the shop in the first three
months, so it worked. It worked well for us. It does have some consequences though –
increase in postage costs and courier costs for example.” (Business, B3: Retail, Outside
GM)
“I was going to say we do a lot of events, so that sector has just completely been wiped
out. The bank asked me to do like a look into what it financially is to us, and it’s about a
quarter of a million in revenue, which we lost over night, and there’s no sight of that
coming back, but we have diversified and gone out and done different work now, to the
point where we’ve put another two trucks on the road over the last two months, that’s
obviously down to the workload. Like I say, similar to the other guys, when the first
lockdown came it was like whoa, shock, my artics (articulated lorries) got parked up
overnight, because they’re working in the event stuff, but then things carry on,
generators are still needed, that’s the majority of our work.” (Business, HGV, B7,
Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
However, some businesses felt Covid-19 has had a significantly detrimental impact on their
businesses, and they are struggling to survive and remain financially viable due to the lack of
business in 2020. They also feel there is much uncertainty for 2021 and beyond for their
businesses.
“We are event florists, and we haven’t been doing any events this year. All events
postponed or cancelled, and we have had to refund money, and it has been damaging
to the business. You know, we are coming to the crunch point now, yeah, and as we
move into January and February, which is a traditionally quiet time of year in our industry,
that is where it is going to be really difficult.”(Business, LGV, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
“COVID-19 has affected all our businesses with the restrictions, and many businesses
in our industry will not re-open, I don’t think. Reduced turnover, and the changes in the
working world because of COVID-19 and businesses we supply to not operating etc. It
is a real struggle and will be for a while yet. I’m not sure if we will survive it.” (Business,
LGV, B5, Night-time Economy, Inside GM)
Some businesses reported due to Covid-19, they have delayed the purchase of new vehicles,
as in the current climate, they feel there is too much of a risk and / or they don’t have the
money they usually do to buy new vehicles.
“By now, I would have replaced a couple of my vans during the last few months, but
I’m waiting to see what happens as I’m not using them at the moment anyways as
there are no events for us to go to. It is too risky, and I don’t have the cash flow for it.”
(Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
One of the businesses reported taking the opportunity of a quieter period to trial an electric
van to see how it would fit in with their business and their needs. Whilst they found it a useful
experience, it has shown that, for their needs, it is not suitable yet at the level of technology it
is at.
“I actually had an electric van on loan to the business to see whether we liked it or not.
It was nice, and I think a lovely van to drive, but it only takes 80 miles before it needs
charging again. Most of my general trips are at least 100 miles plus, so yes, it was nice
to trial but impractical, especially with no charging points around. It is supposed to selfcharge as it was driving, but it only gave you another 15 miles or so. It was a shame,
but it is not right yet for us.” (Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
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Most businesses, even those that have managed to remain busy during this period, are
cautious about how they will be able to adapt or respond to the proposals. Some businesses
are worried the current climate makes it untenable, even with some level of support from the
10 Local Authorities, to contemplate being able to upgrade to newer vehicles and, therefore,
the prospect of a daily charge is a worry for them.
Even though some businesses stated they are doing well during this period in terms of work
available to them, they also highlighted they are feeling the consequences elsewhere. As
already mentioned, because one business had taken their business online to a larger extent,
their postage and courier costs have increased due to the restrictions in place and people not
being able to come to the store.
“We have had to invest in more packing and boxes and trips to the post office, if it was
small enough. If not, arranging for couriers to come in and pick it up and find the best
price on couriers, so that has been a cost that we have seen increase during this time.”
(Business, B3: Retail, Outside GM)
A construction firm noted that due to social distancing rules, when they would usually send
five workmen in one van to a job, they now must “buddy up” the staff into pairs and send three
vans to a single job with one or two people in each, thus increasing the costs to complete one
job. They also acknowledged the impact sending three vans instead of one has on their carbon
footprint.
“And most of my vans are five-seaters, so before this, I was sending like five lads to a
job in one van, but now I’m sending three vans to one job, with five men. Obviously,
it’s costing more with everything, because I could send five men to one job in one van,
but now I’ve got five men to a job in three vans. We basically would sign a contract to
say one of my contracts has got three hundred hours on it, it might last six years, and
when you sign it, it says duration of contract, so I can’t recoup those costs.” (Business,
LGV / HGV, B4, Agriculture / Construction, Waste Management, Inside GM)
Some of the businesses stated they are trying to “make it through Covid-19” and, therefore
they are not aware of the proposals because they are focused on other things. Now they feel
they cannot think about the longer term and how they will respond to the proposals; as one
said, “they may not have a business by then”.
“My main worry is next year, you know, and the fact that with more people working from
home, parking and car parks aren’t going to be utilised as much as they were being
used, and how that might affect my business” (Business, HGV / LGV, B1: Agriculture,
Construction, Outside GM)
“I think the big issue is the industry has got no money. We’ve all had nine months,
pretty much twelve months without earning any money. Nobody’s going to have the
money to invest in vehicles next year. Nobody’s investing this year, so everybody’s a
year behind where they were. There’s not going to be the money next year, because
we’re not going to be as busy.” (Business, Minibus / Coach, B2, Outside GM)
Others were worried the knock-on effects of Covid-19 will be seen in their financial credit
ratings for any future borrowing they consider.
“The thing to consider also is with the current COVID situation, everyone’s credit
ratings will be getting downgraded anyway, because of, you know, there’s a lot of
hesitancy out there for people to lend, isn’t there, at the moment. So, even if you know,
twelve months, two years, you could have got the credit, maybe you might be
downgraded 10% or something, you know, 50%, you don’t know until you need it. But
a lot of companies won’t be in the same position now than they were twelve months
ago.” (Business, HGV, B7, Manufacturing / HGV transport, Inside GM)
Effect of Covid-19 on Air Quality
Many respondents thought restrictions during Covid-19 had affected air pollution in a positive
way and referenced examples of why they thought this, highlighting the lack of air traffic and
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less vehicles on the road temporarily, as some of the main reasons as to why they felt it had
been good for air quality.
“I did see a lot of things about the fact that, you know, people weren’t really doing very
much, and they weren’t going out and, obviously, because of that, that meant that like
… I think I saw like a picture of Venice, that the water was clear for the first time ever
or something.” (Public, G10, Female only group, Aged 18-34, Bus / Taxi users, Low
income areas, Inside GM)
“Well, I mean I go back to the first lockdown as well, I had the good opportunity of going
to a top floor, high hotel in Manchester and I could see the difference between the
quality of the air, if you know what I mean, you can’t, you can sometimes see a haze
over the city, whether that was in the morning or at night, you could certainly see it and
during the lockdown even after ten days of the first lockdown, I could certainly see a
difference in the air quality. I don’t know what it was like breathing it in, I mean, but it
certainly looked cleaner, it certainly looked cleaner and it was basically due to nothing
on the roads, absolutely nothing on the roads and nobody in Manchester, really, but I
think that was probably the big help, that nobody was travelling into town and nobody
was doing anything, so you could see the marked difference, definitely.” (Business,
Depth, Plumber, Inside GM)

Conclusions
Overall, members of the public were quite positive about improving air quality across the
region. However, whilst businesses acknowledged the importance of air quality, it was of less
importance to businesses than members of the public.
Both members of the public and business respondents questioned whether the criteria of
which vehicles had been defined as compliant by Government and the strategy implemented
would succeed in reducing poor air quality in the region. There was a lot of discussion around
why private cars had been excluded from the proposals and how successful the CAZ would
be without them.
Many respondents suggested members of the public will be negatively affected as the
investment costs, or the daily charges will be passed on to the customer. Businesses said they
would need to find a way to cover the costs and suggested this would result in an increase in
prices / fares. Some businesses suggested it may become part of their job by job costings i.e.
if a customer was paying for a service or delivery in GM there would be an automatic surcharge
to cover the daily charge the driver / business would receive for entering the CAZ.
Almost all respondents felt support was needed for businesses to be able to afford to upgrade
their vehicles in time. However, some businesses did not believe the proposed funding goes
far enough as they would need to invest in their vehicles in order to become compliant. Many
also felt there are a lot of businesses in the region and the proposed funding pot would not be
able to cover everyone eligible for support. Financially, they felt new vehicles is a big
investment for a lot of companies and now this is seen as a risk due to economic uncertainty.
One of the key areas of discussion was the lead in time to upgrading vehicles prior to the CAZ
being implemented. Many businesses reported they buy their vehicles and plan the investment
and payment over 5+ years. Some businesses had only recently bought vehicles in the past
12-18 months that would not be compliant. Some businesses had not been aware of the
proposals prior to the focus groups and felt they need more notice to be able respond.
Across all respondents, many raised concerns about the timings, considering the current
Covid-19 pandemic. Many respondents stated many businesses are struggling to stay afloat,
without the extra pressure of having to find the investment to upgrade to newer vehicles or
pay the daily charge once the plan is put into place. A handful of businesses and taxi / PHV
drivers suggested the proposals could be the final straw for them in what has been a difficult
12 months and it may cause them to close their business and / or retire.
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Appendix E Organisations, Elected representatives and
Businesses who responded
Organisations:
The list of organisations that responded to the consultation are shown below. An additional
11 organisations responded, but did not provide their name and one wrote on behalf of a
school, but did not state they were authorised to do so.
2nd Cheadle Scout Group

Fightback4justice

Altrincham and Bowdon civic society

Friends of Carrington Moss

Asthma UK and British Lung Foundation
Partnership

Friends of the Earth England, Wales and
Northern Ireland

Both St Barnabas Church and
Waterhead Church, Oldham

Friends of the Trans Pennine Trail

British Horse Society Regional
Bridleways Officer for NW

Friends of Victoria Park, Stretford

Burnley Bridleways Association

Federation of Small Businesses

BVRLA

Greater Manchester Shared Services

Chamber of Commerce

Green Groups

Cheshire East Council

High Peak Borough Council

Chorlton Health Centre

Kickstart Social Enterprise

Client Earth

Lancashire Mounted Games Association

Communication Workers Union

Lancashire County Council

Community Transport Association

Levenshulme Clean Air Community
Group

Corrie Primary and Nursery School

Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority

CPT UK

Manchester Arts Sustainability Team

CSPHA

Manchester City of Trees

East Durham Community Transport Ltd

Manchester Friends of the Earth

Farnworth Baptist Church

Manchester University NHS Trust

Federation of British Historic Vehicle
Clubs Ltd.

MESS (Marple Energy Saving Strategy)
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Military Vehicle Trust
Museum of Transport, Greater
Manchester
National Association of Road Transport
Museums

The British Horse Society

The Builders Merchants' Federation Ltd
(BMF)
The Christie NHS Foundation Trust

National Physical Laboratory
National Private Hire and Taxi
Association (NPHTA)

The Hackney Drivers Association Ltd
The Northern Care Alliance NHS Group

NFU
Northern Liaison Group (British Riding
Clubs)

The Old Courts Wigan
The River Manchester

Our Sale West Big Local
The University of Manchester
p.h.d.a limited bury
Trans Pennine Trail Partnership
Pole Moor Riding Club
Transport for Sick Children
Road Haulage Association
Rochdale and Bury Bridleways
Association

Unite the Union (Manchester Hackney
Carriage)
University of Manchester PGCE
Secondary Programme

St Helens Council
Walk Ride Heatons
Steady State Manchester
Wesley Community Furniture
Stockport Youth Council
Tameside Owners & Drivers Association

Whalley Range Climate Action Group
Withington Civic Society

Taxi Trade Organisation / Committee /
Representatives with over 100 members
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Councillors and Elected Officials
The list of Councillors and Elected Officials who responded to the consultation and the areas
they represent are shown below. Five responses were provided without a name or area.
Name

Area represented

John Mullen

Barton

Adele Warren

Breightmet

Martin Hayes

Elton Ward Bury MBC

Charlotte Morris

Elton, Bury

Bob Allen

Heaton & Lostock, Bolton

John Taylor

Heatons North, Stockport

Marie Brady

Horwich North East

Arnie Saunders

Kersal Salford City Council

Dane Anderton

Leigh West

Peter N Roberts

Limestone Peak

Janet Emsley

Littleborough Lakeside, Rochdale

Mandie Shilton Godwin

Manchester

Charlie Stewart

Manor, Stockport

Stephen Homer

Mossley, Tameside

Christopher Evans

North west union officer

A R Khayal

Oldham

Chris Gloster

Oldham

Councillor Flores

Oldham

Jim McMahon OBE MP

Oldham West and Royton

Jon-Connor Lyons

Piccadilly

Haf Barlow (on behalf of the council)

Poynton Council

Kieran Heakin

Rochdale Healey Ward

Steve Hewitt

Saddleworth west and lees

Councillor Driver

Stockport

Matt Wynne

Stockport

Name not provided

Stockport

Stephen Adshead

Stretford, Trafford

Jim Cammell

Swinton South

Brenda Warrington

Tameside

Philip Fitzpatrick

Tameside
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Janet Cooper

Tameside- Longdendale

Rt. Hon. Esther McVey

Tatton

Ben Hartley

Trafford

Mike Cordingley

Trafford

Councillor Watters

Westhoughton South

Joanne Marshall

Wigan

Robin Garrido

Worsley Salford
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Business and private hire operators
A list of large businesses and private hire operators who responded to the consultation are
shown below. A full list of the businesses and private hire operators who responded to the
consultation, and confirmed they were authorised to respond as such, can be found here:
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
A W & D Hammond Ltd

MediaCom North Group

Acklams Coaches Limited

Megabus (Stagecoach)

Arriva North West & Wales

Music Magpie

Birchall Foodservcie

NG Transport ltd

Capita / Network Rail

OneBus

CEMEX

P F Jones

Crystal vehicle rental services

Polyflor Ltd

David Bratt & Sons (Haulage)Ltd

Post Office

Double Time Distribution Ltd.

RAC Motoring Services

Eddie Stobart Logistics Ltd

Roy Braidwood & Sons Transport Ltd

Enterprise Holdings

Royal Mail

Frank O'gara and Sons

Sebden Steel Service Centres Ltd

Frederic Robinson Ltd

SPizarnia UK Ltd

G C Birchall Ltd

Stagecoach Manchester

Go North West Limited

Tamar Coaches & Tours

Greystone Financial Services Ltd

Tarmac

H.G. Stephenson Ltd

Transdev

High Peak Buses

Transport Service Solutions

Holmeswood Coaches Ltd

Uber

Home Instead Senior Care (bury)

UPS UK

John Macadam and Son

V A Whitley & Co. Ltd

Kenny Waste Management

Vic Young (South Shields) Ltd

Law Distribution Ltd

W Harrison & Sons (Carriers) Ltd

Lets Travel

W. Howard Limited

London EV Company

Wallwork Heat Treatment Ltd

M&I Materials Ltd

Warrington's Own Buses

Manchester Airports Group

Zeneth
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Appendix F Coding of comments
Each question was coded by themes which emerged from the comments received. The
following tables were used for analysis.
Where responses were provided in one question that had relevant themes for another
question these codes were moved to the relevant question.
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19

Own an
impacted
vehicle
24

No impacted
vehicle
owned
342

8

7

31

57

91

23

5

85

30

Should be different boundaries for different vehicles

21

1

0

16

6

Will negatively impact people travelling to and from Manchester Airport

3

2

1

1

4

City centre should be a ULEZ

483

2

1

2

1

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

46

9

0

17

38

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - boundary

37

7

0

11

33

Should make the zone larger (UK wide / national scale)

29

8

3

7

23

Should include specific roads / areas

25

1

3

1

25

Should include the Motorway/Strategic Road Network

56

5

4

9

50

Should exclude specific roads / areas

23

4

1

12

15

Boundary should focus on city centre only / M60 boundary

122

51

3

99

74

Zone / areas covered is too big

171

90

7

148

117

67

26

9

35

59

46

7

0

9

33

Other

36

9

4

8

38

Base

1388

205

49

355

776

Zone / boundary / areas covered is fair / appropriate / reasonable
Concerns about redistributing traffic/congestion/air quality problems to
surrounding areas (outside boundary)
Will negatively impact people living on the GM boundary

Zone / areas covered should just be those with poor air quality/city
centre and towns / high-risk areas
Make zone wider NW / general

General
Public

Business

Representatives

323

28

79
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General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

Oppose the proposed operation times

125

31

2

63

95

Support the proposed operation times

856

16

21

19

387

Concerns about signage / need to provide clear / easily visible signs

93

13

1

17

89

62

10

2

13

56

31

7

0

15

23

8

1

1

2

6

Concerns / doubts about the implementation/enforcement of the clean
air zone
Should only be charged once within a 24-hour period
Suggest the time between 24-hour periods should be different /
midnight should not be the end / start between 24-hour period
Unfair to those who do not spend long travelling within the boundary /
travel a short distance
Do not charge for evening / night journeys / only charge in daytime

2

1

0

1

2

105

22

5

49

82

Do not charge for weekend travel

44

13

2

39

19

Change the hours of operation to peak times / hours only

66

27

5

45

50

Queries - general

7

5

0

7

5

Other

35

4

5

13

31

Base

1332

129

39

237

766
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The Clean Air Zone would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, signage would be used to clearly identify the Clean Air Zone,
and the daily charges would apply from midnight to midnight. Do you have any comments on these proposals?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

414

156

7

257

316

593

4

2

8

105

Charges should be the same amount for all affected vehicle types

14

2

0

4

12

Differences between charge amounts is unfair

10

5

2

5

12

Charges should be based on mileage

21

4

2

13

12

Charge should be higher for travelling during peak times

41

10

0

12

39

Charge only those who travel in / around city centre most frequently

12

5

1

10

7

Charges should be dependent on the size of the vehicle

12

2

0

4

10

Charges should be dependent on the emissions of the vehicle

61

8

2

12

58

17

3

1

8

13

44

6

3

22

31

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - charges

85

18

4

31

73

Charges are too high / should be lower (general)

258

112

2

190

182

Charges are too high / should be lower for - buses

75

17

3

19

73

Charges are too high / should be lower for - coaches

28

9

0

10

26

Charges are too high / should be lower for - HGVs

14

14

3

13

14

Charges are too high / should be lower for - vans / LGVs

21

18

1

24

14

Charges are too high / should be lower for - minibuses

11

2

0

3

10

Charges are too high / should be lower for - hackney carriages

26

14

1

12

27

Oppose the proposed charges / disagree with the charges (e.g. seem
unjustified, counterintuitive, won't make a difference
Support the proposed charges / they are good/fair

Suggest that the charges should be paid for weekly / monthly / annual
periods rather than daily
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
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Do you have any comments on the proposed charges?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

0

Own an
impacted
vehicle
14

No impacted
vehicle
owned
25

Charges are too high / should be lower for - private hire vehicles

22

18

Charges are too high / should be lower for - private leisure vehicles

57

Charges are too low / should be higher (general)

2

3

54

4

Charges are too low / should be higher for - buses

84

7

3

7

86

Charges are too low / should be higher for - HGVs

13

2

1

4

12

Charges are too low / should be higher for - vans / LGVs

27

1

1

1

28

Charges are too low / should be higher for - Hackney carriages

14

1

1

0

16

Charges are too low / should be higher for - private hire vehicles

43

2

0

3

42

Charges are too low / should be higher for other vehicle types

42

1

1

1

43

Other

21

1

0

2

20

75

13

8

22

65

Base

1722

344

36

568

1024
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Do you have any comments on the proposed charges? (cont.)

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Support / agree with the permanent local exemptions / they are fair
Permanent local exemptions are not needed / should have upgraded
already
Disagree with the permanent exemptions (general)
Proposed permanent exemptions are unfair / more vehicles should be
temporarily exempt (general)
Concern about enforcement of permanent exemptions / ensuring they
are not abused
Exemptions should be temporary

General
Public

Business

Representatives

34

Own an
impacted
vehicle
296

No impacted
vehicle
owned
852

951

169

23

1

0

6

17

264

66

5

99

235

28

6

3

17

17

108

4

4

12

102

40

4

0

4

40

Permanent exemptions should be regularly reviewed

13

0

2

1

14

Should be permanently exempt - buses

84

10

1

21

74

Should be permanently exempt - taxis

51

51

9

57

53

148

36

6

57

132

18

17

8

22

9

234

17

13

202

40

34

17

5

31

24

1

3

0

4

0

34

8

1

26

16

Should be permanently exempt - vehicles used by disabled / vulnerable
users
Should be permanently exempt - specialist vehicles (e.g. adapted
vehicles that would be difficult / impractical to upgrade
Should be permanently exempt - private leisure vehicles (e.g. horsebox,
motorhome)
Should be permanently exempt - business vehicles
Should be permanently exempt - businesses with multiple vehicles
should have at least one permanently exempt
GM residents should be permanently exempt
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local exemptions? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Should NOT be permanently exempt - disabled passenger vehicles

104

17

Should NOT be permanently exempt - emergency service vehicles

3

Should NOT be permanently exempt - specialist vehicles (e.g. adapted
vehicles)
Should NOT be permanently exempt - driving within the zone due to a
road diversion
Motorway diversions are hard to manage
Major roads should be permanently exempt

2

Own an
impacted
vehicle
26

No impacted
vehicle
owned
96

0

0

2

1

29

3

1

6

27

40

2

3

3

42

30

1

1

3

29

2

1

0

3

0

Prolonged / long-term diversions should not be permanently exempt /
should be temporary
SHOULD LGV and HGV

5

0

0

0

5

16

8

2

17

9

SHOULD NOT Historic and military

23

1

1

4

21

SHOULD NOT Community minibuses and non-road going vehicles

8

1

0

0

9

Permanent Exempt coach and minibus

12

2

1

4

10

Queries - general

129

25

5

53

102

Other

45

7

6

15

35

Base

1749

343

74

648

1479
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local exemptions? Why do you say this? (cont.)

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

28

Own an
impacted
vehicle
243

No impacted
vehicle
owned
710

Support / agree with the temporary local exemptions / they are fair

774

155

Enough time to upgrade to compliant vehicles

67

5

2

12

62

Two years is not enough for the temporary exemption / need longer

226

92

10

151

175

Temporary local exemptions are not needed / should have upgraded already

41

4

1

6

40

Disagree with the temporary exemptions (general)

122

18

7

31

116

Temporary local exemptions will not help / will not be able to afford to
upgrade even if given more time
Proposed temporary exemptions are unfair / more vehicles should be
temporarily exempt (general)
Should be temporary for vehicles until they are due for an upgrade

20

12

1

23

10

11

2

1

8

5

57

32

4

36

53

Concern about enforcement / ensuring they are not abused

23

0

1

4

20

Temporary exemptions should be regularly reviewed

3

0

0

0

3

Vehicles should be temporarily exempt until Covid-19 has passed

4

4

0

5

3

Temporary exemptions should be shorter

169

8

4

3

178

Incentivise behaviour change / need more incentives for upgrades

221

6

3

11

43

Should NOT be temporarily exempt - vans / LGVs

14

0

2

0

15

Should be temporarily exempt - private leisure vehicles (e.g. horsebox)

11

1

1

7

6

Should be temporarily exempt - HGVs

3

5

0

5

3

Bus coach and minibus

1

3

0

1

2

Should not be temporarily exempt - taxi

18

3

1

5

17

Should be exempt - taxis

11

5

4

5

15

Should be exempt - specialist all

15

3

1

5

12

Queries - general

32

3

0

13

22

Other

11

6

0

5

12

Base

1537

304

55

468

1240
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the temporary local exemptions? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

18

Own an
impacted
vehicle
122

No impacted
vehicle
owned
286

Support / agree with the permanent local discounts / they are fair / helpful

333

60

They are not needed / should have upgraded already / should have to pay

377

Leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes should not be offered discounts

52

7

61

375

39

4

2

8

37

Private hire vehicles should not be offered discounts

86

13

3

27

75

Discounts should depend on vehicle age / pollution it causes

6

0

0

2

4

Concerns that the discounts will result in people not upgrading

62

2

2

2

64

Concerns about discounts being abused / how these will be enforced

124

11

4

14

123

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

21

2

0

8

15

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - discounts

44

6

2

15

37

Discounts should be higher (general)

12

1

0

7

6

Discounts should be higher for - leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes

4

1

2

3

2

Discounts should be higher for - private hire vehicles

2

1

1

2

2

Discounts should be lower (general)

2

0

0

0

2

Discounts should be lower for - leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes

2

0

0

1

1

Discounts should be lower for - private hire vehicles

1

1

0

0

2

Discounts should be higher due to / until through the Covid-19 pandemic

1

0

0

0

1

Discounts should be offered for - more vehicles / affected people (general)

14

3

0

8

8

Discounts should be offered for - Hackney carriages

6

20

3

17

12

Discounts should be offered for - leisure vehicles under 3.5 tonnes

27

1

0

21

6

Discounts should be offered for - business vehicles

7

1

0

4

4

29

5

3

19

12

7

1

1

3

6

27

1

2

3

26

1115

180

42

320

1005

Discounts should be offered for - those who are located outside of Greater
Manchester but operate within the region
Bus coach and minibus
Other
Base
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local discounts? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

107

49

4

73

87

609

54

18

72

431

32

5

0

5

32

16

0

0

2

14

1

0

0

0

1

37

16

3

20

36

16

4

4

3

21

228

37

9

61

213

1

0

0

0

1

Funding should only be for sole traders / smaller companies

21

11

3

14

21

Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles

64

11

2

9

66

Concerns about performance of electric buses

4

0

0

0

4

6

1

0

2

5

70

15

3

17

71

42

32

2

36

37

Funding should available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding / funding is important / needed to be able
to conform/upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for
this/transparency over funds
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan / not given as a grant
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - funding
amount/provision/conditions
Funding amount is too high / too much funding
Funding should not be available / not needed – should have already
upgraded by now / use own money
Funding does not consider insurance, maintenance, other fees etc

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need
more charging points
Other
All bus companies / operators that operate / travel in Greater
Manchester and will be affected should be eligible
Should be given more funding

58

40

3

41

58

Payment of funds

12

2

2

2

14

Queries other

57

16

1

28

44

1205

219

47

308

979

Base
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Bus Fund?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria
Concerns about the funding being mis-managed / needs to be a transparent
process
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change
will have greatest impact
Funds should be prioritised for those who upgrade to electric / hybrid
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders/small businesses / small
organisations
Funds should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations /
charities / services
Prioritisation of funding should depend on impact of proposals on the
business / organisation
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of
the funds available
Funds should be prioritised for those who have already recently upgraded
their vehicle/s / should be reimbursed
Funds should be prioritised for buses / vehicles carrying most passengers
Needs to be well-advertised / promoted to ensure all those affected are
aware and know how to apply for funding
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed / trying to
commit fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested
Concerns that they may not be able to apply immediately / missing the
opportunity
Should be first-come-first serve
Older vehicles are not necessarily the most polluting / should not focus on
oldest vehicles
Other
Base

General
Public

Business

Representatives

4

Own an
impacted
vehicle
15

No impacted
vehicle
owned
56

50

17

96

22

5

33

89

23

11

0

13

21

264

39

14

46

270

10

2

1

1

12

37

19

2

21

37

11

0

2

1

12

10

3

2

2

12

28

11

1

13

26

9

1

0

1

9

14

1

0

2

13

4

4

0

5

3

65

11

1

17

60

40

6

4

12

38

2

3

0

3

1

2

1

1

1

3

37

6

2

6

39

54
577

15
124

1
30

22
162

48
565
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Do you have any comments about the proposed management of the funds?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Funding should available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding / funding is important/needed to be able
to conform/upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for this /
transparency over funds
Funding should not come in the form of a repayable loan / should be
given as a lump sum grant
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan / not given as a grant
Would like there to be more consultation / communication with those
affected with these vehicle types
Funding needed for / concerns about funding for personal leisure
vehicles e.g. campervans, horseboxes etc
Funding / financial support will not help / work (e.g. will not help in the
long-term)
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount to
those affected (general)
Funding amount is too high / too much funding (general)
Funding should not be available / not needed – should have already
upgraded by now / use own money (general)
Funding does not consider insurance, maintenance, other fees etc
Unfair funding differences between these affected vehicle types

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

60

23

3

39

47

544

67

22

93

365

32

8

1

9

32

9

9

1

12

7

13

1

0

1

13

5

1

1

2

5

74

3

4

76

5

34

25

0

39

20

6

0

0

0

6

147

118

6

176

93

98

111

6

135

79

3

0

0

0

3

68

1

3

11

61

0

4

0

3

1

0

3

0

2

1
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for coaches
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for minibuses
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for HGVs
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for vans / LGVs
All those with these vehicle types that operate /t ravel in Greater
Manchester and will be affected should be eligible
Unfair to those located outside the boundary/should be funding to those
located outside the boundary but operate in Greater Manchester
Funding should only be for sole traders / smaller companies /
organisations
Funds should only be for voluntary / community organisations /
charities/services
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles
Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / vehicles
have been invested in
Concerns about performance of electric vehicles
Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need
more charging points
Other
Base

General Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle owned

3

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

1

3

4

0

4

3

8

10

0

14

4

494

8

4

9

10

21

21

1

31

11

22

5

0

6

21

52

0

4

3

52

0

0

0

0

0

13

4

1

1

15

0

0

1

0

1

5

4

1

5

3

10

2

0

3

9

48

15

4

17

50

1575

311

58

487

796
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund? Cont.

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria
Concerns about the funding being mis-managed / needs to be a
transparent process
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where
change will have greatest impact
Funds should be prioritised for those who upgrade to electric / hybrid
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders /s mall businesses /s mall
organisations
Funds should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations /
charities / services
Prioritisation of funding should depend on impact of proposals on business
/ organisation
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of
the funds available
Funds should be prioritised for those who have already recently upgraded
their vehicle/s / should be reimbursed
Needs to be well-advertised / promoted to ensure all those affected are
aware and know how to apply for funding
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed / trying to
commit fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested
Concerns they may not be able to apply immediately / miss the opportunity
Depends on how much funding / support is being offered/unclear on
proposed funding
Queries about classification / definition of small businesses

General
Public

Business

Representatives

6

Own an
impacted
vehicle
22

No impacted
vehicle
owned
58

57

17

77

14

2

19

74

17

7

0

13

10

42

13

2

10

46

3

1

1

0

4

163

61

9

79

152

99

6

5

9

101

27

5

3

7

27

43

18

1

20

42

5

0

0

0

5

10

4

0

7

7

50

5

2

11

46

51

13

10

19

54

4

2

1

3

4

1

7

0

8

0

6

2

0

3

5

Proposals do not affect me / my vehicles

8

2

0

7

3

Other

40

7

2

6

43

Base

538

142

30

196

509
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Do you have any comments about the proposed management of the funds?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Funding should be available to all vehicle types /f air to all (general)
Support the proposed funding for Hackney carriages /funding is important /
needed to be able to conform/upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for Hackney carriages /
transparency over funds
Funding for Hackney carriages should not come in the form of a repayable loan /
should be given as a lump sum grant
Funding for Hackney carriages should be provided as a repayable loan / not
given as a grant
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
Funding should be higher for Hackney carriages / provide a higher amount to
those affected
Funding amount is too high / too much funding for Hackney carriages
Funding should not be available for Hackney carriages/not needed – should have
already upgraded by now / use own money
All Hackney carriages that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and will be
affected should be eligible
Funding should only be Hackney carriage sole traders / smaller companies
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already recently
upgraded their Hackney carriages
Funding for Hackney carriages should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid /
electric vehicles
Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / Hackney carriages
have been invested in
Funding should only be available to Hackney carriages that are licensed in
Greater Manchester.
Concerns about performance of electric Hackney carriages
Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need more
charging points for Hackney carriages

General
Public

Business

Representatives
1

Own an
impacted
vehicle
38

No impacted
vehicle
owned
54

56

35

458

78

11

82

291

56

6

2

6

58

3

10

0

9

4

20

3

1

4

19

5

1

0

0

6

47

23

4

24

49

66

101

14

95

86

8

2

0

2

8

206

20

5

37

194

21

25

5

23

26

16

6

0

4

18

4

6

2

1

11

38

5

1

5

39

2

1

1

1

3

23

5

2

7

23

3

6

0

6

3

22

7

3

5

26
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Do you have any comments on the proposed funds for hackney carriages?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives
2

Own an
impacted
vehicle
10

No impacted
vehicle
owned
33

Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of Uber

31

10

Other

26

Base

9

3

7

30

947

242

38

258

792
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General
Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Funding should be available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding for private hire vehicles / funding is
important / needed to be able to conform / upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for private hire
vehicles / transparency over funds
Funding for private hire vehicles should not come in the form of a
repayable loan / should be given as a lump sum grant
Funding for private hire vehicles should be provided as a repayable loan
/ not given as a grant
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments
Funding should be higher for private hire vehicles / provide a higher
amount to those affected
Funding amount is too high / too much funding for private hire vehicles
Funding should not be available for private hire vehicles / not needed –
should have already upgraded by now / use own money
All private hire vehicles that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and
will be affected should be eligible
Funding should only be for private hire vehicle sole traders / smaller
companies
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their private hire vehicles
Funding for private hire vehicles should only be provided to upgrade to
hybrid / electric vehicles
Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / private
hire vehicles have been invested in
Funding should only be available for private hire vehicles that are
licensed in Greater Manchester.
Concerns about performance of electric private hire vehicles

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

52

45

2

48

51

258

45

8

45

93

28

5

2

3

32

1

7

2

6

4

12

1

0

2

11

8

2

0

2

8

37

16

3

19

37

52

68

7

61

63

20

3

2

6

19

152

14

3

23

146

19

19

2

19

20

7

6

0

6

7

3

7

1

3

8

22

7

1

7

22

0

0

0

0

0

23

8

3

14

20

1

0

0

0

1
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Do you have any comments on the proposed funds for private hire vehicles (e.g. eligibility criteria, funding amounts)?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of taxis
registered outside of Greater Manchester (e.g. in Sefton)
Other
Base

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

8

2

1

1

9

19

5

1

2

23

39

11

2

15

37

21

4

0

4

21

658

188

24

202

489
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Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need
more charging points
Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of Uber

General
Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

5

Own an
impacted
vehicle
21

No impacted
vehicle
owned
22

Funding / support should be available to all those affected / fair to all
(general comments)

29

10

Support the proposed funding / vehicle finance offer/is important / needed

262

89

11

102

258

Oppose the vehicle finance offer / funding / concern about the vehicle finance offer
not providing value for money
Vehicle finance offer will lead to more debt

131

53

4

69

118

40

63

1

70

34

Funding / support should not come in the form of a finance contribution or loan /
should be given as a lump sum grant
Finance/loans provided should be affordable /low / zero interest

46

32

4

41

41

34

29

4

29

38

Funding / support should not be available/not needed – should have already
upgraded by now / use own money
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for this / transparency over
funds/support
Concerns about the Funding / support being mis-managed

48

1

0

7

42

55

10

1

13

53

71

6

1

7

71

Would like there to be more consultation/communication with those affected about
funding
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

4

2

0

3

3

30

37

1

47

21

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - vehicle finance offer / funding
amount
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - eligibility for the vehicle finance
offer
Concerns about people claiming for Funding / support when not needed / trying to
commit fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding / support should go to those who need it most / should be means tested

33

22

2

30

27

17

22

3

26

15

57

4

2

8

55

18

2

3

3

20

Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already recently
upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding / support should only be paid after new equipment / vehicles have been
invested in
Concerns that they may not be able to apply immediately / missing the opportunity

3

7

0

4

6

6

2

0

0

8

1

0

1

1

1
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Vehicle Finance Offer?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

5

1

0

3

3

12

1

0

0

13

3

0

1

2

2

5

0

0

1

4

Funds / support should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations /
charities / services
Funds/support should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change
will have greatest impact
All those that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and will be affected should be
eligible for funding/support
Other

6

5

3

11

0

37

15

4

26

30

Base

849

325

41

423

785
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Needs to be well-advertised / promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding
Funding / support should be prioritised to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles

General
Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

Own an
impacted
vehicle

No impacted
vehicle
owned

Funding should available to all those affected/fair to all (general comments)

92

20

1

33

78

Support the proposed funding/funding is important/needed - for affected
individuals/businesses /organisations
Support the proposed funding/funding is important/needed - for me/my
business/organisation to survive and continue
Oppose the hardship funding/it won't help those affected (e.g. will not help long-term)

769

174

37

258

717

11

29

0

36

4

49

10

1

15

43

Concerns/queries about where funding is coming from for this/transparency over
funds
Concerns about the funding being mis-managed

30

0

0

3

27

35

5

1

8

33

Funding should not come in the form of a repayable loan/should be given as a lump
sum grant
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan/not given as a grant

4

1

0

1

4

0

1

1

1

1

Funding is needed/important to ensure social equality

85

11

7

23

80

Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

15

4

0

4

15

Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

15

7

1

13

10

Funding should be higher for vehicles/provide a higher amount to those affected

53

30

4

36

51

Funding amount is too high/too much funding

6

1

0

2

5

Funding should not be available/not needed – should have already upgraded by
now/use own money
All those that operate/travel in Greater Manchester and will be affected should be
eligible
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed/trying to commit
fraud/abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most/should be means tested

79

6

2

13

74

14

1

2

6

9

73

6

3

7

75

33

5

1

7

31

Should be financial support/reimbursement for those who have already recently
upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid/electric vehicles

1

2

0

0

3

2

0

1

0

3
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Why do you say this about a hardship fund?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

2

0

0

0

2

9

1

1

2

9

62

9

4

16

58

Funds should be prioritised for voluntary/community organisations/charities/services

21

1

2

5

19

Other

33

10

3

11

35

Base

1266

284

54

437

1156
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Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment/vehicles have been
invested in
Needs to be well-advertised/promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders/small businesses/small organisations

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General Public

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

0

Own an
impacted
vehicle
21

No additional support needed/funding and financial support offered is
good/fair/appropriate
Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

10

11

2

6

2

9

0

More time needed to allow electric vehicle technology for small goods vehicles to
become widely available and cheaper
More time needed to adapt to the proposals

11

4

2

6

9

9

19

2

20

6

Support/counselling should be provided to those whose mental health will be
impacted by the proposals
Should be discounted charges for those who travel within the boundary
frequently/those who pay in advance
Funding should available to all vehicle types/fair to all

5

5

0

9

1

6

6

0

10

2

5

2

0

5

2

Financial support needed to be able to pay daily charges

16

11

0

20

7

Should be financial support for those relocating outside of Greater Manchester
due to the proposals
Concerns/queries about where funding is coming from for this/transparency over
funds
Funding/financial support should not be available/not needed – should have
already upgraded by now/use own money
More financial support/funding needed to upgrade vehicle/s

1

0

0

1

0

7

1

1

1

7

1

0

0

0

1

83

115

8

164

28

Should be given 100% of total cost/given a compliant vehicle for free

40

34

1

69

6

Should be more financial support/incentives to upgrade to electric/hybrid
vehicles
Funding/financial support should be provided for other costs - insurance,
maintenance, other fees etc
More funding/financial support needed for - sole traders/smaller
companies/organisations
More funding/financial support needed for - voluntary/community
organisations/charities/services

29

3

1

4

28

1

4

0

3

1

20

10

2

12

17

4

0

2

5

1

0
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If you are impacted by the proposed clean air zone daily charges, is there any additional support that you would need?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

1

Own an
impacted
vehicle
23

All those affected by the proposals should be eligible for funding/financial
support
Needs to be well-advertised/promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding/financial
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed/trying to commit
fraud/abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most/should be means tested

15

15

5

1

0

2

4

1

0

0

0

1

37

15

5

18

36

Concerns about performance/availability of electric vehicles

12

9

3

7

13

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure/need more
charging points
Other

71

15

6

14

67

23

34

2

53

4

Base

360

261

25

396

216

5
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General Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General Public

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

14

Own an
impacted
vehicle
360

Oppose the proposals (general comments)

651

223

Air quality / pollution is not an issue in Greater Manchester / proposals not
needed
Should be a vote on the proposals

87

58

4

73

76

39

10

0

17

31

There are more important areas to be spending the money on

133

16

1

31

117

Proposals are a stealth tax / congestion charge / money-making scheme /
financial scam
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

607

178

12

279

510

27

5

2

7

24

Support the proposals (general comments)

976

40

33

50

318

Proposals should go further (general comments)

894

25

18

24

253

Use the revenue from charges to improve GM / manage back into the economy

63

2

3

6

60

Should be more involvement from those impacted in developing the proposals

26

11

5

12

23

Impact / success of the proposals should be monitored

35

3

1

4

34

Proposals need to be promoted / communicated effectively

57

13

6

15

55

Need other initiatives/measures to improve air quality / environmental impact

469

37

11

75

255

Need better road infrastructure / design / capacity to reduce congestion /
improve air quality
Should be a scrappage scheme for non-compliant vehicles

222

38

7

63

197

33

11

13

12

32

Air quality is still an issue from other pollutants

40

6

3

12

36

Put tax / charge on petrol

2

1

0

1

2

More information needed on pollutant reduction

173

0

0

0

0

Delay the proposals / implement at a later date

118

68

12

83

109

Implement the proposals sooner / as soon as possible

797

8

5

11

147

Should include privately cars / motorbikes / mopeds / motorhomes in the
proposals
Concern about privately owned vehicles being included in the near future

1003

76

25

86

349

157

8

4

29

138

515
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Do you have any other comments on the proposals for the Clean Air Plan as set out in the consultation document?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

1

Own an
impacted
vehicle
28

Should accept lower standards for vehicles to be compliant

16

23

Businesses in less polluting areas should not be charged for using vehicles

1

0

0

0

1

Restrict / discourage vehicle use (general comments)

271

12

10

9

103

Should pedestrianise / ban cars from the city centre / introduce a congestion
charge
Vehicles should be charged / penalised for idling

95

14

3

20

89

68

7

5

12

62

Target / charge school runs

59

4

3

16

41

Older / most polluting vehicles should be targeted/replaced

112

25

1

30

108

Older vehicles / those already due to be upgraded should receive less funding /
financial support
Too many taxis (Hackney and PHV) on the road already / need to reduce the
amount of them
All taxis (Hackney and PHV) should be cleaner / greener (e.g. electric, hybrid,
hydrogen)
Should promote / encourage more use of active travel (general comments)

22

4

1

6

21

43

5

2

6

43

42

4

0

7

39

199

3

9

2

25

Should promote / encourage more use of buses / public transport (general
comments)
Should be higher standards for vehicles to be compliant

273

13

11

18

92

292

21

10

17

126

Encourage vehicle sharing

222

7

7

14

42

Improve public transport

499

40

19

87

455

Improve active travel

137

7

10

15

129

Improve cycling

122

5

0

11

113

Other

112

30

19

28

100

2778

472

87

708

1888

Base

11
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General Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General Public

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

0

Own an
impacted
vehicle
34

Will have a large/significant impact on me/my business/organisation

24

23

Will have a positive impact on me/my business/organisation

1

0

0

0

1

Will have a negative impact on me/my business/organisation

35

52

3

55

33

Will negatively impact mental health/wellbeing (e.g. stress)

52

10

7

47

17

Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

9

14

1

16

8

Concerned about impact on bus/public transport routes/frequency

28

8

3

7

23

Will improve/encourage active travel/public transport use

7

0

0

0

7

Will cause more congestion/encourage more private car use

93

13

3

23

82

Won’t improve air pollution/quality

986

70

17

123

294

Support the proposals/scheme and efforts to improve air pollution/encourage
behaviour change/reduce congestion
Will need to replace vehicle/s

657

22

18

29

494

22

33

2

46

10

Will need to replace vehicle/s and am prepared to do this

11

8

2

8

11

Will devalue my vehicle/s/will have to sell vehicle/s

61

33

4

78

16

Concerned that the price of compliant vehicles will increase because of the
proposals
Cannot afford to upgrade my vehicle/s

21

32

4

33

19

190

203

14

287

115

Unfair to those who have recently bought a vehicle/s/not yet due for upgrade

10

24

4

23

14

Will add costs/negatively impact use of personal leisure vehicle/s/hobbies/clubs/
events
Concern about goods/services/fares increasing in price for people

306

7

10

274

32

741

92

27

164

671

Will impact me financially/add more costs to my life/activities

241

78

2

229

92

Will have a significant/detrimental impact on me financially (e.g. cause
bankruptcy, homelessness)
Unfair impact to those located just outside of Greater Manchester/who don't
qualify for funding

47

65

1

89

21

6

5

3

8

4

12
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Taking in to account both the Clean Air Zone and the support offered, what would be the likely impact on you / your business / your
organisation?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle owned

5

Own an
impacted
vehicle
62

Will increase my business prices to cover costs/charges

20

61

Will negatively impact businesses/trade/economy in Greater Manchester

529

189

31

335

390

Will negatively impact my business/operations/performance

137

284

17

323

109

Will cause me to close my business/lose my job/some will go out of business

126

209

14

243

95

No or small impact

397

51

11

29

428

Will reduce travel into and within GM

68

8

6

34

39

Will cause relocation

62

25

1

50

36

Other

62

21

3

25

58

Base

2730

597

85

942

1761

16
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General Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

2

Own an
impacted
vehicle
16

No impacted
vehicle
owned
18

279

27

308

272

228

104

13

134

209

5

44

5

44

7

Savings / reserves have been used up/almost exhausted

8

30

7

33

8

Business may close / cease to operate due to Covid-19

24

40

3

40

26

Business is not eligible for financial support being offered by
Government to cope with Covid-19
Brexit is causing issues / uncertainty about business performance

3

21

3

20

5

34

13

4

15

32

Cannot afford to upgrade my vehicle/s due to Covid-19

43

95

7

102

35

Staff job losses due to Covid-19

3

14

4

14

3

No impact on me / individuals/people

80

0

0

17

63

Increased financial pressures / costs for me / individuals / people as a
result of Covid-19 (general)
Covid-19 has made it more difficult to use buses / public transport (e.g.
reduced services / frequency/routes)
Covid-19 has/will increase prices of goods / services/fares

261

55

9

121

201

9

2

0

3

7

3

0

0

0

3

Covid-19 is having a negative impact on those who are poorer / lower
income households
Concerns about losing my job due to Covid-19

7

1

0

3

5

1

0

0

0

1

Covid-19 pandemic is temporary/should not affect / delay proposals

174

2

6

9

172

The need for the proposals should be reviewed due to the improvement
in air quality as a result of the Covid-19 lockdown
Covid-19 has highlighted the need / opportunity to reduce pollution /
improve air quality

123

28

9

57

95

138

2

9

6

132

No impact on my business / businesses
Increased financial pressures / income has fallen as a result of Covid-19
(general)
Proposals are unfair as businesses are already struggling due to Covid19 (general)
Debt has increased / cannot afford more debt due to Covid-19

General
Public

Business

Representatives

4

30

281
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Please use this space to tell us about how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected your ability to meet the proposals outlined within the
consultation document:

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

Concerns about the availability / accessibility of funding / financial
support for proposals as a result of Covid-19
Impact of Covid-19 needs to be considered when setting eligibility
criteria for funding / financial support
Buses / public transport is being used less due to Covid-19/other forms
of transport are important / needed for safety
Covid-19 highlighted the need for better / upgraded vehicles (general)

31

2

36

More people will/continue to work from home and reduce air pollution as
a result of Covid-19 / change in practices
Other
Proposals should be delayed until after the Covid-19 pandemic has
passed
Base

2

Own an
impacted
vehicle
1

No impacted
vehicle
owned
33

2

2

5

33

71

6

4

12

65

1

0

0

0

1

33

2

3

13

24

151

33

4

32

156

213

45

14

90

172

1266

411

65

575

1128
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General
Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

General
Public

Business

Representatives

4

Own an
impacted
vehicle
1

No impacted
vehicle
owned
28

Support / agree with the Equality Impact Assessment - it is fair /
appropriate (general)
Oppose / disagree with the Equality Impact Assessment - it is unfair /
not enough
Should be no protected characteristics / everyone should be treated
equally
Equality Impact Assessment will not make any difference / does not
matter
Should be more consultation / engagement with those affected about
the impact and who should be considered
Feel that more consideration should be given to the impact on
community groups (e.g. equine community)
Support / agree that it is a protected characteristic - sexual orientation

25

2

26

10

0

14

22

30

3

1

5

29

25

3

0

6

22

8

4

1

3

10

7

0

1

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

Should not be a protected characteristic - sexual orientation

3

0

1

2

2

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

0

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - EQIA

21

2

0

5

18

Proposals will have a positive impact on – children / young people

11

1

1

0

5

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for – children / young people
Proposals will have a positive impact on - older people

10

2

1

1

6

2

1

0

0

2

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for - older people
Concern about the impact on transport options for older people (e.g.
that the proposals will cause isolation)
Proposals will have a positive impact on – men / males

9

2

1

1

6

9

3

1

7

5

6

0

0

0

6

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for – men / males
Proposals will have a positive impact on – women / females

6

2

0

1

7

0

0

0

0

0

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for – women / females

2

0

0

1

1
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Please use this space to provide any comments on the draft Equality Impact Assessment

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Business

Representatives

No impacted
vehicle
owned
7

8

0

23

3

1

11

16

9

2

2

2

4

35

10

5

17

29

12

1

1

2

10

Proposals will have a positive impact on – pregnancy / maternity

0

0

0

0

0

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for – pregnancy / maternity
Proposals will have a positive impact on - certain ethnic / religious
groups
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for - certain ethnic / religious groups
Concerns that funding / financial support will not be available/suitable to
certain ethnic / religious groups
Proposals will have a positive impact on - poorest/ lowest income
households / people
Proposals will have a negative impact on /should be more consideration
for – poorest / lowest income households / people
Support age and gender

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

8

2

7

11

6

0

0

1

5

2

0

1

0

2

120

23

8

56

87

5

0

0

1

4

Support disability and pregnant

10

1

1

4

8

Support ethnicity and religion

4

0

0

0

4

Do not support age and gender

2

0

0

1

1

Do not support disability and pregnant

0

0

0

0

0

Do not support ethnicity and religion

3

0

0

1

2

Other

15

4

0

3

16

Base

346

65

24

116

286
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1

Own an
impacted
vehicle
1

Proposals will have a positive impact on – disabled / vulnerable people /
those with health issues
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for - disabled people
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more
consideration for - those with health issues
Concern about the impact on transport options for disabled (e.g. that the
proposals will cause isolation)
Concern that not all disabilities / health issues will be considered

General
Public

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Zone / boundary / areas covered is fair / appropriate / reasonable

1

1

5

4

16

4

7

1

263

20

78

Concerns about redistributing traffic / congestion / air quality problems to
surrounding areas (outside boundary)
Will negatively impact people living on the GM boundary

1

1

2

15

16

2

1

0

61

8

14

1

0

3

38

48

4

3

1

70

12

3

Should be different boundaries for different vehicles

0

1

0

11

2

1

1

0

12

3

0

Will negatively impact people travelling to and from Manchester Airport

1

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

0

City centre should be a ULEZ

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

1

1

9

3

1

2

37

8

5

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - boundary

0

0

0

1

10

2

1

0

35

3

4

Should make the zone larger (UK wide/national scale)

0

0

0

0

5

0

3

1

24

0

2

Should include specific roads / areas

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

22

3

3

Should include the Motorway / Strategic Road Network

0

0

1

0

6

2

1

0

47

6

5

Should exclude specific roads / areas

1

2

0

4

4

3

0

1

19

1

2

Boundary should focus on city centre only / M60 boundary

1

2

4

20

63

9

5

6

116

19

9

Zone / areas covered is too big

4

5

6

27

89

18

5

25

169

21

10

Zone / areas covered should just be those with poor air quality / city centre
and towns / high-risk areas
Make zone wider NW / general

0

2

5

4

26

6

4

2

68

7

4

0

0

0

2

6

1

1

1

25

1

10

Other

1

0

1

3

9

2

3

1

31

3

10

Base

9

11

20

90

208

39

30

38

782

86

134
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The proposed Clean Air Zone boundary would follow the existing administrative boundary of Greater Manchester as closely as
possible. Do you have any comments on this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private car

Other
vehicle

None

Oppose the proposed operation times

5

1

5

14

34

4

4

9

108

14

11

Support the proposed operation times

1

1

5

1

17

3

2

1

287

26

102

Concerns about signage / need to provide clear / easily visible signs

3

2

1

3

14

4

1

1

78

6

18

Concerns / doubts about the implementation / enforcement of the clean air
zone
Should only be charged once within a 24-hour period

0

0

1

1

10

4

2

1

51

5

9

1

1

4

4

13

1

2

0

27

2

3

Suggest the time between 24-hour periods should be different / midnight
should not be the end / start between 24-hour period
Unfair to those who do not spend long travelling within the boundary / travel
a short distance
Do not charge for evening / night journeys / only charge in daytime

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

6

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

1

6

13

21

5

4

6

91

15

10

Do not charge for weekend travel

1

1

3

19

16

1

4

3

37

5

4

Change the hours of operation to peak times / hours only

0

0

3

12

23

2

9

7

59

8

3

Queries - general

0

2

0

1

1

0

3

1

6

0

0

Other

0

0

1

1

9

3

1

0

30

6

8

Base

10

9

21

60

138

23

26

26

690

78

159
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The Clean Air Zone would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, signage would be used to clearly identify the Clean Air Zone,
and the daily charges would apply from midnight to midnight. Do you have any comments on these proposals?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Oppose the proposed charges / disagree with the charges (e.g. seem
unjustified / counterintuitive / won't make a difference)
Support the proposed charges/they are good / fair

5

5

6

65

147

27

38

29

401

36

24

1

0

1

3

7

0

0

0

73

3

32

Charges should be the same amount for all affected vehicle types

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

12

0

3

Differences between charge amounts is unfair

0

0

1

1

4

0

1

0

12

1

1

Charges should be based on mileage

0

0

0

5

8

0

0

1

18

2

1

Charge should be higher for travelling during peak times

0

0

1

4

11

2

1

1

39

1

4

Charge only those who travel in / around city centre most frequently

0

0

0

3

8

2

0

0

14

1

0

Charges should be dependent on the size of the vehicle

0

0

0

1

3

1

0

0

11

0

0

Charges should be dependent on the emissions of the vehicle

0

0

2

1

9

2

2

0

54

4

6

Suggest that the charges should be paid for weekly / monthly / annual
periods rather than daily
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

2

5

3

0

1

16

3

1

2

1

2

5

6

1

4

2

34

9

2

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - charges

3

2

3

8

14

5

4

2

74

13

10

Charges are too high / should be lower (general)

0

0

4

53

95

21

34

21

242

24

18

Charges are too high / should be lower for - buses

4

8

2

3

10

1

3

1

66

5

14

Charges are too high / should be lower for - coaches

4

7

1

2

6

0

3

0

27

1

3

Charges are too high / should be lower for - HGVs

0

1

0

3

6

7

1

0

21

1

2

Charges are too high / should be lower for - vans / LGVs

0

0

0

0

22

1

1

0

30

0

2

Charges are too high / should be lower for - minibuses

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

11

0

1

Charges are too high / should be lower for - Hackney carriages

0

0

0

0

2

0

4

8

25

1

1
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Do you have any comments on the proposed charges?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Page 1322

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Do you have any comments on the proposed charges? (cont.)

Charges are too high / should be lower for - private hire vehicles

1

0

0

2

2

0

9

3

Charges are too high / should be lower for - private leisure vehicles

3

0

0

40

13

1

1

0

Charges are too low / should be higher (general)

1

0

0

1

4

1

2

1

Charges are too low / should be higher for - buses

1

1

0

1

3

0

0

0

Charges are too low / should be higher for - HGVs

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Charges are too low / should be higher for - vans / LGVs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Charges are too low / should be higher for - Hackney carriages

1

1

0

1

4

0

0

0

Charges are too low / should be higher for - private hire vehicles

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

Charges are too low / should be higher for - other vehicle types

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Other

1

0

0

9

12

4

1

3

Base

18

15

20

152

308

61

87

58
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Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Support / agree with the permanent local exemptions / they are fair

12

7

14

70

162

41

29

31

831

89

128

Permanent local exemptions are not needed / should have upgraded
already
Disagree with the permanent exemptions (general)

0

0

0

3

3

0

1

0

19

1

1

9

6

1

26

51

11

18

8

218

14

47

Proposed permanent exemptions are unfair / more vehicles should be
temporarily exempt (general)
Concern about enforcement of permanent exemptions / ensuring they are
not abused
Exemptions should be temporary

2

1

1

5

9

2

0

1

22

2

3

1

1

1

3

6

0

4

0

96

6

12

1

0

0

0

6

1

0

0

31

3

10

Permanent exemptions should be regularly reviewed

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

12

2

3

Should be permanently exempt - buses

3

1

1

7

10

1

4

3

69

8

9

Should be permanently exempt - taxis

0

0

3

4

7

2

22

32

54

4

5

Should be permanently exempt - vehicles used by disabled / vulnerable
users
Should be permanently exempt - specialist vehicles (e.g. adapted vehicles
that would be difficult / impractical to upgrade)
Should be permanently exempt - private leisure vehicles (e.g. horsebox,
motorhome)
Should be permanently exempt - business vehicles

1

2

1

12

28

4

8

15

120

11

24

4

0

1

6

12

6

0

1

17

6

2

2

1

0

116

80

11

2

3

132

29

4

2

1

3

3

23

2

2

1

36

3

4

Should be permanently exempt - businesses with multiple vehicles should
have at least one permanently exempt
GM residents should be permanently exempt

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

1

1

4

21

0

1

0

24

4

4
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local exemptions? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Should NOT be permanently exempt - disabled passenger vehicles

3

1

3

6

21

4

0

2

98

7

16

Should NOT be permanently exempt - emergency service vehicles

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

Should NOT be permanently exempt - specialist vehicles (e.g. adapted
vehicles)
Should NOT be permanently exempt - driving within the zone due to a road
diversion
Motorway diversions are hard to manage

0

0

0

3

3

2

0

0

24

1

6

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

33

3

11

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

25

4

5

Major roads should be permanently exempt

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

Prolonged / long-term diversions should not be permanently exempt /
should be temporary
SHOULD LGV and HGV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

1

0

0

0

6

11

4

3

0

16

2

0

SHOULD NOT Historic and military

0

0

0

1

4

0

1

0

15

1

7

SHOULD NOT Community minibuses and non-road going vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

1

Permanent Exempt coach and minibus

1

1

1

1

2

0

1

0

10

1

1

Queries - general

2

1

5

11

36

10

3

3

103

20

23

Other

1

0

1

7

5

1

1

5

32

5

6

Base

26

17

20

185

329

75

73

77

1477

148

235
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local exemptions? Why do you say this? (cont.)

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Support / agree with the temporary local exemptions / they are fair

13

8

12

50

148

36

31

21

686

58

107

Enough time to upgrade to compliant vehicles

0

0

1

3

8

2

0

1

53

5

15

Two years is not enough for the temporary exemption / need longer

3

3

7

24

84

15

16

26

215

21

20

Temporary local exemptions are not needed/should have upgraded already

0

1

0

0

4

0

1

0

28

1

14

Disagree with the temporary exemptions (general)

0

1

1

7

15

6

3

6

103

12

22

Temporary local exemptions will not help / will not be able to afford to
upgrade even if given more time
Proposed temporary exemptions are unfair / more vehicles should be
temporarily exempt (general)
Should be temporary for vehicles until they are due for an upgrade

0

0

0

8

13

0

1

3

15

0

4

0

0

0

3

3

3

0

0

10

2

1

0

0

0

3

21

4

4

14

56

6

6

Concern about enforcement / ensuring they are not abused

1

1

2

1

2

0

1

0

14

2

8

Temporary exemptions should be regularly reviewed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

Vehicles should be temporarily exempt until Covid-19 has passed

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

3

3

0

0

Temporary exemptions should be shorter

2

1

0

0

4

0

1

0

140

8

38

Incentivise behaviour change / need more incentives for upgrades

0

0

0

2

12

3

0

0

45

3

5

Should NOT be temporarily exempt - vans / LGVs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

4

Should be temporarily exempt - private leisure vehicles

0

0

0

5

2

2

0

0

9

2

2

Should be temporarily exempt - HGVs

0

0

0

1

4

6

0

0

6

0

0

Bus coach and minibus

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

1

0

0

Should not be temporarily exempt taxis

0

0

0

1

3

1

0

1

15

0

4

Should be exempt taxis

0

0

1

1

2

0

3

3

15

0

2

Should be exempt specialist all

1

0

0

1

3

2

2

0

10

2

3

Queries - general

1

1

0

6

7

0

0

0

26

2

4

Other

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

2

13

2

0

Base

17

12

21

97

268

64

56

67

1209

104

199
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the temporary local exemptions? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Support / agree with the permanent local discounts / they are fair / helpful

3

1

4

51

49

9

32

7

270

27

49

They are not needed / should have upgraded already / should have to pay

4

5

2

7

48

16

5

5

315

17

81

Leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes should not be offered discounts

0

0

0

0

6

1

0

0

32

2

11

Private hire vehicles should not be offered discounts

0

1

1

5

23

4

0

1

70

6

15

Discounts should depend on vehicle age / pollution it causes

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

Concerns that the discounts will result in people not upgrading

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

48

4

16

Concerns about discounts being abused / how these will be enforced

0

0

1

1

7

2

1

3

111

7

20

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

13

3

5

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - discounts

1

1

0

5

11

2

0

0

40

3

4

Discounts should be higher (general)

0

0

0

5

1

0

1

0

9

2

0

Discounts should be higher for leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes

0

0

1

3

1

1

0

0

3

1

0

Discounts should be higher for private hire vehicles

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

Discounts should be lower (general)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

Discounts should be lower for leisure vehicles over 3.5 tonnes

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Discounts should be lower for private hire vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Discounts should be higher due to / until through the Covid-19 pandemic

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Discounts should be offered for more vehicles / affected people (general)

1

0

0

6

4

1

2

0

12

3

0

Discounts should be offered for - Hackney carriages

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

19

13

0

3

Discounts should be offered for - leisure vehicles under 3.5 tonnes

0

0

0

6

14

1

0

0

14

6

1

Discounts should be offered for - business vehicles

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

0

6

0

0

Discounts should be offered for - those who are located outside of Greater
Manchester but operate within the region
Bus coach and minibus

0

0

1

13

7

2

2

0

20

3

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

6

0

1

Other

2

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

26

1

2

Base

10

8

12

98

173

38

46

35

929

79

188
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the permanent local discounts? Why do you say this?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should be available to all vehicle types /f air to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding / funding is important / needed to be able to
conform / upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for this /
transparency over funds
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan / not given as a grant

0

2

3

18

36

14

16

9

98

14

9

4

5

3

16

36

5

13

9

375

31

82

0

0

0

0

5

1

1

0

34

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

13

3

1

Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - funding amount /
provision / conditions
Funding amount is too high / too much funding

1

1

3

2

10

3

3

2

41

3

4

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

19

0

4

Funding should not be available / not needed – should have already
upgraded by now / use own money
Funding does not consider insurance, maintenance, other fees etc

3

0

2

9

39

9

7

11

197

14

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Funding should only be for sole traders / smaller companies

1

2

1

2

6

3

6

1

17

1

8

Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles

0

0

1

0

6

3

1

0

60

4

11

Concerns about performance of electric buses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need more
charging points
Other

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

7

0

0

1

1

0

5

4

1

2

4

66

6

9

All bus companies / operators that operate / travel in Greater Manchester
and will be affected should be eligible
Should be given more funding

4

6

1

7

20

11

6

3

45

5

8

2

2

2

0

19

6

10

11

61

3

9

Payment of funds

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

10

3

2

Queries other

2

1

3

6

18

4

3

1

53

8

5

Base

15

14

15

57

166

44

51

40

927

80

163
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Bus Fund?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria

1

0

0

2

4

1

7

2

47

3

12

Concerns about the funding being mis-managed/needs to be a transparent
process
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

1

1

1

5

21

4

2

4

90

7

13

0

0

0

2

5

0

6

3

18

3

1

Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where
change will have greatest impact
Funds should be prioritised for those who upgrade to electric / hybrid

7

5

5

8

32

12

6

5

231

17

50

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

8

0

5

Funds should be prioritised for sole traders/small businesses organisations

1

1

1

1

13

4

5

2

40

4

6

Funds should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations /
charities / services
Prioritisation of funding should depend on impact of proposals on the
business / organisation
Concerns about larger companies accounting for/receiving the majority of
the funds available
Funds should be prioritised for those who have already recently upgraded
their vehicle/s / should be reimbursed
Funds should be prioritised for buses / vehicles carrying most passengers

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

8

1

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

9

0

3

3

4

1

0

6

0

4

2

24

2

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

8

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

10

1

4

Needs to be well-advertised/promoted to ensure all those affected are
aware and know how to apply for funding
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed / trying to
commit fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested

0

0

0

1

2

1

3

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

4

11

4

2

1

57

2

12

1

1

1

3

8

1

0

0

35

4

5

Concerns that they may not be able to apply immediately / missing the
opportunity
Should be first-come-first serve

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

Older vehicles are not necessarily the most polluting / should not focus on
oldest vehicles
Other
Base

1

1

3

0

7

2

0

0

40

1

1

3
10

2
9

3
11

4
27

11
87

2
24

4
32

2
17

48
518

3
44

5
95
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Do you have any comments about the proposed management of the funds?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should be available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding / funding is important / needed to be able to
conform / upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for
this/transparency over funds
Funding should not come in the form of a repayable loan / should be given
as a lump sum grant
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan / not given as a grant

1

1

2

10

25

7

5

3

59

2

4

2

6

9

19

58

16

8

8

334

25

62

0

0

0

0

7

1

1

0

32

5

2

0

0

1

1

9

2

1

0

15

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

12

1

1

Would like there to be more consultation / communication with those
affected with these vehicle types
Funding needed for / concerns about funding for personal leisure vehicles
e.g. campervans, horseboxes etc
Funding / financial support will not help / work (e.g. will not help in the longterm)
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

5

0

1

0

0

0

36

39

3

1

0

41

8

0

0

1

2

2

27

4

5

4

39

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

2

3

9

23

120

33

9

7

165

24

13

Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount to those
affected (general)
Funding amount is too high / too much funding (general)

0

2

4

8

92

22

17

14

123

11

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

Funding should not be available / not needed – should have already
upgraded by now / use own money (general)
Funding does not consider insurance, maintenance, other fees etc

0

0

0

2

9

0

0

1

52

3

14

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

Unfair funding differences between these affected vehicle types

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

2

0

0
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for coaches
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for minibuses
Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for - HGVs

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

3

0

0

Funding should be higher for vehicles / provide a higher amount for - vans /
LGVs
All those with these vehicle types that operate / travel in Greater
Manchester and will be affected should be eligible
Unfair to those located outside the boundary / should be funding to those
located outside the boundary but operate in Greater Manchester
Funding should only be for sole traders / smaller companies/organisations

0

0

1

1

13

1

1

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

1

8

2

0

0

11

1

2

1

3

1

5

23

9

2

1

25

1

1

1

1

0

0

2

1

1

0

18

3

6

Funds should only be for voluntary / community organisations / charities /
services
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid / electric vehicles

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

43

3

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

15

0

1

Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / vehicles have
been invested in
Concerns about performance of electric vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

6

0

0

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need more
charging points
Other

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

10

0

1

1

2

0

1

14

2

2

1

49

5

9

Base

7

14

23

80

320

72

42

34

884

83

121
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund? Cont.

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Coach

Minibus

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

0

0

1

3

11

6

2

4

50

6

13

Concerns about the funding being mis-managed/needs to be a transparent process

1

1

0

3

10

2

2

2

79

6

5

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

1

12

1

0

0

15

2

2

Funds should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting / where change will
have greatest impact
Funds should be prioritised for those who upgrade to electric / hybrid

0

0

0

1

9

2

0

0

44

4

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

Funds should be prioritised for sole traders / small businesses / organisations

1

4

4

13

53

12

10

4

155

15

28

Funds should be prioritised for voluntary / community organisations / charities /
services
Prioritisation of funding should depend on impact of proposals on business /
organisation
Concerns about larger companies accounting for / receiving the majority of the
funds available
Funds should be prioritised for those who have already recently upgraded their
vehicle/s / should be reimbursed
Needs to be well-advertised / promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed/trying to commit
fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most / should be means tested

0

0

1

1

8

1

1

0

85

5

20

0

0

0

2

4

3

0

0

25

0

5

1

0

2

1

12

3

1

5

41

4

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

2

1

0

9

0

0

1

1

2

2

8

2

2

0

43

3

9

2

1

1

2

11

2

2

1

51

5

11

Concerns they may not be able to apply immediately / miss the opportunity

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

6

0

0

Depends on how much Funding / support is being offered/unclear on proposed
funding
Queries about classification n/ definition of small businesses

0

0

0

0

4

2

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

6

0

0

Proposals do not affect me / my vehicles

0

0

0

4

4

1

1

0

6

0

1

Other

1

1

0

2

4

1

0

1

38

1

7

Base

5

7

9

33

126

32

17

16

501

39

87

Leisure
Vehicle

Bus
Support the proposed management of funding / eligibility criteria
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Do you have any comments about the proposed management of the funds?

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should be available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general)

0

0

1

3

15

3

13

11

58

6

6

Support the proposed funding for Hackney carriages / funding is important /
needed to be able to conform / upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for Hackney
carriages / transparency over funds
Funding for Hackney carriages should not come in the form of a repayable
loan / should be given as a lump sum grant
Funding for Hackney carriages should be provided as a repayable loan /
not given as a grant
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

2

3

5

11

19

3

29

34

248

14

51

0

0

0

1

5

0

1

1

52

3

8

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

8

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

18

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

1

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

1

2

6

1

6

11

42

4

11

Funding should be higher for Hackney carriages / provide a higher amount
to those affected
Funding amount is too high / too much funding for Hackney carriages

0

0

2

4

12

0

29

65

88

6

10

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

8

0

1

Funding should not be available for Hackney carriages / not needed –
should have already upgraded by now / use own money
All Hackney carriages that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and will
be affected should be eligible
Funding should only be Hackney carriage sole traders / smaller companies

2

1

0

11

25

10

1

2

182

10

30

1

0

1

2

4

1

6

16

19

1

7

0

0

0

0

2

1

2

2

14

2

4

Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their Hackney carriages
Funding for Hackney carriages should only be provided to upgrade to
hybrid / electric vehicles
Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / Hackney
carriages have been invested in
Funding should only be available to Hackney carriages that are licensed in
Greater Manchester.
Concerns about performance of electric Hackney carriages

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

6

0

0

1

1

0

0

5

0

0

1

35

3

6

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

4

0

3

1

21

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

0

0
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Do you have any comments on the proposed funds for hackney carriages?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure / need more
charging points for Hackney carriages
Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of Uber

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

4

24

0

4

1

0

0

1

2

0

3

6

29

1

8

Other

0

0

1

2

2

0

4

5

26

2

2

Base

7

7

12

32

91

19

73

105

712

51

122
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Bus

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should be available to all vehicle types / fair to all (general
comments)
Support the proposed funding for private hire vehicles / funding is important
/ needed to be able to conform / upgrade
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for private hire
vehicles / transparency over funds
Funding for private hire vehicles should not come in the form of a repayable
loan / should be given as a lump sum grant
Funding for private hire vehicles should be provided as a repayable loan /
not given as a grant
Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

0

0

1

3

16

4

18

15

60

5

3

0

1

3

2

8

0

25

15

76

8

19

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

28

0

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

11

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

7

1

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

1

2

0

15

0

31

2

10

Funding should be higher for private hire vehicles / provide a higher amount
to those affected
Funding amount is too high / too much funding for private hire vehicles

0

0

4

3

7

0

48

11

64

6

7

1

1

2

0

2

0

0

3

17

1

3

Funding should not be available for private hire vehicles / not needed –
should have already upgraded by now / use own money
All private hire vehicles that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and will
be affected should be eligible
Funding should only be for private hire vehicle sole traders / smaller
companies
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their private hire vehicles
Funding for private hire vehicles should only be provided to upgrade to
hybrid / electric vehicles
Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment / private hire
vehicles have been invested in
Funding should only be available for private hire vehicles that are licensed
in Greater Manchester.
Concerns about performance of electric private hire vehicles

3

0

0

7

12

6

1

4

139

9

16

0

0

1

3

3

1

7

9

15

1

6

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

1

4

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

4

1

2

0

22

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

8

0

4

2

26

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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Do you have any comments on the proposed funds for private hire vehicles (e.g. eligibility criteria, funding amounts)?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure/need more
charging points
Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of Uber

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

20

1

4

Out of scope for proposals – impact / lack of enforcement of taxis registered
outside of Greater Manchester (e.g. in Sefton)
Other

0

0

1

2

8

2

1

3

40

4

5

1

1

2

1

4

0

1

1

21

2

2

Base

6

4

11

21

64

12

87

49

456

35

73
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Bus
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Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan Consultation

Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding / support should be available to all those affected / fair to all
(general comments)
Support the proposed funding / vehicle finance offer / it is important /
needed
Oppose the vehicle finance offer / funding / concern about the vehicle
finance offer not providing value for money
Vehicle finance offer will lead to more debt

0

0

1

7

9

2

4

2

25

3

4

1

3

3

16

54

16

25

14

240

19

49

3

0

2

8

43

7

11

10

135

7

11

0

0

0

10

25

6

24

21

50

3

3

Funding / support should not come in the form of a finance contribution or
loan/should be given as a lump sum grant
Finance / loans provided should be affordable / low / zero interest

2

3

4

6

22

2

8

5

50

7

6

0

0

1

0

8

2

12

12

36

3

3

Funding / support should not be available / not needed – should have
already upgraded by now / use own money
Concerns / queries about where funding is coming from for this /
transparency over funds / support
Concerns about the Funding / support being mis-managed

1

1

1

1

4

1

0

0

45

2

2

0

0

0

5

3

0

2

4

50

4

8

1

1

1

1

6

2

2

1

62

5

10

Would like there to be more consultation / communication with those
affected about funding
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

2

1

32

6

5

6

33

2

5

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - vehicle finance
offer/funding amount
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - eligibility for the
vehicle finance offer
Concerns about people claiming for Funding / support when not needed /
trying to commit fraud / abuse the scheme
Funding / support should go to those who need it most / should be means
tested
Should be financial support / reimbursement for those who have already
recently upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding / support should only be paid after new equipment / vehicles have
been invested in

0

1

1

4

14

3

8

5

35

3

2

0

0

2

0

15

2

4

7

23

6

2

1

1

1

1

7

1

0

0

50

2

8

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

2

13

2

7

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

5

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

0

0
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Do you have any comments on the proposed Vehicle Finance Offer?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Concerns that they may not be able to apply immediately / missing the
opportunity
Needs to be well-advertised / promoted to ensure all those affected are
aware and know how to apply for funding
Funding / support should be prioritised to upgrade to hybrid / electric
vehicles
Funds / support should be prioritised for voluntary / community
organisations / charities / services
Funds / support should be prioritised for older vehicles / most polluting /
where change will have greatest impact
All those that operate / travel in Greater Manchester and will be affected
should be eligible for funding / support
Other

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

1

0

0

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

12

2

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

3

6

3

1

1

5

1

0

0

0

4

8

17

4

2

5

34

4

3

Base

9

12

21

63

228

48

87

72

810

66

113
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding should available to all those affected/fair to all (general comments)

0

1

2

5

19

4

3

2

85

11

14

Support the proposed funding/funding is important/needed - for affected
individuals/businesses /organisations
Support the proposed funding/funding is important/needed - for me/my
business/organisation to survive and continue
Oppose the hardship funding/it won't help those affected (e.g. will not help long-term)

12

9

12

59

133

25

38

42

675

58

125

0

0

1

4

20

5

5

9

12

1

0

0

0

0

4

8

6

1

1

45

1

4

Concerns/queries about where funding is coming from for this/transparency over
funds
Concerns about the funding being mis-managed

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

26

0

4

0

0

1

1

5

3

0

2

35

3

5

Funding should not come in the form of a repayable loan/should be given as a lump
sum grant
Funding should be provided as a repayable loan/not given as a grant

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Funding is needed/important to ensure social equality

0

0

1

11

9

3

1

3

78

9

15

Don't agree with fund because don't agree with charges

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

0

17

1

0

Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

5

7

3

1

1

13

0

2

Funding should be higher for vehicles/provide a higher amount to those affected

0

0

1

3

22

6

3

8

60

3

6

Funding amount is too high/too much funding

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

5

1

1

Funding should not be available/not needed – should have already upgraded by
now/use own money
All those that operate/travel in Greater Manchester and will be affected should be
eligible
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed/trying to commit
fraud/abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most/should be means tested

1

1

0

3

9

1

1

1

63

6

13

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

11

1

1

0

0

0

1

5

3

0

1

76

5

2

0

0

0

0

4

1

0

2

31

4

4

Should be financial support/reimbursement for those who have already recently
upgraded their vehicle/s
Funding should only be provided to upgrade to hybrid/electric vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2
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Why do you say this about a hardship fund?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Funding payments should only be paid after new equipment/vehicles have been
invested in
Needs to be well-advertised/promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding
Funds should be prioritised for sole traders/small businesses/small organisations

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

9

0

2

2

2

1

4

12

2

0

0

52

9

10

Funds should be prioritised for voluntary/community organisations/charities/services

1

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

15

1

4

Other

1

1

1

2

5

1

3

2

32

1

8

Base

14

11

17

92

237

55

54

63

1128

104

187
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

No additional support needed/funding and financial support offered is
good/fair/appropriate
Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

2

1

1

4

15

3

1

1

12

2

0

0

0

1

1

5

2

1

1

1

2

0

More time needed to allow electric vehicle technology for small goods vehicles to
become widely available and cheaper
More time needed to adapt to the proposals

0

0

0

1

5

1

0

0

11

0

2

1

2

0

4

10

6

1

3

11

2

1

Support/counselling should be provided to those whose mental health will be
impacted by the proposals
Should be discounted charges for those who travel within the boundary
frequently/those who pay in advance
Funding should available to all vehicle types/fair to all

0

0

0

2

8

0

0

0

7

1

0

0

0

1

1

5

2

4

0

5

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

2

0

4

0

0

Financial support needed to be able to pay daily charges

0

0

0

3

13

3

1

2

13

2

3

Should be financial support for those relocating outside of Greater Manchester due
to the proposals
Concerns/queries about where funding is coming from for this/transparency over
funds
Funding/financial support should not be available/not needed – should have already
upgraded by now/use own money
More financial support/funding needed to upgrade vehicle/s

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

6

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

2

28

78

19

24

24

85

15

6

Should be given 100% of total cost/given a compliant vehicle for free

0

0

1

19

36

6

7

4

35

10

0

Should be more financial support/incentives to upgrade to electric/hybrid vehicles

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

1

23

4

6

Funding/financial support should be provided for other costs - insurance,
maintenance, other fees etc
More funding/financial support needed for - sole traders/smaller
companies/organisations
More funding/financial support needed for - voluntary/community
organisations/charities/services
All those affected by the proposals should be eligible for funding/financial support

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

2

0

0

21

4

2

0

0

1

1

3

0

0

0

5

0

0

3

3

1

5

13

6

0

0

18

2

1
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If you are impacted by the proposed clean air zone daily charges, is there any additional support that you would need?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Needs to be well-advertised/promoted to ensure all those affected are aware and
know how to apply for funding/financial
Concerns about people claiming for funding when not needed/trying to commit
fraud/abuse the scheme
Funding should go to those who need it most/should be means tested

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

9

5

3

3

34

3

8

Concerns about performance/availability of electric vehicles

0

0

0

0

6

1

0

2

15

1

0

Concerns about availability of electric charging infrastructure/need more charging
points
Other

0

0

1

1

10

1

1

3

66

3

8

0

1

1

7

30

10

1

12

28

6

1

Base

7

8

10

72

219

55

43

45

347

49

37
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Oppose the proposals (general comments)

7

6

9

68

210

36

55

40

612

61

47

Air quality / pollution is not an issue in Greater Manchester / proposals not needed

3

0

2

9

35

5

9

26

96

7

5

Should be a vote on the proposals

0

0

2

1

16

3

1

0

34

7

2

There are more important areas to be spending the money on

1

0

1

9

19

4

1

4

118

11

14

Proposals are a stealth tax / congestion charge/money-making scheme / financial
scam
Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

7

4

8

55

169

30

24

39

577

45

44

0

0

0

1

4

0

1

1

21

2

6

Support the proposals (general comments)

4

2

3

14

26

9

11

2

261

21

73

Proposals should go further (general comments)

4

1

2

2

16

5

3

1

194

13

65

Use the revenue from charges to improve GM / manage back into the economy

0

0

0

0

4

1

1

0

52

3

8

Should be more involvement from those impacted in developing the proposals

1

2

1

4

6

5

1

1

21

2

6

Impact / success of the proposals should be monitored

0

0

0

0

3

2

0

0

29

3

7

Proposals need to be promoted / communicated effectively

0

0

1

3

8

4

3

0

45

6

14

Need other initiatives/measures to improve air quality / environmental impact

2

0

5

22

48

6

5

1

260

18

36

Need better road infrastructure / design / capacity to reduce congestion / improve air
quality
Should be a scrappage scheme for non-compliant vehicles

2

0

1

9

40

12

6

5

202

18

14

2

2

2

0

9

3

0

1

38

4

1

Air quality is still an issue from other pollutants

0

1

1

4

9

3

1

0

38

3

4

Put tax / charge on petrol

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

More information needed on pollutant reduction

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Delay the proposals / implement at a later date

1

1

2

11

42

14

11

22

131

7

11

Implement the proposals sooner / as soon as possible

0

0

1

0

8

1

2

0

124

8

27

Should include private cars / motorbikes / mopeds / motorhomes in the proposals

9

6

6

10

52

11

17

12

299

27

76

Concern about privately owned vehicles being included in the near future

0

0

1

8

20

1

0

4

145

4

5
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Do you have any other comments on the proposals for the Clean Air Plan as set out in the consultation document?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Should accept lower standards for vehicles to be compliant

2

4

1

5

19

9

3

3

24

1

0

Businesses in less polluting areas should not be charged for using vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Restrict / discourage vehicle use (general comments)

0

0

2

1

6

2

2

1

78

10

29

Should pedestrianise / ban cars from the city centre / introduce a congestion charge

0

0

0

4

8

2

5

3

70

6

24

Vehicles should be charged / penalised for idling

1

1

2

2

6

2

1

0

55

4

13

Target / charge school runs

0

0

0

7

8

2

0

0

42

4

6

Older/most polluting vehicles should be targeted / replaced

3

2

1

4

18

3

5

4

111

9

8

Older vehicles /t hose already due to be upgraded should receive less funding /
financial support
Too many taxis (Hackney and PHV) on the road already / need to reduce the
amount of them
All taxis (Hackney and PHV) should be cleaner / greener (e.g. electric, hybrid,
hydrogen)
Should promote / encourage more use of active travel (general comments)

2

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

21

2

2

0

0

0

2

4

2

0

2

41

2

5

1

1

0

0

7

0

0

0

35

0

6

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

21

5

6

Should promote / encourage more use of buses / public transport (general
comments)
Should be higher standards for vehicles to be compliant

2

1

1

6

10

1

1

0

84

7

19

0

0

0

1

14

2

1

0

117

9

18

Encourage vehicle sharing

0

0

1

3

8

2

1

1

42

6

6

Improve public transport

3

3

5

18

63

6

5

4

411

38

82

Improve active travel

0

0

1

4

12

1

1

0

107

13

28

Improve cycling

0

0

1

3

12

1

1

0

92

10

24

Other

1

1

1

6

16

5

2

3

94

6

16

Base

27

17

24

144

402

91

92

90

1852

162

291
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Will have a large/significant impact on me/my business/organisation

0

1

0

7

11

6

8

7

25

3

1

Will have a positive impact on me/my business/organisation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Will have a negative impact on me/my business/organisation

1

2

1

8

32

4

19

7

48

8

3

Will negatively impact mental health/wellbeing (e.g. stress)

0

0

1

28

15

4

2

3

39

4

5

Queries about the proposals/information not clear - general comments

0

0

1

0

12

3

2

1

9

2

1

Concerned about impact on bus/public transport routes/frequency

2

0

2

1

3

0

0

1

18

2

8

Will improve/encourage active travel/public transport use

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2

0

Will cause more congestion/encourage more private car use

3

1

3

5

15

1

2

0

77

8

16

Won’t improve air pollution/quality

3

3

4

28

77

6

12

11

295

25

45

Support the proposals/scheme and efforts to improve air pollution/encourage
behaviour change/reduce congestion
Will need to replace vehicle/s

2

1

5

2

19

2

8

3

372

30

124

1

2

1

7

27

15

4

0

29

5

2

Will need to replace vehicle/s and am prepared to do this

0

0

1

0

8

5

0

0

11

1

2

Will devalue my vehicle/s/will have to sell vehicle/s

1

2

1

22

45

7

1

6

46

5

1

Concerned that the price of compliant vehicles will increase because of the
proposals
Cannot afford to upgrade my vehicle/s

1

1

1

1

23

3

5

6

25

2

4

3

5

11

48

147

33

53

51

203

22

10

Unfair to those who have recently bought a vehicle/s/not yet due for upgrade

1

0

0

3

14

4

3

10

18

1

1

Will add costs/negatively impact use of personal leisure vehicle/s/hobbies/clubs/
events
Concern about goods/services/fares increasing in price for people

3

1

3

177

86

11

1

1

159

43

3

14

7

10

38

104

17

18

6

663

45

80

Will impact me financially/add more costs to my life/activities

1

1

4

76

127

14

14

14

173

28

10

Will have a significant/detrimental impact on me financially (e.g. cause bankruptcy,
homelessness)

0

0

1

7

51

6

9

25

50

5

2
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Taking in to account both the Clean Air Zone and the support offered, what would be the likely impact on you / your business / your
organisation?

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Unfair impact to those located just outside of Greater Manchester/who don't qualify
for funding
Will increase my business prices to cover costs/charges

1

0

1

1

5

2

1

0

8

1

0

5

7

4

1

46

15

5

4

46

9

1

Will negatively impact businesses/trade/economy in Greater Manchester

8

8

11

102

172

35

40

36

495

43

32

Will negatively impact my business/operations/performance

11

11

8

26

187

61

62

47

208

25

15

Will cause me to close my business/lose my job/some will go out of business

4

6

4

32

146

44

36

45

182

17

7

No or small impact

0

1

1

6

19

3

12

8

367

26

53

Will reduce travel into and within GM

0

1

0

25

12

3

0

0

53

5

1

Will cause relocation

1

0

3

9

41

8

0

0

61

8

3

Other

1

0

2

5

11

4

6

5

53

5

9

Total

29

22

31

227

502

118

129

112

1839

170

261
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

No impact on my business / businesses

3

2

3

1

15

5

2

4

19

2

2

Increased financial pressures / income has fallen as a result of Covid-19
(general)
Proposals are unfair as businesses are already struggling due to Covid-19
(general)
Debt has increased / cannot afford more debt due to Covid-19

11

14

12

35

161

46

65

65

330

20

47

1

3

4

22

68

17

20

33

232

13

25

1

4

3

4

23

4

11

9

21

1

2

Savings / reserves have been used up / almost exhausted

0

1

0

0

17

7

6

5

19

3

4

Business may close / cease to operate due to Covid-19

1

2

1

5

18

2

5

15

34

0

4

Business is not eligible for financial support being offered by Government to
cope with Covid-19
Brexit is causing issues / uncertainty about business performance

0

0

0

2

8

3

4

6

13

2

1

2

3

0

1

10

2

3

1

29

3

6

Cannot afford to upgrade my vehicle/s due to Covid-19

2

9

7

9

54

18

24

20

69

6

1

Staff job losses due to Covid-19

1

3

2

1

11

5

0

0

12

3

0

No impact on me / individuals / people

0

0

0

9

7

3

1

0

58

7

8

Increased financial pressures / costs for me / individuals / people as a result
of Covid-19 (general)
Covid-19 has made it more difficult to use buses / public transport (e.g.
reduced services / frequency / routes)
Covid-19 has / will increase prices of goods / services / fares

0

0

5

34

48

9

17

21

218

20

23

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

10

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

Covid-19 is having a negative impact on those who are poorer / lower
income households
Concerns about losing my job due to Covid-19

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Covid-19 pandemic is temporary / should not affect / delay proposals

0

0

0

2

7

0

0

0

137

9

38

The need for the proposals should be reviewed due to the improvement in
air quality as a result of the Covid-19 lockdowns

4

2

1

11

30

7

4

11

106

10

10
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Please use this space to tell us about how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected your ability to meet the proposals outlined within the
consultation document:

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Covid-19 has highlighted the need / opportunity to reduce pollution /
improve air quality
Concerns about the availability / accessibility of funding / financial support
for proposals as a result of Covid-19
Impact of Covid-19 needs to be considered when setting eligibility criteria
for funding / financial support
Buses / public transport is being used less due to Covid-19 / other forms of
transport are important / needed for safety
Covid-19 highlighted the need for better / upgraded vehicles (general)

0

0

0

2

3

0

1

0

104

7

28

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

23

0

10

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

0

30

1

5

0

0

1

4

8

0

1

1

59

6

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

More people will / continue to work from home and reduce air pollution as a
result of Covid-19 / change in practices
Other

0

0

0

3

7

2

1

0

23

3

6

2

2

3

13

21

8

6

9

136

12

24

Proposals should be delayed until after the Covid-19 pandemic has passed

3

2

8

19

43

10

9

16

200

16

14

Base

18

18

25

110

305

78

94

95

1156

94

172
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Bus

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Support / agree with the Equality Impact Assessment - it is fair / appropriate
(general)
Oppose/disagree with the Equality Impact Assessment - it is unfair / not
enough
Should be no protected characteristics / everyone should be treated equally

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

21

0

7

0

0

1

0

10

2

0

5

23

1

1

1

0

1

1

3

1

1

0

27

2

5

Equality Impact Assessment will not make any difference / does not matter

0

1

0

0

4

1

0

0

22

1

2

Should be more consultation / engagement with those affected about the
impact and who should be considered
Feel that more consideration should be given to the impact on community
groups (e.g. equine community)
Support / agree that it is a protected characteristic - sexual orientation

1

0

1

0

4

0

0

1

6

0

2

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Should not be a protected characteristic - sexual orientation

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

4

0

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - general comments

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Queries about the proposals / information not clear - EQIA

0

0

1

0

3

0

1

1

15

2

5

Proposals will have a positive impact on – children / young people

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
– children / young people
Proposals will have a positive impact on - older people

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

4

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
- older people
Concern about the impact on transport options for older people (e.g. that
the proposals will cause isolation)
Proposals will have a positive impact on – men / males

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

4

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

0

0

2

6

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
– men / males
Proposals will have a positive impact on – women / females

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
– women / females

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0
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Please use this space to provide any comments on the draft Equality Impact Assessment:

Coach

Minibus

Leisure
Vehicle

LGV

HGV

PHV

Hackney
Carriage

Private
car

Other
vehicle

None

Proposals will have a positive impact on – disabled / vulnerable
people/those with health issues
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
- disabled people
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
- those with health issues
Concern about the impact on transport options for disabled (e.g. that the
proposals will cause isolation)
Concern that not all disabilities / health issues will be considered

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

1

0

0

0

0

3

5

0

0

2

18

2

3

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

4

2

2

2

3

8

0

1

5

29

5

5

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

10

1

2

Proposals will have a positive impact on – pregnancy / maternity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
– pregnancy / maternity
Proposals will have a positive impact on - certain ethnic / religious groups

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
- certain ethnic / religious groups
Concerns that funding / financial support will not be available / suitable to
certain ethnic / religious groups
Proposals will have a positive impact on – poorest / lowest income
households / people
Proposals will have a negative impact on / should be more consideration for
– poorest / lowest income households / people
Support age and gender

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

6

9

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

2

14

28

0

6

7

98

6

20

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

2

Support disability and pregnant

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

1

3

Support ethnicity and religion

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

1

Do not support age and gender

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

Do not support disability and pregnant

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Do not support ethnicity and religion

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

13

2

3

Base

5

3

7

22

66

6

12

18

280

21

51
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report sets out the GM Authorities’ response to the GM Clean Air Plan
consultation feedback, as outlined in the AECOM Consultation Report1. It
also considers the further analysis that has been undertaken, looking at the
impact of COVID-19, the economic impacts of the GM Clean Air Plan and
further assessments of the Equality Impacts analysis.

1.2

The consultation took place between 8 October to 3 December 2020. It was
seeking feedback on the key characteristics of the GM Clean Air Zone
(CAZ), including: the boundary, the times of operation, the vehicles affected,
the exemptions, the discounts, the daily charges and the penalty for non/late
payment of the CAZ charge. It also sought feedback on the funds to support
businesses and individuals upgrade and the management of those funds. It
also asked for feedback on the “try before you buy” Hackney Carriage
scheme, the electric vehicle charging infrastructure for hackney carriages
and private hire vehicles and the proposed Hardship fund. Finally, views
were sought on the impact the GM Clean Air plan would have on air quality
and on individuals and businesses. There were also questions around the
pandemic, and the impact this had had on businesses. This was all set out in
a Consultation Summary document.2

1.3

This report addresses the feedback raised in respect of each element of the
proposals presented at consultationand provides a response. The report sets
out whether the GM policy position outlined in the consultation document has
changed.

1.4

Any policy revisions outlined in this report have considered the consultation
responses as well as the research findings from the Impact of COVID-19
report and the Economic Implications report3.

1.5

There were a number of key themes that came out of the consultation.
These include:

1.6

Feedback on the GM Clean Air Zone:
•

There was some support for the boundary, with some commenting that
the area should be increased and include the Strategic Road Network
(SRN). Others commented that the area was too large, that the zone
should be limited to the city centre. There were also concerns from
neighbouring local authorities on the impact on their businesses and
routes.

•

Over half of the public and representatives who provided a comment on
the hours of operation were generally supportive, whereas two thirds of

1

This can be found in Appendix 2 of the June 2021 GMCA report.
https://images.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/38mpTrGAw7qtuneFVln93c/c919fd3e08d54ec1f17e114a3b014093/200565_CAP_Consultation_Summary_WEB.pdf
3 These reports can be found in the June 2021 GMCA report, Appendix 5 – Impact of COVID-19 report and Appendix 7 the Economic
Implications Report.
2

3
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businesses suggested amendments to the operation time including using
peak and off-peak charging.
•

Views on the proposed daily charge varied; businesses felt charges for all
vehicles are too much and the public felt the charges are about right or
too little. This was across all vehicle types.

•

For the permanent and temporary local exemptions and the permanent
local discounts, there was support from both the public and businesses.
There were, however, some concerns from the public about continuing to
have polluting vehicles on the road. But there were also comments raised
around further discounts and exemptions that were deemed necessary to
support GM’s economy and recovery from COVID-19.

1.7

Feedback on the Funding to upgrade non-compliant vehicles:
•

There was high level of support for the funds amongst all respondent
types and many felt it was needed in order to help businesses upgrade.

•

However, there were concerns about the funds and their management.

•

Many comments received stated that the proposed amounts to support
each vehicle type were not enough. There were also some concerns
about those who are not in GM not being eligible for the funds.

•

There were some concerns raised about potential mismanagement of the
funds and people taking advantage of the scheme.

•

Some respondents, who thought they had non-compliant vehicles and
would be impacted by the CAZ, were unsure whether they would be
eligible for funding.

1.8

Feedback on the other supporting measures
•

For the “Try Before You Buy” initiative for GM-licensed hackney drivers,
there was both support and concerns. Supportive comments mentioned
that it will support vehicle owners to overcome anxieties surrounding
electric vehicle technology and encourage more drivers to convert to
electric. Others commented that it could be extended to other vehicles
such as PHV and LGVs. But there were also concerns about how it would
work, vehicle performance and charging infrastructure.

•

There was support for the Hardship fund from members of the public,
businesses and representatives.

•

There was a polarised view of the proposed finance offer; a third of
comments were supportive stating it was vital to helping businesses
upgrade to compliant vehicles. However, a third of comments were
negative, raising concerns it could lead to increased debt for those
receiving loans, putting increased pressure on businesses.

4
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1.9

Feedback on the impact of COVID-19
•

1.10

76% of businesses and 79% of taxis (by which we mean Hackney
carriages and private hire vehicles (PHVs)) stated they had been
financially impacted by COVID-19. This included increased levels of debt,
reduced savings and lower turnover. Many stated any savings had been
used and felt their credit rating had decreased. There were comments
asking for the proposals to be delayed and that COVID-19 had led to
improvements in air quality, so the CAZ may not be required
Feedback on the importance of air quality and confidence that the GM Clean
Air Plan will bring down levels of NO2

•

1.11

Members of the public and representatives mainly agreed there is a need
to improve air quality in Greater Manchester, fewer businesses did. Some
felt the proposals did not go far enough but others felt there were other
much larger contributors to air pollution than traffic.
This table sets out policy at consultation and the proposed final policy
position.

Key characteristics
Launch date

Policy at consultation
Spring 2022

Boundary

Boundary coincided with
the GM administrative
boundary

Timings
Charging day

Vehicles affected
and daily charges

4

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, all year
Midnight to midnight
Bus
Heavy
£60
Goods
£60
Vehicle
(HGV)
£60
Coach
£10
Light
Goods
Vehicle
£10
(LGV)
£7.50
Minibus
Hackney
£7.50
Carriage
Private
Hire

Proposed Final Plan Policy
30 May 20224
No change but propose to
include the A575 and A580 at
Worsley subject to
consultation.
No proposed changes.
No proposed changes.

No proposed changes to the
charges.

Propose that M1 motorhomes
are subject to further
consultation to be included in
charging CAZ for parity
between vehicles of the same
type.

Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle
Checker is’ GM ready

5
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Key characteristics

Temporary
exemptions

Policy at consultation
Vehicle
(PHV)

LGVs and minibuses
GM-registered coaches
GM-licensed Wheelchair
accessible Hackney
carriages and PHVs
Outstanding finance /
limited supply
All temporary exemptions
ended 31 December
2022
GM licensed PHVs – 5/7
discount

Permanent
discounts

Permanent national
exemptions

Permanent local
exemptions

5

Leisure vehicles (>3.5t)
in private ownership
registered to an address
in GM eligible to apply for
a discounted charge of
£10 per day
Historic vehicles
Military vehicles
Specialist emergency
services vehicles
Disabled tax class
vehicles
Showman’s Guild
vehicles
Disabled passenger
vehicles
Specialist HGVs
Non-road-going vehicles
Vehicles used by
emergency services
Community minibuses
Driving within the zone
because of a road
diversion

Proposed Final Plan Policy

All LGVs, coaches and
minibuses.
All GM-licensed Hackney
carriages and PHVs.
Outstanding finance/ limited
supply
Above temporary exemptions
to end 31 May 2023 (A year
after CAZ launch)
Buses used on a GM school
bus service tendered prior to
March 2019 exempt to end
July 20225
PHV discount replaced with
temporary exemption as more
appropriate means of support
All vehicles classified under
the Private HGV tax class to
be eligible for a discounted
charge of £10 per day.

No proposed changes.

All previous local exemptions
remain.
Additional exemptions:
LGVs and Minibuses specially
adapted for use by a disabled
user
Heritage buses not used for
hire and reward
Driver training buses

Where contract tendered prior to March 2019 and where contract end date is end July 2022. Buses exempted will not be eligible for
upgrade funding.

6
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1.12

The following table sets out the dates from when non-compliant vehicles
would be charged to drive into and within the Clean Air Zone and the
proposed funding available for each vehicle type. Where there are changes,
from the policy at consultation they have been highlighted in green.

Vehicle
type
Bus

Daily
Charge
£60

HGV

£60

Coach

£60

Van

£10

Minibus

£10

Hackney
carriage

£7.50

Date charged
introduced
30 May 20226
(Same as at
consultation)
30 May7 2022
(Same as at
consultation)
All coaches end May 2023
(Previously only
GM-registered)
End May 2023
(Previously 31
Dec 2022)
End May 2023
(Previously 31
Dec 2022)
End May 2023
GM-licensed
(Previously 31
Dec 2022 for
WAV only)

PHV

£7.50

End May 2023
GM-licensed

Replacement
Funding
£16k
(Same as at
consultation)
Up to £12k
(Previously up
to £5.5k)
£32k
(Previously
£16k)

Retrofit Funding

Up to £4.5k
(Previously
£3.5k)
£5k
(Same as at
consultation)
Up to £10k
More options for
replacement
available inc.
Euro 6
(Fewer options
at consultation)
Up to £6k
(Previously up
to £5k)

New £5k
(No option at
consultation)
New £5k
(No option at
consultation)
£5k
Diesel option
available

£16k
(Same as at
consultation)
£16k
(Same as at
consultation)
£16k
(Same as at
consultation)

(Previously LPG
only)
New £5k
(No option at
consultation)

(Previously 31
Dec 2022 for
WAV only)
1.13

In the policy for consultation, the number of vehicles an owner could apply
for was capped at 10 vehicles (with the exception of HGVs and hackney
carriages). This will be reduced to 5 vehicles in order to ensure that funds
are prioritised for the smallest businesses and operators.

1.14

Other changes to the GM policy position:

Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle
Checker is’ GM read
7 Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle
Checker is’ GM read
6

7
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1.15

Hardship fund: A proposed Hardship Fund is not included in the final GM
Clean Air Plan. Although feedback from the consultation and the impact of
COVID-19 research found that further support was required for GM
businesses, Government Ministers do not agree that a Hardship Fund is the
best way to mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic. Ministers
cite other COVID-response government schemes (not specific to Clean Air
plans) being available to address wider business impacts.8

1.16

Taxi EV Charging Infrastructure: In the consultation it was proposed that EV
charging infrastructure (EVCI) would be installed to support the taxi trade in
GM. JAQU have offered £3m towards GM’s ask of £6.5m, so as to assist in
resourcing towards the planned provision of 40 charge points.

1.17

Try Before You Buy: In the consultation it was proposed that there would be
a "Try Before You Buy" initiative for GM-licensed hackney carriage drivers to
test electric vehicles. JAQU have offered £0.5m towards GM’s ask of
£1.69m. This is not sufficient funding to deliver the scheme. Therefore,
alongside the changes to the timeline on delivering common vehicle
standards through the GM Minimum Licensing Standards9 and the wider
options for vehicle upgrades for hackney carriages and private hire vehicles
this funding is to be reallocated to provide an additional 6-8 charge points
dedicated for use by taxis within the electric vehicle charging infrastructure
(EVCI) programme.

1.18

The issues which have arisen through the consultation, the responses and
outcomes are set out in chapters 7, 8 and 9 of this document. This table
shows each issue and the outcome.

Section
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

7.7
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

8
9

Issue
Comments on consultation materials
General criticism of the ten GM Local Authorities, Mayor
of GM, TfGM and Government
Comparisons between the GM CAP proposals and other
UK schemes
Comparisons between the GM CAP and the London Ultra
Low Emission Zone (ULEZ)
Criticism that the updated consultation proposals did not
address legal failings previously identified in earlier
correspondence
Criticism of failing to account for modelling uncertainties

Outcome
No change
No change

General feedback on the proposed Clean Air Zone
The impact the GM Clean Air plan would have on air
quality
Support for the proposed GM Clean Air Plan
The economic impacts on Greater Manchester

No change
No change

No change
No change
No change

No change

No change
No change

Further information is available in the GMCA report for the 25 June 2021 GMCA meeting
The GM Minimum Licensing Standards are a proposed common set of standards for GM-licensed hackney carriages and private hires,
they cover driver standards, vehicle standards, operator standards and local authority standards. Further information on the
standards is available here: gmtaxistandards.com/minimum-licensing-standards

8
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8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
8.11
8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16
8.17
8.18
8.19
8.20
8.21
8.22

8.23
8.24
8.25
8.26
8.27
8.28
8.29
8.30
8.31
8.32
8.33
8.34
8.35
8.36

The Clean Air Zone should include other pollutants and
should include higher vehicle standards
The Clean Air Zone should include private cars
Alternatives to a Charging Clean Air Zone should be
prioritised
The proposals should be implemented earlier
Pollution levels do not warrant the measures being taken
Clean Air Zones are a money-making scheme/congestion
charge
Implementation of the Clean Air Zone should be delayed
Clean Air Zone Boundary – the boundary is too large
Clean Air Zone Boundary - certain roads/areas should be
included or excluded from the zone
Clean Air Zone Boundary – concerns about negative
impacts of traffic redistributing at/near the boundary
Clean Air Zone – Hours of operation – the CAZ should not
operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Clean Air Zone – Hours of operation – midnight should not
be the transition time between 24-hour periods
Operation of the Clean Air Zone – practicalities of how the
Clean Air Zone will work
The charges in the CAZ should vary by time of day or
should be higher in peak times
The charges are too low, particularly for LGVs
The daily charge should vary by emissions standards/size
of vehicles
The CAZ doesn’t charge all vehicles, only those caught by
a CAZ C that do not comply with the required emissions
standards.
Charge levels are too high
The daily charge for buses is too high
The daily charge for coaches is too high
The daily charge for HGVs is too high
The daily charge for HGV leisure vehicles is too high
The daily charge for LGVs and minibuses is too high
The daily charges for hackney carriages and private hire
vehicles (PHVs) are too high
Charges should apply to M1 vehicles with a body type of
‘motorcaravan’.
All exemptions/exemptions should be temporary or
regularly reviewed
Concerns around enforcement/abuse of permanent
exemptions
Private leisure vehicles should be permanently exempt
Vehicles used by disabled users should be permanently
exempt
Buses should be permanently exempted from the CAZ
Hackney carriages and PHVs should be permanently
exempt

No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
Change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change

No change
No change
No change
No change
Change
No change
No change
Change
No change
No change
No change
Change
No change
No change

9
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8.37
8.38
8.39
8.40
8.41
8.42
8.43
8.44
8.45
8.46
8.47
8.48
8.49
8.50
8.51
8.52
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.10
9.11

9.12

Other vehicles should be permanently exempt
Disabled passenger vehicles should not be permanently
exempt
Other specific suggestions on vehicles that should not be
permanently exempt
Clean Air Zone – Changes to the temporary exemptions to
the daily charge
Changes to temporary exemptions
Lead in time/availability/retrofit capacity resulting in delays
of upgrades to compliant alternatives of over 12 weeks
Temporary exemptions should be offered to those coach
operators based outside GM but operating within it.
Temporary exemptions should be offered to all GM
licensed hackneys and private hire vehicles
Temporary exemptions should be extended to other
vehicles
Opposition to the permanent discounts
Concerns about enforcement and abuse of exemptions
and discounts
Discounts should be offered to: Leisure vehicles under
3.5t
Discounts should be offered to: Hackney Carriages
Discounts should be offered to: those based outside GM
but operating within it.
Discounts should be higher/offered more widely: other
comments
Oppose 5/7 discount offered to Private Hire Vehicles
(PHVs)

Change
No change

Should only offer grants and not vehicle finance / should
only offer vehicle finance and not grants
‘Fair’ access to funding
Oppose funding the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles
Concerns about affordability of upgrades and
indebtedness and concern that vehicle finance would
need to be at or close to 0% interest rate to be affordable
Concerns about the management of vehicle funding
Risk of fraudulent applications for funds
Funding source for the financial support through GM CAP
and the operating costs
Funding should target the oldest and most polluting
vehicles as a priority
Funding should be means tested
Funding should only be for voluntary sector and small
businesses and funding should be prioritised for these
groups
Vehicles that operate in GM and will be affected should be
eligible for funding support (including those beyond the
boundary)

No change

No change
No change
Change
Change
Change
Change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
Change
No change
Change

No change
No change
No change

No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
Change

Change
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9.13
9.14
9.15
9.16

9.17
9.18
9.19
9.20
9.21
9.22
9.23
9.24
9.25
9.26
9.27
9.28
9.29
9.30
9.31
9.32
9.33
9.34

More funding for buses should be available
Funding should only be available for smaller bus
companies
Funding should only be available for upgrade to EV/hybrid
buses
Buses operating on school bus contracts that are not
compliant should be considered for a temporary
exemption until the end of their contracts
The eligibility criteria should not inadvertently exclude
buses operating on school services
Funding for HGVs should be higher/current funding
amount won’t help/ can’t afford to upgrade
Funding for leisure vehicles should be increased due to
unaffordability of upgrade
Funding for LGVs should be higher due to unaffordability
to upgrade
Funding for coaches should be higher due to
unaffordability of upgrade
Funding for minibuses should be higher due to
unaffordability to upgrade
Funding for Hackney Carriages should be higher due to
affordability to upgrade
Electric Hackney Carriages are not suitable, the
infrastructure is not in place
Support should be offered to those who have already
upgraded
Oppose first-come-first-served for the Clean Taxi Fund,
should go to those who need it most
Funding should be higher for PHVs due to unaffordability
of upgrade
Opposition to the Try-Before-You-Buy (TBYB) Hackney
Carriage Scheme
Taxi electric vehicle charging infrastructure (EVCI) –
increase of infrastructure required in GM
More funding is needed in the Hardship Fund
General opposition to the Hardship fund
General opposition to the Hardship fund – disagree with
the daily charges/won’t help those affected
Concerns about abuse/management of the Hardship Fund
Hardship funding should be prioritised for those who need
it most/smaller businesses/voluntary sector etc.

No change
Change
No change
Change

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
No change
Change
Change
Change
No change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
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2

Background

2.1

Government has instructed many local authorities across the UK to take
quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) to within legal limit
values in the “shortest possible time”. In Greater Manchester, the 10 local
authorities, the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM), collectively referred to as “Greater
Manchester” or “GM”, have worked together to develop a Clean Air Plan to
tackle NO2 Exceedances at the Roadside, referred to as the GM CAP.

2.2

On 16 March 2020 the Government issued a direction10 to the 10 local
authorities of Greater Manchester. The direction stated:
“3.1 The authorities must take steps to implement the local plan for NO 2
compliance for the areas for which they are responsible.
3.2 the authorities must ensure that the local plan for NO2 compliance is
implemented so that –
a) compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen dioxide is achieved in the
shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest;
b) exposure to levels above the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are reduced
as quickly as possible.”
The local plan for NO2 compliance is:
“the detailed scheme (excluding any associated mitigation measures) which
the authorities identified as part of [the UK Plan for tackling roadside nitrogen
dioxide concentrations 2017] to deliver compliance with the legal limit value
for nitrogen dioxide in the shortest possible time that was considered by the
Secretary of State on 16 March 2020, the approved measured of which are
summarised in Schedule 1”11.

2.3

Schedule 1, Summary of local plan for NO2 compliance measures, of the
Direction is:
Measures description: Charging Clean Air Zone Class C with additional
measures.
Deadlines: To be implemented as soon as possible and at least in time to
bring forward compliance to 2024.

10

The full direction can be found here: https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s18580/Appendix%202%20%20Greater%20Manchester%20NO2%20Plan%20Direction.pdf
11 Further details about the local plan at March 2020 are included in Appendix 9 of the June 2021 GMCA report
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2.4

The core goal of the GM Clean Air Plan is to address the legal requirement
to remove ALL concentrations of NO2 in Greater Manchester that have been
forecast to exceed the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m3) identified through the
target determination process12 in the “shortest possible time” in line with
Government guidance.

2.5

Throughout the development of the plan GM has considered a range of
options to deliver such compliance, overseen by GM Local Authority officers,
and to understand the type and scale of intervention needed to reduce NO 2
concentrations to within legal Limit Values in the “shortest possible time”
across Greater Manchester.

3

Introduction

3.1

Between 8 October and 3 December 2020, a consultation on the GM Clean
Air Plan was held13 which included a statutory consultation on the proposed
Clean Air Zone Charging Scheme. The consultation provided an opportunity
for all those with an interest in the proposals to provide further feedback.
During the consultation an extensive communications, marketing and
engagement campaign encouraged members of the public, businesses and
organisations to respond to the consultation.

3.2

The GM Authorities engagement activity used the CleanAirGM visual identity
and was coordinated by TfGM at a Greater Manchester-wide level.
Stakeholder engagement also took place.

3.3

Prior to the consultation, in 2019, a public conversation14 was held on the
proposals at the outline business case, with over 3,300 responses. At this
stage individuals and businesses gave feedback on those proposals, which
were subsequently updated for the statutory consultation.

3.4

All responses received during the consultation went to AECOM – the agency
appointed by TfGM on behalf of the ten Local Authorities to categorise, code
and analyse the responses. AECOM have reviewed and summarised all
responses received during the consultation period. This process, and the
analysis from it, are summarised in the AECOM “Clean Air Plan
Consultation” report15.

3.5

This document considers the consultation responses alongside other
information including the impact of COVID-19 research. The document
provides a summary issue of the feedback for each area of the package, any
additional relevant information and explains the GM response and is the
outcome for the proposed final GM policy position.

12

The Target determination process used modelling to show that illegal levels of NO2 will span all GM local authorities in 2021 if no action is
taken. The extent of the air quality problem was agreed with Government.
13 The consultation did not seek a view on whether to make a scheme as that has been mandated by the Secretary of State. The GM
Policy set out a position for consultation on the daily charge, discounts and exemptions of a Category C GM Clean Air Zone, and the
proposals for the supporting funds.
14 The information provided at the conversation, as well as the summary of responses can be found here: cleanairgm.com/technicaldocuments
15 The AECOM GM Clean Air Plan Consultation report ispublished on cleanairgm.com
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3.6

The policy put forward at consultation can be found at
cleanairgm.com/technical-documents

3.7

Stakeholder responses

3.8

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle representations

3.8.1

Representations were made from 343 hackney carriage and PHV drivers
and operators, as well as from several representative bodies. The
representations covered many personal circumstances around the changes
to income seen during the pandemic. There were also views suggesting that:

•

The Clean Air Zone should include private cars

•

Pollution levels do not warrant the measures being taken

•

Clean Air Zone boundary is too large

•

The hours of operation for the Clean Air Zone running from midnight to
midnight should not be the transition time between 24-hour periods

•

Hackney carriages and PHVs should be permanently exempt

•

Disabled passenger vehicles should not be permanently exempt

•

Discounts should be offered to hackney carriages

•

Only grants should be available

•

Oppose funding the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles (specifically buses
and non-WAV taxi/PHV)

•

Concerns about affordability of upgrades and indebtedness and concern that
vehicle finance would need to be at or close to 0% interest rate to be
affordable

•

More support required for smaller businesses

•

Funding for minibuses should be higher due to unaffordability of upgrade

•

Funding being offered to upgrade to ZEC is not enough

•

EV infrastructure – not enough to support the trade

•

Funding should be higher for hackney carriages and PHVs due to
unaffordability of upgrade

•

Opposition to the Try-Before-You-Buy (TBYB) Hackney Carriage Scheme

•

More funding is needed in the Hardship Fund.
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3.9

Environmental campaigners

3.9.1

During the consultation there were two environmentally focussed campaigns,
where emails were sent to elected members and directly to the consultation
email account. One of the campaigns, which included 172 emails, referred to
as the Environmental Bill Lobby group in the AECOM report16) asked for a
more ambitious clean air zone including for all polluting vehicles stating that
it was unclear how the proposed zone will lower pollution as quickly as
possible, given it does not include restrictions on private vehicles.

3.9.2

The campaigners also asked for an earlier timeline for delivery and action,
asking for compliance before 2024, as well as greater incentives for walking
and cycling, as well as for cleaner vehicles and public transport. They
endorsed the funding to support those with non-compliant vehicles to
upgrade, however they asked for more incentives around providing
alternatives to car use, such as car clubs and e-bike schemes. The
campaign also asked for a commitment to reach WHO levels for particulate
matter (PM2.5) by 2030 and targeted action to reduce pollution outside
schools, hospitals, and care homes to protect those most at risk.

3.9.3

There was a second environmental campaign of 484 emails (referred to as
the CAZ Campaign group in the AECOM report17) to members and the
consultation. This focussed on three points asking for:

•

charge levels to be set at levels that achieve real changes in the way people
travel;

•

an ultra-low emission zone (ULEZ) to be introduced in Manchester City
Centre which includes all polluting vehicles; and

•

the government to provide financial support to help those individuals and
businesses who need to change to cleaner vehicles.

3.10

National Friends of the Earth and Manchester Friends of the Earth

3.10.1 These two representations supported the principle and implementation as
soon as practically possible of a CAZ. They supported the proposed
boundary and hours of operation, and the proposals for funding. But they
considered that to meet the requirement to ensure legal limits on NO2 are
met in the shortest time possible required the creation of a CAZ Category D,
because diesel cars are the big problem for roadside illegal NO2 levels. The
option of a ULEZ/CAZ D for the city centre and Inner Ring Road would
improve air quality in the city centre and benefit wider areas. They also
considered that the CAZ proposals need to be set in the context of a wider
sustainable transport strategy.
3.11

16
17

ClientEarth

Supplied as Appendix 3 in the June 2021 GMCA report
Supplied as Appendix 3 in the June 2021 GMCA report
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3.11.1 ClientEarth provided a full written response to the GMCAP Consultation. On
a number of key points it supported the proposals in the consultation. In
particular there was support for the boundary, the hours of operation and
signage, financial support for bus upgrades and the Clean Commercial
Vehicle Fund, hackneys, private hire and a hardship fund.
3.11.2 However, for a number of reasons (summarised below) ClientEarth
considered that the consultation proposals ‘did not go far enough to reduce
illegal levels of pollution across Greater Manchester with the urgency
required by law’:
3.11.3 Failure to favour the most effective options – including tackling pollution from
private cars:
3.11.4 ClientEarth stated that the Councils’ CAZ proposal would do nothing to
tackle pollution from private cars. ClientEarth considered that cars are the
biggest contributor to illegal levels of pollution across Greater Manchester
and made reference to the GM council’s own analysis which showed that
cars account for 45% of road based NOx emissions across the region.
3.11.5 ClientEarth asserted that a class D CAZ, which includes private cars, would
be likely lead to quicker reductions in NO2 pollution than the class C CAZ
option put forward for consultation. It also considered that an inner ring road
class D CAZ, delivered alongside the wider regional class C CAZ proposals,
could accelerate pollution reductions, bringing benefits in the early years
(with reductions in the number of sites in exceedance in 2021) and also
deliver greater certainty that compliance will be achieved across the region
by 2024, by reducing the number of points modelled to be below the limit
value but within the margin of error of the Councils’ model.
3.11.6 By excluding this class D CAZ option from their proposals, ClientEarth
considered that the GM councils had applied a flawed interpretation of the
case law regarding the legal requirements the councils’ plan must satisfy.
Both the target date for compliance and the route to that target which
reduces exposure as quickly as possible must be treated as primary
determining factors when identifying and prioritising measures for inclusion.
3.11.7 Failure to account for modelling uncertainties:
3.11.8 ClientEarth considered that the GM CAP proposals failed to account for
modelling uncertainty in a way that ensured that those proposals were
“likely” to deliver compliance with legal limit values in the shortest possible
time, in line with the relevant legal tests. ClientEarth raised concerns that
forecasts of improvements in air quality have been shown to be overly
optimistic in the past. ClientEarth also raised the point that the calculated
Root Mean Square Error values are relatively high suggesting a high degree
of error in the air quality projections.
3.11.9 CAZ Charges for vans (£10) are too little:
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3.11.10 ClientEarth considered that to the extent that higher charges are likely to
lead to either (a) an earlier overall compliance date, or (b) a route to
compliance that reduces human exposure to pollution more quickly, higher
charge levels must be adopted as part of the final CAZ plans if they are to
satisfy the necessary legal requirements. ClientEarth considered that the
analysis also shows that by further increasing the charge for LGVs to
£12.50, the “stay and pay” response could be reduced by a further 15%.
They also considered that given the extent that a higher LGV charge would
lead to more rapid pollution reductions, it would need to be included in the
Councils’ final plan.
3.11.11 The scope of permanent and temporary exemptions should be limited
3.11.12 ClientEarth urged the GM Councils to limit the scope of permanent local
exemptions to the greatest extent possible and considered that if exemptions
are set too broadly they risk undermining the effectiveness of any CAZ and
therefore the likelihood of achieving compliance with NO2 limit values in the
shortest possible time. The focus should instead be on providing direct
support to people and businesses to switch to alternative cleaner forms of
transport. In particular, ClientEarth did not agree with the Councils’ proposals
to provide discounts to those PHVs also used as private vehicles.
3.11.13 Again ClientEarth urged the GM councils to limit the scope of temporary
local exemptions to the greatest extent possible and considered that if
exemptions are set too broadly they risk undermining the effectiveness of
any CAZ and therefore the likelihood of achieving compliance with NO 2 limit
values in the shortest possible time. In particular, ClientEarth strongly
disagreed with the exemption for LGVs and minibuses for a number of
reasons. ClientEarth noted the GM Councils’ own analysis, which showed
that LGVs account for 29% NOx road transport emissions, and that LGVs
are the second biggest contributor to illegal levels of NO2. ClientEarth also
disagreed with the Councils’ rationale behind the exemption but in any event
in its view the priority of the Councils’ air quality plan should not be to avoid
the disruption to the market value of second hand LGVs but rather to protect
peoples’ health as quickly as possible. If there was to be any such
exemption it should be limited to the greatest extent possible.
3.11.14 ClientEarth considered that the GM councils should instead be focusing their
efforts on working with government to provide help and support for drivers
and fleet managers to clean up or upgrade their vehicles, and/or adopt
technologies to help them manage their transport needs more efficiently and
use cleaner alternatives.
3.12

Business representations

3.12.1 441 businesses responded to the consultation, as well a number of regional
and national stakeholders who represent GM businesses. Their feedback is
included in the AECOM Report.
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3.12.2 The Federation of Small Businesses, GM Chamber of Commerce and CBI
wrote a joint letter as part of their submission to the GM Clean Air Plan
consultation. They recognised the need to address poor air quality but
considered that now was not the right time to be moving forward with the
proposed structure and format given the difficulties faced by the business
community as a result of COVID-19 (supported by a business survey). They
suggested that:
3.12.3 The financial offer falls way short of what is needed, and it should be made
available as quickly as possible and prior to the start of the CAZ itself.
3.12.4 The introduction of charging should be delayed so businesses have
adequate time to make the necessary changes, recognising the extreme
economic circumstances created by Covid-19: otherwise the charges may
result in increased business costs without achieving the desired reduction in
pollution: the CAZ should not be introduced sooner than 2024.
3.12.5 GM should revisit the proposals to reflect current, short and medium term
requirements taking account of updated data on the impact of the pandemic
on air quality in GM.
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4

Summary of consultation process

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Between 8 October and 3 December 2020, a consultation on the GM Clean
Air Plan was held18 which included the statutory consultation on the proposed
Clean Air Zone Charging Scheme. Over this period an extensive
communications, marketing and engagement campaign encouraged
members of the public, businesses and organisations to respond to the
consultation.

4.1.2

Responses were made through an online questionnaire, by email, letter and
telephone call.

4.1.3

The information provided at consultation can be found on cleanairgm.com
and included a consultation document, Equalities Impact Assessment, Data
Evidence and Modelling consultation summary report and the GM Clean Air
Plan Policy for consultation. As well as this there were information pages
explaining what the policy for consultation meant for different vehicle types
and there was also a virtual consultation platform, with animations and
videos.

4.1.4

The campaign to drive consultation responses included using outdoor
advertising, local press advertising, radio advertising as well as social media
and digital advertising. Local Authorities’ channels were also used, including
residential magazines, newsletters and their own advertising spaces.

4.1.5

During the consultation, TfGM and the 10 GM Local Authorities engaged
with stakeholders, businesses and members of the public. This included
stakeholder meetings, online events with affected groups, meeting with
networks and online chat sessions.

4.1.6

There was no face-to-face engagement activity due to social distancing
restrictions in place during this time, this had been factored into the planning
for the consultation.

4.1.7

All responses received during the consultation went to AECOM19 – the
agency appointed by TfGM on behalf of the ten Local Authorities to
categorise, code and analyse the responses. AECOM have reviewed and
summarised all responses received during the consultation period. This
process, and the analysis from it, are summarised in the AECOM “Clean Air
Plan Consultation” report16.

4.1.8

The categorisation, coding and quality assurance checking was undertaken
by AECOM. In addition to this, TfGM undertook additional quality assurance
on the following points to check comments had been coded correctly:

18 The consultation did not seek a view on whether to make a scheme as that has been mandated by the Secretary of State. The GM
Policy set out a position for consultation on the daily charge, discounts and exemptions of a Category C GM Clean Air Zone, and the
proposals for the supporting funds.
19 The majority of responses went directly to AECOM, but where a consultation response was sent directly to TfGM, a Local Authority or
GMCA, it was then forwarded to AECOM.
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•

Responses from individuals / organisations that represent people;

•

Comments relating to the EQIA;

•

Comments that had been highlighted by AECOM / TfGM as containing
detailed evidence; and

•

All other responses – an additional 10% ‘quality assurance’ check of
responses to key questions across the AECOM codeframe.

4.2

Approach to reviewing responses

4.2.1

As previously stated, AECOM received, categorised and coded all the
responses to the consultation. This was done by creating a code frame (or a
coding framework), further information of which can be found in Appendix A
of AECOM’s consultation report20.

4.2.2

TfGM officers also reviewed the themes to identify and consider the
substantive issues and observations raised by consultees and to ensure that
criticisms of, or suggested modifications to, the proposals were identified.

4.2.3

For respondents who represented others (such as trade associations,
organisations), TfGM officers reviewed all those responses, regardless of
which questions a respondent had answered or how AECOM had coded the
response.

4.2.4

For all other responses (such as those from members of the public and other
stakeholders), TfGM officers reviewed c.10% of responses to key questions.
The purpose of this exercise was to review how AECOM had coded the
responses and to provide reassurance that they had been correctly coded.

4.2.5

The responses were reviewed by appropriate TfGM officers and advisors
who had developed the proposals, and who therefore had the expertise to
review the response depending on which question had been answered. The
output of the 10% quality assurance review was then shared with AECOM at
a formative stage, so any issues raised could be incorporated into the coding
and consultation analysis.

4.3

Approach to reviewing late responses

4.3.1

The consultation closed at 23:59 on 3 December 2020. Section 2.3.1 of the
AECOM report shows that 17 responses were received after the consultation
deadline. In the interests of fairness to those who took part within the
consultation window, AECOM have summarised late responses separately
and they are not counted in the final number of responses.

20

The majority of responses went directly to AECOM, but where a consultation response was sent directly to TfGM, a Local Authority or
GMCA, it was then forwarded to AECOM.
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4.3.2

AECOM found that comments made by late respondents did not raise any
substantive new issues beyond those already identified in the responses
submitted before the close of consultation.

4.4

Approach to reviewing qualitative research

4.4.1

As well as categorising and coding the consultation responses, AECOM
were also appointed by TfGM on behalf of the ten GM Local Authorities to
undertake qualitative research to complement the consultation process. This
qualitative research explored the impact of the proposals and the impact of
COVID-19 on the most impacted groups. This included small and micro
businesses, the hackney and private hire trade, the freight and logistics
sector, public transport users and those with respiratory conditions.

4.4.2

Online focus groups and one-to-one interviews were set up to understand
participants’ views on air pollution, the impact of the clean air plan proposals
(including the proposed boundary, operation, charges, discounts and
exemptions), the funds and finance available to support those impacted and
the impact of Covid-19 on the ability to respond to the proposals.

4.4.3

Further information on the methodology, the information provided to
participants and the outcome of the research can be found in Appendix A of
AECOM’s report.

4.4.4

The feedback from the qualitative research was considered alongside the
consultation responses, as part of assessing the revisions to the policy and
package of measures.
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5

GM Minimum Licensing Standards for hackney carriages and private
hire vehicles21

5.1

Hackney carriage and PHV services are a significant part of GM’s transport
offer. In 2018, GM’s ten local authorities agreed to collectively develop, a
common set of Minimum Licensing Standards (MLS) for Taxi and Private
Hire services that cover the whole of GM. At that time, the primary driver for
this work was to improve public safety, but vehicle age and emission
standards in the context of the Clean Air agenda were a consideration.

5.2

As licensing is a local authority regulatory function, the work to devise the
MLS has been undertaken by the GM Licensing Managers Network, with
TfGM supporting the co-ordination of this work, and alignment with other
relevant GM policies, at a GM level.

5.3

The MLS have four areas of focus:

5.4

21

•

Drivers: Criminal Records Checks; Medical Examinations; Local
knowledge test; English language; Driver training; Driving Proficiency;
Dress Code.

•

Vehicles: Vehicle emissions (diesel Euro 6 and above, petrol Euro 4 and
above with an ambition for a zero-emission capable fleet); Vehicle ages
(under 5 years at first licensing, no older than 10 years); Vehicle colour
(Black for Taxi/Hackney, white for Private Hire Vehicles); Vehicle livery
(common GM design with Council logo incorporated); Accessibility (all
Taxis to be wheelchair accessible); Vehicle testing; CCTV; Executive
Hire; Vehicle design and licensing requirements.

•

Operators: Private Hire Operators/staff will require basic criminal record
check; more stringent requirements in relation to booking records;
Operators to take more responsibility for the behaviour of their drivers.

•

Local Authorities: Applications may be submitted up to 8 weeks in
advance of license expiry; Once determined, license issued within 5
working days; Agree to develop common enforcement approach and a
framework to which licensing fees are set; Councillors to receive training
before they hear applications.

The trade asked for certainty, funding, and long lead in times for any
changes. Greater Manchester local authorities therefore undertook a parallel
consultation alongside the GM Clean Air Plan on the proposed standards, so
that that charging, funding, and licensing policy positions were presented in
tandem, so the trade could see the policy landscape which would affect
them.

The GM Minimum Licensing Standards are a proposed common set of standards for GM-licensed hackney carriages and private
hires, they cover driver standards, vehicle standards, operator standards and local authority standards. Further information on the
standards is available here: gmtaxistandards.com/minimum-licensing-standards
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5.5

Whilst MLS will complement the GM Clean Air Plan, common vehicle
standards will not be in place prior to the launch of the GM Clean Air Zone.
Therefore, addressing the feedback raised with each element of the policy
and providing a response GM Local Authorities have taken into
consideration that licensing conditions will not be used at this stage to
support delivery of the GM Clean Air Plan, however, all future conditions
around vehicle standards will complement this activity and the vehicle
standards will transition via local implementation plans from late 2021. More
information can be found at gmtaxistandards.com
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6

Approach to responding to consultation findings

6.1

GM’s approach to responding to the consultation findings was to carry out a
review of AECOM’s consultation report to identify all major issues raised,
and then to consider each of these in turn.

6.2

A response was prepared to each issue, as set out in Chapters 7 - 9 of this
report. These responses either acknowledge the issue but set out why GM
will not be making a change to the proposals, or set out a recommended
change and the justification for this.

6.3

Any changes were considered in terms of whether they were in line with the
Government’s guidance. The Government has provided guidance on the
process that local authorities must follow in developing their Clean Air
Plans22.

6.4

In developing the response to each issue, GM took into account the
responses to the consultation, qualitative research findings, and any relevant
evidence from the COVID-19 impacts analysis, Equalities Impact
Assessment and Economic Impact analysis23.

6.5

GM was not consulting on whether a GM-wide CAZ C should be
implemented, as that is mandated by the Ministerial Direction24.
Nevertheless, respondents did comment on whether they thought a CAZ
should be implemented in GM or not. Where issues raised were out of scope
of the consultation, a response has been provided but changes to the
proposals were not considered.

22

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
23 These reports can be found on cleanairgm.com
24 The ministerial direction can be found here: Appendix 2 - 200316 Greater Manchester NO2 Plan Direction.pdf (greatermanchesterca.gov.uk)
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7

GM Authorities’ Response to Clean Air Plan Consultation: Consultation
Process

7.1

Throughout the questionnaire, respondents provided comments on the
consultation process and materials as well as making comparisons between
other cities’ Clean Air Plan consultations and Clean Air Plans. This section
explains the feedback provided and issues raised, the responses and
outcomes from Greater Manchester.

7.2

Comments on consultation materials

7.2.1

Issue: Most comments about the consultation materials referred to the
consultation documents themselves or the questionnaire. Participants
commented that the documents were too long or difficult to understand,
believing that this would deter people from completing the survey. Others felt
the consultation materials lacked evidence and data regarding the impact of
vehicles on pollution levels.

7.2.2

Response: GM recognises the technical nature of the proposals. The
technical information has been made available for those who wish to read it
to allow consultees to respond to the consultation. To ensure that the
technical nature of the consultation was not a barrier to response, GM
undertook a range of activity to ensure that anybody who wished to
participate in the consultation could do so. Information was provided in a
number of formats and accessibility was a central part of the consultation
and communication and engagement approaches. Measures included:
Steps taken to provide information in accessible formats for lay people:
•

A consultation document that summarised the policy at consultation, the
questions being asked at each stage and an explanation of what was in
and out of scope of the consultation. This was published alongside an
equalities impact assessment.

•

Web pages explaining what the proposals meant for each vehicle type,
including a short animation.

•

The production of accessible information about the consultation and how
to participate, including fact sheets and a short animation with subtitles.

•

Online meetings with community groups and affected individuals to
ensure that the purpose and scope of the consultation was articulated
simply.

•

The provision of a dedicated phone line to answer queries, supported by
a ‘LanguageLine’ service for non-English speakers.

•

A call-to-action statement translated into Greater Manchester’s top six
languages, with guidance on how to access further support.
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•

A virtual engagement platform, which sought to replicate face to face
engagement by providing all consultation materials in one place. A chat
facility was also available for members of the public to speak to TfGM
staff about the consultation.

•

Weekly monitoring of the participant profile to inform interventions e.g.
gender, age, ethnic origin, health status, local authority area etc.

Steps taken to provide all the technical information for those who wanted to
take into account all the information available:
•

Publication of a suite of technical documents, for those who wanted to be
fully informed, alongside a summary report of the data, evidence and
modelling underpinning the proposals.

7.2.3

Outcome: No change, respondents were able to make informed views on
the proposals and were able to provide their feedback.

7.3

General criticism of the ten GM Local Authorities, Mayor of GM, TfGM
and Government

7.3.1

Issue: Comments critical of the ten GM Local Authorities, Mayor of GM,
TfGM or the Government related to participants feeling that the proposals
were unfair, poorly timed and designed to make money for councils and local
government whilst causing hardship for those affected.

7.3.2

Response: Greater Manchester local authorities have been directed by the
Government to introduce a Clean Air Plan to bring nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
levels within legal limits in "the shortest possible time"25. The Government
asked Greater Manchester to continue to progress the Clean Air Plan, and to
undertake the consultation, based on proposals developed before the
COVID-19 pandemic that showed compliance would be achieved by 202426.
Alongside the consultation GM assessed the possible effects of COVID-19
on the Clean Air Plan and the consultation asked questions about the impact
of COVID-19 on impacted groups, to inform future decisions on each aspect
of the final plan.

7.3.3

The Clean Air Zone is not designed to make a profit, however any net
proceeds would be applied to further deliver the Local Transport Plans of the
10 GM Local Authorities, in accordance with the Transport Act27.

7.3.4

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

7.4

Comparisons between the GM CAP proposals and other UK schemes

25

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/746095/air-quality-no2-plandirections-2017.pdf
26 July 2020 GMCA report https://democracy.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/documents/s8746/Clean%20Air%20consultation%20Final%2022.7.11.08am.pdf
27 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/38/part/III/chapter/I/crossheading/charging-schemes
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7.4.1

Issue: Participants made comments comparing the GM CAP proposals with
those proposed in Leeds and Birmingham or London’s existing Ultra Low
Emission Zone (ULEZ). Some reflected on how some local authorities had
decided to postpone or cancel their Clean Air Zones as a result of the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Respondents believed these decisions had
been made due to the impact of COVID-19 on the economy and the
feasibility for businesses to upgrade their non-compliant vehicles, as well as
the impact of COVID-19 on traffic and pollution levels. They questioned
whether a Clean Air Zone was still required or whether roadside nitrogen
dioxide levels were now within legal limits across Greater Manchester.

7.4.2

Response: Before the COVID-19 pandemic, Greater Manchester’s Clean Air
Zone and wider measures had been planned to launch in Spring 2021. In
July 2020 it was announced that the launch of the CAZ would be delayed by
12 months, in light of the pandemic, to be launched in Spring 2022.

7.4.3

Whilst the COVID-19 pandemic has caused changes that radically altered
transport patterns and behaviour, the relaxation of ‘lockdown 1’ (March –
May 20) travel restrictions since June 2020 led to increasing vehicle flows.
By the introduction of ‘lockdown 2’ (November 20), traffic flows were at
around 85% of typical pre-COVID-19 levels. Because the GM Clean Air Plan
is required28 to take action to take NO2 levels over a number of years into the
future in order to demonstrate compliance with legal limits29, the nearer term
influence of COVID-19 on air quality is not expected to lead to sufficiently
long-term reductions in pollution such that the modelled exceedances of the
legal NO2 limits will be met without implementing a Clean Air Zone. The 10
local authorities would only be relieved of the obligation to implement a
Class C charging scheme in any event if the Ministerial Direction were to be
revoked or varied.

7.4.4

Outcome No change to the proposal to deliver a Clean Air Zone.

7.5

Comparisons between the GM CAP and the London Ultra Low Emission
Zone (ULEZ)

7.5.1

Issue: Respondents made comparisons to London’s ULEZ, some felt it had
not helped to reduce congestion and emission levels there and suggested it
would not make a difference in Greater Manchester either. Some felt other
initiatives were needed (e.g. improved public transport) whilst others
suggested proposals in GM should go further to more closely resemble
London’s ULEZ.

28

16 March 2020 Ministerial Direction https://democracy.greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/documents/s8746/Clean%20Air%20consultation%20Final%2022.7.11.08am.pdf
29 The modelling approved by government of NO2 concentrations in Greater Manchester predicts that exceedance of the legal limit is
likely to continue until 2027, if action is not taken to reduce road vehicle emissions.
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7.5.2

Response: Whilst developing the GM Clean Air Plan’s Outline Business
Case (OBC) three options were identified which would deliver compliance by
2024 in line with the Government’s primary success criteria. The options
were: (i) Proposals including a GM-wide Clean Air Zone to include noncompliant cars within the inner ring road, and wide-ranging support
measures; (ii) Proposals including a GM-wide Clean Air Zone with an UltraLow Emission Zone within the inner ring road, and wide-ranging support
measures; and (iii) Proposals including a GM-wide Clean Air Zone and wideranging support measure.

7.5.3

As set out in the Strategic Case of the OBC30, compliance was forecast to be
achieved in all local authorities in GM in 2024 under all three options.
Implementing a CAZ D within the inner ring road, in addition to a GM-wide
CAZ C, was not forecast to bring forward the year of compliance.

7.5.4

Having identified that these three options achieved compliance in the same
year, the Government’s secondary success criteria were applied to arrive at
a preferred option. The secondary success criteria included consideration of
the wider impacts of the proposals and the cost to implement them. This
then identified a GM-wide Clean Air Zone category C with wide-ranging
support measures as the best performing option which would achieve the
required reduction in NO2 levels in the shortest possible time, in the most
cost effective way, whilst minimising the wider impacts on the people and
economy of Greater Manchester31.

7.5.5

Following a range of updates to the modelling process as the GM CAP
progressed from OBC approval by Government, and the associated
Ministerial Direction in 2019 to proceed with a GM-wide CAZ C scheme,
further modelling was carried out. A sensitivity test was undertaken to check
that the inclusion of private cars within GM CAP preferred option would still
not bring forward the first year of compliance from 2024. This test confirmed
the conclusions set out in the OBC, with two exceedances still occurring in
2023 with a CAZ D within the inner ring road.32 A further sensitivity test also
showed that supplementing a Class C GM wide CAZ with an Inner Ring
Road CAZ including charging LGVs entering the City Centre at the outset did
not bring forward compliance from 2024. For further discussion, see
Appendix 9 of the GMCA Report of 25th June 2021.

7.5.6

The Ministerial Direction issued in March 2020 required the 10 local
authorities to implement their local plan which was based on a Class C CAZ.

30

Strategic Case (ctfassets.net)

31https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/uCbNfiDpTY49uAUTFEzVO/b3ae7ceb4e8be0dcb36008fba4939ce9/Options_Appraisal_Rep

ort.pdf
32 This report is available here:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/21Gu3GglPyBUO7VNvFGuZO/e38a10f200eaa72e435aa60c1c014d7b/30__GM_CAP_Alternative_Sensitivity_Test_Modelling_Summary_Note.pdf”
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7.5.7

GM’s forecasting has consistently shown that a GM-wide CAZ C achieves
compliance in 2024 across GM and that no other scheme has been identified
that can achieve compliance more quickly, including the implementation of a
CAZ D within the inner ring road (IRR). This has been the result of modelling
carried out at OBC and prior to consultation. The modelling of the postconsultation policy confirms that compliance is forecast to be achieved in
2024. Although sensitivity testing has not been carried out considering a
CAZ D in addition to the post-consultation policy, it can reasonably be
concluded that a CAZ D in the IRR would not bring forward the date of
compliance with the legal limits in Greater Manchester from 2024. This is
because the results of the modelling for the Preferred Package show that
there are 5 points of exceedance remaining in 2023 before compliance
occurs in 2024. The spatial pattern of exceedance remains consistent, but
the maximum concentrations are now at locations outside the IRR on the
A58 Bolton Road, Bury. Modelling of the impacts of a CAZ D in the IRR have
previously shown negligible impact on NO2 concentrations at the A58
because it is not strategically linked with access to the regional centre.
Implementing a CAZ D in the IRR would not be expected, therefore, to bring
forward compliance at the A58 or therefore across GM as a whole.

7.5.8

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy. It should be noted that,
as part of Manchester City Council’s, Salford City Council’s and Transport for
Greater Manchester’s City Centre Transport Strategy33, there is an ambition
for work to be undertaken to see whether, in the future, it is feasible and
practical to implement an Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) in the city centre.

7.6

Criticism that the updated consultation proposals did not address legal
failings previously identified in earlier correspondence.

7.6.1

Issue: Client Earth stated that the Council’s updated consultation proposals
did not address legal failings previously identified in earlier correspondence.
In its view the option to be pursued is one that must not only achieve
compliance in the shortest possible time but must also be the one that
reduces human exposure to pollution more quickly.

7.6.2

Response: GM has followed the guidance from DEFRA on the choice of
options as explained in Appendix 9 of the June 2021 GMCA report. Client
Earth’s earlier correspondence in 2019 was sent to the Secretary of State
and/or his legal advisers. As explained in Appendix 9 of the June 2021
GMCA report, the authorities are obliged to comply with the direction
subsequently given by the Secretary of State to implement the local plan for
NO2 compliance that was considered by the Secretary of State on March 16
2020 which included a Charging CAZ Class C within GM.

7.6.3

Outcome: Not change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

7.7

Criticism of failing to account for modelling uncertainties

33https://assets.ctfassets.net/nv7y93idf4jq/6HANAC6XKWnyvZ508tbVfq/f661cc31bad890a4f388de49e79c1826/CCTS_Full_Document_

Final_170321.pdf
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7.7.1

Issue: Criticism that GM’s CAZ proposals fail to account for modelling
uncertainty in a way that ensures that the proposals are “likely” to deliver
compliance with legal limit values as predicted.

7.7.2

Response: GM have followed Government guidance in terms of considering
modelling uncertainties.

7.7.3

A discussion of uncertainty in the modelling of the Option for Consultation is
set out in the Analytical Assurance Statement34.

7.7.4

GM have considered the impacts of COVID-19 on the GM CAP, as set out in
the ‘Impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP Report’35 and have specifically
considered the impact on uncertainty, in line with Government guidance. The
Government’s guidance on reflecting the impacts of COVID-19 within the
modelling is set out in Appendix A of the ‘Air Quality Modelling Summary
Report’36. GM’s proposed approach to representing the impact of Covid-19 in
core modelling scenarios is set out in Appendix D of that report. This
includes a discussion of uncertainty, at section 7 of Appendix D, concluding
that there is greater uncertainty as a result of the pandemic, with some
aspects potentially worsening air quality and others potentially providing air
quality improvements. Overall, the report concludes that it is very unlikely
that any improvements to air quality would be of a sufficient scale to mean
that action was no longer required

7.7.5

GM has set out it’s proposed approach to assumptions about the medium-tolong term impacts of the pandemic in a paper titled ‘GM’s proposed
approach to representing the impact of COVID-19 in core modelling
scenarios’, supplied as Appendix D of the Air Quality Modelling Report. In
summary, GM has made the following changes to the modelling process for
the core scenario, in in the light of COVID-19:

34

Available at Analytical Assurance Statement (ctfassets.net)
Supplied as Appendix 5 to the June GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
36 Supplied as Appendix 6 to the June GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
35
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•

Delaying the CAZ launch date to 2022;

•

Applying a delay to normal fleet upgrades to the private car, van, and
taxi fleets, based upon the latest evidence and forecasts relating to
vehicle sales; and

•

Applying a change to the cost modelling process such that those
non-compliant LGVs and taxis - hackney carriage and PHV - that
would have upgraded to a compliant vehicle without the pandemic
but have not done so are assumed not to upgrade as a result of the
GM CAP.

7.7.6

In line with JAQU’s guidance, GM has taken a conservative approach to
representing the impacts of Covid-19. Sensitivity testing identified the age of
the fleet as the most impactful factor, so by incorporating changes within the
core scenario at this stage GM is less sensitive to the impacts of the
pandemic.

7.7.7

In terms of the vehicles in scope for the scheme, bus and commercial
vehicle traffic has largely returned to pre-pandemic levels (taxi and coach
travel remain suppressed). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
prior assumptions about traffic volumes for these vehicle types remain valid.

7.7.8

Uncertainty remains around car traffic. Although there is some evidence that,
for example, commuter traffic may not return to pre-pandemic levels, GM
has taken the conservative approach of assuming that car traffic volumes
remain as previously forecast. This is in line with JAQU guidance.

7.7.9

Sensitivity testing carried out at OBC suggested that GM was not highly
sensitive to small changes in car traffic; further sensitivity testing will be
carried out at FBC.GM has also applied a change, unrelated to Covid-19,
reflecting the current or planned and funded deployment of zero emission
buses on the network.

7.7.10 In addition, following the feedback from consultation, evidence of the impact
of Covid-19 on the trade, research and stakeholder engagement with the taxi
trade, GM has revised its assumption about the proportion of taxis that will
upgrade to ZEC, rather than a compliant Euro 6 vehicle, to make it more
conservative. It is possible that future regulatory reform, licensing policy, or
the impact of investment in charging infrastructure will mean that more taxis
than forecast upgrade to ZEC.
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7.7.11 GM’s proposed approach to representing the impacts of Covid-19 in the
modelling was approved by JAQU on 4th May 2021, as per the letter
presented as Appendix D of the ‘Air Quality Modelling Summary Report’. In
order to achieve compliance in the shortest possible time, GM needs to
progress the modelling underpinning the GM CAP based on a set of
reasonable assumptions about the medium-to-long term impacts of the
pandemic. GM has supplied in the Air Quality Modelling Report37 its best
estimates of what is likely to happen based on the available evidence.
7.7.12 Nonetheless, uncertainty remains and as a result, sensitivity testing is
planned and underway to consider the possible impacts of delayed
development plans, increased homeworking, changes to GDP, impacts on
public transport, and changes to vehicle purchasing costs and the
affordability of upgrade as a result of the pandemic. Sensitivity testing will
also be conducted to assess the possible impact of other factors affecting
certainty, unrelated to the pandemic.
7.7.13 If the sensitivity testing identifies any potential issues with the plan as it
stands, this will indicate that adaptive planning is required and GM is working
with JAQU to agree mechanisms to facilitate this. Adaptations could include
reviewing the charge levels; funding offers; or eligibility criteria for funding,
with the aim of further encouraging upgrade if it appears that more people
are choosing to stay and pay than forecast. GM could also review permanent
discounts and exemptions if it becomes apparent that these vehicles
constitute a greater proportion of the on-the-road fleet than expected.
7.7.14 Once the plan is in place, monitoring will be required to ensure that the
policy and proposals contained in the GM CAP remain appropriate
throughout the lifetime of the interventions. GM will ensure that the
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan sets out to address issues where uncertainty
remains as to post-pandemic conditions (or for other reasons), as identified
in the sensitivity testing, and for example in terms of vehicle fleets, travel
patterns and the provision of bus services. At the time of writing, the UK is
still operating under pandemic-related restrictions on activity and travel. It is
therefore too early to say with certainty what the impacts of Covid-19 will be
post-pandemic on behaviour, travel patterns, businesses and the economy.
If the monitoring reveals issues with the performance of the measures that
form the plan, again, an adaptive planning approach will be required, such
that GM and JAQU can agree any changes to the plan that would make it
more effective.

37

Supplied as Appendix 6 to the June GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
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7.7.15 In addition to more general concerns about failing to account for modelling
uncertainty, a specific concern was raised by Client Earth. It points out that
the authorities have themselves recognised that “forecasts of improvements
in air quality have been shown to be overly optimistic in the past; if this was
the case, then compliance may take longer to achieve and any intervention
would be of greater value than presented in this OBC”. The forecasts
referenced are historic national Defra PCM projections based on natural
turnover of vehicles, which are different to forecasts based on the calculated
outcomes of an air quality specific intervention such as those developed for
the GM CAP. These historic national Defra PCM projections have been
influenced by poorer real-world performance of vehicles than recorded in
laboratory based tests, especially for Euro 4 and Euro 5 diesel vehicles. The
incorporation of real-world driving tests into the most recent Euro 6
standards, has addressed the discrepancy between laboratory tests and
real-world emissions and led to manufacturers delivering new cars and vans
which now typically release rates of NOx below the Euro 6 standard.
Therefore, the forecasts used for the CAP, which targets delivering a Euro 6
fleet onto GM roads more quickly than based on natural turnover alone is
less likely to experience the same optimistic rate of improvement associated
with the historic Defra projections which contained a larger proportion of
Euro 4 and 5 vehicles.
7.7.16 The approach to quantifying modelling uncertainty is based on best practice
Defra guidance (LAQM.TG16), and the RMSE for both verification zones
shows the process has improved model performance and reduced the
associated uncertainty to within the accepted tolerance for air quality
management. Following the application of the verification process the
predicted results are considered to be the most probable value. As part of
the appraisal of model performance the monitoring data used for the model
verification was reviewed and the outlier sites were deliberately included
within the verification zone subsets. These outliers were skewed towards
under-prediction and as a consequence will have produced a greater model
adjustment factor and therefore final NO2 concentration than would have
resulted otherwise, as a precautionary approach. There is verification
monitoring data adjacent to the A58 Bolton Road, Bury which is the location
of the last point of compliance in the Preferred Package modelling scenario.
The model performance at this key location shows that final adjusted model
result is 10% greater than the measured concentration. This suggests that
the modelling at this key location is both conservative and the uncertainty
meets the guideline threshold described as ‘ideal’ within the Defra guidance,
providing greater confidence in model predictions at this location.
7.7.17 Outcome: GM’s analytical approach will continue to be guided by JAQU
guidance and feedback from the TIRP. Updated Technical Reports, including
an updated Analytical Assurance Statement, will be produced in support of
the FBC.
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8

GM Authorities Response to Clean Air Plan Consultation: Clean Air
Zone

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

This section looks at the responses to the Clean Air Zone in the GM Clean
Air Plan policy at consultation and the response and outcome for the final
GM Clean Air Plan.

8.1.2

Many of the consultation responses supported the elements of the Clean Air
Zone, including the boundary, the hours of operation and the discounts and
exemptions in place. Some responses were in opposition to the Clean Air
Zone and some suggested changes.

8.1.3

To respond to the feedback and support owners of non-compliant vehicles
based in Greater Manchester there are a number of changes to the
permanent discounts and exemptions and temporary exemptions.

8.2

General feedback on the proposed Clean Air Zone

8.2.1

Issue: The feedback on the Clean Air Zone was mixed, with some
supporting the boundary, operating hours, and management of the Clean Air
Zone. Whereas other respondents had concerns about these areas of the
package. There were several suggested amendments. These covered both
suggestions to expand on the plans, either to make the area larger, include
more vehicles or have stricter compliance. The suggestions also included
looking at a smaller Clean Air Zone or using interventions other than the
introduction of a Clean Air Zone to improve air quality.

8.2.2

Response: Some of these matters are addressed below. The 10 authorities
have no discretion, given the Ministerial Direction referred to above, not to
have a GM wide charging zone or not to implement any GM charging
scheme.

8.2.3

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy in respect of a GM-wide
charging scheme.

8.3

The impact the GM Clean Air plan would have on air quality

8.3.1

Issue: Of the survey responses received, a large number (1,073) expressed
a degree of concern that the proposal would not improve air quality, or
reduce pollution. Similarly, 459 respondents commented that they thought
the CAP would have little or no impact.

8.3.2

Response: Improved air quality is the key objective of the GM CAP.

8.3.3

The GM CAP will reduce emission concentrations to a compliant level in the
whole of GM by 2024 and in so doing, will reduce individual and societal
health related and environmental costs.
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8.3.4

Modelling has been developed in line with the Government’s Joint Air Quality
Unit (JAQU) to forecast future scenarios with and without the CAP in place.
This forecasting enables estimation of vehicle fleet profiles and associated
emissions.

8.3.5

The modelling38 shows that the CAP will encourage a large number of older
vehicles to be retrofitted or upgraded to cleaner vehicles. That forecast is
based on observed and empirical data and established model forecasting
methodologies agreed with JAQU.

8.3.6

Outcome: No Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, however, the number of
comments raising concerns about the effectiveness of the scheme in
reducing air quality, potentially points towards a need to further communicate
the requirements and benefits of the CAP, if people are unaware or remain
unconvinced. This public communication and building of awareness will
continue as the scheme progresses.

8.4

Support for the proposed GM Clean Air Plan

8.4.1

Issue: While some people expressed concern about the CAP in the
consultation feedback, many expressed their support for the scheme in
general and the efforts to improve air quality through the reduction of noncompliant commercial vehicles.

8.4.2

Response: This consultation feedback indicates an acknowledgement that
in order to comply with legal air quality levels, there needs to be greater
change towards cleaner vehicles.

8.4.3

The CAP development has gone through multiple stages, including the
options appraisal. That options assessment concluded that a GM-wide
category C Clean Air Zone achieved air quality compliance in the shortest
possible time. Since that stage, the proposals forming the CAP have been
refined based on further evidence gathering and stakeholder consultation, in
order to optimise the proposed plan.

8.4.4

Change is required to improve air quality and there are benefits associated
with this. The CAZ is required to encourage compliant behaviour which in
some cases will generate additional business cost, but the CAP is designed
to support vehicle owners affected by this through the proposed grants and
vehicle finance.

8.4.5

Outcome: No Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

8.5

The economic impacts on Greater Manchester

8.5.1

Issue: A large number of comments (747) had a reference to perceived
negative impacts on business, trade and the economy in GM. A similar
number (858) alluded to concerns over increased prices of goods / services /
fares being passed onto end consumers / passengers.

38

Local Plan Transport Model Forecasting Report (T4) that can be found at: https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents
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8.5.2

Response: Funding of the GM Clean Air Plan will in the main be met by
Central Government. This will include the funding to support vehicle
upgrades.

8.5.3

The infrastructure costs will be met by central Government and the
operational costs through a combination of Government funding and CAZ
revenue.

8.5.4

Analysis has been undertaken around the economic impact of the GM CAP
on businesses in GM, it reviews the economic impact of clean air zones,
recognising that there are some direct costs to non-compliant vehicle
owners. However, by investing in newer vehicles, vehicle owners may
benefit from fuel savings as well as vehicle reliability improvements and an
extended vehicle lifespan. Therefore, upgrading to a newer vehicle is not
purely a business cost, there are also longer-term business benefits.

8.5.5

GM has been awarded over £120m of funding from Government to support
owners of non-compliant vehicles with the costs of upgrade to compliant
vehicles. The funding is intended to prioritise individuals, micro and small
businesses and those most likely to be impacted by the CAZ charges with
vehicles registered or licensed within Greater Manchester. The funding
should reduce the risk that the costs imposed by the CAZ are passed on to
consumers or passengers.

8.5.6

There are also wider economic benefits to introducing a clean air zone,
including the potential reduction in early deaths, reduced time spent in
hospitals and increase in the number of hours worked.

8.5.7

Outcome: No Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

8.6

Clean Air Zone should include other pollutants and should include
higher vehicle standards

8.6.1

Issue: Some respondents to the consultation suggested that the proposal
consulted upon does not go far enough to tackle other pollutants and should
set out stricter standards for compliant vehicles, such as zero emission
capable vehicles only.

8.6.2

Response: The adoption of Clean Air Zones within England is based upon
principles set out within the Clean Air Zone Framework – Principles for
setting up Clean Air Zones in England, February 2020 guidance39, jointly
published by the Department for Transport (DfT) and Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). This includes Clean Air Zone
minimum classes and emission standards which are set out in Annex A of
the guidance and which provide the basis for the GM CAP proposals, along
with other CAZs across the UK.

39

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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8.6.3

The guidance states, “charging zones would apply only to older, higherpolluting models of vehicle types, so as to have a targeted impact on
pollution”. This is in order to target higher emitting vehicles which contribute
to pollution levels, whilst balancing the economic and market impacts of
measures which accelerate the evolution of the vehicle fleet. The vehicle
standards set out in the GM CAP are in line with this guidance.

8.6.4

The Government’s Air Quality Plan40 (UK AQ Plan) states that, “unlike
greenhouse gases, the risk from NO2 is focused in particular places: it is the
build-up of pollution in a particular area that increases the concentration in
the air and the associated risks.” The UK AQ Plan requires local authorities
with persistent exceedances of the legal Limit Value for NO2 specifically,
including those within GM, to undertake local action to consider the best
option to meet legal NO2 limits in the shortest possible time.

8.6.5

All ten of the Greater Manchester (GM) local authorities have received
ministerial direction41 to implement the local plan for securing compliance
with the legal limits for nitrogen dioxide. The targeting of NO2 emissions
within the GM CAP is therefore based upon Government direction and
reducing concentrations of this pollutant. Notwithstanding this focus, the
measures adopted to encourage uptake of lower emitting vehicles across the
region will support wider efforts to reduce emissions of other pollutants, such
as carbon dioxide and particulates.

8.6.6

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the plan will not be
amended to specifically target other pollutants (in addition to NO2) or specify
higher vehicle emission standards than those proposed. However the GM Air
Quality Action Plan42 aims to support the UK Government in meeting and
maintaining all relevant thresholds for key air pollutants at the earliest date to
reduce ill-health in Greater Manchester.

8.7

The Clean Air Zone should include private cars

8.7.1

Issue: A number of respondents suggested that the proposals should go
further and include a charge for non-compliant private cars travelling within
the GM CAZ boundary.

40

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2017. UK plan for tackling roadside nitrogen
dioxide concentrations. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-plan-for-nitrogen-dioxide-no2-in-uk-2017
Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2020. Available at:
https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s18580/Appendix%202%20%20Greater%20Manchester%20NO2%20Plan%20Direction.pdf
42 GM Air Quality Action Plan
https://secure.manchester.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/24676/greater_manchester_air_quality_action_plan_-_2016-2021.pdf
41
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8.7.2

Response: The Outline Business Case (OBC) set out the process for
determining the best performing option to achieve compliance in the shortest
possible time, which was determined to be a GM-wide Clean Air Zone Class
C (CAZ C), targeting non-compliant buses, coaches, taxis, private hire
vehicles, HGVs and LGVs. An assessment of the GM-wide CAZ D option is
included in the OBC and the Option Appraisal Report43.This was further
explored in analysis carried out post-OBC to meet JAQU's requirements,
which concluded that a GM-wide CAZ Class D (inclusive of private cars) was
not likely to bring forward the date of compliance with the legal limit value for
NO2 in Greater Manchester from that which would be achieved by
implementing a CAZ Class C.

8.7.3

As set out in the Technical Note 17: Evidence supporting the decision not to
progress with a GM-wide CAZ D44 (which was published with the
consultation materials), a scheme affecting private cars on this geographical
scale is unprecedented – GM covers 1,280 km2 whereas in comparison the
CAZ D (incl. private cars) scheme proposed in Birmingham covers just 8km 2.
In order to develop, consult upon, and deliver such a scheme, a
considerable volume of further planning activity would be required,
encompassing research and data collection; modelling and analysis; policy
development; scheme design and impacts assessments, amongst other
activities. These activities would delay the implementation of the GM CAZ to
such an extent that this option would achieve compliance with legal AQ Limit
Value at a later date than the proposed CAZ C. It would not therefore
achieve the primary objective of the GM Clean Air Plan (GM CAP), which is
to achieve NO2 legal compliance in the shortest possible timescales.

8.7.4

Furthermore, a secondary objective of the CAZ is to minimise the risk of
significant unintended negative economic, social or environmental
consequences resulting from the implementation of the GM CAP. Greater
Manchester contains some of the most deprived areas in England. Across
GM, some of the most deprived areas have poor public transport
accessibility and in these areas people are more likely to own a noncompliant vehicle. Those on low incomes, with little or no savings, or with
limited access to credit may not be able to afford to upgrade to a compliant
vehicle, or to pay the charge. There is a significant risk that the costs
imposed by a GM-wide CAZ D could force people out of employment or
education, as well as limiting people’s ability to travel to see their friends and
family. In turn, this could lead to social isolation and hardship. A GM-wide
CAZ D is therefore likely to have dramatic socio-economic ramifications
across the north-west region and country as a whole and would require
mitigations which are unlikely to be feasible.

8.7.5

This analysis is not materially affected by Covid-19 or other recent
developments.

43https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/uCbNfiDpTY49uAUTFEzVO/b3ae7ceb4e8be0dcb36008fba4939ce9/Options_Appraisal_Rep
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ort.pdf
Transport for Greater Manchester. 2019. Greater Manchester’s Clean Air Plan to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the
Roadside. Note 17: Evidence supporting the decision not to progress with a GM-wide CAZ D. Available at:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/2WevOiPePeiHfkAHHQDr0e/54490777ff9af51dd42d6e20139d73e9/17__GM_CAP_Evidence_supporting_the_decision_not_to_progress_with_a_GM-wide_CAZ_D.pdf
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8.7.6

In addition to considering a potential GM-wide CAZ D, sensitivity testing was
also undertaken to explore the implications of a CAZ D within the Inner Ring
Road (IRR) before the Ministerial Direction was issued in March 2020. Its
findings were reported within Technical Note 30– GM CAP Alternative
Sensitivity Test Modelling Summary Note45 (which was also published as
part of the consultation). As this technical note sets out, like the Consultation
Option (GM wide CAZ C), all modelled sites are compliant in 2024. The
sensitivity test investigated whether the addition of a CAZ D within the inner
ring road (IRR) could bring GM into compliance in 2023. The modelling
showed that, with a CAZ D in the IRR, two sites remained non-compliant in
2023. This option would not, therefore, have brought forward the year of
compliance relative to the Consultation Option. The Consultation Option was
forecast to reduce exceedances from 203 to 57 in 2021, and a CAZ D in the
IRR would have further reduced that number by 10. A CAZ D in the IRR
would reduce the number of exceedances by 1 compared to the
Consultation Option in 2023. A CAZ D in the IRR would bring more people in
scope for a penalty, including private car drivers going to work or to visit the
retail and leisure destinations in the city centre.

8.7.7

The impact of COVID-19 is expected to slow the natural turnover of vehicle
fleet, as a result of lost new vehicle sales for cars, LGVs and taxis during
2020/21. This has the effect of increasing vehicle emissions in the future
worsening air quality predictions, and also increases the number of noncompliant LGVs and taxis in-scope for the CAZ charge. In contrast the
investment in electric buses will reduce emissions in both the Do Minimum
and Do Something scenarios, along the specific route corridors of operation.

8.7.8

The results of the air quality modelling show a similar spatial pattern to those
at OBC and consultation, where the last exceedances with the CAP in place
are at the A34 John Dalton Street, Manchester and the A58 Bolton Road,
Bury. Compared to the Option for Consultation and OBC modelling, the
Policy following consultation displays a worsening on the wider road network
where car and LGV emissions have increased due to an older fleet profile
due to Covid-19. However, on the route corridors where the electric buses
will operate, which include the A34 John Dalton Street there are
improvements, with a reduction in exceedances inside the inner ring road on
these routes.

45

Transport for Greater Manchester. 2020. Greater Manchester’s Clean Air Plan to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the
Roadside. Note 30: Alternative Sensitivity Test Modelling Summary Note. Available at:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/21Gu3GglPyBUO7VNvFGuZO/e38a10f200eaa72e435aa60c1c014d7b/30__GM_CAP_Alternative_Sensitivity_Test_Modelling_Summary_Note.pdf
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8.7.9

The results of the air quality modelling for the Policy following consultation
show that there are 5 points of exceedance remaining in 2023 before
compliance occurs in 2024. The spatial pattern of exceedance remains
consistent, but the maximum concentrations are now at locations outside the
Inner IRR on the A58 Bolton Road, Bury. Modelling of the impacts of a CAZ
D in the IRR have previously shown negligible impact on NO2 concentrations
at the A58 because it is not strategically linked with access to the regional
centre. Therefore, it can be concluded that a CAZ D within the IRR would not
bring forward the date of compliance with the legal limits from 2024. For
further discussion, see Appendix 9 of the GMCA Report of 25th June 2021.

8.7.10 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the plan will not be
amended to include private cars within the scope of the GM CAP.
8.8

Alternatives to a Charging Clean Air Zone should be prioritised

8.8.1

Issue: Some respondents suggested that alternatives to a Charging Clean
Air Zone should be prioritised over introducing a charge for non-compliant
vehicles, with emphasis on discouraging road journeys and promoting
sustainable transport modes such as public transport improvements and
active travel.

8.8.2

Response: As set out within the GM CAP Outline Business Case – Strategic
Case46, a range of alternative options were assessed during the
development of the GM CAP. An initial long-list of 96 options was sifted to a
shortlist of 17 based upon the Government’s Primary Success Criteria
(reduction of NO2 concentrations in the “shortest possible time”). The
shortlisted measures included alternatives to a charging CAZ, such as
increasing public transport capacity, localised junction improvements and
electric vehicle incentivisation.

8.8.3

Following extensive analysis of the shortlisted measures, GM concluded that
a charging CAZ across the region (with supporting measures) is necessary
in order to achieve compliance in the shortest possible time. Further detail is
available within the Strategic Case of the OBC and in the Options Appraisal
Report47. The conclusions set out in the Strategic Case are consistent with
Government guidance setting out a charging CAZ as the measure most
likely to achieve EU Limit Values for NO2 in towns and cities in the shortest
possible time, and as the measure against which all other options must be
benchmarked.

8.8.4

The Government has considered the suite of supporting analysis and
evidence presented within the GM CAP OBC in advance of issuing a
Ministerial Direction requiring all ten of the Greater Manchester (GM) local
authorities to implement a charging CAZ Class C across the region.

Transport for Greater Manchester. 2019. Greater Manchester’s Outline Business Case to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the
Roadside – Strategic Case. Available at:
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/3UC4AhiPenRw3hdKjTYHTq/2fb88ead100e042bf756d0562b977266/Strategic_Case.pdf
47 The Options Appraisal report can be found here: cleanairgm.com/technical-documents
46
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8.8.5

GM’s Transport Vision, as set out in the GM Transport Strategy 204048, is for
world class connections that support long-term, sustainable economic
growth and access to opportunity for all. GM’s 5 year Environment Plan49
sets out a vision of a GM that is a clean, carbon neutral, climate resilient city
region with a thriving natural environment and circular, zero-waste economy.
To meet the goals of the 2040 Strategy and the Environment Plan, TfGM,
GMCA and the ten GM local authorities are continuing to develop wider
measures which encourage the use of more sustainable transport modes,
including significant investment in improving cycling and walking
infrastructure across GM50, additional electric vehicle charging infrastructure
and reforming the bus market.

8.8.6

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy. The Options Appraisal
analysis has demonstrated that an alternative to a charging CAZ would not
achieve compliance with legal limit values for NO2 in the shortest possible
time and therefore the proposals will not be amended. Complementary
efforts to increase the proportion of journeys within GM which are made by
sustainable transport modes will continue.

8.9

The proposals should be implemented earlier

8.9.1

Issue: Some respondents indicated that they would like to see the proposals
implemented earlier than proposed, typically due to concerns regarding the
health impacts of poor air quality or the climate crisis and the urgency to
address this.

8.9.2

Response: The GM local authorities are under Ministerial Direction from
Government to implement measures which would achieve compliance with
Limit Value for NO2 concentrations in the shortest possible timescale, and by
2024 at the latest.

8.9.3

The proposed ‘go live’ date of the GM CAZ on 30 May 2022 is considered
the soonest feasible date for the Clean Air Zone to commence.

8.9.4

The ten GM Local Authorities are undertaking the preparatory
implementation and contract arrangements required to deliver the CAZ and
other GM CAP measures in order to maintain delivery momentum in line with
the funding arrangements agreed with Government. TfGM is running the
procurement exercises with potential suppliers on behalf of the ten GM local
authorities to final evaluation and is to provide a report to allow the
authorities to make a decision to award to the successful supplier(s)
following receipt of the confirmation of funding from Government.

48

https://tfgm.com/2040-transport-strategy
https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/1975/5_year_plan_exec_summ_digital.pdf
50 TfGM. 2021. The Bee Network. Available at: https://activetravel.tfgm.com/bee-network-vision/
49
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8.9.5

The geographic scale of the zone (almost 1,300km2) is such that over 2,300
road signs and almost 1,000 automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
cameras will need to be installed on the highway network. The cameras
need to be integrated into a technology platform, that will also be connected
to the payment and vehicle checking services which have been established
by central government. In addition, the operational teams of both TfGM and
the chosen supplier must be recruited, trained and mobilised. Whilst much of
this technology is tried and tested, the programme schedule is complex. This
schedule currently shows that implementation of a scheme that has fully
tested all of the component parts is late May 2022 and therefore this is the
earliest date that the GM CAZ could launch.

8.9.6

The funds which support the introduction of the charging zone will be
implemented from November 2021. To effectively manage the distribution of
the funds it is necessary to develop an IT platform, integrate that with a
number of third parties for the purposes of validating applicant data and
allowing for applicants to apply to a number of selected financiers should
they wish to apply for a financial product to support their vehicle upgrade. As
such November 2021 is the earliest that the funds can commence being
distributed.

8.9.7

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, given the extensive and
complex activities which are required in order for the GM CAZ to become
operational, 30 May 202251 is considered the soonest feasible date to launch
a charging CAZ in Greater Manchester.

8.10

Pollution levels do not warrant the measures being taken

8.10.1 Issue: Some respondents felt that the GM Clean Air Plan was unnecessary
and that the current pollution levels (including the improved air quality from
the lockdowns during pandemic) do not warrant such measures being taken.
8.10.2 Response: Air quality monitoring undertaken by the ten GM local authorities
illustrates that the legal limit value for annual mean NO2 has historically been
exceeded at a large number of locations across Greater Manchester.
8.10.3 Air Quality Modelling52 carried out in support of the GM CAP shows that,
without action, GM is not expected to comply with legal limits for NO2 across
the region until 2027.
8.10.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, evidence demonstrates
that due to ongoing exceedances of the legal limit value for NO2 across the
GM region, existing and future pollutant concentrations within GM warrant
the implementation of the GM CAP.
8.11

Clean Air Zones are a money-making scheme/congestion charge

Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle
Checker is’ GM ready
52 Which can be found in document AQ3 on https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/#2020-clean-air-plan-consultation
51
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8.11.1 Issue: A number of respondents have related the GM CAZ to previous
proposals for a congestion charging system within GM. Specifically, the
previous proposals were subject to a referendum held in 2008 which rejected
the proposals. The proposed scheme as per the referendum in 2008
included tiered congestion charges which would have resulted in those
travelling within an area bordered by the M60 motorway at peak times
paying a congestion charge. An additional supplementary charge would also
have applied for those travelling within an inner zone, the extents of which
were broadly consistent with the IRR.
8.11.2 Other respondents have contended that the GM CAP is designed to
generate money, relating the charges to a ‘tax’ on road users and
referencing existing government measures such as fuel duty.
8.11.3 Response: A Clean Air Zone is a designated area within which certain
higher pollution vehicles would pay a charge to drive. Vehicles which do not
comply with the required emissions standards would pay a daily charge for
each day on which they drive into, out of, within or through the Clean Air
Zone. Vehicles which do comply with the emissions standards can continue
to travel uncharged. The goal of a Clean Air Zone is to encourage owners of
older, dirtier vehicles to upgrade to a cleaner vehicle. It does not aim to
tackle congestion and in a successful scheme, revenues will decline over
time as the fleet becomes increasingly compliant. The Clean Air Zone is not
designed to make a profit, however any net proceeds would be applied to
further deliver the Local Transport Plans of the 10 GM Local Authorities, in
accordance with the Transport Act 200053.
8.11.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a Category C charging
Clean Air Zone will be implemented.
8.12

Implementation of the Clean Air Zone should be delayed

8.12.1 Issue: Respondents have suggested that the proposals to implement the
GM CAZ charges should be delayed for a range of reasons, including:

• Economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic;
• Impacts of COVID-19 on travel behaviours and subsequent positive AQ
impacts (e.g. reduced demand due to working from home);

• Wider legislative changes, such as bans on the sale of 100% Internal
combustion engine powered vehicles: and,

• Potential supply issues with electric/low emission vehicles.
8.12.2 Response: The ten GM local authorities have received a ministerial
direction requiring them to implement a charging Clean Air Zone Class C
across the region in order to achieve compliance in the shortest possible
time and by 2024 at the latest.

53

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/38/part/III/chapter/I/crossheading/charging-schemes
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8.12.3 However, there are a number of permanent local exemptions, temporary
local exemptions and permanent discounts that have been put in place.
Some of these updated discounts and exemptions have been proposed in
the final policy in order to provide more time to support businesses and
individuals to upgrade their vehicles. Alongside this, the funding amounts
available to support businesses and individuals to upgrade their noncompliant vehicles has increased in some cases, and more options are
available for most vehicle types.
8.13

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the implementation of
the GM CAP will not be delayed although some vehicles will be eligible for
temporary exemptions to 31 May 2023 which will allow them more time to
prepare for the scheme. GM authorities have a legal duty to implement
measures which will achieve compliance with the relevant EU Limit Value
within the “shortest possible time”.

8.14

Clean Air Zone Boundary – the boundary is too large

8.14.1 Issue: Comments were received relating to the size of the CAZ, with
respondents suggesting that the zone should only cover the area inside the
M60, or Manchester city centre, or localised areas with poor air quality.
8.14.2 Response: Modelling undertaken by GM has shown that NO2
concentrations are predicted to exceed the legal Limit Value in all 10 Greater
Manchester local authorities. A such, a comprehensive plan for the whole of
Greater Manchester is required, in recognition that travel and emissions are
not confined within district boundaries. Whilst comments have been
reviewed, the GM CAZ boundary will not be reduced to cover only central or
localised areas, in order to improve air quality across the city-region and
meet compliance across the 10 local authorities in the shortest possible time.
8.14.3 All 10 GM local authorities are now subject to a ministerial direction requiring
them to implement a charging CAZ Class C across the region in order to
achieve compliant levels of NO2 concentrations in the shortest possible time
and by 2024 at the latest, providing considerable health benefits at the
lowest cost to society and the economy.
8.14.4 Transport modelling has shown that whilst a large volume of traffic is
associated with accessing urban centres, there is also significant use of the
local road network to access the motorway for trips spread around Greater
Manchester and beyond.
8.14.5 A GM-wide approach will also avoid displacement, which could occur if
action was undertaken in some districts and not others. Exclusion of some
areas of GM could potentially cause changes in travel behaviours and
worsen the situation in the areas that are excluded from the zone.
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8.14.6 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM-wide approach
set out in the Options Appraisal Report54 was the scheme which would
deliver compliance across Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time.
8.15

Clean Air Zone Boundary - certain roads/areas should be included or
excluded from the zone

8.15.1 Issue: A number of respondents suggested that certain roads or areas
should be included or excluded from the zone. These are summarised later
in this section.
8.15.2 Response: The specific roads and areas highlighted in the consultation
responses have been assessed. The boundary must be strategically
coherent and understandable by scheme users and the wider public. In
addition, setting of the boundary should avoid unintended consequences to
impacted groups. This principle enables a fair and consistent approach to
the zone boundary, whilst retaining a logical zone area that enables
compliance to be achieved within the shortest possible time and enables
simple marketing and communications messaging.
8.15.3 Outcome: In accordance with this, the sections of the A575 and A580 in the
area of Worsley, which were previously excluded at consultation, is now
proposed to be included in the zone and this will be the subject of a separate
consultation. These sections were originally excluded as the strategic
approach to signing the Strategic Road Network (SRN) in this location was
initially anticipated to be challenging and costly, impacting on timescales for
delivery and achieving compliant levels of NO2. An alternative solution to
signing the SRN across GM has now been identified by Highways England,
which is deliverable in Spring 2022 and enables the inclusion of highway
links in the Worsley area, subject to consultation later in 2021.
8.15.4 Exclusions from the zone – the suggestions for exclusions to the zone are
summarised in the following paragraphs, along with the assessment of how
each exclusion would align with the principles of a fair, consistent and easily
communicable zone boundary.
8.15.5 It was suggested that access to Manchester Airport should be excluded from
the zone so as to provide a charge-free route to the airport for drivers from
outside of GM. Excluding the access would create economic issues as nonGreater Manchester businesses would have preferable access to the airport
over GM business, who exist within the CAZ and therefore, if had noncompliant vehicles would be subject to a charge.

54https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/uCbNfiDpTY49uAUTFEzVO/b3ae7ceb4e8be0dcb36008fba4939ce9/Options_Appraisal_Rep

ort.pdf
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8.15.6 It was suggested that the Trafford Park area should be excluded from the
zone on the basis that there are minimal residential areas in this location and
this is an area where people go to work. However, the exclusion of the
Trafford Park area could impact on the ability to achieve compliance in the
shortest possible time because the majority of access routes are in
exceedance in the Do Minimum scenario. Compliance with the Limit Values
(unlike UK Air Quality Objectives) is not defined by the prevalence of
residential exposure, only locations where public access is possible. As well
as this, excluding this area would have social, economic and equality
implications for those who are employed in the area or visit it, who would not
get the benefit of air quality improvements.
8.15.7 It was suggested that the local roads within the Woodford area in Stockport
should be excluded from the zone due to potential re-routing impacts on
local traffic between destinations within Cheshire East. However, the area of
Woodford is part of Stockport in Greater Manchester and the ministerial
direction applies to all GM local authorities. All local authorities within GM
have areas of exceedance that need to be addressed and excluding this
area would unfairly impact the health benefits to local residents as they
would not benefit in the same way as the rest of GM.
8.15.8 It was suggested that the East Lancs Road from central Salford should be
excluded from the zone due to the view that this is a major roadway into
Manchester from Merseyside and including it would cause a diversion of
traffic onto the motorway network at the border of the CAZ. However, the
modelling55 identified that sections of the East Lancs Road are predicted to
be in exceedance of legal limits. It should also be noted that the majority of
in-scope vehicles using the East Lancs Road would have an origin or
destination in GM and would therefore be subject to a charge at some stage
of their journey, so re-routing at the border would not help avoid the charge.
8.15.9 Suggestions were made that the zone should only focus on perceived
‘problem areas’ and should be more targeted, in a similar theme to the
comments on the size of the boundary. However, and as described in the
section addressing the size of the GM CAZ boundary, the ministerial
direction applies to all GM local authorities, which all have areas of
exceedance that need to be addressed. The optioneering process
demonstrated that options with targeted CAZ boundaries at exceedance
links or around urban centres do not deliver compliance in the shortest
possible time.

55

Document AQ3 can be found at: https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents
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8.15.10 It was suggested that routes to motorway junctions from neighbouring
authorities be excluded from the zone on the basis that without this
exclusion, drivers from just outside the GM boundary could take
further/longer routes in order to join the motorway network outside of GM.
Whilst this comment is understood, removing access routes within GM would
unfairly impact the health benefits of residents in these areas, as they would
not benefit in the same way as the rest of GM. It should also be noted that
this would only apply to those accessing the motorway whose destination is
outside of GM, otherwise they would still be charged, if the vehicle is noncompliant, when entering GM.
8.15.11 There was a suggestion that the foothills of the West Pennine Moors and
Peak District be excluded from the zone, due to the perceived view that
these were not problem areas. However, exceedances have been identified
across GM and air pollution is not constrained by specific road boundaries.
Whilst the exact location of the CAZ boundary on the GM border is not likely
to alter compliance overall, the Options Appraisals Process demonstrated
that options with targeted CAZ boundaries at exceedance links or around
urban centres does not deliver compliance in the shortest possible time.
8.15.12 Inclusions to the zone – The suggestions for inclusions to the zone are
summarised in the following paragraphs, where respondents suggested that
the following roads/areas should be included within the zone due to
concerns over pollution and traffic congestion in these areas. Details of the
assessment and reasoning for those areas being excluded from the zone are
also set out in the following paragraphs.
8.15.13 It was suggested that motorways should be included in the zone. However,
the Strategic Road Network (motorways) is operated by Highways England,
which is not subject to Ministerial Direction. The GM authorities are not able
to implement charges on these roads.
8.15.14 It was suggested that a number of areas outside of the GM boundary should
be included in the zone, including neighbouring authorities, Wilmslow,
Disley, the A6 in Disley and the A6 to New Mills. However, these areas are
outside of the GM boundary and are therefore not subject to the ministerial
direction. In addition, these areas are outside the jurisdiction of the GM
authorities and they are not able to implement charges on these roads.
8.15.15 Comments were received relating to the inclusion of the
A628/A57/Woodhead Pass/Mottram. On 9 June Ministers wrote to the
Leader of Tameside MBC to advise that following consideration of
assessment provided by Highways England, Ministers have agreed to the
inclusion of the identified section of the A57 and A628, which form part of the
Strategic Road network in Tameside, within the Greater Manchester
charging Clean Air Zone and that Government will work collaboratively with
Tameside MBC, TfGM and Highways England to establish the most
appropriate solution for the charging mechanism to be applied on this
section of the Strategic Road Network within the current legislation and
timeframe available..
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8.15.16 Suggestions were made that Manchester city centre should be a ULEZ. This
has been responded to in paragraphs 7.4 and 7.5.
8.15.17 Suggestions were made to include all of the A555, which is located in the
GM authorities of Stockport and Manchester and the neighbouring authority
of Cheshire East. The current proposal is to include the A555 within GM,
with the exception of a small stretch from the junction with the B5166 in the
west to the junction with A523 in the east (from Styal Road to the
Macclesfield Road junction) within the GM CAZ. This is to enable
movements between Poynton and Handforth (which are towns located in the
district of Cheshire East and therefore outside of GM), to continue
uncharged, given the expectation that implementing a charge would result in
local journeys returning to the roads that the A555 was designed to reduce.
With regards to the stretches of the A555 within Cheshire East, these are
outside of the GM boundary and therefore not subject to the ministerial
direction and are outside the jurisdiction of the GM authorities.
8.15.18 Comments were also received suggesting that the B5328 in Wigan, Deane
Road and Derby Street in Bolton, and all roads in Greater Manchester where
there is are residents should be included in the zone. These roads are
already included in the zone (with the exception of motorways, the A628/A57
SRN highway route in Mottram and sections of the A555, as noted above).
8.15.19 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM-wide approach
to the boundary will be maintained.
8.16

Clean Air Zone Boundary – concerns about negative impacts of traffic
redistributing at/near the boundary

8.16.1 Issue: Concerns were raised around the potential for the zone to negatively
impact those based on or near the GM boundary if non-compliant vehicles
move into neighbouring areas to avoid CAZ charges and vehicles stop and
re-route outside of the boundary causing disruption and congestion and
further air pollution.
8.16.2 Response: Modelling carried out in the GM CAP Study Traffic Impact on
Neighbouring Authorities56, showed that the CAZ is not anticipated to have a
significant impact on traffic flows on roads in the surrounding area. Whilst the
impacts may vary by location depending on the level of interaction with GM
and flows of non-compliant vehicles, there is very limited availability of
diversion routes, and the regional nature of the GM CAZ means that for the
most part the origin or destination of a trip will lie within the zone so rerouting at the border would not help avoid a charge.
8.16.3 The opportunity to avoid entering the zone (for example allowing turn around
on a roundabout) was considered as one of the critical factors for boundary
designs and sign locations.

56https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/4GHuHasUCnfny6oRfINHKu/1fc85978e017bebaf47cb95bc1e72dfc/GM_CAP_Study_Traffic

_Impact_on_Neighbouring_Authorities.pdf
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8.16.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, it is likely that the
scheme will deliver air quality improvements on routes to and from the region
which will provide air quality benefits in the surrounding districts. More
information is available in the Strategic Case of the Outline Business Case57.
8.17

Clean Air Zone – Hours of operation – the CAZ should not operate 24
hours a day, 7 days a week

8.17.1 Issue: A number of respondents suggested certain times should be
excluded from the charging period, namely evening/night time, off-peak
hours and weekends.
8.17.2 Response: It has been concluded that reducing the operational period to
anything less than 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, could impact on the ability
to achieve compliant levels of NO2 in the shortest possible time, and by 2024
at the latest. This is due to a number of factors in relation to both the delivery
and operation of the scheme.
8.17.3 The modelling for the Consultation Option indicates that the GM CAZ
delivers compliance in 2024 (the shortest possible time identified in the OBC
and the date set in the ministerial direction). However, any relaxation of
proposed measures, including changes to the operational hours below 24/7,
7 days a week, could reduce the performance of the scheme and risk
delaying the point of compliance.
8.17.4 Based on the Government Clean Air Zone Framework (February 2020
section 3.7)58, it is assumed that a Clean Air Zone would operate constantly,
although if a local authority can demonstrate that it will still achieve
compliance with air quality limit values in the shortest possible time by
operating on a reduced hours basis, it could propose such a scheme. This
means the default position is 24/7 operation and the only reason to deviate
from this would be if modelling shows that shorter hours would bring the air
quality within Greater Manchester within the limits in an equal or shorter
time.
8.17.5 A reduction in the hours of operation brings the potential for behaviour
change, as the use of non-compliant vehicles could increase at the excluded
day/time, adversely impacting air quality and resulting in it taking longer to
achieve compliant NO2 levels as well as potentially imposing negative
impacts on residents such as increased night-time traffic.
8.17.6 Consistency with all other Clean Air Zone schemes (Birmingham, London
ULEZ, Bath etc.), simple marketing and communications messages and
potential safety issues with drivers waiting outside the zone boundary for
free periods are other factors that support 24/7 operation.

57
58

https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/3UC4AhiPenRw3hdKjTYHTq/2fb88ead100e042bf756d0562b977266/Strategic_Case.pdf
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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8.17.7 It should also be noted that comments on the hours of operation were
received from a range of respondents rather than one specific user group.
Whilst the removal of specific time periods from the charge could benefit
certain groups (such as hackney and PHV drivers, if evenings and weekends
were not charged) this should be balanced against the wider health benefits
- for all - of reducing NO2 in the shortest possible time.
8.17.8 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the hours of operation
will remain 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
8.18

Clean Air Zone – Hours of operation – midnight should not be the
transition time between 24-hour periods

8.18.1 Issue: A number of respondents commented that midnight should not be the
transition time between 24-hour periods, due to concerns around being
charged twice for travel just before and after midnight.
8.18.2 Response: The ten GM local authorities considers that there is insufficient
evidence of the balance of benefits to justify a change to the transition time.
In addition, the significant re-design and associated timescales required to
incorporate the change to the Government’s CAZ Service would impact on
the planned Go Live date and therefore the ability to achieve compliance in
the shortest possible time.
8.18.3 Retaining the midnight transition time is consistent with all other CAZ
schemes and helps enable simple marketing and communications
messages.
8.18.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the midnight to midnight
will remain the transition time between the 24-hour periods.
8.19

Operation of the GM Clean Air Zone – practicalities of how the GM
Clean Air Zone will work

8.19.1 Issue: Some respondents raised concerns and queries in relation to how the
Clean Air Zone will operate in practice, including:

•

How the GM CAZ will be enforced

•

What methods will be used to track those entering into the CAZ

•

How people will pay

•

How non-UK registered vehicles will pay

•

Next steps when air quality has improved

8.19.2 Response: Enforcement of the Greater Manchester Clean Air Zone will be
undertaken in line with the prescribed process set out within Road User
Charging Schemes (Penalty Charges, Adjudication and Enforcement)
(England) Regulations 2013 (the Penalty Charges Regulations).
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8.19.3 The GM CAZ will use a network of automatic number plate recognition
(ANPR) cameras to identify non-compliant vehicles. Where the ANPR
system identifies non-compliant vehicles travelling in the GM CAZ and
charges have not been paid, registered keepers will be notified of a liability
to pay a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) arising.
8.19.4 Registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles used within the GM CAZ will
be required to pay the relevant charge via a Central Government Payment
Portal.
8.19.5 Foreign registered vehicles liable for the charge will be able to pay to enter
the GM CAZ through the Central CAZ payment service in the same way as
UK registered vehicles. Any such vehicles that do not pay the charge will be
issued with a Penalty Charge Notice where it is possible to obtain the
registered keeper details from the country concerned.
8.19.6 It is anticipated that, once implemented, the Clean Air Zone will remain in
full operation until at least the second half of 2026. In accordance with
government advice, if it is demonstrated by the second half of 2026 that two
consecutive years of compliance with the legal limit value for NO259 has been
met, and there is confidence that compliance will continue to be maintained,
then subject to GM governance processes, the local authorities will notify the
Secretary of State of their intention to revoke the Charging Scheme Order
and decommission the GM CAZ.
8.19.7 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
8.20

The charges in the GM CAZ should vary by time of day or should be
higher in peak times

8.20.1 Issue: Some respondents suggested that the charge levels should vary by
time of day, with a particular note on discouraging travel at peak times.
8.20.2 Response: There are several reasons why time-based charges would not
be appropriate for the GM CAZ:

•

This is not a congestion charging scheme - the focus of the scheme is to
reduce NO2 concentrations to within the legal limit value, not to reduce
congestion and it is not intended to directly influence travel behaviours
across the day.

•

Time-based charging could result in peak spreading which could result in
different emissions hot spots due to changing traffic flows and routing which
that be undesirable.

•

Peak times can vary between vehicles types and location, therefore not all
emissions exceedances are solely generated by peak based travel.
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The EU Ambient Air Quality Directive set the Legal Limit value of an annual mean of 40ug/m3, which was transposed into UK
legislation under the Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010. The requirement to meet compliance with the legal limit is set out by the
Environment Act 1995 (Greater Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2020. Under this direction the GM Authorities are obliged to meet
the Legal Limit.
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•

Emissions levels can still be expected to be high outside of peak periods.

8.20.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the charges for each
vehicle will not change from the charges in the consultation.
8.21

The charges are too low, particularly for LGVs

8.22

Issue: Some respondents commented that the charge levels were too low
and would not be effective. In particular, ClientEarth considered that to the
extent that higher charges are likely to lead to either (a)( an earlier overall
compliance date, or (b) a route to compliance that reduces human exposure
to pollution more quickly, higher charge levels must be adopted as part of
the final CAZ plans if they are to satisfy the necessary legal requirements.
ClientEarth considered that the analysis also shows that by further
increasing the charge for LGVs to £12.50, the “stay and pay” response could
be reduced by a further 15%. They also considered thato given the extent
that a higher LGV charge would lead to more rapid pollution reductions, it
would need to be included in the Councils’ final plan.

8.22.1 Response: A review of charge levels was undertaken for each vehicle type
in Autumn 2019 to support the development of the Option for Consultation60.
This was based on setting the charge levels high enough to achieve
compliance. Results of tests to assess the optimal charge levels for a
Greater Manchester Clean Air Zone61 provided consideration for alternative
charge levels. These tests support that the charge levels selected have been
identified to generate a high upgrade response across all modes. Higher
charge levels were not found to generate significant additional upgrade
responses and would impose additional costs without bringing additional air
quality benefits. The GM CAP charge levels were also benchmarked against
the CAZ charges identified by other cities and were broadly comparable.
8.22.2 Client Earth suggested in their feedback, based on Technical Note 31, that
the charges for LGVs were too low and that a higher charge of £12.50 would
be more effective, reducing the ‘stay and pay’ response by 15%. They also
suggested that there was also a discrepancy in the analysis published by
GM between Technical Note 31 and T4 (Option for Consultation), in that
Note 31 suggested 70% of LGVs would upgrade with a £10 charge (in
Figure 1) and T4 showing that 95% of LGVs are forecast to be compliant (in
Table 15).

60

Available as Technical Note 31 at Note 31 - GM CAP Results of Tests to Assess the Optimal Charge Levels for a GM Clean Air Zone
(ctfassets.net)
61 https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/77frjZSgdKGLiyDwCUrmey/f8aa8a3c7622a89dd9ed240f39d0b283/31__GM_CAP_Charge_Level_Sensitivity_Testing.pdf
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8.22.3 It is important to note that Figure 1 in Note 31 relates to vehicles whilst Table
15 in T4 relates to traffic. Table 15 in T4 includes all vans, including those
that were compliant in the Do Minimum scenario (therefore a higher
proportion will be compliant in total), and as stated above, Table 15 in T4
presents the impact of the full Option for Consultation (and so presents the
impact of the charge in combination with the Funds) whereas Note 31
considers the impact of the charge in isolation. The numbers in Figure 1 of
Note 31 and Table 15 of T4 are therefore not directly comparable and would
not be expected to be the same.
8.22.4 The analysis presented in T4 is based on a later version of the Commercial
Vehicle Cost Model (from October 2019 rather than August/September
2019) so the behavioural responses generated had changed slightly
between the two analyses. Note 37 provides a useful summary of the
behavioural responses by vehicle type as per the final modelling of the
Option for Consultation62.
8.22.5 Modelling of the Policy for Consultation, as set out in T4 (Option for
Consultation)63, suggested that, with CAZ charges set at £10 per day and the
Funds as proposed at consultation, 85% of non-compliant LGVs would
choose to upgrade in 2023 and 86% in 2025.
8.22.6 In the updated modelling of the Policy following consultation, there is a
proportion of the fleet that has been presumed not to upgrade in any event,
as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. With the impacts of Covid-19 and the
post-consultation Policy, 79% of non-compliant LGVs are forecast to choose
to upgrade in 2023 and 84% in 2025. Overall, this means that the vast
majority of LGVs on the road would be compliant from 2023 onwards
(around nine in ten by 2025). Such is the extent of the upgrade of the fleet
that any further benefits from higher charges are likely to be minimal.
8.22.7 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the charges for each
vehicle will not change from the charges in the consultation.
8.23

The daily charge should vary by emissions standards/size of vehicles

8.23.1 Issue: There were suggestions that it would be fairer to charge vehicles
based on the volume of their emissions (for example, based on mileage
travelled) or based on the types of vehicles making these journeys (such as
vehicle size, within a CAZ vehicle type category).
8.23.2 Response: The CAZ is not designed to monitor the emissions of vehicles by
mileage, as the proposals are consistent with the Government’s Clean Air
Framework64 and will not track the individual journeys of all vehicles through
the CAZ. The current proposals ensure consistency of approach across the
UK Clean Air Zones.
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Vehicle Population Estimates Note (37) (ctfassets.net)
GM CAP Option for Consultation - Local Plan Air Quality Modelling Tracking Table (T4) (ctfassets.net)
64 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
63
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8.23.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
8.24

The CAZ doesn’t charge all vehicles, only those caught by a CAZ C that
do not comply with the required emissions standards.

8.24.1 Issue: Comments that the CAZ doesn’t charge all vehicles, only those
caught by a CAZ C that do not comply with the required emissions
standards. Comments were also raised around different charges for different
sizes of vehicles.
8.24.2 Response: The GM CAP already has different CAZ charges for different
vehicle types. The vehicle charging levels are set at the Euro Category level
for vehicle types (as defined in government guidance around the CAZ
minimum classes and standards). This means that alternative charging
levels within these categories would not be possible and would not align with
the Government’s Clean Air Framework.
8.24.3 Outcome: There will be no changes to charges based on mileage travelled
or sub-categories of vehicle types.
8.25

Charge levels are too high

8.25.1 Issue: Some respondents suggested that the charge levels for the CAZ are
too high. This was a suggestion that was noted for several vehicle types,
with vehicle owners, in particular, concerned about high charges.
8.25.2 Response: The GM CAZ charge levels are designed to encourage vehicle
upgrade to compliant vehicle types to ensure improvements in air quality.
Without a sufficiently high level of charge, as a deterrent to doing nothing,
the behavioural change needed to improve air quality levels required by GM
CAP would not be achieved.
8.25.3 In Autumn 2019 a review of charge levels was undertaken to review the
appropriate charge levels for each vehicle types to support the development
of the Option for Consultation. This was based on setting the charge levels
high enough to achieve compliance. Technical Note 31 sets out the results
of tests to assess the optimal charge levels for a Greater Manchester Clean
Air Zone65 and provided consideration of alternative charge levels.
8.25.4 The review concluded that the identified charge levels were considered
appropriate to achieve the required level of behavioural change and that
reducing the CAZ charge would result in additional ‘Stay and Pay’ response
(meaning that non-compliant vehicle owners would pay the charge rather
than upgrade their vehicle(s)). This would not deliver the air quality
improvements required by GM CAP and resulting in additional costs for
vehicle owners.
8.25.5 It is considered that this remains the case and therefore the daily charges for
each vehicle type have not been reduced.

65

Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
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8.25.6 The ten GM local authorities acknowledge feedback from the consultation
and evidence from the research into COVID-19 impacts that vehicle owners
need more support to comply with the charge, and this is reflected in other
changes to the Policy. It is considered that these measures will better
mitigate the impacts of the CAZ than reduced charges, and will ensure GM
can meet the objectives to improve air quality across Greater Manchester.
8.25.7 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charges for
each vehicle type will remain the same as at consultation.
8.26

The daily charge for buses is too high

8.26.1 Issue: A number of respondents felt the charge for non-compliant buses was
too high. There was also concern from the general public around charges
being passed onto bus users.
8.26.2 Response: Buses are considerable contributors of NOx emissions. In GM,
buses emit in the region of 8% of the net NOx vehicle emissions overall. In
the Regional Centre, bus emissions are predicted to produce 62% of total
NOx emissions in 2023, without the GM CAP in place. Therefore, it is
important to have a compliant bus fleet in GM, to improve air quality.
8.26.3 Lower charges than those proposed at consultation mean more vehicles are
likely to stay and pay, with no air quality benefits.
8.26.4 The ten GM local authorities are seeking funding towards upgrade costs to
support the upgrade of all non-compliant buses currently operating in GM. It
aims to support the upgrade of all buses in this group and so they would not
incur the charge. The sector is supported through the Clean Bus Fund. This
funding supports the cost for bus retrofit (£16,000), or £16,000 towards bus
replacement, to ensure that all buses within GM have support to upgrade, to
avoid having to pay the CAZ Charge.
8.26.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charge for noncompliant buses will remain the same as at consultation.
8.27

The daily charge for coaches is too high

8.27.1 Issue: A number of respondents thought the charges for coaches were too
high.
8.27.2 Response: In Autumn 2019 a review of charge levels was undertaken to
review the appropriate charge levels for each vehicle types and resulted in
the reduction of the daily coach/bus/HGV charge from £100 to £60.
8.27.3 Lower charges than those proposed at consultation mean more vehicles are
likely to stay and pay, with no air quality benefits.
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8.27.4 The consultation feedback would suggest that owners of non-compliant
coaches may struggle to upgrade their vehicles in response to GM CAP due
to the pandemic. To mitigate this the temporary exemption has been
extended to 31 May 2023 for all coaches and funding support for coaches
have been improved, which better meets the objectives of improving air
quality.
8.27.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charge for noncompliant coaches will remain the same as at consultation.
8.28

The daily charge for HGVs is too high

8.28.1 Issue: A number of respondents felt the £60 charge for HGVs was too
much.
8.28.2 Response: In the Public Conversation in 2019 there was feedback to say
that the original charge of £100 per day for HGVs was too high. Later in
2019 a review of charge levels was undertaken. The data and modelling that
underpins the development of the GM CAP has been significantly updated,
as set out with regards to HGVs in Technical Notes 3, 7, 8 and 20 produced
in 201966. In the analysis used to assess the effectiveness of different charge
levels for HGVs, a CAZ charge set at £60 per day was shown to deliver very
similar upgrade responses and benefits to compliance as a charge of £100.
£60 was assessed to be the lowest possible charge delivering equivalent
benefits. This resulted in the reduction of the daily coach/bus/HGV charge
from £100 to £60.
8.28.3 Lower charges than those proposed at consultation mean more vehicles are
likely to stay and pay, with no air quality benefits.
8.28.4 The consultation feedback would suggest that some owners of noncompliant HGVs may struggle to upgrade their vehicles. To mitigate this the
funding support for HGVs has been enhanced, with larger grants per vehicle
now available, which better meets the objectives of improving air quality.
8.28.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charge for noncompliant HGVs will remain the same as at consultation.
8.29

The daily charge for HGV leisure vehicles is too high

8.29.1 Issue: Some respondents felt that the daily charge for HGV leisure vehicles
was too high, particularly those who own a HGV leisure vehicle.
8.29.2 Response: In Autumn 2019 a review of charge levels was undertaken to
review the appropriate charge levels for each vehicle types and resulted in
the reduction of the daily coach/bus/HGV charge from £100 to £60.

66

All available at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
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8.29.3 The GM CAP recognises the need for parity of treatment of vehicles used for
leisure purposes, such that vehicles should be charged at the same rate
regardless of size. This is reflected in the Private HGV Tax Class vehicle
discount, which offers a discounted charge to £10 for vehicles in the DVLA
Private HGV Tax Class to provide parity of treatment of these vehicles.
8.29.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy. The previous discount for
leisure vehicles in private ownership that are over 3.5t has been amended to
all vehicles classified under the Private HGV tax class to be eligible for a
discounted charge of £10 per day, rather than £60.
8.30

The daily charge for LGVs and minibuses is too high

8.30.1 Issue: Under the GM CAP proposals, non-compliant LGVs and minibuses
will be subject to a £10 charge. Some respondents identified that the CAZ
charge for LGV was too high.
8.30.2 Response: As previously explained, a review of charge levels was
undertaken in Autumn 2019. The analysis showed that even at a £10
charge, a reasonably high level of 30% stay and pay response was
expected, with the proportion choosing to upgrade increasing with the
provision of funding support. This analysis showed that reducing the CAZ
charge for LGVs and minibuses would result in a substantial increase in the
‘Stay and Pay’ response with over 50% forecast to stay and pay if the charge
was reduced to for example £7.50.
8.30.3 Evidence from the latest modelling of the post-consultation Policy shows that
around a fifth of LGV and minibus owners are choosing to ‘stay and pay’ with
a charge of £10 per day in 2023. It would not be possible to reduce the
charge for LGVs or minibuses without reducing the effectiveness of the
scheme. Rather than reducing the daily charge, a temporary exemption to 31
May 2023 for LGVs and minibuses and increase in the amount of funding
per vehicle for larger LGVs are more suitable revisions to the scheme to
meet the air quality objectives.
8.30.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charge for noncompliant LGVs and minibuses will remain the same as at consultation.
8.31

The daily charge for hackney carriages and private hire vehicles (PHVs)
are too high

8.31.1 Issue: A number of respondents felt the charge of £7.50 was too high for
both Hackneys and PHVs, in light of the pandemic and economic issues in
the sector. There were also several comments in relation to passing on the
charge to customers, a concern raised by the public.
8.31.2 Response: As previously mentioned, a review of the CAZ charges for each
mode was undertaken in 2019, which assessed the impact of varying charge
levels. Reducing the charge would increase the number of non-compliant
vehicles which would stay and pay, without delivering air quality benefits so
improving support is a better mitigation.
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8.31.3 Rather than reducing the daily charge, a temporary exemption to 31 May
2023 for all GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and PHVs and further options
for replacement and retrofit are more suitable revisions to the scheme to
meet the air quality objectives.
8.31.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the daily charge for noncompliant hackney carriages and PHVs will remain the same as at
consultation.
8.32

Charges should apply to M1 vehicles with a body type of
‘motorcaravan’.

8.32.1 Issue: Feedback through consultation and discussion with other cities
implementing a CAZ C (e.g. Bath) has highlighted a group of vehicles with a
body type of ‘motorcaravan’ and a vehicle type approval of M1 (or M1
Special Purpose). These vehicles are currently not liable to pay the CAZ
charge. Furthermore, feedback has also highlighted that in some cases there
may not be a recorded vehicle type approval for the vehicle in DVLA records;
in such cases the body type may need to be used to determine if a CAZ
charge is to be paid. Consultation feedback has highlighted the lack of parity
of treatment of vehicles with a body type of ‘motorcaravan’ and a vehicle
type approval of M1 (or M1 Special Purpose) against vehicles with a body
type of ‘motorcaravan’ that have a vehicle type approval of N1 or N2, which
are currently liable for a charge under the GM CAZ scheme.
8.32.2 Response: It is estimated that there are over 4,000 non-compliant vehicles
with a body type of ‘motorcaravan’ in GM, the majority of which would be
liable to pay the daily charge. The GM CAP proposals recognise the need for
parity of treatment of vehicles used for leisure purposes. This is reflected in
the Private HGV Tax Class vehicle discount, which offers a discounted
charge to £10 for vehicles in the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class to provide
parity of treatment of these vehicles, which include vehicles with the body
type of ‘motorcaravan’.
8.32.3 A category C CAZ does not apply charges to M1 (or M1 Special Purpose)
group of vehicles with a body-type of ‘motorcaravan’. However, there is a
lack of parity between this classification of vehicle and vehicles with a body
type of ‘motorcaravan67’ that have a vehicle type approval of N1 or N2, which
are currently liable for a charge under the GM CAZ scheme.
8.32.4 Outcome: To ensure the principle of parity of treatment of all vehicles with
body type of ‘motorcaravan’ It is recommended that that a consultation is
held on the inclusion of motorhomes classified as M1 Special Purpose in the
GM Clean Air Zone.
8.33

67

All exemptions should be temporary or regularly reviewed

This information is recorded in DVLA records.
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8.33.1 Issue: Of those that gave a comment, about a fifth of businesses and a
similar proportion of the general public gave a comment opposing the
exemptions in general. Some felt that the exemption should only be a
temporary measure to provide those affected with more time to upgrade.
Some felt that the permanent local exemptions were not needed and that
vehicles should have been upgraded already. Others stated that no vehicles
should be exempt because cleaner air needs to be a priority.
8.33.2 Response: Some permanent exemptions are nationally stipulated, because
some types of vehicle are engaged in unique or novel operations or are
particularly difficult or uneconomic to adapt to comply with the Government’s
Clean Air Framework requirements. Under the Government’s Clean Air
Framework, further local exemptions and discounts can be proposed where
appropriate so long as they do not undermine GM’s ability to achieve
compliance "in the shortest possible time".
8.33.3 Local discounts and exemptions as part of the GM CAP have been carefully
considered to address discrete and specific issues, for example where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade to a vehicle compliant with the emission
standards of the GM CAZ or to provide protection to particularly vulnerable
groups based upon protected characteristics. As guided by the
Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework, Greater Manchester has
constrained the permanent exemptions offered. The current exemptions are
considered proportionate. The proposed local permanent and temporary
exemptions are not expected to change the date of compliance. The GM
CAP monitoring and evaluation plan will be designed to enable evaluation of
the scheme performance and the GM Clean Air Charging Authorities
Committee has the authority to vary the Charging Scheme Order, which
includes the varying and/or setting of discounts and exemptions if this is
deemed necessary to comply with legal limits.
8.33.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy offering permanent and
temporary exemptions.
8.34

Concerns around enforcement/abuse of permanent exemptions

8.34.1 Issue: Some respondents expressed concerns about the potential for
bending or breaking the rules to register vehicles for exemption from the
charge and wanted to make sure there was sufficient enforcement to prevent
this.
8.34.2 Response: The GM CAP Policy and procedures will take account of the
concerns raised about enforcement and abuse by setting out robust eligibility
criteria and evidence requirements, which need to be met before an
exemption is granted. In addition, the service overseeing the administration
of discounts and exemptions will have a robust monitoring and enforcement
process including regular checks being made on the administration of
discounts and exemptions. This is designed to ensure the continued
suitability/robustness of requirements/evidence for discounts and/or
exemptions, to reduce the risk of abuse and to address abuse where it is
identified.
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8.34.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy regarding the
enforcement/abuse of permanent exemptions. However, consultation
feedback highlighting potential areas for abuse will inform the development
of procedures to seek to avoid abuse of exemptions.
8.35

Private leisure vehicles should be permanently exempt

8.35.1 Issue: Consultation feedback suggested private leisure vehicles which are
HGVs are considered too expensive to upgrade and so they should be
permanently exempt from the charge.
8.35.2 Response: It is considered that, rather than a permanent exemption, this
issue should be addressed through changes to the permanent local discount
for all vehicles classified under the Private HGV tax class to be eligible for a
discounted charge of £10 per day. This is to ensure there remains an
incentive for owners of private leisure vehicles to upgrade those vehicles and
to discourage use of polluting vehicles for day-to-day travel.
8.35.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, private leisure vehicles
will not be permanently exempted from the CAZ.
8.36

Vehicles used by disabled users should be permanently exempt

8.36.1 Issue: Feedback highlighted a group of disabled users whose vehicles
would not be covered by the current discounts and exemptions offered.
Feedback suggested including a further exemption to cover disabled people
travelling in any vehicles, linked to Blue Badges.
8.36.2 Response: Feedback from the consultation presented evidence that there
are some disabled people whose vehicles do not qualify for the DVLA
Disabled Tax Class due to its link to PIP and Motability. The majority of
consultation respondents support exemptions for vehicles exclusively used
by disabled users.
8.36.3 The impacted group in question is likely to be a small population of disabled
users using vehicles that are privately owned LGVs or minibuses that are
specially adapted for a disabled user but do not qualify for the Disabled Tax
Class.
8.36.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, there will be a permanent
exemption for privately owned LGV or minibuses, where they are specially
adapted for use by a disabled user, which is not covered by the Disabled
Vehicle Tax Class. Owners or registered keepers of eligible LGVs and
Minibuses adapted for a disabled user need to apply for this exemption, as
there is no national database of these vehicles.
8.37

Buses should be permanently exempted from the CAZ

8.37.1 Issue: Some respondents felt that buses should be exempt as public
transport usage helps towards clean air; and if buses were charged
comments expressed concern that the charges would be passed down to the
public, deterring the use of buses, when it should be encouraged.
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8.37.2 Response: A permanent exemption for buses would remove the incentive to
upgrade to compliant vehicles. The upgrade of non-compliant buses is
central to the Government’s Clean Air Framework, which identifies buses as
Class A vehicle type, therefore included in any CAZ type and could not be
permanently exempted as a vehicle type.
8.37.3 The Data Evidence and Modelling: Consultation Summary Report68 sets out
that at some sites in Greater Manchester emissions from buses account for
29% of emissions. Buses have much higher emission rates than other
vehicle types and therefore have a disproportionate impact on air quality
levels relative to their overall contribution to the total traffic flow. They also
deliver the greatest benefit in terms of emissions reductions when switching
from a non-compliant to a compliant vehicle.
8.37.4 It is considered that bus replacement and retrofit through the funding support
measures within the GM Clean Air Plan would better meet the air quality
objectives.
8.37.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, buses will not be offered
a permanent exemption.
8.38

Hackney carriages and PHVs should be permanently exempt

8.38.1 Issue: Some respondents to the consultation commented that hackney
carriages and PHVs should be permanently exempt. Comments were also
made that some vehicles are licensed as wheelchair accessible vehicles and
so should have a permanent exemption on these grounds.
8.38.2 Response: A permanent exemption for Hackney Carriages and PHVs would
remove the incentive to upgrade to compliant vehicles. The upgrade of these
non-compliant vehicles is central to the Government’s Clean Air
Framework69, which identifies taxis as Class A vehicle type, therefore
included in any CAZ type and could not be permanently exempted as a
vehicle type.
8.38.3 The Data Evidence and Modelling: Consultation Summary Report70 sets out
that the modelling for compliance with air quality requirements requires
upgrade of Hackney Carriages and PHV, making the upgrade of these
vehicles a central requirement to meet NO2 compliance in GM. Hackney
Carriages and PHV operate for much longer periods of time on an average
day than some other modes and therefore have a disproportionate impact on
air quality levels relative to their overall contribution to the total traffic flow.
The drivers of non-compliant hackneys and PHVs are particularly at risk of
the effects of poor air quality, including from the vehicles they are travelling
in.

68https://images.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/6WlPEVFCSUb1rYQHXn4EYv/8b327d3e47aff8480643f8ccd1e48fbd/Data_Evidence_and_

Modelling_-_Consultation_Summary_Report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
70https://images.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/6WlPEVFCSUb1rYQHXn4EYv/8b327d3e47aff8480643f8ccd1e48fbd/Data_Evidence_and_
Modelling_-_Consultation_Summary_Report.pdf
69
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8.38.4 Rather than permanently exempting this vehicle class, a temporary
exemption to 31 May 2023 for all GM-licensed Hackney Carriages and PHVs
and further options for replacement and retrofit are more suitable revisions to
the scheme to meet the air quality objectives.
8.38.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, there will not be a
permanent exemption for all Hackney Carriages and PHVs.
8.39

Other vehicles should be permanently exempt

8.39.1 Issue: A small number of comments were received about other vehicle types
and groups who should be permanently exempted from the CAZ. These
groups included GM residents, specialist vehicles, vans/LGVs and HGVs,
coaches and minibuses. Some comments requested exemptions for sole
traders/smallest businesses. Comments were also received from
neighbouring local authorities, who requested exemptions for some
specialist vehicles such as cleansing, refuse, highway maintenance and
community minibuses that are operating in GM and provide valuable
services. A number of consultation responses requested further clarity on the
nature of vehicles covered by the Specialist HGV exemption.
8.39.2 In addition, there were comments suggesting that driver training buses
should be exempt because they are specially adapted for and dedicated to
driver training and it is unlikely that they can be retrofitted.
8.39.3 Response: As guided by the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework,
Greater Manchester has constrained the temporary and permanent
exemptions offered. The current exemptions are considered proportionate.
The proposed local permanent and temporary exemptions are not expected
to change the date of compliance.
8.39.4 It would not be possible to permanently exempt large groups of vehicles that
contribute substantially to NOx emissions and that are included within the
Government’s Clean Air Framework71 such as all vans, HGVs, coaches and
minibuses, or all vehicles owned by GM residents or small businesses which
constitute a substantial proportion of the non-compliant vehicle fleet without
reducing the effectiveness of the scheme and delaying compliance.
8.39.5 The consultation feedback highlights a number of vehicle types where the
descriptions of exemptions at consultation were not explicitly clear on which
vehicle types are included for consideration for an exemption. The updated
policy now clarifies this. The vehicle types included in the exemptions
contains a small category of historic buses, driver training buses and some
specialist HGV vehicles which are particularly costly to upgrade/cannot be
retrofitted.
8.39.6 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, for:

71

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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•

Heritage buses, which are over 20 years old, in private ownership and which
are not used for hire or reward can apply for a permanent exemption.

•

Training buses, adapted for use for, and dedicated to, driver training
purposes and owned by the Applicant prior to 3rd December 2020 can apply
for a permanent exemption.

•

Vehicles considered heavily specialised HGVs, such as certain vehicles
used in construction or vehicle recovery and defined by the vehicle’s DVLA
Tax Class. The following DVLA Tax Classes are eligible to apply for
permanent exemption:

o Special Types Tax Class
o Special Vehicles Tax Class
o Recovery Vehicle Tax Class
o Special Concessionary Tax Class
8.40

Disabled passenger vehicles should not be permanently exempt

8.40.1 Issue: Some respondents felt that disabled passenger vehicles should not
be given a permanent exemption as all non-compliant vehicles contribute to
poor air quality.
8.40.2 Response: There is an existing Permanent National Exemption set out
within the Government’s Clean Air Framework, which relates to disabled
passenger vehicles but this is limited to vehicles used by organisations that
provide transport for the disabled. The permanent local exemptions relating
to vehicles used by disabled people is a reasonable adjustment to ensure
that disabled people are not adversely disadvantaged by a GM CAZ. The
effect of exempting these vehicles upon meeting compliance in the shortest
possible time has also been considered and concluded that there would be
no significant impact. The Equality Impact Assessment has also considered
this exemption and concluded its importance in recognising protected
characteristics and minimising any disproportionate negative impacts from a
GM CAZ that may be incurred on account of a disability.
8.40.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, disabled passenger
vehicles will remain permanently exempt from the CAZ.
8.41

Other specific suggestions on vehicles that should not be permanently
exempt

8.41.1 Issue: Some respondents disagrees with the proposed permanent
exemption of driving through the zone due to diversions and felt these
drivers should still be subject to the charge. Respondents also commented
on how all vehicles contribute to air pollution and should not be exempt,
including emergency service and disabled vehicles.
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8.41.2 Response: Discounts and exemptions as part of the GM CAP have been
carefully considered to address discrete and specific issues, for example
where it may generally not be practical to upgrade to a vehicle compliant
with the emission standards of the GM CAZ or to provide protection to
particularly vulnerable groups based upon protected characteristics. The
current proposals are considered a proportionate proposal in light of
considerations for vulnerable groups and critical services such as
emergency services and services provided to vulnerable or disabled people,
whilst still meeting compliance with air quality requirements in the shortest
possible time.
8.41.3 The temporary exemption for diversion recognises instances where vehicles
will enter the zone involuntarily whilst a designated diversion route is in
place, which is outside of the control of the driver. A similar approach is also
taken for other charging schemes.
8.41.4 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
8.42

Clean Air Zone – Changes to the temporary exemptions to the daily
charge

8.42.1 Issue: Some respondents disagreed with the temporary exemptions as they
felt that vehicles should have already upgraded or that greater air quality
benefits could be secured without them. Some comments suggested
temporary exemptions should be for a shorter period of time (including those
for hackney carriages, private hire vehicles and LGVs), that some vehicles
should be out of scope for exemptions. In some cases this was due to the
vehicles’ contribution to air pollution.
8.42.2 Response: As set out in Technical Note 1272, evidence collected by GM in
2019 suggested that introducing a CAZ C across the region before 2023
without a temporary exemption for LGVs would not be effective, as there
would not be a sufficient fleet of affordable second-hand LGVs available to
enable GM’s van owners to upgrade in response to the scheme. The
evidence suggested that small and medium sized businesses, particularly in
the Construction sector, tend to be second or third life vehicles and would
therefore be reliant on the availability of affordable second-hand Euro 6
vehicles in order to be able to comply.
8.42.3 The impact of the pandemic has meant that there was a significant fall in
new LGV registrations from March to June 2020. Registrations subsequently
rebounded into 2021 with new registration levels now broadly following prepandemic trends. It is anticipated that over the duration of the GM CAP73, the
age of the LGV fleet is expected to get closer to the age of the fleet as
forecast pre-pandemic, so the impact of the pandemic on the LGV fleet will
decline over time. The pandemic has therefore exacerbated concerns about
the availability of compliant LGVs in the early years of the GM CAP.

72
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Available at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
It is anticipated that, once implemented, the Clean Air Zone will remain in full operation until at least the second half of 2026.
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8.42.4 The demand for zero-emission vans is increasing. GM has applied
Government assumptions about the uptake of zero-emission vans within its
modelling. There is not, however, evidence that GM is aware of that the
uptake of zero-emission vans is taking place outside of normal fleet renewal
cycles. New vans are typically purchased by larger businesses and fleets,
who then typically operate their vehicles for 3-5 years before replacement.
8.42.5 The evidence suggests that many LGV owners have experienced reduced
turnover and profits, have used up savings/reserves, are more indebted, and
have delayed or are planning to delay capital investment (including in
replacement vehicles) as a result of the pandemic. Analysis of the five
largest van-owning sectors identified particular impacts on the construction
sector, where more than half of vans are non-compliant and there is a high
proportion of sole traders, and the hospitality sector, which has a more
compliant fleet but has been very heavily impacted by the pandemic. This
means that owners of non-compliant LGVs are less well placed to upgrade
their vehicles than prior to the pandemic.
8.42.6 The temporary exemption for GM hackneys and private hire vehicles
recognises the need to allow more time for these vehicles to be upgraded to
compliant alternatives and the need to protect the service they provide to
vulnerable users across Greater Manchester. The temporary exemption is
supported by evidence from Technical Notes 19 and 3774, alongside
deliberative research and engagement with the taxi trade and the Equalities
Impact Assessment (EqIA). The taxi trade – Hackney Carriages and PHVs –
has been heavily impacted by the pandemic. There has been a very
substantial reduction in demand for taxi services, with long periods of closure
or low operations and consequent revenue losses. Many vehicles in this
sector are privately owned and a relatively high proportion of the fleet is noncompliant.
8.42.7 If charging were to be introduced earlier for those groups where upgrade is
limited by the availability, cost and affordability of compliant vehicles, vehicle
owners may respond by choosing to stay and pay – potentially passing on
the costs to customers/passengers without benefiting air quality– or they
may leave the industry. This could lead to increased costs for consumers, if
it led to a shortage of tradespeople for example, or to a loss of services in
GM, including accessible taxi services for vulnerable and disabled people.
There is also a risk that owners of smaller vans switch to a car to avoid the
charge which may again not benefit air quality.
8.42.8 The nature of any behavioural response is uncertain, and made more so by
the pandemic which may still be affecting the operations of some businesses
in 202275.

74
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All technical reports are available here: https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents
For further discussion and evidence on the impacts of Covid-19, see the ‘Impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP Report’.
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8.42.9 In practice, many vehicle owners will use the period of the temporary
exemption to upgrade their fleets in advance of charging starting to apply.
Therefore, we would expect to see a gradual acceleration of upgrade above
and beyond the ‘Do Minimum’ scenario amongst those groups in scope for
the temporary exemption during 2022 and early 2023. The funding offer will
further encourage this, particularly for those groups in scope for the first
phases of the funds, which are typically the smallest businesses and who
own the oldest vehicles. Thus the impact of the temporary exemptions on
emissions is arguably overstated in the modelling, which does not take into
account the possibility of upgrade prior to scheme going-live.
8.42.10 As set out in Technical Note 38, modelling demonstrates that as long as the
temporary exemptions have been removed early enough that drivers will
have had time to be influenced by the forthcoming CAZ charge, make their
choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st January 2024 (the year of
compliance), then the temporary exemptions would not affect the predicted
legal compliance date. With the proposed extension to the temporary
exemption to 31st May 2023, sufficient time is available in advance of 1st
January 2024 for affected vehicles owners/registered keepers of these
vehicles to upgrade to a compliant vehicle.
8.42.11 In summary, the ten GM local authorities considers that there remains a
good case for offering a temporary exemption to LGVs, GM-licensed
hackney carriages and PHVs. It is intended that Funds will be open from
autumn 2021, encouraging non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade their
vehicles in advance of the date on which charges will become payable. The
Funds will open to the smallest businesses operating the oldest LGVs first.
8.42.12 The temporary exemptions offered by the GM CAP have been designed to
provide an amount of additional time to upgrade, whilst still ensuring that
compliance with the legal limits for nitrogen dioxide is delivered by 2024 at
the latest.
8.42.13 The GM CAP will also be implemented so that exposure to levels above the
legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are reduced as quickly as possible. For
example, the policy proposes that the oldest vans are targeted first with
funds, with other funds targeting the smallest commercial-vehicle owning
businesses first, which are the least likely to be able to upgrade and typically
operate the oldest vehicles. Bus Retrofit has already commenced to ensure
the most polluting vehicles are being retrofitted first.
8.42.14 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
8.43

Changes to temporary exemptions

8.43.1 Issue: Some respondents asked for extensions to the temporary
exemptions. Overall, there was an almost even split in the number of
comments between those who owned an impacted vehicle and those who do
not.
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8.43.2 Some feedback states that, instead of discounts and exemptions, the focus
should be on providing direct support to people and businesses to switch to
alternative cleaner forms. This feedback suggests an increase in the
provision of funding for upgrade may be a more appropriate response.
Feedback also highlights consideration that encouraging compliance through
funding compliant vehicles rather than giving more time, could also mitigate
some potential equality risk.
8.43.3 Response: Temporary exemptions have been adopted to address impacts
identified in the Distributional Impacts Assessment for vehicle groups and
where the temporary exemption could be provided without a risk to meeting
compliance with the legal limits for nitrogen dioxide by 2024 at the latest.
8.43.4 The COVID-19 impacts research, prepared following consultation, highlights
that COVID-19 is likely to have had a negative socio-economic impact on
impacted vehicle users across GM. It may affect the length of time needed
for some non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade. Consultation feedback
also reflects a need for more time to upgrade, with representations from
impacted vehicle users highlighting the economic impact of COVID-19
affecting their ability to afford an upgrade to compliant vehicles.
8.43.5 Alongside the temporary local exemptions in place, changes have been
made to the support measures to encourage owners of non-compliant
vehicles to upgrade.
8.43.6 The end date for all temporary exemptions will be set at 31 May 2023 to
provide further time to those groups to upgrade before charges are
introduced. Within this time, the Clean Vehicle Funds will open including the
use of rounds of funding during the period of the temporary exemptions,
which will encourage eligible owners of vehicles in these groups to upgrade
before the end of the temporary exemption.
8.43.7 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, temporary exemptions will
remain in policy and be extended to include all PHVs and Hackney
Carriages licensed in GM, all coaches and LGVs and minibuses. It will be in
place until 31 May 2023.
8.44

Lead in time/availability/retrofit capacity resulting in delays of
upgrades to compliant alternatives of over 12 weeks.

8.44.1 Issue: Consultation feedback, feedback through deliberative research and
information gained from engagement with the supply chain has highlighted
that for some vehicle types (e.g. HGVs, buses, some retrofit solutions), there
may be a long delay between ordering the replacement vehicle or retrofit
solution and receipt of the replacement vehicle or the retrofit solution being
fitted.
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8.44.2 Response: Market engagement has highlighted there are three main
suppliers for CVRAS accredited retrofit solutions for bus, coach, HGV, LGV
nationwide and one supplier of LPG conversion of Hackney Carriages, which
may constrain the availability to retrofit solutions and resulting in delay in an
owner/registered keeper upgrading to a compliant vehicle. In some
exceptional cases, this delay will exceed the temporary exemption for a
maximum of 12 weeks currently offered in the Policy for Consultation.
8.44.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, in exceptional
circumstances where delays exceed the maximum 12 weeks length of the
temporary exemption, the proposed policy now allows a vehicle owner to
present further evidence of the delay in upgrade to a compliant alternative,
which could be considered a further ‘limited supply’ temporary exemption.
The temporary exemption will be available until 31st May 2023 and after 31st
May 2023 non-compliant vehicles will be charged.
8.45

Temporary exemptions should be offered to those coach operators based
outside GM but operating within it.

8.45.1 Issue: The temporary exemption for ‘Coaches and buses registered to a
business address within GM and not used on a registered bus service within
GM’, requires the vehicle to be registered to an address within GM.
Consultation feedback and further research into the impacts of COVID-19 on
the coach sector suggest that consideration should be made of removing the
requirement for vehicles to be GM registered.
8.45.2 Response: Stakeholder feedback and research carried out into the coach
sector suggests that extending the temporary exemption for coaches
registered in GM to all coaches would provide an important mitigation to the
coach sector, giving them further time to upgrade.
8.45.3 Most other discounts and exemptions proposed for the GM CAZ scheme do
not require the vehicle to be registered within GM. This change would reflect
the longer distance nature of the coach market. These services are often
providing a service to benefit local people and often from those with
protected characteristics or from lower socio-economic groups who rely
more on coach travel.
8.45.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the temporary exemption
for coaches registered within GM removes the requirement for the vehicle to
be registered within GM. The condition that the vehicle must not be in use on
a GM registered bus service will be retained.
8.46

Temporary exemptions should be offered to all GM licensed hackneys
and private hire vehicles
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8.46.1 Issue: Consultation feedback and the research into the impacts of COVID19 have highlighted a disproportionately high and severe impact on the GM
Hackney and private hire vehicle (PHV) trade, including when compared to
other vehicles subject to a GM CAZ charge. A temporary exemption which
covered all GM licensed taxis (hackney and PHV) could provide this group
with further time to upgrade to a compliant vehicle to recognise the impacts
of COVID-19 on their ability to afford to upgrade and timescales within which
they are able to upgrade.
8.46.2 Response: A temporary exemption was proposed for GM-licensed
wheelchair accessible vehicle (WAV) hackneys and WAV PHVs. It is
considered that this temporary exemption could be extended to all GMlicensed hackneys and PHVs. This would provide the GM taxi trade with
more time to recover from the effects of COVID-19 and support their ability
to invest in upgrades to compliant alternatives before a charge is applied.
Including the temporary exemption in the GM Clean Air Plan will still deliver
compliance in the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest and will
not materially affect the reduction in exposure to levels of nitrogen dioxide
above legal limits.
8.46.3 Support measures will be available during the period of temporary exemption
to allow Hackney and PHV owners to upgrade before the end of the
temporary exemption. This intends to encourage early upgrade.
8.46.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a temporary exemption is
offered to all GM licensed hackneys and PHVs, until 31 May 2023.
8.47

Temporary exemptions should be extended to other vehicles

8.47.1 Issue: Many respondents provided a comment on the temporary local
exemptions, of which over half gave a generally supportive comment.
Reasons given for supporting temporary exemptions were that it was fair to
give this time so vehicle owners can find the money to upgrade or buy a new
vehicle that meets the GM CAZ standards. There were minimal comments
that the temporary exemption should be extended to other vehicles. Some
respondents had commented on private leisure vehicles being made
permanently exempt, which has been considered earlier in this section.
8.47.2 Response: All temporary exemptions in place at consultation remain or
have been enhanced to include more impacted vehicle owners. The previous
discount for leisure vehicles in private ownership that are over 3.5t has been
amended to all vehicles classified under the Private HGV tax class to be
eligible for a discounted charge of £10 per day, rather than £60, or a
temporary exemption.
8.47.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, no further temporary
exemptions will be included in the plan, other than those already described,
following this feedback.
8.48

Opposition to the permanent discounts
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8.48.1 Issue: Some comments provided on discounts mentioned that they felt that
discounts weren't needed as they felt every vehicle going through the Clean
Air Zone should be charged. Others felt that vehicles should have been
upgraded already and therefore discounts were redundant.
8.48.2 Respondents also felt it is not fair or equitable to discount charges and that it
reduces the chance of upgrade. The use of discounts was seen to
undermine the purpose of the CM CAP to improve air quality. Some
respondents suggested the discounts should be time limited or that
discounts are not needed. Concerns were raised that the discounts could
undermine the effectiveness of the scheme, by reducing the incentive to
upgrade, particularly for PHVs.
8.48.3 Response: Discounts proposed as part of the GM CAP have been carefully
considered to address discrete and specific issues, following feedback
gathered through the Conversation in 2019. As guided by the Government’s
Clean Air Framework, Greater Manchester has constrained the discounts
offered to ensure compliance is met in the shortest possible time.
8.48.4 It has been concluded that offering a discount to PHV drivers is not the best
way to mitigate the negative impacts of the CAZ on that group.
8.48.5 Licensed PHVs can only be driven by a licensed driver – a vehicle used for
taxi services is always a licensed taxi. Therefore, at all times it is a licensed
vehicle, rather than a private car. After consideration of the feedback from
consultation, GM considered that offering PHVs a discount did not provide
parity with other commercial vehicles which are sometimes also used for
private travel.
8.48.6 Rather than offering a discount, a temporary exemption to 31 May 2023 for
all GM-licensed Private Hire Vehicles and Hackney Carriages and further
options for replacement and retrofit are more suitable revisions to the
scheme to meet the air quality objectives.
8.48.7 Although previous analysis had suggested that offering a PHV discount was
not forecast to affect the achievement of compliance in the shortest possible
time76, removing the discount does remove any such risk and means that
very frequent users are most incentivized to upgrade.
8.48.8 The GM CAP recognises the need for parity of treatment of vehicles used for
leisure purposes such as motorhomes and horseboxes, such that vehicles
should be charged at the same rate regardless of size. The proposed
discount has been revised to a Private HGV Tax Class vehicle discount,
which offers a discounted charge to £10 (from £60) for vehicles in the DVLA
Private HGV Tax Class to provide parity of treatment of these vehicles.

76

See Technical Note 38 Discounts and Exemptions at Vehicle Population Estimates Note (37) (ctfassets.net)
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8.48.9 The current proposals are considered a proportionate proposal in light of
considerations of discrete vehicle types. Those eligible for a discount will still
have access to supporting funds, where eligible, which will provide
encouragement to upgrade non-compliant vehicles even where a discount
has been offered. A discount was considered a more proportionate response
than an exemption, as it retained an incentive to upgrade to avoid the
charge.
8.48.10 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the revised temporary
exemption (extended to all GM licensed hackneys and PHVs), will replace
the PHV discount.
8.49

Concerns about enforcement and abuse of exemptions and discounts

8.49.1 Issue: Consultation feedback related to concerns about enforcement and
potential abuse of discounts. Respondents highlighted the potential abuse of
the discounts (particularly the PHV discount), using it as a loophole to avoid
paying a full charge.
8.49.2 Response: The administrative procedures associated with discounts will be
designed to minimise ‘loopholes’ and/or the ability to gain access to the
discounts inappropriately. The administration of discounts and exemptions
will have robust monitoring and enforcement processes, ensuring regular
checks are made on the administration of discounts and exemptions in order
to reduce the risk of abuse and to address abuse where it is identified.
Changes made to the discounts, as set out elsewhere, reduce the risk of
abuse, as eligibility for the remaining discount will be based on Tax Class not
on evidence supplied by the applicant about their use of the vehicle.
8.49.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, however, the
consultation feedback highlighting potential areas for abuse will inform the
development of procedures to seek to avoid abuse of discounts and
exemptions. No change to the policy for enforcement/abuse.
8.50

Discounts should be offered to: Leisure vehicles under 3.5t

8.50.1 Issue: Consultation responses sought parity of treatment for leisure
vehicles. Some respondents called for a discount for leisure vehicles of up to
3.5t as discounts are offered to leisure vehicles over 3.5t.
8.50.2 Response: The GM CAP recognises the need for parity of treatment of
vehicles used for leisure purposes such as motorhomes and horseboxes,
such that vehicles should be charged at the same rate regardless of size.
The proposed discount has been revised to a Private HGV Tax Class vehicle
discount, which offers a discounted charge to £10 (from £60) for vehicles in
the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class to provide parity of treatment of these
vehicles.
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8.50.3 The DVLA Private HGV Tax Class also includes vehicles used for HGV
driver training. Offering this group a discount recognizes that driver training
vehicles provide an essential service and as specially adapted vehicles are
difficult to upgrade, and responds to representations received from driver
training providers that it was not economical or viable for them to upgrade.
8.50.4 Defining the discount using the DVLA Private Tax Class removes the need
for applicants to provide complex evidence of use, reducing the risk of
abuse, and limits the exemption to those operating unladen, which includes
driver training vehicles, large motorhomes and some large horseboxes.
8.50.5 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Policy, discount will be re-defined as
applying to vehicles registered under the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class.
Discounts will not be offered to leisure vehicles up to 3.5t.
8.51

Discounts should be offered to: Hackney Carriages

8.51.1 Issue: Some respondents felt that hackney carriages also had the potential
to be used privately and so should be treated the same as a private hire
vehicle and should also receive a discounted charge of 5/7 of the weekly
total.
8.51.2 Response: Licensing conditions for hackney carriages and PHVs mean that
the vehicle is always considered a licensed hackney carriages or PHV. The
discounted charge of 5/7 for PHV is being withdrawn in light of this.
8.51.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a 5/7 discount will not be
offered to Hackney Carriages.
8.52

Discounts should be offered to: those based outside GM but operating
within it.

8.52.1 Issue: Consultation feedback by those who live just outside of the Greater
Manchester boundary suggested that they should be provided with a
discount if they are not going to be eligible for funding to support to upgrade.
It was largely raised by owners of private HGVs >3.5t.
8.52.2 Feedback highlighted that this would damage the GM leisure industry, e.g.
events, equine and caravan park businesses, by potentially excluding nonGM vehicles from attending due to the high cost of entering the zone (£60
per charging day) in the absence of a discount. It was considered that this
impact would be especially felt by those on the edge of GM that rely on
business from outside of GM, suggesting it will deter use of GM businesses
in favour of facilities in neighbouring areas.
8.52.3 Stakeholder feedback suggests impacts mainly fall on older age groups and
stakeholders also stated their exercise would be limited, affordability of their
hobby would be impacted, suggesting potential health and wellbeing
impacts, and the potential for implications on animal welfare if the proposal
was not changed.
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8.52.4 Response: GM agrees that restricting the proposed discount to those
vehicles which are registered within GM has the potential to create a
disproportionate impact to GM businesses reliant on trade associated with
these vehicles and could have a disproportionate impact on businesses
located on the outskirts (but still within) the GM CAZ area. The requirement
to have owned the vehicle for 12 months may also have a disproportionate
impact and is not a requirement on other vehicle types considered for
discount or exemption under the proposals.
8.52.5 Therefore, GM is proposing to change the discount such that it is offered to
all vehicles of the same type, regardless of place of registration and period of
ownership. It is proposed that the discount will be available to all vehicles
within the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class, which includes large motorhomes,
some large horseboxes and HGVs adapted as driver training vehicles.
8.52.6 This is considered to be a clearer and fairer way to identify vehicles within
scope than the term ‘leisure vehicles’. Changing the requirements of the
discount to apply to all vehicles classified under the DVLA ‘Private HGV Tax
Class’ would provide mitigation to the potential equity issues raised through
consultation and clarify to the public the vehicles in scope for the discount.
8.52.7 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, there will be a discount
available to all vehicles within the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class, regardless
of place of registration.
8.53

Discounts should be higher/offered more widely: other comments

8.53.1 Issue: Small amount of feedback around providing discounts to other vehicle
types and higher rates of discount.
8.53.2 Response: Discounts used more widely on vehicles liable to pay a charge
under a GM CAZ would undermine the CAZ charges. CAZ charges have
been set at a level to promote upgrade to a compliant vehicle. The
Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework states that discounts should be
kept to the minimum necessary to maximise the benefits of the CAZ and any
change made should not risk compliance.
8.53.3 Clean Vehicle Funds have been designed to support those vulnerable to a
CAZ charge to upgrade and this funding is targeted towards GM’s smallest
businesses.
8.53.4 Further (higher) discounting of the charge for existing discounts would
further reduce the incentive to upgrade, which is the purpose of a charge.
8.53.5 Outcome: No Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
8.54

Oppose 5/7 discount offered to Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs)

8.54.1 Issue: Some feedback was not supportive of a discount for PHVs due to
concerns that the vehicles are heavy polluters, that the discounts are not
needed, that the discount will be abused and, that the discount will result in
upgrades of vehicles to compliant alternatives.
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8.54.2 Response: Both licensed PHVs (and Hackney Carriages) can only be driven
by a licensed driver – a vehicle used for taxi services is always a licensed
taxi. Therefore, at all times it is a licensed vehicle, rather than a private car.
After consideration of the feedback from consultation, GM considered that
offering PHVs a discount did not provide parity with other commercial
vehicles which are sometimes also used for private travel.
8.54.3 Rather than offering a discount, a temporary exemption to 31 May 2023 for
all GM-licensed Private Hire Vehicles and Hackney Carriages and further
options for replacement and retrofit are more suitable revisions to the
scheme to meet the air quality objectives.
8.54.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the revised temporary
exemption (extended to all GM licensed hackneys and PHVs), will replace
the PHV discount.
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9

GM Authorities’ Response to Clean Air Plan Consultation: Funding and
other measures

9.1

Introduction

9.1.1

This section looks at the responses to the funding and other support
measures with the GM Clean Air Plan policy at consultation and the
response and outcome for the final GM Clean Air Plan.

9.1.2

Many of the consultation responses supported the funding and other support
measures and the proposed grants to those in GM who have non-compliant
vehicles.

9.1.3

In the consultation, deliberative research and the COVID-19 impacts
research, there were many cases of non-compliant vehicle owners
explaining the barriers to upgrade and the challenges they are facing in light
of the pandemic.

9.1.4

To respond to that feedback and support owners of non-compliant vehicles
based in Greater Manchester there are a number of new funding offers for
both replacing vehicles and retrofitting them.

9.2

Should only offer grants and not vehicle finance / should only offer
vehicle finance and not grants

9.2.1

Issue: There was significant support for funding support in principle. A small
number of respondents felt that funding should not come in the form of a
repayable loan and should be given as a lump sum grant. Conversely, a
greater number of respondents (yet still a relatively small proportion overall)
suggested that funding should only come in the form of a repayable loan
rather than a lump sum grant also being available.

9.2.2

Response: The decision to provide either a lump sum non-repayable grant
or access to vehicle finance through the Clean Taxi Fund (CTF) and Clean
Commercial Vehicle Fund (CCVF) is based upon providing choice and
flexibility to those affected by the GM CAP proposals. Feedback received as
part of the Clean Air Conversation in 2019 indicated that vehicle finance is
essential to help some owners upgrade their vehicle. Eligible applicants will
be able to choose the option which best suits their circumstances.

9.2.3

The availability of either a lump sum non-repayable grant or access to
vehicle finance through the CTF and CCVF is also a key measure to reduce
the potential negative equality impacts of the GM CAZ. Specifically the
accessibility of the grants or finance seeks to minimise potential barriers to
applications to the GM CAP schemes, including those which might be
experienced by affected parties with protected characteristics. By offering a
choice GM seeks to support more non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade.
Providing a number of choices, which may be suitable to different people
depending on their own financial situations.
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9.2.4

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, GM will continue to
include funding support for eligible applicants by providing either a lump sum
non-repayable grant or access to vehicle finance.

9.3

‘Fair’ access to funding

9.3.1

Issue: A number of consultation responses raised general points in relation
to the need for ‘fair’ access to funding support. This included specific
suggestions that funding should be available for all owners or registered
keepers of affected vehicle types. There was polarised feedback, with a
number of respondents suggesting that the scheme should provide funding
for all those affected, whilst others feel that public funding support should not
be provided to private businesses and commercial entities to upgrade their
vehicles.

9.3.2

Response: Whilst a GM CAZ C has been shown to be the fastest way to
ensure compliance, there is evidence (GM CAP Analysis of Distributional
Impacts) that the plans could particularly impact low-income families, small
businesses and people living and working in GM who will struggle to manage
the additional cost burden. The CCVF and CTF aim to mitigate these socioeconomic impacts as much as possible.

9.3.3

Financial support through the CCVF and CTF is being targeted towards
those who are most vulnerable to the GM CAZ charge and costs of upgrade.
Whilst some consultation feedback calls for funding for all applicants, there is
also feedback which highlights that larger businesses should be able to
respond to the proposals without receiving public funds to support upgrade.
Based upon supporting analysis77, the proposals and funding available are
considered a proportionate response to drive upgrade to compliant vehicles
whilst minimising significant socio-economic impacts.

9.3.4

The proposals have been assessed throughout their development, including
with respect to equalities impacts, and provide access to the funding support
for those likely to be most vulnerable to the GM CAZ charge and costs of
upgrade. Feedback from the consultation supported the conclusion that the
smallest businesses, sole traders and individual vehicle owners, charities
and the voluntary sector were the most vulnerable to the impacts of the CAZ
and should be prioritised for funding support.

9.3.5

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

9.4

Oppose funding for the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles

77

See Technical Notes considering each vehicle type, available at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester
(cleanairgm.com)
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9.4.1

Issue: Some respondents indicated a general opposition to the provision of
GM funding support to those that will be affected by the proposed GM CAZ,
through either grants or a contribution to vehicle finance. This view often
correlates with general opposition to the GM CAZ (e.g. charges, boundary
etc.). There were also specific points made around the Clean Bus Fund
(CBF), Clean Taxi Fund (CTF) and Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund (CCVF)

9.4.2

Response: Whilst a number of respondents opposed the provision of
funding support or suggested it was not necessary, overall there was high
level of support for the funds and many respondents felt they were needed in
order to help affected parties upgrade to compliant vehicles.

9.4.3

As set out previously within this Response to Consultation, the ten GM Local
Authorities are required to implement measures to achieve compliance with
the Limit Value for NO2 concentrations in the shortest possible time. The
analysis supporting the GM CAP Outline Business Case submitted to the
Government at the end of March 2019 demonstrates that a Charging CAZ C,
with supporting measures, is necessary to achieve this requirement. Those
supporting measures include funding to support non-compliant vehicle
owners to upgrade. For some vehicle types, the provision of funding has
been suggested within the modelling process to be essential to achieving the
necessary upgrade; for other vehicle types, the provision of funding helps
encourage vehicle owners to upgrade rather than stay and pay, and helps
make achieving the behavioural responses forecast more certain.

9.4.4

Vehicle owners responding to the consultation say that they need help to
upgrade as they cannot afford it and that for most sectors, including the taxi
and coach sectors, COVID-19 has had a negative economic impact on their
businesses.

9.4.5

Analysis of the impact of introducing a Charging CAZ C in isolation has
demonstrated that there would be compliance issues if it were introduced on
its own, as many would be unable to afford the upgrade cost without
financial support, especially smaller business, social enterprises and
charities. This group would be forced to pay the charge. Further detail can
be found in the Analysis of Distributional Impacts which was published as
part of the Consultation.78

9.4.6

It is proposed that groups identified as more vulnerable to affordability
impacts, such as individuals, micro businesses and small businesses should
be supported to upgrade, to ensure reduced levels of negative socioeconomic impact. Businesses have seen their savings reduced, lower
turnover and lower profits as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore,
there is likely to be a greater need for funding support for individuals and
businesses to upgrade their non-compliant vehicles as a result of the
Greater Manchester Clean Air Zone.

78

TfGM, 2019. Greater Manchester’s Outline Business Case to tackle Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the Roadside. Analysis of
Distributional Impacts
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9.4.7

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM CAP proposes a
package of funding support to help owners or registered keepers of noncompliant vehicles with the cost of upgrading their vehicles. This will
specifically include the Clean Bus Fund, Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund
and Clean Taxi Fund.

9.5

Concerns about affordability of upgrades and indebtedness and view
that vehicle finance would need to be at or close to 0% interest rate to
be affordable

9.5.1

Issue: Respondents raised general concerns regarding the risk that those
affected by the GM CAZ charges could subsequently be placed into debt as
a result.

9.5.2

Response: Measures have been embedded within the GM CAP proposals
to reduce the risk that owners or registered keepers of non-compliant
vehicles would be placed into unsustainable finance arrangements.

9.5.3

It is recognised that not all owners have investment plans and the cost of
upgrading vehicles varies depending on the type and age of the existing
vehicle and vehicle required. Extensive research has been conducted to
determine an appropriate level of funding support for different vehicle types
and the mechanisms through which this should be provided79.

9.5.4

The availability of Clean Vehicle funding support through either a nonrepayable grant or access to vehicle finance is based upon providing choice
and flexibility to those affected by the GM CAP proposals. Eligible applicants
will be able to choose the option which best suits their circumstances.
Feedback received as part of the Clean Air Conversation in 2019 indicated
that vehicle finance is needed to help owners upgrade their vehicle(s), as
introduction of the GM Clean Air Zone is disrupting vehicle renewal cycles
and some affected parties will need help in getting access to finance. Where
possible, and dependent on the circumstances of the applicant and at the
discretion of the finance providers, finance would be offered at or close to
0% interest rates.

9.5.5

The grants available to upgrade non-compliant vehicles are not intended to
fully subsidise the cost of a compliant vehicle. This can be used, for
example, alongside capital generated through the residual value of their
existing vehicle and/or savings earmarked for their next vehicle upgrade, to
purchase a compliant replacement vehicle. Alternatively, it may also be used
to secure vehicle finance arrangements outside of the GM CAP Vehicle
Finance scheme (with the exception of the Clean Bus Fund). The grant
option therefore seeks to mitigate the potential additional costs that
applicants face by the costs of their next vehicle upgrade being brought
forward as a result of the GM CAP. The final plan includes increased grant
amounts for a number of vehicle types as a result of consultation feedback.

79

For example, this includes the GM CAP LGV and HGV Operational Cost Models (Technical Note 7) and the
GM CAP Analysis of Funds (Technical Note 26) that can be found at https://cleanairgm.com/technicaldocuments/
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9.5.6

Alternatively, if applicants wish to spread the cost of upgrade then funding
support is available through the GM CAP Vehicle Finance scheme. As with
the grant option, the GM CAP Vehicle Finance measure is not intended to
fully subsidise the cost of a compliant vehicle. It seeks to mitigate the
additional costs that applicants face by their next vehicle upgrade being
brought forward as a result of the GM CAP. The Vehicle Finance option
includes a funding contribution which seeks to ensure that applicants are
able to access affordable finance, through for example reducing associated
interest rates. As with the grant amount available, the final GM CAP
proposals include an increased contribution for a number of vehicle types as
a result of consultation feedback.

9.5.7

For many vehicle types, the funding support available has been increased,
made available for more upgrade and retrofit options and in some cases
non-compliant vehicle owners have more time to upgrade. Though the GM
CAP will not entirely subsidise the costs of upgrade to a compliant vehicle. It
is intended to mitigate the additional costs of upgrade by vehicle renewals
being brought forward as a result of the GM CAZ. The plan includes
measures which seek to make vehicle upgrade affordable.

9.5.8

Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, based upon consultation
feedback, adjustments have been made to the grant amounts and vehicle
finance contributions available to owners or registered keepers of a number
of vehicle types, to increase the amount of financial support available to
applicants. The specific changes proposed are set out in the following
sections below: sections 9.18 to 9.23 and section 9.27.

9.6

Concerns about the management of vehicle funding

9.6.1

Issue: A number of responses either alluded to or directly noted concerns
that the funding support provided through the GM CAP could be
mismanaged or that there would be a lack of transparency during
administration, suggesting suitable measures should be in place to reduce
the risk of mismanagement.

9.6.2

Response: The administration of the GM CAP must be transparent and
robust procedures must be in place to avoid mismanagement or
misappropriation of funding.

9.6.3

Financial support will be managed and administered centrally on behalf of
the 10 GM authorities. The appointment of suppliers supporting the
implementation and operation of the GM CAP, including the appointment of
finance providers, will be subject to appropriate procurement processes and
contractual arrangements which reflect the need for the stringent
management of funding. Finance provides will be regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA). Suppliers will also be required to monitor and
report on the administration of funds, including investigation of
misappropriation or fraud as appropriate.
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9.6.4

Applications will be facilitated by the GM Clean Vehicle Funds Scheme
(CVFS) which has been procured through appropriate processes and is FCA
regulated. The application process will be traceable and auditable to ensure
the funding is allocated correctly.

9.6.5

The release of funding support to successful applicants will be facilitated
directly with accredited suppliers of retrofit and replacement upgrade
options, to ensure maintenance of a comprehensive audit trail, accountability
for the use of public funding and to reduce the risk of fraudulent activity and
misappropriation of funds. The exceptions to this are the Clean Bus Fund
and running cost grants under the Clean Taxi Fund which are to be
managed by TfGM with appropriate controls in place.

9.6.6

Processes will be in place to check the management of funds to check
whether an applicant has abused the application process for the funds,
vehicle finance, discounts or exemptions. This may lead to the termination of
applications for funding or the taking of enforcement action to recover
awarded grants where information provided is not truthful or accurate and
possible further legal action.

9.6.7

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a range of appropriate
measures will be embedded within the GM CAP to ensure transparency,
traceability and robust management and administration of funding.

9.7

Risk of fraudulent applications for funds

9.7.1

Issue: A number of respondents raised concerns regarding the risk of
fraudulent applications to the Clean Vehicle Funds.

9.7.2

Response: It is acknowledged that opportunities for fraudulent applications
should be minimised as far and practicable.

9.7.3

The GM CAP proposals include a wide range of measures to reduce the risk
of fraudulent applications and identity such instances. This includes robust
eligibility criteria which must be wholly satisfied prior to the release of funding
support. For example, non-compliant vehicles which are to be upgraded via
the Clean Vehicles Funds must be registered to applicants for a minimum
period of time in advance of their application, to avoid the risk of vehicles
being cycled through the funds in order to generate profits. Similarly,
upgraded vehicles must continue to operate within GM for a minimum period
of time following receipt by the applicant.

9.7.4

Compliance with eligibility criteria will be evidenced through a clearly
stipulated suite of documentation, checks of which will be automated as far
as practicable through use of nationally managed databases subject to
existing anti-fraud measures.
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9.7.5

The release of funding support to successful applicants will be facilitated
directly with accredited suppliers of retrofit and replacement upgrade
options, to ensure maintenance of a comprehensive audit trail, accountability
for public funding and to reduce the risk of fraudulent activity and
misappropriation of funds. The exceptions to this are the Clean Bus Fund
and running cost grants under the Clean Taxi Fund which are to be
managed by TfGM with appropriate controls in place.

9.7.6

GM is proposing that if an applicant is found to have abused the application
process for the funds, vehicle finance, discounts or exemptions (e.g. falsified
information), such that there is a risk of misappropriation, the right is
reserved to terminate applications for funding or take enforcement action to
recover awarded grants where information provided is not truthful or
accurate.

9.7.7

Furthermore, any applicants found to have abused the application process or
made a fraudulent application will not be eligible for any existing GM CAZ
exemptions, discounts or financial support and GM will refer the matter to the
relevant authorities where applicable.

9.7.8

Suppliers will also be required to monitor and report on the administration of
funds, including investigation of misappropriation or fraud as appropriate.
Should this process identify that any further mitigation measures may be
necessary to address the risk of fraudulent activity these will be considered
by the operating body.

9.7.9

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a range of appropriate
measures are being embedded within the GM CAP to ensure transparency,
traceability of funding and minimise opportunities for fraudulent applications
should be minimised as far and practicable.

9.8

Funding source for the financial support through GM CAP and the
operating costs

9.8.1

Issue: A number of respondents have queried the source(s) of funding for
both the financial support to be provided through the GM CAP and the
operating costs of the proposals.

9.8.2

Response: Following submission of the GM CAP Outline Business Case to
the Government, the GM local authorities have secured a proportion of this
national government funding allocation in order to facilitate delivery of the
GM CAP proposals.

9.8.3

The costs of operating the GM CAP will be covered through the revenues
generated via the GM CAZ charges. As set out within the Government’s
Clean Air Zone Framework, The Transport Act 2000 requires any excess
revenue that may arise from charges above the costs of operation to be reinvested to facilitate the achievement of local transport policies. These
should aim to improve air quality and support the delivery of the ambitions of
the zone, while ensuring this does not displace existing funding.
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9.8.4

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy .

9.9

Funding should target the oldest and most polluting vehicles as a
priority

9.9.1

Issue: Respondents suggested that the GM CAP proposals should seek to
target the oldest and most polluting vehicles as a priority on the basis that
this would be likely to have the most material impact upon pollution
concentrations.

9.9.2

Response: Measures to target the upgrade of the oldest and/or most
polluting vehicles have been considered throughout development of the GM
CAP and are embedded within the proposals.

9.9.3

The development of the GM CAP has been informed by the Government’s
Clean Air Zone Framework80. This document sets out minimum vehicle
emissions standards for each vehicle type which provide the basis for setting
CAZ compliance criteria and designed to target older/more-polluting
vehicles. These vehicles are then subject to the CAZ charges designed to
encourage upgrade to less polluting vehicles which are compliant with the
CAZ emission standards.

9.9.4

Beyond the CAZ emission standards, the funding measures for LGV further
target the oldest and/or most polluting vehicles within the GM fleet. Funding
support provided for LGVs through the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund will
be released in sequential funding rounds. The first funding round for LGVs
will be restricted to eligible owners of non-compliant vehicles of Euro
Emission standard 4 (Euro 4) or older. This will target the initial release of
funding support at owners of older, more polluting vehicles within the GM
fleet. Latter funding rounds will subsequently be open to eligible owners of
any non-compliant vehicle within the scope of the CCVF.

9.9.5

Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.

9.10

Funding should be means tested

9.10.1 Issue: Respondents suggested that rather than basing eligibility criteria
upon business size or releasing funding support on a first come first served
basis, that eligibility should be based upon more nuanced characteristics of
applicants, including the impact of the GM CAP on their ongoing operations
and financial circumstances. This included suggestions that some form of
means testing is required.

80

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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9.10.2 Response: In developing the GM CAP proposals, a key principle applied
during the evaluation of potential options has been that the proposals must
facilitate a clear, transparent and accessible application process which
encourages uptake of funding support. Additionally, the application process
and subsequent process for release of funding support must allow efficient,
timely release of funds to facilitate upgrade of a large volume of noncompliant vehicles ahead of the launch of the GM CAZ.
9.10.3 The administrative process associated with distributing the funds has been
designed to be robust, based upon information commonly available for
applicants that can be easily checked but not overly complex, such that the
maximum amount of funding can be used for vehicle upgrades, rather than
funding the administrative process itself.
9.10.4 An application process which is reliant on undertaking means testing for all
applicants would import additional complexity within the application process.
Given the scale of the GM CAP, relying on such a measure to confirm
eligibility for funding support is considered likely to significantly increase
operational costs and delay the availability of financial support, given the
impacts such a change would have on the plans for implementation of the
GM CAP.
9.10.5 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
9.11

Funding should only be for voluntary sector and small businesses and
funding should be prioritised for these groups

9.11.1 Issue: Respondents felt that funding should either be prioritised for smaller
businesses or be provided solely to smaller businesses. Voluntary, charity
and community groups were also raised as groups which should be
prioritised for funding.
9.11.2 Response: GM has secured a funding allocation from Government to
support the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles. Consultation feedback
supports the approach of targeting funding towards the smallest businesses,
voluntary, charity and community groups and individuals in GM, as well as
supporting controls that prevent larger businesses or businesses with large
fleets dominating the use of funds.
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9.11.3 The vehicle caps set in the policy provide a mechanism to limit the maximum
number of vehicles a single applicant can apply for funding to upgrade. It
also provides mitigation for the risk of oversubscription of the funds by larger
fleets and for the risk of the funds being abused / fraudulent activity.
Therefore, revising the vehicle cap to five vehicles would provide further
confidence that funding will be directed towards the smallest businesses and
individuals (identified to be most vulnerable to negative socioeconomic
impacts from a GM CAZ, least likely to be able to afford to upgrade). This
would therefore help those groups most likely to be operating non-compliant
fleets and less likely to be able to afford to upgrade those fleets without
support to upgrade and therefore improve air quality benefits. This
contributes to achieving compliance in the shortest possible time and
increases the certainty that compliance can be achieved.
9.11.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, with the exception of the
Clean Bus Fund, the maximum number of vehicles an applicant can receive
funding for to be set at five vehicles per Applicant across all vehicle types.
9.12

Vehicles that operate in GM and will be affected should be eligible for
funding support (including those beyond the boundary)

9.12.1 Issue: Respondents stated that all companies/operators that operate in
Greater Manchester should be eligible for funding support, regardless of
whether the business is registered within Greater Manchester or not.
9.12.2 Response: Greater Manchester is requesting a package of financial support
from Government totalling over £150m to support owners or registered
keepers of non-compliant vehicles to upgrade to compliant vehicles. The
funding is seeking to prioritise individuals, micro and small businesses and
those most likely to be impacted by the Clean Air Zone charges with vehicles
registered or licensed within Greater Manchester.
9.12.3 The UK plan for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations states that
local authority plans should “target measures to minimise their impact on
local residents and businesses” and also mentioning the “specific needs of
each local area”81 which is consistent with GM CAP’s approach to target
funding for vehicles registered in Greater Manchester.

81

Defra and DfT, UK plan for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations: detailed plan (July 2017), available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/633270/air-quality-plandetail.pdf
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9.12.4 Under the GM CAP, a business based within Greater Manchester that owns
and operates non-compliant vehicles is more likely to be impacted by the
Clean Air Zone charges whenever it operates a vehicle in its fleet, regardless
of whether the vehicle is destined for Greater Manchester or outside of
Greater Manchester. Whereas, a non-Greater Manchester business would
have a greater level of flexibility to choose not to enter Greater Manchester,
therefore not be charged via the Clean Air Zone. The funds would seek to
address those businesses which are most impacted by the GM Clean Air
Zone charge which is more likely to be a Greater Manchester based
business. Therefore, it is not proposed to change the eligibility criteria within
the initial three rounds of funding as consulted through the Clean
Commercial Vehicles Fund – Management of Funds.
9.12.5 However, where there is residual funding following the Clean Commercial
Vehicles Fund funding rounds, consideration may also be given to provide
funding to those outside of Greater Manchester who operate within Greater
Manchester. This consideration will be subject to available funds, following
the introduction of GM Clean Air Zone charges, once all temporary
exemptions have ended and following the existing funding rounds. This
option will remain under consideration until a decision is made by the
appropriate joint committee. The proposal would utilise existing fund
amounts and would only be considered in the event of residual funding.
9.12.6 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy the Air Quality
Administration Committee82 to have the authority to consider possible
changes to the eligibility criteria, including opening up the Funds to vehicle
owners outside GM.
9.13

More funding for buses should be available

9.13.1 Issue: The GM CAP Policy for Consultation included a proposal of a
£16,000 grant towards replacing non-compliant buses that operate on GM
registered bus services. Some respondents commented that the funding
should be higher with concerns amongst some respondents that if funding
for bus operators was insufficient the costs would be passed onto customers
or services cut.
9.13.2 Response: Retrofitting vehicles is the most cost-effective route to
compliance, where available. Where this is not possible because buses are
older than 13 years, or where there is no CVRAS accredited retrofit solution,
a replacement fund is proposed. At this time, it is estimated that there are
437 buses that will need to be replaced and that may therefore claim funding
from the Clean Bus Fund.

82

A Joint Committee of charging authorities (the 10 GM Authorities) to enable decisions to be taken that are required to be taken jointly in relation
to the Greater Manchester Clean Air Zone.
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9.13.3 £16,000 grant funding was proposed in the GM CAP Policy for Consultation,
to provide consistency with the bus retrofit grant amount. There are several
different vehicle types that operate registered bus services in Greater
Manchester. In March 2020 TfGM collated typical costs for new buses
across various models and manufacturers (Volvo, Yutong, ADL and Optare).
It is noted that there is no second-hand market for most vehicles considered
in the Clean Bus Fund.
Vehicle

Average Cost

Minibus

£60,000

Midi bus

£146,000

Single deck bus

£158,000

Double deck bus

£218,000

Coach

£223,000

9.13.4 The average residual value in the fleet is £15,000. The majority of buses that
require replacement on GM registered bus services are single-deck buses
(42% of the estimated total). A £16,000 grant would provide the 10% deposit
required to purchase a new single-deck bus and thus typically should
facilitate upgrade where operators choose to do so, depending on their
circumstances.
9.13.5 When looking at other cities that are implementing a CAZ and where
replacement funding for bus was offered, similar funding amounts have been
proposed.
9.13.6 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy
9.14

Funding should only be available for smaller bus companies

9.14.1 Issue: The Policy for Consultation proposed that any bus operator running a
GM registered bus service may be eligible for funding, providing they meet
the eligibility criteria, regardless of the size of the company. Some
respondents commented that funding should only be given to smaller
companies.
9.14.2 Response: The upgrade of buses is central to meeting compliance with
legal limits for NO2 concentrations in GM. The funding to retrofit noncompliant buses operating on a registered bus service within GM was
opened to applications in December 2020 and was not part of the
consultation. Prior to this, the Government confirmed that it should be
delivered as a continuation of the Clean Bus Technology Fund.
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9.14.3 Government have awarded £3.2m to support the replacement of noncompliant vehicles for small and medium sized bus operators, operating on
registered bus services in GM. A grant of £16,000 is available towards the
cost of replacing a non-compliant vehicle used on a registered bus service
within GM with a compliant vehicle which meets GM CAZ emission
standards.
9.14.4 Applicants for Replacement funding will need to demonstrate that they are
the registered operator for a registered bus service operating in GM, that
they are a small (including micro business / entity) or medium-sized
business as well as a number of other criteria which can be found in
Appendix 1 of the June 2021 GMCA report.
9.14.5 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
9.15

Funding should only be available for upgrade to EV/hybrid buses

9.15.1 Issue: GM proposes that a grant of up to £16,000 will be available towards
the cost of replacing a non-compliant bus registered to run services across
GM with a compliant vehicle which meets GM CAZ emission standards, of
Euro VI. Some respondents commented that funding should only be given
for low emission vehicles.
9.15.2 Response: JAQU’s options Appraisal guidance notes state: “The overall
spending objective of the local plan is to deliver a scheme that leads to
compliance with NO2 concentration limits in the shortest possible time”.83
With nearly 350 buses requiring replacement to meet compliance, it is not
feasible to upgrade these buses to low emission vehicles in the timescales
set. This is in part due to requirements to install the relevant infrastructure to
support vehicles.
9.16

GM is looking at options for the long term rollout Zero Emission Buses
(ZEB).

9.16.1 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
9.17

Buses operating on school bus contracts that are not compliant should
be considered for a temporary exemption until the end of their
contracts

9.17.1 Issue: Feedback from the consultation explained that an estimated 39 noncompliant buses will be operating on school services from the start of the
CAZ (assumed to be Spring 2022) until 31st July 2022 and will not be used
on school services after this point.

83

Joint Air Quality Unity, Third Wave Local Authorities – Guidance: Options Appraisal, p. 8.
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9.17.2 Response: It is proposed that any contracts that were tendered prior to the
submission of the GM CAP OBC should be considered for a temporary
exemption, as the preferred option for a CAZ and its standards was not
confirmed until that point. This means that buses included in contracts that
were tendered in or before January/February 2019 and which expire on or by
31st July 2022 will be the only buses considered for the temporary
exemption.
9.17.3 The cost of a new Euro VI bus is approximately £158,000 for a single deck
up to £218,000 for a double deck which is a large investment without a
guarantee that the bus operator would win future school bus contracts.
9.17.4 The number of buses (39) included in this exemption is very small, and the
exemption is only in place for two months, meaning that the impact on air
quality would be negligible.
9.17.5 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, vehicles that are used for
school contracts that were tendered prior to 31st March 2019 which expire
on or by 31st July 2022 and which have not been renewed by GM for future
services can apply for a temporary exemption to 31st July 2022. The vehicle
must have been identified on the GM bus fleet register for at least 6 months.
These vehicles will not be considered for funding under the GM CAP
scheme. The vehicles must not be used for registered bus services within
GM beyond 31 July 2022.
9.18

The eligibility criteria should not inadvertently exclude buses operating
on school services.

9.18.1 Issue: Consultation feedback explained that eligibility criteria for buses to
have been operating on a registered bus service for 12 consecutive months
prior to the date of application will exclude buses running solely on school
services as they don’t operate for 12 consecutive months.
9.18.2 Response: School buses are assumed in the total fleet that needs to be
compliant. Changing the eligibility criteria to ensure that school buses aren’t
excluded from replacement funding would avoid this issue.
9.18.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, such that where it can be
demonstrated that the vehicle has been used on a school service for a full
school year they will be considered as meeting the 12-month requirement.
9.19

Funding for HGVs should be higher/current funding amount won’t help/
can’t afford to upgrade

9.19.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
Clean Commercial Vehicles Fund would not be sufficient for vehicle owners
to upgrade to compliant vehicles. There appeared to be some
misunderstanding in how grant values were set, in particular for the vehicle
replacement amount (up to £5,500 dependent on weight).
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9.19.2 Response: The vehicle upgrade offer for HGVs is provided through a grant
for retrofit and replacement or access to vehicle finance. The implementation
of a Clean Air Zone is forecast to be highly effective in encouraging HGV
upgrade and the grant funding acts as a mitigation measure only. In addition,
non-compliant HGVs in GM tend to be, on average, approaching their
natural end of operational life and therefore investment would not be brought
forward significantly for vehicle owners in comparison with other vehicle
types.
9.19.3 Based on the high cost to upgrade for HGV owners and feedback from the
Consultation, it is proposed to increase the replacement grant offer, whilst
retaining the retrofit offer at the same amount as at consultation. The HGV
replacement grant value is proposed to be uplifted depending on the weight
of the vehicle. The uplifted replacement grant offers are shown below:
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Weight
Up to 7.5t rigid HGV
(over 3.5t and up to
7.5t rigid HGV)
118t rigid HGV (over
7.5t and up to 18t rigid
HGV)
26t rigid HGV (over
18t and up to 26t rigid
HGV)
32t rigid HGV (over
26t and up to 32t rigid
HGV)
44t84 HGV (up to 44t
HGV)

At consultation

Final GM CAP policy

£2,500

£5,000

£3,500

£7,000

£4,500

£9,000

£5,500

£12,000

£4,500

£6,500

9.19.4 The uplift in grants for HGVs has been recommended to reflect the impacts
of COVID-19 on HGV operators, who are reporting lower turnover and profits
than normal, and to reflect the fact that no temporary exemption is offered to
this group. The grants offered were substantially lower than those offered by
some other local authorities, and it was considered that higher grants would
act as a greater incentive to upgrade and better mitigate the impacts of the
CAZ.
9.19.5 The amount in grant uplift has been raised broadly proportionately however
the 32t HGV weight class has been increased beyond 100% to reflect the
high cost of HGVs under this weight category, which it was felt had not been
fully reflected in the previous offer. The funding for articulated HGVs has
been increased by proportionately slightly less than other vehicle weights,
taking into account the higher vehicle depreciation costs of this vehicle (due
to the shorter average vehicle operating life), compared to rigid HGVs, with
second-hand vehicles notably more affordable than 26t rigid vehicles which
have broadly similar new vehicle prices.
9.19.6 The changes in grant values will reduce the cost burden to HGV owners and
recognize the impact of COVID-19 on the industry and will mitigate against
the risk of low funding uptake. The replacement grant values will remain
variable by vehicle weight, recognising the large variations in the cost of
HGVs.
9.19.7 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, HGV replacement grant
amounts have increased, depending on size and weight.

84

Weights given are Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) - the weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load, that can be safely
carried when it is being used on the road. This are listed in the owner’s manual. Also known as the maximum authorised mass (MAM)
or permissible maximum weight.
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9.20

Funding for leisure vehicles should be increased due to unaffordability
of upgrade

9.20.1 Issue: respondents’ comments centred around the cost of upgrading leisure
vehicles. Respondents suggested that a greater amount of financial support
should be available. This included suggestions that the costs of upgrade
would be higher than other commercial vehicle types within the scope of the
CCVF.
9.20.2 Response: Based upon consultation feedback, the available grant amounts
and Vehicle Finance contribution available through the Clean Commercial
Vehicle Fund, for LGV and HGV vehicles, will be increased. Eligible owners,
including private owners of vehicles (HGV or LGV) used for leisure
purposes, based within GM, will be able to apply for funding support towards
the upgrade of non-compliant vehicles, through either retrofit or replacement
options.
9.20.3 There is also a proposal that eligible owners of non-compliant HGVs in
private ownership that are commonly categorised under the DVLA’s ‘Private
HGV Tax Class’ will be able to apply for a permanent local discount. In this
instance, the vehicle would be eligible for consideration for a charge
equivalent to the LGV daily charge (proposed to be £10 a day), rather than
the HGV daily charge (proposed to be £60 a day).
9.20.4 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, HGV replacement grant
amounts updated as per 9.18
9.21

Funding for LGVs should be higher due to unaffordability to upgrade

9.21.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
Clean Commercial Vehicles Fund would not be sufficient for vehicle owners
to upgrade to a compliant LGV.
9.21.2 Response: The LGV grant proposed at consultation for the replacement of
non-compliant LGVs registered in GM was £3,500, with access to vehicle
finance for replacement of non-compliant vehicles, offering a finance
contribution capped at £5,000 per vehicle.
9.21.3 At the time the current proposals were developed, there were no Clean
Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) approved retrofit
technologies for LGVs and thus only a vehicle replacement grant, alongside
vehicle finance, were developed as part of the proposed offer. However, in
the published CVRAS list of approved companies and emission reduction
systems, released after the closure of the GM CAP consultation, dated 22
December 2020, a vehicle retrofit solution has been approved for six
different models of van (all Euro 5). Although there are a number of solutions
being developed, only those that are CVRAS certified can be accounted for
in the CAP proposals.
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9.21.4 The inclusion of an LGV retrofit offer will enable vehicle owners who have a
retrofittable vehicle to reduce their cost burden by eliminating close to, or all,
of the cost required to upgrade their vehicle. In addition, vehicle retrofitting
eliminates additional costs associated with new vehicle customisation such
as vehicle liveries.
9.21.5 The grant and vehicle finance offers will target individuals, micro and small
businesses (in addition to charities and social enterprises) who would be
most vulnerable to the CAZ. These groups typically have a higher uptake of
second and third hand vehicles and therefore currently have a higher
proportion of non-compliant vehicles.
9.21.6 The GM CAP evidence on COVID-19 impacts highlighted that LGVs
experienced a mixed impact from the pandemic, dependent on sector and
business size, with some sectors experiencing growth in demand and others
facing lengthy periods of closure. Although LGV traffic volumes recovered
quickly after the initial lockdown, the impact of the initial lockdown period and
later restrictions has had a material impact on businesses’ finances with the
construction industry, as an example, experiencing a 25% drop in output in
2020. Over three quarters of freight respondents stated at consultation that
they had been financially impacted by the pandemic.
9.21.7 As a result, it is proposed that the LGV replacement grant is uplifted for
larger LGVs, to better reflect the higher cost of upgrading these vehicles. It is
proposed that the replacement grant for smaller LGVs remains the same, as
the grant of £3,500 provides a high proportion of the cost of upgrade of
smaller vehicles. The uplifted replacement and retrofit grant offers are shown
below:
Type of grant
Replacement grant: under 1.6t LGV:
Replacement grant: over 1.6t LGV and up to 3.5t
Grant for retrofit

Amount proposed
£3,500
£4,500
£5,000

9.21.8 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, LGV replacement grant
amounts updated as per 9.20.7.
9.22

Funding for coaches should be higher due to affordability to upgrade

9.22.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
CCVF would not be sufficient to upgrade to compliant vehicles. Some coach
operators felt that the fund will not be sufficient to help, especially given the
economic impact of COVID-19 on the industry. Most gave examples of the
prohibitive cost of a compliant vehicle and the gap between the proposed
funding and the cost of a new vehicle.
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9.22.2 Response: The Policy for Consultation outlined support for coach operators
of a grant of up to £16,000 per vehicle towards retrofit or replacement of a
non-compliant coach, or alternatively, access to vehicle finance for
replacement, capped at £23,000 per vehicle. Applicants to the CCVF would
have to demonstrate that they are either a small business, micro business,
self-employed / sole trader, charity, social enterprise or private owner, with
support limited to a maximum of 10 vehicles per applicant.
9.22.3 Whilst retrofit offers good value for money, this option is only available for
coach models with an approved solution and is only considered a viable
option for Euro IV or Euro V coaches. This means that a large portion of the
non-compliant coach fleet may face high upgrade costs of up to £280,000 for
a new vehicle, or £115,000 - £245,000 for a second-hand compliant vehicle.
In addition, the average residual value of vehicles in the GM coach fleet is
low.
9.22.4 The coach sector is characterised by small businesses, with 69% of GM
operators having a fleet size of between 1 and 5. Whilst there are high rates
of non-compliance amongst operators of all sizes, non-compliance is
particularly prevalent amongst the smaller operators, who are likely to have
modest income and may not have the capital required to upgrade their
vehicles.
9.22.5 GM CAP evidence on COVID-19 impacts demonstrates that the coach
industry has been severely impacted by the pandemic. There has been no
specific financial support provided to the coach industry, unlike other
regulated public transport services such as scheduled rail and bus services.
This is likely to have further impacted the ability of the coach industry to
respond to the Clean Air Zone.
9.22.6 Therefore, it is proposed that increasing the replacement grant value from
£16,000 to £32,000 per vehicle is appropriate. This would make it more likely
that vehicle owners could supply a deposit towards a compliant new or
second-hand vehicle, recognising that there may not be good availability of
second-hand compliant vehicles. The high value of the grant reflects both
the high cost of upgrade, the low residual value of the existing vehicle fleet
and consequently the large ‘affordability gap’, and the serious impact of the
pandemic on this group.
9.22.7 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, replacement grant value for
coaches is increased to £32,000 per vehicle. It is proposed that the
replacement grant would only be available for coach models that have no
retrofit solution. Retrofit grant funding of £16,000 to be retained.
9.23

Funding for minibuses should be higher due to affordability to upgrade
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9.23.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
CCVF would not be sufficient to upgrade to compliant vehicles. A number of
minibus operators in the qualitative consultation focus groups felt that the
fund will not be sufficient to help, especially given the economic impact of
COVID-19. Most gave examples of the prohibitive cost of a vehicle and the
gap between the proposed funding and the cost of a new vehicle.
9.23.2 Response: The Policy for Consultation outlined support for minibus
operators of a replacement grant of up to £5,000 per vehicle, or access to
vehicle finance, with the finance contribution per vehicle capped at £7,000.
In comparison to other modes, this offer is relatively high in proportion to
upgrade costs.
9.23.3 At the time the proposals were developed, there were no approved retrofit
technologies for minibuses, so no retrofit offer was included in the offer.
However, certified retrofit solutions have now come on to the market for a
number of Euro 5 minibus models and it is likely that further models will be
accredited in the next 12 months.
9.23.4 The inclusion of a minibus retrofit offer will enable vehicle owners who have
a retrofittable vehicle to reduce the cost burden of upgrade, by covering most
or all of the cost to upgrade to a compliant standard with the requirements of
the CAZ. This option may also be desirable for operators as it eliminates
additional costs associated with new vehicle customisation, such as vehicle
liveries.
9.23.5 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, a retrofit grant is offered at
£5,000 per vehicle in line with the grant offered for replacement85. No change
in proposed grant level for minibuses, grant remains unchanged at £5,000.
9.24

Funding for Hackney Carriages should be higher due to affordability to
upgrade

9.24.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
Clean Taxi Fund (CTF) would not be sufficient to enable owners and
operators to upgrade non-compliant Hackney Carriages. Reasons for this
included the high cost of upgrading to a compliant vehicle, which would be
prohibitive even with financial support. Some identified that COVID-19 has
caused increased financial hardship within the taxi trade due to reduced
passenger demand, which has made upgrade less affordable.
9.24.2 Response: the Policy for Consultation outlined the following support for
Hackney Carriage operators:
•

85

A grant of up to £10,000 towards the running costs of purpose-built
wheelchair accessible WAV zero-emissions capable (ZEC) vehicle; or

subject to operational viability and further discussion with retrofitters to confirm the capacity of the supply chain
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•

Access to vehicle finance towards the cost of upgrade to a purposebuilt wheelchair accessible ZEC vehicle, offering an average finance
contribution of £10,000, with the total finance contribution capped at
£14,000; or

•

A grant of £5,000 towards the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) retrofit of
a Euro 5 vehicle less than ten years old.

9.24.3 Hackney Carriages offer valuable transport services to GM residents,
providing accessibility to vulnerable groups that would otherwise be isolated,
including those with mobility issues such as the elderly or those with
disability, injury or ill health. Hackney carriages are particularly important to
wheelchair users, with 88% of GM licensed Hackney Carriages being
wheelchair accessible compared with only 1% of PHVs.
9.24.4 Consultation feedback and GM CAP evidence on COVID-19 impacts
demonstrates that the Hackney Carriage and PHV industry has been
significantly impacted by the pandemic. The national lockdowns and local
restrictions have impacted travel, tourism and the night-time economy which
are all vital to the industry. Reduced trade has financially impacted Hackney
drivers, who are likely to be self-employed and particularly sensitive to the
economic impact of the CAZ, leaving them less able to respond to the CAZ.
Without appropriate mitigations, there is a risk that drivers will leave the
trade.
9.24.5 As previously noted, whilst the MLS will complement the GM Clean Air Plan,
common vehicle standards will not be in place prior to the launch of the GM
Clean Air Zone. Therefore, licensing conditions will not be used at this stage
to support delivery of the GM Clean Air Plan, however, all future conditions
around vehicle standards will complement this activity. As a result, the
funding offer for Hackney carriages now includes new funding options,
allowing for the upgrade to a new or second-hand Euro 6 (rather than ZEC)
vehicle, a second-hand ZEC and for the upgrade to a non-WAV where that is
in line with local licensing policy. The wider range of funding options for
Hackney carriages should provide a more affordable route to upgrade.
9.24.6 It was not considered appropriate to increase the funding offer for WAV ZEC
Hackney carriages as this is equivalent to the best funding offer available
anywhere in the country, as far as GM is aware. However, it was considered
appropriate to widen the offer to provide funding for upgrade to a compliant
WAV Hackney carriage, with funding set at the same amount offered to
minibuses, reflecting the similar upgrade costs.
9.24.7 At the time the proposals were developed, the only approved retrofit
technologies for Hackney carriages was for LPG retrofit. However, certified
retrofit solutions have now come on to the market for at least one Euro 5
model. Therefore, an expanded retrofit offer is proposed, providing funding
for any relevant CVRAS-certified retrofit solution.
9.24.8 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the financial support offered
to Hackney Carriages (and PHVs) is revised in line with the below offers:
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Retrofit
grant
(per
vehicle)

Replacement
grant
(per vehicle)

Grant &
Vehicle
Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Vehicle
Finance
(Replacement)
(per vehicle)

Running
Cost
Grant
(per
vehicle)

New Zero
Emissions
Capable
(ZEC)86

Not
available

Not available

Up to £10,000

Up to £10,000

Up to
£10,000

Secondhand ZEC

Not
available

£10,000

Up to £10,000

Up to £10,000

Not
available

Up to
£5,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

Not
available

Not
available

Not available

Up to £6,000

Up to £6,000

Up to
£6,000

Not
available

£6,000

Up to £6,000

Up to £6,000

Not
available

Up to
£5,000

£5,000

Up to £5,000

Up to £5,000

Not
available

Up to
£5,000

£3,000

Up to £3,000

Up to £3,000

Not
available

Vehicle Type

Purposebuilt
Wheelchair
Accessible
Vehicle

Compliant
Vehicle
(Euro 4
petrol or
Euro 6
diesel or
better)
New Zero
Emissions
Capable
(ZEC)
Secondhand ZEC

NonWheelchair
Accessible
Vehicle

9.25

Compliant
Vehicle 6+
seats
(Euro 4
petrol or
Euro 6
diesel or
better)
Compliant
Vehicle
(Euro 4
petrol or
Euro 6
diesel or
better)

Electric Hackney Carriages are not suitable, the infrastructure is not in
place

9.25.1 Issue: Many respondents who commented stated that EV taxis are not
suitable for the trade, they are too expensive, there are problems with
batteries, range, reliability and there is not enough EV infrastructure
available to meet demand.
9.25.2 Response: Although GM is proposing to retain the ZEC grant, as set out
above there is also a proposal to offer a new grant to support upgrade to a
compliant internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle recognising that ZEC
vehicles may not be affordable or suitable for all drivers at the moment.
86

A Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) Vehicle is defined as having CO2 emissions of less than 50g/km and a zero emission range of at
least 70 miles, as defined by Government, available at: https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants/eligibility
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9.25.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, Hackney carriages can
upgrade to a compliant ICE vehicle as well as a ZEC vehicle.
9.26

Support should be offered to those who have already upgraded

9.26.1 Issue: there was feedback from some Hackney and PHV respondents that
the funding was unfair to those who had recently upgraded their vehicles.
Some felt that those who had acted responsibly by adopting greener
vehicles were being penalised.
9.26.2 Response: the funding support packages are being put in place to help
owners or registered keepers of non-compliant vehicles to mitigate the
negative socio-economic effects of the GM CAZ charge. The funding is
therefore to support the upgrade of parallel or out-of-cycle investments that
could have a negative effect on individuals and businesses. It is a principle
of all funds that funding is to be used to retrofit or replace an existing noncompliant vehicle, in use at the time of application. Vehicles purchased prior
to the launch of the funding cannot be considered to have been purchased
as a direct result of the scheme and therefore no mitigation would be
required. The eligibility criteria for the Clean Taxi Fund are therefore
designed to promote the upgrade of eligible non-compliant hackneys and
private hire vehicles in the fleet from the time of its launch onwards, not to
provide retrospective funding for upgrades that have already occurred.
9.26.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy.
9.27

Oppose first-come-first-served for the Clean Taxi Fund, should go to
those who need it most

9.27.1 Issue: Some respondents opposed the first-come-first served approach to
the management of the Clean Taxi Fund funding or felt that it was unfair on
the basis that first-come-first-served could risk disproportionately benefitting
those who are already engaged with the system, whist those on the
periphery are missed. Some respondents commented that whilst first-comefirst served was a fair method of distribution, it was important that there was
enough funding for latecomers. There were some concerns about larger
companies accounting for/receiving the majority of funds available. Some
respondents argued that taxi funding should go towards those that need the
greatest amount of financial support or that it should be means tested.
9.27.2 Response: The adoption of additional eligibility criteria, or alternatively, the
adoption of means testing, were not recommended for the following reasons:
9.27.3 Means testing could present operational challenges that could slow the rate
of distributing funding to support the upgrade to compliant vehicles, which, in
turn, could impact upon NO2 compliance and the overall objectives of the
GM CAP.
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9.27.4 There are already measures in place that address the some of the concerns
raised by stakeholders, including a cap on the number of vehicles an
applicant can receive funding for, which addresses the concern that larger
operators could diminish the funds by upgrading large fleets.
9.27.5 The amount of funding that has been confirmed by Government to date
means that the fund is unlikely to be oversubscribed, as the level of funding
confirmed is expected to likely to provide financial support to a large
proportion of eligible owners.
9.27.6 The introduction of additional eligibility criteria / means testing could be a
barrier to taxi drivers in terms of accessing support, e.g. requirements to
demonstrate income, particularly in the context of impacts on
income/business records due to COVID-19 and potential language/literacy
barriers.
9.27.7 However, the concerns expressed by respondents did make a case for
consideration of a proposal of a first tranche of Clean Taxi Fund applications
for owner-drivers, i.e. limited to a single vehicle per applicant, as a means of
prioritising the funding towards those who are most vulnerable to a CAZ
charge. This is expected to be an effective way to ensure a fairer distribution
of the Clean Taxi Fund, whilst maintaining overall scheme objectives and
would be particularly valuable in the context of Private Hire Vehicle sector
where there are some larger fleets.
9.27.8 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, funding rounds to be
introduced whereby an initial round of funding will be open to all GM-licensed
Hackneys and PHVs, with funding limited to one vehicle per Applicant,
followed by a second round of funding open to all GM-licensed Hackneys
and PHVs, with funding limited to the 5 vehicles per applicant cap.
9.28

Funding should be higher for PHVs due to unaffordability to upgrade

9.28.1 Issue: Respondents stated that the financial support offered through the
CTF would not be sufficient to enable owners and operators to upgrade noncompliant PHVs. Reasons for this included the high cost of upgrading to a
compliant vehicle, which would be prohibitive even with financial support.
Some identified that COVID-19 has caused increased financial hardship
within the taxi trade due to reduced passenger demand, which has made
upgrade less affordable.
9.28.2 Response: The Policy for Consultation outlined the following support for
PHV operators.
•

PHV Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV) or minibus:
o a grant of £5,000 towards the cost of a compliant 6+ seater, or
access to vehicle finance, offering an average finance contribution
of £5,000, with the finance contribution per vehicle capped at
£7,000.
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•

Non-wheelchair accessible PHVs:
o A grant of £1,000 towards the cost of a compliant internal
combustion engine vehicle or access to vehicle finance, offering
an average finance contribution of £1,000, with the finance
contribution per vehicle capped at £2,000; or
o A grant of £2,000 towards the cost of a compliant hybrid or plug-in
hybrid, or access to vehicle finance, offering an average finance
contribution of £2,000, with the finance contribution per vehicle
capped at £3,000; or
o A grant of £2,500 will be available towards the running costs of a
zero-emissions capable (ZEC) vehicle.

9.28.3 Consultation feedback and GM CAP evidence on COVID-19 impacts
demonstrates that the PHV industry has been significantly impacted by the
pandemic. The national lockdowns and local restrictions have impacted
travel, tourism and the night-time economy which are all vital to the industry.
Reduced trade has financially impacted taxi drivers, who are likely to be selfemployed and particularly sensitive to the economic impact of the CAZ,
leaving them less able to respond to the CAZ. Without appropriate
mitigations, there is a risk that drivers will leave the trade.
9.28.4 GM has reviewed the proposed funding offer for PHVs and included new
funding options, allowing WAV PHVs to access the same funding offers as
WAV Hackney carriages, and providing funding for upgrade to a secondhand ZEC. It is proposed that the funding support for upgrade to a compliant
Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel, compliant hybrid or new ZEC vehicle is
uplifted to better mitigate the costs of upgrade and to reflect the impact of the
pandemic on this group. The wider range of funding options and increased
funding support for PHVs should provide a more affordable route to upgrade
and supporting air quality benefits.
9.28.5 At the time the proposals were developed, there were no approved retrofit
technologies for minibuses operating as PHVs or WAV PHVs, so no retrofit
offer was included in the offer. However, certified retrofit solutions have now
come on to the market for a number of Euro 5 minibus models and it is likely
that further models will be accredited in the next 12 months.
9.28.6 The inclusion of a retrofit offer will enable vehicle owners who have a
retrofittable vehicle to reduce the cost burden of upgrade, by covering most
or all of the cost to upgrade to a compliant standard with the requirements of
the CAZ. This option may also be desirable for operators as it eliminates
additional costs associated with new vehicle customisation, such as vehicle
liveries.
9.28.7 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the financial support offered
to PHVs (and Hackney Carriages) is revised as set out previously in 9.27.2
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9.29

Opposition to the Try-Before-You-Buy (TBYB) Hackney Carriage
Scheme

9.29.1 Issue: several respondents aired concerns around the scheme, some stated
that vehicle owners would not be able to afford to upgrade afterwards or that
EVs would not be suitable. However, the majority of respondents
commenting on the scheme were in favour and others asked if it could be
extended to other vehicle types including PHV and LGV.
9.29.2 Response: Government have offered £0.5m towards GM’s ask of £1.69m.
This is not sufficient to deliver TBYB. GM therefore propose to reallocate the
funding to provide an additional 6-8 charge points dedicated for use by taxis.
9.29.3 Outcome: the scheme will not be taken forward, due to insufficent
government funding.
9.30

Taxi electric vehicle charging infrastructure (EVCI) – increase of
infrastructure required in GM

9.30.1 Issue: Respondents’ comments were supportive of increasing EVCI across
GM in order to help people and the Hackney and PHV industries transition to
EV providing confidence that there is enough infrastructure to cope with
demand.
9.30.2 Response: Greater Manchester’s publicly owned charging points are part of
the Be.EV network. GM has a number of ongoing projects to increase the
number of charging points. This includes the CAP Taxi EVI project which will
provide dedicated taxi charging posts for Hackneys and PHV across GM87.
9.30.3 Outcome: No change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, however the £0.5m of
funding that is sufficient to deliver TBYB is to be reallocate to provide an
additional 6-8 charge points dedicated for use by taxis, as per 9.28.2.
9.31

More funding is needed in the Hardship Fund

9.31.1 Issue: feedback from the consultation captured that a key area of concern
was the stated funding amount that was to be made available was not
significant enough to ensure that all those who need funds would receive
them. These concerns have been heightened by concerns about the impact
of COVID-19 and the UK leaving the EU.
9.31.2 Response: Although feedback from the consultation and the impact of
COVID-19 research found that further support was required for GM
businesses, Government Ministers do not agree that a Hardship Fund is the
best way to mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic. Ministers
cite other COVID-response government schemes (not specific to Clean Air
plans) being available to address wider business impacts.88 A Hardship Fund
is, therefore, not included in the proposed final GM Clean Air Plan.

87
88

More information can be found here be-ev.co.uk
Further information is available in the GMCA report for the 25 June 2021 GMCA meeting
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9.31.3 However, Government have confirmed that they wish to ensure that Clean
Air Funds can be adapted if necessary; and, that they will continue to work
with GM to collectively understand the situation, including the funding
position, if the impacts prove to be more severe than forecast. JAQU officials
have agreed that a mechanism for this assessment will be agreed in
advance of the funds opening in November 2021.
9.31.4 As further funding to address potential cases of hardship may be needed,
Greater Manchester Authorities will be monitoring the situation very closely
to ensure that they can take up the Government’s offer to review the need
for further funding if the need can be objectively demonstrated.
9.31.5 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM Clean Air Plan no
longer includes a Hardship Fund.
9.32

General opposition to the Hardship fund

9.32.1 Issue: Some members of the public were concerned that funding would go
to individuals and businesses who do not need it and that those operating
no-compliant vehicles should bear the costs themselves.
9.32.2 Response: A Hardship Fund is not included in the final GM Clean Air Plan.
9.32.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM Clean Air Plan no
longer includes a Hardship Fund.
9.33

General opposition to the Hardship fund – disagree with the daily
charges/won’t help those affected

9.33.1 Issue: Many respondents who opposed the Clean Air Zone in its entirety
stated that a Hardship fund would not be required if there were no Clean Air
Zone and that it would not help those most negatively affected.
9.33.2 Response: A Hardship Fund is not included in the final GM Clean Air Plan.
9.33.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM Clean Air Plan no
longer includes a Hardship Fund.
9.34

Concerns about abuse/management of the Hardship Fund

9.34.1 Issue: Consultation feedback identified members of the public and
representatives are wary of potential abuse of the Hardship Fund
applications process, thought it should be means tested and were concerned
about larger firms having access to funding when it was not required.
9.34.2 Response: A Hardship Fund is not included in the final GM Clean Air Plan.
9.34.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM Clean Air Plan no
longer includes a Hardship Fund.
9.35

Hardship funding should be prioritised for those who need it
most/smaller businesses/voluntary sector etc.
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9.35.1 Issue: Members of the public, businesses and representatives stated that
further support for funding (through the proposed Hardship Fund) should be
prioritised for smaller businesses, sole traders and charities.
9.35.2 Response: A Hardship Fund is not included in the final GM Clean Air Plan.
9.35.3 Outcome: Change in GM Clean Air Plan Policy, the GM Clean Air Plan no
longer includes a Hardship Fund.
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10

Conclusions

10.1

An 8-week-long public consultation ran between 8 October and 3 December
2020 and 4,768 responses were received from businesses, organisations
and the general public. The consultation adhered to the Government COVID19 guidance around social distancing that was in place at that time. This
meant that all engagement activity undertaken was online. However,
promotion of the consultation used both digital and non-digital formats. They
included advertising on social media, advertising in local newspapers and
out of home adverts, such as billboards as well as radio advertising. There
was also targeted advertising and engagement with the groups most likely to
be impacted, such as the taxi trade, hauliers and van owners.

10.2

Members of the public and businesses and organisations could respond
using the online survey, a paper form, which they could call an enquiry line
for a copy to be sent to them, or pick up one from a Travelshop from across
Greater Manchester. They could also respond by email or using the
telephone. For non-English speakers a language line facility was available
where a translator would also be present.

10.3

Alongside the consultation qualitative research was also undertaken, with a
number of online focus groups sessions held, to further inform the
consultation results.

10.4

Feedback from the consultation has been considered by GM and a series of
changes are proposed to the GM Clean Air Plan. The changes have taken
into account the consultation responses, the qualitative research, the Impact
of COVID-19 and the Economic Impact research.

10.5

The proposals for the GM Final Clean Air Plan have been outlined
throughout this document, in response to the issues that arose from
consultation. The rationale for the changes or for proposals remaining the
same has been explained at each section.

10.6

This information has highlighted:

•

The support from the general public for the GM Clean Air Plan proposals and
the implementation of a Clean Air Zone with mitigation measures.

•

The concerns that businesses have around the proposals as well as some
misconceptions about the GM Clean Air Zone and the funding to support
vehicle upgrades.

•

The adverse impact of COVID-19 on many impacted groups, including the
Hackney carriage and private hire trade, coaches and some of the LGV and
HGV sectors.

•

The need for support measures to be in place for those impacted groups
who need more time to upgrade their vehicles and financial support to do so.
Changes have been made to temporary exemptions, to allow more vehicle
owners more time to upgrade, and to increase and broaden the financial
support offered.
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•

Differences in businesses and organisations’ needs, which is dependent on
sector, vehicle type and location. This has led to changes to the Hardship
Fund, where it is now proposed that local authorities will now deliver this
fund to those who need it most in their locale.

•

Access to funding must be fair. The policy for the management of funds will
make sure that the smaller businesses and VCS organisations will have the
opportunity to apply for funding first.

•

Specific issues around Private HGVs and the need for parity of treatment of
vehicles used for leisure purposes, such that vehicles should be charged at
the same rate regardless of size. This is reflected in the Private HGV Tax
Class vehicle discount, which offers a discounted charge to £10 for vehicles
in the DVLA Private HGV Tax Class to provide parity of treatment of these
vehicles.

•

Other specific issues around discounts and exemptions, including the need
for further permanent exemptions for vehicles used by disabled users. This
will be incorporated into the revised policy, as well as permanent exemptions
for training buses, heritage buses and a temporary exemption (until July
2022) for buses used on a GM school bus service tendered prior to March
2019.

10.7

There were many other issues and concerns raised within the consultation
responses, as well as support for the proposals as they existed at
consultation. That detail can be found in the AECOM report89.

89

This document is supplied in Apprendix 3 of the June 2021 GMCA report
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11

The GM Clean Air Final Plan

11.1

This section sets out the GM Clean Air Final Plan, in relation to the
operations of the Clean Air Zone and what it means for each vehicle type.

11.2

Clean Air Zone

Clean Air Zone:
Boundary

Clean Air Zone: Times
of Operation

Clean Air Zone:
Vehicles Affected

11.3

Primarily aligned with the administrative boundary of Greater
Manchester Authorities excludes the Strategic Road Network
(SRN)90.The detailed boundary can be found here:
cleanairgm.com/clean-air-zone-map
Consultation to be undertaken on the inclusion of the A575
and A580 at Worsley91.
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
The anticipated implementation date is Monday 30 May
202292
• Licensed Hackney Carriage
• Licensed Private Hire Vehicle
• Bus
• Coach
• Minibus
• LGV
• HGV

Proposals for Licensed Hackney Carriages – Government has awarded GM
Local Authorities £9.5m.

Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

All Hackney Carriages which are licensed to one of the 10
Greater Manchester Authorities, as of the 3 December 2020
will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31 May 2023.
None
£7.50 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant Hackney Carriage to a purpose-built Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicle (WAV):

Clean Vehicle Funding

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR

90 The

SRN consists of roads which are not managed by local and regional GM authorities, namely motorways and trunk roads managed by
Highways England. The SRN is illustrated on the Highways England Network Management Map available at:
https://www.gov.uk/Government/publications/roads-managed-by-highways-england
91 Originally this section of the A575 and A580 at Worsley was excluded at consultation.
92 Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal and national Vehicle Checker is’ GM
ready
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up to £10,000 towards the running costs of a new purposebuilt WAV Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) vehicle. This option
is available when the compliant vehicle acquired with GM
CAP funds has also been eligible for a Government plug-in
grant; OR
up to £10,000 towards a second-hand purpose-built WAV
ZEC vehicle; OR,
up to up to £5,000 towards a compliant purpose-built WAV
vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant taxi to a non-Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle:
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR
up to £6,000 towards the running costs of a new Zero
Emissions Capable (ZEC) ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £6,000 towards a second-hand ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £3,000 towards a compliant vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or better)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
GM estimates that the funding of £9.5m, received from
Government would provide funding to upgrade around 1,130
vehicles.
Proposals for Licensed Private Hire Vehicles – Government has awarded
GM £10.2m.
All Private Hire Vehicles which are licensed to one of the 10
Clean Air Zone:
Greater Manchester Authorities, as of the 3 December 2020
Exemptions
will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31 May 2023.
Clean Air Zone:
None
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
£7.50 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Charge
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant Private Hire Vehicle to a purpose-built Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicle (WAV):

11.4

Clean Vehicle Funding

up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR
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up to £10,000 towards the running costs of a new purposebuilt WAV Zero Emissions Capable (ZEC) vehicle. This option
is available when the compliant vehicle acquired with GM
CAP funds has also been eligible for a Government plug-in
grant; OR
up to £10,000 towards a second-hand purpose-built WAV
ZEC vehicle; OR,
up to up to £5,000 towards a compliant purpose-built WAV
vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel or better).
The following funding is available for upgrading a noncompliant taxi to a non-Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle:
up to £5,000 towards retrofit to a compliant standard via a
Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS)
certified system; OR
up to £6,000 towards the running costs of a new Zero
Emissions Capable (ZEC) ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £6,000 towards a second-hand ZEC vehicle; OR
up to £3,000 towards a compliant vehicle (Euro 4 petrol or
Euro 6 diesel or better)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
GM estimates that the funding of £10.2m, received from
Government would provide funding to upgrade around 3,075
vehicles.
Proposals for Buses – Government has awarded GM Local Authorities
£14.7 million for bus retrofit and £3.2m for bus replacement.
There will be permanent exemptions for Heritage buses not
used for hire and reward and driver training buses.
Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Buses used on a GM school bus service tendered prior to
March 2019 will have a temporary exemption that will end in
July 2022.
Clean Air Zone:
None
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Charge
Bus retrofit - Up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant
standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme
Clean Vehicle Funding
(CVRAS) certified system

11.5
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TBC - Bus replacement - Up to £16,000 for purchase or lease
of a compliant vehicle
The funding ask would provide funding to retrofit or towards
upgrade of all non-compliant buses operating in GM, around
1,500 vehicles in total (noting that a further c350 are being
retrofitted under the CBTF).
11.6
Proposals for Coaches – Government has awarded GM £4.4 million.
Clean Air Zone:
All coaches not running on a registered bus service will be
Exemptions
eligible for a temporary exemption until 31 May 2023.
Clean Air Zone:
None
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Charge
A grant of £32,000 per vehicle for replacement OR access to
vehicle finance.

Clean Vehicle Funding

OR a grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant
standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme
(CVRAS)
Limit of 5 vehicles per applicant.
Government have provided funding of £4.4m, which would
provide funding to upgrade around 174 vehicles.

Proposals for Minibuses – Government has awarded GM £2 million.
Community Minibuses – Those operating under a permit
under section 19 or section 22 of the Transport Act (1985),
issued by a body designated by the Secretary of State are
eligible for a permanent exemption.
Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Minibuses specially adapted for a disabled user will be
permanently exempted.

11.7

Minibuses will be eligible for a temporary exemption until 31
May 2023.
Clean Air Zone:
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
Charge

Clean Vehicle Funding

None
£10 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
A grant of £5,000 per vehicle to replace or retrofit their vehicle
OR access to vehicle finance, offering an average subsidy of
£5,000, with the subsidy per vehicle capped at £7,000.
Government has provided £2m in funding, which would
provide funding to upgrade around 380 vehicles.
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Proposals for LGV – GM has been awarded £70 million to support LGV
owners to upgrade or retrofit their vehicles.
Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) will be eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31 May 2023.
Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
LGVs specially adapted for a disabled user will be
permanently exempted.
Clean Air Zone:
None
Discounts
Clean Air Zone: Daily
£10 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Charge
A grant of £3,500 for replacement of LGVs under 1.6t per
vehicle OR access to vehicle finance, offering an average
subsidy of £3,500, with the subsidy per vehicle capped at
£5,000.

11.8

Clean Vehicle Funding

A grant of £4,500 for replacement of LGVs over 1.6t and up to
3.5t per vehicle OR access to vehicle finance, offering an
average subsidy of £4,500, with the subsidy per vehicle
capped at £5,000.
A grant of £5,000 for retrofit of LGVs.
This would be limited to 5 vehicles per applicant.
The £70 million funding would provide funding to upgrade
around 15,900 vehicles.

Proposals for HGV – Government has awarded GM £7.6m.
Specialist Heavy Goods Vehicles – Certain types of heavily
specialised HGVs, such as those used in construction or
vehicle recovery.
Clean Air Zone:
Exemptions
Non-road-going vehicles – Certain types of non-road going
vehicles which are allowed to drive on the highway such as
agricultural machines; digging machines; and mobile cranes
(T1, T2 or T3 vehicle types)
Clean Air Zone:
All vehicles classified under the Private HGV tax class to be
Discounts
eligible for a discounted charge of £10 per day.
Clean Air Zone: Daily
£60 per charging day (midnight to midnight)
Charge
A grant of up to:

11.9

Clean Vehicle Funding

<7.5t
<18t
<26t
<32t
<44t

£5,000
£7,000
£9,000
£12,000
£6,500
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per vehicle, dependent on vehicle size OR access to vehicle
finance.
OR a grant of up to £16,000 towards retrofit to a compliant
standard via a Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme
(CVRAS)
This would be limited to 5 vehicles per applicant.
The Government fund received of £7.6m would provide
funding to upgrade around 798 vehicles.
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1

Introduction

1.1

In Greater Manchester, the ten GM local authorities, the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM), collectively referred to as “GM”, have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at the
Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

1.2

This document sets out the results of analysis carried out by GM to
understand the possible impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on the GM
Clean Air Plan (GM CAP).

1.3

Since 2017, as a result of government direction Greater Manchester
Authorities have been working together to develop a Clean Air Plan to
tackle nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) concentrations at the roadside, referred
to as the GM CAP. GM’s proposals were prepared pre-Covid-19,
based on best practice methods and data, and GM undertook to make
an assessment of the possible impacts of Covid-19 to inform this
technical briefing note for decision makers.

1.4

This note sets out evidence of the impact of the pandemic on travel
patterns, vehicle purchase patterns, businesses and the economy, and
considers the possible impact of Covid-19 on:
• Whether the assumptions underpinning the GM CAP are still valid;
• Whether GM will eliminate exceedances of legal nitrogen dioxide
under the proposals as they currently stand;
• The measures proposed in the package for consultation; and
• Whether the proposed support package will be sufficient.

1.5

Without action, forecasting shows that GM is likely to remain in
exceedance of legal limits for NO2 concentrations until 2027. The focus
of this report, therefore, is on the extent to which the impacts of the
pandemic will continue into future years (2022 and beyond), in terms of
the vehicles on the road, travel and traffic patterns, public transport
supply and demand, and business and economic circumstances.

1.6

This document was drafted in April/May 2021, with the data and
evidence included reflecting the situation up to March 2021, unless
stated otherwise.

1.7

The evidence presented in this report has been considered in the
review of the GM CAP Policy post-Consultation.
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2

Context of the GM CAP

2.1

Air pollution affects the health of people living, working and travelling in
GM. Pollutants such as nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) - which is the harmful
form of nitrogen oxides (NOx) - and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10)
are found at dangerous levels in many urban areas across the UK and
particularly on busy roads.

2.2

Air pollution affects people’s lungs, worsening respiratory issues such
as asthma or bronchitis as well as cardiovascular problems, and
reduces life expectancy. The air you breathe inside your vehicle can
be dirtier than the air outside so people who spend a lot of time in their
cars, taxis, vans or lorries are particularly at risk. Further information
on the health impacts of poor air quality is set out in the Strategic Case
of the Outline Business Case (OBC), available at
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/.

2.3

In 2017-2018, the ten local authorities of GM were instructed by the
Government to produce a feasibility study i.e. a Clean Air Plan (CAP)
to set out how they will target and mitigate areas of poor air quality
within their boundaries. The GM local authorities have decided to
submit a joint, GM-wide response to this request, which is being coordinated on behalf of the ten local authorities by Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM).

2.4

The primary objective of the GM CAP is to achieve compliance with
legal Limit Values in the shortest possible time. In line with
Government guidance, this is the Determining Success Factor by
which the programme is appraised.

2.5

GM’s modelling carried out prior to the pandemic, predicted that there
would be 203 points (sites of exceedance) along 160 stretches of road
across GM where concentrations of NO₂ were forecast to be above
legal limits in 2021. The local modelling identified that all ten GM local
authorities would contain points of exceedance for NO₂ in 2021.
Without action, compliance was not expected to be achieved in GM
until 2027.
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2.6

Following submission of the OBC, which identified that a charging
Clean Air Zone Class C (CAZ C) with additional measures was the
best performing option and following submission of further evidence
requested by the Government’s Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU), the ten
GM local authorities were directed by the Government to introduce a
CAZ C across the region. Certain vehicle types will pay a daily charge
for driving inside the zone if they do not comply with emissions
standards in the Government’s CAZ Framework.1 Non-compliant
vehicles that will be charged are: Buses, Coaches, Minibuses,
Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs), Heavy Goods
Vehicles (HGVs) and Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs).

2.7

GM proposed a Package for Consultation of funding and measures
based on pre-Covid-19 assumptions and modelling. Alongside a
charging CAZ category C, the package proposed support to help
owners or registered keepers of non-compliant buses, coaches, HGVs,
LGVs, taxis and minibuses with the cost of upgrading or retrofitting
their vehicles, as well as a Try Before You Buy scheme for Zero
Emission Capable (ZEC) hackney carriages; a network of 40 taxi-only
rapid electric vehicle charging points; and a Hardship Fund of £10m.

2.8

Based on the pre-pandemic position, the Consultation Package was
forecast to deliver the following benefits by 2025 including:
• All buses expected to be compliant;
• Close to 100% of HGVs operating in GM expected to be compliant,
compared to around 89% without action;
• 91% of LGVs operating in GM expected to be compliant, compared
to around 64% without action;
• 90% of hackney carriages operating in GM expected to be
compliant, compared to around 64% without action; and
• 97% of PHVs operating in GM expected to be compliant, compared
to around 86% without action.

2.9

The GM CAP was forecast to deliver total reductions in NOx emissions
from road traffic of 22% in 2023, a reduction of around 1,335 tonnes of
NOx per year. Forecasting suggested that compliance would be
achieved in 2024 across the whole of GM.

1Clean

Air Zone Framework, UK GOV (2020)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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2.10

In spring 2020, in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, JAQU
confirmed their continued commitment to delivering the GM CAP and
asked GM to continue to develop the CAP and refrain from
incorporating any possible economic impacts arising from the
pandemic into the analysis prematurely. Accordingly, GM continued to
progress interim deliverables as set out in the 2020 Ministerial
Direction, whilst undertaking in parallel a programme of analysis and
modelling to better understand the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic
on the GM CAP, the results of which are presented in this report.

2.11

In summer 2020, GM’s 10 local authorities decided to proceed with a
consultation on the GM CAP proposals as they stood prior to the
pandemic. The purpose of the consultation was to seek views from
residents, visitors, stakeholders and businesses on the proposals to
achieve compliant NO₂ levels in Greater Manchester. The consultation
sought feedback on how Covid-19 had affected businesses and
organisations in GM. It took place from 8th October to 3rd December
2020 and 4,768 responses were received. The results of the
consultation and GM’s response to it are available at
www.cleanairgm.com.

2.12

The results of the consultation have been considered alongside the
results of the analysis presented here of the impacts of Covid-19 and
have informed the development of a revised package of measures, set
out in the proposed final GM CAP Policy. GM’s modelling of air quality
has also been updated, to take account of the impact of Covid-19 and
the revised post-Consultation package of measures. The initial results
of this updated modelling are available on www.cleanairgm.com.

2

2

Supplied in the June 2021 GMCA report, see Appendix 6
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3

Context of the Covid-19 Pandemic

Trajectory of the pandemic
3.1

In January 2020, Covid-19 first appeared in the UK, and in March 2020
the first national lockdown was implemented. By the 30th September
2020, there were an estimated total of 453,000 people testing positive
for the virus in the UK with 42,000 cases resulting in deaths.3 By the
31st March 2021, this had risen to an estimated total of 4.35 million
people testing positive for the virus in the UK with 127,000 cases
resulting in deaths.4

3.2

The Covid-19 global pandemic has introduced uncertainty into the GM
CAP project. The transport sector and the economy as a whole has
been significantly impacted by the pandemic, triggering the
government to provide financial support packages to affected
individuals and businesses to mitigate the financial impact on them.
The sector’s ability to recover from revenue loss, whilst also being
expected to respond to pre-pandemic clean air policy priorities by
upgrading to a cleaner fleet, has been considered and known impacts
modelled through sensitivity testing. However, it should be recognised
that at the time of the reporting, the future trajectory of the economy is
still unknown and dependent on Covid-19 related factors such as
testing, vaccinations and virus mutations, and on whether these result
in further lockdowns or restrictions on activity and travel.

3.3

Since Covid-19 first emerged in the UK, the UK government has
sought to balance public health against the economy taking into
consideration the resultant impacts that changes to the state of the
economy could have on job security. Figure 3.1 provides a summary
of the key Covid-19 events and Government responses during the
pandemic and provides context on how people and businesses have
been living and operating. GM-specific elements are highlighted by the
red boxes.

3
4

Coronavirus (COVID-19) UK Government Dashboard, UK GOV (2021) https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk
Coronavirus (COVID-19) UK Government Dashboard, UK GOV (2021) https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk
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Figure 3.1 Covid-19 National and GM Timeline: January 2020 to March 2021

Source: AECOM
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3.4

The high level of restrictions in place across March and April 2020
resulted in Covid-19 cases falling to the lowest level witnessed in the
UK over the past twelve months, between 20,000 and 30,000 cases
per month. The relaxation of restrictions over the summer of 2020
resulted in a sharp upturn in cases.

3.5

A regional approach to restrictions was in place from July 2020, and
under this system GM had been placed under additional local
restrictions measures because of a ‘very high’ COVID alert level and
continuing increases in the infection rate across the GM region.

3.6

In October 2020 the government announced a three-tier system for
lockdowns across England in order to ‘simplify and standardise local
rules’. As a result, on Wednesday 14th October England split into three
Tiers, depending on the severity of the virus in the Local Authority
area. Tier 3 restrictions came into effect on Friday, 23rd October 2020.

3.7

On the 5th November 2020, the government imposed a second
lockdown with restrictions on gatherings and continued business
activity in England between the 5th November and 2nd December. The
restrictions included the closure of non-essential shops and hospitality
for all but take-away food and drink.

3.8

At the end of the second lockdown England returned to a tiered system
and GM was placed in Tier 3 before moving to Tier 4 (which amounted
to lockdown measures) on 31st December 2020.

3.9

In January 2021, government imposed a third national lockdown.
Throughout December 2020 and January 2021, Covid-19 cases
peaked, surpassing 1 million cases in January 2021. Subsequently,
the impact of the third national lockdown coupled with the acceleration
of the vaccination programme has reversed the upward trend in Covid19 case rates and enabled the government to gradually relax
restrictions.

3.10

On the 22nd February 2021, the government announced detailed plans
for the easing of lockdown in the UK. The timetable includes 4 stages,
with a minimum of 5 weeks between each stage to collect and assess
data. The first stage commenced on 8th March 2021 with the reopening
of schools.

3.11

On 29th March 2021 the ‘Stay at Home’ order was lifted. Restrictions
on non-essential retail and outdoor hospitality were lifted on 12th April
2021, and indoor hospitality was allowed to re-open from 17th May
2021, albeit under certain restrictions. The latest announcements
mean that the end of government restrictions is scheduled for 19th July
2021.
9
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3.12

Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the Covid-19 cases in the UK since
the beginning of the pandemic, up to and including March 2021,
mapped against the total number of people who have received their
first dose Covid-19 vaccination. This demonstrates a clear relationship
between the fall in Covid-19 cases and the ramping up of the
vaccination programme. This stark correllation may be more evident at
the start of the vaccination programme with vaccinations prioritised for
the most vulnerable who are therefore less likely to be asymptomatic
and go undetected. A more detailed overview of the UK’s vaccination
programme is provided in the section below.

Figure 3.2 UK Covid-19 Cases vs UK first dose Covid-19 Vaccinations

3rd national
lockdown
1st national
lockdown

2nd national
lockdown

Source: UK Government Coronavirus Dashboard 5, 2021

3.13

5

It is important to also recognise the UK’s acceleration in testing
capabilities which may have accounted for the larger spike in Covid-19
cases over winter 2020 compared to the first lockdown.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) UK Government Dashboard, UK GOV (2021) https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/
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Vaccine Programme
3.14

In December 2020, the UK government approved the Pfizer/BioNTech
and Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccines, with the UK-wide vaccination
programme commencing 8th December 2020.

3.15

The initial vaccination timeframe targets were for everyone over 70,
the clinically extremely vulnerable, as well as frontline healthcare and
social care workers, to be vaccinated by mid-February and the rest of
the priority groups after that, by 4th of April.

3.16

The wider ‘Phase 1’, ‘most at risk’ groups, included people of 50 years
and older, a total approximately of 25 million people, equivalent to a
third of the UK’s resident population. Government also announced that
all remaining adults will be offered the vaccine by the end of July 2021.

3.17

In March 2021, the government announced that up to the end of
January 2021, over 4 million vaccine doses had been administered to
adults aged 70 and over. Furthermore, by 20th March 2021 over 50%
of the UK adult population had received the first vaccine dose.

3.18

The vaccine delivery continues at pace with the UK announcing on 13th
April 2021 it had reached its target of offering a first dose to all over50’s and those in high-risk groups by 15th April, as well as being on
track to offer a first dose to all adults by the end of July 2021.

3.19

Social distancing measures are anticipated to continue being loosened
following the third lockdown and as the vaccinated proportion of the
population increases. If that is the case, without any change in the
efficacy of the vaccine or any other factors increasing cases, most
current, direct social distancing impacts of Covid-19 would likely be
over by the time of the proposed GM CAP opening in early 2022.
However, there may still be long term behavioural changes and
financial impacts resulting from the pandemic.

3.20

At the time of writing this report, the UK remains affected by the
pandemic. Emerging evidence gathered over the course of 2020 and
early 2021 has shown that there have been substantial changes to
economy, travel patterns and behaviours. These changes have been
driven by government policy and changes to people’s choices as a
result of the threat of Covid-19 in the short term, however some of the
behaviours adopted during government lockdowns may continue once
restrictions begin to ease.
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The health impacts of Covid-19
3.21

Work done to date to assess the relationship between Covid-19, air
quality and the GM CAP in terms of health impacts has found that the
effect of Covid-19 has been profoundly unequal:
• Among those diagnosed with Covid-19, older people, people from
ethnic minorities and men have been more likely to die.6
• People living in deprived areas have been more likely to catch
Covid-19 and more likely to die from it. The mortality rates from
Covid-19 in the most deprived areas were more than double the
least deprived areas.7
•

Drivers of vehicles specifically affected by the Clean Air Zone (CAZ)
are amongst the occupations recording most deaths involving Covid19.8

•

Taxi driving is the occupation with the greatest number of deaths in
England & Wales.
9

• Drivers of taxis, HGVs, vans and buses are all in the top 10
occupations in terms of total deaths from Covid-19 (out of 369
classifications).
3.22

A number of studies have suggested a link between air quality and risk
of death from Covid-19, including an ONS study published in summer
2020 which found that long term exposure to poor air quality
(specifically PM2.5) could increase the risk of death from Covid-19.10

6

Disparities in the risks and outcomes of Covid, PHE (2020)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/908434/Disparities_in_the_risk_an
d_outcomes_of_COVID_August_2020_update.pdf
7
Disparities in the risks and outcomes of Covid, PHE (2020)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/908434/Disparities_in_the_risk_an
d_outcomes_of_COVID_August_2020_update.pdf
8 Deaths involving Coronavirus (COVID-19) by occupation (those aged 20 to 64 years), England and Wales: deaths registered between
9th March and 28th December 2020,ONS (2020)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/causesofdeath/datasets/coronaviruscovid19relateddeat
hsbyoccupationenglandandwales
9
Deaths involving Coronavirus (COVID-19) by occupation (those aged 20 to 64 years), England and Wales: deaths registered between
9th March and 28th December 2020, ONS (2020)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/causesofdeath/datasets/coronaviruscovid19relateddeat
hsbyoccupationenglandandwales
10 Does exposure to air pollution increase the risk of dying from the coronavirus (COVID-19)?, ONS (2020)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/articles/doesexposuretoairpollutionincreasetheriskofdyingfromthecoronaviru
scovid19/2020-08-13
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3.23

There is emerging evidence of the prevalence of ‘Long Covid’, with
around one in ten respondents to ONS surveys who had tested
positive for Covid-19 displaying symptoms for 12 weeks or longer.
There is also some evidence from experimental ONS statistics of the
possible nature and prevalence of complications that may be related to
Covid-19. Patients in hospital with Covid-19 experienced elevated
rates of metabolic, cardiovascular, kidney and liver disease compared
with patients of similar demographic and clinical profiles over the same
period, especially diabetes and cardiovascular disease. It is possible
that Covid-19 may leave a proportion of the population with medium or
long-term health conditions that make them more vulnerable to the
impacts of air quality .
11

3.24

11

There are undoubtedly impacts deriving from the Covid-19 pandemic
which will affect the GM CAP programme and this report seeks to
provide a summary of the known Covid-19 impacts on the scheme and
present available evidence to forecast the likely impacts of the
pandemic whilst the situation is still ongoing.

Prevalence of ongoing symptoms following coronavirus (COVID-19) infection in the UK, ONS (2021)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/conditionsanddiseases/bulletins/prevalenceofongoingsy
mptomsfollowingcoronaviruscovid19infectionintheuk/1april2021
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4

Assessing the potential impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP

4.1

The pandemic has had widespread impacts on individuals and
businesses, varying in scale, leading to a change in the GM CAP base
assumptions which were formed pre-Covid-19 in terms of the age of
the vehicle fleet, travel behaviour and traffic levels, public transport
provision and use, and the circumstances of businesses and the
economy. The direct and indirect impact of the pandemic has led to
changes in household savings and expenditure which have had a
subsequent impact on vehicle purchasing and ownership patterns.
Government restrictions have led to changes in traffic volumes, speeds
and congestion and bus service patterns and bus fleet profiles. The
following chapters will review the known existing and forecast impact
of Covid-19 on the GM CAP, focussing on the factors considered most
likely to impact the GM CAP.

4.2

To gather evidence on the impacts of Covid-19, work has included:
• Review of programme risk, sources and assumptions;
• Liaising with other CAP authorities such as Birmingham, Bath and
Sheffield to share expertise;
• Scenario planning and brainstorming exercise;
• Monitoring of real-world conditions;
• Developing impact assessments by vehicle type and distributional
impacts;
• Sensitivity testing of transport, air quality and economic models; and
• Research and consultation.

4.3

Businesses, taxi drivers, operators and organisations responding to
the consultation were asked specific questions about the impact of
Covid-19 on them and their business and their perception of the wider
impacts on GM.
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4.4

In addition to the above, the GM CAP programme has been in regular
liaison with JAQU’s technical team to agree methodology, seek
guidance and inputs and share early results emerging from
consideration of the impact of the pandemic across 2020. JAQU
supplied written guidance to inform local authorities how to consider
Covid-19 impacts, what sensitivity testing they would like local
authorities to carry out and how to consider Covid-19 within economic
appraisal and distributional impact assessments. This has been
reflected within the ten GM local authorities’ work programme. JAQU
has approved the ten GM local authorities’ methodology to assess
Covid-19 impacts and reflect those impacts within the modelling and
analysis process.
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5

Factors likely to influence the GM CAP

5.1

The Covid-19 global pandemic has introduced uncertainty into the GM
CAP project. GM carried out an exercise to better understand what
changes could arise from the pandemic and the extent to which they
could impact the GM CAP. This involved:
• A brainstorming exercise of the ways the Covid-19 pandemic could
affect a wide range of factors including travel patterns, behavioural
choices, vehicle fleets, public transport provision, businesses and
the economy in the short, medium and longer term. This
brainstorming exercise involved experts from the GM CAP
consultancy team and TfGM’s Strategy and Policy team, and was
discussed with the local authority Steering Group and JAQU’s
technical team to gain their input;
12

• A review of the evidence and assumptions underpinning the GM
CAP, to establish which factors could be affected by the pandemic,
where possible change had been identified in the brainstorming
exercise; and
• Resulting in a shortlist of factors that both could change within the
lifetime of the GM CAP and could be influential on the GM CAP.
5.2

The ten GM local authorities devised a series of sensitivity tests to test
how impactful plausible changes could be. This testing took into
account JAQU guidance on Covid-19 related sensitivity testing.

5.3

Where factors were identified within the sensitivity testing as potentially
impactful, evidence has been gathered to assess to what extent these
changes are materialising, where it is possible to do so. This evidence
is set out in the remaining chapters, and the Conclusion considers in
the round the extent to which changes that are resulting from the
pandemic could affect air quality, and the performance and socioeconomic impacts of a CAZ.

5.4

Further sensitivity testing will be carried out in summer 2021,
considering how Covid-19 related uncertainty could affect the GM CAP
as proposed post-consultation.

Introduction to the GM CAP modelling process

5.5

12

The purpose of the modelling process is to quantify the impact of traffic
by vehicle type on emissions and consequently on concentrations of
NO2 at the roadside in GM.

Throughout the development of the plan GM has considered a range of options to deliver compliance, overseen by the GM Steering Group.
Members include Directors or Assistant Directors from each GM authority.
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5.6

The modelling process provides a forecast of NO2 concentrations in
the baseline, if no action is taken, and then allows the ten GM local
authorities to test the impact of different policies and proposals on
vehicle fleets, traffic and emissions. Using these modelling tools, the
ten GM local authorities forecasts NOx emissions and NO2
concentrations under a range of scenarios for the years 2021, 2023
and 2025. NO2 concentrations for interim years and beyond 2025 are
interpolated from the results in modelled years.

5.7

A brief summary of the modelling input steps feeding into the appraisal
is presented in Figure 5.1, which shows each of the modelling
components and their linkages within the modelling suite. For a full
description of the modelling methodology, please see the Technical
Reports T1-4 and AQ1-3 (Option for Consultation).13

Figure 5.1 Overview of the Modelling Process

13

Clean Air Plan – Technical Documents, GM CAP (2020) https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
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5.8

Sensitivity testing can explore the impact of changes to assumptions –
such as the age of the vehicle fleet, or behavioural responses to the
proposed scheme - on the outputs at any phase of the modelling
process.

Factors that could affect the GM CAP
5.9

The following factors were identified as both plausible outcomes of the
pandemic and potentially impactful on the GM CAP:
• Vehicle upgrades are slow, with fewer new vehicles entering the fleet
and older vehicles remaining in the fleet for longer;
• A sustained increase in working from home reduces commute traffic,
particularly in peak periods;
• Bus mileage may reduce if patronage does not recover to prepandemic levels, unless subsidies are maintained to prevent this;
• Businesses may be less able to upgrade in response to the GM
CAP, due to having exhausted their reserves, taken on debt,
suffered shutdowns and so on; and/or
• Availability of compliant vehicles may be constrained, and/or prices
may rise.

5.10

The following sections consider each of these issues, setting out the
results of sensitivity testing and evidence gathered on changes over
the past year. The structure of the remainder of the report is as follows:
• Chapter 6 summarises the impact of Covid-19 on travel patterns to
date, covering public and private transport, and looking at
differences by vehicle type, place and time of day, as well as how
the picture has changed through the pandemic;
• Chapter 7 sets out the impact of the pandemic on vehicle purchases
and therefore the age of the on-road vehicle fleet;
• Chapter 8 sets out the evidence to date on working from home
patterns during the pandemic and the results of sensitivity testing on
the potential impacts of increased working from home on the GM
CAP;
• Chapter 9 sets out analysis showing the potential impact of reduced
bus mileage on the GM CAP and the evidence with regards to the
current position;
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• Chapter 10 sets out the impacts of the pandemic on businesses and
the economy, and considers whether vehicle owners may be less
able to upgrade their vehicles in response to the GM CAP;
• Chapter 11 considers the impact of the pandemic on the availability
and cost of compliant vehicles; and
• Finally, Chapter 12 summarises analysis that has been undertaken
to understand the impacts of Covid-19 by vehicle type, and to assess
how vulnerable each vehicle type is to the impacts of the GM CAP.
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6

Impact of Covid-19 on travel patterns

6.1

Data supplied by TfGM, Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) data and
Highways England data has been assessed to evidence the
pandemic’s impact on travel behaviour in GM.

Overall travel demand
6.2

The impact of Covid-19 on travel demand in GM is shown below in
Figure 6.1.

6.3

There was an initial substantial reduction in travel demand through
March and April 2020 in response to the first national lockdown. This
was seen across all modes of travel.

6.4

As the UK began to emerge from the first lockdown, travel demand
began to increase through the summer months with travel and social
distancing measures gradually easing, though did not return to prepandemic levels, noting that GM remained under greater restrictions
than some other parts of the UK throughout this period.

6.5

At the start of September 2020, when some of the lowest levels of
restrictions were in place, travel demand continued to increase (noting
that GM was placed under stricter lockdown measures than much of
the rest of the UK at this time). Following September 2020, further
restrictions were re-introduced to control further Covid-19 outbreaks,
resulting in the third national lockdown in January 2021.

6.6

Despite the introduction of the third lockdown in January 2021, traffic
demand across GM was consistently higher than experienced during
the first lockdown albeit traffic levels did not reached the levels
witnessed across August 2020 – September 2020.

6.7

Taking a more detailed look at the impact of Covid-19 on transport
modes in GM, Figure 6.2 displays data from pre-lockdown (March
2020) to March 2021.

6.8

This shows that travel by active modes was close to pre-pandemic
levels by March 2021 (70% for walking and over 90% for cycling).
Highway travel was at around 90% of pre-pandemic levels while travel
by public transport was still much lower than normal.
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6.9

Bus demand has recovered more (50%) than other public transport
modes (30% for Metrolink and Rail) reflecting the wider range of
destinations served and use by those without access to a car however
demand remains suppressed as only ‘essential’ workers were
encouraged to travel on public transport during all three national
lockdowns, and at the time of writing that guidance has not yet been
lifted after the third lockdown.

Figure 6.1 Average Weekly Flow in GM, All Modes (March 2020–March 2021)

Source: TfGM Monitoring
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Figure 6.2 Trips in March 2021 by mode as a proportion of trips in March 2020
(pre-lockdown)
% of Pre-Lockdown Trip Numbers
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Source: TfGM Monitoring

Traffic patterns: Introduction
6.10

ATC data has been used to compare the first 2 weeks in March 2020,
(just prior to the introduction of the first social distancing rules on the
16th March), and the most recent data from March 2021 when
restrictions were still in place.

6.11

The ATC data has been reviewed by time of day (am, pm and interpeak periods) and by type of location to understand key trends in
changing traffic flows.

6.12

The findings show that over the entire course of the day, vehicle
volumes in March 2021 were generally lower than in March 2020 (prior
to the lockdown) however this fluctuated on different parts of the GM
road network. Certain areas of the road network have been collated to
produce a representative total vehicle volume. A breakdown of the
findings are provided below by location and vehicle type.
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Traffic patterns: Regional centre
6.13

March 2021 traffic volumes remained below those of March 2020, with
a 32% average reduction throughout the day. Traffic flows were
nearest to 2020 values during the interpeak with a reduction of 25%,
however numbers remained consistently lower than 2020 throughout
the Inter Peak and the PM Peak, with considerable decline through the
night-time period.

Figure 6:3 Traffic Count - GM March Comparison: Regional Centre
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Traffic patterns: Local centres
6.14

March 2021 total traffic flows at sites close to Local Centres remained
relatively close to March 2020 volumes, with a total average 24-hour
reduction of 15%. The AM Peak had a 17% reduction in traffic in
March 2021 and from the end of the AM peak into the interpeak it was
slower to recover than the rest of the day.

Figure 6:4 Traffic Count - GM March Comparison: Local Centres
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Traffic patterns: Radial routes
6.15

Traffic flows throughout the day on key radial corridors in March 2021
were overall 23% below those in March 2020. The March 2021 inter
peak period has recovered quicker than other times of the day with a
15% traffic flow decline compared to March 2020, in contrast to the AM
peak which saw a 21% reduction. This can be explained by the decline
in commuter traffic and the increase in working from home.

Figure 6:5 Traffic Count - GM March Comparison: Radial Routes
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Traffic patterns: Employment sites such as Trafford Park
6.16

These areas saw the largest proportional decrease in traffic volumes
between March 2020 and March 2021, with an overall fall of 54%. The
AM and PM Peaks suffered the biggest reduction, with a 57%
decrease in AM volumes and a 59% decrease in PM volumes. These
considerable declines in commuter traffic in and around these
employment sites are very likely to be the result of restrictions, for
example the closure of non-essential shops reducing the number of
visitors to shopping centres, and where it was possible workers moved
to working from home .
14

Figure 6:6 Traffic Count - GM March Comparison: Employment Sites

14

It is important to note that ATC data for March 2021 was not recorded at one of the employment
sites, which contributed to the large reduction in traffic volume in 2021
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Traffic patterns: Manchester Airport
6.17

The pandemic has had a severe impact on Manchester Airport. Total
traffic volumes, taken from the M56 Junction 5, around Manchester
Airport, have seen a reduction of 48% between March 2020 and March
2021. Immediately after the March 2020 data was recorded the Airport
closed 2 of its 3 terminals due to passenger numbers steeply declining
because of the pandemic. The most resilient time period is the InterPeak with a reduction of 36%, compared to the AM and PM Peaks
which have suffered a significant reduction in traffic volumes.
Furthermore, in March 2021 non-essential travel was forbidden due to
the national lockdown, including travelling abroad. DfT’s Transport
Statistics show that pre-pandemic, 28.7% of passengers travelled to
the airport by taxi and therefore the reduction in air travel has had a
particularly strong impact on the demand for taxi travel and therefore
on the taxi trade.

Figure 6:7 Traffic Count - GM March Comparison: Manchester Airport
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Strategic highway network demand
6.18

The ATC count data has been supplemented by Highways England
Strategic Road Network (SRN) data from the online database
WebTRIS.

6.19

The SRN data highlighted that cross-GM boundary traffic flows in
March 2021 were close to reaching pre-pandemic levels witnessed in
March 2020 indicating that private car and freight traffic has recovered.
Whilst future trajectory is unknown, traffic levels on the road network
may exceed pre-pandemic levels if public transport usage remains low.

6.20

This trend was also seen on the M60. Most sections along the M60
motorway in March 2021 were close to traffic levels seen in March
2020 with Junctions 13-14 exceeding levels experienced in 2020. The
exceedance levels at Junction 13 and 14 on the M60 in March 2021
could be the result of strategic journeys converging on the SRN from
the M62, M602, M61 and A580, recognising that Covid-19 has had a
material impact on commuter traffic.

6.21

The marginal difference on the SRN is reflective of the limited trip
impact on HGV and LGV activity after the initial lockdown period with
some sectors such as food and pharmaceuticals operating at higher
than expected levels, masking other freight movements which have
reduced due to the pandemic such as those associated with the hotel,
restaurant and entertainment sectors.

LGV traffic
6.22

There was a significant decrease in flows between March and April
2020 following the introduction of the first lockdown. By May 2020,
considering the seven-day moving average of daily counts, LGV
observations were 59% of what they were at the start of March 2020.

6.23

From June 2020 to August 2020 the seven-day moving average for
LGVs had exceeded levels seen at the start of March and subsequent
national lockdown restrictions have not been as stringent on the
sectors relying on LGVs as the first lockdown period. The prevalence
of home deliveries is likely to have been a significant factor here.

HGV traffic
6.24

HGV volumes saw a decline during the first lockdown with a gradual
increase in volumes until September 2020, with flows exceeding prepandemic levels.
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6.25

Despite the decline in flows during the subsequent second and third
lockdowns, the HGV volumes remained on average 90% above the
equivalent months and were not as low in comparison to the first
lockdown. Some HGV businesses were able to diversify their
operations to reflect the changing demand however more specialist
HGV business that have not been able to adapt have been impacted
more.

Impact of Covid-19 on travel patterns: Conclusion
6.26

Travel demand varied during the year, reflecting the differing intensity
of lockdown and travel restrictions. By March 2021, highway demand
was close to pre-pandemic levels, whilst public transport demand
remained considerably below pre-pandemic levels, particularly on
Metrolink and rail, with active travel somewhere in the middle.

6.27

The most significant decreases in traffic are during the AM and PM
peak periods.

6.28

Local centres across GM experienced the smallest reduction in traffic
which could be associated with a greater proportion of commuters
working from home or on furlough and making a higher proportion of
local amenity trips. This is consistent with the higher reductions
experienced in the Regional centre and at employment locations,
reflecting the nature of employment patterns along with changing travel
behaviours.

6.29

The most significant reduction in traffic volumes was witnessed at GM
employment sites and Manchester Airport with approximately half of
journeys ceasing during the pandemic compared to pre-pandemic
levels, reflecting the reduction in commuting and business travel and
constraints on international travel.

6.30

The pandemic’s impact on travel by different vehicle modes has been
unequal with freight (HGV and LGV) activity quickly returning to prepandemic levels by the middle of 2020 after the initial lockdown period
whilst public transport has faced a sustained fall in patronage and it
remains to be seen whether passenger numbers will recover to prepandemic levels and how quickly.

6.31

Ongoing uncertainty remains on the trajectory and composition of
traffic volumes as the UK continues to emerge from lockdown. As the
economy continues to open up, it remains to be seen whether
behaviours adopted during the pandemic are embedded in the longterm. This is explored further in the following chapters.
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7

Impact of Covid-19 on vehicle upgrades and the age of the fleet

7.1

One possible outcome of the Covid-19 pandemic is that vehicle
owners delay purchases of new vehicles, meaning that there are fewer
new vehicles on the road and the oldest vehicles remain on the road
for longer before being scrapped, leading to an older on-the-road fleet
than previously assumed.

7.2

Sales of new cleaner vehicles lead to a natural turnover of on-road
fleet, as the replaced vehicles pass onto the second-hand market, with
the oldest most polluting vehicles gradually cycled out of the fleet. It is
this effect which reduces overall road transport emissions as the fleet
becomes cleaner leading to projected future improvements in NO2, and
it is this trend which the GM CAP seeks to accelerate by making older
more polluting vehicles less financially attractive compared with
cleaner models.

7.3

The ten GM local authorities has carried out sensitivity testing to
assess the possible impact of an older-than-expected fleet on the GM
CAP, set out below, and gathered evidence on the impact of the
pandemic on vehicle sales.

Vehicle sales: Cars
7.4

The evidence shows that Covid-19 has led to a substantial reduction in
new vehicle sales of cars in 2020, which has continued into 2021.

7.5

Evidence of reduced vehicle sales since March 2020 is available on a
monthly basis15, and projections of sales recovery have been
published recently by the SMMT16 for cars in 2021/22, along with
patterns in the second hand used car market.

7.6

Further analysis of the pre-Covid sales patterns for private cars, shows
that sales have been falling year-on-year since 2016 (Figure 7.1). It is
therefore not considered reasonable that vehicles sales per year
should be forecast to exceed those in the pre-Covid reference level.
This means that it is unlikely that the lost sales will be ‘caught up’
during the lifetime of the GM CAP.

15
16

Vehicle Data, SMMT (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/
UK New Car and LCV Registration Outlook to 2022, SMMT (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/WEBSUMSMMT-CARLCV-MARKET-OUTLOOK-Q1-REVISED-03032021.pdf
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Figure 7.1 Annual Car Registrations 2004-2020

Source: SMMT17

Vehicle sales: LGVs
7.7

There was a significant fall in new LGV registrations from March to
June 2020 however registrations subsequently rebounded into 2021
with new registration levels now broadly following pre-pandemic
trends.

7.8

Sales of vans have been stable since 2016, and were more resilient
during the pandemic after the initial national lockdown. Furthermore,
sales in January and February 2021 were greater than those recorded
historically indicating strong market demand and that supply of new
vehicles isn’t unduly restricted at this stage (Figure 7.2). It is therefore
considered reasonable that vehicles sales per year could be forecast
to exceed those in the pre-Covid reference level. This means that over
the duration of the GM CAP, the age of the LGV fleet is expected to
get closer to the age of the fleet as forecast pre-pandemic, so the
impact of the pandemic will decline over time.

Figure 7.2 Monthly Van Registrations 2017-2021

17

Vehicle Data, SMMT (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/
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Source: SMMT18

Vehicle sales: HGVs
7.9

A review of HGV sales shows that whilst there has been a reduction in
2020, this was in part a consequence of increased atypical sales in
2019 due to regulatory changes coming the following year, as shown
in Figure 7.3.This effect would have been expected to impact 2020
sales before the impacts of Covid 19.

7.10

Total 2019/20 sales, which account for a 2-year structural sales shift
altering investment cycles, fall within 1% of pre-existing 2016-2018
trends.

Figure 7.3 Annual HGV Registrations 2015-2020

18LGV

Registrations (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/lcv-registrations/
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Source: SMMT19

Vehicle sales: Bus, Coach and Minibus
7.11

The UK new bus and coach market was already in decline, with the
market falling by 19% in 2019. The start of 2020 offered growth in the
market with bus and coach registrations up 16% in Q1 with 1,403 units
joining UK roads. Minibus demand drove this overall increase, as
registrations more than doubled. Although there are differences in
registrations on the different bus and coach types (single-deck and
double-deck), there has been a significant fall overall in new bus and
coach registrations in Q4 2020 compared to the same period in 2019 (35%).

Vehicle sales and licenses: Taxi
7.12

19

London Electric Vehicle Company (LEVC), one of the main producers
of Hackney Carriages, wrote to its production partners in April 2020 to
invoke a 'force majeure' clause in contracts due to their factory in
Coventry closing on the 26th March 2020 reflecting the downturn in
demand for taxis. The LEVC’s factory reopened in June 2020 and has
since been able to continue production. By quarter 3 2020, taxi
manufacture in the UK was down 53% compared to the previous year.

HGV Registrations (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/heavy-goods-vehicle-registrations/
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7.13

GM licensing data for Hackney Carriages and PHVs has been
obtained for December 2020. These data show that only two compliant
Hackney Carriages and 85 PHVs were registered since 23rd March
2020, representing a reduction against pre-Covid rates in new
registrations of >95% and >85%, respectively.

Sensitivity testing – impact of an older fleet
7.14

A sensitivity test was carried out assessing the possible impact on the
GM CAP if the vehicle fleet was one year older than previously
assumed in the Do Minimum scenario (the situation without the GM
CAP). This is an indicative scenario, and reflected JAQU guidance.
This would mean that a greater proportion of vehicles would be in
scope for CAZ charges, because the replacement of those vehicles
has been delayed.

7.15

If the vehicle fleet was one year older at the time of introduction of the
CAZ, this indicative modelling indicated that the number of points of
exceedance in the Do Minimum scenario could increase from 69 in
2023 in the pre-pandemic scenario, to 102, with emissions increasing
by more than 10%, as shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Delayed Fleet Upgrade - Modelled NOx Emission Totals by Area (All
Vehicles, EMIGMA, Tonnes per Year)
% increase in emissions with a one year
older fleet compared to the preConsultation position
Area

Year
Do Minimum

Do Something

2023

+10.4%

+9.5%

2025

+12.2%

+7.7%

GM

7.16

This sensitivity testing indicates that the impacts of slowed fleet
upgrade would likely lead to significant changes to NO2 concentrations.
The ten GM local authorities has therefore collated evidence to assess
the extent to which the pandemic has led to delays in vehicle
upgrades.

Impact of Covid-19 on vehicle upgrades and the age of the fleet:
Conclusion
7.17

Covid-19 has led to a substantial reduction in new vehicle sales in
2020 for most vehicle types, which have continued into 2021 for cars
and taxis. Commercial vehicle sales have proved more resilient in the
latter stages of the pandemic.
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7.18

Sensitivity testing demonstrates that this delay in vehicle sales will lead
to an increase in emissions and bring more vehicles in scope for the
charge.

7.19

GM has set out its methodology for representing a delayed fleet
upgrade within the modelling, summarised in the Post-Consultation Air
Quality Modelling Report. This applies the assumptions set out in

7.20

Table 7.2. The modelling results are set out in that same report.

Table 7.2 Recommendations of Vehicle Fleet and Upgrade Rates: assumptions
by vehicle type
Vehicle Type
Bus

HGV

Change
Justification
Proposed
No
Fleet mix assumptions will not be altered. Bus
operators already responding to CAZ in terms of
upgrading their fleet (retrofit funds have been made
available already) and so it is not considered likely
that bus fleet will age more than expected. Electric
bus routes will be incorporated when funding is
secured or the fleets are already in operation.
No
Purchases were disrupted in 2019 and 2020 by
factors other than Covid. Analysis suggests that
overall purchases across the two years were fairly
typical of an average year.

LGV

Yes

Purchases were depressed in 2020, with some
recovery in early 2021. Analysis suggests that a
delay of c.3 months is plausible, with the age of
the fleet gradually converging to close to the preCovid forecast by 2025 if sales recover over time.

Hackney Cab &
PHV

Yes

Consider that significant impact likely – based on
licensing data, propose applying a delay of one
year to the upgrade of the Hackney & PHV fleet, to
be maintained throughout the lifetime of the GM
CAP i.e. to 2025.

Car

Yes

Coach and
Minibus

No

Although not in scope for a CAZ C, important
contributor to background emissions. Evidence
suggests a significant delay in fleet upgrade and
that this is likely to be maintained in future years.
Delay of c7 months proposed, to be maintained
throughout the lifetime of the GM CAP i.e. to
2025.
No changes to the transport and air quality
modelling are applicable, because not directly
represented in these tools.
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8

Impact of Covid-19 on working from home

8.1

Throughout the pandemic, workers have been encouraged to work
from home if possible, and many more people have done so than
before. It is possible that the experience of home working during the
pandemic will lead to a permanent change in working patterns for
some, where individuals and businesses have found it to be
productive, efficient and appealing.

8.2

A permanent increase in working from home could lead to reductions
in traffic during peak periods, due to reduced commuting. It is worth
noting that it is possible that it is also possible that people spending
more time at home may increase their travel by car for other purposes
during the day, and there is some evidence that this has happened
during the pandemic, where we have seen declines in traffic around
high density employment locations, but lesser declines around local
centres, as set out in Chapter 7.

8.3

The ten GM local authorities has carried out sensitivity testing to
assess the possible impact of increased working from home on the GM
CAP, set out below, and gathered evidence on the possible scale of
working from home.

Working from home during the pandemic
8.4

20

Data released by the Office for National Statistics in May 2020 showed
that the Covid-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the way in
which people work, especially during the initial lockdown period, with
approximately 48% of employees working remotely during the period
23rd March to 5th April as a result of social distancing measures
introduced by the UK government.20

Technology intensity and homeworking in the UK, ONS 01/05/20
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8.5

The amount of home working varied throughout the year. By May
2021, businesses reported that around 30.5% of their workforce was
working remotely. The information and communications sector and
professional, scientific and technical activities sector had the highest
proportion of staff working from home, at 81% and 68% respectively,
whilst only 7.5% of workers in the accommodation and food services
sector were working from home. 21

8.6

In comparison, prior to the pandemic only about 5% of the working
population mainly worked from home, with 12% of employees working
from home at some point in the week. Over 70% of employees never
worked from home (based on surveys undertaken by the ONS during
the period January to December 2019).22 Overall, 27% of businesses
said that they had had more staff working from home as a result of the
pandemic.23

8.7

The potential for home working varies significantly by employment
sector. For industries such as transport, accommodation and food
services, for example, only about 10% of workers have ever worked
from home prior to the pandemic, with only about 2% of workers in
these industries ‘mainly working’ from home. In contrast, almost 15%
of people working in information and communication services mainly
worked from home pre-pandemic, with almost a third of the people
employed in these sectors having worked from home in the week prior
to interview (in 2019) and more than half having worked from home at
some time .
24

Working from home post-pandemic
8.8

Although there has been a gradual increase in the proportion of people
who work from home in recent years it is difficult to judge whether
people’s experience of home working during the lockdown period could
help to stimulate demand for flexible/remote working in future years.
Research carried out prior to the pandemic suggests that people are
happiest with a working pattern of 2-3 days at home, spending the
remaining time in the workplace.25

21https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/business/businessservices/bulletins/businessinsightsandimpactontheukeconomy/lat

est
Coronavirus and homeworking in the UK labour market: 2019, ONS
Wave 20, Business insights and impact on the UK economy, ONS
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/datasets/businessinsightsandimpactontheukeconomy
24 Coronavirus and homeworking in the UK labour market: 2019, ONS,
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/coronavirusandhomework
ingintheuklabourmarket/2019
25 https://www.dpgplc.co.uk/attitudes-towards-homeworking/
22
23
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8.9

Coupled with this, business attitudes to employees working from home
are likely to have adapted since the pandemic as large proportions of
staff within non-essential travel sectors continue to work from home.
However, this is not likely to be universal: in surveys carried out by the
ONS in December 2020, just 16% of businesses said they were
intending to use increased home working as a permanent business
model going forwards, with 67% not planning to do so and 17% not
sure. Bigger businesses were more likely to be considering retaining
increased home working, with improved staff wellbeing and decreased
overheads the main reasons for doing so. 26

8.10

Given the uncertainty around forecast levels of home working, a simple
approach has been adopted for sensitivity testing, which involved
applying percentage reductions to commuting car trips in future years.
High and low growth reductions were applied, equivalent to cuts in
commuting car trips of 20% and 10% respectively compared to the car
trips assumed in each model year prior to the pandemic. These values
are considered to be plausible, based on analysis of prior working from
home patterns and the distribution of the workforce in terms of sectors
where working from home is more or less possible, and could provide
suitable ranges for interpolation to be used to estimate impacts for
alternative scenarios.

Sensitivity testing – increased working from home
8.11

GM tested two scenarios for increased working from home: a 10%
reduction in commuting car trips and a 20% reduction in commuting
car trips. These were considered to be plausible in light of the level of
change that has happened during the pandemic.

8.12

The impacts of increased working from home on all-purpose car trips
are illustrated below in Table 8.1. The table shows the most significant
changes occurring in the peak hours which is associated with the core
commuting activity. A 10% reduction in commuting car travel would
result in 5% reduction in all-purpose car flows in the AM peak hour and
a 4% reduction in the PM peak hour. Inter-peak car flows would fall by
approximately 1%. A 20% reduction in commuting car trips would
effectively double the reduction witnessed within the AM and PM
peaks.

Table 8.1 Increased Working from Home – impact on total car trips
Proposed Test
10% Reduction in
Commuting Car Trips
26

AM Peak Hour

Inter-Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

-5%

-1%

-4%

Wave 20, Business insights and impact on the UK economy, ONS
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/datasets/businessinsightsandimpactontheukeconomy
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20% Reduction in
Commuting Car Trips

-10%

-3%

-8%

8.13

Whilst these changes are not insignificant, they need to be viewed in
the context of overall road traffic emissions, and that whist car flows
represent approximately 74% of the annual traffic flow in GM in 2021,
they only account for 42% of total NOx emissions from road transport.
This is because other vehicle types such as HGVs and buses have
much higher emission rates than private cars, and therefore have a
disproportionate impact on air quality levels relative to their overall
contribution to the total traffic flow.

8.14

The results of the modelled changes in mass NOx emission totals from
the air quality (EMIGMA) modelling relative to the 2023 GM CAP (Do
Something) scenario are shown in Table 8.2. These results indicate
that a 10% reduction in commuting car flows would produce a
reduction in mass NOx emissions from private cars of approximately
2% across GM as-a-whole, with a 1% reduction in total traffic
emissions (from all vehicle types) in both forecast years. A 20%
reduction in commuting car flows would produce a reduction in mass
NOx emissions of close to 5% across GM, with a 3% reduction in total
traffic emissions (from all vehicle types) in both forecast years.

Table 8.2 Increased Working from Home – impact on NOᵪ emissions
10% Reduction in Commute
Car trips
Area

20% Reduction in Commute
Car Trips

Year
Car

All Vehicles

Car

All Vehicles

2023

-2.3%

-1.4%

-4.6%

-2.7%

2025

-2.3%

-1.3%

-4.6%

-2.7%

GM
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8.15

The air quality results of the test with the 20% commute reduction
scenario show that one additional exceedance site is brought into
compliance in 2023, leaving two remaining exceedance sites in the
Consultation Option. The exceedance site which is modelled to be
brought into compliance is the A58 Bury, where private cars represent
47% of total NOx emissions which is higher than the average
proportion across GM. The impacts of the test at the two last points of
exceedance in the regional centre are negligible. The sites are
dominated by bus emissions, and therefore the impacts of reduced
commute traffic does not alter the predicted 2023 modelled
concentrations.

8.16

In summary, the evidence suggests that credible increases in working
from home would have a fairly limited impact on air quality and on the
GM CAP.
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Impact of Covid-19 on working from home: Conclusion
8.17

More people have worked at home during the pandemic than ever
before and there is evidence that a minority of businesses are planning
to sustain this to some extent. However, future working from home
practices will vary by sector and not all people or businesses will be
able to work remotely.

8.18

Modelling has shown that credible reductions in commuters translate
into marginal benefits in terms of the number of locations in
exceedance of NO2 limits. Any such change would not be sufficient to
negate the need for the GM CAZ.
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9

Impact of Covid-19 on bus mileage

9.1

Covid-19 has had a significant impact on bus operations with public
funding required to maintain services whilst constraints have been
applied on bus use through social distancing and public messaging to
“avoid public transport”.

9.2

There is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the longer-term impacts
of Covid-19 on travel demand, which are likely to vary by mode. As a
direct result of the Covid-19 pandemic, there is a risk that the level of
bus services will contract either through a loss of services entirely or
reduced service frequency. This could be realised in a number of ways
including:
• Reduction in demand in peak periods due to sustained behavioural
changes such as more working from home;
• Reduction in demand due to sustained changes in shopping / leisure
patterns;
• Reduction in travel by bus as a recessionary impact; and/or
• Increase in the car mode share due to restrictions on public transport
use, or people being deterred from public transport by fear of
infection/concerns about hygiene.

Bus services and patronage during Covid-19 pandemic
9.3

At the start of the first lockdown, bus mileage fell substantially with
Stagecoach reporting that they ran only 40% of normal mileage in April
2020.27 Passenger volumes fell by 90% at the start of lockdown.

9.4

However, bus services recovered quickly as Government support was
provided. The funding has been supplied by Government to enable
bus operators to continue operating services despite constraints on
capacity due to social distancing rules and depressed passenger
demand. The Covid-19 Bus Service Support Grant (CBSSG) paid GM
operators £3.5m per month between March and June 2020, followed
by a restart package of £254m launched in June 2020. By November
2020, bus mileage was at 95% of normal levels.

27

Note CV14 – Covid 19 Impacts on Bus
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9.5

Patronage has been slower to recover, with bus trips remaining at just
over half of their normal level in March 2021, with a greater recovery
seen in early autumn before further lockdowns were implemented.
Analysis in autumn 2020 found that patronage had reduced in the
morning peak and between 4-5pm but increased in off-peak periods,
reflecting the different travel patterns brought about by the pandemic.

9.6

It remains to be seen what will happen to patronage when all
restrictions are lifted. It is understood that future bus funding from
central government CBSSG is to be set with the intention of
maintaining existing levels of service provision.

Sensitivity testing – decreased bus mileage
9.7

Given the uncertainty around the impacts of Covid-19 on buses, a
simple approach has been adopted for sensitivity testing, testing the
impacts of a 10% reduction in bus mileage across the whole of GM in
2023 and 2025. No account has been taken within this test for any
possible associated increase in car travel, and therefore the reduction
in bus services acts to reduce emissions, by removing buses from the
roads. In practice, we would expect some bus trips to be replaced by
car trips so the emissions reduction may be less than forecast here.

9.8

Table 9.1 below outlines the emissions reductions associated with a
10% reduction in bus flows. The results show that a 10% reduction in
bus mileage would result in an equivalent reduction in bus emissions in
both the Do-Minimum and Do-Something scenarios, in 2023 and 2025,
a total reduction of just under 1% of emissions.

9.9

Compared to the Do Minimum scenario, a 10% reduction in bus
mileage would result in a reduction of eight exceedances in 2023 (from
69 to 61) and two in 2025 (reducing from 12 to 10).

9.10

With the GM CAP Consultation Option and reduced bus mileage,
exceedances in 2023 would reduce by one from three to two. GM is
fully compliant by 2025 with the GM CAP.
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Table 9.1 Reduction in Bus Mileage - impact on NOᵪ emissions

Area

Year

Do-Minimum

Do-Something

% Change

% Change

Bus

All Vehicles Bus

All Vehicles

2023

10%

0.8%

10%

0.2%

2025

10%

0.7%

10%

0.3%

GM

Impact of Covid-19 on bus mileage: Conclusion
9.11

After an initial reduction in bus services in the very early part of the
pandemic, bus mileage has been maintained close to full operation
due to Covid-19 sector support offered by the UK Government.

9.12

It is understood that future bus funding from central government
CBSSG is to be set with the intention of maintaining existing levels of
service provision. Whilst there are typically minor variations in routes
and service frequencies over time, an overall trend of mileage
reduction should therefore not be anticipated or represented within the
GM CAP.

9.13

Whilst marginal benefits have been shown by a reduction in buses
operating across GM’s exceedance locations, it is unknown whether a
reduction in bus demand would lead to an increase in private car
journeys thus offsetting any air quality benefits.
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10

Impact of Covid-19 on businesses and the economy in GM

10.1

There is significant uncertainty about the impact of Covid-19 on the
national and GM economies through 2021 and beyond, due to
domestic and international conditions. There are uncertainties over the
vaccination rate, efficacy, and transmission reduction effectiveness of
vaccines, alongside the possible impact of current or future virus
mutations. This is both in terms of impacts directly on the UK and the
indirect impacts as a result of worldwide economic conditions.
Alongside this is the impact of the UK leaving the EU, which remains
uncertain. To provide a forward look at the environment that the GM
CAP will be operating within, national and local economic data has
been collated which evidences the potential impacts Covid-19 has had
on the economy.

10.2

This chapter then considers the potential impact of those economic
changes on the GM CAP, in terms of whether vehicle owners may be
less able to upgrade their vehicles in response to the GM CAP, for
example because they have exhausted their savings or reserves,
taken on more debt or suffered periods of shutdown.

10.3

This builds on the analysis in Chapter 7, which considered the risk that
vehicle owners have delayed business-as-usual upgrades as a result
of the pandemic, and therefore that the vehicle fleet will be older in
light of the pandemic and more people will find themselves in scope for
the CAZ. The changes set out in Chapter 7 affect the ‘Do minimum’
fleet, in other words, the vehicles on the road when the GM CAP is
introduced, so the impact of the pandemic on the decision to upgrade
under normal circumstances without the CAZ. This Chapter considers
the impact of the pandemic on the decision to upgrade as a result of
the CAZ.

Economic Position - National
10.4

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, the UK economy has suffered
the deepest recession since records began, with a fall in GDP of
20.4% in Quarter 2 (April - June) of 2020 following a 2.2% fall in
Quarter 1. Despite a record level of growth of 16.1% during Quarter 3
(July-September 2020) following the easing of lockdown restrictions,
over the year 2020 saw a 9.9% decline in GDP, the largest annual fall
in UK GDP on record.
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10.5

Financial support has been provided by the UK Government to
businesses during the pandemic through various initiatives including
the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS), Self-employed
Income Support Scheme (SEISS), VAT cuts for hospitality and
targeted sector support. However, the funding provided has only
partially mitigated the full economic impact to certain sectors.

10.6

Figure 10.1 provides the March 2021 OBR forecast for GDP growth
per annum, alongside the Bank of England forecasts and a wider
‘consensus’ forecast. The consensus amongst the forecasts is that
after a low point in 2020, there will be a steady progression upwards in
2021 towards real GDP growth.

Figure 10.1 GDP Growth Forecasts Including Bank of England and Other Entity
Forecasts

Source: Office for National Statistics and Office for Budget Responsibility 28

28

https://obr.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-march-2021/
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10.7

The extent of the long-term unemployment and broader economic
impact of Covid-19 is discussed within the March 2021 OBR Economic
and fiscal outlook report.29 Figure 10.2 below illustrates unemployment
projections forecast by the OBR in November 2020 and compares
these with the latest forecast from March 2021. The report found that a
faster recovery in output, additional fiscal support from the government
and the extended CJRS limited the rise in unemployment, with current
unemployment levels lower than the central forecast from November
2020.

10.8

Unemployment is forecast to peak in 2022 at 6.5%-7%. For context,
this compares to a peak of 11.7% in 1984, a peak of 10.4% in 1993
and a most recent peak of 8.1% in 2011. This suggests there is not
anticipated to be as extreme unemployment as other recent
recessions, however, there will be a large budget correction following
the cost of Covid-19, which will likely impact Government spending
and tax rates. It is also worth noting that the way unemployment is
defined and counted has changed over the past four decades so
unemployment rates at different periods are not directly comparable.

10.9

The unemployment rate by the end of 2021 is predicted to be 6.5%
(2.2 million); 340,000 lower and 6 months later than what was forecast
in November 2020. This pattern reflects the restrictions on industry
sectors e.g. transport and accommodation, and businesses using less
labour in sectors such as retail and hospitality. It also reflects the longterm impact of having time away from employment experienced by
some CJRS beneficiaries. There remains a wide uncertainty in the
potential long-term economic outcomes, reflected in the fact that the
upside and downside scenarios produced in the OBR’s November
2020 report have not been updated.

29

Economic and fiscal outlook ONS OBR – March 2021 (2021)
https://obr.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-march-2021/
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Figure 10.2 Unemployment Rate Forecast, OBR March 2021

Source: Office for National Statistics and Office for Budget Responsibility 30

10.10 In terms of redundancy rates, these have exceeded the highest rate
during the 2008 and 2009 financial crisis.
10.11 Figure 10.3 portrays the trend in the redundancy rates. The
redundancy rate is the ratio of the redundancy level for the given
quarter to the number of employees in the previous quarter, multiplied
by 1,000.
10.12 Between April 2020 and July 2020, an additional 88,000 people in the
UK were made redundant compared to the same period in 2019.31 The
rate continued to increase between August and October 2020 with the
number of people reporting redundancy increasing to a record high of
370,000, with the peak in September 2020.32
10.13 Since September 2020 the numbers have gradually decreased, but in
the latest figures released by the ONS the redundancy rate was still at
a higher level in January 2021 than before the pandemic in March
2020.

30

https://obr.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-march-2021/
Labour market overview, UK: September 2020, ONS (2020)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/uklabourmarket/septemb
er2020
32 Labour Market overview, UK: December 2020, ONS (2020)
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/uklabourmarket/decemb
er2020
31
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Figure 10.3 Redundancy Rates in the UK (Nov 2006-Jan 2021)

Source: ONS – Labour Force Survey – March 202133

10.14 Table 10.1 shows measures of business impact, based on the
Government’s Business Insights and Conditions Survey. This shows
that many businesses have experienced periods of closures, and that
between 25 and 30% of businesses at any given time are reporting
that they have very low cash reserves and are paying more in debt
repayments than normal.
Table 10.1 Measures of Covid-19 business impact 34
Jun 2020

Sep 2020

Dec 2020

Mar 2021

Proportion of businesses currently
trading

65.9%

86.3%

70.6%

75.1%

Proportion of businesses with less
than 3 months of cash reserves

27.7%

25.5%

32.1%

30.7%

-

-

25.3%

31.2%

Proportion of businesses saying
debt repayments are higher than
expected for the time of year

33https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/uklabourmarket/march20

21
34

Based on Waves 7, 14, 21, 27 (and wave 20 for Dec 2020 for debt repayments) of the ONS Business Insights and Conditions Survey
https://www.ons.gov.uk/surveys/informationforbusinesses/businesssurveys/businessimpactofcoronaviruscovid19survey
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Source: ONS – Business Insights and Conditions Survey35

Economic Position – GM
10.15 Table 10.2 shows the various impacts during 2020 to March 2021 from
GM’s economic resilience dashboard, which is updated monthly by the
Greater Manchester Combined Authority.
Table 10.2 GM’s Economic Resilience Dashboard - March 2021
Economic Impacts
% of claimant count
Consumer confidence points

March 2021 Release36
84% increase to 137,890
(Mar ‘20 – Mar ‘21)
-16
(fallen 9 points since February 2020)

% of GM businesses reporting reduced
revenues
Number of GM employees on furlough

55%
(Feb ’21-Mar ’21)
182,200
(end of Feb ’21)

Number of self-employed income
support scheme ph2 applications in GM
% of businesses making redundancies
and % planning to

84,000
(end of Jan ’21)
10% and 4.8%
(Feb ’21 - Mar ’21)

Source: GMCA37

35

https://www.ons.gov.uk/surveys/informationforbusinesses/businesssurveys/businessimpactofcoronaviruscovid19survey

36

Economic Dashboard, GMCA (2021)
https://www.gmtableau.nhs.uk/t/GMCA/views/GMEconomicResilienceDashboard/Analysis/jack.james@greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/4f3be3e5-759e-47ee-85f96c1538fc265c?%3Adisplay_count=n&%3AshowVizHome=n&%3Aorigin=viz_share_link&%3AisGuestRedirectFromVizportal=y&%3A
embed=y
37 Economic Dashboard, GMCA (2021)
https://www.gmtableau.nhs.uk/t/GMCA/views/GMEconomicResilienceDashboard/About/jack.james@greatermanchesterca.gov.uk/b7906092-2ef4-46a2-837e6c00e7ef6284?:display_count=n&:showVizHome=n&:origin=viz_share_link&:isGuestRedirectFromVizportal=y&:embed=y?iframeSize
dToWindow=true&:embed=y&:showAppBanner=false&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no&:origin=viz_share_link.
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10.16 The Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce’s Quarterly Economic
Survey (QES) also provides a good indicator of the local economic
climate. In the March 2021 release of the QES, a 3 - 4% decline of
GDP in Quarter 1 2021 is forecast. GM businesses have experienced
reduced sales because of the pandemic and reported that they were
less resilient than they were pre-pandemic as reflected in the Greater
Manchester Index, a composite indicator which is based on selected
QES measures that reflect the overall performance of the GM
economy e.g. domestic sales and orders, international sales and
orders, confidence in turnover and profitability and capacity
utilisation™.
10.17 Many GM residents have been furloughed through the Coronavirus
Job Retention Scheme and the number claiming unemployment
benefits more than doubled since the start of the pandemic. At the
same time, there have been fewer job opportunities overall in GM.
10.18 However, there is some optimism following the vaccination
programme, the easing of the third lockdown with the ‘Steps’ roadmap
and continuation of business support from the government. This
optimism has increased business confidence, recruitment plans and
customer demand, resulting in the Greater Manchester Index™
moving to positive for the first time since April 2020, increasing from 20.7 in Quarter 4 2020 to 6.1 in March 2021. However, there are
variances between the industry sectors regarding recovery. The survey
also found internationally active businesses are experiencing
challenges with EU partners regarding trade following Britain leaving
the EU.38
Sensitivity testing – impact of a lower upgrade response
10.19 If vehicle owners are in a worse financial position as a result of the
pandemic, this could result in them being less able to upgrade their
vehicle in response to the GM CAP. In particular:
• Vehicle owners may have reduced or exhausted their
reserves/savings during the pandemic;
• Vehicle owners may have become more indebted, by accessing
Government or other loans, overdrafts and credit options;
• Vehicle owners may not have been able to trade as normal during
2020 and therefore may find it more difficult to demonstrate that they
are credit-worthy;

38

Quarterly Economic Update Q1 2021, GM Chamber of Commerce (2021)– https://www.gmchamber.co.uk/media/3849109/qes-q12021-v2.pdf
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• Turnover and profitability may be reduced due to any economic
downturn arising from the pandemic, reducing the ability to save or
borrow; and/or
• Normal business-as-usual upgrades may have been delayed,
increasing the loan-to-value ratio for those upgrading (because they
are financing more vehicles at any one time).
10.20 The ten GM local authorities has carried out three tests to better
understand the impact of a lower upgrade response (ie: fewer vehicle
owners upgrading their vehicles in response to the GM CAP) see
Table 10.3. These are:
• A 10% increase in the proportion of vehicle owners choosing to ‘stay
and pay’;
• A 20% increase in the proportion of vehicle owners choosing to ‘stay
and pay’; and
• A test representing the impact of lower affordability by increasing the
purchase prices and decreasing the residual value of existing
vehicles, to create a greater ‘affordability gap’.
10.21 Overall, as would be expected, the tests demonstrate that if more
vehicle owners choose to stay and pay, emissions will rise. A 20%
increase in the proportion choosing to ‘stay and pay’ compared to the
Consultation Option leads to a 4% increase in total NOx emissions
across GM. However, the tests of a 10% and 20% increase in the
proportion of vehicle owners choosing to ‘stay and pay’ would involve
vehicle owners choosing not to do when is economically sensible for
them to do, based on the evidence the ten GM local authorities has
available.
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Table 10.3 Changes to behavioural responses, 2023 – impact on NOx
emissions
Scenario

Car

LGV

HGV

Taxi

Bus

Total

10% increase in stay and pay

0.0%

2.8%

11.9%

2.0%

0.0%

1.8%

20% increase in stay and pay

0.0%

6.3%

23.3%

4.2%

0.0%

3.9%

Reduced affordability39

0.0%

2.3%

3.3%

0.7%

0.0%

1.0%

10.22 The ten GM local authorities created the ‘reduced affordability’ test as
a way of understanding the impact of plausible and measurable
changes in factors affecting behavioural responses. Full dispersion
modelling was carried out for this test, as the least unrealistic option. In
total, the test representing reduced affordability led to an increase in
the number of sites that could be non-compliant in 2023 with the GM
CAP of two, from three to five. If the increase in the proportion of
vehicles choosing to stay and pay was higher than this, as per theother
two tests for example, the impact on exceedances would be expected
to be greater, but this is considered less likely.

39

LGVs and Hackneys: +10% in vehicle purchase cost and -10% in vehicle sell price. HGVs and PHVs: +20% in vehicle purchase cost
and -20% in vehicle sell price
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Impact of Covid-19 on business and the economy: Conclusion
10.23 The evidence has shown that there have been widespread negative
economic impacts in GM because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
10.24 The changing national and local economic conditions that the GM CAP
is forecast to operate within due to Covid-19 has required a review of
the scheme. GDP is lower, unemployment and redundancies are
higher due to the impact of Covid-19. Many businesses have
experienced periods of closure, lower turnover and profits, and have
depleted reserves and are more indebted.
10.25 The impact of any economic changes on the choices that vehicle
owners would make is highly uncertain. The tests run by the ten GM
local authorities demonstrate that if vehicle owners were prevented
from upgrading their vehicle by the financial circumstances imposed on
them by the pandemic, this could have an impact on air quality. The
modelled impacts were relatively modest, but it is very difficult to
assess whether these represented plausible changes in behaviour.
10.26 It is reasonable to assume that businesses in GM are less well placed
than they would previously have been to respond to the GM CAP and
upgrade their non-compliant vehicles. A further discussion of this issue
is reported separately, in the ‘Economic Implications of the GM CAP’
report.
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11

Impact of Covid-19 on the availability and cost of compliant
vehicles

11.1

This chapter considers the impact of the pandemic on the availability
or cost of compliant vehicles; and the potential impact of any changes
on the ability of vehicle owners to upgrade to a compliant vehicle in
response to the GM CAP.

11.2

The sensitivity test set out in the previous chapter showed that an
increase in vehicle prices could act to reduce upgrade and increase
NOx emissions.

Evidence on the availability of compliant vehicles
11.3

Covid-19 could affect the availability of compliant vehicles due to:
• Reduction in the number of new vehicles manufactured due to
lockdowns;
• Slowing pace of newly manufactured vehicles entering the fleet due
to delayed or deferred purchases; and
• Retention of compliant vehicles by existing owners (and thus
reduced supply of second-hand vehicles) due to delayed or deferred
replacements.

Evidence shows that production of new vehicles was affected by the
pandemic, with production in the UK at near zero during April 2020 and
remaining well below normal levels by year end, shown in Figure 11.1.
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Figure 11.1 Year on year comparison of new vehicles manufactured, % change
2019 to 2020 (to end Quarter 3)

Source: SMMT40

Evidence on the cost of compliant vehicles
11.4

The initial lockdown period in 2020 led to a significant shutdown across
the economy resulting in an overall reduction in goods output, such as
cars. Although there is evidence that demand for new vehicles across
different types was reduced during the pandemic, as mentioned in
Chapter 7, the changes to demand and supply may have resulted in
fluctuations in vehicle prices. This may become more apparent through
2021 as the economy is forecast to continue to recover and demand
for goods is likely to increase.

11.5

Although there is currently limited evidence on changes in vehicle
prices, some high level research has been conducted into the cost of a
new compliant Hackney and PHV pre-COVID (2019) and the current
cost during the pandemic using various vehicle purchasing websites,
such as the Cabdirect website.41 The results are set out in

11.6
11.7
11.8

40
41

Table 11.1 and Table 11.2.

SMMT (2021) https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/
Cabdirect (2021) https://www.cabdirect.com/cars/?type=bespoke&make=
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Table 11.1 New Compliant Hackney Cab Price Comparison Pre-Covid to
Present
Compliant Vehicle

Pre-COVID Price
(2019)

Current Price
(2021)42

LEVC TX Electric Taxi

Prices starting from
£56,000

Prices starting from
£53,000

Mercedes Vito

£42,000

£42,000 - £47,000

Peugeot E7

£30,000

£24,000

Table 11.2 New Compliant PHV Price Comparison Pre-Covid to Present
Vehicle Make

Pre-COVID Price
(2019)

Current Price
(2021)43

Skoda Octavia

£19,000 - £31,000

£21,000 - £31,000

Toyota Prius

£20,000 - £28,000

£24,000 - £29,000

Mercedes Vito

£42,000

£42,000 - £47,000

Impact of Covid-19 on the availability and cost of compliant vehicles:
Conclusion
11.9

There is evidence that vehicle manufacture in the UK was affected by
the pandemic. We believe that this was also the case in some other
countries, although there is very limited evidence available. It remains
unclear what longer-term impact this could have.

11.10 Similarly, there is very limited evidence on vehicle prices, and markets
remain affected by the pandemic in terms of constrained demand.
Whilst the taxi market has been suppressed throughout the pandemic,
potential changes to vehicle prices may be a more important factor for
HGVs and LGVs where demand has returned to pre-pandemic levels
and exceeds pre-pandemic levels in some cases.
11.11 Ongoing monitoring will be important to identify any price changes if
they emerge and to assess the impact on the GM CAP.

42
43

Analysis conducted in January 2021.
Analysis conducted in January 2021.
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12

Impact of Covid-19 on in-scope vehicle owners

12.1

This Chapter summarises analysis that has been undertaken to
understand the impacts of Covid-19 by vehicle type, and to assess
how vulnerable each vehicle type is to the impacts of the GM CAP.

Bus
12.2

Bus mileage dropped significantly at the outset of the pandemic but
recovered quickly due to the provision of Government funding to
protect service levels, such that by November 2020, bus mileage was
at 95% of normal levels.

12.3

However, patronage was much lower throughout the year, reflecting
advice to avoid public transport and travel only when necessary, with
greater recovery during periods where restrictions were less. By March
2021, patronage was at about half normal levels.

12.4

Bus manufacturing in the UK was down by 34.5% by the end of
Quarter 3 2020 compared to the same period in 2019 and various bus
operators were reporting that they had restricted investment to
essential capital expenditure only.

12.5

However, the bus retrofit fund opened in December 2020 with high
uptake, such that the bus fleet is becoming increasingly compliant
despite the pandemic. Furthermore, it is understood that future bus
funding from central government CBSSG is to be set with the intention
of maintaining existing levels of service provision. Whilst there are
typically minor variations in routes and service frequencies over time,
an overall trend of mileage reduction is not therefore anticipated within
the duration of the GM CAP.

HGV
12.6

There have been no specific restrictions placed on HGV operations
due to Covid-19 and much HGV activity has been classified as
‘essential’ throughout and has been able to continue uninterrupted.
This is reflected in the traffic statistics which show that HGV activity
was at 62% of normal levels during the initial lockdown period, higher
than any other mode, and then recovered quickly, with near-normal
traffic flows by July. By September 2020, HGV activity was exceeding
normal levels.
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12.7

Some sectors that suspended activity initially during the first lockdown
were able to establish safe ways of working and therefore were not
required to close during the November and January lockdowns. For
example, on May 11th 2020 the Government issued guidance on how
to safely re-open building sites. Of the small number of hauliers that
were initially affected by the lockdown, many were able to switch
operations to provide additional capacity in delivering medical supplies
and supermarket stock.

Coach and minibus
12.8

Demand for coach and minibus services has been very substantially
reduced due to travel restrictions and restrictions on other activities
served by the sector such shopping and leisure, events and tourism.

12.9

Many scheduled coach services have been suspended or operating
reduced services for at least part of the year. National Express
reported that demand fell by 80% initially, with some demand
recovering as restrictions were lifted. Services were again reduced
during the November lockdown, and all National Express services
were suspended from 10th January 2021, but have now resumed.

12.10 School services have been affected by school closures in the spring
2020 and winter 2021 terms. The Home to School scheme has
provided funding to coach operators in GM to supply additional
coaches for school services allowing social distancing. Around 15-20%
of coach operators have benefited from this funding.
12.11 Tourism and leisure travel has been massively reduced in 2020/21
compared to a normal year. VisitBritain reported that as of October
2020 there had been a decline of 79% in spending from overseas
tourists and 49% in domestic tourist spending, compared with 2019.
According to the Confederation of Passenger Transport (CPT), only
2% of coaches that are usually involved in tourism trips during the
spring and summer periods were able to still operate.
12.12 As well as the Home to School funding, coach operators have had
access to the Government support schemes such as furlough.
However, no bespoke support has been offered to coach operators,
and they have been excluded from the rates relief support available to
other essential transport services and the tourism and leisure industry.
12.13 It is estimated that around 100 coach operators have gone into
administration during the pandemic including GM’s biggest operator
Shearings. Shearings has been bought by Legar holidays who are
intending to recommence their services post-pandemic.
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12.14 There is very little statistical evidence of press coverage regarding the
minibus sector but a report from the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing
Association (BVRLA) produced in September, stated that 94% of their
members expect reduced revenues compared to their forecasts preCovid-19 but members did not appear to be concerned that they would
go out of business. This represents only one part of the minibus sector,
with minibuses also owned by bus and coach operators, community
transport providers and other community groups, local authorities and
schools for example, as well as being in private use.
LGV
12.15 LGVs (or vans) are owned by people operating in a wide range of
sectors, as shown in Figure 12.1, with Construction (24%), Wholesale
and Retail (26%), Manufacturing (13%), Transport and Storage (9%)
and Hospitality (8%) the largest sectors.
Figure 12.1 Vans by sector in GM

Source: SMMT 2019 Van Report44

44

Light Commercial Vehicles – Delivery for the UK Economy, SMMT (2019) https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMTLight-Commercial-Vehicles-Delivering-for-the-UK-economy.pdf
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12.16 LGV traffic has been affected by national lockdowns which restricted
business operations, with later lockdowns have a much lesser effect
than the initial lockdown period of March to June 2020.
12.17 The impact of the pandemic on LGV owners has varied substantially
between sectors, with some sectors experiencing growth (food
deliveries and increased online shopping for example), whilst others
faced extended periods of closure or reduced activity, such as in the
hospitality sector.
12.18 Table 12.1 overleaf summarises the impacts of the pandemic and
implications for the GM CAP for the five largest sectors. The hospitality
sector has been the worst hit by Covid-19 but entered the pandemic
with the most compliant fleet. The most non-compliant fleet is in the
construction sector, which has experienced periods of lockdown and
issues with supply of materials, but also high demand for their
services.
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Sector

Construction

% noncompliant

51%

Wholesale and
Retail

27%

Manufacturing

27%

Transport and
Storage

Hospitality

25%

Description of Covid impacts
Initial lockdown halted construction. Sites re-opened in
May/June, with increased van use arising from a backlog of
work and customers keen to begin projects;

High proportion of non-compliant vehicles needing to respond to
CAZ;

Increase in home improvements resulting in strong demand for
a range of trades but tradespeople report that shortages of
materials damaging productivity.

High proportion of sole traders operating vans in this sector, with
a risk that they could have fallen through the net of COVID-19
support.

Increased online activity and hence deliveries;

Businesses not as financially vulnerable to COVID-19 as other
sectors;

Non-essential shop closures affected high street retail, though
online shopping habits have maintained demand for vans.
Closures in first lockdown, but continued to operate during
subsequent lockdowns, with operational changes to
accommodate social distancing.
Demand for many products dropped in the first lockdown,
impacting the supply chain and companies holding more stock
due to issues with supply (also Britain leaving EU);
Online retail increased with increase in demand for
more/different types of warehouse and distribution units.

19%

Implications for the GM CAP, as at May 2021
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Table 12.1 Impact of Covid-19 and the GM CAP on key LGV-operating sectors

Business closures or reduced capacities for a large proportion
of the year.

Pandemic has impacted business finances;

Stronger position to respond to the CAZ, increased demand for
vans.
Business impacts variable across sector. COVID-19 placed
additional pressure on finances, making response to GM CAP
more challenging.

Strong demand for postal / courier services during pandemic
hence businesses more financially stable and able to respond to
the CAZ.

Sector will have been significantly negatively impacted, which
will be reflected in depleted reserves, greater indebtedness etc.
More compliant fleet but those that do need to upgrade may be
less able to do so.
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Taxi
12.19 The taxi trade – Hackney Cabs and PHVs – has been heavily
impacted by the pandemic. There has been a very substantial
reduction in demand for taxi services, especially Hackney Cabs, due to
the restrictions on travel and large decline in business travel, tourism
and international travel, the night-time economy and shopping and
leisure activity.
12.20 In May 2020, Cabdirect reported that up to four in five PHV and
Hackney drivers had (temporarily) stopped operating. Uber reported a
75% fall in bookings in April to June 2020, compared to 2019, although
their UberEats business doubled and there is anecdotal evidence that
other drivers diversified into food/parcel deliveries.
12.21 Demand for taxi services has been affected by the reduction in rail and
air travel in particular, with rail travel at just 5% of normal levels in April
2020, rising to 42% by September 2020 and anecdotal evidence of
very length waits for a fare at ranks of over an hour.
12.22 Taxis account for 29% of onward travel from Manchester Airport. Air
passenger numbers were 78% lower in September 2020 than normal,
equivalent to 0.7m trips lost in September 2020 alone.
12.23 Manchester City Council licence renewals in summer 2020 found that
annual mileage in 2019/20 compared to 2018/19 had reduced by 25%
for Hackneys and 25% for PHVs. Similarly, ANPR analysis carried out
in September 2020 found that the frequency of taxi movements
crossing the ANPR cameras (reflecting activity) fell by 31% for PHVs
and 63% for Hackney Cabs.
12.24 Overall, the number of vehicles licensed in GM had fallen by 342 by
September 2020, and very few new vehicles entered the fleet, with a
reduction against pre-Covid rates in new registrations of >95% and
>85%, respectively for Hackney Cabs and PHVs.
12.25 Restrictions are still in place on activities served by taxi, such as large
events, international leisure travel and so on. Business travel remains
much lower than normal.
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Impact of Covid-19 on in-scope vehicle owners: Conclusion
12.26 HGVs and LGVs in some sectors have been able to operate the most
normally, and may have gained growth opportunities as a result of the
pandemic. They are likely to be in the most similar position to prepandemic.
12.27 LGVs in sectors that have been more affected by the pandemic have
experienced periods of closure, reduced turnover and profits, and may
have delayed planned vehicle purchases.
12.28 Buses have experienced a substantial drop in passenger demand and
therefore revenues, and there is evidence of delays to capital
expenditure on new buses as well as reduced production of new
vehicles. Nevertheless, high levels of Government subsidy to maintain
service levels have reduced the impact on this sector.
12.29 In contrast, passenger vehicles not in receipt of public subsidy – such
as taxi and coach – have experienced a very substantial drop in
demand, with long periods of closure or low operations and
consequent revenue losses. Many vehicles in this sector are privately
owned or secured against people’s homes, and a relatively high
proportion of the fleet is non-compliant.
12.30 Thus, it is clear that whilst most vehicle owners experienced a sharp
drop in operations in the first six weeks of lockdown in 2020, the
recovery and consequential impact has varied by vehicle type.
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13

Conclusion

13.1

Whilst the Covid-19 pandemic has caused changes that radically
altered transport pattens and behaviour, the relaxation of ‘lockdown 1’
(March to May 2020) travel restrictions from June 2020 led to
increasing traffic flows. By the introduction of ‘lockdown 2’ in
November 2020, traffic flows were at around 85% of typical pre-Covid
levels. Because the GM CAP is required to take action to tackle NO2
levels over a number of years into the future, in order to achieve
compliance with legal limits, the nearer term influence of Covid-19
on air quality is not expected to lead to sufficiently long term
reductions in pollution such that compliance can be achieved
without implementing a Clean Air Zone.

13.2

Capital investment in replacement vehicles has been delayed and
as a result the fleet on GM’s roads is older and more non-compliant
than would otherwise have been the case, worsening emissions. In
particular, the car and taxi fleets are estimated to be up to a year older
as a result of the pandemic, and these lost upgrades are not expected
to be recovered by 2025. LGV upgrades have also been delayed, but
the current sales trajectory suggests that much of this delay will have
been recovered by 2025.

13.3

Conversely, although peak hour traffic may reduce due to
sustained increases in home working, this is considered likely to
have a fairly minimal impact on overall emissions. More people
have worked at home during the pandemic than ever before and there
is evidence that a minority of businesses are planning to sustain this to
some extent. The likely future level of home working remains highly
uncertain, as businesses have not yet had the opportunity to return to
normal ways of working and so the extent to which current patterns will
be maintained is not yet clear. It does not appear likely that bus
mileage will be substantially reduced, given current funding plans, but
there may be reasons to be concerned about whether services can be
maintained if demand does not return.

13.4

It is evident that businesses overall have lost revenue, used up
reserves and are more indebted and less able to borrow than
prior to the pandemic. A significant minority of businesses remained
closed at the end of March 2021. Investment cycles have been and
may remain disrupted. This is not affecting all vehicle types or sectors
equally.

13.5

This, along with potential constraints on the supply of compliant
vehicles, means that vehicle owners may be less able to upgrade
their vehicles in response to the CAZ. Therefore, they may need
more time or financial support to be able to do so.
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13.6

In particular, Covid-19 appears to have had the greatest impact on
passenger vehicles not in receipt of public subsidies – Hackney
Cabs, PHVs and coaches – who have faced a major drop in
passenger demand and long periods of low or no operations. For
Hackney Cabs and coaches in particular, they entered the pandemic
with a highly non-compliant fleet and face high costs to upgrade.
Vehicle upgrades have been further delayed during the pandemic.

13.7

Some LGV sectors have also been badly affected by the
pandemic with extensive periods of closure, whilst others have
experienced shorter periods of shutdown and reduced turnover. The
picture for LGVs is highly divided, with some sectors experiencing
growth and new opportunities as a result of the pandemic. A key issue
is those sectors that have experienced economic impacts, where there
are a high number of sole traders and very small businesses, and
where the fleet was more non-compliant at the outset, such as the
Construction sector.

13.8

The evidence presented in this report demonstrates that, as a result of
the pandemic, vehicle owners will not be starting from the same
position as had been previously assumed in terms of their fleets or
their ability to upgrade as a result of the GM CAP. This evidence has
been considered in the review of the GM CAP Policy postConsultation.
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Greater Manchester’s Clean Air Plan to Tackle
Nitrogen Dioxide Exceedances at the Roadside
Appendix 6 – Air Quality Modelling Report following
Consultation and with COVID-19 impacts

Warning: Printed copies of this document are uncontrolled
Version Status:

Draft for approval

Date:

20th June 2021

Prepared by:

Transport for
Greater Manchester
on behalf of the 10
Local Authorities of
Greater Manchester

This document is not a formal submission, but a draft and unfinished document, prepared ahead of the consultation and submitted so that JAQU can have sight of Greater
Manchester’s approach to the components that will make up the Full Business Case and provide feedback as work on the measure progresses.
The document and the work within it will therefore be subject to change. Furthermore, once the document is finished it will be subject to formal approval and governance by all 10
Greater Manchester authorities before it can constitute the final formal submission.
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

The Secretary of State has instructed many local authorities across the UK
to take quick action to reduce harmful nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels, and has
issued a direction under the Environment Act 1995 to many local authorities
undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for reducing NO2
concentrations to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. In
Greater Manchester (GM) this is being delivered via the Greater Manchester
Clean Air Plan.

1.2

GM has been directed by the Government to introduce a charging Clean Air
Zone (CAZ) Class C across the region. Certain vehicle types will pay a daily
charge for driving inside the zone if they do not comply with emissions
standards in the Government’s CAZ Framework. Non-compliant vehicles that
will be charged are: Buses, Coaches, Minibuses, Hackney Carriages and
PHVs (Private Hire Vehicles), HGVs (Heavy Goods Vehicles) and LGVs
(Light Goods Vehicles).

1.3

GM has been working to develop the detail of the GM CAZ and associated
package of supporting funds, discounts and exemptions for impacted vehicle
owners. Following the consultation in late 2020 GM has developed a PostConsultation Package, which incorporates a Class C CAZ proposed to open
in May 2022. This modelling report is based on the Clean Air Plan Policy1
following consultation, which takes account of the consultation from 2020,
and also the impacts of COVID-19 on GM and the CAP.

1.4

Throughout this process GM has used best practice methodology and
assumptions to understand the effects of the measures, which have been
reviewed and approved by the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) and their
Technical Independent Review Panel (TIRP). GM has continued to work
closely with Government, including most recently updates to incorporate the
impacts of Covid-19 to the Clean Air Plan in accordance with national
guidance. GM’s proposed approach to updating the modelling was
approved by JAQU on 4th May 20212. Updates include a representation of
Covid-19 impacts on vehicle fleet and also local investment in electric buses.

1.5

The updated modelling predicts there to be exceedances in all districts with
the exception of Oldham and Wigan in the Do Minimum scenarios for 2023.
By 2025, exceedances are only predicted in Manchester, Salford, and Bury,
which is consistent with the Consultation modelling scenarios. Modelling has
not yet been updated for the pre-2023 scenario, but it is expected that all GM
authorities would be in exceedance in 2022 without the CAP.

1.6

For the Post-Consultation Package, in 2023 when the GM CAP is fully
opened with all measures in place, the proposed scheme is predicted to
reduce the number of exceedances from 71 down to 5. These are located at:

1
2

Supplied as Appendix 1 to the 25th June 2021 GMCA report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
See Appendix C
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•

A34 John Dalton St & Bridge St, Manchester (2 exceedances);

•

A58 Bolton Road, Bury (2 exceedances); and

•

A57 Regent Road, Salford (1 exceedance).

1.7

However, by 2024 with an extra year of natural fleet turnover, the associated
additional improvement to vehicle emissions means that there are no
exceedances predicted in GM as a result of the reduction in vehicle
emissions produced by the GM CAP.

1.8

Therefore, 2024 is the first year of compliance with the legal limits for
nitrogen dioxide within Greater Manchester. This is the same as produced by
the Consultation Option, and meets the requirements of the Ministerial
Direction for such compliance to be achieved by 2024 at the latest.
Compliance is achieved three years earlier than predicted without the GM
CAP in place. Achieving compliance in Greater Manchester is not possible
sooner with the other options that have been suggested.

1.9

Note that a category C CAZ does not apply charges to M1 (or M1 Special
Purpose) group of vehicles with a body-type of ‘motorcaravan’. However,
there is a lack of parity between this classification of vehicle and vehicles
with a body type of ‘motorcaravan[1]’ that have a vehicle type approval of N1
or N2, which are currently liable for a charge under the GM CAZ scheme. To
ensure the principle of parity of treatment of all vehicles with body type of
‘motorcaravan’ it is recommended therefore that that a consultation is held
on the inclusion of motorhomes classified as M1 Special Purpose in the GM
Clean Air Zone.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Purpose of this Report

2.1.1

This report sets out the results of modelling carried out in May 2021 to
forecast air quality in Greater Manchester (GM) in future years, taking into
account the impacts of Covid-19, new investment in buses, and reflecting the
revised GM Clean Air Plan (CAP) Policy post-consultation.

2.1.2

The report documents changes that have been made to the modelling
methodology to reflect the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on factors that
influence air quality, and other changes that have been made to reflect the
newest evidence on investment in ultra low emission buses, as well as any
other methodological changes that have been made to the ‘Do Minimum’
modelling methodology.

2.1.3

The report sets out how the GM CAP Policy following consultation has been
represented in the modelling suite, and any relevant methodological changes
to the ‘Do Something’ modelling methodology.

2.1.4

Finally, the report sets out the results of the Do Minimum and Do Something
modelling, in other words, the forecast air quality with and without the GM
CAP. To date, the modelling has been conducted for 2023 and 2025, with
results interpolated for 2024.

2.2

Background to the GM CAP

2.2.1

The Secretary of State has instructed many local authorities across the UK
to take quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) levels, issuing
a direction under the Environment Act 1995 to many local authorities to
undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for reducing NO2
concentrations to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. In
Greater Manchester, the 10 local authorities, the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM),
collectively referred to as “Greater Manchester” or “GM”, have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at the
Roadside, referred to as the “GM CAP”, in response to such a direction.

2.2.2

The core goal of the GM Clean Air Plan is to eliminate concentrations of NO2
at locations within Greater Manchester identified through the target
determination process that exceed the legal Limit Value (40 µg/m3) in the
“shortest possible time” in line with Government guidance.

2.2.3

GM has been directed by the Government to implement the local plan for
NO2 compliance, that includes a charging Clean Air Zone (CAZ) Class C
across the region and certain additional measures. Certain vehicle types will
pay a daily charge for driving inside such a zone if they do not comply with
emissions standards in the Government’s CAZ Framework3. Non-compliant
vehicles that will be charged are: Buses, Coaches, Minibuses, Hackney

3

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf
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Carriages and PHVs (Private Hire Vehicles), HGVs (Heavy Goods Vehicles)
and LGVs (Light Goods Vehicles).
2.2.4

A category C CAZ does not apply charges to M1 (or M1 Special Purpose)
group of vehicles with a body-type of ‘motorcaravan’. However, there is a
lack of parity between this classification of vehicle and vehicles with a body
type of ‘motorcaravan[1]’ that have a vehicle type approval of N1 or N2,
which are currently liable for a charge under the GM CAZ scheme. To
ensure the principle of parity of treatment of all vehicles with body type of
‘motorcaravan’ it is recommended, therefore, that that a consultation is held
on the inclusion of motorhomes classified as M1 Special Purpose in the GM
Clean Air Zone.

2.3

GM CAP Policy following consultation

2.3.1

This modelling report is based on the GM CAP Policy following consultation4,
which takes account of the consultation in late 2020, and also the impacts of
Covid-19 on GM and the GM CAP.

2.3.2

The anticipated implementation date of the Category C Charging Clean Air
Zone is Monday 30th May 2022, with LGVs, minibuses, coaches and GMlicensed hackney carriages and private hire vehicles proposed to be eligible
for a temporary exemption from charges to 31st May 2023.

2.3.3

The boundary will cover the whole of Greater Manchester5, excluding the
strategic Road Network (SRN) which is managed by Highways England. The
daily charges remain the same as proposed at consultation.

2.3.4

The support funds have changed in many cases from those within the policy
for consultation. Feedback from the consultation and the impact of Covid-19
on GM has been used to better understand the requirements of those
businesses, individuals and organisations who most need the support to
upgrade. As a result, the proposed funding offered per vehicle has been
increased for private hire vehicles, coaches, HGVs and larger vans whilst
remaining the same for other vehicle types. There are also more options for
replacement and retrofit for hackney carriages, PHVs, minibuses and vans.

4
5

Supplied as Appendix 1 to the June 2021 GMCA report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
It is now proposed to include, in addition to the roads consulted on, the A575 and A580 at Worsley and a further consultation is
proposed to take place on that.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Overview of the modelling process

3.1.1

The GM CAP is underpinned by an evidence base derived from data
collection, research, analysis and modelling. The results of that analysis
were summarised in the report ‘Data, Evidence and Modelling: Consultation
Summary Report’, and set out in detail in a series of Technical Reports and
Technical Notes. All published materials can be found at
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents.

3.1.2

This section sets out a brief overview of the modelling approach followed to
assess the air quality impacts of the GM CAP proposal. It sets out how the
modelling approach has been updated to reflect the impacts of Covid-19 in
line with JAQU guidance and changes to the GM CAP Policy following public
consultation.

3.1.3

The purpose of the modelling process is to quantify the impact of traffic by
vehicle type on emissions and consequently on concentrations of NO 2 at the
roadside in GM.

3.1.4

The modelling process provides a forecast of NO2 concentrations in the
baseline, if no action is taken, and then allows GM to test the impact of
different policies and proposals on vehicle fleets, traffic and emissions. Using
these modelling tools, GM forecasts NOx emissions and NO2 concentrations
under a range of scenarios for years 2023 and 2025. NO2 concentrations for
interim years and beyond 2025 are interpolated from the results in modelled
years. Further modelling will be carried out to assess NOx emissions and
NO2 concentrations for 2022, the opening year of the CAZ; this has not yet
been completed.

3.1.5

A brief summary of the modelling input steps feeding into the appraisal is
presented in Figure 3-1, which shows each of the modelling components
and their linkages within the modelling suite. For a full description of the
modelling methodology, please see the Technical Reports T1-4 and AQ1-3
(Option for Consultation); these reports will be updated to support the Full
Business Case.
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Figure 3-1 Overview of the Modelling Process

3.2

Changes to the modelling approach between OBC and consultation

3.2.1

Since the submission of the OBC, the modelling process has been refined to
reflect an improved evidence base and collaboration with Government and
stakeholders. As a result, there were several modelling updates which have
impacted both the ‘Do Minimum’ and ‘Do Something modelling scenarios
which formed the Option for Consultation. Technical Note 24 sets out the
updated approach to modelling the ‘Do Minimum’ scenario, whilst the various
improvements that have been made to the ‘Do Something’ scenario are set
out in Technical Note 29 and T4: Local Plan Transport Model Forecasting
Report - Consultation Option January 2020.

3.3

Reflecting the delayed launch date

3.3.1

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the anticipated launch date of the CAZ has
been delayed from 2021 to 2022. Within the modelling suite, the years 2021,
2023 and 2025 can be directly modelled, with interim years estimated via an
interpolation process. GM has agreed an approach to representing the 2022
launch date with JAQU6 and this report presents results from the 2023 and
2025 models only, with interpolated results for 2024.

6

For details of GM’s proposed methodology, see Appendix D and for JAQU’s letter of approval see Appendix C to this report.
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3.4

Reflecting the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic in the modelling approach

3.4.1

To understand the wider impacts of COVID-19 the GM CAP team have
undertaken an assessment of the possible impacts of COVID-19 to inform a
number of technical briefing note for decision makers. The results of this
assessment are set out in an Impacts of Covid-19 Report7.

3.4.2

GM have been in regular liaison with JAQU’s technical team to agree
methodology, seek guidance and inputs and share early results emerging
from the pandemic throughout 2020 and 2021. JAQU supplied written
guidance, set out in Table 3-1, to inform local authorities how to consider
Covid-19 impacts, what sensitivity testing they would like local authorities to
carry out and how to consider Covid-19 within economic appraisal and
distributional impact assessments. This has been reflected within GM’s work
programme.

3.4.3

JAQU has approved GM’s methodology to assess Covid-19 impacts and
reflect those impacts within the modelling and analysis process.

3.4.4

There remains considerable uncertainty with regards to the potential impacts
of COVID-19 on travel patterns and services. However, it is already clear
that, as a result of the pandemic, vehicle owners will not be starting from the
same position as had been previously assumed in terms of their fleets.

3.4.5

Capital investment in replacement vehicles has been delayed and as a result
the fleet on GM’s roads is older and more non-compliant than would
otherwise have been the case, worsening emissions. In particular, the car
and taxi fleets are estimated to be up to a year older as a result of the
pandemic, and these lost upgrades are not expected to be recovered by
2025. LGV upgrades have also been delayed, but the current sales
trajectory suggests that much of this delay will have been recovered by
2025.

3.4.6

As a result, the modelling has been updated to reflect an older and more
non-compliant fleet of cars, taxis and LGVs in the ‘Do Minimum’ and ‘Do
Something’ scenarios.

3.4.7

A change has been applied to the cost modelling process such that those
non-compliant LGVs and taxis - hackney carriage and PHV - that would have
upgraded to a compliant vehicle without the pandemic but have not done so
are assumed not to upgrade as a result of the GM CAP.

3.4.8

Overall, the delay to fleet upgrades has the effect of worsening emissions
from those vehicle fleets and brings more taxis and LGVs in scope for
charging than previously assumed. Sensitivity testing identified the age of
the fleet as the most impactful factor, so by incorporating changes within the

7

Supplied as Appendix 5 to the June 2021 GMCA report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
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core scenario at this stage GM is less sensitive to the impacts of the
pandemic.
3.4.9

In terms of the vehicles in scope for the scheme, bus and commercial
vehicle traffic has largely returned to pre-pandemic levels (taxi and coach
travel remain suppressed). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
prior assumptions about traffic volumes for these vehicle types remain valid.

3.4.10 Uncertainty remains around car traffic. Although there is some evidence that,
for example, commuter traffic may not return to pre-pandemic levels, GM
has taken the conservative approach of assuming that car traffic volumes
remain as previously forecast. This is in line with JAQU guidance. Sensitivity
testing carried out at OBC suggested that GM was not highly sensitive to
small changes in car traffic; further sensitivity testing will be carried out at
FBC.
3.4.11 Any other possible impacts of the pandemic that have been identified by GM
as plausible and potentially impactful will be considered via sensitivity
testing, reflecting JAQU’s guidance and continued uncertainty as to the
longer-term impacts of the pandemic.

9
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Table 3-1: Covid-19 related JAQU guidance and GM’s response
Date
received

JAQU guidance

GM response (all approved by JAQU)

26/05/2020

Requesting sensitivity testing of

GM has conducted sensitivity testing of the
impact of a one-year-older fleet.

(i)

(ii)

the ‘with measures’ scenarios
wherein the natural fleet turnover
is ‘paused’ at the level of the
previous year; and
a second sensitivity test applying
a 0% upgrade in response to a
CAZ scenario.

GM agreed with JAQU that a 0% upgrade
response test would not be informative in the
GM CAP context, as it would be essentially a
near Do Minimum position.
Instead, GM has conducted a number of
sensitivity tests of the assumed behavioural
responses.
The results of these tests are summarised in
the Report: Impacts of Covid-19 on the GM
CAP

17/07/2020

22/02/2021

Guidance on considering the
possible effect of Covid-19 on the
economic analysis of the plan,
including the value for money
assessment, distributional impact
and the development of Clean Air
Fund bids.

GM has undertaken sensitivity testing of the
possible effects of Covid-19 on the value for
money assessment, based on a methodology
as agreed with JAQU.

Ministerial guidance on the
approach to be taken by local
authorities in representing the
impacts of Covid-19 on their
Clean Air Plans (see Appendix
A). This guidance sets out a
Red/Amber/Green (RAG) rating
determining whether local
authorities are able to apply the
results of sensitivity testing of a
given factor within their central
scenario i.e. whether Covidrelated changes to assumptions
can be incorporated within the
core modelling scenario, or
whether they should be
considered as sensitivity tests.

GM has conducted a review of the JAQU
guidance and considered an approach to
revising the modelling methodology in
accordance with this guidance and reflecting
both (i) sensitivity testing determining which
factors could impact the GM CAP and (ii)
locally collected evidence on the extent to
which these impacts are being realised as a
result of the pandemic.

GM has also carried out a review of the
distributional impacts assessment and
produced supporting analysis of the impact of
the pandemic on each vehicle type in scope
for charging under the proposed GM CAZ C.

GM’s approach to revising the local modelling
methodology to represent the impacts of
Covid-19 is set out in this note, alongside a
supporting discussion of the impact of Covid19 on uncertainty and how this will be
reflected within the core scenario and
sensitivity testing. (See Appendix A, Annex
1 for description of RAG rating)
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3.5

Other changes to the modelling approach since consultation

3.5.1

GM has reviewed the assumptions underpinning the highway assignment
modelling including bus services and fleet, taxi upgrade assumptions, traffic
volumes and composition and future schemes.

3.5.2

Since the previous review of bus services, a fleet of zero emission buses has
been deployed on routes in the city centre and further zero emission buses
are funded and planned to be in operation from 2023. The highway model
will be updated to reflect these new buses, operating on the following
services:
•

111, 43 (Chorlton to Manchester City Centre, Manchester Airport to
Manchester City Centre) – from 2020.

•

Manchester Metroshuttle Free Bus Services (within the City Centre) –
from 2023.

•

Vantage services (operating through Salford to Manchester City
Centre, including along the A34 Bridge St/John Dalton St) – from 2023.

3.5.3

In addition, following the feedback from consultation, evidence of the impact
of Covid-19 on the trade, research and stakeholder engagement with the taxi
trade, GM has revised its assumption about the proportion of taxis that will
upgrade to ZEC, rather than a compliant Euro 6 vehicle, to make it more
conservative. It is possible that future regulatory reform, licensing policy, or
the impact of investment in charging infrastructure will mean that more taxis
than forecast upgrade to ZEC.

3.5.4

The values of time and distance that are used in the Saturn model
assignments have been updated based on values of time, GDP growth rates
and vehicle operating costs derived from the latest TAG data book, July
2020. This produced modest changes in the assignment parameters and
minor changes in routing.

3.6

Considering modelling uncertainty

3.6.1

GM have followed Government guidance in terms of considering modelling
uncertainties. A discussion of uncertainty in the modelling of the Option for
Consultation is set out in the Analytical Assurance Statement8.

8

Available at
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/H7Az0lK4HE78gzyZz0YPy/8a0c304567c41293ac6262d291777405/Analytical_Assurance_
Statement.pdf
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3.6.2

GM have considered the impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP, as set out in
the ‘Impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP Report’9 and have specifically
considered the impact on uncertainty, in line with Government guidance. At
the time of writing, the UK is still operating under pandemic-related
restrictions on activity and travel. It is therefore too early to say with certainty
what the impacts of Covid-19 will be post-pandemic on behaviour, travel
patterns, businesses and the economy. The Government’s guidance on
reflecting the impacts of Covid-19 within the modelling is set out in Appendix
A and GM’s proposed approach to representing the impact of Covid-19 in
core modelling scenarios is set out in Appendix D. This includes a discussion
of uncertainty, as section 7 of Appendix D; concluding that there is greater
uncertainty as a result of the pandemic, with some aspects potentially
worsening air quality and others potentially providing air quality
improvements. Overall, Appendix D concludes that it is very unlikely that any
improvements to air quality would be of a sufficient scale to mean that action
was no longer required.

3.6.3

In order to achieve compliance in the shortest possible time, GM needs to
progress the modelling underpinning the GM CAP based on a set of
reasonable assumptions about the medium-to-long term impacts of the
pandemic. GM has supplied in this report its best estimates of what is likely
to happen based on the available evidence.

3.6.4

Nonetheless, uncertainty remains and as a result, sensitivity testing is
planned and underway to consider the possible impacts of delayed
development plans, increased homeworking, changes to GDP, impacts on
public transport, and changes to vehicle purchasing costs and the
affordability, feasibility or appeal of upgrade as a result of the pandemic.
Sensitivity testing will also be conducted to assess the possible impact of
other factors affecting certainty, unrelated to the pandemic.

3.6.5

If the sensitivity testing identifies any potential issues with the plan as it
stands, this will indicate that adaptive planning is required and GM will need
to work with JAQU to agree mechanisms to facilitate this. Adaptations could
include reviewing the charge levels; funding offers; or eligibility criteria for
funding, with the aim of further encouraging upgrade if it appears that more
people are choosing to stay and pay than forecast. GM could also review
permanent discounts and exemptions if it becomes apparent that noncompliant vehicles constitute a greater proportion of the on-the-road fleet
than expected.

9

Supplied as Appendix 5 to the June GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
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3.6.6

Once the plan is in place, monitoring will be required to ensure that the
policy and proposals contained in the GM CAP remain appropriate
throughout the lifetime of the interventions. GM will ensure that the
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan sets out to address issues where uncertainty
remains as to post-pandemic conditions (or for other reasons), as identified
in the sensitivity testing, and for example in terms of vehicle fleets, travel
patterns and the provision of bus services. If the monitoring reveals issues
with the performance of the measures that form the plan, again, an adaptive
planning approach will be required, such that GM and JAQU can agree any
changes to the plan that would make it more effective.

3.7

Summary of changes to the modelling approach since consultation

3.7.1

In summary, GM has made the following changes to the modelling process
since consultation:
•

Representation of delayed CAZ launch date of 2022;

•

Apply a delay to normal fleet upgrades to the private car, van, and taxi
fleets;

•

Apply a change to the cost modelling process such that those noncompliant LGVs and taxis - hackney carriage and PHV - that would
have upgraded to a compliant vehicle without the pandemic but have
not done so are assumed not to upgrade as a result of the GM CAP;

•

Update to bus fleet reflecting current deployment of zero emission
buses;

•

Revision of assumptions about taxi upgrade to ZEC; and

•

Updates to assumed values of time and distance, reflecting latest
Government guidance.
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4

Representation of the proposed final GM CAP Policy within the
modelling approach

4.1.1

The following changes have been made to the package as modelled to
reflect the post-Consultation proposed final GM CAP Policy and how this has
changed from the Policy for Consultation.

4.2

CAZ Charges

4.2.1

No changes to CAZ charges from the Option for Consultation. Assumed CAZ
charges are:
•

£60 daily charge – HGV, Bus, Coach;

•

£10 daily charge – LGV, Minibus; and

•

£7.50 daily charge – Taxi (Hackney & PHV)10.

4.3

Temporary Exemptions

4.3.1

Temporary exemptions have been extended to end May 2023 for LGVs,
minibuses and coaches. Within the modelling, charges assumed to apply to
those vehicle types for 2023 (where they are directly modelled).

4.3.2

All GM licensed taxis (Hackneys & PHVs) will be temporarily exempt from
the CAZ charge until the end of May 2023, whereas previously only WAV
taxis were proposed to be exempt. This will affect the modelling of earlier
years but does not impact on the modelling for 2023, 2024 and 2025 as
presented here.
Grant Levels

4.3.3

Updated grant levels as modelled are discussed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. It is
not possible to reflect the full range of grant options available to vehicle
owners within the models, and therefore the tables set out the simplified
representation of the grant offer as modelled.

4.3.4

Constraints have been applied within the modelling to reflect the total
amount of funding available for each vehicle type. It is not possible to
perfectly replicate the funding totals and therefore the constraints applied
mean that somewhat less funding is applied within the modelling than will be
available in practice. Therefore, the models slightly under-estimate uptake of
funds and potentially the total upgrade response for LGVs. This was
considered more cautious and appropriate than allowing the funding uptake
within the modelling to exceed the total funding allocation.

10

Note – the package modelling includes an assumption of a discount in PHV charges for use more the 5 days per week, where the
CAZ charge is capped at the 5 day charge. This proposal has now been removed from the policy, but remains within the package
modelling. Removing this discount from the modelling, would support a further increase in PHV upgrade response, but analysis
shows that the impact would be very small.
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Table 4-1: Grant and Retrofit Offers for Commercial Vehicles to be applied in
the Cost Response Models
Option for Consultation

Revised Grant Level

Mode: LGV
Euro 6 Grant

£3,500 all LGVs

£3,500 1.6t, £4,500 3.5t

Retrofit Grant

n/a

£5,000

7.5t

£2,500

£5,000

18t

£3,500

£7,000

26t

£4,500

£9,000

32t

£5,500

£12,000

44t

£4,500

£6,500

Mode: HGV

Up to £16,000
(off model calculation
assumes £3m allocation)

Retrofit

Table 4-2: Grant and Retrofit Offers for Taxis to be applied in the Cost
Response Models
Option for Consultation

Revised Grant Level

Mode: PHV
Grant Euro 6

£3,000

£3,000

Grant EV

£3,000

£6,000

Retrofit

n/a

n/a

Mode: Hackney (WAV)
London Style

WAV

Grant Euro 6

n/a

£5,000

Grant EV

£10,000

£10,000

Retrofit

£5,000

£5,000 (WAV only)

Mode:

Hackney (Non-WAV)
Non-London

Non-WAV

n/a

As Revised PHV
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4.3.5

Measures to promote the increased uptake of electric vehicles have been
modelled using the taxi cost response model to assess the behavioural
responses to the CAP and the introduction of incentives for operators to
upgrade their vehicles. For the Consultation modelling it was estimated
that approximately 15% of taxi and private hire car drivers who operate a
compliant vehicle would either purchase an electric vehicle or choose to
lease an electric vehicle. A more pessimistic assumption based on the
revised behavioural model has been adopted for the latest forecasts,
assuming that 3% of taxi drivers would upgrade to an electric vehicle. The
air quality impacts of this assumption have been modelled post
assignment by reducing the compliant taxi flows that are output from the
Saturn model (and that are input to EMIGMA) by 3%, based on the
assumption that electric vehicles generate zero emissions at the exhaust.

4.3.6

The forecast behavioral responses generated due to the updated package
modelling are presented in Appendix B.
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5

Emissions in the Do Minimum and Do Something scenarios

5.1

Modelled scenarios

5.1.1

This section sets out the results of emissions modelling. Modelling has been
undertaken for the following scenarios:
•

Do Minimum, which represents what is forecast to happen in the
absence of the CAP proposals; and

•

Final GM CAP Policy – the Do Something, which represents what is
forecast to happen when the GM CAP is introduced.

5.2

Mass Emissions Outputs

5.2.1

Summary results from the EMIGMA modelling for the tests are presented
below in Table 5-1, which shows modelled mass NOx emission totals for
2023 and 2025 for Greater Manchester as-a-whole, disaggregated by
vehicle type.

5.2.2

The results indicate that the CAP is forecast to deliver reductions in mass
NOx emissions of approximately 20% relative to the Do Minimum in 2023
and 15% in 2025. These figures are similar to the results for the Consultation
Option modelling, which forecast that the Consultation proposals would
deliver reductions in NOx of about 22% (relative to the consultation Do
Minimum) in 2023 and 17% in 2025.

5.2.3

It should be noted that overall emissions in post-Consultation Do Minimum
are approximately 3% greater than the Do Minimum scenario used for the
Consultation in 2023 as a result of the increased age of the car, LGV and
taxi fleets due to Covid-19. This total mass emissions value also includes a
reduction in emissions associated with new electric buses, but these
emission improvements are confined to specific bus route corridors.
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Table 5-1 Mass NOx Emission Totals from EMIGMA Modelling (Greater
Manchester, Tonnes per Year, with Percentage Changes Relative to the
Do Minimum)
2023
Scenario

Car

LGV

HGV

Taxi

Bus

Total

Do-Minimum

2,799

1,887

796

357

484

6,324

Final PostConsultation
Package

2,803

1,475

378

316

106

5,078

% Change (DM)

0.1%

-21.9%

-52.5%

-11.6%

-78.0%

-19.7%

2025
Scenario

Car

LGV

HGV

Taxi

Bus

Total

Do-Minimum

2,412

1,610

523

294

344

5,183

Final PostConsultation
Package

2,412

1,287

312

271

106

4,389

% Change (DM)

0.0%

-20.1%

-40.4%

-7.9%

-69.0%

-15.3%

Notes:
Taxis comprise Private Hire Vehicles and Hackney Carriages combined
% Changes for the Final Post-Consultation Package are relative to the Do Minimum
Totals may not sum due to rounding
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6

Air Quality in the Do Minimum and Do Something scenarios

6.1

Overview

6.1.1

This section sets out the results of air quality modelling for the Do Minimum
and Do Something scenarios.

6.2

Air quality in the Do Minimum scenario

6.2.1

Table 6-1 summarises the Consultation modelling results, and the updated
modelling post-Consultation incorporating the impacts of Covid-19 results for
the Do Minimum years of 2023 and 2025, 2021 model results have not yet
been completed. The location of the predicted exceedances in each year are
shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 with the spatial pattern closely resembling
that in the Consultation modelling.

6.2.2

There is an increase in the number of points of exceedance in 2023 from the
Consultation model Do Minimum (from 69 to 71). This is primarily associated
with the wider road network outside of the regional centre where car and van
emissions have increased due to an older fleet profile due to Covid-19,
leading to increases in NO2 concentrations of typically 0.5 µg/m3 up to 1.0
µg/m3. However, on the route corridors where the new electric buses will
operate there are improvements, with a reduction in exceedances inside the
Inner Ring Road (IRR) on these routes.

6.2.3

By 2025, the number of exceedances reduces due to the natural upgrade of
the vehicle fleet, which is expected to continue despite the depressive effect
of Covid-19 on some markets, and which has been accounted for where
relevant. Compared with the Consultation Do Minimum scenario, there has
been a decrease in the overall number of exceedances (from 12 to 11). This
is because the most persistent exceedances which still remain are
predominantly associated with bus routes, and a proportion of these will now
have electric buses in operation.

6.2.4

There are predicted to be exceedances in all districts with the exception of
Oldham and Wigan in the Do Minimum scenarios for 202311. By 2025,
exceedances are only predicted in Manchester, Salford, and Bury, which is
consistent with the Consultation modelling scenarios.

6.2.5

The updated modelling shows results consistent with the methodological
modelling alterations described previously. The locations where car and van
flows are greatest have an increased number of exceedances, typically sites
classed as ‘Other Locations’. Those sites in the IRR where bus contributions
are most significant have a decreased number of exceedances due to the
presence of electric buses. The last points of exceedance (11 in total) in
2025 still remain at:

11

Note that analysis carried out based upon the Do Minimum modelling as at consultation suggested that all local authorities would
remain non-compliant in 2022. Updated analysis for 2022 has not yet been completed.
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•

Inside the IRR, including the A34 Bridge St /John Dalton St;

•

A57 Regent Rd, Salford;

•

A6 Chapel St, Salford; and

•

A58 Bolton Road, Bury.

20

Consultation Option Data – Do Minimum
Road
classification12

Compliant sites

Post-Consultation including Covid-19 Data – Do Minimum

Non-compliant sites

Very
compliant

Compliant
Nonbut marginal compliant

Very noncompliant

(below
35 µg/m3)

(35 to 40
µg/m3)

(>45 to
50 µg/m3)

(>40 to
45 µg/m3)

Extremely
noncompliant

Total noncompliant

Road
classification3

(>40 µg/m3)

(>50 µg/m3)

Compliant sites

Non-compliant sites

Very
compliant

Compliant
but marginal

Noncompliant

Very noncompliant

(below
35 µg/m3)

(35 to 40
µg/m3)

(>40 to
45 µg/m3)

(>45 to
50 µg/m3)

Extremely
noncompliant

Total noncompliant
(>40 µg/m3)

3

(>50 µg/m )

2021

2021

Inside
ManchesterSalford Inner
Relief Route
(IRR)

150

72

29

19

5

53

Inside
ManchesterSalford Inner
Relief Route
(IRR)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Urban centres

170

48

14

5

0

19

Urban centres

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Other locations

1,531

365

100

25

6

131

Other locations

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Total

1,851

485

143

49

11

203

Total

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2023

2023

Inside IRR

205

39

21

9

1

31

Inside IRR

209

37

21

8

0

29

Urban centres

213

20

4

0

0

4

Urban centres

210

23

4

0

0

4

Other locations

1,869

150

30

4

0

34

Other locations

1,847

145

31

7

0

38

Total

2,287

209

55

13

1

69

Total

2,266

205

56

15

0

71

2025

2025

Inside IRR

240

27

8

0

0

8

Inside IRR

245

23

7

0

0

7

Urban centres

233

4

0

0

0

0

Urban centres

233

4

0

0

0

0

Other locations

1,990

78

4

0

0

4

Other locations

1,991

35

4

0

0

4

Total

2,463

109

12

0

0

12

Total

2,469

62

11

0

0

11

n/a: Results for 2021 are not available for the Post-Consultation modelling
Note: The total number of predicted points and distribution of those points changes between 2021 and 2023/2025 due to planned changes to the road network.

12 “Inside Inner Relief Route” is the area encircled by the Inner Relief Route. “Urban centres” are areas that met a definition used for the purposes of air quality modelling for OBC Option testing. “Other locations” are roads outside of Urban centres and the Inner
Relief Route.
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Table 6-1: Predicted annual mean NO2 concentrations at points on the Greater Manchester road network – 2021 (Consultation Option version only), 2023 and 2025 without further
action (‘Do Minimum’)

Figure 6-1: Do Minimum Exceedances in 2023, updated modelling post-consultation and with Covid-19 impacts
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NO2 (µg/m3)
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Figure 6-2: Do Minimum Exceedances in 2025, updated modelling post-consultation and with Covid-19 impacts
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6.3

Air quality with the final GM CAP Policy

6.3.1

The section summarises the Consultation Option results and the Final PostConsultation GM CAP Policy, including the impacts of Covid-19, for 2023
and 2025. The exceedances in 2023 are shown in Figure 6-3, there are no
exceedances remaining in 2025.

6.3.2

With the Final Post-Consultation GM CAP Policy, in 2023 when the GM CAP
is fully opened with all measures in place, the proposed scheme is predicted
to reduce the number of exceedances from 71 down to 5. These are located
at the:
•

A34 John Dalton St & Bridge St, Manchester (2 exceedances)

•

A58 Bolton Road, Bury (2 exceedances)

•

A57 Regent Road, Salford (1 exceedance)

6.3.3

However, in 2024 with an extra year of natural fleet turnover, the additional
improvement means that there are no exceedances predicted in GM as a
result of the reduction in vehicle emissions produced by the CAP. The 2024
concentrations are calculated by linear interpolation of the 2023 and 2025
model years.

6.3.4

Therefore, 2024 is the first year of compliance within Greater Manchester.
This is the same year as produced by the Consultation Option, and meets
the requirements of the Ministerial Direction for the local plan for NO2
compliance by 2024 at the latest. This is three years earlier than the year of
compliance predicted without the GM CAP in place. Achieving compliance in
Greater Manchester is not possible sooner with the other options that have
been suggested.

6.3.5

The points of compliance with the highest concentrations are the A58 Bolton
Road, Bury and A57 Regent Road, Salford which in 2024 are both 40.3
µg/m3 13. These sites have received an improvement of 4.8 ug/m 3 and 4.3
µg/m3, respectively. Table 6-2 shows the number of sites by local authority,
and Table 6-3 shows the number of sites by scale of exceedance with the
Consultation Option and Final GM CAP Policy.

13

Noting that values under 40.5 are considered to be compliant.
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Table 6-2: Number of sites remaining in exceedance of legal limits for NO2 concentrations by year, Greater Manchester, by local authority

LA

2021
Do Min

Final GM CAP Policy Data
2023

Cons.
Option

Do Min

2024 (Interpolated)
Cons.
Option

Do Min

Cons.
Option

2025
Do Min

LA

Cons.
Option

2021

2023

2024 (Interpolated)

2025

Do Min

Final
Package

Do Min

Final
Package

Do Min

Final
Package

Do Min

Final
Package

Bolton

13

6

1

0

1

0

0

0

Bolton

n/a

n/a

2

0

1

0

0

0

Bury

16

7

8

1

4

0

1

0

Bury

n/a

n/a

9

2

6

0

2

0

Manchester

76

22

39

4

20

0

9

0

Manchester

n/a

n/a

38

2

18

0

7

0

Oldham

9

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Oldham

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rochdale

5

2

2

0

2

0

0

0

Rochdale

n/a

n/a

2

0

2

0

0

0

Salford

36

10

11

0

4

0

2

0

Salford

n/a

n/a

12

1

6

0

2

0

Stockport

21

5

3

0

0

0

0

0

Stockport

n/a

n/a

3

0

1

0

0

0

Tameside

13

5

4

0

0

0

0

0

Tameside

n/a

n/a

4

0

1

0

0

0

Trafford

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Trafford

n/a

n/a

1

0

0

0

0

0

Wigan

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Wigan

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

0

0

0

203

58

69

5

31

0

12

0

GM Total

n/a

n/a

71

5

35

0

11

0

GM Total

n/a: Results for 2021 are not yet available for the Post-Consultation modelling
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Consultation Option Data

Consultation Option Data
Scheme Option

Compliant sites

Final GM CAP Policy Data
Scheme Option

Non-compliant sites

Very
compliant

Compliant
Nonbut marginal compliant

Very noncompliant

(below
35 µg/m3)

(35 to 40
µg/m3)

(>45 to
50 µg/m3)

(>40 to
45 µg/m3)

Extremely
noncompliant

Compliant sites

Non-compliant sites

Total noncompliant

Very
compliant

Compliant
Nonbut marginal compliant

Very noncompliant

(>40 µg/m3)

(below
35 µg/m3)

(35 to 40
µg/m3)

(>45 to
50 µg/m3)

3

(>50 µg/m )

(>40 to
45 µg/m3)

Extremely
noncompliant

Total noncompliant
(>40 µg/m3)

(>50 µg/m3)

2021

2021
Do Minimum

1,851

485

143

49

11

203

Do Minimum

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Consultation
Option

2,266

216

52

5

0

57

Final PostConsultation Package

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2023

2023
Do Minimum

2,287

209

55

13

1

69

Do Minimum

2266

205

56

15

0

71

Consultation
Option

2,486

33

5

0

0

5

Final PostConsultation Package

2471

66

5

0

0

5

2025

2025
Do Minimum

2,463

109

12

0

0

12

Do Minimum

2469

62

11

0

0

11

Consultation
Option

2,522

9

0

0

0

0

Final PostConsultation Package

2,526

16

0

0

0

0

n/a: Results for 2021 are not yet available for the Post-Consultation modelling
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Table 6-3: Number of sites by scale of exceedance by year, Greater Manchester road network - 2021, 2023 and 2025

Figure 6-3: Final Post-Consultation Package 2023 Exceedances

A58 Bolton Rd

Regional Centre

A34 Bridge St /
John Dalton St

A57 Regent Rd
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7

Summary & Conclusions

7.1.1

This report sets out the changes to, and results of, modelling to forecast air
quality in GM, taking into account the impacts of COVID-19, new investment
in ultra low emission buses, and reflecting the revised GM CAP Final Policy
based on the outcomes of the consultation.

7.1.2

These changes to the modelling apply the assumptions, methodology and
sensitivity tests developed in agreement with JAQU based on the extant
JAQU guidance for assessing the impact of Covid-19 provided to GM.

7.1.3

The report sets out the results of the Do Minimum and Do Something
modelling scenarios, in other words, the forecast air quality with and without
the GM CAP, and also compares these with the air quality modelling results
for the Option for Consultation. The modelling has been conducted for 2023
and 2025, with results interpolated for 2024.

7.1.4

The impact of Covid-19 is expected to slow the natural turnover of vehicle
fleet, as a result of lost new vehicle sales for cars, LGVs and taxis during
2020/21. This has the effect of increasing vehicle emissions in the future
worsening air quality predictions, and also increases the number of noncompliant LGVs and taxis in-scope for the CAZ charge. In contrast the
investment in electric buses will reduce emissions in both the Do Minimum
and Do Something scenarios, along the specific route corridors of operation.

7.1.5

The results of the air quality modelling show that there is a slight increase in
the number of points of exceedance in 2023 from the Consultation model Do
Minimum (from 69 to 71), and a decrease in 2025 (from 12 to 11). There is a
worsening on the general road network where car and LGV emissions have
increased due to an older fleet resulting from delayed investment due to
Covid-19. However, on the route corridors where the new electric buses will
operate there are improvements, with a reduction in exceedances inside the
IRR on these routes.

7.1.6

The reason that there is a slight decrease in 2025 versus an increase in
2023 is because the most persistent exceedances which still remain in 2025
are predominantly associated with bus routes, and a proportion of these will
now have electric buses in operation.

7.1.7

There are predicted to be exceedances in all districts with the exception of
Oldham and Wigan in the Do Minimum scenarios for 202314. By 2025,
exceedances are only predicted in Manchester, Salford, and Bury, which is
consistent with the Consultation modelling scenarios. Modelling has not yet
been updated for the pre-2023 scenario, but it is expected that all GM
authorities would be in exceedance in 2022 without the CAP.

14

The scale and distribution of exceedances remains similar to the forecast as set out in the OBC. The OBC sets out the options
appraisal process which determined that a GM-wide CAZ C with supporting measures was the best performing option to achieve
compliance in the shortest possible time, and that measures involving local CAZs did not achieve compliance as quickly. See OBC
documentation at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
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7.1.8

7.1.9

The key last points of exceedance (11 in total) in 2025 still remain at:
•

Inside the IRR, including the A34 Bridge St /John Dalton St;

•

A57 Regent Rd, Salford;

•

A6 Chapel St, Salford; and

•

A58 Bolton Road, Bury.

For the Final Post-Consultation Package, in 2023 when the GM CAP is fully
opened with all measures in place the proposed scheme is predicted to
reduce the number of exceedances from 71 down to 5. These are located at:
•

A34 John Dalton St & Bridge St, Manchester (2 exceedances);

•

A58 Bolton Road, Bury (2 exceedances); and

•

A57 Regent Road, Salford (1 exceedance).

7.1.10 However, in 2024 with an extra year of natural fleet turnover, the additional
improvement means that there are no exceedances predicted in GM as a
result of the reduction in vehicle emissions produced by the CAP.

7.1.11 Therefore, 2024 is the first year of compliance within Greater Manchester.
This is the same year as produced by the Consultation Option, and meets
the requirements of the Ministerial Direction for the local plan for NO 2
compliance by 2024 at the latest. This is three years earlier than the year of
compliance predicted without the GM CAP in place. Achieving compliance in
Greater Manchester is not possible sooner with the other options that have
been suggested.

7.1.12 Analysis has been conducted assessing the proposed discounts and
exemptions, derived from the updated analysis. A report setting out the
results of this analysis is supplied as Appendix E.
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Appendix A: JAQU’s guidance to local authorities, February 2021
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Appendix B: Output Behavioural Responses
The estimated behavioural response for the Final GM CAP Policy ‘Do Something’
scenario for each of the core modelled modes are presented below for the 2025
forecast year.
LGV (Trips)
2023

2025

a) Pay Charge

17.8%

16.1%

b) Change Mode (to Car)

3.7%

0.0%

c) Cancel Trip

0.0%

0.0%

d) Upgrade Vehicle

78.6%

83.9%

2023

2025

Pay Charge

4.9%

1.9%

Change mode (to LGV)

0.0%

0.0%

Cancel Trip

0.0%

0.0%

Upgrade Vehicle

95.1%

98.1%

2023

2025

a) Pay Charge

19.1%

18.3%

b) Change Mode

0.0%

0.0%

c) Cancel Trip

0.1%

0.0%

d) Upgrade Vehicle

80.7%

81.7%

2023

2025

a) Pay Charge

14.7%

18.6%

b) Change Mode

0.0%

0.0%

c) Cancel Trip

0.0%

0.0%

d) Upgrade Vehicle

85.3%

81.4%

HGV (Trips)

PHV (Trips)

Hackneys (Trips)
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Appendix C: JAQU’s approval of GM’s proposed methodology for
incorporating Covid-19 impacts with the modelling (May 2021)
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Appendix D: GM’s proposed approach to representing the impact of Covid 19
in core modelling scenarios
See separate document
Appendix E: Note 38: Discounts & Exemptions – updated with final GM CAP
Policy
See separate document
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1

Introduction and context

1.1

Covid-19 Impacts on CAP Modelling

1.1.1

This Technical Note sets out GM’s proposed approach to developing
assumptions based on appropriate emerging evidence and projections of the
Covid recovery. In response to JAQU’s guidance of 22nd February 2021, it
sets out how GM proposes to reflect Covid-19 impacts in GM’s central Do
Minimum and Do Something scenarios.

1.1.2

The definition of a preferred set of assumptions will then be based on the
approach set out herein, for necessary GM governance and approvals, as
well as agreement with JAQU. These preferred assumptions will then be
used to define the modelling required for the FBC submissions. Wherever
possible, these have been informed by central government guidance and the
most recent available evidence.

1.2

Background

1.2.1

Greater Manchester (GM) district authorities have been mandated by the
Government to to take quick action to reduce harmful Nitrogen Dioxide
(NO2) levels, issuing a direction under the Environment Act 1995 to
undertake feasibility studies to identify measures for reducing NO2
concentrations to within legal limit values in the “shortest possible time”. In
Greater Manchester, the 10 local authorities, the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM),
collectively referred to as “Greater Manchester” or “GM”, have worked
together to develop a Clean Air Plan to tackle NO2 Exceedances at the
Roadside, referred to as GM CAP.

1.2.2

The GM CAP is underpinned by a programme of transport, emissions and air
quality modelling to identify the scale of the poor air quality challenge and to
test the effectiveness of these specific measures and packages of measures
in combination. This process is described in the following reports:
•

Local Plan Transport Modelling Tracking Table (T1), which is a live
document, that is intended to demonstrate that the modelling
requirements for the study are being met;

•

Local Plan Transport Highway Model Validation Report (T2), which
explains in detail how the road traffic model was validated against realworld data in the base year (2016);

•

Local Plan Transport Modelling Methodology Report (T3), which
describes the approach taken to forecast traffic in 2021 and beyond to
2023 and 2025; and

•

Local Plan Air Quality Modelling Tracker Table (AQ1) and Methodology
Report (AQ2), which provides an overview of the air quality modelling
process and evidence base.

3
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1.2.3

These reports were published at OBC and were updated in January 2020 to
support the consultation process.

1.2.4

The results of the analysis carried out at OBC were presented in the
Strategic and Economic cases of the OBC and associated appendices, and
in the following reports:
•

Local Plan Transport Model Forecasting Report (T4), which describes
the transport modelling process and results for the Greater Manchester
Clean Air Plan Project; and

•

Local Plan Air Quality Modelling Report (AQ3), which provides details
of modelled NOx and NO2 concentrations for the base and forecast
years, including comparisons with measured concentrations for the
base year.

1.2.5

Revised versions of the Local Plan Transport Model Forecasting Report (T4)
and Local Plan Air Quality Modelling Report (AQ3) were produced in
January 2020 setting out the process applied to testing of the Package for
Consultation, and the results of that modelling.

1.2.6

The appraisal of the economic impacts and value for money of the GM CAP
was presented in the Economic case of the OBC, and the methodology for
this analysis is described in the following reports:
•

E1 – Economic Appraisal Methodology Report;

•

E2 – Economic Appraisal Model; and

•

E3 – Distributional Impacts Report.

1.2.7

These reports were updated in November 2020 and submitted with the
Interim Full Business Case, based on a pre-Covid 19 modelling position.

1.2.8

Final revisions of the Technical and Economic Reports will be carried out
and submitted with the Full Business Case (FBC). These will apply the
proposed revisions to the methodology as set out in note ‘Proposed
approach to representing the impacts of Covid 19 in the core scenario for the
GM CAP’ as well as any changes to the proposed package of measures
post-Consultation.

1.2.9

GM decided to proceed with consultation on the basis of the Package for
Consultation, based on pre-Covid 19 assumptions and modelling, and to
include questions about the Covid 19 impact in that Consultation. The
Consultation closed in December 2020. Analysis of the results of that
Consultation is now underway and will be reported to the GMCA and ten
local authorities in summer 2021, alongside a report summarising the
modelled impact of the proposed changes on compliance. Any implications
of the Consultation on the package of measures or modelling process have
not yet been considered.

1.3

Overview of the modelling process
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1.3.1

The modelling for the study is being undertaken using the CAP modelling
suite as illustrated below in Figure 1-1:

Figure 1-1 CAP Modelling Suite
Demand
Sifting Tool

1.3.2

GM SATURN
Model

EMIGMA

Dispersion
Model

Air Quality
Calculations

The modelling system consists of five components:
•

The demand sifting tool, which has been developed to allow measures
to be tested in a quick and efficient way prior to detailed assessments
being undertaken using the highway and air quality models. The sifting
tool uses fleet specific Cost Response models to determine
behavioural responses to the CAP proposals (pay charge, upgrade
vehicle, change mode, cancel trip etc.) The outputs comprise demand
change factors which are applied to the do-minimum Saturn matrices to
create do-something demands for assignment.

•

The highway (Saturn) model, which uses information about the road
network and travel demands for different years and growth scenarios to
estimate traffic flows and speeds for input to the emissions model and
forecasts of travel times, distances and flows for input to the economic
appraisal.

•

The emissions model, which uses TfGM’s EMIGMA (Emissions
Inventory for Greater Manchester) software to combine information
about traffic speeds and flows from the Saturn model with road traffic
emission factors and fleet composition data from the Emission Factor
Toolkit (EFT) to provide estimates of annual mass emissions for a
range of pollutants including oxides of nitrogen (NOx), primary-NO2,
particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and CO2.

•

The dispersion model, which uses ADMS-Urban software to combine
information about mass emissions of pollution (from EMIGMA) with
dispersion parameters such as meteorological data and topography to
produce pollutant concentrations.

•

Finally, the outputs of the dispersion model are processed to convert
them to the verified air quality concentrations, using Defra tools and
national background maps.

1.3.3

The purpose of the modelling is to identify the preferred option for delivering
air quality compliance in the shortest possible time, and to provide
supporting analyses for the development of the business case submissions.

1.4

Analysis of Covid 19 Impacts on the GM CAP
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1.4.1

Since the modelling for the Consultation Option was undertaken, the onset of
the Covid 19 pandemic and the associated restrictions to travel and the
economy have impacted on a range of the assumptions used within the
modelling approach for the CAP. In response, GM undertook a programme
of modelling and analysis to assess the impact of the pandemic on the GM
CAP. This programme included:
•

A review of risks and assumptions;

•

Scenario planning and brainstorming exercise, carried out with TfGM’s
Strategy team to incorporate considerations beyond the GM CAP;

•

Monitoring of real-world conditions;

•

Impacts assessments by vehicle type and distributional impacts;

•

Research, data collection and Consultation; and

•

Sensitivity testing of transport, AQ and economic models, based on
indicative or hypothetical scenarios and applying JAQU’s guidance.

1.4.2

The results of this analysis have been fed back to GM’s ten local authorities
and to JAQU and are set out in a series of Technical Notes supplied to
JAQU. A report setting out the impact of the proposed changes on the Do
Minimum position, alongside modelling of the impact of the post-Consultation
package on achieving compliance in the shortest possible time will be
available in early summer 2021.

1.4.3

GM’s analysis suggested that the following key factors were both plausible
and potentially impactful:
•

Vehicle upgrades slow, with fewer new vehicles entering the fleet and
older vehicles remaining in the fleet for longer;

•

A sustained increase in working from home reduces commute traffic,
particularly in peak periods;

•

Bus mileage may reduce if patronage does not recover to prepandemic levels, unless subsidies are maintained to prevent this;

•

Businesses may be less able to upgrade in response to the GM CAP,
due to having exhausted their reserves, taken on debt, suffered
shutdowns and so on; and/or

•

Availability of compliant vehicles may be constrained, and/or prices
may rise.

6
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2

JAQU guidance and GM’s response to it

2.1

Interaction with JAQU

2.1.1

Following the OBC submission in March 2019, technical discussions
concerning the behavioural, traffic and air quality modelling recommenced in
April 2019 on a regular fortnightly basis. Additional technical documentation
was provided to JAQU in the form of a series of technical notes. The revised
methodology as set out in these notes was approved by JAQU in November
2019, and reflected in the updated Technical Reports submitted in January
2020.

2.1.2

The economic appraisal methodology was updated and agreed with JAQU in
spring 2020, reflected in updated Economic Reports submitted as
appendices to the Interim FBC in November 2020.

2.1.3

Following the start of the first national lockdown in March 2020, GM held
several technical discussions throughout 2020 and 2021 with JAQU to
consider the impact of the pandemic on the GM CAP.

2.1.4

GM have submitted a number of draft technical notes to JAQU as part of this
process1, as set out in Table 2-1 below. It is intended that an updated
version of the analysis contained in these notes will be set out in a report to
GM’s ten local authorities in summer 2021, superseding the notes.

1

Note that two further notes, CV13 and CV14, were planned but not submitted and the planned contents of note CV6 (an initial
assessment of Covid 19 impacts on Analytical Assurance) have been incorporated in this note.
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Table 2-1: GM CAP Covid 19 Technical Notes
Number

Title

CV1

Sensitivity test of a delay in fleet upgrade resulting from the Covid 19 pandemic

CV2

Covid 19 Related Sensitivity Testing: Zero Upgrade Test Considerations

CV3

Sensitivity test of increased working from home resulting from the Covid 19 pandemic

CV4

Sensitivity testing of Covid 19 impacts on behavioural responses

CV5

Sensitivity testing of Covid 19 impacts on bus

CV7

Review of Covid 19 impact on modelling methodology as set out in T3

CV8

Review of Covid 19 impact on modelling methodology as set out in T4

CV9

Review of Covid 19 impact modelling methodology as set out in AQ2 and AQ3

CV10

Covid 19 Impacts – HGV

CV11

Covid 19 Impacts – LGV

CV12

Covid 19 Impacts – Coach & Minibus

CV15

Summary data note - Monitoring traffic conditions during the pandemic

CV16

Specialised Goods Vehicle Counts (2020)

2.2

JAQU guidance and GM response

2.2.1

JAQU have supplied three sets of modelling-related guidance to local
authorities, as set out in Table 2-2, which also sets out GM’s actions in
response to that guidance.
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Table 2-2: Covid 19 related JAQU guidance and GM response
Date received

JAQU guidance

GM response

26/05/2020

Requesting sensitivity testing of

GM has conducted sensitivity testing of
the impact of a one-year-older fleet,
supplied as Note CV1 – Sensitivity test of
a delay in fleet upgrade.

(i)

(ii)

the ‘with measures’
scenarios wherein the
natural fleet turnover is
‘paused’ at the level of the
previous year; and
a second sensitivity test
applying a 0% upgrade in
response to a CAZ scenario.

GM agreed with JAQU that a 0% upgrade
response test would not be informative in
the GM CAP context, as it would be
essentially a near Do Minimum position,
as set out in Note CV2 – Zero upgrade
test considerations.
Instead, GM has conducted a number of
sensitivity tests of the assumed
behavioural responses, set out in Note
CV4 – Sensitivity test of Covid 19 impacts
on behavioural responses.

17/07/2020

22/02/2021

Guidance on considering the
possible effect of Covid 19 on the
economic analysis of the plan,
including the value for money
assessment, distributional impact
and the development of Clean Air
Fund bids.

GM has undertaken sensitivity testing of
the possible effects of Covid 19 on the
value for money assessment, based on a
methodology as agreed by email on
30/11/2020.

Ministerial guidance on the
approach to be taken by local
authorities in representing the
impacts of Covid 19 on their
Clean Air Plans (see Appendix
One on page 53 of this
document). This guidance sets
out a Red/Amber/Green (RAG)
rating determining whether local
authorities are able to apply the
results of sensitivity testing of a
given factor within their central
scenario ie: whether Covid-related
changes to assumptions can be
incorporated within the core
modelling scenario, or whether
they should be considered as
sensitivity tests.

GM has conducted a review of the JAQU
guidance and considered an approach to
revising the modelling methodology in
accordance with this guidance and
reflecting both (i) sensitivity testing
determining which factors could impact
the GM CAP and (ii) locally collected
evidence on the extent to which these
impacts are being realised as a result of
the pandemic.

GM has also carried out a review of the
distributional impacts assessment and
produced supporting analysis of the
impact of the pandemic on each vehicle
type in scope for charging under the
proposed GM CAZ C.

GM’s proposed approach to revising the
local modelling methodology to represent
the impacts of Covid 19 is set out in this
note, alongside a supporting discussion
of the impact of Covid 19 on uncertainty
and how this will be reflected within the
core scenario and sensitivity testing.
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2.2.2

On 22nd February 2021, JAQU provided GM with Ministerial guidance on the
approach to be taken by local authorities in representing the impacts of
Covid 19 on their Clean Air Plans (see Appendix One for details). This
guidance sets out a Red/Amber/Green (RAG) rating determining whether
local authorities are able to apply the results of sensitivity testing of a given
factor within their central scenario. The RAG rating is defined as follows:
•

“Green” rated – results can be used to influence central scenario
modelling due to a higher level of confidence in the evidence (lower
level of uncertainty) and/or small impact on outcomes.

•

“Amber” rated – results may be used to influence central scenario
modelling if the LA has appropriate supporting evidence. The degree of
change brought about by these results will also play a factor. JAQU will
require the LA to make a strong case for their inclusion, which will be
assessed by JAQU and TIRP, with a recommendation given to
Ministers as to whether JAQU supports inclusion of this impact in their
core modelling.

•

“Red” rated – due to the high level of uncertainty with these tests, LAs
will not be able to use the results to influence central scenario
modelling, however results can be included in business cases to
indicate degree of shift possible within the plan.

Tables 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5 below set out JAQU’s guidance for local authorities
and GM’s response to that guidance. To inform GM’s response, GM has
reviewed the assumptions underpinning each stage of the modelling
process. A summary of the results of that review is set out in Technical
Notes CV7, 8 and 9.
JAQU’s guidance states that “LAs must note that the evidence required to
support Covid-19 assumptions is expected to be of at least the same level of
robustness as evidence included in plans as standard.” Where changes are
proposed to the methodology for the core scenario, the rationale for their
inclusion is set out in Sections 3 to 5.
Note that GM carried out a series of indicative sensitivity tests exploring the
impact of potential changes to factors affecting the GM CAP as a result of
Covid 19, based on the Do Minimum and GM CAP Policy for Consultation
modelling as set out the Technical Reports submitted in January 2020.
Further Covid-related sensitivity testing, as set out below, will be carried out
on the final post-Consultation modelling and will be submitted as appendices
to the FBC, alongside any other sensitivity testing required to assess the
robustness of the Plan.
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Factor

JAQU commentary

Impacts of a CAZ
implementation delay

Robust evidence within LAs of any delay to CAZ
go-live.

To be
applied in
GM?

GM commentary

Yes

The pandemic has resulted in a delay to the proposed
launch date of the GM CAZ to spring 2022.

Delays simple to model.

GM has fully developed versions of the modelling suite
for the years 2021, 2023 and 2025. It is not possible to
produce a 2022 version of the modelling suite without
imposing significant delay and cost.
Therefore, GM proposes to apply the following
approach:
1. Development of 2022 versions of the Demand
Sifting Tool and cost models; and
2. Application of an interpolation process between
2021 and 2023 to estimate emissions and
compliance by site in 2022.
Further detail is supplied in Section 3.

Green
recovery/measures

Robust evidence as some LAs have developed
measures that have been agreed and in places
already implemented through other funding
initiatives.
Impact of these tends to be highly localised
(single roads, junctions, etc.)

Yes

Since the previous review of bus services, a fleet of zero
emission buses has been deployed on routes in the city
centre. The highway model will be updated to reflect
these new buses.
Several temporary road schemes have been put in
place during the pandemic. Although it is possible that
they may continue, or that other schemes could be
introduced which affect traffic patterns or the road
network, the GM CAP team is not currently aware of any
new funded and approved schemes of this nature and
therefore no new schemes will be represented in the
highway modelling.
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Table 2-3: “Green-rated” factors and GM’s proposed approach to representing them

Delayed development
plans (new residential
or commercial
developments
/infrastructure, etc.)

JAQU commentary

Robust evidence as planning already in
progress for these schemes. The original
assumed demand for such schemes was known
to the LA.

To be
applied in
GM?

GM commentary

As
sensitivity
test only

There are a number of road schemes assumed to be in
the reference case road network modelling programmed
to open in 2023 or 2025 that have been delayed during
the GM CAP development. These are:

Only schemes of significant size will have a high
impact, but most large schemes will have been
considered already by LA modelling.

•

Western Gateway Infrastructure Scheme
(WGIS);

•

M60 Junction (Jn) 24-27 smart motorway
scheme; and

•

M60 Jn 1-4 smart motorway scheme.

A test of the potential impacts of excluding these
schemes on vehicle routing has been undertaken,
indicating that these cannot be screened out based on
relevant national government guidance scoping criteria
(Design Manual for Roads and Bridges - LA 105 - Air
quality, Nov 2019). However, it is not anticipated that
the changes to traffic flows will materially alter air quality
at key locations for consideration of the GM CAP.
Therefore, a test of the Consultation Option model,
excluding the Full WGIS and M60 Jn 24-27 and Jn 1-4
smart motorway schemes (those elements of the WGIS
scheme that have been built will be included) will be
undertaken as a sensitivity test but changes will not be
applied in the core scenario.
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Factor

Factor

JAQU commentary

Fleet upgrade delay impacts

Delay simple to model and national data
readily available.
LA may have evidence to support such a
delay derived from observed purchasing
trends throughout 2020.

To be applied
in GM?

GM commentary

Yes

GM considers that there is now credible evidence
that some vehicle fleets will experience sustained
delay impacts throughout the lifetime of the Plan.
As a result, GM is proposing to apply alterations to
the without-scheme fleet upgrade assumptions for
private cars, vans and taxis (Hackney and PHV).
GM is not proposing to apply alterations to the
fleets for HGV or bus. Further information about
the changes proposed is set out in Section 4.

Fleet upgrade could be influenced by
economic performance depending on timing
of CAZ and length/depth of recession.

Reduction in CAZ charges

LAs set these responses in their modelling
based on either locally gathered surveys,
central gov estimates or a literature review of
similar schemes during plan development.
JAQU does not want to rule out (by putting in
red) that an LA may be able to bring
together a body of evidence that indicates
an adjustment to these assumed
response levels is warranted.

This is not considered relevant as GM models
behavioural responses to charges using cost
models rather than based on survey data, central
government estimates or literature review of
similar schemes.

No

GM is reviewing the proposed CAZ charges in
response to Consultation feedback. If any
changes to the charge levels are proposed, this
will be represented in the Do Something
modelling, applying the same process and
behavioural response assumptions as before.

Note: JAQU central assumptions will not be
updated at this time in respect to Covid-19.
Increased Stay & Pay
response

LAs set these responses in their modelling
based on either locally gathered surveys,
central gov estimates or a literature review of
similar schemes during plan development.
JAQU does not want to rule out (by putting in
red) that the LA is able to bring together a
body of evidence that indicates an
adjustment to these assumed response
levels is warranted.

Partially and
as a
sensitivity
test
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GM’s evidence does suggest that businesses may
be less able to upgrade in response to the CAZ,
as set out in Technical Notes CV10, 11 and 12
and discussed in Tables 7-1 and 7-2.
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Table 2-4: “Amber-rated” factors and GM’s proposed approach to representing them

JAQU commentary

To be applied
in GM?

GM commentary
As a result of the proposed alterations to normal
(without scheme) fleet upgrades, there will be
more non-compliant vehicles in scope for the CAZ
at launch. In order to prevent the cost models
predicting implausibly high change responses, a
minor change to how the cost models will be
applied is proposed, set out in Section 5.

JAQU central assumptions will not be
updated at this time in respect to Covid-19.

Beyond this proposed change, GM does not
consider that there is sufficient certainty in terms
of how the impact on businesses may affect their
behavioural responses to the scheme to allow for
changes to be made to the core scenario. It is
therefore proposed that a series of sensitivity tests
are carried out to reflect plausible impacts on the
affordability of or ability to upgrade.
LGV/HGV change response

Trend in goods vehicle trips and GDP growth
tend to mirror each other.
LAs may be able to adequately source
bespoke local evidence to warrant a change.
Changes to this response would be inspired
by local understanding of the types of
businesses serviced in the CAZ area and
the adaptation/ survival of those businesses
post Covid.

GM is not proposing to change it’s assumptions in
terms of freight trip volumes. The proposed
approach to reflecting pandemic impacts in
behavioural responses is set out in Section 5.

No

Note: JAQU central assumptions will not be
updated at this time in respect to Covid-19.
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Factor

Factor
Increased homeworking

Shopping/Leisure trips
(increase due to home
working and/or reduction
due to online shopping)
GDP impacts (reduced
employment)

JAQU commentary

To be applied
in GM?

GM commentary

Level of continued homeworking post-Covid
is highly speculative

As sensitivity
test

Unprecedented numbers of workers have been
asked to work from home during the pandemic.
Business surveys suggest that a sizeable minority
of companies, particularly larger businesses, are
planning to maintain some of the changes made
post-pandemic. However, given that the
recommendation for workers to work from home
where possible remains in place at the time of
writing, it is too early to draw conclusions as to the
scale or nature of any sustained change postpandemic. GM’s analysis suggests that an
increase of up to around 10% points in the number
of commuters working from home on an average
day is plausible and will carry out sensitivity testing
accordingly.

Level of shopping and leisure trips postCovid is highly speculative

No

GM does not consider that there is any clear
evidence as to what the impact could be.

GDP performance is highly speculative

Partially as a
sensitivity
test

GDP and related traffic assumptions are derived
from Government guidance and GM has taken the
view that it would not be appropriate to represent
possible recessionary impacts without revised
national guidance.
Sensitivity testing of the impact of reduced traffic
will be carried out, which is one possible impact of
a recession.
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Table 2-5: “Red-rated” factors and GM’s proposed approach to representing them

JAQU commentary

Impacts on public Transport
/ modal shift (reduction
in demand / capacity/
supply)

Short term aversion to public transport is
driven primarily by the immediate threat of
transmission of the virus so there is an
expectation that this does not impact longer
term behaviour.

To be applied
in GM?

GM commentary

As sensitivity
test

Modelled bus services in the forecast year models
are based on 2019 service patterns and flows and
on operator specific fleet, derived from the levels
recorded in TfGM’s Punctuality and Reliability
Monitoring Survey (PRMS) and the Greater
Manchester Bus Route Mapping system.

Model limitations used in LA plans may
prevent adequate modelling of these
impacts (i.e. economic impact and social
distancing; change in transport mode
preference due to perceived fear of virus,
cost of mode, etc.).

It is understood that future bus funding from
central government CBSSG is to be set with the
intention of maintaining existing levels of service
provision. Whilst there are typically minor
variations in routes and service frequencies over
time, an overall trend of mileage reduction should
not be anticipated or represented within the CAP.
Indicative sensitivity tests of reduced bus mileage
have been carried out and can be repeated if
considered necessary.

Change in car ownership
assumptions

We do not support inclusion of changes of
these factors in central scenario modelling.
These factors are highly speculative (based
on long term behaviours & GDP, as well as
international factors).

No

GM does not consider that changes in car
ownership as a result of the pandemic are
sufficiently likely to be represented in the
modelling.

Subcategory/consequence of GDP - wider
economic, employment forecasting would
need to be taken into account. Driven by
length and depth of long/short term
recession. Also dependent on price of
oil/level of subsidy.
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Factor

JAQU commentary

Changes to vehicle
purchase costs / pricing
(fare)

Speculative (long term behaviours & GDP).
Subcategory/consequence of GDP - wider
economic, employment forecasting would
need to be taken into account. Dependent
on price of oil/level of subsidy/fare.

To be applied
in GM?

GM commentary

As sensitivity
test

GM is concerned that it is possible that constraints
on the availability of compliant vehicles may lead
to price increases in some markets – this was a
source of uncertainty pre-Covid, given the number
of similar schemes being implemented across the
country, and may be exacerbated by the
pandemic given evidence that production of new
vehicles was lower than expected in 2020.
In particular, GM is concerned about media
reports of increases in the price of second-hand
vans. There is currently no robust evidence on
which to base any changes to the core scenario
however. GM will continue to monitor the situation,
and will carry out sensitivity testing on the impact
of price increases on behavioural responses.
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Factor
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3

Approach to modelling a 2022 start date

3.1

Background

3.1.1

The modelling tools developed to support the assessment of the Option for
Consultation were based on three forecast year models representing the
impacts of the introduction of GM CAP in 2021, 2023, and 2025. At the time
of preparation, the proposed opening date of GM CAP was 2021.

3.1.2

Following recent updates to the project, the opening year of the scheme has
now changed to 2022. To reflect this, further consideration has been
undertaken on how this change will be reflected within the modelling suite.

3.2

Representing a 2022 start date in the Cost Response models

3.2.1

To reflect a 2022 forecast year, the Cost Response Models will be updated
to reflect a 2022 opening year scenario. This will reflect a number of updates
to the model inputs & assumptions. In particular, this will comprise:

3.2.2

•

Do minimum fleet profiles to be updated to reflect a 2022 modelled
year;

•

2022 specific input assumptions to be updated to reflect the change in
forecast year; and

•

The cost model will then forecast a 2022 with GM CAP behavioural
responses based on the 2022 input parameters, which would then be
applied in the Demand Sifting Tool.

The Cost Response Models also provide inputs to several other CAP
calculations and will generate 2022 forecasts for the following:
•

Fund uptake assumptions;

•

Inputs to the Vehicle Finance model;

•

CAZ operating costs; and

•

CAZ revenues.

3.3

Representing a 2022 start date in the Demand Sifting Tool

3.3.1

The Demand Sifting Tool (DST) provides the linkage between the Cost
Response models and the highway modelling (GM SATURN) and forms a
key part of the modelling suite which assess the impacts on air quality of the
GM CAP. The tool brings together the do minimum traffic demand (split by
compliant and non-compliant vehicles) and applies the forecast behavioural
responses from the Cost Response Models to generate the forecast with
GMCAP demand, accounting for the impacts of both CAZ and Funds.
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3.3.2

As the air quality modelling is not proposing to develop bespoke 2022
forecasts, an interpolation process will be prepared, to understand the
impacts on air quality. This will include preparing a 2021 and 2023 forecast
model run with 2022 GM CAP assumptions, using interpolation processes to
forecast the intermediate year estimates for air quality.

3.3.3

For the DST, this will include model runs using 2021 and 2023 versions of
the model, with the 2022 GM CAP scheme assumptions. These will generate
2021 and 2023 with CAP demand forecasts for application in the GM
highway model.

3.4

Representing a 2022 start date in the air quality modelling

3.4.1

Using the relevant scenarios which allow consistent inclusion of relevant
charges by vehicle type, the outputs from the DST will be put through the
highway, emissions and air quality modelling process. The air quality
concentrations for the 2022 scenarios will be derived using linear
interpolation between the NO2 outputs of the 2021 and 2023 scenarios.

3.4.2

This process will generate 2022 forecasts to support the following:
•

Provision of a monitoring baseline;

•

Calculation of emissions benefits for economic appraisal;

•

Calculation of fleet upgrade costs and savings for the economic
appraisal;

•

Estimate of Do Minimum exceedances;

•

Estimate of compliance by site; and

•

Estimate of human exposure benefits.
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4

Rationale and evidence for proposed changes to fleet upgrade delay
impacts

4.1

Background

4.1.1

Sales of new cleaner vehicles lead to a natural turnover of on-road fleet, as
the replaced vehicles pass onto the second-hand market, with the oldest
most polluting vehicles gradually cycled out of the fleet. It is this effect which
reduces overall road transport emissions as the fleet becomes cleaner
leading to projected future improvements in NO2, and it is this trend which
the CAP seeks to accelerate by making older more polluting vehicles less
financially attractive compared with cleaner models.

4.1.2

Covid 19 has led to a substantial reduction in new vehicle sales in 2020,
which have continued into 2021 for private cars and taxis. Therefore, the
predicted age of the fleet in the core scenario used for the Consultation
Option modelling forecasts may now be optimistic, as lower sales reduce the
rate of vehicle upgrades and also impacts on the second-hand market.
Indicative testing of this effect is described in Notes CV1 and CV4.

4.1.3

It is also recognised that the vehicle sales have been impacted to differing
extents by vehicle type and fuel, with commercial vehicle sales having been
more resilient than those for the private car and taxi market.

4.1.4

The age of the fleet affects the CAP modelling process both at the Demand
Model and Cost Model stages, because the number of vehicles and age
profile within the non-compliant/compliant categories is impacted, and then
in the assumptions used for the EMIGMA emissions calculations.

4.1.5

Indicative sensitivity testing of a range of potential Covid 19 impacts has
been undertaken, based on JAQU guidance. This indicated that the impacts
of slowed fleet upgrade is the effect of Covid 19 most likely lead to significant
changes to NO2 concentrations of the suite of tests.

4.2

Buses

4.2.1

As a result of the engagement with bus operators undertaken throughout the
development of the GM CAP, operators have been aware of, and preparing
for, the CAP for some time. Government funding for retrofit of appropriate
vehicles has been secured, and operators have made successful
applications for these funds. Bus operators are already responding to the
CAZ and so it is not considered likely that the bus fleet will renew more
slowly than expected in the Do Minimum scenario. Additionally, there are a
number of routes where electric buses are newly operating which were not
captured in the Consultation Option modelling, and these will be captured
within the updated modelling process.

4.2.2

With the CAP in operation, it is assumed that all non-compliant bus fleet will
become Euro VI compliant vehicles, and there is no reason to alter this
assumption.
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4.2.3

GM is not therefore proposing to apply any delay to the business-as-usual
fleet upgrade for buses as a result of Covid 19.

4.3

HGVs

4.3.1

A review of HGV sales shows that whilst there has been a reduction in 2020,
this was in part a consequence of increased atypical sales in 2019 due to
regulatory changes coming the following year, as shown in Figure 4-1. This
effect would be expected to impact 2020 sales before the impacts of Covid
19.

4.3.2

Total 2019/20 sales, which account for a 2-year structural sales shift altering
investment cycles, fall within 1% of pre-existing 2016-2018 trends.

Figure 4-1 Annual HGV Registrations 2015-2020

Source: https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/heavy-goods-vehicle-registrations/

4.3.3

Additionally, analysis of traffic count data for HGVs from March 2020
onwards indicates that these vehicles were less impacted than cars and
vans, with movements returning to pre-Covid levels by late summer 2020.
This would also suggest that the HGV market has been less severely
impacted than cars and vans, although it is recognised that distribution
patterns within different industry or commodity sectors may have varied.

4.3.4

It is therefore not proposed that fleet renewal projection rates for HGVs are
altered from those used in the Consultation Option scenarios methodology.
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4.4

Private cars and vans

4.4.1

Evidence of reduced vehicle sales since March 2020 is available on a
monthly basis2, and projections of sales recovery have been published
recently by the SMMT3 for cars and light commercial vehicles in 2021/22,
along with patterns in the second hand used car market. These will be used
to calculate the number of cumulative lost sales between 2020 and the
forecast years of 2021, 2023 and 2025 by vehicle type, which can be applied
to the roll-over model used for vehicle fleet projection.

4.4.2

The SMMT projections suggest a rate of recovery of vehicle sales that in
2021/22 leads to lower annual sales than in the years preceding Covid 19.
For the GM CAP 2023 and 2025 forecast model years, these SMMT sales
projection trends will be extrapolated, and the rate of projected recovery will
at some point lead to sales above those recorded pre-Covid.

4.4.3

Further analysis of the pre-Covid sales patterns for private cars, shows that
sales have been falling year-on-year since 2016 (Figure 4-2). It is therefore
not considered reasonable that vehicles sales per year should be forecast to
exceed those in the pre-Covid reference level.

Figure 4-2 Annual Car Registrations 2004-2020

Source: https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/car-registrations/

2
3

https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/WEBSUM-SMMT-CARLCV-MARKET-OUTLOOK-Q1-REVISED-03032021.pdf
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4.4.4

Sales of vans have been stable since 2016, and were more resilient during
the pandemic after the initial national lockdown. Furthermore, sales in
January and February 2021 were greater than those recorded historically
indicating strong market demand and that supply of new vehicles isn’t unduly
restricted at this stage (Figure 4-3). It is therefore considered reasonable that
vehicles sales per year could be forecast to exceed those in the pre-Covid
reference level.

Figure 4-3 Monthly Van Registrations 2017-2021

Source: https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/lcv-registrations/

4.4.5

Using these vehicle sales data sources and SMMT sale predictions, the
following approach to incorporating the impacts of Covid 19 into the
modelling is proposed, as set out in Table 4-1. The typical pre-Covid sales
have been set at those recorded in 2019.

4.4.6

The SMMT predictions for 2021/22 have then been extrapolated forward to
2025. The difference between the predicted annual sales (or actual for 2020)
than typical pre-Covid levels have been summed cumulatively, and are
reported as the equivalent of typical sales each year.

4.4.7

Because car sales are limited to the pre-Covid level of 1,945,000 vehicles,
the rate of lost vehicle sales is equivalent to 62% (or approx.7 months) of a
year’s worth of renewal from 2023 onwards. For vans, where sales have
been more resilient, the rate of lost vehicle sales is equivalent to 28% of a
year’s worth of renewal in 2023, reducing to 7% in 2025, because sales have
been extrapolated to levels above those in 2019.
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4.4.8

These lost renewal rates will then be applied into the fleet roll over model, for
each year, creating a slightly older fleet profile for use in the behavioural
response and emissions modelling.

Table 4-1 Predicted Car and Van Fleet Renewal Delays

Cars
sold

Lost
sales/
yr 1

Cumul
-ative
lost
sales

Lost %
of
annual
sales

Vans
sold

Lost
sales/
yr 2

Cumul
-ative
lost
sales

Lost %
of
annual
sales

Data Source

Year

Actual
Actual
Actual

2016
2017
2018

2317
2179
2010

Actual

2019

1945

Actual (during pandemic)
SMMT prediction
SMMT prediction

2020
2021
2022

1338
1543
1777

-607
-402
-168

-607
-1009
-1177

-31%
-52%
-61%

293
344
353

-73
-22
-13

-73
-95
-108

-20%
-26%
-30%

SMMT extrapolation

2023

1923

-22

-1199

-62%

373

7

-101

-28%

SMMT extrapolation

2024

1945

0

-1199

-62%

393

27

-74

-20%

SMMT extrapolation

2025

1945

0

-1199

-62%

413

47

-27

-7%

1.
2.

4.4.9

376
362
357
typical sales per yr

366

typical sales per yr

Limit to typical 2019 sales level
Allow SMMT extrapolated recovery, above typical historical rate of sale

Separately, there are a range of confounding factors which affect how
emissions would be altered, since the way that new vehicles are used on the
road is not necessarily linearly-related to sales themselves. For example,
generally newer vehicles drive more miles per annum than older vehicles, as
do vehicles purchased for primarily business use rather than private use.
Range anxiety concerns with battery-electric vehicles (BEV) also mean that
are often purchased as second cars or for shorter local trips. These effects
cannot be quantified or represented in the modelling process.

4.4.10 The current split between diesel, petrol and electric car mileage for each
forecast year is based on projections from the Department for Transport,
which have been updated in the Consultation Option. The trend in a switch
from diesel cars towards petrol and electric powered vehicles is represented
in this modelling process following JAQU guidance, and assumptions will be
reviewed against available evidence. However, whilst the reduction in new
and used vehicle sales is related to the impacts of Covid 19, the influence of
Covid 19 altering projected rates of fuel switch is not clear or at this stage
considered a first order impact.

4.5

Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs)

4.5.1

Taxis are considered to be one of the groups most impacted by the Covid 19
pandemic, as business and recreational trips have been curtailed by the
travel restrictions imposed on GM. Analysis of sales data for Hackney
Carriages indicates that the taxi sector has been heavily impacted by Covid
19, with sales significantly reduced in 2020.
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4.5.2

The GM licensing whitelists for Hackney Carriages and PHVs have been
obtained for December 2020. These data show that only two compliant
Hackney Carriages were registered since 23rd March 2020, and 85 PHVs,
representing a reduction against pre-Covid rates in new registrations of
>95% and >85%, respectively.

4.5.3

Furthermore, analysis of ANPR data for licensed GM taxis and PHVs in
September 2020 indicates that these vehicles were making significantly less
trips than pre-Covid movements. Further information can be found in note
‘CV15 Summary data note - Monitoring traffic conditions during pandemic’.

4.5.4

Based on the GM licensing data, which represents approximately 8 months
of pandemic phase, whilst the full restrictions associated with the pandemic
are not expected until June 2021 at the earliest which is 1¼ years, the delay
to fleet renewals for both hackney carriages and PHVs will be set at 12
months.

4.6

Coach and minibus

4.6.1

Analysis of sales data for the coach and minibus markets indicates that
these sectors have been heavily impacted by Covid 19, with sales
significantly reduced. However, neither of these vehicle types are explicitly
modelled within the transport or air quality modelling process and therefore
the impacts of delayed fleet upgrade cannot be included in the predictions of
future air quality. Testing has demonstrated that these vehicles do not
contribute significantly to overall vehicle emissions. However, it is recognised
that coach and minibus operators will be subject to CAZ charges in practice,
and these issues are being considered in relation to mitigation CAF funds.
Further information can be found in note ‘CV12 Covid Impacts – Coach &
Minibus’.

4.7

Summary of recommendations for vehicle fleet and upgrade rates

4.7.1

A summary of recommended approaches for representing the impacts of
Covid-19 on the vehicle fleet upgrades are provide by vehicle type in Table
4-2.
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Table 4-2 Recommendations of Vehicle Fleet and Upgrade Rates:
assumptions by vehicle type
Vehicle Type
Bus

Change
Justification
Proposed
No
Fleet mix assumptions will not be altered. Bus
operators already responding to CAZ and so not
considered likely that bus fleet will age more than
expected. Electric bus routes will be incorporated
when funding is secured or already in operation.

HGV

No

Purchases were disrupted in 2019 and 2020 by
factors other than Covid. Analysis suggests that
overall purchases across the two years were fairly
typical of an average year.

LGV

Yes

Purchases were depressed in 2020, with some
recovery in early 2021. Analysis suggests that a
delay of c3 months is plausible, with the age of
the fleet gradually converging to close to the preCovid forecast by 2025 if sales recover over time.

Hackney Cab &
PHV

Yes

Consider that significant impact likely – based on
licensing data, propose applying a delay of one
year to the upgrade of the Hackney & PHV fleet, to
be maintained throughout the lifetime of the plan
i.e. to 2025.

Car

Yes

Coach and
Minibus

No

Although not in scope for CAZ, important contributor
to background emissions. Evidence suggests a
significant delay in fleet upgrade and that this is
likely to be maintained in future years. Delay of c7
months proposed, to be maintained throughout
the lifetime of the plan i.e. to 2025.
No changes to the transport and air quality
modelling are applicable, because not directly
represented in these tools.
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5

Rationale and evidence for proposed changes to behavioural
responses

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

As set out in Section 1, to support the development of the Option for
Consultation for GM CAP, a series of Cost Response Models were
developed by GM. These models were developed to support the
understanding and forecasting of behavioural responses for how owners of
non-compliant vehicles might respond to GM CAP.

5.1.2

This Section discusses the proposed changes to the Cost Response Models
to reflect the changes in forecast behavioural responses forecast for
GMCAP, considering the increased vulnerabilities imposed on the project
due to the Covid 19 global pandemic. The sections below provide:
•

Background on the Cost Response Models and overview of the
approach in developing the Option for Consultation;

•

Identifies proposed changes to the core modelling assumptions in
response to the pandemic; and

•

Identifies further sensitivity testing in relation to further changes in
behavioural response that may be expected as a result of the
pandemic.

5.2

Background to the Cost Response Models

5.2.1

Following the submission of the OBC, Cost Response Models were
developed to provide a greater understanding in the ways that non-compliant
vehicle owners could likely respond to GM CAP. These models form the first
part of GM’s modelling suite for assessing the air quality impacts of the GM
CAP.

5.2.2

The cost models incorporate the following vehicle modes:

5.2.3

•

Heavy Goods Vehicles;

•

Vans (Light Goods Vehicles);

•

Hackney Carriages; and

•

Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs).

These modes forecast a range of response to GM CAP, most notably:
•

Upgrade;

•

Do Nothing (stay & Pay);

•

Change mode; and

•

Change business model / leave sector.
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5.2.4

The responses forecast by the cost models inform the change in demand
forecast for GM CAP through the prediction of changes in the mix of
compliant and non-complaint vehicles, which are applied in the Demand
Sifting Tool and through the GM modelling suite to assess the air quality
impacts.

5.3

Proposed revision to core modelling of behavioural responses

5.3.1

As set out in Section 4, for some vehicle types, the natural turnover/upgrade
of vehicles has been delayed due to Covid 19. This means that for some
vehicle types, there will be more non-compliant vehicles when the CAZ is
introduced than previously forecast.

5.3.2

In effect, the cost models assume that commercial vehicle owners will take
the best value option, upgrading where it makes financial sense to do so.
The cost models do not place any constraints or financial barriers to prevent
non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade where it makes financial sense to
do so. However, GM recognises that as a result of the pandemic, vehicle
owners may not be in a position to upgrade even where it would make
financial sense to do so, due to have used up savings/reserves, greater
indebtedness and so on.

5.3.3

As discussed in Table 2-4, GM does not consider that there is sufficient
certainty in terms of how the impact on businesses may affect their
behavioural responses to the scheme to allow for changes to be made to the
core scenario. It is therefore proposed that a series of sensitivity tests are
carried out to reflect plausible impacts on the affordability of, or ability to,
upgrade. These are likely to include:
•

Upgrade becomes less affordable – represented in the cost models
through increases in the cost of upgrade and decreases in the residual
value of existing vehicles; and

•

Access to finance is restricted – represented in the cost models by a
proportion of vehicle owners being blocked from upgrading, based on
evidence from GM’s vehicle finance panel in terms of the proportion of
vehicle owners expected to be declined for credit.

5.3.4

However, beyond this, GM has identified an issue resulting in a proposed
change. Applying a delay to the natural upgrade of vehicle fleets for vans
and taxis within the modelling means that more non-compliant vehicles are
in scope for the CAZ. Because the model assumes that vehicle owners will
upgrade if it is cost effective to do so, where planned (and therefore cost
effective) upgrades have been delayed, the model will judge it as being in
the interests of the vehicle owner to upgrade to a compliant vehicle. This
seems implausibly optimistic – it is unlikely that all those vehicle owners who
have delayed a planned upgrade as a result of the pandemic will then be in a
position to upgrade in response to the CAZ.

5.3.5

Table 5-1 sets out the options that have been considered in terms of how to
handle the impacts of the delay to fleet upgrade within the cost models.
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Table 5-1 Consideration of options for the treatment of delayed fleet upgrades
within the cost models
Option

Narrative

% upgrade response
increased compared to
Option for Consultation4

Discounted. Considered
implausible that more people
would upgrade as a result of the
CAP in a post-Covid scenario
than a pre-Covid scenario.

B: Upgrade responses
calculated for pre-pandemic
fleet and applied as a % to
post-pandemic fleet

% upgrade response same
as Option for Consultation

Discounted. Although this is less
optimistic than Option A, it still in
practice applies an assumption
that the vast majority of those who
delayed their vehicle upgrade as
a result of the pandemic will
upgrade in response to the CAP.
This is considered overly
optimistic.

C: Cost models applied to
pre-Covid fleet only – noncompliant vehicles are
allowed to respond as
predicted by the cost
model. Additional noncompliant vehicles resulting
from delayed fleet
upgrades are not given the
opportunity to upgrade as a
result of CAP.

Number of vehicles
upgrading as a result as CAP
as per Option for
Consultation but % upgrade
response decreased
compared to Option for
Consultation. In total, more
vehicles remain noncompliant with CAP postCovid.

Recommended. This is
considered a conservative
estimate, reflecting the ongoing
impact of the pandemic on the
ability of businesses to undertake
capital investment. It is the only
option which does not lead to a
more optimistic representation of
the impact of the GM CAP postpandemic than pre-pandemic.

A: Cost models applied
without further intervention

5.3.6

4

Impact

Following the review of the options identified above, GM proposes that
Option C is included within the updates to the modelling. Option C accounts
for the delayed fleet upgrade discussed above, and does not allow for an
over-optimistic resolution of that delay within the cost models. Although in
practice it is likely that some of those vehicle owners previously planning to
upgrade their vehicle do in fact do so as a result of the CAP, this may be
offset against those forecast to upgrade but no longer in a position to do so.
It is not possible to quantify the scale of either of these groups, and therefore
GM considers that taking this most conservative approach is in line with
JAQU’s guidance that “given the considerable uncertainty we must accept
that there is a risk of putting in place clean air measures that overachieve,
however, this is preferable to inaction which leads to poor air quality”.

Note that in practice the Option for Consultation will be replaced by the post-Consultation option. Any changes to the proposed
charges, discounts and exemptions or funds may have the effect of changing the forecast behavioural responses.
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6

Summary of Covid 19 impacts and proposed changes by element of the
modelling suite

6.1.1

Table 6-1 sets out the modelling system used in the study with a discussion
of its appropriateness for the project and a consideration of the Covid 19
impact.

6.1.2

It highlights where changes to the core scenario are proposed, and beyond
this where Covid-related factors will be considered in sensitivity testing. A full
list of proposed sensitivity tests – considering Covid and non-Covid related
factors – will be supplied at a later date.
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Modelling process

Discussion as at OBC

Update as at Consultation

Proposed changes to the core
scenario to represent Covid 19

1

An appropriate variable demand model
was not available and it would not have
been possible to develop one in the time
available.

The Demand Sifting Tool approach is
retained but the behavioural responses
have been enhanced by the development
of a series of bespoke cost response
models. These models reflect the local
characteristics of the LGV, HGV,
Hackney Cab and PHV fleets in GM.

Versions of the Demand Sifting
Tool and cost models will be
developed to represent 2022.

An option sifting tool
was developed in the
first instance to allow
measures to be tested
in a quick and efficient
way prior to any
detailed assessments
being undertaken using
the highway and air
quality models.
This was further
developed into a
WebTAG-style variable
demand model, named
the Demand Sifting
Tool, to allow the
behavioural change of
measures to be
estimated before
passing data on for
further assessment
using highway
assignment and air
quality models.

The demand sifting tool has been
developed for the GM CAP and is
considered appropriate. It relies on input
data from stated preference surveys,
discussed in more detail below.
The demand sifting tool is an elasticity
model, rather than one that represents
each different behavioural response
separately. It is not a full variable demand
model and does not represent, for
example, the impact of suppressed trips
being released. As the primary response
is vehicle upgrade (most relevant for a
CAZ A-C) it was considered that the
schemes that were being considered
would not have a significant impact on
highway congestion and therefore little
impact on suppressed demand.

The cost response models include
additional choice options for LGV and
HGV trips such that they can, for
appropriate sectors and vehicle types,
downsize (e.g. van to estate car) or
consolidate to larger vehicles.
Details of the development of these
models has been reported to JAQU in a
series of Technical Notes and the
modelling approach is set out in T4. A
Demand Sifting Tool Manual has been
produced.

Delays to normal fleet upgrade will
be applied as set out in section 4.
It is considered that the approach
applied in the Demand Sifting Tool
remains appropriate and no
changes will be made to the core
scenario.
It is considered that the approach
applied in the cost response
models remains largely
appropriate, with a minor change
proposed to the way the cost
models are applied, to prevent
them over-forecasting an upgrade
response to the CAZ where
‘natural’ fleet upgrade has been
delayed by the pandemic. This is
set out in section 5.
No further changes will be made
to the core scenario in the cost
models.
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Table 6-1: Modelling process description, discussion of appropriateness and proposed changes to the core scenario to
represent Covid 19

Discussion as at OBC

Update as at Consultation

Proposed changes to the core
scenario to represent Covid 19

2

The GM CAP uses the do-minimum model
developed for the appraisal of the planned
extension of the Greater Manchester
traffic model. This model was considered
to be the most appropriate given its base
year of 2013, (which was close to the
2016 base year required for the CAP
project), and its forecast year of 2020,
which was close to the opening year for
the CAP proposal.

The highway modelling approach is
unchanged but there have been updates
to reflect:

GM has reviewed the
assumptions underpinning the
highway assignment modelling
including bus services/fleet, traffic
volumes and composition and
future schemes.

The highway
assignment model
(Saturn), which is used
to provide details of
traffic flows and speeds
for input to the
emissions model and
forecasts of travel
times, distances and
flows for input to the
economic appraisal

TfGM’s county-wide SATURN model is a
well-established tool used for the
assessment of numerous major schemes.
The traffic model validates well at a county
level in terms of its link flow validation,
although the journey time validation
suggests that the modelled speeds in the
peak hours tend to be too high on
strategic links.
Tests have been carried out to investigate
how errors in the journey time validation
might impact on modelled road traffic
emissions for 2016 by applying adjustment
factors to the modelled link speeds (at an
aggregate level) to give a closer fit
between the modelled and observed
speeds across the County-as-a-whole.
The results of these tests indicated that
there was relatively little impact on the
calculated emissions. Further details are
available in the T2 report.

▪ Latest information on bus services
and fleet operating within GM; and
▪ ppm / ppk values derived from the
latest version of the TAG Databook.
Detailed analysis has been conducted of
traffic composition, speeds and
congestion at those locations identified as
non-compliant in 2023 in Option 7 as
tested at OBC ie: a GM-wide CAZ B
scenario plus additional measures. These
were selected as the sites most likely to
determine the year of compliance, and
where further additional measures could
potentially act to bring forward the year of
compliance. As a result of this analysis,
alongside a wider assessment of
conditions at the locations, some
revisions have been made to model
inputs to better reflect real-world
conditions.
In those locations found to have
significant exceedances, an exercise has
been undertaken to identify potential
traffic management and other relevant
solutions.
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Since the previous review of bus
services, a fleet of zero emission
buses has been deployed on
routes in the city centre. The
highway model will be updated to
reflect these new buses.
A test of the Consultation Option
model, excluding the Full WGIS
and M60 Jn 24-27 and Jn 1-4
smart motorway schemes (those
elements of the WGIS scheme
that have been built will be
included) will be undertaken as a
sensitivity test but changes will not
be applied in the core scenario.
No further changes will be made
to the core scenario in the
highway assignment model.
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Modelling process

Discussion as at OBC

Update as at Consultation

Proposed changes to the core
scenario to represent Covid 19

3

The EMIGMA tool uses DEFRA’s EFT
v8.0 tool to calculate vehicle emissions
and is considered best practice and
appropriate. It draws on appropriate and
relevant national and local data sources.

The latest version of DEFRA’s EFT tool
(version 9.1a) has now been incorporated
into the modelling process. This updates
the vehicle fleet mix particularly for the
diesel/petrol fuel splits for passenger
cars, to reflect more recent sales trends
away from diesel.

Delays to normal fleet upgrade will
be reflected in the calculation of
emissions as set out in section 4.

The emissions model,
which uses TfGM’s
EMIGMA (Emissions
Inventory for Greater
Manchester) software
to combine information
about traffic flows and
speeds form the
highway model with
road traffic emission
factors and fleet
composition data from
DEFRA’s EFT to
provide estimates of
annual mass emissions
for a range of pollutants
including oxides of
nitrogen (NOx),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
particulate matter (PM10
and PM2.5) and CO2.

The EFT uses data from the Copert
modelling which, whilst appropriate for
steady state conditions can be less
reliable in congested or queuing
conditions.

This does not alter the base year or air
quality verification, but does alter future
year Do Minimum and with-action
modelling results.
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It is not considered that any
technical changes are required to
the emissions modelling process
as a result of the Covid 19
pandemic.
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Modelling process

Discussion as at OBC

Update as at Consultation

Proposed changes to the core
scenario to represent Covid 19

4

The emission rates for each modelled
scenario in EFT have been input into
ADMS‐Urban air quality dispersion model
(v4.0.1.0), along with hourly
meteorological data from Manchester
Airport meteorological station for 2016.
The meteorological hourly data set
includes all key parameters such as wind
speed, direction, temperature etc. This is
considered an appropriate tool as applied.

No change to the dispersion modelling
process or verification has been applied
from the OBC process.

It is not considered that any
changes are required to the AQ
modelling process as a result of
the Covid 19 pandemic.

The AQ modelling
process, which uses
ADMS-Urban software
to combine information
about mass emissions
of pollution (from
EMIGMA) and other
data such as wind
speed and direction,
topography plus
background datasets
and atmospheric
chemical reactions to
predict total ambient
pollutant
concentrations.

The outputs of the AQ modelling were
verified against NO2 monitoring data,
which was located in relevant locations
across Greater Manchester. This process
is described further in AQ3.
GM already has an extensive monitoring
network of continuous monitors
supplemented by diffusion tubes.
However, not all of the PCM links are
covered directly by the existing monitoring
locations. Therefore, additional diffusion
tube monitoring is being undertaken.
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Modelling process
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7

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19 on uncertainty in the GM CAP
modelling process

7.1

Sources of uncertainty in modelling the challenge

7.1.1

Table 7-1 sets out the possible impacts of the Covid 19 pandemic on
sources of uncertainty in the modelling of the challenge as identified in the
Analytical Assurance Statement (January 2020). This shows that there is
greater uncertainty as a result of the pandemic, with some aspects likely to
worsen air quality, and others potentially providing air quality improvements.
Overall, it is very unlikely that any improvements to air quality would be of a
sufficient scale to mean that action was no longer required.

7.1.2

Monitoring will be required to ensure that the policy and proposals contained
in the GM CAP remain appropriate throughout the lifetime of the
interventions. Monitoring will also be required where uncertainty remains as
to post-pandemic conditions, for example in terms of vehicle fleets, travel
patterns and the provision of bus services.

7.2

Sources of uncertainty in modelling the impacts of the CAZ

7.2.1

Table 7-2 sets out the possible impacts of the Covid 19 pandemic on
sources of uncertainty in the modelling of the Clean Air Zone as identified in
the Analytical Assurance Statement (January 2020).

7.2.2

At the time of writing, in April 2021, the UK is still operating under pandemicrelated restrictions on activity and travel. It is therefore too early to say with
certainty what the impacts of Covid 19 will be post-pandemic on behaviour,
travel patterns, businesses and the economy. In order to achieve compliance
in the shortest possible time, GM needs to progress the modelling
underpinning the GM CAP based on a set of reasonable assumptions about
the medium-to-long term impacts of the pandemic. Where uncertainty
remains, monitoring will allow GM to apply an ‘adaptive planning’ led
approach to the delivery of the GM CAP, to ensure the Plan remains
appropriate and effective.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

Vehicle
purchasing /
ownership
patterns and
trends

The projected fleet mix for buses
and other road traffic in the
forecast year is estimated,
based on an assumption that
the age profile of the vehicle
fleet remains unchanged over
time.

Additional ANPR data has been
collected to improve the
evidence base with regard to the
fleet age profile, and temporal
projection.

The Do Minimum fleet mix assumes a normal pattern
of vehicle upgrades, including the purchase of new
vehicles, trading of second-hand vehicles and the
scrapping of the oldest vehicles from the fleet.

ANPR data has revealed that
the Greater Manchester fleet is
older than the national average.
There is some emerging
national evidence of slowing
new vehicle sales and of a shift
from diesel to petrol in new car
purchases.
Sensitivity testing suggests that
a slower change in the fleet age
over time could result in mass
NOx emissions for 2023 that are
approximately 25% greater than
the reference case.
Monitoring of the fleet profile will
be required. New ANPR survey
data from 2019 will assist in
determining the projection rate
used between 2016 to 2021/23.

The impacts of the Covid 19 pandemic include:

Research has been undertaken
into the vehicle renewal patterns
of different market sectors and
this has been incorporated into
the LGV and HGV cost models,
providing a more informed
position on the likely behavioural
responses to the CAAP.
GM has applied EFT v9.1a,
which has primarily affected the
split of petrol and diesel cars,
increasing the petrol and
EV/hybrid fleet in line with more
recent sales trends and again
reducing uncertainty in terms of
the accuracy of car emissions.

•

Reduction in the number of new vehicles
manufactured due to lockdowns;

•

Delay in transactions due to lockdown
constraints;

•

Reduction in vehicle upgrades due to direct
economic impact of lockdown or wider
recessionary impacts, or because vehicles are
not being used as heavily as before; and
therefore

•

The oldest vehicles remaining in the fleet for
longer.

Analysis shows that these impacts vary between
different vehicle types and business sectors with some
more affected than others.
Sensitivity testing of an older-than-expected fleet has
been carried out and it is proposed that some
adjustments are made to the car, van and taxi fleets to
reflect the emerging evidence that the normal pattern
of vehicle upgrades has been affected for those fleets,
set out in Section 4.
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Table 7-1: Sources of uncertainty in the modelling of the challenge

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

Trends in
background
emissions

Background emissions are
based on the DEFRA
background emissions maps
2015. Comparison of this with
local background measurements
suggests that the DEFRA maps
are lower than monitored values.

The Defra background maps
were updated to a 2017 base
year, however these are not
consistent with the projections
used in EFT 9.1a.

It is not considered likely that Covid 19 would have a
significant impact on background emissions.

Background emissions are
higher than average in parts of
Greater Manchester, accounting
for 25 µg/m3 at some noncompliant sites, after removal of
the transport sector, in 2021.
GM assumes that DEFRA will
keep abreast of trends in
background emissions. GM will
apply any new guidance as it
emerges where possible.

Traffic growth
trends

The SATURN model forecasts
traffic growth of around 12%
between 2016 and 2025,
reflecting population and
economic growth. Current trends
suggest traffic is not growing at
this rate and therefore sensitivity
testing of a low traffic growth
scenario has been carried out.

Additionally, a 2016 dataset was
not provided so the latest 2017
based maps cannot be used in
the GM modelling which has a
2016 Base Year. This issue was
flagged to JAQU before the
mapping was released.
Background concentrations vary
each year for many
environmental factors, so
assumptions based on the Base
Year are subject to projection
uncertainty, which cannot readily
be addressed without altering
assumptions that affect the Base
Year verification and Target
Determination results.
Note that a correction has been
applied in the revised Do
Minimum modelling ensuring
that van growth is correctly
represented.

The initial lockdown phase had a very significant but
temporary impact on traffic, with traffic volumes
returning closer to normal during 2020 - albeit with
different demand patterns in terms of geography, time
of day, day of week etc - and later lockdowns having
much less impact on traffic volumes.
In the longer term, it remains possible that the Covid
19 pandemic could affect traffic growth in any of the
following ways:
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

Sensitivity testing suggested
that a plausible low growth
scenario resulted in relatively
small reductions in vehicle kms
and NOx emissions of about 6%
relative to the do-minimum
scenario.

•

Reduction in traffic or a loss of growth due to a
recessionary impact;

•

Reduction in traffic in peak periods due to
sustained behavioural changes such as more
working from home;

•

Increase in the car mode share due to
restrictions on public transport use, or people
being deterred from public transport by fear of
infection; and/or

•

Increase in freight traffic (especially LGV) due
to sustained behavioural changes such as
increased internet shopping.

As pandemic-related travel restrictions remain in place
at time of writing, it is not possible to assess with any
certainty the likelihood, scale or nature of any such
changes. As per the JAQU guidance, GM does not
propose to reflect any possible travel behaviour or
traffic changes in the core scenario. Sensitivity testing
of the impact of increased working from home and
reduced traffic will be carried out.
Monitoring of traffic patterns, public transport
passenger data and survey data about behavioural
choices will demonstrate whether any changes are
sustained post-pandemic.
Fuel costs and
other wider
changes in
costs/travel time

Traffic modelling assumes fuel
costs as recommended by TAG.
In theory, if fuel costs or other
similar costs were to change in
future, it could have an impact
on vehicle purchasing choices
and on kilometres travelled.

No change

Unlikely to be a material impact and CAP is relatively
insensitive to change in this aspect. GM is not
proposing any sensitivity testing of changes to fuel or
travel time costs.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

No change

Not affected by Covid 19.

This is not altered from OBC
position, because EFT 9.1a is
also based on Copert.

Not affected by Covid 19.

Sensitivity testing of the GM
CAP has demonstrated that the
conclusions are not sensitive to
fuel costs.
Effectiveness of
future emissions
standards

It is assumed that future
emissions standards perform as
planned. The performance of
earlier emissions standards
against forecasts has been
variable.
This is a known source of
uncertainty that cannot
meaningfully be mitigated at a
local level.

Assumptions
about real-world
emissions

Emissions rates have been
based on the EFT version 8.0.
The emissions rates of vehicles
in the real world may differ from
those modelled. The analysis in
the base year is calibrated to
real data and so this is
internalised into the analysis.
However, this cannot be
adequately weighted to differing
vehicle types/ages/fuel types
which affects future year
assumptions as the fleet renews
over time.
This is a known source of
uncertainty that cannot
meaningfully be mitigated at a
local level.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

Assumptions
about the impact
of urban
canyons

Greater Manchester is a
complex urban environment.
Overall, it is considered likely
that there is considerable
variation of modelled
concentrations in central
Manchester due to the presence
of canyons. The assessment
has applied a recognised best
practice approach to
representing model predictions
in the vicinity of canyons. It is
also noted that the highly
variable and complex nature of
modelling this type of
environment is not readily
compatible with the overall
approach of the EU Air Quality
Directive, which indicates model
outputs should be representative
of relatively long stretches of
road, not affected by changes to
traffic flow or junctions. Canyons
are a similar effect resulting in
spatial discrepancy in NO2
concentrations.

The approach to modelling
canyons followed best practice,
both in the application of the
canyons module, with a canyons
file produced for GM by CERC
(the ADMS model developer),
but by applying a separate AQ
model verification zone around
the IRR area where the canyons
module was used explicitly.
However, even with this
approach the uncertainty in
predictions is highly sensitive to
the local effects of canyons, and
several of the last locations to
comply are found inside the IRR
area.

Not affected by Covid 19.

JAQU guidance recognises this
issue and recommends
additional Scheme Evaluation
Monitoring is implemented in
canyon locations, but not that
this should be done to inform the
Target Determination process /
Options Appraisal of OBC which

Additional air quality monitoring
has been deployed in July 2019,
and further monitoring will be
needed to meet the requirement
of the Monitoring and Evaluation
project, and guidance issued by
JAQU in 2019.
These sites included many in
the canyon locations where
exceedances had been
predicted in the AQ modelling.
Sufficient data is not yet
available to draw meaningful
conclusions on annual mean
NO2 concentrations.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

No change.

Not affected by Covid 19.

would like to delay the
programme by 6-12 months.
Gradients and
Topography

The effects of gradients have
not been able to be incorporated
in the timescales. The locations
of significant gradients were
reviewed and it is considered
that this would have only a
limited effect on verification or
key output sites. Topography of
the road network is difficult to
determine as the road network is
not always at grade.
However, the last points of
compliance in the modelling are
not significantly affected by
gradients.

Assumptions
about bus
service patterns
and fleet profile

The highway modelling is based
on 2015 bus service patterns.
Bus mileage has, however, been
falling in recent years and it is
possible that this approach overestimates likely future bus
mileage.
There is uncertainty around bus
vehicle upgrade patterns. The
impact of new funding to support
the purchase of electric buses
has not been incorporated in the
analysis.

Incorporation of gradient into the
modelling would have required
updating Target Determination,
because we would have had to
alter the Base year modelling
and verification process.
This was not considered
proportionate because the last
points of compliance in the
modelling are not significantly
affected by gradients.

The traffic model has been
updated to reflect the latest
information on service patterns
and fleet profiles from 2019.
The GM bus market is complex
with numerous operators and
fleet age profiles which reflect
uncertainty around the future
direction for bus service
provision in GM.

Covid 19 has had a very significant impact on bus
operations, with public funding required to maintain
services, and constraints on bus use.
GM considers that it is most likely that current service
patterns are broadly maintained through the lifetime of
the Plan but there remains a risk that the Covid 19
pandemic results in:
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•

A reduction in bus services;

•

Delays to planned fleet upgrades, so that the
fleet is older than forecast; and

•

A reduced ability of bus operators to be able to
respond to the GM CAP by upgrading their
fleets.
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Source of
uncertainty

Assumptions
about future
growth and
related schemes

OBC Discussion

The GMVDM matrices were
used to calculate demand
changes; these matrices
included early estimates of
GMSF (Greater Manchester
Spatial Framework) growth,
which were not available at the
time that the 2021 CAP matrices
were developed. It needs to be
born in mind, however, that the
GMSF is still open to
consultation and will be subject
to uncertainty. Overall traffic
growth has also been
constrained to NTEM forecasts.

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

Proactive engagement with the
bus operators has shown a good
awareness of the CAP and a
willingness to improve their
fleets. Uncertainty will remain
however around the commercial
decisions to be made until the
level of potential financial
support can be confirmed.

Indicative sensitivity testing of an older-than-expected
fleet and the impact of a reduced bus service has been
carried out. One or both of these tests may be
repeated on the post-Consultation GM CAP scheme.

A review will be undertaken prior
to FBC submission to assess
whether any approved schemes
are expected to affect the
topology of the road network
and review the assumed
networks for 2023 and 2025.

GM has carried out a review of whether Covid 19 is
expected to result in the delay or cancellation of some
future development schemes that affect the topology of
the road network and of the assumed networks for
2023 and 2025. It is not considered that any known
scheme delays will have a meaningful impact on
compliance. More detail is provided in Table 2-3.

Monitoring of bus services, on-the-road fleets and of
the ongoing position of bus operators and Government
subsidies will be required post-pandemic.
However, there are specific services where electric
buses are funded or now in full operation, and these
will be incorporated to the revised modelling.

Several temporary road schemes have been put in
place during the pandemic. Although it is possible that
they may continue, or that other schemes could be
introduced which affect traffic patterns or the road
network, the GM CAP team is not currently aware of
any new funded and approved schemes of this nature.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of Covid 19 impact

No change

Not affected by Covid 19.

It was decided as part of this
process to also include all of the
2025 schemes in the 2023
networks, to ensure that both
networks were topologically the
same. This approach was
adopted to avoid having to
update the road width and street
canyon files that had been
developed for use with the 2025
dispersion model, which would
have been time-consuming and
could have delayed the project.
Other
assumptions
about road
network and
weather
conditions
affecting air
quality
forecasting

The GM region is a very large
study area, with a diverse range
of topography and surface
features. Additionally, road
transport fleet age may vary
depending on the nature of road
type or function.
This area has necessarily been
modelled as a homogenous
area in ADMS.
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Source of
uncertainty

Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Vehicle
purchasing/
ownership
patterns and
trends

A series of assumptions have
been made about upgrade
choices and costs, for example
that drivers would not choose to
downgrade their vehicle as a
result of the GM CAP.

The cost models developed for LGV
and HGV allow for drivers to
downgrade (LGV to estate car, HGV
to LGV etc.) where appropriate
based on a consideration of the
market sector they operate in.

See Table 7-1 for a discussion of possible impacts
on vehicle purchasing patterns.

If further evidence becomes
available that challenges these
assumptions, the number of
vehicles in-scope could
potentially be altered, and the
base level altered. However, this
would be relatively consistent
between scheme options and
thus would be unlikely to affect
the decision to proceed with
Option 8.

The cost model developed for Taxi /
PHV includes the functionality to
allow downgrade from Hackney
operation but this has not been
implemented. Further detailed
research would be required into the
commercial operation of this sector to
enable a robust assessment. It is
currently assumed that the choice to
operate a Hackney (rather than PHV)
would not be impacted by the CAP
as the charge would apply equally to
both modes.

In behavioural response terms,
the primary impact is on the
costs and benefits of the
proposals, and on the mitigating
measures that may be required.

Further work has been done to
substantiate the cost assumptions
being used for upgraded vehicles
and for the feasibility, availability and
cost of retrofit.
In addition, comparing the original
and new ANPR surveys conducted in
GM has provided greater confidence
that our assumptions about vehicle
purchasing patterns are correct.
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Note that it is also possible that if the pandemic
leads to business failures amongst medium/large
businesses, this could lead to fleets of compliant
vehicles coming on to the market.
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Table 7-2: Sources of uncertainty in modelling a Greater Manchester Clean Air Zone

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Behavioural
responses

Our assumptions in terms of
how drivers would respond to a
CAZ in Greater Manchester
have been based upon data
collected in Bristol. This is the
best data available and is
considered more appropriate
than applying survey data from
London.

The Bristol stated preference data is
no longer used.

There is a risk that Covid 19 affects behavioural
responses to the CAZ/Funds, for example
because:

See Appendix A of the Analytical
Assurance Statement for further
details on a measure-by-measure
basis.

New information from Sheffield
is now available, and this needs
to be tested to see whether it
corroborates existing
assumptions.
GM will also consider any
‘revealed preference’ data that
becomes available from other
cities as schemes are launched
elsewhere.

•

Underpinning assumptions – such as the
cost to upgrade – change, thus changing
the relative appeal of upgrading;

•

Those affected are less able to make the
most cost effective choice, if that requires
up front investment or borrowing (see
more detailed commentary below);

•

The availability of suitable, compliant
vehicles is less than forecast; or

•

More vehicles are in scope for charging,
because of delays to normal fleet
upgrades, and therefore the support
packages are not sufficient to support
everyone in need.

Indicative sensitivity testing has been carried out
to assess the impacts of changes to behavioural
responses on the effectiveness of the proposals,
and on the need for support. Further sensitivity
testing is planned on the post-Consultation GM
CAP scheme.
Monitoring of related factors (vehicle availability
and cost, business and economic performance,
vehicle markets etc) will be required postpandemic.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Frequency of
travel

The cost effectiveness of
different behavioural responses
depends in part on the
frequency of travel.

New ANPR data has been collected
however there remains a degree of
uncertainty with regard to trip
frequency particularly for freight (LGV
and HGV) vehicles travelling into GM
from outside.

In responses to lockdown, some businesses/sole
traders temporarily suspended activity, but
increasingly it may be the case that activity will
recommence but at a lower intensity than before.

We have identified the need for
better data and new data
collection is underway using
ANPR surveys. We will also
investigate the feasibility of
further data collection to
improve our knowledge.
However, given the regional
scale of the scheme, it is likely
that the majority of vehicles inscope will be local and therefore
travel frequently and so this is
less influential than for a smaller
scheme.
Infrequent and
long distance
travel

We have assumed that long
distance travellers (>50 miles
trip length) do not respond,
which seems reasonable.

There will be a high degree of
variation which may not have been
captured adequately by the ANPR
e.g. long-distance HGVs which visit
infrequently and similarly coach
traffic relating to particular events.

No change.

It seems likely however that this is a short term
impact and that in the medium term postpandemic those who remain trading will travel at
broadly the same frequency as before
(considering only the commercial vehicles in
scope for the CAZ, and not car travel).

Not affected by Covid 19.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

We have allowed for market
distortion to be considered as part of
the functionality of the cost models.
This has not been implemented in
the core reporting but can be used
for sensitivity testing.

The possible impact of a CAZ in distorting market
prices is not affected by Covid 19.

However, we cannot take
account of the possible impacts
of schemes in other cities on the
national fleet profile. It seems
reasonable to assume that if
many cities introduced similar
schemes, this would have a
meaningful effect on the national
fleet profile for in-scope
vehicles, by affecting operators’
abilities to relocate a noncompliant fleet, or the total cost
of becoming compliant vs
upgrading.
Cost of upgrade

It is possible that the
introduction or expectation of
CAZs increases the price of
compliant vehicles, and/or
decreases the value of noncompliant vehicles. This has not
been taken into account in the
analysis.
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However, the pandemic itself may distort vehicle
prices. It is possible that prices could increase as
a result of constraints in the availability of
compliant vehicles, as set out above, or due to
increased demand arising from sustained
behavioural changes post-pandemic. For
example, the rise in internet shopping has led to
increased demand for vans, with anecdotal
evidence that vans temporarily released by
construction firms were re-purposed for deliveries
during lockdown. A sustained increase in van
demand could place pressure on the van market.
Media reports suggest that the price of second
hand vans may be rising.
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Source of
uncertainty

Impact of
discounts and
exemptions

OBC Discussion

The analysis conducted to date
assumes all vehicles are in
scope for the CAZ and does not
take into the possible impact of
discounts and exemptions.
These will be developed at FBC
and are subject to public
consultation.

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

The extent to which this distortion
occurs will be dependent on the
number and scope of other CAZ
projects around the country and
factors in the vehicle supply chain
and potential retrofit technology
which are outside the control of GM.
Indications for LGVs are that the
issue is relatively minor for a 2023
charging scheme, but could
materially affect responses in 2021
when the market supply of compliant
second-hand vehicles would be
constrained. There is also evidence
that the availability of compliant Euro
6 diesel Hackney Cabs is very
limited.

Sensitivity testing has been carried out and
suggests that the GM CAP has relatively low
sensitivity to price increases. Nevertheless,
monitoring of vehicle prices, particularly vans, will
be required post-pandemic and further sensitivity
testing will be carried out on the post-Consultation
GM CAP scheme.

A series of proposed discounts and
exemptions have been developed
with supporting policy documentation
that will be subject to the planned
public consultation exercise. All
major discounts and exemptions are
included in the core model runs.

Proposals for discounts and exemptions are being
reviewed in light of the Consultation feedback and
evidence on the impacts of Covid 19. The impact
of any proposed discounts and exemptions will be
assessed in the modelling of the postConsultation GM CAP scheme.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Work has been conducted, as is
presented in Note 12: ‘Evidence of
the impact of a 2021 CAZ C’, to
demonstrate that removing the LGV
temporary exemption cannot bring
forward compliance. This was
supplied to JAQU on 12th July and
further discussions and evidence
sharing have taken place since then.
Revised estimates of the number of
LGVs expected to upgrade to new
and second-hand vehicles were
supplied to JAQU on 22nd October
2019 and further evidence on the
issues with removing the LGV
temporary exemption was supplied
by letter on 1st November. A freight
data annex was supplied on 22nd
January 2020 providing freight fleet
data.
Re-routeing or
change of
destination

For the region-wide CAZ
proposals, the demand
responses to charging are
applied in the demand sifting
tool rather than in the highway
assignment model. Therefore
possible changes to origins and
destinations are not captured.
The GM-wide nature of the
schemes reduces the likely
effect of destination change at
the last point of compliance.

Investigations have been undertaken
using the assignment model to check
on the risk of diversion. Involved
liaison with infrastructure team
(signing etc.) to ensure impact
minimal.
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Not affected by Covid 19.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Access to equity
or credit to
facilitate
behaviour change

None.

It has been assumed in simple terms
that vehicle owners will take the
lowest cost option, upgrading if this
saves money compared to paying the
charge. This in turn assumes that
vehicle owners have the equity
and/or access to credit to enable
them to make the best financial
choice. However, evidence suggests
that people and businesses are not
always able to save money if to do so
involves a large up-front capital
investment.

There is a risk that Covid 19 affects (worsens)
access to equity or credit to facilitate behaviour
change.

At present around one third of credit
applications are refused. Those with
poor credit ratings, low or unreliable
incomes, or who need to purchase a
high value vehicle may struggle to
access the credit they need to
upgrade.
The CAZ will bring forward
investment in fleet upgrade. This will
affect the credit worthiness of
applicants, as they will have had less
time to accrue a deposit, may need
to purchase a higher value vehicle
than normal, and may need to
finance multiple vehicles at one time.
As a result, total indebtedness will
rise, affordability will fall and they
may either face more expensive
credit or be refused.
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In particular:
•

Businesses, individuals and charities may
have reduced or exhausted their
reserves/savings during the pandemic;

•

Businesses, individuals and charities may
have become more indebted, by
accessing Government or other loans,
overdrafts and credit options;

•

Businesses, individuals and charities may
not have been able to trade as normal
during 2020 and therefore may find it
more difficult to demonstrate that they are
credit-worthy;

•

Turnover and profitability may be reduced
due to any economic downturn arising
from the pandemic, reducing the ability to
save or borrow; and/or

•

Normal vehicle upgrades may have been
delayed, increasing the loan-to-value ratio
for those upgrading (because they are
financing more vehicles at one time).

Evidence from business surveys and statistics
shows that many businesses have been affected
by the pandemic in these ways. Indicative
sensitivity testing has been carried out, as set out
above in terms of the impact on behaviour
change.
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Source of
uncertainty

OBC Discussion

Update as at Consultation

Consideration of the impacts of Covid 19

Thus, there is a risk that the models
over-state the likelihood that vehicles
upgrade, if upgrade is not possible or
affordable due to a lack of equity or
credit. The provision of grants and/or
loans to assist upgrade will mitigate
this risk, as well as mitigating
negative socio-economic impacts on
in-scope groups. It could be
considered that the ‘with grants’
behavioural responses are more
robust than the ‘CAZ only’
responses.

Ongoing monitoring of business performance and
surveys will be required.
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Source of
uncertainty
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8

Conclusion

8.1

Summary of recommendations

8.1.1

In summary, GM is proposing to make the following changes to the
modelling process for the core scenario, in order to represent the impacts of
Covid:
•

Representation of delayed CAZ launch date of 2022;

•

Update to bus fleet reflecting current deployment of zero emission
buses;

•

Apply a delay to normal fleet upgrades to the private car, van, and taxi
fleets; and

•

Apply a correction to the cost modelling process to prevent overoptimistic forecasting of upgrade responses as a result of the
application of delays to fleet upgrades for van and taxi.

8.1.2

Any other possible impacts of the pandemic that have been identified by GM
as plausible and potentially impactful will be considered via sensitivity
testing.

8.2

Next steps

8.2.1

GM has submitted this paper seeking JAQU approval of the proposed
approach.

8.2.2

Following approval of this approach, GM will progress re-modelling of the Do
Minimum scenario and commence modelling of a post-Consultation package
of measures, subject to local decision-making processes. A paper setting out
the air quality impacts of these Covid 19 related revisions and of the
proposed post-Consultation package of measures will be supplied to GM’s
ten local authorities in summer 2021.

8.2.3

Revised versions of each Technical Report as set out in Section 1.1 will be
supplied as appendices to the FBC.
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APPENDIX ONE: JAQU’s guidance to local authorities, February 2021
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Introduction
Overview
1.1

In July 2017 the Secretary of State issued a Direction under the Environment
Act 1995 requiring a number of Greater Manchester local authorities to
produce a feasibility study to identify the option which will deliver compliance
with the requirement to meet legal limits for nitrogen dioxide in the shortest
possible time.

1.2

The 10 Greater Manchester local authorities have been developing the study
collectively together with the GMCA, coordinated by TfGM in line with
Government direction and guidance. An Outline Business Case (OBC) was
duly submitted in March 2019.

1.3

Ministerial feedback was received in July 2019 along with a further direction
under the Environment Act 1995 which requires all ten of the Greater
Manchester local authorities to:
“take steps to implement the local plan for NO2 compliance” (which
was summarised as involving a Class C Charging CAZ with additional
measures) and “ensure that the local plan for NO2 compliance is
implemented so that–
(a) compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen dioxide is achieved
in the shortest possible time, and by 2024 at the latest; and
(b) exposure to levels above the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are
reduced as quickly as possible.”

1.4

The ten authorities were also required to submit further options appraisal
and information which they subsequently did resulting in a number of
changes to the local plan, albeit that it still provided for a Class C Charging
CAZ.

1.5

The 10 Greater Manchester local authorities are now subject to a Ministerial
direction dated 16 March 2020 requiring them to implement the local plan for
NO2 compliance considered by the Secretary of State on March 16 2020
(which includes a Class C Charging CAZ in Greater Manchester) as soon as
possible and at least in time to bring forward compliance to 2024.

1.6

The ten GM authorities conducted an eight-week consultation from 8
October to 3 December 2020. The purpose of the consultation was to seek
views from residents, visitors, stakeholders and businesses on the local plan
to achieve legally compliant NO2 levels in Greater Manchester.

1.7

GM has considered the feedback from the consultation has made a number
of changes to the proposals, set out in the GM CAP Policy, following
consultation.

2
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1.8

This Technical Note 38 sets out the evidence underpinning the rationale for
the local discounts and exemptions proposed in the GM CAP Policy
following consultation. It also sets out the results of analysis undertaken to
assess the possible impact of the proposed national and local discounts and
exemptions on achieving compliance in the shortest possible time.
Background
National Guidance

2.1

The UK government’s ‘Clean Air Zone Framework: Principles for setting up
Clean Air Zones in England’1, sets out the approach that is expected to be
taken by local authorities when implementing and operating a Clean Air
Zone in England. Section 3.9 of the guidance states the following in relation
to discounts and exemptions:
“There is a general presumption that the requirements for charging
Clean Air Zones will apply to all vehicles according to the relevant zone
class.
There will be certain circumstances where exemptions and discounts
from a charge will be appropriate. This may be because of a person’s
particular circumstances; the type of vehicle concerned may be difficult
or uneconomic to adapt to comply with a zone’s requirements; or the
operation a vehicle is engaged in is particularly unique or novel.
Discounts and exemptions should, in general, be based on the
principle that;
•

specialist vehicles that can never be compliant should qualify for an
exemption from a charge;

•

a sunset period should be allowed for specialist or more novel
vehicles that can become compliant in a suitable time to allow for
them to be changed.

While exemptions should be kept to the minimum necessary in order
to maximise the benefits of a zone, local authorities may also consider
additional exemptions or discounts based on particular local
circumstances. Local authorities may consider ways in which the cost
of any charge to enter areas could be reduced for groups they identify
as facing particular challenges, so long as this is achieved in a way
which does not slow down the achievement of the outcomes of the
zone. This might, for example, take into account the location of a
charging zone in relation to key local businesses or services.
Local Authorities will also need to think about enforcement relating to
exemptions and discounts in designing a zone. This section sets out
1

Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs and Department for Transport. 2020. Clean Air Zone Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-frameworkfeb2020.pdf

3
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where national exemptions should apply, and the circumstances in
which local exemptions or discounts may be appropriate. Additional
exemptions should not be applied where doing so would negate the
overall benefits of the zone.”
2.2

There are no temporary national exemptions or national discounts stipulated
within the Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework.
Greater Manchester’s principles for discounts and exemptions

3.1

Whilst there is a general presumption that the requirements for charging
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) will apply to all vehicles according to the relevant zone
class, there will be certain circumstances where discounts or exemptions
from a charge will be appropriate.

3.2

Taking the Government guidance into account, the following principles for
discounts and exemptions in GM will apply:
•

Guidance on national exemptions will be adhered to, meaning
certain categories of vehicles which cannot reasonably comply
with the required emissions standards (e.g. historic or non-road
going vehicles) will not be required to pay a charge; and

•

As per the Government’s guidance in Section 145 of the CAZ
Framework, any local discounts or exemptions, when considered
in addition to the national exemptions, will not negate the overall
benefits of the zone.

3.3

GM have treated the policy in respect of local discounts and exemptions
(namely, to ensure that any local discounts or exemptions will not negate the
overall benefits of the zone) as requiring (i) that they will not postpone the
date on which legal compliance in Greater Manchester is achieved, and (ii)
that the benefits of not charging users outweigh the disadvantages of doing
so.

3.4

The proposed discounts and exemptions for the GM CAZ, both permanent
and temporary, are described in turn below, alongside the JAQU guidance,
rationale and evidence. It should be noted that the majority of these
discounts and exemptions are consistent with the published approaches
taken by other cities proposing a CAZ e.g. Leeds and Birmingham.

3.5

These discounts and exemptions fall into four categories:

2

•

Permanent national exemptions;

•

Permanent local exemptions;

•

Temporary local exemptions2; and

•

Permanent local discounts.

A temporary local exemption is time limited exemption, applied for a fixed period. Within this temporary local exemption period, eligible
vehicles would not pay a charge. Following the expiry of a temporary local exemption, non-compliant vehicles will be charged. Note
that there may be a requirement to apply for discounts and exemptions

4
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3.6

The proposed discounts and exemptions were subject to consultation in
autumn 2020 and the proposals considered here reflect the position set out
in the GM CAP Policy following consultation.
Permanent exemptions
Permanent national exemptions

4.1

The Government’s Clean Air Zone Framework sets out permanent national
exemptions i.e. those which will be exempt from charges for all CAZs within
England, including the GM CAZ. These are in place due to some types of
vehicle being particularly difficult or uneconomic to adapt to comply with the
framework’s requirements. They also cover vehicles that are engaged in
particularly unique or novel operations. National, permanent exemptions that
apply to all CAZs are set out in Table 4-1, alongside the rationale for
inclusion and an assessment of the possible impact on achieving compliance
in the shortest possible time.

4.2

Table 4-1 shows that applying the permanent national exemptions is not
likely to undermine the ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater
Manchester in the shortest possible time. The permanent national
exemptions are set out in the CAZ Framework and GM considers that the
benefits of not charging users in such cases outweigh the disadvantages of
doing so.

4.3

All permanent national exemptions are assessed as having a negligible
impact due to the very small proportion of vehicles in scope.
Permanent local exemptions

4.4

In addition to stipulating national exemptions, the Government’s Clean Air
Zone Framework makes provision for local authorities to consider allowing
additional exemptions or discounts based on particular local circumstances.
GM has proposed a series of permanent local exemptions in the Policy
following Consultation. These are set out in Table 4-2, alongside the
rationale for inclusion and an assessment of the possible impact on
achieving compliance in the shortest possible time. This analysis considers
the possible impact in terms of the proportion of the total vehicle fleet within
the scope of the GM CAZ.

4.5

It is also worth noting that, where it is not possible or practical to upgrade
vehicles, applying an exemption would remove the cost burden of the
charge. It would not however be expected to affect the choice to upgrade or
not. In other words, this group would not be expected to upgrade with or
without the exemption.

4.6

Three new permanent local exemptions have been proposed following
consultation. These are for LGVs and minibuses that have been adapted for
use by a disabled user (but do not qualify for the Disabled Tax Class
exemption, which depends upon eligibility for certain benefits); driver training
buses; and heritage buses not used for hire or reward.

5
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4.7

Table 4-2 shows that applying the permanent local exemptions is not likely
to undermine the ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater
Manchester in the shortest possible time. GM considers that the benefits of
not charging users in such cases outweigh the disadvantages of doing so.

4.8

All proposed permanent local exemptions are assessed as having a
negligible impact due to the very small proportion of vehicles in scope.

6
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Table 4-1 Permanent national exemptions to CAZ charges, set by the Government
Permanent national
exemptions

Rationale

Impact on compliance

Vehicles with a ‘historic’ vehicle tax
class (vehicles built or first
registered more than 40 years ago)

Exempt due to age and unsuitability
for compliant retrofitting

Negligible. Based upon ANPR sample data3
and analysis of recorded vehicles which are
within the historic vehicle tax class, the quantity
of eligible vehicles has been estimated at less
than 0.5% of total vehicles serving GM.

Military vehicles

Vehicles in use by UK Armed
Forces

Exempt from charges by virtue of
Section 349 of the Armed Forces Act
2006

Negligible. Military vehicles could not be
identified from the ANPR dataset. The volume
of military vehicles is assumed to be low as
there are no military bases in GM and only a
small number of Army Reserve Centres.

Disabled Passenger
Vehicle (DPV)

Vehicles within the DVLA Disabled
Passenger Vehicle tax class, used
by organisations providing
transport for disabled people.

This group of vehicles may include a
range of specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles, where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade
to a vehicle compliant with the
emission standards of the GM CAZ.

Negligible. Based upon ANPR sample data and
analysis of recorded vehicles which are within
the DPV tax class, the quantity of eligible
vehicles has been estimated at less than 0.5%
of total vehicles serving GM based on the
ANPR sample.

This group of vehicles may include a
range of specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade
to a vehicle compliant with the
emission standards of the GM CAZ.

Negligible. Emergency services vehicles
(including specialist emergency service
vehicles and other vehicles used by emergency
services) were identified in the ANPR data as
accounting for less than 0.5% of total vehicles
recorded. Emergency services in GM have a 4
– 10 year replacement cycle and therefore
much of the fleet will be compliant upon the
operation of the GM CAZ.

Historic vehicles

Specialist Emergency
Service Vehicles

3

Description

Specialist vehicles in use by
emergency services, such as aerial
ladders and major incident
command vehicles.

For details of GM’s ANPR survey, see Technical Note 5: ANPR Survey - Summary of Initial Findings
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Table 4-2 Permanent local exemptions to GM CAZ charges proposed by Greater Manchester
Permanent local
exemptions

Description

Rationale

Impact on compliance

This group of vehicles includes
certain novel or adapted road going
HGVs of a particularly specialised
nature, meaning it may not be
practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the emission
standards of the GM CAZ.

Negligible. Based on data obtained from the
DfT the quantity of specialist HGVs has been
estimated at less than 0.5% of total vehicles
serving GM5. Specialist HGVs represent c.6%
of the HGV fleet and are assumed to make up
a lower proportion of total HGV mileage, as
they spend most of the time stationary.

Certain types of heavily specialised
HGVs, such as certain vehicles
used in construction or vehicle
recovery.
The following are eligible to apply
for exemption:
•

Specialist Heavy Goods
Vehicles

4
5

Vehicles in the DVLA
Special Types Tax Class 4
and specified in an Order
under Section 44 of the
Road Traffic Act 1994;

•

Vehicles in the DVLA
Special Vehicles Tax Class
and meeting the definition
of a “special vehicle” under
Part IV of Schedule 1 of the
Vehicle Excise and
Registration Act 1994
(VERA);

•

Vehicles in the DVLA
Recovery Vehicle Tax
Class and meeting the
definitions and criteria in

Information on tax classes for vehicles is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/v3551-notes-about-tax-classes
29,500 non-road going and specialist vehicles have been identified by the DfT, around 6% of the total number of HGVs registered in the UK, see https://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/news/view/all-terraincranes-to-remain-exempt-from-mandatory-checks
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Description

Rationale

Impact on compliance

Certain types of non-road going
vehicles which are allowed to drive
on the highway such as agricultural
machines; digging machines; and
mobile cranes

This group of vehicles includes a
range of specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles, where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade
to a vehicle compliant with the
emission standards of the GM CAZ.

Negligible. Based upon ANPR sample data
and that obtained from the DVLA, as above,
the quantity of non-road going vehicles has
been estimated at less than 0.5% of total
vehicles serving GM.

Certain types of vehicles used by
emergency services front line
emergency and certain nonemergency vehicles

This group of vehicles includes a
range of vehicles, associated with
front line emergency response, and
where it may generally not be
practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the emission
standards of the GM CAZ, which are
not captured by the national
exemption.

Negligible. Emergency services vehicles
(including specialist emergency service
vehicles and other vehicles used by
emergency services) were identified in the
ANPR data as accounting for less than 0.5% of
total vehicles recorded. Emergency services in
GM have a 4 – 10 year replacement cycle and
therefore much of the fleet will be compliant.
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Permanent local
exemptions

Part V of Schedule 1 of the
VERA;

Non-road-going vehicles

Vehicles used by
emergency services

•

Vehicles in the DVLA
Special Concessionary Tax
Class and meeting the
definitions and criteria in
paragraphs 20B, 20C, 20D,
20E, 20F, 20H or 20J of
Schedule 2 of the VERA);

•

Vehicles in the DVLA
Limited Use Tax Class and
meeting the definition and
criteria in paragraph 20A of
Schedule 2 of the VERA.

9

Description

Rationale

Impact on compliance

Community Minibuses

Those operating under a permit
under section 19 or section 22 of
the Transport Act (1985), issued by
a body designated by the Secretary
of State

These vehicles provide important
access to employment, education
and training for people who may
otherwise be isolated, including those
with mobility issues and located in
areas with poor public transport
accessibility. They also facilitate
inclusion in social and community
activities.

Negligible. Based on ANPR sample data,
minibuses are estimated to make up less than
1% of vehicles serving GM and it is estimated
that around 30% of this fleet is eligible for
section 19 and section 22 permits.

Showmen’s vehicles

Fairground/funfair vehicles which
are registered with the Showmen’s
Guild, in the tax classification of
Showman’s HGV or Showman’s
Haulage under the DVLA Special
Vehicles Tax Class and meet the
definition of a ‘showman’s vehicle’
or a ‘showman’s goods vehicle’
within the meaning of section 62 of
the VERA.

This group of vehicles includes a
range of specialist and/or novel or
adapted vehicles, where it may
generally not be practical to upgrade
to a vehicle compliant with the
standards of the GM CAZ.

Negligible. Showmen’s Guild vehicles could
not be identified from the ANPR dataset. The
volume of such vehicles is assumed to be low
given their specialised use for intermittent
events.

Driving within the zone
because of a road
diversion

Vehicles driving within the zone
because of a road diversion who
would otherwise not have entered
the GM CAZ.
Applies only while the diversion is
active and subject to non-compliant
vehicles being on the designated
diversion route.

This exemption is aimed at protecting
road safety and recognises that
vehicles may enter the GM CAZ for
reasons outside of the driver’s
control.
The exemption will apply to vehicles
which enter the GM CAZ as a direct
result of a road diversion only.
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Permanent local
exemptions

It is not possible to quantify the impact of this
exemption but it is likely to be negligible as the
incidences would be of short duration and
involve a very small proportion of the total
vehicles travelling within the GM CAZ, where
eligible vehicles are not already visiting GM as
part of their overall journey in any case.
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Description

Disabled Tax Class
vehicles

Vehicles used by, or for the
purposes of a disabled person
which are exempt from vehicle tax,
i.e. those in the DVLA Disabled Tax
Class and meeting the definitions
and criteria in paragraphs 18 and
19 of Schedule 2 of the VERA are
eligible to apply for exemption.

LGVs and minibuses
adapted for a disabled
user

LGVs and Minibuses specifically
adapted for use by a disabled user
and not used for hire or reward.
These vehicles will have a
substantial and permanent
adaptation to the vehicle, specific to
suit a disabled wheelchair user’s
particular needs to enable them to
travel in the vehicle, or enter and
drive it6.

Rationale
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Permanent local
exemptions

Impact on compliance

This exemption is complementary to
the exemption for Disabled
Passenger vehicles.
An exemption certificate will have
been secured for vehicles within this
group, following a successful
application to the Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Authority (DVLA) for
exemption from vehicle tax. The
vehicle must be used solely for the
purposes of the disabled person.
This exemption recognises privately
owned LGVs and Minibuses specially
adapted for use by a disabled user,
which are not covered by the
Disabled Tax Class exemption. The
exemption is subject to restrictions
on its use through eligibility criteria to
ensure it is used primarily for the
transport of a disabled person and is
not used for hire or reward.

Negligible. Based upon ANPR sample data
and analysis of recorded vehicles which are
within the Disabled tax class, the quantity of
eligible vehicles has been estimated at less
than 0.5% of total vehicles serving GM based.

Negligible. It is likely that most specially
adapted LGVs and minibuses will be eligible
under the Disabled Tax Class exemption and
that only this exemption will apply to a very
small number of additional vehicles.

6

The definition of substantial and permanent adaptation draws on guidance from HMRC that: The adaptation to the vehicle must be both necessary and specific to suit the disabled wheelchair user’s particular needs to enable
them to travel in the vehicle, or enter and drive it. The adaptation should alter the vehicle in a meaningful way, enabling the wheelchair user to use the vehicle which they could not use before it was adapted. For a vehicle to be
considered as substantially and permanently adapted it is expected that significant change to the vehicle has been made with the adaptations being bolted or welded to the body or chassis of the vehicle. Adaptations that are
wired into the electrics of the vehicle could also qualify as substantially and permanently adapted. For adaptations to be considered permanent it’s expected that they should be fitted to the vehicle for the shorter of either a
minimum of 3 years or the lifetime of the vehicle. If the adaptation is removed before this time, then the adaptation may not be considered to be permanent and therefore the vehicle should not have been eligible for exemption.
A disabled person who usually uses a wheelchair needs to be able to take it with them in the vehicle. Vehicles often need to be substantially adapted to allow a fixed frame or motorised wheelchair designed for permanent use to
be transferred into the vehicle, using a ramp and a winch or a hoist, and for it to be held safely and securely in place throughout the journey. Where a wheelchair can be folded and stowed in the boot of a vehicle, the vehicle does
not need to be substantially and permanently adapted to carry it. Whilst some minor adaptations may be required, it’s not sufficient to meet the ‘substantially and permanently adapted’ qualifying condition and the vehicle will
not qualify for exemption. The following are not considered as substantial and permanent adaptations because they are widely available accessories or upgrade options the: fitting of a roof rack or standard roof box; attachment
of a trailer to the back of a vehicle; fitting of automatic transmission; fitting of parking or reversing sensors. This list is not exhaustive. Further information available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-relief-on-adapted-motorvehicles-for-disabled-people-and-charities-notice-1002#sec3
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Driver training buses

Heritage buses not used
for hire or reward

Description

Rationale

Impact on compliance

Buses adapted for use for, and
dedicated to, driver training
purposes and owned by the
Applicant prior to 3rd December
2020.

This exemption recognises specially
adapted buses for dedicated use as
driver training vehicles, which are
specialist and/or novel or adapted
vehicles, where it may generally not
be practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the standards of the
GM CAZ.

Negligible. Driver training buses account for a
very small proportion of total bus mileage. Any
buses coming into operation from 2021
onwards will be required to be compliant or
pay the charge.

Heritage buses which are over 20
years old and which are not used
for hire or reward.

This exemption recognises privately
owned heritage buses over 20 years
old that do not fall within the Historic
Vehicle Tax Class, which are
specialist and/or novel or adapted
vehicles, where it may generally not
be practical to upgrade to a vehicle
compliant with the standards of the
GM CAZ. The exemption is subject to
restrictions on its use through
eligibility criteria to ensure the vehicle
is not used for hire or reward.

Negligible. Very few vehicles, likely to be
operating at low mileage, are likely to be in
scope for this exemption.

12
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Temporary exemptions
Temporary national exemptions
5.1

No temporary national exemptions are proposed.
Temporary local exemptions

5.2

GM has proposed a series of temporary local exemptions in the Policy
following Consultation. These are set out in Table 5-1, alongside the
rationale for inclusion and an assessment of the possible impact on
achieving compliance in Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time.
This analysis considers the possible impact in terms of the proportion of the
total vehicle fleet in scope.

5.3

Following consultation, all temporary local exemptions proposed by GM, set
out in Table 5-1, are proposed to expire on 31st May 2023.

5.4

The modelling process applies these temporary local exemptions in the
relevant years and where the relevant vehicle type and behavioural
response is represented within the modelling architecture. The cost
modelling approach applied calculates the various proportions of responses
(upgrade, stay and pay, cancel trip) to the charging CAZ measures
alongside the associated financial assistance where applicable in each of the
modelled years of 20217, 2023 and 2025, with interpolation applied to
estimate outcomes in interim years.

5.5

Within the modelling process, the CAZ is assumed to be fully in place (in
other words, with no remaining temporary exemptions) in 2023. Modelling of
the post-Consultation policy demonstrates that even with the scheme fully in
place, compliance is not achieved in 2023. A further year of natural fleet
renewal is required in order for compliance to be achieved in 2024.
Therefore, the temporary local exemptions are not forecast to delay
compliance from 2023 to 2024.

5.6

As long as the temporary local exemptions have been removed early enough
that drivers will have had time to be influenced by the forthcoming CAZ
charge, make their choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st January
2024, then the temporary local exemptions would not affect the predicted
legal compliance date.

5.7

Table 5-1 shows that applying the proposed temporary local exemptions is
not likely to negate the overall benefits of the GM CAZ or undermine the
ability to meet air quality compliance within the shortest possible time.

7

Note that modelling is being carried out for 2021 only to allow GM to interpolate results for 2022. 2021 will no longer be a reported
year given that it is proposed that the CAZ opens in 2022.
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5.8

Where the vehicle populations in scope (and their associated emissions) are
meaningful, the proposed temporary local exemptions are assessed as
having a low risk of undermining the ability to meet air quality compliance in
Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time. GM considers that the
benefits of not charging users outweigh the disadvantages of doing so.

5.9

Where only a very small proportion of vehicles are in scope, the proposed
temporary local exemptions are assessed as having a negligible risk of
undermining the ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater Manchester
in the shortest possible time. GM considers that the benefits of not charging
users outweigh the disadvantages of doing so.
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Temporary local
exemptions

LGVs and minibuses
(which are not a licensed
hackney or PHV or used
to provide a registered
bus service within GM)

8

Description

Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) and
minibuses which are not used as a
licensed hackney, PHV or on a
registered bus service within GM,
are eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31st May 2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Rationale

Impact on compliance

GM evidence indicates that the cost
and availability of new, second and
third hand compliant LGVs will not
provide a viable or an affordable
option for many operators (especially
for the smallest businesses and sole
traders) to upgrade to a compliant
vehicle in 2022, given the scale of
the GM CAZ8.

Low. As set out above, modelling
demonstrates that as long as the temporary
exemptions have been removed early enough
that drivers will have had time to be influenced
by the forthcoming CAZ charge, make their
choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st
January 2024 (the year of compliance), then
the temporary exemptions would not affect the
predicted legal compliance date. As the
temporary exemption will expire on 31st May
2023, sufficient time is available in advance of
1st January 2024 for affected vehicles
owners/registered keepers of these vehicles to
upgrade to a compliant vehicle.

Introducing a charge in 2022 risks
many operators having to switch from
using an LGV to a pre-Euro 6 diesel
car or stop trading.
Given the number of LGVs operating
in GM, there is also a high risk of
there being insufficient time in
advance of 2022 to administer the
funding required to support affected
parties to upgrade to compliant
LGVs.

A key rationale for the proposed exemption is
that it is not considered likely that this large
non-compliant fleet can upgrade by the point at
which the CAZ is introduced. The provision of
funds to support upgrade from 2021 is
however intended to encourage early upgrade.

See Technical Note 12 - Evidence of the impact of 2021 CAZ C
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Table 5-1 Temporary local exemptions to CAZ charges proposed by Greater Manchester

GM licensed Hackneys
and PHVs

Description

Hackneys and Private Hire
Vehicles (PHVs), which are
licensed to one of the 10 GM
Authorities as of the 3rd December
2020 are eligible for a temporary
exemption until 31st May 2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Rationale

The evidence from the COVID-19
impacts analysis shows major
impacts on the GM taxi trade. This
exemption recognises that GM
licenced hackneys and private hire
vehicles require time to recover from
the financial effects of COVID-19 and
the ability to invest in upgrades to
compliant alternatives before a
charge is applied.

Impact on compliance
Low. As set out above, modelling
demonstrates that as long as the temporary
exemptions have been removed early enough
that drivers will have had time to be influenced
by the forthcoming CAZ charge, make their
choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st
January 2024, then the temporary exemptions
would not affect the predicted legal compliance
date. As the temporary exemption will expire
on 31st May 2023, sufficient time is available
in advance of 1st January 2024 (the year of
compliance) for affected vehicles
owners/registered keepers of these vehicles to
upgrade to a compliant vehicle.
A key rationale for the proposed exemption is
that it is not considered likely that this fleet can
upgrade by the point at which the CAZ is
introduced in 2022 due to the major impacts of
COVID-19 on the trade. The provision of funds
to support upgrade from 2021 is however
intended to encourage early upgrade.
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Temporary local
exemptions

Coaches and buses not
used on a registered bus
service.

Description

Coaches and buses not used on a
registered bus service are eligible
for a temporary exemption until 31st
May 2023.
After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Rationale

Impact on compliance

The evidence from the Covid impacts
analysis, shows major impacts on
coach operators. This exemption
recognises the high upgrade cost of
coaches and that they require time to
recover from the financial effects of
COVID-19. 69% of coach operators
are small businesses, with many
providing services for vulnerable
groups, particularly children, elderly
people and those on low incomes.

Low. As set out above, modelling
demonstrates that as long as the temporary
exemptions have been removed early enough
that drivers will have had time to be influenced
by the forthcoming CAZ charge, make their
choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st
January 2024 (the year of compliance), then
the temporary exemptions would not affect the
predicted legal compliance date. As the
temporary exemption will expire on 31st May
2023, sufficient time is available in advance of
1st January 2024 for affected vehicles
owners/registered keepers of these vehicles to
upgrade to a compliant vehicle.

A temporary exemption provides
further time for non-compliant
vehicles to be upgraded to meet the
standards required by a GM CAZ and
protects vital services.

9

A key rationale for the proposed exemption is
that it is not considered likely that this largely
non-compliant fleet can upgrade by the point at
which the CAZ is introduced, given the high
cost of upgrade and the impacts of COVID-19
on the coach industry9. The provision of funds
to support retrofit and upgrade from 2021 will
encourage early upgrade.

See Technical Note 4: Coach Market Analysis
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Temporary local
exemptions

Description

Rationale

Page 1647

Temporary local
exemptions

Impact on compliance
Low. Vehicle leasing is commonly offered for
new vehicles, which would be compliant with
the scheme, and therefore the impact of the
exemption for leased vehicles is assumed to
be negligible.

Outstanding finance or
lease on non-compliant
vehicles

Non-compliant vehicles subject to
finance or lease agreements
entered into before 3rd December
2020 which will remain outstanding
at the time at which the GM CAZ
becomes operational, are eligible
for a temporary exemption until the
agreement ends or until 31st May
2023, whichever is sooner.
31st

After
May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

A move to a compliant vehicle is not
considered feasible due to
outstanding finance, which was
entered into before information on
the GM CAZ had been made publicly
available.

It is estimated that around 30% of vehicles are
purchased with vehicle finance; this is
available for both new and second-hand
vehicles. New vehicles would be compliant
with the scheme but some vehicle owners may
have outstanding finance agreements on noncompliant second-hand vehicles. GM is not
able to quantify the number of vehicles this
could apply to.
Given that these vehicle owners are in a
binding finance agreement, they may not be in
a position to upgrade with or without the
temporary exemption. Applying a charge would
raise revenues but would not be expected to
deliver additional upgrades. The temporary
exemption is therefore unlikely to affect
whether compliance is achieved but would
provide a period for those in finance
agreements to seek a route to compliance.
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Limited supply (awaiting
delivery of a compliant
vehicle)

Description

Owners or registered keepers of
non-compliant vehicles that can
demonstrate they have placed an
order for a compliant replacement
vehicle or retrofit solution, are
eligible for a temporary exemption
until such a time as they are in
receipt of the compliant
replacement vehicle or retrofit
solution, or for 12 weeks, or until
31st May 2023, whichever is
sooner.
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Temporary local
exemptions

Rationale

Impact on compliance

Upgrade to a compliant vehicle is not
immediately possible due to an issue
with the supply of a compliant vehicle
or retrofit solution on order, which is
considered outside of the control of
the applicant.

Negligible. Given that vehicle owners are
awaiting delivery of a compliant vehicle, they
are not in a position to upgrade earlier without
the temporary exemption. The temporary
exemption is therefore unlikely to affect
whether compliance is achieved.

101 school bus contracts were
entered into before 31st March 2019
and are due to expire in July 2022.
39 buses operating on those
contracts, are reaching end of life
and cannot be retrofitted.

No. The exemption applies to a small number
of buses and to end July 2022 only. Any buses
remaining in service beyond July 2022 will be
subject to the CAZ.

After 31st May 2023, non-compliant
vehicles will be charged.

Buses operating on
school bus contracts
entered into before 31st
March 2019 and which
expire in July 2022.

10

Buses used on a GM school bus
service where the contract ends in
July 2022 and where the contract
was tendered prior to 31st March
2019 (submission of the GM CAP
OBC10) are eligible for a temporary
exemption to 31st July 2022. These
buses must have been identified on
the GM bus fleet register for at least
6 months. These vehicles will not
be considered for funding under the
GM CAP scheme. The vehicles
must not be used for registered bus
services within GM beyond 31st July
2022.

GM submitted an Outline Business Case (OBC) setting out the GM CAP proposals to the Government at the end of March 2019.
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Permanent discounts
Permanent national discounts
6.1

No permanent national discounts are proposed.
Permanent local discounts

6.2

GM proposed two permanent local discounts in the Policy for Consultation.
Following consultation, the proposed local discount for PHVs also used as a
private car has been removed, and some changes have been made to the
proposed local discount for leisure vehicles in private ownership.

6.3

The revised local discount as proposed in the Policy following consultation is
set out in Table 6-1, alongside the rationale for inclusion and an assessment
of the possible impact on achieving compliance in Greater Manchester in the
shortest possible time. This analysis considers the possible impact in terms
of the proportion of the total vehicle fleet in scope.

6.4

As summarised in Table 6-1, applying the permanent local discount is not
likely to undermine the ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater
Manchester in the shortest possible time. GM considers that the benefits of
not charging users in such cases outweigh the disadvantages of doing so.
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Table 6-1 Permanent local discounts to CAZ charges proposed by Greater Manchester
Permanent local
discounts

Private HGV Tax Class
vehicles

Description

Owners or registered keepers of
vehicles in the DVLA Private HGV Tax
Class11 and meeting the definition of s
“special vehicle” in paragraph 4(2)(bb)
of Schedule 2 to the VERA are eligible
for a discounted charge.

Rationale

Impact on compliance

HGVs in the DVLA Private HGV Tax
Class are used unladen, privately or for
driver training purposes.

Negligible. It has not been possible to
quantify the number of vehicles in the
Private HGV Tax Class but it is
considered likely that they account
for less than 0.5% of total vehicles
serving GM.

The vehicle would be subject to a
charge equivalent to the LGV daily
charge (£10 a day), rather than the HGV
daily charge (£60 a day).

11

Information on tax classes for vehicles is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/v3551-notes-about-tax-classes
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Conclusion
Rationale for exemptions and discounts
7.1

7.2

This report sets out the rationale for the proposed temporary and permanent
local exemptions and permanent local discounts. More evidence supporting
this rationale can be found in the following Technical Notes and reports12:
•

Technical Note 3: Freight market analysis

•

Technical Note 4: Coach market analysis

•

Technical Note 12: Evidence of the impact of a 2021 CAZ C

•

Technical Note 18: Minibus fleet research

•

Technical Note 19: Taxi and PHV fleet research

•

Impact of Covid-19 on the GM CAP Report13

Feedback from the consultation is set out in the AECOM Consultation
Report14.
Impact on achieving compliance in Greater Manchester in the shortest
possible time

7.3

In total, the vehicles in scope for a permanent local exemption or discount
from the CAZ represent a very small proportion of the total number of
vehicles serving GM (where this could be quantified) and in scope for the
CAZ. Furthermore, many of the vehicles in scope would not in practice be
able or likely to upgrade with a charge. The risk that applying the proposed
permanent national and local exemptions and discount undermines the
ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater Manchester in the shortest
possible time is therefore considered to be negligible.

7.4

A more substantial proportion of the vehicle fleet is proposed to be eligible
for a temporary local exemption to 31st May 2023. The GM CAP proposes a
range of temporary local exemptions, set out in Section 4, which will expire
on 31st May 2023 and so no longer be in place by 2024. As long as the
temporary local exemptions have been removed early enough that drivers
will have had sufficient time to be influenced by the forthcoming CAZ charge,
make their choices and obtain a new vehicle before 1st January 2024, then
the temporary local exemptions would not affect the predicted legal
compliance date.

12

All available at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
Supplied as Appendix 5 of the June 2021 GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
14 Supplied as Appendix 3 of the June 2021 GMCA Report ‘Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan’
13
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7.5

In summary, it is not considered likely that the proposed exemptions and
discount undermine the ability to meet air quality compliance in Greater
Manchester in the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest based on
the evidence available.
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Introduction
As a result of elevated NO2 concentrations in major urban areas since 2010,
the UK has been in breach of European Union (EU) Limit Values for annual
mean concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2), as set by the European
Ambient Air Quality Directive (2008/50/EC), which incorporates many World
Health Organisation air quality standards into European Law. This is a result
of elevated NO2 concentrations in major urban areas, including Greater
Manchester (GM). The EU Limit Values are transposed into English Law by
the Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010.
The UK Government’s Air Quality Plan requires local authorities with
persistent exceedances to undertake local action to consider the best option
to meet statutory NO2 limit values in the shortest possible time.
In March 2019, the ten GM Local Authorities collectively submitted an
Outline Business Case (OBC) for the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan
(GM CAP) to the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) outlining a package of
measures to deliver regional compliance with EU Limit Value for NO₂
emissions in the shortest possible time. In July 2019, a ministerial direction
under the Environment Act 1995, the Environment Act 1995 (Greater
Manchester) Air Quality Direction 2019 was made, which requires all ten of
the GM local authorities to implement a charging Clean Air Zone Class C
across the region, hereafter referred to as the Greater Manchester Clean Air
Zone (GM CAZ).
As well as fulfilling the legal obligation, the CAP will support GM’s strategic
aim of achieving carbon neutral living by 2038.
The GM CAP was developed using pre-Covid-19 Government guidance,
applicable to a pre-pandemic world. The CAP Consultation has been
undertaken in the midst of Covid-19, which has highlighted the financial
burden on individuals and businesses and their ability to invest.
The purpose of this report is to consider the potential implications of the GM
CAP on the economy of GM, recognising that conditions are more uncertain
than usual. The note does not provide the GM CAP cost-benefit analysis,
which is reported elsewhere, nor quantify the possible economic impacts.
The report focuses on available evidence and provides a qualitative
assessment of the possible economic impacts of a CAZ on GM, and the
extent to which the Clean Air Fund measures may mitigate any negative
impacts.
The remainder of this note is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 sets out the high-level economic impacts of Clean Air
Zones;

•

Section 3 discuss the development of the GM CAP (prior to the
impact of Covid-19);
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•

Section 4 summaries aspects of impact of Covid-19;

•

Section 5 discusses some of the key changes to the CAP following
the Consultation exercise in consideration of impacts of Covid-19;

•

Section 6 summarises the potential economic implications of the
GM CAP post Covid-19; and

•

Section 7 summarises the main conclusions from the note.

Economic Impacts of Clean Air Zones
Clean Air Zones are an effective way of delivering reductions in traffic
emissions and consequent improvements in air quality. They have been
proposed as the preferred approach to achieving these reductions following
discussions with JAQU and through the development of an OBC.
The GM CAP OBC demonstrated that only a GM-wide CAZ (with supporting
measures) could deliver compliance with legal NO2 limits in the shortest
possible time. Poor air quality imposes costs on society, primarily resulting
from ill health and most affects those with long-term health conditions. It
leads to chronic ill health, school and work absences, and contributes to the
equivalent of 1,200 deaths per year in GM1 alone.
Nevertheless, it is recognised that by seeking to reduce some of the current
health impacts CAZs do also impose new financial costs on non-compliant
vehicle owners, and these financial costs can then have differing and
adverse wider impacts on local economies.
Direct financial costs which may be incurred by some vehicle owners
include:
•

Daily charges on non-compliant vehicles which are not exempt;

•

Penalty costs if the above daily charges apply but are not paid
(PCNs);

•

Retrofit costs on existing non-compliant vehicles;

•

Vehicle purchase and transaction costs when upgrading from a
non-compliant to a compliant vehicle;

•

Vehicle refit / rebranding; and

•

Electric vehicle infrastructure.

Associated broader cost and behavioural change impacts may include:

1

https://www.manchester.gov.uk/downloads/download/4166/air_quality_reports
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•

Changes in the price of goods and services for end consumers to
offset some of the costs to businesses;

•

Potential change in travel habits, particularly commercial vehicle
usage, such as vehicle use being less frequently;

•

Potential relocation inside / outside of the CAZ boundary;

•

Potential changes in demand for goods and services as a result of
cost changes to consumers and / or change (reduction) in the range
of business suppliers;

•

Potential changes in vehicle prices as second-hand compliant
vehicles may become more sought after, whereas non-compliant
vehicles may become less sought after; and

•

Potential changes in housing / business space demand / values.

Developing and Assessing the GM CAP pre-Covid-19
The OBC concluded that a GM-wide CAZ C with supporting measures was
the best performing from a range of possible options to achieve compliance
in the shortest possible time at the least detrimental impact on GM. These
options were assessed against the Government’s primary and secondary
success factors.
At the OBC stage, the GM CAP proposed a Clean Air Zone to be
implemented across the region in two phases as follows:
•

Phase 1 (at the time assumed to be 2021): a Clean Air Zone
category B across the region, placing a daily penalty on the most
polluting buses, taxis (hackney carriages and Private Hire Vehicles
(PHVs)), HGVs and coaches if they travel into, within or through
Greater Manchester.

•

Phase 2 (at the time assumed to be 2023): expansion to a Clean Air
Zone category C across the region, placing a daily penalty on the
most polluting Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) and minibuses if they
travel into, within or through Greater Manchester, in addition to
those vehicles placed in scope under Phase 1.

To support the transition from non-compliant to compliant vehicles, a number
of Clean Vehicle Funds (Funds) were proposed, to supply financial support
for the purchase of compliant vehicles or retrofitting Euro 5 (diesel) vehicles
where possible.
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GM published an appraisal of the GM preferred option for the CAP in the
OBC, including a Distributional Impacts Assessment which considered the
CAP’s impacts on vulnerable groups. Since then, GM has carried out further
analysis and research to better understand the potential impacts of the GM
CAP on GM’s vehicle sectors and economy (pre Covid-19). All papers are
available to view via cleanairgm.com2.
This evidence base, and feedback to a Conversation held with the public in
Spring 2019, was used to inform the development of a detailed package of
supporting measures. These measures were set out in the Policy for
Consultation, available at cleanairgm.com3.
The goal of the Funds is to mitigate the negative economic impacts of the
CAZ on those most vulnerable to those impacts, supporting the upgrade to
compliant vehicles and the overall success of the CAP in achieving its
primary aim. The Funds are targeted at GM’s micro and small businesses,
sole traders, charities, bus operators and taxi and PHV drivers amongst
other groups.
Analysis conducted to support the case for the Funds suggested that the
GM CAP Funds would successfully mitigate the worst impacts and enable a
significant proportion of non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade to a
newer, cleaner vehicle, and thus avoid paying the charge. Pre-consultation
grant amount derivations are discussed below.
LGV and HGV
GM’s vehicle funding proposals were assessed to identify amounts that
could provide adequate mitigation against incurred costs and deliver
sufficient upgrade to achieve compliance in the shortest possible time, where
this could not be achieved by the CAZ alone.
For HGVs, the CAZ is forecast to deliver a sufficient upgrade incentive, and
support funding would serve as a business cost mitigation measure only.
However, LGVs are forecast to require the Funds to achieve the required
upgrade level and deliver compliance.
Funding levels were based on the cost to upgrade to a second-hand
compliant vehicle, except for vehicle types where the second-hand market is
very limited. Proposed per-vehicle grant funding offers have been designed
to provide at least a 10% deposit towards the cost of a second-hand
compliant vehicle.

2
3

https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
https://cleanairgm.com/technical-documents/
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A benchmarking exercise was also carried out, to assess existing or
proposed schemes in Leeds, Birmingham and London. The goal was to
ensure GM’s offer is the right amount to meet local needs and
circumstances, whilst learning from the experiences of other cities. This
helped to inform the pre-Consultation policy specification as identified in
Policy for Consultation and the Clean Commercial Vehicle Fund HGV and
LGV Case for Measure documents.
Retrofit is generally assumed to be preferable to replacement for vehicles
with a high residual value or where extensive adaptation or branding has
been invested in. Therefore, it is assumed that where a retrofit option is
available, this will be chosen. A grant amount for retrofitting was broadly set
at the cost of the retrofit, based on industry feedback.
Bus
The retrofit funding amount was calculated as the average retrofit cost
submitted by bus operators in Greater Manchester for the DfT funded Clean
Bus Technology Fund (CBTF) and from engagement with retrofit suppliers in
February 2020.
The rationale for the proposed replacement Grant offer was based on;
•

Equivalence with the CBTF and GM CAP retrofit proposal, ensuring
simplicity of the offer; and

•

To enable the combined value of the grant amount and the average
residual value to meet the minimum deposit requirement for a new
bus (typically 10%).

Coach and Minibus
The coach upgrade grant was identified to cover 10% of the estimated cost
for a second-hand compliant coach taking the mid-value of £160,000. This
value is also consistent with the support for buses that is offered through the
Clean Bus Fund.
The retrofit funding offer is based upon the typical cost of this option.
For minibuses, upgrade to a new vehicle was identified to typically cost
approximately £40,000. It is anticipated that the availability of second-hand
minibuses may be limited, meaning it is likely that owners and operators will
have to upgrade to a new vehicle (£5,000 providing over 10% of the value in
this instance).
Taxi (Hackney and PHV)
A range of public and stakeholder engagement exercises have been
undertaken in the development of the scheme specification and a similar
grant to vehicle upgrade cost approach taken to consider affordability.
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Grant offers took account of the proposed Minimum Licensing Standards for
taxi, as per the concurrent consultation proposal, and therefore provided
preferential support for upgrade to Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) and
Wheelchair Accessible (WAV) vehicles.
Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
A set of Critical Success Factors (CSFs), defined at OBC stage, formed the
basis for an assessment of the package-level (Funds) options. The CSFs
were developed by JAQU and GM to ensure the programme meets the
guidelines for local Clean Air Plans, as set by the Government, whilst also
meeting regional strategic objectives and avoiding conflict with other
proposals.
It was identified in the post-OBC Case for Measures that each Fund would
have a strong beneficial distributional impact, as well as being strongly
beneficial from a strategic fit and feasibility perspective. In addition, they
were found to be slight beneficial in terms of air quality (except for the Clean
Bus Fund, being strong beneficial), value for money and deliverability.
The degree of beneficial distributional impact has been an important
consideration within the proposed updates to the CAP, following the
Consultation feedback and review of Covid-19 impacts, discussed in
Section 5 below.
Affordability
A Distributional Impact Assessment (DIA) was conducted prior to the
Consultation. The affordability section of the DIA identified how the CAZ, and
in turn the additional Clean Air Fund (CAF) measures, would impact the
various demographic and vehicle specific groups from an affordability /
financial perspective. It is based upon an assessment of which groups are
most impacted by the CAP in terms of financial payments and impacts on
business viability and the wider economy.
The affordability assessment considers two key areas:
•

Personal affordability: the direct and secondary impacts of the CAZ
– identifying groups which are thought to comprise a
disproportionate amount of the population who either own or are
employed by the businesses impacted, or comprise a
disproportionate amount of the population who are impacted by
increased business costs being passed on; and

•

Business affordability: the scale of the direct costs (i.e. the need to
either pay the charge for non-compliant vehicles or upgrade to a
compliant vehicle (where required)). The DIA screening identified all
relevant modes (LGVs, HGVs, Buses, Coach and Minibuses,
Hackney Carriages and PHVs) with the potential to have impacts
for business affordability.
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The pre-Consultation, pre-pandemic business affordability assessment, as
reported in the DIA report, is summarised below:
Table 1 Pre-Consultation Business Affordability Impact Assessment
Social Group /
Impact Area

GM CAZ only

GM CAZ + Funds
(GM CAP)

LGVs

Large Adverse

Slight Adverse

HGVs

Moderate Adverse

Slight Adverse

Buses

Large Adverse

Slight Adverse

Coach and
minibuses

Large Adverse

Slight Adverse

Hackney carriages

Large Adverse

Slight Adverse

PHVs

Large Adverse

Slight Adverse

The assessment found that while the proposed CAZ was anticipated to have
a ‘moderate adverse’ to ‘large adverse’ impact on business affordability, the
CAF measures were anticipated to reduced this impact to ‘slight adverse’
across all modes.
Further to the affordability assessment previously completed, it is reasonable
to expect the Covid-19 pandemic will likely accentuate many of the
affordability distributional impacts for businesses and individuals, with
household and business finances coming under severe pressure.
This impact from the pandemic may increase as financial support
interventions introduced by the UK Government in response to Covid-19
taper off. This is anticipated to be a key area of review in defining the final
GM CAP package.
In particular, considerations which may impact the ability for many
individuals and businesses to pay the CAZ charge for non-compliant
vehicles or upgrade to a compliant vehicle (where required) are set out in
high level form below (note this is not an exhaustive list):
•

Change in employment status;

•

Extent to which individuals have been furloughed using the
Government’s Job Retention Scheme (i.e. not receiving full wages);

•

Impacts associated with individuals and businesses taking payment
holidays on existing loans;

•

Impacts attributed to those making use of interest free overdrafts;
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•

Requirements to take out additional borrowing. This includes
businesses who have made use of support packages / loans
offered by Government (i.e. Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme, Coronavirus Future Fund, the Coronavirus Bounce Back
Loan, Covid-19 Corporate Financing Facility) (i.e. propensity and
viability for individuals and businesses to further extend credit to
upgrade to a compliant vehicle based on the grant offers being
made available); and

•

Impacts associated with declining business revenues. In particular,
the impact on those most sensitive to changes in revenue such as
SME which may lead to concerns about defaults on loans, their
ability to retain employees and sustaining supply chains.

Covid-19 Impacts on GM and the UK
Timeframes
Covid-19 impacts started to be felt in the UK in early 2020. In response to
rising Covid-19 cases in the UK, non-essential travel and contact was called
to a halt by the Prime Minister on 16th March 2020, with a first national
lockdown legally coming into force on 26th March (L1 in Figure 1 below).
Measures were eased from 10th May through the summer of 2020 (E1), but
cases began to increase again in early Autumn. Local tiered restrictions in
GM were reinforced from September (T1) and a second national lockdown
was introduced on the 5th of November 2020 (L2). After brief respite in
measures for some areas, including mixing of households over Christmas
(T2), a third national lockdown began on 6th January 2021 (L3).
With the introduction of vaccines at the end of 2020 and successful social
distancing policies, cases have fallen rapidly in 2021. Further to this,
restrictions have been gradually lifted in England from 12th April 2021 (E2),
towards a planned removal of most restrictions by 21st June 2021, although
this has now been delayed to 19th July 2021 and remains under review.
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Figure 1 UK Covid-19 Cases and Government Restrictions
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Economic Impacts during Covid-19
Covid-19 has had a huge impact on the country as a whole, and the North
West and GM are no exception to this. GM has been under some of the
strictest lockdown measures for a longer period than other parts of the UK,
due in part to local socio-economic circumstances, including a greater than
average proportion of employees who can’t work from home and dwellings of
high multiple occupancy and density.
Over the same period, Britain has left the European Union, bringing
uncertainty over the UK’s future relationship with the European Union until
an agreement was reached, and outturn changes to the movement of people
and goods.
The Institute for Government, a think-tank, published The cost of Covid-19:
The impact of coronavirus on the UK’s public finances report, to calculate the
cost of the pandemic by assessing the impact on public finances, using
government data for the 2020/21 financial year to September 2020.
Some of the core findings from the report include:
•

Public borrowing in 2020/21 will be £317.4bn above the
government’s plans. This is the effective ‘cost of Covid-19’ so far to
the public finances in the current year;

•

The majority of this (£192.3bn) is the result of specific policy
decisions taken by the government, including measures to try to
insulate households and businesses from the worst of the crisis;
11
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•

The government’s decision to support businesses and households
through Covid-19 means, was estimated to have absorbed nearly
two thirds (64.5%) of the pandemic’s hit to the private sector; and

•

Reduced output has also hit tax revenues and led to higher welfare
spending, pushing planned borrowing up by a further £125bn.

The UK unemployment rate, in the three months to January 2021, was
estimated at 5.0%, 1.1 percentage points higher than a year earlier and 0.1
percentage points higher than the previous quarter. It is expected to peak at
around 6.5% in late 2021 before subsiding, based on OBR March 2021
forecasts4.
At a more local level, GM has carried out a programme of analysis to better
understand the impacts of Covid-19 on vehicle owners affected by the GM
CAP. Collated evidence and results of this analysis are set out in Impact of
Covid-19 Report. GM also asked respondents to the Consultation to
describe how the pandemic had affected their ability to respond to the GM
CAP.
Analysis of cash reserves for GM businesses, based on Growth Company
survey data show in April 2020, only 18.3% of businesses considered they
had sufficient reserves for more than six months. This situation improved
with the introduction of Government support and more recently, a reduction
in cases and confidence in an end to Covid-related restrictions, increasing to
64% of GM businesses. However, reviewing responses by business size,
this figure is lower for micro and small businesses (42% and 61%
respectively).
Decision Maker Panel (DMP) survey data for UK business leaders, show
that across business sectors there are differing expectations for the
economic recovery through 2021 and beyond. For transport of general
goods there is anticipated positive sales growth in the second quarter of
2021, but the Accommodation and Food sector is anticipated to take longer
to recover.
Looking at the type of services which have experienced the greatest drop in
turnover relative to the previous year, based on ONS data, there is
considerable variation, as shown in the ONS turnover data summarised
within Table 2.
Certain activities such as household repairs have remained steady as they
are essential functions, as is the transport of food for supermarkets.
However, the transport of food and drinks, specifically for hospitality, and the
transport of people for business and leisure have experienced significant
decreases in turnover.

4

https://obr.uk/download/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-march-2021/
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Table 2 ONS Turnover by Service Type – 2020/21 Relative to 2019/20

Impact of Covid-19 on in-scope vehicle owners
Analysis has been undertaken to understand impacts of Covid-19 by vehicle
type, and to assess how vulnerable each vehicle type is to the impacts of the
GM CAP. This is discussed further within the Impact of Covid-19 Report and
findings are summarised here:
•

HGVs and LGVs, in some sectors, have been able to operate close
to normal and may have gained growth opportunities as a result of
the pandemic. They are likely to be in a similar position as
envisaged pre-pandemic.

•

There have been no specific restrictions placed on HGV operations,
due to Covid-19, and a significant proportion of HGV activity has
been classified as ‘essential’ throughout and has been able to
continue uninterrupted. This is reflected in the traffic statistics which
show that HGV activity was at 62% of normal levels during the initial
lockdown period, higher than any other mode, and then recovered
quickly, with near-normal traffic flows by July. By September 2020,
HGV activity was exceeding normal levels.

•

LGVs in sectors that have been more affected by the pandemic
(such as hospitality and non-essential shops, as shown in Table 2)
have experienced periods of closure, reduced turnover and profits,
and may have delayed planned vehicle purchases. However, there
has been increased demand for household deliveries through online
shopping.
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•

Buses have experienced a substantial drop in passenger demand
and therefore revenues (in particular during school closures and full
lockdowns), and there is evidence of delays to capital expenditure
on new buses as well as reduced production of new vehicles.
Nevertheless, high levels of Government subsidy to maintain
service levels have reduced the impact of the pandemic on this
sector.

•

In contrast, passenger vehicles not in receipt of bespoke public
subsidy, such as taxi and coach, have experienced a very
substantial drop in demand, with long periods of closure or low
operations and consequent revenue losses.

•

Demand for coach and minibus services has been very
substantially reduced due to travel restrictions and restrictions on
other activities served by the sector such shopping and leisure,
events and tourism. Demand for taxi services has been affected by
the reduction in rail and air travel in particular.

•

Many vehicles in this sector are privately owned or secured against
people’s homes, and a relatively high proportion of the fleet is noncompliant.

•

Demand for coach and minibus services has been very
substantially reduced due to travel restrictions and restrictions on
other activities served by the sector such shopping and leisure,
events and tourism. They have been impacted both in terms of
leisure travellers and business travellers, fixed service (school
services) and private hire.

It is clear that whilst most vehicle owners experienced a sharp drop in
operations in the first six weeks of lockdown, the recovery and consequential
impact has varied by vehicle type and business sector. This has impacted
the CAP Consultation feedback which is discussed further within this note.
Looking forwards, there will be continued variation by both of these aspects
and there will be a need to account for it through proposed changes to the
CAP, as discussed in Section 5.
Impact of Covid-19 on the GM population employment and financial
circumstances
GMCA analysis of ONS unemployment data suggests:
•

The North West experienced a relatively large fall in employment
compared with other English regions. Only the East Midlands and
South West have experienced more significant drops;

•

Over recent months, the North West has experienced different
patterns of labour market change to the UK: with more rapid
increases in people moving into economic inactivity (i.e. people not
working and not looking for work);
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•

However, the most recent data suggests the North West is moving
back into line with national norms. It suggests people are moving
out of inactivity and back into seeking employment;

•

In the early months of the pandemic, unemployment claims from
16-24 year olds grew quickly, and have risen again in the latest
data;

•

Whilst young men in their twenties and thirties certainly appear to
be dramatically affected, other age and gender cohorts are not far
behind;

•

There also appears to have been relatively rapid increases among
25-49 year old claimants between January and February 2021; and

•

By gender, male unemployment has fluctuated up and down again
since April 2020, whereas female unemployment has steadily
increased.

GMCA analysis of the Greater Manchester Population Survey5 shows:
•

2 in 5 (40%) of those in employment in February 2021 were
furloughed, on reduced hours, or reduced pay. This is a 6%
increase since December.

•

The peak of furlough in GM was in July 2020, at over 213,000
people, reaching a low level in October of 104,000 before
increasing to 185,000 in January 2021.

•

Increased proportions of respondents are concerned about their
mental health, employment situation and their finances in early
2021 than in November.

•

These feelings have been accompanied by a significant increase in
financial impacts being reported since December. Higher
proportions say they or someone in their household has lost their
job (23%) and/or needed to borrow extra money (20%).

Bank of England analysis in November6 suggested that high-income
households7 and retirees are more likely to have increased their savings
during the pandemic, relative to low income and furloughed workers whose
savings were more likely to have decreased.

5
6
7

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/4361/20210325_gm-covid-survey-report4update.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/bank-overground/2020/how-has-covid-affected-household-savings
Notes: High-income employed households are households where the main earner is either employed or self-employed and the
household income is in the top quintile; middle-income employed households are households where the main earner is either
employed or self-employed and the household income is in the third or fourth quintile, and low-income employed households are
households where the main earner is either employed or self-employed and the household income is in one of the bottom two
quintiles. Retirees are households where the main earner is retired.
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Figure 2 Bank of England estimates of Increased / Decreased
household savings during Covid-19 (November 2020)

The Greater Manchester Independent Inequalities Commission report, The
Next Level: Good Lives for All in Greater Manchester8 identifies; “Covid-19
has exposed the deadly consequences of inequalities and research confirms
that the health and economic impacts of the pandemic are falling on those
already experiencing inequalities, widening those inequalities further.” It
highlights the following groups being particularly impacted:

8

•

Of those who contracted Covid-19, death rates for people of Black
African or Black Caribbean ethnicity were more than twice as high
as for White people;

•

Black and Asian men were the most likely to have jobs which put
them at greater risk of Covid-19 exposure;

•

People from Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or Other Asian
ethnicities were more likely than White British people to worry about
their future financial situation, due to the nature of their work and
impact on take-home pay;

•

Multi-generational households have also been impacted
significantly, due to the difficulty in shielding older residents; and

•

Disabled people have experienced greater health and mortality
risks than non-disabled people, in particular those with learning
disabilities.

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/4337/gmca_independent-inequalities-commission_v15.pdf
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GM CAP Consultation Feedback
Consultation survey responses to the GM CAP proposals have highlighted
the extent to which particular groups of people have concerns over the costs
associated with upgrading to a cleaner, compliant vehicle.
76% of businesses and 79% of taxis (operators, owners or drivers)
responding to the consultations had been financially impacted by Covid-19.
Of those identifying as being impacted, the table below identifies the type of
impact.
Table 3 Financial impact of Covid-19
Financial
effect

Level of debt
increased

Reserves /
Savings reduced

Turnover
lower

Profitability
lower

Business

60%

75%

89%

84%

Taxi

71%

65%

82%

81%

Organisation

63%

67%

83%

71%

Base: all respondents financially impacted by Covid-19

Feedback from the Consultation indicates that the pandemic has meant
many businesses and sole traders have experienced lower turnover and
profits and left them more indebted, with depleted savings/reserves, and with
capital investment (including in vehicle upgrades) delayed or on hold.
However, the distribution of this adverse impact has not been balanced.
Of those respondents identifying as being financially impacted by Covid-19;
•

PHV and HGV had the greatest proportion with increased levels of
debt;

•

Hackney carriage and HGV had the greatest proportion with
reduced reserves / savings;

•

All coach responders identified a lower turnover; and

•

Bus operators were most likely to experience reduced profitability.

In terms of additional written comments in the survey feedback;
•

52% of coach operators provided written comments on their
concerns over increased financial pressure / reduced income as a
result of Covid-19, followed by Hackney Carriage (39%), HGV and
PHV operators (both 32%).

•

Small businesses were the most vocal (42%), although other
business sizes were not far behind, with large business (29%) and
sole traders (32%) being the least vocal in terms of providing written
comments.
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Reviewing the broader Consultation impact of the CAP related responses by
vehicle type, the following themes have been identified:
•

Public transport operators were most vocal about concerns over
costs being transferred onto the public. Just under a third of bus
driver / owner comments related to this, and a quarter of coach and
minibus comments. However, it is noted that the GM CAP
consultation exercise started prior to the recent GM bus franchising
consultation which was held from 2nd December 2020 to 29th
January 2021. There was overwhelming public support for the bus
franchising proposal. Further information on bus franchising can be
found detailed within the Bus Franchising in Greater Manchester
(March 2021) Consultation Report9.

•

Coach and HGV operators were the vehicle owners most
concerned about the impact on business operations.

•

Coach, HGV, LGV and Hackney Carriage operators were the most
concerned about business viability.

•

Concerns were raised by Leisure vehicle owners over the impact on
personal hobbies / activities.

Reviewing the consultation responses by business size, the following broad
trends have been identified:

9

•

Businesses of different sizes are concerned they will experience a
negative business impact, albeit to varying extents.

•

Generally, the smaller the business, the more difficult it appeared
for non-compliant vehicle owners to upgrade their vehicle.

•

Smaller businesses are the most concerned about business viability
/ job losses, though medium sized business express similar
concerns.

https://democracy.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/documents/s13780/Appendix%201%20%20TfGMs%20March%202021%20Consultation%20Report.pdf
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Post Consultation Equality Impact Assessment
In assessing the equality impacts of the GM CAP, the impacts of Covid-19
are acknowledged as likely to make some of the protected characteristics
more vulnerable to the unintended consequences of the CAZ. However, data
to support quantification of this effect are not identified to be sufficiently
available for the purpose of the post-Consultation GM CAP Equalities Impact
Assessment (EqIA), whilst it is acknowledged that Covid-19 will exacerbate
identified equality impacts. The EqIA does however highlight there is
expected to be an adverse affordability impact for sectors which have been
most affected by Covid-19, which is planned to be mitigated through
changes in the proposed post-Consultation changes to the CAP.
The post-Consultation GM CAP EqIA identifies that the CAZ will result in
cases of increased cost of travel to places of work, education, social/leisure
activities. This will be mitigated from being a ‘Medium’ to a ‘Low’ population
exposure impact through the CAF Measures. This impact is anticipated to
disproportionately affect younger and older people as well as those with a
disability.
Similarly, the EqIA identifies there will be cases of increased business costs,
which will be mitigated from ‘High’ to ‘Medium’ impact through the CAF
Measures. Small businesses (including microbusinesses and sole traders)
are identified as being more vulnerable in terms of business affordability to
the CAZ charges. Taxi drivers are predominantly male and there is a greater
than proportionate number of BAME drivers. There is concern amongst older
drivers that they would have insufficient working timeframes to obtain / pay
back finance.
The post consultation EqIA summarises the following anticipated impacts at
a business and personal (individual) level:
Business affordability mitigation
•

The suite of CAP funding measures will mitigate the extent of
adverse impacts the CAZ will place on business owners – both
individuals and operators of small and large fleets. However, there
will still, inevitably, be a cost involved, which would most likely be
felt disproportionately by individuals and small businesses
especially those where their fleets make up a large portion of the
company assets.

•

The finance related mitigation measures may not be effective for
older business owners for whom (as mentioned above) the offered
finance options would not be considered an appropriate investment
given the short time remaining until retirement and the reduced payback time.
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Personal affordability mitigation
•

The funding measures aimed at mitigating impacts on businesses
will also indirectly mitigate the adverse impacts on personal
affordability. This is because the likelihood of fare increases is
reduced as businesses are more likely to be able to finance the
upgrade to compliant vehicles without needing to pass additional
costs onto customers or ending business.

The anticipated exacerbation of identified equality impacts post Covid-19,
and in particular the affordability concerns for specific business, suggests a
case for a standalone Hardship Fund which can provide additional support to
those businesses in greatest need.
Economic Impacts post Covid-19
There remains considerable uncertainty around the timeframe for the ‘end’ of
Covid-19. Many consider it to eventually be treated similar to flu, with those
at risk being given annual boosters in response to variants. While the
situation in the UK is broadly looking positive (though with spikes of variants
in Bolton at the time of writing, in May 2021), the global vaccination rollout
and return to ‘normal’ is a long way behind, with many countries vaccinating
at a rate significantly below that required for all of their adult population
within one year.
That said, there is anticipated to be a general upturn to economic output
based on Government forecasts. The March 2021 OBR central forecast is
predicting GDP to have returned to 2019 levels by 2022, reducing down
towards a pre-Covid-19 growth rate towards the end of 2022. The long-term
forecast is for a lasting relative reduction in GDP relative to pre-Covid-19
forecast of approximately 3%.
There is however expected to be a longer-term impact in terms of
unemployment. The OBR forecast unemployment to peak in 2022 at 6.5%7%, up from 4% in 2019. This compares to a peak of 11.7% in 1984, a peak
of 10.4% in 1993 and 8.1% in 2011. This suggests there is not anticipated to
be similar unemployment levels as experienced in previous recessions,
however, there will be a large budget correction following the cost of Covid19, which will impact Government spending and tax rates. Given the ongoing
uncertainty around Covid-19 and the economy in general, it may also
exacerbate the trend towards zero-hour contracts and potential underemployment, altering the interpretation of the headline employment and
unemployment percentages.
GM businesses have had significant levels of financial support, aiding shortterm survival, but the increase in debt and dependency creates huge risk at
scheme end.
At January 2021, £2.7bn had been borrowed by GM businesses from the
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) and Bounce Back
Loan Scheme (BBLS) schemes alone. This equates to (as examples);
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•

Over £354m additional business debt in Salford;

•

Over £592m additional business debt in Manchester; and

•

Over £192m additional business debt in Bolton.

In addition, there has been;
•

£3.2bn in furlough payments to employees in the North West;

•

£178m in payments to self-employed people in the North West; and

•

£550m in grants to businesses paid by GM local authorities.

Significant Covid-19 related risks and uncertainty which may impact people
and residents within GM include:
•

Unemployment being higher than forecast and/or concentrated on
particular groups;

•

The increased shift into ‘economic inactivity’ in the North West
creates long-term scarring;

•

High levels of business debt act as a medium or long-term drag on
a significant number of businesses, or result in insolvencies and
business failure;

•

High levels of business debt reduce impact of tax incentives to
increase capital investment;

•

The impacts on certain areas are longer lasting, e.g. because of the
increase in home working or a concentration of jobs that rely on
international travel;

•

The modest average impact on household finances hides a very
wide distribution of effects. Some groups may come out of the crisis
better off, but others even worse off. Based on the Bank of England
data, lower income households and deprived areas are more likely
to fall into the latter; and

•

Worsening of long-term and entrenched inequalities (including
health inequalities).
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GM CAP Revisions to Take Account of Covid-19
The pandemic has highlighted the importance of air quality on public health,
as long-term exposure to air pollution has been linked to an increased risk of
dying from Covid-19.
With consideration to the impacts of Covid-19 and the feedback received
through the public consultation, GM has revised its proposals. Whilst key
changes are summarised below, the full response to the Consultation and
revised policy as documented within the GM Authorities Response to
Consultation report provide further detail.
Revisions to some of the grant / finance amounts have been proposed.
Significant changes include:
•

An increase of the maximum Coach grant from £16,000 to £32,000.
This will help to mitigate the significant Covid-19 impact identified within
the Consultation feedback and wider impact analysis. It is proposed that
the replacement grant would only be available for coach models that
have no retrofit solution.

•

An increase in maximum HGV grants by vehicle size, including an upper
limit increase from £5,500 to £12,000 for some vehicles.
The changes in grant values will reduce the cost burden to HGV owners
through recognition of the impact of Covid-19 on the industry and to
mitigate against the risk of lower funding uptake. The replacement grant
values will remain variable by vehicle weight, recognising the large
variations in the cost of HGVs.

•

An increase in grants for LGVs greater than (or equal to) 3.5 tonnes in
weight, from £3,500 to £4,500.
The LGV replacement grant value is proposed to be uplifted depending
on the weight of the vehicle, which will support larger vehicle owners
which have experienced greater levels of indebtedness during Covid-19.
A retrofit option has also been added for greater flexibility in achieving
vehicle compliance.

•

An increase in Hackney / PHV grants for non-WAV vehicles to £3,000 for
compliant non-WAVs and £6,000 for ZEC non-WAVs and new grants for
WAV vehicles offering £5,000 for a compliant WAV and supporting
upgrade to a second-hand ZEC WAV.
Consultation feedback and GM CAP evidence on Covid-19 impacts
demonstrates that the taxi industry has been significantly impacted by the
pandemic. This increased grant amounts for types of Hackney upgrade
provides increased support and flexibility of response for non-compliant
vehicle owners.
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•

Introduction of new retrofit grants for LGV, Minibus, Hackney and PHV of
£5,000 per vehicle.
This will help to provide greater flexibility and potential to reduce the cost
burden, assisting in particular where a vehicle is retrofittable and would
experience additional costs due to the existing vehicle-specific
customisation costs, such as interior fittings or liveries.

•

Planned temporary exemptions extended from December 2022 to May
2023 and extended to all LGVs, minibuses, coaches and GM-licensed
Hackney Cabs and PHVs, additional exemptions for bus operators
operating some school bus services and driver training buses and
broadening of discounts for private HGVs.
These changes will provide a greater amount of time between the
peak/end of the pandemic and the introduction of applicable CAZ
charges.

•

Any private HGV (licensed under the Private HGV Tax Class) to have a
discounted charge of £10 per day (as opposed to the standard HGV rate
of £60).
This will help to mitigate the personal cost impacts of Covid-19.

In addition to these changes, the option for a broader, more flexible Hardship
Fund has been identified as a valuable addition to the overall package
following the Consultation feedback and with respect to the impact of Covid19. While the proposed changes to grant / finance levels and exemptions will
help mitigate the affordability impacts of the CAZ for most users, the analysis
summarised above highlights the variability at a business type and individual
level, and the benefit of a measure which can support those experiencing
greatest difficulty in adapting to the CAZ requirements.
Economic Implications of the GM CAP Post-Pandemic – allowing for
the proposed revisions
Despite the implementation of furlough and other local and national support
measures, Covid-19 will leave patches of economic scarring.
The CAP is a strategic plan which will provide funding support at discrete
levels for practical operation purposes. But there will be a range of funding
‘need’ for non-compliant vehicles owners, depending on individual
circumstances, such as age of vehicles and the variation against their
previous business operation which the CAP introduces.
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The pre-Consultation funding was broadly designed such that recipients of
support would receive sufficient funding to support them to upgrade their
vehicles or offset the costs of retrofitting. The proposed revisions to some
CAP elements post Consultation help to mitigate the Covid-19 impacts. The
pre-Consultation Distributional Impact Assessment categorised the GM CAZ
(not including the supporting Funds) as having a ‘large adverse’ impact on all
commercial vehicle types, apart from HGV which was described as
‘moderate adverse’. Small businesses (including sole trader and micro
businesses) were highlighted as being particularly impacted. With the
addition of the Funds, these impacts were reduced to ‘slight adverse’ for
each vehicle type.
The proposed extension to the temporary exemptions from December 2022
to May 2023 provide additional time for Coach, LGV, Minibus, Hackney and
PHV operators to recover lost cash reserves post Covid-19. It also enables
the growth of the compliant second-hand vehicle market for these vehicle
types and provides more time for businesses to adapt their business plans.
The proposed increases to financial support benefit coach and HGV
operators, doubling their grant amounts, bringing their grant to new vehicle
price proportions to above 10% in most cases, and the grant to second-hand
vehicle funding gaps to 40% or more in most cases.
LGV operators of larger vans now have an increased grant per vehicle
amount, close to 20% of a new vehicle price and a funding gap to secondhand proportion of up to 50%. This will provide additional support to affected
small businesses. They also benefit from the new retrofit grants, which
provides a very low cost route to compliance for those with a retrofittable
vehicle.
Given the de-coupling of Minimum Licensing Standards (MLS) with CAP, a
wider range of financial support for Hackneys is proposed, including £3,000
and £5,000 diesel option grant for non-WAV (wheelchair accessible vehicle)
and WAV vehicle types respectively. The £10,000 running costs grant is
retained for ZEC WAVs.
PHVs benefit from increased financial support for both diesel and ZEC
vehicles, the latter more than offsetting the reduction in Government grants
for ZEC cars, and bringing the grant to new vehicle price closer to 20%.
Bus grant levels remain the same, given the higher level of Government
support to date and the large proportion of vehicles which can be retrofitted.
Minibus grant levels also remain the same, given the existing grant to new
vehicle proportion of over 20% and grant to second-hand vehicle funding
gap proportion of over 40%. However, it is acknowledged that although a
number of minibus operators will be exempt, remaining ones which cater for
groups most severely impacted by Covid-19, may experience a more
prolonged cashflow impact.
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Conclusions
With the above changes to grant / finance amounts, it is concluded overall,
the business impacts of the CAP are anticipated to return broadly to ‘slight
adverse’ ranking in regards to the DIA affordability categorisation, when the
proposed changes to the grant / finance amounts, discounts and exemptions
are included. However, there remains variation on an individual business
level and this will likely be exacerbated by Covid-19.
Whilst financial support is targeted towards those most in need; sole traders,
micro and small businesses within the GM boundary, it is noted that there
will also be impacts on medium and to a lesser extent, larger businesses.
Similarly, there will be varying degrees of impact on businesses based
outside of GM, in particular those which are close to the boundary or operate
frequently within GM.
From the Government Clean Air Fund of £260m for the CAPs across the
country, GM have secured for more than £120m of funding for eligible local
people and businesses to move to cleaner, compliant vehicles, before the
CAZ is introduced. The CAP cannot remove all individual costs associated
with the CAZ, and the primary goal of the CAP is to achieve NO2 compliance
in line with the legal duty under the Ministerial direction.
Furthermore, some vehicle owners will have been disproportionately affected
by the pandemic compared to others with the same vehicle and operating in
the same sector. For example, some will have had to shield themselves or
family members, others may have been in a more precarious position for
example if they had recently made a major investment on the basis of
expected business, or may not have qualified for Government support.
The GM CAP was devised in a pre-Covid-19 world. Where possible, JAQU
funding and guidance has been stretched to accommodate the new
circumstances, through adjustments to the Clean Vehicle Funds and other
aspects of the CAP. But the impacts of Covid-19 have been significant to
date and will continue to have a bearing on business operations to varying
extents in the medium to long-term. Those impacts and the uncertainty
around individual circumstances and the UK economy as a whole, suggest
that there will be a greater number of businesses operating under significant
financial pressure relative to the pre-Covid-19 scenario.
The impact of Covid-19 therefore, supports the case for a more flexible
Hardship Fund, which can adapt to the outturn micro-economic and localised
impacts of Covid-19, where there remains considerable uncertainty.
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Although feedback from the consultation and the impact of COVID-19
research found that further support was required for GM businesses,
Government Ministers do not agree that a Hardship Fund is the best way to
mitigate the impact of uncertainty due to the pandemic. Ministers cite other
Covid-response government schemes (not specific to Clean Air Plans) being
available to address wider business impacts. However, Government have
confirmed that they wish to ensure that Clean Air Funds can be adapted if
necessary; and, that they will continue to work with GM to collectively
understand the situation, including the funding position, if the impacts prove
to be more severe than forecast. Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) officials have
agreed that a mechanism for this assessment will be agreed in advance of
the funds opening in November 21.
As further funding to address potential cases of hardship may be needed,
Greater Manchester Authorities will be monitoring the situation very closely
to ensure that they can take up the Government’s offer to review the need
for further funding if the need can be objectively demonstrated.
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1

APPENDIX 8 – OTHER CITIES’ CLEAN AIR PLANS

1.1

This appendix provides a summary on other Clean Air Plans and

their latest status.
1.2

Since the last GMCA report to members in January 2021, two
Clean Air Zones (CAZ) have gone live and there have been
significant updates on the progress of other cities’ plans to
implement Clean Air Zones.

1.3

Bath & North East Somerset launched their Clean Air Zone, a city
centre CAZ category C, on 15 March 2021. This was initially due to
launch in November 2020 but was delayed by the COVID-19
pandemic.

1.4

Birmingham launched their Clean Air Zone on 1 June 2021.
However, the council did not require drivers to pay the daily fee
until 14 June 2021. This approach was adopted to provide those
with non-compliant vehicles with a little extra time to get ready,
review the support available and to consider the alternatives to
driving through the Clean Air Zone. The scheme, which is a city
centre CAZ category D, was initially due to launch in January 2020
but was delayed by issues with the Government’s vehicle checker
and then by impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to launch,
Birmingham opened up their clean vehicle funds to enable
impacted groups to access funding and upgrade their vehicle prior
to the scheme’s launch.

1.5

Bristol consulted on their city centre Clean Air Zone proposals
between 8 October and 13 December 2020. The Full Business
Case was submitted to Government on 26 February. Bristol plan
for a CAZ to be in place by 29 October 2021 at the latest.

1.6

Portsmouth’s CAZ B is expected to go live in November 2021. The
city centre scheme will charge buses, coaches, Hackney
Carriages, private hire vehicles and HGVs who drive in the CAZ B
boundary.

1.7

Other Clean Air Zones are expected in Bradford, Tyneside,
Sheffield and Liverpool.

1.8

London’s Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ), although not required
under the same legislation as local authority clean air plans which
are part of the Clean Air Zone Framework but has similar principles
of charging the most polluting vehicles, is to be extended to the
North and South Circular roads of inner London on 25 October
2021.
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1

APPENDIX 9 – COMPLIANCE WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S
DIRECTION

1.1

This appendix sets out how the proposals meet the requirements of the Ministerial
Direction.
Background to the Direction issued in March 2020

1.2

The Direction issued by the Secretary of State in March 2020 requires the 10 GM
local authorities to implement their local plan for NO2 compliance which involves a
Charging Clean Air Zone Class C with additional measures.

1.3

As part of the Outline Business Case (submitted to the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU))
in March 2019) an options appraisal analysis was undertaken. This included, in
addition to a GM-wide CAZ C (Option 8), consideration among other options, for
example, of a GM-wide CAZ D along with consideration of a CAZ C with a CAZ D
in the Inner Ring Road (IRR).

1.4

This analysis followed guidance issued by the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) for local
authorities implementing a Clean Air Zone. It concluded that a GM-wide CAZ D was
not one of the three best–performing measures that would be taken forward for
further, more detailed appraisal. The basis for this decision is set out in the Strategic
Case and the Options Appraisal Report, in particular paragraphs 8.6 - 8.11. It was
considered unlikely that a GM-wide CAZ D could be delivered by 2021, and
therefore this approach presented a risk that no real improvements to air quality
would be achieved for some time as well as leaving the compliance date highly
uncertain (paragraph 8.7). The conclusion was reached, therefore, that this option
would not deliver compliance in the shortest possible time and that it would perform
even more poorly in terms of reducing human exposure, as there would be a long
period without action on the ground, during which time considerable progress
towards compliance would be expected for the other options.

1.5

Two of the three best performing options that were taken forward for further, more
detailed appraisal included charging non-compliant cars in the regional centre,
namely option 5(i) (CAZ D in the IRR); and option 5(ii) (CAZ D in the IRR and
charging all diesel vehicles). However, options 5(i) and 5(ii) did not bring forward
compliance with the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide in Greater Manchester quicker
than the preferred option (option 8), but at the same time – in 2024.

1.6

Comparing the three Options 5(i), 5(ii) and 8 showed that in 2021, all 3 Options
reduced the number of exceedances above the legal limit by between 70% to 80%,
with Option 5(ii) delivering the greatest emissions benefit in the first year. By 2023,
all sites would be near compliance with all Options, with a maximum of three noncompliant sites predicted, and the three Options were all forecast to deliver
compliance in the same year, 2024. The impact on human exposure over the lifetime
of the Plan (assumed to be 2021 to 2024) was similar with all Options; and all
delivered emissions reductions and reductions in concentrations region-wide and
avoided or mostly avoided the risk of redistributing concentrations.
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1.7

Options 5(i) and 5(ii) include a CAZ Category D within the IRR bringing cars into
scope for the scheme. This was considered because the city centre contains the
highest density of sites in exceedance and many of the sites with the highest
concentrations. As such it was thought that such a scheme would be necessary to
deliver compliance within Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time.
However, the analysis suggested that the last sites to become compliant were on or
just outside the IRR and therefore that compliance with the legal limit for nitrogen
dioxide within Greater Manchester was not ultimately determined by concentrations
in the city centre. Consequently, although Options 5(i) and 5(ii) would bring greater
benefits in terms of emissions reductions, particularly in the opening year, these
were not as distinct as anticipated. Fundamentally, the analysis suggested that a
city centre CAZ D did not bring forward the year of compliance despite bringing more
people in scope for a charge including private car drivers going to work or to visit
the retail and leisure destinations in the city centre.

1.8

It

1.9

It was also considered that Options 5(i) and 5(ii) might cause unacceptable and
significant unintended consequences and distributional impacts, particularly in
terms of the impact on affordability for residents, the impact on the local economy,
and the impact on the quality of life of local residents. There were particular concerns
in terms of the potential impacts on low income car dependent workers, small
businesses, and city centre retail. Option 8 delivered compliance in the same year
without the same potential risk of damaging economic impacts.

1.10

On balance, therefore, it was considered that Option 8, whilst remaining a substantial

would have been reasonable to conclude simply from the modelling carried out
that there was greater certainty in the estimated year of compliance for Options 5(i)
and particularly 5(ii), as they consistently delivered lower concentrations in the
modelled years. However, their delivery is subject to significant risks that make
achieving compliance within Greater Manchester in the shortest possible time less
likely. Options 5(i) and 5(ii) involve implementing an additional CAZ that involves
private cars, alongside the region-wide CAZ proposed in all three Options. This
creates challenges in terms of obtaining approvals and managing risks, and of
deliverability, in terms of the achievability of delivering proposals of this scale, and
of obtaining the necessary human and financial resources. Option 5(ii) carried
additional risk of failure due to its innovative nature. Due to a lack of evidence on
the effectiveness and impacts of such a proposal, forecasts for this option were
considered particularly uncertain. Option 8 presented many delivery challenges, but
was more feasible and achievable than Options 5(i) and 5(ii) and thus also offered
greater confidence that compliance can be achieved in the shortest possible time.

and complex undertaking, was the surest way of delivering compliance in the
shortest possible time, providing considerable health benefits at the lowest cost to
society and the economy, of the three Options.
1.11

In July 2019 the Secretary of State issued a direction under section 85 of the
Environment Act 1995 requiring the 10 GM local authorities to implement the local
plan for NO2 compliance for the areas for which they were responsible, involving a
Charging Clean Air Zone Class C with additional measures, but with an obligation
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to provide further options appraisal to demonstrate the applicable class of charging
clean air zone and other matters to provide assurance that the local plan would
deliver compliance in the shortest possible time and by 2024 at the latest.
1.12

Following this Direction ClientEarth wrote contending that the option chosen did not
reflect its interpretation of the duties imposed on the Secretary of State by EU law.

1.13

JAQU’s approach was that, in selecting an option among those which may achieve
compliance on the same date, reduction of human exposure in the interim was a
factor to be scored and weighed appropriately when applying Critical Success
Factors (CSF) when comparing the options: it did not of itself necessarily determine
which of those options should be selected. JAQU’s guidance adopts, at para 2.3, a
single primary pass/fail CSF (i.e. compliance in the shortest possible time) and
treats reduction in human exposure as part of the secondary CSF theme of “strategic
and wider air quality fit”, one of a number of themes which include value for money,
affordability and distributional impacts. It also notes that options should be
selected/rejected based on the final combined weighted score of these CSFs.
JAQU’s approach, as set out in the options appraisal guidance, is that the reduction
of human exposure is one factor to be considered amongst a number of other
relevant factors, such as cost and practicability, when choosing between two options
which achieve compliance in the same amount of time. Thus, JAQU’s approach is
that a local authority may not be bound to select the option that appears at the OBC
stage (as further detailed modelling may still be required) to reduce human exposure
more quickly, over and above all other factors. Rather, it may be legitimate to choose
an option that does not reduce human exposure as quickly as other options if it
performed better in relation to other factors.

1.14

The selection of GM’s preferred option followed the JAQU approach and explained
in the Strategic Case why Option 8 was preferred, i.e., it performed better on a
number of other secondary CSFs, including affordability and distributional impacts,
than the IRR CAZ D options - see paragraph 1.7.21 onwards.

1.15

JAQU confirmed that the options appraisal had correctly applied the JAQU options
appraisal guidance at the OBC stage, including consideration of the reduction in
human exposure; and that the direction required the local plan to be implemented
in such a way as to achieve a quicker reduction in human exposure if that could be
done.

1.16

JAQU’s officer level feedback on the Outline Business Case (OBC) requested
further evidence as part of the options appraisal to provide reassurance that the
preferred option would deliver compliance in the shortest possible time and to
provide further evidence in support of the bid for Funds.

1.17

Extensive data gathering, analysis and modelling was carried out following the
submission of the OBC in order to respond to JAQU’s questions and to develop
more detailed proposals. This work was summarised in a series of 32 evidence
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notes1 and further supplementary Technical Reports submitted to JAQU in draft
between July 2019 and February 2020.
1.18

This included Technical Note 172 (December 2019) which responded to a request
from JAQU to demonstrate that a GM-wide CAZ D could not bring forward
compliance. This further evidence supported the decision not to progress with a GMwide CAZ D and built upon the analysis within the GM CAP Outline Business Case
(OBC) in relation to the issues surrounding the introduction of a CAZ D across the
whole of GM, as an alternative to current proposals for the GM CAP. It stated that:
“Key conclusions from the OBC assessment of Option 6, a GM-wide CAZ
D scenario, were as follows:

1

•

It is very unlikely that Option 6 could be delivered by 2021 and it
appears unlikely that it could be delivered much before 2023. All
aspects of the scheme, from the technical work required to design
the scheme, to the scale of the infrastructure provision and customer
service offer required to deliver it, would be slow, complex and
subject to considerable risk. Moreover, the ‘all or nothing’ nature of
this proposal presents a risk that no real improvements to air quality
would be achieved for quite some time, and the time to compliance
would be highly uncertain as a result;

•

The scale of the intervention across the whole of GM is considered
to be potentially undeliverable in physical terms and significantly risk
delay to compliance as a result;

•

It would not be possible in the required timescales to deliver
transformative public transport improvements to facilitate sufficient
mode shift. This would therefore significantly risk delay to compliance
in order to have sufficient provision – which itself would incur
substantial additional cost;

•

A scheme on this scale would raise very significant issues in terms
of the economic and social impact on the region, and widespread
mitigation Measures would be required that are not likely to be
feasible; and

•

In summary, Option 6 would not deliver compliance in the shortest
possible time, a fundamental Critical Success Factor (CSF), and
would perform even more poorly in terms of reducing human
exposure as there would be a long period without action on the
ground; during which time considerable progress towards
compliance would be expected with Option 8.

Note that 6 further technical notes were produced later in 2020, all notes are available at Technical
Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
2 Note 17 - Evidence supporting the decision not to progress with a GM-wide CAZ D (ctfassets.net)
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Further, it is noted that a scheme affecting private cars on this geographical
scale is unprecedented:
•

GM covers 1,280km2 whereas in comparison the CAZ D scheme
proposed in Birmingham covers just 8km . There are 1.1 million cars
registered to households across Greater Manchester, of which
around 200-250k are expected to remain non-compliant by 2021.

•

Case study analysis of Leeds and Birmingham CAP submissions,
shows that similarly to GM, they discounted expansions to their
respective CAZ areas due to implementation considerations,
anticipated construction and user costs and consideration that there
would be limited impact on air quality compliance targets.

•

These less comprehensive CAZ definitions in terms of geographic
coverage and in the case of Leeds, lesser degree of CAZ, were
accepted by JAQU on the basis that they did not bring forward
compliance, despite the submissions acknowledging some improved
air quality under alternative options.

The analysis within this Note reinforces the OBC conclusions and highlights
additional aspects:
•

In order to develop, consult upon and deliver such a scheme as a
GM-wide CAZ D, considerable planning activity would be required,
encompassing research and data collection; modelling and analysis;
policy development and scheme design; impacts assessments
amongst other activities. Our experience is that this activity would
typically take up to 2 years.

•

There are several reasons to believe that a scheme on this scale
could not be delivered within the timescale required, related to the
feasibility of providing a sufficient camera network; boundary
considerations and the need to minimise diverting traffic and tackle
any safety concerns; and the provision of customer management
services at a sufficient scale and quality within the time available.

•

Therefore, a GM-wide CAZ D would pose an unacceptable delivery
risk and as a result, would threaten the ability of the CAP to deliver
compliance by the preferred option date of 2024 or to deliver earlier
reductions in human exposure.

•

Whilst GM applied best endeavours to adapt the behavioural
responses available, these were not considered to be fully
appropriate for a robust assessment at a GM-wide CAZ D scale
scheme for the following reasons:

─

The responses are considered inappropriate and overly optimistic for
a regional scale scheme which involved charging of private cars. This
is because, on a regional scale, the assumed level of public transport
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provision implicit in the fixed percentage for ‘change mode’ is not
consistent with the provision of public transport option available in
GM. Introducing a CAZ D where there is not a public transport
alternative available, means that people only have the choice of
paying the charge or upgrading their vehicle. This would in reality
likely deliver lower emissions benefits than forecast at the sifting
stage for Option 6.
─

The behavioural responses available to those affected by a city
centre scheme (and to a lesser extent, the inner London proposal)
are different to the responses available to those affected by a regionwide scheme.

•

Furthermore, it is considered a credible risk that a scheme of the
scale proposed in Option 6, in combination with the schemes
expected to go live elsewhere, would affect the cost of upgrading to
a compliant vehicle, with the risk that a lower rate of upgrade than
forecast and consequently lower than forecast emissions reductions
would be achieved.

Based on the available modelling – based on an implementation date of
2021 which is not in fact considered deliverable - the evidence suggests
that a GM-wide CAZ D would not bring forward compliance compared to
the preferred option:
•

The modelling was considered suitable for the purpose of identifying
the likely best performing options for more detailed appraisal, but not
as a credible forecast of when “compliance is not just possible but
likely”.

•

The evidence available now suggests that even a GM wide CAZ D
scheme would converge to the same final points of non-compliance
in the city centre, meaning that (assuming delivery prior to 2024 was
possible) compliance would be likely to be achieved at around the
same time.

Some of the most deprived areas in England are located in the areas of GM
where people are most likely to own a non-compliant car, and also have
limited access to public transport. Around 60,000 people live in deprived
communities with high levels of non-compliant car ownership and poor
public transport accessibility. A GM-wide CAZ D would have dramatic
ramifications across the north-west region and country as a whole, the scale
of which should not be underestimated.”
1.19

Following the submission of technical notes 1 to 29 and review by JAQU’s Technical
Independent Review Panel (T-IRP) in November 2019, JAQU accepted GM‘s
proposed methodology and requested resubmission of the Technical Reports
underpinning the plan.
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1.20

A further technical note, submitted on February 14 2020 to JAQU in draft for
consideration by JAQU and the Technical Independent Review Panel (T-IRP), Note
303, summarised a sensitivity test involving a GM-wide CAZ Class C charging zone
introduced in 2021 (with LGVs, minibuses and coaches registered in GM exempt
until 2023) with supporting measures and with and without an Inner Ring Road CAZ
Class D. This showed that the addition of a CAZ Class D within the IRR (assuming
it was also implemented in 2021) would not affect the date for compliance (2024)
and that, although it would reduce the number of non-compliant sites in the interim,
it would only reduce the total GM-wide NO2 emissions compared with the DoMinimum by 1% more than the Class C option.

1.21

The Technical Reports4 and key supporting technical notes5 were reviewed by
JAQU and the T-IRP in February 2020.

1.22

Subsequently the Secretary of State issued a further direction on March 16 2020
with which the 10 GM local authorities must now comply. It provides that the
authorities must take steps to implement the local plan for NO2 compliance for the
areas for which they are responsible. The local plan for NO2 compliance is:
“the detailed scheme (excluding any associated mitigation
measures) which the authorities identified as part of [the UK Plan
for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations 2017] to deliver
compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen dioxide in the
shortest possible time that was considered by the Secretary of state
on 16 March 2020, the approved measured of which are
summarised in Schedule 1”.

1.23

The summary of the local plan measures in Schedule 1 was “Charging Clean Air
Zone Class C with additional measures” with the deadline “to be implemented as
soon as possible and at least in time to bring forward compliance to 2024”.

1.24

The proposals as they stood in March 2020 included the following measures, as set
out in the note ‘Modelling Assumptions for the ‘Option for Consultation’ 6 submitted
to JAQU in draft in January 2021:

3

•

A category C CAZ covering the whole of Greater Manchester in 2021 with
charge levels at £60 (HGV/bus/coach), £10 (LGV/minibus) and £7.50 (taxi);

•

Temporary exemptions to 2023 for LGVs, minibuses, GM-licensed wheelchair
accessible Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles, and GM-registered
coaches;

Note 30 - GM CAP Alternative Sensitivity Test Modelling Summary Note (ctfassets.net)
Technical Reports T1 – T4, AQ1 – AQ3 and the Analytical Assurance Statement for the Consultation
Option, as published at Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
5 Technical Notes 30, 31 and 32 were submitted in January/February 2020, available at Technical
Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
6 See Technical Documents | Clean Air Greater Manchester (cleanairgm.com)
4
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1.25

•

Measures to invest in electric vehicle charging infrastructure for taxis and a trybefore-you-buy electric taxi scheme;

•

Funds to upgrade the bus fleet; and

•

Funds for Taxi, PHV, LGV and HGV operators to upgrade their vehicles, plus
Loan/Finance measures.
The Direction further provided that:
“The authorities must ensure that the local plan for No2 compliance is
implemented so that –
“(a) compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen dioxide is
achieved in the shortest possible time, and by 2024 at the latest;
and
(b) exposure to levels above the legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are
reduced as quickly as possible.”
Compliance with the Direction

1.26

The GM Clean Air Plan Policy (Appendix 1) proposes that a charging CAZ will be
introduced on 30 May 20227. This is now the earliest possible date for its
implementation.
a. The ten GM local authorities have begun the preparatory implementation and
contract arrangements required to deliver the CAZ and other GM CAP
measures in order to maintain delivery momentum in line with the funding
arrangements agreed with Government. TfGM is running the procurement
exercises with potential suppliers on behalf of the ten GM local authorities to
final evaluation and is to provide a report to allow the authorities to make a
decision to award to the successful supplier(s) following receipt of the
confirmation of funding from Government.
b. The geographic scale of the zone (almost 1,300km 2) is such that over 2,300
road signs and almost 1,000 automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
cameras will need to be installed on the highway network. The cameras need
to be integrated into a technology platform, that will also be connected to the
payment and vehicle checking services which have been established by
central government. In addition, the operational teams of both TfGM and the
chosen supplier must be recruited, trained and mobilised. Whilst much of this
technology is tried and tested, the programme schedule is complex. This
schedule currently shows that implementation of a scheme that has fully tested
all of the component parts is late May 2022 and therefore this is the earliest
date that the GM CAZ could launch.

Subject to joint GM and JAQU agreement on overall ‘readiness’, including that the Central Charging Portal
and national Vehicle Checker is’ GM ready’.
7
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c. The funds which support the introduction of the charging zone will be
implemented from November 2021. To effectively manage the distribution of
the funds it is necessary to develop an IT platform, integrate that with a number
of third parties for the purposes of validating applicant data and allowing for
applicants to apply to a number of selected financiers should they wish to apply
for a financial product to support their vehicle upgrade. As such November
2021 is the earliest that the funds can commence being distributed.
1.27

The local plan as set out in the GM Clean Air Plan Policy (Appendix 1), as so
implemented, is forecast to achieve compliance with the legal limit value for nitrogen
dioxide within Greater Manchester in 2024, which is the shortest possible time. This
final plan provides for a CAZ Class C with additional measures as required by the
direction. Its detail differs in a number of respects from some of the detailed
individual proposals in the local plan considered by the Secretary of State in March
2020 as a result of consultation, a possibility that the Secretary of State would no
doubt have contemplated when issuing the direction. These detailed changes are
not considered to affect the outcomes which the Direction sought. For the avoidance
of doubt, it is proposed to seek the Secretary of State’s confirmation that the policy
does not require the direction to be varied if it is to be implemented and to request
a variation if he considers that it is required.

1.28

GM have followed Government guidance in terms of considering modelling
uncertainties and has worked closely with JAQU’s technical team and Technical
Independent Review Panel (T-IRP) throughout the process to ensure the forecasting
methodology is as robust as possible 8. A discussion of uncertainty in the modelling
of the Option for Consultation is set out in the Analytical Assurance Statement9.

1.29

By and large, the analysis relies on well established data sources and on values
provided by JAQU, TAG and the Green Book, including DEFRA’s EFT v9.1a. GM’s
Plan does not rely on measures that are uncertain or aspirational. Compliance is
achieved as a result of behaviour change (in terms of vehicle owners upgrading to
cleaner vehicles) resulting from a Clean Air Zone, coupled with the provision of
funding to support upgrade. The Plan relies only on measures that have a direct
impact on the type of vehicles on the road (in terms of their emissions standard) and
that are planned and funded and under the control of GM’s authorities.

1.30

GM have considered the impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP, as set out in the
‘Impacts of Covid-19 on the GM CAP Report’10 and have specifically considered the
impact on uncertainty, in line with Government guidance. At the time of writing, the
UK is still operating under pandemic-related restrictions on activity and travel. It is

8

T-IRP reviews have been sought as follows: (i) Initial Evidence Submission in May 2018; (ii) Outline
Business Case in April 2019; (iii) Review of technical notes in November 2019; (iv) Review of updated
Technical Reports (Consultation Option) and technical notes 30-32 in January 2020; (v) Review of further
technical notes (34-37) in August 2020; (vi) GM’s proposed approach to representing Covid-19 impacts in
the core scenario in April 2021; and (vii) GM’s Air Quality Modelling Report (post-Consultation) in June 2021.
9 GM CAP Option for Consultation - Analytical Assurance Statement (ctfassets.net)
10 This can be found in Appendix 5 of the June 2021 GMCA report
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therefore too early to say with certainty what the impacts of Covid-19 will be postpandemic on behaviour, travel patterns, businesses and the economy. The
Government’s guidance on reflecting the impacts of Covid-19 within the modelling
is set out in Appendix A of the Air Quality Modelling Report11 and GM’s proposed
approach to representing the impact of Covid-19 in core modelling scenarios is set
out in Appendix D of that same report. This includes a discussion of uncertainty, as
section 7 of Appendix D; concluding that there is greater uncertainty as a result of
the pandemic, with some aspects potentially worsening air quality and others
potentially providing air quality improvements. Overall, Appendix D of the Air Quality
Modelling Report concludes that it is very unlikely that any improvements to air
quality would be of a sufficient scale to mean that action was no longer required.
1.31

In order to achieve compliance in the shortest possible time, GM needs to progress
the modelling underpinning the GM CAP based on a set of reasonable assumptions
about the medium-to-long term impacts of the pandemic. GM has made its best
estimates of what is likely to happen based on the available evidence. These
conclude that compliance is forecast to be achieved in Greater Manchester in 2024
with the local plan12. This is the same date as produced by the Consultation Option,
and meets the requirements of the Ministerial Direction for such compliance to be
achieved by 2024 at the latest. Compliance is achieved three years earlier than
predicted without the GM CAP in place.

1.32

Nonetheless, uncertainty remains and as a result, sensitivity testing is planned and
underway to consider the possible impacts of delayed development plans, increased
homeworking, changes to GDP, impacts on public transport, and changes to vehicle
purchasing costs and the affordability, feasibility or appeal of upgrade as a result of
the pandemic. Sensitivity testing will also be conducted to assess the possible
impact of other factors affecting certainty, unrelated to the pandemic.

11

This can be found in Appendix 6 of the June 2021 GMCA report
Achieving compliance in Greater Manchester is not possible sooner with the other options that have been
suggested. GM’s forecasting has consistently shown that a GM-wide CAZ C achieves compliance in 2024
across GM. No other scheme has been identified that can achieve compliance more quickly, including the
implementation of a CAZ D within the inner ring road (IRR). This has been the conclusion of modelling
carried out at OBC (See AQ3 Local Plan Air Quality Modelling Report produced at OBC
https://assets.ctfassets.net/tlpgbvy1k6h2/6cCMBAiLO7s6AjpWez5FHw/cb027ecf0d9ddc51332bda106f1ab8
b7/AQ3_Local_Plan_Air_Quality_Modelling_Report.pdf) and prior to consultation (See AQ3 Local Plan Air
Quality Modelling Report produced for the Option for Consultation GM CAP Option for Consultation - Local
Plan Air Quality Modelling Tracking Table (AQ3) (ctfassets.net) and Note 30 - GM CAP Alternative Sensitivity
Test Modelling Summary Note (ctfassets.net)), and the modelling of the post-consultation policy (as set out
in the post-consultation Air Quality Modelling Report) confirms that compliance is forecast to be achieved in
2024. Although sensitivity testing has not been carried out considering a CAZ D in addition to the postconsultation policy, it can reasonably be concluded that a CAZ D in the IRR would not bring forward the date
of compliance with the legal limits from 2024. This is because the results of the modelling for the Preferred
Package show that there are five points of exceedance remaining in 2023 before compliance occurs in 2024.
The spatial pattern of exceedance remains consistent, but the maximum concentrations are now at locations
outside the IRR on the A58 Bolton Road, Bury. Modelling of the impacts of a CAZ D in the IRR have
previously shown negligible impact on NO2 concentrations at the A58 because it is not strategically linked
with access to the regional centre. Therefore, implementing a CAZ D in the IRR would not be expected to
bring forward compliance at the A58 or therefore across GM as a whole.
12
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1.33

If the sensitivity testing identifies any potential issues with the plan as it stands, this
will indicate that adaptive planning is required and GM will need to work with JAQU
to agree mechanisms to facilitate this. Adaptations could include reviewing the
charge levels; funding offers; or eligibility criteria for funding, with the aim of further
encouraging upgrade if it appears that more people are choosing to stay and pay
than forecast. GM could also review permanent discounts and exemptions if it
becomes apparent that non-compliant vehicles will constitute a greater proportion
of the on-the-road fleet than expected.

1.34

The local plan as set out in the GM Clean Air Plan Policy has a defined timetable
for implementation and it will be implemented so that exposure to levels above the
legal limit for nitrogen dioxide are reduced as quickly as possible. For example, Bus
Retrofit commenced to ensure the most polluting vehicles should be retrofitted first
and the policy proposes that the oldest vans are targeted first with funds, with other
funds targeting the smallest commercial-vehicle owning businesses first, which are
the least likely to be able to upgrade and typically operate the oldest vehicles.

1.35

Once the plan is in place, monitoring will also be required to ensure that the policy
and proposals contained in the GM CAP remain appropriate throughout the lifetime
of the interventions. GM will ensure that the CAP Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
sets out to address issues where uncertainty remains as to post-pandemic
conditions (or for other reasons), as identified in the sensitivity testing, and for
example in terms of vehicle fleets, travel patterns and the provision of bus services.
If the monitoring reveals issues with the performance of the measures that form the
plan, again, an adaptive planning approach will be required, such that GM and
JAQU can agree any changes to the plan that would make it more effective.

1.36

There are a number of other requirements in the Direction requiring steps to be
taken by certain times that have not proved to be achievable given the effects of
COVID-19 among other matters. The main outstanding requirements to be complied
with is the submission of an interim full business case to be followed by a full
business case.
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1

CAZ Signage and ANPR

1.1

This appendix sets out the proposed locations for all Greater Manchester (GM)
Clean Air Zone (CAZ) signage and Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
Cameras1 within Bury Council’s administrative area.

1.2

Section 177 of the Transport Act 2000 (the TA 2000) states that the Secretary of
State may, ‘direct the charging authority, or any of the charging authorities, in
relation to a charging scheme … to place and maintain traffic signs, or cause traffic
signs to be placed and maintained, in connection with the scheme.’

1.3

As set out in the Clean Air Zone Framework, a minimum requirement for setting up
a CAZ is to “have in place signs along major access routes to clearly delineate the
route”2. Clear signing at the point of entry into a charging CAZ, as well as signs in
advance of entry, are key to provide drivers with adequate information about
potential charges applicable to their vehicle and to provide alternative routes for
those who wish to divert around it.

1.4

In order for the 10 GM local authorities to operate the CAZ, specified signage is
therefore required to be installed inside and outside the CAZ boundary, including
within the local authority areas of the eight councils that border the GM local
authorities.3

1.5

A clear and consistent sign is critical for those who may be entering a charging CAZ.
To ensure consistency, the design of the symbol and traffic sign was commissioned
centrally by the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) who worked closely on the
development of the signage strategy with the signs team in the Department for
Transport (DfT).4 The proposed signage consists of the following types of sign
depending upon the location of the specific sign. Please note the examples below
are representative and for the GM Clean Air Zone all signs will have the Letter C
signifying a class C Clean Air Zone.

1.5.1

Advance Warning of a Clean Air Zone:

1 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras are purpose built and mounted on either lamp posts or dedicated poles. They are designed to

achieve a specific field of view and are fixed to ‘look’ at the highway and record the Registration Number of passing vehicles. The cameras are not able to
be moved by remote operators.
2 Available here: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/863730/clean-air-zone-framework-

feb2020.pdf
3
JAQU Guidance, ‘Signs And Road Markings For Charging Clean Air Zones’.
4
Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs and Department for Transport, ‘Clean Air Zone Symbol Guidelines.’
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1.5.2

Entrance to a Clean Air Zone:

1.5.3

Camera Head and Reminder of being in a Clean Air Zone

1.5.4

End of a Clean Air Zone:
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1.5.5

Advance Notification of the Introduction of a Clean Air Zone. This sign will be
presented as a cover over the actual sign which will be removed in advance of the
proposed go Live of the CAZ on 30th May 2022:

1.5.6

Clean Air Zone Roundel:

1.6

TfGM are undertaking on behalf of the 10 GM local authorities the preparatory
procurement and contract arrangements required to deliver the CAZ and other
measures. A procurement exercise has been undertaken for entry, exit and
advance, repeater and advance direction signage, to cover the manufacture,
installation, management and de-commissioning of such signs. TfGM have been
working with Local Authority officers to propose the CAZ signage that is required to
be sited in each Local Authority.

1.7

The following identifies the proposed locations of all CAZ signs and ANPR within
Bury Council.

CAZ Signage
Sign ID

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

BUR-001-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-001001

ZBI+END-OFFSET-60x

378456

416938

Helmshore Road

BUR-002-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-002001

ZBI+END-60x

379165

417684

Stubbins Lane
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Sign ID

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

BUR-003-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-003001

RHS-ZBI-75x

379983

418506

Bury Road

BUR-003-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-003101

END-75x

379975

418489

Wood Lane

BUR-004-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-004001

ZBI-60x

380055

418675

Bury Road

BUR-004-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-004101

END-OFFSET-75x

380043

418683

Bury Road

BUR-006-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-006001

ZBI+END-60x

380103

417511

Bye Road

BUR-009-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-009001

ZBI+END-50x

380580

418323

Bury Old Road

BUR-009-ENT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-009002

ZBI+END-50x

380612

418246

Bury Old Road

BUR-010-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-010001

ZBI+END-50x

380549

418538

Bury Old Road

BUR-105-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-105301

REP-50x

375721

410332

Bury Old Road

BUR-106-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-106301

REP-50x

375361

409206

Restricted Local Access
Road

BUR-111-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-111301

REP-50x

377821

409576

Bury And Bolton Road

BUR-113-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-113302

REP-50x

379458

406632

Radcliffe New Road

BUR-115-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-115302

REP-50x

380630

407020

Manchester Road

BUR-118-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-118301

REP-50x

380963

410158

Parkhills Road

BUR-118-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-118302

REP-50x

380976

410237

Parkhills Road

BUR-119-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-119302

REP-OFFSET-LEFT-50x

380159

410311

Manchester Road

BUR-119-REP003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-119303

REP-OFFSET-RIGHT-50x

380117

410290

Maudsley Street

BUR-120-REP003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-120303

REP-50x

379325

410720

Back Ainsworth Road
South

BUR-121-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-121302

REP-50x

380781

412004

Walmersley Road

BUR-121-REP003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-121303

REP-50x

380752

411958

Clifton Street

BUR-123-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-123301

REP-50x

378718

413599

Brandlesholme Road

BUR-124-REP003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-124303

REP-50x

377821

415118

Ash Grove

BUR-126-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-126301

REP-50x

380949

402402

Hilton Lane

BUR-126-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-126302

REP-50x

381028

402476

Hilton Lane

BUR-132-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-132302

REP-50x

381915

405281

Sandgate Road
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Sign ID

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

BUR-135-REP002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-135302

REP-50x

383439

405933

Simister Lane

BUR-142-REP003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-142303

REP-50x

379372

411398

Mayor Street

BUR-501-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-501001

ZBI-LOW-75x

380319

414660

Walmersley Road

BUR-501-ENT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-501002

ZBI+END-60x

380216

415011

Bass Lane

BUR-501-ENT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-501003

RHS-ZBI-OFFSET-75x

380158

415357

Manchester Road

BUR-501-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-501101

END-75x

380295

414712

Walmersley Road

BUR-501-EXT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-501103

END-75x

380178

415354

Manchester Road

BUR-502-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502001

ZBI-60x

382014

410523

A58

BUR-502-ENT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502003

ZBI-LATTIX-60x

381961

410601

Rochdale Road

BUR-502-ENT004

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502004

ZBI-60x

381968

410611

Rochdale Road

BUR-502-ENT005

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502005

ZBI-60x

382187

410605

Bridge Hall Lane

BUR-502-ENT006

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502006

ZBI-60x

382176

410569

Bury New Road

BUR-502-ENT007

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502007

ZBI-60x

382167

410562

Bury New Road

BUR-502-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502101

END-75x

381998

410545

Local Road

BUR-502-EXT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502103

END-75x

381989

410618

Rochdale Road

BUR-502-EXT004

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502104

END-75x

381994

410605

Rochdale Road

BUR-502-EXT005

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502105

END-LOW-75x

382186

410543

Bury New Road

BUR-502-EXT007

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-502107

END-75x

382235

410654

Bridge Hall Lane

BUR-503-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-503001

RHS-ZBI-75x

382000

409149

Pilsworth Road

BUR-503-ENT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-503002

RHS-ZBI-75x

382220

409146

Pilsworth Road

BUR-503-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-503101

END-75x

382034

409178

Pilsworth Road

BUR-503-EXT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-503102

END-75x

382216

409128

Pilsworth Road

BUR-504-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504001

ZBI-60x

384337

404752

Middleton Road

BUR-504-ENT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504002

ZBI-60x

384316

404758

Middleton Road

BUR-504-ENT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504003

ZBI-LOW-60x

384412

404924

Middleton Road
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Sign ID

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

BUR-504-ENT004

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504004

ZBI-LOW-60x

384422

404913

Middleton Road

BUR-504-EXT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504103

END-LOW-75x

384485

404979

Middleton Road

BUR-504-EXT004

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-504104

END-LOW-75x

384494

404974

Middleton Road

BUR-505-ENT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505001

ZBI-60x

380882

404797

Bury New Road

BUR-505-ENT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505002

ZBI-60x

380904

404817

Bury New Road

BUR-505-ENT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505003

ZBI-60x

380996

404649

Bury New Road

BUR-505-ENT004

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505004

ZBI-60x

380985

404647

Bury New Road

BUR-505-EXT001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505101

END-75x

380920

404817

Bury New Road

BUR-505-EXT002

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505102

END-OFFSET-75x

380925

404848

Bury New Road

BUR-505-EXT003

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505103

END-75x

380957

404637

M60

BUR-505-EXT004
BUR-002-REP001
BUR-002-REP002
BUR-007-REP001
BUR-103-REP001
BUR-103-REP002
BUR-104-REP001
BUR-104-REP002
BUR-105-REP002
BUR-106-REP002
BUR-107-REP001
BUR-107-REP002
BUR-108-REP001
BUR-108-REP002
BUR-109-REP001
BUR-109-REP002
BUR-110-REP001

60601741-ACM-BURDD-DR-TR-505104

END-75x

380974

404640

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379177

417456

Stubbins Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379180

417588

Stubbins Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380029

418126

Whalley Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379652

411509

Brandlesholme Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379679

411424

Brandlesholme Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380555

410400

Trinity Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380577

410300

Market Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

375791

410294

Bury Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

375532

409119

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381944

411319

Rochdale Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382050

411343

Rochdale Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

376907

407507

Lavender Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

376967

407472

Bolton Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377073

405752

Ringley Road West

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377309

405546

Ringley Road West

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

376202

408088

Radcliffe Moor Road
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Sign ID
BUR-110-REP002
BUR-111-REP002
BUR-112-REP001
BUR-112-REP002
BUR-113-REP001
BUR-114-REP001
BUR-114-REP002
BUR-115-REP001
BUR-116-REP001
BUR-116-REP002
BUR-116-REP003
BUR-117-REP001
BUR-117-REP002
BUR-117-REP003
BUR-119-REP001
BUR-120-REP001
BUR-120-REP002
BUR-121-REP001
BUR-122-REP001
BUR-122-REP002
BUR-122-REP003
BUR-123-REP002
BUR-124-REP001
BUR-124-REP002
BUR-125-REP001
BUR-125-REP002
BUR-125-REP003
BUR-127-REP001

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

376269

408081

Radcliffe Moor Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377906

409602

Bury And Bolton Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377417

409991

Starling Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377450

410126

Starling Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379364

406691

Radcliffe New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380257

405790

Higher Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380303

405690

Higher Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380668

407082

Manchester Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379194

408111

Local Access Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379296

408244

Bury Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379225

408055

Withins Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380388

409306

Manchester Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380375

409469

Manchester Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380391

409457

Gigg Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380139

410265

Manchester Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379303

410739

Ainsworth Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379374

410736

Ainsworth Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380784

411928

Walmersley Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377546

413079

Market Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377539

413157

Market Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377499

413121

Wesley Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378801

413476

Brandlesholme Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377772

415128

Bolton Road West

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

377918

415193

Bolton Road West

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379366

416839

Bridge Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379494

416847

Peel Brow

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379460

416850

Kenyon Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380798

401960

Kersal Vale Road
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Sign ID
BUR-129-REP001
BUR-129-REP002
BUR-130-REP001
BUR-130-REP002
BUR-130-REP003
BUR-131-REP001
BUR-131-REP002
BUR-132-REP001
BUR-133-REP001
BUR-133-REP002
BUR-133-REP003
BUR-133-REP004
BUR-134-REP001
BUR-134-REP002
BUR-135-REP001
BUR-136-REP001
BUR-136-REP002
BUR-137-REP001
BUR-137-REP002
BUR-137-REP003
BUR-138-REP001
BUR-138-REP002
BUR-139-REP001
BUR-139-REP002
BUR-139-REP003
BUR-140-REP001
BUR-140-REP002
BUR-140-REP003

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381618

404193

Heys Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381777

404197

Heys Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381349

403789

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381423

403628

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381483

403633

St Mary's Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382213

404408

Bury Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382236

404364

Bury Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381790

405501

Sandgate Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382457

403662

Bury Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382453

403480

Bury Old Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382397

403520

Ostrich Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382434

403647

Park Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382899

403310

Sheepfoot Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

383007

403368

Sheepfoot Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

383256

405890

Simister Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379127

405478

Ringley Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378993

405643

Ringley Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378603

407013

Church Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378691

406839

Stand Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378676

406895

Milltown Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378545

406799

Pilkington Way

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

378377

406914

Pilkington Way

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381311

410834

Bond Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381374

410923

Bond Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381321

410879

Manor Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381114

411176

Wash Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381236

411108

Wash Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381137

411073

York Street
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Sign ID
BUR-141-REP001
BUR-141-REP002
BUR-141-REP003
BUR-142-REP001
BUR-142-REP002
BUR-150-REP001
BUR-150-REP002
BUR-150-REP003
BUR-501-REP001
BUR-501-REP002
BUR-501-REP003
BUR-502-REP001
BUR-502-REP002
BUR-502-REP003
BUR-502-REP004
BUR-503-REP002
BUR-503-REP003
BUR-504-REP001
BUR-504-REP002
BUR-505-REP001

Location drawing

Sign Structure Ref.

Easting

Northing

Nearest Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381226

411210

Bell Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381338

411212

Bell Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381327

411262

Bright Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379355

411468

Tottington Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379426

411382

Cottam Street

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381992

402716

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382017

402648

Bury New Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382000

402662

Portugal Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380373

414329

Walmersley Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

379644

414972

Crag Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380108

415573

Manchester Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382271

410663

Bridge Hall Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381665

410686

Rochdale Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381895

410647

Wash Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381795

410729

Wash Lane

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

381862

409030

Pilsworth Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

382410

409145

Pilsworth Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

384163

404633

Middleton Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

384563

405034

Middleton Road

No drawing required

REP-LC-50x

380900

404971

Bury New Road

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) Cameras
1.8

In order to enforce the boundary, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
Cameras are required. TfGM have been working with Local Authority officers to
propose the ANPR cameras that need to be sited in each GM authority
administrative area. It is proposed to locate ANPR cameras at the following
locations:
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Site reference
BUR-002-CAM001
BUR-007-CAM001
BUR-101-CAM001
BUR-103-CAM001
BUR-104-CAM001
BUR-105-CAM001
BUR-106-CAM001
BUR-107-CAM001
BUR-108-CAM001
BUR-109-CAM001
BUR-110-CAM001
BUR-111-CAM001
BUR-112-CAM001
BUR-113-CAM001
BUR-114-CAM001
BUR-115-CAM001
BUR-116-CAM001
BUR-117-CAM001
BUR-118-CAM001
BUR-119-CAM001
BUR-120-CAM001
BUR-121-CAM001
BUR-122-CAM001
BUR-123-CAM001
BUR-124-CAM001
BUR-125-CAM001
BUR-126-CAM001

Lighting
column
reference

Road name

Latitude

Longitude

A676 Stubbins Lane

53.653587

-2.3164036

10

Replacement structure

Whalley Road

53.660308

-2.3035612

37

Existing LC

Helmshore Road

53.647921

-2.3276617

8

Replacement structure

B6214 Brandlesholme Road

53.599507

-2.308761

7

Existing LC

B6218 Market Street

53.589241

-2.2948935

11

Replacement structure

Bury Old Road

53.588761

-2.3676443

19

Replacement structure

A58 Bury New Road

53.578623

-2.3732351

5

Existing LC

B6222 Rochdale Old Road

53.598335

-2.2732134

4

Existing LC

A665 Bolton Road

53.563612

-2.3495956

26

Replacement structure

A667 Ringley Road West

53.546967

-2.345325

52

Replacement structure

A665 Radcliffe Moor Road

53.568795

-2.3598004

42

Existing LC

A58 Bury and Bolton Road

53.581957

-2.3371651

10

Existing LC

53.58685

-2.3424006

17

Existing LC

A665 Radcliffe New Road

53.556451

-2.3130211

5

Replacement structure

A665 Higher Lane

53.548019

-2.2993456

26

Replacement structure

A56 Manchester Road

53.559735

-2.293737

116

Existing LC

Bury Road

53.569406

-2.3151402

27

Existing LC

A56 Manchester Road

53.580828

-2.297875

45

Existing LC

B6219 Parkhills Road

53.587934

-2.2890382

29

Replacement structure

A56 Manchester Road

53.588883

-2.3014625

13

Replacement structure

B6196 Answorth Road

53.592915

-2.3135778

4

A56 Walmersley Road

53.60389

-2.2920034

29

B6213 Market Street

53.614115

-2.3409737

B6214 Brandlesholme Road

53.618229

-2.3226847

78

Existing LC

A676 Bolton Road West

53.632436

-2.3369175

51

Existing LC

Peel Brow

53.647456

-2.3132413

2

A6044 Hilton Lane

53.518204

-2.2884574

31

Starling Road

Proposed infrastructure

No ID

Existing LC
Replacement structure
Replacement structure

Replacement structure
Existing LC
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Site reference
BUR-127-CAM001
BUR-129-CAM001
BUR-130-CAM001
BUR-131-CAM001
BUR-132-CAM001
BUR-133-CAM001
BUR-134-CAM001
BUR-135-CAM001
BUR-136-CAM001
BUR-137-CAM001
BUR-138-CAM001
BUR-139-CAM001
BUR-140-CAM001
BUR-141-CAM001
BUR-142-CAM001
BUR-150-CAM001
BUR-155-CAM001
BUR-155-CAM003
BUR-501-CAM001
BUR-501-CAM002
BUR-501-CAM003
BUR-502-CAM003
BUR-502-CAM006
BUR-502-CAM007
BUR-502-CAM008
BUR-503-CAM002
BUR-503-CAM003

Lighting
column
reference

Road name

Latitude

Longitude

Kersal Vale Road

53.513686

-2.2906435

5

Replacement structure

Heys Road

53.534048

-2.2780644

12

Replacement structure

A56 Bury New Road

53.529867

-2.282292

65

Existing LC

A665 Bury Old Road

53.53582

-2.2695212

86

Existing LC

Sandgate Road

53.544186

-2.274636

8

A665 Bury Old Road

53.528548

-2.2660507

52

Existing LC

A6044 Sheepfoot Lane

53.526551

-2.2584808

13

Replacement structure

Simister Lane

53.549618

-2.2527503

21

Replacement structure

A667 Ringley Road

53.546068

-2.3169135

23

Replacement structure

Stand Lane

53.558337

-2.3236021

3

Existing LC

A665 Pilkington Way

53.557575

-2.3261475

5

Replacement structure

B6219 Bond Street

53.594131

-2.2835961

6

Replacement structure

B6221 Wash Lane

53.596562

-2.2858033

5

Existing LC

B6222 Bell Lane

53.597059

-2.2845525

8

Existing LC

B6213 Tottington Road

53.598895

-2.3126097

12

Existing LC

A56 Bury New Road

53.520524

-2.2727724

12

Replacement structure

A58 Bolton Street

53.594831

-2.3060224

37B

Replacement structure

A58 Bolton Street

53.59483

-2.3064757

38B

Replacement structure

53.625815

-2.2984448

106

53.6311

-2.309267

1

A56 Manchester Road

53.635486

-2.3020974

41

Bridge Hall Lane

53.591986

-2.2703

3

Replacement structure

A58 Rochdale Road

53.592089

-2.2766328

56

Replacement structure

53.59238

-2.2753505

34

Existing LC

A58 Rochdale Road

53.592189

-2.2763917

57

Replacement structure

Pilsworth Road

53.578027

-2.2748644

34

Existing LC

Pilsworth Road

53.57851

-2.2677691

60

Existing LC

A56 Walmersley Road
Bass Lane

B6221 Wash Lane

Proposed infrastructure

Replacement structure

Existing LC
Replacement structure
Existing LC
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Site reference
BUR-504-CAM002
BUR-505-CAM001
BUR-505-CAM003
BUR-505-CAM004

Lighting
column
reference

Road name

Latitude

Longitude

Proposed infrastructure

Manchester Old Road

53.540897

-2.2363713

35

Replacement structure

A56 Bury New Road

53.540636

-2.2898625

6

Replacement structure

A56 Bury New Road

53.540762

-2.2895917

7

Replacement structure

A56 Bury New Road

53.537772

-2.2884396

118

Replacement structure
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Agenda Item 14

Classification

Item No.

Open

Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

Introduction of a Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs) and Penalty
Charge Regime for Fly Tipping Offences

Report by:

Cabinet Member for Environment, Climate Change and
Operations

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

All

1.0

Executive Summary:

1.1

Fly-tipping is a criminal offence and one of the most common forms of anti-social
behaviour, that poses a significant environmental, social and financial problem
nationally and here in Bury.

1.2

The Council can prosecute where there is evidence of fly tipping, but this is a lengthy
process. We must meet both the evidential and public interest test when deciding
to prosecute and a prosecution has to be proportionate to the offence, in line with
our enforcement policy.

1.3

Under the Unauthorised Deposit of Waste (Fixed Penalties) Regulations 2016, new
powers were introduced into the Environmental Protection Act 1990, which allow
authorised officers of local authorities to issue on the spot fixed penalty notices
(FPN’s) offering offenders the opportunity to pay up to £400 for anyone caught in
the act of fly-tipping, as an alternative to being prosecuted.

1.4

This report recommends that Bury Council introduces this regime for the issue of
FPN’s in such circumstances and approves the setting of the penalty charge at £400
for the Unauthorised Deposit of Waste, with no reduction for early payment.
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1.5

This will allow the Council to take swifter action to tackle fly tipping in the borough
and provides an alternative remedy to prosecutions where appropriate.

2.0

Recommendation(s)

That Cabinet:
2.1

Notes the contents of the report.

2.2

Approves the introduction of a Fixed Penalty Notice regime as provided for under
section 33ZA of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and sets the penalty charge
at £400, with no reduction for early payment, and the option to pursue the matter
in court.

2.3

Delegates to the Executive Director of Operations the power to authorise
appropriate officers for the purposes of giving FPN’s pursuant to this regime.

3.0

Background

3.1

Fly-tipping is a criminal offence and one of the most common forms of anti-social
behaviour that poses a significant environmental, social and financial problem
nationally and here in Bury.

3.2

Illegally deposited waste blights the streets, neighbourhoods, and countryside, is a
threat to local wildlife and livestock, a source of pollution and a danger to public
health. It also attracts other forms of anti-social behaviour and enviro-crime into
our communities and impacts on the pride that residents have in their local area.

3.3

Fly-tipping can also deter investment in an area, and impact on residential and
commercial property values. It undermines legitimate waste businesses, with illegal
operators avoiding waste disposal costs and giving them an unfair advantage over
those who abide by the law.

3.4

The consequences of fly-tipping are not only the health and environmental risks it
poses to our local communities, but also the considerable and unnecessary draw on
reducing local authority resources, which could be better directed to providing
services elsewhere.

3.5

To reduce incidents of fly tipping the Council has undertaken a wide range of
education programmes, encouraging residents and businesses to change their
behaviour and dispose of their waste correctly. The Council also acknowledges the
work undertaken by community volunteers, who can play an important role in
supporting environmental crime intelligence and enforcement. Further work with
volunteers is being explored to address fly tipping.
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4.0

The National Picture

4.1

Latest annual figures on fly-tipping incidents nationally, were released on 24
February 2021. These statistics show that in 2019/20 there were 976,000 fly-tipping
incidents reported across the UK, an increase of 2% from 957,000 in 2018/19.
Highways (pavements and roads) have consistently been the most common land
type for fly-tipping incidents over time, accounting for over two fifths (43%) of all
incidents in 2019/20. In 2019/20 there were 419,000 incidents, an increase of 6%
from 2018/19 (396,000 incidents).

Figure 1: Trends in locations affected on a national basis in England, 2019/20
compared to 2018/19.:

5.0

The Local Picture

5.1

Over the past three years, reports of fly-tipping in Bury have gradually increased,
with incident locations mirroring the national picture. (full breakdown detailed in
Figure 2)

5.2

Fly-tipping remains a problem in Bury and is persistent and costly to Council
taxpayers, despite the fact that there are plenty of ways to dispose of waste legally.
In Greater Manchester we have 21 recycling centres where resident can take waste
free of charge for disposal. The Council is aware of a number of fly-tipping hotspots
across the borough and is actively pursuing those who do not dispose of their waste
properly. The Council responds to many reports made by local residents across the
borough, to gather evidence and try to identify those responsible.

5.3

The most common items dumped generally include broken or old items of furniture
and white goods, builders/construction waste and commercial waste from small
businesses. However, we are now also seeing fly tipping of waste from cultivation
of Cannabis, which is a Class B drug, becoming an increasing issue. Historically,
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residents in some neighbourhoods of the borough hold the false belief that the
Council should clear waste abandoned in their back streets at no charge.
5.4

The Council exercises a consistent and robust approach that any individual
suspected of being involved in a fly-tipping offence, will be automatically challenged,
investigated and dealt with accordingly.

5.5

Resources to investigate Fly Tipping and prosecute those responsible are small and
the Public Protect Team have secured funding to create two additional Enforcement
Officer posts for a 12-month period, which will focus on fly tipping investigation and
enforcement and seek to ensure more action is taken against those responsible.

Figure 2: Trends in numbers of fly-tipping reported in Bury 2017/18 to
2020/21:
Land Types

2018/19 2019/20

2020/21 (to
25/03)

(Totals)

2816

2998

3898

Allotment

2

4

6

Council car park

20

42

35

Cemetery

7

7

11

Metrolink land

2

1

3

Motorway or slip road

0

4

1

Other

115

123

385

Pavement

233

296

438

Private land

178

164

195

Public right of way

174

160

121

Road or Street

1812

1963

2376

Subway

3

2

4

Water body

29

35

85

Six Town Housing (Council)
land

61

57

38

Open space

98

107

131

Park or play area

82

33

69

(Totals)

2816

2998

3898
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6.0

Existing Penalties for Fly-Tipping

6.1

Fly-tipping is a criminal offence that is punishable by a fine of up to £50,000- or
12-months imprisonment if convicted in a Magistrates' Court.

6.2

The offence can also attract an unlimited fine and up to 5 years imprisonment if
convicted in a Crown Court.

6.3

Prior to new Regulations being introduced, the only formal sanctions available for
such offences were a prosecution or a simple (formal) caution.

7.0

Current Enforcement Powers – Minor Tipping Offences

7.1

Currently, the Council uses a range of measures to enforce against fly-tipping. One
such measure includes adapting the FPN that is currently available for littering
offences under section 87 of the EPA (£80 on the spot fine) and using this control
measure to deal with low-level fly-tipping instances.

7.2

This FPN does not reflect the seriousness of the offence, nor does it cover the cost
to the Council of dealing with the offence and removal and disposal of the waste,
which in many cases can be considerable, but on balance does not warrant the effort
and cost of preparing a section 33 fly-tipping prosecution.

8.0

New Enforcement Process

8.1

Section 33(1)(a) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA 1990) creates an
offence for depositing controlled waste or knowingly permitting controlled waste to
be deposited on any land unless the person has a valid permit authorising him to
do so. A person found to have contravened this provision is liable to prosecution.

8.2

The Unauthorised Deposit of Waste (Fixed Penalties) Regulations 2016 came into
force on 9th May 2016. These regulations amended section 33 of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 by inserting a new section (33ZA) into the EPA 1990.

8.3

The Regulations introduce new powers for local authorities to issue FPNs for such
offences, including medium scale fly tipping. This provides Councils with an
alternative remedy to prosecutions. The Regulations allow Local Authorities to set
their fixed penalty rate between £150 to £400, with a minimum reduced rate of
£120 if paid within 10 days. If no rate is set by the local authority the default rate
is £200.

8.4

Enforcement Officers are authorised under the Councils Scheme of Delegation to
enforce the provisions of Section 33 (1) (a) of the Environmental Protection Act
1990 and to serve the FPNs for medium-scale fly tipping incidents.

8.5

Prosecutions for fly-tipping are difficult and expensive to pursue whilst FPNs will be
immediate and easier to issue. The changes provide local authorities with a more
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efficient and proportionate response to medium-scale fly-tipping of waste and a
better deterrent via an increased financial penalty.
8.6

This report seeks authorisation to adopt the fixed penalty notice scheme and set
the level of penalty charge for fly-tipping FPNs at the £400 maximum, with no option
of reduction for early payment. It is believed that the level of penalty sought will
be an appropriate level of deterrent and brings us in line in what is happening in
GM.

8.7

The Unauthorised Deposit of Waste (Fixed Penalties) Regulations 2016 will enable
the Council to take a faster and more direct approach to ensuring that perpetrators
are made accountable.

8.8

The adoption of these new powers FPN process will commence with immediate
effect. Existing resources within the Public Protection Team, including two new Fly
Tipping Enforcement Officers, will utilise the new powers proportionately in line with
the Councils enforcement policy.

8.9

It is expected that training will need to be delivered to officers exercising this new
approach. To avoid reputational repercussions, it is important that authorised
officers understand which situations are appropriate to exercise use of the new FPN.

8.10 Income raised through payment of FPNs will remain in the Public Protection Service
budget and will be ring fenced and used to facilitate delivery of future Environmental
Crime education and enforcement strategies.

9.0

Fixed Penalties

9.1

Fixed penalties are part of a wider enforcement strategy, designed to address all
aspects of environmental crime. This will ensure that resources are focused on
priority areas and that an appropriate balance is struck between resources devoted
to fixed penalties and those spent on prosecutions, following non-payment of fixed
penalties and for more serious incidents.

9.2

The FPN will allow the Council to act more efficiently when dealing with offenders
as the FPN will provide a much quicker alternative to prosecuting fly-tippers through
the Courts. Prosecution will remain an option for the Local Authority in punishing
large-scale fly tipping and waste offenders and in circumstances where there are
aggravating factors such as abusive or threatening behaviour towards staff.

9.3

The option also helps to step up and increase the profile of enforcement and
demonstrate that the Council is committed to improving the condition of the
boroughs streets/highways and reducing the cost of cleaning them.

10.0 New Emerging Threat
10.1 Over recent years there has been a noticeable increase in advertisements on social
media for waste removal services. Facebook in particular has become a popular
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advertising platform for rogue traders who pose online as legitimate waste removal
companies, but then dump the rubbish they collect after taking payment.
10.2 If fly-tipped waste can be traced back to its owner, the owner can be fined even if
they had acted in good faith and were not aware the waste was going to be flytipped. More communication and awareness raising will take place over the coming
year to ensure residents understand their responsibility when handing their waste
over to different companies, including skip hire.
10.3 Every individual and business has a 'duty of care' to ensure they correctly dispose
of their waste and many unsuspecting householders are being caught out by these
rogue traders, drawn by their attractive low rates, compared to legitimate
operators. Where businesses are unable to provide waste transfer notes the Council
has existing powers to issue a FPN for £300 which is reduced to £150 for early
repayment.
10.4 Further promotion will take place on social media to improve awareness.
11.0 Financial Implications
11.1 The introduction of FPNs will generate some additional income that can be
reinvested back into the fly tipping enforcement and reduction programme. It is
difficult to predict how much income will be received and the adoption of the FPNs
is about creating a deterrent and increasing efficiency in our processes, rather than
generating revenue.
11.2 At present, the costs of taking Court action against perpetrators are high and even
if prosecutions are successful, full costs are rarely granted, and can be very difficult
to recover.
11.3 The introduction of a fly-tipping FPN, pitched at a level which reflects the
seriousness of the offence, will be a more streamlined and cost-effective way of
dealing with perpetrators of more serious offences, as an alternative to prosecution
through the courts.

Other options considered
The FPN could be set at a low fine level, or no amount set, where the default amount
would be £200 as set out in the legislation. However, it is felt it needs to be set at the
maximum to ensure it is a deterrent to fly tippers and the figure proposed is in line with
author GM authorities. The FPN rates for other Greater Manchester Authorities was
considered and are shown below:
Greater Manchester Authorities Comparison




Salford
Rochdale
Bolton

£400 and £300 early repayment
£400 and £250 early repayment
£400 with no reduction
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 Manchester £400 with no reduction
 Oldham
£400 and £280 early payment.
 Wigan
£400 and £200 early payment.
____________________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
Local Neighbourhoods: The Public Protection Team are a strong driver for building
cohesive and resilient local neighbourhoods by reinforcing the fact that environmental
crime is unacceptable, community confidence, intolerance towards environmental crime,
and respect for the area will all increase.
Enterprise: Educating communities and businesses is fundamental when combating
Environmental Crime. Residents and business need to be made aware of the law and their
responsibilities to comply with legislation. The Council has to consistently look at new
ways to clamp down on those who illegally dump their waste, whilst attempting to try to
persuade them not to do it in the first place.
Delivering Together: Through regular campaigns and press releases, the Council
actively encourages all residents to report fly-tipping and provide any other information
that will help enforcement officer identify and hold offenders to account.
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
The policy will apply to fly tipping offender(s) and has no discriminatory factors.

24.

Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities
is set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need
to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that
is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

25.

The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design

of policies and in the delivery of services.
___________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
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Risk / opportunity

Mitigation

The proposal outlined in this report affects
individual(s) responsible for fly tipping
offences equally. The use of this new
enforcement option benefits all residents of
Bury equally.

None Required.

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:
N/A
____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
The legal implications are as set out within the report. A decision of Cabinet is required
to introduce the proposed regime and set the level of FPN. Further additional
authorisations of officers will be required.
____________________________________________________________
Financial Implications:
The proposed level is set at the maximum, but is in line with other authorities within GM.
It is proposed that any income achieved will be retained by the service, but
consideration will need to be given to how much work is required by the sundry debts
team or legal services to recover these funds should payment of the fixed penalty notice
not be paid and the success in recovery of these fines.
____________________________________________________________
Report Author and Contact Details:
Ben Thomson – Head of Public Protection
Email:

b.thomson@bury.gov.uk

Telephone: 0161 253 7260
Address:
Bury Council 1 s t Floor, 3 Knowsley Place, Duke Street, Bury. BL9 0EJ
____________________________________________________________

Background papers:
1. Unauthorised Deposit of Waste (Fixed Penalties) regulations 2016 - Link
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2. Department for Environmental Food and Rural Affairs: Fly-tipping statistics for England
2019/20 - Link
3. Equality Impact Assessment – Available upon request

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and
acronyms used in this report.
Term

Meaning

EPA

Environmental Protection Act 1990

FPN

Fixed Penalty Notice

K

1000 (numerical value)
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Agenda Item 16

Classification

Item No.

Open

Meeting:

Cabinet

Meeting date:

21 July 2021

Title of report:

Distribution of Adult Social Care Infection Prevention
and Control and Testing Fund July 2021-September
2021

Report by:

Councillor Simpson – Health and Wellbeing

Decision Type:

Key Decision

Ward(s) to which
report relates

All wards

Executive Summary:
The Adult Social Care Infection Control Fund was first introduced in May 2020, to
support adult social care providers in England to reduce the rate of COVID-19
transmission within and between care settings. In April 2021, it was consolidated
with the existing Rapid Testing Fund, to support additional lateral flow testing (LFT)
of staff in care homes, and enable indoors, close contact visiting where possible.
The Department of Health and Social Care have further extended the Infection
Control and Testing Fund and Bury Council will now receive a combined total of
£897,100 to be disseminated to appropriate care providers. This will be used to
support them to:


reduce the rate of COVID-19 transmission within and between care settings
through effective infection prevention and control practices and increase
uptake of staff vaccination;
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and conduct testing of staff and visitors in care homes, high risk supported
living and extra care settings, in order to enable close contact visiting where
possible

This paper seeks permission to distribute:




70% of the Infection Prevention and Control Fund to Care Homes and
Residential Drug and Alcohol settings (57.5%) and Community Care
Providers (12.5%) such as high-risk Supported Living and Care at
Home.
70% of the Rapid Testing allocation to Care Homes

This is inline with the grant conditions set by the Department of Health and Social
Care that also requires Local Authorities to disseminate the above within 20 days of
receipt. Bury Council received these monies on 13 th July 2021.
Permission is also sought to distribute the remaining discretionary amounts of 30%
and 30% respectively detailed below:
Infection Control Fund – 30% (£153,939)
Allocated proportionately between the following:
 Communal Neighbourhood Housing Support Services
 Extra Care Services
 In-borough day services
Rapid Testing Fund – 30% (£82,986)
Allocated proportionately between the following:
 Care at Home providers
 Supported Living providers
Once again, this is in line with grant conditions and must be distributed within 20
days of receipt
The table below provides details of Bury’s Infection Control and Testing extended
grant allocations:

Recommendation(s)
That: Cabinet approve the request to disseminate the above grant monies in line with
Department of Health and Social Care Grant requirements.
Reasons for the decision:
The grant conditions associated with the monies requires Local authorities to
disseminate the money to eligible care providers within 20 days of receipt.
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Other options considered and rejected:


No other options have been considered as action proposed is the only one in line
with grant conditions

Key considerations
1.

Background

1.1 The Adult Social Care Infection Control Fund was first introduced in May 2020.
The fund was extended in October 2020 and, again in April 2021. By June 2021
the fund had provided over £1.35billion of ring-fenced funding to support adult
social care providers in England for infection prevention and control (IPC). The
Rapid Testing Fund was introduced in January 2021 to support additional rapid
lateral flow testing of staff in care homes, and enable indoors, close contact
visiting where possible.
1.2 The purpose of this fund is to support adult social care providers, including
those with whom the local authority does not have a contract, to:




Reduce the rate of Covid-19 transmission within and between care settings
through effective infection prevention and control practices and increase the
uptake of staff vaccination.
Conduct additional rapid testing of staff and visitors in care homes, high-risk
supported living and extra care settings, to enable close contact visiting where
possible.

1.3 The funding will be paid in a single payment in July 2021. All funding must be
used for the measures outlined in the Appendix 1.
1.4 Local Authorities should pass on:



70% of the IPC allocation to care homes on a ‘per bed’ basis, and CQC regulated community care providers on a ‘per user’ basis; and
70% of the rapid testing allocation to care homes on a ‘per beds’ basis
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within the local authority’s geographical area, including to social care providers
with whom the local authority does not have existing contracts.
The allocation is based on 1844 registered CQC beds at July 2021 and includes
57 care homes and 1232 Community Care Users at July 2021, using the
Capacity Tracker service User data
1.5 The local authority has discretion to use the remaining 30% of the IPC
allocation, and 30% of the rapid testing allocation to provide further support to
the care sector, as outlined in the guidance.

2

Financial implications

2.1 Bury’s total allocation of the new Infection Prevention and Control and Testing
Fund is £897,100 for the period 1 s t July to 30 th September 2021. The actual
amounts to be disseminated are set out in the table below-

This paper seeks permission to distribute:


70% of the Infection Prevention and Control Fund to Care Homes and
Residential Drug and Alcohol settings (57.5%) and Community Care Providers
(12.5%) such as high-risk Supported Living.



70% of the Rapid Testing allocation to Care Homes

This is in-line with the grant conditions set by the Department of Health and
Social Care that required Local Authorities to disseminate the above within 20
days of receipt. Bury Council received these monies on 13 th July 2021.
Permission is also being sought to distribute the remaining discretionary amounts
of 30% and 30% respectively in line with the grant conditions as detailed below:
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Infection Control Fund – 30% (£153,939)
Allocated proportionately between the following:
 Communal Neighbourhood Housing Support Services
 Extra Care Services
 In-borough day services
Rapid Testing Fund – 30% (£82,986)
Allocated proportionately between the following:
 Care at Home providers
 Supported Living providers

3

Reporting

3.1

Local authorities are required to distribute the money in line with the grant
circular and are required to provide 2 high level returns by the dates below.
Providers will need to provide information at least one week prior to DHSC's
deadline to the following timetable:




Reporting point 1: 1 s t September 2021
Reporting point 2: 29 th October 2021

3.2

Providers are also required to complete the Capacity Tracker at least once per
week until 30th September 2021.

4

Conclusion

4.1

Request to approve the Infection Control and Testing grant allocation based on
2.1 above and note the reporting requirement as set out in 3 above

___________________________________________________________________
Community impact/links with Community Strategy
____________________________________________________________
Equality Impact and considerations:
Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, the ‘general duty’ on public authorities is
set out as follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
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(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The public sector equality duty (specific duty) requires us to consider how we can
positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations, and
demonstrate that we are paying ‘due regard’ in our decision making in the design of
policies and in the delivery of services.
Equality Analysis

Please provide a written explanation of the outcome(s) of
either conducting an initial or full EA.

Equality Analysis Infection Control and Rapid Testing.docx

(EA is available on request)

*Please note: Approval of a cabinet report is paused when the ‘Equality/Diversity

implications’ section is left blank and approval will only be considered when this
section is completed.
___________________________________________________________
Assessment of Risk:
The following risks apply to the decision:
Risk / opportunity


Failure to disseminate monies to
Care Providers within 20 days as
required by grant condition.

Mitigation




Monies received on 13 th July.
Cabinet approval sought on 21 s t
July; leaving sufficient time for
dissemination of monies.
Allocation of monies has already
been planned for Strategic
Accountant to allow for rapid
dissemination.

____________________________________________________________
Consultation:


No formal consultation
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____________________________________________________________
Legal Implications:
Urgent approval is requested from cabinet to disseminate the grant monies within 20
days of receipt. It is a condition of the grant that the guidance is followed. There is a
requirement that formal reporting on spend is reported to the Department of Health
and Social Care.
Financial Implications:
This is a Government grant which has strict criteria on how it should be used to
support the adult social care market. The Council only has discretion over which
providers receive monies from the 30% discretionary elements of each award. The
distribution proposed is in line with the previous allocation and fully utilises all of the
monies as required
Report Author and Contact Details:
Matthew Logan, Strategic Lead Integrated Commissioning
m.logan@bury.gov.uk
____________________________________________________________

Background papers:

Please include a glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms used in this
report.
Term

Meaning

DHSC

Department of Health and Social Care
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Agenda Item 18

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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Agenda Item 19

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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